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AN ACT TO COMBAT INTERNATIONAL TERRORIS~I
S. 2236 

MONDAY, JANUARY 23, 1978 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAms 

"Washington, D.O. 
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice in room 3302 of 

the Dirksen Senate Office Building; Hon. Abraham Ribicoff (chair
man) presiding. 

Present: Senators Ribicoff, Glenn, Percy, Javits, Stevens, Mathias, 
and Heinz . 
. Staff members present: Richard A. W'egrnan, chief counsel and staff 

director; Ellen Miller, professional staff member; Brian Conboy, 
spe~ial counsel to the minority; John Childers, chief counsel to the 
minority; Ken Ackerman, professional staff member; Robert V. Hef
fernan, research assistant. 

Ohairman RmrcoFF. The committee will be in order. 
While the hearing is today on the Omnibus Terrorist Act I do want 

to thank you, Mr. Secretary, for coming here after a grueling week 
in the Middle East. 

You spent all of this time on an airplane. You arrived home last 
night and now you are here on the Hill testifying. I do want to take 
this opportunity to express my personal confidence in your activities 
and action in the Middle East. 

I kept pretty close touch with you since December 1976, and I 
realize the deep commitment you and the President of the United 
States have in trying to bring peace to tlw, Middle East. 

It is a tough job and the news of the last 24 hours indicate that 
there has been a postponement. I, too, have recently come from some 
of the Middle Eastern countries and I realize the failure of Israel and 
Egypt to undertake a real peace initiative and come to a real peace 
agreement will result in an unparalleled tragedy for Egypt, Israel, 
and the entire world. 

I know how steadfast your commitment IS. I know your quiet di
plomacy, some of it in the front pages and some quietly behind the 
scenes. 

I have the highest respect for your actions and your thinking. And 
I would hope that you would take an opportunity after the opening 
statements or even now, to give us a capsule idea of the reasons for 
the present postponement, the prospects for resumption in the future, 
this is not the Foreign Relations Committee, but you have come home 

(1) 
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and I think it is important for the parties, important for the Con
gress, and important for the people of this Nation to try to have an 
undel'st.andin,g of what the situation is as of this morning. 

Secretary VANCE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I appreciate your kind words and confidence in the efforts which 

we have been undertaking to help the parties move towards a settle
ment of the Middle East problem. 

The meetings betwe~n the parties, after commencement of the Cairo 
meetings, as all of us know, were conducted in two separate forums. 

One was the security committee which dealt primarily with mili
tary matters relating to the Sinai, and the other the political com
mittee dealing with the broader issues which related to the subiects 
of a declaration of principles, guidelines for the resolution of the 
problems of ,Vest Bank and Gaza and the delineation of the essential 
elements of peace treaties which would be achieved, hopefully, at the 
end of the road. 

Insofar as the meetings in .T erusalem are. concerned, we all know 
that. those meetings were suspended as a result 01 the decision taken 
by President Sadat to recall his delegation for consultation with him. 

The reasons for that were expollndpd at cOl1Ridprab1c' lencth by him 
in the statement. which he delivered to the National Assembly on Sat
urday night. 

There is little really that I can add to those factors. I think that 
there is a feeling on both sides, as the two heads of government have 
indicated. that each feels he has made a maim' step in the direction of 
peace Il.nd t.hat. that has not been sufficiently recognized by the other 
party. 

As a .consequence of this and other specific matters, such as the 
issue of settlements in the northern Sinai as ntised by President Sadat, 
and other matters as raised by Prime Minister Begin, the meetings 
have been suspended. Yesterday there was an announcement that the. 
decision with respect to the continuation of the meenngs of the mili
tary committee would also be postponed but would be reconsidered 
m the future. 

It is my belief, and it has been repeated by the heads of both of the 
governments, that they desire peace. That peace is an objective which 
they will continue to pursue. 

The door to peace is not closed. I believe that. they sincerely do 
believe that and that that is the fact. 

I believe that we are in the mldst of one of those down periods 
that one finds in any negotiation. There are always ups and downs. 

I believe that the parties will pass through this period and that 
discussions between them will be resumed again. 

I do not want to pI'edict at this point when that will happen be
cause it. will depend upon events which are within the hands of others 
and which are often difficult to predict, in an;" event. . 

I would say one further thing. I would hope very much that It 
would be possible for the amollnt and- strength of rhetoric on both 
sides to be reduced. -

I think this wonld propagate an atmosphere in which it would be 
possible to bl'lgin discussions again. 

I know both of the parties do desire that, and I re.main hopeful in 
the long l'lm that we will get the negotiations back on the track and 

I 
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that the ultimate objective of all of the parties is a comprehensive 
settlement of the problem. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RIBICOFF 

Chairman RmICoFF. Thank you very much. 
Today's world has a serious terrorist problem. Recently, we haye 

::;een people willing to risk their own Jives for political aim::;. IVe are 
the hostages. IVe who believe in democracy and progressive social 
change, are being threatened. Today a desp~rate l)(>rso11 can seize all 
airphine or a powel'pJant or a bniiding and demand that the worlel 
conform to his desires. 

We in the United States have been relatively lucky so far. But we 
have no reason for complacency. No international flight is taken to
day without some apprehension. Some of our V\Tpst European part
ners live today with posters everywhere and armed guards around 
public places and prominent leaders. 

The ter:;:orist now is a threat to our basic values. And the level of 
our technology gives him the means to wreak havoc upon a society 
which does not protect itself. Frankly, we're here today to protect our
selves. I wish this set of hearings was not necessary. I've been a U.S. 
Senator for 15 years. Most of the hearings I've attended have sought 
social or economic progress. Unfortunately, today we have to spend 
some time Dxamining how to control or prevent evil. 

I am convinced that the United States can face the growing prob
lem of terrorism with confidence. The American people see hijacking 
and assassinations and cold violence, and they are outraged. They 
want to know who is in charge. And they want to see some leadershin 
stand up and SlLY that we need not let terrorists bend our country ail 
out of shane. 

The purpose of these hearings is to help the United States face 
terrorism before we have to react to terrorism. 

",Ve must understand the modern terrorist, who he is or she is, and 
why the terrorist lives his destructive life. 

""Ve must be organized as a Government and a society to thwart the 
terrorist and to protect every individual. 

We must staff whatever organization we have with experts at all 
levels to manage terrorism with flexibility and firmness. 

We must be prepared to deal with an unknown array of threats. 
And we must be prepared as a country to deny t.ho terrorist the 

subversion of our free society. This last point is the most diffir alt. We 
have to take our gloves off and fight within the law in order to pro-
tect the rule of law. • 

There is no way, to have all the answers to all contingencies. But 
the American people are looking for reassurance that we can cope 
''lith the unexpected. It's no longer enough to say that our bureauc
racy has a terrorism officer or that a secret "P .R.M. 30" exists and 
we should rest assured. If our citizens are going to be asked to per
severe in time of crisis, they have a right to know that we are 
prepared for crisis. 

On the international level, other countries operate unsafe airports 
which endanger the American traveler. Some countries train, equip, 
and provide safe haven to guerillns. Some use diplomatic facilities to 
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support this activity. It's time that we join with other countries in 
striking back at the promotion of terrorism. Those who would tol
erate terrorists have no reason to expect the tolerance of the civilized 
world. 

The legislation pending before the committee, S. 2236, combines 
diplomatic initiatives with strong unilateral U.S. policy to combat 
terrorism. The thrust of this legislation is to ensure that we have 
an adequate structure to handle terrorist problems as they arise and 
to assure the citizens of this Nation that our handling of terrorist 
incidents will be with a firm hand. Further, it is the intent of this 
legislation that the United States take swift and direct action against 
any country which aids terrorist acts. 

It is an outrage and even unthinkable that the civilized world. could 
tolerate the practices of some nations whose governments directly 
support terrorist activities against innocent citizens. The United 
States must lead the world comunity in our response and prepared
ness for such actions. 

I am very pleased that some extremely impressive witnesses have 
agreed to help us in these hearings. During the next few days we will 
have a chance to learn about various aspects of the terrorist threat. 
From their testimony, we will be better able to shape this particular 
legislation and to face this problem with greater confidence. 

We are honored to have as the leadoff witness our distinguished 
Secretary of State. Mr. Vance has been hard at work on one of our 
main foreign policy problems-and one not unrelated to the business 
before us today. I understand, Mr. Vance, that you arrived in "Wash
ington from the Middle East only last night. You have the gratitude 
of this committee by appearing before us today. We are most eager to 
hear your testimony. .. 

Senator Heinz, Senator Glenn, Senator Hodges, do you have an 
opening statement ~ .. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HEINZ 

Senator HEINZ. I have a brief opening statement, Mr. Ch!airman. 
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary, let me just say briefly, Ji. welcome 

these hearings. I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for taking the 
lead in this area, and for beginning this examination of your legis
lation, S. 2236, the Omnibus Antiterrorism Act. I think these hear
ings are particularly important because they represent f.Ln impressive 
effort on the part of Congress to deal comprehensively with what is 
becoming an increasingly important and difficult pl'obl~m. 

Although improved' U.S. security measures in the past few years 
have resulted in a decrease in the number of domestic hijackings, on 
the whole terrorist incidents, including those OIL the rise, involving 
Americans, are notably bombings and assassinations. 

In 1977, there were dramatic incidents such as the Lufthansa inci
dent, which ended in Somalia, and the terrorist attack on industrialist 
Hans-Martin Schleyer. 

Each such incident promotes new incidents and tests security and 
uneven commitment to solving the problem multiply those cases into 
a situation that is rapidly becoming unmanageable. The American 
people clearly share this view. A Harris poll last year showed broad 
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support for a tough antiterrorism policy, including some of the pro
visions in this bill, S. 2236. 

Mr. Chairman, I would also like to point out that these hearings 
have a special interest 'for me, as it was 1 year ago this week that I 
introduced one If the first pieces of legislation in this Congress to 
deal with the r,,:oblem of terrorism. 

I am pleased to see some of the elements of that bill, which attempt 
to impose meaningful sanctions against countries which aid or abet 
terrorism, have been included in S. 2236, which we are discussing in 
those hearings, although the latter is more comprehensive. 

That very comprehensiveness, while making the bill a better vehicle 
for a broad-based approach to the parameters of terrorist activity, 
raises questions that the committee will want to answer. Although 
there should be no question that all Senators should support the bill's 
objectives, certain details will be the subject of debate. 

The committee should think carefully whether the reorganization 
mandated illl the legislation is the most appropriate for an effective 
antiterrorism policy or whether the bill effectively structures the 
relationship between Congress and the executive branch in admin
istering the list of nations which aid or abet terrorism. 

In addition to this close analysis of what is in the bill, I hope the 
committee will also think carefully about some of the things which 
are not in it. For example, about the effects and the role of the media 
in publicizing tel'rorist incidents while they are happening, what 
responsibility the Federal Government has to provide training in 
counterterrorist tactics for both our own defense and for that of other 
nations; whlather policies or negotiations with terrorists and pay
ment of ramlom should be clearly articulated or developed on an ad 
hoc basis; whether there should be an effort to coordinate Federal 
policy with that of local governments, or that of private companies; 
and what role the intelligence community should play in a compre
hensive antiterrorism policy. 

Mr. Chairman, I wouldn't want you or anybody else to believe that 
I have the answers to all of these questions about what is in the bill, 
or what is missing from it. But I do have some thoughts which I 
expect to offer from time to time as we proceed. . 

The result!! of our efforts will, I hope, be the creation of a compre
hensive strategy for dealing with terrorism on a worldwide basis. 
Such a strategy is overdue, and I congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, 
for your work thus far in seeking to develop it. 

Thank you. 
Chairman :RIBICOFF. You may proceed, Mr. Secretary. 

STATEMENT OF CYRUS R. VANCE, SECRETARY OF STATE, AND 
HEYWARD ISHAM, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF COMBATING TERROR
ISM, DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Secretary V ANOE. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman: 
Mr. Chairman and members of the commIttee: I am pleased to 

appear before you today to discuss a subject of greatest concern and 
urgency: how to defend our citizens and our national intercsts 
against threats of terrorism around the world. Congress and the ad-
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ministration must work closely on this vital issue, so "that as a 
Government we are prepared to deal with terrorist acts rapidly, de
cisiv€lly, and effectively. 

Terrorism is one of the most inhumane phenomena of our time. We 
must do everything we can to combat this problem. As your first wit
ness, let me present the administration's position on the overall prob
lem of terrorism and the need for effective legislation. 

It is clear from the pending legislation that the administration and 
Congress share common goals: to deter terrorist attacks, to discour
age other governments from cooperating with or giving refuge to 
terrorists, to capture and prosecute those who participate in such 
crimes, and to do this in cooperation with other governments. 

Strong legislation can help achieve these goals. It will demonstrate 
to the world that the American Government and people will not 
tolerate such violence and that we are prepared to act promptly and 
firmly. Effective legislation can strengthen our ability to work to
gether with other governments toward this shared goal. 

Let me begin by describing the scope of the terrorist threat, as we 
see it today. 

International airplane hijackings have increased in the past 2 
years, after a brief pause in their frequencv. 

Worldwide, the number of terrorist attacks, including bombings, 
assassinations, ambushes and arson, has been higher in the past 2 
years than in any previous comparable period. 

There has been a shift away from attacks against U.S. Government 
officials and property to attacks on American businessmen and cor
porate facilities. The indications are that these threats on overseas 
facilities of U.S. corporations and their employees could continue at 
least at their present level. 

Cooperation among terrorist groups, with totally different goals, 
appears to be growing. Groups such as the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine, the Japanese Red Army, and the Baader
Meinhof Gang increasingly cooperate in lethal attacks against inno
cent victims, regardless of their nationality. 

Some terrorist groups find their ideology in a radical nationalism 
that allows no compromise. Others seek to destroy the political order 
of their countries, either because they reiect all authority or because 
they seek to intimidate the established authorities. 

While the motivations of individual terrorists vary, however, it is 
clear that there is one common thread: they will attack the forms of 
organized society by all the means they can comand. 

In their common pursuit of violence, they share information, 
weapons, money and, at times, logistical support. In the expression 
of that violence, they threaten the personal freedom and security of 
us all. 

Before I talk about what the United States is doing to combat 
this threat. let me briefly discuss the international response that is 
emerging, for as much as any other problem we face, the fight against 
terrorism must be international in scope. 

There have been some encouraging developments: Hijackers find 
they can no longer count on landing in countries which once gave 
them sanctuary. During the recent Japan Air Lines and Lufthansa 
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hijackings nearly every nation in the Middle East where the hijackers 
sought refuge turned them away. 

We must, nonetheless, gain universal acceptance of the responsibil
ity of nations to prosecute or extradite terr.orists apprehended within 
their ju,risdiction, as prescribed by The Hague and Montreal 
ConventIOns. 

On November 3, 1971, the U.N. General Assembly passed a reso
lution condemning hijacking and urging the adoption of effective 
measures to combat it. The approval of this consensus resolution re
flects a growing appreciation by nations throughout the world of the 
need for more effective action against this form of political violence. 

The successful actions of the Israelis at Entebbe and the West 
Germans at :r~fogadiscio demonstrated that terrorists can be defeated 
by a combination of appropriate rescue capacity, flexible contingency 
planning, and skillful tactics. 

1Ve should recognize, however, that such operations entail great 
risk to the hostages and may not alwnys be feasible. 

For our part, the United States has taken strong actions on a 
number of fronts: 

First, 'we have made clear to all that we will reject terrorist black
mail. We have clearly and repeatedly stated our intention to reject 
demands for ransom 01' for the release of prisoners. 

Second, in this and past administrations, we have strengthened 
airport security within the United States. There has been only one 
successful hijacking of a U.S. scheduled air carrier since November 
1972. ,Ve will continue these essential security measures. 

Third, we have improved safety measures to protect U.S. officials 
and property abroad. ,Ve have provided protective armor for of
ficial vehicles and mandated security training for all personnel posted 
overseas. 

Together with the Department of Commerce, the State Department 
is advising private corporations, and their employees, how to protect 
themselves and their property against terrorist attacks. In most 
cases, we hav!:' bl.'l.'ll able to carry out thrse 1l1rllHUreH in close co
oprration with fOl'ei§.,>"ll governments. 

Fourth, through action initiated this fall by Secretary Adams at 
the International Civil Aviation Organization, we have been work
ing to upgrade the international standards for p,irport security. The 
primary focus of this effort is to require mandatory preflight inspec-
tion.of all passenge~'s and. accompanying baggage. . 

FIfth, we have mtenslfied our efforts to move other countrIeS to 
ratify the Tokyo, Hague, and Montreal Conventions. As you know, 
these Conventions provide for the apprehension, prosecution, and 
extradiction of those who hijack or sabotage commercia] aircraft. 

To date, 62 countries have ratified all three Conventions; 55 have 
ratified none. We are not satisfied with these numbers; worldwide 
acceptance of these basic principles is essential. 

'sixth, w(;' haw developed, and are improving, procedures for co
operating and exchanging information among law (;'nforcement agen
cfes around the world. For example, during the hijackings of the .Tapan 
Air Lines and Luftha.nsa aircraft last fall, we provided background 

-------------------------------""----- -
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information on terrorist groups and their past operations, and 
guidelines for protecting and obtaining the release of hostages. 

Seventh, we have made major organizational change,:;; within the 
executive branch that are designed to improve our ability to combat 
terrorism. Shortly after assuming office, the President reorganized 
the structure of the National Security Council. Among the actions 
taken was the establishment of the Special Coordination Committee 
to handle, among other matters, crisis management. 

The Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs chairs 
this committee; its members are thp statutory members of the NSC 
and other senior officials as necessar;y. 

In a crisis situation, the Special Coordination Committee would 
convene immediately. 

This committee ensures that necessary decisions will be made at the 
highest levels of the government. 

The Special Coordination Committee supervises a senior-level 
interagency group to ensure coordination among agencies dealing 
with terrorism. The interagency group has an executive committee 
consisting of representatives from the Departments of State, Defense, 
.Justice, Treasury, Transportation, Energy, the CIA, and the NSC 
staff. It is chaired by the representative of the State Department; 
the deputy chairman is the representative of the Department of 
Justice. It has met frequently since it was established in September 
1977. 

The Chairman of the Executive Committee, Ambassador Isham, 
is sitting here on my right. 

To fulfill our responsibilities within this framework, the State 
Department has developed its own procedures. 

Our operations center is fully staffed on a 24-hour basis to manage 
crisis situations. It has instantaneous communications to all parts of 
the Government, direct access to top officials, and prompt communica
tion to all posts overseas. It has performed well in the past, and it 
will do so in the future. 

Our procedures are designed to anticipate terrorist attempts, as well 
as to deal with ongoing incidents. 

Specialized units in the U.S. intelligence community, as well as 
other agencies of the Federal Government, place high priority on 
the collection and evaluation of necessary intelligence. 

We are working to improve the effectiveness and promptness with 
which we exchange this information with friendly agencies abroad. 

"'\Vhen U.S. citizens in foreign countries are threatened, we immedi
ately communicate with foreign governments and make available to 
tlwm our information, advice, and experience to assist them 'in carry
ing out their responsibilities. 

Finally, cooperation on antiterrorism has become an important 
part of our bilateral relations with other nations. We are urging 
other govel'llments to take appropriate steps to combat terrorism and 
bring terrorists to ;ust,ice. 

Obstacles to effective cooperation among governments remain. 
Some govel'llments. sympathetic to the asserted cause of particular 
terrorist organizations, not only provide safe-haven, but also arm, 
train, and provide cover. 

t' 
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Others shy away from resolute action, to avoid jeopardizing rela
tions with countries that support terrorist organizations; still others 
preier to avoid the apprehension or prosecution of terrorists for fear 
of new terrorist attacks aimed at freeing comrades. We will con
tinue to press these governments to assume the full measure of their 
international responsibilities. 

The administration and this committee have the same goals
stopping terrorism. "Ve will continue to work closely with you, as 
you develop effective legislation. 

Let me address the provisions we hope will be embodied in such 
leg-islation. 

One, we are prepared to submit regular reports to Congress on 
acts of international terrorism that affect American citizens or int.er
ests. "Ve suggest that these reports be issued quarterly, and in a form 
that can be made public, so that all concerned Americans will have 
authoritative and current data on terrorist incidents. 

The Department of Justice will address these reporting require
ments in greater detail in its testimony. 

Two, we will appear periodically before this committee to supple
ment these written reports. I know that the committee will appreciate 
that much of this information will be sensitive. As a result, we 
strongly urge that these briefings be in closed sessions and on a 
classified basis. 

Three, the administration supports the concept of a public list of 
countries which aid or abet terrorist actions. Public exposure and 
condemnation can be effective in discouraging support for terrorist 
activities. Removal of a country from the list would signal a change 
toward greater responsibility and restraint. 

Four, we are prepared to support appropriate sanctions against 
countries appearing on such a list; indeed, we already impose sanc
tions against certain countries which have been identified with 
terrorist operations. 

"Ve believe that any such sanctions should be considered on a 
case-by-case basis, talring into account probable effectiveness, the 
interests of U.S. citizens living abroad, and our overall political, 
security, and economic relationships. 

'In addition, to be effective, sanctions must be fashioned so that they 
can be altered or lifted in response to evidence of change. 

Five, we support the objective of publishing a list of airports that 
are deficient in their security measures. However, we must recognize 
that there are significant technical constraints on evaluating the 
security of foreign airports and that we must work together with 
the responsible government to upgrade these procedures. The De
partment of Transportation will address this issue in greater detail 
in its testimony. 

Six, we hope that Congress will enact enabling legislation that will 
result in full United States compliance w:ith the terms of the Mon
treal Convention on Aircra,ft Sabotage. In this connection, we seek 
provisions for civil penalties to complement the criminal penalties 
already available under aircraft security legisJation. 

Seven, and finally, it is our hope that the legislation developed by 
this committee will be consistent with the NSC-SCC reorganization 

"I·have d.escribed to you. . 
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Let mt' say again that we welcome the action of this committee, 
and. we will cooperate with you fully in the development of legisla
tion that will be effective in dealing with this dangerous threat. 

Chairman RmIcoFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. "\Vhy is 
it that certain countries such as Libya and Iraq are able to promote 
terrorism without suffering the sanctions of other countries ~ 

Secretary VANCE. The reasons are varied. Somntimel"l the reasons 
are political reasons, where other countries in the area do not wish 
to take positions which are contrary to the positions of such countries. 
Other times, the relationships which pxist on an economic level affect 
the unwilingness of other countries to take action against such coun
tries. And thirdly, there are overall political reasons which may 
affect it. 

However, there are countries which will be willing to take actions; 
we have indeed taken actions in the United States with respect to 
Libya as a result of their actions in this area. Insofar as Iraq is con
cerned, which has been another country which has permitted the 
training and has supported terrorist organizations within its borders, 
we simply do not have any diplomatic relations with them. 

We have really no practical way of affecting relationships with 
them. Vve have communicated our unhappiness and dissatisfaction 
with the situation and have urged them to change through the low 
levels of diplomatic intercourse which we have, but this is not a very 
effective way to treat this. 

Therefore, I think we must develop ways of working together 
within the international community as well as unilaterally if we are 
going to become effective in mobilizing the world against this action. 

Chairman RmIcoFF. vVhat reaction do you get in discussion with 
other countries, which have suffered as a result of terrorist tactics, 
about developing a code of int.ernational sanctions that the mnjor 
countries in the airline transportation field will live by and live with? 

S~~cretary VANGE. It depends on what you're talking about. The 
fact we were able to get a consensus resolution in t.he United Nations 
this iall, even though it was somewhat watered down in its final 
form l, indicates a growin~ willingness to move in this area. 

That was followed, &.s I indicated in my statement, by the meeting' 
in Montreal which was held at which Mr. Adams, our Secretary oi 
Transportation, appeared and as a result of which :it was agreed that 
there would be a tightening of airport safety regulations, and I think 
that thttt can and will be implemented. 

If you're talking about a broader code, the problems there rest in 
the kinds of issues I have indicated earlier, and that's the political
economic types of problems that affect. theh' willingness to act. And 
these are the basic types of factors which affect the decisions of these 
various countries. 

Chairman RnnGOFF. In the modern world, could any natiOn of any 
economic or political size survive commercially and politically, if 
international aircraft refused to use the airport facilities of these 
countries that cooperated 01' even encouraged terrorist activities ~ . 

Secretary V ANGE. It would h.e Vf'ry difficult in the mod.ern world 
for a country to carry out effectIve trade in commerce and Its day~to
day business with other nations if it were denied access to the airports 
of other nations throughout the world. 

t ______ . _________ ~ _______________ _ 

~ 
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Chairman RmIC01'l!'. Suppose the United States, Great Britain, 
France, 'West Germany, the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands, 
.Tapan-the nations with the big international air fleet-got together 
and had a. common policy. Would that type of sanction ha.ve a sal
utary . effect. against the so-called outlaw countries who encourage 
terrorIsm? 

Secretary V ANCl'J. I think this is a proposal or suggestion that 
sl~ould be followed up, and I think that we should pursue it with 
VIgor. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. You mentioned in your testimony the United 
States from time to time has imposed sanctions. Would you explain 
some of the sanctions our country has talwn against other nations ~ 

Secretary VANCE. Yes, sir. In the rase of Libya, we have refused 
requested sales of equipment which have a potential military use. 
We have refused some licenses required for the export of aircraft 
which are nonmilitary in nature. We have refused requests Ior expert 
help in other areas which have been requested. We ha,e denied 
licbnse for third-country transfers of United States origin equipment 
and technology which would enhance the military capability of that 
country. 

Those are some of t1l(>. types of things. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. In most. conntries in Western Europe, the ter

rorist activities are handled basically by justice ministeries as crim
inal acts. By establishing' the primacy of the State Department, don't 
we infuse t.his as a political act as opposed to a cl'iminal act.~ Do you 
belit>vc it should stav in State, should be transferred to Justice, or 
should .Tustice and State have a cochairmanship depending on the 
type of activity we are talking about? Have you given any thought 
to that ~ 

Secretary VANCE. I have given thought to that and I would like 
to comment., and then I would like to ask Ambassador Isham to 
comment. 

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that when we are dealing with a 
situation that involves a foreiPl nation, the principal concern is the 
protection of American citizens. And this has to be carried out 
through the chalme]s which will he most effective in dealing with tLe 
situation that exists. W(', luwe the normal channels through our dip~ 
lomatic relations with these conn tries. These channels have been used 
in the past, such as the incident which occurred in the hijacking in 
Ba.uq,-ladesh very recently. 

':Ve worked very effectively there. "i:Vhen we pulled together the 
task forces which workt>d on these, we had the various elements of 
the Government workin~ hand in glove together on it. Thererore, it 
seems to me that the responsibility should be left in the Department 
of State, which can deal with this with the help of the other agencies 
on a timely and effective basis. 

In addition, in these incidents, one has to always take into account 
the politica1 relationships between the various nat.ions. These are 
complex and difficult matters and it's appropriate that these matters 
should be in the hands of the Department of State, which has the 
principal responsibility for adYlce to the President in regard to these 
matters. 

27-·128 0 - 78 - 2 
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Do you want to speak to that ~ 
Mr. ISHAlIf. Yes, sir. I would add to that that the new organization 

of the working group and the executive committee, of which tho De
partment of Justice representative is the deputy chairman. In fact, 
Mr. Gibson is here with us today and our cooperation is extremely 
close and would be tailored to whatever incident, international or do
mestic, might arise. 

Chairman RmIcoFF. Senato~ Heinz. 
Senator HEINZ. Thank You, 1\1:1'. Chairman. 
Mr. Secretary, in your testimony you expressed support for appro

priate sanctions against countries which aid or abet terrorism. First 
of.all, does the State Department have a list of countries now that 
you have determined do aid or abet terrorism ~ 

Secretary VANCE. Yes, we do. 
Senator HEINZ. Do you publish this list? 
Secretary VANCE. That list has been made available to Senator 

Javits and it was published, I believe, after it was made available to 
him. 

Senator HEINZ. It has been made public ~ 
Senator JAVITS. I made it public, but I ask unanimous consent that 

my exchange of correspondence be made part of the record. 
Chairman RmIcoFF. \iVithout objection. 
[The material referred to follows:] 

Hon. DOUGLAS HEOK, 

U.S. SENATE, 
Washington, D.O., Febrlla1'Y 28,1977. 

Ooordinator for Oombating Tm'rorisrn, Department of State, Washington, D.O. 
DEAR AMBASSADOR HEOK: I intend to follow up the Senate's passage in the 

94th Congress of S. Res. 524, which condemned the August 11th terrorist attack 
at Yesilkoy Airport, Turkey, with hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee. As one who was particularly concerned with onr efforts to combat 
terrorism and who was tragically and intimately affected by the Yesilkoy 
Airport attack, I have been particularly disturbed by reports of assistance 
rendered by the Government of Libya to facilitate that and other terrorist 
attacks. In addition, I am sure that you are aware of reports of assistance by 
the governments of Iraq, South Yemen a,'ld Somalia to terrorists. Accordingly, 
I would like to have fr0111 the Department . ..of State a report, in writing, 
preferably unclassified, setting forth In detail the operations, assistance, and 
methods that Libya and any. other countries have pursued in furtherance of 
terrorists and terrorism. 

In addition, I am interested to know what new approaches, if any, the 
Administration intends to take to comhat terrorism. I hope that any new 
departures that will be taken will be formulated in consultation with the 
Congress where I believe a most cooperative and constructive attitude will be 
found. 

I believe that the information I am herein requesting will be most helpfuU in 
laying a constructive basis for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee llearings 
which I intend to request. 

With best regards, 
Sincerely, 

Hon. JAOOB K. JAVITS, 
U.S. Senate. 

J AOOB K. J A VITI~. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, D.O., April 27, 1977. 

DEAR SENATOR ,TAVITS: 'With furtller reference to your letter of February 23 
to Ambassador Heck and to the interim reply of March 8, and consequent to 
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Ambassador Heck's discussion with your staff, I have enclosed summary 
statements in reSl)OllSe to your request for information on assistance given to 
terrorists by various governments in recent years. Also enclosed is a short paper 
on the present status of our thinIring with regard to new initiatives against 
international terrorism which are currently under consideration by the 
Executive Branch. 

We fully share your concern about terrorism and value your support of our 
efforts to cope with it. There is, unfortunately, every indication that inter
national terrorism is on the increase and we will have to prepare ourselves to 
deal with further attacks on American citizens and installations abroad 
including those of American companies. The initiatives set forth in the endosed 
pape~' are designed to prepare us to handle such threats more effectively in the 
future and hopefully to deter as many as possible. There may be other initiatives 
and measures that should be considered. Ambassador Heck will be pleased to 
meet with you or members of your staff if you wish to discuss these questions 
at further length. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures. 

DOUGLAS J. BENNET, Jr., 
.As8i8tant Secretary 

for Oongressional Relations. 

Although the Libyan Government claims that it is opposed to terrorists it 
has qualified this by saying that "freedom fighters" lI.re not "terrorists" and 
have the right to carryon their struggles "by wllatllver means" they deem 
necessary. 

The Libyan Government, since at least 1972, has actively assisted a number 
of terrorist gronps and individuals. These have primarily been members of 
the several "rejectionist" factions of the Palestinian movement who have 
broken away from more moderate Palestinian leaders on the issue of the 
legitimacy of politically motivated violence as a means of carrying on the 
struggle against Israel. 

It is a matter of public record that Libya has received and given refuge to 
international terrorists involved in a long history of terrorist acts, including: 

The perpetrators of the October 1972 massacre at the Munich Olympics; 
The hijackers of the Lufthansa aircraft in October 1972; 
The hijackers of the Japanese AirLine Boeing blown up in July 1973; 
The terrorists who attacked the TWA plane at Athens airport in August 1973 ; 
The terrorists who attempted to shoot down the El Al plane outside of Rome 

in September 1973 ; 
The terrorists who commandeered a train in Czechoslavakia bound for 

Austria in September 1973 ; 
The hijackers of the BOAC plane over Dubai of November 1974; 
The kidnappers of certain OPEC oil ministers in December 1975. 

IRAQ 

The Government of Iraq is a major supporter of Rejectionist Palestinian 
elements which repudiate a negotiated settlement to the Arab/Israel dispute. 
The Rejectionist Palestinians include groups which use terrorism as a policy 
instrument. 

Baghdad lends pOlitical and moral support to all rejectioni(lt groups. To whnt 
degree Baghdad provides financial, military, logistical 01' training support is 
unClear, but it appears that a substantial degree of some such support goes to 
one renegade Fatah group and the Wadi Haddad wing of the Palestinian 
Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), both of which carry out 
international terrorist activities. 

PEOPLE'S DEMOORATIO REPUBLIO OF YE:l.fEN (EDEN) 

There is some public evidence that the People's Democratic Republic of 
Yemen has on occasion allowed its territory to be used as a sanctuary for 
terrorists. The absence of any U.S. representation in South Yemen and the 
general restrictions placed on the movements and contracts of foreig-ners there 
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make it difficult for the United States to verify the existence and extent of 
PDRY support for terrorism. 

In recent months there have been some tentativ(> movements toward improve
ment of relations between PDRY and certain of its moderate Arab neighbors 
which have consistently repudiated international terrorism. We are not able to 
predict with any certainty, however, whether this trend will have a significant 
effect on l'DRY's attitude toward terrorism. 

SOMaLIA AND TERRORIS~r 

There have been two major terrorist incidents involving the Front for the 
Liberation of the Somali Coast (FLCS), a Somali Government-supported group, 
in the past two years. In March, 1975, three members of the FLCS seized the 
French Ambassador to Moga(Uscio, and only freed him five days later in ex
change for money and two FLCS members who were prisoners in France. The 
exchange took place in Aden at the public request of both FranC'e and Somalia. 

In February, 1V76, a grOtlp of FLCS commandos seized a scl1001 bus contain
ing 31 French children in Djibouti amI attemptecl to clrive it across the border 
into Somalia. The bus was halted before it reached the border. ]'rench sharp
shooters eventually ldlled six of the commandos and re-took the bus. Two of 
the children were killed. 

There is open cooperation between the Somali Government and the ]'LCS, 
a cooperation which the Somali Government justifies on the grounds that the 
FLCS has been recognized by tlle Organization of AfriC'an Unity aR a legitimate 
liberation movement. While it is generally agreed thut the FLCS is dependent 
on Somali Government support, there is no evidence whic~'J. establishes that the 
two incidents described above were precipitated with the l;:nowledge of the 
Somali Government. 

In a December, 1976 meeting in Somalia, the Central Committee of the FLCS 
expelled five of its top leaders. While the FLCS leadership did not use the 
occuslon to renounce terrorism us policy, some of the reasons eitecl for tIle 
expulsions were the infiltrating of armecl gangs into Djibouti without consulting 
the FLCS policy-malring body. conspiracy to assassinate other membt'rs, kid
napping, ldlllng, robbing, and misappropriation of fund::;, The (lisC'iplinary 
action appeurs to be in accord with the apparent Somali Government decision 
to cooperate peacefully with the ]'rench in bringing about Djibouti's inde
pendence. Independence is expected in June of this year. 

NEW INITIATIVES AGaINST TERRORIS:\I 

There are numerous ongoing efforts by the Department and other agencies 
to improve OUI' cotmter-terrorist capabilities and activities. These include 
developing close bilateral and lllultilateral ('oolleration with other lil{e 
minded governments, better phySical security, expanded intt'lligence data bases 
and intelligence exchange practices, improved aircraft security as wt'11 DB other 
anti-hijacldng measures at home and abroad and closer bilateralallClmultilateral 
cooperation on 110Uti('al and legal measures for ('ontl'olling, apprehencUng, and 
prosecuting those guilty of committing 01' abetting acts of interlllltional 
terrorism. 

Specifically we have encouraged all of our posts to seek additional parties 1:0 
the Hague, l\:Iontreal and Protection of Diplomat!! Conv~utions. ~Ioreover, we 
have actively supported the FRG initiative in the UN General ASl:lelIlbly to 
draft a hostage cOllvention and expect to take an appropriate role in tIle UN's 
consideration of that convention. Our bilateral contacts with other countries 
sharing an interest In ('ombatting terrorism rontinually explore new avenues 
to address the problems of international terrorism through interllational law 
and new j)ilateral /lnd Ulultilateral initiatives in tllis arl'a. 'Ve are encouraged 
by what we have achievt'd, but the thr('at l1t'rsists and there is much more that 
ran and sllould be dont'. 

In this ronnection, the question arises as to tllC' feasibility of lllultilateral 
enforcE-ment agrE'E'mcntR against cOllntrlNl which fail to maintain minimal air
port sec'ul'ity standnrds or to cooperate in other efforts againR!: (E'rrrrists. 
Based upon experience in the International Civil Aviation Organization 
regarding It previously proposed enforcement convention, we believe there 
would be Sigllificll.11t resistance amollg member stntes to compulsory enforce-
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ment of such measures as the minimal security standards set forth in Annex 11 
to the Convention on International Civil Aviation (the Chicago Convention). 
Although there has been a number of terrorist attacl{s and bombings at major 
airports in the past few years and despite US support for implementation of 
security standards, the prospects of success for a multilateral enforcement 
agreement are not considered good. However, we continue unilaterally to urge 
other governments to adopt Annex 17 standards as we search for new ways 
and means to increase international support for enforcement. 

Within the existing institutional framework of the Cabinet Committee to 
Combat Terrorism amI its operating-level Working Group, this administration 
is energetically searchIng for new approaches as well as the improvement of 
currently employed methods and techniques to cope with international terrorIsm. 
1Ve are presently exploring the pl'OSDects for further advance in several areas: 

C)'isis management.-We are seeking to improve the management of terrorist 
acts committed in the United States which have important foreign policy 
implications. We are considering recommendations for a new interagency 
effort to integrate and refine our policy options in this area and to identify 
realistic procedural alternatives for the management of such incidents. 

Guidelincs on mass destr1lCtiol~ tel'r01"ism.-We believe attention should be 
focused on the development of a government-wide policy and an operational 
mechanism to deal with terl'orist threats of mass destrnction. There is an 
urgent need for establishing clear and coordinated policy alld operational 
guidelines which identify anel instruct the lead and supportive agencles whose 
capabilities to deal with terrol'ist threats of nuclear, bacteriological or chemical 
mass destrnction are yet untested. 

Ooltnte:rteJ'rol'ism technology.-We have been examining the need for the 
research and development of equipment to improve our counter-terrorIst 
capabilities. Requirements in this area have been tentatively identified by 
studies on mass-destruction and intermediate terrorism and in an overview of 
technology requirements. 

ReacZy reaction teams.-Oul' experience with terrorist incidents abroad has 
revealed a need at overseas posts for the early on-scene assistance of specialists 
in the procedures and techniques of managing terrorist incidents snch as 
kldnappings and hostage-barricade situations. The peculiarities of a given 
situation will determine whether such a team is needed, and if so, its number 
and composition. We have in mind an experienced crisis manager and a 
pllychiatrist with terrorist/hostage-barricade training as being the l{ey members. 
We hope to develop tbe Ready Reaction Team concept into an operational 
procedure to give immediate Washington support to overseas Missions con
fronted by a terrorist cballenge. 

Chairman RmlcoFF. Since our curiosity has been aroused, Senator 
J avits will read the list of names. 

Senator .TA VITS. It's brief. There are four countries involved which 
the United States has named as aiding or abetting terrorism. The 
People's Democratic Republic of Yemen, Somalia, Libya, and Iraq. 
I was going to ask the Department today whether the Department 
wished to :review the inclusion of Somalia. 

Secretary VANCE. Since we furnished that list the situation changed 
in Somalia. Somalia helped effectively in the Lufthansa incident. In 
light of those circumstances and those which have changed since the 
t.ime we sent the letter to Senator Javits, we would no longer include 
Somalia on the list. 

With respect to South Yemen, let me point out the situatioh there 
remaius under reyiew. They refused to accept in the Lufthansa inci
dent the landing of the aircraft in that country. They indicate that 
their position with respect to terrorist situn;tions has changed from the 
past and therefore the matter should be reVIewed. 

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Secretary, what are the criteria by which a 
country makes that list ~ 
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Mr. ISHAM. There would be a whole range of criteria. The degree 
to which a cOlmtry would aid or abet a te-rrorist act by protecting 
from prosecution, under the laws, hijackers or terrorists that might 
come into its territory. 

This would, of course, violate the Hague and the Montreal Con
ventions. 

Second, the degree to which it would provide logistic support, finan
cial support, training, weapons, diplomatic facilities, and other means 
of support for a terrorist, all of these factors would be taken into 
account. 

Senator HEINZ. What I hear you saying is that there are no firm 
guidelines. It is done on a, case-by-case basis, unless I misinterpret the 
term "the degree to which." 

'What you n.re saying is, thn,t you are reserving judgment in each 
and every instance as to how bad the situation is, and that there are 
no clear guidelines that a potentially proterrorist country may refer to. 

You are saying if you get too bad in aiding or abetting terrorists, 
too bad in providing'logistical support, you might get on the list. 

Am I unfairly characterizing the State Department's policy~ 
Mr. ISHA}!. No. The aiding and abetting is a firm policy guideline 

which is effected in legislation. 
Senator HEINZ. Are those guidelines available to the Congre8s~ 
Mr. ISHA}f. Yes. For example, they are contained in our Foreign 

Assistance Act. It contains these prohibitions. 
The Export Control Act makes reference to such matters. 
Senator HEINZ. But I am interested in how the State Department 

makes a determination that a country has crossed the unacceptable 
threshold of aiding or abetting terrorists. 

Secretary VANCE. The decision is one which has to be made after 
evaluating what the specific factors are in the field of aiding and ab&t
ting. Then a determination has to be made. 

That would be made by making a recommendation to the Secretary 
of State, namely, to me. I would then make the decision that it should 
be included: 

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Secretary, maybe you or Mr. Isham can answer 
this. Are there any triggers that force that review through channels 
to you? 

Secretary VANCE. There is a continuing review going on by the 
working group and the executive committee of the intelligence infor
mation with respect to terrorist incidents, and potential inCidents, and 
what is going on within each of these countries. That kind of informa
tion, and the reports coming out of that are indeed trigger incidents 
which would generate the kind of reports to me and to others involved 
in the process to make such a decision. 

Senator HEINZ. Let's take a specific example, so that we can get 
down to cases, as apparently you do in the State Department. 

The Abu Daoud case involving the failure, in my judgment, of the 
French authorities to give the German authorities' any real opportu
nity to seek the extradition of the terrorist Abu Daoud. What was, in 
fact, our role, if any, if you know, in that matter? And what did we 
threat en to do, if anything, to the French? What words did we have 
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with our former NATO friends-at least they are still our friends, 
but they have been less active militarily than maybe we would prefer. 

It seems to me that was a pretty reprehensible act by the French. 
Did we ignore them? 

Secretary VANCE. Further investigation has been made of that. 
There are a number of factors that relate to it that I would be happy 
to go into in closed session. I do not think it would be appropriate, 
frankly, to go into that in this open session. . 

Senator HEINZ. Let me turn, then, if I may, to a different issue. 
What are the kinds of sanctions that we do and don't usc against 
countries that do get on the list. 

Maybe in closed session we will have to come back to some of the 
cases, and how you do work it in the State Department. It is not en
tirely clear to me, but I don't pretend to be an expert on this. 

Have we got an embargo against the sales of commercial aircraft, 
or the use of Eximbank credits, one or the {)ther, or both, with respect 
to Libya, Iraq, South Yemen9 and Somalia at this poinH 

Secretary VANCE. There is, in the case of Libya, an embargo on the 
sale of commercial aircraft with significant unilateral capability and 
the granting of licenses for that. 

Senator HE1NZ. In 19'76 we sold both these countries, Iraq, for ex~ 
ample, $31 million of one category of aircraft, $89 million of another 
category of aircraft. That was in calendar 19'76. 

Are you saying that with respect to Iraq, which is one of the major 
supporters of international terrorism, particularly logistic support 
of terrorism, we did not have in effect during 19'7'7, or at this point 
in 19'78, a policy that proscribes, forbids commercial aircraft sales to 
that country; is that correct? 

Secretary VANCE. That is correct. . 
Senator' HEINZ. The same would be true with respect to South 

Yemen and Somalia? 
Secretary VANCE. 1Vith respect to South Yemen, the situation has 

not arisen with respect to it. 
Senator HEINZ. vVhy don't we have such a policy in effect with re~ 

spect to Iraq? 
Secretary VANCE. There were some indications that Iraq mi~ht be 

willing to change its position. It has CODle out agninst skyjacking. It 
has indicated it was willing to consider other steps which would move 
away from its past policies. 

In light of that., it, was felt that it would be premature at this point 
to take that step untIl we see what might be able to be resolved. 

Senator HEINZ. Do you believe that it was wise of this country in 
19'76-and that was a prior administration-to sell such a large 
amount of commercial aircraft to Iraq? 

Secretary VANCE. This is a crucial question-the impeding of com
mercial transactions to foreign nations, that is, privatE' sales, as long 
as they are not military aircraft. 

Senator :HEINZ. Is 'there something wrong with imposing an em
bar9;o on a country? 

Secretary VANCE. No, but it is one which I say must be taken with 
care. 
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Senator HEINZ. I seem to remember you, Mr. Secretary, before the 
Banking Committee testifying that although you and I might disagree 
on this policy, the Sandis and other Arabs had every right to enforce 
a prima.ry embargoagahlst, Israel. 

S('cretary VANCl~. I dill, indeed, sav that. But the decision to enter 
into an embargo in the rase we were talking about, and generally the 
decision of embflrgoing commercial transactions with another coun
try, is a very serious decision that usually is taken only after consulta
tion with the Congress, anel it is not something done lightly. 

Senator HEINZ. I appland the cnution in your statements. 
My time has expired. 
It. is, nonetheless, a subject to which I hope we will return because 

the iSf'me of support, nne1 ('oll1mercifll transnctions with countries that 
nid or nh"t terrorism is, I am snre, of grent concern to you and the 
members of this committee. I think we haye to pin the policy down a 
little more clearly, because if 'we :fnil to do so, countries will look at 
our policy with respect to the most intrn.nsigent conntries, such as 
Irnq, nnd they will think they hnye nothing to lose because Irn.q, 
which has been supporting terrorists 11nless a mirn.cle hns taken place 
in the lnst few hours is hnying free cOll1mercinl trn.nsactions with the 
United Stat!', for all I know, suhsidizE'd by the Export-Import Bank. 
I nm not sure of that. This is a question we hnye to return to bter on. 

Thank you, ]\.fl'. Secretary. 
Chairman RmH"oFF. Senator GIE'llll. 
Senator GLENN. 'rhnnk von very mnch. 
I think any tinlf~ iye nre' dealing with terrorists, we are dealing w,ith 

unstable people, They nre not people who respond mtionally. I tlnnk 
any time we, give in to them, whatever their minor demands, their 
incentive is increased. I think this is true of refueling nircmft. If, 
when terrorist nctivities first started, we had made a flat rule, no re
fueling, no nothing, there pl'ohnhly wonlcl not 11nve been ns many 
inci dents. 

That is ensy to sny. If my fmnily iYUS aboard a hijacked airplane, I 
might feel quite different. .. . 

I think any time we give in, howe"er, even to refueling a plane, we 
encourage them more. 

Do you have anyt11ing in mind that: would affect the whole terrorist 
picture thnt is not being dOlle now in the executive branch ~ What 
ideas hnve been advanced that have not been put into place ~ 

Secretary VANCE. I think we have to look further nt the question 
of whether iye should not, if we cannot ac('ompish it within the 
framework of the existing cOlwentiol1s, look for further actions such 
as the German suggestion with respect to ontlawing the taking of 
host,ag~s upder nny circumstnn~es whatsoeyer. 'We would support yery 
!'UthUSHlStICUl1y such a convenbol1. , 

It seems to lUt>. that this is one thing thnt ought to be pinned down 
and it ought to be made clenr that this should be a crime, a crime 
which is prosecuted; and second, we ought to see if we cannot broaden 
the seopc or those who will participnte in the actiyities mnndated by 
the existing conventions. 

The numbers that we have are really very, very small when you 
look at the 55 I talked about. ,Ye must find ways or better working 
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together to increase those who will agree to abide by even the existing 
conventions. I'm sure that. as we go forward there ought to be new 
ideas that can be generated. That will be constructive. 

I hope in onr dialog with this committee we can come up with new 
tho1U;hts, within the llew structure we ha:\e in the Government, Ullcl 
within the interagency working group; I hope that through the inter
action of this gronp, which is charged with the daily responsibilities 
of devoting themselves to these issues, we will be able to come up with 
new thoughts as w.ell as better Wl1ys of implementing the existing C011-
yentions which exist, but which haye not. been followed by too many 
countries. 

Senator Gr,ENN. Considering the German proposal and broadening 
the scope of our study of this problem l1re the only two things you' 
know of right now that we are not doing? 

Secretary VANCE. At this moment. 
Senator GLENN. I spent considerable time last week with Mr. 

Isham--
Secretary VANCE. Let. me add one other thing. At the moment we 

are also taking a look at a number of airports to Ree whether they 
should be put. on the list Dr dangerous airports and whether or not it 
will be possible t.o j;:et the countries involvecl to take the neccssu,ry 
actions to remove the danger situation which exists there. If it is not 
possible to get this Clone in a cooperative way, then I think we will 
have to take concrete action with respect to these particular airports, 

This is another specific area in which I think we can and should 
move. 

Senator GLENN. You mentioned that enabling legislation was 
needed. 'Vhat. snecifically were you referring to in your statement ~ 

Mr. ISHA::.\L This would be the enabling legislation to provide :full 
comnliance with the :Montreal Convention by this Government. That 
has lwen submitted on November 11 and it' is also contained in this 
bill. We think this should be done. 

Senator GLENN. Wl10 needs to take action on that, the Senate~ 
:Mr. ISIIAlIr. Yes, as weU as the House of Representatives. 
Senator GLENN. In the form of a treaty, executive agreement'? 
~fr. ISHAlIL The Senate gave its advice and consent to the Montreal 

Convention and it was ratified in 1912 as a treaty. The legislation is 
now necessary to enable us t.o discharge fully our obligations under 
that Convention. 

Senator Gr,ENN. Are th!:'re maior differences among the Tokyo, 
Hag-ue, and Montrer.l agreements ~ 

Secretary VANCE. In what respect ~ 
Senator GLENN. Do they differ or are they the same ~ 
Secretary VANCE. No, they really complement each other. The Tokyo 

COlwention first mandatl'.c1 the necessity for criminal jurisdiction with 
resnect. to hiiacking incidents. 

My recollection as far as the Hague Convention is concerned is 
that the Hague COllVE'ntioll requires the parties to punish by severe 
penalties persons who have unlawfnllv seized aircraft and obliges 
the parties having custody of the offenders to prosecute or extradite 
ill(>. offender. 

That left. l1 loophole. Therefore. you had the Montreal Convention 
and that requires part.ies to punish by severe penalties persons who 
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commit acts of violence aboard aircraft in flight, damage or sabotage 
aircraft in service, or air navig.ation, and also provides for prosecution 
and/or extradition. And the latter was enacted to plug the loophole 
that had been left as a result of the Hague Convention. 

Senator GLENN. You have the Special Coordination Committee 
which was placed into effect this past spring or early summer. Now, 
I met for some time last week with Mr. Isham and some of his asso
ciates, going into some information that I wanted in advance of these 
hearings, particularly with regard to nuclear questions. I wound up 
at the end of our session wondering whether the bill that we are con
sidering here, S.2236, was not duplicating what has already been done. 
Do you think that this bill would add anything to what was done as 
far as giving you jurisdiction, better authority, or better language 1 
Does it accomplish anything that you have not already accomplished 
in advance of the bill's passage. 

Secretary VANCE. Insofar as organization is concerned, we believe 
that the steps which have been taken by the establishment of the Spe
cial Coordination Committee, by tlle establishment of the interagency 
working group, and by the establishment of the executive committee 
of the interagency working group, plus the implementing, further 
steps taken in each of the departments, has established a reorganiza
tion which is necessary. Therefore, we do not need the proposed reor
ganization in terms of the council proposed for the White House, the 
Special Council on Terrorism, nor do we need a special Assistant Sec
retary for Terrorism within the Department of State, 'nor indeed 
another Assistant. Attorney General. But the Department of .Tustice 
will have to speak to that. 

We believe the steps taken by the President in his reorga,nization 
of the NSC structure have, from an organizational standpoint, 
strengthened our terrorist capability within the Government from an 
organizational standpoint. 

However, there are other aspects of that bill which we think are 
very important and which we endorse. We would hope that ,'tfter 
examining fully what has been done in the reorganization of the 
N ational Security Council and the establishment of the special coor
dinating committee., that this committee would con('lude that it if> a 
sufficient organization and would in fact endorse it in ] ts legislation. 

Senator GLENN. There is one area of concern I have followed esp,e
cially closely in the international field: the spread of nuclear weapons 
around the world. A.s the Secretary is aware, because we have worked 
t~gether closely on legislation, along with Senator Percy, we have a 
bIll ready to go to the fioor. 

I would submit, as far a~ te:rrorism goes, that we haven't reached 
the worst stage yet. We have smead thousands upon thousands of 
artillery shells of nudear capability around the world. We have in
creasing capability to miniaturize these weapons. Some day, one or 
more of them will turn up missing. Someone will be able to carry 
them in a backpack. 

I don't think once thq,t happens and once we send our teams out to 
try to determine whel':her we 'reaily have an atomic weapon planted 
under a building in New Yod:: OJ' in a ma;or population center or in 
the Capitol of t.he United States, we £\.re really going to get into the 
general issue of terrorism at that time. 
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With Mr. Isham, I went into some of the things that will happen 
when this occurs, because we have threats of this happening occasion
ally now. Fortunately they have proven to be untrue up to this time. 
One day when there is material really missing out of our stockpile 
we will have a real problem to deal with. It is bound to happen some 
time in the future, that something is missing and we think this may 
be a real threat. lVe haven't seen terrorism like that is going to be. 

1 would like to have comments before the gentlemen leave today, 
certainly on exactly what happens when we get a threat like that, 
what goes into action, who checks it out, as much as we can give in 
open session, because I think the American public is entitled to an 
answer to that question. 

Chairman RIDICOFF. I will allow time for the answer to that ques
tion. 

Mr. ISHA~I. Senator, as we mentioned in our briefing the other day 
with you, the procedures that the Department of Energy have and 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission have for HIe detection and the 
reaction to threats are elaborate, well-established, and have been 
tested. The whole Defense Department mechanism exists for achiev
ing the same purposes in the military. I tllink that we should, how
ever, examine very closely, in the light of your c('mments, what 
additional measures we need to strengthen these existing procedures. 

I would have to say that these are long-established and administered 
by the agencies responsible, that is, the Department of Energy and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with the utmost attention. And it 
would be thin'e, I think, that we really need to go into them, with tIle 
witnesses from those two Departments, into this subject in greater 
detail. 

Senator GLENN. Mr. Chairman, perhaps that should come at a more 
detailed, later session. We went into this in. detail in my office the 
other day. I asked if this subject matter was classified at that time. 
It was indicated then that all of the things we talked about were not 
classified, in the public domain. I think this morning, or later on, we 
want to go into that in greater depth. 

rrhere is a sequence of events which occttrs with a team: who does 
what, goes where, and who has to request that. It is a reasonably 
organized approach. It should be brou,cr,ht out ill public so people are 
aware of the procedure. One of these days we willl1ave a real emer
gency on our hands and people should know what the procedure is. 

Ohairman RIBICoFF. Senator Stevens? 
Senator STEVENS. Thank you. 
Mr. Secretary, you say 55 nations have not ratified these conven

tions. Have you provided the committee with a list of nations that 
have not ratified the conventions? 'wm you do so? 

Secretary VANCE. I cel'tainly will do so. Yes, ind~ed. 
I have been away for a week so I don't know If they have been 

provided or not. 
Senator STEVENS. Would it be possible to ask your staff to identify, 

of the 515. how many are receiving any foreign aiel or are the recipients 
of any military sales? 

Secretarv VANCE. Indeed you can and we will. 
[The information requested and subsequently supplied follows:] 
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Page 43 
Lines 9, 13 
January 23, 1978 

A: Tbe following states are not parties to any of 

th(! three aviation security conventions (Tokyo, 

Hague, Montreal). Those states receiving US 

ec,:momic or military assistance for Fiscal 

Year 1978 are annotated E and/or M respectively. 

Albania 
Algeria - E 
Angola - E 
Bahrain - E 
Bangladesh - E, M 
Bhutan - E 
Bolivia - E, M 
Botswana - E 
BU.rma - E 
Central African Empire - E 
People's Republic of China 
Comoros 
Congo - E 
Cuba 
Democratic Kampuchea 
Democratic Yemen 
Djibouti - E 
Equatorial Guinea 
Ethiopia - E 
Gambia - E 
Grenada 
Guinea - E 
Haiti - E, M 
Honduras - E, M 
Jamaica - E 

Kuwait 
Liberia - E, M 
Malaysia - E, M 
Maldives - E 
Malta - E 
Mauritius - E 
t40zambique - E 
Nepal - E, M 
Peru - E, M 
Qatar 
Samoa - E 
Sao Tome & Principe - E 
Seychelles - E 
St.malia - E 
Sri Lanka - E, M 
Sudan - E, M 
Surinam 
Swaziland - E 
Syria - E 
United Arab Emirates 
United Republic of Tanzania - E 
Venezuela - M 
Vietnam 
Yemen - E, M 
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Senator STEVENS. Have we taken any initiatives to have the United 
Nations step forward to have a cellective sanction on the countries 
that do not follow the principles that are recognized in these three 
conventions ~ 

Secretary VANCE. YVe were active and really the most active of the 
countries in trying to get something through the U.N. this fall. 

We came out with the consensus resolution and that got watered 
down, unfortunately, in the process. 

It is difficult to get anything with real teeth in it out of the United 
Nations in this area. So at this point, we don't really have anything 
else. 

Senator STEVENS. ,":'\Tould it be effective, with regard to the coun
tries that have not ratified, that we indicate we are prepared to take 
some steps against them if they do not agree in advance to recognize 
these three conventions? 

Secretary VANCE. The answer is this would have, I think, to be done 
only after very careful examination of what the consequences would 
be in respect of our relations with these various countries. 

In some cases one runs into the question of the claim of sovereignty 
and their right to execute or to make their sovereign decisions with 
respect to what they will and will not ratify. 

r don't want to try to make a broad, sweeping statement with re
spect to it. I think it is so complex that it would be inappropriate. 

Senator STEVENS. You have indicated we are not satisfied with these 
numbers. I think the committee would agree with that. 

I wonder if there is some role the Congress can play in connection 
with the foreign aid bills, and military sales bills that might grant 
you some additional authority to suspend sales or to suspend aid if 
there is not an acceptance of those conventions within a reasonable 
period of time. 

Mr. ISHAl\I. I think we would be glad to consider that. We ha've 
found that approaches, dinlomatic approaches have somewhat bettlw 
chance of haying the right effect, and we are engaged in such an 
effort right now which I would be glad to tell you about in private 
session. 

I will be frank to tell you that there are a number of nations that 
want to make sure that whatever they do would seem to be as their 
own initiative and not as a response to any ultimatum of the United 
States. 

We must be frank to concede that this whole matter of sanctions 
involve sovereignty, political considerations, and. deeply rooted con
flicts. 

But I do think it would be good to discuss how we could support 
these initiatives. ' 

Senator STEVENS. Maybe the chairman or some of the people on the 
Foreign Relations Committee ought to do that. 

Let me ask one Jast question about your crisis management organi
zation. I commend you for it. I think' that we have seen crises in this 
country that indicate(~ that crisis management procedures were not 
really on a 24-hour baSIS. 

Has it been tested? 
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Secretary VANCE. Yes, it has been tested. One of the tests occurred 
at the time that one of our helicopters was shot down in Korea. The 
system went to work immediately. 

I, the Secretary of Defense, and the National Security Advisor 
immediately assembled. "Ve took all of the necessary steps including 
getting in touch with the various necessary parties within our own 
governmental structure, including those in Korea and overseas, both 
military and diplomatic. 

We were in touch with other governments immediately so as to seek 
their assistance should it be necessary in connection with the resolu
tion of the matter. 

The President participated in the process and joined us within I), 

very short time. I think the matter was handled promptly, expedi
tiously, and efficiently and I think the matter worked well. 

Senator STEVENS. Thank you very much. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. Senator Percy ~ 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry I was not here at the 

outset of the hearing. . 
I would like to ask unanimous consent to incorporate an opening 

statement at an appropriate point. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. Without objection. 
Senator PERCY. I would like to quote a few figures from my open

ing statement which indicate that we are making progress in curbing 
air piracy but that we still have a terrible problem. 

Terrorist groups continue to flourish and threaten the safety of 
citizens of all nations. Since 1975 we have had 14 terrorist bombings 
in the city of Chicago alone. 

I ask unanimous consent to incorporate the details of those bomb
ings in the record. 

[The information referred to follows:] 

To : Ken Ackerman. 
Fm: Barbara Klein. 
Re: Terrorist incidents in Chicago. 
June 14, 1975, 11d:45 a.m. 

JANUARY 20, 1978. 

Bombs planted at the Mid-Continental Building, United of America Bank and 
the Champlain Building. (main offices of Trans World Airways) 

The bomb was left by an unidentified man near the Chagall mosaic at the 
First National Bank Building. The case in which the bomb hidden was picked 
up by several people. They opened it in their car, discovered it was a bomb and 
threw it out the window near the Mid-Continental. The bomb exploded injuring 
the 4 persons in the car and causing damage to the entrance of the Mid
continental. 

The bombs at the United of America and the Champlain shattered windows, 
no injuries. 
October 1d7, 1975, 8 a.m. 

Bombs exploded at the Continental Bank, the Sears Tower, and the IBM 
Building shattering windows and causing minor structural damage, no injuries. 

A fourth more powerful bomb was discovered at the Standard Oil building 
but did not detonate. Because of its close proximity to th~ Continental, Windows 
were shattere(l at the Federal Reserve Banlt in Chicago. 

FALi\I claimed credit for the bombings. That same night bombs went off in 
Washington, D.C., New York 
Junc 8, 1976 

Four bombs exploded between 10 :41 and 11 :02 p.m. bombs were placed in 
garbage cans. 
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First National Bank Plaza: 4 people injured, 2 seriously by flying shrapnel 
John Hancocle Center: Damage to door and windows broken 
Banle Leumil Israel 
Chicago Police Headquarters: eleven plate glass windows shattered 

September 10, 19"16 
Bomb left on the 700 block of North Lasalle, in midtown Chicago exploded 

breaking windows of buildings alonf the block. Believed that bomb was intended 
for the Puerto Rico Department of Labor located at 734 N. LaSalle . 

.A. bomb e::qlloded in the womens restroom of the Pinnacle Restaurant on 
Lakshore Drive. Knocleed down heavy door, toppled stalls, shattered mirrors 
and tiles. The bomb was believed to have been left at the restaurant by mistake; 
a Puerto Rican group was to meet at a restaurant nearby. 
November 4, 19"16 

Bomb factory fonnd at 1117 North Washtenaw. Dynamite, propane tanks and 
timing devices. 
February 18, 19"1"1 

Two bombs exploded at the Merchandise Mart and the U.S. Gypsum Building. 
The merchandise Mart bomb exploded in a pnblic coin locker, causing $100,000 

damage to 0 stores. Broken windows, ruptured waterpipe, smashed cinder 
blocks. 

U.S. Gypsum: over $25,000 damage. Broken windows (15) on 1st, 2nd and 
3rd floors, damaged heating plant. 

Senator PEROY. Only 5 days ago an Ecuadorian airliner was forced 
to fly to Cuba. The recent Lufthansa skyjacking endangered the lives 
of several U.S. citizens and resulted in the brutal murder of the pilot. 
Only the intervention of ,Vest German commandos prevented!. further 
disaster. 

"Ve all agree that the people of this country have the right to expect 
their Government to do everything in its power to protect them from 
criminal acts of terrorism. ,Ve must also look to the future and con
sider the possibility of more serious terrorist threats which are unfor
tunately made possible by our present advanced state of technology. 

I think we should indicate that despite the occasional inconvenience 
to travelers at airports and the fact that one Senator objected to being 
searched, our present airport security has had a tremendously bene
ficial impact. 

During the 5 years prior to 1972 there was one successful skyjacking 
every 20 days in the United States. 

Since the introduction of electronic searches of airline passengers 
and luggage 5 years ago, the FAA reports only one successi-ul sky
jacking in the United States. 

Still, the threat persists, and the figures are quite startling. Eight 
hundred and seventy-four firearms were detected in the l)ossession of 
potential airline passengers during the first half of 1977 alone and 
there were 370 arrests that occurred in this country in connection 
with those firearms. 

Since January 1, 1974, the Civil Aviation Security Service of the 
FAA estimates that. as many as 72 additional hijackings have been 
prevented. All of the inconvenience we go through is more than com
pensated for by those statistics. If we hadn't introduced those security 
measures, airline hijackings would have continued to be a very serious 
threat to travelers in this country. 

Despite the progress we have made, citizens of the United States 
continue to be threatened by terrorism when they travel in countries 
with less thorough security measures. 
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During the first half of 1977 there were 14: attempted airline hi
jackings in other parts of the world, seven of which were successful. 

I think the whole purpose of these hearings and the extraordi-
narily fine testimony and spirit of cooperation evidenced by you, :Mr. 
Secretary, and :Mr. Isham, indicates that the Congress and the execu
tive branch do intend to do Homething more abont combating 
tel'rorism. 

My first question pertains to the legislation mentioned by Senator 
Glenn, reported out of this committee unanimously and by the Foreign 
Relations Committee and the Energy Committee, S. 8!)'7~ which is a 
nuclear nonproliferatioin legislation, passed by the House-H.E. 
8688-anclnow to be scheduled by the Senate. , 
Th~ President has mentioned the importance of this legislation in 

his Stn.te of the Union message. 
Has the State Department placed a high priority on the passage of 

S. 897 so you can get underway with the proyisions of the bill in 
other countries ~ 

Secretary VANCE. ,Ve do indeed. As Senator Glenn knows, we have 
said this ha~' the highest priority and we haye been urging that action 
be taken to P:lSS that legislation as soon as possible. 

\'Ye think it is extremely important. 
Senator PER':lY. In using our persuasive abilities with other coun

tries, and I am thinking of India because of its detonation of the so
called peaceful nuclear explosion and the President's recent conyersa
tions there in which you engaged\ Mr. Secretary, are countries being 
made aware by us of the potential threat that Senator Glenn has 
pointed out~ This nlust terrorize everyone when they recognize the 
potential that does ex;tst for nuclear blackmail in the hands of ter
rorists. 

Secretary VANCE. The tlnswer is clearly yes, 
This has been made cl'ydal clear time and time again to country 

after country. 
Senator PERCY. I would1ike tv ask what role you see the U.N. aclopt~ 

ing in the fight against terrorism. 
A resolution was adopted by the tT.N. General Assembly last No

vember condemning acts of aerial hi.jacking and calling on member 
nations to take necessary steps to upgrade their airport security and 
exchange information on combating terrorism. 

Do you envision the U.N. as a viable forum to bring about effective 
curbs a,<tainst acts of internatjonal terrorism considering the ideo-
10,gical divisions within the U.N. which are quite pervasive and make 
difficult the passage of yery, very strong measures in this regard ~ 

Seeretary VANCE, I think we must eontinue to work within the 
United Nations and do 'what. we can to try to get further support. 
further concrete support; and the obvious way to do this would be 
for the countries who are in favor of the U.N. resolution, which 
pa.sse,d by a consensus Yote, to sign and ratify the treaties which already 
eXlSt. 

I must. be very frank in sftyil1g, howoyer, that I think it is going 
to be difficult to get anything with rea] teeth in it to finally come out 
of the United Nations. 

I.' .~ 
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Therefore, I think we will have to not only continue to work within 
the United Nations but to work outside as \\'ell and bilaterally with 
these various countries to try to moye forward in a concrete wa\'. 

Senator PERCY. SpecHicaily, one approach we have taken, aild I 
think wisely so, is to neither pay ransom or release prisoners in re
sponse to terrorist demands, believing that ceding to terrorists' de
mands would further whet the appetite for terrorist acts. 

Other nations have agreed to pay high ransoms. In OctDber, Japan 
paid $6 million and freed six terrorists in exchange for the release of 
a Japanese Airlines plane and its passengers. 

Has our Government agreed to unite in a front. against ceding to 
tBrrorist demands? 
If so, what success have lye IUld in this regard? 
Secretary VANCE. This had been the obiect of discussion with other 

countries. Some. other countries have a different view with respect to 
what the policy should be in terms of dealing with demands for black
mail payments. 

Our position as you have indicated is very clear, and we have re
peated it on many occasions. ,Ve have discussed it with other coun
tries. Some, however, do not share our yieWR on this, as I think the 
staff of this committee knows from their recent trip. 

Senator PERCY. Following up on Senator Heinz' questionR on what 
mandatory steps can be taken, here we lutYe a delicate relationship 
between the executiYe and the legislatiye. 

"Te don't want to mandate hnpractical things. On the other hand, 
it helps to mandate to strengthen the executive's hanel, because they 
nre always under pressure not to do something. 

In 1974, we passed the Antihijacking Act authorizing the President 
to suspend air transportation between the United States and any 
foreign nation aiding or abetting ini"el'l1ational terrorists. 

Neither President Carter norLhis predecessors have explored this 
right to impose sanctions against nations aiding terrorists. 

What questions come up in the P.resident's deciding whether he 
should use the power that the Congress provided to him? In light of 
this, would it be well for Congress to paBS, under certain circum
stances, legislation which would take the question of sanctions out of 
the discretionary area, or would that tie your hands too much? 

Secretary VANCE. I'm opposed to mandatory sanctions. I think to 
straitjacket the executive branch in the condlict of what is in large 
part an issue which affects foreign policy would be a mistake. 

I do think that the authorizing authority which exists in the Hi
jacking Act is important. I think' it can a11(l could be used, but it has 
not been. Right now, as I have indicated, there are investigations 
under way with respect to airport security in certain countries. 

My own view is that if discussions indicate after those meetings 
which will be had with respect. to these parl'icnlar airports, which I 
do not want to list at this point, then I think we ought to use the 
authority which exists in the 1974 act with respect to that matter. 

Otherwise, I think it may well not get done. 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Secretary, I want to thank you for yonI' ex

traordinarily good testimony and again for the cooperative approach 

27-428 0 - 76 - 3 
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that you have always taken in working with committees of the Con
gress. 

,Ve intend to work very closely ,vith you on this. 
I would also like to say that Mr. Isham has taken on an extraor

dinarily tough job. Many of us have had the chance to see the meas
ures you have taken around the world to protect our Ambassadors and 
American citizens, and we commend you on an outstanding job. 

[The prepared statement of Senator Percy follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PEROY 

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that the Governmental Affairs Committee is 
today opening hearings on the Omnibus Anti-terrorism bill which proposes to 
strengthen our present measUX'es for combatting terrorism. 

Terrorist groups continue to flourish and threaten the safety of citizens of 
alllJations. There have been 14 terrorist bombings in the city of Chicago since 
the beginning of 1975. Only flve days ago an Ecuadorian airliner was taken 
over by armed hijack&rs and forced to fly to Cuba. The hijacking of a Lufthansa 
jet last October by terrorists seriously endangered the lives of 87 persons, 
including several American citizens, and resulted in the brutal murder of the 
pilot. Only the intervention of well-trained German commandos prevented 
further disaster. 

The people of the United States have a right to expect their government to 
do all in its power to protect them from the criminal acts of terrorism. The 
purpose of these hearings is to determine whether current measures being taken 
by government are adequate, and how we might malte them more effective. 

Efforts to combat air piracy in this country have so far proven highly effec
tive. During the flve years prior to 1972 there was one successful sky-jacking 
attempt every twenty days. Since the introduction of electronic searches of air 
passengers and luggage five years ago, the Federal Aviation Administration 
reports only one successful sky-jacking in the United States. 

Still, the threat persists, as evidenced by the detection of 874 firearms in the 
possession of potential airline passengers during the first half of 1977, resulting 
in some 370 arrests. Since January 1, 1974, the Oivil AYiation Security Service 
of the FAA estimates that as many as 72 additional domestic bijackings have 
been prevented. 

Despite tI'.e progress made in this country, citizens of the United States 
continue to be threatened by acts of international terrorism when they travel 
in countries with less thorough security measures. During the first half of 
1977 there were 14 attempted airline hijackings in other parts of the world, 
7 of which were successful. 

In almost all of these cases the international hijacldngs would have been 
prevented by our security measures. According to Newsweek magazine even 
such countries aFJ Italy, Spain, France and Greece have insufficient security 
requirements at their airports. Certainly a major consideration of these hearings 
then is for us to determine how we might persuade other nations of the need 
for tighter airport security. 

Hopefully, international cooperation will result in a worldwide tightening of 
security measures. The International Civil AYiation Organization and several 
international conventions have served to voice the imperative nature of airport 
security, and the FAA has provided advice and instruction in security techniques 
to officials from 63 countries. 

However, some nations, such as Algeria, Libya, anci South Yeman, which 
deliberately harbor and aid terrorists, and any other nations who ignore the 
need for a cooperative international security effort, must face the possibility 
of strong sanctions being imposed against them. The Anti-hijacldng Act of 1974 
gave the President authority to impose sanctions, yet the authority has gone 
unused. We must consider today the possibility of malting compulsory the 
imposition of sanctions against delinquent nations. 

Finally, we must consider our preparedness for the future. A highly 
industrialized society such as ours, which depends so greatly on technology, is 
vulnerable to catastrophe for that very reason. Terrorist attacks against a 
natural gas pIpeline, an electrical power system, a city's water supply, or a 
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nuclear power facility would all pose threats to many thousands of lives. The 
recent New Yorlc City blackout provides us with a frightening picture of the 
chaos which could arise from such a situation. It is our task to determine 
whether we have ample cooperation between different levels and departments 
of government to be able to act quicldy and effectively in such an event, or 
whether the threat of mass terrorism warrants a reorganization of our security 
measures. 

With the help of the witnesses here today and throughout the week, we will 
have the opportunity to explore the state of our preparedness for dealing with 
terrorism, and to consider the possibility of adopting more stringent measures 
to ensure the safety of our citizens at home and throughout the world. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Senator J avits ~ 
Senator JAVITS. Tllank you. 
First, I wish to pay tribute to the Chairman for initiating this 

legislation, for giving me and others opportunity to join with him 
in it. 

It is now recognized as an absolutely indispensable legislative issue. 
I believe this is all for the good. 

Second, Mr. Secretary, this is the greatest market in the world. 
That is why we are having our problems 'with Japan and other coun
tries on protectionism. 

Now, the way to, in my judgment, deal with much of the problem 
we have is to deny this market. 

You don't even have to impose sanctions to deny it. All you have 
to do it tell people that certain airports are unsafe and the American 
can take a hint 01' a little instruction. 

So, to me, the most practical and immediate application of this 
measure is in the travel advisory which I see with great satisfaction 
that you like, too. 

I think it. is also interesting, Mr. Secretary, that you are taking 
Somalia off the list, because they have shown a different attitude. 

'Whether that was becftuse they were first on the list or not, I sup
pose only the Lord will know. 

But, in any case, it worked. 
Now, do we want to put anybody else O~l the list that we have taken 

Somalia off ~ 
Secretary VANCE. I think there are others one should consider. It 

is just as well not to discuss it in open session. I would be glad to do 
it in closed session. 

Senator J AVITS. I think that is fine. 
Chairman RmICoFF. There are a number of issues that have been 

raised. 
The Secretary, at the committee's cOllvenienoe, will arrange for the 

closed session. 
Senator JAVITS. Senator Percy gave a list of figures. It so hap

pens we got the FBI to compile the figures domestically for the 
country. 

And the incidents of terrorism are enormous; 106 in 1977 alone. vVe 
have them broken down by States, and I regret to say my State ftnd 
California stand out, mal:kedly. Forty such ineidents in New York 
and 32 in California. 

International terrorism is a very serious prOblem. I happened to 
be hit hard personally when Hal Rosenthal, one of my assistants, was 
killed in a terrorist attack at Istanbul Airport in August. of 1976. 
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In the last '( years there have been 1,800 major incidents, 512 people 
killed in bombings and assassinations, 551 ,volUlded, 363 kidnapped, 
$146 million paid in ransom to obtain the release of kidnapped vic
tims, and $02 million in bomb damage. 

That is very, very appreciable. 
Lastly, Mr. Secretary, what can we do, if anything, through the 

IOAO, the International Civil A\-1.fttion Organization ~ 
Obviously, the U.N., as has been well pointed out by you and otllers 

here, is too diffused to really get into this thing in the right way and, 
unhappily-I must say this really with grave concern-I don't know 
where these LDCs get the idea that by countenancing terrorism, maybe 
not aiding and abetting it, but countenancing it, they are aiding inter
national movements. They are inviting a more oppressive and totali
tarian world. That is the worst th1ng in the world for them. 

Secretary VANCE. I agree with you. By countenancing terrorism, 
this is the worst thing they could be doing. 

Senator JAVITS. IYould yon mind if I interjected there~ I would 
express the hope to you in pubHc that the President of the United 
States would be as vehement about that as he is about human rights. 
The biggest human right OT all is to hold onto your life. I think it is 
time Tor that kind of denunciation outrage, and indignation, and a 
really combined position by the United States that we simply won't 
take it. 

I think that is why Senator Ribicoff initiated that whole effort. 
Secretary VANCE. ·1 think the President and the administration has 

made it very clear that we do not condone or accept terrorism in any 
way, that we oppose all of its aspects, and we will do everything we 
can to see that those ,vho re involved in it are apprehended and are 
brought to trial and penalized for their action. 

So there should be no qnestion about where the administration 
stands on the ,vhole question of terrorism. 

That is one of the reasons that I welcomed the opportunity to come 
here today and applaud the hearings which are being he1cl here and, 
indeed, to move forward in· taking further concrete and effective steps 
to deal with this matter. 

Senator JAVITS. On the IOAO--
Secretary VANCE. On the IOAO, as you know, Brock Adams in 

November went to Montreal to the ICAO meeting and there urged 
that action be taken which would require mandatory preflight inspec
tion of all passengers and accompanying baggage. 

I think this would be a terribly important step if this would, in-
deed, be carried out. • 

As you and other Senators have indicated, what we have been able 
to do here in the United Stutes by our inspection procedures has made 
an immense difference. 

If we could get the same thing adopj-ed throughout the i'eBt of the 
world, it. wonld haye a maior positive effect. 

Senator .LWITS. Is the rOAO the best. channel for thaU 
Secretary VANCE. I think it is a good channel, yes. 
Senator .Jl~VITS. ,Yould you keep us in close touch with progress in 

that. negotIatIon ? 
Secretary VANOE. Yes, we will. 
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Senator JAVITS. Do you think periodically you ought to make 
public a list of countries aiding and abetting terrorism ~ 

Secretary VANCE. Yes, in my testimony I so indicated. 
Senator .T.AVITf" FimllIy, as j·o the organization of the Department. 

""Ye are lawycrq alid we have an aphorism. It isn't what the facts are, 
it's what the judge thiuks they are that counts. 

Secretary VANCE. Right. 
Senator JAVITS. I don't think the American people really believe 

that we are as up to it as the ""Yest Germans, for example, or the 
Israelis. I deeply believe, Mr. Secretary, and I think you know my 
deep identity with you and your purposes, your aspirations and good 
faith, that we have to present a more implemented picture of our 
readiness to act, including the military and other means, which we 
propose to make available, including training and other assurances 
to the public that we are really on the ball on this thing. 

Secretary VANCE. Let me comment briefly on that to say that, as 
you know, we do have a military capability. We do have people who 
have been trained in this area with special training for this particu
lar purpose. 1Vhen the Defense Deoartment testifies in these heai'ings, 
they will go into the details of tlle numbers of people, the kinds of 
training, where it has been conducted, where these teams are located 
and the like. All I want to say here is-and to say it publicly-that 
the United States has not neglected this aspect of the problem. 

Chairman RIBICOFF.1Vill Senator .Tavits yield ~ 
The Department of Defense will be testifying on ·Wednesday, Feb

ruary 22. 
Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. 

Secretary. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. Senator Hodges. 
Senator HODGES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Most of the questions which I had have been answered with the 

exception of looking again at the 55 countries who have yet to ratify 
any of the three conventions. Have you ana.lyzed those 55 countries 
and are you able to determine whether there 1S any common reason or 
a series of reasons? 

Secretary VANCE. There are Il, series of reasons, Senator Hodges. The 
bulk of them relate to questions which are either political or economic 
in nature, and another large segment are concel'lled with the issue of 
sovereignty. Some of the countries simply have not got (\l'ounc1 yet, to 
ratifying. But t.hose are the three main sets of reasoi1S why actIOn has 
not r~\ IJe8ll taken. 

Senator HODGEt'. I made the observation that we get yery serious 
once the horAe is out of the barn. TeJ'l';)rism has occurred. We clon!'t 
seem so serious about keeping the ham door locked. Is that; a fail' 
observation ~ 

Secretarv VANCR. 1Ve are. serious about trying to prevent these acts 
from occurrln~;, and not waiting until after ·the.y happen. Thafs why 
we hMe set up meehanisms within the U.S. Goyernment to develop 
and evaluate all of the information that we can around the world 
with respect to the possibilities of incidents and to keep in touch 
with other governments on not only a regular but eyen a claily basis~ 
to forewarn them with respect to information which we may have re
ceived which might prevent incidents occurring. 

---"'-----
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I think that the cooperation which we are beginning to receive in 
this field is encouraging. • 

Senator HODGES. You indicated earlier in your testimony you would 
be hesitant to favor sanctions against countries who failed to ratify 
these treaties. vyould you favor such sanctions at some point if signifi
cant numbers elld not do so ~ 

Secretary VANCE. I don't want to deal with it in such broadnum
bel's. I don't think you can take 55 countrim:l aI!d lump them together. 
I think you have to look at it country by country, see what the rea
sons are and deal with them in that fashion. It's just in my view a 
mistake to try to lump a complex set of problems and give one simple 
answer. 

Senator HODGES. Can you foresee circumstances where sallction~ 
would be used against countries that failed to ratify the treaties ~ 

Secretary VANCE. I can conceive of it, yes. 
Senator HODGES. That's all I have. 
Chairman RmIcoFF. Senator Mathias. 
Senator MATI-lIAS. Thank you. 
Mr. Secretary, I certainly think your presence here tod1LY after an 

arduous trip which you returned from only last ni,ght speaks for itself 
in giving evi~lence of your concern over this problem of terrorism. 

We appreCIate not only your efforts in the places you have been but 
your energy in getting here today and being "with us to discuss tlus 
problem. 

Secretary VANCE. Thank you very much, Senator. 
Senator MATHIAS. Obviously there have to be priorities in our 

foreign policy. I don't think any of us here today could think of a 
priority much higher than suppressing this problem of terrorism, but 
sitting where you sit there are other considerations that come into ac
count. I'm just, wondering if you see another side of this coin. For 
example, if an airport sllch as the one in Athens, where there has 
been severe terrorism, were to be declared an unsafe airport, and 
closed to U.S. air traffic, can you see overriding considerations that 
might make this difficult, might make it adversely affect our relation
shins with the country in which such an airport, was located ~ 

Secretary VANCE. The answer is yes, I can, and this is the kind of 
problem to which I was adverting when I said I did not think you 
could deal with these problems except really on a case-by-case basis. 

There are various types of foreign pollcy issues and factors which 
will have to be brought to bear in the decision of whether or not to 
apply sanctions in a given case, and whether it be sanctions of the 
type which would be it secondary boycott which is authorized under 
the 1974 legislation, or cutting off of our flights into that particular 
country, or indeed even the closing down of ftccess to the airport. 

And these have to be weighed very, very carefully and you have 
to S(,E\ whftt, the other foreiR;ll policy issues are that may hang in the 
balance upon the making of that particular decision. That's the reason 
I am opposed to Inftndat.ory sanctions which take away from the 
President and his foroign policy advisors any flexibility with respect 
to tll('. makin,Q" of a decision which could have far-reaching effects on 
the l'elationshins of the United States with that particular country, 
and indeed with the situation in a given region. 

"J 
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Senator l\iATnrAs. In this bill we have not attempted to deal with 
broader aspects of terrorism such as the domestic terrorism they are 
suffering from time to time in the Federal Republic of Germany and 
in Italy. Could you tell us what, if anything, we are doing to coop
erate with other countries to combat this kind of largely internal ter
rorism and whether you as Secretary of State or the President should 
have greater authority, greater help in cooperating in stamping out 
terrorism of this kind? 

Secretary VANCE. ·We are exchanging information with cOlUltries 
such as Germany and Italy, with respect to the problems of terrorism 
both in terms of their problems and in the way in which they are 
coping with their problems. I specifically <l,sked a team. of our people, 
both on the civilian and military side, tv discuss these matters with 

··some of these couutries and they have done so. 
Mr. Isham perhaps may be willing to say something about this in 

closed session when one gets into the exact techniques and the kind 
of things we have been discussing. Obviously, this is something we 
should not discuss in open session. Perhaps you might be willing to 
say something about the trip which I asked you to take. 

Mr. ISHAIIL We have had consultations with a number of countries 
in "'iiVestern Europe, particularly with respect to the whole question 
of advanced intelligence, law enforcement, crisis management, the 
links with other organizations and some of the underlying causes of 
the terrorist phenomena. This is something which is very much of 
interest to these governments) and I think we can pursue that. 

Senator MATHIAS. In these conversations that you have had, has 
there been any evidence of links between the various terrorist groups 
that are operatin!; worldwide in the situation today? Could you reflect 
a little on these kinds of connections ~ 

Secretary VANCE. Yes. The answer is that there is an increasing 
linkage between the various groups and this is part of the phenomena 
that is of increasing concern, I think, to all of us, that one does see 
increasing cooperation and support at times between these various 
groups. 

This, of course, makes the problem more complicated and even more 
dangerous than if these were isolated groups dealing on their own. 

Senator ]\L<\.THIAS. How about any SOurces of material support or 
training? 

Is it clear as to any pattern which may have developed in that 
respect? . 

Secretary VANCE. Let me ask Mr. Isham. 
Mr. ISI-IAII£. Yes, Senator. For example, some of the Japanese l1ed 

Army peonle and some of the vVest German radicals have been trained 
in the MidcUe East. countries, Iraq for one. There has been coordina
tion operationally between certain so-calleclraclicalreiectionist Pales
tinian elements; "'iVadi Haddad in the Lufthansa hijacking planned 
the operation as n, second strike in hopes of the German Government 
capitulat.ing as to the prisoners in jail. There's a direct and close tie 
in those circumstances. 

Senator MNrI:IIAs. Is there evidence of the origins of financial sup
port for these training centers? 

Mr. IE-HAlII. Yes, there is. 
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Secreta.ry VANCE. Tha.t's as fa.r as we should go in open session. 
Cha.irma.n RIBICoFF. Senator Heinz, Senator Glenn, Sena.tor Percy, 

Senator .T avits, Sena.tor Hodges, a.ny more questions ~ 
Senator JAVITS. No one sa.id anything about the IRA. I understa.nd 

the speeches of Senator Kennedy a.nd Congressman O'Neill and the 
strong speech by the Governor of New York, Hugh Ca.rey, seem to 
ha.ve diminished U.S. contributions there. I ha.ve been for Irish unifi
cation a.ll my life. I rea.lize the deep feelings involved. I think there, 
too, the attitude of our country expressed in the public policy sense 
ca.n ha.ve a. considerable effect a.nd a.gain indicates the clout which 
sheer public statements and public disclosure ha.ve in this country. 
Do you agree with that ~ 

Secreta.ry VANCE. I certainly agree with that. I a.pphnld the initia
tive which they took. As you know, this initiative was supported by 
the President and by me. We both made public statements in support 
of wha.t they did. I ha.ve since ta.lked to the Irish about this and they 
would a.gree with the, conclusion which you ha.ve stated tha.t this has 
resulted in a diminishment of financia.l support for the IRA. 
. Sena.tor JAVITS. This would indicate, does it not, tha.t the policy 
of publicity, more rather than less made public-not that I for a. 
moment cha.llenge you on the need for executive session, as the Cha.ir
man has provided-but this is a very potent weapon; is it not ~ 

Secr.eta.ry VANCE. I a.gree fully. 
Cha11'111an RmlcoFF. Senator Glenn. 
Senator GLENN. Yes, thank you. 
I would like to ask one Jast foHow-up question. 
Do you now feel you lack the money or lack the authority to do 

anything you think should be clone in this field ~ 
Secl'eta.ry VANCE. No, I don't at this moment. 
We a.re continuing to review the situation, and at any time if I feel 

I need more I will not hesitate to come back. 
Senator GLENN. I'm not foreclosing the proposed legislation because 

as you indicated, there a.re parts that would make your program more 
viable or add to it. But as far as ideas in the Department or Govern
ment of things that could be one tocl:w to stop terrorism, you don't 
feel you lack authority or money to mov"e ~ 

Secretary VANCE. I do not feel we lack at this point authority or 
money. 

Chairman RmlcoFF. Senator Heinz. 
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Spcreta.ry, your testimony has been excellent. 

I have one last area to explore. I think Senator Percy asked you about 
thl' use of your authority under the Antihijacking Act in response to 
~hich I think you said that you did not want any mandatory sanc
hons to be written into any laws. 

I think we can all appreciate that. But betwep.n the ~ranting of an 
authoi'ity which gives you the ultin1l.ite flexibility and the requiring 
of mandatory actions there are inbetweens. One of those would be to 
indicate that it is our congressionally expressed desire, i£ this were 
our will, that certain nations be placed on certain lists unless you 

I 

found a reason not to. 
Now, the pnrposp· of such a requirement. would not be to put a 

I burden on you or on the executive branch, although administratively 

I 

I. 
I 

l_. _________ . ___ . 

'II 
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we have to recognize it would impose some, but to impose a greater 
burden on the countries that do aiel or abet, or to use Senator Javits' 
excellent word, countenance terrorism in some form. "Without asking 
you to endorse any specific proposal, would it be helpful to you and 
to administration efforts to combat terrorism for the Congress to put 
you in a position where we did require otlwr countries which counte
nance terrorism in some way to explain to you why we shouldn't take 
certain kinds of steps against them? 

"Would that. be helpful or would that not be helpful? 
Secretary VANCE. It would be helpful in many cases. I can con

ceive of a case, however, as we sit. here right now, where it could give 
us more difficulties, if in dealing with the situation, one then had in 
effect to publicly come out and debate the issue on why a particular 
country was not at a given period of time to be placed on the list. 

I would like to think further about it before I give you a final 
answer. 

Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
One last. question if I may, lVIr. Chairnlan. Has the State Depart

ment given any thought to attempting either unilaterally or through 
the United Nations to bring about the publication of a list of the 
internationally most wanted 01" most dangerons terrorists? 

Mr. ISIIAlVr. ,:Ve have not considered tlie publication of snch a list. 
The agencies do maintain this kind of information among themselves. 
As to making it public, we have not considered that. It's a good idea 
to look at that. 

Senator HEINZ. Thank you. 
Mr. Glenn. 
Senator GLENN. May I ask one last question? 
Do you think it would be productive if we passed a law making it 

illegal to refuel an airplane that had been hijacked 01' to substitute 
another aircraft for it? 

Secretary VANCE. For the United States to refuel? 
Senator GLENN. That would be a domestic law basically. The point 

of first.landing would be as far as a hijacked plane could go. Do you 
think that would be productive? 

Secretary VANCE. I would rather have the flexibility to make the 
decision. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Senator Percy. 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Secretary, just a couple of last points. 
Perhaps the key element in any strategy to prevent terrorism rests 

in our foreign intelligence. Could you comment on how effective our 
foreign intelligence-gathering capability is in anticipating terrorist 
attacks on civil aircraf.t or Americans ab .. road? 

Secretary VANCE. Our foreign intelligence capability is quite good. 
I am not saying it. couldn't be improved, but it's quite good and is 
improving. 

We have had a number of incidents with which' I am personally 
familiar where the information which we obtained through our intel
ligence capabilities and contacts enabled us in advance to head off 
incidents which would have been damaging to either am: own person
nel or to personnel of other countries. 
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I think the new process which is being set up under the revised 
Executive Order, with respect to intelligence, will strengthen even 
:£-urther our capabilities in this area, and I look :£-orward in the :£-uture 
to a strengthening o:£- our overall intelligence capabilities. 

It's good, but we can make it even better. 
Senator PERCY. Very good. Fhmlly, it is our policy to place primary 

responsibility on the host government when an incident occurs. "\That 
are the problems with that policy i:£- you have a :£-oreign government 
that proves to be acting ineffectively and improperly in handling a 
terrorist incident ~ 'What do we then do? 'What is our recourse as 
against that policy ~ 

Secretary VANCE. Really, you have little recourse that can be applied 
at the moment. We have :£-ound that in the cases that we have had to 
:£-ace so :£-aI', such as in the Bangladesh situation where one o:£- our 
personnel is involved, we were able to work closely with the govern
ment to advise them on a continuing basis, not only about the kind 
o:£- steps that we thought they might take, but about. the psychological 
aspects about the people with whom they 'were dealing. 

We were able to take this out o:£- our files, and it. helped them in 
that particular case and led to a satisi-actory result as :£-ar as our per
sonnel were concerned. 

There are undoubtedly goillg to be situations in the :£-uture where 
we are going to run into problems when we are not going to have 
such a cooperative kind o:£- situation, and I can't give you any good 
answer to that right now. 

Senator PERCY. Thank you. 
Ohairman RruICoFF. Mr. Secretary, we spent all morning, basicnlly, 

talking about terrorism. But the problem o:£- dangerous airports 
around the world, to a great extent, is even more important, because 
the incidents are much more :£-requent. 

It is all right in answer to Senator Mathias to say you would think 
care:£-ully about putting Athens on the list as a dangerous airport. If 
Athens or M aeIrid or Paris is a dangerous airport that doesn't provide 
the minimum sa:£-ety standards, then why shouldn't American travelers 
be made aware o:£- it~ 'Why shouldn't sanctions be put into effecH 

I can't imagine why in a country like Athens or Spain or France, 
the people and the government countenance the continuation o:£- sai-ety 
standards that are dangerons to Americans, worlel travelers, and their 
own people, or why they won't. immediately put into effect what is 
necessary to make it a safe airport. At. the minimum we should expect 
the President o:£- the United States and the Secretary o:£- State to list 
t.hose airports which are unsa:£-e throughout the world. 

Secretary VANCE. I think there is a difference between making 
aware and applying sanctions, 'which I thought was the question put 
to me. As I indicated in my testimony, we are prepared to see in 
legislation n, requirement. that. we list what we believe to be unsafe 
airports. 

The guestion o:£- applying sanctions, however, which would cut it 
off. is a different question. 

Senator MATHIAS. That was my question, yes. 
Ohairman RmIcoFF. Let.'s sayan airport is listed as unsa:£-e and 

notice is given :£-01' so many days to remedy the unsa:£-e :£-eature, and the 
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nation. refuses to do so. 'Why should the lives of thousands and thou
sands of Americans be jeopardized year in and year out by the refusal 
of that nation to take the necessary minimum steps to make that air
port safe~ 

I think we have a basic problem here. I'm not sure we should give 
absolute discretion to the President to allow American aircraft to land 
American passengers and to take off for that airport when we know 
that airport is unsafe. 

My feeling is, once you listed an airport like that and showed you 
meant business, there isn't a major country in the world that won't 
remedy the unsafe conditions. 

Secretary VANCE. My guess is, yon are probably right on that. That 
is why I tl-~ink you may not have to get to the question of sanctions. If 
you get to the question of sanctions, I'm saying you have to look at 
all of the factors. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. I know every once in a while you can't be "Mr. 
Nice Guy." I'm not talking about you personally. I mean the cOlmtry. 
I think every once in a while, when you have a situation that jeop
ardizes the lives and safety of Americans, we have an obligation to say 
so and to do something about it. 

And there are airports in this world that are used by thousands and 
thousands of Americans who do not realize how unsafe they really are. 
I think this is a field that we must go into very, very carefully. I know 
in the opening statement when I listed some of the airports that were 
unsafe in the world, there was a great hue and cry from the ambas
sadors of those countries over the fact that their country was listed. 

You would find the remedy to that situation by listing deficient air
ports publicly. 

I'm sure the International Airlines Pilot Association would agree. 
In subsequent testimony, I expect those people who fly airlines, who 

have the responsibility for thousands and thousands of nassengers of 
all nationalities, their OWll lives, and their own families, will feel 
strongly that we, as a country, have an obligation to call the tUlle and 
name names of countries whose airports and facilities are unsafe for 
international travel. 

Secretary VANCE. Let me say one more word. I agree, we should 
list unsafe airports, and so indicated in my opening statement. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Suppose you list an unsafe airport, give them 
60 clays to remedy that or 6 months or what is necessary for them to 
put in the minimum screening devices we use in our airports in this 
country, and they fail to do so. 

Shollld we then shrug our shoulders and do nothing about it ~ 
Secretary VANCE. The answer is obviously no, Senator. I think 

that in most cases one would go ahead. All I'm saying is there may be 
It particu1a,r case where there are other factors which come to play 
t.hat will have to be taken into consideration if it affects s11ch a broader 
issue that also involves the vital interests of the United States. 

Ohairman RmIcoFF. Because many of the--
Secretary VANCE. You would have notice to the people by saying it 

was an unsafe airport. 
Chairman RmrcoFF. Bpcanse the analysis of terrorism and where the 

terrorists start from would indicate that many of these terrorists start 
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from airports in which the security is lacking. That makes it possible 
for them to board the plane with these nefarious weapons in which the 
hiijackings start. 

We can't determine what 'West Germany will do or France or 
England or the Scandinavian countries, but we have an obligation to 
protect the lives of American citizens traveling abroad. 

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, as your cosponsor, I would like to 
support you in what you have said. 

Cliairman RIBICOFF. ThanJ.\: you very much. 
I want you to J.mow how much I appreciate your coming here, and 

it indicates that you too think this is a serious problem. 
Secretary VANCE. I do, indeed. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. Frankly, if you had called me and said, "I 

just got back from an onerous week. Could I be excused ~", I would 
have said, "Certainly." 

The fact that after all that hard traveling, you came here, indi
cates your deep concern and your commitment that we do something 
about it. I'm confident that our committee and staff working with you, 
Mr. Secretary, can bring forth a good, meaningful bill. 

Thanks again for coming. 
Secretary VANCE. Thank you. 
[Whereupon, at 12 :05 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.] 
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Heffernan, research assistant. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order. 
Our first witness is Secretary Brock Adams. We are delighted to 

have you. 
Your department has primary jurisdiction over airplane hijackings. 

If an airplane is in flight or found aground with its doors closed, 
DOT has primary responsibility for handling of the incident. 

So you have a lot of problems and a lot of authority. vVe are de
lighted to have you and are anxious to have your testim'ony. 

Senator PERCY. Secretary Adams, I 'want to welcome you. I will 
resist every temptation, I hope, to lobby you on any of the projects we 
need in our area; a second airport in St. I~ouis, and so forth. 

'We welcome you. Air terrorism is a subject of intense interest and 
we are grateful for your testimony. 

TESTIMONY OF BROCK ADAMS, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD F. LALLY, DIREC
TOR OF CIVIL AVIATION SECURITY, FEDERAL AVIATION 
ADMINISTRATION 

Secretary ADAlIIS. I have asked Mr. Lally to accompany me to the 
table so the Members would be aware of wllo he is and what he does. 
Mr. Lally heads up FAA's civil aviation security program and is in 
charge of the FAA complex that handles individual hijackings and 
maintains liaison with the particular carrier that is involved. I wanted 
you to know who he is and that there is elaborate machinery in the 
United States to handle hijackings. 

We have had two hijackings since I have been Secretary, Mr. 
Chairman. Both of these have been solved without loss of life of 
either passengers or crew. 

(39) 
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Senator PERCY. I did~ by the way, read the seeurity record of the 
past 5-year period. "Ye have achieved great progress in this country. 
It's abs91utely remarkable considering the number of hijackings we 
had before. 

,\Ve certainly commend you for carrying out this program. 
Secretary ADAMS. Senator, that will be the basis of my testimony 

t.his morning. 
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we at the Depart

ment of Transportation feel the same concern you do over the alarm
ing increase in terrorist acts throughout the world and the increasing 
tendency to use terrorism to achieve political objectives. ,\Ve need to 
strengthen worldwide measures to condemn, l)reYent and eliminate 
terrorism from the political scene. 

We endorse the obiectives of S. 2236, and we applaud the work of 
this committee to bllilcl on the steps already taken by our Government 
and governments around the world to fre(' all nations from this threat. 

DOT's last report to the Congress on the effectiveness of the U.S. 
civil aviation security program -was submitted less than 3 months ago. 
It warned that growing cooperation among terrorist groups through
out the world poses an increased threat to civil a dation. There were 
30 scheduled airline hiiackings worldwide during 19'i'T-almost double 
the total for 1976 and more than any year since the 19G5-'72 peak 
in worldwide hijackings. This is an alarming increase if the trend 
should continue. 

Within a week after subll1ittinr; that report, I appeared at a spe
cial meeting of the Council of the Illternntional Civil Aviation Or
ganization in IvIontreal to point out the increasinr; seyerity of the 
threat and to state to that group the United States' position that we 
must adopt more stringent international standards for the security or 
aviation worldwide. 

On behalf o·~ the U.S. Government, I told the rOAO that the most 
basic action, one which we must 1u1.y(', is an upgrading of the et11'1'ent 
lCAO secnrity standard dealing with passenger se1'eening. To be 
effective, that standard must require screening of all passengers and 
all carry-one items on all flights at all times. 

Twenty-one of the 25 foreign air ca1'1'ier hiiackings during 1$)77 
were caus!:\d by weakness of the passenger screeninr; procedures. The 
weapons involved in those incidents should have been detected and 
intercepted by effective passenger screening measures. 

In contrast to the foreign experience, no U.S. hiiackings since 1973 
resulted from real firearms or explosives passing undetected through 
passenger screeninr; points. '~Vhen this strengthened screening 1'e<\1.1iro
ll1ent is established as an international standard uncleI' rOAO Annex 
17-that is Annex 17, Mr. Chairmnll, to the Chicago OOllycntion
then countrles which hnve not adopted it can fi1e c1ifft'>rences with 
lCAO so indicating and this will provide a list of deficient or dan
gerous situations. < 

The United States' concerns ancl n1'oposah; nresented to rOAO are 
SllPported by many oj-her nations of many different ideological view
noints. These proposa1s are now under active consideration, and we 
have statec1 that. there must be -positivfI l'el'mlts in the very near future 
to protect the very existence of a worldwide aviation system. 
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In 1968, there were no international aviation security standards. 
Since then, the United States has worked vigorously providing tech
nical assistance to other nations and using the international coopera
tion system, particularly ICAO, to make worldwide improvements in 
the security of civil aviation. 

Since 1968, ICAO has established security standards and recom
mended practices for its 140 member states and has published a 
technical security manual on how to implement them. The basic in
ternational aviation treaty, the Chicago Convention, now incorporates 
those security standards. 

Building on the Tokyo Convention, which came after Chicago, are 
two new international treaties, the Hague and Montreal Conventions, 
which are now being ratified. They provide for extradition or prose
cution of persons responsible for hijackings and acts of sabotage 
against aviation facilities. 

During this past year the General Assembly of the United Nations 
adopted a resolution condemning acts of unlawful interference with 
civil aviation. The International Air Transport Association (lATA) 
passed a resolution urging states to ratify the Tokyo, Hague, and 
Montreal Conventions and suggesting that states who do not ratify 
them should not remain members of ICAO. In December, a.fter my 
visit, the ICAO Council adopted a resolution which has gone to all 
member states urging implementation of specific antihijacking meas
ures, including the screening of passengers and cabin baggage on all 
flights. 

Most nations and most airlines of the world now have active civil 
aviation security programs in place and are making significant im
provements in the security of their air transportation systems. The 
United States has led this movement through technical assistance, 
guidance and motivation for those countries who have not had experi
ence in this field. 

Even with this progress, we are prepared to take whatever addi
tional actions may be required to protect U.S. citizens, crews, and 
aircraft abroad. 'We have available the sanction provisions of the 
Federal Aviation Act to suspend air service or act on airline operating 
authorities .. I have already instructed the FAA Administmtor to pro
ceed to identify those foreign airports which currently present the 
greatest concern from the standpoint of security. I have requested 
security inspections of the United States and pertinent foreign ail' 
carrier operations at those airports to identify any security weak
nesses, so we can obtain the necessary improvements. 

Mr. Chairman, I woulcllike to indicate the scope of this problem 
because I know the concern that the committee has. 

The FAA security regulations currently cover 36 U.S. and 73 
foreign airlines operating some 15,000 scheduled passenger flights 
each day to and from 620 U.S. and foreig'n airports and boardin~ some 
585,000 passengers and 800.000 pieces of carry-on baggage dUlly. In 
spite of the vast complexities involved in this system, and the fact 
that the person or p~l(;kage we are lookinr.: for is one among hundreds 
of millions, th'! mMsures currently applied afford air travelers a level 
of RPcurity unmatched in any other type of travel. 

"Ve are' pursuing an aggressive program of technical assistance with 
other nations, so that they will have f'ull access to our Imowledge and 
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expertise in security efforts so that air passengers, of whatever nation
ality, can use the international air system with increased security. 
F.A.A technical assistance teams have already visited 20 countries to 
provide advice and assistance in developing or improving civil avia
tion security programs. Over 200 foreign officials have attended the 
aviation security tl:aining school in Oklahoma Oity. IV-e have given 
in-depth briefings on all aspects of aviation security and provided 
training materials to foreign government and airline officials. 

Mr. Ohairman, this is in addition to what we do with out' own 
domestic airlines. 

vVe regularly conduct security inspections of U.S. flag carrier and 
certain foreign carrier facilities outside the United States. This in
volves visits to most of the major foreign airports. The purpose of the 
inspections is to assure that the airlines are in compliance with the 
Federal Aviation Regulations mandated by the Air Transportation 
Security Act of 1974. During the course of the inspections, our rep
resentatives meet with responsible foreign airport security officials 
and any airport security weaknesses or deficiencies observed are called 
to the attention of those authorities. 

This inspection activity has produced improvements at many for
eign airports, as well as assuring the continuing effectiveness of airline 
security measures required by Federal aviation regulations. 

The security problems facing the international civil aviation system 
generally are not easy ones. Maintenance 01' engineering problems are 
precise, and specific measures normally correct the problem. This is 
not true in aviation security. ,Ve are dealing primarily with human 
factors. "We must cope with the reality that people who are olJerating 
the system are subject to human error. Also, matters of basic sover
eignty, national traditions, and local habits may complicate a solution 
that would work in the United States. The task is further complicated 
by the fact that we are facing trained and dedicated terrorist forces 
that will attempt again and again to penetrate the system. 

Conditions at an airport change continually and are not necessarily 
uniform throughout the airport. A security deficiency noted one day 
might not be apparent the next and again might show up the follow
ing week. Moreover, a problem may involve only one air carrier or 
only one screening station while the rest of the airport has excellent 
security. ~ 

The point is that the dynamic nature of the ail' transportation 
system requires continuhlg attention and monitoring of the many 
facets involved in the total effort necessary for effective security. It 
is not susceptible to a static remedy. 

The best wr.y to achieve immediate improvements in a field as 
complex us aviation security is through continuation and expansion 
of our programs of cooperative assistance. But it should be clear, and 
we have made this claar when I spoke to IOAO in Montreal, through 
the State Departmont at. the United Nations, and through our direct 
contact with other nations, that we are prepared to take direct U.S. 
actions, including the il111)Osition of sanctions against other nations 
and their airlines, if such actions become necessary to protect U.S. 
citizens, flight crews, and aircraft. 
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In enacting the Antihijacking Act of 1974, the Congress gave the 
President and the Secretary of Transportation the authority to im
pose different types of sanctions in the interests of civil air commerce. 
The President can act against any nation that supjports terrorist or
ganizations which use hijacking as an instrument of policy. He can 
suspend direct air service between that country and the United States 
or between third-party nations serving that country and the United 
States. 

In addition, the Secretary of Transportation, with the approval of 
the Secretary of State, can withhold, revoke, or impose conditions on 
the U.S. operating authorities of the airlines of any nation that does 
not effectively maintain and administer security mea.sures equal to, or 
above, IOAO minimum standards. 

These tools are available to us and we will use thelm if and when it 
becomes necessary. I would point out in this regard that. our primary 
objective is to assure the safe and secure international nil' transpor
tation system that is essential to the economic and social well-being 
of all nations. If we have to shut clown the system, that objective is 
not achieved. Our goal is thus the balance of adequate secui-it.y with 
the primary purpose of the system, which is the reliable, efficient, safe 
and secure flow of people and property. 

Mr. Ohairman, the Department strongly endorses the objectives of 
S. 2236 which protect U.S. citizens traveling abroad using commerciaJ 
air services. ·We would particularly urge that the provisions of title 
IV be enacted at the earliest possible time. They will complete U.S. 
implementation of the Montreal Sabotage Convention anel will also 
make available additional prosecutive provisions that will strengthen 
existing deterrents for persons who would commit crimes affecting 
the security of air transportation. As you know, last N ovemper the 
Attorney General submitted identical legislative proposals to the 
Oon~ress. 

"Ve have some reservations about the United States unilaterally 
pubHshing a list of foreign airports, as suggested in the bill. I have 
discussed this matter with the Secretary'of State and I know he 
testified before this committee earlier in 'the week on this matter. 

Such a list could, by negative implication, suggest that all airports 
which are not on the list are safe. Because of ever~changing conditions 
and human factors, or because of sheer lack of U.S. resources to in
spect all of the world's airports completely or regularly, the list might 
give inaccurate information. 

Ohairman RruICOFF. Let me ask you. Mr. Secretary, since there is 
reluctance to publish a list, how is an air traveler to know which is a 
safe airport or which isn't a safe airport ~ 

Don't you think the American traveling public is entitled to know 
what airports are unsafe? 

Secretary ADA:US. Mr. Ohairman, we have now gone to IOAO with 
our proposnJs for strengthened security requirements. These proposals, 
along with those of other nations. are now under active consideration 
in ICAO. Once adopted as IOAO standards, if a country does not 
use those standards, they file "differences," as they are called. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 4 
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That itself, Mr. Chairman, "will create what the committee is search .. 
ing for, in that there will be a public list that will indicate which 
airports have differing degrees of security available. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. You have a list now, do you not, in which you 
indicate what airports you consider unsafe ~ 

Secretary AnAlI1S. I have sent our inspectors to check five airports 
we are concerned about, Mr. Chairman. I have specifically directed 
the F.A..A. teams to inspect U.S. and certain foreign air carrier opera
tions at these airports and report back to me by the 15th of February 
if their security and screening effectiveness has been raised. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Do you have any airports on your list now thai: 
you consider unsafe ~ 

Secretary A11AlI1S. I can say that we have. on our list five airports 
we are concerned about, Mr. Chairman. 

I can't say they are unsafe; their security will go up and down afl 
days go by in terms of screening. That is why I have directed our 
people to go to them and to inform their officials that we wish to have 
improvements made. The FAA is to report back to me by the 15th 
of February ~whether the improyt>ments have, been made or whether 
weaknesses stIll exist. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Are these five airports heavily usecl by Amer
ican travelers ~ 

Secretary A11A1IIS. Yes, sir, they are. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. This is a dilemma. If I wanted to get on a 

plane tomorrow to travel abroad or to lefLYe from one of those air
ports that come to the Uniteel States, why shouldn't I or my constitu
ents be able to make a -choice between a safe airport and an unsafe 
airport~ 

Secretary A11AlI[S. We. think you should, Mr. Chairman. 
vVhat I am concerned about is that the IeI'd of secnrity at some air

ports varies-up and c1o,vn-all the time. If we say that these are the 
airports we are concerned about or these are dangerous, by implica
tion the others are all right. And we can't give that kind of assurance. 

Chairman RmIcoFF. I don't follow you at all. If you defmitely know 
an airport. is unsafe, why shouldn't the American public know it is 
unsafe~ 

'Why should they be in jeopardy~ 
Secretary ADA1I1S. ,Ye can indicate and will to the committee the 

result's of our inspections and ,vhat the weaknl'sses are. I am saying 
the definition of the 'Nord safe or unsafe is not one that I think we 
can take on as a Government. 

,Ye can and will indicate to you ,vhat our problems are at particular 
airports. They bwolve basically the screening o£ baggage and pas
sen.gers. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Ii you can't. do it, who can? 
I am not qualified to ;nclge whether an airport. is safe or unsafe. 

You III we. the organization, yon make thl' inspections. You have to 
draw the conclusions. 

Within the domestic United States, you have the authority to come 
up ,,·ith regulations or directives as to what should or should not be 
done. 

vVhen we have millions of Americans tmveling abroad, everyone 
has the right to know whether he is going to and coming from a safe 
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airport, as judged by inspectors of the FAA or the Department of 
Transportation. 

Secretary ADA1\fs. I will tell you hoW" W"e do it no,y. Currently, we 
run a worldwide, continuing visiting system to over GOO U.S. and 
foreign airports. At the present time we are out inspecting ail' carrier 
securIty operations at the following airports: Paris, Madrid, Lon
don, Amman, Karachi, Teheran, Brussels, Shannon, Lisbon and the 
Azores. 'We are conductin~ a special inspection at At11ens, Rome, 
Casablanca, Istanbul and ..Il.nkara. W·e have had similar inspections 
at these airports in the past. 

As a result of our inspections, we may recommend that the govern
ments take a particular corrective action. 'We have had very good 
cooperation from most governments. In other words, when we say 
a certain_action should be taken, they generally agree. Then we send 
the team back to see whether it has been done. 

I am concerned, as I indicated to you, about security ·procedures at 
these five particular airports. W11en that inspection team comes back 
we will Imow whether or not necessary improvements have been 
made, 

But if you were to ask me as of today, whether or not the facilities 
at those airports were maintaining a day-by-day "safe character" 
which we would so represent to the American traveling public, I 
would have reluctance in doing that. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. But after February 15 I think you have the 
obligation to make that known to the comIllittee. 

The committee could then go into executive session and make a 
decision. 

My feeling is the Olle way you will get a safe airport is by stipu
lating whether Americans mayor may not use that airport. 

I~ there is one thing ail'}~orts and countries want it's the t.ourist 
husmess and the trayele:r. Once people start boycotting an mrl?ort 
because of safety deficiencies you can rest assurecl they will be 
corrected. 

It would be a bad investment for those countries not to correct it. 
An American pilot and his crew who have the responsibility for the 
life and safety of his passengers, as well as the crew, have a right 
to know whether American authorities have certified that he is taking 
his passellgers and crew into a safe airport or out of a safe airport. 

Secretary ADA)IS. Mr. Chairman, we will be most pleased to come 
before the committee in executive session after the 15th of February 
and discuss with you precisely what has been done in the inspections, 
and what we have fOllld, and discuss with you what you ie;;l is the 
best next step to take at that point. 

Chairman RmICOFF. Ii you tell the airport n.nthorities yon are 
going to make these recommendations to a committee of the U.S. 
Senate, it wouldn't be very long before those faciliti~s would be 
corrected in these airports. 

Secretary ADA1\IS. Mr. Chairman, we are getting people to correct 
weaknesses. Our problem with most of them is that this is a continuing 
day-to-day operation with people standing there and inspecting, I1nd 
on a particular day if somebody is lax-that is what I meant in my 
testimony about the human factor that appears-with the sheer 
volume of the people coming through, someone might get through. 
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We are most happy to appear before the committee and give you 
everything we have as to what we have done in inspections and what 
we have found at those points. I think probably the sheer mentioning 
this morning of our concerns will undoubtedly raise some problems 
in terms of various sovereign states saying, well, is it being done and 
is it being done sufficiently. 

Senator PEROY. Will you yield ~ 
Chairman RIBICOFF. Certainly. 
Senator PEROY. I w0uldlike to express the same concern that Chair

man Ribicoff has. 
I am wondering about your statement which indicates that security 

conditions at foreign airports change. You did say there are five, 
airports you are concerned about. 

How long have you been concerned about the same five airports? 
'What is the longest period of time that anyone of them has be~m 
on your concerned list ~ 

Secretary ADAMS. 1iVithin the past year our inspection teams went 
through on the grouping I indicated to you. They are constantly 
travelmg and these problems appeared within the last year when our 
team went through. That is why we are going back to see if the 
problems we noted have been corrected. 

Senu-tor PEROY. 1iVhat is the longest time, the number of months, 
that any single airport has been on the concerned list ~ Has it been 
as long as 6 months, for inst:1nce, that you have been concerned 
about anyone of them ~ 

Secretary ADAMS. Yes. 'When I said concerned, Senator, we don't 
just say we are concerned and go away. You then go to the appro
priate authorities and you say these are the things that need to be 
done. They [l,re in the process of doing them, and you come back 
through to see that they are done. 

'We expect those things to be corrected. If they aren't, we will 
appear before the committee and tell yO~l what we have found and 
take it from there. 

Senator PEROY. Fl'om my observations in tmveling, we have better 
security at airports in our country than in any other countries I 
have visited. 

Some foreign airports are good and some are lax. Ours are all 
pretty good. 

I would think airports all aro~md the world would welcome this 
service. It is not only protection for our own carriers and people, but 
[l,lso a service to foreign airports as well. You are willing to help 
them to solve the problem of insufficient security. 

I can understand why you are reluctant to put them on a list right 
away. If they correct their problems promptly, fine. I understand 
that if I were a hijacker I would go to the airports on your list. 

Then we would be blamed for having flagged an tUlsafe airport. 
It is like saying I don't have n burglar system in my housA and I 
have half a million dollars worth of jewelry there. 
If you put it in the paper then you are going to have a burghr 

there. 
I have been in private clubs where they have a membership list and 

it says the following members haven't paid their dues. Believe me, they 
get paid awfully fast. 
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My feeling wou1d be that the Chairman is making a good point. 
'When a certain period of time has elapsed after you have given 
them notice that there are things we have found to be insecure in 
their airport, and if corrective action has not been taken, then after 
that certain period of time we would publish a list. 

I would think you would want to give them a reasonable period 
of time to correct the deficiencies in the interest of good relations 
and also in the interest of security. 

Secretary AnAlI{S. You have put your finger, as the Chairman did, 
on how the system works. People do not refuse when we come in 
and make tllese suggestions. They say, yes, we will do it. ,Ve are not 
encountering resistance from these nations in improving their secur
ity. But there are local problems which affect whether or not they 
can actually make it better and keep it better as compared to what 
we do in the United States. They do not say to us, no, we are opposed 
to what you are trying to do. You touched on the point that was the 
next point of my statement. 

I have some problem in publishing a list because it can backfire 
and say to those who would attack the system, well, this is the system 
and these are the deficiencies. That is why I would like to discuss that 
in executive session. 

I am not saying that these five airports, at this moment, are dan
gerous or unsafe. I am saying I am concerned about them, but I 
would like to report to you in executive session what we found. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Let me make this comment. 
Some of the most sophisticated minds in the world are the terrorists. 

They are highly educated, they are careful and they know what they 
are going to do. 

They have a pretty good idea what airports are safe and unsafe. 
You have your surveillance and they have their surveillance. This 
isn't something they do on the spur of the moment. 

They have studied. They know what they want. They know what 
the security at that airport is and what they can get away with. 
If they know it and you know it, you are not kidding anybody by 
flagging them. 

The point I make is, millions of American travelers, the pilots 
and their crews are entitled to know, too. Then they have the obliga
tion or the right themselves to make a decision, to choose one airport 
over another. That is a choice they should make. 

Senator PERCY. It should be a weapon you have available so that 
after you have done everything else you could still get them to move. 
Identifying their airport as lmsafe would really move them. It would 
cost them revenue, bring a little shame to them. Maybe there would 
be nothing else you could do. 

r could see some reasons why you would want to give notice ahead 
of time, giving them an oppol'hmity to correct the deficiencies. 
If after 6 months they haven't done it, there still might be a 

problem with publishing a list. My concern is that other potential 
hijackers, maybe not terrorists, but unstable persons, could see the 
list as an incentive. They might learn of insufficient security at an 
airport and that might cause you to think twice about publishing 
a list. 
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Secretary ADA~rs. I think it would be helpful to the committee 
when our team returns if- we meet with JOU again and indicate 
precisely what is occurring. Then a judgment ran be made as to 
whether you think cooperr,Eon has taken place. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. 'Will you notify the committee when you have 
finished your February 15 report ~ 

.Secretary AnAllIS. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we will notify the com
mIttee and be happy to appear before you. 

One of the provisions of S. 2236 addresses security and safety 
provisions for charter operations, commuter airlines, supplemental 
carriers, and additional U.S. airports. Under existing law the FAA 
Administrator is responsible for issuing the security and safety reg
ulations denling with all these aspects of ail' transportation. The 
flexibility that prf'sent law gives should be retained. 

ICAO is moving ahead. I want the committee to know that if- addi
tional United States actions become necessary in the public 01' na
tional interest, including the imposition of sanctions, you can be 
assured we will take them. 

Tlu~ Secretary of State, ~fr. Vance, and I are part of the Special 
Coordination Committee of the National Security Council and we 
have worldwide communication systems in the State Department 
and the F .A.A which are available to assist in these, efforts. 

Mr. Chairman, that completes my prepared statement. I would be 
happy to answer further questions the committee may have. 

Senator PERCY. The Chairman is thoughtfully letting me proceed, 
because I have to go to Foreign Relations to question a witness there. 

The ID76 Airports and Airways Development Act authorizes you, 
Secretary Adams, to pay compensation to American air carriers for 
the cost of installing security measures in airports above altd beyond 
the cost passed on to the consumer. 

As of this point, no appropriations llUye been made or requested 
by your Department for this program. I couldn't find in President 
Carter's budget proposal released on Monday, any request for ap
propriations under this act. I understand that some airlines have 
made such requests. Does this fact represent a decision on your part 
not to implement this foreign airport security program, a program 
enacted by Congress, or are you intending to ask for appropriations 
at a later date? 

Secretary ADAMS. "We will ask at a later date, as soon as our infor
mation of the amount of requests can be documented, so we can 
present it. 

Senator PEROY. Is there any reason why when carriers have made 
requests, the appropriations were not requested in this year's budget ~ 

Secretary ADAllIS. "We have to resolve the question of whether the 
reimbursement has already been collected in the fare structure. 

Senator PEROY. The Antihijacking Act 011!)74 authorizes you to 
withhold, revoke or condition the operating aut.hority of foreign air
lines from countries which do not maintain effective airline security 
measures above minimum standards established by the Convention 
on InternatlonalA viation. . 
. The purpose was to arm t.his GoverlUl1ent with sanctionary discre
tions to encourage 'Other nations to upgrade security at airports. 
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Since passage of the act, neither you 1101' your predecessor have 
used the authority to impose sanctions against unsafe foreign airports. 
Could you tell us why you have never utilizecl this authority and 
why, in the light of this past failure, Congress should not act to 
make these sanctions mandatory in certain situations ~ 

Secretary AnAl\fs. Because in each ca.se, Senator, when we have 
asked foreign officials to do a pari icular thing, they have done it. I'Ve 
have received cooperation to date :trom the various people ,vith whom 
we have been working for improvements. 

As I indicated in my statemcllI\ if Ive have somebody that says, 
"vVe will not do this," then we are prepared to move with these 
sanctions. 

Senator PERCY. How about the five airports that are on your list, 
at least one of which you indicated could have been on there for 6 
months ~ When they clon't act in that period of time, and maybe 
there are others that have been on the list longer, what do you do to 
get them to move ~ 

Secretary ADAl\Is. I'Ve would then notifv their authorities that we 
are prepared to move with those sanctiOlls, unless they make those 
corrections. At that point, after we have notified their government, 
a time limit would be set within which they are to comply, and if 
they don't comply in that period of time, then I would consult with 
the Secretary or State and determine whether a sanction will be. 
imposed against a particular ail' carrier by limiting its rights. 

If it goes to the other section that you are referring to) the sanc
tions that are available to the President, then we make recommenda
tions to the President and the President makes determinations as to 
whether or not he wishes to, in effect, apply primary or secondary 
boycott sanctions against a particular country for aiding terrorists. 

Senator PERm:. I would like to get from you some comments on the 
degree of compliance U.S. carriers have and what their attitude has 
been. 

In 1976 the F A.1\.. issued 271 warnings, 110 letters of correction, 
108 nonenforcement actions, and collected 84 civil noncompliance 
penalties against air ca,rriers for violations of air carrier regulations. 
There were 572 closed investigati.ons in all. 

In the first 6 months of 1977 there were 276 closed investigations 
against U.S. carriers for security regulations violation with 60 inves
tigations still pending. 

Despite the fact that our overall record, as I have indicated at the 
outset, was quite good, these figures seem quite high. 

Do they reflect in any way a reluctance on the part of U.S. carriers 
to adhere to U.S. airline regulations established by the FAA~ 

Secretary AnAlIIS. No, we simply have a continuing enforcement 
progTam, Senator. 'When we discover that something is wrong', we con
tinue to follow up on it. But the air carriers have been cooperative. 

It is just that you have ~ D keep reminding them, and you have to 
keep at the job. That is what we do. ",'Ve have literally millions of 
people and individual items of luggage that go thro1.tgh the screen
ing process. 
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For example, we will fine people for knowingly using a malftillC
Gioning X-ray machine. The X-ray machine would go out, and they 
let people through anyway. ,Ve fine them. Sometimes they failed to 
detect a gun. ,Ve find out later they didn't detect it, try to find out 
why, and we find that an error occurred in their system. 

Generally, the airlines are cooperative, but we keep at them. 
Senator PERCY. The cooperation has been good. Airlines are cog

nizant of the need for it. On the part of American travelers and 
others using our systems, is there now full public understanding of 
the need for this? 

Secretary AnAlI:[S. Yes. It was very difficult at first, and I happen 
to know that from a different experience from when I was a U.S. 
district attorney--

Senator PERCY. I think we had a fellow Senator that resisted a 
little bit. For the most part I detect complete compliance, full un
derstanding, and very little annoyance even in a crowded peak period, 
when the line is long. 

Secretary ADAlIIS. Our complaints have been about weaknesses, 
not about failure to cooperate. 

Senator Pmwy. One can consider the present record against the 
previous one of an attempted skyjacking every 12 days, before we 
had these security measures. 

The safety and convenience it offers give a favorable statement 
for our program. As long as you are getting full cooperation and 
the end results are good, that is fine. 

Finally, on page '{ of your statement, at the bottom of the page, 
you state: 

We are prepared to take direct U.S. actions, including the imposition of 
sanctions against other nations and their airlines, if such actions become 
necessary to protect U.S. citizens, fright crews, and aircraft. 

In light of this statement and the fact that sanctions in the past 
have not been imposed, do I understand you to say that you are 
essentially satisfied with security conditions around the world, that 
in no cases are the situations bad enough to impose sanctions? 

There is no case today that, in your judgment, would be sufficient 
to warrant a sanction against that airport? 

Secretary ADAlI:[S. Not as of this day. As I say, we have teams out 
~n the world. "r e are constantly· reassessing how the system is work
mg. 

Senator, it is plain day-to-day hard work. If we come back and 
are concerned about a situation, we will not only reveal it to the 
committee at that point, but we will discuss whether there should be 
a sanction. 

Senator PERCY. There is no reluctance to use it, if you have to use 
it, or to use the other weapon, public notification, if all else fails? 

Secretary ADAUS. That is correct. 
Senator GLENN. Most of the discussion this morning relates to 

efforts of screening people at the airport. That is only part of the 
problem. I fully support all of those effOli".s. But it seems to me we 
have to assume that somebody is going to get aboard some way. 
There is no 100-percent security. 

The machines fail or something happens. They are not set right . 

.. 
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It seems to me very little has been done in the way of action that 
might discourage the terrorist or the hijacker from thinking that his 
mission will be completed. So far, we have given in completely to 
these people. It seems to me had we started earlier saying something 
like we absolutely will make it illegal in this Nation and hopefully 
other nations, too, to refuel a hijacked airplan8 or to transfer to 
another airplane, the man lmows when that plane comes down some
place, it is coming down, he is there, and he is surrounded, and that 
is it. Once they get aboard, even ·with a plastic weapon. which won't 
trigger the screening devices at the airport, I can luwe a plastic 
weapon in my pocket and walk all day through the screening ma
chines. Once I am on the airplane, they c1on:t know whether it is 
real or not. vVe hopscotch over the world, refueling the airplanes 
and it encourages other~ to go through the same procedure later on. 

'Vhile the screening process is gooel, you can walk around the end 
of the fence, come out, and I look at this as a cliscouraging mech
anism for the terrorist, but I don't look at it as being the end 
answer. 

Until the terrorist feels he has little chance of succeeding in his 
mission, which is multiple flights and getting to an alternative for
eign destination that will be receptive to his cause, until we discour
age that, we will continue having this. 

I don't think we have approached this problem. The only way of 
discouraging his mission is that when he knows when that airplane 
comes down, at whatever spot that is his point of landing, from then 
on, he is ground-bolUld. Have you thought of this, worked on this 
and what are your objections to it ~ 

As I said the other day, if my family was aboard that airplane, I 
wouldn't have this hard-nosed attitude. 

But if we had started a long time ago being hard-llosed like this, 
we would not have had the proliferation of this around the world. 

If they knew their mission would end in failure when they started 
out-now they can fly all over the world, give them ransom, refuel 
them, it is extortion of the worst possible kind. 

·What would be your comments on a procedure like that? If we 
passed a law that made it illegal to refuel or substitute another air
craft in case of a hij acking? 

Secretary ADAl\Is. 'iVe lutVe worked each hijacking within the 
United States, where we have control, on a case-by-case basis. We 
have not paid people off, and we have gotten those hijackers off of 
the airplanes in the last several years. In both cases that we have 
had this year, we saved the aircraft and the ipeople on it, but in one 
case the hijacker committed suicide, so that was a death. On the 
other one, we got the hijacker off. 

There is an effective and cooperative system ,nth crew training, 
backup, the FBI, and the FAA. The Defense Department will tes
tify on our worldwide capabilities for dealing with the problem on 
levels other than screening and protection. 

Frequently, the hijacker is somebody who is mentally unbalanced. 
That is a different problem than a highly org~mized group, and the 
response is different. . 

Worldwide, one of the problems we have is that the airliners that 
have been hijacked have been foreign airlines landing in other na-

.! .. 
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tions' airports. There are only a certain limited number of things 
that we, as a sovereign Nation, cn.n do with somebody else's carrier 
taking off from anothl'l' airport and landing in another nation's 
airport. Those nations make that decision. vVe have an elaborate 
system for U.S. carriers and U.S. passengers. 

Senator GLENN. What would you think of a law' that would make 
it illegal to refuel a hijacked plane or to substitute one hijacked 
plane for another? 

Secretary ADAMS. If we get international agreement on it, that's 
a good standard. That is why we al'e asking that the Montreal and 
Hague Conventions be confirmed, which remove safe havens. These 
conventions require that once the plane lands, the person be extra
dited 01' prosecuted at that point. Those objectives can be achieved 
by the signing of those agreements. They have been signed by well 
over half the nations of the \yorlel. 

This approach covers all ideologies. For example, the Soviet Union 
supported our position vigorously in Montreal. But there are certain 
dedicated groups not attached to any nation that strike, and at that 
point the nation has to decide what gives the greatest safety for their 
carrier's people, the passengers, and the equipment. 

Senator GLENN. Let me shift to a different direction. 
I follow closely our nuclear program. We are now working on a 

bill to create nuclear proliferatioil controls. 
I am concerned that we hav€: not yet sec,n the worst days of the 

terrorism. So far we have had people aboard airlines with pistols, 
guns, shotguns, bombs, and grenades. But Wi? haven't seen anything 
until we have hijacking with plutonium, nuclear weapons, and 
t.hings like that, which I'm sure will happen. 

What's the Department of Transportation's role in protecting 
nuclear material in transit? 

liVe ship most nuclear material by air. What role do you play in 
that? vYhat. kind of security Rrrangements are there? Much of this 
material is carried on commercial flights, commercial air "freight, any 
way. 

in what special way does the DOT handle that? 
Secretary AnAnIS. \TVe coordinate that with the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, which will testify on how we handle those hazardous 
materials as they move ill air transportation. It's done on all individ
ual case-by-case basis because we do not have a large traffic in these, 
as yon might well imagine. 

As I'm sure the Secretary of State teRtified, we have established 
the Special Coordination Committee of the National Security Coun
cil, on which the Department, of Transportation sits, the Depart
ment of Defense, Department of State, and so on, that deals with 
crisis situations. 

Senator GLENN. Do you have primary responsibility in that area 
or does NRC or does the coordinating council? 

Secretary ADAl.\IS. NRC has primary responsibility with respect 
to the nuclear material. You arE': referring to the nuclear material ~ 

Senator GLENN. Yes. 
Chairman RIBICoFF. The NRC chairman will be tlle next witness. 
Senator GLENN. That's all I have. J 

I 
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Chairman RmICoFF. Senator Chiles ~ 
Senator CHILES. Mr. Secretary, I note that you took issue with 

some of the provisions cif the act that would require the listing of 
lillsafe airports or those considered to be lU1safe. Are there sanctions 
in the act which you don't support or whieh you have reservations 
about~ 

Secretary ADAlIIS. ,Ve believe that we need the flexibility to apply 
differing types of sanctions in differing kinds of situations. We are 
concerned about there being an automatic or a mandatory sanction 
for each case. 

Senator CHILES. You said that well over half the nations have 
joined in the provisions to amend the agreements of the Hague and 
the other necessary conventions in order to al10w extradition and 
to allow prosecution. 

How do we put leverage on those nations that are not going to 
see fit, or haven't yet seen fit to comply with the provisions of the 
Hague Convention ~ 

Secretary ADAlIIS. Senator, the State Department, representing the 
United States, is dealing directly with those nations. As the Secre
tary of State testified, we already have applied certain nonaviation
type sanctions to particular countries that have said they will not 
participate. 

I think we should have a positive note at this point. The number of 
countries that have not cooperated, have said we will give sanctuary, 
is now down to four. 

Senator ClilLES. For the record, what are those nations ~ 
Secretary A.DAlIIS. They are Algeria, Libya and Iraq. There's a 

question about South Yemen. 
Somalia at one time did give sanctuary and they have said they 

will not do that any more. 
"Ve are trying to keep this in a technical area, protecting the whole 

system, rather than to make it a political, ideological thing. All 
countries are joining in saying we should not have safe havens or 
sanctuaries. 

Those are the four with which we have problems now. That's a 
national problem. It has to be dealt with by the Congress or the 
President. 

Senator CHILES. I would think that one of the things this bill is 
trying to do is to have Congress assume a direct responsibility in 
moving this hijacking problem to a solution. By passing this bill, 
the United States will be signalli11g that it is going to assert pres
sure towards resolution of the problem. The United States believes 
that a policy rtlIowing for any havens for hijackers, even if its only 
four countries, will only lead t.o move problems in the future. 

Secretary ADAMS. It's far more than just negotiations. "Ve have a 
firm position that has. been established in the international com
munity, covering broad differences of political and ideological 
thought, which has said we are trying to build total international 
pressure and not just U.S. pressure. 

We want this to happen. "Ve have been joined by the J-apanese, by 
the West Germans, and by many of the other nations. And as I said, 
the representatives of the Soviet Union supported us in Montreal 
before ICAO, when we proposed strengthened screening standards . 

.... ,----------.------------------~ 
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Ratification of the Montreal and the Hague Conventions is most 
important. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. Among the countries "you gave Senator Chiles, 
are the United States carriers flying into any of them ~ 

Secretary ADAl\IS. No. 
Chairman RmrcoFF. No U.S. carriers go into these countries~ 
Secretary AoAl\IS. No. 
Chairman RmrcoFF. Are there any countries which you refer to 

which allow you to inspect their airport facilities ~ 
Secretary ADAMS. No. 1Ve inspect the airports where U.S. flag 

carriers go, about 170 separate foreign airports. 
Senator CUILES. Do you have an estimate of what the cost is for 

the security arrangements, let's say first. in the United States to 
protect against hij acking, screening devices ~ 

Secretary ADAl\IS. United States cost is estimated to be 41 cents 
per passenger. That's in the fare structure. The carriers have been 
allowed to raise their fares to cover that. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. vVhat's the total ~ 
Secretary ADAMS. There are 225 million passengers a year, ap

proximately. The cost would be approximately $75 to $80 million. 
It will vary with the number of passengers. 

Senator HODGES. Mr. Secretary, is there any authority or stance 
not in this bill that you feel should be added to the bill to aid you 
in accomplishing your objectives in this area? 

Secretary ADAl\IS. No, sir. I think we have adequate authority. 
Chairman RmrcoFF. In what areas do you feel we can improve 

domestic security at our airports ~ 
Secretary ADAl\IS. Senator, we have a very comprehensive system 

and it covers all of the airports and airlines. Our basic problem now 
is making it work. As I told Senator Percy, we have to continually 
monitor and police the system to see that people are maintaining 
security standards. And one of the biggest problems, Senator, is that 
if nothing happens for a sustained period of time, people get com
placent and somebody will penetrate the system. 

That is our problem. But the system itself is functioning and it's 
functioning well at this point. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. The British use actual hand search of baggage 
as opposed to X-ray techniques. 

Is their system better than ours? 
Secretary ADAM:s. 1'Ve use both, Senator. I don't think their system 

is better than ours. And the results do not indicate that it is better. 
I don't want to give the impression that we think either the system 

or the personnel are perfect in any way. 11Te constantly talk with 
all of the other countries doing different things. If I thought that 
their system had any improvements over ours, we would recommend 
it and install it. But I don't think it has. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. ·What are we doing about safeguarding air
port perimeters? 

Secretary ADA1IfS. 1Ve have required fencing, lighting, and we have 
tried to deal with the whole problem of baggage lockers and the 
terminal itself. 
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We also have for each airport in the United States a security 
plan, which has to be approved by the FAA. At each one we try to 
tailor the plan to make it work at that airport. 

Chairman RmICoFF. vVhat do you do about security of airport 
personnel ~ How do you check that out? 

Secretary ADAllfS. In the airports themselves, each one has to have 
an I.D. system. The system has to be in place and operable. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Do you check the background or security 
questions of people employed in the airports? 

Secretary ADAlIfS. The Federal Government does not, but each 
local airport operator may do so consistent with its airport personnel 
hiring procedures. 

Chairman RmICoFF. Thank you. 
Any other questions? 
Senator GLENN. May I follow up on the Chairman's statement? 
It surprises me that people try to get through your machines. They 

can walk arolUld the fench easier. If a man has a gun there, he could 
hijack it on the ground or wherever. He doesn't have to wait for it 
to take off. 

Secretary ADAlIfs. The system may not be perfect, but it's designed 
to prevent that, to challenge people when they come on to the run
way. 

Senator GLENN. In 90 percent of the airports in the country, you 
could get onto the ramp if you wanted to. 

I'm not talking down the system. I think there are other things 
we should be doing that would make it less likely that a person 
would try to hijack a plane. 

Secretary ADAlIfS. vVe are prepared to keep trying to improve the 
system. It's not perfect, but it is the best we have been able to develop 
at this point. As we receive additional sug-gestions from people as 
to how to make it better, we will implement them. 

Chairmail I{IBICOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. 
Secr.i:ltary ADAlIIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Adams follows :] 
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STATEMENT OF BROCK ADAMS, SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION, 
BEFORE THE SENATE GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE ON 
S. 223&, OMNIBUS ANTITERRORISM ACT OF 1977, JANUARY 25, 1978. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

We at the Department of Transportation feel the same 

concern you do over the alarming increase in terrorist acts 

throughout the world and the increasing tendency to use terrorism 

to achieve political objectives. We need to strenp:then worldwide 

measures to condemn, prevent and eliminate terrorism from the 

political scene. We endurse the objectives of S.2236, and we 

applaud the work of this Committee to build on the steps already 

taken by our government and governments around the world to free 

all nations from this threat. 

DOT's last report to the Congress on the effectiveness of 

the U.S. Civil Aviation Security Program was submitted less than 

three months ago. It warned that growing cooperation among 

terrorist groups throullhout the world poses an increased threat 

to civil aviation. There were 30 scheduled airline hijackings 

worldwide during 1977--almost double the total for 1976 and more 

than any year since the 1968-72 peak in worldwide hijackings. This 

is an alarming increase if the trend should continue. 
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Within a week after submitting that report, r appeared at 

a special meeting of the Council of the International Civil Aviation 

Organization in Montreal to point out the increasing severity of 

the threat and to state to that group the United States I position that 

we must adopt more stringent international standards for the 

security of aviation worldwide. 

On behalf of the U.S. government r told the rCAO that the 

most basic action. one which we must have, is an upgrading of the 

current lCAO security standard dealinp; with passenger screening. 

To be effective, that standard must re:quire screening of all 

passenp;ers and all carry-on items on all flights at all times. 

Twenty-one of the twenty-five foreign air carrier hijackings during 1977 

were caused by weakness of the pass,enger screening procedures. 

The weapons involved in those: incidElnts should have been detected 

and intercepted by effective passeng,er screening measures. In 

contrast to the foreign experience, no U.S. hijackings since 1973 

resulted from real firearms or explosives passing undetected through 

passenger screening points. When. this strengthened screening 

requirement is established as an i.nternational standard under rCAO 

Annex 17, then countries which h<1ve not adopted it can file differences 

with rCAO so indicating and this will provide a list of deficient or 

dangerous situations. 
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The United States concerns and proposals presented to 

ICAO are supported by many other nations of many different 

ideological view points. These proposals are now under active 

consideration, and we have stated that there must be positive 

results in the very near future to protect the very existence of 

a worldwide aviation systein. 

lI' 1968, there we're no international avLltion security 

standard8~' Since then the U. S. has worked vigorously providing 

techniCal- as5istar.ce to other nations and using the international 

cooperation system, particularly ICAO, to make worldwide improve

me nts in the security of civil aviation. 

Since 1968, ICAO has established Security Standards and 

Recommended Practices for its 140 Member States and has published 

a technical security manual on how to implement them. The basic 

international aviation treaty, the Chicago Convention, now incorporates 

those security standards, Building on the Tokyo Convention are two 

new international treaties, the Hague and Montreal Conventions, 

which are now being ratified. They provide for extradition or 

prosecution of persons responsible for hijackings and <lcts of sabotage 

against aviation facilities. 
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Durin~ this past year. the United Nations General Assembly 

adopted a Resolution condemning acts of unlawful interference with 

l 

t 

civil aviation. The International Air Transport Association (IATA) 

passed a Resolution urgin~ States to ratify the Tokyo. Hague and 

Montreal Conventions and sUl/:gesting that States who do not ratify 

,them should not remain Members of ICAO. In December, after 

my visit, the ICAO Council adopted a Resolution which has gone 1\0 

all Member States urging implementation of specific antijacking 

measures including the screening of passengets and cabin baggage 

on all flights. 

Most nations and most airlines of the world now have 

active civil aviation security programs in place and are making 

significant improvements in the security of their air transportation 

systems. The U. S. has led this movement through technical 

assistance. i!uidance and motivation for those countries who have 

not had experience in this field. 

Even with this progress. we are prepared to take whatever 

additional actions may be required to protect U. S. citizens, crews 

and aircraft abroad. We have available the sanction provisions of the 

Federal Aviation Act to suspend air service or act on airline 

operating authorities. I have already instructed the FAA Admi!listr,~tor 

21-428 0 - 78 - 5 
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to proceed to identify those foreign airports which currently 

?resent the greatest concern [rom the standpoint of ~ecurity. 

I have requested security inspections of the U. S. and pelltinent 

Joreign ail' carrier operations at those airports to identify any 

security weaknesses. 60 we can obtain the necessary improvements. 

FAA security reguLati.ons currentLy cover 36 U.S. and 73 

foreign airlines operating some 15,000 e,l;heduled passenger £lil(hts 

each day to and from 62.0 U. S. and [oT.'eign airpol\ts and boardinl! 
\ 

some 5B5,000 passengero and 800,000 pieces of carry-on bal!gage 
\ . 

daily. In spite of the vast complexities invoLved in this ,system', 

and the fact that the person or package we are looking for is 

one among hundreds of miLLions, the measures currently applied 

afford air travelers a level of security unmatched in any other 

type of travel. 

We are pursuing an aggressive program of technical 

assistance with other nations, so that they will have full access 

to our knowledge and expertise in security efforts so that air 

passengers, of w')natever nationality. can use the international air 

system with increased security. FAA technical assistance teams have 

already visited 2.0 countries to provide advice and assistance in 

developing or improving civil aviation secul'ity programs. Over 2.00 

\ 

i 
1 , 
~ 
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Joreign o£fici"als have attended the aviation security traininlr .school 

in Oklahoma City. We have p:iven indepth briefinp:s on all aspects 

of aviation security and provided traininl' materials to foreig-n 

goy·ernment and airline officials. 

We regularly conduct security ins~ctions of U. S. £la.(/' carrier 

and certain fore;I'n carrier facilities outside the U. S. This 

involvl~s visits to most of the major foreign airports. The purpose 

of the inspections is to assure that the airlines a(e in compliance with 

the Fede,~al Aviation Regulations mandated by the Air Transportation 

Security Ad of 1974. During the course of the ins pections, our 

representatives meet with responsible foreil'n airport security 

officials and any airport security weaknesses or deficiencies 

observed are called to the attention of those authorities. This 

inspection activity has produced improvements at many foreign 

a irports as well as assurinl' the continuing eHectiveness of airline 

security measures required by Federal Aviation Reg-ulations. 

The security problems facinl' the international civil aviation 

system generally are not easy ones. Maintenance or en(/'ineering 

problems are precise, and specific measures normally correct the 

problem. This is not true in aviation security. We are dealing 
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primarily with human fal:tors. We must cope with the reality 

that people who are oper<\ting' the system are subject: to r".lman 

error. Also, mattel,'s of basic sovereignty, nati,)nal traditions 

and local hahits may complicate a solution that w()uld work in 

the U. S. Th.e task is fu.rthllr complicated by the f.act that we 

are facing trained and dedicated terrorist forces that will attempt 

again and again to penetrate th.e system. 

Conditions at an airport change cor.tinuaUy and are not 

necessarily uni£()rm throughout the airport. A security deficiency 

noted one day might not be apparent the next and again might show 

up the following week. Moreover, a problem may involve only 

one air carrier or only one screening station while the rest 0' 

the airport has excellent security. The point is tha.t the dynamic 

nature of the air transportation system requires continuing att"ntion 

and monitoring of the many facets involved in the total effort 

necessary for effective security. It is not susee ptible to a static 

remedy. 

The best way to achieve immediate improvements in a 

field as complex as aviation security is through continuation and 

expansion of our programs of cooperative assistance. But it 

should be clear that we are prepared to take direct U. S. actions, ' 

including the imposition of sanctions against other nations and their 
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airlines, if such actions become necessary to protect U. S. citizens, 

flight crews and aircraft. 

In enacting the Antihijackinl!; Act of 1974, the Crmgress !laVe 

the President and the Secretary of Transportation the authority to 

impose different types of sa.nctions in the interests of civil air 

commerce. The President can act against any nation that supports 

terrorist organizations which use hijacking as an instrument of 

policy. He can suspend direct air service between that country 

and the U. S. or between third party nations serving that country 

and the U. S. 

In addition, the Secretary of Transportation, with the 

approval of the Secretary of State, can Withhold, revoke, or impose 

conditions on the U. S. operating authorities of the airlines of any 

nation that does not effectiveiy maintain and administer security 

measures equal to, or above, lCAO minimum standards. 

These' tools are available to us and we will use them if 

and when it becomes necessary. would point out in this regard, 

that our primary objective is to assure the safe and secure international 

air transportation system that is essential to the economic and social 

well-being of all nations. U we have to shut down the system, that 

objective is not achieved. Our goal is thus the balance of adequate 
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security with the primary purpose of the system, which is the 

reliable, e!!icient, safe and secure flow of people and property. 

Mr. Chairman, tile Department strongly endorses those 

objectives of S. 2.2.36 which protect U.S. citizens ~raveling abroad 

using commercial air services. We would particularly urge that 

the provisions of Title IV be enacted at the earliest possible time. 

They will complete U. S. implementation of the Monh:eal Sabotage 

Convention and will also make available additional prosecutive 

provisions that will strengthen existing deterrents for persons who 

would commit crimeS' affecting the security of air trans portation. 

As you know, last November the Attorney Ger.eral submitted 

identical legislative proposals to the Congress. 

We have some reservations about 'ehe U. S. unilaterally 

publishing a list of foreign airports as suggested in the bill. Such 

a list could, by negative implication, suggest that all airports 

which are not on the list are saf.e. Because of ever-changing 

conditions and human factors, or because of sheer lack of U. S. 

resources to inspect all of the world's airports completely or 

regularly, the list might give inaccurate information. A list of 

dangerous airports made available to the public also might backfire 

by providing terrorists with information about security deficiencies of 

those airports. Obviously it is important that we know about those 
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airports and that we act to improve their conditions. The actions 

which I have directed the FAA to take--to identify airports of 

particular security concern and to move to correct the problems--

addres s this. 

One of the provisions of 5.2236 addresses security and 

safety provisions for charter operations, commuter airlines, 

supplemental carriers and additional U. S. airports. Under existing 

law, the FAA Administrator is responsible for issuing security 

and safety regulations dealing with all these aspects of air 

transportation. Expansion of FAA safety requirements raises a 

number of issues whic~ really are outside of this bill's focus 

I 
on security, and I viould urge that the two not be combined. In 

strengthening security, we must continually be aware that the 

problem is extremely complex. For example, the security 

requirements for a small airport serving commuter airlines which 

board fewer than half a dozen passengers per flight need not be 

the same as those required at large1: airports. On the other hand, 

given the changing nature of charter travel, the FAA is already 

proceeding with rule making to propose security procedures for 

charter operations. 

1.( 

I 
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We want highly effective internationtll security star.dards. 

During the last six months, we have made available ttl almost 

40 nations the standards and procedures used by the U. S. to 

~\~sure effective performance and operation of screening equipment. 

We expect material res\\lts from this effort, We also expect 

results through ICAO towal'd the adoption of irnproved international 

stanc.lards for security in aviation. As 1 previously indicated, 

specific U.S. proposals, together with the proposals of othel' 

Member States, are currently being moved ahead through ICAO. 

We have strongly stated to that body that the sec\lrity functions 

and cap.,.bilities of rCAO can be strengthened to better enable ICAO 

to (~nsure that minimum standards are being applied by all nations. 

This should produce the strengthened international security measures 

necessary to combat the increase in crimes against civil aviation. 

Nevertheless, if additional U.S. actions become necessary, 

in the public or national interest, including the imposition of sanctions, 

you can be assured that we will take them. The Secretary of 

State, Mr. Vance, and I are part or the Special Coordination C:;,)mmittee 

of the NSC and the worldwide communications of the C;tate Department 

and the FAA are both available to assist in these efforts. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. 

I will be pleased to respond to any questions or comments the 

Committee may have. 
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Chairman RIBIcoFF. You may proceed. 

TESTIMONY 'OF JOSEPH M. HENDRIE, CHAIRMAN, U.S. NUCLEAR 
REGULATORY COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY CI,IFFORD SMITH, 
DIRECTOR OF NRC OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS SAFETY AND 
SAFEGlT ARDS, AND CARLTON STOIBER, ASSISTANT GENERAL 
COUNSEL 

Dr. HENDRIE. I have asked to accompany me up here this morning, 
on my J.·ight, Clifford Smith, the Director of the Commission's Office 
of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards. On my left is Carlton 
Stoiber, the Assistant General Counsel of the Commission. I thought 
it would be useful to have them ready at hand so they can answer, 
in some detail, your questions. 

Chairman RIBIcoFF. You may proceed, sir. 
Dr. fuNDRIE. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, members of the cOlllinittee, I am pleased to appear 

before you today to support this committee's efforts in formulating 
national policies to combat terrorism. Let me say at the outset that 
the Nuclear Hegulatory C0mmission endorses the underlying concept 
of S. 2236 to establish an organizational framework for coordinating 
Federal activities to deal with the threat of international and do
mestic terrorism. 

As the committee knows, NRO safeguards activities and respon
sibilities arise from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the Energy 
Reorganization Act of 1974. Under these statutory regimes, NRC 
licenses and regulates atomic energy activities including construc
tion and operation of nuclear power plants, the possession, transfer 
and use of special nuclear materials and imports and exports of 
nuclear facilities and materials. Before issuing a license, the Com
mission must find, as appropriate, that the issuance would not present 
undue risk to the U.S. public health and safety or be inimical to the 
common defense and security of the United States. These findings 
directly involve the Commission in questions of potential nuclear 
terrorism in efforts to reduce its risks. Congress unmistakeably under
scored these Commission responsibilities in the Energy Reorganiza
tion Act of 1974 when it created the new Office of Nuclear Material 
Safety and Safeguards and directed it, through its licensing and 
regulatory function:, to provide and maintain "safeguards against 
threats, thefts, and sabotage of such licensed facilities, and materials." 

The NRC safeguards responsibilities require our attention and re
sponse to potential terrorism in both our domestic and international 
licensing activities. Domesticallv, terl'orists could threaten or attempt 
to sabotage nuclear facilities, ~including power plants, or to steal 
nuclear materials that might be used in a clandestine nuclear explo
sive or a dispersal device. As to our international responsibilities, 
that is, licensing of nuclear exports, we are concerned both with pre
venting the proliferation of nuclear 'weapons capability, and with 
assuring that physical security programs are adequately designed to 
protect nuclear materials. 

Our thinking has led NRC to conclude that the possibility of 
terrorist interest in a nuclear capability cannot be discounted. Our 
investigations have not disclosed a demonstrated interest in such a 
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capability. However, we must and do recognize that we may not have 
advance warning of terrorist intentions and must frame our safe
gna,rds policy accordingly. The only responsible course is to prepare 
for the possibility that terrorists may seek a nuclear capability or 
attack nuclear targets. III our own regulatory activities, this is what 
we have done and are continuing to do. 

",,\lith regard to domestic nuclear activities, individuals or compa
nies licensed by NRC to possess or use strategic special nuclear ma
terials-that is, nuclear materials that could be used in a clandestine 
fission explosive-are required to protect the materials against theft 
or diversion by terrorists or other groups or individuals with malev
olent intentions. There are 12 licensees who currently possess suffi
cient amounts of special nuclear materials to be subject to full NRC 
safeguards requirements. Their activities are predominantly defense
related. Safeguards measures that they are required to employ in
clude, for example, armed guards and barriers and access controls for 
the physical protection of nuclear facilities; vaults and alarms for 
the containment of nuclear materials and for the det.ection of lll

authorized persons or activities where the materials are stored; and 
a material control and accounting program to assist in the detection 
of theft or diversion of nuclear materials. 

In JUly 197'7, NRC' published in the Federal Register, 42 F.R. 
38395, proposed rules for additional safeguards requirements for 
NRC licensees that would strengthen the protection of strategic 
quantities of special nuclear materials. These rules, if adopted, would 
make detailed and specific changes in the safeguards regimes re
quired of licensees. There is wide public debate on the need for, and 
sufficiency of, the requirements we have proposed. ,iVe plan a final 
decision on the proposal later this year. 

Domestic nuclear power plants, as well as other major industrial 
installations, are also conceivable targets for terrorist actiol!1. To 
protect against the sabotage of a plant, licensees are required to use 
safeguards measures similar to the measures described above for the 
protection of special nuclear materials. The potential theft of nuclear 
power plant fuel by terrorists is not a central concern because such 
fuel is not suitable for use by terrorists in It nuclear explosive. We 
are currently working with power plant licensees to implement 
strengthened security plans and procedures against sabotage which 
we required by rulemaking last year. 

Supplementing these NRC safeQ'u!'urds requirements are other 
NRC activities concerning ad"vance '-'detection of threats to nuclear 
licensees, a system to evaluate the credibility of threats against nu
PolenI' Tl1.cilities, and a program covering contingency planning for 
and response to actions by terrorists. 

On the international side, NRC's licensing acLivities relating to 
the exports of significant quantities of special nuclear materials re
quirf) our attention to possible terrorism ih other countries. Stolen 
strategic special nuclear materif\,l in' the hands of terrorists any
where would present a threat to all the world, including the people 
of the United States. Consequently, strategic special nuclear material 
requires a high level of protection against theft or diversion by 
. terrorists anywhere. 
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International physical security standards have been formulated 
under sponsorshIp of the International Atomic Energy Agency, 
INFCIRC 225, and, if uniformly adopted, would provide a level of 
protection comparable to that currently provided by U.S. domestic 
licensees possessing significant quantities of special nuclear materials. 

Also, the IAEA is currently in the process of developing an inter
national physical security convention which, would commit nations 
adhering to that instrument to take certain measures for the pro
tection of their nuclear activities. The United States has played a 
major role in this initiative, and should continue its efforts to insure 
that the convention is as strong and effective as possible. 

Quite a!lart from the level of international safeguards standards, 
our licensmg responsibilities over nuclear materials exports impose 
on NRC an obligation to assess the adequacy of the physicatl security 
measures of other nations. In my opinion, S. 2236 lmderscores the 
singular importance of this NRC responsibility. Before the Com
mission licenses any export of strategic special nuclear material, we 
inquire as to the physical protection wInch will be applied by the 
recipient nation. "'\V" e participate in physical security visits to foreign 
countries with the Department of Energy and other concerned agen
cies to evaluate th~ adeql!-acy of physical security measures applied 
by our nuclear tradmg partners. 

In addition, we require specific physical security evaluations from 
the executive branch in their review of specific license applications 
for nuclear exports. In pending nonproliferation legislation, we have 
actively supported, as an export licensing criterion, that physical 
security arrangements of recipient nations be adequate, and we will 
continue to assist in this general effort. 

Finally, S. 2236 provides for an automatic ban on new export 
licenses for the sale or transfer of any nuclear equipment, materials 
or teclmology to any country on the list of countries aiding terrorist 

. enterprises. On balance, I believe the Commission should defer to the 
Congress and the foreign policy and national security agencies on 
the desirability of such a provision in the legislation as a general 
sanction against harboring or aiding terrorists. :t-.T:RC will, of course, 
implement this provision if it becomes law and it would be quite a 
simple and straightforward procedure for us to do so. However, I 
should note tha it may not be so straightforward for exnorts licensed 
by the Commerce Department thaC may be consideJ:ed "nuclear
related." 

This point was made in a letter from the NRC staff to the State 
Department commenting on S. 2236-letter R F. Burnett, Director 
of NRC's Division of Safeguards, to .Ambassador Heyward Isham, 
Djrector of the SttLte Department's Office for Combatting Terrorism, 
November 18, 19'7'7. In that letter Mr. Burnett stated: 

Deletion 'of Secti·on lOO(a) (9) is recommended. The ban on nuclear expol'ts is 
artificially grafted onto the list of sanctions. It would. be just as appropriate to 
impose a ban on all Cammerce licensed exports since many Commerce exports . 
are of cqual ur '!!Touter national security concern ·than NRC's exports. Also, the I 

bUh on nuclear exports would be difficult to administer since Commerce licenses a 
broad range of "nuclear-related" equipment and material and the dividing line 
between banned and approved exports would be difficult to define. We belieYe 
that the remaining sanctions addressed will be adequate to implement the 
legislation. 
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I would be 
pleased to answer any questions which members of the committee 
may have. 

Chairman RmIcoFF. "What is your plan to combat nuclear theft, 
should a real nuclear theft take place? 

Dr. lliNDRIE. To combat the theft ~ 
Chairman RmrcoFF. 'What do you do about it, if one takes place ~ 
Dr. HENDRIE. If one takes place. 'We have established a group 

whose purpose is evaluation and assessment and then have authority 
to move with other agencies of the Government, if such a theft 
occurs. 

Mr. SMITH. I would add, in addition to that, Dr. Hendrie, that 
each licensee will be required to have an approved contingency plan 
which, in effect, gives them instructions, detailed instructions as to 
what to do in the event of such an occurrence. It is rather elaborate. 
We would be glad to submit one. One of the first things is notifying 
us and notifying the FBI. 

In addition to each of the licensees' contingency plans, as to what 
role each plant would play, we are working on a national licensee 
contingency plan which would involve not only the NRC, but the 
FBI and the Department of Energy. 

So, I think we are well prepared. . 
Chairman RmrcoFF. Could you provide us with a list, or have any 

nuclear thefts taken place up to now ~ 
Dr. HENDRIE. I don't believe so, sir.l. 
Chairman RmrcoFF. Do you know, or don't you lmow~ You say 

you don't believe so. Do YOll know whether any nuclear thefts have 
taken place to date ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. The obvious case that comes to mind, Mr. Chairman, 
is the Apollo incident of the mid 1960s. In those days, I was working 
on research reactors in Brookhaven, and most of the present NRC 
staff was in other 1?laces, so I have no personal knowledge of this. 

I notice people III my Agency and others seem to create a good 
deal of turmoil an~l difficulty by statements they make on the matter, 
and I approach it with the utmost caution. I don't know that ma
terial was removed in that case. If I can set that Apollo case aside 
for you, I don't know of nuclear thefts of any significant amount 
of material. 

Sen!1tor GLENN. Mr. Chairman, may I interject something at that 
point? 

The subcommittee I chair is looking into the NUMEC incident. 
We l1re 10th in line in investigations over the last 10 years or so in 
t.hat area. "We are still trying to get to the bottom of what happened. 
It has been up to the Presidential level through past severu,l presi
dencies, as the Chairman is aware. ,Ve 0,1'8 stilllookillg at it. 

Chairman RIBrcoFF. Do terrorist groups operating in the world 
today have the ability to develop l1nuclear weapon device ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. That is a hard question to answer, Mr. Chairman. 
We don't have, in terms of the informn,tion that comes into the Com
mission from the intelligence community-and we do have good 

1 See p. 021. 
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liaison and information flow there-we don't have any indications 
that such is the case. 

I'm glad to see that, but I must say that it does not relieve my 
concerns on the matter. 

Ohairman RrHIcoFF. Do you think there is a chance that one will 
be developed in t.he future 1 

Dr. HENDRIE. I think it is possible. 
Ohairman RIBrcoFF. Are there any countries which aid and abet 

terrorism that 2.re the beneficiaries of nuclear export licenses~ 
Dr. HENDRIE. I certainly hope not, Mr. Chairman. 
Ohairman RmrcoFF. Do you Imow ~ 
Dr. HENDRIE. I don't think so. I guess the doubt that I am express

ing here has to do with how do you define "aid and abet terrorists." 
Certainly, countries to whom we do export nuclear materials have 

under the duress of specific incidents done things like refuel a hi
jacked airplane or supplied an additional airplane or substitute air
plane. That is certainly the case. But in the sense of an active aiding 
and abetting, providing training sites, sanctuary, and so 011, I don't 
believe so. 

Ohairman RmICoFF. Senator Glenn ~ 
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
Mr. Hendrie, I'm deeply concerned about the issue of nuclear ter-

rorism. It is not a hypothetical or abstract problem. Even though we 
may not have identified at this time any groups with a demonstrative 
interst in nuclear terrorism, we need only to look to the history of 
the past decade to see that nuclear materials and facilities are objects 
of many groups with terrorist intentions. I have obtained from the 
NRO and Department of Energy a compilation of threats and other 
incidents involving nuclear materials and facilities which I would I 
like to enter into the record of these proceedings.1 

I might say, Mr. Chait-man and Mrs. Hendrie, that NRO has a 
listing of 94 incidents involving threats of violence and acts of vio
lence to licensed nuclear facilities going back to 1969. tVe received 
from ERDA another listing of 91 incidents going back to 1969 of 
threats of violence and acts of violence to unlicensed nuclear facil
ities. Most of these were bomb threats, pipe bombs found neal' reac
tors. These have not been idle threats. Some have involw.d explosives, 
break-ins and breaching, at least of the outer periphery of security 
at some facilities. 

It is not just idle speCUlation that terrorist groups will make every 
effort to get into these facilities and gAt. whateycl' material they can. 

This is not limited to crank calls. Since 1969 there have been 14 
attempted or actual unauthorized intrusions o.t facilities licensed by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Oommission, and at least two bombings. 

Fortunately, none of these activities appear to have resulted in any 
release of radioactivity or injury to the public. ' 

We have been fortunate so far. This record of past events makes 
it clear that the security of nuclear materials and facilities must 
continue to receive the highest level of at.tention. 

1 See p. 640. 
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Therefore, I was greatly troubled by a recent report of an interview 
you gave to the "Washington Post, in which you displayed a surpris
ingly indifferent attitude toward nuclear terrorism. According to the 
article, you would not consider a nuclear terrorist bombing of 'Wash
ington or Chicago to be an event of catastrophic proportion, since 
in contrast to nuclear Soviet exchange, only a fraction of US. popu
lation would be affected, leaving the society, as a whole, intact. 

This attitude on the part of the Agency required to protect the 
public fi'om terrorism would make me fearful. I read your letter to 
the editor defending "170Ul' statements or your views. I would like 
these entered into the ;ecord, both of these articles.1 

I'm concerned because NRC is now considering an upgrade of its 
domestic safeguard rules covering strategic nuclear matel'lals. I want 
to be confident, and I am sure the AmerIcan public wants to be con
fident that the starting point for NRC considern.tion is a sober 
respect for the dangers of terrorism. Because of these articles, the 
publicity they have received, and the aspersions that have been cast 
on you by their contents, I would like to have a clear and precise 
statement from you, ancl I would presume you would welcome the 
opportunity to make such a statement, perhaps without comparisons 
to all-out nuclear war, of the gravity you would attach to terrorists 
threatening to detonate a nuclear device in this country. 

These were most disturbing articles. 
I would think you would welcome a chance in thi.s forum before 

the committee to set straight your views on this. 
I would welcome any comments you could make at this time. 
Dr. HENDRIE. Thank you, Senator. 
I do welcome the chance to comment first on the article and thm 

more generally on the issue you !uwe raised. 
The article you cite is one that does not represent my views and 

feelings and attention to these matters. You have noted the publica
tion of my response to that article in the Washington Post this past 
Monday. 

I attempted in that letter, without running on at enormous length 
on these difficult and sobering matters, to make clear that I am, in 
fact, deeply concerned about these matters, about the possibilities of 
terrorism, proliferation of nuclear war, and that they are matters in 
which I have. some professional expertise which, I may say, only 
leads me to more COllcern, ~:n,ther than less. 

I feel deeply about these things, about the need for the utmost 
caution in the handling of these things and, in effect, what I have 
said in this letter, and what I affirm here is that I bring to my de
cisions the most careful consideration I can, and all the depth of 
feeling and seriousness which attaches to these matters. 

They will always have careful consideration from me. I made the 
point in that letter that that on the other hand does not mean that I 
think it appropriate to approach these decisions or discussions in a 
highly emotional state. 

Senator Gr"ENN. The article, I believe, stated that you felt perhaps 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission should not have a role in estab
lishing what was safe with regard to :foreign shipments. 

~ Sec pp. 065 nnd 000. 
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Now, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission was set up as an inde
pendent agency making recommendations both to the Oongress and 
to the President, of course. 

The functions of this organization are unique. ",Ve have depended 
on the Agency for guidance in foreign as well as domestic, policy. 

Now, what are your views on this~ Are your views correctly stated 
that you do not propose to carry out your mandate on the mterna
tional scene, as well as on the domestic scene? 

Dr. HENDRIE. That certainly is not the case. I took an oath of 
office coming here to uphold the laws of the United States, and I am 
doing and intend to do that to the best of my ability. What I did 
note in that discussion was that in passing upon nuclear export appli
cations, the Commission, which is required to make a finding,that 
the export would not be inimical to the common defense and security 
of the United States, seeks the advice of the executive branch. ·What 
we receive then, where the executive branch favors an export, is a 
finding on behalf of the President, State Department, Department 
of Energy and other agencies concerned, that the proposed export 
would, in fact, not be inimical to the common defense and security 
of the United States. 

I simply noted that, in my view, that finding has very deep and 
serious foreign policy and national security connotations, that there 
are probably other agencies of the Government who have more of a 
lead in those roles than the NRC. And that was the context in which 
that discussion went forward. 

Any suggestion that I would propose that we not fulfill oUr re
sponsibilities under the law just isn't so. 

Senator GLENN. ",Ve ought to clarify what we are loking to NRO 
to give us guidance on, it seems to me. ",Ve are not looking to NRO 
for guidance on general foreign policy. We are looking to it as the 
Agency of expertise on whether safeguards are adequate. Is security 
there 01' not? In the past, we have invited the ERDA people to go 
with you on some of those trips. vVe have looked to NRC as the 
guiding light in that area. 

As I read your remarks, and what you just said, I wonder whether 
you really see your job as including that or not. If you are not to 
perform that function, then who should? vVe are rel:ving on you to 
do that now. 

Dr. HENDRIE. vVe certainly carry out those visits and evaluations, 
particuiariy in the physical security area and there, I think, the staff 
is able to do a good and sound job on making an independent evalua
tion. vVe have somewhat more difficulty on the side of material ac
counting procedures in foreign nations where these ~.re being done 
and are being inspected. under the IAEA. The difference in the two 
situations is primarily that tha physical security, our ability to inspect 
physical security measures in other sovereign nations, is based on 
bilateral agreements, the understanding with the particular nation. 
On the material accounting side of safeguards, it worlrs through the 
international agency. 
W(~ are signers of the treaty that establishes the IABA. The other 

nation we are interested in is also, and there is that additional inter~ 
national body involved in inspecting and verifying the safeguards 
measures" In that case--
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Mr. GLENN. If you were relieved of the responsibility for assessing 
IAEA safeguards and whether they are adequate, who do you think 
would be the appropriate representative to do it? If you statement 
in the Arlington paper was correct, that. you feel you should be 
relieved of the responsibility, and should not pass judgement on 
whether these exports should be made, that would leave no one to 
back up IAEA and to say whether they have incorrect instrumenta
tion to make the judgment. You are our expert in that area. It dis
turbs me to hear you say you shouldn't be in that loop someplace and 
have approval or disapproval capacity in it. 

I don't think you should be setting foreign policy or have the 
power of sole determination. I sure think it is important that you 
be able to say "No, because there is not adequate safeguards" or "No 
instrumentation may be adequate to protect what we are shipping 
abroad." You should be able to toot the whistle and say "Hey, State 
Department, there is a dangerous situation. Terrorists may be able 
to get this. It is not adequately taken care of." I have depended on 
you and your office to be our watchdog in that area. Now I read you 
as feeling you should be taken out of that loop. That disturbs me. 
I don't see anybody else in that capacity. 

Dr. HENDRm. The point I was making, Senator, was not to remove 
us in total from this process but the matters indicated by the finding 
that a given export -would not be inimical to the common defense and 
securit.y of the United States, leaving those matters finally in the 
hands of the regulators may not he the best place in terms of the 
technical things you are talking about. 

I think we have a role, particularly on the physical security side. 
Senator GLENN. If the security is not adequate, the terrorists can 

get the nuclear material. If they can get it, our safety and security, 
and that of a lot of other people, is being stretched, it seems to me. 
I look to that as coming under your inimical clause. 

Dr. HENDRIE. I would like to add that the executive branch, State 
Department people, Arms Control and Disarmament people, and the 
Department of Energy people, in fact, are very concerned and they 
look closely at the IAEA safeguards matters. It is not quite as if 
NRC were the only arm of the Government concerned and watching 
in these matters. 

Senator GLENN. Mr. Chairman, I don't know how we are doing 
on time. . 

Chairman RIBICoFF. Go ahead. 
Senator GLENN. There is another aspect of this which is very, very 

important. That is t,he area of how we transport not the low enriched 
uranium, but the highly enriched uranium whi.ch would be suscep
tible to weapons use if it fell into the hands of terrorists. It is an 
attractive target for terrorist groups. I am concerned about whether 
the security arrangements covering the shipment of the material, 
which are the responsibility of the NRC, are adequate. As an example, 
I understand that because of his concern on this score, Mayor Bilandic, 
from Chicago, has halted further shipments of highly enriched 
uranium from O'Hare Airport, pending a full study of the security 
measures. 

I have also recently learned, as an added security measure, we have, 
in a few cases, requested that foreign nations purchasing large quan-
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tities of this material fly it back to their countries in their own mili
tary cargo aircraft. Some of these shipments have originated where 
I live in Columbus, Ohio, and then gone out of Dulles in Washington. 

Also, at least one import of highly enriched uranium will be made 
to our Columbus Airport in Ohio by a foreign military carl$0 plane. 
However, most shipments are still made by commercial Jet, as I 
understand it. Could you describe the security arrangements :for 
these exports and the status in Chicago ~ Does NRC intend to rec
ommend further use of military aircraft or what is the view of 
othel.' agencies ~ Do we still use civilian aircraft for the transport of 
highly enriched uranium-major shipments~ What is the status of 
our shipping practices and what happens in the event of a crash ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. Let me start at the top of the list and work my way 
down and I will ask you to prompt me if I forget things, Senator. 

On December 1, Mayor Bilandic released a public statement ex
pressing concern about the transportation of enriched uranium 
through O'Hare and sought the cooperation of the President to insure 
the safety of the citizens of Chicago. We resEonded along with other 
agencies of the Government. We have agreed with the mayor to re
view wi.th him the. measures to cover thes~ shipments and the environ
ment'- nffects. In the meantime, shipments of highly enriched uranium 
are n(". being made through O'Hare. V\Te have just completed a com
prehen,,;ive study of the environmental impact of trans]?ortation of 
these materials by air and other modes and copies of t1ns study are 
being presented to the mayor and a briefing will be laid down for 
later this week, as a matter of fact.. 

Following on then, to the question of shipment from other airports, 
you mentioned Columbus and the fact that military aircraft seem 
to have been used at some time in the past. There was a time about 
a half year ago, June of 1977, where we had a number of licenses for 
the export of highly enriched uranium which were cleared by the 
executive branch and passed over to NRC in a group. The Commis
sion looked at those and for the ones which it granted, these con
stituted, all of a sudden, a lot of activity in the shIpment area. There 
were, in particular, 12 licenses for highly enriched uranium, with 
10 of the shipments to the Federal Republic of Germany, and 2 to 
France. In view of the number of them and the publicity attendant 
on the final approval of the licenses, it was thought wise to attempt 
to consolidate the exports and, in effect, reduce the number of move
ments that were being made and the vulnerability of these move
ments. 

At the suggestion of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 
the Federal Republic of Germany was queried about the possible use 
of German milit.ary aircraft. They agreed to that use for this single 
consolidated shipment with the agreement that it was not to set a 
precedent for subsequent activities. The NRC had no objection to 
the use of military aircraft. Our view is that either commercial cargo 
aircraft or military aircraft would have provided a satisfactory level 
of protection. That flight went out of Dulles because it was centrally 
located to the three points of origin of the material making up this 
consolidated shipment. Ten of the licensed packages went that way. 
Two others went from Columbus, Ohio because the French, who had 
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at first agreed to put their shipment in with the Germans, decided 
later to utilize a French military aircraft. 

Senator GLENN. These are highly enriched ~ 
Dr. HENDRIE. These are aU highly enriched uranium shipments. 
Senator GLENN. On highly enriched uranium, is it transported by 

special aircraft or commercial air freight aircraft ~ 
Dr. HENDRIE. Typically, they do go by commercial cargo aircraft. 

They do not typically go on passenger aircraft. 
Senator GLENN. What kind of studies do we have on the containers 

for these shipments ~ 
Dr. IfuNDRIE. It is a Department of Transportation packaging for 

highly enriched material, for speci.al nuclear material. I don't be
lieve they are an impact-resistant package. 

Senator GLENN. I was told by one of your predecessors that you 
had under development a conta.iner for shipment of this material 
that would take an impact into a solid rock wall at 600 miles an hour. 
Has that been developed, and is it now being used ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. Yes, it has been in development. I would point out 
that the development of that container was speci.fically in response 
to concerns about air shipment of plutonium, to provide for any 
plutonium shipments and a really impact-proof container. Cliff, 
would you amplify on the status of that ~ 

Dr. SlIUTH. The answer is, we have developed a package that has 
been approved by the National Academy of Sciences and other re
view groups and at present, the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
SafegUlLrds is making its I'eview of it. We should be in a position in 
a month to certi!}' to the Senate that we have a crash-proof package. 

Senator GLENN. VV11at would be the dangers now to a community 
or area or how debilitating would it be to what size area if an HEU 
package was impacted and broken open in an area after a crash ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. 'Ve would move in rapidly, clear the area, and estab
lish contamination levels. I think the toxic aspects are considerably 
less than in the case of plutonium, which was the basis for the differ
ence in going ahead with the crashproof shipping container devel
opment for _plutonium. 

Senator GLENN. If there 'was a crash now~ you feel there would be 
a serious radioactive problem around that fuel or what would be. the 
situation ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. I am inclined, Senator, on balance, to think that 
there probably would not be, but I would certainly take the attitude 
that one would regard it as serious unless proven otherwise in the 
particular case in the field. We and other radiation emergency re
sponse groups would be moving very rapidly and aggressively if 
that happened. . 

Senator GLENN. You have pending proposed rule changes to up
grade fllrther our domestic safeguo.rus. Once these rules are made 
final, U.S. safeguards will n,lmost certainly be tougher than those 
required uuder international security standards of IlEA. 

Does NRC intend to continue to make transports, exports to coun
tries where standards are less stringent than our own when these 
rules are completed ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. I think that will have to depend on the circum
stances in the particular countries, as is generally the case in con-
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sidering an export application, Senator. If we go ahead and upgrade 
the safeguards provisions at these fuel cycle facilities as we proposed 
in this rule, then that will immediately open the question of working 
with IAEA and other nations to upgrade on an international basis. 
Where we find an agreement with the executive branch that, on 
balance, a given export now is an acceptable proposition from the 
standpoint of United States interests, I would not think that 3 
months from now, if we had implemented the upgrade rule for our
selves in the meantime, that that would necessarily rule OUG further 
exports lmtil there had been an upgrading in th~ country in question. 

Senator GLENN. I am concerned that we set lugh standards and we 
hope we can attract other nations into following along these much 
increased standards. I don't see this as a single nationality problem. 
We know from past experience that hijacking an airplane has not 
been a big problem. Once we find any major terrorist group in the 
world with these supplies, plutonium or HEU, it won't make any dif
ference what nation it came from, but it will be a concern for all of 
us around the world. 

Dr. HENDRIE. You are right This is of worldwide concern. 
Senator GLENN. I am coneerned that we make every effort to up

grade foreign standards as best we can, after we upgrade our own. 
Do we have efforts under way to get foreign nations to upgrade their 
own standards to our leyels ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. ,Ve do, and have strong efforts in working with the 
agency to increase the stringency and vigor of the agency's safeguards. 

Senator GLENN. Have they been cooperating in this regard ~ What 
results have you had with your efforts to get them to upgrade their 
own standards and those of foreign nations? 

Dr. HENDRIE. I wHl make a brief comment, and ask Dr. Smith to 
add to this. 

I think they are very cooperative. I was in Vienna recently and had 
opportunity to talk there to the inspector geneml. I had, more im
portantly, it seemed to me, a chance to talk to a number of U.S. citi
zens, some of them NRC employees on special assignment, and so on, 
who were on the safeguard staff. 

My impression from talking to our people there is that the morale 
of that staff is good. They feel considerably encl)uraged by the steps 
that have been taken in tightening things up. They are anxious to get 
on with more. 

Senator GLENN. 'With our technology we may have to take the lead. 
As I am sure you are aware, there is a special IAEA staff report 

that shows that a.gencis own inadequacies. They are not happy with 
their own methods of monitoring. We have to take the technological 
lead in the world. I hope we are doing that. 

That is the reason I was concerned about the remarks in the paper 
that indicated maybe you are feeling that your role was primarily a 
domestic role, and not a foreign role, and that your role in the inteI'
national realm was not as great as maybe some of us thought it was 
going to be. 

That was another reason for my concern about the Rosenfeld ar
ticle in the paper. 

Dr. HENDRIE. My reluctance was to be in a prominent role in for
eign policy. The question we are talking about here is the implementa-
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tion of the safeguard measures: an~ the physical security measures. 
We understand these, and are worlung hard on them. 

Senator Gr"ENN. You indicated in your testimony you are no/; ready 
to embrace the idea of cutting off nuclear exports to countries which 
harbor terrorists. 

vVould you favor a provision to cut off nuclear exports to countries 
which aided or abetted nuclear terrorists? 

Dr. HENDRIE. The question of whether the sanction list was the way 
to optimize resistance to terrorists, in discouraging terrorists, was a 
question I would rather leave to people more expert in the area than 
myself or this Agency. 

I think aboltt the sanctions list, that it might be useful if there 
were some degree of flexibility in it so that the punishment. could fit 
the crime, so to speak. And in that regard, you might want to cut. off 
eXlJorts, if there had been any sort of a connection with 'ii, nuclear
related matter involved in the incident. 

Senator GLENN. Has NRC prepared a list of countries where the 
safeguard of nuclear materials is not adequate? 

Dr. HENDRIE. I don't believe so. 
Let me ask Dr. Smith to answer. 
Dr. SMITH. From the standpoint of lJhysical security, Senator, we 

have not had any difficulty in terms of getting the recipient country 
to upgrade the physical security to the level we have required. 

When it comes to material accounting and control, tha.t gets into 
international safeguards in IAEA. Vlve really don't. have, any infor
mation from the IAEA that would enable us to determine how well 
the various IAEA countries are implementing the IAEA safeguards. 

Senator GLENN. As far as physical security of those plants, and 
resistance to terrorist groups coming in, or resistance to that material 
getting out by that method, you are satisfied wherever we ship mate
rial around the world, you have no qualms about it being adequately 
safeguarded in that respect. 

Dr. S1\IITI-I. In terms of physical security, that is correct. That is 
on the basis of visitations our own people make to those particular 
countries, and then we mig-ht stipulate certain other additional re
quirements if we don't feel it is adequate. 

Generally, we are using the IAEA INFCIRC 225. \Ve don't have 
qualms in that area. 

\Vhen we get into the other area, as the Ohairman has alluded, we 
have problems. 

Senator GLENN. ·With regard to air shipment of plutonium, or 
highly enriched uranium, are these crews specially screened and se
lected and trained? Do we run an FBI check on the crews? Do we 
know there will not bo a crew diversion of shipment to a foreign 
country as occurred with a mysterious ship which wound up at an 
unknown destination with the uranium and so on on board? This is 
another factor in the Apollo 1-.TUMEO deal? It is not all that classi
fied; it has bl'en in the palJers. 

Is there possibility of a diversion of an aircraft, with highly en
riched uranium or plutonium? Does plutonium get shipped by air 
now~ 
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Dr. S],UTH. It has been banned by air until we can certify to you 
a cm;;h-proof container. 

Senator GLENN. What screening or protection do we have against 
an air crew diverting that HED? 

Dr. HENDRIE. We don't screen test crews. They are regular crews, 
employees of the major aircraft carriers that are used. 

Crew reliability statistics we look at, because the question you 
raise is a matter of concern. But the crew reliability statistics, as far 
as we know, are really very good. 

I think our feeling is that the possibility you mentioned exists. We 
guard the material carefully at the terminals on the ground transfer 
points, during the ground transportation. The cargo aircraft has 
regular crews; we use national flag lines in countries who have na
tional flag lines. 

Senator Gr,ENN. Is the NRC able to say now that the IAEA safe
guards are adequate? 

Dr. HENDRIE. On balance, I think our feeling, Senator, is that they 
are. 

I think it is fair to say that there is considerable upgrading and 
improvement that is needed, that this ought to go forward as fast 
as it possibly can, and we will be pushing that hard. 

The Commission staff is not able to go itself and examine on a 
country-by-country basis the specific measures. The staff, therefore, is 
not in the same position with regard to these materiai accounting safe
guards of the agency, to offer the same degree of independent evalua
tion and assurance of adequacy that it is in the physical security area, 
or in the normal conduct of our business, in regulating domestically. 

Senator GLENN. Mr. Hendrie, I appreciate very much your answers 
t.o these questions. I think it is important to bring up these issues for 
discussion. 

Some of my questioning is directed to you. You can appreciate the 
importance to the American people and to all of us is of bringing 
these matters out. 'When we question NRC operation or your adminis
tration of that Agency, I think it behooves us to bring these things 
out so we can clarify them. 

My questioning here this morning is meant to bring these issues 
out in the open as completely as we can. 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your indulgence in lettin~ me continue 
as long as I have. We have gone over our usual time limit. 

I t.hink: these r,hings are of such importance that I think it was 
important. 

Chairman RmlcoFF. They are important, and, Senator Glemi you 
have devoted so much time, and are so knowledgeable in these fields, 
that under no circumstances would I cut you off, directly or indirectly. 

Senator HODGES. I have no questions. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. Senator Percy? 
Senator PEROY. "Ve appreciate very much you and your colleagues 

being here this mornin~. Certainly the thrust of Senator Glenn's 
questions have indicated that we are dealing with a mind-boggling 
;)roblem. 
- Certainly the prospect of a terrorist constructing a nuclear weapon 
with stolen nuclear mat.erial, as Senator Glenn mentioned yesterday, 
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is a prospect that is there; and it is frightening, indeed, when we have 
a young college llildergraduate who is reported to have put a. bomb 
together. We Know it IS not that complicated, particularly when a 
destructive element can be carried in a lrnapsack. 

Our concern about adequate security is probably well warranted. 
This is why we feel that your Agency has such an important role in 
this. 

To put it a different way than Senator Glenn has, what degree of 
satisfaction do you have that security at nuclear facilities in this 
country and around the world are adequate to prevent the theft of 
significant quantities of nuclear fuel, and what is your view of security 
measures for transporting such matel'jals~ 

What degree of assurance do you have inside your own conscience 
that we are in reasonably good shape here and around the world to 
protect ourselves against nuclear theft, and to protect ourselves against 
the diversion of transporters of nuclear materials ~ 

Dr. HmWRIE. Senator, it is a good question, and a fair one. 
My feeling is that where one is attempting to protect against things 

of this kind, it is very difficult to say that additional measures, no 
matter what one is doing at the present time, to say that a.dditional 
measures would 1l0L help. Clearly, they would. 

I think on balarice, as best I can assess the situation, domestically 
and internationally, there is a reasonable balance of protection against 
the risk levels. I think it is not a matter to be cheerful or complacent 
about, by any means. 

I think it needs considerable upgrading, but I don't find it to be 
a situation where vi~e ought to say, "stop e,rerything-we will need 
10 years to make tlus good enough to be endurable." 

I don't feel it is that way. On the other hand, I am not-
Chairman RIBICOFF. Vir ould you yield for a second ~ 
It seems we are running much . beyond our schedule. I think it is 

u~n.ir to keep Mr. Civiletti, Mr. McGiffert, and Ms. Godley here. ,:V e 
will not be able to hear them today. 

My apologies to you for being here all morning. We will find an
other day for our mutual convenience. 

Under the circumstances, I thank all of you for coming here, and 
I apologize for taking your morning. ,:Ve will try to get together on 
a day that we know you can be reached in due time. 

Thank you for coming. 
Senator PEROY. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission reviews the 

level of physical security in other nations when considering requests 
for nuclear export licenses. Have any countries been reluctant to 
allow American inspectors to view their facilities for this purpose ~ 

Dr. HENDRIE. I don't think so, but I will let Dr. Smith answer for 
us. His office does the job. 

Dr. Sl\HTII. ,:Ve have not had any difficulty in terms of our visita
tions, if I can can it that. The word "inspection" conjures up a lot 
of nroblems with sovereignt:v, and so forth. 

In terms of the visitations, no, we have had opnortunity to sit 
down with them, review their national approach to physical security, 
and, indeed, make site-specific inspections. 
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Dr. HENDRIE. I should have noted for the committee that Mr. Robert 
Burnett, the Director of our Division of Safeguards, one of the divi
sions under Dr. Smith, has joined us at the table. 

Senator PERCY. Would you want to make any comment on this 
particular point ~ 

Mr. BURNETT. No, sir. I came up so that in the event the discussion 
gets into sufficient detail, I can respond. 

Senator PERCY. Are you satisfied with tho, current procedure for 
determining the adequacy of physical secUl ;ty measures overseas ~ 

Dr. HENDRTFJ. Yes, I think so. 
Senator PERCY. Is there any way that proceuure could be strength

ened, improved, or should be modified, that you can think of ~ 
Dr. HENDRIE. Our visitations and evaluations and so on ~ 
Senator PERCY. For determining the adequacy of physical security 

measures. 
Dr. Sl\fITH. "What would help is if we had international agreement 

as to the degree of physical security that each nation that has received 
material would apply. ,Ve are trying to do that now through an 
IAEA-sponsored international security convention. 

,Vhat we find is the level of physical protection in each nation 
varies. There is nothing wrong with the variations. There are certain 
fundamental things, certain baselines that we like to see across the 
board, and that is what we are working fOl through the international 
community. 

Senator PERCY. "Would you care to comment on the desirability or 
necessity of negotiating an international convention to ensure that 
other countries attach a high priority to physical security at nuclear 
facilities ~ 

Could you 'update us as to what has been done in other countries 
in this field ~ 

Dr. lliNDRIE. There is an effort under way in conjunction with the 
International Atomic Energy Agency to do just that, "Ve have been 
Yery active in that, and Dr. Smith and Mr. Burnett can respond. 

Dr. Sl\UTH. Mr. Burnett, my director of the Division of Safeguards, 
returned from Vienna not too long ago, where he represented the 
USNRC on that. He might speak to you about that. 

Mr. BURNETT. At that meeting, Senator, we attempted to establish 
a minimum level of physical security during transport of SNM. ,Ve 
are using as a basis the INFCIRC 225 which is a document circu
lated by the IAEA. It has not been enforced by the IAEA yet, and 
t.hat was suggested also at. this conference. I am told they are going 
to prepare a convention to establish that as a minimum level. 

There is another meeting scheduled in April to go back and, hope
fully, come up with a final draft of the physical security requirements. 
I believe with that, we will be vastly ahead of where we are now. 

Senator PERCY. Very good. I have no further questions. Thank you 
verym1.lch. 

Chairman RrnrcoFF. Thank you very much. 
The committee stands adjourned until Friday morning at 9 :30. 
r,V"hereupon, the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene at 9 :30 a.m. 

on Friday, January 27,1978.] 
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, 1978 

U.S. SENATE, 
COllfMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AF:n'AIRS, 

Wa8hington, D.O. 
The committee met at 9 :30 a.m. in room 3302 of the Dirksen Senate 

Office Bulding; Hon. Abraham Ribicoff, chairman, presiding. 
Present: Senators Ribicoff and ,Javits. 
Staff members present: Richard A. "'\Vegman, chief counsel and staff 

director; Ellen Miller, professional staff member; Brian Conboy) spe
cial counsel to the minority; J olm Childers, chief counsel to the minor
ity; Ken Ackerman, professional staff member, and Robert V. Heffer
nan, research assistant. 

Chairman RmlcoFll'. The Committee will be in order. 
I want you to know how much I appreciate the three of you being 

with us. "'\Vithout question, the world is in a new phase in the whole 
field of terrorism. It is against individuals, groups, nations, society as 
a whole. 

And we better learn something about it and see what we can do 
about it. All of you come here with the highest recommendations, 
Mr. Hassel, Dr. Ochberg, and Dr. Russell. 

"Ye are most appreciative for giving us your time and sharing your 
knowledge with us. 

Gentlemen, will you proceed, the three of you as you will. 

TESTIMONY OF FRANK M. OCHBERG, M.D., AOTING DIRECTOR, 
OFFICE OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS, NATIONAL 
INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH; CHARLES RUSSELL, OFFICE OF 
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS, U.S. AIR FORCE; AND CONRAD 
HASSEL, SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT, FBI ACADEMY 

Dr. OOHB1<JRG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
"'\Ve ar€! part of a briefing team that has just returned from Europe 

where we have met with the major commanders of the Air Force. We 
haye been in .Japan before tliis. 

The other members of our team are Special Agent Thomas Strentz, 
Special Agent Thomas Reillv of the FBI, and Major Peter. Colt.ngelo 
of the security police of the U.S. Ail' Force. 

"'\Ve have been on this briefing mission because the Air Force wants 
a balanced picture of transnational terrorism, of experience of the 
yarious law enforcement agencies and others who have paid attention 
to the p.roblem. 

(83) 
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Your staff met with us in Germany and asked for a distillation of 
our briefing for you and we were quite pleased to arrange this. "What 
we intend is the description of the problem of transnatIOnal groups, 
some illustrative incidents, some of the law enforcement approaches 
and some of the medical and psychiatric issues, especially those affect
ing the victims of the hostage-taking situation. 

'Ve will be brief. Additional material has been provided for the 
record.1 

Dr. Russell of the OSI will lead off. He will describe the foreign 
groups, the growing sophistication of these groups, the linkages among 
each group and some examples of their tactics. 

Dr. RUSSELL. 'Vhat I would like to do today is to examine, statis
tically, the problem of terrorism on an international scale and then 
look at what these statistics may mean to the United States and other 
countries in the Western World. 

I would also like to evaluate the common ties and linkages between 
various terrorist groups IlS well a;1 the increasing sophistication and 
capabilities of some of these organizations. 

My background has been essentially in the Office of Special Inves
tigations, U.S. Air Force for the past 27 years. I have been involved 
in the study of tel'l'orism for the last 17 years. The statistics I will 
be using are from a private olata base which a number of my asso
ciates and myself compiled. ';V'e have focused on major terrorist inci
dents throughout the world, but specifically in the European area, 
Middle East, Latin America and Far East. 

At present, the data base contains 1,775 maior incidents, covering 
the period January 1, 1970 to November 1, 1977. For our purposes 
and your benefit, we describe a terrorist incident as an offensive act 
by an identified terrorist group. 

Within the data base, we :are concerned primarily with kidnal?
pings, assassinations, bombings involving major targets, attacks 
against facilities, and hijackil1gs. 

Sources of information used in compiling the data base were, ba
sically, the foreign press, U.S, press, various chronologies, and police 
reports, when these were available. 

The data base does not include the United States, Israel, Northern 
Ireland, or Africa south of the Sahara. 

In looking at the problem of terrorism, with these data base caveats 
in mind, we find there have benn 1,775 major terrorist incidents since 
January 1, 1970. 

ChairmanRIBICoFF. That's worldwide~ 
Dr. RUSSELL. Yes, sir, with the exclusions I have mentioned. The 

figure does not include Northern Ireland, Israel, United States and 
most of Africa south of the Sahara. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. "Why do you exclude those countries~ 
Dr. RUSSELL. In the case of liT orthern Ireland, much of the activity 

has been the bombing category. It is diffi.cult to keep pace with these 
activities. This is a private effort on our own part, after working 
hours. To be honest, we couldn''t keep up with the bombings. 

Chairman RIBICoFF. This is something that the three of you are 
doing on your own? 

1 Sec pp, 007 lind 726, 

1 
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Dr. RUSSELL. Yes. 
Chairman RmrCOFF. Do you coordinate this with terrorism experts 

in other sections of the world? 
Dr. RUSSELL. We have. Initially, building the data base was for 

the purpose of working with Dr. Y onah Alexander in regard to the 
preparation of varjous articles for his journal. We continued the effort 
to try to establish where the terrorist problem was greatest; to deter
mine if there are common patterns or trends in terrorist operations; 
if there are new methods of operation; if they are significant; if there 
are changes in weaponry; and where most terrorist acts take place. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. It would seem to me that the Israeli experi
ence could be very valuable here. That is why I am curious why you 
did not coordinate with some of their research information) intel
ligence. 

Dr. RUSSELL. ,Ve have, in the unclassified area. Last summer the 
three of us attended a conference in Evian, France, and talked with 
Israeli representatives who were there. In regard to our own data 
base, it's a totally unclassified one and not classified. Continuing, it 
contains 1,775 ineidents with 1,032 persons killed during the J anu
ary 1, 1970-N overnber 1, 19'f7 time span. 

Total dollar damage in one-half of the incidents amounts to $283 
million. 

mile I'm not going to deluge you with statistics, I wou1c1 like to 
pick out some of the major types of terrorist acts and discuss these. 

First of all, assassinations. In regard to assassinations during the 
time "period January 1, 19'10 to Noyembel' 1, 1977, we have had 257 
such incidents with 390 victims. The target normally was one person, 
and the average size of the attack team, three persons. Most of the 
assassinations occurred in ,Vestern Europe and Latin America. 

The primary targets for assassination have been police officers. 
Twenty percent of those assassinated have betm riyal terrorist group 
members, 17 percent businessmen and 15 percent diplomats. OYer 78 
percent of all assassinations attempted were successful. About 69 per·· 
cent of these assassinations, which is a rather high figure, occurred 
in the last 3 years. 

This wouid seem to indicate, at least to me pt\rsonally, there is an 
upwa.TCl trend of this type of activity. In the area of kidnapping, we 
have had 232 incidents 'with 363 victims during the same time period. 
The average victim per incident was l.5. The average size of the 
attack team. lar~?;f\r than in the case of assassinations, was 4.2 nersons. 

Most of the kidnapings took place in Latin America and 'Western 
Europe. The major occupation of most kidnap victims was business
man. Forty-three percent of all persons kiclnapecl were businessmen. 
Of this figure. one out of five was an American businessman. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. In your study, is the primary purpose of kid
napping'S and assassinations of businessmen to get money or is it 
ideological ~ 

Dr. RUSSELL. In most cases, in. my experie1nce, it has been for the 
purpose of deriyinf.!; money to continue terrorist operations and) sec
ond, where possible, as in the case of Dr. Schlever. to fotce the release 
of political prisoners. Ninety percent of all the kidnaps took place 
between the victim's home and place of work. 
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Ohairman RIBICOFF. Is it because the kidnapers don't like business
men or industrialists ~ That isn't the basic reason ~ 

Dr. RUSSELL. No, the basic thrust in at least present-day kidnap
pings by terrorist groups appears to be for the purpose of obtaining 
funds. Businessmen, as you know, are a lucrative target in this regard. 
Eighty percent of all attempted kidnapings were successful. As I 
stated, 90 percent of these took place while the victim was en route 
between his home and place of work or vice versa. 

In the case of kidnapings, they have been used to force the release 
of 267 terrorist prisoners by pressure on various governments. The 
trend in kidnapings appears to be up; over 77 percent of the total 
number have occurred within the last 3 years. 

The other two categories of terrorist'incidents I would like to men
tion briefly, are bombings and attacks against. facilities. During' the 
.Tanuary 1, 1970-November 1, 1977 period there were 924 significant 
bombing incidents. This figure does not include those in Israel or 
Northern Ireland. 

We define a significant bombing as one where the target was an 
important facility, where a great amount of damage was done or 
where there was a unique technique employed. 

Dollar losses in the case of bombings amounted to over $92.5 mil
lion. These figures are based on data availD hb in slightly over 50 
percent of the cases. 

The bombing trend seems to have peaked in approximately 1974. 
Since that time it has dropped off gradually, statistically speaking. 

In looking at attacks against facilities, and we define these as an 
offort to take over, let us say, a bank or business firm, there have been 
290 incidents wherein 358 persons were killed. These figures are based 
on data available in only 90 of the 290 cases. 

An additional 332 peJ.'sons were wounded in 90 of these 290 cases 
and 664 hostages were taken in only 37 of the total of 290 incidents. 

Th(' average size of the attack team was 4.2 persons. Most of the 
attacks against facilities took place in Latin America and Western 
Europe. 

The largest individual targets for facility attacks were nonmilitary 
11;0vernment facilities, 17 percent; 17 percent for domestic and foreign 
banks; 14% percent for military installations and 13 percent for other 
corporate entities. 

Total dollar losses exceeded $31,300,000. This is based upon infor
mation available in 92 percent of all of the 290 incidents. 

I recognize these are a lot of statistics. Do they mean anything-
what do they mean ~ In my personal view, they reflect an increasing 
sophistication in the terrorist grouDs operating today. 

If we may, I ,yill turn on the slide projector. This slide attemDts 
to show that the unsophisticated terrorist group normally begins with 
a bombing t.ype of oDeration. 

The reasons are simple. Bombs are easy to manufacture; the knowl
edge to construct tIlPm is simple to obtain. The equipment, in the sense 
of explosives, not difficult to acquire. In short., yOU do not require a 
sophisticated terrorist organization to ceincluct bombing oDerations. 
Accordingly, as terrorist organizations become more sonhisticated; 
they normally progress up the line to snch activities as facility attacks. 
assassinations, hijackil1gs, and kidnapings. 

----- ------------- ----
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In these operations, they need a large infrastructure. They require 
automatic weapons and safehouses for their kidnap victims. In the 
case of hijackings, they need safe locations to bring aircraft down. 
~hey require a gref!-t deal of compl.ex support in these types of opera
tIOns. If the statIstIcs I have mentIoned show one thing, they show a 
rise, for example, in assassinations, a rise in kidnapping ancl at least 
a constant figure for facility attacks and a drop in bombings, statis
tically speaking. 

Thus, in speaking of overseas areas, the data reflects increasing 
sophistication for most of the gr'oups operating there. 

Chairman RIBICoFF. ",V"hen you say "sophistication," aocs your 
study show that most of ihe groups involved in terrorist gangs are 
educated, llliddle class, and knowledgeable? 

Dr. RUSSELL. Yes. I will move to that point rather quickly. Some 
of the sophistication and the links between the groups result from 
the points you just made. vVe are not dealing, in this sense, with 
uneducated persons. The links between terrorist groups generally seem 
to be based on a common sociological background of the members, a 
common ideology which often is anarchism, common training, com
mon operational techniques and joint operations. 

As you pointed out, Mr. Chairman, these people are basically simi
lar in background. In research we did 2 years ago, covering the pe
riod January 1, 1968 through the early part of 1976, we examined 
350 persons who had been involved in major terrorist operations 
worldwide. In looking at these people from a sociological standpoint, 
the slide shows what they look like. 
If one were to redo this research currently, there would be a 

drop off in age figure. It's somewhat lower; I would guess, person
ally, about 2101' 20. 

The other major change would be in the increased use of fe:males 
for terrorist operations, not only in the Federal Republic of Germany 
where there has been a tradition in this direction but also throughout 
the rest of the world. 

The other factors shown on the slide would remain as they are. In 
the sense of ideology, many of these people are anarchists. 'Marxism 
is a gloss used to justify their operations. 

Chairman RIBICoFF. From your experiences, are they acquainted 
with one another across national lines? Do they know each other? 

Dr. RUSSELL. Yes, they do. Many of them do. 
Chairman RIBICoFF. mere do they gt)t the knowledge and under-

standing of one another and the friendship? . 
Dr. RUSSELL. Based on the research we have done, it comes initially 

from common training. Many of these people train together. 
I will move on to that slide, if I may. 
The ideology of these individuals. as I say, is basically anarchism. 

However, if we look at the slide nnder training, we are talking about 
Palestinian training- of the Irish Republican Army, JapaneRe R;ed 
Army, Baader-Meinhof and Movement 2 June, Carlos, Turlnsh 
groups, Iranian groups, and Dutch. 
If one views all but the Dutch groups, the trajning took place in 

basically the same time span. It began, essentially, in 1970 in the 
camps in Lebanon. It was continued in Syria. Many of these people, 
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as you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, do Imow each other and did train 
together. 

They are personally acquainted with one another. They read one 
another's literature fully. < 

I should also say that the training continues to go on; not ill 
Lebanon but essentially in the People's Democratic Republic of 
Yemen. 

These slides illustrate two concrete examples of this tmining for 
two individuals recently involved in terrorist operations. 

This woman is Gabriele Kroecher-Tiedemann. She was one of the 
individuals freed in the kidnaping of the V';Test Berlin mayoral 
candidate, Peter Lorenz, in February 1975. 

You may recall this incident wherein the kidnaper8 demanded 
the release of six terrorist.s. Three of the six were females. This is 
one of them. 

After release, Kroecher-Tiedemann proceded directly to the Peo
ple's Democratic RepubEc of Yemen, underwent terrorist training 
there, returned :to Austria and participn.ted with "Carlos," 11ich 
Ramirez Sanchez, in the December 1975 OPEC operation. 

Chairman RmICoFF. Who runs the training institute in Yemen ~ 
Dr. RUSSELL. I would guess the Palestinian groups. 
Chairman RmICoFF. So would the Palestinian .... radical gruups be 

in the foreTront of most of this tmining~ 
Dr. RUSSELL. Yes, in the sense of training. It's lmown that Germans 

also have participated in the training. Siegfried Haag, a ~rman 
terrorist was arrested in November 1976 in TIh1tzbach, Fedeml 
Republic of Germany, shortly after returning from the People's 
Democratic Republic of Yemen wheel' he had instructed terrorist 
trainees. 

Senator JAYITS. I would like to retnlnd the witness that four coun
tries were named by our country f.()r aiding and. abetting terrorism. 
They were Somalia, Iraq, th!:' People's Democratic Republic of 
Yemen, and Libya. And tIl(' Secretary of State took Somalia, in 
effect, off the list. But we have actually named puhlicly as countries 
aiding and abetting tei:rorism the People's Republic of Yemen. 

Senator JAVITS. Your research has indicated that that. is the hot 
spot. Do you want to say anything to 11S about Libya or Iraq ~ 

Dr. RussEr,I, I think to the best. of my knowledge. most of the 
training is n:-'\I1 done in the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen. 

Unqm'f:tionably, as the Chairman and you are aware." assistance 
also hUJj been provided by Libya in the sense of the incident which 
took place at Yesilkoy, the International Airport in Istanbul, 
Turkey in which telTol:ists embarked on the operat.ion from Libya, 
transited Rome. went to Yesilkoy, and attacked an El Al flight about 
to depart from Tel Aviv. 

From a personal basis. one could add Libya. 
(,hairman RIBICOFF. HQW is a person like Tienemann w r;rul ted ~ 
Dr. RUSSELL. Many individuals similar to Kroecher-Tiedemann, 

particularly in the case of the German groups, came out of the 
student movement of the Hl60's. And moved into radical commune 
groups during the early 1970's. Most are anarchist ill out1ook. Their 
philosophy can best be summarized simply as follows: "Society is 

I 
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corrupt; it must be destroyed. That which comes later will be bet
ter." In many ways, these views are similar to those of the Russian 
anarchists of the 1900's. Coming from middle-class or upper-class 
groups, these individuals seem to be totally disenchanted with the 
existing social-political-economic system. 

In that sense, normally, there was a long period of time during 
which they gradually evolved from radical groups and moved into 
the terroist movement, particularly in Germany. 

Another leader who meets the same criteria is Verena Becker. She 
also was freed in the Lorenz kidnaping. Subsequently she went to 
the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen, came back and is 
probably the one responsible for the execution of Sie.e;fried Buback, 
the Federal prosecutor in Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of , Germany 
on the 7th of April, 1977. As is obvious, the training did not dis
continue IV hen the base was moved from Lebanon, but it continues 
now, at the present time, in the People's Democratic Republic of 
Yemen. 

The common ideology and background of .the groups as well as 
the people involved often lead to a large number of nationalities 
involved as terrorists for groups such as'the PopUlar Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine. 

The Chairman mentioned Israeli sources earlier. The Israelis have 
reported that in September 1976, they arrested a Dutch woman, 
Ludvina Janssen, in Lod Airport. According to the Israelis, was 
trained in the Peoples Democratic Republic of YemC1n and was in 
Israel surveilling airline routes. 

Germans also have been involved in the Popular Front for the 
liberation of Palestine over a long period of time. 'Wilfrid Boese, 
for example, was connected with Carlos in Paris during the 1975 at
tacks on El Al facilities at Orly Airport. IIe was ki11(~d at Entebbe. 

Brigitte Kuhlml11U1, another -Germ.an, also was killed at Entebbe. 
Still another German, Bernard Hausmann, entf'red Lod Airport in 
May of 1976 carrying an es:plosive device. The device exploded 
when he removed it from the baggage carousel. 

Hans Klein, also German, was involved with the Popular Front 
for the liberat.ion of Pn,lestine in the OPEC operation. On6 ean track 
down other nationalities in this group although time prohibits it 
at this point. 

The common background, ideology, alld training of these people 
tends to lead them, in some eases, to collaborate in operations. This 
slide reflects some joint operations: The Lod operation. There you 
had Japanese Red Army involvement, with the operation being con
ducted for the Popular Front for the Liberation of PaleRtine with 
German assistance, in the area of false docnmentlvtion: the Hague 
operation also involved .Tapanese Red Army participation. 

This operation focused on obtaining the release of Japanese Red 
Army personnel held in French prisons. 

Orly involved a mixed group of individuals as did the OPEC op
eration. 

As I'm sure the committee is well aware, Entebbe alRo included 
mixed nationalities-Germans, Palestinians and possibly Latin 
Americans. 
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When one considers all of these factors the complex operations 
the people are involved in, the close ties between them in background, 
ideology, and training and their study of one another, one tends 
to see an increase in professionalism wi,thin most present-day terror
ist groups. 

To illustrate this, I would like to use two examples. One, the as
sassination of Dr. Hanns-Martin Schleyer; and secondly, the at
teIDvted assassination of Kmt Rebman, the federal prosecutor in 
Karlsruhe who replaced Siegfried Buback, the previous prosecutor 
killed by terrorists on April 7, 19'7'7. . . 

On the left of this slide you see Dr. Hanns-Martin Schleyer, age 
62, president of the Federal Association of Businessmen in Ger
many. He was kidnaped on the fifth anniversary of the Munich 
massacre, September 5, 19'7'7, at 1'7 :30 hours en route from his office 
to his home. 

Caught at the intersection of two streets in Cologne, the following 
slides depict some of the terrorist professionalism involved in this 
operation. . 

This slide shows Schleyer as c1. terroript prisoner. RAF stands for 
Red Army Faction, a follow-on group to the German terrorists of 
the early 1970's. 

That's an overhead view of the incident itself. These slides were 
provided by various sources in Germany. The vehicle in which Dr. 
Schleyer was riding is the blue-colored Mercedes. The one behind 
is a police escort vehicle. The yellow Mercedes was used by terrorists 
to block a portion of the street. As Schleyer's driver approached 
the intersection, a woman with a baby buggy bep;an to cross the 
streets. Since the yellow Mercedes was blocking Dr. Sr.hleyer's ve
hicle, and driver chose not to hit the woman with the baby buggy, 
he halted the car. 

As he did so, five terrorists opened fire, firing at Schleyer's vehicle 
and the police escort vehicle. 

This is a photograph of Ithe baby buggy used, pushed by the female 
terrorist. It contained an automatic weapon rather than a child and 
she l)articipated in the attack. 

This is Schleyer's vehicle, again. 
In the sense of professionalism, please note there are no bullet 

holes in the right-rear door. Dr. Schleyer was Flitting in the right 
rear of the vehicle. . 

The white marks seen here represent bullet holes in other portions 
of the vehicle, but none where Schleyer was sitting. 

This is the pollce escort vehicle, which suffered a good bit more 
damage, as you can see. The marks re.present the entry or a bullet. 

This is the tear of Ithe vehicle. As you can see, some of the 
terrorists fired through the real' window' which assured killing th<> 
police officers in the vehicle. 

Again, we are talldng about professionaliRm, and capability and 
t.raining. If one looks at a pattern such as this, one se<>s automatic 
wer~pons fire, fully automatic, in a very tight group. This reflects 
highly professional weapons discipline. 

Dr. Schleyer was taken away in thi.s van after the shooting took 
place. There were 5 terrorists engaged in the actual shooting, 15 in
volved overall in the operation. 
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Again, professionalism. The terrorists needed automatic weapons; 
firing discipline; a method to block the intersection; and an escape 
vehicle: all of "\vhi0h were available. 

As you know, Dr. Schleyer was killed and the body recovered on 
the 19th of October 1977, in Mulhouse, France. This additional series 
of slides reflects some of the. further increase in sophistication 
among modern terrorists. 

This device is referred to as a "Stalin orgD:n." ActlU~lly, it is a se,t 
of mortar tubes. It was to be used to kill Dr. Kurt Rebman, the 
successor to Siegfried Buback, the federal prosecutor in Karlsruhe 
who was killed on the 7th of April 1977. 

This device was installed in an: apartment across the street from 
the prosecutor's office, 100 meters away. Sophistication is evident 
here. This is rather complex electrical circuitry. The tubes were de
signed to be fired sequentially, not all at once. The electrical firing 
mechanism was located in this box and the Itiming device was set 
for slightly after 4 p.m. In this instance, an apartment had been 
talmn over by the terrorists. The individuals in the apartment were 
tied up. Fortun!lJtely, the captives managed to slip tIleir bonds, go 
out and notify the police. The police responded and aborted the 
operation before it could take place. 

This is the side of the box, again. As you arC:' looking down, the 
clock would be on the other. side. The circuitry is complicated. This 
slide shows one of the 40 firing .tubes. Each of these tubes is 114 inch 
in diameter. 

The so-called rockets, and one might better say mortars, were to 
be fired electrically. However, the striker mechanism for each 
"rocket" was primitive, simply a nail. 

This slide illustrates the shrapnel under the. wrapping yon saw as 
well as the device itself. The purpose woulcl be to scatter shrapnel 
throughout the vicinity of the target office. 

Again, from my personal st.andpoint, terrorist groups have become 
much more sophisticated in recent years. vVe have seen an increase 
in sophistication in the sense of opera,tional complexity and in the 
professionalism of those terrorists involved. How much more this 
sophistication can progress I cannot state. 

Thank you very much, ~£r. Chairman. 
Chairman RmrcoFF. Thank you. 
Dr. OCHBERG. Dr. Russell has emphasized the professional groups 

who have been operatjng, fortunately for us, outside the United 
States. 'We have ]lad limitC:'d e:lq)erience here with anything like this, 
but there are imitators. There are many criminal and disturbed in
dividuals who have given our law en:Eorcement agencicR quite a bit 
of experience and pl'ec.ipita.ted the development of negotiations and 
expertise 1n special weapons and tactics groups. 

To discuss the law enforcement approach within the United States, 
Special Agent Conrad Hassel of the FBV 

Mr. HAssETJ. I have been with the FBI for 17 years. My back
ground is as a lawyer, background work in criminology. I'm the unit 
chiC:'f of a small unit within the training division of the FBI known 
as Special Operations and Research Staff. Among our functions is 

1 See p. 726. 
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the study of terrorism as it affects the United States and particularly 
training of law enforcement officers, military, support, and our own 
people in dealing with the problems that the terrorist causes. 

I would like to pick up a little bit on what Mr. Russell said. In 
looking at our terrorists here in the United States and our groups, 
we find that there are some very strong similarities to those over
seas. First of all, the social status of the leadership in the terrorist 
movement tends to be upper middle class. They tend to be, in fact, 
middle class. They tend to be, in fact, some of the bright~r people 
coming out of the dissident student groups, movements, small num
ber, minute number out of the 1960's. 

The tactics, however, although the philosophy is similar, their 
tactics have been unsophisticated. They have not been able to reach 
the level of sophistication that the European groups have. 

GENERAL LI~KAGES 

We see over .~~ld over again indications that people within Euro
pean groups with similar philosophies have been contacted-or these 
people have been in meeting thGre in Europe to study their types. 

Chairman RnIICOl"F. How does someone from the United States get 
together with a German or a South American or a Palestinian ~ 

Mr.~HAssEL. Under the guise of an international meeting of cooper
ation and goodwill, or a students' group, something to this effect. 
They usually do get together. IVe see no organized conspiracy here. 
These groups, as we had unsophisticated groups in the 1960's, the 
Klan, leadership is a difficult thing, to let someone take over a leader
ship position and direct the entire realm of terrorism. 

THEY DO COOPERATE 

Their initial phase is destruction of Government and society, but 
they can't get together on whrut is to follow. 'Conspiracy, yes; but 
central conspiracy, no. . 

I would like to discuss my particular area in this whole realm and 
where we get involved in training and discussing- the problems that 
American law enforcement, including the FBI, face in regard to the 
hostage situation, which, as Mr. Russell indicated, is the most sophis
ticated of the terrorist devices. 

"Ve have had gooclluck so far in the United States. It is more than 
luck; it is training and intelligence on the part of the local law en
forcement that has caused our success, n, high degree of success in 
in this n,rea. These n,re some of the. prioriHes we use to discuss in hos
tage lH~gotiation techniques. 

I~Te. do this not only in terrorism but any hostage sitv.a.1'ion that 
occurs. ,Ve believe the most importo.nt thing is the preservn,tion of 
life. A, B, C: whose life is more important? Yon can argue about and 
change the priori,ty. One we sometimes overlook and we like to em
phasize is the life of the hostage-tn,ker himself. IV'e think that n,11 hu
man life has value and this is the difficulty for a command decision. 

Here is a situation thrut happens over and over again, whether a 
terrorism scenario or criminal scenario. A bank, for example. The 
commander says, "you can take out the hostage-taker." That com
mander has to make the. decision to shoot or not shoot. 
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"How long should we negoti~te before taking the ultimate step ~" 
We want commanders and future conunanders to think about that, 
We are taking an irreplaceable thing, the human life, and we will '·1 
go Ito grerut lengths within the American law enforcement community 
to save everyone's life. The last thing anybody wants in a hostage 
situation, whether or not it involves terrorism, is the assault. The as-
sault is the worst way of handling it. Statisticn1ly almost 80 percent 
of hostages worldwide are killed during the assault phase. 
If we cannot use that phase, get them to surrender before that 

stage, we hopefully can use those. We have to be prepared to use as
saults. 

There are varying views of opinion as to how to treat these cases. 
Some departments have taken !L very hard st<'l,nd in the past, saying 
that, ",Ve will surround the area and we will demand surrender and 
we will communicate, however, with the hostage-taker but we will 
not, in fact, negotiate." ,Vhen you say "negotiate," you imply a 
bargain and sale. Yon imply that you are going to give up some
thing to get something back. 

,Ve encourage negotiation to a certain degree. To what degree 
things should be negotiated, of course, is a policy decision of the 
department, or in this case, of the Federal Government. 

Some of the things that have been negotiated-and the interesting 
one on this chart is 2 under "d." One department I am aware of, even 
the hostage-taker is allowed to leave the scene if he is willing to give 
the hostages back aliye. That is quite a far cry from others where it 
says no, i.t only encourages them if yon allow that to happen. I can't 
criticize either yiew. But the New York Police Department does want 
it known that they will, in fact, allow that hostage-taker to leave the 
scene. That does not offer him immunity but it allows him to get out 
of there if he will give back the lives of the hostages. 

Weapons have been universally negotiable. Money, yes, we have ne
gotiated money; the FBI has, on airline hijackings and things like 
thrut. That has been a matter of negotiation. That money is generally 
not paid by the Federal Government or police department but rather 
by the corporation that is being eA-torted. 

EXCHANGE OF HOSTAGES 

Someone is being held as hosta,ge and the law enforcement o:f£icer 
says, "Take me instead of the hostage~' in that particular situation. 
We suggest it is probably not psychologically the best idea; however, 
we cannot cri,ticize people who believe that thii:> is the job of a la.w en
forcement of:ficer. The FBI l1lts used this tactic most recently 3 
months ago to get hostages released. 'rhey have exchanged themselves 
for those being held hostage. 

ltrEDIA COVERAGE 

Here we have a delica.te area. I personally feel that the media has 
had a fairly decent record in regard to our domestic. situation. I can't 
speak for overseas. There have been mistake,';; made on both sides, of 
course. But I think that the first amendment is sacred dogma. We 
must use every;thing we can to accommodate that press. 
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We can have, certainly, if we wanted to, a nation free of any kind 
of terrorism but the cost would be so great in limiting civil liberties 
that we would not want to make that step at all. I think the press 
has been responsible. In the recent Hanafi siturution that was shown. 
What we attempted to do was to allow ,the leader of that group to 
ventilate, get this frustration that he had out; a very excellent tactic 
because he finully wound down. It is true to say, as the terrorist to
day and most of the experts will agree, 80 percent of what they want 
is publicity. That seems to be one of their major goals. And perhaps 
without the electronic media, without worldwide media communica
tion that exists with the press today, we wouldn',t have so many ter
rorist attacks. 

Who ever heard of Croatia ~ How many had heard of the Black 
September organization prior to Munich ~ If one of the major objec
tives is publicity, then he certainly has been successful in that regard. 

This is not to say it is the press' fault, certainly. The press has so
phisticated tools to cover these various happenings and there is no 
way you can limit those tools. Our suggestion to our people to whom 
we give the message and training is that they look carefully to the 
media and that they not try to control them but at least meet the peo
ple in their communities in the media. The same percentage of the 
media are honest, hardworking people as are law enforcement offi
cials. The press never wants to be responsible for taking of human 
life. 

,Some rappOllt should be made between local law enforcement com
munities and tIm press so that this is known, first-name basis, per
haps not that any control should be put on or any sweetheart agree
ments should be made. The press feels, and I think l)rOperly so, that 
it is the watchdog of the establishment and that position, the fourth 
establishment position should be maintained and they should remain 
to some degree at arm's length. 

As to the problems within the United States, they seem to, as Mr. 
Hassel was stating, start w1th bombing and they escalate higher and 
higher. We have seen this type of thin~ ",b1rt in several groups. We 
have seen the SLA, for example, and if you listen to the political 
rhetoric of DeFreeze or any of the people involved in tha.t, it was 
less than sophmoric as far as any type of real thought or feeling that 
had gone into it. But they started with assassinations, very sophis
ticated assassinations using poison on impregnated bullets, and they 
finally went on with the famous Patty Hearst kidna:ping, really the 
O!l]y terrorist kidnaping we have had, not counting the hijacking 
sItuations. . 

It appears that the American terrorist group, for whatever reason, 
caImot gain a constituency within the United States. This has caused 
many of the groups to backtrack, to explain to other groups, abct17e
grolmd groups of similar feelings, what they are doing. Because they 
don't seem to understand. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Mr. Hassel, how broad is the constitueney sup
porting terrorists in other countries ~ 

Mr. HASSEL. They seem to have a support group, sir, that supports 
,their operations a lot better than, say, the FLAN within the Uni.ted 
States. ~hey have professional people, ways of getting sophisticated 
automatic weapons, and we don't see that here. If they do that here, 

J 
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it has to be through burglary of an armory, theft of weapons from a 
military post. We don't see t·hat type of weaponry getting into the 
hands of those groups within the United States. I think the American 
law enforcement agencies have handled that problem within the 
United States extremely well. 
. This is not due in any way to the efforts of the FBI. Many police 
departments, including New York, Los Angeles, have been in this 
field, working in this field, have done groundbrealdng work before 
we even got into it. 

As ial' as our domestic groups are concerned, American la'\v en
forcement has had a high degree of success under sometimes very 
trying circumstances. If you bring in the specter of the possible oper
ations, which. have been minimal today, of foreign groups operati.ng 
within this country, then you have a new dimension added. 

"Will foreign groups eventually operate within the United 
States~" That has been asked us many times, since we are supposed 
to be a research group. And this is a geopolitical question, sir. What 
are the Palestinian feelings toward the United States as an honest 
broker in the Israeli negotiations, so to speak~ Suppose they perceive 
us in the future as a dire enemy. Certainly they could operate here. 
We a~'e an open society; extremely lush target. 

"WIll they operate here 1" I don't know and I don't Imow anybody 
who can answer that question for you. One of the things we have 
been extremely interested iri within the FBI-and I met Dr. Frank 
Ochberg as a member of the National Task Force on Tel'l'orism and 
Disorder and we recruited him into our group-is the victims, 
which probably have not been given too much attention as to terror 
in the United States and overseas. 

Dr. Ochberg had a unique experiance in this regard. We have 
drawn upon that experience for our training programs as well as 
for our own expertise to know what is happening to the victim on 
the inside of, say, the Moluccan train or in the Hanafi situation at 
)3'nai B'rith. 

"Is there an optimum time for law enforcement to strike~" This 
is one of the primary interests that the FBI has in this whole area, 
at least our unit has, the victim and can you trust him. In that case I 
would like to Iturn this over to Dr. Frank Ochberg. 

Dr. OCHBERG. Mr. Chairman, as you know, I'm a psychia.ttist with 
the National Institute of Mental Health.1 Our Director testified 2 
years ago before the Senate Internal Secur1ty Committee about the 
limited role of the NIMH with respect to the topics we are covering 
now. Pm not speaking on behalf of the Institute. As Mr. Hassel 
mentioned, I did serve on the National Task Force on Terrorism and 
Disorder and after that had an opportunity to spend a year in 
Europe at the behest. of the Public Health Service looking at the 
forensic psychiatry J?rograms and spending time at Scotland yard. 
There we held exerClses in negotiations and we interviewed victims 
who had endured sieges in Britain 

I went on to review the situation in Italy and Ireland and did 
rather extensive work with the Dutch and was in the Command 
center there dnring the last siege. 

1 See p. 067. 
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I'm interested in the general impact of the terror method on West
ern democracies. ,Ve might ask, ",Vhy focus on the victim at aIl~" 
One of th.e reasons is that the victim stands as a surrogate for all 
of us in this crime, which is an attempt to coerce government to make 
decisions in a circumstance of duress and distress. 

The public identifies with the victim. The victim has some moments 
where a world audience is provided. If that victim copes reasonably 
well and expresses his feelings in a way that relates to the people at 
large, there can be a sense across the general public that we are all 
doing reasonably well in facing irrational circumstances. 
If the victim portrays some "overidentity" with the terrorist cause 

or a sense of outrage at how an incident has been bungled by unpre
pared authorities, the public feels that. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. ,\Then you talk about funding, suppose a ter
rorist incident takes place in m city, which had no prior experiences 
like this. How are you gentlemen brought into this~ Do you volun
teer, are you a8ked, how do you coordinate the national lmowledge 
and national experience with the local problem ~ 

Dr. OORBERG. That is a question for Mr. Hassel. We are at the 
earliest stages of developing a capability to help the local groups. 
I'm sure that is what you're interested in, how a Federal cadre can 
assist in local preparedness. 

Mr. HASSEL. Let me explain that briefly. 
My unit includc,s five agents, and four clerical employees, special 

agents plus all of the }1eople we have as consultants. It's funded 
through the enlightenment of LEAA in this regard. They have 
funded us, and our commission is this: to travel onsite nationally or 
internationally where we are invited to observe, and bring back 
knowledge and put it in a comprehensive form for our own purpose. 

If its' an FBI situation, where the FBI is involved and it has 
happened we have been asked to give advice, and we'll give advice. 
'We're not an operational unit. ,Ve'll not take charge of the situation. 
That is not our function. 

But we'll try to be available to give advice where appropriate on 
the situation within our jurisdiction, and we'll try to observe in 
other situations. We have experts in many fields: tactics, weapons, 
sociology, psychology, criminology, and law; to get that group of 
experts looking at the problem and advising where possible. 

We're not an operational unit where we can take over the siege 
management or anything like that, and probably it's not appropriate 
for us to do so. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. In your experience, when an incident occurs, 
do local authorities call on you" {,or help, or do they go on their own ~ 

Dr. OORBERG. We hoped this hearing "Would promote tapping the 
full mnge of experience in our country. The answer is, we have not 
yet done that. 

We're getting a sense that it should occur, and that the ground
work should be laid by having: groups such as the one Mr. Hassel 
is assembling made available. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. What do you think ought. to be done ~ It's a 
national problem. We have a big country, a large population. How 
should we exercise our responsibility as a 11ation? 
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Mr. lliSSEL. In two ways, we are now proceeding in this area. 
Starting in March we're bringing back selected local police officers 
around the country, in small classes, to teach them the basic hostage 
methods and philosopsy. 

Second, in July of this year we intend to have an international 
conference at the FBI Academy, where we will bring :ill leaders of 
group, the group in Gennany, Karl Wagner and people in Japan 
who had dealt with the Japanese Red Armv, into a. symposium 
situation, inviting the best in local law enIorcement throughout the 
United States to join us and discuss these problems with experts in 
this area. 

Chairman RmICoFF. I see that on an international basis you have 
cooperation. The countries aud agencies responsible are working 
closely together to be helpful to one another. 

Mr. HASSEL. Yes. The cooperation is close. Karl Wagner has 
trained to some degree in 1974 at our FBI Academy. We have close 
links with Scotland Yard and the sieges they luwe met. vVe are 
bringing in members of Scotland 'Yard in March to help us set up 
our program so it can be relevant to their experience as well as our 
own. 

This is a training and education function, not an operational 
function. 

Dr. OORBERG. It's easier through the training route. Mr. Hassel 
is based in and represents this group ·at Quantico, so that in the area 
of training law enforcement and ancillary personnel, and in dis~ 
cussing operational approaches, this can be done. 

It becomes a bit more sensitive when dealing onsite with the man
agement' of an explosive incident. vThat I would like to do is to 
illustrate for you what the victim goes through, to take you through 
an actual incident and discuss it in some depth. 

What I will be talking to you about occurred 2 years ago. [Slide 
1 shown: Railroad route in Holland.] This is a stretch of rail be
tween Assen and Groningen in a fiat, desolate, and at this time of 
year quite cold stretch of northeast Holland. This was the first. 
Mollucean train hijacking. Approximately 1 year ago I was in 
Holland going through the events with a rather unique observer, 
Mr. Vaders. He is the editor of the largest newspaper in the north 
of Holland, and was held on that train for the duration. I kept up 
with him, and I wiiI bring you up to elate with the latest that has 
gone on, because as you might suspect, the victim from the first 
hijacking becomes involved in a way with the second, and these 
things come up again and again for this person, his family, and 
the whole commlmity that has been affected. 

[Slide 2: Summary of the event.] The event we are going to talk 
about began at 10 a.m., December 2, 1975. It lasted 12 days, occurred 
out of the little city of Beilen. The captors were seven Sout.h Mo1-
luccans. The hostages numbered ove,r 50 at first and 23 at the. end. 

Now, it has been stated that the Molluccalls lea1'1led from experi
ence that they needed to have a larger ,target ,gronp. So the second 
time they kept 58 hostages -and they also included 105 school children 
at the little town of Bovensmilde. The goal was to e.sta~lish a free 
and independent Sonth Molnccn.. The demands were polIcy change, 
prisonHl' release, and pUblicity. Theil' weapons included sten guns 
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and sham explosives. As far as the passengers were concerned, the 
doors were wired to explode at any mompnt. Casualties in this case 
were three hostages killed, one captor injured. The outcome: major 
publicity; public antipathy, but also some Dntch Moluccan support. 
There were 14-to-17-year prison terms for the seven who engineered 
this incident. The fact they were in prison became an inducement 
for the second event, the more recent hijacking of last May and 
June. rSlide 3: The Train.] Now, that is a schematic of the two-car 
train. I want :to point out that there is a passageway about two 
thirds of the way back in this first compartment which separates thp. 
area that the Moluccans used as their command center from the rest 
of the :train occupied by the victims. 

This ends up being an important piece in :1\11'. Vaders' narrative. 
He assured me he, has no objection to me put.ting this before you. 
He closed the door to his neWSJ:oom, and Raid, "It'R complicated. I 
know I have to get back into this life and out of the train. But 
there are many on that train still waiting. 

He said, 
From the heginning it was difficult for me. I recognized the situation; 

the moment the Moluccans came in I felt back in the war. I was thinking, 
keep your head cool, face tbe crisis. I knew there would be choices, times to 
take risks; for instance, it was risky to take notes. That destroys your 
anonymity. I made the choice and took notefl. 

That was a critical event. for this man, a journalist, to decide that 
in the face of Moluccans carrying automatic. weapons, he was going 
to take notes and demonstrate he was different from the crowd. 

I asked him early on if this experience reminded him of others in 
his life. He thought back and he said, 

Yes, therp was an parly experience, I must 11ayp been 17. I was sleeping in 
the room with my brother and aU of a sudden the SS were standing there with 
pistols. They were on a l'eprisal raid, because the resistance had murdered a 
Dutch collaborator. 

We were sent to a concentration camp in Holland. I was young lookin!!;, had 
fair hair, and came to the attention of tbe SS officer in charge. He asI;:ed my 
age. I lied: Hi. I remember him saying, My God, are we fighting children, and 
I was release(l the next day. 

In a second incident which he recalled, he. was serving with the 
Dutch Army in Indonesia, 1949, and he said, 

I felt WI' had 110 business in that war. '1'wo haml grenades were thrown at 
me ; I HU w them thpl'e, a!l(lneither one pxploded. 

Two close calls. He has a certain amount of guilt left over from 
those survivals. And he, in thinking about the war, said, 

I still am velT guilty over the war. I did nothing bad, but not pnough good; 
not enough for the Jews. My sister did more and was in Dachau. Then I made 
the choice not to take too many risks. On the train, I did risk writing, and did 
it .openly. The Moluccans came in, saw me writing, and didn't say anything but 
tied me up with my hunds behind my back, and tied me by my arms to the 
doorway. I faced away from the passengers and toward the pool of blood from 
the driver. 

The Moluccans had killed the. driver on their entry into the train. 
People could walk past me under my arms. I knew they were !!;oing to exe

cute some people. On the first day, while I was hanging there, they IdUed a 
soldier. The first Moluccan demand said hostages would be shot every 30 min-
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utes until requests for bUll, plane, political recognition of their cause, was 
granted. 

I could see them shooting, aml hear a howl ~~ke a dog. 

They let him down in the afternoon. A fellow hostage whose name 
was Mr. Prins had been carrying blood samples, and people thought 
he was a doctor. Prins massaged Mr. Va del's arms for about an 
hour. Throughout much of the day Va del's described being cool, 
calm and collected. He said, "the first night I was shivering, and the 
next morning I was full of fear, sweating. cramps in the stomach, 
and now I was taking notes.): ' 

"On the third day," he said, "they had me sit in a certain place. 
The one who was most psychopathic kept saying, your time. has come, 
say your prayers. They had selected me for the third execution. They 
had me tied up aU night." I had no idea when I went to interview 
him that he was targete.o as the third one to be executed in this 
ordeal. It was shocking to me. He described: "I had different im
pulses. One was to reason with them. I suppressed that. I thought 
that would strengthen their resolve. The second impulsl' was to 
flee." But he would have had to untie both hands and feet and he 
thought the doorway was tied to eXJ?losives. 

He said, "basically, I was preparmg for execution, making up a 
balance. My life philosophy is that there is some plus and some 
minus and it an ends close to zero. I was 50. It wasn't a bad lifl'. I 
was happy with my life, satisfied, and I had everything t11at makl's 
life human." 

I said: "but you weren't. executed. How did you fel'H" He said, 
"Djsappoiu.ted. I had the impulse to say, let me go in their place, 
but the words stuck. I felt, I feel now, guilty." Let mc'- t~ll you what 
happened. In the morning, when he knew he was going to be executed, 
he asked to talk to this Mr. Prins, .to give him 11, message for his fami
Iv. The family situation was complicated. Mr. Vaders was having 
marital difficuity. He had a 15-year-old adopted daughter in addition 
to other daughters. This daughter was not getting along well with the 
wife. Vaders was afraid with his death the family would disintegrate, 
because the wife would ask the daughter to lelwe. He went into a 
long, detailed explanation to Mr. Prins, including everything he was 
embarrassed about. The Moluccans insisted on listening. 

After this was finished, they simply couldn't exe0ute him. He 
wasn't a hero. He was no longer this Juunan cm:tain. He was a human 
being ,,'ith all of his flaws showing, and they said, we have others to 
kill. They walked over to the man lleXit to him, 33-years-old, father of 
two, took him out and shot him. 

When you consider Vaders' pl'evions survivals, the feeling around 
this one has to be excruciating. He dealt wit.h it.. He continued to 
write his journal, and he described a few other elements of .the siege 
which I want to bring to your attention. 

It became clear there would be no more hostage killing. After the 
third day, things calmed down,!ts often happens, and a certain 
amount of order prevailed within this str~mge new society. They've 
even developed a certain amount of affection between the terrorists 
and the terrorized. The way Mr. Vaclers put it, "You had to fight a 
certain feeling of compassion for the l\foluccuns. I know it's not 
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natural to people outside. III some way, they come over human. I'm a 
heavy smoker; they gave me cigarettes. I also realized that they were 
killers. You try to suppress that in your consciousness. I Imew I was 
suppressing that. I also lmew they we.re victims as we, even more." 
I'm going to come b~tck to that. vVe haNe been ralling this the Stock
holm :::yndrome. It was first noticed in a bank vault ineielent in Stock
holm where one of the victims had intimate exchanges with the cap-
tor. It has important implications. . 

Then he described the last days, and this is rather telling. "You 
experienced the disintl'gration of their pl'rsonalities, the growing of 
despair, things dripping through their fingers, and you eouldn't help 
but feel a certain pity. People in the beginning with egos like goels, 
ending up small and desperdr, feeling all ~hat was in vain." 

In siege management you h'!pe that occurs. If this ond can come 
where the terrorist fools it is all in vain,. you can have a bloodless 
resolution and nothing has been given up. 

[Slide.] This is a picture of :Mr. Vaders. He is in the train. He 
hadn't finished taking his notes. Everyone else was out, rescued and 
he was doing his last day's entry. There he is emerging, further along 
and back with his wife. 

Now, I have talked on several occasions with him and his wife. In
terestingly enough, they 'Ure doing very well togethel'. This is not that 
IDlcommon. The crisis situation can have positiv(>, or negative effects. 
They have made decisions to spend time together and they are doing 
well. His eldest daughter suffered quite a bit. 

She had to drop out of an advanced training program in psychiat
ric social work. She had some physical and emotional disturbances 
th!lJt needed help. It is not uncommon for the family members in this 
kind of stress situation to suffer as much as the victim, perhaps more, 
because they don't have the social network around identifying them 
as the one who was targeted, and they don't have the same repertoire, 
the physiologicall'eserve whieh might be raised within someone who 
had' been targeted. 

Mr. Vaders himself had a period of nightmllres beginning one week 
aIte,r the siege and lasting for 1 weel\" He lost 40 pOlmds. He went 
through a bout of drinking more, smoking more, and then cutting it 
out precipitately. He had 9 months of fairly severe abdominal pain 
and that was resolved when he had a gall bladder opentti0n. These 
physical after-effects are !lilso quite common. 

Finally, his feelings about the Moluceans, pOr3!tjye feelings about 
them, diminished. He had negative feelings about the authorities and 
they diminished also. He now sits on a national task fo1'OO that is 
looking at the Govel'llment's responsibility for the victims of these 
incidents and, as well, is paying some attell!tiojl to the whole problem, 
community prolYlem, between the Molueeans and the Test of the Dutch. 

The point of talking about Mr. Vaders is not that he represents 
what happens with every victim. If you luwe a cnse, I think you call 
look at the generalities with a bit more compassion and insight. 

Mr. Vade.r encountered tremendous stress, and then he went 
through a range of stress responses: cool, then aroused, then a dor
;~lant period, and then the physical after-effects. 

He coped with his stress, and he coped by putting himself in a 
familiar role, the role of a, joul'llalist. For him, it might have been 
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mOi~e important to undo some of the guilt from the past and to be a 
person of whom he. could be proud, than to avoid any risk to himself. 

Let's look more closely at stress in general. Professor Hans Selye 
has described thr(2 stages of the individual stress response. The first 
one is alal'm. The t;.\.liOl roic nervous system is working, cardiac out
put is improved, muscle tone is improved, because the blood is shunted 
away from the gastrointestinal tract and out to the heavy muscles. 
This alarm reaction moves into a countershock phase, and the adrenal 
glands are in their peak output. 

Next there isa middle stage of resistance, where we are maximally 
adapted to handle the stress; and finan'l, a state of exhaustion, when 
the adaptive mechanisms collapse. " 

The adrenal glands can't handle it anymore. 
The siege can go throug;h some of th(~se stages. The Dutch used a 

psyclliatdst as their princIpal negotiator" He has described in mana'g
ing the siege, the opening phase, which is chaotic, emotional, irra
tional. When this is going on, you try to use whatever mechanisms 
are probable to move to t.he second stage, a more rational, calm one 
where bargains can be struck, where deals could be made 01' partial 
fulfillment, perhaps, of terrorist demands in exchange for release of 
hostages. 
If the talking strategy work, yon hope for a final sbLge which is 

similar to the stage of exhaustion, Perhaps by putting our heads to
gether, those who understand the physiology of stress and those who 
understand siege management can find point~3 of commonality. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. -Will you all be par:ticipating in these seminars 
you are conducting~ 

Mr. HASSEL, Yes, sir, this is -a bdef description of what has been 
happening in briefing over the last 6 to 8 months. 

Chairman RmrCOFF. How many people will att.end the sessions in 
March and July~ 

Mr. HASSEL. 'Ve will do them on a- continuing basis. Yve will use a 
small group of 12 people, actual people in the police department who 
want to be negotiators; repeat that training once every month for a 
year. 

Ch!liirman RmrcoFF. Is there much interest displayed by police de
partments across the country ~ 

Mr. HASSEL. Extremely high interest, yes. 
Dr. OOIIBERG, Let. me conclude this. Have you heard about the 

Stockholm syndrome ~ Is that something new to you ~ 
Chairman RmrcoFF. Vaguely, I think I know what you are talking 

about. 
Dr. OOIIBERG. People have ta-Iked about identifying with the ag

gressor. This seems to be somewhat different. And the victims have 
described th!lit from the opening hours, not all of the victims, but 
some of the victims, described from the opening hours they sense a 
certain affection for one or more of the terrorists. This affection could 
last 2 or 3 years. 'Ve have been trying to determine which kind of 
yictims do develop this, why they develop it, what the implications of 
It all-are. 

Of course, consequent to their developing this, they have negative 
feelings about all of the rest of us on the outside, the authorities try
ing to bring this to a- close. 
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Implications: On the one hand, if the police or the negotiators are 
trying to send a message through a victim, for information, or to say 
we are going to enter the scene in a period of time, or we want you to 
duck down, sometimes you can't trust the victim: the victim is in a 
close bind with the terrorist. 

Second, 'after the successful resolution of the siege, the victim is a 
prosecution witness, but there may be a period of irrational affection 
for the terrorist, and this doesn't help the prosecution. 

Third, the victim has this world audience for ,a period of time, par
ticularly in a notorious siege, and the victim can use that platform 
to express an irrational attachment to the terrorist. 

Finally, and this undoes all of the others, this particular mechan
ism is in the service of survival for all concerned. 

We want it to happen. We are hoping that the Stoclrholm syndrome 
will occur. There was a time, the second night in Assan when, at 
2 a.m., I was the only medical person in the command center. The 
negotiator was a psychologist, going back and forth from the hotJ.ine 
to the school, and the hotline to the train. We had what appeared to 
be a heart attack on the train. It turned out it was hyperventilaion. 
Oue of the elderly men was breathing too rapidly because of anxiety 
and had fainted and they thought it was a heart attack. 

We had little contact with the terrorists up to this time. It was that 
early emotional phase, and we were hoping something would happen 
to settle it down. 

What I was discussing with the people in eommand was the tactic 
of getting the terrorist to take the pulse, respiration, lay hands on, in 
order to give us medical reports. That would have promoted the 
Stockholm syndrome and we wanted that to occur. It turned out there 
was a medical student on the train, and she took over, and we lost 
that opportunity. 

That is an example. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. How many psychiatrists are deeply involved 

in this ~ Are there many of you ~ 
Dr. OCHBERG. There are a few. I do not recommend psychirutrists to 

be deeply involved or principally involved in this. I served as chair
man of the American Psychiatric Association Task Force on Inter
vention in Crisis. We reviewed tlus type of training, and so forth. 

There are some attracted to it, but our training does not necessarily 
equip us for this. 

Certain psychiatrists are particularly endowed, like people from 
other walks of life, endowed with talent for this kind of activi1ty. This 
Dr. Mulder, who worked with the Dutch, is extraordinary in that 
regard. 

The police will frequently attempt to get a liaison wi,th a prison 
psychiatrist, because they have jurisdiction together. I'm not sure 
that is the best approach necessarily. 

I would caution the police agencies to be quite careful in developing 
relationships with outside experts and be sure they have the right 
person. . 

t wanted to summarize some of this now. In doing it, let me move 
to 11 diagram which has brought a lot of these issues together for 
this whole team. 

I'm going'to delete discussing the negative effects. 

I 
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I think we have talked about that and, if you are interested, we 
could handle that on another occasion. 

But we have been talking about a particular crime. This crime has 
not affected so many people. There aren't that many victims of ter
rorism that we need to have special hearings and special international 
approaches to it, were it not for some of these intricate interrelation
ships. 

Let's look at what happens. [Slide: Diagram of hostage incident.] 
On the left is the incident. In a hostage-taking terrorist incident, the 
terrorist threatens the victim. What the terrorist is doing is sending 
demands up into the political arena. Thrut is what it is all about. 

In that volitioal area, the Government in a democracy is linked to 
the public through a bond of trust and the media, is reporting on the 
incident. 

And the Government is making decisions in a way, hopefully, that 
will maintain trust between Government and governed. 

The Government has various policy options, and it puts them out 
through the bumaucracy. 

Various options are delegated to police forces or other groups who 
then can exercise tactics. 

These tactics luwe an impact on an incident. If they work well, if 
the incident is managed effectively and in a way that the pub1ic deems 
appropriate, the trust is maintained. 

1£ it is mismanaged or if the GoVel'llllel}t finds that it is pushed to 
respond in an authorita,rian or chaotic way, that trust is endangered. 

Insofar as this cycle remains a positive one, the important thing is 
that democratic institutions are maintained. 

1£ not, they are jeopardized and that is what the political terrorist 
is att~~pting to do, make the Government look overly plUli,tive or 
chaotic l1l the eyes of the people. 

In sum, we are concerned about a rise of incidents. 
We hope that the overall response is not a hysterical one. 
We are not interested in promoting draconian answers. 
But we do think that we are exploring a new field. It requires con

siderable patience and understanding. 
We don't think there are many true experts, but there are many 

whose expemise in closely related areas will advance our knowledge 
and improve our c[tpac1ty to act. 

Those who have the responsibility to develop Government policy 
01' .jmplement authorized strategy are of necessity developing their 
own expertise. 

Obviously, each of us brings a different viewpoint, different idiom 
and set of circumstances to the topic. 

The victim of terrorism represents our own vulnerability in this 
age. 

As he copes, we cope, and as we reconcile our differences and pool 
our abilities, we survive. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. This has been valuable and interesting. 
But as I understand, there are international and transnational 

terrorist organizations, but few transnational negotiations develop 
between the U.S. terrorists and terrorists around the world. 

Dr. RUSSELL. No. At least in my experience, no. As Mr. Hassel 
indicated, the close links which have been common throughout 
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Europe among the various terrorist groups, the linkages that have 
even existed between the groups in Europe 'and those in Latin 
America, the links between the Japanese groups and the Palestinian 
groups, do not appear to ha.ve been duplicated at least in that 
strength in the United States. 

My focus has been outside ,the United States totally. The links 
have developed there. 

Chairman RmICoFF. What does that say about world society and 
American society in comparison ~ You fiild these linkages between 
these diverse groups-Japanese, South t\.mericans, Germans, Arabs, 
Yemenites, Iraqis-from all over, yet you don't find linkages within 
the U nit£d States ~ 

I am fascinated by that. 
Dr. RUSSELL. I am, too, frankly. I have expected to see American 

individuals turn up in some of the these operations and they have 
not. 

Chairman RmlcoFF. As I looked at the list, I didn't see any. 
Dr. RUSSELL. No, sir, you did not. This has always been something 

of particular int£rest to me. I don't have explanation for it. 'Whether 
it is a different culture, greater severity of the student movement in 
Europe in the 1960's vis-a-vis the United States~ I don't know. 

I don't have an answer for that. 
Chairman RmlcoFF. Everybody talks about the weaknesses in 

American society. Would this indicate our society is a lot stronger 
than we give ourselves credit for~ 

Dr. ~USSELL. I think so, personally. This is my personal 0Plnion. 
ChaIrman RmICoFF. "\Vhat do you gentlemen see are the problems 

or biggest problems we face in the United States in terms of the 
threat of terrorist actions ~ 

Mr. HASSEL. Sir, the preesnt level threat of terrorist action in the 
United States is not a significant one criminologically, when yon look 
at other crimes committed in this country. Dr. Jenldns made the 
point that. more people are injured in this country by dog bite 
than they are by terrorism. As a significant criminological pheno
menon, so far it's not one. It's certainly one we have to stay close 
to. We have to monitor this movement. Is it going to incrpase 
significantly ~ So far it has not. It has been unsophisticaJed. Cer
tainly if we get indicat.ions thak the linkages you were discussing 
ttre enforced to a certain extent or if the sophistica.tpd foreign groups 
operating in Europe and the Far East operate in this country, then 
we luwe a whole different ballgame. 

Now it's not a significant threat and it's well handled by our 
law e.nforcement agencies. 

Chairman RmICoFF. You're keeping your channe1s OpNl with other 
governments ~ 

Mr. HAssEr,. Yes, sir. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. Is the cooperation dose and strong between 

governments in dealing wit.h terrorism ~ 
Mr. HASSEL. Yes, sir. 
Ohairman RmICOFF. Do other governments make the jniormation 

on tPl'l'()1'iStR avnilp ble? 
Mr. HASSEL. It flows freely between us and the Western European 

enforcement agencies and military agencies. 

&. 
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Dr. OCHBERG. I would like to add a little hit. There are two major 
things to he concerned about. One is a level of violence perpetrated 
by these terrorists. So far, it has not been mass destruction and has 
not involved mass sabotage of vital industries. 

Dr. Robert Kupperman has joined the group and will be testifying. 
We need people like Dr. Kuppennan examining the ways in which 
such groups could strike at large masses of people who are at vul
nerable points in our interconnected society. That has not been their 
tactic so far, but it could be. 

That's one expansion of things to be concerned about. The second 
thing to be concerned abollt relates to that chart we put up. It's the 
responsiveness of our own police forces, our own Government. If we 
are not prepared to handle even a minor incident in a way that the 
people feel has been as effective and efficient as possible, then we 
could have this spiral which brought down Uruguay. 

Chainnan RmrcoFF. "What should our policy and organization be 
to be prepared ~ Is there something we should be doing as a nation 
that we are not? 

Dr. OCHBERG. That's the $64,000 question; isn't it ~ That's what the 
hearings are about. I do think from my own perspective really as 
an outsider to law enforcement or to State Departmnet operations, 
that we need to give the law enforcement community a better crack 
at this. 

As far as any violence which would occur domestically, it's the 
police who are charged with peacekeeping and it's they who have 
the experience of balancing concern for the victim, the populace, the 
perpetrator, balancing that against the demands made and the need 
to use force. I am not sure at the highest levels of Government 
domestically enforcement has been put in the lead in thinking about 
this and getting us prepared for it. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. The question of the National Security Council 
and the State Department having the lead responsibility intema
nationally, if you're hijacking an American plane in a foreign 
country is a logical one. 

But if you have the problem of domestic terrorism it would seem 
to me that the lead responsibility should be in ,the Justice Depart
ment or the police, and I think that's very valuable. 

I hope our staff can be :in touch with you gentlemen in the days 
ahead as we try to prepare this. I am most appreciative. There is a 
vote on, so we will recess for seven or 8 minutes. 

I do appreciate your cominQ' here, and we will take the next series 
of witnesses as soon as I rei:Ul'n from the vote. 

Thank you very, very much. 
Dr. OCHBERG. Thank you, sir. 
Dr. RUSSELL. Thank you. 
Ur. HASSEL. Thank you. 
fRecess.] 
Chairman RmrcoFF. Ur. Jenkins, your statement is a valuable one. 

I would like to be able ,to ask you a few questions and also have 
an opportunity to listen to Mr. Kupperman: 

I wonder if we could ask you to summarIze your statement. The 
entire statement will go into the record at ,the conclusion of your 
testimony. 
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TESTIMONY OF BRIAN M. JENKINS, RAND CORP. 

Mr. JENKINS. I have already submitted my written testimony. I 
will try to briefly summarize it. 

'I'he point I have made in my prepared testimony is whether the 
U.S. Government is adequately prepared to deal with tenorism 
depends on one's perception of future trends, which in turn depends 
on one's view of the historical origins of the problems. 

Some see today's terrorism as exclusively a result of the political 
circumstances prevailing in the late 1960's: 

The Israelis defeat of the Arabs, which caused the Palestinians 
to abandon their dependence on Arab military power and turn to 
terrorism tactics; increasing emphasis on urban guerrilla warfare 
in Latin America, and with it, the resort to terrorist tactics; and 
the anti-Vietnam war demonstrations in Western Europe, Japan, 
and the United States, which ultimately spawned terrorism groups 

, such as the Japanese Red Army and the Baader-Meinhof gang. 
According to this view, terrorism will decline as circumstances 

change, as the original conflicts are resolved. Present organizational 
arrangements are considered therefore adequate. 

If, on the other hand, the current wave of terrorism is seen as 
a result not only of unique political circumstances, but also of recent 
technological developments to include international travel giving 
terrorists worldwide mobility, improved mass communications pro
viding them access to a worldwide audience, increasing availability 
of weapons and explosives, and new vulnerabilities in a society 
increosingly dependent on fragil technology, or if terrorism is seen 
as a new set of tactics, then terrorism will continue. 

Those who see terrorism continuing criticize the lack of 
preparedness. 

My own view is terrorism will persist as a mode of political 
expression, of gaining international attention and of attaining lim
ited political goals. Our research would confirm some of the trends 
described previously by Dr. Russell. Terrorists are mobile, they can 
strike targets anywhere in the world, they appear to be more sophis
ticated, and they are strengthening their links with each other. 

It is possible ,that some nations in the future may employ terrorist 
groups as a means of surrogate warfare. 

Although we may look forward to an era of formal peace, at least 
between nations, we may be entering an era of increased politicp1 
violence at lower levels. 

r pointed out in my testimony that combating ,terrorism poses 
unique problems. Terrorists do not operate according to any estab
lished rules of warfare or diplomacy. Terrorists operate in the 
cracks, between organizational boundaries and missions j making 
coordination difficult. 

Each terrorist incident is unique; there are no fixed solntions. 
Terrorism is sporadic. It may be regarded as a relative nuisance, but 
suddenly it may become an Issue of national importance. Terrorism 
receives spasmodic attention; attempts -to formalize efforts to combat 
it have been hampered. 

Terrorism can no more easily be eradicated than murder or wal'. 
Im.proved security can prevent certain kinds or terrorist a.ttacks. We 
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can try to anticipate, however, terrorist attacks through intelligence 
and mformation systems. Such techniques as crisis management 
might improve the Government's ability to respond effectively to 
those terrorist incidents that occur. We must not dismiss military 
action dealing with terrorism as a measure of last resort. 

It will be difficult, in my view, to fully develop capahilities and 
coordinate activities in all of these areas without an organizational 
structure to provide some impetus. A common organizational solution 
to problems that cut across the responsibilities of several agencies 
has been Ito create interagency committees. All such groups tend to 
share the same wealrnesses. The chairman often has no real power 
between dissuasion over the other representatives who report to their 
own bosses. They may meet infrequently. They often lack staff 
backup. Given the lack of lateral incentives, the vertical parochialism 
of the line agencies and departments dominates. 

The Council to Combat Terrorism proposed in the bill might 
generate a higher level of concern in the executive branch, although 
I'm not sure to wha,t extent concern can be. legislated. But without 
staff backup. I'm not sure it can do more than the now defunct 
Cabinet Committees to Combat Terrorism or the present inter
agency working group. 

I have suggested in my testimony providing the Council with its 
own small permanent staff within the Executive Office of the Presi
dent. As a permanent body with, a 1¥hite House perspective, such 
a staff could moniter and coordinate activities of ,the line agency and 
departments; identify needed capabilities; identify special resources 
that might be mobilized if an international incident occurs; pull 
together current intelligence and ongoing analysis and research 
efforts; ;':Htliy terrorist incidents; develop scenarios and formulate 
plans. X! 'Wou1d see to it that the necessary resources and capabilities 
are there Wllell they are needed. In an actual crisis, it could function 
as a small battle staff for decisionmakers. 

The staff would not duplicate work of offices in the Cabinet 
Departments. Its task should be to encourage the development of 
needed capabilities within the line agencies and departments with 
the staff in the Executive Office playing a ca,talytic and coordinating 
role. 

With regard to the proposed sanctions against countries aiding 
terrorists, caution should be exercised so that ,the issue of terrorism 
itself does not become the sole determinant of American foreign 
policy. Neither should requirement to impose sanctions which would 
foreclose options that might be utilized to conclude a terrorist 
incident. Sanctions should be imposed but ought not to be mandatory. 

Publication of a list of countries that aid terrorists and dangerous 
foreign airpol1ts may have some effect. It could discourage tourists 
from visiting them, and businesses from operating in them. 

None of the.'3e measures will solve the problem of terrorism. 
Terrorism is not a problem that can be solved. 1Ve ought not to 
think of it that way. There will be no ultima,te victory in the war 
against terrorism. In dealing with this enduring and often emotional 
problem, governments must above all demonstrate competence. Gov
ernments must show that they, and not the terrorists, are. in charge. 
If governments appear helpless or incompetent in dealing with 
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terrorism, public alarm will increase and so will the clamor for 
draconian measures. Therein lies the real threat of terrorism. 

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 
Chairman RIDICOFF. You state that the U.S. handling of terrorist 

incidents has been deficient. Could you detail these deficiencies, for 
example, in coordination, communication, response capability and 
media relationships of which you are aware~ What was the cause 
of these deficiencies ~ How do you think we ought to eliminate them 
in the future '~ 

Mr. JENKINS. Let me say first that the shortcomings that I 
mentioned in my testimony refer specifically to some of t.he more 
serious incidents of terrorism that have occurred, those, whir.h for 
reasons of multiple jurisdiction and foreign involvement, were by 
their very nature complex episodes. Problems have arisen in the area 
of organization, often matters relating to the jurisdictional disputes, 
discussions during an incident as to who has the action, who will be 
in charge, and so on. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Could you give us some examples of this 
shared crisis management, which has caused probleIN ~ 

Any specific problems of any incidents ~ 
Mr. JENKINS. A recent example of these sorts of problems, would 

be the hijacking of the TWA airliner by Croatioan extre:t;lists in 
September 1976, when according to one Government. offiCIal who 
was involved in the· handling of the episode, the responsibility for 
the action "bounced around the Government like a· floating crap 
game." It was not certain who would maintain full jurisdiction over 
the episode. The FAA claimed jurisdiction. Bec.:'tuse it was an 
American airliner hijacked in the United Stater" the FBI became 
involved. Once the airline crossed the national frontiers and flew 
to Canada and ultimately France, there was a definite State Depart
ment involvement. There' was, I understand some difficulty in deciding 
at .the moment who precisely was making the decisions that had to 
be made. 

A further shortcoming that would show up in many of these 
incidents would be the lack of an institutional memory which could 
provide the basis for contingency planning. Althow~h, again I 
emphasize that each episode tends to be unique. 'rhe only ,thing you 
can predict with certainty is that the next episode would not be 
quite like previous episodes. When I say "contingency planning," 
therefore, I mean it in the broadest sense, something more along the 
lines of "contingency thinking." 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Were yoU here when Dr. Ochberg and Mr. 
Russell and Mr. Hassel testified ~ 

Mr. JENKINS. Yes, sir. 
Chairman RTBICOl~l'. It's obvious they are as conc('rned as you are. 

They are reaching for an operat.ional way of handling this. They 
are 'trying to get more education, mor{', knowledge, more involve
ment. 'Do you. think we are ready to have a permanent staff~ I 
question just having the bureaucracy. Or do you think they are just 
feeling their way toward a solution ~ How do you think it ought to 
be handled~ 

Mr. JENKINS. I must say I share your concerns about creating even 
the embryo of some minibul'eallcmtic empire in the Office vf the 
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President, which seems to be another traditional approach of dealing 
with these problems. Therefore, I have tried to emphasize in the 
testimony that I would consider such an effort to be small. There 
are efforts going on ,through the Department of Justice and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation which Dr. Ochbel'g and Mr. Hassel 
spoke to you about. There are related but separate efforts goin~ on 
in Department of State, and also within the intelligence commumty. 

The single overdiding problem that I see. is one of really getthlg 
the act together. There are the capabilities; there are these individual 
efforts; there are people within Government, three of them who were 
testifying here this morning, who have considerable expertise and 
experience in handling these episodes. There are resources that can 
be brought together to deal effectively with those more serious 
episodes. 

Ohairman RIBICOFF. Do we have, our act together in the United 
States? 

Mr. Jl~N;KINS. We don't have the machinery, the focal point for 
bringing these capabilities together on a continuing basis. In a 
crisis, the Government has the ability, of course, to call in people 
within and outside of Govcrmnent. However, in my view, there needf> 
to be continuing attention devoted to the problem between the 
episodes. 

I am always amazed to discover in the course of discussions with 
Government officials, some of whom have testified and some who 
will testify here, how many of these efforts have been the result of 
individual initiative, people with a personal interest in the problem, 
people who see from ,their own vantage point some peculiar 
deficiency in this area and address that issu(', not. beCc:'l.use somebody 
told them to, not because there wns anv requirement to do so. But 
they have done so, as I say, largely at their own initiative. 

There is an informal network among thees peopl~ in Government 
and outside of Government who all know each other, and who in
formally exchange views. I would see the utility of is finding some 
more organized way to efficiently and effeotively exploit that exper
tise and experience, some way of bringing it together, at least for tll(', 
decisionma.Irel's ill these serious episodes. 

Ohairman RIBICOFF. In your experience and your study, would you 
say there is one nation over another that seems to be doing a better 
job than the othel's~ Do ,they tmderstand this problem b~tted Are 
they coordinated betted Is there one country you would smgle out ~ 

]\fr. JENKINS. There is no single country that is doing better. It~s 
a problem that tends to pose the same problems in all democratIc 
systems oi government. It falls within the cracks of the val'ions 
age1wies of the government, whether they are caned cabinet depart
ments or ministries. It's a unique problem that all governments are 
finding themselves compelled to cope with. 

I would not select any single Government as being a mentor or a 
model to be duplicated. Even if there was such, its approaches, its 
organizational solutions might not be applicable to om own system 
of govenunent. 

However, I do believe that t,hl're are other governments who have 
had, unfortunately for them, trying experiences in dealing with these 
episodes and have developed various organizational approaches, 
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which we might profitably study. For example, both the problems 
faced by ·the West German Government and the solutions arrived at 
in dealing with the recent series of episodes in West Germany might 
be examined. The approaches to siege management, management of 
these episodes developed by the Dutch Government. The approaches 
taken by the Bdtish Government and perhaps the Israeli Government 
might also be studied. 

I mention countries that have had a vast amount of experience 
in having to deal with thees problems. \¥ e may learn from these. 
This is being done informally through individual contacts. It's not 
being aone systematically. 

Chairman RmICOFF. Do you have any thought whether the State 
Department, National Security Council, or the Justice Department 
should be the lead agency ~ 

Mr. JENKINS. I don't think you can determine in advance who will 
be the single lead agency in dealing wtth these episodes. I think the 
circumstances of the episode itself may determine a different lead 
agency for different types of episodes. In an episode that might take 
place here in the United States, clearly one would see the greater 
role being played by the Department of Justice, although if It were 
to say, involve foreign na.tionals or internationally-proteoted persons, 
diplomats for example, it certainly would have a heavy State Depart
ment involvement. In an episode taking place overseas, involving 
relationships with other governments, one certainly sees the Dep!1l't
ment of State, wi,th its machinery for dealing with other govern
ments being the appropriate lead agency. 

The thing r have tried to keep in mind in thinking about this, and 
reflect in my own proposal for a permanent staff backup for this 
Coullcil on Terrorism as proposed in the bill, is that the staff would 
function under whatever lead 'agency or official who took charge of 
the episode, or was placed in charge of the episode. 

,Chairman RIBICOFF. I wonder whether a permanent staff attached 
to the Council, or a loose arrangement where key men like we had 
here today would have the responsibility and coordinate their efforts, 
would be better than having any bureaucratic organization? I don't 
know, because we have to consider the diversity involved here with 
all of the problems, abilities and experiences we are going to have. 
You can't anticipate what form any of these acts are going to take. 

Mr. JENKINS. You can't anticipate the form. At the same time, in 
making the point that each episode is unique, I don't want to totally 
dismiss the possibility of identifying the kinds of incidents that 
might take place, the 'kinds of problems that would arise in dealing 
with these episodes, and formulating some contingency plans to deal 
with these specific problems. In other words, I don't ,,,ant to dismiss 
advance preparations on the grounds that we will have to perform . 
ad hoc, when an incident actually occurs. 

That still may be tb.e case. It may have to be apprQached ad hQc. 
But it can be approached ad hoc with. advanced preparation or with
out advanced preparation. 

\V"hether or not one can create a means by which the persons, the 
offices with the special tasks in these areas, all the capabilities, can be 
exploited, brought together, their activities coordinated without creat
ing some single focal point in government, I'm not sure. 
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As you, sir, I rea.lly do resist the creation of special units, wherever 
they may be located in Government. There is a natural resistance to 
this. But having looked at it again and again, having looked at the 
previous organi2;a,tional arrangements, the interagency working 
groups, the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism, these, as I see 
them, tend to suffer the same weaknesses. They don't quite do it, in 
my view. And, therefore, something more is needed. Its pl'€cise form, 
how i>t would be staffed; whether by representatives from other agen
cies on an attached basis. These are things I haven't yet fully ad
dressed. But I'm persuaded that such a capability is needed. Other 
people have realized the problem of creating a special organization to 
deal only with this narrow problem, given all of the other problems 
of Government and, therefore, have suggested that it be incorporated 
in some larger crisis management capability within the Government, 
perhaps some form of new Office of Emergency Preparedness, that 
would deal with not only serious terrorist incidents, but could also 
dea.l with other forms of crises that may emerge. 

'Another approach would be Ito merge the functions of a group con
cerned with terrorism with those of '!1 larger group concerned with 
broader problems dealing with political crises, short of war, an 
episode such as the j),f ayaguez affair, which although not a terrorist 
incident, had some of the same attributes. I fum thinking of something 
along the lines of the old Washington Special Action Group, the 
WSAG, which was abolished, I believe, in 1976, but different from 
the WSAG, in that it would be a permanent entity, examining poten
tial problems in this area, identifying resources in advance as op
posed to a group of high-level officials who would be called upon only 
after the crisis has begun. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Let me ask you, as I understand it, you were 
called in to give some postmor,tem critiques of terrorist incidents 
handled by the State Department. . 

Did the State Department learn anything from the critiques ~ 
Mr. JENKINS. The Rand Corp. was contracted to conduct case 

studies of a series of terrorist inci:dents. vVe did produce a series of 
reports, many of them still classified, that were delivered to the 
Department of State and the 'Working Group of the Cabinet Com
mittee to Combat Terrorism. 

I am nevel.' really sure what ultimately happens to Rand Corp. 
reports 'after they are delivered to the client. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. I'm curious about that. vVhen you get a report 
like that, do you send the report and then forget about it, or are you 
called in for a discussion about what was in the report? Is there a 
give-and-take with the people involved? How doe;:; that work1 

Mr. JENKINS. Among the case studies, there were several thfut 
were issues of some dis(.ussion and debate within the Government. In 
that case, a working note, that is, an earlier version, a draft version 
of the report, was aistributed widely to officers within the Govern
ment who had some participation in this episode for their comments, 
critiques, objections, corrections; and that resulted in some feedback, 
which we took into account ill the preparation of the final report. 

Chairman RIBICoFF. I don't mean feedback. Say the Rand Corp. 
conducts a critique. You send it up to whoever asks for it.. Are you 
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then called into 'Washington, where everybody involved sits around a 
table and says, "Let's discuss this back and forth" ~ 

Mr. JENKINS. In the case studies, no, sir. 
Chairman RIBICOFF. vVouldn't it be more valuable if the study 

authors got together with the people who were the subject of the 
critique for a general discussion? 

Mr. JENKINS. I think it might be useful. I should say that occa
sionally we have had the opportunity to discuss some things 
informally. 

I think that there could be a more systema.tic exploitation of the 
knowledge, and research done by the Rand Corporation and that clOll" 
by other research institutions, that already exists. There is a con
siderable amount of knowledge in this area. I'm not persuaded that it 
is being systematically exploited. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. If the staff gets a. report, what happens ~ Is 
there a give-and-take with the people involved, or if the Rand Corp. 
makes a critique, what happens to the critique? Does it get tossed 
into a file cabinet and then forgotten? 

What happens with the case study, with the principals involved, 
after the study is there? Is it forgotten, or is there general discussion 
to find out how it can be improved? 

Maybe I am giving you additional work in the future that you do 
not want. The person or group that was responsible for the critique 
should be meeting with the people involved for a. general, overall 
discussion and not try to do it on paper. 

:Mr. JENKINS. This is something that I havp- been urging. Indeed, it 
is being contemplated. 

IChairman RIBICOFF. Let's take that contemplation an.cl make it a 
reality. ¥r. Jenkins, ,thank you very much. 

There 18 another vote, and I luwe to go to that vote. 
I appreciate your statement and your testimony. And Dr. Kupper

man, if you will be patient, I will be back as soon as I vote, and then 
we will have your testimony. 

Thank you very much. 
[Addit~onal information subsequently supplied for the record by 

Mr. Jenkins, and his prepared statement follows:] 
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2 March 1978 

The Honorable Abraham A. Ribicoff 
United States Senate 
IVashington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Ribicoff: 

In going over the transcript of my testimony before the 
Governmental Affairs Committee, 1 have thought further 
about two questions you raised during ~ur discussion. The 
first dealt with the problem, of creating a permanent staff 
(to coordinate all government efforts in combatting terrorism 
and to assist docisionmakers in responding to terrorist incI
dents) as proposed in my testimony without at the same time 
burdening the Executive Office of the President liith yet 
another bureaucracy. The second dealt with the appropriate 
role of Rand researchers in critiques of tho performance of 
U.S. government officials involved in responding to past 
terrorist incidents. 

I have discussed both issues with members of your staff and 
suggestod that the following additional comments be added to 
the record of my testimony. 

Sincerely, 

~~j~\~.s 
Brian M. Jen 1S 

BMJ:ar 

Enclosure: Additional comments to be added to "TesUfllony Before 
the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, January 
27, 1978." 
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Additions to "Testimony Before the Senate Governmental Affairs 
Committee, January 27, 1978," by Brian M. Jenkins. 

2 March 1978 

A PART-TIME PERMANENT STAFF 

We might think of another way of creating a permanent staff without 

at the same time creating a new bureaucracy. An informal network of 

officials concerned Ivith, or personally interested in terrorism already 

exist:s within the government. Some of these persons are, or were, 

members of the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism Working Group, 

its successor, the Interagency Working Grou!', or have Ivorked in special 

offices in agencies that dealt with the problem. Others have been more 

indirectly involved because of a personal interest. Together, the 

informal network may represent more experience and expertise than the 

current formal structures. 

Be~ause of the change of administration and lack of a serious 

terrorist incident directly inVOlving the u.S. Government in the past 

year, few officials likely to have responsibility in the event of an 

incident will have had a firsthand recollection of previous terrorist 

incidents, except, perhaps, the Hanafi episode. 

Selected members of this informal netlvork could provide the core of 

the proposed permanent staff, giving them an official standing within 

the government. As it stands now, about the only way they meet is circum

stantially at occa,ional meetings or conferences outside of the govern

ment. That is neither adequate nor sufficient. 

There would be no need to reassign people to a new office. The 

members could serve on a part-time basis, that is, they could be detailed 

one or two days a week to carry out the functions of the proposed permanent 

staff. Their only requirement would be some office space and a few 

secretaries. No new bureaucracy would be created. 

~~.--------... --------------------------------------------------.--------------
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THE ROLE OF RAND RESEARCHERS IN FACE-TO-FACE CRITIQUE~ 

Thinking further about this portion of our discussion, I want to 

make sure that my endorsement of a more effective use of the lessons 

learned in past incidents is not misunderstood. The case studies com

pleted by The Rand Corporation under contract to the Department of State 

should provide the basis for useful discussions by those government 

officials who were in some way involved in the incidents, \~ith the 

objective of improving future responses. Beyond conducting the case 

study and issuing reports, Rand Corporation personnel should not 

participate directly in a critique of government officials. It would be 

inappropriate and would imperil Rand's abiHty to conduct further case 

studies. 

We were able to do these case studies successfully, in my view, 

because we \~ere given access to the written material, including the 

Classified cable traffic, and because we were able to interview U.S. 

and, in some cases, foreign government officials involved in the episode. 

A prerequisite to candid discussions about these emotionally-charged 

episodes is our promise of confidentiality. The fact that The Rand 

Corporation is an independent organiZation outside of government was an 

important factor here. I doubt that government officialS would be quite 

so cooperative if the case studies were conducted by another government 

office. To have the authors of our case 'studies participate in a subse

quent face-to-face meeting with the officials involved in an incident 

would place the authors in an extremely awkward situation, and could 

undermine the position of neutrality and discretion that makes it possible 

to successfully do the case study in the first place. 

Rand can appropriately and usefully participate in the process of 

distilling lessons learned from past incidents and present them in a 

format that can be utilized in handling future episodes. A proposal 

to do this is under consideration within the government. 
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TE'iT[W''lY I,EFLlRi: THC: ~ENAT[, G:JVt:R\I~1C~!r AL 
AFFAIR~ CJP~ITTEE 

Thi:; iSIlY sC'coro1 
rcgdrdi1q J~fpnse 
this COill"littec for 
Sen,)te "ill 2236, 

Brian ~ichaal Jpnki15 

opportlJ!li tj' t .. ) :idrlrI?!")5 .) Son lte CO!1I~,li thln 
iljai n!.t t~rror i 5:", ·md I t'h,lnk Lhc !nt!,:11'8r5 of 

inviting ~~ to testi ry in consi0pration of 

T would like> to pr,'fac'l T'y co.;:m-.lnts by stutin) t,t"lt, <llthouqh thE' 
research carrie) out by Thc p.,wd Corpor.lt iO,l in tllis dr:,)" l1.'1s 
bee~l ruwled hy various ,1;;enci 8S of I.h'~ f'cr\<:>r,31 GOl/crnrnc:ont, thO"> 
views ~Kprpssed hern arp entir~ly ~y own and dre n~t ndccss~rily 
shared ?Y R~nd Dr any ot its resPJrch 5pOnSJr~. 

Lct ~Ie oC9in ,.lith <l bri<:>t historical ,urvcy ttl'lt Vlill t:1ivro liS 
somj insi111ts irlto whlt the fut\Jr~ of" t~rroris~ ~~ljs, end ~h~t 
~easurQS nlay ue rcquir@J to ~1ef0n\j d~ainst it. As you ~no~l' 
vie~s un that SUbJdCt ~re divided: SO~2 think more nDp.~S to ec 
don2, others do no~. 

Sam:> obserl/',)rs ,h-rceiv,> t.Od"y'S terrorisll ~s thc out':Jrol~th of 
unique politic.Jl circ.u.1l5tances prevailinj in tl'~ lJtc l'loO~: the 
Israel i tj~feut of th~ Ar'bs in tl'e Six nay Har of l'l"r, Hhicil 
caused Palo.!stini lns to "bandon their depend'>llc<) on Ara:) 'nil it"ry 
pOW.H ,,"(I turn to bnrorismj incre3Sin'j Pllpllasis on urbdn 
guerrill~ w~rfare in Latin A~!ric<l' and with it, tnc resurt to 
t:errorist t,-;ctics; dnd t.1'e I'lj·jf!5prn,rl 8nti-Vi..:L;la ll\ 1,I'1r Jild (Int.i
goverr.m2nt .Jcm'lnstrati ;)n~ in \:\,lstr-rn europc, J,p<Jn, and tnc 
United States Vlhich led to bloody confronLations witn pol ice. 
Thcsa confrontations resulted in inJurie5, arrests, an1 furth~r 
violenca. a r~dic,ll izint,) procc'5s th<.lt ultimdtely SP',if\.!.!tI 
terrorist ':lroups such oJS tlte [l,jO,der-I"eintlof Ga:1q i'l IICst r;('rm<,ny 
and the United Re;) "rillY of Jill)an. 

Accordi'lg to this view, terrorism Hill decline as politic..)l 
cirClJillst1nCE!5 chan9~' i.lS origin2l1 probldl1s such a5 th,: rUtJdle 
[-ast confl ict oJre SOIVNJ, as ;Jovornment5 eff()ctively co:nbdt 
terrori5ffi, and as rdmaining terrorist groups oJ~e destroyed. 

There is 50me c~usc for such optimism. Hdny urh~n guerrillds 
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re5ponsiblc for p .. :J"t terrorist inciej(>llts hlVl' !l .. H'n wil,pd out. 
Since the ::ivil .'IcJr in LebAnon, tne nIJrlH)pr of s(~riJu5 incident.5 
that can tH' trdc.;!j to tile r.onfl ict i'l tl1."li<Jdlc F<l5t nav" 
declined. Terrorist ~roups JperJtin1 in F~rop! arp under 
incrcasiny police prf'~5ur". And ~li~t(Jricdlly, terrori~11 hlS 
t.ended to ~" ~pi50dic. Thos" 'llho suhscril;p to Ul!5 vieH, the,,, 
feel present or~aniz~tional arr3nyemants ar3 ldu·tuate. 

If, on lha other hd~d, the current w)ve of intnrnationJl 
terroris"1 is seen 3S the result, not (JIll,! of unique o')litic.1l 
circumstanc~s, but also of r('cent t~chn01(Jgical dovelopm~nt5 
intarnation~l travel givin~ terrori~ts IIorl~wide ~obiliLy; 
improvej m~5S communications pr~vidin) th~~ witllllm0st 
inst~nt~ncnus ~ccess to ~ wJrldwi~p ~udienc~i tt13 incre~sinQ 
availahility of dcapons, .3xplosivBs, and otlwr ,nunition5; 'Jnd ne>w 
vuln~rabil ilies in a soci~ty incrr.'..J5ip,!ly dcpC'nd2nt on cO':l,llcx 
syste~s and other fragile tcchnolo1Y or if terrori&T is 
belicvej tu he the> latf'st step in the yvolution of pOl itic..Jl 
violnnc~, u "ew set of tactics \'ltl05~ us.} in5pirt!c:. In.:1 instruct.s 
othar ljroupo;, then to.:orrorism is likply to co',l'.inJo. T'lnsc ~mo 
believ~ terroris~ Hill continuo criticilB the currpnt lack of 
preplrednc5s to derll with rQ~lly seriou5 inci~Qnts, or cv"n to 
comp,-,tently 'l..lndle tre Sillile. kin.j of incid",nts that h,1V~ occllrred 
in tile Pl:st. r wallt to emphasize tllat uds sccond vie,1 d~,'s not 
depend on a forecJst that terrorism will npcPsslril/ ge~ worse, 
or that t~rrorists will ultim~tcly escalate to acts of qreat~r 
viol (~n('p,. 

'1y ovln vieW is that the lise of terrorist tactics ,fill p<'rsist "s 
a ~lodc of pol itical expression, af Jil'n,n') interlFl~ion"l 
attuntian, ..In,j of ac1lievin'] limit.ed jloliticCll gOClls. Althou~h 
fe~1 terrorists hilv~ rp.icned tlwir 5t·~t~d 1:>n·.j-r~nS2 'l~als -- and 
in that resp~ct terrorisn way be co"siderad d failure -- tha usc 
of terrorist tactics has dOn tlh!W publ icity and occ.sio:Hlly som" 
politic.11 concessions. Their <1cti0llS hJve aho had c:onsiderat>le 
su~sidiary effects, such as the diversinn of m3np~wer and monay 
into security functions, and the effects thlt terrorist violence 
has had on pol itic:ll 1 iff' and soci~ty in mJny 1Jtion~ ~f the 
world. To terrorists, >/ho t['lld to be pol itieall)' 5h:>rtsiqllte'i 
3nY"13Y, these li~itc'J tactic.Jl successclS mily sCiffice to preclude 
thcl abandonment of terrorist tactics. 

Terrorists I~ill remain mobilC!, able t.o strike tar]('ts i)'ly./hdre in 
the world. They dP~~ar to bn "cttinq more sophisticclted in their 
tactics, th3ir wC!3p~ns, ~nd thai r exploitltion of th0 media. 
They will continu~ to emulJta each oener's tactics, es~pcially 
those th~t din international publ icity. Terrorist groups ~Pfledr 
to be strenthaning their links Hith ('dch Dt~Dr, forming 
alliances, dnJ providin~ ~utual assistance. Una rusult is the 
possible emergence of multindtional freelanc~ terrorist groups 
that are will ing to carry out attac~s on behalf of causes they 
sympathize with, Dr to undertake specific cdm~aign5 of terroris~ 
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on commission fro~ cl ient groups or government5. ~ations ur 
groups unllole or unwilling to mount a serious chJllenge on the 
battlefield .ay e~ploy such groups ur adopt terrorist tactics as 
a means of surrogate warfare against their opponents. 

Even thou~h wc may foresee an era of formal peace between nations 
(at least insofar as the major powers are concerned). free of 
open warfare except for brief p.riods, at the sama time we may be 
entering an era of Increased pol itical viol,nca at 10~er levels 
as intermittent "nonwars" rage ~etwean nations, subnational 
entities, natiunal liberation fronts, guerrilla 3roups, and 
terrorist organizations, some of ~hich Dre 1 inked together in 
vague alliances, soma perhaps the proteges of forei~n states. 

Is the U.S. government adequately prepared to deal with the 
tllreat? i-Ihelher or not the U.S. government is in f3ct uclequately 
prepared to deal rlith one or nore surious terrorist incidents is 
a hit like arguing whether ur not it.s arsenal is sufficient to 
succ.essfully ,(18.;)e a nuclear war. You will never really know 
without a nucl ear ;~ar. Until that time, if ever, U.S. 
capabilities may he judged adequate or inadequate depending on 
one's. point of view. It can be argued, of course, that the world 
has never seen a nuclear war, but we have witnessed incidents of 
terror. True, el sewh<;re. The Un i ted States has not yet been 
tested oy d sust~inAd campAign of terrorism or by a major 
incident in which thd lives of Americn~ citize,s hang in the 
balance, dem~nds arc made on the u.s. government. and t.rrorists 
hav~ demonstrated their resolve to kill. The seizure of hostages 
by Hanafi u~sl im extremists at three locations i, H3shinqton, 
n.c., l~st year is aDout the closest we have coma to a serious 
domestic i'lcident. Other incidents include the multiple 
h)jacking of three airliners to a desert field in Jordan in 
August 1970. In that incident, terrorists held over 300 
passengers hostage, many of them Americans. The seizure of the 
Saudi Arabian Emhassy in Khartoum in 1973 was another serious 
incident. In that instance, the terrorists demanded the release 
of Sirhan Sirh~n, the convicted ass3ssin of Senator Robert 
~ennedy •. When their demands were not met, they murdered three of 
their hostages including two American diplomats. A~other serious 
incident was the hijacking of a TWA air1 iner in September 1916 by 
Croatian extremists who demanded the publication of their 
communique in several ne~spapers. 

Fortunately, with the exception of the tra~ic outcome at Khartoum 
and the deaths of a newsman in Washington and of a policeman who 
~as attempting to defuse d bomb planted by the Croatians, the 
incidents ended without disaster or major concessions, which may 
be equally important. At the same tl~e, the h3ndling of these 
incidents revealed certain deficiencies in coordination, 
c.ommunications, response capabi1 ities, and media relationships. 
If we all agreed that either a sustained campaign of terrorism 
Naged in th~ United States or against the United States abroad, 
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or a serious incident of terrorism here, was imminent. we could 
probably agree thnt some further organizational staps would oe 
necessary. 

Comoatting terrorism poses a number of unique problems. The 
terrorist adversary does not act according to a1Y establ ishad 
rules of warfare or diplomacy. Diplomats and generals know -- nt 
least t~ey think they kno~ what to expect from other 
governments and how to deal with thmm. gut coming to grips with 
a band of terrer i sts is an al together di ffarc"nt matter. Because 
terrorists do not limit their attacks to any particJlar class of 
targets or to dny specific locale. or to any pariod of time, 
defense is di fficult and costly to provide. Terrorists have 
fewer compunctions about kill ing or injuring persons who have 
nothing at all to do with their struggle. 8ecause they have no 
borders, no cities, no popul~tions to protect, terrorists have 
fewer vulnerabilities. Petaliation in kind is it meaningless 
threat. Deterrerlce requ ires apprehens i on and pun i shment i with 
regard to international terrorism. the record is not good. 

Another proolem is that terrorists operate in the cracks, between 
organizational boundaries and ~issions. There is no single 
departm3nt", a,]ency, or office in the U.S. government with 
responsibility for combatting terrorism that has the authority 
and ~eans to do 50. Everybody seems to share some part of the 
responsibility. A single episade may cut across several 
bure~ucratic domains, making coordination difficult. Individual 
satrapies are jealously guarded. and there is no clear 1 ine of 
authori ty. ~ach incident 'l1ay be handl ed by di fferent 1 ead 
departments. Circumstanc~s may determine who takes charge 
initially. Changes in the situdtion can brin] in naw departments 
and agenCies who then co~pete for leadership. 

Each terrorist incident is unique. The location ~nd pol itical 
circumstances in Which the incident occurs, the identity, 
ideology, and objectives of the terrorist group, the natura of 
the target, the identity of the victim or victi~s, all vary. 
Lessons can (and should) be learned, eonti1gency plans 
formulated, but there can be no prescribed course of action based 
solely upon precedents est~bl ished in previous episodes. There 
ar_ no fixed solutions or r.quirements. Customary modes of 
operation may not work. a fact that drives bureaucrats up the 
wall. Each incidr1nt must be dealt wit~ ad hoc. To do so 
successfully requires a Flexible pol icy, good C:lmmunications, 
total coop?ration between jurisdictions, retrievable information 
that can be assembled rapidly, and earl ier devalopm3nt of special 
expertise. 

The unique character of each episode, however, should not 
preclude efforts to accurately reconstruct how aaell one "went 
down." Each episoia should be carefully examined for any lessons 
that might be learned. The lack of an instituti~nal memory is 
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one of tha major problems. Given the normal rotation of 
personnal, uny new incident will involve a ne" set:>f players who 
have no personal recollection of the problems that 1rose in past 
incidents. They will have instead a vague memory, oftdn 
5econdhan~ and incorrect, of how solutions were reached in past 
incidents,and the sped fic steps necessary t:> deJl effectively 
with an incident. In this regard, I seB d continuing need for 
detliled case studies of majar terrorist incidents, whether or 
not they involve the U.S. gDvernment, as a means of better 
preparinq ourselves tv handle any future incictent5. 

The intermittent nature of terrorism itself poses another 
pro~lem. Except for places 1 ike BelFast or 6usnos Aires where 
terrorist activity is almost constant. most countrias experience 
only sporadic terrorist problems. lile am:>~nt of terrorist 
Violence in the world compared to the world volume of violence is 
miniscule. The world's terrorists have Ki lied fe"er persons in 
the last decaJe tnan are murdered every year in the United 
Stat!):;; annual losses from shoplifting in the United States alone 
exceed the total amount of property damage caused ~y terrorists 
worldwide. Faced with oLhQr pressing international problems, it 
is aasy to see why ~overnment officials may consider terrorism a 
relative nuisance. 

Howlver. as we have seen in The Netherlands, Jap~n, and most 
recently in West GermDny, a single incident of terrorism mdY 
suddenly become Dn issue of consiJerab1e national i~port~nce and 
one that com~Dnds the attention of officidls at the hiohest levdl 
of government. Terrorist incidents have virtually' pard1yzed 
governments for days or even weeks. d~ila everyo1!'S attention 
is riveLed to thR event, nor~al business halts. National leaders 
may perceivn the'r pol itica1 survi~al or stature determined by 
decisions they are co~pel1ed to make on very short ~otice. There 
is little time to sound out the vie~s of :>thers. I ittle time to 
build a consensus within the government or 3mong th~ publ ic. Ho~ 
the decisions will bn received by the pub1 ic cannot be predicted. 
The risk of tragiC outcome is great. 

Characteristically. every serious incident is followed by 3n 
enormous amount of media attention, denunciations, debate, and 
verbal retributions which usually wane rapidly. Setween 
spectacular 2pisodes, the problem of terroris~ ~sua11y reverts to 
a remote and nonpressiny issue. (Although 2ttention to it in the 
United States has increased in recent weeks despite the lack of 
~ajor incidents.) :ommitteas set up to deal with the problem 
seem to h3va no function. Special mil itary u~it5 seems a waste 
of money. For BKdmple, before the successful rescua of hostages 
at Mogadishu, so~~ in ~est GHrm~ny questioned the utility of the 
special co~mDndo unit that Lha Germ~n government establ ishad in 
1972 to deal with terrorist incidents. I imagine there is little 
argument in West Germany now concerning its worth. (But there 
~ay be again a year from no".) Because terrorism receives only 
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spasmodic attention, attempts aimed at more formally oryanizing 
efforts to combat it have been hAmpered. Tarrori5m is simply not 
reg3rded as an issue of major in~Jrtance within the U.S. 
governm2nt. The Unit3d Stdte~ has not .ufferad the kind of 
terrorism that has recently erupted in Hest Germa~y or Italy. 
With a few exceptions, foreign tdrrorists have not operated in 
the United States. American government officials a1d executives 
of American fir~s abroad have oFten been targets of terrori&t 
attacks, but the kidnapping or assassination of a diploffiJt or 
bUSinessman in SOJth America or North 4fricd, although shucking 
and tragic. does not directly touch the America1 p~bl ic, or 
elevate thd problem to a level of concern within the American 
governi11:1nt. 

A further obstacle to efforts aimed at better organizing th2 U.s. 
qovernment to combat terrorism is the idea that combatting 
~errorism is an unavoiddbly unsavory business. To those who hold 
this viaw, governmental efforts aimed at combatting terrorism, 
and organizations created to deal with the proolem" recall the 
counterinsurgency programs of the 1960s, the VSAIO Public Safety 
Pro~ram whicn, as allegad by its critics, involved J.s. advisors 
in the quustianable terrorist suppression activities of foreign 
police, illegal intell.i:;ence 'dathering by the D~partment of the 
Army, and by the White Hous~ during the Nixon Administration. 
I\lthouqh not wide.pread, this attitude does exist in government 
and plays a role in keeping the effort minimal. 

Terroris~ provokes 0verreaction. I think we can detect some of 
that in the resul ts of a recent Harris Surv'lY. I,ccording Lo the 
survey. 90 percent uf Americans view terrorism 3S a very seriouS 
worla probldm. Seventy-six percent of Lhosa qUBstioned about tha 
causes that have stimulated the growth of terrorism in recent 
years fe",l that "terrorisni is gnnling in the world because the 
countries of tha world have been too soft in dealing with 
terrorists." By 55 to 29 percent, Americans \~ould support the 
organization of a "special world police force which would operate 
in any country of the wvrld and which would investi~ate terrorist 
groups, arrest them, and put their leader5 and memhBrs to death; 
55 to 31 percent favor the death penalty for those caught 
committing ~cts of terror. Terrori5~ creatus an atmosphere of 
alarn dnd fear that causes people to exaggerate the strength of 
the terrorists and the importance of their cause. That perhaps 
is the greatest threat posed by terrorists. If a government 
appears helpless or incompetent in deal ing with p terrorist 
i nci dent, publ ic alarm will increilse dnd so wi 11 the clamor for 
draconian mpasures. And so, perhaps, wi II terrori st acts 
increase. Frighteneu people seem incl ined to accept, and may 
even demand that government takw measures ordinarily regarded as 
repressive. 

Given its ability to create 
emeti on, t<lrrori sm i tsel f 

highly visible crises and public 
may bcome tJ political issue that can 
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easily be exploite'd. Some may see it as easy political capital. 
Who would not go on record agdlnst terrorism? There are dlso 
those witll less benign motives who would exploit puolic alarm and 
trade on fear to advance tneir own ideologies or pol itical 
agendas. 

Terrorism can no more easily be eradicated than murder or war. 
HOWdver, certain types of terrorist attacks can bB prevented by 
improved security, and certdin categories of targets can be put 
bayond demonstrated terrorist capabilities. That .-1111 not solve 
the entire proble~ for. as we have seen. to teirorists everything 
and anything represents a potencial target. If diplomats are 
effactiv~ly protected, businessmen may be kidnaoped. If 
businessmen improve their own physical securiLy. terrorists may 
abduct school children as they did in Djibouti and Holland, or 
nuns as happened recently in Argentina. It is impossible to 
protect everythiny and everyone. 

He can try to antiCipate terrorist campaigns and attacks through 
better Intelliyance and Information systi.'!'11s. " ... t., intellience 
about tarrorist groups is hard to obtain. ~nowing what is going 
on insije a terrorist group is mainly a m~tter of human 
intall iance ~ork -- inFiltrators and paid inFormants -- but most 
terrorist groups are small, ti,;)htly knit, and difficult. to 
penetrate. Such eFforts require months or years of patient work. 
In SODa cdses, the chances of preventive action may be so low 
that th~ costs dnd risks are not worth the effvrt. or, 011 tile 
domgstic scene. the invasion of priVACY that may result. 

However. to what extent might r~cent le~i51ation and directives 
impose unintended and unwarranted restri~tions 01 intell igence 
gathering regarding terrorist danJers, and on the sharing of 
Intelligence informdtion by goverhment agencies? Without 
revarsing the intent of these restrictions. to what extent can 
and should ~xceptiDns be made? 

Perhaps mora can be done with respect to an analysis of the 
available information. How the relevant infor~ation can be 
rapidly assemblad and co~municated Lo decision.akers in an actual 
crisis situation should be explored. When a terr~rist incident 
occurs, there is 1 ittle time to comb through fi les or read 
several hundrtlcl pagas of reports. Too much unprocessed 
information stuffs up decisionmaking. 

The governmant can try "crisis management" to improve its ability 
to respond effectively to incidents of terror that may occur. 
This function has been the ~ubjact of considerabla qovernment
sponsored restlarch recently, for it partains not only to 
terrorist incidents but to a broad range of flol itical and 
economic problems that arise. The "management" of serious 
terrorist ir)cidents is a complicated affair that,. depending on 
t.he incident., ffi<.ly involve the formation of speci)l tilsk forces 
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~ithin government; the mobil ization of relevant information and 
of legal experts; arei'! specialists, psycholo9ists c.r 
psychiatrists, intnrmediaries; or other human fasources. In some 
cases, spec i al' equ i pment ~Ii 11 be needed as ~Iell as the 
mobiliz~tion of ~i1 itary assets. The need to consult with 
leaders or representatives of the pol itica1 opposition. 
communication and negotiation with other governments and possible 
communication with terrorists will be required. Relations with 
the news media may be difficult. 

He must not pere~ptorily dismiss military action in deal in~ with 
terrorism as a medsure of last resort. An incident may occur at 
any time in which a band of political extre~ists seizes a large 
number of American hostages on foreign territory, negotiations 
fail, the cJptors appear ,)t the point of ki 11 ing the hostages, 
and thB local govBrnment is unwi11 in9 or unable to protect the 
potential victims. 

Publ ic pressure would not permit pol itica1 leaders to stand by 
dhile Americans are s~ot. The government would either have to 
yield to the terrorists' demands or risk the use of military 
force. At stake ~i1l be the 1 ives of the hostages 3S well as the 
standing of the U.S. government. 

At 3 Stilte De?art,nent conference in 'larch 1976, offered the 
forecast that "confronted with terrorist violence emanating fro~ 
abroad. and frustrated by the lack of international cooperation, 
national governllEllts are mor~ likely to take direct fili1itary 
action •• •• " In fact, of 29 il1ter1ntiona1 hijackings, and 
barricade dnd hosta~e incidents that occurred in 1976 and 1977, 
13 were forcefully concluded by specia1ly-trnined pol ice or 
command:> units. 

As in tha Cdse of the U.S. government's capabil ities to mannge a 
terrorist-caused crisis, it is a matter uf some debate whether 
the capabil ity of a ~ilitary rescu~ operation with some 
rea50naole expectation of success exists. Certainly that option 
should exist. Ho~ever, details of the nature 3nd state of 
readiness of such 0.5. military capabi1 ities should probably not 
be discussed at a publ ic hearing. 

It will be di fficult to fully develop capabil ities 3nd coordinate 
activities in these four functiondl ar~as security. 
intelligenCe, the management of government resoonse to incidents, 
and mil itary action -- ~ithout an organizdtio~al structure that 
will provide some impetus. The Intaragency Working Group does 
not do this. I will come to the reasons for that bel ief in a 
l1om~n t. 

As I read it, the proposed legislation is intended to generate a 
higher level of concern and impart a greater sense of urgency in 
the EXecutive Oranch by creating organizations within the 
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Executive Jffice of the President, the ~epartment of State, and 
the nepartm~nt of Justice, and by ~andatin] specific sanctions 
against countries that aid terrorists. 

Terrorism is but ono of several proble~s that cut ~cross 
responsihil ities and functions of many agencies and departm~nts. 
A common s~lution has bean to create a cabinet committee or 
interagency working 1roup re~resQntinn all concerned agencies. 
However, all buch groups tend to sh,re the sane Hen~nesses. The 
chai rman is of ton vi ewed as 1 i ttl e 'flore thdn a represontilti ve of 
his own agency, and has no real power beyond persuasion over the 
other represent3tives wno report to thair own bosses. And, 
neither the chairman nor the 9rou~ dS a whole nas the authority 
to back up any decision reached by the groJP' The meetings, 
which may take p13ca once a week, or once a month as in the case 
of the Interagoncy Working Grouo on Terr~rism, or once in five 
years of its existence (1S was the case of the Cabi1et Committee 
to Com~at Terrorism), merely provide a 'fleans of keaping in touch 
with one another, a useful but inadequatt' exarcise. Real 
decisions, if any. are ~ade back in the individual department or 
agency. 

I do not want to portray a picture of quarrel ing bureaucrats. 
This certainly is not the case with the Interaqency Working 
Group. Tht' repre~entilti ves to th i s qroup are, for the most part. 
genuinely concerned with the ~roblem, and gat along well with on~ 
onother. It is sir-ply th.Jt, given tllc lacll of l.JtcrJl incentives. 
the, vertical parochialidm of 1 inc agencies and departments 
domincltes. As a result, the individual representatives 
themselves mJY Swing 1 ittle weight within their Orin deD~rtmDnt or 
agency ilnd the yroup itsel f has vt:', y 'i i ttl<;l p?wer. A relat'~d 
problem is lack of staff backup, some qroJp t~ continuously 
monitor dev210pments and activities. 

The Council to CO'llbat Terrorism called for in the Bill is, in its 
membership, and in most of its functions, a re-creation of the 
Cabinet Com~itteB to Combat Terrorism that das a~ol ished last 
year. I am not certilin what more the new Council will do than 
the present Intarag3ncy Working Group on Terrorism does, or its 
smaller exacutive committee estahl ished oy PresiJential Review 
Memorandum 30, other than prepare the list of cou1tries aiding 
terrorists that is called for in sections 105 )nd 107 of the 
Bill • 

The proposed Coune i 1 to Combat Terror i sm nay not me,~t frequentl y. 
Between me~tings. no continuing attention will be devoted to the 
problem except that provided by the present Interagency Working 
Group on lerrorism, the Department of St'lte's Office' to Combat 
Terrorism, ~nd Similar offices or ad hoc committees in othclr 
departments, or that which may be provided by tha proposed new 
Bureau for Comb)tting Terrorism in the De~artment ~f State and 
the new Office fJr Combatting Terrorism in the Department of 

1 I 
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Justice. 

I suggest you consider providing the Council with its own small 
permanent staff. The creation of such a st~ff within the 
Executive Office of the President might ev~n oiJviat! the need for 
creJting new offices in the Oenlrtment of State and Department of 
Justice. A permanent staff could Qive its fu11-tim~ attention to 
deve10p!n,; and maintaining U.S.·capabiliti~s for anticipating, 
preventin~, and comDatting terrorism, and increase government 
effectiveness in deal ing with serious incdu~ts of terrorism that 
may require the attention of the Federal Government. 

As ~ permanent body with a ~hite House ~erspectiv~, the staff 
will be ~b1e to identify and promote needed caDJbi1 ities. It 
will be ab1<~ to monitor and coorrlinlte tf]'J ,Ictiviths of the line 
agencies and denart~ents. It will be able to identify potantial 
prob1e11 arp.Js SUcr! as jurisdictional c01fl ict a~d !:>rinq lhe'll to 
the at.tantion of the Ccuncil. It will be able to identify 
special resources inside clnd outside of 10varnment that may be 
nobiliz~d in an ,lctua1 incident. This l~ou1t.J includ~ persons witf] 
specialized skills, or individuals with unique contacts or 
rel·ltio~Ships. It lIou11 pull t.oJ"thpr current intql1igancp and 
ong..!ing analyses and research efforts. It would monitor trends 
in rlorld terrorism and examine potential ities for mora serious 
incidents. It could identify potential kinds of terrorist 
incidentsi dev~lop core scenarios, for~ulate contingency plans, 
anc! enJ"'J" in :Jamin] ~nt.J si'."l.tio'l ,>xP,"cises (I)QP,'fully 
invo1vin'l the sa~le senior officials who would have ,Jecisionmaldng 
responsibilities in an Jctua1 crisis). It I~ould, i'1 sum, see to 
it that the n"cEss:lry resourcE'S and capahi1 ities He there 'tlh<!n 
they are neejen. And, in an actual cri5is, it cou1:1 function <JS 
a small "battle staff," assembling relev,1nt information, 
aSSisting decisionmakers by providing them ~ith alternate courses 
of action, and monitorina the i~plementation of their 
instructions. These functions of such an expert, up-to-the
minute staff are particu1<Jrly i~porta~t, as a serious terrorist 
incident may I)rina in a set of officials unfamiliar with the 
problems of terrorism. 

The staff w~uld not replace the Interaqency ~orkinJ Group on 
Terrorism or dup1ic~te the work of special offices in the cabinet 
departmants. The staff's relationship with lhese ather offices 
would have to be worked out. There rlou1j be a c1eJr division of 
responsi~ility. Its princip~l task ~hould be to ancouraqe the 
deve10pm~nt of needed capabil ities in tho line agencie~ and 
departments, with the staff in the Executive Jffice playing a 
catalytic dnd coordinating role, as well JS doing the necessary 
overall planning. 

The creation of Dven a small permanent 5taff, perhaps something 
between 6 ~nd 12 ~embers, and its location in the Executive 
Jffice of the President poses certain problams. In recent years. 
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it has become co~non prpctice to salve all problems th~t requir~ 
coordinltion amon] snveral cabinpt departments and agencies by 
creJting naw officps in the Executive Office of the President. 
As a result, th~re has been a yrowth of both the p~wer and the 
siza of the Executive Office. Periodic reorganizations of the 
Executive Office result in such e1titiQs being dismJntled or 
pushed out. A staff dedicateJ to the problems of combatting 
terrorism, no ~Jttpr what its size, would be particularly 
vulnerable to el imination in the absence of.any m~jor terrorist 
incident to justify its existence. If that happened, the 
expartise and c~paDil ities that had been developeJ would be wiped 
out. 

Recognizing this problem, some "dvoc"ltes of a permanent 
government ?ntity to deal with terrorisn have proposed placin~ ~t 
within a larger office with broader responsibil itie~ for cr,s,s 
management, for o~ample, makin~ it a component of a new Office 
of Ener~ency Pr~paredness. Another possible approach would be to 
nerge the functions of the staff deal ing I~ith terrorislll with 
those of a staff thdt would be concerned with hJndl ing low-level 
confl icts and crises just Short of war, such as the ~ayaguez 
inCident. This would b0 something roughly equiv3lent to the 
rlashinqton Special Action Group (t/SAG) tllat was abolished in 
1975. rt w~uld ~iffer from the HSAG in that it would be a 
permanent staff able to do som~ advance thinking as opposed to a 
high-level group called upon only after a crisis had developed. 

The possioil i ty of learning from foreign experience should not De 
overlOOKed. Thq yovernment of Can~da has a speciJI unit within 
its Solicitor G~ner.Jl's office to deal with :T1aJor inci.ients of 
terrori5m in C~naJa. Its staff consists of aporoxilllately ~ 
dozen professionals with back~rounds in law enforce~ent, military 
operations, and the social sciences. Aest Germany's r~ce~t 
tryin9 ex~erience with terrorism produced some interesting 
organizational solutions from which the United States ~iqht 
profi t. -

.~ furth~r proble~ with ~oth the Council proposed in the 8ill, and 
the addition of a permQnent staff suggested in my tostimony, is 
that concern cannot be leyislated. ConQres5 Cdnnot illlpose any 
orgJniZJtional arrangement upon an ~nwill in~ Executive Branch and 
real istically e~pect it to work as intended. Critics of the 
organ i zat i on;,l arranqements cre.:lted by PRr~-3) c311 ita 
~bureducratic paper shuffle~ th~t does nothing t~ consol idate 
anti-terrorist activities, solve jurisdicti01al problems, or 
impart a 5ufficient sense of urgency. However, s~me of those 
involved in the prapar~tion of PRM-30 argue th3t the present 
arrangement was tn~ most that c~uld be aChieved. It reflects the 
current 1 evel of concern about the issue in tile Hhi te House and 
is compatible with the President's own style of decisionmaking. 

Presidential involvdment in terrorist inCidents is certainly not 
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cesir~ble. Politicdl extremists ought ,ot (in a figurative 
sense) be able g"~ into to qet into the Oval Office throuyh 
kidnapping ~nd homDil~. So~e hAve d objected to the creation of 
any ndchinery in the Executive Uffice of the President as 
tantaMnunt to involving the President too visibly in terrorism. 
Others h3ve argue1 that given the ld~k of adeq~ate coordinatinJ 
maChinery in government, and qiv~n the jurisdictional disputes 
that m~,y arise in an actual incident, the President will 
inevitaoly be dra~ln in to resolve conflicts. The fact is, 
whether or not the President ~ets involved will not be determin~d 
by the ~xistence or aosance of any organildtional structures. In 
som" instances, ,JresicJe,ltial involvement is inevita::>le. Only he 
will DB dole to make certain decisions. In SJna c~ses, the 
President may sin~ly choose to beCOMe involvud, as have other 
heads of qovernmonts in such incidents. He >Iill want to be seen 
as ~eing in charge. This depends on presidenti11 nerson~l ity and 
style. It cannot be legi51dt~d or necessarily controlled. 

An unfortunate feature about the existing as >Iell as the proposed 
org~niz3tion5 char]ed with co~b3ttinJ terrorism is their na~3. 
Clearly some machinary is nacessary to coalesce a,d coordinate 
govarnmi!nt <>fforts in this ~rea, but the word "terrorism" in 
their title elev~Les and may evan exaYJdruta tha proble~. I do 
not knoO'/ if it maKes SE'nse to try to sllosti tute soma whi te-11ilshed 
platitude or a cryotic acronym For the task of comb3tting 
terrorism, but it troubles me to see terrorism so visibly 
institutI~nJl izuj Qt higl1 levels of sov~rnmJnt. Terrorists so~k 
this kind of attention. And they ought not to receive it. 

~ith re~ard to th~ proposed sanctions against coultrias aiding 
terrorists, caution should be exercised so that the issue of 
terrorism itself does not inadverte,tly determine American 
foreign pol icy. At ti~es, foreign policy obj3ctives may be 
judged more important tnnn the question of whether a particular 
nation sup~orts a certain terrorist group. Neither should any 
requirement to in?ose sanctions foraclose optiDns that may ~e 
used to concluda a terrorist incident. To Ji~p you iln example, 
in the recent Lufthansa hijucking th~ ~).)vernlnent of Somalia 
permittad ~B5t German commandos to la1cJ at Mogadishu and rescue 
the hostages. It has since been reported that in return for 
SomJlia's cooperation. ~est Ger~dny provided a 10-strings loan to 
the Som~l i government; that loan is currently being used to buy 
arms. ~ithout questianing the accuracy ot these reports or the 
merits of such an arrangement, note that if ~est Germany, before 
this incident, had pilsSJd legislation such is that proposed here, 
would this option have been open? ~hile we share the desire that 
nations actively suppurting terrorists ~e punished, the very 
nature of terroris'll requiras thilt maxi,llu:n flexibility be 
pres~~vBcJ in deal ing with terrorist incidents, terrorist 
campaIgns, terrorist Jroups, and even the countries that support 
them. Sanctions should be imposed but they OJght not to be 
mandatory. 
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tven thO! comri1ation and wi'Jespreld pub1ic,ltion of lists uf 
countrius that ~id terrorists and d~ngerous foreign airports in 
~y opinion will be useful. and by itself ~ay hdve soma effect. 
It could Hall Jiscourage A~dricdn ~usinDss fron operating in 
thes~ countries, dnd American tauri.ts from visiti1g them. It 
could also increase airline, business, and trlve1 insurance 
premiums, which ~ay act as ~ further deterrdnt to com~erca and 
travel. The 1 ists could also be considor2d in rDnew~ls of 
landing rights and u~ed to persuade countries to im~rove their 
security. A comhination or thr~atened u.s. 90vernment sanctions, 
econO;>Jic pr:Jssurp thrOll,)h 1055 of t:lUrist dallars, and possibly 
pI ain embarr,lss,n-~nt at LJ(~ing "uo1 ic1 y iJenti fieJ uS a nJt.ion with 
inadequate dirport security, ~ay bring about so~a i~provements. 

'lon:l of th;)s", will solv'~ th<l problem of terror is,". Terrorism is 
not a prob1~~ that can be solved. an~ we ought not tn think of it 
that way. Governlncmt CJn try to am,~l iorate the conditions thdt 
nay ledd to terrarist violence. It can ~tte~pt to contain 
terroris~ within tolerable limits. It can try to deter or 
pravent the nore heinous terroribm actions. It C01 equip itself 
to res?ond effectively to terrorist incidents that Jo occur. I 
havJ cho50n these varbs carefully. None of them i~Dly a final 
solution, but rat~er reflect ~n endurinq ~roblem a1rl SUgqdSt a 
continuin~ t~sk. Tnera will be no ulti~Jte victory in the war 
against terrorism. 

fly of'si JI1 of 
visible ..Jnd 
govarnm3nts 
govdrnm;?nts 
and not the 

the arlvf'rs,-Iry. terrorisn1 is ,~ hi.:h1), theatrical, 
emoLio'lal mode of conn ict. In this contest, 

~ust ~bove all demonstrate competence. If 
can't ~lways win. they must at least ShOd that they, 

t-arror i st, are in clltJrga. 
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[Recess.] 
Chairman RmICOFF. Dr. Kupperman, please. 

TESTIMONY OF DR. ROBERT H. KUPPERMAN, CHIEF SCIENTIST, 
U.S. ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY 

Dr. KUPPERl\IAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for inviting 
me here . 

For 3 years I have been concerned with the problem of terrorism
particularly the potential for higher order acts. I have led classified 
studies for the former Committee to Combat Terrorism on Mass De
struction Terrorism and intermediate-level terrorism. J nave also led 
a Governmentwide study of counterterrorism technology. Since that 
time, under the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration spon
sorship, I have done additional research on the question of managing 
incidents of terrorism. 

There's no question that the U.S. Government, the executive branch 
of the Government, is taking the problem very seriously. Since the 
formation of the new National Security Council-SCC group, many of 
the problems-internecine rivalries and coordination issues-that 
have existed in the past have been worked out. 

Although I feel t.hat we are developing honed tools---.military res
cue operations, negotiating teclmiques, et cetera-I'm not as con
vinced about any nation's ability to deal with higher order episodes. 

In 1973, there was an attempt at Rome to shoot down an El Al air
plane. Good intelligence saved us. There was a similar attempt last 
year in Kenya. L'l Paris in 1975,at Orly, an attempt was made on a 
Yugoslav airplane by Palestinian terrorists. They weren't bright. 
They hit the wrong airplane. 

One has to look at terrorism asa changing, mutating organism. 
Terrorist incidents are theatrical events, promoted, if you will, by 
the media. We cannot guarantee that the United States will remain 
forever immune from serious acts; that the world, including the 
United States, may not suffer far more serious consequences. 

Obviously, if an airplane or airliner-a jumbo jet lifting off from 
Dulles or Kennedy-,Yere shot down by Palestinians, the tragedy 
would be obvious. Over 300 people would die. But we may suffer even 
more: the airline pilots may refnse to fly until the Government mi.n 
protect them. 
lf terrorists were to attack power systems---.N ew York witnessed a 

recent blackout-the derivative effects from an extended blackont, 
say, in New York City, could be monumental. 

I'm not going to belabor horror stories, although they ale all too 
feasible. Let me come to what I think needs to be done. 

The U.S. Government executive branch has come a long way. But 
there is a contradiction in terms. 

In one sense, we don'lt wish to create specialty units to solve the 
terrorism problem simply on the grouncl that you inflate the im
portance of terrorism. In the military sense, no matter how you wish 
to measure, terrorists are far weaker than the smallest imaginable 
army. Yet they prey on the institution,al and physical networks of an 
open society. 
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My greatest fear is the problem of knee-jerk reaction of a demo
cratic society attempting to counter a frightening incident with dra
conian means. Certainly, many cOlmtries, including this one, have 
histories of vigilante justice ancl McCarthyism. 

There are three defenses against terrorism. First, obviously, is good 
intelligence, including penetrating organizations and subverting their 
goals. Within the framework of the Constitution and the guidelines 
that are set down both by statute and the executive branch, we need 
to obtain as much information as we can. Thwaring an event be,fore 
attack is preferable to living through one. 

The second line of defense is creating what the engineer would 
term "high pass filters," barriers which increase the costs of inflicting 
serious acts of terrorism. In the case of ,airlines, we do this now with 
magnetometers and X-ray devices as you check in to board an air
plane. You ought to keep the amateurs out of the business as much as 
possible. You have to make the costs high. Therefore, I urge that we 
do cost-benefit and vulnerability analyses ItO ascertain how much it 
will cost and what degree of protection we can expect to obtain. The 
key nodes of society must be hardened. 

Finally, there's the issue of incident management. 'Ve ro.ust not 
fibriUrute at a time of crisis. One does not want to' express: the feeling 
to a very, very upset public that its Govel'llment doesn't know what 
it's doing, that it has not planned for such events. 

I think what is needed is political-military gaming, simulating 
events as best one can for training and research purposes. 'iVe need 
to find the right experts on a timely basis, and not be hung up for the 
silliest of logistical reasons. V\T e must find the eXPel~ts who lmow 
about a speci.'fic insecticide contmninating a water supply, such as 
happened recently in North Miami. 

We should absorb our pla1l1ling and operational procedures within 
the routine disaster, law enTorcement, diplomatic, et cetera mechan
isms of Govel'llillent. 

I think this should be done by every goVel'lUl1ent. To use the ex
ample of an electrical power failure, we would be dealing with a 
disaster of significant proportions. Such incidents: are not th!llt dif
ferent from other disasters. Y flt there are difficult coordination and 
policy questions to face; and there would be a high state of public 
anxiety as well. 

The best statement I can make is that we should develop a viable 
civil emergency preparedness program, which should include terror
ism as one of its components. 

I do not wish to suggest that the emergency preparedness agency 
take over the i-unctions of the FBI, State Department, et cetera. Co
ordination will be needed. Lead agency concepts: will have to prevail. 
Government is on the right road; the executive branch is doing a 
reasonable job. I'm rather encouraged, but there is: a lot more to be 
done. 

'Chairman RIBICOFF. This basically isn't your field. You are a Chief 
Scientist for the U.S. Arms Control Disarmament Agency. 

Dr. KUPPERl\IAN. Yes. 
Chairman RIBIIJOFF. How did you get involved in this? 
Dr. KUPPERl\fAN. Terrorism js nobody's particular field, especially 

if you look at the higher order problems. 
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'Chairman RmICoFF. Is this something you got interested in or did 
someone ask you? How did you get involved? 

Dr. KupPERMAN. The Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism be
came interested in mass destruction issues. I had the right back
ground, and I was asked to conduct a Governmentwide study. I went 
on from there. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Have you sat down with Dr. Ochberg, Mr. 
Russell, or Mr. Hassel? Do you ever meet with them? 

Dr. KUPPERlIfAN. Quite oft~n. 
'Chairman RmICoFF. Is this an informal group of men in various 

fields who are interested, and who get together in their spare time, or 
is this something you do regularly? 

Dr. KUPPERlXAN. I think the answer is that there are two mechan
isms. One is the formal mechanism. There is 1tn informal mechanism 
as well. We get together regularly to discm,3 ideas. I have spoken 
before symposia at the FBI Academy. There is no formal terrorism 
agency, and in this sense, one may have to improvise at times of crisis. 

Ohairman RmrcoFF. Why do you feel a central crisis management 
structure would be more effective in handling a terrorist incident? 

Dr. KUPFERlIfAN. I think what I'm saying is that the big problem 
we're going to face at the: limo of a major incident is to try to come 
up with policy options as well as that physical data. I don't feel that 
a civil emergency preparedness operation is intended to run the 
entire Government. I feel, by contrast, that if one has a strong civil 
emergency- preparedness component, whether it's the. National Securi
ty CouncIl running it or another 'White House board, the coordina
tIOn job needs to be done and the planning should be accomplished 
ahead of time. 

Chairman RmlcoFF. You feel there ought to be a paramilitary 
ability to perform rescue operations. Should this be in the Defense 
Department or in the FBI? 

Dr. KupPEmxAN. I think it's now in both. I think it should be in 
both areas. The FBI has S""Y AT teams. They are very good. Mr. 
Hassel knows a great deal about them. In the case of ,the Department 
of Defense, we are no pushovers. ",;Ve have done our homework in 
that area. 

Chairman RmICoFF. Well, the Depa.rtment of Defense and Justice 
will 'be testifying some other da.y. I do appreciate your coming be
fore us. I lmow you by reputation and the outstanding work you have 
done. I would hope that before we put this in place on a committee 
level, that you would be available to the sta·ff together with those of 
you who have worked in this fiel.d, formally and informally, to see 
what we could do to get a good bIll. 

I would like a vehicle that could be effective and bring us some 
results. 

Dr. KUPPERlIfAN. I would be delighted to help in any way I can. 
Chairman RmICoFF. Thank you for your courtesy. ""Ve appreciate 

it. 
[The ptelJured statement of Mr. Kupperman follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. KUPPERMAN, CHIEF SCIENTIST 
U.S ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY 

Introduction -------, 
As you may appreciate, I am both pleased and honored 

to appear before you. I have been 'studying counterterrorism 

for nearly three years -- especially its crisis management 

and technological aspects. On behal:: of the r'rmer Cabinet 

Committee to Combat Terrorism, I have directed three 

government-wide, classified studies of terrorism: the Hass 

Destruction Terrorism study, The Near-Term Potential for 

Serious Acts of Terrorism, and An Overview of Counter

Terrorism Technology. In addition, I have examined the 

crisis management needs of a large nation coping with a 

sizable terrorist incident. This effort, as woll as the 

three interagency studies, \<Iere supported by the Law Enforce

ment Assistance Administration. ~ly final report to LEAA, 

Facing Tomorrow' 5 Terrorist Incident TodaL, \<las recently 

published by the Government Printing Office. Having both 

a scientific and a national security policy background, I 

am concerned about the cOmplexities of higher-order acts 

of terrorism. 

---'-
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Possibly the most striking ·feature of terrorism is 

its great public significance. However measured, the 

strongest band of terrorists is fa~ weaker than the 

tiniest national military force. Yet the terrorist does 

not fight in a conventional way. Even more elusive than 

the guerrilla, he preys lIpon open societies, gaining his 

leverage from their physical and institutional vulnerabili

ties and dramatizing his cause through massive media coverage. 

A good illustration of the erosive effects of terror

ism can be found in the Harris Survey of December 5, 1977. 

The Survey states that, "Terrorism is vieweel as a very 

serious world problem by 90 percent of the American people 

and a very serious domestic problem by 60 percent." 

The Survey goes on to state, "By 55 to 29 percent, 

Americans would also support the organization of a 'special 

world police force which would operate in any country of 

the worlel and which would investigate terrorist groups, 

arrest them, and put their leaders and members to death. '" 

Thus far America has been spared, fa l' the great 

majority of terrorist assaults have occurred abroad, 

especially in the Mideast, South America and Europe. 

Spectacular airline hijackings, hostage episodes, such as 

Munich in 1972 and OPEC in 1975, a myriad of bombings and 
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assassinations -- these have set the tone of world opinion. 

On a tactical level, terrorism is a success. On the stra

tegic front, however, the score in the game of nation-state 

vs. terrorist group is not clear. 

However, one maxim is self-evident: if terrorism is 

to abate, our preeminent goal must be to make terrorism a 

strategic failure. This can happen only if there is inter

national cooperation and the tough-mindedness of the inter

national community makes significant political gains for 

terrorists unlikely. 

A mature, sober atmosphere must prevail. Governments 

need to convince their publics that they can knowledgeably 

and efficiently manage terrorist incidents without suspend

ing civil liberties. A government-imposed news blackout and 

widespread invasions of privacy are unmistakable invitations 

to disaster. 

Terrorism has become a spectator sport, a theatrical 

event. But we become bored easily. The next airline 

hijacking -- or the next hostage episode -- is no longer 

spellbinding neKS. 1\'e are "media-saturated." As a conse

quence, the terror-organism may mutate, changing its 
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targets and awaiting its press reviews. Among government's 

most important jobs, therefore, is to "out- invent" ten:or

ists, assessing as yet unexploited.tactical possibilities 

and devising countermeasures. 

The Omnibus Antiterrorism Act of 1977 

Turning to the main business of this hearing, the 

Omnibus Antiterrorism Act of 1977 (S. 2236), I feel that 

the bill could go a long way toward combating international 

and domestic terrorism. While I agree with the spirit of 

the bill, I disagree with its form. 

Although the Administration and the Congress have 

begun to take the terrorism matter seriously, I believe 

that we arc all gropjng, especially fot the case of the 

higher-order act. For example, I fear the bill may unaul)" 

constrain the flexibility of the Executive Branch and 

inflate the importance of terrorists by having created a 

White I~use office to combat terrorism and corresponding 

sub- cabinet posi tions I~ithin the State and Justice Depart

ments. I seek a vigorous program, but I am concerned that 

the present bill "ould create bureaucratic machinery which 

,.ould quickly grolv stale. 
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As an alternfitive, I support the formation of a 

White House crisis management mechanism such as the former 

Office of Emergency Preparedness, one which would deal 

effectively with a broad spectrum o·f nationally disruptive 

crises: rail strikes, natural disasters, fuel shortages, 

terrorism, etc. Further, I support a "lead agency" concept, 

assigning the primary coordinative responsibilities for 

incident management to the cognizant agencies: for law 

enforcement, clearly the Justice Department; and for inter

national matters, the State Department. 

If terrorism were to continue at the same level of 

sophistication and violence, I feel that the needed defenses 

are presently being created. Tougher policies, including 

trade sanctions and the termination of commercial air service 

to countries that harbor terrorists, as \~ell as the develop

ment of special rescue teams will emerge as honed tools. 

But what if terrorists were to black out a major metropolitan 

area, such as New York City. What if the airline pilots were 

to go on strike because a surface-to-air rocket were used to 

shoot down a jumbo jet lifting off from Dulles or Kennedy. 

We would face great problems. The derivative socio-economic 

effects of the terrorist attack could well outweigh the 

primary physical damage. 
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It would be no longer clear that law enforcement 

should take the lead, nor is it clear that we could find 

the appropriate target abroad to attack in retaliation. 

Broad-gauged, but well-tuned crisis management machinery 

must be developed. Above all, we should not rely upon 

ad hoc solutions. Contingency plannihg, serious efforts 

at "gaming" the improhable event -- all these should be 

pursued vigorously but they should be absorbed inconspicuously 

within the national security and civil emergency preparedness 

apparatj designed to deal with the broader array of domestjc 

and international crises we will undoubtedly face. 

The Lines of Defense 

If a nation could knO\q beforehand "where, t~hen altd how," 

a terrorist assault might be thwarted; hO\~('ver, there are 

gaps to be bridged bet\~e3n an intelligence coup and opera

tional victory. The value of intelligence is neither uniform 

nor easily predictable. Knowing for 'example that a certain 

terrorist group has a high propensity for violence may suggest 

a greater allocation of collection (warning) resourC(lS rather 

than of substantial operational Creachve) assets. Yet, 

during a delicate hostage-barrIcade matter even such "soft" 

assessments of cultural and behavioral traits are valuable. 

We need to know if the captors are likely to murder the 

hos"tages, what behavioral patterns delimi t rescue attempts, 
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and so forth. In other words, damage limitation may depend 

upon intelligence data, but the needed precision of these 

data depends on their applications. 

The perennial dilemma of an aggressive intelligence 

apparatu5 is how to match its activities to the needs of 

its clients. Although there is often close collaboration 

between the users of intelligence and its collectors, little 

analysis of the relative worth of various types of collection 

activities may have been done. For this and other related 

reasons, our understanding of terrorism may suffer from 

stunted thDu~ht. It is easy to rajse doubts about the 

effectiveness of intelligence efforts, but having advance 

information about an impending terrorist assault is surely 

preferable to being caught totally unprepared. IntelliFL~ 

is the first line of defense. 

Harteniug the Target 

The second line of def~!!.~.£ is contained in an idea 

that is sjmple but often (;xpensive to implement: to harden 

the target, building "high-pass filters" which block the 

adnission of the amateurish terrorists and increase the costs 

to the more talented as well. Limitation of access through 

physical ~eans and controlling the accessibility of dangerous 

devices and materials is necessary. Fences, guards, various 

sensors, closed-circuit television, metal detectors, tags 

for explosives, secure communications means, etc. are 
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elements of a grol'ling counterterrorism technology. While 

vulnerability is reduced, and the costs for both sides are 

increased, the "cost-benefit ratios" are not usually obvi0l!s. 

Deterrence of future terrorist acts, though a subjective 

matter, is undoubtedly enhanced by reducing target vulnera

bili ty. 

Whether on threat assessment or actuarial bases, it 

is important for industry and governmen.t to do penetrating 

cost-benefit analyses of the vulnerability of key nodes of 

our society. If a portion of the electrical power grid were 

to fail for an extended period, it would not be juSt the 

problem of the power Industry; it would be a national 

catastrophe having widespread economic and human inplicaticns. 

We must look at the full costs of failure. The 

economics of physical security should not be limited to 

lost business and the (discounted) replacement value of 

damaged equipment. Analyses must include the sizable costs 

to be borne throughout the private and governmental sectors. 

(This is an interesting area for speculation about the 

eventua 1 Habili ty of public utili ties which ha\'e been 

negligent in the face of what litigants may claim to have 

iJeen a "clear and present danger.") 

~nternatlonal Relations 

Interna tiona I cooperation is imp era ti ve. \\'e need to 

exchange intelligence, forensic data about terrorist incidents, 

27-426 0 - 76 - 10 
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provide technical assistance to each other, face the 

indemnification problems due to nations taking substantial 

risks on behalf of others; enter into agreements for extra

dition, no safe havens, etc. But we may need to take 

unilateral actions as well. Even if we were to stand 

alone, economic and trade sanctions a~ainst countries 

that harbor terrorists -- or worse yet, foster them --

must be available tools. In this sense. S. 2236 sets an 

appropriate tone; but once again I express my concern about 

the bill's "form." As written, the mandatory use of LOCATE 

could deprive the Executive Branch of needed leverage by 

limiting its flexibility in dealing with a terrorist

harboring nation. 

Incident Management 

Finally, even the best intelligence and physical 

security efforts will sometimes fail, and governments will 

be forced to manage crises produced by terrorism. To 

minimize the trauma resulting from such acts, governments 

must behave efficiently. Organizational arrangements, 

management information and communications systems, sources 

of expert help, specialized military assets, emergency 

medical, food and power generation supplies; and clear 

delineation of legal and administrative authorities must 

be developed ahead of time. Policy-level officials should 
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have practice in making the sorts of decisions they may 

face. 

Severe risks to civil liberties are ever present -. 

if nothing is done to prepare and an incident does OCCUT, 

governments may resort to repression on a broad scale. If 

governments overreact prior to a major incident, they l'lay 

become subject to ridicule and charged with alarmism. 

Finally, if a major incident does take place, it is crucial 

that government meet the crisis squ'lrely, and in a way to 

assure the public that reasonable and thoughtful action has 

been taken. Preparedness measures to meet terrorism must 

be neither isolated nor unexercisable; rather, they should 

fit within routine activities of government, ensuring an 

ability to mobilize resources at time of strain; 
f 

A Program [or Action 

I have tried to convey the need for prudence and 

planning in combating terrorism. The terrorism syndrome 

15 inherently \lns table. A slight quantita ti ve change, 

even a terrorist's miscalculation, may have profougd rami· 

fica tions. In my vi ell' , a cris i. 5 team is needed to coordina te 

the federal government's activities at a time of a major 

incjdent. The team, which is the interface between the policy 

and operational levels of government, should he a part of a 

well-cOnceived civil emergency preparedness program. 1be 

opportunities for doing studies of the effects of resource 
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interruptions, and actually gaining experience in emergency 

management, are plentiful under the aegis of civil emergency 

preparedness. Railroad strikes, fuel shortages, earthquakes 

and terrorist attacks -- at root they are identical. Their 

physical character may differ greatly but to the crisis 

manager, who must allocate resources and who is constrained 

by time, logistics and politics, the problem is the same. 

If ,~e are to realize the "last line of stefense," a vi able 

umbrella must be created, one which would be used frequently. 

In addition to strengthening our crisis management 

capacity, we need to increase the contribution the inter

national community can make as well as develop a program 

of research on terrorist behavior, target hardening and the 

problem of restoration after attack. 

Among the actions which I believe should be taken 

are the following: 

o Develop a national incident management system. 

-- A crisis management team must be formed, preferably 

one which is a part of a viable civil emergency preparedness 

program, has immediate access to the highest level of govern

ment, and whose management role is set by pre-established 

authority. 

The team must do contingency planning in order 

to refine negotiating strategies, determine resource and 

management information needs, and coordinate the operations 

of government at times of criscs. 
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-- The necessary standby arrangements for aircraft, 

communications, personnel and other resources must be made 

before the crisis. Further, a roster of experts and the 

means to summon them quickly is fundamental. 

-- Consistent with the law, remotely accessible data 

bases concerning terrorist groups should be constructed for 

planning and operational purposes. (For predictive and 

incident management purposes, \~e need to maintain data 

bases on their tactics and operations, their weapons, and 

their organizatlon and training.) 

Q Internatlonal arrangements. ,\ vigorous international 

relations program to combat terrorism must be pursued: no safe 

havens a.ld extradition agreements, T,mltilateral controls on 

the transfer of antitank and antiaircraft weapohs, agTce-

ments for technical assistance and the exchange of intelli

gence; and retaliation, including economic sanctions, which 

could be directed against countries fostering terrorism. 

o ~!i1i tary option. Whether developed on a national 

level, or through cooperative international arrangements, 

large na.tions must have the specialized paramil i tary ability 

to perform rescue operations such as those at Entebbe and 

Somalia. 

o Techn0:l:.£lil' Countering terrorism can only be 

accomplished by funding a vigorous research and development 

program. There are rich opportunities for behavioral and 

technological research. Even limited efforts could make 

dramatic contributions. 
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Final Comment 

I thank you for the opportunity of expressing my 

views. S. 2236, the Omnibus Antiterrorism Act of 1977, 

tends in the right direction. But' I feel it could be 

substantially improved by incorporating counterterrorism 

management wi thin the frame\'/ork of a "lead agency" concept 

and a viable program of civil emergency preparedne~s. 

There are those who feel that if terrorism is never 

discussed, it will lIot occur. They also feel that the 

development of counterterrorism tools would result in the 

suspension of some of our civil liberties. If our history 

is a guide, workable responses to terrorism will emerge. 

Obviously, however, we must anticipate some painful "trial 

and error." 

As with many other complex problems, we are forced 

to live in a murky world -- a l'/orld of partial truths. I, 

for one, believe we should avoid the psych~atric pl'oblem 

of "denial." Terrorism is real. It may be wjth us for a 

long time to come. 
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Chairman RIBICOFF. The committee will stand adjourned until Mon
day at 10 o'clock. Thank you very much. 

["'Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon
vene at 10 a.m. on Monday, January 30, 1978.] 





AN ACT TO COl\IBAT INTERNATIONAL TERRORISl\I
S. 2236 

MONDAY, JANUARY 30, 1978 

U.S. SENATE, 
COl\Il\IITTEE OX GOVERNl\IENTAL AFFAIRS, 

Wcmhington, D.O. 
The committee met at 10 a.m. in room 3302 of the Dirksen Senate 

Office Building; Han. Abntham Ribicoff, chairman of the coinmittee, 
presiding. 

Present: Senator Ribicoff and Representative Don Clausen. 
Staff members present: Richard A. vVegman, chief counsel and 

staff director; EUen Miller, professional staff member; Brian COll
boy, special cOlmsel to the minority; J aIm Childers, chief counsel to 
the minority; Ken Ackerman, professional staff member, and Rober,t 
V. Heffernan, research assistant. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. The conunittee wil1 be in order. 
We are delighted to have Congressman Clausen who has intro

duced the companion bill to S. 2236 in the House. I do al)preciate 
your cooperation and I hope together we can make this work. 

TESTIMONY 'OF CONGRESSMAN DON II. CLAUSEN, A REPRESENTA· 
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Representative CLAUSEN. Thank you, Senator. 
I want to congratulate you for the work you have done on this 

committee in this matter. I ask that my statement be placed in the 
record as if read in full. 

Chairman RIBlCOFF. 'Without objection, so ordered. . 
Representative CLAUSEN. I think it is more important that you hear 

from the airline witnesses. I'm proud to be a part of this effort to 
bring about a minimizing of some of these senseless acts.W e all know 
that the matter of terrorism is one that -will have to be managed and 
safety :first as a key factor. 

At some time in the future we can discuss this more in-depth. 
Thank you very much. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Congressman Clausen. 
I appreciate your remarks and I look forwa.rcl to working with you. 

[The prepared statement of Congressman Clausen follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN DON H. CLAtrSEN 

1\:[1'. Chairmall, and members of the Committee, I am pleased to be here this 
morning to- testify in support of Senator Ribicoff's bill, S. 2236" a bill deSigned 
to help the United States combat air piracy on a wOl'ld·wide scale. 

As you know, I have introduced similal' legislation in the House, H.R, 10295. 
(147) 

-------------- ----- ------- ----
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As a pilot myself, and one who has worl{ed in the field of aviation over half 
of my life, I am pleased to be a part of this effort to discourage terrorism and 
minimize these senseless acts. The innocent have suffered long enough. 

The FAA's Civil Aviation Security Service compiles facts and figures on the 
number of hijackings and terrorist activities which take place and recently pub
lished these figures in its semi-annual report to the Congress. I am sure that 
many of you are aware of these figures but a number of them are worth repeat
ing here. 

For example, in 1977, alone, there were 31 aerial hijac1dngs worldwide. 
Twenty-six of them occurred overseas. Sixteen of these hijackings were de
scribed as successful-where an aircraft l1as been seized, and where a political 
propaganda or other mission has been completed although the final result was 
the capture of the terrorists. 

The previous year, 1976, there were only 1:1.6 hijacldngs of which 7 were 
described as successful. Two U.S. hijackings were rated successful that year. 

n is clear from these figures that aerial piracy has been on the increase de
spite attempts here and abroad to control it. 

As a matter of fact, in the three months since Senator Ribicoff and I have 
introduced our companion bills, there have been two major intemational air 
disasters in which 316 persons have died. Both are believed to have involved a 
terrorist attack. 

The United States has been fortunate in that since November 10, 1972 there 
has been only one hijacking deemed successful by the FAA involving an Ameri
can carrier. This excellent record is the result of stringent measures to protect 
our U.S. air carriers. However, we Americans have become inveterate travlers, 
and by no means is this travel limited to U.S. carriers. Americans using foreign 
carriers are not protected by the safeguards used by our own lines, and are 
thus being constantly threatenell by terrorist attacks. 

We must move ahead. The legislation you have before you can move us closer 
to our goal of eradicating all air terrorism once and for aU. 

We face a difficult job, the magnitude of which is great. Each day, 36 U.S. 
and 69 foreign airlines operate 15,000 flights to or from 620 American and over
seas airports. They serve 585,000 passengers daily who carry with them 800,000 
pieces of luggage. 

The U.S. method of pre-boarding security has been largely successful. In the 
first six months of last year, 243 million U.S. domestic passengers were screened 
through the now familiar magnetometers at boarding gates. An astounding 874 
flrearms of all types were turned up, resulting in 370 arrests. Yet, with all 
these precautions, there were still five hijacldng incidents in the same period, 
although none were considered successful by FAA standards. 

It is imperative that we guard against maniacs who would continue to ter
rorize innocent citizens. In my own judg'ment as a pilot, any incident where a 
captain's full attention to his duties is interrupted at gunpoint must be con
sidered a hijacldng, In addition, I feel very strongly that once the doors are 
closed in the aircraft and it starts its takeoff, full authority must be in the hands 
of the pilot and that the chain of command and delegation of authority must 
be under his control. 

Our bill requires that sanctions be imposed against countries that harbor hi
jackers. It is true that current laws provide for some sanctions. However, these 
sanctions are discretionary only, It is time for more definitive action. 

The Administr.ation has testified before this Committee praising the estab
lishment of a Special Coordination Committee to coordinate the activities of the 
various Federal agencies dealing with ferrorism. But coordination alone is not 
enough, We need the means with which to discourage other nations from aiding 
air pirates and international murderers. 

Our bill will give us an adequate structure from which to handle terrorist 
problems and provides for swift and direct action against any country which 
aids terrorists. 

Our bill places the U.S. in a leadership role for the henegt of all air travelers 
throughout the entire world. 

I urge my colleagues to support this legislation and procee<l with the marl{-up 
of it as qnickly as possible. 

Thank you. 

Senator RmIcoFF. :Mr. J. J. O'Donnell. 
Captain O'Donnell, I want to welcome you again, and your asso

ciates, and express my appreciation for your help and cooperation. 
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When all is said and done, the men you represent are on the 
front line. These are the men and women who have the responsibility 
for the passengers, their lives, .their safety, their own lives and 
safety and their families. You know what it means. I think it is 
inexcusable, as I indicated to the Secretary of Transportation the 
other day, that somewhere there are unsafe foreign airports where 
we allow thousands upon thousands of Americans to fly in or out, 
fully lmowing that they are unsaf€. 

The question of what do we do with countries that give aid and 
comfort and training to terrorists is a problem. As far as I am 
concerned, the airline pilot-s are about as important in this equation 
as any other factor and your thinking means very much to me, to 
this committee, the Congress and to the whole cOlmtl'Y. 

So I welcome you here today, Captain O'Donnel1. 

TESTIMONY OF CAPT. JOHN J. O'DONNELL, PRESIDENT, AIR LINE 
PILOTS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY CAPT. TOM ASHWOOD, 
SECRETARY OF THE AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION AND CHAIR
MAN 'OF THE INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT SECURITY COMMITTEES 
OF ALPA AND THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF AIR LINE 
PILOTS ASSOCIATIONS . 

Mr. O'DONNELL. I'm Capt. .Tohn O'Donnell, president of the Air 
Line Pilots Association International reprl'senting the interests of 
50.,0.0.0. professional pilots and flio-ht attendants. 

Accompanying me today is Capt, Tom Ashwood, secretary of the 
Air Line Pilots Association and chairman of the International 
Flight Security Committees for both ALP A and the International 
Federation of Air Line Pilots Associations. 

I am grateful for this opportlmity to appear before this committee 
arid I am even more grateful that this committee is undertaking an 
examination of the urgent and frightl'ning subjeot of international 
terrorism with a view toward enacting legislation to combat it. 

There is not a government in the. world which does not faee the 
real possibility of extortion or even ovel~throw by terrorism. Terror
ism spreads far beyond the bounds of a particular incident to threat
en the very struoture. and authority of Government ill its ability to 
govern and to institut.e both foreign and domest.ic policies. Terrorism 
evokes a real image of anarchy and rule by threat. 

This creates a problem of international magnitl1de, for while 
incident.s or campaigns of terrorism are often parochial in intent, 
they can and do cause repercllssions far beyond the tM'get nation's 
borders. 

~fr. Ohairman, wi,th your permission I would like tc llsk permis
sion to insert our written statement into the record, but I will 
attempt to summarize it. 

Chairman RmICOFF. 'Without objection, the entire statement will 
be plaC'(ld in the reC'ord at the conclusion of your testimony. 

Mr. O'DONNElL. III addition to the purely political ramifications 
of such acts, one must also examine the quantum escalation in .the 
destructive power of weapons now freely available on the world's 
arms. mfLrkets. Weapons currently in use by. .. tqrrorist.gl'oupsmake 
battalions out of a handful of fanatics. The large amouhts of nuclear 
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material unaccounted for and the basic knowledge of physics re
quired to build a crude nuclear bomb could combine to make an 
army of one individual, who could plunge this world into the 
unspeakable horrors of nuclear holocaust. 

The question may be asked, what has all this to do with commer
cial aviation ~ To take the United States, for example, we can refer 
to the efficacy of the security measures now in force. Our aircraft 
and airports are proteoted by security so they are less vulnerable to 
attack. Those aircraft, however, are obliged to fly into areas which 
can be classified as insecure, if not classified as outright dangerous. 

But then, it may be asked, what is .the purpose of attacking a 
U.S. air carrier airp.raft ~ 

The reason is simple: It is one of the most attractive targets for 
terrorism for it has the following features: 

One, it is highly identifiable with its country of registration. For 
example, TWA and PAN AM are considered to represent the 
United States. 

Two, the place for attack can be chosen from a wide selection of 
countries with an eye to the convenience of those countries in terms 
of the existing security arrangements, geographical proximity, politi
cal sympathy, et cetera. 

Three, aircraft cost up to $50 million. Holding such a prize for 
ransom can be very effective. 

Four, aircraft are relatively fragile and are easily destroyed with 
a few dollars worth of readily obtainable materials. 

Five, aircraft can carry over 400 passengers which on any given 
day probably have '7 or 8 nationalities represented among them. 
They make great hostages. 

Six, the aircraft, as a target, can also provide the terrorist with 
a means of escape to virtually any part of the world. 

Seven, terrorists seek wide publicity for their cause: aircraft 
crashes and related events are proven lieadline-grabbers. 

It is paradoxical that the more successful nations are in preventing 
hijacking, the more susceptible they are to sabotage attempts on 
aircraft. If terrorists cannot hijack, they will destroy. 

The bill before this committee, S. 2236, clearly reco~izes that 
terrorism is international in its scope and threat, and there are 
those who would suggest that the United Nations is the properly 
constituted body to deal wilth it.. Based on the written cha11ter of the 
United Nations and the grand principles it was formed to employ, 
we would be obliged to agree. 

However, our Association has labored for more than 8 years in 
our attempts to find solutions to tIllS terdble. problem. Much of our 
tim~, energy and resources were expended in the arena of the United 
N atlOns and I regret to say, expendE'd without mealllngful success. 
We are totally convinced that the United Nation") has neither the 
will nor the means to effect any meaningful solution. 'Ve have 
consequently arrived at the inescapable conclusion that strong, 
lmilateral and bilateral action by a few powerful nations is the only 
practical plllth to follow. 

We respectfully commend you, Senator Ribicoff, for your recogni
t.ion of this fact and your leadership in presentin.g meani.ngful legis
lation to E'ffect a solution. We feel, most strongly, that t.his legislation 
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will have a salutary effect far beyond this Nation's borders and could 
serve as a model and a source of courage for the other nations of 
the world to follow. 

vVe are aware tl1at there are some who are concerned by some of 
the provisions of this bill. Some even question the right of this 
Congress to act in this fashion. As international airline pilots, we 
are historic viotims of terrorism. As Americans, we feel proud of 
our historic role as world leaders. lYe, therefore, say to the faint
hearted, "offer us some realistic alternatives." S. 2236 is the founda
tion for landmark legislation which will become the keystone. for an 
internaHonal effort to combat the evils of terrorism. 

We recognize tllat under existing statutes, the President already 
has the power to effect some of this bill's provisions. The power to do 
so is, however, descretionary and in fact has never been used. We 
have some understanding of the President's reluctance to utilize his 
constituted powers in these cases, but we cannot accept this 
reluctance. 

Mr. Chairman, for too many years my association llas been plead
ing for a diplomatic solution. For too many years the International 
Federation of Air Line Pilots Association has been asking for an 
end to international hijackings. For too many years the United 
States has engaged in rhetoric and debate on the subject. And still! 
we are faced with the escalatory problem of international terrorism. 
To paraphrase the great Mark Twain'S comment on the weather, 
"Everyone talks about terrorism but nobody does anything about 
it." S. 2236 is doing something about it. 

Your bill, Mr. Chairman, was introduced October 25, 1911, just 
12 weeks ago. Since that time there have been eight air terrorist 
incidents or attempts. The Singapore Air Lines crash in Malaysia 
with the resultant deaths of 100 innncent ne{)ple has an the 
earmarks of being :the result of a terrorist attaclr. 

The recent Air India 74'7 crash also has strong' inclinations that 
sabotage may have been the cause of 216 l)eople dying. One cannot 
help but ask if the world has a definitive number of deaths as a tar
get before artion is taken. 

Legitimate armed conflict between nations is, unfortunately, an 
acceptable practice. There are few among us who have not personally 
e"Al.)erip.,nced the scourge of war. There are, however, international 
limits set en such legal carnage. They are referred to as th~ Rules of 
War. Terrorist attacks on innocent people, citizens of lloninvolved 
natioll.9 and international air commerce should not be targets for 
military acti.on. 

American citizens flying in u.S.-registered aircraft are not legiti
mate targets. Those who consider them. such. are outla,ws and should 
be branded as such. They should not enjoy the benefits of friendship 
and trade with decent nations. vVe believe that tIle stigma of being 
labeled an offending nation, an outlaw, may have a salutary effect 
upon the decent people witlun such nations who lnay be motivated to 
expunge such a slur. 

The mere ident~fication of offending nations is obviously not 
enough. In our society we not only identify (",riminals, we also provide 
appropriate punishments for their crimes. l\1:~'.Chu,irm[l,n, this matter 
before yon is no different and the sanctions Pl''''posecl in this bill pro-
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vide appropriate punishmel1Jt which in our view is neither "cruel or 
unusual." 

We are cognizant though that the application of sanctions is a 
serious and sometimes awesome act, an act which must be authorized 
and carried out with O'reat deliberation and care. There are concerns 
being expressed that li'automatically imposed sanctions') might prove 
to be precipitous, and not in the best interests of the United States. 

We would hope that this concern which we have heard expressed 
will be thoughtfully considered by t.his committee and that you will 
diligently seek some middle ground between "automatic" sanetions 
and "no" sanctions. 

I would like to touch on one part. of the statement which calls for 
establishing the taking of hostages as un international crime. It is the 
briefest part of the bill. 

It only requires 10 words to state it. Those 10 words may be the 
heart of the proposed legislation, for international agreement on this 
point would delete the greatest weapon from the arsenal of terrorists. 
Obviously, there are a few who are prepared to sacrifice themselves, 
but experience has shown that most seek sanctuary to escape the law
ful consequences of their crimes. 

Although this is the simplest part of the bill, we do fear that it will 
be the most difficult to accomplish. This shouldllot deter us, however, 
from striving to attain that objective. 

Finally, Mr. Chai1:mall, we would like to add our strong endorse
ment to the provision of S. 2236 designed to extend existing sa,fety 
and security requirements to supplemental carriers and cha,rter opera
tions. We have repeatedly pressed for one level of security for all 
commercial flights within the United States. Cha,rters, inter- and 
intrastate passen~er operations should all be subject to the same rules, 
for not only are tlley equally vulnerable to attack, they can also intro
duce ullclea,red passengers into "sterile" flight operations areas in 
which scheduled airline operations are conducted. 

We a,re a,ware of the vehement protests made by many charter and 
commuter opera.tions who argue they cannot afford security. It is an 
unhappy fact of lift>, that if one operates almost any kind of business, 
security has become another cost of doing business. ,Ve must not per
m1~ feeble economic arguments to jeopardize and contaminate the 
carefully constructed security system we have in place at our airports. 
Too many people labored too long to aehieve this proven effect.ive 
system to permit this to happen . 

. Mr. -Ohairman, by now you no doubt recognize that we are in favor 
of the kinds of tough provisions proposed in this bill. As airline 
pilots, we are plea,secl with the positive effect it. will have upon the 
security of our passengers, crews and aircraft. ,Ve are also pleased 
because it goes further into the broader and even more da,ngerous area 
of rule by terror. We are fortuna,te to live in a great and free country, 
something we will fight to maintain. "Ya would like to fly throughout 
the world in the same great, free environment. That's something we 
will fight to obtain. 

We thank you sincerely for your initiatives in presenting this bill 
and for giving us the opportunity to speak to it. We are available for 
any questions you may wish to ask. 
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Mr. Ohairman, the passengers who support our ttircraft look to us 
to bring them back safely. 'Whatever has detered this in the immedi
ate past is behincl us. 

The 24:0 million U.S. travelers, 50,000 U.S. flight crews and the 
pilots of &4: nations around the world pray for your success, Mr. 
Ohairman. "Ve sincerely thank you for the initiatives taken in pre
senting this bill and for giving' us th~ opportunity to comment. We 
would be glad to respond to any. questIOns you may have. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Is there any question in your mind that the 
United Sta.tes is the leading country because of the large number of 
planes, pilots, passengers to and from the Ullitecl States, aml that 
whatever action taken by the United States will be the deterniining 
facior with other countries? ,.! 

Mr. O'DONNETJL. There is no question in lny mind, Mr. Chairman, 
that that is a fact. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. Every country in the world wants access to 
American airports and wants American airlines and American pass
engers coming into their countries; isn't that correct? 

Mr. O'DONNELL. It seems to be the administration's purpose also 
to not stop them from coming into this country. )Ye in the United 
States represent over 50 percent of the pilots in the free 'world and 
over 50 percent of the aircraft used in commercial aviation. A large 
number of people look to air transportation. 

We have been dealing with the problem since 1968, seeing terrorism 
escalate. In 1972 we ended up in the courts. I think the traveling pub
lic is entitled to a better, safer system. 

Mr. ASHWOOD. If I may comment. 
As a chairman of the international fedel'fution, I have security as 

one of my goals. People look to the United States. They look to us 
and our legislation as a model. I took the liberty of sending copies of 
your proposed legislation some weeks ago to members all over the 
world and received good comment about it. They are pressing hard 
to attempt to get the same kind of legislation enacted in their own 
cOlmtries. 

It has provided a source, a model upon w 11ich they can base their 
attempts in their countries. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. There should not be timidity on the part of 
either Congress or the executive branch. Once we take the lead, un
doubtedly other nations in the world will follo·w suit. 

Mr. ASHWOOD. That is my impression, sir; at least among those who 
have some sense of responsibility toward the international aviation 
community. 

Ohairman RIBICOFF. I know in "Vest Germany, once they put their 
foot down concerning Lufthansa-they wouldn't fly into or out of 
unsa.fe airports-cevtain countries remedied conditions Lufthansa was 
concerned with. 

Mr. O'DONNELL. Lufthansa wanted to bring their own security 
forces into a foreign country to screen passengers, for their aircraft 
security; namely, Algeria. Algeria reviewed their stoppage and al
lowed them to put up security systems. 

Several nations around the world and large nations, important na
tions such as France, Italy and Greece, have little if any security 
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within their own countries. I have traveled to France just recently to 
visit with the aircraft manufacturers and I was appalled when the 
French pilots took me to Air Inter, which is a domestic airline, to 
show me the lack of securi,ty. 

The pilots in France are not as effective because they are not as 
large a body as we are. They are asking us to help them get better 
security in their country. 

'Chairman RIBICOFF. Let us say you had a situation which we lmew 
was unsafe or our investigation revealed was unsafe and we just 
labeled those airports or countries as unsafe. V{ ould this have an 
impact on the number of people going into thof;e countries, and 
prompt those countries to put safety systems into effect ~ 

Mr. ASHWOOD. If I may respond. Yes, I'm sure ultimately it would. 
I sometimes feel, though, if you are dealing with a country such as 
France which I consider to be a responsible nation, the mere fact you 
have discovered 'a deficiency in their secUl'ity system and if it is con
veyed officially between their Government and your Government per
haps that would be the incentive required to put security in place 
there. If they refused to do so, it would require further steps. 

'Chairman RIBICOFF. Especially if they were told they had 30, 45, 60 
days to remedy it and if they didn't remedy it, first they would be 
listed publically and then there would be sanctions prohibiting our 
planes from going in or out. I would guess they would be remedied 
immediately. There isn't a country in the world that would want to 
be isolated from international travel. 
. Mr. O'DONNELL. Working with the International Federation of 

Pilots for the last 7 years, I know that the world's pilots couldn't live 
with being put on a list as being a nation that has unsafe airports. 
The minute France's name-or that of any other nation-appears on 
a list that their domestic aircraft system is unsafe for U.S. travelers 
to travel to, they couldn't live with such a stigma. I expect they are 
aware of wha,t is in your legislation already. 

Our State Department does not want to be put in the embarrassing 
position of pointin~ the finger at Fran.ce or any other nation. I be
lieve that most natIOns wOlild take those steps because they cannot 
suffer the embarrassment that would come if their name appeared on 
such a list. 

Mr. ASHWOOD. We seem to be picking on France. I want to make it 
clear, when we are referring to the lack of security, we are referring 
to the domestic airline of France. The security at their international 
airports such as Oharles DeGaulle is at a high level in France. We are 
using only the domestic portion as an example. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. You assume that threats are received against 
airlines. Are pilots informed of threats on a routine basis ~ 

Mr. O'DONNELL. It is required that the pilot be informed of a 
threat. If there is a device on the aircraft, if there is somebody on the 
aircraft or if there was a telephone call into the airline or airport or 
right after it has been boarded; it is required that that crew be 
notified. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. With no exceptions, pilots are informed if 
there is a threat ~ 

Mr. ASHWOOD. There are occasions where there are exceptions to 
the case. The security departments of various airlines interpret 
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threu,ts being specific, nonspecific, vague or whatever you will, and 
they selectively inform the pilots when they think that a threat is 
specific in nature. You can get a ~eneral threat and you would have 
to alert every aircraft you have aIrborne. 

The airlines try, based upon the experiences they have, to be selec
tive so as not to cause alarm and also the possibility of dan~er from 
an emergency landing which may not be required because it IS a non
specific threat. 

"One of your aircraft has a bomb on it." That type of telephone 
call is considered to be nonspecific. 

Ohairman RmrcoFF. What criteria would you suggest ,to evaluate 
the safety of a foreign airport ~ Should the standards used by the 
United States be sufficient ~ Should there be other criteria ~ 

Mr. ASHWOOD. The security system we have in place in :the United 
States is a very good criteria. The basic premise of having passengers 
screened, hand baggage screened prior to boarding, having protected 
sterile areas for that aircraft so that they are not the suhject of force
fulfuttack; those are the basic elements of security WI!, have in place 
here in the United States. They would be most adequate, in our 
minds; if I were able to institute them throughout the world, that is 
what I would inst~tute. 

In terms of practicability and cost, I think that the type of secUl'i
ty system in the United States gives the best return on the dollar and 
gives us the highest level of security available. 

Chairman RmrcoFF. Are there other countries that you think have 
a better system than the United States ~ 

Mr. O'DONNELL. There is no question one country does, and that is 
Israel. If you live in that volatile environment, it becomes necessary. 
vVe have 530 airports in this country. They have one. As you recall 
in late 1971, or early 197'2, the hijackers in this country were leaving 
the hub airports and going to small regional airports to get on board 
aircraft. We have to have the security system in every airport in 
this country. I would suggest that the FAA require tluit in all new 
airports bu.ilt in this c01Ultry that security be a prime critoria in its 
design. 

For example, at the Kansas Oity Airport, it is difficult for the air
lint'S to develop a sterile area. Their airport tries to ~et the passenger 
oUlt of their automobile and into the aircraft as qmcldy as possible. 
There is not enough distance, as a result. of that, between the aircraft 
and sterile area. Dulles is an excellent example where you have good 
security. You can't get to an aircraft without boarding a bus to take 
you to the aircraft. 

Another thing we would like to see is a program to develop a 
monitoring, screening or sensing system for baggage being placed in 
the aircraft. 

The screening of baggage is still u. problem. I know it is expensive, 
but somethillg must be done. I would suggest that funds in the air
p~rt airways trust fund might be used to provide the equipment to the 
Nation's airports for that type of security. 

Ohairman RmlcoFF. That is the one element in which there is a 
vacuum. 

Mr. O'DONNELL. The sick people in this world, when we prevent 
them from getting 011 airplanes, will come up with alternatives. 'rhey 
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are aware of many techniques and we are aware of them. The hi
jackers in 1971 had looseleaf notebooks and they had graphs for 
building devices that would be used for that purpose. 

Chairman RmICm"'F. Do you have reason to believe that the terrorist 
threat against airlines will decrease or increase? How do you look 
at this? 

Mr. O'DONNELL. A lot of it has to do with what is going on in the 
Mideast right now, what comes out of the peace efforts now in 
pt'ogress. For a period of time you are going to find the true militants 
backing away to see what happens between Israel and Egypt. If that 
isn't successful, you will find a substantial escala,tion in terrorist acts, 
particularly by the PLO, and they present major problems, there is 
no question about it. 

Beyond that, the Japanese Red Army and the Baader-Meinhof 
group are still a major threat. 'When those problems are solved, we 
will have others. We don't know where they will come from but they 
will come. 

Chairman RIBICOFF. As long as there is the PLO problem, as you 
indicate, it would seem that terrorism and anarchy will be wide
spread. You mentioned the Red Army group in Japan, South Ameri
ca, West Germany, Holland, France. 
. Mr. O'Donnell. Who knows what will come out of Canada's 

separatist movement. You recall it wasn't too long ago, in South 
America we had a lot of that type of activity going on there. Who 
knows what type of militant groups will rise up because of the 
separatism issue in Canada. 

Chairman RmICoFF. Are pilots given special training, and crew
members, to cope with possible hij acking? 

Mr. ASHWOOD. There is some available. It hasn't been standardized. 
Various air carriers do it in various forms and it has resulted in 
various degrees of effectiveness. 

We are working toward a standardized method of training for 
crews which have to cope with terrorist or hijacking situations. 

If I can comment on the anticipated increase or decrease in aerial 
piracy, I would say it is directly proportional to the political terror
ist activities throughout the world. We are and always will be the 
most attractive target for terrorism. When you have situations such 
as the Middle East, international strife such as you have with the 
South Moluccans, Baader-Meinhof group, and other anarchist groups, 
you will see a high degree of air piracy and sabotage. 

Mr. CLAUSEN. I wanted to state, Senator, that I believe you .touched 
on a key point, and that is whether or not there is adequacy of train
ing, not only of the captain but also the entire crew. As I view this 
situation, when we talk in terms of enforcement, it is as much a 
management question. To minimize these types of problems, we have 
to get 11 trainlllg program that will be specific and positive, taking 
into consideration the kinds of problems and the lack of being able 
to communicate with some of these elements. 

Would you like to comment on that,Captain O'Donnell? 
Mr. O'DONNELL. Yes, Congressman. I have talked and we have 

talked for a great period of time with different airline management, 
and ATA representatives on the training problem. What most of the 
airlines have done, is to restructure the training of flight attendants. 
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The flight attendants are in the front line when a terrorist stands up 
in an aircraft. I have nothing but the highest respect and regard for 
the quality of people that the airlines have hired and put in that job. 
That is where the training has to be done. 

You have to have a person whose head is screwed on right and they 
must lmow how to handle that type of major confrontation. 

Witness what happened this weekend, on Piedmont Airlines. A 
man stood up and said he was going to take Ithe aircraft to 'Cuba. 
The flight attendant threw a drink in the man's face. That was a 
judgment of the flight attendant, looking at the circumstances. He 
was in the trenches ancl he made the right decision. 

Based on the quality of the hiring they are doing, and the training 
they are providing, the airlines are bemg responsive. I know they 
cover that deeply in the trainin$" of their flight attendants. 

I think our role is substantIally different unless the aircraft is 
taken over. Then our role becomes more important. I would say, 
Sem-utor, today, 1978, is different than it was in 1971. As soon as an 
incident of that nature occurs, ourselves and the FAA command cen
ter, airlines command center, and the airport where the situation is 
going on, work together in absolute cooperation. 

That was not the case in 1971 but todsty I have nothing to say ex
cept for the highest praise for the people involved, the tLirlines and 
Govenunent agencies involved. 

Ohairman RIBlCOFF. ,Vhen we finish these hearings and have the 
benefit of everyone's testimony, my staff and Congressman Olausen's 
staff will be talking with you and your staffs about some of the 
problems to make sure we develop the best possible legislation. There 
is an interest. The Secretary of State came here. vVe weren't able, be
cause of the time restrictions to let Defense, Justice and CommerQe 
testify but we will. I agree with you. We are the key country. We 
have the key responsibility. I'm positive once we act, other nations 
will act. I agree with you, we can't anticipate or expect anything 
from the United Nations. That is a debating society. But once sanc
tionsare imposed by the United States, in self-defense or out of 
selfishness, other big air carrier countries will have to itaIm the same 
steps. 

My feeling is that the pilots and crews as well as the passengers 
will insist upon it. As a person who travels often, both domestically 
and internationally, I have the highest respect and regard for the 
pilots and the crews of airliners. They a,re men and women of the 
highest character and ability ancl I think that their responsibilit~y 
deserves backup support. 

I agree we have Government responsibility. Again, I want Ito pub. 
licly thank you and the Airline Pilots Association for all you have 
aODp-. 

Mr. O'DONNELL. We appreeiftte that and we look forward to work
ing with you and Oongressman Olausen to emne up wi,th a bill that 
reflects our Nation's responsibility. 

[The prepared stakement of Mr. O'Donnell follows:] 
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STATEHENT OF 

JOHN J. O'DONNELL, PRESIDENT 

AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION, INTERNATIONAL 

BEFORE THE 

GOVERNHENTAL AFFAIRS COHHITTEE 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

JANUARY 30, 1978 

OMNIBUS ANTI-TERRORISH ACT OF 1977 

Hr. Chairman, I am Captain John O'Donnell, President of the Air Line 

Pilots Association (ALPA) representing the interests of 50,000 professional 

pilots and flight attendants. 

Accompanying me is Captain Tom Ashwood, Secretary of the Air Line Pilots 

Association (ALPA) and Chairman of the International Flight Security Committees 

for both ALPA and the International Federation of Air Line Pilots Associations 

(IFALPA) • 

I am grateful for this opportunity to appear before this committee and I 

am even more grateful that this committee is undertaking an examination of the 

urgent and frightening subject of International Terrorism with a view toward 

enacting legislation to combat it. 

There is not a government in the world which does not face the real 

possibility of extortion or even overthrow by terrorism. Terrorism spreads far 

beyond the bounds of a particular incident to threaten the very structure and 

authority of government in its ability to govern and to institute both foreign 

and domestic policies. Terrorism evokes a real image of anarchy and rule by threat. 

~ .. 
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This creates a problem of international magnitude, for while incidents o-c 

campaigns of terrorism are often parCichial in intent, they can and do cause 

repercussions far beyond the target nation's borders. 

In addition to the purely political ramifications of such acts, one must 

also examine the quantum escalation in the destructive power of weapons now 

freely available on the world's arms Darkets. Weapons currently in use by 

terrorist groups make battalions out of a handful of fanatics. The large amounts 

of nuclear material unaccounted for and the. basic knowledge of physics -cequired 

to build a crude nuclear bomb could combine to make an army of one individual, 

who could plunge this world into the unspeakable horrors of nuclear 

destruction. 

The question may be asked, what has all this to do with commercial aviation? 

To take the United States, for example, we can refer to the efficacy of the 

security measures now in force. Our aircraft and airports are protected by 

security so they are less vulnerable to attack. Those ai-ccraft, however, are 

obliged to fly into areas which can be classified as insecure. But then, it may 

be asked, what is the purpose of attacking a U.S. air carrier aircraft? 

I The reason is simple: it is one of the most attractive targets for terrorism 

for it has the following features: 

1) It is highly identifiable with its country of registration. For 

example, T\,A and PAN AM are considered to represent the U.S.A. 

2) The place for attack can be chosen from a wide selection of count-cies 

with an eye to the convenience of those countries in terms of the 

existing security arrangements, geographical proximity, political 

sympathy, etc. 

3) Aircraft cost up to 50 million dollars. Holding such a prize for 

ransom can be very effective. 
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4) Aircraft are relatively fragile and are easily destroyed with 

" few dollars worth of readily obtainable materials. 

5) Aircraft can carryover 400 passengers which on any given day 

probably have seven or eight nationalities represented among them. 

They make great hostages. 

6) The aircraft, as a target, can also provide the terrorist with 

a means of escape to virtually any part of the world. 

7) Terrorists seek wide publicity for their cause: aircraft crashes 

and related events are proven headline-grabbers. 

It is paradoxical that the more successful nations are in preventing 

hijacking, the more susceptible they are to sabotage attempts on aircraft. 

If terrorists cannot hijack, they will destroy. 

The bill before this Committee, S. 2236, clearly recognizes that terrorism 

is in.ternational in its scope and threat, and there are those who would suggest 

that the U;lited Nations is the properly constj.tuted body to deal with it. Based 

on the written charter of the United Nations and the grand principles it was 

formed to employ, we would be obliged to agree. However, our Association has 

labored for more than eight years in our attempts to find solutions to this terrible 

problem. Much of our time, energy and resources were expended in the arena of 

the United Nations and I regret to say, expended without success. We are totally 

convinced that the United Nations has neither the will nor the means to effect 

any meaningful solution. We have consequently arrived at the inescapable conclusion 

that strong, unilateral and bilateral action by a few powerful nations is the only 

practical path to follow. We respectfully connnend Senator Ribicoff for his 

recognition of this fact and his leadership in presenting meaningful legislation 

to effect a solution. We feel, most strongly, that this legislation will have a 

salutary effect far beyond this nation's borders and could serve as a model and a 
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source of courage for the other nations of the world. 

We are aware that there are some who are concerned by some of the provisions 

of this bill. Some eve~ question the right of this Congress to act in this 

fashion. As international airline pilots, we are historic victims of terrorism. 

As Americans, we feel proud of our histOl:ic role as world leaders. He, therefore, 

say to the fainthearted, "offer us some realistic alternatives." 5, 2236 is the 

foundation for landmark legislation which will become the keystone for an 

international effort to combat the evils of terrorism. 

We recognize that under existing statutes, the President already has the 

power to effect some of this bill's provisions. The power to do so is, however, 

discretionary and in fact has never been used. Ive have some understanding of 

the P-.:esident I s reluctance to utilize his constituted powers in these cases. 

We understand the political implications, both international and domestic,of any 

such action for it could be viewed from a partisan position or in relation to 

an otherwise unrelated diplomatic effort. 

While we have pati.ently understood the "foreign policy sensitivity" of 

the United States acting in a unilateral fashion, we believe the time has ~ 

come to show other nations that we are sed.ous about combatting the menace of 

air piracy. 

Mr. Chairman, for too many years my Association has been pleading for a 

diplomatic solution. For too many years the International Federation of Air Line 

Pilots Associations has been asking for an end to international hijackings. Fo-.: 

too many years the United States has engaged in rhetoric and debate on the 

subject. And still, we are faced With the escalatory problem of international 

terrorism. To paraphrase the great Mark Twain's comment on the wca.her, 

"everyone talks about terrorism but nobody. does anything about it." S. ?-?-36 is 

doing something about it. 
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Your bill, Mr. Chairman, was introduced on October 25, 1977, just twelve 

weeks ago. Since that time there have been 5 air terrorist incidents or attempts. 

The Singapore Air Lines crash in MalaY3ia with th~ resultant deaths of 100 innocent 

people has all the earmarks of being the result of a terrorist attack. 

The recent Air India 7117 crash also has strong indications that sabotage may 

have been the cause of 216 people dying. One cannot help but ask if the world has 

a definitive number of deaths as a target before action is taken. Is it 500, 

1,000 or maybe 10,0001 I do not know what the world expects, but I do know that 

I consider one death to be too many. , 
To address the specifics of the bill, we are pleased that it calls for an 

upgrading of the Office for Combatting Terroism presently constituted within 

the State Department. We would hope that this new Bureau for Combatting 

International Terrorism would act in an innovative manner and not as a defense 

force for the State Department's actions and internal policies. It should be 

staffed by experts from both the diplomatic and intelligence communities and their 

I recommendations should be known outside of their parent department, specifically 

to those other bodies called for in the bill. 

We are also pleased that there would be a corresponding office created within 

the Department of Justice headed by an Assistant Attorney General. These two 

actions will provide the optimum blend of international diplomacy, terrorist 

intelligence and domestic enforcement. 

Combine these actions with the proposal to upgrade the present 

interagency working group, relocating it in the Executive Office of the 

President and chairing it with the Director of the National Security Council 

and you have the elements for getting the matter of International Terrorism 

appropriate impo':tance, recognition and priority. 
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These primary functional and administrative steps will provide the 

necessary impetus for action on the enforcement and sanctions portion of the 

bill and we, therefore, consider them to be an important, intagral part of the 

whole. We are hopeful that the administrative requirelilents of such a tripart'lte 

anti-terrorist group are structured so as to avoid inte:>:depa:rcmp.ntal difficulties. 

Congress may deem it appropriate to provide some oversight to the operation. 

The provision which requires the President to compile a list of Dangerous 

Foreign Airports is also a necessary step in solving the terrorism problem, 

recognizing that the method and parameters for identifying these airports will 

requi-re Some definitive language befare a mean:lugful listing can be compiled. 

Due to the subjectivity of such aSsessments and the known fluidity of levels of 

security existing at any given airport, it is vital that the information and 

intelligence used to establish a standard or criteria for airport security be 

up-to-date, literally to the final day of deciSion, and that the best available 

data be obtained such as, from the security personnel and airline pilots of 

carriers using the facility. In addition, the FAA's Department of Technical 

Security can provid~ expert input. Experience has 'shown that the state or 

sGcuriey at given airports can range from non-existent to very good within a 

matter of hours. The change occurs with local political situations, possibilities 

of attack or b.2ing a host airport for a hijacked aircraft. It will be 

extremely difficult to establish a constant level of conformity over any period 

of time exceeding a few weeks. 

To address the problem of identifying nations who aid, abet or assist 

terrorists is, we believe, I' somewhat less complex task. Those who harbor and 

train terrorists tend to do so on a continuing basis which makes their identifi

cation more objective. 
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The identification of those nations will be a refreshing shot of honesty in the 

mendacious world of in ternational politics. Is there anyone in this room who 

could not identify at least a couple of such nations right now? There is no 

question that they do exist; the odor they produce is, however, tastefully 

ignored. Legitimate armed conflict between nations is, unfortunately, an 

acceptable practice. There are few among us who have not personally experienced 

the scourge of war. There are, however, international limits set on such legal 

carnage. They are referred to as the Rules of War. Terrorist attacks on innocent 

people, citizens of non-involved nations and international air commerce should 

not be targets for military action. American citizens flying in U. S. registered 

aircraft are not legitimate targets. Those who consider them such are outlaws 

and should be branded as such. They should not enjoy the benefits of friendship 

and trade with decent nations. We believe that the stigma of being labeled an 

offending nation, an outlaw, may have a salutary effect upon the decent people 

within such nations who may be motivated to expunge such a slur. 

The mere identification of offending nations is obviously not enough. In 

our society we not only identify crim!nals, we also pr~vide appropriate 

punishments for their crimes. ~!r. Chairman, this matter before you is no 

different and the sanctions proposed in the bill provide appropriate punishment 

which in our view is neither "cruel or unusual." 

We are cogniz3nt though that the application of sanctions is a serious and 

sometimes awesome act, an act which must be authorized and carried out with 

great deliberation and care. There are concerns being expressed that "automatically

imposed sanctions" might prove to be precipitous, and not in the best interests of 

the United States. 
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We would hope that this concern which we have hea~d exp.essed will be 

thoughtfully conside~ed by this Committee and that you will diligently seek 

Some middle ground between "automatic" sanctions and "non sanctions. 

In dealing w-i.th other provisions of S. 2236, I would offer the following 

comments: 

1) We welcome the provision which establishes a high priority for 

negotiating international ag~eements on the control of terrorism. As 

we stated earlier, bilateral action is perhaps the most effective 

manner to combat terrorism. Such bilateral agreements have the 

effect of obliging a nation to declare its position publicly. 

2) The c~eation of a permanent international working group to combat 

terrorism is a very practical and useful step. We suggest, however, 

that were this group formed under the auspices of the United Nations, 

it would become yet anather forum for political banditry and thus, be 

doomed from the outset. Instead, we would hope that such a working 

group be initiated by the State. Department, inviting participation from 

those nations known to be responsibly concerned with the subject. 

3) While we applaud the emphasis placed on obtaining compliance with 

existing international conventions, we suggest that serious attempts to 

obtain compliance through the process of diplomatic persuasion and bilateral 

agreement" may accelerate the attainment of the goals stated in this bill. 

4) The establishment of safety standards for U.S. nuclear exports, supplies, 

technology, and fuel, and the establishment of a formal mechanism to deal 

with physical safety and protection of nuclear facilities and materials is 

long overdue. The safety and security of nuclear supplies and technology 

has long been of deep concent to our Association. Our members have had first 
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hand experience of how poorly this has been accomrlished in the 

past. We have seen more attention given to the security of 

valuable cargo, such as bullion or paintings, the value and 

importance of which pales into insiJ'lIlificance when compn1:ed to 

the mass destruction one small package of plutonium in the ,;rong 

hands represents. 

5) The provision which calls for establishing the taking of 

hostages as an int~rnational crime is the briefest part of the 

bill. It o.,ly requir.:!s ten words to state it. Those ten words 

may be the heart of this proposed legislation, for international 

agreement on th1s point would delete the greatest weapon from 

the arsenal of terrorists. Obviously, therp are a few whc are 

prepared to sacrifice themselves, but experience has shown that 

most seek sanctuary to escape the lawful consequences of their 

crimes. Although this is the simplest part of the bill, we do 

fear that it will be the most difficult to accomplish. This should 

not deter us, however, from striving to attain that objective. 

6) The requirement for restrictions on the sale and transfer of arms or 

munitions and the tagging of explosives during manufacture are sound 

practical steps, long overdue. Were such tags in existence on all 

explosives right now, we would be much closer to solving the problem of 

aircraft sabotage. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we would like to add our strong endorsement 

to the provision of S. 2236 designed to extend existing saiety and 

security requirements to supplemental carriers and charter operations. 

We have repeatedly pressed for one level of security for all commer~ial 
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• within the United States. Charters, inter- and intrastate 

.enger operations should all be subject to the same rules, for 

Jt only are they equally vulnerable to attack, they can also 

introduce uncleared passengers into "sterile" flight operations areas 

in which scheduled airline operations are conducted. We are aware 

of the vehement protests made by many charter and commuter operations 

who argue that they cannot afford security. It is an unhappy {act of 

life that if one operateS almost any kind of business, security has 

become another cost of do~ng business. We must not permit feeble 

economic arguments to jeopardize and contaminate the ca.tefully constructed 

security system we have in place at our airports. Too many people labored 

tao long to achieve this proven effective system to permit this to happen. 

Mr. Chairman, by now you no doubt recognize that we are in favor of the 

kinds of tough provisions proposed in this bill. As airline pilots, we are 

pleased with the positive effect it will have upon the security of our passengers, 

crews and aircraft. We are also pleased, because it goes f"rther into the broad~r 

and even more dangerous area of ""le by terror. We are fortunate to live in a 

great and free country, something we will fight to maintain. We would like to 

fly throughout the world in the same great, free environment. That's something 

we will fight to obtain. 

We thank you sincerely for your initatives in presenting this bill and for 

giving us the opportunity to speak to it. We are available for any questions you 

may wish to ask. 
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Chairman RIBIeOF]'. Mr. James Landry, accompanied by Harry J. 
Murphy and John Steele, please. 

TESTIMONY OF JAMES E. LANDRY, VIOE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL 
COUNSEL, AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA; ACOOM· 
P ANIED BY HARRY J. MURPHY, DIREOTOR OF SECURITY AND 
JOHN H. STEELE, CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF SECURITY, TRANS
WORLD AIRLINES 

Mr. LANDRY. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Clausen, I will attempt 
to summarize my statement. I would appreciate it very much if the 
full statement is put in the record. 

Chairmall RIBICoFF. 'Without objection; the entire statement will 
go in the record at the conclusion of your testimony. 

Mr. LANDRY. I'm James Landry and I'm vice president and gen
eral counsel of the Air Transport Association of America, tt trade 
association representing virtually all of the scheduled airlines of 
the Un1ted States. I'm accompanied here this morning by Mr. Harry 
J. Murphy, the association's director of security, and Mr. John 
Steele, director of security at TWA. 

I should mention, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. J olm Willis, the direc
tor of security of Pan American is here in the hearing room and 
should the committee have any questions directed to Pan American 
security procedures, he will be happy to respond. 

These airline officials, and their counterpal'ts throughout the 
scheduled airline industry, have dedicated their efforts over the 
last several years to achieving the highest possible level of security 
for U.S. airline operations worldwide. Most importantly, they have 
not been alone in striving toward that goal; they have worked side 
by side with equally dedicated security experts in our Government, 
with the strong encouragement of the' Congress and every adminis
tration, in what has been described as one of the, finest examples of 
Government-industry cooperation in many years. 

This common task, unfol,tunately, appears destined to be an un
ending one in today's society. That is why we are pleased to have 
this opportunity to comment on the Omnibus Antiterrorism Act of 
1977. and we commend the Committee on Governmental Affllirs for 
calling these hearings and focusing on legislative changes "to 
strengthen Federal programs and policies for combating interna
tional and domestic terrorism.",. 

The member carriers of ATA have consistently supported sever!1~ 
of the measures embodied in provisions of S. 2236 and we are 
grateful to see their proposed enactment into law. 

In my st!l!tement, we dwell at some length on the scope of the 
problem that is before you and express our continuing determina~ion 
to, see these acts brought to an end. For that reason we appreCIate 
this particular hearing. I think it would be desirable for the record 
also to focus on what has been done to date. 

The aviation-relllted aspects of terrorism represent a matter of 
serious concern tQ the airline industry as well as governments. The 
deterrent programs in place today were developed by the aviation 
industry in conjunction with governments. All U.S. carriers operate 
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under a standard security program approved by the Federal Avia
bion Arlministrflition. 

Each year the member carriers of ATA spend more than $100 
million on screening of international flights-both to and from the 
United States--and domestic flights. The FAA regulatory role in
cludes inspection of the security operations of all U.S. c'arriers as 
well as the foreign carriers flying to, from 01' within the United 
States. 

This activity is supplemented by the inspection program of the 
Security Advisory Committee of the International.Air Transport 
Association-lATA-whose membership includE'S over 100 of the 
world's major international airlines. lATA ha::; developed and 
promUlgated its own security standards for international airports. 
At the invitation of the governments involved, in-depth security 
surveys under lATA sponsorship have been conducted at airports 
throughout the world, including nine within the past year. Recom
mendations made are either being implemented or are under active 
consideration. 

Another significant act by the world's airlines wa.,<; the passage of 
a resolution at lATA's annual general mE'eting" held in :Madrid last 
November, calling upon the International Civil Aviation Organiza" 
tion-ICAO-to amend the Chicago Convention by incorporating 
the Tokyo-erimes aboarcl aircraiit-Hague-hijacking-anc1 Mon-' 
treal-sabotage-Convention therein and applying the provisions 
requiring expulsion of member states failing to ratify the amend-
ments so incorporated. . 

The airline industry strongly supported the recent proposal by 
Secretary of Transportation Adams. as presented to a special meet
ing of the ICAO Council, urging that the highest priority be given 
to the October 1977 lCAO Assembly resolutions on security, that a 
variety of security measures formulated by lCAO be upgraded from 
recommended practices to worldwide standards. and that the promis
ing program of regional aviation security seminars be ill creased and 
expanded. 

I might mention that when a procedure is adopted as a standard 
by lCAO, then the member nations of rCAO have an obligation to 
file differences from those standards if they are unwilling to adopt 
those standards. That gives us an opportunity, and a useful one i:f 
this is fldoptec1 by lCAO, to pinpoint 'where the problems are. 

Our industry 'also wholehealiedly applauds the U.N. resolution 
condemning aerial hijackings, and other acts of violence against civil 
aviation, and calling upon all states to improve security iLrrange
ments at airports and ratify or accede to the Tokyo, Hague. and 
Montreal Conventions. 

As can be seen, mnch has been done by the ca,r1'ier8. bv the U.S. 
Govel'llment, by lATA, by rCAO, and 'by the United Nations to 
insure recognition of the universal need for quality deterrent 
programs. 

In addition. there is increased carrier recognition that they must 
provide security for their fii~hts, whether or not governments par
ticipate. Fortunately, a willingness of forei.m authorities to grap
ple with the security problem is the general experience. However. 
in situations where the performance of airport authorities has ap-
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peared inadequate, our carriers as well as those of other flags have 
taken it upon themselves to provide the necessary personnel and 
equipment to insure safe and speedy transportation for our pas
sengers and cargo. 

At times, these are individual carrier undertakings; at other 
times, joint efforts. Should an ultimate confrontation ever arise in 
which a host government or its airport authorities refuse to allow 
carrier screening, our carriers would consider not boarding passengers 
at those !),.irports lUltil adequate screening is in force. 

We beheve this approach should be fully exploited. 
We discuss in our statement your proposals for a LOCATE and 

a list of dangerous foreign airports. 'ro summarize on that, our 
belief is that the views of the Secretary of State and the Secretary 
of Transportation should be the ones that are reflected in the com
mittee's conclusions. In that regard we feel that it would be desirable 
to leave some flexibility with the executive branch as to exercising 
sanctions against these countries, and also to give them the flexi
bility of considering a fuller mnge of economic sanctions in these 
situations. 

Chairman RmICoFF. 'What bothers me is the Secreta,'v of State 
made the same statement. Suppose there is due warning and they 
have not remedied the safety situation. What responsibility do you 
have, representing a carrier, for thousands and thousands of Ameri
cans if you know an airport is lUlsafe and the Government lmows 
it is unsafe but the people don't know it 1S unsafe ~ Don't you think 
there is a responsibilit.y to inform the traveling public there is an 
unsafe airport ~ 

Mr. LANDRY. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 'When we have found that the 
security precautions at a foreign airport are inadequate, we have 
genera.1ly prevailed upon that host government to allow us to bring 
in our own security personnel, own security equipment and to intro
duce-the kind of security standards that we have in this cOlUltry, in 
these foreign airports. I think the pressures that monnt as we pin
point those airports as having inadequate security have been effec
tive in getting those foreign host governments to allow us to intro
duce our security standards. 

Ohairman RmrcoFF. Suppose YOl( reach the sta.ge where you know 
an .airport is unsafe, you request corrective action and they fail to 
do it. Suppose the Secretary of State doesn't want to embarrass th!' 
other country, for diplomatic reasons. But if you have the safety 
of thousands of Americans, when is there an obligation to notify 
the tmveling public that X country's airport is unsafe ~ 

Mr. LANDRY. By and large, after the pressures of the individual 
carriers and the pressure of our Government on those countries and 
on those host governments, you will find them coming aronnd, ~nt 
I do agree in the final analysis that. we place the safety and securIty 
of the passengers as our highest pl'iority as WE'll. I think the pres
sures of the airlines and the Governments, intergovernmental or
ganizations, will minimize those s~tuations and we are suggesting 
merely that some flexibility be left with the executive branch as to 
when and how to invoke sanctions and which sanctions might be 
appropriate in a given situation. 

Senator RlBICOFF. LeJ{; me. ask you, how regularly do your member 
airlines receive threats ~ 
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Mr. LANDRY. I will like to, if I could, ask Mr. Murphy, our di
rector of security, to respond to that question. 

Mr. MURPHY. The threats come in quite regula.rly. I would say 
that the average number of threruts is about 80 to 100 a month. . 

Senator RmICoFF. About 80 to 100 a month ~ 
Mr. MURPHY. Yes and I'm speaking of all threats. As Captain 

O'Donnell and Mr. Ashwood said, the threats vary. They may be 
hoaxes, they may be very general and they may be specific. If 'they 
are specific, action is taken to search whatever the object of the 
threat is. . 

Senator RmrcoFF. Do the threats usually come in direct to the 
carrier or do they come in through intelligence networks or police? 

Mr. MURPHY. Normally a threat to bomb an aircraft would come 
into the reservation office of the carrier. They do come into other 
places. They come into newspapers, airports, to police agencies. They 
come from many sources. 

Senator RmICoFF. What is the general policy, when the threat is 
received. How do you notify the pilots or crews, secnrity~ 

Mr. MURPHY. You are speaking of threat information received 
from an intellig- ':!e agency~ 

Senator RmI~ ','F. Information received from an intelligence 
agency or direotl' that you think is a specific threat. 

Mr. MURPHY. If it is received from one of the agencies within the 
intelligence community that information is forwarded to the FAA 
liaison staff, the intelligence staff. There they evaluate in connec~ 
tion with other information of the same nature and then they send 
the information to me and I disseminate it to appropriate member 
carriers of ATA. 

Senator RmICOFF. How fast does that information move through 
the various network of your own security ~ . 

Mr. MURPHY. Once it gets to me, it goes out immediately. I don't 
know how long it takes for the collection, evaluation and dissemi~ 

·nation within the Government., but it is usually very quick 
Senator RmrcoFF. 'When you have the information what do you 

do ~ Do you take extra security precautions ~ 
Mr. MURPHY. Depending on the nature of the threat ext.ra se~ 

cnrity precautions would be t.aken. If it is a threat against a spe~ 
cific aircraft, that aircraft is searched, baggage is search, passengers 
are matched with theii' baggage, dogs are used, and these dogs l1re 
very effective. 

Senator RmICoFF. At what stage do you notify the passengers ~ 
Let's say flight planning has been affected. 'When do you notify the 
passengers who are supposed to be on that plane ~ 

Mr. MURPHY. If it is a specific threat and the passengers are on 
boa-rd th~y are told that they have to have their baggage m!ttched 
up with them prior to reboarding. They move everybody at least ~OO 
yards away from the aircraft, se!trch the aircraft and usually brmg 
in the dogs. The dogs are now in some 30 airports in the United 
States. They l1re within less than 1 honr of any point. 

Senator RmrcoFF. On what basis should an airport be judged 
safe or unsafe ~ 

What should the standards be~ Should they be Americl1n st!tll(l~ 
ards, international standards ~ How do you gentlemen involved in 
this intel'11t1,tionally make your judgments ~ 

27-428 0 • 78 • 12 
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Mr. LANDRY. As I indicated a moment ago, Mr. Chairman, the 
conceJ>t that Secretary Adams advanced when he suggested that the 
securIty procedures be upgraded ill ICAO to standards, so that we 
could pinpoint the places, the countries that are unwilling to adopt 
those procedures as their own, that would be the kind of standards. 
Those ICAO standards are similar to the U.S. standards. They are 
thorough standards. 

Senator RIDICOFF. Do you think the basic standards we have in 
the U.S. airports are the safest standards, best standards, model 
standards ~ How do you feel about it since you are all over the 
world~ 

Mr. LANDRY. I think, Mr. Chairman, that they ought to be a 
model for the world. I think they have been proven to be extremely 
effective in this country. They allow for an upgrading of the secur
ity precautions in the case of a dangerous risk situation. On those 
occasions when a high risk flight occurs or a high risk location is 
evident, then the precautions are considerably upgraded. That kind 
of flexibility that is in the U.S. standard is a very prudent flexi
bility. 

Senator RIDICOFF. What do you do if you find out that X airport 
in Y country is lllsafe ~ Who do you go to to tell them that in the 
opinion of the management of TWA, Pan American or Braniff or 
National, that an airport is tmsafe~ ,Vho do you lodge that com
plaint with? 

Mr. LANDRY. I would like Mr. Steele of TWA to address that ques
tion since they have had several instances of that sort. 

Mr. STEELE. We woulel go to the FAA. We will go to the U.S. 
Emhassy in the country involved to seek support from a variety of 
bureaucratic sources, and we have had a great deal of success. 

Senatoi' RIDICOFF. You would go to the FAA here. 
But let's say the situation arises where your pilots and your mana

ger say they don't like what is happening in X airport in Y country. 
You are flying every clay. The question is, do we go to the FAA, or 
do they return to a safer airport? 

This becomes a problem today. What do you do today~ Do you 
call up the Ambassador? Who do you go to, in other words? 

I don't want to name any country. Suppose the manager of your 
airpoJ.'lt makes a determination that he doesn't like the way things 
are run. How do you move fast? You have two or three flights com
ing into that airport that day. What do you do on the spot? 

Mr: STEELE. I don't think I tmderstancl the thrust of your question. 
We have never been confronted with a situation where I can re

call where we weren't able tog:et the support of the airport authority 
to improve security where they thought it was demanded. 

Senator RmICoFF. I'm sure Captain O'Donnell could write on a 
slip of paper some airports he might consider unsafe and which 
haven't taken the proper secmity arrangements. ,Vhat do you do to 
correct it immed.mtely? How do you try to get them moving fast to 
remedy the situation ~ 
If you go the bureaucratic route it will take a week, mfl,ybe 2 

weeks. But suppose you have three flights a day coming in there. 
Mr. LANDRY. They have le:£t no stone unturned in thfl,t regard. 

They approach the aeronautical authorities directly, with the aid 
of the FAA, with the aid of the lATA machinery and with the aid 
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of our. U.S. Embassies abroad. As Mr. Steele says, thus far, by and 
Iar&"e, It has been a successful approach to hit them with all of those 
varIed pressures. 

Senator RmICoFF. Have you ever cancelled flights into an airport 
you felt it was unsafe ~ 

Mr. STEELE. No. 
Senator RmICoFF. You have never done that ~ 
Mr. STEELE. No. 
Senator RmICoFF. Do you fly into Algeria ~ 
Mr. STEELE. No. 
Senator RIBICO]'F. Lufthansa was faced with the Algeria s~tuation. 

When they got tough, Algeria backed down. 
Are there other airports like that ~ 
Mr. STEELE. I would like to-I would be happy to discuss any 

airport that TWA serves and ,their security measures, but not in 
public hearing. We are getting a tremendous amount of response 
from the governments and airports we serve. If there is progress 
needed we are achieving that, in my judgment. Anything I would 
say publicly would only serve to detraot from that effort. I would 
be happy to discuss it with your staff if you would prefer that. 

Senator RmlcoFF. You talk about flexibility and I lmderstancl 
what you are saying. Somewhere along the line flexibility runs into 
the. safety of thousands of Amel'icans. Where does flexibility end 
and safety begin ~ This is a dilemma that you pose for us. 

Mr. LANDRY. In the final analysis, Mr. Ohairman, the safety of 
the passengers and the aircraft and the crews is the highest priority. 
Should we come to a point where intergovernmental, interairline 
and an of the other efforts still prove unavailing, then we come to 
the limitation of services as a final choice. 1V" e feel thus far from our 
experience that the pressures ,that tend to be built up have had 
enormous effect with regard to the safety and security of the U.S. 
carrier operations and U.S. citizen travel. 

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. O'Donnell, is there any comment you would 
like to make o.n the carrier position ~ 

Mr. ASHWOOD. If I may respond, we have had some experience-
Senator RmICoFF. Oome up please. 
Mr. ASHWOOD. We have had many experiences in the past where 

there has been deficiencies found at a forei~ airport throughout 
the world. It has been our position in dealing with U.S. carriers 
that all it requires is a telephone call to the carrier. Within a matter 
of hours the deficiency is corrected. It is usually a human deficiency. 

The air carriers in the United States operating overseas, operat
ing into areas which don't provide formal national security at their 
airports as a matter of policy, the security level provided privately, 
if you will, by the carriers, this is at least as high as the security 
standards in the United States. I'm not sure how the carriers ('ffect 
this, whether they do it fonnally through the U.S. Embassy or 
through their contacts with the foreign airport operators, but I 
know it works and works well. 

SenRitor RmICOFF. As a U.S. pilot, do you find that structurally 
the American carriers have lmdertaken the proper safety precau
tions in the foreign airports they use ~ 

Mr. ASHWOOD. Absolutely yes. 

---------------------------------------------._------------
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Senator RmrcoFF. If there is some deficiency, do they upgrade the 
standards concerning passengers and baggage coming in and out. 
of their own aircraft. ~ 

Mr. ASHWOOD. Yes, sir, I constantly fly in and out of foreign air
ports as a crewmember of a U.S. carrier and I find their level of 
security to be satisfactory. 

Senator RmrcoFF. That is good. It is a good advertisement for 
American carriers. If it were duplicated with all foreign carriers, 
and I hope they all have high standards, it is comfol'ting to hav~ 

. that reassurance. 
Any other comment, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Landry, Mr. Steele~ 
Mr. LANDRY. I would like to thank Captain Ashwood for his 

comments. I know our industry appreciates that the pilots recog
nize the efforts and accomplishments of our security experts world
wide. 

o Other than that, Mr. Chairman, as the remainder of my statement 
indicates, this industry wholeheartedly endorses the provisions set 
forth in sections 203 and 204 of your bill and sections 304, 401, and 
402. 

We suggest th!l!t with regard to the application of security proce
dures to chcal,ter flights, that it would be well to do that in the fine 
tuning of a rulemaking proceedings. We understand t.he FAA is 
about to undeltake that. 

We made an additional suggestion at the close of our statement. 
We very much appreciate the recent improvement in the Federal 
Government collection, evaluation and disseminakion of intelligence 
information and we hope the committee will support and urge that 
that improvement be continued. 

We would also hope somehow the committee could seek the co
operation of the new media in order to avoid reporting of terrQrist 
actions in such a manner as to aid or abet terrorists during an on
going incident or to encourage future aotions of terrorisms. 

We hope the committee will urge Interpol with its membership 
of more than 100 nations will give high priority to the investigation, 
apprehension and prosecution of criminal terrorists, as well as im
provement of security at international airports. 

We think Interpol would be a useful organization in that regard. 
We appret~iate the opportunity to be here and we believe you are 

performing an admirable public service in holding ,these hearings. 
We pledge a continuation of the utmost cooperation of our member 

airlines in bringing these heinous crimes to an end. 
Senator RmrcOFF. Thank you, Mr. Landry. We are certainly con

cerned about the problem. After all, your companies, your pilots and 
crews have the prime responsibility not only for your prOl)erty but 
for the lives of all of the people you carryon your aircraft. 

It is going to take cooperation of all airlines, internationally. 
If the United States doesn't -take the lead nothing is going to 

happen. We are the bellwether. Whatever the United StnJes does, 
I think that every airline in every country in the world wiII follow'. 
There is no greater sanction that you conld impose on any civilized 
cotmtry than to cut off their air service. Today a nation cannot exist 
in the international commtmity, economically or politically, if they 
don't have access to international flights. Therefore, if we are serious. 
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other countries will be serious-those who have international airlines 
and those whose airports welcome and need international air service. 

So I am appreciative of the testimony both from ·the pilots and 
the industry. You both are in the front line and it is very important 
for this country and I think for the entire world that we do every
thing we can to combat terrorism to the greatest extent possible. 

I want to express my gratitUde to all of you gentlemen for being 
with us today. 

[The prepv,red statement of Mr. Landry follows{} 
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STATEMENT OF JAMES E. LANDRY 
VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL 

AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 

OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE 

January 30, 1978 

My name is James E. Landry and I am Vice President 

and General Counsel of the Air Transport Association of 

America, a trade association representing virtually all 

of the scheduled airlines of the United States. I am ac-

companied here this morning by Mr. Harry J. Mur~hy, the 

Association's Director of Security, and Mr. John H. Steele, 

Director of Security of ~~A. 

These airline officials, and their counterparts 

throughout the scheduled airline industry, have dedicated 

their efforts over the last several years to achieving the 

highest possible level of security for U.S. airline opera-

tions world-wide. Most importantly, they have not been 

alone in striving toward that goal; they have worked side

by-side with equally dedicated security experts in our 

government, with the strong encouragement of the Congress 

and every Administration, in what has been described as 

one of the finest examples of government/industry coopera

tion in many years. 
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This common task, unfortunately, appears destined 

to be an unending one in today's society. That is why we 

are pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the 

Omnibus Antiterrorism Act of 1977, and we commenr. the Com~ 

mittee on Governmental Affairs for calling these hearings 

and focusing on legislative changes "to strengthl ~ Federal 

programs and policies for combating international ~nd do

mestic terrorism." The member carriers of ATA have consis

tently supported several of the measureS embodied in provi

sions of S.2236 and we are grateful to see their proposed 

enactment into law. - will comment on those provisions in 

the latter part of my statement. 

Scope of the Problem 

While the number of hard core international terror

ists is actually quite small (perhaps only a few hundred) 

their despicable actions, fed by instant global publtcity, 

have seriously affected many elements of government, busi

ness and the general public. Ambassadors and military 

attaches, a Prime Minister and other public officials, as 

well as private citizens, have been slain, banks robbed, 

planes, ships and trains hijacked, and public, commercial 

and residential buildings and automobiles bombed. 

Aircraft hijackings by terrorists and other crimi

nals have received massive publicity, ·yet they constitute 
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a small percentage of the problem. For instance, of the 

151 hijackings of U.S. aircraft since 1968, four could be 

ascribed to terrorists. In the last seven years there has 

been only one terrorist hijacking of a u.s. aircraft. For

tunately, and due in substantial measure to the achievements 

of government/industry aviation teams around the world --

wi tr. the U. S. among the acknowledged leaders aircraft 

hijackings by iMternational terrorists declined dramatically 

after the peak year of 1970. The trend was away from the 

formidable barriers erected by most of the world community 

against aviation terrorism and toward what have become rela

tively simpler, more easily accomplished forms of terrorism, 

such as bombing, incendiary attacks and armed assault,. 

We recognize the fact that there has been an increase 

in the number of foreign hijackings in the past year. And, 

as long as we face the dreadful experience of one aircraft 

sabotage, or one successful hijacking, or any other mind

less act against the users and operators of civil avi3tion, 

lie face the challenge of enhancing the unified effort to 

thwart these vicious crimes against mankind. We understand 

that to be the focus of this Committee's deliberations. 

Current Aviation Programs to Counter Terrorism 

In exploring ways to meet the challenge, it is use

ful to consider what has been done to date. The aviation-

--------------~,------------~-----------------
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related aspects of terrorism represent a matter of serious 

concern to the airline industry as well as governments. 

The deterrent programs in place today were developed 'by 

the aviation industry in conjunction with governments. All 

U.S. carriers operate under a standard security program 

approved by the Federal Aviation Administration. Each year 

the member carriers of ATA spend more than one hundred mil

lion dollars on screening of international flights (both to 

and from the United States) and'domestic flights. The FAA 

regulatory role includes inspection of the security opera

tions of all U.S. carriers as well as the foreign carriers 

flying to, from or within the U.S. 

International Airport Inspection Program 

This activity i,s supplemented by the inspection pro

gram of the Security Advisory Committee of the International 

Air Transport Association (IATA) whose membership includes 

over 100 of the world's major international airlines. IATA 

has developed and promulgated its own airport security stan

dards for ir,ternational airports. At the invitation of the 

governments involved, in-depth security surveys under lATA 

sponsorship have been conducted at airports throughout the 

world, including nine within the past year. Recommendations 

made are either being implemented or are under active con

sideration. 
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IATA Resolution 

Another significant act by the world's airlines was 

the passage of a resolution at IATA's Annual General Meet

ing held in Madrid last November, calling upon the Inter

national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to amend the 

Chicago Convention by incorporating the Tokyo (Crimes Aboard 

Aircraft), Hague (Hijacking) and Montreal (Sabotage) Conven

tions therei~ and applying the provisions requiring expulsion 

of member states failing to ratify the amendments so incor

porated. 

ICAO Actions 

The airline industry strongly supported the recent 

proposal by Secretary of Transportation Adams, as presented 

to a special meeting of the ICAO Council, urging that the 

highest priority be given to the October 1977 ICAO Assembly 

resolutions on security, that a variety of security measures 

formulated by ICAO be upgraded from recommended practices 

to world-wide standards, and that the promising program of 

regional aviation security seminars be increased and ex

panded. Our industry also wholeheartedly applauds the 

united Nations Resolution condemning aerial hijackings, 

and other acts of violence against civil aviation, and 

I 
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calling upon all states to improve security arrangements 

at airports and ratify or accede to the Tokyo, Hague and 

Montreal Conventions. 

Carrier Screening 

As can be seen, much has been done by the carriers, 

by the U.S. Government, by lATA, by ICAO, and by the UN to 

insure recognition of the universal need for quality deter

rent programs. In addition, there is increased carrier 

recognition that they must provide security for their 

flights, whether or not governments participate. Fortu

nately, a willingness of foreign authorities to grapple 

with the security problem is the general experience. How

ever, in situations where the performance of airport au

thorities has appeared inadequate, our carriers as well 

as those of otqer flags have taken it upon themselves to 

provide the necessary personnel and equipment to insure 

safe and speedy transportation for our passengers and cargo. 

At times, these are individual carrier undertakings; at other 

times, joint efforts. Should an ultimate confrontation ever 

arise in which a host government or its airport authorities 

refuse to allow carrier screening, our carriers ~ould con

sider not boarding passengers at those airports until ade

quate screening is in force. 
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We believe this approach should be fully exploited 

before establishing a List of Countries Aiding Terrorist 

Enterprises (LOCATE) or a List of Dangerous Foreign Air

ports, as called for by ritle I of 5.2236. The airline in

dustry's security experts are firm believers in the prin

ci?le that up-front prevention programs are the most 

effective means of dealing with, and neutralizing, problems 

in crime. Airljne security departments have been in the 

forefront in espousing Crime Prevention and Crime Resistance. 

In short, we sincerely believe that good security is what 

stops hijacking and terrorism. 

We also believe that, ::lrlce the United states starts 

a LOCATE or a List of Dangerous Foreign Airports, and im

plements the sanctions proposed in 5.2236, it may prompt 

other nations to take unilateral actions and develop their 

own lists or take retaliatory steps, resulting in a pattern 

of confrontation instead o£ cooperation. We therefore urge 

that establishment of such lists be as a last resort only, 

and suggest that there be no initial lists, as required by 

proposed Sections 105 and 107, but rather that the President 

issue a "from this day forward" announcement of intentioh 

to prepare the lists in the event that international, 

goverm"sntal or airline efforts prove inadequate. 
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Section 107 

lqith specific regard to the proposed List of Dan

gerous Foreign Airports, Section 107 calls for inclusion 

of those which do not meet minimum U.S. safety criteria, 

as established by Title 49 of the U.S. Code. Literally, 

this would include all FAA airport certification regula

tions as well as security regulations. The required list 

would include a description of safety and security defi

cienci~s of each airport on the list. 

We believe that the proposed provision is overly 

broad, going well beyond the requirements of aviation se

cur.ity. Moreover, unilateral action by any government in 

finding an airport of another nation "dangerous" could 

cause serious international repercussions. While consid

eration of the development of such a list might help im

prove airport security in general, such consideration 

should be undertaken by an international body rather than 

by any single government. 

Section lOS 

We also note that Section 108 imposes sanctions 

against spp.cific foreign dangerous airports whether or 

not such airports are situated in a LOCATE country. Since 

these sanctions could be applied to a specific airport in 
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a friendly country not aiding terrorism, the provisions 

could be considered interference in the internal affairs 

of such a country and thu'5 encourage whatever retaliatory 

action that country deemfl appropriate. 

The sanctions to be applied to a country on the 

LOCATE or an airport nruned on the List of Dangerous Foreign 

Airports are set forth in Sections 106 and 108, respectively. 

As we have stressed, we believe such lists should be estab

lished only as a last resort and we believe international, 

governmental and airline initiatives will minimize the need. 

For that reason, we believe existing law, which au

thorizes the President to impose sanctions on a discretionary 

basis ~s preferable to an absolute non-discretionary require

ment. At such times, the President may well wish to consider 

a fuller range of economic sanctions rather than confining 

his options to the suspension of aircraft flights, be they 

direct or -- in a term which is unclear to us -- "indirect," 

or to imposition of arbitrary reroutings which may be ur,

necessarily disruptive of airline operations. 

Let me no\~ turn to a brief discussion of other as

pects of S.2236. 

Governmental Organization Proposals 

First, there is the important question of govern

mental organization. It is our understanding that the 
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current government structure to counter terrorism, as re

cently revamped by the President, consists of an Executive 

committee from key departments which reports to a Special 

Coordinating Committee of the National Security Council. 

A Working Group composed of representatives of more than 

20 departments and agencies functions under the Executive 

Committee. We believe that this Presidential restructuring 

of the antiterrorism effort is quite simjlar to the Cauncil 

to Combat Terrorism which is described in Sections 101, 102 

and 103 of 5.2236 and works efficiently and effectively on 

the problem. 

While we thus endorse an interdepartmental structure 

under the leadership of the Assistant to the President for 

National Security Affairs, we seriously question the need 

for establishing new Bureaus such as those provided for in 

Sections 201 and 301 of this bill. Experie.\ce demonstrates 

that the problems faced in aviation security lie not with 

our own government, but elsewhere. Moreover, a prolifera

tion of concerned government organizations often leads to 

friction rather than teamwork, to say nothing of unneces

sarily added expense. 

As to the provisions of the remaining titles of 

S.2236, we would like to offer the following comments. 
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Section 203 

section 203 urges the President to seek interna

tional agreement to assure more ~ffective international 

cooperation in combating terrorism and suggests measures 

that could be taken. The airline industry has consistently 

supported such actions. The President of ATA, on behalf 

of all our member airlines, has urged the President, the 

Secretaries of State and Transportation, and the Ambassador 

to the UN to support all initiatives toward international 

cooperation to eliminate safe havens. 

Section 204 

Section 204 calls for full U.S. implementation of 

the Montreal Convention. I had the privilege of serving 

as an advisor to the U.S. delegation in the development 

of the Montreal Convention and am particularly conscious 

of the wisdom and dedication which went into its formula

tion. The airline industry wholeheartedly endorses this 

provision. 

se~tion 303 

Section 303 extends existing safety and security 

requirements to charter operations and commuter services. 

We have already commented upon the inclusion of references 
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to "safety requirements" in legislation which is intended 

to focus upon aviation security. 

With specific regard to the security requirp.m~nts 

for charter operations, carrier and FAA security ex~erts 

have been reassessing the ground rules in light of the 

changing nature of charter flights. Historically, the 

level of charter security has been good. The proof of 

that fact is that we have not had a single hijacking of 

a charter flight. 

If CAB rule changes affect the future security of 

charter operations, any specific problems should be dealt 

with through the detailed exploration afforded by the 

rulemaking process. In this connection, we understand 

that the FAA is presently preparing a Notice of Proposed 

Rule Making on Screening of Charter Flights. 

section 304 

Section 304 \~ould require mandatory use of identi

fication and detection taggants in the manufacture of ex

plosives. The airline industry has always supported such 

a program and strongly endorses the pro pc sed provision. 

Sections 401 & 402 

Sections 401 and 402 set forth the penalties, in

cluding civil penalties, for aircraft sabotage, damage or 

27-428 0 - 78 - 13 
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interference with the operation of an aircraft, acts of 

violence against crew members or passengers, aircraft 

piracy, conveying threats and imparting false information 

concerning attempts to commit crimes such as sabotage, and 

piracy and damage to aircraft. 

The airline industry has long supported the Depart

ments of Justice and Transportation in efforts to obtain 

such penalty provisions, and we therefore endorse these 

provisions as we~l. 

Additional Suggestions 

Member carriers of our association have also asked 

that we relay to the co~~ittee three suggestions to enhance 

the efforts to combat terrorism: 

(1) Continue the recent improvement in the Feperal 

Government's collection, evaluation and dissemination of 

intelligence information. 

(2) Seek the cooperation of the news media in order 

to avoid the reporting of terrorist actions in such a manner 

as to aid or abet terrorists during an ongoing incident or 

to encourage future acts of terrorism. 

(3) Urge that Interpol, with its membership of more 

than 100 nations, give high priority to the investigation, 

apprehension and prosecution of criminal terrorists as well 

as the improvement of security at the world's airports. 
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In conclusion, Hr. Chairman, \le appreciate the op

portunity to be here. We believe that you are performing 

an admirable public service in holding these hearings and 

bringing to the attention of the American public the true 

facts about terrorism. We pledga a continuation of the 

utmost cooperation or our member airlines in bringing these 

heinous crimes to an end. 

We \dll be pleased to respond to any questions the 

Committee may have. 
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Senator RmrcoFF. The committee will stand adjourned until 
further call by the Chair, 

[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to 
the call of the Chair.] . 



AN ACT TO CO~IBAT INTERNATIONAL TERRORIS~l
S. 2236 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1978 

u.s. SENATE, 
COllIMI'ITEE ON GOVERNlI:t:ENTAL AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D.O. 
The committee met at 9 :55 a.m., in room 3302, of the Dirksen 

Senate Office Building; the Hon. J 01.n Glenn presiding. 
Present: Senators Gl('\J)n: POTey, Heinz, and Javits. 
Staff members present: Ellen Miller, professional staff member; 

Robert V. Heffernan, research assistant; Brian Conboy, special coun
sel to the minority; Ken Ackerman, minority professional staff mem
ber. Energy Subcommittee staff: Len Weiss, staff director; lValker 
Nolan, professional staff memebr; ancl Sandy Spector, professional 
staff member. 

Senator GLENN. Good morning. This is the fifth day of hearings 
the committee has called on the Omnibus Antiterrorism Act of 1977. 

Our first wiltness this morning will be ~£r. David E. McGiffert, 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Secm-ity Affah;s. 

Mr. McGiffert you may present your statement at this time. 

TESTIMONY OF DAVID E, McGIFFERT, ASSISTANT SECRBTARY OF 
DEFENSE FOR INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS 

Mr. l\ICGU'FERT. Senator Glenn andmembl'l'S of the committee, we 
are here today because of our common interest in finding effective 
~ways of clealing with terrorism. lYe believe that terrorism poses a 
worldwide threat to our eitizens and to our national interest. ~roreovel', 
the Department of Defense, ,,·ith its people and facilitirs scattercd 
worldwide, must be specially concerned by terrorist activity. tV c snp
port legislation that will help deal with the problcm. 

The Department of Defense is represented on the interagency excu
tive committee and the Working Group of tha Special Coorclination 
Committee under the aegis of the National Security Council. We be
lieve this is an effective organizational structure which brings to
gether the key agencies and departments of the executive branch. 

The Department of Defense itself has taken several steps. 'Within 
DOD, the Secretary of Defense has established a high-level Depart
ment of Defense 'Colmt61~~ Terrorism Steering Committee to better 
focus on the problem and to make recommendations to the Secretary 
on policies and procedures designed to counter terrorist threats. Also, 
as you know, at the direction of the President ,the resources of the 
Department of Defense are available as may be appropriate in a ter-

(191) 
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rorist situation. Specially trained milit.ary forces are among those 
resources. They can be moved to a distant operruting area to accom
plish missions against terrorist activities. 

Additionally, the Depart.ment of Defense has taken steps to protect 
its own people and propeDty. Over the past year, we have assembled 
and widely distributed information in protect.ion against terrorism 
for use by our persOlmel worldwide. "We will soon be proclucing a 
training film for use within the Armed Forces on how to guard 
against terrorists. And, of course, we are constantly working on 
ways to improve the protection of our nuclear weapon sites; 1110re 
specifically, we have a nuclear weapon site security upgrade program 
in progress which is designed to signi'ficantly increase the security of 
our storage sites. 

As I indicated earlier, the Department of Defense supports legisla
tion to help counter terrorism. We believe that S. 2236, if modified in 
light of the considerations wllich Secretary Vance and others have 
outlined to you earlier, would be nsefullegislation. 

The problem of terrorism is a serious one. ,Ve are pleased by the 
congressional initiatives responding to this problem. These ~niJtiatives 
complement the planning of the executive branch and its efforts to 
focus international attention on the problem and to gain muLt.ilateral 
agreement on policies and procedures which will inhibit the abilit.y of 
terrorists groups to operate by denying them support and safe haven. 
Together, these efforts should greatly increas~ deterrence of terrorism 
and enable us better to cope with terrorism if it occurs. 

Senator GLENN. Thank you very much, :Mr. McGiffert. Does the 
United States possess a capability like that of Israel, Egypt, and 
West Germany for dealing with terrorist hijackings of aircraft and 
similar incidents ~ 

Mr .. MoGIFFER'l'. Yes, ,ve do. 'Yr. have the Army with its ~ang~l' 
BattalIons, the Navy Seals and otlwr units that have been tra1l1edm 
counterterrorism. 

Senator GLENN. Have these specialized teams ever been activated 
for a particular mission? 

Mr. MOGIFFERT. No. The forces are primarily designed for opera
tions abroad. To use them dOill1estically would require waiver of the 
Posse Comitatus Act. 

'Senator GLENN. They have never been activated for a mission 
either here or abroad ~ 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. That is correct. I should point out that the, team 
is primarily designed for operations abroad. To use Army personnel 
of this type domesticfLlly .would require waiver by the President of 
the Posse Commitatus Act. . 

Senator GLENN. Now ifntlclt.:.!.l' materials or explosives were in
volved and we had a terrorist threat involving these materials, would 
the Department of Energy's Nuclear Emergency Search Team-I 
think they call it a "NEST" team-be called ~ How would they work 
with the Army force you have just described ~ 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. The NEST or Nuclear Emergency Search Team 
is a Department of Energy organization which can operate inde
penclently as it did in Canada for purely public heal,th and safety 
reasons. In this instance, DOD provided airlift for the team and its 
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equipment. The terum certainly could be used in association with a 
counterterrorist force as may be the case for a terrorist nuclear threat. 

Senator GLENN. vVith respect to our military bases OVfll'seas, ancl in 
particultir to those which store our nuclear weapons, what have been 
the most common threats ~ 

Mr. MOGIFFERT. The most common ones have been bomb threats. 
There have also been occasional bombings that have actually taken 
place although these have been few in number. vVe have also had 
episodes of small arms fire being directed at U.S. bases. There has 
never been any kind of organized terrorist attacks on a U.S. base 
however. 

Senator GLENN. Have there ever been any nuclear threats against 
these bases? 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. There has never been any organized threat of this 
kind. 

Senator GLENN. I presume there is a,list kept in the Defense De
partment of all threats against U.S. military bases. ,Vould you sup
ply one for the record, please ~ 

Mr. MCGIFFER'I'. Yes, I would be most happy to.l 
Senator GLENN. The record will be kept open so that this material 

can be provided. I have the idea that terrorists may be able to obtn.in 
nuclear materials-uraniullll could be used Ito give credibility to the 
threat of nuclear devices being used. I would like to turn your atten
tion to a recent article in the ,Vashington Star which I would like to 
place in the record. It indicates that there may be serious deficiencies 
in the security arrangements for guarding CS, ll1.1clear weapons in 
this cour~ry. The article cites problems of unreliable pel'sOlmel, in
adequate perimeter barriers, and lax inventory accounting methods. 

You mentioned in your testimony that the Department of Defense 
has a significant upgrade of its nuclear weapons security program un
derway. Without going into classified details, could you explain to 
the (lommittee the reasons why the Department of Defense is under
,taking this upgrade and what is being done to improve security in 
the areas mentioned in the vVashington Star article? 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. The pre-sent site security upgrade program was 
initially stimulated by the terrorist attack at the 1972 Olympic 
games. Up to that point, the security armngements had been based 
on an assumed threat of e1ther 11enetration by an individual 01' ef
forts by small not very well organized groups to penetrate. But that 
1972 incident led us to change the. definition of what we might be 
facecl with to include a relatively small well organized, well-equipped 
terrorist force capable of doing such a thing. That meant ,the security 
arrangements needed to be made more sophisticated and that led to 
this program which is underway now which is a program roughly 
$330 to $310 million in scope which will be completed in 1979 0'1' 

1980 and which affects all aspects of security flit weapons sites. ,Ve 
would provide greater hardening of the storage facility itself; for 
improved sensors in it and at its access point, we will have more and 
improved Ijghting so that we are sure we have 21-hour surveillance 
capability. In addition we will be hardening the guard facilities and 
have somewhat tougher requirements for the reaction force to provide 

1 See p, 203. 
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a minimum of 15 men to reach any place at a, maximum of 5 minutes. 
These men are kept ready at something like a fire station. It is that 
kind of thing which is going on; we a,re ha,1£ way through that 
program. 

Senator J A VITS. I am very interested in what you say about your 
experience. What about a necessary task force dealing with terrorist 
emergencies. You just mentionecl that we have such a force. It does 
seem to me that by arrangements with us we ought to know in detail 
exactly what we have. Is it on the same kind of alert basis as is the 
Strategic Ail' Command? This becomes critical. I would like to know 
our policy with respect to the utilization of this force where terrorist 
attacks take place. 

In other words, are we that deeply interested that we've got to dis
courage terrorism. Now, those are at least two questions that I would 
like answers to either in closed session or by submiitting whatever you 
would like to submit. 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. I appreciate your recognition that Imtting on a 
public record with respect to communications can have adverse effects. 
I'm perfectly willing to deal with it any way that suits the committee 
by sUbmitting a message or piece of paper. 

Senator JAVITS. My suggestion is that we put it in writing. Also, I 
think the Department should give us its advice as to what could be 
made public. I think that becomes a, very serious question. I think 
the Department should also tell us its view as to what we could offer 
as an inducement for them. adopting a tough anti-terrorist posture. It 
may very well be that an independent nation would be very interested 
in some form of linkage to us to join our expertise in developing a 
strike force analogous to us. ",Ve want to be a partv cooperating with 
others to obtain better airport safety. I would personally like to have 
the Department's thinking. I ask unanimous consent that this ma
terial be included in the record. 

[Reports submitted for the record follow:] 
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UNCLASSII:'mo 

us t1ILI'rflRY FORCES \'lI'.l'H COUNTE:RTE:RRORIST CI\PABILI'J.'IE:S 

1. US Army Ranger Battalions 

- 588 men. 
- Located at Fort Stewart, GA and Fort r,~wis, NA. 

2. USNC Battalion Landing Teams 

- 1200 men. 
- Located at Camp Lejeune, NC, Camp Pendleton, CA, and 

on Okinal.a. 
- Can be airlanded. 

~ USHC Harine Amphibious Unit 

- 1800 men. 
- Located in WESTPAC and Mediterranean (afloat). 

Immediately a.ailable but' location varies. 
- Can be landed by helicopters. 

4. us Army Special For~es 

- NiJ,e battalions of 242 men. 
- Lo~ated at Fort Bragg, NC (5), Fort Devens, MA (2), 

Canal Zone (1), and FRG (1). 
- Response time varies depending on current operations/ 

training missior.~ underway. 
- Parachute qualified. 
- Language qualified for many areas. 

5. US ~larine Force Reconnaissance Company 

One company of 180 men. 
- Located at Camp Lejeune, NC 
- Parachute, SCUBA qualified. 
- Extensive training suitable for counterterrorist operations. 

6. US Navy Sea, Air, Land, (SEAL) Platoons 

- Nineteen platoons of 14 men. 
- Located at Little Creek, VA (7), Coronado, CA (10), 

and Subic Bay, PI! (2). 
- Capable of infiltration/ex filtration by submarine, 

boat, ship, aircraft, and parachute. 

UNCLASSIFIE:O 'l'AB 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

7. Air Force Support 

- Special Mission Airctaft 

Combat Talon-Nap-oof-the--Earth penetration methods. 
Located in Florida, FRG, and Okinawa. 
Combat Spectre gunships located in Florida. 
c-S and C-141 aircraft l-lith specially trained crews 
stationed worldwide. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
2 TAB 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

FACT SIIEE'f -- ---
SUBJECT: US Nilitary Ca'.,abil i ties for Conduct ing Counter

terrorist Operations 

CAPA13ILITIES 

- Selected US military units maintain a capability to conduct 
counterterrorist operations. 

-- Two US Army Ranger battalions. 

-- US Forces wi'th specialized training, such as Army Special 
Forces, Navy SEALS, and Narine Reconnaissance Teams, may 
be used. 

-- US Air Force Special Operations Forces and military air 
lift command units have trained personnel and specialized 
equipment. 

- See TAB for listing of US Forces with counterterrorist 
capabilities. 

- Depending on the nature of the mission, the size of US 
military forces may ,-nge from a small element to a larger 
task force. 

- Force size is scenario-o~pendent and the division of labor 
between units is tailored to specific circumstances and' 
technical requirements. 

- Counterterrorist exercises h~ve been conducted. 

PLANNING 

- The JCS have developed plans to provide for US military 
operations to counter terrorist activities overseas. 

- There are a number of terrorist acfs that might trigger a 
US military response. possible military missions range from 
the rescue of hostages from a hijacked us aircraft to recovery/ 
neutralization/destruction of stolen nuclear weapons. 

- Each terrorist incident involving the US overseas must be 
analyzed to determine if a military response would be 
appropriate and effective. 

UNCLASSIFIED Bnclosure i3 
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UNCLASSIPIBD 

- While we have a credible DOD capability to conduct counter
terrorist operations, our current goal is to improve that 
capability. New organizations, procedures, and equipment 
are being looked at, and, where changes are necessary, they 
will be made. Counterterrorist forces of other countries 
and prior operations arc being studied. Lessons learned 
will be incorporated in review of current US organization. 

UNCLASSIl-'TI>D 2 Enclosure D 
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Senator HEINZ. Just to follow un. on the last questioll by Senator 
J avits. Are you in a position to tell us whether any other nation 
comes to the United States for training in counterterrorism or other 
such resources ~ 

1\1:1'. 1\1:0GIFFERT. I t.hink the answer is no in the sense in which you 
ask the question. 'We are a vast organization, perhaps I should better 
follow that up and report back to you. 

Senator HEINz. I would appreciate that. It would be helpful to us. 
1\1:1'. 1\1:CGIFFERT. You do recognize that under the international 

military t,raining program we have the supply to perform training 
functions~ 

Senator HEINZ. I am aware of that. 
1\1:1'. 1\1:0GIFFERT. I will submit for the record whether any of that 

has been pinpointed to address terrorism. 
As of now, we have not received any formal requests for counter

terrorism training nor has any such training been requested or con
ducted under IlUET. 

Senator HEINZ. Under the present arrangement with the working 
group and the interagency executive 'committee, is it fairly clear when 
your services are needed~ >f;Jr would be needed ~ 

1\1:r.1\1:cGIFFERT. Yes. 
Senator HEINZ. Are there it set of criteria existing in: the Defense 

Department which would trigger yOllT involvement ~ ",Vhat deter'
mines whether your counterterrorist l:(,oSources, as opposed t.o the 
FBI's, would be employed? Perhaps this is done informally, but to 
the extent that these criteria exist-and I can appreciate that this 
might be sensitive matel'ial-I would request, as Senator J avits has, 
that you submit to us in writing on a confidential basis, t.he criteria 
that are in existence or lUlder development at DOD. 

1\1:1'. MoGIFFERT.1\1:ay I say that I agree to that, but subject ,to what
ever the group or its chainman may feel about that. The group itself 
ought to be entitled to decide. 

Senator HEINZ. I believe, Mr. Chairman, if he has any objections, 
he should so state so we can recall him either in public or executive. 
session. 1\£1'. Chairman, that is all the questions I have. 

Mr. l\'ICGIFFERT. A draft set of criteria ha.s been developed by an 
interagency subcommittee of the SCC-Executive Committee on Coun
terterrorism. The draft criteria are stilllUldergoil1g review within the 
executive branch and are not yet in finalized form for approva1. 
1iVhen the criteria are approved, a copy will be provided on a confi
dential basis to the committee. 

Senator GLENN. Terrorism has many forms, with many teams be
ing organized. I tossed a,n idea out at a previous hearing that I would 
like to get comments on. 

Since then the more I have thought about it, the more I have 
thought it should get serious consideration. ""Vhat would your com
ments be, if we made it unlawful for anyone to refuel a hijacked air
plane or to provide another airplane, so that the point of first landing 
after a hijacked airplane came down, .that is where it would stay. 
W'hat effect might this have ~ 

1\1:1'. MCGI:l?FERT. ""Vould this rule apply overseas~ 
Senator GLENN. We would only be a'ble to apply it domestically, 

obviously. I would hope if tIllS was picked up as an idea tlUl!t might 
work, that other nations would follow our lead in this, maybe. 
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Mr. McGIFFERT. I guess r wouJd like to think about Etl Mr. Ohair
man. I wonder whether if the hijackers are threatening the lives of 
the hostages, that kind of a rule would, in fact, be very effective? 

Senator GLENN. As I said at our previous hearings, I'm sure if my 
family were aboard that airplane, I would probably not be for this 
proposal. 

One of the reasons we have had so many hijackings is because they 
have gotten away with it, because they have a good chance of success. 

They go all over the world looking for immunity and, knowing 
they would not be extradited to where. the plfl.ne was hijacked from 
to begin with. 

Had we taken action1ike this early, when the first hijackings oc
curred, we would not have had all of the these hijackings through 
the years. 

I think they have gotten away with it, and their chance of success 
now is excellent, when they hijack an airplane and want to go 
someplace. 

That is the reason it is an attractive option for them to take up. It 
seems to me, if a man is considering hijacking an airplane, and he 
knows the first point of landing is where he is going to be, that would 
bell, discouraging factor to him. 

Mr. McGIFFERT. It seems to me, like so many aspects of this prob
lem, that that is a course of action that is likely to, as you indicate, 
significantly increase deterrence. If, nevertheless, the hijacking takes 
place, deterrence fails, then it seems to me it may make somewhat 
more awkward dealing with the actual situation. 

So I'm not personally sum where I come out on your suggestion. I 
can see pluses, and I can see minuses. 

Senator GLENN. Let me get back to my remaining questions to the 
nuclear aspect of this, again. 

There is another aspect of that I ,,,ould like to take up. It involves 
the security surrounding the transportation of nuclea.r materials, ma
terials readily usable for nuclear explosives. I understand transporta
tion of materials: such as these, is under the supervision of three 
different agencies, depending on the use to which tlle material is 
being put. 

For civilian purposes, it is the NRC. 1£ it is intended for military 
use, but not in a military device, DOE handles it. If it i8a11 actmil 
nuclear weapon, the Department of Defense han(11es it. Is that the 
lineup of responsibilities~ 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. Yes. 
Senator GLENN. Dr. Hendrie testified recently before .the committee 

with regard to the security arrangements covering highly enriched 
uranium in the civilian sector. He indicated when this is transported 
by ail', commercial airliners are. used. However, on several occasions, 
foreign military cargo jets have been used to transport this material 
to France and 'West Germany. The use of these military aircraft sug
gests a need to improve security in the. flight of highly el1l'iched 
uranium. 

Indeed, the NRO is now considering requiring those who transport 
the material to have secnrity clearances. 

J 
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Our nuclear weapons are transported on military aircraft. Have 
you considered doing all nuclear shipments abroad with military 
aircraft? 

1\11'. 1\1CGIFFERT. That proposition has been put forward within the 
execut1ve branch. It has not been adopted. 

The Department of Defense, of course, traditionally has not en
gaged in the transportation of commercial cargo. Our position has 
been that we should not do so, unless we are so directed and that 
direction should be based on. the findillg adequl1,te security cannot 
otherwise be provided, and we think it dim b~ provided by appropri
ate security measures for commercial airc<l'aft. 

Senator GLENN. What appropriate secui'ity measures do you sug
gest would make it more secure? Do you think security measures are 
adequate for civilian and commercial shipments ~ 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. If I understand the security measures correctly, I 
do, yes. Armed guards are required for shipments containing a speci
fied amount of special nuclear materials. 

Senator GTJENN. Since these go on commercial aircraft, what is to 
prevam a regular commercial aircraft hijacking on a plane that is 
carrying this type of shipment? 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. That is what the guards are to prevent, if I am 
correct. 

Senator GLEN~. I think a well-organized attempt coulc1 overcome 
any guards on board, if that is what you mean. You mean onboard 
guards? 

Mr. MOGIFFERT. Yes. 
Senator GLENN. How many armed guards are on a plane for highly 

enriched shipments of uranium on a commercial airliner? 
Mr. MCGIFFERT. The new rules will call for three, I understand. 
Senator GLENN. I think this is an arelt we have to consider for any 

shipments that might have sufficient size to be used for a nuclear 
weapon or for cer,tain grades of material. Obviously, low enriched 
uranium that would have to be reprocessed or further enriched and 
usable in a weapon would be a different category. 

'Where we have material that is of sufficient qUlllity .and quantity 
that could be used in a nuclear weapon, I think perhaps we might 
wish to reconsider the mode of shipment. 

Mr. McGrFFERT. I think it is an important question~ Mr. Chair
man. My understanding is that security arrangements with which I'm 
generally familiar are being upgraded and, if ,there is a substantial 
body of opinion that even as upgraded, they are insufficieIlt, then the 
executive branch needs to take another look at the problem. 

Senator GLENN. Does the Department of Defense have adequate 
statutory authority now to undertake such shipments and, if not, 
what type of legislation do you feel is needed to do so? 

Mr. MCGIFFERT. If they are shipments in ordinary course, rather 
than shipments involving some kind of emergency, we don't have any 
specj!fic statutory authorizu,tion. 

[The testimony was later amplifie~l as follows:] 
The highly enriched urunium is not owned by the DOD, und therefore it is 

considered to be "non-DOD traffic." As stated in DOD Directive '.1500.9, DOD 

--- ----------------_ •. __ .-
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transportation resources may be used to move "non-DOD traffic" only when the 
DOD mission will not be impaired thereby and movement of such truffic is: (a) 
Of an emergency, lifesaving nature; (b) specifically authorized by statute; (c) 
in direct support of the Defense mission; or (d) certified by the head of an 
Executive department or independent establishment of the Government to be in 
the national interest. These criteria concerning use of military resources for 
non-DOD traffic reflect exieting law. Thus, section 628 of Title 31, United 
States Code, states that appropriated funds "shall be applied solely t{) the 
objects for which they are respectively made ... " Funds have not been ap
propriated to the Department of Defense for the purpose of transporting highly 
enriched urunium for private industry, unless to do so is determined to be in 
the Defense mission, as discussed below. Further, as to our trunsportation re
sources, section 03Sa of ~'itle 31, United States Code, limits the use of Govern
ment-owned vehicles and aircraft to official purposes. It states, in pertinent part, 
that: 

"(U)nless otherwise specifically provided, no appropriation available for any 
department shall be expended-. . . (2) for the maintenance, operation and 
t'epair of any Government-owned passenger motor vehicle or aircraft not used 
exclusively for official purposes." 

Criterion (a) does not apply to the proposed movement of highly enriched 
uranium, and we have identified no specific statutory authority as required by 
(b) . 

Applying the criteria set out in the DOD Directive, if it were to be deter
mined that movement of highly enriched urunium is in the direct support of 
the Defense mission (criterion (c», then the highly enriched uranium could 
be transported 011 DOD aircraft. This movement, however, must be on a non
reimbursable baSis since the required determination would constitute a finding 
that the transportation was for an official DOD purpose. It would not matter, in 
this case, that the material is privately owned. 

Senator GL1!lNN. I'm sorry. 
Mr. MCGIFFERT. We cannot, on our own account, now, except in rLll 

emergency, perform the function you were talking about with respect 
to commercial cargo. 

:tt would take a direction from outside the Defense Depal'tment by 
the President, as I understand it, to permit us to do so. 

Senator GLENN. Could the President, in normal course of events 
outside of a national emergency-does the President have that 
author1ty, in your opinion~ 

Mr. MoGIFFERT. [His response was subsequently revised as 
follows:] 

The last criterion «d» is an implementation of the Economy Act (31 U.S.C. 
686), which authorizes agencies to furnish goods ancl services to other agencies. 
The DOD Directive requires a certification that the use of the DOD aircraft is 
in the national interest. The Directive further requires that the certification 
include a statement that commercial trunsportation is not available or, for 
reasons which must be specified, is not capable of satisfying the movement re
quirements. It may be, for example, that the nona vail ability of commercial air
cruft could be based on a conclusion that adequate security could not be pro
vided in commercial aircraft. In addition to the certification requirement, the 
transportation under these circumstances, in accordance with the Economy Act, 
must be on a fully reimbursable basis. If payment is . to be made from other 
than appropriated funds (such as payment to the using agency by a priyate 
entity), then reimbursement must he computed to recover total cost, inclnding 
unfunded costs such as military personnel and depreciation expenses. The major 
difficulty with this approach is that the Energy Research and Development Ad
ministration (ERDA) would have to develop a legally supportable basis to 
furnish the transportation to the private entity. ERDA so far has 110t identified 
such a legal basis, and it may be difficult to do so. If title to the highly en
riched uraniom were transfe1'l'ed to ERDA, however, the DOD transportation 
might be unlized by ERDA in fulfilling that agency's mission. 

j 

), 
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Senator GLENN. I think with the possibility of hijacking and the 
thought of nuclear t~rrorism and all that will entail, and it will come 
someaay, as sure as anything. I lmow I would fee1 better about ship
ments like that if I thought they were being w~n protecteel onto a 
military base in this country with good security. Military air trans
port) well secured, is far less hijackable than a commercl.al airplane 
(if there is such a word as that) landing at a military b&:3e abroad 
ancl then uncleI' good security to its final destination. 

It seems we are particularly vulnerable in this area of commercial 
aviation for shipmrnts of this type, even though we may have extra 
security guards on board. 

We have all flown enough on commercial airliners to know, even 
if you have guards on board, it does not mean an airplane cannot be 
hijacked, if there is a shipment 011 board. 

,Ve brought up, in a previous hearing, a diversion made intention
ally by a pilot or crews. ,Ve have Air France and ,Vest Germany sup
plying some of their own planes to come in here on a contract basis 
and take some of these shipments back. ,Ve know nothing about those 
crews whatsoever. 

It seems we are vulnerable in this particulur area, and we might 
want to take further action. 

I have no further questions at this time. 
,Ve will keep the record open for 10 days, and other committee 

members, after reviewing the record this morning, may wish to ask 
additional questions. 

vVe appreciate your being here very much this morning. 
I believe you have a report to be submitted to us, is that correct, on 

the number of incidents we have 11ad abroad ~ Is that classified ~ 
Mr. McGrFFERT. I don't believe it is. If it is, we will see what we 

can do to declassify as much as we can. 
I assume you would Eke as much as you can. 
Senator GLENN. vVe wouldlikr. as much declassified as possible, yes, 

so the hearing record is open to everyone. 
I tl1ink this is of concern to a great number of people in the coun

try. ,Ve would like this as unclassified as possible. 
Thank you very much. 
[Report submitted for the recorcl follows:] 

A threat to a site is defined as that substantiated information which indicates 
that a planned or actual attempt to violate the security of a specific site or the 
resources within it. Intelligence information which alleges a threat is not con
sidered valid if the event did not occur or through further inquiry the allega
tion is not substantiatecl, An event occurring 011 or adjacent to a site where the 
security of the site or resources within are not affected is not considered a 
valid threat. To date there have heen no valid threats to DOD nuclear weapon 
storage facilities. 

The extreme importance of adequate security for nuclear weapons requires re
porting and response to any inident that may potentially jeopardize the security 
of our sites. This has created, over the years, a number of initial reports and 
responses that have proven to be no threat or attempted intrusion of the site. 
These include guards firing at shadows, hunters, harassing actions or pranks by 
various individuals and responses to incidents involving the nonnuclear portion 
of the base or activity. 

June 1972. Several shots Were tired nenr site. Unidentified vehicle seen de
parting the area. No damage sustained by personnel nor equipment. Investiga
tion revealed firecracker shreds. 

27-428 0 - 78 • 14 
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October 1972. An automobile with three occupants was observed parked on the 
access road 300 meters from the storage t'ite. One individual was observed near 
the clear zone; that individual fled the area when guards fired warning shots. 
The automobile also departed the area. No evidence was developed to identify 
the perpetrators or their motives. 

December 1972. A sentry sighted two unlrnown persons as they rose from 
prone positions approximately 150 meters from the site. The sentry fired a 
warning shot. An investigation produced negative results. 

\February 1973. An unidentifiecl individual approached the outer fence of the 
site; he turned and ran when challenged by the guards. Subsequent investiga
tion revealed no further evidence of identity or motive of the individual. 

August 1973. During a search of the surrounding area resulting from a K-9 
alert three shots were fired at two guards. The guards returned fire. No one was 
injured. Investigation showed the intruders were poaching for wild boar near 
the installation area. 

September 1973. A bomb threat was telephoned to the site. A subsequent 
search of the area revealed no bomb. Investigation determined the threat to be 
a prank call. 

November 1974. Person outside fence fired pistol and ran. Not apprehended, 
no penetration. 

December 1974. Two persons outside fence fired at sentry. Not apprehended, 
no penetration. 

March 1975. Unidentified individual was spotted clinging to the top of limited 
area fense. Guard fired warning shot and individual fied. 

Marcil 1975. A student parachutist, a member of a legitimate parachutist 
club, missed his drop zone 500 meters from the site limited area fence and 
landed instead in the exclusion area. He was apprehended but later released 
after appropriate local inquiry. 

June 1975. K-9 patrol spotted an unidentified intruder in the vicinity of the 
perimeter fence. Backup patrols were called. Unidentified intruder fired a shot 
and escaped. Local police authorities investigated with negative results. 

September 1975. Caller warned of threat to steal weapon. Security was in
creased-determined to be a hoax. 

December 1975. In response to outer zone alarm, security alert team found a 
box wrapped with electrical tape neal' the primary intrusion antenna. EOD 
team found that box only contained a piece of concrete. 

June 1976. Guards heard noises in woods surrounding site j two persons were 
observed. Security forces deployed. No apprehenSion j no penetration. 

June 1976. Source related information he heard in a bar to the effect that a 
"radical group" (NFl) intended to gain access to the base armory, steal weap
ons, amI then attack nuclear weapons storage sites in the area. This informa
tion was not sUbstantiated. 

August 1976. A single shot was fired by a civilian hunter. Three civilians (1 
adult and 2 children) were apprehended. Adult was armed with one sporting 
shotgun. No penetration attempt or degradation of security. 

October 1976. Guard observed two individuals neal' fence and gave three 
warning yells. Individuals ignored, or did not heal'. Guards fired warning shots. 
Both individuals fied. Search was negative. 

December 1976. Guard spotted three persons apparently armed. Two subjects 
were attemnting to come through concertina wire beyond outer fence. Guard 
yelled halt and fired warning shot. Subjects fied to woods. Search was negative. 
Later individuals again tried to enter j another warning shot was fired and the 
individuals fled. 

March 1977. A source reported he was informed a group called the "com
mandos" planned to blow up an aircraft. Information could not be substantiated. 

Apri11977. Guard reported seeing an individual dressed in dark clothes, with 
glasses and a beard, rarrying a fiashlight. The intruder was located in the clear 
zone outside the area fence. Upon challenge from the guard, the intruder fled. 

June 1977. Executive Officer received a letter stating that one of two military 
installations were to be attacl{ed by a group. Turned out to be a hoax. 

ISeptember 1977. Oaller to radio talk show alleged he haci taken or switched a 
uuclear device from storage. Turned out to be a hoax. 

September 1977. Two persons apprehended in the clev.r zone of area. Indi
viduals indicated thev were after firearms, which they could in turn sell. 

February 1978. Caller stnted a group of seven were going to assault storage 
area. Turned out to be a hoax. 
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March 2, 1978 

The Honorable David E. McGiffert 
Assistant secret:aJ:y of Defense 

COMMITTEE ON 
COVERNI',ENTAL. AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON, p.C. 2;0510 

for International Security Affairs 
Depa.rbrent of Defense . 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Hr. NcGiffert: 

Unfortunately I was unable to attend the first part of the hearings 
on February 22, and I did not have the opportunity to ask you these 
fE!.'l questions I had prepared. 

So that these questions and your resPOnses rray be included in the 
hearing record, \-lOuld you please return your an5'derS in Hriting to 
Ile at your earliest convenience. 

'l'han\;. you very IllUch • 

. Sincerely, Q 
.'/ 
.j'~ /d, I ./ 

... Charl~ H. Percy 
Ranking Ninority Menber 

CHP:fbh 

Enclosure 
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Questions for David E. ~"cGiffert 
Assistant Secret.ru:y of Dafense 

for International Se=ity Affairs 

Tne threat of terrorist activities becorres rrore severe as terrorist 

groups aroW1d the \Olorld becoma better trained in technological ,~arfare. and 

COile into the possession of nore' advanced \~eapons and explosives. 

, , 

1) , A 'report published in January 1977 by the Rand Corporation states 

that even by oonservative estimates, highly destructive portable 

'Qea);XJ:1S will be available to potential terrorists by the hundreds 

by 1980. 

a) Is this startlipg figure a reflection of insufficient 

milita:cy securit;y bothdorrestically and internationally? 

b) What additional IreaSures has the lX!pa.rt:rTent of lX!fe.nse 

taken domestically and around the ,~orld to ensure that 

military supplies do not. fall into the, hands of potential 

terrorist groups? 

0) Ha~ effective are our present efforts to control the un-

desirable proliferation of hand-held anti-tank and surface-

to-air missiles? 

d) Would a tightening of se=it;y around these \~eapons serve 

to prevent the proliferation, or does the availabilit;y of 

fore~gn-l1\3.de weapons put the proliferation beyond our control? 
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2) On Januru:y 8, the New York T:in'es refOcted that, although you over-

see the Pentagon's anti-terrorist o~):ations, you had never witnessed 

a .derronstration of the capabilities of the Defense \).eparbrent's 

al"Jti-terrorist cormal"Jdo squad. Tne SCllT\:3 article refOrted that 

the State Depar\:n1"'..nt's Office to COI!bat Terrorism has no military 

lialwn officer as~igned to it by the Defense Departrrent. Eoth 

of these facts seem to indi1cate serious deficiencies in the De-
.. .J • 

f~e ne:parmEntis ability to rontribute to t.l-}e gOlTernrrent's re- -

action to a terrorist incident .• Has anything reen done to rerredy 

these deficiencies? 
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The following correspond to the questions asked by Senator P~rcy in his 
letter dated March 2, 1978, to Assistant Secretary McGiffert. 

l.a. No to the contrary, there has been a steady decl ine in the 
number of weapon losses by the military services both domestically and 
internationally during the period 1970 through ,1977, exclusive of combat 
related losses. 

l.b. The Department of Defense has approved recently a manual appli
cable to all 000 components for the protection of arms, ammunition, and 
explosives. Among other provisions, the manual includes standards .for 
storage, accountability, and transportation. Those items ~Ihich have the 
greatest potential for destruction require intrusion detection systems 
~Ihich provide for a response \~ithin a specified time for an activated 
alarm; periodic complete inventories, and armed surveillance while being 
transported. 

Ie. The DoD has an established program to control and safeguard 
hand-held antitank andsurface-to-air missiles.' Recently, the 000 developed 
nm'l uniform procedures to improve the 1 ife-cycle control and safeguarding 
of these muni tions in our custody. Certain types of "Iaapons have been made 
available to other nations on a selective basis. The technology for these 
~Iaapons, however, is not exclusive to the United States. 

l.d. The 000 is devoting a great deal of management attention and 
resources to protecting its portable munitions from theft or loss. More
over, additional steps have been taken to strengthen the security afforded 
the DoD \~eapons.· While the 000 has tight security around these weapons, 
it must be recognized that a number of "Ieapons "Iere lost in Southeast Asia 
and, therefore, it must be concluded that such weapons are available to 
any group desiring them. Dr. Robert H. Kupperman, Chairman, Counter
Terrorism Technology Committee of the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism, 
in his study "An Overview of Counter-Terrorism Technology," expressed views 
regarding the proliferation of portable missiles. In commenting on modern 
man-portable missi les, Dr. Kupperman noted that some of these weapons were 
used extensively in Southeast Asia and the Middle East and are therefore 
out of control of both superpowers vlho created them. ~lith regard to theft, 
Dr. KUpperman expressed the view that purposeful terrorists could obtain 
such a weapon by importing it from a foreign source or by purchase from 
priVate arms merchants. 

2. Since January 8th, I have had an opportunity to witness first-hand 
a demonstration of our military capabilities against terrorism. I have also 
been thoroughly briefed on all aspects of our capability. In regard to 
having a military liaison officer assigned to the State Department offi-.e 
to combat terrorism, both Ambassador Isham and I believe that since the DoD 
and JCS are represented on the SCC Executiv~ Conmittee and the Working 
Group, there is enough coor~ination and interaction to make unnecessary 
the assignment of a military liaison officer. 

J 
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Senator GLENN. Our next witness will be Mary Lawton, Deputy 
Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, U.S. Depart
ment of Justice. 

,:Ve appreciate your being ,yith us this morning and, look forward 
to your testimony in an abridged version or lull vel'c;;on, whi('h~Vl'l' 
you preler. 

TESTIMONY OF MAlty C. LAWTON, DEPUTY ASSISTAN'l' ATTORNEY 
GENERAL, OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL, U.s. DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE; ACCOMPANIED BY SEBASTIAN S. MIGNOSA, TERRORISM 
SECTION CHIEF, FBI; AND LARRY S. GIBSON, ASSOCIATE DEPUTY 
AT!ORNEYGENERAL 

In any event, the full statement will be placed in the record. 
Ms. LAWTON. 'With me are Larry Gib::;on and Seba.stian Mignosa. 
I think it would be more convenient for your time to summarize 

the points made in the statement which, of course, was submitted to 
the Committee. 

Basically, the Department is, of course, very concerned about the 
threat of terrorism and about the measures we can take to deal with 
it and ,to encourage other cOlmtries to deal with it. 

For that reason, we are particularly pleased to see title IV of 
S. 2236, which would fulfill the final remaining obligations of the 
United States to comply with the Montreal Convention on Aircraft 
Hijacking. 

I won't go into the legal technicalities of it, but this provision 
fonnd in title IV of the bill is one of our international obligations 
and one we are overdue in fulfilling. 

The remainder of the bill does not concern matters related to the 
Department of Justice, except for the provision in title III that 
would create a new office in (;he Department, an Assistant Attorney 
General for Terrorism Matters. 

W'e are opposed to this provision, largely because we think it 
downgrades, rather than npgrades, this responsibility in the De
partment. 

Terrorism is presently the responsibility of the DelJuty Attorney 
General. It is his Office that serves with the ,Vorking Group on 
Terrorism. 

He has general oversight responsibilities of all elements of the 
Department thrut deal with matters of terrorism or that have an 
interest. 

Anel, as such, he is ill a better position to coordinate, we think, 
than a separate and specialized office would be. 

There are some other technical provisions of the bill which I 
don't think we need ,to go into. They are minor matters. 

We have discussed them with staff and would be happy in the 
future to discuss them with staff. 

There is one jssue that is of extreme importance. to us, and that 
is the provision in s(;otion 105 of the bill which provides for a on('
House veto to the names of countries added to or taken from thc, 
locate list. We have consistently opposed such a provision as being 
a violation of the Constitution. 

.. ... .t. 
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Aside from th!lit, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be easier if we 
went to questions. '_ 

Senator GLENN. On that last question, there was a recent Supreme 
Court ruling, was there not, on r. test case in another matter in
volving the congressional veto, as to one-House, two-House law~ 

Ms. LAWTON. No, there was a recent newspaper report that sug
gested such a court decision. In fact, there was no such decision. The 
Oourt merely declined to hear a case which we urged it not to hear, 
because the issue was moot. It did not take the case, did not make 
a decision, based upon the issues. 

Senator GLENN. This idea, I thought, had come to the Supreme 
Oourt and they had ruled on it. 

Ms. LAWTON. That was the purport of the newspaper account, but 
that is not what, in fact, occurred, and thc.t has been corrected by 
the newspaper. 

Senator GLENN. This will come by the Supreme Oourt one of 
these days, in one way or another. It has been a bone of contention 
between Oongress and the executive branch for some time. It will 
be settled in the courts. We seem to be going along in the Oongress 
with a one-House veto, two-House veto in the acts we pass. I think 
there are areas we need to follow up on. 

But perhaps we are overdoing our efforts in this and putting so 
many things under a congressional override of some kind, particu
larly, the one-House override. It can be a split judgment within 
the Oongress itself, and it still binds the hands of the executive 
branch. 

I have concerns about that palticular part of this and other legis
lation, too. 

Ms. Lawton, in handling a domestic crisis which involves an air
plane, your agency shares responsibility with the FAA. Oan you 
explain to the committee tlw way coordination is achieved between 
the agencies concerning a hijacking~ 

Ms. LAWTON. I will give you the general description. We have a 
working agreement between the Department of ,T ustice and the 
Federal Aviation Administration on the handling of such incidents, 
acknowledging the Federal Aviation Administration's responsibility, 
while the aircraft is in flight, as the lead agency, the agency which 
calls the shots. "In flight" is fl:om the time the doors are closed to 
the time they are opened. ' 

This is not a mutually exclusive operation. When such an event 
occurs, the Federal Bureau of Investigation is in the command 
center with FAA in consultation and agreement, working together. 

The ultimate call on any given decision would be with FAA, while 
in flight and with the FBI while on the ground. 

The work is, in fact, and in practice, joint work. It has worked, I 
believe, with no difficulty at all. 

Senator GLENN. How about where the National Security Oouncil 
gets into the act ~ What relationship would be developed between 
Justice and this special coordinating committee on NSO ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. The .Tustice Department is a fnll-fledgecl member 
of the Special Ooordinating Oommittee and the Executive Oom
mittee on Terrorism and the Working Group on Terrorism. And the 
Department would keep the NSC, through the Special Coordinating 
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Committee, advised of such incidents, would use it as a vehicle in 
some respects for obtaining advice and counsel from other agencies. 
If a hijacking were to occur of a foreign plane, particularly a 

government-owned plane of another nation, the State Department 
would want, of course, to be consulted on these matters. 

The Working Group is one vehicle, but Clil'ect consultation takes 
place, as well. 

vVe have worked with those committees, are full-fledged members 
of those committees and help in the general planning. 

Senator GLENN. Is your own authority in that case subrogated 
to the Special Coordinating Committee of the NSC ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. No, the Special Coordinating Commit.tee is designed 
to make general plans and policies in the abstract and also to assist 
in coordinating particular events that occur. 

It does not override the specific authority of the FBI to enforce 
the law in this coillltry. 

Senator GLENN. Who would take overall control in an event ~ Run 
us through a scenario of an event. Let's say there is a hijacking 
tmderway. What goes into operation ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. "'iVhat go('s into operation--
Senator GLENN. Say the word comes down from the pilot that he 

is being -hij acked. 
Ms. LAWTON. If the word came in from a pilot in tll(' air, it 

would come to the FAA, who would immediately notify the FBI. 
They would work together. The FBI would arrive at the command 
center of the FAA and, if a known destination were clear, also at 
that destination. It is not always clear in the course of a hijacking 
where the plane would come down. 

The Attorney General would be advised and the Special Coor
dinating Committee might be advised, if there were an unusual 
problem. 

I'm not sure they would be advised of each and every hijacking 
that occurred. . 

Senator GLENN. They would not be ~ I'm surprised. 
Ms. LAWTON. At that moment. They would not be called into ses

sion. Member agencies would be advised, but it would not call the 
NSC automatically into session. 

Senator GLENN: The members would be advised ¥ 
Ms. LAWTON. The Working Group on Terrorism encompasses a 

number of agencies that might or might not have a particular in
terest in hijacking. 

Senator GLENN. In an individual situation, how do you insure 
crises are handled by local agents, rather than out of vVashington 
headquarters ~ Do you try to handle each incident, coordinating 
the activity out of Washington, giving directions out of Washing
ton ~ Or, do you leave control to the field ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. It is a bit of a combination. Mr. Mignosa wi1l an
swer that. 

Mr. MrGNOSA. Basically, the operations people are the special 
agent in charge and his people in the field. If there were a hijack
ing and the plane was going to land in Denver, the special agent, 
his agents, the local police department, and everybody else involved, 
would be on the scene. The coordination on the scene is through the 
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special agent in charge of a particular office. The Coordination at 
headquarters is done out of the FBI Headquarters, and it is neces
sary back here, because we have the contacts with the FAA, with 
the Justice Department and the members of the National Security 
Oouncil and State Department. 

The actual operation is handled by the special agent in charge in 
the field, overall coordination back at headquarters is done out of 
the FBI-FAA command center. 

Senator GLENN. If control is left to the agent on the spot, I pre
sume there is special training given to them in how to handle ter
rorist cases. What special training is given to agents in the field 
to handle this ~ 

Mr. M:rGNOSA. There is a lot of training, Senator. It is not only 
for hijackings. We have contingency plans regarding terrorism 
throughout our 59 field offices. Each of our fielel offices, starting in 
1972, were directed to look at their particular areas and to prepare 
contingency plans, because 1972 was the beginning of what we call 
"terrorism" Itoday, the political terrorism we are faced with. Each 
of the offices were instructed to look at their particular area. For 
example, the Washington field office looked at what might happen 
here and that would be the takeover of an embassy. 

Albuquerque looked at what might happen at Albuquerque, for 
example, if a nuclear device were stolen. ,Ve then looked at their 
plans. They have been modified, changed. 'iVe have preparecl the 
memoranda of understanding with the various agencies involved. 

Then we begin a training program. "Va have hijack plans in all 
of our field offices. We have looked at the airports, made arrange
ments with the local people, so we know where the suppor,t that is 
necessary would come from. 

In addition, we have developed hostage negotiators in our field 
offices. We have also developed a special weapons and assault team 
capability: in our field offices. . 

In addltion to that, back at headquarters we have developed a 
special operations and resource team, consisting of psychologists 
and behavioral scientists that can go to the scene of an incident, any 
kind of incident that the FBI has to put up with, and go to the 
scene and ,assist our special-agent-in-charge. 

This has been ongoing Slllce 1972. Nothing is perfect, but at 
least we have been preparing since 1972 for terrorist-type incidents. 

Senator GLENN. One of the things that has concerned me in a 
crisis management-type situation, the authorities and responsibilities 
have been too divided up to know that we had a lot of people taking 
individual actions and perhaps less overall coordination of all of the 
activities inv()lved. 

The FBI has one responsibility, NEST teams have another, Spe
cial Ooordinating Oommittee might or might not be called into the 
situation, as you indicate, and it .appears there is quite a lot of di
vided l'esponsibility here. 

Let's take an example. Say there is a nuclear threat. What would 
the FBI do~ Oould they aler,t NEST-could they call NEST out~ 
Is it their authority~ 

Does DOD have to call that out ~ Does the President have to au
thorize it ~ Who does what in a situation like that ~ 
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You mention Denver. Let's say in Denver, we have a threat, some
one says, "I ha,'e nuclear material, planted a bomb. Ies within two 
square blocks of downtown Denver." 

Mr. MIGNOSA. Let's take an actual incident. Los Aligeles. 'We will 
go back a couple of years where that happened. 

Senator GLENN. Some previous testimony indicated it was a mass 
of confusion in Los Angeles, because authorities differed as to what 
shou,ld be done. 

Mr. MrGNOSA. We are ready to talk about ,that, because things 
have happened since that time. 

Basically, you receive an extortion threat, "Pay me $1 million, or 
I will put this nuclear device in Los Angeles." They told us where. 
vVe are set np with a threat assessment team. The 'note comes into 
Washington, flown in, or whatever. vVe look at the note, ,\Ve have 
our behavioral scientists look at it. We have our laboratory examine 
it. We have a psycholingnistic look at it and, of course, we have 
this memorandmn of understanding with the Department of Energy, 
formerly ERDA, and the note also goes there, and their scientific 
people look at the note. 'What we are doing at this intial stage is 
trying to determine whether or not the threat is viable. That is the 
first important step. 

In Los Angeles, after we had .taken all of these preliminary steps, 
we could not determine the threat was not viable. Therefore, we have 
to presume there is a possibility a nuclear device does exist. 

Senator GLENN. Do you also have time to go through that analysis 
of notes and things. 'What if somebody says it is going off at 2 
o'clock this afternoon you can't fly a note to '\Vashington. 

Mr. MIGNOSA. We can teletype 'it, talk on the phone, we have a 
line to our psycholinguistic expert. It doesn't take .that much time. 
We get to the point where the threat might be viable like in Los 
Angeles. At that point, utilizing the terms of the memorandum of 
understanding, we, in consultation with ERDA headquarters, now 
DOE headquarters, we, FBI, say to ERDA we want you to fly in 
NEST-we feel this is necessary. 

They get together ftnd it is noted ERDA has a couple of locations 
for NEST. In the Los Angeles situation they flew out of Las 
Vegas. Their NEST scientists arrived in Los Angeles. 

At that point, the memCtl:andftU1 of understanding states that the 
FBI is in overall charge of the particular situation. The senior sc~
entific advisor of the Department of Energy NEST tl"um does Ins 
thing wit.h his people because they are the scientists. We in the FBI 
are not. We provide the protection for the NEST operators. We go 
to the scene, help them with their transportation, do the searching, 
and then NEST does their scientific operation. They fly their 
airplanes. 

Senator GLENN. What do the local authorities do during tbat ~ 
The local authorities had a different view of what was going on at 
that time than NEST and the FBI did. 

Mr. MrGNOSA. That is sometimes the problem in our country where 
we have the local police as our first line of defense. That is the 
price we pay for a democracy, and the price I think we should be 
willing to pay. Regardless of that, the local police are the first line 
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of defense. They are' on the scene, and there is no way you can tell 
the police to leave. 

You shouldn',t tell the police to leave. I hope that has been re
solved so that when the FBI ·and NEST get there, they work in 
cooperation with the police department. 

Senator GLENN. What if they don't. Who has authority ~ 
Mr. MIGNOSA. There is overlapping authority. 
Senator GLENN. That was one of the problems. 
Mr. MIGNOSA. That was one of the problems we had in Los 

Angeles, and hopefully, we have worked it out by good liaison 
between our special agent in charge and the chief of police. 

In Los Angeles, you have a strong police chief which is a situa
tion we 'face in many places. It all can be worked out, and it does 
work. 

Senator GLENN. Is there a doubt about who has authority ~ Let's 
say there is a nuclear threat. There might be diverted material, and 
some local authority who doesn't lmow all of these background 
things as you do. If some local authority says get off my ground, 
this is my job, can you still move in ~ 

:jY.[r. MIGNOSA. Yes, because we have ·the Atomic Energy Act and 
other legislation that gives us authority in these instances. 

The Federal Government would say the FBI would be the lead 
agency. 

Senator GLENN. If you are the lead agency in calling NEST in 
do you feel you need additional training, manpower, laboratories 
or additional facilities to assume that responsibility ~ 

Mr. MIGNOSA. We have been working pretty hard on this, Sena
tor. In fact, we have just recently gamed a situation in conjunc
tion with the Department of Energy, and with the Department of 
Defense, and the FBI, in Idaho Falls. 

We don't get involved in ERDA's budget. Department of Energy, 
t.hat is. They have provided this nuclear emergency search team cap
ability. and they fll'f' the ones who clecide how much money they 
need. We in the FBI are an investigative organization. 

Do we have enough money~ That is another topic for a budget 
session. We feel we have been able to cope with what we have seen 
today, Senator, yes. . 

Ms. LAWTON. If I could add to that, we have some experIence us
ing this new structure under the special coordinating committee of 
the National Security Council, in this type of situation. ,Vhile it 
was not a terrorist incident, the satellite breakup and lancling in
volved coordination of a great many agencies. That was handlecl 
from the White House situation room through the Special Coor
dinating Committee involving all of the membe1'3 with their dif
ferent aspects, and expertise. 

We used that central umbrella theTe in the situntion where you 
had a number of different agencies. The problem with coordinating 
the State and local police is one that only training, liaiF;on, snpport, 
assistance, and persuasion can handle. As a matter of law, we can
not keep them out. But we have run conferences with State and 
local police on this sort. of thin.Q'. trying to be snre of their coopera
tion, their knowledgeability, and their awareness of the intricacies 
of a nuclear incident. . 
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Senator GLENN. Some States have individual nuclear disaster 
plans. What coordinating do you do to direct State agencies like 
that ~ Are they plugged into this special coordinating committee ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. They would only be plugged through ERDA, I be
lieve. We do not deal with their planning agencies directly in this 
situation, with the planning agency for nuclear problems. It would 
come primarily through the Department of Energy personnel, but 
there is, of course, continuing law enforcement liaison on our part. 

Senator GLENN. There have been three other major nuclear threats. 
One in Boston, one in Orlando, and one in Spobine, 1,Vashington. 

How did the coordination work in those areas as opposed to the 
Los Angeles situation ~ 

Mr. MIGNOSA. Senator, basically we had no problem in those situa
tions. All of them turned out to be nonviable, and they resolved 
themselves pretty well. 

Senator GLENN. Do we view or does Justice view an act of terror
ism as something different from any other criminal act, or are all 
terrorist. acts treated as being under our criminal codes ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. On our domestic scene, they would fall within the 
Federal criminal code. They are, of course, a different type of crime 
in that they involve more planning normally, they involve gener
ally more than one person, just as organized crime involves a con
tinuing enterprise of specific acts each of which is an individual 
crime. But you have a continuing body with a series of crimes 
involved. . 

So you do in terrorism. And to that extent, it differs from your 
individual single crime such as bank robbery. On the other hand, 
terrorists may engage in any number of crimes, some of which are 
terroristic crimes, violent crimes directed at the person, bombing, 
assassination, but they may engage in bank robbery to support their 
operations, or in extortion, a typical weapon of the terrorist. 

For matters of Federal law, fhey are essentially straight violations 
of the Federal criminal code. As a matter of investigation, the 
techniques may be different because they are continuing bodies. 

Senator GLENN. In many countries ht Western Europe, the Minis
ters of Justice have primary responsibility for aU 1111l.tters related 
to terrorism whether it is a hijacking or whatever. 

We have taken a different approach in this country. If you could 
start over with a fresh page, and design our system for combating. 
terrorism of whatever form, what would be the ideal situation. That 
is a big order for you. 

Ms. LAWTON. Yes, it is, and it is a tradeoff. This conntl'Y never 
wanted a national police force. So they set up a provision of 1im~ 
ited jurisdiction and investigative authority, divided the authority 
among a variety of agencies just in straight law enforcement. 

There are a number of agencies that have responsibility for enforc
ing particular criminal laws. The division was designed in part to 
prevent lit concputratioll of po,Ycr, in nart it is purp,1y historic. In 
some cases it depends on expertise. It can be duplicative to put 
expertise in two different agencies. 
If we have mlClear scientists in ERDA who are neeeled for other 

purposes, shou1cl their work for law enforcement purposes J,~ dupli
cated in the FBI or some other enforcement agency ~ It would be 
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in strict management terms more efficient to put everything in one 
agency, but I am not sure it would serve the values of this country 
better. 

Senator GLENN. Does the Special Coordinating Committee func
tion as that single agency ina way ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. In a way, but they are not the tactical operating 
personnel, only the coordinators, and I think that is important. 

Senator GLENN. How does Justice define terrorism or terrorist 
activities ~ . 

Ms. LAWTON. Well, we have tried in several contexts. Generally 
we would define it as an organized pattern of violent behavior de
signed to influence Government policy, or intimidate the population 
for the purpose of influencing Government policy. That is a general 
working definition we have used in the FBI guidelines, and some 
of the proposed legislation. 

That is largely geared to domestic terrorism. Obviously, you 
have multinational terrorism where you have a group of individuals 
coming from different countrie.~ who work as a loosely formed unit, 
and whose offenses may occur in a variety of COlUltries. 

Then you have foreign terrorists who leave one single base of op
eration to operate in another target country. 

So there are variations on the definition. But it is that use of 
violence by a group to influence Government either directly though 
assassinwtion or by intimidating the population through sporadic 
guerrilla warfare attacks. 

Senator GLENN. Senator Percy went to vote and will be back in a 
couple of minutes. I have to run to the floor and vote. If you can 
bear with us for a few moments, Senator Percy will be back and I 
will be back as soon as I vote. I have a couple of questions that 
Senator Heinz left. Please bear with us. 

I am sorry for the interruptions, but that is what happens here 
occasionally. 

[Recess.] 
Senatory PEROY. We will just resume our hearings in the interest 

of saving you time. 
I am sorry I was not here at the outset of the hearing, but cer

tainly we welcome you today. 
I would like to ask you about some definitions, or try to clarify 

a few hyPothetical situations. It is sometimes said that one man's 
terrorist IS another man's freedom fighter. ·While we have taken a 
very strong, unequivocal position against international terrorism, 
and I think we have been leaders in the. world in this, the concept 
of who is a terrorist is what is confusing. 

Let's take a hypothetical situation with a Soviet dissident intel
lectual defecting to the United States to gain his freedom of expres
sion. He commandeers a Soviet aircraft to Alaska. "\Vould the Gov
ernment see this man as a dissident 01' treat him as a terrorist and 
return him to Soviet ·authorities ~ That is not an easy question. But 
it is conceivable that it could come up. 

Ms. LAWTON. Certainly it could come up. The hijacking in this 
country even, so many were pure fugitive. ill flight and their hi
jacking was not to influence Government policy, intimidate anyone 
or to extort for a cause, but merely to flee. 

_J 
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One might be considered as a defector. The crimes involved in 
terrorism are not always synonymous with terrorism. You could 
have the killing of a politicallead~r that was because of a personal 
grudge and has nothin.g tf' do with his official position. That would 
not be an act of terrOl'lsm. . 

Because assassination is a terrorist weapon does not make every 
killing of an international leader an assassination. 

Then we have hijackings. We have taken the lead with respect to 
urging other countries to crack down on hijacking. ,Ve have to be 
careful in analyzing each of these situations. One thing that char
acterizes the terrorist is his motivation. And seeking' political 
asylum is a different motivation than terrorizing, extorting funds, 
or seeking revenge on political enemies. 

The same is true, as I said, of flight to avoid prosecution so that 
analyzing the motive of ,the individual is important and we have 
to be very careful in characterizing any given hlCident as a terrorist 
incident. 

Senator PEROY. Could we be specific about a case that did occur ~ 
Suppose, instead of an advanced aircraft being taken by a Chinese 
pilot to Taiwan, it had been taken to Anchorage. Under this bill, 
S. 2236, how would we have t.reat.ed this case, if he had seized the 
aircraft ~ In the act.ual incident he was the pilot, and he flew it. There 
was no terrorism involved. But what if he had commandeered the 
plane with a machinegun, and it was a military plane, and he had 
forced the pilots to fly it to Alaska. How would we deal with that 
kind of case ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. I'm concerned that uncleI' the bill, as presently writ
ten, it would be encompassed in the definition of t.errorism. But I 
believe we could work out refinements, in order to address in the defi
nition of terrorism, not so much the nature of the crune as in the 
motivation of the criminal, because I think that is what characterizes 
terrorism. 

But I'm afraid that in the present drafting of the bill, that prob
lem does, indeed, exist. 

Senator PEROY. Let's say the motivation is quite clear, that all he 
wants is freedom. He is fed up with living under totalitarianism. He 
wants freedom, so he flies to the land of freedom, to the closest point 
in the United States, where he would assume 11e could have protec
tion. However, he uses arms, commandeers an aircraft and forces the 
crew by threats to fly him there. You ,yould feel he would be con
sidered a terrorist under the terms of this bill, and he would have to 
be returned then ~ Is that correct ~ 

Ms. LAw'l'oN. The bill does not address extradition that directly. 
But it would characterize him, I believe, at least it is ambiguous 
enough in :that area, that he might be characterized as a terrorist. 

By and large, our extradition treaties with other nations do make 
exception for what we consider the ,g-rantillg of political asylum. And 
long before there were aircraft, tllis ,vas still a problem for us to 
analyze. V\TJlat is asylum? "Wh.ere is asylum different from harboring 
a terrorist, harboring a hij acker? That is Olle of my concerns for the 
word "harboring" in this bill. Is that giving "safe haven\" which is 
the actual term in the bill? Could it, indeed, encompass the grant of 
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asylum to persons who a,re subject to persecution in their home 
country. 

Our immigration laws make exception for such persons. If they are 
deportable they will not be depvrted, if they are subject to pCl'secu
tion at home. 

There are those that claim they are seeking political asylum, when 
our view of their conduct is otherwise. 

Senator PERCY. We are trying to find places where we need to 
tighten the bill, clarify it and remove any possibility of misuncler
standing later. 

In that same kind of situation, when the action originates abroad, 
but terminates h1 the United States, who would be the lead agency 
under the t>crms of the bill, in your interpretation? The State De
partment or the Department of Justice? 

Ms. LAWTON. In terms of the apprehension of the individual, it 
would be the Department of Justice. In terms of deciding on requests 
for >cxtradition, handling those requests, Justice and State work to
gether and the State Departmeht would handle the negotiations and 
the communications with the foreign government. Notes exchanged 
by the foreign government would always be handled by the Depart
ment of State. 

But the individual would be handled or at least picked up by the 
FBI. 

That is pa:rt of the Department of Justice. 
Senator PERCY. You feel there is a problem of coordination between 

the two Departments ~ . 
Ms. LAWTON. No, I don't believe there is a problem. 
Senator PERCY. In President Carter's proposed budget for fiscal 

1979, the President eliminates 500 positions from the FBI staff. Do 
you believe this cutback will have an impact on the ability of the 
FBI to investigate terrorist incidents? 

Ms. LAWTON. Well, any cutback, of course, has an impact, Senator. 
To what extent the cutback in that particular area will affect terror
ism is difficult to assess, because it is difficult to assess how big a prob
lem it will be. This is the problem always in budgets being prepared 
long before the year to which they are addressed. 

The number of cases in the domestic security area that the FBI is 
investigating is greatly reduced which, no doubt, played a factor in 
the budget decision. The assignment of resources within ~he FBI is 
a matter that is consistently subject to adjustment, and you know 
budget amounts can be allocated among programs; they are not en
acted as a line item proposition. I say almost any cutback is bOlmd to 
have some impact. 

ISenator PERCY. I ask that question in light of the step up in the 
instances of political bombings and terrorism. 

One of the major efforts of the FBI terrorism section is the investi
gation of domestic bombing incidents, political incidents. 

In Chicago alone we have had 14 incidents over the past 2 years. 
How successful has the FBI been in investigating and prosecuting 
the domestic bombings ~ 

Ms. LAWTON. Mr. M:ignosa is the chief of the section in charge of 
that. I will ask him to answer. 
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Mr. MiGNOSA. 'Ve have had success, quite a bit of success since 
April of last year against the bombings. vVe have had some success 
against the FALN, which is part of your incidents in Ohicago. We 
have had success with the vVeather underground in Houston and 
Oalifornia. 'Ve have had success in Oalifornia, the George Jackson 
Brigade. We arrested some people and in Boston, the Sam Melville-

Senator GLENN. If I could interrupt, what do you mean by success ~ 
Mr. MIGNOSA. Arrests and convictions, sir. I don't like to get into 

budget. But we did ask for, in the domestic security Iterrorism field, 
and that is what you have been talking about, for $12 million in 
1979. We are being allocated $9.2 million, approximately. 

And, as Miss Lawton said, it will cause us cutbacks, because the 
program against terrorism is not just domestic security cases, which 
are the preventive side of the operation, but they are the reactive 
cases, the bombings, nuclear extortion cases, and so on. 

Senator PERCY. I am wondering if you could supply either now or 
subsequently for the record-taking the last 2-yea1' pe1'iocl as an ex
ample-the number of investigations, arrests and convictions secured 
by the FBI for political bombings over tha.t period. 

Do you know how long it would take to get those figures ~ 
Mr. MrGNOSA. I don't lrnow, Senator, but we will try to get them 

for you as soon as possible. 
Senator PEROY. I ask that ,the record be held open so they can be 

inserted at this point. 
[The information referred to follows:] 

27-428 0 - '18 - L5 
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TERRORIST BOMBINGS, ARRESTS, AND CONVICTIONS 1976 - 1977 

During the year 1976 there were 65 terrorist 

bombings, 29 attempted terrorist bombings, 9 terrorist 

fire bombings, and 3 attempted terrorist fire bombings 

for a total of 106 terrorist bombing incidents. 

During the year 1977 there were 58 terrorist 

bombings, 12 attempted terrorist bombings, 27 terrorist 

fire bombings, and three attempted terrorist fire bombings 

for a total of 109 terrorist bombing incidents. 

During 1976 there were 22 convictions, and during 

1977 there were 33 convictions of persons for violations 

of Explosive and Incendiary Devices and Bomb Threat cases 

investigated by the FBI. Included among those would be 

numerous terrorist bombings, however, separate statistics 

are not maintained on convictions for terrorist bombers. 

Therefore, set forth below are brief descriptions of so~c 

of the more Significant arrests and/or convictions obtained 

during the past two years in terrorist bombing cases; 

On Novemb~r 19, 1977, four Weather Underground 

Organization (WUO) members of the Revolutionary Co~uittee (RC), 

which is the violence prone group of the WUO, and Clayton 

Van Lydegraf were arrested. Arrested in Houston, Texas, 

were Judith Emily Bissell, Leslie Ann Mullins, and Clayton 

Van Lydegraf, the leader of the Prairie Fire Organizing 

Co~ittee (PFOC). Arrested in Los Angeles, California, 
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were Thomas Michael Justensen and Mark Curtis Perry. The 

aforementioned individuals were arrested on various Federal 

and State of California charges. All are incarcerated at 

various penal institutions in the State of California 

awaiting trial. 

Gary E. Latham, Bles Jesus Corbo and Antonio 

Rafael De La Cova were arrested May 6, 1976, in the process 

of bombing a pornographic bookstore in Miami. The three 

were to commit the above bombing in the interest of anti

Castro Cubans. They have all been convicted. 

Rolando Otero Hernandez was arrested May 20, 1976, 

on his return from Chili to Miami, Florida. He was arrested 

for numerous bombings, including the FBI Office, in the Miami 

area Which bombings were claimed by "El Condor", an anti

Castro Cuban. He has since been convicted. It should be 

noted there were no terrorist bombings in Miami for 

approximately one year following the above arrests. 

On February 21, 1976, Daniel Jason Adornetto, 

Janice Marianne Orson, Steven Robert Scipes, Ellen Judith 

Kesend, and Frederick Franklin Salkind were arrested in the 

San Francisco area and they along with Diane Lee Harmon 

were subsequently convicted for their part in various 

bombing activities of the New Dawn Collective of the Emiliano 

Zapato Unit (EZU). EZU had claimed responsibility for 

numerous bombings in the San Francisco Bay area since 1975. 

- 2 -
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Sam Melville-Jonathan Jackson Unit (SM-JJU) and 

the Fred Hampton Unit of the Peoples Forces were used to 

claim responsibility for a series of terrorist bank robberies 

and bombings in the Northeast United States. Joseph Anthony 

Aceto, Everett C. Carlson, Edward P. Gullion, Jr. and 

Richard J. Picariello have been convicted for bombing 

offenses claimed by those terrorist groups. Raymond Luc 

Levasseur, currently one of the FBI's top ten fugitives, 

has been named as a member of the SM-JJU. 

Another person currently among the FBI's top 

ten fugitives is Carlos Alberto Torres, who with his 

fugitive associates Haydee Betran Torres, (Carlos' wife), 

and Oscar Lopez, is wanted in connection with numerous 

terrorist bombings claimed by Fuerzas Armadas De Liberacion 

Nacional puertorriquena (FALN). 

The bombing of the Sponge Rubber Products Plant, 

Shelton, Connecticut, 3/1/75, $14,000,000 damage, was 

investigated by the FBI as initially the perpetrators 

claimed to be Weathermen. That investigation resulted 

in the convictions in 1977 of David Noble Bubar, Peter 

Betres, Ronald Betres, Anthony Just, Albert Coffey, 

Dennis Tiche, Michael Tiche and John Walter Shaw. 

- 3 -

-----------------------~-----------
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Senator PEROY. Could you comment on the degree to which the FBI 
does seek to prevent domestic terrorist incidents by maintaining sur
veillance over potentially dangerous groups and individuals~ Is the 
primary effort on prevention or is the primary effort more of a re
active response~ 

Mr. MIGNOSA. Om.' effort against terrorism by our section is basical
ly a two-pronged effort, one being preyentive and the other being 
reactive. . ', 

On the preventive sirle, we have guidelines. vVe utilize the Attorney 
General's domestic SE;(;l'..i'ity gni.clelines against the domestic terrQrists, 
and we utilize the Attorney General's foreign counterinte1ligenc~3 
guidelines against the forl:;:gn-inspired terrorists or foreign-baseCl 
terrorists. 

Our biggest budgetary allotment goes toward the reactive at this 
point. 

Sen8ttor PEROY. Thank you very much, indeed. We appreciate your 
appearance. 

Senator GLENN. Thank you, Senator Percy. 
I would like to ask you the question I asked previous witnesses 

here on aircraft hijacking, in particular. 
Do you think it would help if we made it illegal to refuel airplanes, 

once they had reached their first point of landing or to transfer them 
to other airplanes, so that the people hijacking would know, wherever 
they landed, that would be it? "Ve have been successful recently with 
hijackings, although there have been some int.ernationa1ly. Maybe 
that is due to the better surveillance at our airports. 
If we cut down the likelihood of succpss of attempts, such as that, 

it might help. If they know wherever that airplane comes clown, that 
is where it is going to sit. 

Ms. LAWTON. I think it would be perhaps too rigid to make it a 
criminal violation. There may be circumstances where, because of the 
physical condition of the airport, because of our own jurisdictional 
limits, because of ,the psychological condition of the hijacker at thai; 
stage, as distinguished from where he might be aiter the longer nego
tiations, where we would like to keep him going, keep him talking. 

I think, in general, the policy in dealing with terrorists has always 
been one of flexibility, based on the individual faet situ8ttion, and I 
would be hesitant to say, never should we refuel. 

By and large, I think we should discourage it: 
Senator GLENN. In each individual case, there is always a tendency 

to give in to the moment. This then spawns more attempts later on, 
when nothing happens. 

Ms. LAWTON. I don't think that has been our tendency. 
Senator GLENN. Perhaps flexibility has to be the role. I want to 

assure people they can't use us as a llOpscotching pad for their air
planes and jumping all over the world. 

Ms. LAWTON. Our policy as to a domestic flight might be different, 
but on an international flight, we would be more inclined to discour
age the refueling here, because we cannot be as sure of apprehension 
and prosecution in some other countries, as we can be under our own 
law. 

Senator GLENN. There are two more questions I had that Senator 
Heinz left. He asked me to ask these two questions and that will con-
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elude this panel. I lmow Congressman Scheuer is waiting this morn
ing, and we are glad to have him with us. The first question Senator 
Heinz wanted me to ask is, "In an article in the last Sunday morning 
Times, I read the Justice Department disbursed $1.5 million over the 
last 3 yastrs for research on terrorism. I have not seen any of these 
studies. I was unaware that Justice was funding such research. I'm 
curious as to the kind of research undertaken and the conclusions of 
the studies. Can you comment~" 

Ms. LAWTON. Most of that is-LE·A,A-funded research. The psycho
linkuistic program Mr. Mignosa refeJ;.red- -to -1S funded through 
LE.A.A. The programs of research to which Dr. Kupperman and Mr. 
Hassell testified in earlier stages of this hearing are also LEAA
funded programs. That may not have come through clearly in their 
testimony . 

. ' Their research, the national conferences and international confer
ences that have been held are pa.l't of the programs that the LEAA 
has funded. 

Some have produced classified reports, but there are public reports 
available also from LEAA and the Government PrintiIlg Office. 

Senator GLENN. Have those reports been made available to the 
committee ~ . 

Ms. LAWTON. I don't lmow tha4

!; they have been actually furnished. 
They are clearly available. 

Senator GLENN. I ask that you might see our staff and let them go 
over these, and they can see what would be appropriate for submis
si.on in our record, either classified or unclassified. Some of them may 
be valuable additions to our testimony. ",Ve will keep the record open 
for submission of such reports, as they are appropriate for the hear
ing record. 

The second question was "Considering the fact that some terrorist 
incidents have oCCl~rred as a consequence or ter.rorists attempting to 
enforce the release of their 'Comrades, an international jail to house all 
convicted terrorists would appear to be an appropriate arrangement. 
'What is your view~" 

Ms. LAWTON. I thinlr I ';v()uld like to rely un our system, Senator. 
Senator GLENN. This would establish the international jail. 
·Ms. :VAWTON. vVe don't have international prosecutors or inter

national criminal law, and they would have to come first. 
Senator PERCY. I ask that questions I have for JM:!'. McGiffert be 

insert.eel in the record for response by him.1 
Senator GLENN. If other committee members wish to ask questions 

of you, based on your testimony this morning, I hope you would 
reply to those. 

[The prepared statement of Benjamin R. Civiletti, Deputy Attor
ney General, which was delivered by Ms. Lawton, follows:] 

1 Sec p. 200. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN R. CIVILETTI, ACTING DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, 

I appreciate the opportunity to present the comments 

of the Department of Justice on S. 2236, the Omnibus Anti-

terrorism Act of 1977. 

The threat of international terrorist acts is a matter 

of continuing primary concern to this Administrati( " Shortly 

after President Carter's inauguration a detailed study was 

undertaken to assess our abilities both to develop consistent 

policies for dealing with terrorism and to handle any specific 

terrorist incidents which emerge. The result of that study 

was the establishment of a Horking Group on Terrorism within 

the Special Coordinating Committee of the National Security 

Council. The Working Group and its Executive Committee are 

responsible for developing government-wide policies to deal 

with terrorism and for overseeing coordination of the 

affected agencies in any particular incident which may occur. 

We are also continuing diplomatic efforts to persuade 

other nations to adopt basic security measures to reduce 

the threat of aircraft hijacking - measures which have already 

resulted in an appreciable decrease in hijacking incidents 

in this country. The Department of Justice continues its 
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effcrts to obtain information on terrorism and to prosecute 

bombings and other acts of terrorism within our criminal 

jurisdiction. 

He welcome this Committee's efforts to focus public 

debate on the additional measures needed to combat inter

national terrorism and to provide the necessary legal basis 

for dealing with terrorist acts which affect United States 

citizens, at home and abroad. He are particularly pleased, 

Mr. Chairman, that you have included in S.2236 the changes 

in the laws relating to hijacking and related actions which 

the Department of Justice recommended to the Congress on 

November II, 1977. Those provisions, embodied in Title IV 

of the bill, will bring the United States into full compliance 

with the Montreal Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful 

Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation, give us needed 

prosecutive tools to deal ~vith hij acking, threats and hoaxes, 

and provide important civil Isanctions as well. 

Section 401 of S.2236 revises the existing provisions 

of 18 U.S.C. 32 to provide greater clarity in the language 

and to substitute for the present requirement of proving 

intent to damage an aircraft the standard of the Montreal 

Convention - namely that the conduct involved is likely to 
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damage the aircraft. Further, acts of violence against 

passengers which are likely to endanger an aircraft in service 

are added to the list of prohibited acts. Finally, the 

existing law would be amended to prohibit the communication 

of false information which endangers an aircraft in flight. 

In response to the requirements of the Montreal Con

vention, section 401 of the bill would add a new provision 

to the criminal code extending prosecutive jurisdiction to 

hijackers and others threatening aircraft When the events 

occur outside the United States but the aircraft lands in 

the United States with the terrorist still on board. This 

extension of jurisdiction will enable us to dea] ,"iith inter

national terrorists who are subsequently apprehended in the 

United States. 

Other amendments in Title IV eliminate a serious gap in 

existing law by making criminal the threat to damage an air

craft as well as the actual conduct itself. They also 

provide the alternative of civil penalties for carrying arms 

aboard aircraft or conveying false information regarding 

aircraft in circumstances which, while serious, would not 

warrant a criminal prosecution. These civil penalty 

alternatives are important in emphasizing aircraft safety. 
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We must discourage reckless behavior which threatens air 

safety and frightens passengers without resorting to un

necessary crimnal prosecutions. 

The Department of Justice views these amendments as 

necessary to fulfill our international obligations and to 

encourage comparable efforts by other countries to deal 

effectively with aircraft hijacking. We strongly support 

these provisions of S.2236 and urge their enactment. 

Many of the other provisions of the bill are of primary 

concern to other agencies which have addressed or will add

ress them. There are, however, a few provisions of direc~ 

concern to the Department of Justice which I will discuss 

briefly. Title III of the bill would create a new Office 

in the Department of Justice, headed by an Assistant Attorney 

General, to coordinate all antiterrorism plans and policies 

of the Department. In our view, the creation of such a new 

Office is unnecessary and undesirable. Presently responsibility 

for developing policies on terrorism, working with the National 

Security Council Working Group on Terrorism, and supervising 

Department response to specific investigations is vested in 

the Deputy Attorney General, the second ranking official in 

the Department - a level of responsibility which is concommitant 
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with the importance of the subject. The Deputy Attorney 

General has continuing supervisory responsibility over, among 

others, the Federa.l Bureau of Inves tigation, the Criminal 

Division, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 

the United States Marshals, the Executive Office of U.S. 

Attorneys and the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 

all of the elements of the Department having a role in the 

efforts to combat terrorism. Thus, the Deputy Attorney 

General's Office is already providing the needed specific 

coordination and serving directly on the Working Group on 

Terrorism. Under these circumstances, the creation of a 

ne\~ and separate Office is unnecessary and would serve to 

diffuse l.·esponsibility at a 100~er level with limited 

authority. 

Section 104 of the bill \~ould require unclassified re

ports to the Congress on any terrorist incident involving or 

affecting citizens of the United States. Hhile it permits 

omission from this report of information threatening or 

compromising sources, it makes no provision for omitting 

information or delaying the reporting of information which 

should otherwise be protected from public disclosure. As 

you are aware, the Department of Justice is bound by 
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Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure not 

to disclose information developed by a grand jury without 

the permission of the court. Terrorist incidents in the 

United,States might well result in the convening of a grand 

jury almost immediately and the Department would be 

constrained by existing law from reporting to Congress 

information that may be developed. Moreover, ethical con

siderations relating to the rights of potential defendants, 

and longstanding policy against disclosures which would 

jeopardize on-going investigations limit the amount of 

information that the Department of Justice should make 

available concerning active criminal cases. Any reporting 

provisions included in this legislation should recognize 

these important constraints to effectively combatting terrorism. 

Finally, the Department has serious constitutional 

objections to the provision in sections lOS (e) and (g) of 

the bill ~~hich purport to authorize either House of Congress 

to add a country to the LOCATE list or prevent the removal 

of a country from the list. Congress, in its traditional 

legislative role may confer authority on the Executive or 

refuse to confer that authority. Once a lm~ is enacted in 

the manner prescribed by Article I, however - that is with 
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the concurrence of both Houses and the approval of the 

Executive or the override of his veto - it may not be undone 

by a single House acting alone. This not only encroaches 

upon the duty of the Executive to execute the laws, as 

prescribed in Article II, it also delegates to one House of 

Congress the power to undo what both Houses acting together 

have done - namely, confer responsibility on the Executive. 

Thus, it infringes on the authority of the Congress as well 

as on the authority of the President. The Department of 

Justice cannot support such a distortion of the constitutional 

system. 

Ive also have some technical problems \vith the sanction 

provisions of sections 106 and 108. For example, the broad 

wording of section l06(a) (4) would appear to bar even a 

United States citizen from a country on the LOCATE list. 

He assume that this was not intended and that problems such 

as this can be resolved by continuing the staff discussions 

\Vhich have begun. 

I commend the Committee's outstanding efforts to increase 

the United States' ability to combat international terrorism 

and \ve \ViII be happy to \vork \Vith the Committee to resolve 
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any legal or policy objections which exist with regard to 

specific provisions of the bill. 

I will be pleased to answer any questions the Committee 

may have. 
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Senator GLENN. Congressman Scheuer, we are glad to welcome 
you to the hearings this morning. 

Your full statement will be included in the record and you ma.y read 
it all or give an abridged version as you see fit. 

TESTIMONY OF HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER, REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

Representative SCHEUER. I will summarize my testimony. 
I'm honored to be invited to appear before this distinguished com

mittee. My message .to you is a simple one: we must undertake a 
program of cttrefully planned and administered research if we are 
to combat terrorism in a meaningful way. 

After all, carefully conducted scientific research is an essential 
element in the development of an informed counterterrorism 
strategy. 

You have just been discussing the LEAA effort. They have spent 
$2 million on research projects basically designed to increase our 
understanding of the terrorist phenomena. These projects we con
ducted in LEANs Office of Operational Support. And they have 
done it more or less with a focus on projects with immediate prac
tical payoff, such as .the training of law enforcement personnel, 
identification and detection of explosives, state of the art reviews of 
counterterrorism techniques based on inventories of terrorists events 
around the world. This is an excellent beginning, but a great deal 
more has to be done. I'm concerned that the momentum of the re
search underway may fade in a moment when we still have time to 
anticipate future terrorist activities. 

You have already heard from Dr. Kupperman but I wonld like to 
discuss several other areas which anticipatory research of the kind 
he described can be addressed. . 

We ought to be thinking about a possibility of attacks on our 
nuclear power facilities, seizure and destruction of our offshore oil 
and gas stations and terrorist attacks on the kind of vast installations 
that will flow from the Law of the Sea Treaty if we ever get to 
that point and when we start mining the bottoms of the ocean. 

As you know, there are trillions of dollars worth of valuable 
nodules down there. We will mine them with sophisticated tech
nology of all kinds and they will be vulnerable to terrorist attack. 
All of those installations will be vulnerable. 

Mr. Joseph Hendrie, Chairman of our own Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, has noted the danger of terrorist sabotage of existing 
nuclear facilities in the United States and aboard. 

I'm convinced that this is a very real possibility, and that it is as 
likely, if not more likely, than the deployment of a clandestine 
nuclear explosive or dispersal device by terrorists. 

Mr. Robert Heilbronner, an eminent writer, has written exten
sively on the subject. I will read you a few quotes from a recent 
book he authored called "An Inquiry Into the Human Prospect." 

There seems to be little doubt that some nuclear capability will be in th~ 
hands of the major underdeveloped nations certainly within the next few 
decades and, perhaps, much sooner. It might be used as an instrument of. 
blackmail to force the developed world to transfel' wealth to the poverty
stricl,en nations. It might be the government of the underdeveloped world and 
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the revolutionary cast of the governments can be expected-I would emphasize 
the revolutionary cast of these governments or many of them-that these gov
ernments might be able to arrange for the large scale assistance they will need 
and they feel is owing to them without recourse to these yiolent means . 

.But given the reluctance to date of the developed world to offer more than 
token aid and the likelihood that assistance on a scale to raise the standard of 
living of the 6 to 8 billion poverty-stricl,en inhabitants has declined in the well
to-do nations, the resort to nuclear tactics is inevitable. 

Nuclear terrorism, nuclear weaponry makes such access possible and wars 
of redistrlbution may be the only way by which the poor nations can hope to 
remedy their condition. 

I don't think this scenario can be laughed off. The demands of 
the developed world have become harsh and strident. W' e have 
witnessed this in the Law of the Sea Conference. If one looks at 
the exponential rate by which population is growing in the develop
ing world one can only foresee disaster of cn;caclysmic proportions 
within a generation unless there is massive intervention by these 
governments to contain their own rates of population growth rates. 

You have a Catch-22 situation. 
The very countries that have the worst rates of population growth 

are also the countries that are desperate to survive until tomorrow, 
where the human condition is already submarginal and people are 
literally starving. 

To ask the chiefs of state of these countries to invest in projects 
with long-term payoffs that are not dramatic is very difficult. 

You are talking about building one-room clinics, 2000 or them in 
the bush as the Government of Tangiers is trying to do but it takes 
a sophisticated, compassionate chief of state. on the order of a 
.rulius Nyerere before that kind of decision-making will take place. 

He is unusual in the developing world. Most of the chiefs of states 
and the elite power structures in the developing world where this 
incredible population explosion is taking place are so concerned with 
survival until tomorrow and warding off starvation and trying to 
provide some visible evidence of the capability of governing that 
they seem unable to bite the bullet and make ',the long-range com
mitments and investments in family planning and rational popula
tion policies that will not show any visible dramatic payoff in less 
than a decade or two. 

The record of our c0untl'y hasn't been that good either. It was 
only in 1970 that we initi!l!tecl [I, population policy to provide family 
planning for American women in child-bearing years. 

We are still short of that. Many of our women are still not privy 
to family planning techniques. We have 1 million birth to teen<'tgers 
every year and at least two-thirds are unwanted. Of course, our 
population problem is of a totally different order of magnitude than 
that of the developing would and ours doesn't threaten destabiliza
tion of world order. 

Senll;tor PERCY. I have to go to rules to present our budget for 
the year. Could I ask if at some point yon could comment from yonr 
expertise in this field on the terrorist threat in the Panama Canal 
Zone. Is that a real threat or not ~ Any time you can send comments 
to us we would be interested. 

Representative SCHEUER. I will finish my statement, conclnde my 
quot~s and give you a copy of it. I visited the Panama Canal under 
GussJe Autraub many months ago. 
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In my opinion the Panama Oanal is not defensible against ter
rorist threats in peacetime and certainly not defensible against a 
major enemy threat in wartime. 

We were briefed by the top military personnel of our own Armed 
Forces down there and they clearly led us to understand that the 
reason they supported a treaty, perhaps not to dot every "i" and 

.cross every "t" of the present language, but the reason they sup-
ported a ,treaty was that they felt the Panama Oanal was not mili
tarily defensible. 

Senator PERCY. In your judgment, how important in helping to 
prevent terrorism is it that we remain in partnership with Panama, 
considering it is surrounded on both sides by people and governments 
that are friendly to our being there ~ 

Representative SCHEUER. You have to play the worst game scenario 
in this instance. Who knows what kind of administration we will be 
dealing with there in the year 2000. 

The rumors of the Torrijos family's involvement in drug traffic 
were rampant when we were there. "'Te heard from Embassy people, 
military intelligence people, from the political gossipers with whom 
we met. On the bottom line I have no confidence whatsoever in 
Torrijos or any of his works. 

I have no confidence that we will have any considerable support 
from the Panamania.n governmr.nt in the year 2000. I have confidence 
that there will be economic incentive on the part of the Government 
of Panama to keep the canal open and viable because it makes a 
tremendous contribution to their hard clollar income and their gross 
national product. . 

On the bottom line our military tells us it is not defensible in 
peace and war and that there are better and more effective ways 
to move goods and that we simply don't need the canal. 

Senator PEROY. Thank you. 
Senator GLENN. Go ahead and proceed with your statement. Were 

you finished with your statement ~ 
Representative SOHEUER. If you want me to continue, I would be 

happy to, but it is a question of your time availability. 
Senator GLENN. I have to leave in a few minutes, but you can go 

on for a little while. 
Representative SCHEUER. One think that concerns me is that an 

attack can take place on our offshore facilities or on the ocean floor, 
where we will, in thc next decade or two, have literally hundreds of 
millions, if not billions of dollars in advanced technological 
machinery. 

These installations are unprotected by present international law. 
The, third Law of the Sea Oonference in 1975 adopted verbatim 

article 15 of the 1958 Geneva Oonvention on the High Seas. Rathel' 
than clearly defining the jurisdiction and legal recourse in the event 
of terrorism on the open seas or under the seas, the ar,ticle virtually 
guarantees confusion and inaction. 

It simply condemn i1legnl violent acts on or under the seas as 
piracy, without specifying exactly which 'acts are illegal. 

Furthermore, it stipUlates that 'any violent act associated with a 
fight for independence or liberation'-:"and this could include liberat
ing the developing world from the domination and exploitation of 
the developing wodd-does not fall under piracy. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 16 
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Given this framework, every terrorist act could be sanctioned as 
part and parcel of a fight for independence or liberation. You have 
an open sesame for any act of terrorism on or under the high seas. 

Nations, in the event of a terrorist attack, would be hampered by 
the question of legality of the military response unless you could 
demonstrate that a soverign government committed the act. If it 
were an informal terrorist organization, it would be difficult, if not 
impossible, .to pin on any government. 

I suggest t? you the assassination of the Egyptian editor in 
Cyprus. Who IS guilty of that ~ Is the PLO guilty ~ 

They say that a renegade radical group in PLO was responsible. 
Is the Iraqi Government guilty ~ 

Well, it just gives you an analogy of the morass of legal questions 
and the total absence of accountability or legal responsibility that is 
now in the third Law of the Sea Conference. 

So we 'are talking about sabotage of nuclear facilities, nnclear 
blackmail by Third Vir orld terrorists, piracy on or und.er the seas. 
I'm suggesting that our research and planning thus far has not 
enabled us to meet threats of this nature. 

We don't know enough about the phenomena we call "terrorism" 
to direct our cotmtermeasures intelligently and efficiently. 'We need 
to continually expand studies in this area. 

We have to count, catalog and analyze the terrorist events as they 
occur up to and including the last 72 hours events. 

We need thorough and scientifically rigorous research into the 
dynamics of terrorism. We have to know about terrorist pSY9hologies, 
the role the media plays in terrorist decisionmakingand game
planning. 

We need research and development of a variety of new te~h
nologies that can be successful in respondiu@: to terrorist acts. 

We need commissioned studies to place the current problems of 
world terrorism in an historic setting, so we can benefit from our 
past experience. 

I want to congratul!Lte this committee on its diligence in putting 
forth this legislation, S. 2236. 

I share your view that the executive branch has not made full 
enough use of the sanctions and recourses at its command to counter 
terrorism. 

The administration needs prodding, and I believe your bill ac
complishes this. 

I believe it is an excellent piece of legislation, and I'm proud to 
be a cosponsor. 

Senator GLENN. Thank you very much. 
There are a couple of points you bring out which are interesting. 

You bring UP the specter of terrorist attacks on offshore oil rigs and 
how these will apply to the Law of the Sea and activities on the sea 
that we have not dealt with. 

You are right in pointing out, while most of our efforts are of 
immediate action of some kind, that the long-range problems that. 
breed the terrorists n,nd breed those not concerned with their own 
lives, who have reached the point of such frustration that they will 
sacrifice their own lives no mhtter what other people they take with 
t,hem, those conditions are something we have to deal with on the 
long term also. 

------------------------------------
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That does not mean we can finance the world, but it means we have 
to consider those things and take action, as we see best, in our time, 
to prevent those things in the future. 

In the nuclear area, the nuclear blackmail you mentioned that Mr. 
Heilbronner talks about, we passed, just 10 days agas the Nuclear 
Nonproliferation bill that some of us worked hard on for 2% years, 
which we finally got through. 

That will be going to the President shortly for signature. It passed 
the House also immediately after it went through the Senate. One of 
the main reasons we w('re so concerned about the bill was the fact you 
mentioned that we find smaller and smaller nations, those who per
haps would exhibit less hesitancy about using a nuclear weapon, if 
they had it than the big powers would, gaining atomic weapons in 
the future. as a result of technology flow. 

This bill attempts to hit a reasonable bnJance between advancing 
Ame,rican nuclear interests around the world and keeping 'Our busi
nessmen in the influential position they have been in the past few 
years, and yet putting safeguards on. So we have a warning if smaller 
nations or terrorist groups gain nuclear technology in a sufficient way, 
along with equinment, so that they might be able to make nuclear 
blackmail a reality, not just the tlirea.t we have had a few times in 
some American cities. 

If one of these days we have a hijacked airplane with a renI load 
of highly enriched uranium, or a surface shipment of plutonium that 
turns' up being attacked, or some of the material is taken from it, 
tIle real credibility that the threat does exist. 
If they are in downtown London with fl, bomb, and we know 

material was diverted sufficiently in that area. We know v,'C have u. 
prohJem on our hands. 

This bill was designed to prevent that flow that you are concerned 
about, too. -

We are glad to get that through, and we look :forward to the'Presi
dent signing that bill shortly. 

I was surprised, too, one thi~g you. brought out also, was that under 
the 1958 Geneva Convention, article 15, these acts of independence, 
we apparently have a loophole as big as all outdoors. As long as 
somebody says, "Pm getting independence for my country'" it is no 
longer piracy. You can do anything, as long as someone claims he is 
doing it 101' independence of his country. 

Representative SCHEUER. Independence or liberation from depres
sion, or anything else for that matter. 

Senator' GLENN. Any terrorist group has something they want to 
be liberated from. 

One of these days we will have a nuclear threat that is real, and 
the world will be held at hostage, beeause of a group like this. 

I appreciate your testimony very much. 
We appreciate your being here this: morning. Thank you very much. 
[The pl'epared statement of Congressman Scheuer follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES H. SCHUUER, REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PLANNING, ANALYSIS 
AND COOPERATION, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am grateful for this opportunity 

to present testimony before you. I appear today in my capacity as Chairman of 

the Subcommittee on Domestic and Internationa' Scientific Planning, Analysis, 

and Cooperation of the House Committee on Science and Technology. Our Subcommittee 

has special oversight responsibility for many research and development programs 

in the federal government, including research into terrorism. 

It is not necessary for me to impress upon this Committee the gravity and 

potential threat of terrorist acts both domestically and internationally. You 

have al ready heard testimony from many d';stinguished witnesses, all of whom have 

emphasized the need for concerted federal action in this most important area. 

My message to you is a simple one: \1e must undertake a program of care

fully planned and administered research if \1e are to combat terrorism in meaningful 

way; carefully conducted scientific research is an essential element in the 

development of an informed counter-terrorism strategy. Over the past five years, 

about $2 million has been spent on research projects specifically aimed at increas

ing our understanding of terrorist phenomena. Most of the Significant research 

on this vital topic has been supported by funds coming from the Law Enforcement 

Assi stance Administrati on I s Office of Operational SupPo,rt. 

Most of the federal funds devoted either dir'ectly or indirectly to the 

terrorist problem have been for projects with immediate practical payoff: the 

training of law enforcement personnel, the identification and detection of 

explosives, state of the art reviews of counter-terrorism techniques, legal 

research, and trend analyses based upon inventories of terrorist events \~orldwide. 

Far frcm being critical of this work, I see it as an excellent beginning 

taken by federal officials during a period where there was no clearly articulated 
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policy concerning the federal role on research into terrorism. The work done 

to date is, therefore, testimony to the foresight and cooperation of a number 

of individuals who, on their own, saw the need for research on terrorism and were 

able to get it underway. Also, I am gratified to see that in the last few months 

the 110rking group on terrorism has set up a subcommittee specifical1y charged with 

deSigning an overall research strategy and promoting needed research. 

Despite this recent development., I am, hO~lever, concerned that the momentum 

of the research al ready underway may fade at a moment when we still have time to 

anticipate future terrorist activity. We shoUld now be engaged in studies 

which will prepare us for possible or likely terrorist events of the future. 

The Mass Destruction Crisis· Management scenario described to you by Dr. Kupperman 

of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency is a good beginning, but we cannot stop 

without considering a number of other scenarios as well. 

Mr. Chairman, I ~Iould like to discuss several other areas tOl1ards which 

anticipatory research of this nature can and should be addressed. Specifically, 

we should be thinking about and preparing for the possibility of attacks on our 

nuclear power facilities as well as seizure or destruction of our vital off-shore 

oil and gas stations. 

With regard to the former threat, Nr. Joseph N. Hendrie, Chairman of the 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has noted the danger of terrorist sabotage of 

existing nuclear facilities in the United States and abroad. I am convinced that 

such sabotage is equally as likelY, if not more likely, than the deployment of 

a clandestine nuclear explosive or dispersal device by terrorists. 

Michael Flood, a noted chemist at the University of London gives an added 

dimension to Mr. Hendrie's remarks when he states that: 
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"sabotage to a very 1 imited number of critical components .•. 

identifiable from the open literature. . . could disable enough 

safety systems through common-mode failure to lead to a core 

meltdown of the reactor and containment failure. Contrary to public 

opinion, effective sabotage does not need to follo\'{ the sequence of 

any stylized design-basis accident. Shaped charges, for example, which 

are extraordinarily powerful ~Ieapons, developed specifically for 

demolishing reinforced concrete, could be used to break through 

protective shielding,sever pipes and wires and smash safety devices 

or breach the containment dome. If a nuclear station's ultimate heat 

sink ••. the sea, a river or a lake •.• were cut off by the destruction 

of cooling \'later intakes, this could also lead to disastrous conse

quences. " 

With the increasing u.s. and world dependence upon nuclear power facilities, 

it is inlperative that we develop terrorproof safeguards to protect the public 

from the potential nuclear tragedy described by Professor Flood. In the absence 

(If such safeguards, the safety of nuclear pO\~er plants must be seriously questioned. 

For the Committee's information, I have appended to this testimony a list 

of nuclear facilities in which accidents or safety breaches have already occurred. 

The facilities are located in both the United States and abroad. 
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Hr. Chairman, I also serve as the Chairman of the House Select 

Committee on Population and am therefore 11ell acquainted with current 

projections of third world population growth and the environmental 

limitation on the gro~/th of their output. It is quite likely that 

unless the increasing population trends are reversed within the next 

two generations, massive hum!!n deterioration will occur in many 

African and Asian nations. 

Bearing in mind these demographic realities, Robert Hei1broner, 

the eminent economist and sodal theorist, raises the specter of 

international nuclear blackmail employed by terrorists acting in ~/hat 

they believe to be the best interests of starving underdeveloped nations. 

These terrorists, Hei1broner .claims, may demand massive transfers of 

food and wealth from the developed nations to the poverty-stricken world. 

Yet another possibility we must address is that of attack on 

our off-shore energy faci1 ities or any other acts of terrorism on the 

high seas. In 1975, the Third Lal1 of the Sea Conference adopted 

verbatim Article 15 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas. 

Rather than clearly defining jurisdiction and legal recourse in the 

event of terrorism on the open seas, that article virtua11y guarantees 

confusion and inaction. Put simply, Article 15 condemns illegal violent 

acts on the open-seas as piracy without specifying 11hich acts exactly 

are illegal. It stipulates that any violent act associated with a 

fight for independence or liberation does not fall under the cloak of 

piracy. Given this framework, nearly all terrorist acts could be 

sanctioned as 1iberationist and hence would not be illegal under 

International La~/. Any nations course of action in the event of a 

terrorist attack 11ou1d be severely hampered by 'the qUestionable legality 

of a military response. 
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Mr. Chairman, to handicap our efforts, or any nation's efforts, 

to combat terrorism is inexcusable and potentially devastating, 

particularly since isolated incidents of terrorism are so difficult 

to deal with using all available means. The central reason for my 

appearance here today is to present to you the urgent need for resear~h 

in this area. 

Sabotage of nuclear facilities, nuclear blackmail by Third World 

terrorists, and piracy on the high seas •.. Mr. Chairman, has our research 

and planning thus far enabled us to meet threats of this nature? 

The United States in particular must prepare for the strong 

possibility of future terrorism. Today's public demands that the 

intelligence community's monitoring and surveillance of individuals 

in our society be kept to a minumum--- and rightly so. We all hold 

dear our country's o\~n tradition of personal and civil liberties. We 

must realize, however, that such a limited check on individual movement 

leaves us especially vulnerable to terrorist attack from within. The 

facts of the matter are that at present, we do not know enough about 

this phenomenon we call terrorism to direct our countermeasures intell i

gently and efficiently. 

Certainly we need to continue and expand those studies which count, " 

catalog and analyze the distressing parade of terrorist events as they 

occur. However, we also need thorough and scientifically rigorous research 

into the dynamics of terrorism; we must know more about police actions, 

hostage responses, terrorist psychologies, and the role the media 

plays in terrorist dramas. 
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In addition, we need to research and develop a variety of new 

technologies and strategies that could be successfully employed in 

preventing or responding to terrodst acts. final1y, i~e need 

specially commissioned studies to place the world's current problems 

l'lith terrorism in an historical perspective so that we might benefit 

from the lessons of past experiences. 

With regard to the legislation now being considered,S 2236, 

share the Committee's view that the Executive branch has not made 

full use of the sanctions and resources at its command to counter 

international terrorism. The Administration apparently needs prodding, 

and I believe that your bill \~ill accomplish this. 

I commend this Committee for its initiative and leadership in 

facing a most challenging problem. 

Thank you. 
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Senator GLENN. Hearings will stand in recess, subject to the call of 
the Chair. 

[Whereupon, at 11 :30 a.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to 
the call of the Chair.] 



AN ACT TO COMBAT INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM
S. 2236 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 1978 

u.s. SENATE, 
CO?tU!lTTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, 

Washington, 'D .0. 
The committee met at 9 :55 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 3302, 

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Glenn presiding. 
Present: Senators Glenn and J avits. 
Staff members present: Ellen Miller, professional staff member; 

Robert V. Heffernan, research assistant; Brian Conboy, special coun
sel to the minority; Ken Ackerman, minority professional staff 
member. Energy Subcommittee staff: Len Weiss, staff director; 
Walker Nolan, professional staff member; and Sandy Spector, pro
fessional staff member. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN 

Senator GLENN. The hearings will be in order. 
Today and tomorrow will be 2 days of an ongoing series of hear

ings concerning the general subject of terrorism. The hearings will 
evolve around the bill that has been put in by Chairman Ribicoff. 

We are particularly concerned in these 2 days of looking into the 
problems of or potential of nuclear terrorism where nuclear weapons 
might be involved or the threat of nuclear weapons would be in
volved. 

Today, we want to get into the problem of ease of design, potential 
ease of design for nuclear weapons. And during the day we will 
bring out the extreme importance of protecting our supplies of highly 
enriched uranium, of weapons grade uranium and plutonium that 
might be used in a bomb design. 

Tomorrow we shall receive administration testimony on the sys
tems of safeguards for this material that we have available and is in 
use now and our Government's ability to respond to nuclear threats, 
of which we have had some 44 since 1970, several of which have been 
considered serious enough that we had response teams doing detailed 
investigations in different parts of the country. 

Within the past 2 weeks, 11 PLO terrorists massacred innocent 
Israeli civilians, leading to the present military occupation of South
ern Lebanon. There has also been the shocking news of the kid
napping of former Italian Premier Aldo Moro by a band of 12 ter
rorists, who killed his contingent of five bodyguards. Many other 
earlier terrorist incidents could be listed. . 

(249) 
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It is mind-boggling to even consider the prospect of nuclear 
weapons being possessed by these or other terrorist groups, but what 
may be unthinkable to some must be faced in order that we may 
protect humanity from this potential threat. 

We have only to look at the figures on terrorist incidents with 
international consequences to see the basis for concern. International 
terrorism has sharply increased since the 1960s, whether one views it 
from the standpoint of Humber of incidents or number of casualties. 
According to an unclassified CIA report, the years 1968 to 1976 saw 
the emergence of 140 terrorist organizations from nearly 50 countries 
or disputed territories. There have been 1,000 deaths from interna
tional terrorist incidents during this period, with 2,000 additional 
persons injured. If casualticf.l from domestic terrorist incidents are 
added to these figures, the numbers obviously become still higher. 
Much has been written concerning the motivation of various types 
of terrorists and whether the possession of a nuclear capability would 
enhance or detract from their ultimate aims. Perhaps this begs the 
question. For if a terrorist or terrorist group can achieve a nuclear 
capability, then that capability is within tIle grasp of every countit'y 
on earth. And who will doubt the serious national security implicu.
tions of that situation ~ 

For many years there has been an ongoing debate within the 
nuclear community in the United States concerning the question of 
how easy it is to design and construct nuclear explosive devices. It is 
obvious that, in the light of my previous remarks, the resolution of 
this debate presents ramifications for safeguards which are of utmost 
importance to everyone. 

In other words, if the mechanical equipment of a bomb is avail
able, the only lacking ingredient for a truly workable bomb is 
uranium enriched to weapons grade, or plutonium. 

It is not as if this question has not been raised before by this com
mittee. Much of the debate over the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act 
of 1978, recently signed into law by President Carter, was predicated 
on the assumption that providing fissile material or the means of 
obtaining fissile material to a nonnuclear weapons state was tanta
mount to providing them with a nuclear weapons option. Nowhere 
was the debate on the bill sharper than over the provision of "timely 
warning" which focused on the issue of how easy it was to make a 
weapon once the nuclear material was available. In that case, it was 
assumed that a scientific "team" of some size within a country could 
be tapped to construct the weapon. The issue of what the precise level 
of expertise might be was not a major part of that debate, but is at 
the heart of the issue we are addressing at today's hearing. 

Last year in response to an earlier request from this committee 
the Office of Technology Assessment produced a report entitled 
"Nuclear Proliferation and Safeguards" in which it was stated that: 

Given the weapon.: material and a fraction of a million dollars. a small group 
of people. none of whom have ever had access to the classified literature, could 
possibly design and b'llHd a crude nuclear explosive device. 

The same report d.escribed in general terms the two basic methods 
of assembling fissile material in a nuclear explosive; namely, the 
assembly of two or more sub critical masses using gun pl'opeUants
the gun-type device-and the achievement of supercriticality of fissile 
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material by using high explosive to sufficiently compress a subcritical 
configuration of the material. The report stated that: "Militarily 
useful weapons with reliable nuclear yields in the kiloton range can 
be constructed with reactor-grade plutonium, using low technology." 

Predating the OTA report by about 3 years, a book by Mason Will
rich and Theodore Taylor, who is with us today, entitled "Nuclear 
Theft: Risks and Safeguards," took as its central hypothesis that if 
the essential nuclear materials are at hand, it is possible to make an 
atomic bomb using information tllat is available in the open litera
ture. In the introduction to their book, Willrich and Taylor recog
nized that every public discussion about risks to the public's security 
contains the potential for increasing that risk. 

That is a fact that has weighed heavily upon me and others as we 
have struggled over the past few weeks with the question of how 
best to incorporate certain new information regarding the ease of 
weapons design into the domain of public policymaking. We have had 
to balance the benefits of raising public, indeed international, aware
ness of the problems we are to discuss today and tomorrow against 
the risks of encouraging warped and twisted'minds to prey upon our 
WOI'Se fears. 

I might digress from my prepared statement just a moment to say 
that we see the following benefits of hearings lilm this: 'Vve raise 
public awareness, number one; we raise international awareness of 
the problem; we can help emphasize the need for improvement of 
physical security; we can make acceptable needed restrictions of 
what is now too open a flow of information on bomb design; and we 
can add credibility to and acceptance of the President's nonreprocess
ing stance. 

'The risks are, I think, reasonably obvious on the other side. Do 
we encourage further amateur attempts at bomb design ~ Could we 
actually encourage terrorists rather than discouraging them ~ Would 
we possibly encourage additional threats and hoaxes? Can this be 
seized upon as another reason against nuclear power in general? Could 
it possibly encourage irresponsible headlining of the situation ~ 

Well, we weighed all of these things. I must say we have had 
very, very lengthy discussions about them, because they are most 
serious, 

But after much soul-searching, we have made the judgment that 
the national interest will be best served by open, prudent, responsible 
disclosure of the potential risks to our security through the possible 
fabrication of nuclear weapons by subnational groups or even indi
viduals. 

Senator .T.AVITS. Would the Chair consider yielding to me? 
Senator GLENN. Certainly. 

OPENING REl'rfARKS OF SENATOR JAVITS 

Senator .TAVITS. Mr. Chairman, I am here to enable the Chairman 
to open and proceed with the hearing. I would like to say that I 
believe the soul-searching the Ohair has spoken of is well warranted 
and that I believe the ultimate decision, especially as it will be taken 
with the care which this particular Chairman can uniquely give to 
this kind of a matter, with respect to the public hearing, I Imow will 
be followed. 
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So I believe the decision, especially in view of our unique good 
fortune to have Senator Glenn himself handle this hearing, justifies 
what the Ohair has come to as the result of his own soul-searching. 

I hope very much to express that hope that it will, one, properly 
impress our own people with the critical nature of the law which the 
President signed, which the Ohairman and Senator Percy are the 
uLii-.hors of: and get credit for; and, second, the international com
munity, which has been so terribly remiss, eSl)ecially the new and 
develuping countries of Africa and Asia and Latin America, which 
have so importantly failed to take with us the necessary measures 
against terrorism. That is really the root of this evil. 
. I hope very much that what should frighten the world in this 

.kind of a situation, the ability to make an atom bomb by almost an 
amateur, will have some effect of moving the world to a better stand-
ard of care and of self-protection in this regard. . 

I thank the Ohair so much f01' yielding. I express my gratitude to 
him as one Senator for carrying- on this particular problem. 

Senator GLENN. Thank you, Senator Javits, most sincerely. Thank 
you for your remarks. You have been working in this area a long 
time yourself. I certainly appreciate your efforts and your remarks. 

Senator JAVITS. Thank you. 
Senator GLENN. It is with those previously expressed remarks, 

with that conviction that 1 now relate the facts which form the 
immediate background for today's hearing. 

Approximately 1 month ago Dr. Leonard 1V"eiss, staff director of 
the Subcommittee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and Federal 
Services, was contacted by a 22-year-old former Harvard student, Mr. 
Dimitri A. Rotow, who is with us today, who brought to Dr. 'Weiss' 
attention a set of drawings and 8 out of 12 chapters of a working 
manuscript he had purportedly written on the design and construc
tion of nuclear weapons. 

This is the basic text of it here, and some of the information he 
has here, and some of the drawings I have with me today are right 
here, designs for an atomic weapon. These are all various blueprints 
Mr. Rotow brought to us. 

As far as Dr. W' eiss could tell, the manuscript was based 'upon 
jnformation obtained only from the unclassified literature. He in
formed me of this event, and arranged for the drawings and manu
script to be reviewed by Dr. J. Carson Mark and Dr. Theodore B. 
T.aylol" both o£ whom have had extensive weapons design experience. 

Based upon the subsequent information I received, I arranged 
with Senator Ribicoff to go to the White House to discuss this matter 
with the President and to present some suggestions for Presidential 
action. 

These suggestions, which are under review at the present time, are 
as follows: 

(1) Tighten the presently loose distribution of information of 
direct significance for nuclear weapons design and fabrication, with 
the emphasis on preventing such widespread distribution of new 
t.echnology as it develops. As we will find out later, the design of 
this came from open literature. 

(2) Reexamine present levels and practices of physical security 
and materials accounting, with regard to weapons grade uranium and 
plutonium. . 

/ 
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(a) Determine adequacy of and consider upgrading Department 
of Energy and Nuclear Regulatory Commission physical security 
on plants handling- significant quantities of hig-hly enriched uranium 
and plutonium to Department of Defense physical security standards 
for weapons. 

(b) Determine adequacy of and consider establishment of a Fed
eral nuclear protective force for plants described above. We will have 
more testimony on that tomorrow. 

(c) Deterfuine adequacy of and hasten development of new on-line 
materials accounting systems. 

( d) Protect security plans of licensed facilities from indiscriminate 
disclosure under Freedom of Information Act requests, which we 
will also g-et into tomorrow. 

(3) Inform all weapons states of these concerns and institute fur
ther diplomatic moves to restrict expansion and operation of com
mercial reprocessing facilities, and to upgrade physical security and 
materials accounting in all countries handling significant quantities 
bf highly enriched uranium and plutonium. 

I would only repeat one of the remarks in the first page of my 
statement, and that is in the middle of the pa./re : In other words, if the 
mechanical equipment of a bomb is available, the only lacking in
gredient for a truly workable bomb is uranium enriched to weapons 
grade, or plutonium. 

With those opening remarks, we would like to welcome our first 
witnesses this morning-. Our witnesses are Dr. Theodore B. Taylor 
and Dr. J. Carson Mark. I would ask them to come to the witness 
table, please. 

I think if you just came together, we could have your statements 
and then could address questions as we saw fit at that time. 

Dr. Tavlor is at Princeton University at the present time. Dr .• T. 
Carson Mark is from Los Alamos, formerly at the Los Alamos Sci
entific Laboratory in New Mexico. 

Dr. Taylor, we would welcome your statement and your comments. 

TESTIMONY OF THEODORE :B. TAYLOR, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY; 
AND J. CARSON MARK, LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY 

Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to paraphrase the first part of my statement in this 

way, that is to say that I have been concerned about this question of 
how difficult or easy it is to make nuclear weapons for a long- time. I 
have given this something close to Iull-time attention Ior about the 
last 12 years. 

That is where I am coming from in other words at this hearing. r 
have a serious concern about this. 

Senator GLENN. I think I might just add that it was nearly 3 years 
ago that there was a television program based on some of the work 
that you had done, concerns along this ver;v line, that so~e people 
in the room may have seen. I know I saw It and thought It was of 
i'lufficient importance that I got a coPy of it from the network at 
t.hat time and showed it to my office staff at that time. 

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. r remember that. 
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This concern comes from the experience I have had, which started, 
working under Dr. Mark at Los Alamos on the design of nuclear 
weapons, then a number of years following that on the design of 
nuclear powel' reactors a,nd research reactors, then a rather short 
stint in the Pentag~ni as· Deputy Director of the Defense Atomic 
Support Agency where' I was concerned with the technical direction 
of the Defense Department's program to understand the effects of 
nuclear weapons. Q:iven that background I found myself in the mid-
1960s, specifically 196.5, very concerned that there seemed to. be a 
general impression, quite widespread, that nuclear weapons were very 
difficult to make, even if one had the necessary amounts of plutonium 
or uranium-235. 

I found it was necessary for me first to decide, on the basis of my 
previous experience, whether it was anywhere near as difficult as the 
convE}ntional wisdom at that time said. The answer was quite dis
tinctly no. It is not that difficult. 

During the course of the 12 or 13 years after that, I have been 
frustrated for the following reason, that I have found myself saying 
quite often publicly, that it is much easier to make nuclear weapons, 
given the special nuclear materials, than most people seem to be say
ing, particularly people in the nuclear industry and nuclear academia. 

However, it has never been possible for me to say in any technically 
satisfying way why I have come to this conviction without actually 
violating Federal law by saying things that are classified. 

In this context, I h3. ve tried rather hard several times to arrange 
for meetings with appropriate people in the AEC, then ERDA, then 
DOE, to go into this matter in some detail, to present the basis for my 
conviction, for two reasons. 

One is I was not completely sure that at least among Government 
officials associated with the oid AEC and ERDA and so on that this 
is really clearly understood. And I was never completely sure that I 
might not have overlooked some things that in fact made my state
ment of the relative ease of doing this incorrect. 

I express that frustration because it is in that context that last 
week Leonard Weiss asked me to come over to the Hill and review 
the report, the draft report that you just referred to. 

I would like to sum up my impressions of that very briefly. Mr. 
Rotow's manuscript is the most extensive and detailed exposition of 
things to think about and how to think about them in the design of 
nuclear weapons, nuclear fission weapons, that I have seen outside 
of classified literature. Although it contains 11 number of errors, these 
do not generally detract from his main lines of reasoning in setting 
down a variety of approaches to the design of a variety of types of 
fi.ssion weapons. 

I was astonished by the amount of well-organized information and 
the number and quality of ideas he was able to assemble in a time 
that he says was about 3 months of intensive work. I would say his 
exposition is much stronger in dealing with design principles and 
the reasoning behind them than 011 estimates of performance, in 
which I found some significant errors. 

All in all, however, I was neither shocked nor surprised that an 
intelligent and innovative person, without extensive training in 
nuclear physics, could produce such a document, though I must say I 
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was surprised that it took so little time. His work certainly tends to 
confirm a conviction I have held for more than something like 12 
years. 

That is my summation of my impression of the document, the 
draft report. I would be very glad to try to answer any questions 
that members of the committee may have about this. 

Senator GLENN. Thank you, Dr. Taylor, very much. 
Dr. Mark, would you give us your statement and then I think we 

could discuss this and have questions that either one of you could 
nnswer. 

Mr. MARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator GLENN. Could you give us a little of your background also 

just in starting out ~ 
Mr. 1\fARK. Yes. I was a student of mathematics, taught mathe

matics, at the University of Manitoba for about 5 years. I joined the 
Montreal Laboratory of the National Research Council of Canada 
in 1943. That was the Canadian wartime project on atomic energy. 

In 1945 I moved from there to Los Alamos, where I have been 
since. From 194'7 until I retired in 1973 I was head of the division 
which was responsible for the design of nuclear weapons, both fission 
and thermonuclear, in which we had the good fortune to have Dr. 
Taylor as one of our team. 

Since retiring in 19'73 I have been a member of various advisory 
groups, and most particularly of the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards since 19'76, which committee, as you are aware, sir, is also 
concerned with the matter of safeguards, as well as of safety. 

I have been asked to comment on the work of Dimitri Rotow; to 
give my assessment of the significance and quality of that. 

Before doing so, I would like to just briefly make some remarks as 
a context for any such comments. 

There is a great number of things concerning the design of nuclear 
weapons which are generally known, widely available in this country, 
around the world, and they include, for one thing, the notion that a 
supercritical assembly of material which has a fast neutron spectrum 
will explode. This is in contrast with the sort of neutronic situation 
that one meets in present power reactors. But there is no doubt that 
such a thing, if you got it together, will explode. That is absolutely 
known. 

It was not a known fact in the first half of 1945. It has been a 
known fact ever since, and known to everyone. 

There is, consequently, a very wide spectrum of configurations
combinations of active material and reflectors-which would provide 
a nuclear explosion if the confignration could be realized. There is 
nothing either surprising or new about that. 

The means of realizing a supercritical configuration is where, of 
course, all the problem resides. Two qualitative means have been 
widely discussed. Others can be imagined. But the ones which have 
received very thorough attention are the gun method and the im
plosion. 

In places like the Encyclopedia Americana and documents, news
paper articles, for many years the schematic representation of the gun 
assembly is quite clearly and adequately pictured, as also, even, the 
schematic representation of the implosion. 
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The design, then, of a nuclear device can take advantage of either 
of these methods and all it has to do in order to be a possible explo
sive device is demonstrate that when completed the assembly will be 
supercritical. Such an assembly of either uranium-235 or plutonium
whether weapons grade or reactor grade material-differ in detail, 
but not at aU in large fact. 

The problems about the design are in realizing the design, in 
having a configuration, or in having an actual apparatus which will 
do what you have specified it is supposed to do. Here one runs into 
a tremendously wide range of complexities and possible difficulties 
about which details are not written down. 

The gun assembly is not necessarily properly constructed if it 
merely meets criteria familiar from normal ordnance.' The projectile 
has an unfamiliar mass-to-diameter ratio. This has to be worried 
about in connection with the propellant charge, the qualities of the 
gun barrel and the breech and many things of that sort. 

I am not aware of any public description providing a guaranteed 
solution for such problems. The drawings which one finds in the 
encyclopedia don't necessarily consider nor recognize those problems. 

The implosion is easy to draw but by far from straightforward to 
accomplish. It is known that one should have a reasonably spherical 
detonation wave. It is known that one should have high explosive 
lenses, and these should be fired simultaneously to some ,degree. The 
business of findihg out whether your particular set of detonators or 
lenses has the property of being simultaneous doesn't follow from 
just saying they must be simultaneous. It follows from having worked 
with the set. 

Nevertheless, since the "design," or, if you will, the uJtjmate con
figuration to be achieved, is straightforward, no control of informa
tion is going to remove from view the kinds of situations which, if 
realized, would lead to explosions. 

Another point, which is a general point, that I would like to make 
is: given an assumed supercritical configuration, the matter of being 
in a position to estimate the energy 'that would be released is an 
exceedingly difficult matter. One can assure oneself that it will be, let 
us say, "nuclear"; that is to say, have a yield much larger than if 
the mass of the object were built with explosive, perhaps by orders of 
magnitude. One can, indeed, persuade oneself of that on rather ele
mentary grounds. 

But to say that the yield is a kiloton, within an accuracy that is as 
good as a factor of three, becomes a matter of great difficulty. It is 
not likely to be available to an individual working alone. In fact, 
it can probably only be confirmed by having access to experimental 
results. 

There is the large area of processing of materials: Let us pretend 
that one get.R from some fuel Iabric:1ting source some plutonium oxide. 
This is the most likely thing one would be able to reach. It is con
ceivable that one could use the plutonium oxic..(~ as a raw material for 
an explosive. There are quite complicated deSIgn considerations that 
one would have to go into if one were to do that. 

The other approach would be to think of reducing the plutonium 
oxide or uranium oxide to metal. There are handbooks which give 
information on the processes needed for such a reduction to metal. 
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It must be realized that these al'e reany in the nature of cook
books. It is as if I should have Julia Child's book here in my hand 
and, reading carefully line by line, expect to come out with a galan
tine. It takes more than those instructions. It takes experience and 
it takes a feeling, really quite a broad awareness, to go :from the kinds 
of statements available in the plutonium metals handbook to achieve 
plutonium metal. . 

It is often claimed that this is an easy, straightforwardly available 
process :for an inexperienced individual to follow. I think that state
ment is usually made by people who have never done it. 

I have recently raised exactly that question with people who have 
worked in the field. Here, o:f course, I am crossing somewhat with 
Dr. Taylor's comment; and, o:f course, such people can be suspected 
o:f overemphasizing the difficulty. But one cannot find amongst them 
anyone who saYE;'it is easy. And they point out, and I believe cor
rectly, that the analogy with the cookbook is very relevant. 

Some things are written down about the mechanical arts, but by 
no means all o:f the things necessary .to :follow a given process ever 
get written down. Even in the reduction to metal, where the process 
is well described. 

There was a situation at Los Alamos in the last year in which they 
had an incipient explosion, while :following a routine process in the 
reduction to metal. This was in the hands of people working in that 
field :for 10 to 20 years. It turned out there was a small undetected 
flaw in the equipment by whieh a certain amount o:f air, which 
wasn't supposed to be there, leaked into the particular vessel. It 
caught on fire and almost exploded in their face. 

There are other indications that the simple descriptions of some 
of these mechanical arts processes are not enough to put one in a 
position to follow them. I am referring in particular to difficulties 
which have appeared over and over again in trying to transfer 
technology from a research group to a production group. With full 
cooperation, looking over the other person's shoulder, asking all 'flos
sible questions and obtaining all possible documents as to iust what 
to do; and when taken off to another site the process didn't work 
until one practiced with it and worked with it. and finally got it 
beaten into place. 

There is even such a case between Los Alamos and one of the other 
Department of Energy labs at present where,' £01' several weeks, a 
process, though well in hand at Los Alamos, does not prove successful 
at the other place, in spite of all descriptions possible having been 
transferred. . 

The person, then, working from a design and having to exercise 
these things in the mechanical arts has more of a problem thiiil has 
sometimes been indicated. And yet;. in spite of that~ -there is no doubt 
whatever in my mind that it could be done. 

A person might be lucky and go through and do it smoothly: If he 
didn't, he would have a chance and some likelihood of success' in 
working it over and trying it. again and trying to come out with what 
he was after. 

But an estimate of the rapidity with which he might do it is totally 
without basis until you feed in a sufficient term for Murphy's law. 
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Not everything that can go wrong will go wrong; but it is very likely, 
since there are many steps, that something will go wrong. 

I rather like the impression on the general subject that was given 
in the OTA's nonproliferation report, that: 

The manufacture (as opposed to the design) of a Duclear bomb is a complex 
operation demanding considerable effort and continued success through a 
number of difl:lcult steps. 

I think that gives the proper impression. They were speaking there 
perhaps primarily of a nonnuclear state. But it applies equally well 
to a nonstate route. 

A single individual is exposed to great uncertainties, and, as Dr. 
Taylor mentioned, Mr. Rotow in his really carefully worked docu
ment has nevertheless made some mistakes. If he were alone, he 
would not necessarily be aware that he made such mistakes. If he per
sisted with such mistakes, he might build something with those mis
takes in it. I would note, though, his prospects would be enormously 
improved if he were in a position to talk with other people who would 
at least provide some assurance that most of the serious mistakes 
have been found. 

I think the last general point before coming down to Mr. Rotow's 
document or paper-though it is realJy a book-is that you might be 
amused to be reminded of something written 100 years ago by Mark 
Twain who, with some companions, was lost at the end of a day in 
a snowstorm. They could find no matches so they tried a makeshift 
with their pistols. 

Not a man in the party had ever tried to do so before, but not a man in the 
party doubted that it could be done, and without any trouble, because every 
man in the party had read about it in books many a time, and had naturally 
come to believe: it with trusting simplicity-just as we had long ago accepted and 
believed that other boolc-fraud about Indians and lost hunters making a fire by 
rubbing two sticks together. 

Many things are described in books. When you come down to do it, 
it doesn't necessarily fall in hand so easily. 

Mr." Rotow's paper, as Ted has already said, is really very im
pressive .. I have not seen by any means all, in fact only a rather few, 
of the weapons design proposals coming from people outside the 
weapons design cbmmunity. I have certainly not seen anything as 
extensively argued, carefully argued, built up from scratch. 

It is impressive and instructive that someone with a rather modest 
background in natural sciences, as I understand Mr. Rotow to have, 
Tu\,s been able to do this. It is not surprising, but it is instructive. 

Other efforts, such as that by-I can't remember his name-John 
Aristotle Phillips, he did not write down many of the things which 
appear in Rotow's manm;crint. because he, immersed in the discipline 
of physics, assumed they were understood, and to his fellows' they 
would have been understood. 

Rotow has written I think partly for his own assurance, to make 
sure that he understood the steps as he put them down, but the result 
is one which many more people could read and follow than could 
read and follow Phillips. It is much more instructive. 

Nothing is basically new that I can think of in Rotow's paper. 
His designs are obvious, if you like. Some of them might be drawings 
of things which were described in words in the book "The Curve of 
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Binding Energy", where there were no drawings. The~e drawings 
have a strong resemblance to some of the things described there. It 
is a straightforward translation from words to drawings. 

There is not in Rotow's work, in my view, sufficient awareness of 
some of the difficulties I spoke of earlier in actually realizing the 
apparatus to perform in the way which he has said it would need 
to perform or that it would perform. This, of course, doesn't prove 
anything; because it remains true that I suppose he, and certainly 
several people thinking as carefully as he has thought, could bring 
into reality such an apparatus. 

I believe there is no doubt they could do so. There is no doubt that 
they might kill themselves in the process. But there is no certainty 
that they wouldn't succeed and realize the result. " 

One has to start with that consideration in mind-it could be done. 
Someone could do it. It doesn't have to be many people. They don't 
have to be tremendously trained in advance. 

The only place in my view where there is an absolute valve on the 
business of going from some schematic for making a bomb to doing 
so is on the control of the materials required. If those are controlled, 
then no matter what good ideas people have, they can't make the 
bomb. If they are not controlled, no matter what information is 
held back, they can build it up as Rotow llas done from existing in
formation; and would have a chance to produce something if they 
could get the material. 

How the present level OT safeguards stands I am not in a position 
to make a statement about. I am quite sure that it is a great deal 
better than it was a few years ago. But whether it is good enough 
already to be reassuring with respect to possible threats, I do not 
lmow. If it isn't, then it should be made so. 

That ends my statement, sir. 
Senator GLENN. Thank you very much, Dr. Mark. I appreciate 

your remarks and those of Dr. Taylor. 
I think we are concentrating much here in these 2 days on the nub 

of your last. sentence-" if you can get the material". I think that is 
the problem. 

I think these designs, such as Mr. Rotow has put together here and 
as you have testified and Dr. Taylor has testified, are probably more 
detailed and more possible of leading to an actual physical bomb 
itself than anything we have seen. So it 'Puts the emphasis on your 
last statement that if one can get material which would go into this, 
why there would be :!. likelihood tha.t some group could make use of 
this for their own purposes. 

I think. Dr. Tayl(>l\ in your statement you question the accuracy' 
of the yield estimates that were made by Mr. Rotow. While that may 
be of extreme importance in weapons design for a certain purpose, 
I think since we are concerned with terrorism, the likelihood of t11is 
being 10 kt. as opposed to 20 kt., or whatever the estimate may be, 
becomes somewhat academic in this other environment we are ex
tremely concerned about in these hearings. 

vVhat are your views of the physical security surrounding material 
now ~ You have both had experience at the DoD level as well as 
the other facilities that would be outside DoD supervision. What 
are yolir views of the physical security of weapons usable material ~ 

I __ ~_~_----------
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What steps do you think should be taken to upgrade our present 
accounting and security systems ~ 

Dr. Taylor or Dr. Mark, either one. 
Mr. TA1.'LOR. My view of the physical security safeguards of mate

rial that is not under the control of the Department or Defense or of 
the Department of Energy in the context of the nuclear weapons 
program is that it is still inadequate. 

'What I mean by that is that the published regulations of the 
N udear Regulatory Commission, in my view, if abided by to the 
letter, and even somewhat beyond the letter, would not prevent 
groups of people with the types of skills and resources and motiva
tion that have been used in successful attempts at theft in the past 
of other values. 

There have been I think important improvements of the physical 
security situation during the last dozen years or so. However, in the 
civilian facilities, certainly those under civilian control, I think it is 
still fair to say that the places where enough highly enriched uranium 
or plutonium to make at least one bomb exists, the physical security 
is not as good as it is in many financial institutions now for protect
ingmoney. 

Senator GLENN. Just the average bank security would be betted 
Mr. TAYLOR. Not the average bank security perhaps, because I 

really don't know what that is. But the protection that was given to 
the much publicized Brink's case, for example, in the Brink's robbery 
some 12 years ago, was as I understand it gTeateI' than the security 
nrecautions now called for. for special nuclear materials by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. That is one of the reasons for my 
making the statement the way I did. 

I have no evidence that physical security of these materials is any 
greater outside the United States than it is here. 

Senator GLENN. How about the converse of that ~ Do you think it 
is any less~ 

Mi .. TAYLOR. I don't Imow. I have been told by several Russians 
that in the Soviet Union these materials are guarded heavily by the 
Red Army and there is no possibility whatever that the material could. 
be stolen. I am somewhat skeptical. 

I have not toured any facilities outside the United States recently 
to make any kind of independent assessment of how good their 
security is. 

Tliere is a set of guidelines that has been published by the T nt.p,r
national Atomic Energy Agency on nhysicn.l security. I think that is 
an important step forward ill this whole business. But the guideJines 
~hem'3clve:; to me reflect a level or suggest a level of protection which 
IS not as great as would be necessary to stop theft attempts of the 
sort that have actually happened in the past, with respect to other 
value materials, not plutonium-uranium. 

The situation in the United States is extremely important for inter
national reasons. becfl.11se I think many countries are looking to us 
to see what we do before deciding in detail what to do with respect 
to physical security abroad. 

Therc hn,ve heen some very healthy developments I think in the 
exchange of information between this country and foreign countries 
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on how to protect the materials, a great deal of exclumge of technical 
information. I applaud that and I am very thankful for it. 

So I would say flatly that the physical security that is now given 
to these materials outside the military framework in the United 
States is inadequate. Within the military framework I simply don't 
know. 

I was concerned several years ago by statements made by Senator 
Symington to the effect that he was not at all happy with the state 
of security of our weapons, particularly abroad, and to some extent I 
believe in the United States. Now I have never toured those facilities, 
but I was concerned because Senator Symington expressed his concern. 

I am leery of saying that the standards that now exist within the 
Defense Department or the part of the Department of Energy con
cerned with mnitary materials and explosives, should be set up as 
the standard and that we can all relax if that standard is met, for a 
simple reason-I don't lmow what that standard is. 

I am quite sure that from the technical and economic standard it 
would be possible to protect these materials worldwide to such a level 
that it would be extremely difficult to imagine a successful theft by 
~ven a very well equipped, intensel;y motivated group of people work
mg outside of the law. I don't thmk we have come anywhere near 
implementing such physical security standards. 

I am concerned that as far as I Imow, there has been a tendency to 
emphasize the use of armed ~ards in improving the physical security 
of materials in the United States. I am much more attracted to using 
physical barriers, very heavy containers, and alarm systems that will 
bring from off-site somewhere whatever reserves of heavily armed 
people are required to keep the theft from being successful, whatever 
the level of the attack is. 

I find that I am not at all in agreement with the idea that the first 
thing you do is to specify the level of attack. the threat level, so-called, 
to which the system should be designed. I think it is quite possible to 
imagine a physical security system that could deal with any imagi
nable threat level by arrnmrlng thil1.l!.s so that however many people 
turn out, with whatever skills and with whatever tools, they can't get 
the material out from view. 

Senator GLENN. If I might interrupt, another aspect of this rather 
than the massive attack type approach that I think is comparatively 
easy to protect against, whether you use a 12-man attack force as your 
criteria that you are going to defend aQ:ainst 01' whatever, I hr.:vc 
always felt and I would. RoJicit your opinion on this-and you haven't 
had a chance yet, Dr. Mark, to reRPond to the first question-but I 
have been concerned about the small theft, not the massive attack type 
thing, but where fuel is being fahricated or uranium is being up
graded to weapons grade capability or where plutonium is around. 

Is there a possibility that, say, one gram a day can be eased out 
some way, in clothes, or can be carried out or smuggled ollt in some 
way, and over a period of time you have enough for a nuclear weapon ~ 
I always thought perhaps there was a greater danger from that stand
point rather than from outright attack on a massive place to get 
weapons material. 

Mr. TAYLOR. If you would say 10 to 100 grams a day, one could 
visualize ways of setting up a system around boundaries of a facility 
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such that any movement of about 10 grams of material through 
channels, through doors, through equipment bases, could be detected 
with equipment that can now be described; in fact, which is now 
installed in some places. 

One gTam is difficult. I might say that the main difficulty in setting 
up such a surveillance system that would detect this is the waste 
stream. There are large quantities of materials which are radioactive 
which mayor may not have plutonium or highly enriched uranium 
in them that are very difficult to monitor with equipment. 

The waste streams can be monitored if the material is divided into 
very small lots. This is very troublesome. It is likely to be expensive, 
but not on the scale such as to change substantially the cost of nuclear 
power. 

I prefer this containment approach and the threshold detection 
apnroach, as oPl)osed to the materials aecountacy approach, vv'hich 
I don't think will work, where one measures how much goes into a 
plant, how much goes ont, takes the difference and makes something 
of these discrepancies in measuring, measnring in some types of 
:raciliti(>s a large flow of material in and onto To trY to determine 
the difference with high accuracy is very difficult. Bnt to measure 
sl)ecifically, to detect a very low level of flow of plutonium out a 
doorway can be done with extremely low threshold. 

I thillk that is the approach that ought to be m;ed. There are many 
advoeat(>s of this. There is work going on on this. I am concerned 
about the slowness with which these ways of solving the problem are 
in fact implemented. 

SC.'1lator GLENN. Dr.Mark~ 
Mr. MARK. I don't really want to add appreciably. I have much 

less direct awareness of the safeguard security systems than I believe 
Dr. Taylor has. 

I wonld like to emphasize that the kind of materials, plutonium 
and highly enriched uranium, which are handled in civilian or mili
tary contexts should certainly receive the sort of protection that one 
hears of in connection with gold bullion and things of that kind-at 
least that kind of protection, and perhaps better. 

Senator GLENN. Do you think we lack that kind of protection now ~ 
Onr gold bullion is better protected than onr nuclear material ~ 

Mr. MARK. No. I am not currently familiar with the means whi.ch 
are in effect. I am merely saying tliat they ought to be at least that 
good, enough to make it improbable that an attempt to hyjack or 
raid a piace and make off wjth supplies would be successful. 

I think it is important, however, to recognize that the kind of 
attention that is indicated by that remark really should be focused 
on a rather limited gronp of materials, kinds of materials. That sort 
of attention is not relevant with respect to a light-water power plant, 
that if people run off with pieces of fuel every day that one should 
worry about that. That I find rather ludicrous. 

It 'is not just any radioactive material which, at least from the 
weapons-maki.ng point of view, has to be given the same level of 
attention. The number of places where there is hi.ghly-enriched 
uranium-235 and plutonium is really rather limited.~ It does not 
include all 65 operating power plants presently in the country. 
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They need protection and they need watching, perhaps primarily 
from the point of view of sabotage, but not mainly with respect to the 
protection of materials. 

I think that should be quite carefully in mind in connection with 
regulations, that they don't use too broad a net and focus more on 
the important things: 

I am hopeful, I thought it was even already at least partially true, 
that personnel checking appal'atus at entrances to nuclear plants 
would be capable of detecting a few grams, if not even one gram
probably one gram of plutonium-on a person trying to smuggle it 
out. 

Thi8 way of trying to make bombs would seem to me not really a 
matter of high concern. If it were true that s11(\h checking apparatus 
was effective, then he could only sneak out, s0mething in the neighbor
hood of a gram a day. The current threat, to the extent there is one
and I don't know anything about tel'rorist organizations or plans at 
all-would seem to me to reside in those places where there is a lot 
of materlal of the right quality for making the bomb. And the oppor
tunity or somebody taking enough in one or possibly two-obviously 
he would have only one chance, since the minute somebody raided 
one of these plants it is going to be impossible to raid any others
would not be there. 

Senator GLENN. I would agree that it would take a long period of 
time with one gram a day for one person. But if you assume there were 
several.people working at one or more sites on this, you could theo
retically come up with material for a bomb, say, within a year. 

Mr. MARK. In theory you could, sir. I think also you could expect 
that one or another of them would seek a reward at the expense of 
turning in the rest of them. 

Senator GLENN. Do you think there would be any advantage, par
ticularly in the military situation, Dr. Taylor, to having a standard
ized or a better trained Federal nuclear protective force for plants ~ 

Apparently most of these plants now are guarded by contract guard 
forces, with private companies. What would your opinion be on a 
Federal gml.l'Cl force, a paramilitary group perhaps, that was trained 
at one snot for this specific purpose ~ 

Mr. TAYLOR. I think that is not only a very good idea but I find 
it hard to imagine our getting an effective system going without 
doing that. . 

As I am SHl'e. you know, there was a stndy of whether or not t.his 
was a good idea which was part of the legislation setting up ERDA. 
The findings of that st.udy were that there wttS no need at this time 
to t.hink of something like the Federal security force. 

I find the reasoning that led to that very uncompelling. The funda
mental difficulty I think is thllt non-Federal or nongovernmental 
Recurity forces are not able, within the law, in many cases, to deal 
the way I think the public would like to be able to deal with people 
trying to storm a facility. The whole ques.tion of exposure to legal 
act.ion comes in if someone gets shot in the, course of an attack. 

That annarently is not anywhere neal" M big a problem as if some
one is tn,lking about the analogues of the Secret Service or an organi
zation like that. 
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I think it would ease the problem in industry if the responsibility 
for transporting and guarding all of these materials were a Federal 
responsibility. . 

The Atomic Industrial Forum several years ago, through President 
Carl Walske, Walske made the statement that they thought that was 
a very good idea-at the very least to make the transportation of 
these materials a Federal responsibility with the Federal security 
force. 

Senator GLENN. Gentlemen, thank you. We may have additional 
questions. We are going to have to move on with our other witnesses 
this morning. ,Ve norm tlly keep the record open for about 10 days. 

We thanksou very much for being here this morning. 
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you. 
Mr. MARK. Thank you. _ 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Taylor follows:] 
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Statement Presented to 
The Commi.ttee on Governmental. Aff."irs 

of the United States Senate 

by Theodore E. Taylor 
Independent Consultant and Visiting 

Lecturer, Princeton University 

March 22, 1978 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committeel 

My name is Theodo:re B. Taylor and I live at 10325 B.2thesda 
Church Road, Damascus, Maryland 20750. I am a part tim.e indepen
dent consultant and have a half time appointment as a Visiting 
Lecturer With Rank of Professor at Princeton University's Aero
space and Mechanical Sciences Department. 

I am grateful for the opportunity to testify at these 
hearings on nuclear terrorism, a subject that has been of major 
concern to me for many years. 

From 1949 to 1956 I worked on the design of nuclear weapons 
as a member of the Theoretical Division of Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory. under the sunervision of Dr. J. Carson Mark. I 
subsequently worked for eight years at Gene~al Atomic on the 
design of nuclear reactors· and on a classified investigation 
of the possibilities for using nuclear explosives for the 
propulsion of very large space vehicles. From 1964 to 1966 I 
was Deputy Director (Scientific) of the Defense Atomic Support 
Agency of the Department of Defense. where my primary responsi
bility was the technical direction of the Agency's programs to 
investigate the effects of nuclear weapon explosions. Starting 
in the fall of 1966. and through the present time. I have 
devoted a large part of my time to the field of nuclear safe
guards to prevent the use of nuclear energy for destructive 
purposes. I did most of this work under contracts to Inter
national Research and Technology Corporation (IR&T), a small 
consulting firm I founded in 1967, while working as an indepen
dent consultant in Vienna. Austria. I resigned from IR&T in 
June, 1975, but am still a consultant and member of the Board. 

As a result of these experiences I have developed the con
viction that one of the most important tasks faCing the world is 
to find ways to reduce the risks of destructive use of nuclear 
explosives to levels that are generally acceptable worldwide. 
I distinguish between two types of such risks. those related to 
nuclear war between nations. and those related to the acquisi
tion and subsequent use or threat of use of nuclear explosives 
by terrorists or other criminals. Although I am more concerned 
abo~t ~h€ fo~er ~han the latte~, I ao convinced that ~ha risks 
of nuclear terrorism ~rc both r'eal and great, for the following 
reasons I 
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1. Given the required amounts of special nuclear materials 
(plutonium, highly enriched uranium, uranium-2)), or any other 
heavy elements from which fission explosives can be made without 
having to perform isotope enrichment), in a variety of chemical 
and physical forms, it is highly credibla that a small group of 
people could design and build fission explosives, using ip~orma
tion and non-nuclear materials that are accessible to the public 
worldwide. Under some CirCl.IIDstances, it is oui te concH vable 
that this could be done by o~e person, working alone. Such 
explosives could be transported by automobile. Their probable 
explosive yields would depend considerably on the knowledge and 
skills of the group. Relatively crude explosives that would be 
likely to yield the equivalent of up to about 1000 tons of high 
~xplosive would be much easier to build than explosives that 
could be reliably expected to yield the equivalent of more than 
10 kilotons of high explosive. Expl.osives with yields in the 
latter range would be much easier to build with highly enriched 
uranium or uranium-2)) than with plutonium. All three materials, 
including plutor.ium of all isotopic compositions, could be used 
for making relatively crude explosives with yields in the vicin
ity of one kiloton. 

2. Publicly announced U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
regulations for the physical protection of quantities of special 
nuclear materials sufficient for one or more nuclear explosives 
are, in my view, still not adequate to defeat theft attempts 
involying scales. of manpower and 'resources that ,have been suc
cessf'llly used for thefts of other valuables in the past. I 
hav3 no evidence that the physical security of special nuclear 
materials for non-military purposes are substantially greater 
in other countries than in the United States. 

). Terrorists and criminal blackmailers continue to '<lse 
high explosives for their purposes, rather th,m poisons or fires, 
both of which could cause considerably more damage for the s~~e 
effort. I point this out because it has often been said that 
terrorists would be more likely to use biological or chemioal 
poisons or systematic arson a& means for mass destruction than 
they would be to use nuclear explosives, because the former 
would be easier than t~e latter. I find it just as credible 
that nuclear ,explosives would appeal to terrorists and blaok
mailers for thE' same l'easons that they appealed to the United 
States in World War II--they are more persuasive than high explo-
sives. ' 

My publicly stated convictions rega.rding the credibili t;y' 
that small groups of people, or ever. one ,person, could clandes
tinely design and build nuclear explosives if they had the 
re~uired special nuclear materials has been repe~tedly challenged, 
botll publicly and privately. In most c""ses it has not been pos
sible for me to answer these challenges in satisfactory detail 
without revealing classified information to which I had unra
stricted access £rom 1949 through 1965. Since that time t have 
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had the needed security clearance. ,Nevertheless, in spite of 
repeated efforts to do so, I have not been able to arrange for 
extensive and detailed classified discussions of this subject 
with appropriate technical people in the AEC, then ERDA and now 
DOE weapons laboratories. My purposes in trying to arrange such 
discussions was to make sure that the basis for my public state
ments was known, in detail, to appropriate government officials, 
and to straighten out any misconceptions I may have had about 
this subject. All the official public releases I have seen about 
this subject strongly suggest that I have overstated the ease, 
with which crude but destructive nuclear weapons could be built. 
The frequent misconceptions and errors related to this issue that 
have been presented in rebuttal to my convictions, especially by 
people in the nuclear industry or academia with no experience 
related to nuclear weapons, have therefore been a steady source 
of frustation to me. 

This was the context within which, last week, Leonard Weiss 
showed me a copy of a draft manuscript on how to design an make 
nuclear weapons, written by Dimitri Rotow. On the following day, 
lIlarch 15, I met with Dr. Weiss and Mr. Rotow for about an hour, 
and then privately discussed Mr. Rot9w's manuscript with Dr. 
Weiss. 

In this prepared statement my comments on Mr. Rotow's manu
script will be brief, partly because I do not know to what extent 
the members of thi~ committee have been briefed about its content. 
I shall be glad t, :iswer O-~y questions that I can about it or 
related SUbjects, .• m members of the committee after I have pre
sented my statemen' 

Mr. Rotow's manuscript is the most extensive"and detailed 
exoosition that I ~ave seen outside the classified literature. 
Although it contains a number of errors, these do not generally 
detract from his main lines of reasoning in setting down a 
variety of approaches to the design of a variety of types of 
fission weapons. I v~s astonished by the amount of well-organized 
information and the number and ouality of ideas he was able to 
assemble in a time that he says·was about three months of inten
sive work. ! would say his exposition is much stronger in deal
ing with design principles, and the reasoning behind them, than 
on estimates of performance1in which I found Significant errors. 

All in all, however, I was neither shocked nor surprised 
that an intelligent and innovative person without extensive 
training in nuclear physics could produce such a document, though 
I was surprised that it took so little time. Ris work certainly 
tends to confirm a conviction I have held for more than 12 years. 

This ends my prepared statement, and I shall be' glad to try 
to answer any questions. 

:3 
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Senator GLENN. Our next witness this morning is Mr. Dimitri A. 
Rotow. Mr. Rotow, we welcome you this morning. 

I might say before any words that you might have for us this 
morning, I think the claims you have made and the manuscripts 
which you have produced, of which we have about a 2-foot pile 
here this morning if we put them aU together, in volume alone they 
are impressive and in substance even more impressive. But it is 
obvious that this has caused a considerable stir or we wouldn't be in 
this hearing this morning. 

Because of the implications that follow from your claims, I think 
it is important to thp. committee and to the Imhlic and to yourself 
that there be no question raised vs to the validity of your personal 
role in this matter, for your own protection as well as ours, of course. 

I understand that you have agreed, therefore, to testify under oath 
and you have prepared a sworn affiuavit to be inserted into the record. 
Is that correct ~ 

Mr. ROTOW. Yes, sir, I have. 
Senator GLENN. I would ask you to stand and raise your right hand. 
Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give before this 

committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth, so help you God ~ 

Mr. ROTOW. I do. 
Senator GLENN. I have here an affidavit that I will enter into the 

record. 
[The affidavit follows:] 
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UNITED STATES SENATE 

Affidavit of Dimitri A. Rotow 

I, Dimitri A. Rotow, residing at Alexandria, Virginia, under 
pain and penalty of perjury depose and say: 

1. I am the sole author of a manuscript entitled 

"Nuclear Weapons Design and Construction", and associated 

notes, designs, and illustrations (hereinafter, the 

"manuscript"). 

Z. I personally forformed all research and prepared all 

notes, illustrations, and scientific background materials 

for the manuscript between the dates of November 1, 1977, 

and February I, 1978. Working from my notes, I then 

drafted parts of the manuscript into narrative form be-

tween February 1, 1978, and March 10, 1978, This second 

phase of my work involved purely literary editing and 

reorganization. 

3. At no time was I assisted or guided in my 

research, drafting, editing, or illustrating work for 

the manuscript by any government, corporation, organization, 

or person, other than routine assistance by personnel of 

the Library of Congress. 

4. At no time have I had access to classified National 

Security Information or Restricted Data either directly or 

through any intermediary. 
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5. In preparing the manuscript and presenting it to 

the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, Subcommittee on 

Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and Federal Services I have 

not served as agent, employee, "'0J," representative of any 

government, corporation, organization or person. 

6. On March 21, 1978, I placed all copies of the 

manuscript, including notes, sketches, bibliographies, 

library search records, partial illustrations, and all 

reproductions thereof in the custody of the Senate Govern

mental Affairs Committee, Subcommittee on Energy, Nuclear 

Proliferation and Federal Services for safekeeping. 

I s,.,ear that the foregoing statements are true and correct. 

March 22, 1978 
Washington, D.C. Dimitri A. Rotow 

, ' 

SUbscribe~ sworn to, before I 
m:.l:is~day. Of~, 191i I 
'i(~a.Vf~ I 

~~! 
110'';Clry ~;n~.L:'o, D.C. I 

-'" '<:O?<c'_"" """""'!/~ .}:9!f: I 

I 
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Senator GLENN. I don't think we need to take time to read the 
whole thing. But it basically says that-well, perhaps we should have 
Mr. Rotow read the statement himself. 

TESTIMONY OF DIMITRI A. ROTOW, ALEXANDRIA, VA. 

Mr. ROTOW. The affidavit reads: 
I, Dimitri A. Rotow, residing at Alexandria, Virginia, under pain and 

penalty of perjury depose and say: 
1. I am the sole author of a manuscript entitled "Nuclear Weapons Design 

and Construction," and associated notes, designs and illustrations (hereinafter, 
the "manuscript"). 

2. I personally performed all research and prepared all notes, illustrations, 
and scientific background materials for the manuscript between _ the dates of 
November 1, 1977, and February I, 1978. Working from my notes, I then drafted 
parts of the manuscript into narrative form between February 1, 1978, and 
March 10, 1978. This second phase of my work involved purely literary editing 
and reorganization. -

3. At no time was I assisted or guided in my research, drafting, editing, or 
illustrating work for the manuscript by any government, corporation, organiza
tion, or person, other than routine assistance by personnel of the Library of 
Congress. 

4. At no time have I bad access to classified National Security Information 
or Restricted Data either directly or through any intermediary. 

5. In preparing the manuscript and presenting it to the Senate Governmental 
Affairs Committee, Subcommittee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and Federal 
Services, I have not served as agent, employee, or representative of any govern
ment, corporation, organization "1' person. 

6. On March 21, 1978, I placed aU copies of the manuscript, including notes, 
sketches, bibliographies, library search records, partial illustrations, and all 
reproductions thereof in the custody of the Senate Governmental Affairs 
Committee, Subcommittee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and Federal Services 
for safekeeping. 

I swear that the foregoing statements are true and correct. 

My signature follows. 
Senator GLENN. Thank you very much. 
For everyone's information here, the basjc document to which he 

refers is this document that he brought to Mr. Weiss, Len Weiss of 
our staff here. There are other substantiating back-up documents and 
notes here which Mr. Rotow has given to us, as he indicated in his 
statement. If they all fall over, we will get hurt, Mr. Rotow. 
[Laughter.] 

These are the substantiating drawings, and they are not blueprints 
but drawings Mr. Rotow had made with various design ideas which 
I believe Dr. Taylor in particular referred to when he saw these as 
containing considerably more material and more design detail than 
anything he had seen certainly outside of a regular design team at 
one of the laboratories. So these also were turned over to the com
mittee. 

We will have them further assessed, of course. 
Mr. Rotow, just as a general background, what is your educational 

background ~ . 
Mr. ROTOW. 'V ell, somewhat varied in terms ot concentration. I 

first studied physics. which I guess is the subject that everyone is 
most intere:ted in, when I was in high school in Pennsylvania, where 
I studied l)hysics. While in high school, I took a physics class in 
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Franldin Marshall College, for a total of about a year. and a half 
of physics. It covered the very basics. 

I then went to Harvard College where I also studied physics for a 
year and a half. Physics was my main concentration at the time, with 
associated study of mathematics. I then discovered that I wasn't 
terribly good at physics, so I dropped out of physics a~ that point 
and changed to economics, which I have pursued ever smce. 

I am currently on leave from Hnrvard. When I return, which I 
expect will be in, say, a year or so. I hope to graduate with a degree 
in economics and later go on to law school or business school. 

Senator GLENN. I don't want to make light of your situation, but 
I am not sure I like this combination of designing atomic bombs and 
economics. [Laughter.] 

Mr. ROTOW. Well, my main attempt-I guess I should cover that as 
well. My speciaJty is decision analysis and game theory, especially as 
applied' to public 'policy matters. About a year ago I was working with 
a professor at Harvard on a studv analyzing financial s~rategies for 
nuclear fuel enrichment plants. We touched very perIpherally on 
the issue of nuclen,r terrorism. I took up that thread again this past 
November when I studied nuclear weapons at the Library of Con
gress. 

At the time, my main intent in writing the manuscript was to pro
vide n document which would explain the whole issue of weapons 
design and construction to public policy decisionmakers. That is one 
reason why I developed it in a way I feel is the minimum level of 
understanding for anyone. 

For example, the first chapter explains what atoms are and so forth. 
I must admit the research effort sort of took off on me. 

Se,m.tor GLENN. Could we get more into yonr motivation for doing 
this? Was it iust that you had an interest in this from previous things 
you rend or discussed with this professor? -

Mr. ROTOW. Sure. And of course I guess my background in physics 
came through. It is a fascinating subject for anyone interested in the 
physics of the matter and what occurs in an' atomic detonation is 
somewhat unique. 

I also thought at the time it would make good fodder for magazine 
articles, possibly even a bool;:. I later came to realize that regardless 
or how technically accurate or inaccurate it is, the manuscript is, it 
would be an error to publish it in its entirety as purportedly a com
plete text on weapons design, because I think that would crente 
significant danger; simply because people might read it and really 
believe this is all there is to lmow on the subject and then go out and 
steall'aw mnterials or what have you. 

Senator GT;JiJNN. Was your motivation in it monetary gain, fame, 
notoriety? What was your motivation in this mammoth work you 
have produced here? I am interested in why you went to all this 
effort. 

Mr. ROTOW. Well, Iluwe to admit I was familiar with .Tohn Philips 
and his experience with fame, notoriety and so on. In the beginning of 
the study, I did see it as a menns of gaining crerlibility and, say, 
futme fnnding or whnt. have you for studying puhlic policy issues. 

What I really would like to do is analyze the safeguards issue. 

I 
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I later came to realize, and this was well within a week or two of 
starting the whole enterprise, and increasingly more so in recent days, 
that there is a vast amount of danger assoCiated with notoriety in 
this matter: anything from problems with kooks calling up on the 
telephone to national governments treating me as a desirable prop
erty, or other problems along those lines. But I don't really flee that as 
being an issue in the present case because if somebody rea'tly wanted 
an expert to build a bomb, they would go steal a nucleai' engineer. 

Senator GLENN. Do you think you could go ahead and j'tbricate a 
weapon as you have designed here and as your dia,grams ha· f' shown ~ 
Do you think you could design this without assembling a L rge team 
to do this~ 

Mr. ROTOW. "\Vell, that touches on Dr. Mark's testimony. I started 
exploring how this whole thing should be published before I had 
actually completed a running document complete with inde2c and 
glossary and all that sort of thing. So it wasn't really a finished 
product. 

"What I did was to hastily assemble the notes already produced 
into a narrative and transmit them to Mr. Weiss. These assembled 
notes cover the first eight chapters of the complete document. The 
sections on fabrication are rather lightly treated, simply because 
although fabrication is the area where most declassified information 
exists, that is also the one where, according to Murphy's Law, most 
things can go wrong. 

So if you want to produce a comprehensive, detailed statement, 
you have to think out all the possibilities that might occur. Frankly, 
setting those down on paper takes a considerable amount of time. 

Exactly what capacity I would have to build a working device 
depends on the type of device I would like to build. The essential 
feature of all this is that there isn't just one atomic bomb design. 
There are many basic designs, requiring varying amounts of material. 
How much material you have, what form it is in, bears directly 
upon one's ability to produce a functioning weapon. 

The yield de..<;ired is also a factor in terms of my analysis, I took 
a minimum yield of one-tenth of a kiloton as being a significant yield 
for a nuclear weanon. That is the kind of yield you would want, say, 
to annihilate the Capitol during the Stat.e of the Union address or to 
lmock down the Worlc1 Trade Center Towers in New York. It is 
roughly one-tenth the yield of the device that was detonated over 
Hiroshima. Of course, a yield of only 10 tons of TNT is sufficient to 
kill everyone, say, attending the Super Bowl. 

But I tried for a tenth of a kiloton as being a median figure. 
Another factor in my ability to produce a working device is whether 

I would be rushed in putting this thing together, whether I would 
have to assemhlf\ some effort on a rush basis because the raw material 
theft had gone detected and several accessories had already been 
apPrehended. 

Finally, and mORt importantly, is exactly what form the nuclear 
material was in. There are essentiaJly three materials that are of 
interest. In addition to highly enriched uranillm, there is the 239 
isotope of plutonium, any form of plutonium. There is also uranium-
233 which, if high temperature gas-cooled reactors 'are adopted, will 
be prevalent in increasing quantities. 
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If the material were in a metal form when I had it, and again it 
depends how much I have, say 60 kilograms of weapons grade ura
nium, which is really a massive amount of uranium to work with-I 
think it would be extraordinarily, although not trivially, simple to 
build a working device, at least in comparison to what most people 
think of as being the great amount of work required for a device. 

Senator GLENN. How would you go about machining it, getting the 
physical work done and getting things done.you have diagramed ~ 

Mr. ROTOW. For this simple gun device we are talking about, we 
need a packet of high explosive, two units of fossile material, and 
the gun. You could contract to have the gun assembly done by a 
machining company. You could do this in the guise of providing 
counter--

Senator GLENN. You could contract most of this out as opposed 
to having to set up your own machine shop ~ 

Mr. ROTOW. That is what I would do, although I could build the 
appropriate type of mechanism and everything myself, sure. It'would 
just take longer. I am thinking realistically in terms of what a real 
terrorist group might do. 

Senator GLENN. What I was getting at is whether this could be 
fabricated as you designed. Could you fabricate it minus the core, 
minus the materinl, without assembling a tenID to do it ~ 

Mr. ROTOW. Yes, no doubt about it. Even fabricating the core 
would be rather simple. 

Here I would like to touch on another comment Dr. Tavlor made. In 
recent weeks I hnve been increasingly aware that the yield and effi
ciency estimates I made in the manuscript are flawed. One problem 
with terrorist weapons, any low technology weapon, is there is never 
a clenrly defined yield. When you are talking "tbout a yield figure, 
that, fig;ure is really your most probable yield. There is some distribu
tion about that number as to what yield the device actually gives. 

I would do things slightly differently now than the way illustrated 
in the designs you have there in order to guarantee myself a higher 
yield. The device thnt I referred to as the-I believe I referred to it 
as the basic five kiloton bomb for the mechanically inept-really 
gives <;mt only half a kiloton. That is still more than adequate for any 
terrorIst purposes. 

That particular device could be easily fabricated. I could fabricate 
the core as well. assuming I got the uranium in metal form. If it came 
through in the form of uranium carbide or oxide or hexafluoride gas, 
in which form highly enriched uranium is currently shipped, it would 
take longer and require a larger effort to do the conversion to metal. 

I think I could do it. I am not trying to trivialize t.he difficulty of 
t.hat conversion. However, I have personally worked in organic 
chemistry labs where syntheses and experiments of the highest order 
of sophistication were being undertaken, experiments where slight 
flaws in procedure or apparatus were more than enough to invalidate 
one's efforts. 

So it wuuld take time, but yes, I believe I could do it. 
Building a more complicnted device is an entirely different thing. 

For example, suppose I only hnd 30 kilograms of highly enriched 
uranium to work with. I would have to use a less commonly avail
able reflector material. It would take considerably longer, and the 
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yield migh~ be slightly off. But it would still generate more than a 
tenth of a kIloton. 

Senator GLENN. How many different designs have you made so fad 
Mr. ROTow. vVeIl, that depends on what you interpret as a design. 

I think including the illustrations, the designs I quote in the text and 
all of those blue sheets in there which are sort of my hand notes on 
most designs I have about 40 designs, with in general about three or 
four different high explosive components, and I would say at least a 
dozen different cores illustrations. For implosion devices specifically, 
there are three or four high explosive arrangements we could use, 
depending on what is conveniently available, and several dozen dif
ferent cores explicitly shown. 

Also, the little blue notebook has three charts which illustrate 
possible configurations based on several design parameters which I 
developed through which you can attain snpercriticality. I think 
those tables represent about 60 different designs. 

So the number of actual desi§!Ils is on the order of 100 or 200 dif
ferent possible combinations of all those. 

Senator GLENN. It is our plan, I might add, with this, since we 
don't consider ourselves on the committee as the ultimate experts in 
assessing this material, to turn it over to the Department of Energy 
for their assessment as to what classification, if any, they feel it 
should have. 

,Ve have discussed this with Mr. Rotow. He has agreed this is the 
best thing to do. That is the reason why he turned over all of his 
notes and so on to us. We appreciate his cooperation. 

Getting on to other designs, how about thermonuclear devices ~ 
How do vou feel about those~ Is that a more di.'TIcult problem~ Is it 
more difficult to get unclassified information which you used as the 
basis for your studies here ~ 

Mr. ROTow. Well, I included a chapter commenting on the neutron 
bombs, Government designs, like Fat Man, and I talked about pos
sible clandestine use of thermonuclear technology, specifically about 
a device lmown as the "Booster." 

I think it is highly unlikely that any terrorist group would ever 
have the technical sophistication to actually produce a thermonuclear 
device. I have made several runthroughs at designing thermonuclear 
triggers and discovered that, in my tinderstanding of the particular 
configuration the Government used to produce efficient triggers to 
cletonate a thermonuclear device, it is a rather difficult thing to do, 
both to ealculate it out and to actually build it. 

Building the thermonuclear part of the bomb, in any event, would 
involve terrorists diverting quantiHes of tritium and severrol other 
exotic isotopes of hydrogen and lithium. So I don't think that is 
rather likely, although I feel absolutel~T certain that a team of two 
physicists or perhaps even a single physicist, a nuclear engineer~ 
could go through the existing literature in a period of less than 6 
months and by reviewing all of the data on fusion research or power 
plant design could come up with quite an accurate and convincing 
deRign for thermonuclear weapons. . 

There is the concern that such a device would cost an incredible 
amount to build. My first try at such a design resulted in something 
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that would easily cost several million dollars and would be about the 
size of a railroad tank car. 

Senator GLENN. What comments would you have on availability 
of literature and your sources of information on this, without naming 
all of them, but the general availability of this information ~ 

Mr. ROTOW. Well, on existing gun designs there was a book written 
by ,T ohn McPhee, which already has been mentioned by Dr. Mark. 

For one of my illustrations I used information from that book to 
say, well, even "if the rest of my document is wrong, this one will 
work. Dr. Taylor has commented that that design is a valid one. 
So really in that book alone it has already been told how to build a 
bomb. 

In order to get the sort of sophistication which a real live terrorist 
might need to deal with the many things that occur, to understand 
his options, to learn what to do, when this precise type of material 
isn't available and so forth, he would have to search throngh three 
or four basic references, let's say five or six basic references, four 
of which are available from the National Technical Information 
Service in Springfield. The Department of Commerce will sell them 
to yon for amounts between $3 and $8. If you want it the same day, 
it is an additional $6 for the rush order. I actually went out and 
bought some of those publications that described certain data in de
tail, data applicable only to weapons design. 

I have no concept of, or I cannot conceive why such data has been 
published. It is absolutely useless in the design of reprocessing facil
ities or for any conventional use for this material. 

In addition, there are one or two handbooks on working with 
plutonium that are available through most library facilities. It would 
be difficult to suppress those. 

Senator GLENN. We will have testimony later about some of the 
availability of this also from the National Technical Information 
Senri('~ directly. 

Do you continue to work in this ~ Do you plan to continue to work 
in this area ~ 

Mr. ROTOW. Well, it has opened up a Pandora's box of issues. I 
would like some day to complete the report, if need be in a classified 
version, just to show what the polished product is, what someone 
working on this sort of thing can really produce as a polished product. 

It opens up many questions about how the Department of Defense 
has handled the United States' strategic weapons policy over the 
years. 

When you really lmow how atomic weapons are designed and fabri
cated and what have you, you tend to Question some of the assump
tions that have been made and some of the assel,tions that have been 
set forth. 

Senator GLENN. On weapons use ~ 
Mr. ROTOW. On weapons use, the economics of deploying strategic 

weapons, what weapons are l:eally capable of doing. 
My personal judgment in going through all of this is that if you 

really want a strategic deterrent, the way to do it is with several 
large, very, very cheap thermonuclear warheads. You don't really 
neec~ an extraor~il,1ari]y flexible response using tiny, tiny low-yield 
tactIcal nukes, mUll-nukes, or whatever they are called. 

] 
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I hesitate to enter that in the testimony at this point. What r am 
saying is mainly speculation on something th!!-t should be looked into. 

The report also opens up all sorts of questIOns about the adequacy 
of our safeguards, which I think Dr. Taylor has already very well 
addressed and has written on in many ways. 

From here on my main interest in this topic would be to write on 
safeguard issues and how weapons design impacts upon them. 

Senator GLENN. You anticipate, though, when you go back to 
Harvard you would continue your study of economics rather than 
gettin~ into more concentration in this area ~ 

Mr. ROTOW. Pardon ~ 
Senator GLENN. Would you concentrate on economics rather than 

getting into the physics area again? 
Mr. ROTOW. Certainly. The one experience I can confidently talk 

about is how being in the physics program at Harvard, even for a very 
brief period of time; 'showed me there are some people out there who 
are fanatically interested in physics, who really love the subject and 
live it. I don't do that. I do have that type of affinity for economics 
and game theory, but not for physics. 

That is also a cause of concern for me because if r could produce a 
document like this, what could someone who was extensively trained 
in nuclear engineering do? 

Senator GLEN:N. Compared to the level of training they would re
ceive, what level of training would you have ~ Would you be, in your 
own estimate, half trained or one quarter trained as opposed to some
one that really was-let's say a graduate of Harvard last year that had 
more exposure in the nuclear field as an area of concentration all the 
~vay through. What level of expertise do you have? 

Mr. ROTOW. Maybe one-tenth in the sense that I am familiar with 
what atoms are. I have never had a formal quantum mechanics course. 
r have a fairly good grasp of mathematics, and that helps a lot. But 
I have never taken any reactor engineering courses or nuclear physics 
or anything along that line. 

1%en I was in physics I mainly specialized in general relativ:ity 
theory. That is worlds apart from what you need to produce a desIgn 
effort like this. 

I might add that what is really necessary here is a passing famil
iarity with many different topics. "What you really need is someone 
who'r would say reads Scientific .American on a very regular basis 
and can understand how the scientific literature works. They prob
ably could teach themselves all they need to lmow. 

Senator GLENN. One thin~ I want to clarify here before we end 
.your testimonJT~ and that is I tl1inl~ becfLu~e of sorJ.1e of tIle security 
rules that we are all operating under, Dr. Taylor is operating under, 
I think you made u, statement that Dr. Taylor indicated your design 
was valid. I think you might want to correct that statement. 

Mr. ROTOW. I didn't intend to say that. 
Senator GI.iENN. I think Dr. Taylor has very carefully refrained 

from snecifying that anyone particular design would or would not 
work. There are a lot of security reasons why this is important to 
Dr, Tavlor, too. 

Mr. ROTOW. Whf'n I referred to Dr. Taylor saying this particular 
design is valid, r referred to John McPhee's quote of Dr. Taylor in 
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that book, where he has Dr. Taylor talking about some device being 
very crude, very easy to fabricate, and saying it would go off at a 
tenth of a kiloton yield or so. 

I have taken that description out of the book and tidied it up a bit, 
using some of the figures given and so on. 

No one, not Dr. Taylor or anyone else, has ever confirmed to me or 
even hinted that something I wrote either is or is not accurate. They 
can't do that, obviously. 

Senator GLENN. That clarifies it. I am sure Dr. Taylor appreciates 
that clarification for his own personal reasons. 

Mr. Rotow, thank you very much. 1i'\Te may have additional ques
tions and other committee or staff members may have additional 
questions. We will want you to answer them for the record. 

You have already been most cooperative with the committee, which 
we appreciate very, very much. You have acted very responsibly 
through very much of this. I appreciate y0111' bringing this to our 
attention. We will have it further analyzed, as I indicated to you. 

I might add for thp benefit of other witnesses here, we are under 
a Senate rule with the debate on the Floor as it is. 1Ye are under a 
Senate rule we are not to be in session in committees beyond 2 hours 
after the time the Senate goes in session, which this morning was at 
9 :30. We are now at 11 :30. We have been trying for the lr.st half hour 
or so to get unanimous consent from the Floor to continue the 
hearing beyond our 11 :30 cutoff we are operating under now. So far 
we haven't received it. But I think we wi1l go ahead and nroceed 
with the next witness here and hope that clearance comes through. 
If not, we might have to put one of our witnesses over until tomorrow. 

Thank you, Mr. Rotow. 
Mr. ROTOW. 1'hank you, sir. 
Mr. MARK. Would it be apnronriate to add one remark which came 

to mind in connection with Mr. Rotow's testimony ~ 
Senator GL1~NN. Certainly. Please sit down. 
Mr. MARK. It is a very simple and trivial point, sir. He referred 

to critical mass data which could only have been of interest from the 
weRpons point of view. 

I am not sure that that is quite the whole pict.ure. There are many 
critical mass data which are absolutely essential for people who are 
engaged in processing and handling plants, weapons or not. 

I think that a large part of the tabulations that he referred to have 
heen originated to meet the present need in that connection, just in 
the industry, apart from the military application or apart from the 
weapon application. 

Senator GLENN. Fine. Thank you very much. I appreciate your 
cla.rjfication on that. Thank yon, Dr. Mark. 

Our next witnesses, and we wiI] take the next two witnesses tog-ether 
and hope we can get aU of thiR done here before we have a cutoff-that 
'way we won't hayc more, than we ran handle tomorrow-are Dr. 
DOllalc1 Kerr, Acting Assistant Reel'etary for Dt'fense Programs, De
partment of Energy; and 'Mr. Peter Urbach, Deputy Dircctor of the 
N ationa 1 Technica 1 Information Service. . 

Mr. Kerr, would you like to start off with your testimony, please~ 
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TESTIMONY OF DONALD M. KERR, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR DEFENSE PROGRAMS, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY; AND, 
PETER F. URBACH, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NATIONAL TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Mr. KERR. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
Mr. Ohairman, in discussion with your staff, I have prepared a 

statement for tomorrow which will review the safeguards and the 
broader aspects of the Department of Energy's responsibilities. I 
understood that you were concerned today with some questions of 
classification. And rather than make a prepared statement, in the 
interest of preserving your time, I will address your questions. 

Senator GLENN. Fine. Thank you. 
May we turn to Mr. Urbach. Would you care to proceed~ Do you 

have a statement ~ 
Mr. URBACH. I do, lIfr. Ohairman. 
Senator GLENN. Why don't you go ahead and then we can have 

the questioning. 
Mr. URBACH. Mr. Ohairman, my name is Peter Urbach and I am 

the Acting Director of the National Technical Information Service. 
I am appearing before you today in response to your letter dated 

March 20, 1978, requesting that a representative of the National 
Technical Information Service of the U.S. Department of Oommerce 
provide testimony concerning the dissemination by NTIS of certain 
technical documents listed in your letter. 

Prior to providing specific information concerning the documents 
listed in your letter, however, I wouJdlike to describe generally for 
the committee the mission of the National Technical Information 
Service. 

Under chapter 23 of title 15 of the United States Oode, the Secre
tary of Oommerce is directed to establish and maintain within the 
Department of Oommerce a clearinghouse for the collection and 
dissemination of scientific, technical, and engineering information. 
This function is presently carried out by the National Technical 
Information Service. 

Specifically the NTIS is authorized under chapter 23 to search for, 
collect, classify, coordinate, integrate, record, and catalogue scientific, 
technical, and engineering information from whatever sources, for
eign and domestic, that may be available and to make such informa
tion available to industry and business, to State and local govern
ments, to other agencies of the Federal Government, and to the 
general public. 

As a matter of policy, chapter 23 requires that each of the services 
and functions provided by the clearinghouse be to the fullest extent 
feasible and consistent with the objectives of the statute self-sustaining 
or self-liquidating'. The chapter specifically states the policy that the 
.general public shall not bear the cost of publications and other serv
ices which are for the special use and benefit of private groups and 
individuals. 

The scientific, technical, and engineering information made avail
able to NTIS by Federal departments and agencies and other con-
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tributors is always unclassified information intended for release to 
the public. The contributor has the responsibility to ensure that the 
information made available to NTIS can be freely disseminated. 

NTIS has had a longstanding relationship with the Department 
of Energy and its predecessor organizations to make unclassified, 
unlimited atomic energy research information available to the public. 
Of the 11 specific documents cited in your letter as being of interest 
to this committee, nine are available from NTIS upon payment of 
the nrescribed purchase price. 

The two documents not available from NTIS are available from 
two nrivate commercial publishers. 

,V"ith respect to each of the documents available from NTIS, I have 
comniled detailed information concerning the number of each sold 
bv NTIS flnel the identity of each purchaser, some of whom are indi
viduals. ·With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to pro
vide this detailed information separately for the committee's record. 

I would now be happy to respond to any questions that you might 
have. 

Senator GLENN. Fine. Thank yOll. 
Dr. Kerr, would you briefly clescribe DOE's practice with respect 

to classifying weapons design information and give us some reference 
as to the point at which design information becomes so specific it must 
be withheld for nfltional security reasons~ There is a dividing line 
there someplace. ,V"hat is it ~ 

1v1r. KERR. It has always been our rule on formulating policy on 
classification and declassification of restricted data that weapons de
sip,:n shan not be declflssified. Under this rule, the complete design of 
all weapons is classified. That wonld refer to the complete detailed 
drnwings, for example, from which one could fahricate a device. 

However, clnssification policies in the weapons field must take into 
account the fact that the basic science, such as information on the 
nuclear properties of fissile materials, is useful both for peaceful and 
militAry uses in nuclear energy. 

·With the atoms for neace program in the 1950s, it was national 
policy to declassifv the bA sic science that was common to the military 
as well as the civil uses. For example, it is necessary to have lmowl
edge of critical masses of fissile materials to design a safe nuclear 
reActor. 

,~T]1E'n tlds informAtion was being considered in the 1950s for de
classification for civil applications, the main threat to the United 
States was considerl'd to be a foreign national nuclear weapons pro
duction effort. In that context, information that was known to be 
easily acquired by a national scale project was considered eligible 
for declassification if significant power applications were lmown to 
exist. 

With the advent of terrorist threats, it seems possible that much 
nnclassified information in the nuclear area may be useful to terrorists. 
We have even considered the possibilitv of classifying restricted data 
that has been officially declassified. 'However, section 146 of Lh<3 
Atomic Energy Act luis been considered to prohibit such an action. 

And, practically speaking, when information has not only been 
declassified but also 1mblished and widely circulated, a reclassification 
action would have little effect. 
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Presently when information is being reviewed for declassification, 
consideration is given to its possible usefulness to terrorists as well as 
to other nations. 

Senator GLENN. How did so much information which was previ
ously classified come to be released to the public ~ IV as this sort of a 
fallout of the atoms for peace program ~ How did all this occur ~ 

Mr. KERR. Oertainly in the 1950s the major impetus behind de
classification was the usefulness of this information in civilian nuclear 
power programs. For example, when studying the safety of power 
reactors, one is concerned, for example, with critical mass. Since an 
accident scenario might have to be postulated and then calculated, 
that would involve the assembly of a critical or near critical mass of 
materials. So from that point of view the main emphasis in the past 
has been two items. One is the usefulness to civilian applications. The 
other is that the basic physics understanding has for the most part 
also been unclassified. 

It is the technology of how weapons designs are derived from the 
basic y.>hysics, and, in particular, the techniques for fabrication which 
have been protected and continue to be protected. 

Senator GLENN. Mr. Rotow has placed all copies of these manu
scripts and notes in the custody of the Subcommittee for Energy, 
Nuclear Proliferation and Federal Services for safekeeping. You 
see them right here. IVe want this material reviewed to determine 
whether any of it should be classified. He has assured us he will 
comply with any ruling you might make with respect to keeping part 
of the text confidential. 

Is the Department of Energy prepared to make such a review for 
us~ 

Mr. KERR. Yes, we are. We have a standard policy not to comment 
01' add in any way to the design of nuclear wc:"pons broug11t to our 
attention by would-be designers. However, should a member of the 
Dublic submit an unsolicited design, we will do at least two things. 
IVe will assess the design to determine its credibility. We will take 
whatever actions are required to see that Federal laws are upheld 
and enforced. including, where appropriate, advising the designer of 
the physical dangers inherent in proceeding and of tIle Federal laws 
thflt he may violate. 

So in answer to your question, Mr. Ohairman, we would r~view the 
design and we would communicate our assessment to you. We would 
not communicate it to Mr. Rotow unless he chose to become part of 
our personnel security system and received proper clearance. 

Senator GLENN. Oan you ten me, just offhand, do you get a number 
of proposals like this in detail ~ Do you get very few ~ I Imow you get 
a lot of suggestl0ns. Somebody will send in ~ drawing and say this 
will work. You cUsmiss it because it is obviously a copy out of Popular 
Science or so forth. 

But how mitny serious proposals do you have to get the weapons 
experts involved with and do yon have them come into the depart
ment? Oan you give 11S an idea of that ~ 

Mr. KERR. I don't have the number at hand. Fortunately it is not a 
large one. I would be pleased to submit it for the record. You have 
heard another one referred to today. 
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Clearly the answer is there are a few per year on the average. 
Fortunately we don't see a lot of them. We do everything we can to 
discourage those who submit such designs from continuing their 
approach. 

Senator Gr,ENN. I would be interested in having that submitted for 
the record. If you could do that, I would appreciate it very much. 

Mr. KERR. r would be happy to make it a part of my statement to 
you i.Tl, the morning. 

Senator GLENN. All right. That would be fine. 
r am not inter~sted in just the number of letters you get on this 

subject or just little drawings or elementary school drawings that 
say, ",Von't this type of bomb work?", but I am interested in any 
substantive studies such as this onp, which obviously has a very high 
level of credibility. r am interested in any that you put through a 
real process of analysis like that. 

Mr. KERR. Yes. We wiE be happy to do that, sir. 
fSee testimony of Mr. Kerr on March 23, 1978.] 
Senator GLENN. What is the Department of Energy doing to assure 

that newly developed information doesn't become as readily avail
able as some of our past information has? 

I might add, r look at this as the major outcome of these sets of 
hearings, perhaps, that we tighten up on future developments. What 
is out ancI is in public print now we are not able to control, obviously. 
But r am concerned that one of these days, if we have a laser isotope 
separation method, for instance, that is compact, small, or other 
methods of enrichment-I don't lmow what that might be or that 
somebody might find; it might be quite possible even with household 
chemicals available, or something. r don't think that is likely, but 
who knows? If there are more simplified methods of making weapons 
grade material or plutonium, certainly with that being the only 
lacking ingredient now for successfully making a nuclear weapon, 
we certainly would want to control that kind of informntion. 

r don't have a feel yet for where we have stopped the information 
flow now to prevent that kind of future information being dissemi
natecI on the same basis that much of this has been. 

Mr. KERR. Our current practices follow the policy r related to you 
at the outset. At the present time, for example, restricted data, that 
is weapons data, is not subject to automatic declassification with the 
passage of time, as is national security information. Declassification 
of restricted data takes a specific action on our part. We have to 
dete1'l11ine either that the materhl is already in the public domain 
or that it will pose no risk to us in a national security sense or, since 
1912 when the terrorist threat first became well known to all of us, 
whether it would be useful in terrorists' hands. 

We do from time to time declassify information. Bu.t a good 
example of how we protect it, particularly in the area of isotope 
separation, is the fact thn,t the details of the gaseous diffusion process 
have never been declassified. Yet the gaseous diffusion plant has been 
in operation since the decnde of the 1940s and continues to be the 
source of uranium reactor fuel. 

Senator GLENN. How do you make your judgments? How do you 
make your judgments in the aggregate on what are unclassified com-
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ponent parts ~ Is there a situation, and I think theI -' probably would 
be, that information drawn from public records or public sources 
is then put together in such a way as to become classified ~ How do 
you make a decision like that ~ 

I am thinking of this situation here, for instance. If you look at 
this and decide yes, this thing would work, it is simple, it shouldn't 
be out. But yet all the material came from individually unclassified 
component parts. How do you make a judgment on that ~ . 

Mr. KERR. I make a historical reference I think for your benefit in 
understanding that. The first nuclear weapons were developed using 
unclassified principles of physics. "\¥hat we are really concerned with 
is the assembly of information into a confirmed working design. Those 
parts that go with such a confirmed design are restricted data and 
protected as such, as are the detailed drawings and fabrication tech
niques for making them. 

Senator GLENN. What rights would an author retain in a work that 
he developed from public sources but which later became classified ~ 

Mr. KERR. If it were restricted data, he would have no rights to 
publish it and disseminate it unless it were wi~hin the classification 
system. 

Senator GLENN. Looking at the publicly available material relied 
on by Mr. Rotow, is there any way restrictions can be placed on 
access to this, as you see it ~ 

I understand, for instance, that ERDA or DOE recently amended 
part 810 of its regulations to place restrictions on the transfer of 
plutonium handling technology overseas. Can we tighten up at home 
in a similar fashion ~ 

Mr. KERH. ,Vith respect to materials that are already in the public 
domain, which have been distributed to libraries and which have 
been duplicated in part through other countries' pUblications in the 
same technologies as part of their reactor programs, I don't think 
there are acceptable and practical means. 

V{ith respect to information that might be declassified in the future, 
I think we should pay attention to the two issues I mentioned before, 
that of our national security, both from national threats to developed 
nuclear weapons, and from subnational or terrorist threats. 

,Ve do pay attention to that. The section 810 revision you referred 
to has to do with export controls, a subject that I will be discussing 
with you tomorrow. 

Yes, :18 part of the nonproliferation poJicit's that we are now follow
ing:, we are tightening substantially on. the export of nuclear tech
nologies and require the other nations who receive those technologies 
to be pa·rty to bilateral agreements and under IAEA safe~uarcls. 

Senator GLENN. Mr. Urbach, do you as the Acting Director of NTIS 
have the authority to restrict sales of any documents on your own ~ 

Mr. URBACH. No, sir, I don't believe so. Our practice is to rely upon 
the instructions or the contributing agency which we regard as the 
authority to make that decision. 

Senator GLENN. In other words, if we wish to restrict the sales 
that are open at this time, in some of this area, not that it is going 
to be at the highly classified but just that we probably would feel it 
should be made less readily available than it is now, you would have 
to go back to the original source of classifying that material ~ 

27-426 0 - 76 - 19 
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Mr. URBAOH. I would normally refer that request to the department 
or agency involved and request their guidance. 

Senator GLENN. Have you been instructed by the White House 
recently to review dissemination of any of these component parts 
that Mr. Rotow has used in his study of this matter ~ 

Mr. URBAOH. No, sir. 
Senator GLENN. One other question on that same subject. Would 

you be willing to put a hold on further sales and distribution of 
these documents pending a formal review or decision to halt sales ~ 

Mr. URBAOH. Yes, sir. 
Senator GLENN. Do you plan to do that now ~ 
Mr. URBAOH. I will do that, sir, if you wish. 
Senator GLENN. I thank you very much, gentlemen. It has been a 

rather lengthy hearing this morning. We appreciate your patience 
with us on this. 

Tomorrow we will have a hearing beginning at 10 a.m. It will not 
be in this room. It will be in room 4221, the Foreign Relations Com
mittee room. At that time we will have representatives of the Depart
ment of Defense, Department of Energy, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, and the FBI, and we will be getting into areas of safe
guards adequacy, how this can be improved, stopping Bome of the 
readily available information flow we have 1111,(1 up until this time 
so we don't have some of these future developments just as available 
as past developments have been as far as weapons defiign information 
goes, and in particular concentrating on the adequacy of some of the 
physical security surrounding access to highly enriched uranium and 
plutonium and other safeguard matters. 

The committee stands in adjournment until 10 a.m. tomorrow 
morn~ng in room 4221. Thank you very much for being with us this 
mOl'mng. 

[vVhereupon, at 11 :55 a.m., the committee recessed, to reeonven~ 
at 10 a.m. on Thursday, March 23,19'78.] 
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AN ACT TO COl\IBAT INTERNATIONAL TERRORISl\I
S. 2236 

THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1978 

u.s. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERN:WIENTAL AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D.O. 
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 4221, 

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Glenn presiding. 
Present: Senators Glenn and Danforth. 
Staff members present: Richard A. 1Vegman, chief cOlllsel; Ellen 

:n1iller, professional staff member; Robert V. Heffernan, research as
sistant; Brian Conboy, special counsel to the minority; Ken Acker
man, minority professional staff member. Energy Subcommittee staff : 
I.ien Weiss, staff director ; Walker Nolan, professional staff member; 
and Sandy Spector, professional staff member. 

OPENINGREl\IARKS OF SENA'l'OR GLENN 

Senator GLENN. The hearings will be in order. 
Today the committee will hold a second day of hearings on the 

deeply troubling question of potential terrorist activities involving 
the use of nuclear materials. It is part of our ongoing series of hear
ings about the problem of terrorism in general. 

Yesterday the committee heard some very disturbing testimony on 
one facet of this subject, the possibility of illicit manufacture of 
nuclear weapons. That testimony, which included statements by nu
clear weapons experts and by a young man who has attempted. to 
prepare a detailed manual for making such weapons based on the 
open literature, leaves little doubt that the clandestine fabri~ation of 
a nuclear explosive device is considerably less difficult than has been 
thought by many people. 

Yesterday'S hearing, indeed, makes clear that the only limiting 
factor preventing the construction of illegal nuclear bombs is access 
to tlie necessary special nuclear materialc-- plutonium and highly 
enriched uranium. 

If such material becomes available to unauthorized groups, we can' 
no longer take any comfort from the fact that their nucleal' weapon 
may never get built or may turn out to be a dud; we must assume 
it will work. 

I should stress at this point that our focus here is not on the nuclear 
material currently used in the nuclear power reactors we are coming 
increasingly to rely on for electric power production. These reactors 
use low-enriched uranium which cannot be transformed into weapons, 
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not the highly enriched uranium and plutonium which we are con
cerned about ·today. These latter materials sometimes referred to as 
"strategic special nuclear materials," are used by the Department of 
Defense for the U.S. nuclear weapons arsenal and 119val propulsion 
systems and, in the civilian sector, for certain specialized uses, such 
as for research reactor fuel. 

The relative ease with which nuclear weapons could be illegally 
made from these last materials means, however, that our only true 
bulwark against their malevolent use are the safeguards measures 
which have been implemented to prevent their falling into the wrong 
hands. 

Our hearing today will examine in particular the present status of 
these safeguards as applied by the Department of Defense, the De
partment of Energy, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The 
FBI's role in planning against and responding to potential terrorist 

. threats will also be scrutinized. 
It shonld be kept in mind in reviewing the adequacy of present 

safeguards that although there have been no instances to date of 
actual terrorist use of strategic nuclear materials, there has been a 
considerable history of violent and/or illegal acts directed at nuclear 
materials and facilities, more generally: 

There have been proven instances of actual thefts of small amounts 
of weapons-usable material, and in the eyes of at least some public 
officials, circumstantial evidence suggesting that a major diversion 
of these materials has occurred; 

There have been intrusions and attempted intrusions at plants han
cUing these materials; 

There have been reports of uranium fuel rods hay-jng been stolen, 
and subsequently recovered, I might add, in Great Britain, of a ura
nium smuggling ring in India, and, accordin~ to a recently released 
CIA document, of Israel's having obtained nuclear materials by 
"cl flndestine" means; and 

There h!tve been a number of incidents related to possible theft 
attempts directed at our nuclear weapon storage sites in Europe. 

This back~round provides unmistakable evidence of a continuing 
malevolent interest in nuclear materials. This reality should infuse 
our thinking on safeguards and make us insistent on a high level of 
conservatism in safeguards planning. 

,\Vith this in mind, one issue which the committee will examine at 
some length this morning is the relative strength of the physical 
security systems-that is, guards, fences, weaponrv, communications 
-which have been adopted by the three agencies directly responsible 

. for safeguarding nuclear weanons and weapons-usable materi!tls. 
One particnlar Question in this regard is the posture of the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission. It has been alleged by some people th!tt the 
great preponderance of studies conducted for that agency indicated 
that it should adopt a particular, high level of physical security 
hnt thflt the Commission decided upon a lesser level of protection. 
,\Ve will look into this matter this morning. 

In nc1dition, we will explore the difficulHes which have been eXl)eri
encec1 in flccounting for weapons-usable material at the various facil
ities handling such material. 
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Finally, there have been serious allegations that Federal officials 
have been less than candid in dealing with safeguards issues, and in 
particular in dealing with the inventory discrepancy at the NUMEC 
facility in Apollo, Pa. We will explore this matter this morning and 
examine with great care the statements made on this subject. 

Today, to my knowledge, will be the first time the Department of 
Energy will testify on this matter as the heir to ERDA and the AEC. 
I sincerely hope it will see fit to inject a new measure of candor into 
its comments on this subject. 

'With these background issues in mind, I would now like to intro
duce our witnesses that we have as a panel this morning so we can 
have various expressions on particular questions from a number of 
different sources. 

Mr. Thomas O'Brien is with us. He is Director for Security Plans 
and Programs, Department of Defense; Dr. Donald Kerr, Acting 
Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs, Deparhnent of Energy; 
Mr. Sebastian Mignosa, Director of Domestic Security Sections, 
Criminal Investigative Division of the FBI; Dr. Victor Gilinsky, 
Commissioner of the Nuc1ear Regulatory Commission, and another 
Commissioner, Mr. Peter Bradford, are with us this morning. That 
will be our panel. 

Our first testimony will be from Mr. Thomas O'Brien, Director for 
Security Plans and Programs for DOD. Mr. O'Brien, we welcome 
your testimony. . 

TESTIMONY 'OF THOMAS J. O'BRIEN, DIRECTOR FOR SECURITY 
PLANS AND PROGRAMS, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSEj DR. 
DONALD M. KERR, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR DEFENSE 
PROG:RAMS, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY; SEBASTIAN S. MIGNOSA, 
CHIEF, DOMESTIC SECURITY AND TERRORISM SECTtON, CRIMI· 
NAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTI· 
GATION j VICTOR GILINSKY AND PETER BRADFORD, COMMIS· 
SIONERS, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Mr. O'BRillN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
It is my pleasure to appear before this distinguished committee 

to provid~ information on the physical security ?f our. nuclear 
weapons SItes. We in the Defense Department appreclate tIns oppor
tunity to develop a common understancUng of our program and 
exchange views on our mutual concern for safeguarding nuclear 
weapons. 

IVith your permission, Mr. Chairman, I will summarize my state
ment here this morning and submit it for the record in its entirety. 

Senator GLENN. The statement will be put in the record in its 
entirety. If other members of the panel choose to do the same thing, 
that will be fine. All the statements will be included in their entirety. 

Mr. O'BRmN. Our nuclear forces in conjunction with the conven-
- tional elements present the deterrent that allows us to remain at 

peace. liVe must denloy our weapons for that deterrent posture to have 
credibility. AccorcUnglv, our nuclear weapons are c1enloyed in NATO 
countries, the Pacific Theater of Operations, within the United States 
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and aboard naval vessels deployed worldwide. Our aims have been, 
and will continue to be, that of insuring the proper security for our 
nuclear weapons regardless of where they are stored. Loss of a weapon 
in any manner would produce grave consequences, adversely affecting 
our nuclear posture, and our relations with other countries and the 
security of our country. . 

Terrorist attacks, particularly the attack in Munich during the 
Olympic. Giunes of 1972, graphically demonstrated the added threat-
that of an o\rert terrorist lttack. 

The c11aracteristics of the terrorist threat that our nuclear security 
program is designed to counter, is set forth in this chart. Basically, 
we envision a small unit, well armed, well equipped, well trained and 
fanatical. At this point I think it is most important that I emphasize 
that the Department of Defense has never had a nuclear weapon 
stolen. nor have there been any bonafide attempts or threats to steal 
any of these very sensitive resources. There are occasional situations 
where someone wanders nearby a site and these events are reported and 
reacted to, but none has proved to be a serious threat to our nuclear 
weapons. 

The concept developed into an in-depth security system utilizing 
various elements which mutually support and, where possible, over
lap each other. These elements involve physical security measures, 
intrusion detection systems, and well equipped and ,veIl trained 
security forces. 

The areas in which our weapons are stored are g-enerally small, 
Jeaving as little territory to secure as possible while insuring enough 
space in which to tactically operate and defend. As a general rule, 
these areas are utilized solely for the storage of nuclear weapons, 
thereby enabling us to strictly limit the number of people requiring 
access to the site. 

I have a chart, Mr. Chairman. which I will use to describe the 
physical security and the concept that we employ. 

At this typical site, the rectangles in the middle would represent 
the storage structures in which the weapons are stored. Generally 
speaking, these are earthen-covered igloos. They are equipped with 
n. heavy steel door with high security hasps and padlocks. We also 
have an intrusion detection device on the door itself. We; at the 
present time are in the process of installing a second intrusion detec
tion device, volumetric tvpe sensor, inside the igloo so we will have 
two sensors at the igloo. It is dcsigned to detect any possible intruder. 

Now, at the perimeter, we }mvr., of course, fences, and historically 
we have had fences. At the present time. we are in the process of 
installing dual sensors at the nerimeter. These sensors are of various 
kinds. Some might be buried. Some might be affixed to the fence. But 
the idea of these sensors is again to immediately detect a would-be 
inhncler at the perimeter. 

,Ve luwe the capability to immediately assess any alarm. ,Ve have 
people either in towers or in some cases we have electrical or optical
visual equipment, a TV camera type, to assess what is there. Also, 
we have neople located in towers. Sometimes a tower at the site is 
config111'ec1 in s11ch a way it might be in the mi<ldle of the site or it 
might be on the perimeter. ·We have sentries there who are again 
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able to assess an alarm and also see a person attempting to go over 
the fence. 

We have lights so that the perimeter is kept lighted to again assist 
in the immediate assessment of any alarm. 

'"Ve have fixed fighting positions. Finally, and the most important 
part of our whole system, of course, is the people part, our manpower. 
We have at each site a hardened structure where we keep our response 
force. As a minimum, we will have a response force of 15 men 
capable of responding within five minutes. They are trained to re
spond tactically. They are equipped with helmets and flak jackets, 
with M-16 rifles generally, M-60 machineguns and grenade launchers. 

When an alarm sounds, the people on the fixed post tell the fire
house, as it were, what is going on and these people are ready to 
respond. This is somewhat new in our thinking. '"Ve feel people who 
are on duty in the colc1 and heat for long, boring- hours are not really 
ready to fight, so our response force is rested and ready to react. The 
adrenalin is flowing. 

Senator GLENN. vVhat clearance do these people have? Are these 
specially selected or run-of-the-mill people run through boot camp 
and assigned to a job here? 

Mr. O'BRIEN. No. They are very careiully selected. We have in the 
Department of Defense what we call our personnel reliability pro
gram. Our people who are involved in nuclear weapons duties, in
cluding our security force personnel, will be screened first with a 
security clearance. It might be at the secret level. It might be at the 
top secret level. 

Senator GnNN. They do get security clearance ~ 
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir. The investigation is conducted as part of 

the security process. Then the individual is interviewed by the com
manding officer to see if his attitude and whole demeanor is proper. 
We do a psychiatric and medical evaluation on him, a formal pro
.!;ram. Once he is in the program, he is flagged so the supervisor 
knows he is in the "PRP." 

So we have continuing, day-to-day evaluation. '"Vhen anything 
goes amiss, when his trustworthiness might be in doubt, he can be 
removed from the program. He can be removed on a temporary basis. 

Senator Gr,ENN. Go ahead with your statement. We might want to 
get into that later. 

Mr. O'BRIEN. I planned to cover that anyway, so I am happy you 
did mention it. 

As I say, that briefly summarizes the concept. Let me then add that 
in 1914 and 1975 the 'funding level for nuclear weapon security was 
a total of $41.6 million. Upon initiation of the site security upgrac1e 
prog'ram, Cong-ress authorizec1 in excess of $330 million for the years 
1976 t.hrough 1978. The major elements of the permanent security 
HPgrade program consist of perhneter sensors, improved lighting and 
fencing1 hardened guard facilities, defensive positions, loudspeaker 

-, and warning system and improved communications. 
The site security upgrade program is a complex undertaking. There 

are seven types of sites, each individual in nature, honsing varieties 
of weapons hl different locations throughout the world. Construction 
is being performecl by United States and foreign contractors in both 
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unclassified and classified contracts. In NATO, the contractual process 
must be handled by 'the host governments and is subject to the inter
national competitive bidding process. It is further complicated by 
operational decisions affecting the number of sites involved. 1iVhile 
there have been problems encountered in Europe, construction at 
these sites is now moving ahead very well. 

The security of nuclear weapons is a constant and ongoing process 
which is undergoing continuing review by all levels throughout the 
Department ,)f Defense. V\T e believe our security is good and that our 
improved in-depth security system is providing a greatly e?l.ha'nced 
capability to thwart any attempt on a site by terrorists, while still 
being responsive to the historical covert threat. "'Ye will continue to 
review our program and make improvements as deemed necessary. 

There is considerable coordination between the Department of 
Defense and numerous other Federal agencies to insure planned and 
coordinated efforts in reacting to nuclear emergencies. In the field 
of intelligence, working through the military departments and DIA, 
Defense Intelligence Agency, excellent intelligence support is pro
vii!.ed. This assistance is a cooperative effort throughout the U.S. 
intelligence community. 

Representatives from the Department of Defense, along with other 
Federal agencies, participate on various committees and working 
groups which have been established for developing policies, planning 
guidance and procedures to insure that governmental agencies can 
react in unison in combating any terrorist threat to nuclear weapons. 

The Department of Defense has entered into a number of formal 
interagency agreements. These agreements are designed to provide 
a policy and procedural framework for reacting to a wide range of 
potential nuclear incidents. 

:Mr. Chairman. that conclud.es my statement. I would be 
pleased to answer any questions. However, if the answers involve a 
more detailed description of our security system than covered in my 
statpment, I would suggest we go into a closed session. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Brien follows:J 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. O'BRIEN, DIRECTOR, SECURITY 
PLANS PROGRAMS, OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
OF DEFENSE (SECURITY POLICY) 

IT IS MY PLEASURE TO APPEAR BEFORE THIS DISTINGUISHED 

'COMMITTEE TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE PHYSICAL SECURITY 

OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS SITES. WE IN THE DEFENSE DEPARnlENT 

APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP A COMMON UNDERSTANDING 

OF OUR PROGRAM AND EXCHANGE VIEWS ON OUR MUTUAL CONCERN FOR 

SAFEGUARDING NUCLEAR WEAPONS. 

OUR NUCLEAR FORCES IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE CONVENTIONAL 

ELEMENTS PRESENT THE DETERRENT THAT ALLOWS US TO REMAIN AT 

PEAC,E. WE MUST DEPLOY OUR WEAPONS FOR THAT DETERRENT POSTURE 

TO HAVE CREDIBILITY, ACCORDINGLY, OUR NUCLEAR WEAPONS ARE 

DEPLOYED IN NATO COUNTRIES, THE PACIFIC THEATER OF OPERATION, 

WITHIN THE UNITED STATES ;~:m ABOARD NAVAL VESSELS DEPLOYED 

WORLDWIDE. OUR AIMS HAVE BEEN, AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE, THAT 

OF INSURING THE PROPER SECURITY FOR OUR NUCLEAR WEAPONS REGARD

LESS OF WHERE THEY ARE STORED. Loss OF A WEAPON IN ANY MANNER 

WOULD PRODUCE GRAVE CONSEQUENCES, ADVERSELY AFFECTING OUR 

NUCLEAR POSTURE, AND OUR RELATIONS,WITH OTHER COUNTRIES AND 

THE SECURITY OF OUR COUNTRY. I", 
UNTI L THE EARLY 1970 I S OUR CONCEPT FOR THE SAFEGUARD I NG 

OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS WAS TO PROTECT AGAINST ENEt1Y ACTION, A 

COVERT TYPE OF ATTACK BY A SMALL GROUP OF OUTSIDERS AND THE 

INTeRNAL THREAT POSED BY AN UNRELIABLE OR IRRATIONAL INDIVIDUAL. 

VARIOUS MEANS IqERE PROVIDED FOR PROTECTION OF THE WEAPONS. 

.! 
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TERRORIST ATTACKS. PARTICULARLY THE ATTACK IN MUNICH 

DURING THE OLYMPIC GAMES OF 1972. GRAPHICALLY DEMONSTRATED 

THE ADDED THREAT--THAT OF AN OVERT TERRORIST ATTACK, INTER

NATIONAL TERRORISM) WHICH HAS BECOME ALMOST COMMONPLACE IN 

THE 70's) BECAME THE MOTIVATING FORCE BEHIND ~UR APPROACH 

FOR FURTHER UPGRADING THE SECURITY OF NUCLeAR WEAPONS, 

THE VIOLENT) EFFICIENT) AND RAPID MANNER IN WHICH SOME 

TERRORIST ACTS WERE EXECUTED POSES A UNIQUE AND SIGNIFICANT 

THREAT TO OUR NUCLEAR WEAPONS, THE TRANSNATIONAL AND 

SUBNATIONAL ASPECTS OF TERRORISM LEAVES NO COUNTRY IMMUNE TO 

THEIR ATTACK, THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TERRORIST THREAT 

THAT OUR NUCLEAR SECURITY PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO COUNTER IS 

A SMALL UNIT. WELL FINANCED) WELL ARMED} WELL EQUIPPED} WELL 

TRAINED, AND FANATICAL 

AT THIS POINT I WISH TO EMPHASIZE THAT A DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE NUCLEAR WEAPON HAS NEVER BEEN STOLEN AND THERE HAVE 

NOT BEEN ANY BONA FIDE THREATS TO THE SECURITY OF THESE VERY 

SENSITIVE RESOURCES, THERE ARE OCCASIONAL SITUATIONS WHERE 

SOMEONE WAND~RS NEARBY AND THESE EVENTS ARE REPORTED AND 

REACTED TO BUT NONE HAS PROVED TO BE A SERIOUS THREAT TO 

NUCLEAR WE~ONs. 

A DoD-WIDE REVIEW OF THE NUCLEAR WEAPON SECURITY PROGRAM 

INITIATED LATE IN 1972 MADE IT APPARENT THAT WITH THE 

.f 
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POSTULATED SIZE OF AN ATTACKING FORCE AND THEIR RECOGNIZED 

CAPABILITIES, OUR SECURITY CONCEPT NEEDED MODIFICATION AND 

STANDARDIZATION. 

THE CONCEPT DEVELOPED INTO AN IN-DEPTH SECURITY SYSTEM 

UTILIZING VARIOUS ELEMENTS WHICH MUTUALLY SUPPORT AND, 

WHERE POSSIBLE, OVERLAP EACH OTHER. THESE ELEMENTS INVOLVE 

PHYSICAL SECURITY MEASURES, INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS, 

AND WELL EQUIPPED AND TRAINED SECURITY .FORCES. 

THE AREAS IN WHICH OUR WEAPONS ARE STORED ARE GENERALLY 

SMALL, GIVING AS LITTLE TERRITORY TO SECURE AS POSSIBLE 

WHILE INSURING ENOUGH SPACE IN WHICH TO TACTICALLY OPERATE. 

As A GENERAL RULE, THESE AREAS ARE UTILIZED SOLELY FOR THE 

STORAGE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS THEREBY ENABLING US TO STRICTLY 

LIMIT THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE REQUIRING ACCESS TO THE SITE. 

THE PHYSICAL MEASURES UTILIZED INCLUDE A HARDENED STRUCTURE, 

USUALLY EARTHEN-COVERED, WITH STEEL DOORS AND HIGH SECURITY 

HASPS AND PADLOCKS. THE DOORS ARE EQUIPPED WITH INTRUSION 

DETECTION SYSTEMS AND WE ARE CURRENTLY AUGMENTING THESE WITH 

AN INTERIOR, VOLUMETRIC TYPE SENSOR, TO PROVIDE DUAL SENSOR 

DETECTION ON STORAGE STRUCTURES. OTHER PHYSICAL MEASURES 

INCLUDE A SUBSTANTIAL PERIMETER BARRIER SYSTEM WHICH INCLUDES 

CHAIN LINK FENCn,IG TOPPED WITH BARBED TAPE TO CLEARLY DELINEATE 

THE PERIMETER OF THESE AREAS. ALSO AT THE PERIMETER WE ARE 
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INSTALLING DUAL INTRUS ION DETECTI ON SYSTEMS, HE HAVE THE 

CAPABILITY TO IMMEDIATELY ASSESS ALARMS FROM THESE SYSTEMS 

EITHER VISUALLY OR BY ELECTRO-OPTICAL EQUIPMENT, THESE 

SYSTEMS ARE UTILIZED TO ELIMINATE PEOPLE FROM BORING AND 

TEDIOUS DETECTION FUNCTIONS AND ASSIGN THEM TO REACTION FORCE 

DUTIES WHERE THEY WILL REMAIN ALERT AND READY TO RESPOND 

SHOULD THE NEED ARISE, THE PERIMETER BARRIER SYSTEM ALSO 

INCLUDES LIGHTS TO ASSIST IN ALARM ASSESSMENT, WE ALSO HAVE 

RESTRICTED AREA SIGNS AND A PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM TO WARN 

PEOPLE AGAINST INTRUSION AND THAT DEADLY FORCE MAY BE APPLIED 

SHOULD THEY PERSIST ON ENTERING THE SITE, 

OF COURSE, THE HEART OF THE SECURITY SYSTEM IS THE MANPOWER 

AVAILABLE TO REACT TO ANY THREAT, EACH SITE IS REQUIRED TO 

HAVE FIXED POSTS SUCH AS ENTRY CONTROLLERS, ALARM MONITORS, 

OBSERVATION TOWER SENTRIES TO VISUALLY ASSESS ALARMS, AND: 'A SUPER

VISORY ELEMENT, SOME SITES HAVE ROVING PATROLS, IN ADDITION 

TO THESE FIXED POSTS, EACH SITE IS REQUIRED TO HAVE A MINIMUM 

OF 15 MEN CAPABLE OF RESPONDING TO AN INCIDENT WITHIN 5 MINUTES, 

LARGER SITES OR SITES WHERE THE THREAT IS PERCEIVED TO BE 

GREATER WILL HAVE MORE THAN A 15 MAN RESPONSE FORCE, A CAPA

BILITY MUST ALSO EXIST TO ESTABLISH A 15 MAN REINFORCEMENT UNIT 

WHEN THE INITIAL REACTION FORCE IS DEPLOYED. A THIRD FORCE 

IS ALSO REQUIRED TO BE CAPABLE OF AUGMENTING THE ON-SITE SECURITY 
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FORCES IN THE EVENT A THREAT TO THE SITE HAS BEEN RECEIVED 

AND IS EXPECTED .TO LAST OVER A PERIOD OF TIME. OF COURSE, 

DESPITE THESE DESIGNATED FORCES, SHOULD A VALID THREAT OCCUR, 

THE ENTIRE UNIT WOULD BE ALERTED, RECALLED, AND UTILIZED TO 

INSURE THE SECURITY OF THE WEAPONS. 

ALL OF THESE REACTION FORCES ARE WELL EQUIPPED WITH PERSONAL 

PROTECTIVE GEAR AND I N MOST CASES THE ~1-16. AUGMENTED BY M-60 

MACHINE GUNS AND GRENADE LAUNCHERS. 

SECURITY FORCES ARE GIVEN EXTENSIVE TACTICAL TRAINING 

INCLUDING EMPHASIS ON THE TERRORIST THREAT. BASIC TACTICAL 

TRAINING IS GIVEN TO PERSONNEL BEFORE ASSIGNMENT TO THESE SITES 

AND ADDITIONAL TRAINING IS GIVEN BY THE UNIT PRIOR TO DUTY 

ASSIGNMENT AS A MEMBER OF THE SECURITY FORCE. 

SECURITY FORCES ARE CONTINUALLY EXERCISED, AT LEAST WEEKLY. 

TO INSURE THEIR READINESS. THEY ARE INSPECTED FREQUENTLY BY 

VARIOUS LEVELS OF COMMAND. MOREOVER, STAFF VISITS BY REPRE

SENTATIVES FROM THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE AND 

THE NUMEROUS LEVELS OF COMMAND WITHIN THE SERVICES ARE ALSO 

CONDUCTED TO INSURE COMPLIANCE WITH EXISTING GUIDANCE. 

THIS SECURITY CONCEPT AND ACTIONS TAKEN TO IMPLEMENT IT ARE 

INCLUDED IN DoD DIRECTIVE 5210.41, TITLED SECURITY CRITERIA AND 

STANDARDS FOR PROTECTING NUCLEAR riEAPONS. 

MORE IMPORTANTLY, WE HAVE A DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MANUAL 

WHICH SETS FORTH SECURITY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES IN DETAIL. 
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THESE PROCEDURES APPLY TO EACH OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS, 

PROVIDING THE BASIS FOR OUR STANDARDIZED SECURITY SYSTEM. 

THESE DETAILED PROCEDURES AND THE MANUAL ARE, OF COURSE, 

CLASSIFIED. 

WHILE THE ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE OF PREVENTING UNAUTHORIZED 

ACCESS TO ANY NUCLEAR WEAPON REMAINS UNCHANGED, THE NEW 

SECURITY CONCEPT PROVIDES FOR MUCH EARLIER DETECTION AND, 

THEREFORE, GAINS TIME FOR IMPROVED REACTION BY SECURITY FORCES. 

THIS SECURITY SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO BRING FIREPOWER ON THE 

INTRUDER BEFORE HE HAS COMPLETELY PENETRATED THE PERIMETER 

BARRIER SYSTEM AND TO PROVIDE FOR SECURITY IN-DEPTH. 

NUMEROUS ACTtONS WERE INITIATED TO IMPLEMENT THE NEW 

CONCEPT AND INSURE OUR SITES WERE ADEQUATELY PROTECTED AGAINST 

THE NEWLY DEFINED THREAT. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE IMMEDIATELY UNDERTOOK NUMEROUS 

MEASURES PENDING THE APPROVAL OF FUNDS AND THE CONSTRUCTION 

OF PERMANENT FEATURES. FIRST WAS A REVIEW TO DETERMINE THE 

OPERATIONAL NfEU FOR EACH SITE. As A RESULT, SOME SITES WERE 

ELIMINATED. FOR THOSE THAT STORE OUR THEATER NUCLEAR \~EAPONS, 

IT IS BELIEVED THAT WE HAVE ABOUT REACHED THE MINIMUM CONSIDERING 

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND SURVIVABILITY. "QUICK FIX" MEASURES 

TO IMPROVE SECURITY WERE APPLIED TO THE REMAINING SITES. THEY 

INCLUDED SUCH ITEMS AS HARDENING SECURITY FACILITIES UTILIZING 
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SANDBAGS AND OTHER AVAILABLE MATERIALS, DEFENSIVE FIGHTING 

POSITrONS, ENTRY ROAD BARRIERS, INCREASED FIREPOWER, FLAK 

JACKETS AND HELMETS, PLUS IMPROVED TRAINING. 

SIMULTANEOUSLY, A PROGRAM WAS INITIATED TO DESIGN AND 

FUND FOR. MORE PERMANENT PHYSICAL SECURITY MEASURES. 

IN 1974 AND 1975 THE FUNDING LEVEL FOR NUCLEAR WEAPON 

SECURITY WAS A TOTAL OF $41.6 MILLION. UPON INITIATION OF 

THE SITE SECURITY UPGRADE PROGRAM, CONGRESS AUTHORIZED IN 

E~CESS OF $330 MILLION FOR THE YEARS FY76 THROUGH FY78. THE 

MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE PERMANENT SECURITY UPGRADE PROGRAM 

CONSIST OF PERIMETER SENSORS, IMPROVED LIGHTING AND FENCING, 

HARDENED GUARD FACILITIES, DEFENSIVE POSITIONS, LOUD SPEAKER 

AND WARNING SYSTEM AND IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS. 

THE SITE SECURITY UPGRADE PROGRAM IS A CONPLEX UNDERTAKING. 

THERE ARE SEVEN TYPES OF SITES, EACH INDIVIDUAL IN NATURE, 

HOUSING VARIETIES OF WEAPONS IN DIFFERENT LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT 

THE WORLD. CONSTRUCTION IS BEING PERFORMED BY US AND FOREIGN 

CONTRACTORS IN BOTH UNCLASSIFIED AND CLASSIFIED CONTRACTS. 

IN NATO, THE CONTRACTUAL PROCESS MUST BE HANDLED BY THE HOST 

GOVERNMENTS AND IS SUBJECT TO THE INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVE 

BIDDING PROCESS. IT IS FURTHER COMPLICATED BY OPERATIONAL 

DECISIONS AFFECTING THE NUMBER OF SITES INVOLVED. WHILE 
-" .. -., -~ -~ - ~ -. .. . ~.,... -~-

THERE HAVE BEEN PROBLEMS ENCOllNTFRFn TN rIlRoPF. CONSTRUCTION 
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THE REQUIREMENT FOR A 15 MAN RESPONSE FORCE WAS ESTABLISHED 

IN DECEMBER OF 1976, THIS NECESSITATED AN INCREASED MANPOWER 

AUTHORIZATION FOR THE SERVICES, CONGRESS HAS GRANTED THESE 

INCREASES, AND THE ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL ARE CURRENTLY BEING 

RECRUITED AND TRAINED, WE ARE GIVING OVERSEAS LOCATIONS FIRST 

PRIORITV AND WE ANTICIPATE THAT THE FULL 15 MAN RESPONSE FORCE 

WILL BE IN PLACE AT ALMOST ALL SITES DURING THIS CALENDAR YEAR, 

THE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS IS A CONSTANT AND ONGOING 

PROCESS WHICH IS UNDERGOING CONTINUING REVIEW BY ALL LEVELS 

THROUGHOUT THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, WE BELIEVE OUR SECURiTY 

IS GOOD AND THAT OUR IMPROVED IN-DEPTH SECURITY SYSTEM IS 

PROVIDING A GREATLY ENHANCED CAPABILITY TO THWART ANY ATTEMPT 

ON A SITE BY TERRORISTS, WHILE STILL BEING RESPONSIVE TO THE 

HISTORICAL COVERT THREAT, WE WILL CONTINUE TO REVIEW OUR 

PROGRAM AND MAKE IMPROVEMENTS AS DEEMED NECESSARY. 

To ASSURE THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE STANDARDS OF INDIVIDUAL 

RELIABILITY IN PERSONNEL PERFORMING DUTIES ASSOCIATED WITH 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS, THE NUCLEAR WEAPON PE:RSONNEL RELIABILITY 

PROGRAM (PRP) HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED, 

PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO NUCLEAR WEAPONS DUTIES MUST FIRST 

POSSESS AN APPROPRIATE SECURITY CLEARANCE. THE INVESTIGATION 

CONDUCTED FOR THE SECURITY CLEARANCE IS REVIEWED AS PART OF 

THE SCREENING. THE PERSON IS THEN INTERVIEWED BY HIS COMMANDING 

OFFICER AND IS GIVEN A MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION PRIOR 

-- ------ --~- 1 
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TO BEING ASSIGNED THE POSITION, ONCE IN THE "PRP/' TrlE 

INDIVIDUAL'S SUPERVISOR HAS A CONTINUING RESPONS!BILITY TO 

CAREFULLY ~iON ITOR THE INDIVIDUAL'S PERFORMANCE, I F ANY 

PROBLEMS OR ERRATIC BEHAVIOR IS NOTED J STEPS ARE IMMEDIATELY 

TAKEN TO DETERMINE IF THE INDIVIDUAL'S RELIABILITY IS 

QUESTIONABLE, WHERE A PROBLEM OF RELIABILITY DEVELOPS, THE 

INDIVIDUAL IS IMMEDIATELY REMOVED FROM NUCLEAR WEAPoNs DUTY, 

THERE IS CONSIDERABLE COORDINATION BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT 

OF DEFENSE AND NUMEROUS OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES TO INSURE 

PLANNED AND COORDINATED EFFORTS IN REACTING TO NUCLEAR 

EMERGENCIES, IN THE FIELD OF INTELLIGENCE, WORKING,THROUGH 

THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS AND DIA, EXCELLENT INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT 

IS PROVIDED, THIS ASSISTANCE IS A COOPERATIVE EFFORT THROUGHOUT 

THE UNITED STATES INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY, 

REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE J ALONG WITH 

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES, PARTICIPATE ON VARIOUS COMMITTEES AND 
\ 

WORKING GROUPS WHICH HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR DEVELOPING 

POLICIES, PLANNING GUIDANCE AND PROCEDURES TO INSURE THAT 

GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES CAN REACT IN UNISON IN COMBATING· ANY 

TERRORIST THREAT TO NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PARTICIPATION ON SUCH 

COMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS PROVIDES A VIABLE MEANS OF 

PREPARING OVERALL FEDERAL PLANNING GUIDANCE, WHIC~"IS DESIGNED 

FOR USE BY STATE AS WELL AS FEDERAL AGENCIES, ADDITIONALLY, 

27-428 0 - 78 - 20 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE HAS ENTERED INTO A NUMBER OF 

FORMAL INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS. THESE AGREEMENTS ARE 

DESIGNED TO PROVIDE A POLICY AND PROCEDURAL FRANEWORK FOR 

REACTING TO A WIDE RANGE OF POTENTIAL NUCLEAR INCIDENTS. 

MR. CHAIRMAN) THAT CONCLUDES MY PREPARED STATEMENT. 

WOULD BE PLEASED TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS; HOWEVER) IF THE 

ANSWER INVOLVES A NORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION Of OUR SECURITY 

SYSTEM THAN COVERED IN NY STATEMENT, I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST 

THAT I ANSWER THOSE IN CLOSED SESSION. 
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Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. O'Brien. 
I would like to have all the statements first. I think it is more pro

ductive to do it that way and then ask questions that cross-relate here. 
Mr. O'BRillN. Fine. 
Senator GLENN. Our next statement will be from Dr. Donald Kerr, 

Acting Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs, Department of 
Energy. 

I might add that I see the buzzer just went off for a vote over on 
the floor, so if we get through your statement, Dr. Kerr, then I may 
have to run over to the floor and vote and get back as fast as I can. 
I am sorry for an interruption like that, but we will have to bear 
with it. 

Mr. lCERR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
It is a privilege to reappear before you today on behalf of the 

Department of Energy to discuss the important issue of how Govern
ment-owned special nuclear materials and related technology are 
protected. 

My testimony today will cover three principal areas: what we do 
t.o deny to would-be adversaries access to SNM; what we do to control 
weapons technology; and finally, how we provide assurances that 
these measures are adequate to 'minimize the incentives for an ad
versary to act and to 'Prevent him from being successful if he does. 

The Department of Energy routinely hanc11es significant quanti
ties of strate,gic special nuclear materials in carrying out its atomic 
energy derense urtiyities. A significant qnantity is 2 kg or 1U'(lnium-
233 or plutonium, or 5 kg of uranium-235 in uranium enriched to 20 
percent or greater, which provides a substantial safety margin over 
the amonnt or material needed to rabrirate a weapon. . 

In addition, DOE has responsibilities for the protection and ac
counting of lesser quantities, down to gram amounts. The 23 loca
tions under DOE cognizance that possess significant quantities of 
these materials for which the DOE has safeguards responsibility and 
the 12 for which NRC has safeguu,rcls responsibility but DOE has 
contractual control arc listed in my statement for your information. 

The Department of Energv has taken measures to ensure the se
curity of these materials against theft, sabotage, or other illicit use 
by aclversaries including t,errorist groups. DOE uses an approach 
which provides an integrated plwsicnl and administrative protection 
system'in a cm;t effective. manner. Plwsicnl measures include fences, 
alarms, prohibition of personal vehicles within protected areas, dnal 
comlnunication modes for guards, backup guard forces [md written 
records of all -persons visiting areas with special nuclear materiu,ls. 
Random searches nre made of packages, briefcases, containers and 
vehicles entering SNM areas and mandatory searches of vehicles are 
made on leaving s('arch areas. Doorway and portal monitors are 
heing instal1ec1 to detect attempts to steal even small amounts of 
SNM. Sensitive portable instrnmC'uts arc available and are used to 
search for nnclen.r materials in vehicles. 

Administratively, anyone granted accpss to sp'ecial nuclear ma
terial under DOE control must have a DOE securIty clearance or be 
escorted by a cleaTed employee. Operational procedures are part of 
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the integrated systems which add support to the hardware effective
ness. These include: 

(1) The "two-man rule" for access to special nuclear materials; 
(2) Detailed procedures for protecting SNM and nuclear weapons 

which are carried out by specially trained, equipped and physically 
qualified armed security inspectors and couriers; 

(3) Managerial control and inventory procedures; 
(4) Operational testing of system effectiveness. 
DOE moves all si~ificant quantities of strategic special nuclear 

material in specially designed vehicles with armored cabs and numer
ous protective and communications capabilities. Armed escorts ac
company the point-to-point shipments, along randomly selected, 
preplanned rontes with no intermediate stops, and maintain the cargo 
vehicle under continuous surveillance. A nationwide communications 
system enables the armed escorts to automatically signal for help 
in an emergency. 

DOE's R. & D. program provides for development, testing, and 
e.valuation of cost-effecti.ve systems and technology for accounting 
for and protecting speciallluclear materials. This R. L~ D. program 
includes development of computerized techniques for modeling and 
evaluating the effectiveness of potential and existing safeguards sys
tems; the development, test, and evaluation of pllYsical protection 
!1ncl intricate material measurement equipment; and the design, de
velopment, test and evaluation of prot.otype safegnards at selected 
sites representative of generic classes of nuclear facilities. 

Protective measures are also intel!rated into the actual design of 
nuclear weapons produced for the DOD. Some of these measures are 
designed and incorporated into the weapons principally for reasons 
of safetv. However. in manv cases, these safety features have the 
bonus effect of denying a malefact.or the ability to achieve a nuclear 
yield without rE'sorting to extraordinary measures. We are also in
corporating' various types of permiRsive action links (PAL's) to the 
weapons presently entering stockpile and those that we are now de
velopinl!. ThE'Sp. PAL's are designed to preclude unauthori7.ed, un
intended or accidental enablement of weapons fuzing and firing sys
tems. Adilitionally, disablement or dest.ruction techniaues have been 
developed which would render a wea.pon useless at such times as the 
custodians sensed a condition approaching "in extremis." 

We also have a nrogram. of s('cnrity and safeguards assistance and 
cooperation with DOD on research, development, test and evaluation. 
All of our efforts relative to nlwsical securit.v of fixed sites and 
transportation systems are available t.o the DOD. Aclditionallv, we 
assist the DOD !l.Cross a spectrum of potential incidents involving 
railionctive materials and weapons. 

DOE also has a safeguards working arrreement with the NRC 
which provides for conRnltntioll and coordinntion to maintain the 
policy of comparably E'.ffective safeguards. This ag'l'eement is exe
cuted through It liaison board, compose.d of senior staff members from 
both ormmizn.tions, wllich meets monthly. 

DOE coordinates its safAgunrds research and develonment program 
with NRC to avoid dunlication of effort and to minimize the dis
semlMtion of safeguards technology and equipment to the private 

I 
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sector, both domestically and internationally; exchanges information 
with NRO for the llrotection, control, and accountability of SNM to 
assure comparability; and provides NRO with analytical services, 
including safeguard analytical laboratory evaluations of licensee 
nuclear material samples. 

Further, DOE has joined with NRC in testing and evaluating its 
specialized communication equipment and other hardware to deter
mine their suitability for use in the private sector. 

DOE is kept aware of individuals or groups which have performed 
acts of malevolence or violence against nuclear installations in the 
U.S. by the FBI and by our field- operations people if their officers 
or installations are affected. DOE also received information from the 
intelligence community on foreign terrorist activities. 

Senator GLENN. If you could hold up, Dr. Kerr, that is our warn
ing. I will be back just as fast as I can get back. I will have to run 
over and vote. 

Mr. KERR. I understand. Thank you, sir. 
r A short recess was taken.] 
Senator GLENN. The hem:ings will be in order again. Dr. Kerr, if 

you would proceed with your statement, please. I am sorry for the 
interrnption, but that is one of the hazards of trying to conduct a 
hearing on Capitol Hill, as you are aware. Go ahead. 

Mr. lCERR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I had begun to indicate 
what we do to counter the terrorist threat. I had indicated that we 
are kept aware of individuals and groups that have been known to 
perform acts of violence or threats in the past. 

Much of the information provided to the Department on bombings 
and related domestic terrorist incidents is generated by the FBI's 
bomb data center and is most valuable to our threat evaluation ef
forts. There is a continuing need for the Department of Energy to 
receive timely and well analyzed intelligence on domestic terrorist 
incidents and organizations. 

The Department has had no experience with terrorists, domestic 
or forei.gn, attempting to acquire or use special nuclear materials in 
an illicit manner. Persons have, however, threatened to use nuclear 
materials in a malevolent and destructive manner. A listing of 44 such 
tln'eats was recently made public by the DOE with FBI approval. 

The DOE has in p1ace a number 'of response capabilities, including 
interfaces with the FBI, DOD, NRC and the Department of Trans
portation. 

By virt.ue of the Atomic Energy Act and the Hobbs ~xt?rtion 
Act, a nuclear threat becomes a Federal matter properly wlthm the 
jurisdiction of the FBI. Our role is to assist the FBI when requested. 
If the FBI communicates that a threat exists, the DOE has the fol
lowing capabilities: 

(1) A command and control mechanism to direct and coordinate 
response activities at the national level. This capability is embodied 
in the DOE's emergency action and coordination team (EACT), 
emergency operations center. The procedures have been rehearsed 
and incorporated in operating instructions. 

(2) vVe have a threat credibility technical assessment mechanism. 
This capability relies on designated individuals at our headquarters 
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and in our ,veapons laboratories who can technically assess available 
threat information at the direction of. the EACT. 

(3) 1Ye have a search foree consisting of trained scientific and 
technical ])('rsonnel equipped with detection instrmnentation, ve
hicular and airborne search platforms, a control and support staff, 
and. rehearsed plans and procedures. This capability is designed for 
rapId assembly and deployment to any locatlon. ,y c use people and 
equipment that in a benign environment are employed in normal 
programmatic duties. 

-( 4) ,Yt· have a diagnostic and analysis group and an effects and 
containment assessment group constituted in similar fashion to the 
search force. 

(5) Finally, a threat device neutralization group marries our DOE 
expertise and equipment to that of the Department of Defense Ex
plosive Ordnance Demolition Teams. 

These capabilities are the prineinal ones incorporated in our nu
clear emergency search team (NEST) concept. However, if neces
sary, in a given situation, we can call on many other assets to join 
in the NEST effort. 

Our responsibilities in an SNl\I threat situation are essentially 
those of pt'0viding technical assistance to ensUlI:' public health and 
safety. 

In fulfillment of our responsibilities, we work with other Federal 
agencies as required. In addition to the written ag:reements wc have 
with the FBI, we also have agreements with the Department of De
fense and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission which delineate our 
respective roles. A memortmdum of understanding between the De
partment of Transportation and the DOE to utiHze the NEST capa
bilities in conjunction with the n.s. Coast Guard activities is now 
being considered. Additionally. DOE provides technical assistance 
in accordance with the Federal Re~;ponse Plan for Peacetime Nuclear 
Emergencies promulgated bv the Federal Preparedness Agency. 

Classification of information is an important element relating to 
the security of SNM and ilrrentory differences data. DOE policy is 
to classifv as National Securitv Information, under Executive Order 
11652, information which could be of significant assistance in (1) the 
theft of SNM that can then be used to fabricate nuclear weapons, 
(2) the theft of plntonhlln and the use of that matrl'lal to con
taminate large populated areas, (3) the sabotage of DOE nuclear 
facilities, or (4) the making of nuclear threats ,vhich could disrupt 
the orderly functioning of DOE facilities in programs of national 
importance. 

The obiective of DOE classification policy is to permit as much 
information as possible to be unclassified in order to provide maxi
mum assistance to the public in their assessment of the adequacy of 
safeguards measures while at the same time protecting the informa
tion I just mentioned. 

Inventory discrepancv data, not falling within the definition of 
restrict,ed data, is c1assified confidential national security informa
tion for a period of 6 months or until an ongoing investigation is 
com1)lete. Inventory discrepancy data more than 6 months old is de
classified provided it does not fall within the definition of Restricted 
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Data. This six-month period permits an analysis of any discrepancies 
in the inventory data. This analysis is used to evaluate claims that 
quantities of SNM may have been diverted to unauthorized nse, and 
to ensure that such data does not increase the credibility of a;ny po
tential threat. Inventory discrepancy data at the Rocky Flats plant 
and the Oak Ridge Y -12 facility is classified confidentin,l restricted 
data because it could reveal information concerning the design and 
production of nuclear componcnts of weapons. 

vVe also undertake to prevent the dissemination of the technology 
necessary to devise an improdsed nuclear device. Yesterday I did 
describe our classification policies. I will ans'wer the question which 
you asked then, 'which was how many threats or picces of informa
tion comparable to those provided to the committee by 1\:[1'. Rotow 
have we revie"\wd. 

In the past 4 yNtrS, the Department has evaluated fonr submissions 
of the nature comparable to the Roto'.v document. v'll'. have also 
analyzed a larger number of solicitations that reflected a less so
phisticated a~)proach by the author and consequently only required 
a cursory reVIew. 

I will deFcribc the DOE's dassification policies with regard to 
weapons technology, that is, hOlV ,",e prevent access by terrorists to 
information on how to build a nuclear weapon. 

It has always been the mle in formulating the policies on classifica
tion and declassification of restricted data that weapons designs shall 
not be dec'nssified. Under this rule, the complete design of all weap
ons is classified. 

However, classification policies in the Wca1)OnS fielc1must take into 
account the fact that basic science such as information on the nuclear 
properties of fissile materials is rele,'ant to both peaceful uses and 
military uses of nuclear energy. ''lith: the Atoms for P('l\ce program 
in the early 1950's, it was the polic,) Ito declassify the basic sciellce 
that was com111,on to the military as wi:>l1 as the 'ciyil uses. For ex
ample, it is necessary to have Itllowledge of the critical masses or 
fissile materials to design a sare, nuclear reactor. 

In the 1950's, when' this information ,,'as being cOl1sidert'c1 for de
classification for ciyil application, the main threat to the U.S. was 
cOllsidered to be a foreign nationalllUcleal' weapons production effort. 
In that context, information that WflS known to be easily acquired 
by a national scale proiect. was considered eligible for declassification 
if significant nower apnlications were, known to exist. 

'With the advent of t!le terrorist threat, it now seems possible that 
much unclassified information in the nuclear area may be, useful to 
terrorists. ,Vo have even considered the possibility of reclassifying 
restricted data that has been officially de-classified; howev('l', section 
146 of the Atomic Energy Act appears to prohibit such an action 
and, practically speaking, ,,,hen information has not only b('en de
classified but also published [mel widely circulated, a reclassification 
action would have little benefit. Presently, when in'formation is being 
reviewed for declassification, consideration is given to its possible 
usefulness to terrorists ftS well as to other nations. 

" 
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In addition, we have a standard pollr,y not to comment in any way 
on the designs of nuclear weapons brought to our attention by would
be weapon designers. 

Should a member of the general public submit an unsolicited nu
clear weapon design or should one otherwise be brought to our atten
tion, the DOE does at least two things: 

(1) ,Ve assess the design to determine its credibility. 
(2) ,Ve take whatever actions are required to see that Federal laws 

are upheld and enforced. including, where appropriate. advising 
the "designer" of the physical dangers inherent in proceeding and of 
the Federal laws that he may violate. 

Because public commflllt on a design could help make the designer's 
next attempt more credible. we do not inform the "designer" of the 
results of our assessment. Our principal aim is to discourage any 
further efforts in this area. 

A personnel security program is in effect with the !Zeneral purpose 
of identifving those persons who are risks and denying them access 
to (l.ither SNM or related technologv. 

The Atomic Energy Act and 10 OFR 710 provide the Department's 
legal framework for carrying out this program. 10 OFR 710 sets forth 
the criteria and procedures for processing security clearances. Access 
to SNM, restricted data and national security information is restricted 
to those who have the proper clearances. In addition, unless someone 
has an established "need to know," he is not given access to classified 
information. That is, a security clearance does not automatically en
title an individual to access. 

Another way that technology is controlled is through export con
trols. There are a graduated series of controls which are implemented 
by DOE, State, Oommerce, and NRO under various laws and regu
lations in controlJing the exports of nuclear items. Under the Atomic 
Energy Act. special nuclear materialfl can only be exported under an 
a.q-reement for cooperation. Proposed exports are very carefullv re
viewed and, depending upon the material or the corintrv involved, 
appropriate conrlitions are placed upon the export. In all cases we 
require InternatifJnal Atomic Enemy safe.Q'lUl.rds, adequate physical 
flecmity both in international transit and within the recipient coun
t.rieR, restrictions on retransfers without our approval and assurances 
fI'Ccluding use in nuclear explosive devices. Furthermore, we obtain 
Government assurances that the end 11ser is authorized by the re
cipient government to own and process these materials. 

Nl1clear and nuclear-related components and materials that would 
be of interest to a terrorist group in mmmfactnring nuclear com
ponents are controlled bv Oommerce, the Office of Munitions Oontrol 
in State, and t.he NRC. The Department of Energy reviews such cases 
c!1.refully and provides recommendations includin.Q,' proposed restric
t,ions or provisos on the proposed exports. Technical views of weapons 
laboratories are solicited on any sig:nificant exports. 

In the case of unclassified nuclear technology. the DOE controls 
flllCh exports unnf'l' section 57 (b) of the Atomic Energy Act and its 
regulations 10 OFR 810. Significant technologies such 'as enrichment, 
reprocessing, and heavy water require specific approval of the Secre-
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tary of Energy. Exports of all unpublished nuclear technology to the 
Sino-Soviet bloc countries also require the Secretary's approval. 

I have described the measures in place to restrict the availability 
of materials usable to fabricate nuclear explosive devices. There re
mains the challenging task of evaluating the capabilities and in
centivf)s of potential adversaries in order to determine the improve
ments which can be made in our system. 

First, let me emphasize that so far the system has worked; we have 
had no serious attempts to illicitly acquire SNM or nuclear weapons. 
While there can be no absolute evidence that this is the result of our 
systems, certainly the protective measures in place, the great risks in 
attempting such an ad, and the lack of clear incentives for the ad
versary have all contributed. 

From the adversary's point of view, there are a number of factors 
which he must consider in determining the cost to him of an attempt 
to use diverted or stolen nuclear mftterial for his purposes: 

(1) The personal risk in handling nuclear material and the high 
degree of technical competence required to use the material. 

(2) The sophisticated tools and equipment required. 
(3) The possibility that the threat posed by the terrorist will not 

enlist the desired support, that is, the news media, public empathy, 
et cetera. 

( 4) The fact that the terrorist objectives might be more easily ac
complished by means involving less risk, that is, 'conventional explo
sives. hostages, et cetera. 

It is also important to note that acts of extreme violence or indis
criminate mass destruction would not seem to provide the kind of 
rflsults that most adversaries, including terrorist groups, have sought. 
The most advanced organizations and, therefore, the ones with the 
greatest capabilities, seek to gain the support of the populace and a 
measure of political legitimacy. Therefore, these organizations have 
not carried out acts of superviolence analogous to detonating a nuclear 
device. even though such nonnuclear acts are clearly within their 
capabilities. 

Still, one cannot remain complacent with the system in place. There 
are potential motivations which could be considered worthy of the 
risk; and the motivations of adversaries do change with time. We 
must continue to analyze these potential adversaries to assure that 
our safeguards measures remain effective and are modified as neces
sary. Therefore, the DOE approach is to design safeguards measures 
to be effective against a wide range of potential adversaries. There is 
a tendency today to focus our attention on protection against terrorist 
assaults and, of course, we are doing this. But effective protection 
also must be provided against thieves, saboteurs, lunatics, burglars, 
and dissident employees, to name a few. 

Analyzing the variety of potential adversaries and their attendap.t 
can abilities and motivations has led us away from the concept of a 
"design basis threat." "Ve do not feel satisfied if all our facilities are 
adequately protected against an attack by some specific number of 
terrorists armed in a particular way. In fact, our analyses to date 
indicate that such an overt armed assault is unlikely and, in addi-
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tion, that the numbers of attackers is but one of a number of impor
tant attributes. As you know, we do provide a benchmark requirement 
that all DOE facilities which possess significant quantities of stra
tegic special nuclear material must meet. That particular level is 
classified so that we do not aid potential adversaries. Beyond that, 
however, there are other objectives that are equally important. Not 
only must a facility be effective against the specified threat, but we 
work to make sure that the system remains effective against increases 
in the threat and is actually threat independent to the maximum prac
tical extent. The objective is to force the adversary to possess capa
bilities that seem the hardest for him to obtain, and at levels and in 
combinations where he will have great difficulties. Some of the most 
difficult attributes to obtain appear to be the less tangible human 
factors such as imagination and ingenuity, criminal skills, accurate 
intelligence and privileged access, and the ability to achieve tactical 
surprise and the necessary combination of several of these. It is also 
a formidable task to assemble the requisite personnel who are tech
nically knowledgeable, skilled in the operation of weapons, the use of 
explosives, the circumvention of alarm systems, the J?enetration of 
physical barriers, and are dedicated to the point of rislang their lives. 
All of this must be done while maintaining group secrecy. Even then, 
our systems are designed to be effective. 

Still, we are not complacent. We continue to interact with the 
appropriate agencie~ to analyze potential threats so that changes or 
trends are identified and system modifications made. We are con
tinuing work with the NRC and DOD so that our common as well 
as unique situations receive comparable protection. 

Mr. Chairman, that completes my statement. 
[The attachments to Mr. Kerr's statement follow:] 
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Attachment (1) 

NON-LICENSED DOE FACILITIES 

235U 

233
U 

(more than 
2381'u 239pu racilit;):: 20% U-235) 

Los Alamos Scientific X X X X 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, 
New Mexico 

1'antex Plant X X 
Amarillo, Texas 

Mound Laboratories X X X X 
Miamisburg, Ohio 

Sandia Laboratories X 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Rocky Flats Plant X X X 
Rocky Flats, Colorado 

Argonne National Laboratory X X X 
Argonne, Illinois 

Batelle Memorial Institute X X 
Columbus, Ohio 

Brookhaven National Laboratory X X 
Upton, New York 

Savanna., River Plant X X X X 
Aiken, South Carolina 

Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion X 
Plant, Piketon, Ohio 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory X X X X 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Y-12 Plant X 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
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235U 

233
U 

(more than 238pu 239pu Facility 20% U-235) 

Hanford Reservation X X X X 
Richland, Washington 

Idaho National Engine~ring X X X 
Laboratory, Idaho Fd.l.s, 
Idaho 

Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory X X 
Schenectady, New York 

Kesserling Site (KAPL) X 
West Milton, New York 

Windsor Site (KAPL) X 
Windsor, Connecticut 

Atomics International X X 
Canoga Park, California 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory X X X 
Livermore, California 

Nevada Reservation X X 
Mercury, Nevada 

Shippingport Reactor Facility X X X 
Shippingport, Pennsylvania 

Pittsburgh Naval Reactors X 
Office, West Mifflin, 
Pennsylvania 

Bettis Laboratory X X 
West Mifflin, Pennsylvania 
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NRC Licensed Facilities Under Contract to the DOE 

Westinghousa Nuclear Energy 
Systems, Nadison, 
Pennsylvania 

Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 

Texas Instruments, Inc. 
Attleboro, Massachusetts 

United Nuclear Corporation 
Wood River Junction, 
Rhode Island 

Babcock & Wilcox Company 
Leechburg, Pennsylvania 

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. 
Erwin, Tennessee 

United Nuclear Corporation 
Naval Products Division 
Uncasville, Connecticut 

Atomics International 
Canoga Park, California 

General Atomic Company 
San Diego, California 

General Electric Company 
Vallecitos, California 

Babcock & Wilcox Company 
Nuclear Materials Division 
Apollo, Pennsylvania 

Babcock & Wilcox Company 
Naval Nuclear Fuel Division 
Lynchburg, Virginia 

235U 
(more than 
20% U-235) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

238pu 239pu 

X 

X 

X 
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Attachment (2) 

CURRENT DOE REQUIREMENTS (SITES) 

DOE facilities which currently possess significant quantities of license

exempt Government-owned strategic special nuclear materials are subject to 

the following major safeguards requirements: 

o A DOE-approv, ~afeguards and Security Plan. 

o A safeguards and security organization including armed guards. 

o SSNM protected by a dual barrier system with a cleared, illuminated 

and electronically-monitored or guard patrolled protected area. 

o SSNM not in process stored in vaults or in security rooms equipped 

with electronic intrusion detection devices and alarms. 

o SSNM not in storage under continuous surveillance by at least two 

cleared and authorized individuals or p,rotected by electronic 

alarms if not attended. 

o Access of personnel and vehicles to protected areas controlled by 

guards. 

o Personnel, packages, and vehicles subject to sen",' for contraband 

materials upon entry to a protected area. 

o Search of all personnel and packages for surreptitious removal of 

SSNM upon exit from a material access area or protected area. 

o Annunciation of alarms at guard communications center and one 

other location. 
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o Continuous communications capability between guards, guard stations, 

and local law enforcement agencies by at least two means. 

o Facility survey and approval prior to introduction of SSNM. 

o Security clearance requirements for all operative and protective 

personnel. 

o Guard emergency response time within ten minutes. 

o Written records of visitors. 

o Personal vehicles prohibited entry. 

o Guard posts at material access areas equipped with duress alarms. 

o Facility surveys or assessments conducted at least semiannually. 

o Medical and professional qualification and requalification standards 

for protective personnel. 

----------
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CURRENT DOE REQUIREMENTS (TRANSIT) 

The following major requirements govern the protection of significant 

quantities of strategic special nuclear material in transit: 

o DOE-approved written procedures must be followed. 

o Tamper indicating seals are used on shipments. 

o Road shipments only by specially designed Government-owned safe 

secure trailers and tractors, operated by DOE couriers, accompanied 

by at least one escort vehicle and at least five DOE couriers, with 

no intermediate stops, and cargo vehicle under continuous surveillance. 

o Continuous two-way radio communication between cargo and escort 

vehicles. 

o By rail in specially designed Government-owned locked and sealed 

railcars, accompanied by at least three DOE couriers. Individual 

units weighing over 5,000 pounds may be shipped on flatcars, escorted 

by one DOE courier. 

o All rail and road shipments are continuously monitored utilizing 

the specially designed nationwide SECOM radio communication system. 

o When not otherwise prohibited by statute, in DOE owned or exclusively 

contracted aircraft accompanied by at least two DOE couriers. 

o Security clearance requirements for all operative and protective 

personnel. 

... i:.~ 
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Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Kerr . 
. M~. Gilinsky is a Oomni.issioner with the Nuclear Regulatory Oom

mlsslon. 
:Mr. GILINSKY. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss the risks of 

terrorist activities involving the use of nuclear explosive materials. 
I should add we are lacking a quorum at the moment and other Oom
missioners not present have not had an opportunity to review my 
statement. 

Tl~e materials we. worry about, of course, are highly enriched 
uramum and plutol1lum. The Nuclear Regulatory Oommission regu
lates pos!O€'ssion of all these so-called "special nuclear materials" which 
are held ... 1 the commercial sector. Our authority derives from the 
Atomic Energy Act and the Energy Reorganilmtion Act of 1974, 
which created the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Oommission's Office of 
N uelear Material Safety and Safeguards. 

lIIATERIALS AND FACILITIES 

'1'here are 12 domestic facilities possessing significant quantities of 
highly enriched uranium or plutonium licensed by NRA. The num
ber is down from 19 about 2 years ago. Practically all of the highly 
enriched uranium is Government owned almost all of it intended as 
fuel for naval reactors. Material that is owned by the Government 
and in Department of Energy facilities is not regulated by NRO. 

The remaining highly enriched uranium-less than 5 percent of 
the total-is intended to fuel the high-temperature gas-cooled reactor 
at Fort St. Vrain, 0010., and several test and research reactors. The 
plutonium in commercial plants-several hundred kilograms-is both 
Government and privately owned, and is used in connection with 
research and development activities. 

REGULATORY REGIME 

NRC requires licensees holding significant quantities of nuclear 
explosive material to submit and receive approval for security plans 
for these materials, both in their facilities and in transport. At fixed 
sites. licensees must have trained security organiz('otions--inc1uding 
armed guards-provide physical barriers, control access to the fa
cility alld material, use intrusion alarms, make arrnngements for 
communicating with local law enforcement agencies in order to re
ceive emergency assistance, and establish contingency plans to deal 
with threats, theft or sabotage, as well as a number of additional 
measures. 

The transport of all Government-owned material, the overwhelminf:!: 
majority of shipments, is handled by DOE, which uses special armored 
veh~icles protected by armed guarcls, as described by Dr. Kerr. In 
transporting privately owned material, each licensee must preplan in 
an approved manner to reduce risks in transit, make road shipments 
in special or armored vehicles, provide armed escorts in a separate 
vel!icle, and arrange for periodic communication with the control 
pomt. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 21 
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III addit.ioll to physical security measures, the licensee must estab
lish a material control and accolUlting program designed to detect 
discrepancies between what is supposed to be 011 hand and what is 
in fact on hand. 

In order to give guidance to our licensees in safeguards design, 
and to provide a uniform standard of evaluation, the physical pro
tection requirements are summed up in terms of a so-called design 
threat. In these terms, the current NRC requirements for nuclear 
explosive materials protection are described as intended to protect 
against u determined violent assault by several persons assisted by 
an insider. As you mentioned in your opening remarks, the right level 
of protection has been a matter of great dispute both inside and 
outside the NRC. 

In July 1977, NRC proposed new rules to strengthen physical 
protection for nuclear explosive material at fixed sites and in transit. 
The objective is to achieve a higher level of protection while at the 
same time allowing a reasonable flexibility to the licensee in devel
oping security programs suitable to individual facilities. This will 
be accomplished by establishing a general performance objective 
for licensees, underlined by detailed ~specific functions which must 
be carried out in the safeguards program. These are more rigorous 
than in the past because ,ve have decided that we will want more 
protection in the future than we have been satisfied with in the past. 
A shorthand way of accomplishing this is to set a bigger design. 
threat. That doesn't mean that we perceive a change in the outside 
environment; it is simply a reflection of the fact we think we ought 
to have more protection. 

So the external adversary characteristics defined in our proposed 
rules have therefore been altered to postulate a more formidable 
adversary group. Again, there is wide debate about the necessity and 
sufficiency of our proposeJ rules. 

RELATIVE PROTECTION-NRC, DOE AND DOD 

You have asked about the relative effectiveness of the protection 
for nuclear material in the licensed sector and unrler DOE and DOD 
regimes. About a year ago the Government Accounting Office issued 
a report entitled "Commercial Nuclear Fuel Facilities Need Better 
Security," which compared NRC's safeguards system with that of 
the Department of Energy. GAO concluded there are differences 
between the two programs. They mention the differences in instruc
tions to its guards and the use of force differ from ours, DOE applies 
personnel screening programs for facility guards and individuals 
having access to nuclear'material. DOE is upgrading its safef..,YUf.Lrds, 
us described by Dr. Kerr, and overall my impression is the upgrade 
in DOE's physical security has proba~ly proceeded a~ a faster pa?e 
than our own, although I exnect the lIcensed sector WIll catch up III 
most respects. One of the problems we have is that we regulate a 
number of relatively small facilities that are intrinsically more diffi
cult to protect. At the same time, we probably have stricter require
ments on material control and accounting. 

So fn,r as DOD is concerned, the comparison js with protection for 
assembled nuclear weapons, and my impression is that their security 
is on the whole tighter. 

1 ; 

I 
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CONFIDENTIALITY OF SAFEGUARDS INFORl\fATION 

It is obvious that a physical security plan designed to protect 
nuqlear explosive materials must be shielded fronl general public 
view. There are two ways of exempting safeguards information from 
public disclosure>. The first is to require that physien,l security pln,ns 
be placed under national security classifications. Certain NRC li
censees having contracts with DOE are required to do this. 

Other infol;nation on safeguarding nuclear materials is categorized 
proprietary information, thus exempting it from mandatory public 
disclosure under exemption 4 of the Freedom of Information Act. 

The same two approaches are used in controlling material account
ing data. Inventory discrepancy data for facilities not engaged in 
DOE military programs is labelled proprietary elata. This' elata on 
inventory differences is released after six months unless an active 
investigation is still underway. Our first release of inventory differ
ence data was made in August of last year and we expect to make 
our second release within a month. 

The Commission is not entirely satisfied with the current basis for 
protecting safeguards information from disclosure, and our staff has 
therefore been asked to prepare draft legislation to amend the 
Atomic Energy Act in order to provide a statutory basis for protect
ing safeguards information from release. It is my view that the key 
to solving these disclosure problems would be to exempt a narrow 
category of information from disclosure under exemption 3 of the 
Freedom of Information Act. 

T:fill l\fATTSON TASK FORCE REPORT 

I would like to respond to your expressed interest in the recom
mendations of the Mattson task force report. As you are aware, the 
task force was established by direction of the Commission in April 
1977' to look into a number of questions related to the effective func
tioning of the regulatory safeguards system. In SUbmitting its re
port, the task force recommended a series of improvements. The 
Commission requested the staff to implement certain of these and 
subsequently reviewed its proposed plan of action. 

Basically, what the task force recommended was that procedures 
be developed to ensur~ qlat the safeguards staff had sufficient guid
ance from the CommISSIOn and adequate information from other 
agencies to carry out its mission. ·We have gone a long way toward 
implementing these recommendations. 

TERRORIST ACTIVITIES 

In your letter to Chairman Hendrie inviting us to appear before 
this committee, you expressed interest in the history of activities by 
terrorists groups or other unauthorized persons in the United States 
involving the illicit acquisition and/or use of special nuclear ma
terial. In response to this request, we have been preparing a list of 
all incidents or threats we know of which related to or might have 
related to nuclear facilities is now in preparation and should be 
available for the record within the next three weeks.l 

1 See page 921 in Appendix. 
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In addition, I might comment on the question of NRC's ability to 
obtain complete ::md accurate intelligence information. Certain cate
gories of such information are useful for determining most effec
tively where vulnerabilities might exist in our safeguards regulations 
and where additional protpction might be required. To support, tll'~se 
needs, we have established working relationships with appropriate 
Federal agencies to receive this information. 

In conclusion, I would like to assure the committee that the Com
mission takes its safeguards responsibility very seriously indeed. I 
said earlier that I thought we needed more protection. But we must. 
also be discriminating in our approach, bearing in mind that tighter 
security is too easily accompanied by more intrusion into the private 
sector than is comfortable, either for the public or its government. 
Even our proposals for strengthening physical security have been 
met, in some quarters, by anguished C(}lnpJaints. It is said that ,ye 
are turning private facilities handling highly enriched uranium 
and plutonium into armed camps. This raises the question in my mind 
of whether activities of this sort should in fact be in private hands. 
I do not have the answer, but it is a question we need to think about. 

,V"hatever the answer, the ultimate question we face is not unlike 
that which confronts the national defense pstablishment: How much 
protection is enough? It is a vexing question, and the Commission 
can only provide its best judgment. The consequences of providing 
too much protection are painful but the consequences of providing 
too little are all too obvious. 

Thank you, lvIr. Chairman. 
Senator GLENN. I certainly concur with your last statement there; 

thpre is no doubt about that. 
,Ve ,,·ill now h~al' from Mr. Sebastian Mignosa, Director of 

Domestic Secnrity Spctions, Criminal IllYcsti!.tative Diyisioll of the 
Fill' ~ 

Mr. MlGNOSA. Thank you for making me the Director, sir, but I am 
the 0hief of the Domestic Security and Terrorism Section of the 
Crin..'nal Inv8stigative Division. 

Senator GLENN. Thank you. ,Ve will correct that. 
Mr. MIGNOSA. 1 have just a short statement, Mr. Chairman. 
The FBI derives its jurisdiction to investigate nuclear incidents, 

which are of a criminal or terroristic nature, from various criminal 
statutes under which the FBI has investigative jurisdiction. These 
statutes are primarily the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, title 42, USC, 
sections 2011-2281, and extortion, title 18, USC, sections 873, 875, 
876, and 877. As you are aware, the FBI is also the lead agency 

" within the Department of Justice in combating terrorism within the 
United States, and as such, is responsible for investigating acts of 
nuclear tel'l'orism. 

Nuclear extortions wherein the use of a nuclear device has been 
threatened have been investigated as extortions and require con
siderable cooperation between' the FBI, the Department of Energy 
and the Department of Defense/Explosives Ordnance Disposal per
sonnel. The roles assigned each agency are clearly defined in a 
memorandum of understanding between the FBI and the Depart
ment of Energy. 
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The FBI is in overall command of such situations from their in
ception to their ultimate resolution. Additionally, the FBI coordi
nates criminal or terroristic aspects of peacetime nuclear incidents 
with the Department of Energy and other pertinent agencies such 
as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission-NRC-as the need arises. 
It is recognized this coordination is vital to protect the United States 
from the terroristic use of \1, nuclear device. The FBI's efforts in this 
area will, of course, contin '"e. 

That is my statement, sir. 
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. J\fignosa. 
Before we get into some of the general questioning, I would like 

to illustrate why we are so concerned about this. I ,vill just use one 
set of examples here this morning. I wish we had time to go into all 
of these that I have laid out here~before me over about a 6-foot area. 

There was recently a series of articles that Mr. Joe Albright wrote 
regarding nuclear weapons security; among other things, he was able 
through a simple open request, to receive bluepl'ints for protective 
guard stations at the Hanford nuclear facility in Washington, one 
of our major facilities in this country. 

These are not little, superfic~al diagrams. These are the actual 
blueprints o,nd the working diagrams and the numbers and the elec-
trical core and so on. . 

I will only hold a few of these up here S0 you all can see them. 
These are the electrical plans for a storage area. This was one from 
an air base where they were upgrading the security improvements 
at that base; electricity distribution and control, control schematic, 
with architectural details of exactly how it would be wired in. 

Here from the Hanford plant are electrical plans and notes. Here 
is one for a guard station in particular; electrical plot plan and dia
gram~. It even. shows t~le exact wiring ~liagram here for such things 
as metal detectIon, speCIal nuclear materIal detectors, door control, ex
plosive detectors. And we are passing these out as public literature 
on request. 

I am not castigating one Department because I think if we had 
delved into {'[tch' one of your Departments in the same depth per
haps each one would have something ]ike this occurring in each de
partment of the Government. 

In NRC, for instance, we didn't get to go into that, but there is 
a question there of freedom of information and whether they can 
even prohibit requests for security plans from being honored, whether 
they have the authority to do that or not. 

These particular diagrams here are not only electrical plans, they 
go into architectural details concerning where those plans fit in, 
structural plans and details, the actual construction diagrams here; 
another one, back to thEi Air Force base agnin, weapons storage area, 
entry control facilities, plans and specifics showing all the details of 
it, all the wiring diagrams; another wiring diagram in detail here, 
and actual architectural layouts of where 'the ,viring goes with re
gard to fencing and fence gate controls. There are details on the alarm 
hookup, with certain types of wiring, and even where they go and 
actually plotted on these charts as to where they are within the spe
cific buildings. 
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We could go through these, but I think I have made my point 
about the reason why we are so concerned about these things. 

It does little good to upgrade people and so on if we are passing 
out the information of what our security is, in such detail as this, 
~tnd make it known to everybody who wants to write in and ask. 
It is not even classified. 

I don't know if it is any law we have mistakenly passed here in 
Congress or what the rationn.le is behind this. But it is absolutely 
nonsense to my way of thinking that we should be sending this kind 
of material out. And in talking to }il'. Albright yesterday, even after 
he had published this in the paper, the computer once again spewed 
out an updated version of this 2 weeks later, after he had published 
the information about getting this through unclassified channels. It 
wa1m't even cut off after the original publication of articles sur
rounding this. 

The articles portray this, and I agree, as security breaches resulting 
from this material being indiscriminately sent to anyone who asks 
for the material. That is one of the problems. 

I am sure if we went into other examples of other departments 
than just the Department of Defense, we could probably run into 
the same kinds of examples. 

I use this not to overdramatize this because I don't think you can 
overdramatize the importance of this, but I do this just to point out 
in starting the questioning of the extreme importance of this and 
how foolish some of our policies appear to be in not restricting this. 

I don't know whether you wish to respond now or go on to some 
questions about this. 

Has this type of thing been stopped, as of now at least, with the 
Department of Defense ~ 

Mr. O'BRIEN. Mr. Ch:1irman, yes. I would like to just provide some 
additional information. 

Senator GLENN. \V'hat I ask first is are you familiar with the 
series of articles Mr. Albright wrote ~ 

Mr. O'BRillN. Yes, very familiar. 
Senator GLENN. Fine. 
Mr. O'BRIEN. In the Department of Defense, we have very care

fully analyzed what information we can safeguard and what infor
mation is just not practical to safeguard. 

In our construction planning, we divide our contracts into two 
prime contracts as a general rule. The first prime contract is essen
tially a construction' contract which includes the building of the 
buildings, the site's security control center, the entry control build
ing, the erection of fences, the cutting in of roads where necessary 
for access, this kind of thing. Essentially all this information is 
readily available from just observing the site, from just looking in, 
from flying overhead, what have you. So if we were to attempt to 
classify this, we would be doing a fruitless thing and it would cost 
us a great deal of money. 

In. Europe alone we estimated that-and I forget the exact figures
it would cost us approximately $181 million more if we were to do 
these constructioll things Oll--

SeJ;1ator GLENN. You mean general site appropriations~ 

_.- - -----~ 
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Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir; for 2 years. The workers are picked up in 
the morning and go 110111e in the evening. There is no way we can 
clear these people. So we are realistic about it. 

The second contract is what we call our security contract. This is 
a classified contract. That would have the details, for example, of 
our intrusion detection systems. That is classified. 

But things like light towers that you see up there, our power, 
normal electricity that goes into the sites, comes from a local utility. 
Therefore, to classify those facts, we just can't do it. It iR not practical. 

We do have backup power-emergency generators. We have care
fully looked at all this. We think we have carefully hit the right 
balance. 

Under the Freedom of Information Act, if it is not classifi< :, we 
just can't hold it under some of tIle various contracting programs, 
minority contracting and the like. It is something we have carefully 
looked at on a number of occasions, but we feel we have come out at 
the right spot. 

Senator GLENN. Do you think wiring diagrams like this and where 
they go in the building should be put out, that that is not classified ~ 

Mr. O'BnillN. Yes, sir. That is our conclusion. On electrical wiring, 
the electricity going into the site--

Senator GLENN. Don't you think if you were a nuclear terrorist 
trying to go into some of these sites and trying to do something that 
these would be a big help to you ~ 

Mr. O'BnillN. Certainly it would. There is no question that every 
bit of it would be helpful. It is all a question of how much insurance 
and how much can we do. 

But the electrical-now these are in the site. Thes~ are in a pro
tected area. And again, it is an area where people mig1lt have honest 
differences of opinion. But we have looked at it and this is our con
clusion. 

Senator GLENN. Is there any attempt at all made to check out the 
people who ask for this on whether they have a need-to-know basis~ 

Mr. O'BRIEN. ""Ve have changed our procedure since Mr. Albright 
wrote in and got these. Now yes, we do. We insure the person is in 
fact a contractor before we send them. 

Senator GLENN. But any contractor that sends in on his letterhead 
stationery I assume would get the full package; is that right ~ 

Mr. O'BnillN. ""Ve require he be on a bidder's list. So through 
our normal precontract arrangements we ensure that he is a proper 
contractor. 

Senator GLENN. If specific wiring diagrams and specific functions 
labeled with specific numbers on the control panels and information 
about where tllOse go in guard towers and control systems and control 
access through the'site, If those are not classified, I don't know where 
you get to your highly classified material. ""Vould it be only details 
of specific detector devices then? 

Mr. O'BnillN. Right. The kinds of intrusion detection systems, 
where it is located, how it works, all that is classified. So when we 
get into the intrusion detection system, other than the fact that we 
use them, that is a classified drawing. 
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Senator GLENN. "Ve have a diagram here for special nuclear ma-
terial detectors, wiring diagrams of how they are wired in. 

Mr. O'BRillN. I think that might be DOE. 
Senator GLENN. It is DOE on that one. 
Mr. KEnn. If I might respond as well, Mr. Chairman. I don't in

tend in any way to take issue with your comment which I support 
heartily. 

On the other hand, I would like to point to a success in our sys
tem, and that is Mr. Albright was identified by the security personnel 
in Hanford as a reporter:ln fact, he was given what all contractors 
bidding on the iob would have access to, which is a generic schematic 
drawing provided to them for the purpose of developing costs to bid 
:£01' the iob. 

The detailed schematic 0:£ the actual installation to be made in our 
:£acilities is fL classified document and remains classified. 

Senator GLENN. ",Tell, if anybody calls up and says, "I am a con
tractor, Bill Jones, over here. I would like to go out and look at the 
plant out here." 
If he has a let.terhead, he can go, right ~ You would run him 

through and run him through perha;ps if he was on an Air Force base, 
as happened with Mr. Albright. He even was in an area where one 
could actually see and lay their hands on, I guess, hydrogen bombs 
at one point. 

I can't believe that any contractor that shows up at the front gate 
of one 0:£ these plants or writes in to you on letterhead that he can 
have printed anywhere down the stmet, is automatically ¢.ven access 
to these places to go through, perhaps take pictures, we don't know, 
and get the schematics and drawings just on that basis, with no 
classification and no security clearailce' whatsoever. I can't believe 
we are that careless. 

Mr. O'BnillN. If I might comment on Mr. Albright's visit to the 
Air Force bases that he~ went to. Yes, he did write in posin!! as a 
contractor and got the drawings, the unclassified drawings. He did 
visit the base again posing as a contractor. 

"Vhen he visited, though, he was always under armed escort. Not 
only was at least one escort with him immedin,tely, but through our 
communication network the guards knew that there was a contractor 
in the area. They were "well aware of it. 

The closest ho got to a nuclear weapon was something in the vicinity 
of 190 feet. Thel'e was a fence between himself and the weapon. He 
was under, as I say, constant observation by armed people. 

So the thought th~,t he got his hands on a weapon is just not an 
accurate appraisal. ,-

Senator GLENN. Maybe I misstated the hands 011 the weapon. But 
I certainly don't. want'any contractor in the country running around 
to eve~l see a hydrogen bOlllb, as fal' as I am concerned, or even getting 
that kmd of knowledge about where these things are stored, how they 
are stored, the number of security gates he has to go through to get 
there, what the procedures are, where the guards are, where the obvi
ous 'Yiring is that supports the guard towers, and so on. I just think 
that IS extremely lax. 
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Mr. O'BRIEN. I think in that case, Mr. Albright didn't know how 
many guards were actually observing him. Things like the gates, you 
can't hide that. It is there. You know that there is "X" number of 
fences or you have to ,go through so many gates to get there. It is 
in the open. It is just difficult to classify. 

Now a contractor, before he bids a job, has got to see the site to 
come up with a realistic cost estimate. ' 

Senator GLENN. Let's get into some other areas here. 
How about personnel clearance? That has concerned me for some 

time, too. Even if we have perfect perimeter fences, we still have 
people involved that are moving in and out of those areas. 

Where are clearances required, background clearances? DOD has 
a clearance requirement; is that correct ~ 

Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir. 
Senator GLENN. Is the DOD clearance requirement b[~se.c1 on a full 

FBI check, background check ~ 
Mr. O'BRIEN. The clearance that would be involved would be two 

levels. If the person is what we call in a critical position, he would 
have a backgrouncl investigation. vVe conduct it within the Depart
ment of Defense by our Defense Investigative Service. It is a full 
background investigation. 

The people that are in the control positions, in the less sensitive 
positions, will have a minimum secret clearance based on a national 
agency check. There are other attributes of the person's reliability 
program as I explained during the formal statement. 

Senator GLENN. How about DOE then? vVhat does DOE do in 
that regard? 

Mr. 'KERR. DOE requires clearances at varying levels, but in par
ticular those in the most sensitive positions receive a full background 
investigation from the FBI; those in slightly less sensitive positions, 
a similar fun background investigation from the Civil Service Com
mission. And in areas where access is not possible to SNM, similar 
to DOD we do a national agency check. 

In addition, personnel who have access to special nuclear mat.erials 
or assembled weapons are screened beyond the clearance on a regular 
basis. 

Senator GLENN. But does DOE hire its own guard force or do 
they contract out with existing guard force contractors for that? 

1:1:1'. KERR. 'We do both. vVe use private sector guard forces for some 
of our locations. 'Ve use Federal guards at some others. 

Senator GLENN. If you contract out with, what, Wackenhut or 
someone else, one of these outfits that is a commercial guard force, 
then are all the people they send to do the job all cleared with the 
same kind of clearance? 

Mr. KERR. Yes, they are. 
Senator GLENN. The same background? It would be the full FBI 

background invest!gatioll 011 those people in the sensitive positions ~ 
Mr. ltERR. That IS correct. 
Senator GLENN. vVhat does NRC do in that regard, Mr. Gilinsky ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. There are no specific clearance requirements for the 

licensees. Now most of the material--
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Senator GLENN. "Wait a minute. Say that again ~ There are no 
clearance requirements for licensees? 

Mr. GILINSKY. At the present time, yes. Now we have published a 
proposed rule in March and we are scheduling hearings in Mayor 
June on a rule which. would require clearance of employees with ac
cess or control over tIns--

Senator GLENN. Are employees no"w operating NRC monitored 
plants-certainly there is some security classification they must run 
through, is there not ~ Is there no requirement for people licensed by 
you to have some sort of security clearance at all ~ 

Mr. GILINSKY. There is not. T~et me just qualify that. l\Iost of the 
material handled is defense related. The contractor requires employees 
to have "Q" clearances. 

Let me put it this way: Essential1y most of the employees that are 
in fact in this category have clearances, but there is no specific 1\TR,C 
requirement. There are some employees handling it in the private 
sector who do not have clearances. 

Senator GI"ENN. There would be employees right now that are out
side the DOD r:ontrol that would be working at these facilities and 
have access to special nuclear material who have no classification; is 
that correct, or have not passed any security clearance ~ 

Mr. GILINSKY. I believe that is right, yes. 
Senator GLENN. I can't believe that has gone this long without 

somebody doing something about that. That is incredible to me. 
These peop~e would have access, have potential access to special 

nuclear materIal. 
Mr. GILINSK'Y. Yes, sir. 
Senator GLENN. To either plutonium or highly enriched uranium. 
Mr. GILINSKY. Yes. 
Senator GLENN. I feeJ reasonably certain we are going to want to 

get into this in some more depth than we will be able to' take care of 
at this morning's hearing, especially in light of yesterday's hearing 
where we showed I think rather conclusively what we have all felt for 
a long time, that the mechanics of nuclear weapons were there and 
could be built out of unclassified literature. I think we pretty well 
showed that yesterday with Mr. Rotow's testimony before us. The 
only lacking ingredient is having some of this special nuclear ma
terial to fabricate and put into some of these things. 

I think it is obviously a big gap in our security here that we are 
going to have to fill in. 

I am sorry; I didn't see Senator Danforth come in here a little 
bit earlier. Senator Danforth, go ahead. I am sorry. 

Senator DANFORTH. You are doing fine. rLaughter.] 
Senator GLENN. 'We normally observe the lO-minute rule. 
Senator DANFORTH. Suppose I was a terrorist. How would I go 

about getting this nuclear materiaH What would I have to do~ 
Mr. GIT~INSKY. I mean, you have to get it. It is guarded. 
Senator DANFOll'1'H. Right now. I have just decided todr.y I want 

to go and get nuclear material because I read about a guy in the paper 
this morning who can make a bomb, and I have called him up and 
got an appointment with him. Now all I need is the material. ,iVhat do 
I do~ 
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SenatOl: GLENN. 'Would ;you repeat what you said just before his 
last questIOn, because I tilluk that was-as I heard what you said, 
you said, well, you just go get the material. 

Mr. GILINSKY. No. It is a matter of getting the material, and it 
is guarsled .. It isn't as if you can walk in and pick it up and walk 
away wIth It. 

Senator GLENN. You say it is guarded. 
Mr. GILINSKY. Of course, yes. As I pointed out in my statement, 

there are requirements for guards and barriers and alarms and all 
sorts of other protection devices and procedures. 

There is a certain amount of question and dispute about what the 
right level of protection is. I think we have all decided we want to 
go to a higher level of protection in the regulated sector. 

But I am not sure how to answer your question. 
Senator DANFORTH. Right now I am an employee elsewhere. I have 

a Government job here. But I am loose, free to do otherwise. vVe 
have a recess coming. After my vote on the Panama Canal Treaties, 
there are a lot of people back home who think I should be doing 
other things. 

I could get a job anywhere I want---
Senator GLENN. I might add, he stated publicly he won't serve 

more than two terms. So he is going to be at loose ends some day. 
Senator DANFoR'rn. No, I didn't. I said I can't. 
·What would I do ~ I could apply for a job, say, with the utility 

that has a nuclear plant ~ Is that what I would do? 
Mr. Gu..INSKY. No. It wouldn't be a utility because, as the chair

man pointed out, that isn't the kind of material we are talking about. 
Senator DANFORTH. vVhere is this material located ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. There are about a dozen facilities which process 

highly enriched uranhun or plutonium which are regulated by the 
NRC. Most of these are processing Government-owned material. Most 
of that material is defense related one way or another .. And that ma
terial is protected by a regulatory regime which we require and in
volves protection by guards, a secllrity plan. 

Senator DANFORTH. If I wanted to get a job which would give me 
access to the material, who would I apply to? "'\7\7JIO is the emploYE'd 

Mr. GILINSKY. Well, there are private firms. Now in the case of 
most of the material, it is, as I said, defense related and those em
ployees are cleared. But that doesn't cover an of them, although it 
does, I think, the overwhelming majority. 

Senator DANFORTH. How about that which is not defense related? 
Mr. GILIN8KY. You would just apply then. It would be up to them 

to check out your background at this present time to the extent they 
can. There are problems with it. 

Senator DANFORTH. Who are these employers? 
Mr. GILIN8KY. Various firms involved in nuclear fuel cycles. I can 

give you 80me names. They are involved in the research and develop
ment on various types of nuclear fuel or supplying fabricated fuel 
for research reactors. 

Senator DANFORTH. Could I get plutonhul1 from them? Would 
they have plutonium? 
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Mr. GILINSKY. Fortunately Mr. Albrig~lt didn't try to get into 
one of the facilities we regulate. I don't know whethel' he thought 
it would be too easy or too harc1. But there is plutonium in these 
facilities, yes, sir. 

Senator DANFORTH. And the facilities are privately owned and not 
Government facilities ~ 

Mr. GILIN"SKY. That is right. 
Senator DANFORTH. Are there or are there not regulations im

posed by the Government with respect. to physical de'fense and se
curity~ 

Mr .. GIT"INSKY. Y ('s. There very definitely are regulations that cover 
these In great detail. In other words, there are wry specific recluil'e
ments. They have to go through a security plan "which we luwe to 
approve. And we have to approve the number ancl l)lacement of 
guards and procedures that he nsed and the various barriers, fences 
andlightecl areas and intrusion arms and access controls anel so on. 

Senator DANFORTH. So I couldn't just drive up a truck ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. No, no. But the question that one gets into is just. 

how much protection is enough. Do you have to protect against a 
truck? Do YOU have to l)l'otect against a tank~ Do you have to worry 
about assailants with handguns or automatic rifles or bazookas or 
what~ 

Senator DANFORTH. How much plutonium do you need to have 
something really useful as far as making a ,wapon 1 

Mr. GU,INSKY. On the order of kilograms. 
Senator DANFORTH. How big and 'how much ~ How big is that ~ 
Mr. GIT,INSKY. It is :fairly sInall. Plutonium is heavy stuff. 
Senator DANFORTH. Could you put it in a lunchbox? 
Mr. GILINSKY. You probably could. You have to remember that a 

lunchbox, if you have got the right amount. of plutonium, it does get 
critical. But there are detectional alarms which would detect not 
kilograms of material but grams of material. 

Senator DANFOH'l'H. So the person would be detected going out of 
the facility, right ~ 

Mr. GIT"INSKY. The system is designed to protect. it, yes. And it 
is guarded. W<' have had teams go out to all of these nlaces. In fact, 
we' had a very intensive progrnin checking the facilities which we 
regarcl as on the weaker side. ",Ye have had a very, very thorough 
evaluation of some of these places, which has resulted in our dis
covering wealmesses which we are trying to fix up. So this is a 
mat.ter that is being taken pretty seriously, very seriously. 

Senator DANFORTH. If I were to really set my mind to it, decide 
I was going to get just t.he right kind of job and work my way into 
the right position and spencl a lot of ti.me at it, do yon thi.nk there 
would bea reasonable likelihood that. I could abscoi1d with a suffi
cient quantity of nuclear material to create a weapon ~ 

Mr. GUJINSKY. I don't think so. I mean, we take p.'t'eat pains to 
consider an the possible ways thIS coulcl be clone. It is constantly 
looked at. Cleverpeop]e do this. Every now and then they think of 
something that hasn't been thought of before, so we institute a new 
kind of fix. 
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Senator Dl\NFORTH. Let me ask you this: The).'e have been a lot 
of news stories about missing plutonium. 

Mr. GILINSKY. Yes. 
Senator DANFORTH. Are those stories true ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. 'Well, what that stems from is differences-I should 

say discrepancies-in our accounting between the books and what is 
on hand. You can go one ,vay or the other. 

You can on one 'hand conclude that the stuff is gone or that the 
accounting system isn't any good or isn't as good as it should be. I 
think it is the latter. I think we have clone a lot to improve the ay
counting system. 

Senator DANFORTH. You think there is not a loss of plutonium ~ 
Mr. GJLINSKY. But I say what this means is that there is uncertainty 

about what went on. You can't really give a very confident state
ment about the state of affairs. 'When you have this sort of-

Senator DANFORTH. Do we now have an accounting system which 
will assure us that if at some future time a discrepancy is discovered, 
that is a real discrepancy rather than just an accounting l)roblem. ~ 

Mr. GILINSliY. I think the answer is no. 
Senator DANFORTH. 'V'e do not have that kind of system~ 
Mr. GILlNSI\.Y. No. I think we are improving it, but it is not nearly 

so good as it should be; nor are the inventories, I think, as timely as 
they ought to be. . 

'Ve take inventories every 2 months, in certain categories more 
frequently. But I think one really ought to have a more up-to-date 
reckoning of where we are. 

Now, there are two ways we control the material in the plant and 
keep track of it. One is to simply have monitors on all the doors and 
so on, everybody being reasonably confident nothing has left. But I 
think you really need to have the other kind of confidence that when 
you go look for it, it is there, to be able to total it up and have 
it all check out. 

I must say these accounting systems are still in a relatively rudi
mentary stage. One of the re'asons it is difficult or has been very 
difficult to improve that is that we are working with facilities that. 
were not designed with real accurate accounting in mind. Some of 
t.hese are old facilities, and it has beC'n very difficult to get to the 
point where one reany has prccise measurements in accounting cover
ing the entire process. 

Senator GLENN. ""ViI] the Senator yield on that point ~ 
Senator DANFORTH. Yes. 
Senator GLENN. I think this is a most important -point, because I 

can understand in the early days of the program how we did not 
have acconnting type equipment installed in some of these early 
plants. So maybe we weren't capable of monitoring and auditing what 
goes through and the hlput and output of these plants. 

But yet we have built up-this is the MUF data report that ERDA 
put out Jast August, "A Report on StrIltegic Special Nuclear Ma
terial Differences," and then the one NRC llas put out separately 
fron1 that, I believe. ' 

They come to the conclusion that there is some 8,000 kilograms of 
material that would be on the MUF list if we took all of it from 
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the start, right from day one. There are some 8,000 kilograms un
accounted for. That is enough for I don't even know how many 
bombs. 

Now the theory has always been this is lost in the pipe; it is manu
facturing differences; it is within the tolerance of error; or the 
instrumentation system and so on. So I think that the point Senator 
Danforth is getting to is extremely important. Have we upgraded 
these systems so we now haye a better handle on whnt is happening, 
or are we just going into the future with this MUF data building 
up and up and up and we never know what is going on ~ "tVhere do 
we stand with this now~ 

You stated you felt it is rather rudimentary at this stage. Are we 
putting sufficient research into this area to really make sure we just 
don't continue to increase the amount of MUF into the future ~ 

Mr. GILINSKY. Research in this area is being primarily handled 
by DOE. Dr. Kerr can comment better than I can on that. 

But I think we simply don't have the te~llllology that can ~eally 
keep track of the matehal on a current baSIS. So what we do IS we 
have periodic inventories and we are doin,g much better I think 
than we have clone in the past. I don't think there is any comparison. 
But I don't think it is good enough. 

Mr. KERR. Let me try to add to the information Mr. Gilinsky has 
giv~n you. 

I think the question is what are we doing about this and, in par
ticular, what are we now doing~ So let me answer that in two parts. 

In the overall safeguards area we are hoping to complete within 
fiscal 1979, a program of substantial ul)grading involving all aspects 
of the safeguards pro,gram. It includes hardened guard posts, security 
command centers, additional dynamic material control and account
ability system, which I will come back to, further consolidation of 
material access areas so there are not as many locations where one 
has to close the balance, additional storage facilities, additional 
perimeter closed-circuit TV systems or alarm systems-that is, if a 
barrier like a fence is apparently being penetrated, it gives the 
guards a way to look without physicn']ly deploying-further applica
t.i.on of barriers for vehicles, more effective access control and identi
fication systems, and much wider application of nondefense struc
tures as, say, equipment at selected sites. 

To get back to the thing which I thi.nk would bl' of most interest 
to you, at two of our newer :£aciJities for handling plutonium, one at 
Los Alamos and one at the Rocky Flats l)lant near Denver, we are 
trying to implement a system we call DYNAl\f for dynamic m!tterial 
cont.rol. It. essl'ntially is an automated systl'm basl'd on a small com
puter which will attl'mpt to do the material accounting in near real 
time and woulel permit almost instantaneous Imowlec1ge of a missing 
amount of material larger than whatever error would be present 
in the system. 

I should comment on that point a bit. Any system that involves a 
physical measurement involves an error, If we c1esigl1 a system 
accurate to plus or minus 1 gram, we will have 1-gram errors in some 
of the measurements, As we get better, the numbers perhaps could 
bo smaller. 
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That is the future. You are also interested in what we are doing now. 
At the present time, in our plants that handle strategic quantities 

of SNM, we close and balance our records daily if the plant is 
operating on a daily basis or for each shift if it is a plant that 
operates around the clock. So in fact we try to close the records and 
examine the inventory 3 times a clay for plants operating around 
the clock, once a day for those that operate on a daily basis. 

Senator GLENN. I know you have all been very concerned about 
this. There has been a lot of effort to upgrade these systems. I appre
ciate your comment on that. I am not trying to indicate in these 
hearings this morning you are not concerned about these. But we 
do appreciate a status report of where our MUF monitor capability 
is, because that has been a woeful lack I think, and perhaps not 
enou.gh attention has been paid to it an the way through the program. 

I thank the Senator for yielding. I took a long time. 
Senator DANFORTH. I am through. Thank you. 
Senator GLENN. Following U1) on this a little bit, in April 1965 

AEC conducted a survey of NUMEC at ApoUo, Pa., which I am 
sure you are all familiar with, which uncovered a large number of 
kilograms which could not be accounted for. 

On May 10, 1967, the staff was still informed the AEC Commis
sioner at'l\T(JMEC was st.ill not adequately accounting for special 
nuc1ear materials. Besides the payment. made by NUMEO for the 
missing materials, has DOE or any of it.s predecessor agencies ever 
determined for sure how this material was lost, where it went, or any 
of the other circumstances surrounding that ~ 

Mr. KERR. The NillfEC question has received a great deal of 
attention. 

Senn.tor GLENN. It has been very vexing to the committee, I might 
add. liVe have run up against about three or four stonewalls so far 
in our attempts to investigate what happened at. NUMEC. We would 
appreciate any comments you might make. 

Mr. KERR. I will tell y'ou as best I can what I know of it. There 
are others here from the DOE who could supplement from their 
knowledge if it is useful to do that. 

Bnt as the inheritor of the AEC and then ERDA programs, we 
also have inherited the NUMEC question. The question you have put 
to me I think is can we, without qualification, tell you that there 
either was diversion of the material or there was not diversion of the 
material. 

The answer that we have to give yOU, based on examination of 
technical inform at jon available to us, is that we cannot prove to you 
that there WIlS no diversion; nor can we prove to you that there was 
a diversion. The preceding discussion I think explains why. 

Now jt js of snfficient concern to us that we lutven't closed the 
NTTh1EC file. In fact, the Department, recogni,dng the public interest 
IlIld congressionn.l intereflt, hilS done several things. One is to con
tinue Ilnalysis of the NUMEC facility. Our study of the processes 
carried out within that plant-and we have compared them, for ex
mnnle, to similar activities at other plants-

Senator GLENN. Have we been able to change instrnmentation so 
we have a better record of what is going on there ~ I fully realize 
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these plants are set up with instrumentation built in. It is very 
difficult to do this after the fact once the plant has started operating. 
Have we been able to upgrade it so we know what is going on ~ 
Because the last MUF report on NUMEC still had it way above any
bodyelse. 

Mr. KERR. \¥e are upgrading the NUMEC facility. It is one of the 
facilities I believe that is an NRO licensed facility but one where we 
have contracts ancl for the contractor 'who is there, we are responsible 
under om' guidelines for his performance on our contracts. 

'With respect to the further study of the NUMEC question, the 
U neler Secretary for Energy has asked that the Inspector General 
for the Department conduct a separate and independent investigation . 
:from that study carried out by peop16 in my area, including the safe
guards responsibility, for the department. 

So at this point in time, in addition to reviewing the technical 
evidence that we have available to us, in addition to reviewing other 
agencies' studies, reports and opinions, we are also independently 
with our Inspector General looking at the whole question of what 
information is available within the DOE, He hi charged with provid
ing the Secretary essentially a list of an information nnder our con
troL And as part of the DOE legiRlation, of comse, anything we do 
turn up in this area is to be reported to the Congress. 

Senator GLENN. Have you had :full cooperation with the FBI and 
OIA on this ~ They have hoth looked at it. 

Mr, KERR. We have had full cooperation with the FBI. ,Ve also, 
because the DOE and its predecessor agencies were part of the in
telligence community,' if you will, have narticipatE'cl in our normal 
role of technical support for certain intelligence estimates. 

For example, it has been the AEG's position and now is the DOE's 
position to agree with the likelihood of the availability o:f weapons 
usable material to Israel since the early seventies, That has been the 
point at issue. This judgment was base(l upon the general competence 
of the Israeli nuclear program, the availability of unsafeguarded 
natural uranium which Israel had obtained from foreign sources, 
and the c!tpahility of the unsafegual'ded Dimcll1a reactor'to produce 
plutonium since the 1960's, 

In 1$)74, the then Assistant G('neral Manager ffll' Mllitary Applica
tion of the AEC stated a position to the effect that he had no firm 
information that would support. a conclusion that it is likely tIl at 
Isrn.el hn(~ ~mcitly acquired a quantit.y of weapons grade uranium 
of U,S. orlgm, 

'rhat is a fairly technical point. It has to do with the following 
matt.er. 

A national intel1igence estimate is an opinion, It is norma 11y based 
on c.ireumstantial evidE'l1ce. One is discussing the capabilities, for 
example, of another nation to do something. It differs, for example, 
from information developed on firm evidence as woulcl be developed, 
:for example, in a criminal investigation or a court proceeding. So 

1 
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one has to be careful in talking about NU1\IEC to distinguish between 
estimates based on physical measurement of material passing through 
the plants and opinions based on an assessment of another country's 
capability, for example, to have nuclear weapons. 

Senator GLENN. Does anyone else wish to comment on NU1\IEC~ 
Mr. GIUNSKY. Senator, the Apono facility processes highly en

riched uranium nncl is in the process of closing out its operation. I 
thought you might be interested in knowing that. 

Senator GLENN. vVhen does that occur ~ 
Mr. GUJINSKY. Sometime this year. r am not sure exactly when. 
r also wanted to qualify a bit my response to Senator Danforth, 

where I pointed to the problems with the accounting system as being 
the explanation for most of the discrepancies. But this one that we 
are talking about has been looked into some detail. r think one has 
to say there is simply no satisfactory explanation of what happened. 

Senator GLENN. Unfortunately at a very inconvenient time the 
records aU just happened to burn up in a fire, too, which made the 
whole process even more difficult. I would presume that if those 
records were available, we could perhaps have lmown a lot more about 
the missing material, if it was missing, and perhaps what happened. 
But there have been so many circumstunces surrounding that NUMEO 
situation that have gone unanswered for so long that I wish we would, 
finally put it to rest once and for all with some final conclusion, i:f 
that is possible; but maybe it is not. 

Mr. Mignosa, your organization looked into NU1\IEC for a while 
at the request of'some other Government agencies. Do you have any
thing to add to the NUMEC situation ~ 

Mr. }VIIGNOSA. No, Senator. As you are aware, this is an open session. 
I respectfully wish to advise it is a currently pending investigation, 
the results of which are now in the hands of the DeT>artment of 
.Justice. As such, I am really not in a position to talk about the 

, particular case. 
As you know, we have briefedll1embers of Oongress and GAO con-

cerning the case, however. 
Senator GIJENN. It is at .J ustice now ~ 
Mr. MIGNosA. Yes, sir. 
Senator GrJENN. I have three documents here I want to enter into 

the record. It is summary notes of briefing on safeguards and domestic 
material accountability from Monday, February 14, 1966, of the 
Atomic Energy Oommission, which deals in some degree with 
NU1\r[EO; !1 listing of foreign governments and private firms with 
which NUMEC had either contracts, agreements, or preliminary dis
cussion in the field of nuclear energy; and a letter regarding that 
situation from the AEC to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. 
So I wonldlike to enter that into the reco1'(V 

Also, I want to enter into the record the "Memoran
dum on Prospects for Further Proliferation of Nucleul: "Weapons" 

1 See p. 703. 
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which is a CIA report, unclassified, and which has, as one of its last 
conclusions-No. 14: 

Terrorists might attempt theft of either weapons 0.1' fissionable lllaterials. 
They could see the latter as useful for terror 01' blackmail purposes eyen if they 
had no intention of going 011 to fabricate weapons. 

That is a little different slant tha.n we. have been taklng. I want to 
submit that also for the record.1 

Senator GLENN. I would like to get into a different area. So far 
this morning we have covered some of the views on physical security 
and the need to upgrade those and make them as high as possible, 
some of the difficulties in Imowing exactly what we have available, 
the MUF data, and what may have occurred at NUMEC, and em
phasizing the fact tl>ur. we need to upgrade our security material to 
the greatest extent pos:~tble. 

I would like to get into a little different area now where I presume 
all of you gentlemen are cooperating, or your agencies are cooperating 
to the degree possible. That is, what ha])p('ns wh(,ll tl1£'l'(, if:; n, thl'eat~ 
What happens when we heal' on the "Today Show" or one of the oth~r 
morning shows the news broadcast comes along that someone has 111-
jacked an airplane. They claim they have nuclear w('aponry on board. 
They are going to crash into something 01' other. We eould set up 
many hypothetical cases. 

,;Vho does what and what goes into operation ~ How do you deal 
with a situation like that ~ 

Mr. ~fIGNOSA. Senator, if we eould, why don't we talk about nuclear 
extortions, which we have been faced with. 

Senator GLENN. That is what we are talking about. 
Mr. MIGNOSA. ,Yell, since about 1970, there have been some 40-plus 

nuclear extortions wherein the use of a lluclear--
Senator GLENN. How many? 
Mr. MIGNOSA. Some 40. The incidents have been inyestigated by the 

FBI as extortions and require considerable cooperation between the 
FBI, Department of Energy and the Department of Defense J:i'lxplo
sive Ordnance Disposal personnel. 

We mentioned earlier, the roles assigned to each agency are clearly 
defined in a memorandum of understanding between the FBI and 
the De.partment of Energy. 

In addition to the actions which are taken by participating ageneies 
which are set forth in the memorandum of understanding, we usually 
follow some procedures that go something like this: vVe are basically 
trying to assess the credibility of the nuclear threat. For example, 
upon the receipt of an extortion eommunicatjon, it is immediately 
furnished to the Department of Energy headqmn-ters, which through 
its scientific laboratories provides a technical credihility assessment of 
the threat. The eommunication is also transmitted to a consultant of 
the Bureau who provides a psycholingnistic evaluation. 

Senator GLENN. ,Vho is in charge of all this now when this occurs ~ 
Is one agency in rharge of the whole thing~ Does the FBI take this 
on first ~ 

Mr. MTONOSA. Yes. The FBI is a lead agency in responding to nu
clear extortions. 

1 See p. 710. 
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Psycholinguistic analysis of the content of the c'ommllllication pro
vides the FBI with information about the writer or writers of the 
communication and the opinion of the consultant as to whether or 
not the individual or group is willing to carry ont the threat of using 
a nuclear device if the demands are not met, shou1c1 they in fact possess 
such a device. 

Following the Jlsycholinguistic and technical assessments, a deci
sion is made by the FBI as to whether or not the Department of 
Energy's N;EST group should initiate search procedures to locate the 
nuclear deVICe. 

The search is conducted utilizing sophisticatecl technical equipment 
designed to detect the presence of an improvised-

Senator GLENN. NEST being the Nuclear Emergency Search Team ~ 
Mr. MIGNosA. Yes, sir-improvised nuclear device through the loca

tion and identification of radioactive emissions, 
Once a device is located, it becomes the responsibility of the Depart

ment of Energy scientific and EOD personnel to render the device 
sa£e. 

Senator Gr,ENN. Does control "hi£t at that point then as far as con
trol of NEST teams and so on ~ Does tIle FBI give up the leading 
agency status at that time ~ -". ". 

Mr. l\frGNOSA. No, sir. It is still our overall responsibility. 'l'he FBI 
is still in charge of the situation. 

Basically I answered that, I was going to say that the FBI is in 
overall command of each of these situations from the inception to 
ultimate resolution. 

Additionally, the FBI is eoordim"Lting aspects of peacetime nuclear 
incidents of a criminal or terrorist natme with the Department of 
Energy on a continuing basis and other pertinent agencies suc1, as 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as the need arises. 

Senator GLENN. Could I ask, if yon retain control all the way 
through on this at the FBI, how did that work out dnring the recent 
Hussian satellite reentry up in Canada ~ Did the NEST f'eam go into 
operation on that or was that a special operation ~ 

Mr. MIGNOSA. ,Ve were not involved in thnt. That wasn't a nuclear 
extortion threat or something within the FBI's jurisdiction. We were 
not a part or that operation at aU. . 

Senator ~LENN. A~'e there any other kinds of nuclear terrorist 
tlu'cats beSIdes extortIon threats that someone else would be a lead 
agency on ~ In any nuclear terrorist tIn'eats, you would be the lead 
agency~ 

Mr, MIGNOSA. Yes, sir, We have hwestigative responsibility. 
Senator GLENN. So only part of what the NEST tfjam ~would nor-

mally he doing' is not what they couM do up there ~ ::':'.' 
Mr. KERR. That, is correct, sir. In the instance of the reentry of 

Cosmos 954, the Nntional Security Council took the lead within the 
Government, called together appropriate Government agencies, and 
charged us with the responsibility of assisting the Canadian Govern
ment after the President had made the offer. We did in fact dispatch 
a team which at one time numbered 120 -people. At this point it is 
down to only a few, as the Canadians have developed their own 
equipment and capability worJ.dng with us in the field. 
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Senator GrJENN. There have been a number of incidents, as was 
stated by Mr. Mignosa, where we have actually had a terrorist threat 
0'1' a nuclear threat. These were considered serious enough by the FBI 
to set this whole operation in motion. 

Could you give 11S a description of one or 'more of these events~ I 
know we ·don't want. to go through all 40 of them. Could you describe 
how this worked and how successful it was or was not ~ 

Mr. KERR. '\\Thv don't I try to answer it from the technical side. 
First I would·like to reeinphasize that we work for the FBI in 

such an instance. ,iVe lmow about the technical thh1gs. They are 
chllrged with law enforcement and coordination. 

The scenario would be the receipt of a credible threat message. 
Its credibility would be assessed as previonslv discussed. 

Once we are asked to deploy, we provide first a search tenm that 
is capable of searching gpneral areas using aircraft. and mobile units 
and yans. Also there are hand-held detection equipment so we could 
cope with a threat, for example, of a device in a bni1ding. In no 
instance to (late haye we needed to go beyond the deplo~'ment of the 
search capability. In those instances where we have sunported the 
FBI in the field, we have not found anything, and nothing was be
lieved to be, nresent. 

It is a difficult problem in the sense thnt one is asked again to prove 
the negative, that there is nothing there. GINn-Iy you are limited 
by your resources and manpo,Yer and technical capabilities nf the 
equipment. 

The second lJhase, had we found an improvised device, 'would be 
to bring into play people who could make a diagnostic nssessment of 
the object through nondestructive testing to determine whether or not 
in ff!C't nuclear material was present. 
If yes, whether it was in a configuration tJ,)lt, would yield a nuclear 

explosion. If yes, we could then advise tk' FBI, and in thpir coorcU
nating role they wonld he resnonsih1e, for examnle, for proper notifi
cntion of other civil authorities. the setting into motion of various 
disnster plans to evacuate and othel'wi6t~ control the situation. 

Having clone that, we would then face the very difficult nroblem of 
do we know E'nough about it so that we could ten an E'xplosive ord
nance destruction team member how to go about disarming this 
thing~ 

These parts of our nl'eparat.ions and thinking have never been caned 
into 1)Iav in a real threat. ,Ve have, however, exercised them com
pletelY in vnrious la,horatorv preDared simulated .problems. 

And I think I do you fl, disservice to leave you with the impression 
thn.t we ha.ve this comnletely uncler control. ,'Te are doing what we 
think we cnIl do with the technologv available to ils. But one mnst 
rer.ognize this is 11 mixture of a technical reS1)onse and what I will 
call goofl old law enforcement.. That. is one of the rritical tools, law 
enforcement. and intelli,o:ence. hl deaUng with a nrohlem of this sort. 

Senator Gr,ENN. And a hi!!h degree of nsychological innut her<;l. 
too. I mean. trying to elenl with p(01)le who may be of a demented 
nat.nre or a,t least mis,guided natnre of some kind. to whatever level of 
r.enJousness the,ir cause ]eads them to take. I think you get into a 
whole gamut of things here. 

----~--------~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
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I appreciate the difficulty of trying to set up something that will 
take care of every possible contingency. I don't think it is any secret 
that we have had specific incidents out of these 44 that were con
sidered serious enough to fully deploy groups and put this whole 
thin,!S into operation with every facility at command at that point. 

There were instances, I believe, in Los Angeles, in Spokane, and 
Boston specifically. 

Would you care to comment on how this operation went in each one 
of those cases, or if it is of a classified nature say so and we won't 
press the point. 

Mr. MIGNOSA. You mentioned the Los Angeles one. I will give just 
a brief overview on the I.1os Angeles situation. That was in November 
1975, when the Union Oil Co. in Long Beach, Calif., rec('ived a letter 
which stated that unless $1 million was paid, a 20-kiloton nuclear 
device concealed on one of Union Oil's properties would be detonated. 
InstrHctions for the payoff were alRO provided in the letter. 

ERDA, now the Department of Energy, was promptly advised of 
the situation. After analyzing the threat, we were told by ERDA 
that they were unable to furnish a technical credibility assessment 
since not enough technical information was provided in the threat 
message. 

Senator GIJENN. You had gone through nll your linguistic checks 
and everything and felt this had the possibility of being a legitimate 
threat? 

Mr. ~fIGNOSA. That is right, sir. IVell, we treat them all as legiti
mate until we can prove that they are not. 

Essentially the threat assessment was that it ('ould be possible. That 
is why the decision was then made that the NEST shou1(1 be deployed, 
N uelenr Emergency Search Team. 

At that time they were deployed, and within hours NEST per
sonnel and equipment were in fact deployed to IJong Bcnch. 

Following the search, the technical aspect of which DOE is pre-
11ared to talk about, nothing was found by the NEST people. Shortly 
thor-eafter, the FBI followed the payoff instructions contained. in the 
letter and, as a result, identified. an individual as a suspect in the 
matter. 

Subsequent investigation produced additional physical evidence 
against this particular person, and he was eventually arrested. IVhen 
tried, he was found guilty of extortion and sentenced to 5 years in 
prison. He subsequently served 6 months of his sentence and was 
released. 

Oversimnlified, that is the case. 
Senator GLENN. He is out now. 
Mr. MmNosA. Yes, sir. . 

Senator GLENN. How about the other cases ~ Any details on those as 
to Spolmne or Boston ~ 

Mr. MIGNOSA. Yes. sir. 
Senator GIJENN. Were they roughly the same progressjon of events ~ 
Mr. MIGNOSA. The same t.ype of situation, sir, with different reso~ 

lntions. But bftsically it turns out the same way. Nothing is fonnd 
ancI the case is brought to some sort of conclusion. 

Senat.or GLENN. Adding to your cas'e as yon go through and trying 
to add credibility, at any time in anyone of these cases was there 
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ever any indication of missing nuclear material that lent any credi-
bility to the threat as you saw it ~ . 

Mr. 1'vIIGNOSA. I don't remember any, SIr. 
Senator GLENN. From your standpoint, Dr. Kerr, was there ever 

any indication--
Mr. KERR. No, sir. 
Senator GLENX. Mr. Gilinsky, what docs NRC do in a case like 

this ~ Are you called in for advice also ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. If there is a violation of law, we look to the FBI. 

We either would serve in an advisory role and, of course, do whatever 
else we thought was appropriate in the way of getting a handle on 
what the material situation was. 

Senntor GLENN. PA.re :you part of this teUlTI ~ -,L\.re YOUT experts IJurt 
of this team automatically, or is that strictly a DOE matted 

Mr. GrrXl'ISKY. As for these NEST teams, they are DOE teams. 
But we have an agreement--

Senator GLEXX. Do you furnish experts that help DOE in a 
situation like that? • -

Mr. GILmSKY. ,\Ye, would participate; and if the facilities dealt 
with were reg'ulated, then of course we would give whatever assistance 
we could. and we would certainly jump in and try to get a fix on what 
the material acconnting situation was. 

Senator GLEXN. What is DOD's role in this? 
Mr. O'BRIEx. Ours is primarily supportive. ,\Ve will provide ex-

perts, equipment, transportation. helicopters, that kind of thing. 
Senator GLEXN. Airborne equipment searches, things like that? 
]\11'. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. KERR. If I might, let me supplement this a bit. I could provide 

for the record the three interagency agreements that are relevant. 
There is an agreement between DOE and the NRC in this matter 
where we would provide our technical resources if an incident involved 
one of their facilities. 

Senator GLENN. Fine. 
Mr. KERR. Similarly with the FBI and the Department of Defense. 
[The information referred to fonows:] 
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'.1, ••• t of :=:.lcrUY 
:, ;~;tvn. D.C. ;'0545 

DOr:/.\SDP }::-iEHG "iCY RESPONSE CAPABILITIES 

The Assistant fecre.tary for D~fense Programs is responsible for: 

1. the 0\ ,rall planning and preparedness for emergencies 
invoh Lng nuc1ear wear'"ns or components in DOE custody, 
or 5i l nificant quantities of government-O\;ned special 
nuclei.r materia.l in trmloit. 

2. the 0\ erall p' 'mning and prei'aredness for DOE responses 
to terrorist threats or acts, natural disasters and 
national err.ergencies. 

3. liaisen with appropriate emergency ,re~aredness organizations. 

To accomplish these respon.ibilities, a nu~ber of assets have been 
developed with specialized expertise for e-.ergency response. These 
assets, with a brief description of each, are listed at Tab A. In 
addition, there are three formal Hemoranda of t:nd,>rstanding (HOU) with 
other ,'ederal agencies which spell out the respective organizational 
respon"ibilities for emergency response: 

1. AgreeC1ent between the U.S. Energy Research and Development 
Administration and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for 
Planning Preparedness, and Response to Emergencies, dated 
}larch 8, 1977, Tab B.l 

2. ~!emorandum of tnderstanding between the Energy Research 
al'.d Development Administration and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation for Responding to Nuclear Threat Incidents 
dated June 11, 1976, Tab B.2 

3. Joint Depart:;'2nt of Defen~e and Energy Research and 
Development Administration Agree~ent in Response to 
Accidents or Incidents Involving RadiC1Bctive Material 
o-f Nuclear Weapons dated ~!arch 1, 1977, Tab B.3. 

Included at Tab C is a current estimate of the resources assigned to the 
emergency preparedness activities. In addition to these resources, 
ho~ever, it must be remembered that all of the technical expertise within 
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the DOE complex normally assigned to day to day operations can be 
,""de ;Jvail~ble as necessary during "n emergency. Fin~lly. a short 
b 'kgrollnd p"per is attached (Tab D) to provide a brl.ef history of 
the DOE (and its predecessor agencies) involvement in ,terrorist 
activities •. 

Enclosures: 
As stated 
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DllE j','·IEH'·'·:Nl.'Y RESPONSE ASSETS 

L fmcrgcncy Op.:ra tions Cen tel' (-:OC) 

The EOC is a facility located '<ithin the DOE GermantO\;n building, 
It is '"'''tOed 24 hours a day, "even days a week to receive cmergency 
notifi".1tions from DOE field ·'rganizations and other Federal arid 
state "gencies and to support the EACT emergency response activities. 

2. Radiological Assistance Teams (RAT) 

Radiological assistance respo..se teams are established at selected 
DOE installations. ·Personnel. equipment, and facilities are 
av.qilable for activation and dispatch in response to radiological 
emergencies. 

3. Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST) 

The NEST provides for DOE ass' stance to the FBI in nuclear threat 
emergencies. The Hanager, :-ie-:ada Operations Office (NV), has the 
responsibility for the planning and execution of all DOE dir~cted 
operations, involving any DOE-o~~ed radiation d~tection systems and 
associated personnel for the search and identification of any ionizing 
radiation-producing materials which may have been lost or stolen or 
may be associated with bomb threats, and/or radiation dispersal threats 
1<ithout geogxaphical li..,itati"n. 

4. Surveillance Accident '!lucierx l'etlC.tion System (SANDS) 

The SANDS provides DOE with o~erational aerial and vehicle mounted 
capabilities for mapping nucla., caterial dis?~rsed over the terrain 
as the result of an accident. The }lanager, h-V is responsible for the 
SANDS program. 

5. Aerial Neasurement Systeos C;~':S) 

The AHS is an aerial detectic~ system used for .. easuring a variery of 
energy sources. This system can: 

a. respond to a major accident involving radiation sources. 

b. perform radiation and other rem~te sensing surveys. 

c. conduct large area terrain radiation mapping programs. 

The Hanager, NV is responsible for the A.'1S program. 

6. Radiological Assistance Advisory Hissions Abroad (RAAl'fA) 

The ~~~ cc~sists of scie~ti:ic, mEdi~al, and technical personnel 
and specialized equipoent to ~espDnd to resuests by foreign govern
ments for radiological assi5t~~ce in non-~capon and non-space nuclear 
radiological emergencies. 
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7. ~ucl"ar \,(>apons Acdd"nt R""p.mse Croup C.RC) 

The ARC cOllsists of scientific, medical, and technical p\'r~ollnel 
and spec;alized equipMent designated to carry out DOE's aceident 
response operations Ut)on notification of a peacetime nucl ear 
weapons accident. The !-I.lIlaser, Albuquerque Operations Office (AL) 
is responsible for the ARC. 

8. Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center (JNACC) 

The JNACC, located at AL and FC/DNA on Kirtland Air Force Base, 
assists the DOD, DOE and civil authorities in execution of their 
responsibilitie in the event of an accident or incident "!nvolving 
nuclear weapons or radioactive materials. 

9. Radiation Emergency Assistance Center Training Site (REACTS) 

The REACTS is located at the Oak Ridge, TennC'ssee, City Hospital. 
This is a multipurpose medical facility prepared to deal with all 
types of radiation ex?os~re E~ergencies. 

10. Emergency Resources Identification Syste~ (E~IS) 

The ERIS is a computerized system for listing all DOE emergency 
resources including pers~nnel, equipr.ent, facilities, technical 
data and materials which may be of assistance in a major emergency. 

11. Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (_~C) 

The A~~C is located at the La.Tence Liver=ore Laboratories (LLL) and 
provides responsible site officials ,,-ith esti;c,ates of the effects of 
accidential 3tmospheric releases of hazardous materials as rapidly and 
accurately as possible in the event of a~ e.ergency. 

12. Nuclear Naterials ~[anager:tent and Standards System (NNNSS) 

The N}russ is a reporting and analytical system used in safeguarding 
and managing nuclear materials. It processes information on nuclear 
materials: (a) owned by the United States Government; (b) leAsed to 
private companies and foreign governments; (c) privately OI""ed within 
the United States; and (d) sold to foreign governments. 

13. Albuquerque Security Communications Control.Center (SECOM) 

The SECOl·l Control Center provides the necessary communications and 
actions to initiate immediate response to DOE transportation emer
gencies involving nuclear weapons, components and devices and strategic 
quantities of government-owned SN}l. The Center is staffed 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. The Manager, AL is responsible for the SECOH. 
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),4. S<"cure Automatic Conlmul1i,,"tillns NL'twork (S/ICNET) 

The SAGNET system h:ll1dl(,s DOE I S normal ,."qui (ements for secure 
In'~SB<lGe and data traffic "ithin the "ol1t.ln~lltal United States nnd 
e:<changes such traffic "ith other ;)g"ncies by direct interconnects 
"ith the DOD automatic digital network, "hich additionally allows 
access to the Department of State, Diplomatic Telecommunications 
Systems, and the GSA's Advanced Record System. 

15. Emergency Radio System (ERS) 

The ERS provides the minimum ess~ntial radio and tpletype capability 
to backup and supplement landline communica tions s('rving the DOE 
; 'adquarters EOC in the eVent that land line facilities become in
,,,lequate or inoperable during emergencies. A new Emergency Communi
cations (ECOM) system now being developed will support national, 
regional, and local emergencies and other response activites, e. g., 
EACT, NEST, ANS, etc. 
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A<'I,fl:.~ lH t·,.(') I:.Il Tlil: u.s. I!,,'P''-Y I<r"·"J.t:1l ;·'10 
IJEVEt.ll1 ::"Nf Ail!!lll! S'J RATION ,\NO 'I'tlE 

U:S. NUCLI::AR HE(;lIJ.AfORi' CO!·fHlSSJON FOR 
PU,NNING, PHr.l'AqEIJ!lf.SS, AhD '{I:."I'O:;:;£ TO EHER<:I·:NCIES 

Under the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-438) and the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954, as amenoed, both the Energy Research and Deve10pl"~nt 
Administration (ERDA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) have 
responsibilities for planning and preparedness to cope "'ith emergency 
situations which may involve or result from facilities, activities, or 
operations under their respective jurisdictions so as to assure for the 
common def('nse and security and protect public health·and safety. 

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization 
Act of 1974 charge both the ERDA and the NRC with the respcr • .;ibility for 
assuring for the protection and safeguarding of nuclear materials and 
facilities "'ithin their respective areas of jurisdiction. Section 
204(b) (2)(B) of the Energy Reorganization Act directs that the NRC 
develop, in consultation and coordination with the ERDA, contingency 
plans for dealing "'ith threats, thefts, and sabotage relating to special 
nuclear materials, high-level radioactive ~astes, and nuclear facilities 
resulting from all activities licensed un~er the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended. 

Prior to the enactcent of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the 
Atomic Energy Co~ission (AEe) organization under the AEC General Manager 
(from "'hich ERDA ",as formed) and the AEC organization under the Director 
of Regulation (from ",hich the NRC ~as formed) each maintained liaison 
and coordination with other agencies, reporting systems for emergencies, 
and e~ergency response procedures. The AEe General Manager, ho~ever, 
had responsibility for the overall planning and preparedness for national 
level emergencies. In impleL',enting the Energy Reorganization Act the 
main resources and capabilities for national level planning and preparedness 
under the AEC General I-'.anager were placed in the ERDA. 

The ERDA and the NRC share responsibility for the operation or activities 
conducted at certain nuclear facilities (called "mixed facilities") 
licensed by the NRC but performing work under contract to ERDA. A 
radiological or safeguards emergency at such a facility could affect 
both the NRC and ERDA. 

To avoid duplication of effort, provide for coordination and consistency 
in areas of COmmon responsibility and int~rest, and take best advantage 
of the capabilities of both agencies, the ERDA and the NRC have executed 
this agreement relating to planning and preparedness for, and response 
to, emergencies involving or resulting from facilities, materials, 
actiVities, or operations under the jurisdiction of either the ERDA or 
the NRC. 

..'''''-----------~~.-----------
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'fhe definitions used fur the p"rrose of this Agr".',H nt are as follo\.'s: 

Emergency. Any occlInc'n,,,, \"hich has or IDay have a significant 
adverse effect on the C(':",10n defense and security of the Uni ted 
States, the hl'nlth nnd !lafety of the public, or the environment. 

R"d_~logical eln..,,-rEE.I~ An actual or potential release of radio-
3ctivity resulting from an operational accident or natural phenomenon 
affecting a nuclear facility or nuclear material or from the culmi
nation of a safeguards emergency. 

?.EE..&uards emergency. A verified and credible threat, or an act of 
theft or sabotage relating to special nuclear materials, high-level 
radioactive wastes, or nuclear facilities. 

National e~Eaency. A condition proclaimed by the President, or 
declared by the Congress, including a probable, imminent, or actual 
attack upon the United States. 

Emergency planni~ The develop=enc and preparation of plans and 
procedures \,'hich contaio preconceived response actions to cope \.'fth 
eJOergencies. 

Safeguards contingency plan. A cocu=ent to give guidance for the 
accomplishment of specific objectives in the event of threats, 
thefts, or sabotage relating to special nuclear materials, high
level radioactive wastes, or nuclear facilities resulting from all 
activities'2ice~sed under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended; 
and containing a preconceived series of decisions and nctions, an 
identif~cation of the data, criteria, procedures, and mechanisms 
necessary to efficiently effect the decisions and actions, and a 
specification of responsibilities for each decision and action. 

Radiological emer~ency plan. A document which gives guidance and 
direction to cope with a radiological emergency. 

National level (emergency) plan. A series of documents which give 
guidance and direction for preparing for, and continuity of an 
agency's role and mission during the time of, national emergencies. 

Emergency preparedness. The training of personnel, acquisition of 
resources and facilities, and the testing of plans and procedures 
to assure an effective response to emergencies. 

Mixed (ERDA-NRC) facility. An NRC-licensed facility performing 
work under contract to ERDA. 
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'1'h.' r.ot·rgy T\cBf':'nrch nnd nL'V(l](lp:r'I~I1t AlJUlLd:;tl""l!LIl (lkY).\) 111111 Ihe ~:Ii\"l(··]r 
R"gul~Lury CPl'miHsion (;;BC), "ubj",·t Lo th"ir rr",p"'ctlvc ,.t,I1'lIlfllY 
authoritics and reRpnnsibilities, ncrpc AS foll(~s: 

I. PlJKPOSE 

The j'urpose of this agrcement is to provide for coordinflU()n of 
"gency ",Livities in ulder to apply ERDA and NRC capabilities 'HId r .. ROllrl~es 
in an effective coordindt.d response to emergency situations involving 
f~cilitie~, activit ips, ur ffi1terials under the jurisdiction of either 
the ERDA or the NRC. 

II. RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES 

A. The NRC will develop standards governing emergency planning 
and safeguards applicable to facilities, materials, and activities under 
NRC jurisdiction, and .-ill, when appropriate, adopt regu] atlems imposing 
those standards on licensees, facilities, materials, Bnd activities 
subject to its jurisdiction. The NRC will exercise all its safety and 
saf eguards and s'ecurity responsibilities a ~ mixed facilH i es. The !'RC 
~ill use its best efforts to coordinate the exercise of the foregoing 
responsibilities ~ith E?~A. 

B. rhe ERDA will develop standards governing er.ergency plar.~ing 
ar:d safeguards applica':::e to facilities, materials, and activities ur:der 
ERJA juriscictien, a .. d ~ill, when appropriate, adopt regulations and 
directives i~posing those standards on facilities, materials, and activities 
subject to its jurisdiction. The ERDA will exercise its contractual 
respo .. sibilitles for sEcurity at mixed facilities. The ERDA will use 
its best efforts to coordinate the exercise of the foregoing responsihilities 
I.'ith liRC. 

III. EMERGENCY PLANS Ah'D PREPAREDNESS 

The NRC and the ERDA will consult and cooperate in the develop:-ent 
and maintenance of their respective plans and preparedness for responding 
to ecergencies which may involve, or result from, facilities, materials, 
and activities under their respective jurisdictions. The NRC and the 
ERDA will also consult and cooperate in the application and implementation 
of those planning and preparedness standards, criteria, and guidelines 
issued for Federal agencies under the authority of applicable Federal 
Statues and Executive Orders which involve guidance to, assistance 
from, and coordination with other F~deral, State, and local agencies. 

IV. CONTINGENCY PLANS 

In accordance with Section 2~4 of the Energy Reorganization Act, 
the NRC will develop, in consultation and coordinat10n with the ERDA, 
contingency plans for dealing with threats, thefts, and sabo,tage relating 
to special nuclear materials, high-level radioactive wast.es, and nuclear 
facilities reSUlting from all activities licensed under 'the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954, as amended.' 
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The EPDA Dnd NRC pr0posed to the Federal Prgpal~d~~99 Acvncy 
(.'l'A), C .. :1el 11 5"r"ic<'s Adminisl 'otion, st;]l"",ents of lllPir r·'·".'l.'ct tve 
,'dti .. n.,l 1c'v,~1 "ml' gency planni' :; Hnd prcparc'rlllC'ss functions (or 
Jllclllsion in F.'«·Cllt ive Order 111 90, ""lGiglling Emet s"ncy Prt';>nrc··lm'ss 
FlI,.ctl.0Q.s to F"der·11 D.:partt"cntr .~nd Agencies. 1:.1 Pending P,.<'siJ.,ntbl 
;'l'l'r.",a1 and sign.Hllre of an am; 1ded Executive Order 11490, t!1p:;e 
:;el'nrate stat(,'Il"nts will be the ',asis for the national level e",,"C!;. Jlcy 
pr"p"l'"dness for NRC and ERDA. "endIng the dl!v1)lop,""nt by NRC of an 
inJependent capability to carry ',ut e!Ucr~"Jlcy opu'nt'[ons during 11.)[1,'nal 
dl .• ergencies, the f.RDA will prov' .je s"pport ,111d r['SOllrces for that effort 
to the extent of its capability ",nd as u"",,,ed nllltually dt'sirable and 
l1ecessary. 

VI. MUTUAL SUPPORT 

A. The ERDA and the NRC. I ill provide mutual ,~ssist.;nce in res~'on'ling 
to e~~rg~~~ies occurring in or ,:fecting facilitips, mat~rials, or 
acti\~ities t!:1cer their respecc:b c: jUl"i:;sdlctions, Hud "'i11 cQnsult 8,d 
coorcir.ate in the providing of '~vice, assistance, nnd technical Sur, ;:t 
to another age:lcy "hich =.ay be ':'\Volved in or have responsibility for ' 
the investigation of or the res; ":lse to such an em<,rgency. 

],./ 

B. The ERDA will: 

1. notify the h~C i~ ~diately of all emergencies, inclucing 
threats, believed 1:0 invrlve NRC or Agreement State 
lic~nsee activiti,s or facilities, transportation of 
licensed =~terial!, or releases of hazardous material to 
unrestricted area: as the result of an vccurrence in 
ERDA facilities 07 operations; 

2. provide the resoerces of the Nuclear Emergency Search 
Team (NEST) and AErial Radiological Measuring System 
(AR~S) assistance and radiological emergency assistance 
to support NRC re"ponse to emergencies to the extent 
these capcbilities are available and, with respect to 
radiolog~~al assistance, in accordance with the Inter
agency Radiological Assistance Plan; 

3. request technical 3d"ice and assistance from h~C as 
necessary to support ERDA response to emergencies; 

EO 11490, as presently ~Titten, contains res?onsibilities and functions 
for the Atomic Energy Co~is,ion, now divided betveen the h~C and 
the ERDA. The proposed statf':ents were submitted to FPA as follows: 
E?~A, Octooer 22, 1975; ~~C, ~ececber 8, 1975. 
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4. dispatch prompll.y, when l'lutually "srl'l'd, an LRlJA 
representative to the location of the NRC Incident 
Managem~nt Center to prOVide liaison with NRC and 
to kuep ERDA informed of the sequence of events 
occurring durins the course of the NRC emergency, 
NRC response activities, and additional assistance 
required from the eRDA; and 

5. continue to maintain, to the extent pOSSible, initial 
and periodically updated aerial radiological survey 
maps of all nuclear sites. Should NRC request 
additional maps or surveys, these will be provided on 
a cost reimbun."ble basis in accordance with the ERDA's 
established prIcing policy. 

C. The NRC will: 

1. notify the ERDA imcecliately of an emergency situation 
believed to involve ERDA facilities or activities or 
~aterials cncer ERDA ju~isdiction; 

2. notify t~e ERDA i~ediately of an emergency involving 
NRC licensees, facilities, or activities when NRC 
expects or anticipates that assistance and support 
from ERDA will be required; , 

3. 'prOVide technical advice and assistance as necessary, 
and, to tbe extent of available capability, support 
ERDA in its res?onse to ecergencies; 

4. provide ERDA's Regional Coordinating Offices with in
foreation relating to licensee emergency planning and 
preparedness necessary for ERDA to provide support 
under its Radiological Assistance Program; 

5. request technical advice and assistance from ERDA as 
neces:ary to support NRC response to emergencies; and 

6. dispatch promptly, when mutually agreed, an NRC 
representative to the location of the ERDA Emergency 
Operations Center to provide liaison with ERDA and to 
keep NRC informed of the ~equence of events occurring 
during the cour'se of the ERDA emergency. ERDA response 
activities, and additional assistance required from 
the NRC. 

l 
j 
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VII, EXLI!MJGE OR J ,; :,'OI-Yt,J ION 

A, The ERDA and the NRC w.ill JJvise n~,d consult ",!th C'ne ;,,1·,1 her 
regarding the developlDent ,llld il~pl"",enlation uf staudards. gUides. 
regulations. plans. and procedures rel_tlng to ~lDecgcncics as IDay be 
required to avoid conflict in the discharge of their responsibilities 
for assuring for the corunon defense and security of the United States 
and the protection of public health and safety". 

B. The ERDA and the NRC will make available to the other. where 
appropriate and subject to security requirements affecting the release of 
information; summaries of inspection records. investigations of emergencies. 
and other lDatters relating to safety and safeguards of nuclear facilities 
and lDaterials. 

VIII, WORKING ARRANGEJ.!ENTS 

A. ERDA's Director. ElDergency Action and Coordination Team (EACr) 
and the NRC's Executive Director for Operations (EDO) will be the formal 
channel for com~unicati{ns and exch6nge·of documentation between the 
respective agencies on ganeral e~ergency planning and preparedness, 

B. The initial reporttng of e=ergencies and the rxchange of 
info~ation through the transition period from an implied or actual 
threat to a condition requiring response action will be made through 
the ERDA's Emergency Operations Center (EOC) and the NRC's Puty Officer 
(DO) and/or Information Assessment Team (IAT), 

c. When an e=ergency requires response action. the ERDA's EACT 
and the hltC's Incident Response Action Coordination Team (IRACT) ~ill be 
the single points of contact for liaison and coordination between the 
two agencies. 

u. The hltC's Division of Safeguarcs and the ERDA's Division of 
SafeguardS and Security will be the noroal channel of communications in 
NRC's development of national level Safeguards Contingency Plans. 

E. The NRC's Office o~ State Programs and the ERDA's Division of 
Safety. Standards, and Compliance will be the normal channel of communi
cation relating to mutual. assistance and support in planning and preparedn1esE 
for national level emergencies. 

F. The NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement and the ERDA's 
Division of Safety. Standa.rds. and Compliance will be the normal channel 
of communication relating to mutual assistance and support in planning 
and preparedness for radiological emergencies. 

27·428 0 - 78 - 23 
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G. 'l'h~ NRC's Offtc~ of "t"te Prosr .. ",s nl1d EPllA's IHvi··ion of 
Sa Eety" Standards, ,Jl1d Co'"pl1.ance ",j 11 be the 1.Ul.onl eh, :.1el of lOli.;;, .. ni
cation relating to the Federal interagency proGram fnr I"oviding 
radiole-gical emergcncy re5pc;nse planning guidance, tr:d."il1'l, and 2/ 
uther assistance activities for th~ States and their lo<:al governm~nts.-

H. The identification of points of cuntact above is not intCol1ded 
to restrict communicat:l.on betwecn NRC and ERDA Gtaff members on technical, 
administrative, and other day-to-day 1I1atters in the course of their 
normal activ:Lties and the discharge of agency responsibilities. 

I. NRC and ERDA representatives will participate as members or ' 
observers on committees, working groups, task forces, study groups, 
etc., as may be appointed from time to time, and in other interagencies 
activities as may be necessary or approf\riat~ to assure coordination On 
matters of mutual responsibility and cor.~on interest. 

IX. TERM OF AGREEMENT 

A. This agreeoent shall be effective as of Har~_~~1~9~7~7 ______ 77 

and, shall continue in effect unless teruinated by either party upon 120 
days' notice in ~~iti~g. 

I 
B. ~~~enc=ents or todifications to this Agreement may be made upon 

written agree=ent by both parties to t;-,e Agreeoent. 

Approved for the U. S. Nuclear 
Regulato~y Co~ission, 

BY~/:~~ 
Date February lB, 1977 

Approved for the U. S. Energy Research 
and Development Administration 

By ~d 2JJ 6liz~uJ"u_d-
Date /'1a1r.A. &; /977 

~/ F. R. Vol. 40, 24B, December 24, 1975 - "Radiological Incident 
Emergency Response Planning; Fixed Facilities and Transportation" 
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J.lE~IORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
BETWEEN THE 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPHENT AomNISTRATION 
AND THE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
FOR RESPONDING TO NUCLEAR THREAT INCIDENTS 

I. PURPOSE - In recognition of the responsibilities and 
functions 6f the Energy Research and Development 
Administration, hereinafter referred to as ERDA, and 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, hereinafter referred 
to as the FBI, under the Ato@ic Energy Act of 1954, this 
Memorandum of Understanding sets forth the responsi
bilities of each agency with regard to nuclear threat 
incicents. 

II. n!PLE1·!;:1;r.!,TIO:-': - ERDA and the FBI will develop and 
exchange such additional instructions and operating 
procedures as are deemed necessary to the continued 
implementation of this l>lemorandum of Understanding. 

III. RESPO~S!3ILITI~S 

A. FBI 

The FBI is responsible for investiRating all 
alleged or suspected criminal violgtions of the 
Atomic Energy Act as set forth in Section 221 b. 
of that Act. The mission of the FBI in a nuclear 
threat incident is to take primary jurisdiction 
where a question of the violation of federal law 
exists and, where appropriate, to coordinate the 
utilization of available resources in the interest 
of the public health and safety • 

----------.----------------------
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~t is therefore understood that the FBI shall: 

1. Asswne jUrisdiction over all field organiza lions 
associdted with a nuclear threat incident. 

2. Establish and maintain contacts and coordinate 
nuclear threat incidents with other federal and 
local law enforcement agencies, and military 
authoritips, as appropriate. 

3. Ensure that all reasonable measures are 
provided for the security from physical violence 
of personnel and equipment to be utilized in 
search, deactivation, and cleanup operations 
related to a nuclear threat incident, and on 
the advice and reco;;:::"lenca tion and with the 
assistance of specially ~rained ERDA and/or 
DoD tea:"ls, ensure that all reasonable measures 
are p=c'Io"iced for the safety of personnel from 
radiolo~ic=l taza==. 

4. Designate a liaison representative to accompany 
ERDA Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST) personnel 
to the scene of a threat incident for the purpose 
of coordinating with local FBI officials and 
law enforcement agencies. 

5. ?=uu.ptly notify National Command Authority of 
any nuclear threat incident. 

6. Promptly notify ERDA Headquarters of any actual 
or alleged nuclear threat incident reports. 

7. Promptly provide ERDA with the exact wording of 
threat messages, copies of drawings, nuclear 
material samples, or other intelligence related 
to a threat for scientific analysis and credibility 
assessment. 

- 2 -

".' 
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B. prOlnptly provide ERDA with all available i.nforma
tion pertinent to an assessment of a threat 
perpetrator's technical capabilities to carry out 
a thrr'lat. 

'9. At the scene of a nuclear threat incident, provide 
necessary support as may be needed by ERDA NEST 
personnel in carrying out assigned operations. 

10. Request assistance of DoD/Civil Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal {EOD} resources, as appropriate. 

B. ERDA 
~mission of ERDA in a nuclear threat incident is 
to provide expert assistance to the FBI upon notifi
cation of the existence of such an incident. 

It is t~ere=ore unde=stood that ERDA shall: 

1. ;,cth'ate the E:O;; ?eac:;:uarters Emergency Action 
and Coordi~ation 7ea~ (~ACT), as appropriate, 
to coordinate with the FBI and direct ERDA's 
involvement in a nuclear threat incident. 

2. Provide scientific and technical support for 
threat assess~ent and searct operations, device 
deactivation, relocation and storage of special 
nuclear ~aterial evidence, and/or in post-~ncide~t 
cleanup. 

Scientific and technical support shall include: 

a. ~~alysis of threa~ messages for technical content 
nuclear design feasibility, and general credibili 

b. Prediction as to the size of a potential nuclear 
burst as may occur from the successful detonatior. 
of a threatened nuclear device activation. 

c. Prediction ofO'contamination 'zones anil'radioactivj 
levels. 

d. Recommendations for evacuation. 

e. Recommendations for special search techniques. 



f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

k. 
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Operations of special search cqui.,;nent. 

Identification of isotopes. 

Recommendations for special EOD procedures and 
techniques. 

Identification of nuclear weapons and components. 

Identification of radioactive hazards during 
cleanup activities and bomb scene investigat,ion. 

The provision of personnel who are e>,pert in 
nuclear weapon design, health physics, special 
detectors, explosives, nuclear materials, arming 
and firing syste~s, radiography, transportation 
and storage of nuclear materials, and contaminat~ 

... J..4 .I 
prec1.c\..~o:n. 

3. ~c~~i=e, ~ai~tai~, a~c nake available any sPec~al 
ec;:ui:;,:::::e:1t and ca?a~ilities required to provide 
the r.ecessary scientific and technical support. 

4. Coordinate nuclear threat incident activities with 
the Nuclear RegulatorY'Commission (NRC), as 
appropriate. (Nuclear threat incidents involving 

• facilities or material within the jurisdiction of 
the KRC are initially reported by NRC to the FBI.) 

5. Arrange for any special transportation of ERDA, 
equipment and personnel, and/or nuclear evidence, 
as required during a nuclear threat incident. 

6. Notify and request assistance from the DoD and 
civilian agencies for post-incident cleanup 
activities as soon as appropriate. 

7. Have final authority in matters'of (a) Restricted 
Data classification and (b) ERDA-originated Nationa: 
Security ·Inforrnati-on .classification·associated with 

- 4 -
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source material, special nuclenr malerial, r~dio
active byproducts, or nucledr ~~dPons/compDnents. 

8. Provide, upon request by'1:l1e Justice D,~parlment, 
scientific and technical information and testimony 
for use in any legal action taken by the Department 
of Justice. ' 

C. JOINT 

The FBI and ERDA shall: 

1. Coordinate all proposed press releases related 
to nuclear threat incidents. Any media or public 
inquiries will be initially referred to the FBI; 
responses to such inquiries will be coordinated 
with E?J)A. 

2. i-."'here a;:,pro?riate, identify individuals assigned 
to fulfill t~e positic::s and responsibilities o~t
li~ed in 5ectic~ ~;. 3., 1. and 2. and 3. 

3. Treat all threat incicent information with 
adequate security and confidentiality commensurate 
with National Security guidelines and the standards 
for the preservation of criminal evidence. 

4. Revie\;', as appropriate, the events leading to and 
occurring during any nuclea~ threat incident alert 
for the purpose of improvi.,~ upon future joint 
responses. 

5. Provide a mechanism for coordinated planning and 
the testing of nuclear threat incident management, 
equipment and personnel. 

IV. STANDARD PROCEDURES 

A. INITIAL NOTIFICATION 

1. Nuclear"" threat incidents could, be ,reported to 
either the FBI or ERDA. Upon receipt of such 

• a report the agency informed shall immediately 
\.' notify the other agency about the situation and 

as to the exact information known. 

", 

5 
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2. Both agencies shall notify, as appropriate, the 
various branches, offices or individ"nls ,~ithi.n 
their jurisdictions about the situation ;~lld ,."hat 
actions might be required. 

B. POINTS OF CONTACT 

1. The FBI will designate a Special Agent to take 
command of field operations in a nuclear threat 
incident, and a Special Agent to act as a liaison 
officer wit;1 ERDA at the Headquarters level. 

,2. The ERDA Headauarters EACT will command the ERDA 
Headquarters Operations Center' and the Director, 
EACT, ',..-ill direct a:1 ERDA Field Hanager of Operatio. 
to act as ERDA representative for field operations 
in a ~uclear th~eat incicent. 

3. ~~e D~=e~tc=, ~~~~, ~~ll consult with FBI and ~ill 
assig:l !;ES7 pe=so:i:1el to provide required support 
in a :1uclear thraat incident. An FBI liaiso:1 
representative ~ill be designated to accompany 
NEST personnel to the scene of a threat incident 
for local coordination purposes. 

4 •. Points of contact ~ith other involved federal 
agencies will be maintai~ed by the Director, £ACT, 

. as appropriate. 

C. '7EREJI.T ;'.SSESS!'.ENT 

1. ERDA ~ill provide scientific and technical support 
for determining the credibility of specific nuclear 
threats and the potential hazards associated with 
those threats. 

2. ERDA will endeavor to \rerify, with the cooperation 
of the NRC and/or D;:.t:., whether any source material, 
special nuclear material, radioactive byproducts, 
or ERDA·nuclear weapons/components are missing 
or unaccounted-for. 

- 6 -
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SEARCH I DEVICE DEACTIVATION I NID POS!::-IN(~£l?E':l:£_CU:"\lWP 
SU~l"i'OR!_ -~--

1. EHDA will dispat:ch, upon request: of the l'Bl, an 
ElIDA NEST response group and any necessary specialize 
cquip;,;en t to the scene of an incident. 

2. The ERDA NEST lead representative on-scene will: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Direct the activit~es of the ERDA response group 
in support of the FBr Agent in charge. 

En.sure coordinated ERDA support in all matters 
pertaining to search and identification operation 
and boIOlb scene examinations. 

Ensure coordinated E?nA support of the EOD servic 
ass6cia~ed with any device'deactivatio~ operatior. 

E~s~=e coc=~i~ate~ ERDA support with the 
Do~ a~d ot~e= civilian agencies, as currently 
F=oviced fo= ~nder other agreements, for post
i1cicent clean~p operations. 

Advise the on-scene Special Agent in charge of 
any reauirement for additional ERDA' resPonse 
capabiiities and coordin~te the provision of 
such additional ca?abilities as may be mutually 
agreed up!:."":.. 

3. The on-scene Special Agent in charge will: 

a. Establls~J <lnCl maintain all local contacts with 
other law enforCEment agencies~ 

b. Direct the on-scene activities of the FBI 
and other law enforcement agencies. 

c. Establish a field command post. 

d. Provide for necessary-escorts-af' may be -
required to facilitate rapid me ~ent of ERDA 
and ERDA contractor personnel 1 equipment 
to the scene of a threat incid! 

- 7 -
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e. Direct the recovery operdtion of lost or sLo' 
special nuclear lnaterials I rudioclctivc bypro: 
and nuclear weapons/components. 

B. NAJOR E!1ERGENCY/DIGASTER - In the event of a major 
emergency/disaster, ERDA will assist in the response 
to post-incirent cleanup requirements in coordinatior 
with the DoD, and various civilian agencies as curre' 
provided for under other agreements. ERDA will reqt" 
assistance from the 000 as provided for in the Joint 
DoD ~nd ERDA Agreement In Response to Accidents and 
Incidents Involving Radioactive Materials and NucleaI 
'i:leapons. 

V. EKERGENCY ASSIST.::'SCE EXPENSE - ERDA and the FBI will 
each fund for the costs incurred in providing the necessary 
assista~ce =equ~red to ~eet t~e ::esponsibilities defined in 
this !-!eNor~nct:.""1 of U;) ce:: 5 t a;l'.:! i.:; g .. " 

Assistant Administrator for National 
security 
En·ergy Research and Development 
Administration 

c£'AfI&£& d'i. ~ Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 
Federal Bureau of Inv~stigat on 

Datel 

June 8, 1976 
Date 
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APPEIWIX 

DEFINITIONS A1VD ABBREVIATIONS 

DoD - Department of Defense 

F.ACT - ERDA Headquarters Emergency Action and Coordination 
Team composeC of representatives of the Divisions 
of Hilitary.Application; Safeguards and Security; 
operational Safety, and the.Office of Public Affairs 

EOD - E~71osive'Ordnance Disposal, U. S. Army 

ERDA ~ Energy Research and Development Administration 

FBI - Federal Bureau o~ Investigation 

NRC - ~uclear Regulatory Co~~~ssio~ 

Nuclear Threat Incident - Any situation involving stolen, lost 
or unauthorized possession of source materials, special nuclear 
materials, radioactive byproducts, nuclear weapons/devices 
of U. S. and/or foreign manufacture, improvised nuclear 
e~71os~ves, radioactive dispersal devic~s or the threatened 
use of sa5~ items. 

Source Material - The term "source material n means (1) 
uranium, thoric~ or any other ~aterial which is determined 
by the Administration pursuant to the provisions of section 61 
of the Atomic Energy Act to be source material; or (2) ores 
containing one or more of the foregoing materials, in such 
concentration as the Administration may by regulation determine 
from time to time. 
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SJecial Nuclear Material - The term "special nuclear material" 
means (l) plutonl.um, uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or in 
the isotope 235, and any other material which the Administration 
pur£U2nt to-the provisions of section 51 of the Atomic Energy 
Act determines to be special nuclear material, but does not 
include 'source material; or (2) any material artificially 
enriched by any of the foregoing, but does not include source 
material. 

Radioactive Byproduct - The term "radioactive byproduct" meanS 
any radl.oactive material (except special nuclear material) 
yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation 
incident to the process of producing or utilizing special n·uclea 
material. 

Improvised Nuclear E~~losLve (Device) - Any non-conventional 
explosive device contaiping nuclear or radioactive material in 
combination with e~~losives. 1 
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I.:: ,R u 1 1917 

JOINT DEPAR'WENT OF DEFENSE AND 
l:\,l:r.GY RF.SEflRCH AND DEVF.LOPHEI1T ADHINISTRATION 

flGRr:Em:NT IN RESPONSE TO flCCIDENTS OR INCIDENTS 
INVOLVING MDIOflCTlVE MATERIAL OR NUCLEAR l'IEMONS 

1. Purpos~ and Scope: To set forth the general arcas of responsibility 
and procedures required for prompt, effect:!.ve and coordinated "orldwide 
response to pe3cetime accidents or incidents involving U.S. nuclear 
wcapons or radioactive material where either agency has responsibilities 
relating to safety, recovery, radiation monitoring or decontamination. 

2. ~~: .This agree"ent updates and supersedes the "Joint 
Departrnc.ill: of Defense and Atom:ic Energy Commission Agreement ItA R6Spull&f: 

to Accidents Involving Radioactive }:aterial," dated 9 May 1966 and the 
"Joint Departoent of Defense and Atomic Energy COlll!llission Memorandum of 
Understanding for AEC Response to Accidents Involving Nuclear Weapons in 
Custody of DoD," dated 10 June 1970.· 

3. Polic": ;::,'" B:e;:gy R=se~rch a"d De'l."clc?:>ent Administration (ERDA) is 
generally re~pc~sible for ?rcrecting the public from hazar9s involving c~e 
develo?=.ent, use, or cOQtrol of Govern~ent-o~~ed radioactive materials. 
The Departuent of Defense (DoD) is respo~sible for identifying and resolv
ing health and safety problems connected with the transportation and storage 
of nuclear weapons in its custody. The ERDA will participate in the con
sideration of these problecs as a matter of. continuing responsibility. 

4. Imple~entation: The Military Services, the Defense Nuclear Agency 
(DNA), and the Energy Research and Development Administration "ill issue 
instructions and operating procedures to implement this agreement. 

5. Responsibilities: 

a.~. 

(1) Primary responsibility for command.and control at the scene 
of an accident or incident, except under circumstances set forth in 5a(2) 
below, rests "ith the service or agency having physical possession of the 
material at the time of the accident. Command and control at the scene 
will be assumed as soon as possible by the representative of the respon
sible service or agency • 

. (2) Upon Presidential declaration of a domestic emergency, the 
Department of the Army "ill become the DoD Executive Agent for military 
support and ~ill assume primary responsibility for command and rontrol. 
The. tet'm "domestic. emergency" applies to emergenc.ies oc.c.urring in and 
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affecting the' public welfare of the United St~tes. its territories and 
possessions, and which disrupt the usual processe3 ot Govcrnmcmt. 

(3) The DoD or ERDA official first to arrive at an accident or 
incident scene will assume initial control of emergency operations and 
take such iuullediate action as may be necessary to protect the public 
health and safety. The official will remain in control until relieved 
by the commander of the nearest military installation or ERDA facility, 
or by a representative of the service or agency having the primary 
responsibility. 

(4) The commander of the military installation or ERDA facixity 
nearest an accident or incident will assume control of emergency opera
tions and take such actions within the limits of his capability, as may 
be necessary. The commander will remain in control until relieved by a 
representative of the service or agency having the primary responsibili.y. 

(5) QNA and the ERDA will operate a Joint Nuclear Accident 
Coordinating Center (JNACC) to provide and perform the function and 
mission set forth in this agreecent. 

(6) The DoD ~d the ERDA will establish procedures to ensure that 
the JNACC is advised of all radiological accidents and inoidents. 

(7) The Hilitary Services, D:\A, and the ERDA will provide JNACC 
with information necessary for the maintenance of current re~ords reflect
ing the location and capability of specialized units and teams which can 
be used for emergency radiological accident or incident operations. 

(8) The Hilitary Services, DNA, and the ERDA will respond to 
requests from the J:\ACC for mutual assistance subject to command and 
operational limitations. When the services of the JNACC are heing 
employed, comnanders concerned will keep JNACC informed of the status at 
the incident/accident scene and the identity and location of the on-scene 
commander. 

b. Energy Research and Development Administration. 

(1) The ERDA will immediately notify the DoD of the occurrence of 
an accident or incident. 

(2) The ERDA response 9rganizations, such as the Accident Response 
Group and the Nuclear Emergency Sea~ch Team, will be comprised of technical 
specialists with equipment on continuous alert and ready for dispatch to 
the scene of a nuclear accident or radiological incident. They will advise 
and assist in evaluating, collecting, handl~ng, and neutralizing radioactive 
aDa nuclear weapon hazards; threats involving the use of radioactive materialS; 

2 
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loss, !,('I1zur~. or theft of nuclear \..'~;)ponSt ~pcc!al nlll~ll~ar matnrfills. 
ir,Pl'ovised nllc1"~r devices, or improvisC'd radiation dhp~rsal nevices. 

(3) The ERDA "'ill rlis;.ntch the approprinte rosponse organization 
and any necessary specialized equipment to the scene of a DoD arcident .lr 
inctdent, after consultation with the designated DoD point of contact. 
The specific composition of the organization ",111 be Jesigned to best 
meet the requirements of the incident and the needs f)f the DoD commander. 

(4)'While at a DoD accident or incident scene, the designated 
response organization "'ill be under the control and public information 
policy of the DoD On-Scene Commander. 

(5) The response organization's missions will include provisions 
for the following support to a DoD On-Scene Commander: 

(a) Technical advice and aseistance for detel'mining ~hc 
extent of any radioactive hazards. 

(b) Technical advice to minir.ize hazards to the public. 

(c) Technical advice and assistance in the collectic"" 
identifi~a~iou a~d dispcsitio~ of ~eapou ca~~onents) weapon debris) and 
radioactive cateria!. • I 

(d) Technical advice and assistance in the identification 
and protection of nuclear weapon desiWI information and other Restricted 
Data. 

(e) Support to the DoD On-Scene Commander in on-site discus
sions with foreign or local Government officials on matters within areas 
of special ERDA competence. 

(6) The ERDA response organization will be headed by an ERDA 
Representative. The ERDA Representative will: 

(a) Direct the activities of the ERDA response organization. 

(b) Ensure coordinated ERDA support for the DoD On-Scene 
Commander in all matters pertaining to the mission of the. designated 
response organization. 

(c) Advise the DoD On-Scene Commander of any requirement for 
additional ERDA response capabilities and provide for such additional 
response as may be mutually agreed upon. 

(7) Th~ response organization will normally include a Senior. 
Scientific Advisor. The Senior SCientific Advisor may, "'ith the c~nrurrenee 
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of the I,RDA Representative, be .It:slcnated by the 1)oD On-SLene CUl'.mander 
to serve as a scientific advisor to the DoD Conll11,.lder. 

(1) The DoD will immediately notify the ERDA of the occurrence of 
an accident or incident. In addition, the appropriate Hilitary Service 
and DNA will advise the ERDA of the designated point of contact for 
coordinating the ERDA response to an accident. 

(2) Upon request, the DoD will provide worldwide military' trans
portation, airborne survey platforms, and associated logistic support 
servIces to the ERDA response organization for: 

(a) U.S. ~uclear Weapon Accidents. 

(b) P~diological incidents ~~en necessary to protect the pub
lic health and safety from hazards im'olving radioactive materials. 

(c) Incidents requiring a specific E~A capability that is 
requested by t.he ::k: c::- a DoD cOI:?o~e:l.t. 

(3) The responsible DeD component will provide administrative, 
cedical, and logistic support services (including communications and 
necessary military transportation) for the designated response organiza
tion to perform its mission. The extent of these support services will 
be governed by the accident or incident location, environment associated 
therewith, type of accident or incident, and the capability of the ERDA 
to support itself. 

'/(4) Information which relates to ERDA activities at an accident 
or incident scene will be coordinated with the ERDA Representative prior 
to public release. 

6. Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center: 

a. ~. To provide a centralized agency for exchanging and main
tain1.ng informa tion concerned with radiological assis tance capabilities 
and coordinating assistance activities, when called upon, in connection 
with accidents or incidents· in'/Olving radioactive materials. 

b. Principal Task and Functions. 

(1) Haintain current information a~ to the location and availability 
of specialized DoD and ERDA teams or organizations capable of responding to 
accidentc or incidents involving radioactive materials. 

(2) Receive notification of accidents/incirlents and requests for 
assistance. 
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(3) Request nec~ssnry assistance from 000 or ERDA. 

(4) Provide av.titable accident/:l.ncident information to appropriate 
commands and agencies. 

(5) Obtain all "vailable information regarding the radioac,tive 
material involved in the accident/incident for relay to the accident! 
incident s.cene. 

(6) Refer public queries to the service or agency having primary 
command responsibility as described in paragraph Sa above. Queries'on any 
nuclear accident or incident involving radioactive materials and 000 per
sonnel, equipment, or facilities will immediately be referred by the 
responsible DoD service or agency to the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Public Affairs) for res.ponse. 

7. Reimbursement for Emergency Assistance Expense: The Military Service 
or agency providing the necessary assistance will fund such costs initially 
within existing fund availability. The Military Service or agency having 
physical possession of a nuclear weapon or radiological material at tne 
tL~e of the accident or incident ~~ll be responsible for reimbursing, upon 
request. t:'e ~ita=y Se=vice or agency providing the necessary assistance 
for those costs .~ch are in addition to noreal operating ~xpenses and 
which are directly chargeable to, and caused by, the radiological accident/ 
incident. 

By authority of the Secret. of Defense and the Administrator, Energy 
Research and Development A~~istration: 

FOR THE DEPARTIlEI,T OF DEFENSE: 

D. R. d!:h L:;-r-

Assistant to the Secretary 
of Defense (Atomic Energy) 

FOR THE ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION: 

5 
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FY 1978 MDP E~1ER{;ENCY RESPONSE RESQl'RCES 

lleadquarters 

Alhuquerque Operations 
OHice 

Nevade Operations 
Office 

EG&G 

FULL TIME 

6 

11 

6 

68 

In addition the weapons laboratories (L~SL, LLL, SL) and field offices 
(NV, AL) have c~pr~~i=ately 100 ?eoplc !cEntified with current 
~redentials, i,e., passports, travel orders etc. who are immediately 
available to respcnd L?On noti:ication of an e=ergency. Once an 
emergency is defined, additional technical support is diverted to 
the situation as necessary. 

FISCAL R::SOG.CZ5 

Operating $5,2!O,OOO 

Capitol Equipment 2,035,000 

Total 7,275,000 

This does not include funding for actual emergencies. 
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As a (iircct r~$ult of the OC(:lIl'l"e::nce of incJ:easing acts of int~rna::iunal 
LI','l"ori"m in the early 1970's, and in p.'rticular follo,,·ing the incid.~nt 
ill'.'ol"ing :\n ;t5sault by the Black S"pt('mber Ho"c",,'nt on the Isrn<!li 01)"'l'ic 
T,,;.,n in :~'Jl1ich in 1972, 11 cabinet Com'l1itte" to Co.nbat Terrorism (CCCT) \.Ins 
fOl".('d at the direction of the President on Sept<!mber 25, 1972. The 
S~·('retary of State wns iJ(>si~natcd to chair the COULid ttee nnd major di~;)'irt
Incnts .1nd ngencies of the Ga"rn;c,~nt ""re identified as participating 
m"".hers on that conunittC'e. All departments and ag('ncie; of the GOVd ]l;;wnt 
\lera instructed by the Presid0nt to "be fully responsive to the rt'quer,ts 
of the Secretary of StRte and assist him in every "ay in his efforts to 
co~rdinate Guverm;:cnt-H'ic1e actions agL:inst terrorism." 

In the light of thE! 1 ajar resp""sibilities of one of DOr;' s prcdac.essor 
t!r;cncies, the Ato~ic Enl:rgy Co;.-::-.ission, in t:.2 c:stnblislh~l(lnt ~nd main ... 
tL'U'lnCe of sophisticated security systems for nuclear wellj'lo!1s production 
Hnd dcvelop:-.ent f~cilities, a;1d for the safeb~arding of Govt-rl1ment-m:ned 
spccial nuclear materials, the implications of international terrorism 
~(re rost si£oificant. TI~0rcfore) the AEC) in response to the Presi~.·~tts 
Older, arrc~~E;d for i"w-~-ciata liaison .... ,'·ith the Chair~an of the ceer 2::'~ 
fully pc;:tic:.;-a:£-i i::: ::.2 ~::5..:'::::.g =-2~t!:a= ~.c;~::ings of the c():'J~litte~. At 
the outsat of the Cabinet CO~7,ittee's Gctivities, the Office of the 
A~sistant General !·!an2ger for ::atior:al Security (ABC) established the 
"'ort,ing arrang"",,'nts for AEC's participation in the coordinating inter
agency group. Several briefings were provided to the Committee's Working 
Group (CCcr/WG) by AEC representatives with respect to a then-proposed 
physical protection upgrading program for ~pecial nuclear materials to 
be underta>:en by the Govern;;;ent, as ,,.ell as on the sar.eral responsibilities 
of the AEC in the nuclear security and safeguards field. 

At one of the first meetings of the CCCT/HG in Nove::tber 1972, the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation was cesignated 2S the 2 eency having primary 
jurisdiction ac the scene of any terrorist event occurring within the 
continental United States. ConsEquently, the Division of Safeguards and 
Security, as the primary point of contact in the AEC for the FBI and as 
the staff organization responsible for security of nuclear installations 
in the United States, became directly involved in the activities of the 
cccr. • I 

In the roughly five years following establishment of the Cabinet Comnittee, 
the AEC and ERDA representation on the Working Group and various sub
co~mittees remained "~thin the National Security element of those agencies. 
This delegation of responsibility stemmed from the fact, of course, that 
the major impact of international terrorism on AEC and ERDA primarily 
affected: (a) basic concepts of physical security for nuclear weapons 
and special nuclear materials in the United States; and (b) the potential 
for use of a stolen nuclear ~eapon or special nuclear ~aterial as an 
extortion tool of the' terrorist. 
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Tt. ~. '5 (l1I' un IIf • • . ." ,. ," ,. 1. l,~J ~dch~· t . '1,1, I ton a 
f, ,;~l r (.:\' " .1 i .... 1 1,(. il ~~I~·.j ill ::.:/ 'j): I :',5 I ,'/J)I'O "Y 1~.r! .\hC 
(.lJld .dinA) to ~ .. dr 'gu.ll:d U. s ... '.f'l e.I'l: ! 1$ .• 1 Illat, d :lls in i LS 
I"" ~e"5i()n .Jt facilities th"",,[;hotlt I h~ UI'; I"l'd Sll:cs. A "u1<:', 'Illlmt 
prl!Cl::im, 01 multi '1I1illion t1ullar proportion~ to 1l11gr.1d~ physical sr:ctlrity 
~~)'~.t( ,nS \~'aS initiated and is cc ntilluing to I"his dilLe uu(ler fhe nLpart"'('nt 
of r.l,.-,rgy. Furl her "ml as a direct result of the increase 'of I ,,«orist 
""ts in 1.11" \-orld, the Covern;ncnt lind C,1use tc grndually revise its vic.'s 
" ",pecting Lhc possibility, even though 1"< ;.,Ore, of malevolent tlS~ of 
:;lh.ciill nnclelr iI!aterinls or a sto~(:n nuclear \.,l('''pon by a terrorIst ~)~·C1Jp. 
It, thcr,,[ore, became n(·ces"ary that AEC (and ERDA) ?onduct an e"t~~s:ve 
rp.e>~n~nin.ltion of its role in t"he GoverrL":lent in plannlng for such cont1n
g.'nci(>s inns:Ollch AS AEC-ERDA (now DOE) has been the primary U.S. Gov(,rn-
",cnt resource for technical expertise in eh" .field of nuclear "capo,ns and 

nuclcar rnnter1nls. Pu~n~quQnt continccncy plans ~ere developed to inte
gmt!! this technical p';,c:rtise into the r<>sf'onse mechanisms of the Gavel'n',cnt 
for dealIng Kith terrorist acts, DOE, thcr(;fore, hns b2come the natural 
point of c"ntact in the Cov~rn:",nt for ,,,~vjce cn Illlcl",r .,s(;ociatl?d probl,,,s 
relevant to terrorisc or the Fotential !or t~rr~rist ~cts. 

As a collaH-ral f":lctie:l of r",vising AEC-ERPA phns ,,:-;d prog,rdtnS, our 
cirect partic::"?ation in '';orking Group activiti(:s also (:-;p.::nood in that 
p.~c nnd ERDA ;-L.;'j-€:d a si;S:-, . .:!.ficcr!t role in E~\'cral cc:""~r('hensive CCCT/\JG 
s::udies relc.~2:-.t to 'tr.e. ~l2rr0ri$~ ?rcblet'l. T;,ese included studies of: 
the potentia! ::::r "~~::s :--=~:~:':'~'::l :'e:-:-c:::s=."; t~e 'I~:~ar Term Potential 
for Serious ..!..:~s u:l ':'e=:."~r:5=:H; j'Ccc::te:=--':'2=rcr!S",": !:=::secrch and Develop:-ent 
Technologyt'; and a follo·..:-o~ eX;':;;lination of the r.E:E:c for c6~prehensive 
funding and the assib~~cnt of priorities to th~ TeS;ect!ve agencies for 
counter-telTorism research and developmE<nt. 

J.:ith respect to the responsibilities of the Dep,rt::ent of r:lergy in the 
nuclear field as it relDtes to the proble8 of terroris~, tr.ere have 
oeen significant contingency arrange;:ents developed over the past seve,ral 
years. It is necessary that such activities continue to be coordingted ' 
"'iln the Nsc/scc l-iorkinf; GIOUp on Terrorism and its Executive C"lI!!llittee. 
These continGency arrangements primarily include the develop!'lent of a 
l:emorandum of Vnclerstanding with the Federal Bur"eau of Investigation for 
Respond"ing to Nuclear Threat Incidents. This HOU sets forth'the specific 
re~ponsibilities of our respective agencies in a nuclear threat matter 
nnd, in particular, requires the provision of DOE technical e"pertise 
and sophisticated nuclear detection equipment in assistance to the FBI 
in operational threat watt.ers. Additionally, DOE has "Nuclear Emergency 
SeDreh Teams" e'stablished in the "estern and eastern sections of the 
United States, prepared to respond to major ell1erbeney nuclear threat 
conditions occurring ,:myuhere in the U,S. on a t"'D hour response basis. 
These teams are equipped with extensive mobile laboratory analysis and 
detection equipment, computer and communications gear, etc" capable of 
aircraft and land transport, anel including DOE-o"'Ded alrcraft. Horeover, 
an elaborate emergency communications network has been established l-!ithiu 
the DOE with an Emergency Operations Center in-place at our Ge~a:lto"~ 
facility for immediate communications "'ith internal and e"ternal individu
als and agencies concerned "'ith n:ajcr e,"ergencies, including nuclear 
terrorism. Arrangements are also currently unde""'ay with several loreign 
nations to provide for immediate capability to establish points of contact 
for censultations in nuclear threa"teni>1g situations. 

• 

________ mrn ____________ ' ____ " ___ _ 
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Senator GLENN. ,VouId one of you spell out the diffe!'ence between 
the Emergency Action Coordination Team) EACT, and Nuclear 
Emergency Search Team, NEST, and how they coordinate~ 

Mr. KERR. I will give you the whole document for the record. 
The Emergency Action Coordination Team is a. group of people 

assembled here in ·Washington. The Director is presently Major 
General Bratton. when it is an emergency of the sort we have been 
discussing. He is Director of Military Applications for the DOE. 

In other sorts of emergencies, for example a spill at a plant or less 
sedous from the point of view of pub1i<: health and safety, othl3r 
senior members of the staff may heltd the team. 

The NEST capability is the Nuclear Emergency Search Team. It 
cou::;ists of the people 'and equipment drawn principally from our 
field facilities. They tLre the ones who go do the search with our 
equipment. They are drawn from three weapons laboratories in the 
Nevada operations office in DOE. 

There are other capabilities that are also brought into rlay. For 
example, there is a Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center at 
Alburquerque which IS a joint Def~nse and Energy center. It pro
vides us with a means to move quiek1y, for example, using military 
airlifts to anyplace in the worlel where a nuclear accident mlly have 
occurred. 

Senator GLENN. ,Ve have a little different problem between an 
actual attack on a DOD installation, trying to ~et a nuclear wcapon, 
as opposed to a situation where fuel or where highly enriched ura
nium is being fabricated or plutonium is found which could be 
spirited out which could then be combined outside to form a sufficient 
amount for a weapon. So I realize that these are different areas as 
far as the type of protection tliat is needed. 

But do YOll see any sufficient di.fference level in that threat ~ I have 
always thought it would be far more likely that we would have the 
small amounts of material that would be stolen rather than any direct 
attack on a military installation to try to steal a bomb, as such, 
particularly in light of the fact that we have these PAL c1.evices 
which inactivate a weapon. It would have to be disassembled, gone 
through, with somebody probably that really had a considerable 
ca,pability to disassemble that thing. 

'Would you comment on where the greatest likelihood of assembly 
of enoug-h material wouJd be to form a terrorist nuclear weapon'~ 
Do you think it is more likely to come from stealing a nuclear weapon 
or an artillery shell in Europe or someplace, for instance, that could 
be used for whatever purposes, as opposed to stealing small amounts 
of material and putting- them into a bomb, as Mr. Rotow brought out 
in his testimony yesterday ~ How do you assess the threat ~ Where is 
the greatest threat ~ 

Mr. KERR. Let me go first and try to help you wHh that. I am not, 
a very good terrorist} I hope, and can't put myself in the place of 
those who might perpetrate such a thing. 

'Weapons have a property that differs from improvised devices. 
That is, they are known to work. So the level of attraction certainly 
den ends heavily on one's view of capabilities and risks. 

Clearly if yaU could obtain a weapon that has been certified and 
delivered to the Department of Defense, that is a thing that will 
work provided one knows the code. 
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I will rephrase your question a bit to try to help explore the area. 
If you ask do we 'have differing views of the need to protect SNM 
and weapons, the answer for DOE is we protect SNM whether it is 
metal or wrapped inside of a high explosive. The guidance to our 
facilities and laboratories is the same, whether they deal with plu
toniummetal or funy assembled weapons. 

Senator GLENN. A different problem of security, though. 
1\fr. KERR. Now the spectrum of tlll'eats we defend against I did 

discuss at some length in my testimony. The materials accounting 
system, the portal monitors, and a variety of other means are ,used 
to help defend against the sort of threat you brought up, the d.iver
sian of small amounts of material on a regular basis. 

Other mrasures are designed for the armed attack. These measures 
differ from facility to facility, taking account of the nature of the 
building, terrain, the accessibility of the location, if you will. But the 
design basis. the principles which govern the iml)lementation of the 
Flafeguards, is common to all of the facilities, and we treat all of our 
SNM in the same way as far as we are able to. 

Senator GLENN. Does anyone else wish to comment ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. I think we want to make it very difficult for anyone 

to do any of these things, exceedingly difficult. I don't think we can 
tal}:e any comfort in any particular conjecture by one or another 
expert as to which would be the most likely course for someone to 
make that attempt. 

Senator GumN. You can't put yourself in the role of a terrorist 
and say, "I lmow where to get an artillery shell," as opposed to 
another group of people who may have aCC(lSS to highly enriched 
uranium and might assemble enough for a bomb. There might be 
different approaches for different groups, obviously. But I just won
dered whether each one would have an opinion as to where you saw 
the greatest threat coming from. 

I think ill discussion with a number of different people there has 
been a general opinion, and that is all it is so far because you couldn't 
prove one way or the other, it is a general opinion that DOD has had 
a much tight!>'!' security system than perh9.ps the other facilities, tllose 
supervised by NRC or DOE. So it raises the question of what the 
standards should be. And if DOD does set higher standards and have 
better security. then why aren't we doing that across the board in 
other agencies ~ Do we need a parftmilitary organization that would 
provide guard services for these other fllnctions that would be better 
trained and all higll1y screened and qualified, as opposed to contract
ing out with private guard services, which it seems to me is a lot 
mal'o. risky procedure. 

Mavhe 'there are reasons why we could not do that. I don't know. 
But if DOD in fact does have 'better security and if neonle aclmowl
edge that, then why can't we provide that same kind of security in 
othel' areas? 

That is the reason I led into this with elm comments about there 
being a different nature of t.he type protection you need as to whether 
vou are trying to protect existing nuclear weapons in a storage 
bunker or someplace. That is a whole different problem than trying 
to muke sure that highly enriched uranium or a tiny amount of plu
tonhlm is not smuggled out on a day-in-day-out basis until enough 
is assembled to make a weapon. 

--------------------------------------------------- J 
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So there are different problems. That is the reason why I was try
ing to get into how you felt about where the greatest threat might 
come from and what we can do to plug those loopholes in our security 
system as I see them. 

Mr. KERR. If I might, Mr. Ohairman, maybe I can supplement my 
earlier remarks. I clearly won't read this to you, but I will submit 
it for the record. 

Senator GLENN. Please do not. 
Mr. KERR. It is a document recently prepared for us 01. the attri

butes of potential criminal adversaries to the U.S. nuclea~' programs. 
It has been prepared by the Rand Oorp.~ It draws heavLJ on anal
ogous threats, terrorist incidents, criminal action. 

Senator GLENN. May we have a copy of that for the record ~ 
}'lr. KERR. Yes. This one is yours. 
Second, in answering your question, what I told you was that DOE 

protects SNU whether it is in weapons or not to the same standards. 
I failed to say that we feel our protection for SNM, and particularly 
for assembled weapons, which we also have custody of, is comparable 
to that provided by the DOD. 

I sQ..ould .. point out, however, tha.t DOD probably differs somewhat 
from'oursin the following sense. The DOD, to carry out its mission, 
deploys weapons worldwide. Our facilities for weapons are in the 
continental United States. So the context for the protection is a bit 
different. Nonetheless, we feel our security on assembled weapons 
and on strategic quantities of SNM is comparable to what DOD 
provides. 

IV"ith respect to the question of capabilities of Federal versus con
tractor guard forces, I clearly can't comment on relative effectiveness. 
Others are expert in that. 

'rVe use a mixecl force, as I have told you. The principal diffcl'ence 
in what we do with that mixed force is that under section 161(k) 
of the Atomic Energy Act, we are authorized to n,rm Federal guards 
[1.nywhere in the United States, while the same section authorizes us 
to arm our contractor guards only at facilities owned or contracted 
for by DOE. That is the sole difference. 

Senator GLENN. IV"ho would provide armed guards then at those? 
Mr. KERR. IV" e provide armed guards. .. 
Senator GLENN. Maybe I misunderstoott'·.:your statement. 
Mr. KERR. vYe can use the contractor guard forces on our own 

sites, facilities we own, and at sites where our contractors operate-
Senn,tor GLENN. There aren't ~ 
Mr. KERR [continuing]. There aren't. 
We also have Federal armed guards who are free to move anywhere 

in the United States. For example, the couriers for our shipments of 
material are Federal guards, not contractor employees. 

Senator GLENN. :VYhat does NRC do in that regard as far as the 
arming of guards and the ability to set up a mini combat situatjon ~ 

Mr. GILINSKY. Well, armed guards are :required at all of thes,,) facil~ 
ities that we have talked about and in transport. Most of the trans
port is handled by DOE, so it is covered by what Dr. Kerr described. 

As far lJ,S the qualification of guards, we have a proposed rule 

lSe.e p, 5511, r ' 
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which we put out last year which would increase the requirements, 
training requirements, and other requirements for the guards. 

Senator GLENN. "r ould decrease ~ 
Mr. GlLINSKY. ,Vou1cl increase. 
Senator GLENN. You are setting standards for what the guards 

have to come up to today~ 
~fr. GILlNSKY. lYe set the standard. The guards are either employed 

by the facility or contractecl for. 
Senator GLENN. From both of your stands, DOE and NRC in par

ticular, do you think there would be any acIvantage to setting up a 
Federal nuclear guard force or something where there was standard
izecI training and equipment ancI this woulel be the guard ·force? In 
other words, sort of a para-military organization rather than this 
contracting out of private groups that have guards come and go. Do 
you see any advantage to such a force? 

Mr. GILINSKY. ,VeIl, I think tllere are advantages and there are 
also problems. It is not clear what they would do most of the time. 
At most of these facilities, the guarel forces have other functions 
than simply protecting the strategic material. There are a lot of func
tions related to the actiyities of the licensees, monitoring against 
vnrious sorts of violations and so on. 

One would not expect a Federal force to get involved in the opera
tions of the licensee in that way. So they would be pretty much on 
a stancIbv basis. 

Our conclusion has been that with proper requirements, proper 
training, private forces can do the job as well. But it is something 
to reflect on. 

Senator GLENN. Has there been any effort between DOE and NRC 
to set up any standardized guard force outside the military or co
operate on this so there is some standardization? I tell you the reason 
I bring this up and push the question a little bit is because we keep 
hearing rumors about the laxity in NRC, the laxity in DOE, even 
compared to DOD. DOD, of course, has a different situation, as I 
pointecl out before, weapons guarding mainly, as opposed to the 
facilities that may he more difficult to guard. 

But if there has been an upgrading, so we have a fairly substantial 
protection of this equipment, it would seem to me it would be a step 
forward in thi.s direction. 

So what kind of cooperation is there, if any, between NRC and 
DOE with regard to gl1ard forces ~ 

Mr. GU"INSKY. We have discussed the common training, sort of 
common standards for the training of guards. I think we have tried 
in this area, as in other areas, to arrive at some comparable level 0.£ 
protection. I think that we are trying to have equally effective guards 
in hoth places. 

Senator GLENN. Yve could go on with many hundreds of questions 
here, obvionsly. Our time is ,getting short hei'e. We are already over 
our time. Vre wer~ supposed to have a limit on hearing times this 
morning because we are in session. There is supposed to be a 2-hour 
limit on commi.ttee meetings, which we have already exceeded a little 
bit. Let me finish with a couple of different lines of questioning. 

One we haven't covered yet is what happens on an international 
terrorist type base ~ I:Iow is that covered, Mr. Mignosa ~ What kind of 
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connections do you have to make sure an airplane hijacked in Holland 
and perhaps heacUng for this country which has a nuclear weapon 
threat aboard, let's say, how do we 11anc11e an international situation 
like that~ 

Mr. MIGNOSA. Basically, Senator, you are talking about an air~ 
plane hliack from, for example, Paris, France, and it is on its way 
to the tTnlted States. That would be a joint venture really between 
the FBI and the FAA and State Department. 

,\711en the plane basically is overseas, it is being monitorecl very 
closely by the State Department, the Office to Combat Terrorism. It 
is also monitored by the FAA ane1. of course, it is monitored, too, by 
the FBI, thinking about t11e possibility that the airplane will come 
to the United States. 

If the plane does in fact come into the United States, then it be
comes the joint responsibility of the FBI ancl FAA to cope with the 
situation. 

,Ve in the FBI, as well as FAA, lun-e contingency plans in all of 
tll(' airports throughout the United States to cope ,vith the various 
hijacking situations as they arise. Our success against hijacking in 
the United States is the fact that ,ve are operating on our own turf. 

Senator GLE~N. Is there any international organization that 
performs a lead agency function internationally as you perform 
domestically? . 

Mr. ~:hG1'\OSA. I don't know of any, sir. 
Senator GI,E~~. You mentioned in your statement, Dr. Kerr, the 

nrotection given during transnort of niaterial. You went into a little 
bi.t of length on that. You clidn't mention air tl'itl1sport, however, 
mah1rial that may be air shipped and material that is shipped in 
foreign aircraft, even when we have had indications before where 
a shipment bounrl for a certain country, I'm let their airplane come 
in and they are the shipping authority with their pilots and their 
crews, which puts a little element of risk in there perhaDs that we 
don't have control over domestically. That concerns us a little bit at 
least. 

How do you look at that situation? Shou1d we have clearances for 
foreign pilots on some special basis, or shou1d we have armed guards 
aboard as 10n2,' as this is over U.S. territory? How should we handle 
that problem? 

Mr. KERR. I think I better limit mv answer to those things we have 
direct responsibility for. Those are DOE shipments. In that area we 
had direction from the Congress last year to minimize the use of air 
transport in making our own shipments. ,Ve are permitted to make 
them. We are required to advise our authorizing committee of the 
fact that we do. We are enabled to do it under a National Security 
exclusion. But we make every attempt to ship all of our material on 
the 2,'round at this point in time, using either rail cars or the security 
trailor system. 

Senator GLENN. We do ship abroad. ,Ve shin that by air, do we not? 
Mr. KERR. I need a little help in that area. But the shipments abroad 

are lJUder NRC. 
Senator GLENN. ,Ve ship abroad by air, as I understand it, do we 

not, Mr. Gilinsky? 
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Mr. GILINSKY. Yes, we do. These are licensed exports which, as you 
know, are shipped by air. There are certain requirements for guard 
forces during the transfer period. There is a requirement for an 
escort. 

Senator GLENN. A U.S. escort ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. No. Usually these are picked up by foreign carriers. 

If they are not, the shi pper is to provide an escort. 
Senator GLENN. The foreign shipper, the foreign buyer would 

sunply his own escorts ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. ,;VeIl, the travel plan is-we deal with the agent, the 

domestic agent who is providing a service for the foreign buyer. He 
is the one who has to supply a security plan for how this is going 
to be shipped, which we have to approve. 

Senator GLENN. In advance ~ 
1\fr. GILINSKY. Yes. sir. 
Senator GLENN. You have to approve the security pJan for the 

shipper? 
]\[1'. GILTNSKY. Yes. 
Senator GLENN. What would be your criteria for setting up the 

gUArds and control over the ship ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. There is a specified number of guards when the 

mat~rial goes from the truck and plant. There are certain kinds of 
remurements or procedures. 

Sl:'nator GLENN. These they would all furnish ~ It would be foreign ~ 
Kfr. GILTNSKY. No. This would be furnished or arranged for by the 

domestic shipper who is the agent of the entity abroad which was 
receiving the material. 

Sena~or GLENN. Would he normally have his own security force 
from Ins own plant then ~ 

Mr. GII~INSKY. No. He would arrange for it one way or another. 
Senator GLENN. "What would be the criteria on the type people he 

could use or he could hire ~ Could he go out and hire a local guard 
service during this time period or what ~ 

Mr. GIJ~INSKY. He would normally I believe hire a contractor with 
It contracting service, yes. There are some standards for the guards, 
and as I sav. we are trying to upgrade those. 

Senator Gr~ENN. Do you think that is adequate right now~ 
Mr. GILTNSKY. I think we ought to have more security in that area, 

and our pronosed rn11:'s do provide more se,curity. 
Senator GLENN. ,;Vhen will these new rules go in effect or when are 

they to be approved or discussecH You indicated earlier something . ..,. 
abon~ ~ms summer. 

Mr. GILINSKY. They will be up for the Commi~sion to decide I 
think this S11mmer, ves, or very soon. 

Senator GLENN. ,Vhere do anv of you see deficiencies in this whole 
system that need acldit,ionallegisllttion ~ 

Mr. GILINSKY. ,VeIl, we certainly need legislation in the area of 
protecting spcurity nlans. 

Senator GLENN. Would you elahornte on that a little bit~ There 
has been some controversy within NRC. I beHeye. as to whether you 
feel you hn:ve authority to restrict the flow of information on some 
of these plans for specific sites, some of the things I mentioned 
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earlier that Mr. Albright received. Apparently NRC has had a con
troversy as to whether they have authority to even restrict the flow 
of this information. There has been some controversy, as I under
stand it. 

So have you taken it upon yourselves there to restrict this informa
tion, or have you taken it upon yourselves to go ahead and release it 
pending some further legislation that is needed ~ 

Mr. GILINSKY. IV ell, the material that is restricted is the security 
plan relating to a particular facility. That deals largely with the 
procedures that are used in providing the securitx. They would not 
generally be the plans that are at a facility and so on. These are 
available. But I think the most sensitive--

Senator GLENN. Plans are available for every facility under NRC 
like this 1 

Mr. GILINSKY. Generally speaking, there is a safety analysis re
port which includes the details of the facility. This would normally 
be available, yes. 

Now I think the most important and the most sensitive material is 
in fact the security procedures that are used by the guard force and 
security organizations. Those are withheld on the basis that they 
are proprietary information. 

Senator GLENN. I%y are the plans not withheld 1 
:Mr. GILINSKY. Because given our procedures, licensing the facility 

is usually a public matter, particularly the safety of the facility. And 
the plans are part of that, are pait of that discussion. 

Senator GLENN. Don't you think the security plans, though, should 
not be released? Should the security plans be released? 

Mr. GILINSKY. No. Security plans are not released. 
Senator GLENN. I thought you said they were. 
Mr. GILINSKY. No. I was saying construction plans. I mean the 

layout of the facility. 
'Senator GLENN. 'How about the security system and the guard 

towers and the wiring system for detectors and all this sort of thing, 
is that released 1 

Mi .. GILINSKY. My impression is that the construction details are 
available, yes. 

Senator GLENN. Including all of this 1 
Mr. GILINSKY. I believe so, yes. I would like to check tllat for the 

record. But I believe the answer is yes. 
IVhat is in fact withheld are the details of the security procedures. 

Now I think that is the most important information from a security 
point of view. 

rMr. Gilinsky later confirmed for the record that construction de
tails of facility security systems-that is, wiring diagrams for detec
tion systems,-are withheld from public release by NRC as commer
cial or financial information uncleI' the protection provided under 
paragraphs 2.790(c1), D.5 and 9.12, title 10, U.S. Code of Federal 
Reg'nla tions] 

Senator GLENN. Do you feel you need additional authority to better 
classify information Or to better restrict the flow of material you see 
as sensitive 1 . 

Mr. GILINSKY. Let me say we can, I believe, classify this material 
as national security information. Now that has certain implications 
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for our other activities. I must say I for one have been reluctant to 
use the national security classification system. I much prefer to use 
the statutory basis for withholding information. 

One of the problems in using the national security classification 
system is the extension to other areas. I think that discrete statutory 
exemption of certain information from the Freedom of Information 
Act would be a preferable way to go. 

Senator GLENN. You don't feel then that to have a better handle on 
restricting what you would see as sensitive information that you 
need additional legislation ? 

Mr. GILINSKY. I believe we do in order to exempt this information 
from mandatory release uncleI' the Freedom of Information Act. 

Now we have used the proprietary category to withl10ld it. But we 
believe that it would provide us with a firmer base. 

S2nator GLENN. There has been some misunderstanding, there was 
some question on NRC. You felt if you ever did try to restrict certain 
parts of this information, you would be challenged in court and 
perhaps you woulcllose, so perhaps you needed additional legislation. 

Mr. GILINSKY. There is the possibility, which is the reason that I 
think we r..eed aclditionallegislation. 

Senator GLENN. I might wish to have our staff get together with 
your office and get somE> further information, because .I think if that 
is an area we can help tighten up on the flow of information--

1\11'. GILINSKY. ",Ve would be happy to do that. 
One of the problems we have is that it would be useful to have one 

regime for the regulation, Senator. You get into problems if you 
extend this regime to the reactors. It means you would extend the 
national security regime to the utiJity industry. That poses all sorts 
of problems. / 

Senator GLENN. I am the lasi/ono who wants to overregulate, but I 
do want to control one of oUY/g'n,ps, as I see it., in the security and the 
ability of you folks to control the flow of information that you think 
is sensitive, particularly hi this area that might make it available to 
terrorists and so on. 

Mr. GILINSKY. I think we agree on that. 
Senator GLENN. Does anyone else feel there is any area you need 

legislation on to plug any of these areas that we have been dis
cussing in general terms this morning? 

A couple of questions to wincl up here. How many facilities are 
there in nonweapons states around the world that are handling HEU 
or plutoniml1? Do Y'e have figures on that from anyone? 

Mr. GILINSKY. I certainly don't have a figure available. We could 
supply for the recorrl the facilities to which we export material. 

Senator GLENN. If you would, I think that would be of interest to 
us. 

[Tho information follows:] 

11 
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FACILITIES TO WHICH THE US HAS AUTH0QIZED EyrrQTS OF HIGH-E~RICHED URAillUfl OR PLUTONlUfI SINCE 
JANUARY I, 1975. 

Reactor or 
Country Facilitv 

Austria ASTRA 

Bel gium BR-2 
Franco-Be 1ge de Fabri ca tion 

de Combustible 

Canada Bruce Generating Station 
Ncr·laster University 
NRX-NRU 
Ontario Hydro 
SlO\-/ Poke 
I-IR-1 

Chi na, Repub 1 i c 
Of(Tahlan) THOR 

Denmark 

France 

DR-3 

Ateliers de Traitment 
de L'Plutonium de 
Cadarache 

CABRI 
CERCA 
EL-3 
flagasin Central des 

I-Iatieres Fissiles 

r1ELUSINE 

Type of Faci 1 i ty 

Research Reactor 

Research Reactor 
Fabrication Facility 

POI;er Reactors 
Research Reactor 
Research Reactor 
PONer Reactor 
Research Reactor 
Research Reactor 

Research Reactor 

Research Reactor 

Conversion and Fabrication 
Fadl ity 

Research Reactor 
Fabrication Faci) ty 
Research Reactor 
Central Receiving area for 

material to be fabricated 

Research Reactor 

Seibersdorf 

MOL 

Dessel 

Tiverton, Ontario 
Hamil ton, Ontario 
Chalk River, Ontario 
Toronto, Ontario 
Toronto, Ontario 
PinaVla, Manitoba 

Hsin-Chu 

Riso 

Cadarache 

Cadarache 
Romans 
Marcoul. 

Cadarache 

Grenob 1 e 

Prepared by: 
R.Neal floore 
DIP/NRC 

Fuel 

Fuel 

Fuel Fabficatior 

Boos ter Rods 
Fuel 
Fuel 
Booster Rods 
Fuel 
Fuel 

Fuel 

Fuel 

Convers i on/ fue 1 
fabrication 

Fuel 
Fuel fabrication 
Fuel 
Receiving faci) i ty 

prior to fabrica 
tion 

Fuel 

April 18, 1978 
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Reactor or 
Country Facil ity TlEe of Facil itl ~ Use 

France OSIRIS Research Reactor Saclay Fuel 

ORPHEE Research Reactor Narcoule Fuel 

PEGASE Research Reactor Cadarache Fuel 

RAPSODIE Research Reactor Cadarache Fuel 

RHF Research Reactor Grenoble Fuel 

SILI}E Research Reactor Grenoble Fuel 

TI1ITO~1 Research Reactor Fontenay-Aux-Roses Fuel 

Germany Alkem Fabrication Facility Hanau Fuel Fabrication 

AVR Research Reactor Rhein-Westfa 1 en Fuel 

BER Research Reactor Berlin Fuel 

FRG 1 and 2 Research Reactor Geesthacht Fuel 

FRJ-2 Research Reactor Julich Fuel ~ 

FRI-I Research Reactor Garching Fuel 'l 

HOBEG Fabrication Facility Hanau Fuel Fabrication 0;, 

HOR Research Rcdctor Delft Fuel 

KNK-II Research Reactor Karlsruhe Fuel 

KFA Researr.n Reactor Julich Fuel 
~IERLlti Research Reactor Julich Fuel 

NUWI Conversion and Fabrication Hanau Fuel Fabri cat i ori 

RBU Fabrication Facility Hanau Fuel Fabrication 

THTR-300 Power Reactor Uentrop Fuel 

Italy ESSOR Research Reactor Ispra Fuel 
Cobustibili Per Reattori 

Nucleari (COREN) Fabrication Faci~ ity Saluggia Fuel Fabrication 

TRItIO PO~ler Reactor Trino Vercellese ~IOX Fuel 
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Reactor or 
Country Facil ity Type of Facil ity Loca tion ~ 
Japan El ectrotechni ca 1 Laboratory Laboratory Tokyo Fast Spectra 

~leasurement 
JRR-2 Research Reactor Toka i -flura Fuel 
JflTR Materials Test Reactor Darai Fuel 
Kyoto University Research Reactor Osaka Fuel 
Nuclear Fuel Industries Fabrication Facil ity Tokyo Fuel Fabrication 
POI-Ier Reactor and Nuclear 

Fue 1 Corporati on Fabrication Facil ity Tokai Fuel Fabrication 

Sweden R-2 Reseat'ch Reactor Studsvlk 
C;j 

Fuel "'l 
"'l 

SWi tzerl and Seznau Power Reactor Baden Fuel 

South Korea KDRR-2 Research Reactor Seoul Fuel 

United Kingdom British Nuclear Fuels Conyers ion/Fabricati on Sa hli ck-Pres ton Fuel Fabrication 

Yugoslavia Jozef Stefan Institute Research Reactor Ljubljana fuel 
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Senator GLENN. If you have information about what percentage of 
those are guarded by IAEA--

Mr. GILINSKY. The IAEA doesn't guard any of them. 
Senator GLENN. N" one of them ~ 
Mr. GILINSKY. In fact, its role in physical security is strictly an 

advisory one. 
Senator GLENN. To monitor? 
l\Ir. GILINSKY. To put out a standard for protection in this area. 

But its actiyities are really restricted to the material accounting area. 
Senator GI,ENN. This past Sunday there was an article in The 

"'Washington Post regal'ding the FBI approving an offer to sell 
weapons grade uranium. Do you have anything to report on that yet, 
l\Ir. ~Iignosa ~ That was quite an interesting article. 

1\11'. :JIIGNOSA. I re[)rl the article, and also this is in open session and 
that is a pending inve""t}gation. 

Renator GLENN. I conld have anticipated that answer. 
~Ir. ~IIGNOSA. Yes, sir. 
Senator GLENN. It is very interesting that we are getting to the 

point t11('se days "here there is enough doubt. about what is available 
around the ,,'orld that we now have offers bell1g made apparently on 
the international market. ,iTIlether valid or not we do not know, 
which I hope you determine very shortly. But that this offer was 
made of highly enriched uranium. This was 110t normal uranium or a 
light ,,'ater l't'actor. This was highly enriched uranium that sup
posedly ,yould 1)(' able to be used for making a "eapon if it was in 
fact in t'xistt'nre and could he sold. 

JUl'. KE1tR. If I might just offer somethillg for the record on that. 
The article ,vas from tht' ,Vashington Post on March 19. This ma
tt'rial supposedly anilable in Switzerland was investigated by ,Yest
inghouse and determined to be depleted uranium with a uranium-235 
content of about four-tenths of 1 percent. That is compared t6 the 
seyen-tenths of 1 percent in natural uranium. 

I also further understand that NRC has placed in their public 
documents room a copy of the ,7\Testinghonse letter reporting the above 
fact. 

Senator GLENN. Fine. Thank yon. I was not aware of that. Has 
that been made public? 

Mr. GJLIXSKY. Yes. 
[Mr. Gilinsky subsequently advised the committee that the Westing

house letter placed in the NRC public document room-PDR-was 
one dated August 12, 1977, containing a chronology of events arising 
from discussions of the uranium's possible availability for purchase, 
and not the letter mentioned by Mr. Kerr. That letter had not been 
received by NRC, henre was not placed in the PDR.] 

Senator GLENN. Fine. Thank you. 
,7\Te have covered quite a field here this morning. It is now after

noon. I do appreciate you gentlemen spending this much time with 
us. ,Ve will have additional questions, I am sure, for each one of you, 
because we have only gotten through a small percentage of the number 
of questions we had here this morning. I have tried to hit at least 
some of the different areas this morning rather than exploring into 
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the depth we would like to get into some of these areas. I would 
appreciate it if you could respond to any of the questions we might 
send in writing. "Ve will keep the record open for the normal 10 days 
and you can submit whatever your reply might be as part of the 
original committee testimony. 

I thank you very much for being here. 
The committee will stand in adjournment subject to the call of the 

chair. Thank you very much, gentlemen. 
[IVhereupon, at 12 :40 p.m., the committee adjourned.] 

27.428 0 • 78 • 25 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBlIHTTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD 

95Tl1 CONGRESS 
1ST SESSION 5.2236 

IN 'rHE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

OCTOBER 25 (legislative day, OCTOBER 21),1977 

llfr. RmrcoFF (for himself, Mr. JAVITS, ~fr. Pr:ncy, Mr. CASE, Mr. RANDOLPH, 
Mr. MOnGAN, Mr. DOLE, Mr. MELcm:n, and Mr. HELMS) introduced the 
following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on 
Go\'el'llmcntal Affairs and if and when reported to be referred jointly by 
llnnuimous consent to the. Committees on Commerce, Science, and Trans
portation allll Foreign Relations for not to exceed thirty days 

A BILL 
To effect certain reorganizationo£ the Federal Government to 

strengthen Federal programs and policies for combating in

ternational and domestic terrorism. 

1 Be 'it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Oongress asSf:mbled, 

3 SEOTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Omnibus 

4 Antiterrorism Act of 1977". 

5 SE~. 2. TABLE OF< CONTENTS.-

Sec. 1. Title. 
Sec. 2. Table of contents. 
Sec. 3. Declaration of findings. 
Sec. 4. Declaration of purposes. 
Sec. 5. Definitions. 

, 
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TITLE I-REORGANIZATION OF EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF 
'J.'IIE PRESIDENT 

Sec. 101. Establishmcnt of Council to Combat Terrodsm. 
Sec. 102. Council fUllctions. 
Sec. 103. Coullcil membership. 
Sce. 10,1,. Report on terrorist enterprises. 
Sec. 105. List Qf Countries Aiding Terrorist Enterprises. 
Sec. 106. Sanctions against countries aiding terrorist enterprises. 
Sec. 107. List of Dangerons Foreign Airports. 
Sec. 108. Sanctions against dangerous foreign: airports. 
Sec. 109. Trnn~fcr of existing functions and property. 

TITLE II-REORGANIZA'l'ION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 
STATE 

Sec. 201. Establishment of Bureau fur Combating International Terror-
ism. 

Sec. 202. Bureau fUllctions. 
Sec. 203. Priorities for negotiation of inl:el'llatiollul agreements. 
Sec. 20,1,. Implementation of Montreal Conrention. 
Sec. 205. Defense sales to indi viJ.uals, groups. 
Sec. 206. United States Munitions List. 
Sec. 207. 'J.'ransfer of existing fUllctions and property. 

'J.'ITLE III-REORGANIZATION OF TIlE DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE 

Sec. 301. Establishment of OlTice for Combating Terrorism. 
Bec. 30~. OlTice functions. 
Sec. 303. Extension of existing safety anusecurity measures. 
Sec. 30J. l\Iunuatory lise of explosi I'e taggants. 

TITLE IY-AIRCRAFT SABOTAGE AND PIRACY 

Sec. 401. Aircraft sabotage. 
Sec. 402. Aircraft pimcy. 

1 DECLARATION OF PlNDINGS 

2 SEC. 3. 1'he Oongress hereby :finds und declares thnt 

3 becuuse of the serious threat to human life, property, the 

4 'sovereign rights of United States citizens, international trade 

5 and travel, ,yhieh is posed by terrorism, coordiJ'iltion and 

6 the assignment of n. high priorit.y in the executiye branch 

7 to United States policy for combating snch terrorism is im-

8 perative. Further, the Oongress finds that a qouneil for 

9 Oombating 1'errorism (hereinafter referred to as "Oouncil") 
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1 must be established in the Executive Office of the President 

2 to assure consistency in the management of such policy, to 

3 assure an efficient resp'Jnse to emergency and crisis situa-

4 tions, and to press £01' inte1'1lational sanctions against con-
, 

5 victed terrorists. Further, the Oongress finds and declares it 

6 necessary to provide for an Assistant Secretary of State and 

7 an Assl:;tant Atto1'1ley General to assure high-level attention 

8 to activities to combat terrorism in the United States De-

9 partment of State and United States Department of Justice. 

10 Further, the Congress finds and declares that economic sanc-

11 tions should be directed at countries which harbor, aid, abet\ 

12 or assist terrorists. 

13 DEOIJARATION OF PURPOSES 

14 SEO. 4. The Congress therefore declares that the e8tab-

15 lishment of fl, Oouncil for Oombating Terrorism and the as-

16 signment or a high priority to antiterrorist policy is in the 

17 public interest to promote the welfare of Amorican citizens 

18 by assuring coordinated and effective administration of Fed-

19 eral programs and policies for combating terrorism. It is 

20 the purpose of this Act-

21 (a) to establish in the Executive Office of the Pres-

22 ident a permanent Oouncil for Combating Terrorism; 

23 (b) to establish in the Department of State a Hn-

24 rean, headed by an Assistant Secretary, to coordinate 
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1 the responsibilities of that Department for combating 

2 in terna tional terrorism; 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

.11 

.15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

(c) to establish in the Department of Justice an 

Office, headed by an Assistant Attorney General, to 

coordinate the responsibilities of that Department for 

combating terrorism; 

(d) to bring together in the new offices the responsi

bility for coordinated management of all of the antiter

rorist policies and programs; 

(e) to provide an appropriate organizational frame

work for the implementation of such programs; 

(f) to provide for effective permanent mechanisms 

for'development and implementation of a comprehensive 

national antiterrorist policy; 

(g) to assure coordinated and effective research in 

antiterrorist measures; 

(h) to improve the effectiveness of the information

gathering system regarding terrOl'ist acts and results; 

(i) to establish effective sanctions against those 

countries which harbor, aid, 01' abet intemational 

terrorists ; 

(j) to coordinate and supervise the implementa

tion of United States policy with respect to international 

acts of terrorism; 
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1 . (k) to overseo and administer the provisions of this 

2 Act; 

3 (1) to develop new initiatives which the United 

4 

5 

G 

7 

S 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

States can implement unilaterally or with other nations 

to control international acts of terrorism; 

(m) to participate in international conferences and 

negotiations on the control of international acts of ter

rOl'ism; and 

(n) to devise procedures for reacting swiftly and 

effectively to acts of terrorism that occm. 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 5. For the purposes of this Aet-

(a) "terrorism" includes but is not limited to the 

calculated use of violence or the threat of violence to 

obtain political goals ll11'ough instilling fear, intimidation, 

01' coercion. It usually involves a criminal act, often sym

bolic in nature and intended to influence an audience 

beyond the immediate victims; and 

(b) "internatio,nal terrorism" is terrorism transcend

ing national boundaries in the carrying cat o~ the act, 

the purpose of the act, the nationalities of the victims or 

the resolution of the incident. These acts are usually de

signed to attract wide publicirj to focus attention on 

the existence, cause or demands of the terrorists. 

• 
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1 TITLE I-l{EORGANIZATION OF EXECU'1'IVE 

2 OFFICE 0]' THE PHESIDENT 

3 EST.ABLIS~,f1\IENT OJ!' COUNCIL TO COlIIBAT TEHRORISl\I 

4 SEO. 101. There is hereby established in the Executive 

5 Office of the President an entity to be known as the Council 

6 to Combat Terrorism (hereinafter referred to as the "Coun-

7 cil"). The Cotmcil shall be headed by, and its activities shall 

8 be administered tmder the supervision and direction of, the 

9 Assistant to the President for National Security Afl'airs. 

10 COUNCIL I~UNCTIONS 

11 SEC. 102. '1'he Council sha11-

12 (a) assist the President in the implementation of 

13 tl,iS Act and shall provide staff support and assistance 

14 in the preparation of the Lists required by sections 105 

15 and 107. 

16 (b) consider the most effective means by which to 

17 combat terrorism in the United States and abroad; 

18 (c) serve as the lead group in establishing pro-

19 cedures to insure that the United States Government 

20 can take appropriate action in response to acts of tCl'-

21 rorism which directly 01' indirectly affect United States 

22 citizens; 

23 (d) coordinate, among the Government agencies, 

24 ongoing activity lor the prevention of terrorism, includ-

25 ing the collection of ,vorldwide intelligence, the physi-
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] cal protection of United States personnel and installa-

2 tions abroad, and foreign diplomats and diplomatic in-

3 stullations in the United States; 

4 (e) evaluate all such programs and activities and, 

5 where necessary, recommend methods for increasing the 

6 effeetiveness of their implementation; and 

7 (f) make recommomlationl' to the Director of the 

8 Office of :Management and Budget concerning proposed 

9 funding of such programs. 

10 COUNCIL l\IEMBERSIIIP 

11 SEC. 103. The Council shall consist of the following 

12 individuals: 

13 (1) the Assistant to the President for National 

14 Security Affairs; 

15 (2) the Secretary of State; 

16 (3) the Secretary of the Treasury; 

17 (4) tho Secretary of Defense; 

18 (5) the Attorney General; 

19 ( 6) the Secretary of Transportation; 

20 (7) the United States Ambassador to the United 

21 Nations; 

22 (8) the Director of Central Intelligence; 

23 (9) the Assistant to the President for Domestic 

24: Affairs; 
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1 (10) the Director of the Federal Bureau of 1n-

2 vestigation; 

3 or their delegates, and any additional members which thc 

4: Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs may 

5 determine are necessary. 

6 REPORT ON TERRORIST ENTERPRISES 

7 SE~. lO4. (a) In the event of an act of terrorism which 

8 affects or involves citizens of the United States, the Presi-

9 dent shall submit to Oongress an unclassified report regard-

10 ing such act of terrorism within forty-five days following the 

11 commencement of such act. 

12 (b) Such report shall include, but not be limited to, 

13 the following information-

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

2:/. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(1) the identity of any individual, entity, group, 

andlor organization responsible for, or implicated in, the 

commission of s_uch-act: 

(2) the identity of any country rcspol1si-ble for, -or 

which may have wiIlfulI,r .contributed to, aided, abetted, 

facilitated, or assisted the planning, execution, or com

mission of such act, or which grants safe havcn- or Sanc

tuary from proseontion to the perpetl'fftOl'S of such Il-otj 

(3) a description of the activities, actions, and 

involvement of each individual, entity, group, organiza. 

tion, and country described ill paragraphs (1) and (2); 

( 4) the names of any countries the Preside:(\ t has 
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1 added to the Ilist of Oountries Aiding Terrorist Enter-

2 prisea (LOOATE) establishecl pursuant to section 105, 

3 and the reasons for the inclusion of each country on 

4 the List; and 

5 (5) if any country described in paragraph. (2) IS 

6 not already on tho List of Oountries Aiding 'fel'l'o1'ist 

ri Entorprises (JJOOATE) established pursuant to see-

S tion 105 and is not described in paragraph (4), the 

9 reaflons that country has not heen added to thc List. 

10 (0) When tho disclosure of information required in sec-

n tion 104 (n) ·would directly threntcn the safety of all info1'111-

]2 ant or confidential f'ourcc or seriously compromise a eoycrt 

13 information gathering program or source of information, tho 

H information lllay be withheld from the unclassified report. 

15 Such information shall instead he reported in rlassified forlll 

16 to the Senate and House Intelligence Committees. 

17 UST OF COUN'l'RTES AlDING TER']WRTST BNTERPJUSES 

]8 SEC. 105. (a) Within sixty days after enactment. of 

19 this Act tho President shall prepare and suhmit to Congress 

20 a List of Countries Aiding Terrorist Enterprises (LOOATR). 

21 (h) The I;OOATE shall contain names of countries. 

22 which have been found to have willfully contributecl to, aided, 

23 ahetted, facilitated, or assisted in the planning, execution, 

24 01' commif;sion of any act of terrorifnn which tlffects 01' in-

25 volves citizens of thc United Stat('s, 01' which grunt!': safe 
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1 haven or sanctuary from prosecution to the perpetrators of 

2 such act, and the reasons for inclusion of each country on 

3 the list. 

4 (e) After the s~lbmission of the first LOCATE (required 

5 by subsection (a)), the development of the LOCATE shall 

6 be based on information submitted to Congress as required 

7 by section 104 of this Act. 

8 (d) At the time the report required by section 10-1 is 

9 submitted to Congress, the President, based upon the informa-

10 tion in the report, shall add the names of any countries to 

11 the LOCATE which he finds to 11(we willfully cOlltrilmted to, 

12 aided, abetted, facilitated, or aSllisted in tIle l)lnnning, exeCll-

13 tion, or commission of any act of terrori::;m or which gmnts 

14: safe haven or sanctLU1.l'Y from prosecution to the perpetrators 

15 of any sllch act which affects or iuvolves citizens of the 

16 United States. 

17 (e) Within thirty days after the submission of the report 

18 required by section 104, either HOllse of Congress may pass 

19 a resolution adding the name of [), country to the LOCATE 

20 which that Honse of Congress believes willfully contributecl 

21 to, aided, ahetted, facilitated, or assisted in the planning', 

22 execution, or commission of an act of terrorism (described 

23 in the report) which affects or involves citizens of the United 

24 States 01' which grunts safe haven or sanctunry from l)1'ose-

25 cution to the perpetrators of slIch act. The nmne of that 
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1 country shall be added to the LOOATE thirty days after 

2 the approval of 'such a resolution unless prior to that time 

3 the other House of Congress passes a resolution disapprov-

4 ing the addition of that country's name to the LOCATE. 

(5 (f) The LOCATE shall be reyie\yed periodically by 

6 the President. After a country has been on the List for a 

7 period of at least one year, the President may ,submit to 

8 Congress "A Request of Removal," which shall constitute 

9 a request to remove that coulltry's name from the list. Such 

10 a request shall be accompanied by the reasons for such 

11 request. 

12 (g) The name of a country contained in "A Request 

13 of Removal" shall be removed from the LOOATE thirty 

14 days after the submission of that Request to the Congress 

15 unless either Honse of Congress by resolution disapproves 

16 that Request. 

17 SANCTIONS AGAINST COUNTRIES .AIDING TERRORIST 

18 ENTERPRISES 

19 SEC. 106. (a) Within thirty days of the listing of any 

20 country on the List (LOCATE), the President shall impose' 

21 sanctions against each such country including, but not 

22 limited to-

23 (1) issuance of a declaration that the country is 

24 "dangerous for United States citizens to travel to or re-

25 side in" ; 

J 
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1 (2) suspension of all di.rect cOIumercial air l-:cr\'ice 

2 between the country and the United States, including aU 

3 direct flights by the country's own carriers, third party 

4 carriers, and United States carrien;; 

5 (3) RUf:pellRioll of all indirC(~t flights hctweC'1l the 

6 country and the Unitcd Statc~ hy hoth the (,ollntry'~ 0\\'1\ 

7 carriers and Unitpel Stntcs carricr:;; 

8 (4) refusal of admittance into lhe United StateR 

[) to any pcrsoll who has traveled to or through a cOllntry 

10 on the J.100A'l.'B, unless (i) hiR paRsport contahlR It 

11 yiRa iSfmed by a third country ill thc third country and 

12 Oi) such visa was issued aftel' thr date of his departlll'e 

13 from the country on the List; 

14 (5) refusal of permisRion to permit the deplaning of 

15 haggage belonging to a 11erson Vi'110 has traveled to 01' 

16 through a coun tryon the J.JOOA'l'E unleRR the haggago 

17 suhsequently 11m; been thoroughly cxamined in a third 

18 country not on the J.100ATE; 

19 (6) refusal of permiRsion for the landing of flny 

20 11lano if it has landed in flny country on tho LOCATE 

21. unless the plane Ruhf(oqnontly hm; hecn Rcrviccd aml 

22 thoroughly iw;pceted in a third conn try IlOt on thc 

23 LOOATE; 

24 (7) inspection of all froight and 111flil thflt hflR como 

25 from or pll~~ca through a conntry on the IJOOATE; 
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J (8) l'efll~nl to grant ncw export li('emc:-: for the 

2 sale or transfer of items coutaillcd 011 the UlIitrd ~tHte~ 

3 l\Iunitions IlisL to IU1Y eOlllltl',Y Oil [he LOCATg, illdud-

4 iug gOYerlllllCllt-to-go"Cl'llIlll'llt and ('oIl1uwl'eial lntll~nt'-

5 tions; aml 

G (9) the refll~al to grant new export lil'(']l~l'~ for the 

7 sale or tmusfcr of allY uuclear equipment, materials 01' 

8 tecllllology to any couutry ou the LOOATE. 

9 (b) Within thirty days after a country is added to 

10 the List (LOOATE), the Prcsideut ~hall l'on~jdcr thc jili

n position of sanctiolls (in additioll to those automatically ill1-

12 posed by 8ub~ectioll (a)) aguimt any country Oll the 

13 LOOATE, inl'lLHling but not limited to suspension or eur-

14 tailment of trade, and sllspeusion or curtailment of the ~hip-

15 mcnt of Hpare or replacement part." and training, ill (,Ol1nec-

16 tion with military aud l'olllmereinl purchases. 

17 LIST OF JLI..N(:]~Hon) FOImwx .,I..IHl'Ol{'l'S 

18 ~m', 107. (n) The l)re~idl'llt i~ l't'lluired to prt'pnre and 

19 submit to COllgl'e);s, one hundred aml eighty days after enact-

20 llH'nt of this .\l't, 11 Li~t of J)nngt'rolls :Forcign Ail'port~. 

21 (b) An airport ~hall be considered dangerous aml, 

22 therefore, included Oil the List of Dallgerous Foreign ~\"ir-

23 pOl't~, if the airport i~ llot a!' "aft' (l!' an airport whieh lllt'et::; 

24 the' minimum r llite'~l f::\tntes ~nfety criteria a~ csttlblished by 

25 title +9, rnitcd States Coele. 
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1 (c) The List of Dangerous Foreign Airports shall in-

2 elude, but not be limited to, the following': 

3 

4 

(1) a list of airports, country by country, which 

are found to be dangerons pursuant to snbsection (b); 

5 (2) a descri.rtioll of the safety and security de.fi-

6 ciencies of eneh airport on the list. 

7 (el) Tho List of Dangerons Foreign Airports shall be 

8 ol)en for 1Hlhlic ins1)('ction. 

9 (e) When over tho Pre:,;iucnt filllls that a foreign COllU-

10 try has pllrposely obstructed the collection of infonnation 

11 required to be gathered pllrSllnnt to this section, he shall 

12 snbmit snch information to the Congress at the time of tho 

13 snbmission of the List of Dungerons :IToreigll Airports, and 

H shall add the name or that country to the list. 

15 (f) Tho Prcsident sllal! periodically review und revise 
I. 

16 the Lillt of Dangerolls l!'orcign Ail'lJOl'ts. 

17 sAxc'rro:xs AGAIXS'J: D.\.XllEROUB FOIlEW:X AIHl'OHl'B 

18 SEC. 108. '''ithin thirty days of the listing of ally nil'-

19 port 011 the List of DHngcrolls lforcigli Airports, the Pl'csi-

20 dent shall illlpose sanctions against each airport Incllldiug', 

21 but not limited to-

22 (1) sllspension of all dircct commercial ail' service 

23 between that airport and the "C"nited States, including 

24 nlldil'ect flights by the country's own ca1'l'icl's, third 

25 party carriers, ana United States cal'1'iers; 

-- --- ---------------
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1 (2) suspension of all indirect flights 1etween that 

2 airport amI the Uuited Stutes 1y 10th the carriers of the 

3 country in which the airport is located and "'Cnited States 

4 ~urriers; and 

5 (3) refusal of permj~sioll for the landing of any 

6 l)lane if it has landed in that airport unless the l)lanc 

7 subsequently has been servicCLI lind thoroughly inspected 

8 at any airport not on the list of dangerous airports. 

9 'rRANSFER OF EXISTING FUNCTIONS AND PROPERTY 

10 SEC. 109. There are hereby transferred to and vested 

11 in the Council all functions and authorities, personnel, prop-

12 m;ty, and records vested in the Cabinet Committee to Com-

13 bat Terrorism, and its working group. 

l-j. 'l'I'l'LE II-HEORGANIZATION OF 1'IIE 

15 DEPAlt'rMEN'l' OJ!' STA'rE 

16 ESTABLISllMEN'r OF BUllEAU FOl~ CO:i\IB.A!rING 

17 INTERNATIONAL TEHHomSl\! 

18 SEC. 201. (a) 'rhere is hereby established in the De-

19 partment of State a :Bureau for Combating International 

20 Terrorism (hereinafter referred to as the "Bureau"), which 

21 shall be headed by an Assistant Secretary of State, appointed 

22 by the President, by and \vith the advice and consent of the 

23 Senate. 

!<l:l: (b) Section 5315 (22) of title 5, United States Code, 

J 
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1 is amended by l:ih'ikillg out "( 11)" nud iUl:iel'tillg in lien 

2 thereof" (12) ". 

3 BUUEAU l"UNC'l'IONS 

4 SEC. 202. The Burcall :-;llall-

5 (a) coordinate, supel'Yise, and insure the cflideut 

(:i management, implcl1Ientution, aud devclopmcnt of all 

7 antiterrorist policies, programs, and activitics of the De-

S partment of State; 

D (b) work olosely with the Oouncil to UOlllbat ~'cr-

10 rorislll, in assisting that Oouncil ill thc perforlllancc of 

11 its functions; and 

12 (c) assist the Prcsidcnt in thc illlplclllcutatioll of 

13 section 203 and the other provisions of 1hi8 Act. 

14 PRIORITIES l"OR NEGOTIA'flON OI!' l~'fERNA'flOX~\'L 

15 AGREEl'rmN1'S 

16 SEC. 203. (a) '1'llc hesideut is hercuy urged to gcek 

17 international agrce.ment to assure morc c!Icctiyc illtC1'lll1tiolllll 

18 cooperation in c(1~l}l>ating te.,l'rOl'islll. 

19 (b) Hig'h priority in ,the nogotiatioll of sllell ngl'cc-

20 . mcnts should be givcn to agrccmcnts ",ltil'll illcitlde, hut 

21 which need not be limitCtl to thc following: 

22 (1) establishment of a permanent international 

23 working group, including suhgroup,; on topics such as 

2'1 law enforcement, intelligence sharing, and crisis mau-

27-428 0 - 78 - 26 
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1 agement, which would comLat intel'llatiollal terrorislll 

2 by-

3 (A) prollloting' intcl'lIationnl coop('ration among 

4 countries; aud 

5 (B) developiHg Hew lIlcthod~, procedurcs, nml 

6 standards to combat international terrorism; 

7 (~) e::;tltbli~lllllt'nt of sanetious to ns:;urc cOlllpli-

S IUlCO with-

9 (1\.) the COllYl'utioll for the tiupprcssioll of l'n-

10 lawful ticizurc of Aircraft (the Hngne, ])ccclllher 

11 16, 1970) ; 

12 (B) the CouventiOIl for the tiuppressioll of Un-

1:l lawful .A('ts Against the tiafcty of Civil ~\'\'iatioll 

14 (Montreul, S<'ptellllll'r 2:.3, 1971) ; and 
\ 

15 (0) the Oon veution 011 the Prevention nud 

16 Puuishment of Crillles Agnillst Iuterllationally 1)1'0-

17 tected Persons, Including Diplomatic Agents (New 

18 York, December 1-1,197:.3) ; 

19 (3) cstalllisllluellt of iutc1'1lntiouallcgal l'C(luire-

20 mcnts topl'ohibit and punish the net or taking hostages, 

21 and 

22 (4) the strei1gthenillg of uuclear nonproliferation 

23 efforts by-

(A) the establislllllent of physical secll1'ity 
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1 st.audards for nuclear materiuls and facilities, illclud-

2 ing internutiollal shipmellts i 

3 (B) the incorporation of standards developed 

4 in suhparagraph (A) luto X ew Agreel1l('uts for Co-

B operation; 

G (0) the eKtablishmcnt of an information ex-

7 c1l11nge systrlll hrtwern signatory nations iuvolYillg 

8 techniral, adlJlillistrntiYe, and illtelligence iuforma-

l) tioa relating"to physical St'curity; und 

10 (D) the establislllYlrnt of guidelines by an intrr-

11 national agency or organiziltion for contingency 

12 I)laus for action by signatory nations in the event 

13 or theft of nudear matrl'ials. 

14 IiIll'I.ElIIENTA1'ION OI!' lIION1'UEAL CONVEN1'ION 

15 SEC" 204. 1'he J>resideut shall dcvcloI) stlJ.udul'dH uncI 

16 programs to insure the full implementation of Lhe provisions 

17 of the Oonvention for the Suppression of Unlawful Act:; 

18 Against the Safety of Oivil A viation C~Iolltreal, September 

19 23, 1971) . 

20 DEFENSE SALES TO INDIVIDUALS, GROUl'S 

21 SEC. 205, (a) No 'sale, credit, 01' guarantee shall be 

22 made or extended or shull any export license be issued by 

23 the United States with respect to any defense article or 

24 defense service for any individual, group, 01' organization 

25 without the specific prior approval of the President. 
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1 (b) No such sale, credit, guarantee, 01' license lllay be 

2 made, extended, 01' issued, as the case may be, with respect 

3 to any defense article 01' service for any country lIDlcss such 

4 country shall hayc agreed not to transfer title to, 01' 1)08ses-

5 sion of, such defensc article 01' defense sClTice to any other 

6 individual, group, 01' organization. 

7 UNI'l'ED STA'l'ES ~IUNI'l'IONS LIST 

8 SEC. 206. The rre~ident shall include the names of all 

9 types of explosives on the United States :Munitions lJist (22 

10 U.S.O. 2278) . 

11 TR.t.iNSFER. OF EXISTING }'UKCTlONS AND PROPEHTY 

1~ SEC. 207. There are here1)y transferred to and vested in 

13 the Bureau all functions and authorities, personnel, prol)erty, 

14 andl'ecords 110W yosted in the present Office for Oombating 

15 lutcmational Tt'l'l'()ri~lll ('stahlislictl 1)y the Sccretary of 

16 State. 

17 l'I1'LE III-HEOIWANIZA'rION OJr THE 

18 DEPAItTMENT OF JUS'rrOE 

19 ES'l'.ABLISIDIENT OF OFFICE FOl~ CO:lIB..iTING TERHoms~r 

20 SEC. 301. (a) l'hc1'e is hereby established in the De-

21 parhnont of Justice an Office£or Oombating l'errorisll1, which 

22 shall be headed by an Assistant Attorney General, appointed 

23 by the Prcsident, by and with the advice and consent of the 

24 Senate. 

25 (b) Section 5315 (19) of title 5, United States Oode, 
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1 i~ amended by ~trikillg Oll t " (U)" and by iUHortillg' in lieu 

2 thereof i' (10) ". 

3 OFFICE l<UNC'fIONS 

4 SlW. 302. 1'he Office shull-

5 (a) coordinate, sllpelTise, and illSlll'e the efIiciell t 

6 nUlllagement, implementation, and development of ull 

7 antiterrorist policies, prograllls, and acti \'itieH uf the 

8 Department of Justice; anel 

9 (b) \vork closely with the Council to Combat Tcr-

10 rorism, in assistillg that Counoil in the pel'i'Ol'lllanl'e or 

11 its functions. 

12 EX'rENSION 01!' EXISTlNG SA1!'E'£Y AND SECUJUTY lIfEASeHES 

13 SEC. 303. The President shall extend cxi);ting safety 

14 and security requirements of title 49, United Stales COlk to 

15 supplemental means of ail' tram;pol'tatioll, foreign 01' domestic. 

16 including the charter operations of regularly Rchcc1uletl ail'-

17 lines, commuter services regulated by Civil Acronautics 

18 Board, and other regularly scheduled interstate or iutra-

19 state passenger operations; am1 to any airport in the Ullitcd 

20 States serving aircraft subject to the above provisions. 

21 :UIANDATORY USE OF EXl'LOS1YE TAGGAN1'S 

22 SEO. 304. No explosive may be imported, manufactured, 

23 or exported unless such explosive contains i(lentification anc1 

24: detection taggants. Such taggants must identify the source 
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1 and time of manufactlU'e of that eXlllosive, regardles~ of 

2 whether snch explosive has been detonated und permit the 

3 detection of concealed explosives. 

4· The Prl'sident shall i~::;l1e regulations to implement this 

;) prO\'i:-:ioll to the maxilllum extl'nt pO:-1sihle under existing-

6 tedlllologY:-1o that the tagg-unts will provide mnximnm ll~-

7 sistanee to law cnforcement ageneies in locating, identifying, 

8 nnd pro;<ct'nting indiyidnnls illegally utilizing such explo-

9 siye>:. rrhe Prcsident shall periodically.review llnd revise the 

10 rl'glllntion~ to tnke into aCt'ount illlprf)yell1cnt~ in taggant 

11 tl'dll1ology. 

12 '1'I'l'IJE IY-"\IRCR~\F'l' SABOT.\GE AND PIRACY 

13 AIRCHAF'r SABOTAGE 

J4 REC. 401. (a) Sec·tion 31 of title 18, United States 

15 Uocle, is llmenc1ecl-

16 (a) by striking on t "Civil Aeronautics Act of 

17 ] 9:38" and in~r.rting ill lil'1l thl'reof the words "Federal 

18 ihintion Act of 1958"; und 

19 (b) hy adding rrt the md of the first pamgrnph 

20 thl']'('of the following t\"vo pnl'ugl'llphs: 

21 " 'In night' m('UnR Ull~' time from the moment all the 

22 e,l(,l'I1ul door!'; of an ail'(,1'llft ure closcd following embal'ka-

23 tion I1ntil the mon1C'nt when :my slIch door if; o}1enecl for 

!l·1 di:-1('llIh:11'kfitioll. III thc ('nRC of n fOl'('ed landing the flight 

I 

J 
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1 shall be deemed to continue until competent authorities take 

2 over the responsibility for the aircraft and the persons and 

3 property aboard. 

4 "'In service' means any time from the beginning of 

5 preflight preparation of the aircraft uy grouncl persollnel or 

6 by the crew for a f1pecific flight mitil bventy ... four hours 

7 after any landing; the period of service shall, in any e.,,-ent, 

8 extend for the entire period during which the aircraft is in 

9 flight.". 

10 (b) Section 32, title 18, United States Code, is amended 

11 to read as follows: 

12 "§ 32. Destruction of aircraft or aircraft facilities 

13 "-Whoever willfully sets fire to, damages, destroys, dis-

14 ables, or interferes with the operation of, or makes unsuitable 

15 for use any civil aircraft used, operated, or employecl in inter-

16 state, overseas, or foreign air commerce, or willfully places 

17 a destructive substance in, upon, or in proximity to any such 

18 aircraft which is likely to damage, clestroy, 01' disable any 

19 such aircraft, or any part or other material used, or intenclcd 

20 to be used, in connection with the operation of such aircraft, 

21 or willfully sets fire to, clamages, clestroys, or disables any air 

22 navigation facility, or interferes with the operation of snch air 

23 navigation facility, if any such act is likely to endanger the 

24 safety -of uny such aircraft in flight; or 

25 "Whoever, with intent to damage, destroy, or disable any 
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1 such aircraft, willfully sets fire to, damages, destroys, or 

2 disables or p1aces a destructive substance in, upon, or in the 

3 pro~imity of any appliance, structure, ramp, landing area" 

4 property, machine, or apparatus, or any facility, or other 

5 matel~al used, or intended to be used, in connection with the 

6 operation, maintenance, or loading or unloading or storage 

7 of any snch aircraft or any cargo carriell or intended to be 

8 carried on any snch aircraft; or 

9 "\\'hoever willfully performs an act of violence against or 

10 incapacitates any passenger or member or the crew of any 

11 snch aircraft if such act of violence or incapacitation is likely 

12 to endanger the safety of such aircraft in service; or 

13 "Whoever communicates in:formation, which he knows 

14 to be false, thereby endangering the safety of any such air-

15 craft while in flight; or 

16 "Whoever willfully attempts to do any of the aforesaid 

17 acts-shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned 

18 not more than twenty years, or both.". 

19 (c) Chapter 2, title Hi, United States Code, is amended 

20 by adding immediately after section 32 the following: 

21 "§ 32A. Offenses in violation of the Convention for the 

22 Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the 

23 Safety of Civil Aviation 

24 "(a) "Whoever commits an offense as defined in subsec-

25 tion (b), against or on board an aircraft registered in a coun-

\ 
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1 try other than the United States and is afterward fonnd in 

2 the United States-

3 shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not 

4 more than twenty years, or both. 

5 " (b) For purposes of this section, a person commits an 

6 'offense' when he willfully-

7 " (1) performs an act of violence against a person on 

8 hoard an aircwft in flight if snch act is likely to endanger 

9 the safety of such aircraft; or 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

CI (2) destroys an aircraft in :;clTice or causeR dnm

age to such nll aircraft which rrudcrs such nilcraft in

capable of flight or which is likely to endanger the safety 

ill flight of snch aircraft; or 

" (3) places or cauilcs to he l)laccd on an aircraft in 

service, by any means whatsoever, a device or substance 

which is likcly to deRtroy snch aircraft, or to canRe snch 

damage as to render such aircraft ineal)able of flight, 

or to canse such damage as is likely to endanger the 

safety in flight of such aircraft; or 

"(4) attempts to commit, or iR an accomplice of a 

person who commits or attempts to commit, an olfcme 

nnder this subsection.". 

(el) The analysis of chapter 2 of title 18, United StateR 
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1 Oode, isamcnded by inserting betwcen items 32 ancl 33 

2 the following new item: 

"32A. Offenses in violation of the Convention for the Suppression of 
. Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation.". 

3 ( e) Section 101 (34) (el) of the Federal Aviation Act 

4 of 1958, as amended, is amcndecl as follows: 

5 (a) by striking out "or" at the end of subclause (i) ; 

6 (b) by striking {Jut "and" at the end of subclause 

7 (ii) and inserting in lieu thereof "or"; and 

8 ( c) by adding at the end thereof the following: 

9 "(iii) regarding which an offense as defined in 

10 subsections (el) and (e) of the first section of article 

11 1 of the Convention for the Suppression of Un-

12 In wfuI Acts Against the Safety of Oivil Aviation, 

13 done at :1Uontreal on Septcmber 23, 1971, is com-

14 mitted, if such aircraft lands in the United States 

15 with an alleged offender on board; and". 

16 (f) Section 902 (k) of the Federal Aviation Act of 

17 1958, as amended, is flUther amended by adding at the end 

18 thereof the following: 

19 

20 

"(3) Whoever while aboard an aircraft in the 

special aircraft jurisdiction of the United States commits 

an act which would be an offense lUlder section 32 of 
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1 title 18, United States Oode, shall be punished as pro-

2 vided therein.". 

3 (g) Ohapter 2 of title 18, United States Oode, is 

4 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 

5 section: 

6 "§ 3"6. Imparting or conveying threats 

7 "Whoever imparts or conveys, or causes to be imparted 

8 or conveyed, any threat to do an act which would be a felony 

9 punishable under section 32 or 33 of this chapter or section 

10 1992 of chapter 97 or section 2275 of chapter 111 of this 

11 title with an apparent determination and will to carry the 

12 threat into execution, shall be fined not more than $5,000 

13 or implisoned not more than five years, or both.". 

14 (h) The analysis of chapter 2 of title 18, United States 

15 Oode, is amended by adding at the end thereof the following 

J6 new item: 

"36. Imparting or conveying threats.". 

17 AIRORAFT PIRAOY 

18 SEo.402. (a) Section 901 of the Federai Aviation Act 

19 of 1958 is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-

20 ing new subsections: 

21 " (c ) Whoever imparts or conveys, or causes to be im-

22 parted or conveyed, false information, knowing the in-

23 formation to be false, concerning an attemp.t or alleged at-

24 tempt being made or to be made, to do any act which would 
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1 be a crime prohibited by subsection (i), (j), (k), or (1) 

2 of section 902, shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more 

3 than $1,000 which shall be recoverable in a civil proceed-

4 ing brought in the name of the United States. 

5 " (d) Except for law enforcement officers of any mu

G nicipal or State government,or the Federal Government, 

7 who are authorized or required within their official capaoities 

8 to carry arms, or exoept for other persons who may be so 

9 authorized, under regulations issued by the Administrator, 

10 whoever, while aboard, or while attempthlg to board, any 

11 airoraft in, or intended for operation in, air transportation 

12 or intrastate air transportation, has on or about his person 

13 or his property a concealed deadly or dangerous weapon, 

14 . which is, or would be, aocessible to suoh person in flight 

15 shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more than $1,000 

16 which shall be reooverable in a civil proceeding brought in 

17 the name of the United States.". 

18 (b) Subsection (a) of seotion 1395 of title 28, United 

19 States Oode, is amended by inserting before the period at 

20 the end of such subseotion a oomma and the following: "and 

21 in any proceeding to recover a oivil penalty under seotion 

22 35 (a) of title 18, United States Oode, or seotions 901 (c) 

23 or (d) of the Federal Aviation Aot of 1958, all prooess 

24 against any defendant or witness,otherwise not authorized 

25 under the Federal Rules ofOivil Procedure, may be served 
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1 in any judicial district of the United States upon an ex parte 

2 order fo1' good cause shown". 

3 ( c) Section 902 (m) of the Federal Aviation Act of 

4 1958 is amended to read as follows: 

5 "FALSE INFORMATION AND THREATS 

6 "(m) (1) Whoever willfully and maliciously, or with 

7 reckless disregard for the safety of human life, imparts or 

8 conveys, or causes to be imparted or conveyed, false informa-

9 tion knowing the information to be false, concerning an 

10 attempt or alleged attempt being made or to be made, to do 

11 any act which would be a felony punishable under subsection 

12 (i), (j), or (1) (2) of this section, shall be fined not more 

13 than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both. 

14 "(2) Whoever imparts or conveys, or causes to be 

15 imparted or conveyed, any threat to do an act which would 

16 be a felony punishable under subsection (i), (j), 01' (1) (2) 

17 of this s~ction, with an apparent determination and will to 

18 carry the threat into execution, shall be fined not more than 

19 $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.". 

20 (d) The analysis of section 902 (m) of the Federal 

21 Aviation Act of 1958 is amended by adding <land threats" 

22 immediately aftcl' "information". 
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1 (e) Section 903 (b) (1) of the Federal Aviation Act of 

2 1958 is amended by striking out "Such" at the beginning of 

3 the second sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "Except 

4 with respect to civil penalties under section 901 (c) and (d) 

5 of this title, such". 
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PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATllS OJ! THE 95 th CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION 

Vol. 123 WASHINGTON, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1977 No. 172 

Senate 
By Mr. RIBICOFF (for himself, 

Mr. JAVITS, Mr. PERCY, Mr. CASE. 
Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. MORCAN, Mr. 
HELMS,. Mr. MELCHER. and Mr. 
DoLE) : 

S. 2236. A bill to effect certain reorga
nization of the Federal Government to 
strengthen Federal programs and pOlicies 
:for combating international and domestic 
terrorism; to the Committee on Govern
mental Mairs; and, if and when re
ported, to the Committee on Foreign 
Relations for not to exceed 30 days. 

ANTI-TERRORISl\1 ACT 

Mr. RffiICOF'F'. Mr. President, today I 
introduce the Anti-Terroriszp Act. This 
legislation will use diplomatic initiatives 
and strong sanctions to encourage all na
tions to work together to combat inter
national terrorist acts such as airline 
hija~king. 

In recent years terrorism has increas
Ingly become a fact of life. Between 1968 
a.nd the end at 1975, there were 913 inter
national and transnational terrorist in
cidents directly affecting U.S. citizens, 
corporations, or institutions. 

Terrorism cannot be considered a series 
ot isolated incidents. Those who wage it 
are fi~htlng ,m ongoing war. To remain 
org&.tlized, unprepared, or unable to deal 
effectively with the wide range of terror
ist l.ncidents would be to compromise our 
security. 

The United states and other nations 
must develop effective and ,comprehensive 
policies for dealing with the constant 
threat of terrorism. For our Part, we have 
not done all that we can do. A CIA re
search paper dated April 1976 concluded 
that the risk and success rate in com
mitting a terrorist act, based on 63 major 
kidnapping operations executed between 
early 1968 and late 1974 are the follow
ing' 

Eighty-seven percent probability of ac
tually seizing hostages; 

Seventy-nine percent chance that all 
members of the terrorist team would 
escape punishment or deatll; 

Sixty-seven percent chancl'! that if 
concessions to the principal demands 
were rejected. all or virtually aU members 
of the terrorist team could still es~e 
&l.iveby ~oing underground, acceptUlg 

safe passage in l~eu of their original de
man·ds, or surrendering to a sympathetic 
goyemment; and 

Virtually a 100-perceli.t probabihty of 
gaining major publiCity. 

Of 127 terrorist attempts to seize a.1r
craft between March 1968 and early July 
1974, only a dozen were unsuccessful. Of 
the remaining incidents, fewer than 10 
are kno\'m to have ended in the death or 
imprisonment of the terrorists. 

In recent years businessmen haVe in
creasingly found themselves to be vul
nerable targets for terrorists. The tragic 
events in West Germany dUring the past 
few days are only the most recent re
minder. In th.e last few years terrorism 
has increasingly Involved new and more 
dangerous weapons and technologies. 
Would-be terrorists have twice been ap
prehended near airport runways with 
heat-sePJtlng missiles capable of bring
ing down a 747 aircraft. 

There is no easy solution to the prob
lem of terrorism. It is impossible to de
fend totally against crimes of a random 
nature. We must, however, take every 
reasonable precaution and develop an 
effective capab11ity· to deal with terror
ist acts before, dUring, and after they 
are committed. Legislation should only 
be one part of the development of an 
effective policy for combating terrorism. 
We need to upgrade the fight on. terror
ism as a national priority. The bill I am 
introducing sets out some ideas for ac
tion which the United states has not 
taken but should take. By introduciDg 
legislation now, 1 hope to establish both 
the framework and a schedule for long-
overdue action. • 
. This bill will upgrade the existing of
fice for combating terrorism in the 
State Department and will establish a 
comparable Office In the Department of 
Justice. These two Offices would handle 
day·to-day aspects of terrorism, state on 
the International side and Justice do
mestically. They would be headed by an 
Assistant Secretary of State and by an 
Assistant Attorney General. 
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The present interagency "working 
group" for combating terrorism would 
be upgraded and relocated In the Exec
utive Office of the President. The inter
agency group would be chaired by the 
Director of the National Security 
Council. 

Th.l' bill would identify and impose 
sanctions against countries which aid or 
abet individuals or groups which commit 
terrorist acts. Using both public infor
mation and intell!gence the President 
would be requli-ed to develop and main
tain a public llst of countries which aid 
or abet international terrorism. Proce
dures are established by the bilI to allow 
both the President and the Congress to 
add or delete names of countries from the 
list. Terrorism depends to a large extent 
on the support and assistance of various 
governments. In fact, the role some 
countries play In assisting terrorists is 
well known. stU!, most people do not 
know the extent to. which governments 
aid or abet international terrorism. 
Libya, for example, serves as the main 
training center In the Middle East for 
international terrorism. Libya supplies 
terrorists with forged passports, cash, 
documents, contacts, weapons, and 
training bases. Sometimes transportation 
is provided, and often safe haven is given 
after commission of a terrorist act. 

In July 1976 I asked the Library of 
Congress to prepare a report on coun
tries which aid and abet international 
terrorism. That report read In part: 

Specialists on terrorism otten cite the fol
lowing countries as supporting terrorists 
actlvltles by supplying armies and money, 
giving asylum, allowing terrorists to train on 
their territories, etc: the Soviet, Union. 
Ohlna, North Korea, CUbll, Libya, Algeria, 
Syria, the Peoples DemocratiC Republic of 
Yemen, Iraq, Lebanon, Tanzanlll, CUligo 
(srSZZllvl!1e) and Zaire. 

Countries that aid or abet terrorism 
are outlaws. The United States should 
stand up and identify these countries. 
The United States should take the lead 
In recognizing and condemning coun
:tries that promote terrorism. 

Once a country is Included on the list 
of those that aid or abet international 
terrorism, the following sanctions would 
be imposed against it: 

The President would be required to 
declare the country dangerous for 
Americans to travel to or live In; 

All commercial air service between the 
country and the United states would be 
suspended; . 

Passengers, baggage, and aircraft 
which have recently been In a country 
on the list would not be allowed to enter 
the United states unless they had been 
thoroughly searched in a third country; 

All persons and all freight or mall 
coming from a country on the list would 
be lIubject to carefL1l inspection before 
being allowed Into the United states. 

No export licenses would be granted 
for the sale of Items on the munitions 
list to these countries; 

The sale or transfer of nuclear faclll
ties, material or technology to any coun
try on the list would be prohibited. 

The President would be requir(ld to 
develop and maintain a publlc Hst of 
foreign airports, ports and other public 
faclllties which are dangerous and un
safe for use by Americans. The list would 
Include all foreign faclllties which are 
less safe or secure than comparable 
facilities subject to safety and security 
standards in the United states. 

In addition to the names of the vari
ous foreign faclllties, an accounting of 
their specific safety and security de
ficiencies would be required. If a foreign 
country were to reiuse to allow an accu
rate assessment to be made, the facility 
would be presumed to be dangerous and 
unsafe for use by Americans and would 
be included in the list. Flights originat
Ing in the United states would be banned 
to airports on the dangerous list until 
these airports conform to the security 
requirements in this legislation. 

Priorities for negotiating international 
agreements on the control of terrorism 
would be established by the legislation. 
The major areas In which the United 
States should seek International agree
ment include: 

Creation of a permanent International 
working group to combat terrorism. The 
purpose of the group would be to pro
mote International cooperation and co
ordination in dealing with International 
terrorism: 

Sanctions to enforce compliance by 
signatories with the 1970 Hague Conven
tion for the Suppression of Unlawful 
Seizure of Aircrafts; the Mont,real Con
vention for the Suppression of Unlawful 
Acts Against the Safety of Civil Air
crafts; and the Convention on the Pre
vention and Punishment of Crimes 
Against Internationally Protected Per
sons, includinll Diplomatic Agents; 

Making the taking of hostages a crime 
under international law; 

Establishment of safety standards for 
U.S. nuclear exports, supplies, technol
ogy, and fuels and the establishment of a 
formal mechanism to deal with physical 
safety and protection of nuclear facill
ties and materials. 

The blll Includes a series of legislative 
proposals to improve the ability of the 
United States to combat and control In
ternatlonal terrorism domestically. The 
proposals include: 

Implementation of the Montreal Con
vention for the Suppression of Unlawful 
Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aircraft; 

Extension of existing safety and secu
rity requirements for regularly scheduled 
large commercial aircraft to charters 
and other scheduled interstate and intra
state passenger operations; 

I 
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Extension of existing safety and secu
rity requirements to U.S. airports served 
by these aircraft; 

Extension ot existing safety and secu
rity requirements to include charters by 
foreign airlines servicing the Unltea 
States; 

Prohibition of the sale or transfer of 
arms or munitions by the United States 
to any nonstate groups or IndiViduals 
without speciftc approval ot the Presi
dent; 

Prohibition of the transfer of arms 
obtained from the United' States by an
other country to any nonstate groups or 
individuals; 

All explosives manufactured in or 
brought Into t.he United States would be 
required to have both identification and 
detection taggants. To the extent possi
ble, the taggants should make possible 
the detection of concealed explosives 
prior to detonation and the identlfica. 
tlon of the souree and time of manufac
ture, either before or after a detonation, 

SUMMARY 
TITLE r 

A f)ouncll to Combat Ter~orlsm (the 
"Council") would be established In th" Ex
ecutive Omce of the President. The Council 
would be headed by the Asslst,ant to. the 
President tor National Security AffaIrs. The 
council WOUld: 1) coordinate and supervise 
tbe implementation of- U.S. poUcy with 
respect to acts of terrorism. 2) oversee and 
admlnlster the provisions of this Act and the 

mechanisms It creates, and 3) develop new 
Initiatives which the United States can 
Implement unllateraUy or with other nations 
to control International acts of terrorism. 

The functions and authority of the present 
Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism and 
Its Working Group would be transterrecl to 
theCouneU. 

A meehanlsm would be estabUshed to 
Identity and Impose sanctions on countries 
that aid or abet Individuals Qr groups which 
commit International acts of terrorism. 

The President would be required to Inquire 
Into the eommlsslon at all acts of Interna
tional terrorism affecting or Involving U.S. 
citizens, property or Interests by every means 
available to Identify In,lIvlduals. groups, 
organizations or countries responsible tor or 
Implicated In the commls~lon ot such acts. 
The Prseldent would be required to report 
his findings 'to 'the Congress In unclassified 
fortn within 45 days of the terrorist act, 

Detalls concerning the Identity of Individ
ualS, groups or organizations. or the nature 
of their Involvement, could be excluded from 
the unclassUled report only' If publication 
would directly threaten the satety of an In
formant or seriously compromise a confiden
tial source of Information. In such cases. a 
complete report would be given to the Intel
ligence Oversight Committees while the 
names of countries Involved and any other 
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Informlftlon that could be Included would be 
reported In uncllll!8lfied torm to the tu11 
Congress. 

Based on all available dats, Including In
telligence Information. the President would 
be required to develop and maintain a public 
llst, of countries that aid or abet Interna
tional terrorism. 

An explanation of his reasons for Including 
each country on the list would be required. 
By passing" simple resolution, either House 
of Congress could Include on the list any 
country Implicated by any Presldentlal.ln
qulry (It the other Rouse of Congress does 
not disagree within 30 days) . 

Arter a. country has been on tbe list tor 
one year, the President would review Its 
standing. It he recommends tbat a eountry 
be taken olf the list. either Rouse ot Con
gress could pass a sCmple resolution of dis
approval within 30 le~lslatlve lIays, and keep 
the country on this list tor another yenr. 

Within thirty days after a. country Is added 
to the list, the Presldont would be required 
to consIder Imposing In addition to th08e 
sanctIons automatically Imposed by statute, 
other appropriate sanctions such as the sus
pension or cUl'taUment of trade, and the 
silipment ot spare or roplacement parts and 
training, In connection with mlUtsry and 
commerclo.l purchases. 

Once a country Is Included on the llst 
of those that aId or abet International tel'
rorlsm, the foUowlng. sane>tlons would be 
automatlcaUy Imposed against It: 

(A) The President would be required to 
,<leclare tho country "dangerous for Ameri
cans to travel to or live In.'' 

,(B) All commercial air service between 
the country on tho list and the United States 
would be suspended. This ban would pro
hibit direct filghts by the country's own 
carriers, third party carriers, and U.S. car
rlors. It would also bar Indirect filghts be
tween tho country and the U.S. by both the 
country's own carriers and U.S. carriers. 

(C) No passenger who has t.ravelled to or 
through a. country on the list, or whose 
journey originated In such a. eountry, would 
be allowed to enter tho United States unless 
his passport eontalns a. visa Issued (1) by a 
third country In the third country. (2) after 
the date Of his departure from a country 
on tho list. ' 

(D) No plano would be allowed to unload 
In th~ Ulllted States It It Is carrying any 
baggage, Including checkijrt and transit bag
gage, associated' WitO )lily plISsenger referred 
to hi (C) abo"e ",nless the haggage has been 
thoroughly searched In the course of the 
procedures required for such pllSsengers In 
(C) above. 

(E) No plane would be given permission 
to land In the United states If It has landed 
In any country on the list until It hIlS j)een 
thoroughly serviced and Inspected In a third 
country. 

(F) AU persons, and aU freight or mall that 
havo come trom or plISSed through a country 
on tho list within a year of tbe time at wblch 
entry Into the United States Is sought, would 
be subjected to tborough Inspection before 
being aUowed to enter the U.S. 
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(0) No export licenses would be granted 
tor the sale or transfer of Items contained on 
the munitions list to any country on the list. 
This would apply to government-to-govern
men t and commercial transactions. 

(H) The sale or transfer ot any nuclear 
tacllltles, materIal or technology to any 
country on the I1st would be prohibited. 

The President would be required to deter
mine which foreign airports are less safe or 
secu..,c than comparable faclllties subject to 
U.S. safety and security standards In the 
United States. In making his determination, 
the President would be required to take Into 
account al1 available data and any Informa
tion obtained through relevant or necessary 
satety and security Inspections. 

Based on his findings, the President would 
be required to develop and update at regular 
Intervals a public list at foreign airports 
Which are dangerous and unsafe for use by 
Americans. The list would Include all foreign 
faclllties which are less safe or secure than 
comparable fac11ltles which are subject to 
U.S. safety and security stBlldards In the 
United States. The list would Include, In ad
dition to the mimes of the various foreign 
facllltles, an accounting ot their specUlc 
sl\!ety and security deficiencies. The Presi
dent would be required to transmit the Ini
tial list to the Congress In unclassified torm 
within 180 days at enactment at the legis
lation. 

If an accurate assessment of the safety or 
security of a foreign taclllty Is purposely ob
structed by the actions of the foreign country 
In which the faclllty Is located, or It that 
torelgn country refuses to allow an accurata 
assessment to be made, the torelgn taclllty 
Involved would automatically be considered 
dangerous and unsl\!e tor use by Americans 
and would be Included on the list. 

On an airport Is Included on the list ot 
dangerous torelgn airports, the tollowlng 
sanctions would be automatically Imposed 
against It: 

(1) All commercial air service be~ween the 
airport on the list and the Unltad States 
would be suspended. This ban would pro
hibit direct filghts by the airlines ot the 
country where the airport Is located as well 
M direct filgh ts by third party carriers and 
U.S. carriers. The ban would also cover In
dlreot filghts between that airport and the 
United States by both carriers at the country 
where the airport Is located and U.S. cax:rlers; 
and 

(2) No plane would be given permission to 
land In the United States It the plane has 
landed In an airport on the list unless the 
plane has sub!equently been thoroughly 
inspected at an airport not on the. List of 
Dangerous Foreign Airports. 

TITLE II 

A ne.w Bureau for Combating International 
Terrorism Is created In the Department ot 
State. The Bureau would be headed by 1m 
AsslstBllt Secretary ot State.' The Bureau 
would coordinate and supervise Interna
tional efforts by the United States to combat 
terrorism. 

Priorities for the negotiation ot Interna
tional agreements on the control of Inter
national acts ot terrorism and s1mllar acts ot 
political violence would be established by 
resolution. The major areas In which the 
United States should seek International 
agreement Include: 

(A) Creation ot a permanent International 
working group to combat terrorism. The pur
pose of the group would be to promote Inter
nn tlonal cooperation In dealing with In ter
national and transnational terrorism, to 
harmonize national standards and to develop 
new methods. procedures and standards to 
control terrorism. The permanent working 
((roup should Include sub-groups to deal with 
different areas such as Intelllgence sharing 
and crisis managements. 

(B) Sanctions to enforce compliance by 
signatories wU,h the 1970 Hague Convention 
for the Suppression ot Unlawful Seizure ot 
Alrcratt; the Montreal Convention tor the 
Suppression of UnlaWful Acts Against the 
Safety ot Civil Aircraft: and the Convention 
on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes 
Against Internationally Protectad Persons, 
Including Diplomatic Agents. 

(C) Prosecution of known or suspected 
terrorists or the extradition only to other 
nations for prosecution. 'I1he agreement 
would bar slgnatorle. from granting known 
or suspected terrorists sate haven. The 
agreement could be patterned after the 
European Convention on the Suppression ot 
Terrorism, ;which requires signatories to "ex:
tradl te or punish" tarrorlsts. 

(D) Making the taking ot hostages a 
crime under International law. 

eE) The establl.hment of physical security 
standards for nuclear materials and facili
ties, Including International shipments; the 
Incorporation of such Atandards Into New 
Agreements for Cooperation; the estabUsh
ment of an Information exchange system 
between olglVltory nations InvQlvlng tech
nical, administrative, and Intelligence In
formation relating to phy.lcal security; and 
the establlshment ot gulliellnes tor contin
gency plans for action by signatory nations 
In the event ot theft of nuclear materials, 
by an International agency or organization. 

The tollowlng additional actions to Im
prove our ability to combat and control In
ternational acts ot terrorism would be 
mandated: 

(1) Implementing of the Montreal Con
vention tor the Suppression of Unlawful Acts 
against the Satety ot Civil Alrcratt. 

(2) Prohibition ot the .ale or transfer ot 
arms or munitions by th,& United State. to 
any non-state groups or Individuals without 
expllclt approval trom the President In ad
varice of any such sale at transfer. 

(3) Prohibition ot the transfer by another 
country to any non-state groups or Indlvld
u'als of arms or munitions obtained trom the 
United States. 

(4) Requiring that all types at explosives 
be put on the U.S. Munitions List. 

TrrLE III 

An Office for Combating Terrorls~ would 
be established In the Department of Jus
tice to coordinate law enforcemen·t efforts 
against domestic and International terror
Ism. The Office would be headed by Bll As
sistant Attorney General. 

This title would also mandate: 
(1) Extension ot existing satety and se

curity requirements for regularly schedUled 
large commercial aircraft to supplemental 
transportation Including charter operations 
by scheduled airlines, CAB regulatad com~ 
muter servlees and other scheduled Inter
state or Intrastate plIoIllIenger operations. 
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(2) Extension of existing safety and se. 
curlty requirements to 'all U,S. airports 
served by the various classes of aircraft In· 
cluded in (1) al?ove. 

(3) ExtensIon of existing safety and se· 
curity requirements for regularly scheduled 
serv1~e by foreign carriers aervicim: the 
United States to charter operations of for· 
eign carriers servicing the U.S. 

(4) Requiring that all explosives manu
factured In or brought into the United 
States have both Identification and detec
tion taggants, To the extent allowed by ex
isting and future technology. the required 
taggants should make possible the detection 
of concealed explosives prior to detonation 
and the Identification of the source and time 
of manufacture either before or after a. 
detonation. 

TITLE v 
This title con~alns the statutory· provi

sions needed to Implement the Convention 
for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against 
the Safety of Civil Aviation signed In Mon
treal on September 23, 1971. 

OCTOBER 24, 1977. 
STATEMENT BY J. J. O'DONNELL, P1\ESlDENT, 

Am LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION, !DURING 
JOINT PRESS CONFERENCE' 'WITH SENATOR 
ABRAHAM A. RmICoFF 
I am pleased and honored to share with 

Senator Riblcoff the announcement of his 
proposed legislation of an Anti-International 
Terrorist Act. 

Representing the 30,000 members of Air 
Line Pilots Associ!lltlon, I enthusiastlcs,lly 
support Senator Rlbicoff's legislation that 
calls for severe economiC, polltlcal, and social 
sanctions on those nations that aid and a.bet 
Individuals ot' groups which commit Inter
national acts of all' piracy. 

I applaud the initiative of Senator Rlbicoff 
In development of this timely and strong 
legislation that provides swift and necessary 
action for an Important f).ud growing inter
national political problem. Its need is obviouS 
following the events of the past week. 

The world cannot a.nd must not tolerate 
air piracy any longer. 
~ ----[Due to mechanical limitations. the 

hijacking list will appear in a sub
sequent edition of the RECORD.) 

Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Omnibus 
Anti-Terrorism Act of 1977 be referred 
to the Committee on Governmental 
Ail'airs, and that when the bill is reported 
by the Committee on Govet'l1mentat 
Ail'airs, it be referred to the Committee 
on Foreign Relations for a period not to 
exceed 30 days. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 
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STATEMENT OF LISBETH KAMBORIAN GODLEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGISLATIVE POLICY, INDUSTRY AND TRADE 

ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Introduction and Background 

I am delighted to appear before this Committee to 

discuss the activities of the Department of Commerce in 

response to the growing problem of terrorism. 

In August 1976 the Department of Commerce, at the 

request of the Chairman of the Working Group of the 

President's Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism, undertook 

to help American companies deal with terrorism as it affects 

their operations at home and abroad. This initiative was' 

prompted by an increasing number of terrorist attacks against 

business, and by the need of the business community for 

coordinated government assistance to meet this threat. 

Explanation of Current DOC Program 

In November 1976 the Department of Commerce established 

a small unit on terrorism within the Domestic and International 

Business Administration, now known as the Industry and Trade 

Administration. The Commerce unit in attempting to improve 

the business community's ability to deal with terrorism --

responds to specific inquiries and requests for information, 

acts as the point of contact between business and other 

Federal agencies dealing with terrorism, and arranges back-

ground briefings and conferences on the problem for businessmen. 

-
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Currently, the Commerce unit gives priority to the 

development of country profiles, which include the following 

information: 

o the potential terrorist threat in specific 

countries 

o chronologies of past terrorist incidents in those 

countries 

o the policies and attitudes toward terrorism by 

local authorities 

o data on the socio-economic environment in those 

countries and their laws pertaining to acts of 

terrorism 

Over 200 multinational corporations have contacted the 

Commerce unit for assistance. During calendar year 1977 

this unit received and processed approximately 900 requests. 

Most of these have been assessments of the current threat in 

those countries where terrorism is most prevalent. Examples 

of other assistance we have provided include: 

o crisis,Management Techniques 

- for examp~.e, one compa,lY with extensive foreign 

operations, established a Crisis Management team 

to deal with acts of terrorism against that 

company. Commerce was asked to critique their plans. 
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o Incident analysis 

- after the assassination of an executive of an 

Ame~ican corporation in Northern Ireland last 

February, several firms asked if the incident 

constituted the beginning of a terrorist 

campaign directed against American enterprises 

o Analysis of the psychological effects of terrorism 

on victims and victimized companies 

_ several inquiries have been received on how to 

minimize the stress of an'executive's kidnapping 

on his family, and how to assist the victim, his 

family and his company during the readjustment 

period 

o Techniques for protecting highly vulnerable 

executives 

- in response to scores of inquiries, we have 

suggested precautions for businessmen travelling 

or working abroad 

o Statistical compilations and incident chronologies 

- this type of information is used to show 

intensity and trends of t.errorist activities 

In addition, Commerce ,has been asked on a number of 

occasions by industry to sponsor orientations, symposia, and 

conferences on terrorism for businessmen and their depen~ents. 

Based on our experience over the past 14 months in responding 
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to these requests, we have concluded that the business 

community ought to develop its own programs using information 

collected by government agencies. We now are exploring how 

best to share this knowledge and information with them. We 

will be coordinating these efforts with the Working Group 

of the NSC Special Coordination Committee. 

Until Commerce established its unit there was no central 

point of contact in government for companies to obtain 

information on terrorism. Our experience has underscored 

the need in government for an information clearinghouse. In 

our opinion, the need for these services has been demonstrated 

by the steady increase in inquiries during the past year. 

Current Authority to Im~ose Export Controls 
to Preve~t Internat~onal Terrorism 

Another important function I would.like to mention at 

this time is the statutory responsibilities of the Secretary 

of Commerce under the Export Administration Act of 1969, as 

amended. 

Section 3(8) of this Act sets forth U.S. policy with 

respect to the use of export controls to encourage other 

countries to take immediate steps' to prevent the use of their 

territory or resources to aid persons involved in acts of 

international terrorism. That section directs the President 

to make every reasonable effort to secure the removal or 
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reduction of such assistance to international terrorists 

through international cooperation and agreement before 

resorting to the imposition of export controls. The 

President's authority to secure international cooperation in 

this area has been delegated to the Secretary of State. The 

actual imposition of export controls to achieve this policy 

is the responsibility of the Secretary of Commerce. 

Comments on S. 2236 

The Department of Commerce endorses the general intent 

of the "Omnibus Anti-Terrorism Act of 1977," to enable the 

United States to deal more effectively with terrorism. 

However, we believe that the recent establishment of the new 

NSC Special Coordination Committee Working Group makes the 

Council to Combat Terrorism as proposed in Title I of S. 2236 

unnecessary. On the other hand, if such a Council is 

established, we strongly recommend adding the Secretary of 

Commerce to its membership. 

The Department of Commerce is a member of the NSC Special 

Coordination Committee's Working Group on Terrorism. We 

have found that this inter-agency Working Group is especially 

useful as a forum for exchanging information and ideas and 

for expediting coordination between agencies. 

Further, Section l06(b) of Title I is of particular 

interest to Commerce. We support the general concept of 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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imposing sanctions, but believe that the Export Administration 

Act of 1969, obviates the need for additional legislation in 

this area. The present law already provides for the possible 

imposition of export controls to combat other countries' 

support of terrorism. Moreover, Section 3(8) of that law, 

allowing the President to make other efforts before the 

imposition of export controls, reflects- an awareness of the 

need for seeking multilateral coordination before resorting 

to unilateral action. 

Conclusion 

In closing, I believe that the Department of Commerce has 

been responsive to business needs and is making a contribution 

to combatting terrorism. I do, however, want to reiterate 

that there continues to be a need for government assistance 

and that the Department will do whatever it can to help the 

business community cope with this growing and serious problem. 

That concludes my testimony. I will be glad to answer 

any questions. 

----- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
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STATEtlENT ON S. 2236, 'tHE m1NIBUS ANTITERROR.ISM ACT OF 

1977, BEFORE THE SENATE CmlllITTEE atl GOVERt1MF.NTAL 

AFFAIRS, JANUARY 27, 1978 

'John F. Murphy 

Professor of Law 

University of Kansas 

School of Law 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before 

this Committee today to give my views on S.2236, the Omnibus 

Antiterrorism Act of 1977. As one who has himself attempted 

to cope with the problem'of terrorism, I also appreciate the 

importance that sponsors of this bill have assigned to efforts 

to prevent,and punish these criminal acts which violate 

fundamental human rights and which constitute a serious threat 

to democratic principles and to minimal ~orld order. 

I believe the Committee has a copy of the Report on 

"Legal Aspects of International Terrorism,"* which was submitted 

to the Department of State on September 1, 1977. Professor 

Alona E. Evans and I ,served as editors of and contributors to 

this Report. Because of the Report's length, and in an effort 

to focus ,discussion on the.Report, Professor Evans and I have 

prepared a paper, "Legal Aspects of International Terrorism: 

The Trees and the Fores t:' which gives our indi v.idual views as 
/ ' 

/ 

*"Legal Aspects of International Terrorism," a Study prepared 
for the Department of State bya Working Group of the American 
Society of International Law and edited by Alona A. Evans and 
John F. l1urphy (Spetember 1, 197J). 
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to those conclusions andArecornmendations of the. Report we regard 

as especially worthy of consideration. With the permission of 

the Chairman, and for the record, I would like to submit this 

paper along with my statement. 

Because of its length and the complexity of the subject 

it addresses; 8.2236 does not lend itself easily to concise 

comment. Let me attempt such comment, however, by focusing on 

those provisions of the bill which appear especially meritorious 

or which raise possible problems the Committee may wish to 

consider. 

High Priority and Reorganization of the 
Executive Branch to Combat Terrorism 

1 agree emphatically with the finding of the bill that "the 

assignment of a high priority in the executive branch to United 

States policy for combatting such terrorism is imperative." 

Frankly, it has been my impression, as well as the impression 

of many more familiar with the inner workings of government 

than 1, that at least in the recent past the executive branch 

has assigned a low priority to combatting terrorism and that 

the attention of high ranking officials to this problem has 

been limited to ad hoc reactions to individual incidents as 

they arise. To be sure, g?vernment officials now assure us 

that this high level inattention is a thing of the past; that 

U.S. policy is no longer merely reactive and involves long range 

planning. However, one may be. permitted a measure of skepticism. 

To implement its intent that efforts to combat terrorism 

be given a high priority in the executive branch, the bill would 
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require a substantial reorganization of the Executive Office 

of the President, the Department of State and the Department 

of Justice. I am informed that the executive branch opposes 

such reorganization on the ground that existing structure is 

adequate. Since I am not an expert en public administration, 

I will refrain from expressing an opinion ,as to the cor~ectness 

of this assertion. I would suggest, however, that the Committee 

may wish to examine this issue closely. The executive branch 

also opposed reorganization of the Department of State in the 

human rights area on the ground that the existing structure 

was adequate. I It may therefore be useful for the Committee 

to review the effectiveness of the institutional,arrangements 

for human rights and to explore whether 'experience in that 

area may hold lessons for the proper institutional approach 

to terrorism. 

Defining Terrorism 

Section 5 of the bill attempts to do what the world community 

(as well as scholars in the field) has consistently failed to 

do: define terrorism. In United Nations deliberations on the 

problem, the aphorism, "One man's terrorisni is another man's 

heroism," has prevailed. For its part Congress in previous 

legislation2 has cleclined to define terrorism, and Representative 

Holf£ has susgested that " ... in the end, I fear that the 

definitions of inrernational terrorism are similar to Supreme 

Court Justice Potter Stewart's comment on obscenity when he 

said 'I know it when I s'ee it'''. 3 
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Nonetheless, it may be useful to attempt at least a 

rudimentary definition of terrorism for purposes of this bill, 

as long as it does not purport to be exhaustive. In this 

regard, it is noteworthy that Section 5(a) of the bill contains 

the key language "includes but is not limited to," in order 

to indicate that the scope of the following definition is not 

intended to be exhaustive. 

It also is noteworthy that the definition of terrori~m in 

the bill, although intended to describe "criminal" acts, would 

not be the basis for criminal liability under United States 

law. If it were, the inherent vagueness of the concept of 

terrorism might create constitutional problems. At any rate 

I favor the view that the term "terrorism" should not be 

employed in United States criminal law and that the subject 

should be approached in terms of identifying actors, targets 

and circumstances which should give rise to criminal liability. 

This is the approach taken to date by United States federal 

criminal law with respect to targets deemed vital to inter

national intercourse, such as aircraft and diplomats. 4 

As presently drafted, the definition of terrorism in Section 5 

is somewhat imprecise. To note the missing preciseness is 

easier than to supply it. ,But at a minimum the definition 

should specify that, for purposes of the bill, the acts covered 

are those of individuals and not those of countries, in order 

to ensure that sb-called state terrorism. is not included within 

the scope of the definition. State terrorism is a singularly 

ambiguous term and refers to actions by countries which constitute 
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violations of international human rights and the laws of war. 

These actions are~est dealt with by laws relating specifically 

to human rights and armed conflict. 

Another important element of any definition of terrorism, 

which distinguishes it from such common crimes as murder, 

assault, kidnapping or hijacking, is the goal of the terrorist, 

namely, to damage the interests of or obtain concessions from a 

country or international organization. Thus, for example, the 

hijackers of the Lufthansa airplane to l1ogadishu, Somalia 

demanded that the Federal Republic of German pay a ransom of 

fifteen million dollars and arrange for the release of eleven 

political prisoners from West German jails and two from Turkish 

jails. The immediate or instrumental targets of the terrorists 

were the airplane and its passengers. But the primary target 

was the Hest German Government whose interests the terrorists 

sought to damage,and from whom they sought concessions. 

Similarly, terrorist kidnapping of an American businessman 

and a de~nd for ransom directed to the business of which the 

victim is an employee involves the victim and the firm as 

immediate or instrumental targets and the government of the 

host country and that of the United States as primary targets, 

since a primary goal of thfi terrorists is to damage the interests 

of the host country and those of the United States by undermining 

the business climate in the host country and by obtaining funds 

to finance resolution against the government in power. 

In a specific instance of terrorism, the instrumental and 

primary targets may be the same. Examples would be the' 

assasination of a government official or the bombing of a 

government building '" .. 
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Hence, with some trepidation, I would suggest that 

paragraph (a) of Section 5 of the bill be revispJ so as to 

read: 

(a) "terrorism" includes but is not limited to 
the intentional use of violence or the threat 
of violence by private persons in order to 
damage the interests of or obtain concessions 
from a government or international organiza
tion through instilling fear, intimidation or 
coercion; and ' 

Paragraph (b) of Section 5 also attempts a task the world 

community (as well as scholars) have failed to accomplish: 

to distinguish "international" from "domestic" terrorism. 

As it stands, "international terrorism" is imprecise because 

it is used most often to refer to the acts of individuals 

rather than to the actions of countries or government officials. 

As a result, some have employed the term "transnational 

terrorism" when referring to the acts of individuals who Clre 

not controlled by a sovereign nation. 

In any event, at a minimum, international terrorism 

involves the interests of more than one country. This 

international dimension may be supplied by the location of the 

terrorist conduct; the political objectives of the terrorists: 

the nationalities of the terrorists and their victims; the 

nature of the targets (~, aircraft or diplomats); or the 

flight of a terrorist across international boundaries. 

Accordingly, again with trepidation, I would suggest a 

revision of paragraph (b) along the following lines: 
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(b) "international terrorism" is terrorism 
transcending national boundaries and 
involving the interests of more than one 
country. The international dimension of 
terrorism may be f9und by reference to the 
following factors: the place(s) where the 
terrorist act(s) occurs; the political 
qbjectives of the te~roris~s: the nationalities 
of the terrorists and o'f their victims; the 
nature of targets chosen; and the flight of 
a terrorist across international boundaries. 

In its present form, Section 5 omits one very important 

definition, namely, that of '''aiding and abetting" as this 

concept applies to governmental support of terrorism. These 

terms are subject to varying definitions under United States 

criminal law, and their scope for purposes of this bill should 

be clarified. Defined and applied expansively, these terms 

could cast a wide net. For example" Saudi Arabia furnishes 

substantial financial support to the Palestine Liberation 

Organization, some of whose members have engaged in terrorist 

acts. I assume that most if not all would agree, however, that 

Saudi Arabia should not therefore be classified under this bill 

as aiding and abetting terrorism. 

Thus, for purposes of this bill, aiding, abetting or 

facilitating terrorism should be defined narro\qly to cover 

only those countries which intentionally and directly contribute 

to terrorism. Examples wo~ld be furnishing arms with the 

intention and expectation that they I%uld be used in terrorist 

acts; recruiting and training persons for terrorism; planning 

and assistingl~m'the e~cution' of terrorism; and providing , 
safe-haven and sanctuary from prosecution for terrorists. 
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In order to accomplish this, a new paragraph (c) along 

the following lines might be added to Section S: 

(c) "aiding, abet,ting, facilitating, or 
otherwise as,s'isting terrorism" is 
limited to the intentional commission of 
the following acts: furnishing arms to 
private persons wi'th the expectation that 
they will be used {or terrorism; recruiting 
and training persons for terrorism; 
planning and assisting in the execution of 
terrorism; and providing safe-haven or 
sanctuary from prosecution to the perpetrators 
of terrorist acts. 

Report on Terrorist Enterprise's and List of 
Countries Aiding Terrorist Enterprises 

In my opinion, Section 104's requirement that the President 

submit a report to Congress regarding an act of terrorism 

involving citizens of the United States is especially 

meritorious. As a general matter, I strongly favor maximizing 

informational interchange between Congress and the executive 

branch in the conduct of foreign policy,S and terrorism is an 

area where the "need to know," of both Congress and the public, 

is substantial. Such reports from the President I~ould be 

particularly useful in cases where the executive branch's 

handling of an incident was controversial. 

To this same end I favor Section lOS's requirement that the 

President prepare and subm}t to Congress a List of Countries 

Aiding Terrorist Enterprises (LOCATE). Hare emphasis should 

be placed on pointing out those countries supporting terrorist 

activities in that this would serve both to educate the public 

further about the problem of terrorism and to bring the pressure 

.. J 27-428 0 - 76 - 26 
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of publicity to bear against the governments of those countries 

which fall into this category. 

I would sugge&t certain revisions in paragraphs (e), (f) 

and (g) of Section 105. With respect to paragraph (e), I 

believe that the name of a country should not be added to the 

LOCATE over the objection of the executive branch unless both 

Houses of Congress pass a resolution to this effect. 

Presumably this kind of conflict between Congress and the 

executive branch would seldom arise, but if it did, it would 

likely involve a situation where the executive branch believed 

that adding a country's name to the list would interfere with 

delica~e negotiations currently in progress with that country. 

In such a situation, at a minimum, a majority vote of both 

Houses should be required to override the President's wishes. 

In paragraph (f) there appears to be no sound reason for 

requiring a country's name to be on the list for a y~ar before 

the President can request its removal. Anytime a country has 

indicated to the President's satisfaction that it has ceased 

its support for terrorism, the President should be able to 

request removal from the list. 

As to paragrarh (g), in line with my comments on paragraph 

(e). I would suggest that ~he President's request for removal 

of a country's name from the list be acted upon favorably 

unless both Houses of Congress by resolution disapprove that 

request. 
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Sanctions Against Countries Aiding 
Terrorist Enterprises 

Section 106, with its provisions for sanctions against 

countries aiding terrorist enterprises, is likely to be 

highly controversial. Most controversial will be paragraph (a) 

of Section 106, under which the-President would be required 

to impose automatically sanctions against any country listed 

on the LOCATE. In my opinion, this would be highly undersirable. 

It is useful to consider a tentative list of countries 

against which these sanctions--including, most particularly, 

the suspension of commercial air service--I~ould automatically 

be imposed. At a minimum the list would probably include such 

Communist countries as the Soviet Union, East Germany, 

Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Romania, the People's Republic of 

China, North Vietnam, North Korea, and Cuba, as well as sud\ 

non-Communis t but "revoL.ltiOllary" countries as Algeria, Libya, 

Tanzania, Zambia, the Republi~ of the Congo (Brazzaville), 

Zaire, the Popular Democratic Republic of Y~men, Iraq, and 

Syria. 6 Brian Crozier, a British el(pert on international 

terrorism. has identified the Soviet ~nion as the greatest of 

th(! "subversive centers," i. e. I countries that provide assistance 

to subversive or terrorist groups who carry out their terrorist 

activities in other countries. I submit to the Committee that 

the application of automatic sanctions to the Soviet Union 

per Section 106 I~ould be immensely harmful to vital U'nited 

States interests. 

As this Committee is aware, legislation already exists 

that would enable the United States to impose a variety of 

------------------
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economic sanctions against countries aiding and abetting 
I 

terrorism. For example, the Antihijackinp; Act of 1974 

authorizes the President to suspend civil air traffic with 

any foreign nation that does not abide by the Convention for 

the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft (Haeue 

Convention), or that otherwise aids and abets terrorist groups, 

or with any other nation that continues to provide air service 

to a nation encouraging hijackers. 7 Also, Section 620A of the 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, requires termination 

of military and economic assistance to any country granting 

sanctuary from prosecution to terrorists unless the President 

determines that national security considerations justify the 

continuance of such aid, in vlhich case he must file a report 

with Congress stating the reasons for his decision. S Section 

115 of Public Law 95-52, the "Export Administration Amendments 

of 1977," amends Section 3 of .the Export Administration Act 

of 1969 by adding at the end thereof the following new 

paragraph: 

(8) It is the policy of the United States to 
use export controls to encourage.other 
countries to take immediate steps to prevent 
the use of their territory or resources to 
aid, encourage, or give sanctuary to those 
persons involved in directing, supporting, 
or participating in acts of international 
terrorism. To achieve this objective, the 
President shall oake every reasonable effort 
to secure the removal or reduction of such 
assistance to international terrorists 
through international cooperation and agree
ment before resorting to the imposition of 
export controls. 
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Finally, Public Law 95.-118, the Omnibus Mul tilateral 

Development Institutions Act of 197~ in Section 701(a)(2) 

and (f) requires that United States Executive Directors of 

these lending institutions oppose any loan or other form of 

financial or technical assistance to any cQuntry that offers 

sanctuary to individuals hijacking airplanes, "unless such 

assistance is directed specifically to programs \vhich serve 

the basic human needs of the citizens of such country." 

None of these provisions requires the automatic imposition 

of sanctions \·,ith no "escape clause" available to the executive 

branch. Under the Antihijacking Act and the Export Administration 

Act the executive branch has unfettered discretion to decide 

whether, and if so to what extent. to impose sanctions. In 

the case of the Foreign Assistance Act and the Omnibus Nultilateral 

Development Institutions Act, although its discretion is 

limited, the executive branch can avoid the imposition of 

sanctions if it finds the existence of certain circumstances. 

Even in the related area of human rights, legislation has 

t,Ll: provided for the automatic imposition of sanction S. 

Section 116 of the. Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, 

prohibits the provision of development assistance to any 

country that engages in a~onsistentpattern of gross violations 

of internationally recognized human 'rights, unless such 

assistance will directly benefit the needy people in such 

country. 9 Section S02B of the same Act applies to all 

"security assistance" including military aid, military training, 

sales of defense implements or services, the extension of credit 
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or loans for the purchase of weapons, and any license for the 

export of defense articles or. services: 

It is further the policy of the United States 
that, except under circumstances specified in 
this section, no security assistance may be 
provided to any country the government of which 
engages in a consistent pattern of gross violations 
of internationally recognized human rights. 10 

Reprotedly, the Administration has threatened or halted United 

States assistance to a numb e): of countries under this or other 

relevant legislation. ll Moreover, Congress on its own initiative 

has enacted legislation which has limited or eliminated assistance 

to several countries. 12 

A discussion of the human rights policy or Lhe Administration. 

including the imposition of economic sanctions, is beyond the 

scope of this statement. It is worth noting, however, that 

recent legislation in the human rights area appears to rely 

less on the sanctions approach and more on providing incentives 

for countries to improve their human rights record. For 

example, Section 70l(a) of the Omnibus l~ultilateral Developm~nt 

Institutions Act of 1977 provides that the United States 

Government shall seek to. channel the assistance of international 

lending agencies towards countries other than those that engage 

in consistent patterns of gross violations of human rights. 13 

Section lll(e) of the Inteinational Development and Food 

Assistance Act of 1977 earmarks $750,000 for studies and for 

carrying out programs and activities which will encourage 

increased adherence to civil and political rights set forth 

in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in countires 

eligible for assistance under the Act. 14 And in the 

i 
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Export-Import Bank Amendments of 1977 Congress rejected 

amendments that would have mandated the bank to deny any 

loan or financial assistance going to a country that is 

violating the basic human rights of its citizens. 15 Rather, 

the provision adopted requires the Board of Directors of 

the Bank to take into account the "observance of and respect 

for human rights in the country to receive the exports ... and 

the effect such exports may have on human rights in such 

country.,,16 

There is, of course, the crucial question whether 

unil,'lteral sanctions are useful in combatting terrorism. I 

am among those ,~ho are skeptical about such sanctions, and 

I have tried to support this view in the chapter on "State 

Self-Help and Problems of Public International Law," Volume II, 

Part III(5) of our Report. Nany of the countires that would 

be potential targe~s of these sanctions do not even maintain 

air transport relations with.the United States, and U.S. 

military and economic aid to such countries is limited or 

even absent entirely. Also, as United States experience with 

the Hickenlooper Amendment vividly demonstrates, other 

countries are likely to rea.ct strongly and negatively in 

response to United States'. attempts to impose economic sanctions 

against them. 17 

It has recently been contended that experience under the 

Hickenlooper Amendment is not apposite because that Amendment 

was designed to protect only parochial U.S. interests and to 

el.evate a predominantly U. S. view to a supposedly international 

I 
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18 norm. By way o.f contrast, the argument continues, legislative 

provisions that would impose u~ilateral economic sanctions 

against countries ai~ing terrorists are an "expression of ... a 

truly global outrage at the threat of terrorism" and serve 

"actively to advance the emerging international. norm condemning 

terrorism. ,,19 

With respect, I believe this distincLion is more apparent 

than real. While there may be a "global oll.trage at the threat 
I 

of terrorism," this is of little practical significance, 

because there is no worldwide agreement on the definition of 

terrori~m. On the contrary, many countries, probably a' 

majority, believe that individual acts of :Lnternational 

terrorism are a minor threat to human rights and minimum world 

order as compared with other threats such as state terrorism. 

As noted previously, state terrorism is a term fraught with 

ambiguity. According to the ideological viewpoint, state 

terrorism may be defined to include, among other things, 

torture, apartheid, Israeli practices on the West Bank, 

u. S. actions in Vietnam, or the excesses of General Amin. 

Because of the world community's failure to define the subject, 

one must be skeptical whether there is any "emerging inter-

national norm against terr.orism." 

It ~as been suggested further that the major benefit of 

sanctions legislation is symbolic, 1. e., "its firm underscoring 

of the U. S, 's commitment to the antiterrorism cause. ,,20 I 

would suggest that the constant efforts of the United States 

in the United Nations, the International Civil Aviation 
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Organization and other international fora, as well as in 

bilateral and multilateral negotiations, towards combatting 

international terrorism should leave no fair minded person 

or country with any doubts as to the strength of the United 

States's commitment. 

!1ore important, one may ask whether unilateral imposition by 

the United States of sanctions may appear to many countries to be 

symbolic of something other than that of leadership in the 

antiterrorism cause. To some these sanctiona may be still 

another example of the United States wielding its economic 

power against Third World countJ:itlsin order to force them 

to act as the United States dictates. The sensitivities of the 

developing countries in this area are well known. 

There seems to be general agreement that unilateral 

imposition of sanctions would h&ve little practical effectiveness, 

at least in the short term, in combatting terrorism. It is 

possible, however, that such sanctions would be worse than 

ineffective: they might be, to use a favorite State Department 

expression, "counterproductive," That is, the reaction of 

the countries against which sanctions were imposed might be 

to intensify their support for terrorism. It is North 

noting that, in the one ca~e where the Hickenlooper Amendment 

was applied, Ceylon not only refused to bow to U.S. pressure; 

it proceeded to expropriate additional assets of the very 

same companies. 2l 

This is not to say that unilateral sanctions should never 

be applied by the United States against a country aiding 
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terrorists. It is to say that such sanctions should be taken 

only as a iast resort after all other approaches have been 

exhausted. In most instances quiet and patient negotiations 

ate likely to be the most fruitful method of coping with this 

problem, as illustrated by the successful conclusion in 1973 

by the United States and Cuba of an agreement which eliminated 

Cuba as a safe~haven country for hijackers of airplanes and by 

the rec.ent willingness of Libya to allow Lufthansa security 

personnel to screen passengers and baggage boardinB there.
22 

Noreoyer, such sanctions should be imposed on an ad hoc 

basis and only after several variables have been considered. 

. These variables include, among others, the effectiveness, if 

any, of such sanctions in inducing the target country to change 

its policies; the likely effect imposition of sanctions will 

have on overall U.S. relations with the target country and 

with third party countries (will other countries rally to the 

side of the target country?); the costs of imposing such 

sanctions (~, denial of access to energy resources, 

eliminating safe-havens as a concern to terrorist:s if they 

agree to release host:ages). The problem of terrorism is 

important. It is not, however, the only, nor necessarily the 

most important, factor to pe taken into account in the decision 

making p~ocess in every instance. 

There.remains the important question of who is to make the 

final decision on whether to impose sanctions a.gainst countries 

aiding terrorists'-~the executive branch or Congress? In my 

opinion, every effort should be made to take such decisions by 
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agreement after close consultation between the executive branch 

and Congress. If, in a particular case, agreement is not 

possible, the final decision should rest with the executive 

branch, unless Congress decides to override by legislation or 

by a joint resolution. As this committee is aware, there is a 

gharp dispute--as yet unresolved by the courts--of the 

constitutionality of the so-called legislative veto,23 I 
, 

will leave it to others to argue this thorney issue. For 

my part, I \.,i11 just suggest that, as a policy matter, it 

Nould be undersirable for Congress to impose economic sanctions 

against a country aiding terrorists unless it were to do so 

by means subject to Presidential veto. Here"the Presidents 

responsibility for the overall conduct of foreign affairs 

weighs in favor of his making the decision unless two-thirds 

of both !louses vote to override. 

Let ~e take a moment to discuss the question of multilateral 

sanctions against countries aiding terrorists. I am not 

.sanguine that global efforts to\vards sanctions agains t such 

countries will be successful, especially in light of the 

dismal failure of the 1973 Conference of the International 

Civil Aviation Organization in this regard, Perhaps the 

possibility of countries wfth attitudes towards terrorism like 

that of the United States--i.e., the industrialized countries 

of ~vestern Europe and Japan--reaching agreement would be 

greater, but here too there are substantial difficulties. 

Western Europe and Japan are heavily dependent on some of the 

possible target countries (most particularly Libya) for energy 
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resources. Also, for the industri~lized countries to band 

together am! impose economic sanctions on Third 'Iorld countries 

such as Libya or Algeria might result in strong, united and 

heated response from Communist and Third \~orld countries. 

This negative reaction could have a number of undesirable 

ramifications. Irreparable damage might be done to the 

delicate negotiations now taking place between the ~nitcd 

States and the Soviet Union in the area of arms control

Equally delicate negotiations regarding the Law 6f the Sea, 

interna'tional trade, monetary affairs, and other subj ecte 

between the industrialized countries and the Third World 

also might be seriously compromised. In short, measured in 

terms of a cost/benefit ratio, a multilateral imposition of 

sanctions by the industrialized states might result in a 

situation where the costs would outweigh the possible 

benefits. Accordingly, less drastic measures of self-help 

on the part of the United States, such as the bringing of 

international claims, diplomatic protests and quiet and patient 

negotiations would seem preferable as alternative courses of 

action. 

List of and Sanctions Against Dangerous 
Foreign Airports 

The requirement of Section 107 of the bill that the President 

submit to Copgress a List of Dangerous Foreign Airports, as 

measured by compliance with minimum safety criteria established 

under the United States'Code, would ensure the availability 

to Congress and the public of important information. Under 

--~--~----~"""""" ______ aa ________________________________ __ 
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Section 108, however, thiJ list plso would serve as the basis 
i 

for automatic sanctions aglainst each unsafe airport. For 
: 

many of the reasons discuslled in the previous section of this 
I 

statement, such a provisiOlI;1 would be undesirable. 
I 

In addition, applicatit'n of Section 108 would, resul,~ in 

the imposition of sanctionsi against airports in many of our 

closest allies. In 1974, f'.or example, the FAA reported that 

18 major airports in Wester~ Europe had lax standards of 
. 2/, 

secur~ty. 

110reover, Section 108 in superfluous. Under the 

Antihijacking Act of 1974, fhe Secretary ot.: Transportation, 

with the concurrence of the ,Secretary of State, is authorized 

to suspend air service between the United States and any 

country which does not maintain and administer security 

standards that are equal to c)r above the minimum standards 

set forth in Annex 17 to the Chicago Convention on International 

Civil Aviation. lS These provisions have not been invoked to 

date, because more effective ,results can be obtained through 

negotiation and cooperative pLanning. For instance, the FAA 

has been working with foreign countrie~ to help develop 

effective security systems and to train their security 
26 personnel. The FAA also. mak~\s periodic visits to foreign 

airports in order to ensure the maintenance of effective 

security by United States air carriers. 27 This is not to 

say that the FAA is doing all it might do in this 'area. On 

the contrary our Report reconunends that the FAA should pursue 

with increased vigor its efforts to encourage the improvement 

I 
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of airport security at foreign airports. It is to suggest 

that the cooperative rather than the confrontational approach 

is likely to be the most effective in this area. 

Further, in Lhis same vein, it is sUbmitted that the 

development and enforcement of security standards for aircraft 

and aircraft facilities sh·tlUld be pursued on a bilateral, 

regional or global basis. Specifically, in the chapter on 

"Aircraft and Aviation Facilities," Volume I, Part 11(1), 

" pp. 66-67, of our Report, it is recommended that bilateral, 

regional or multilateral treaties should be concluded 

es tablishing minimum stand:lrds of security for a·'liation 

facilities and making attacks on such facilities an inter

~ational offense. A multilateral treaty might be concluded 

under the auspice::; of the international Civil Aviation 

Organization, and ICAO personnel might serve as inspection 

teams in order to implement such a treaty. 

Priorities for .!'Iegotiation of 
InternationI Agreements 

Section 203 of the bill would urge the President to seek 

international agreement on a high priority basis with respect 

to several specified subjects. Since t.his provision in no 

\~ay cQrnmands such action, there is no constitutional problem 

of intl~rference l-lith the executive branch I s prerogatives in 

the negotiation of international agreements. As to the 

subjects specified, I beli~ve that these all are important 

areas. Of special importance perhaps is the need for an 

international agreement regarding measures to combat possible 
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terrorist attacks involving nuclear facilities and materials, 

ns referred to in pnragruph (if) of Section 203. The chapter 

on "!luclear Facilities and Haterials," Volume I, Part 11(2) 

of our Report, documents the substantial need for international 

agreement in this area. 

It should be unders tood that an inte:cnational agreement 

in the areas specified by Section 203 need not necessaiily 

take the form of a treaty. In some areas, such as law enforce

ment and the gathering of intelligence, more informal 

arrangements than a treaty would be appropriate. 

Implementatir-n of Hontreal Convention and Extension 
of EXl.st:rng:ratety anil Security Measures RegarOil1g 

Aircraft and Aviation Facilities 

Section 204 and Title IV of the bill contain a variety of 

provisions \4hich would revise U. S. law an,d practice 50 as to 

bring them into accord with the reqUirements of the Convention 

for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of 

Civil Aviation (the Montreal Convention). Section 303 would 

extend existing safety and security measures beyond their 

present coverage. l1y colleague, Professor Evans, who is one 

of the "qorlG I 5 leading authorities en United States and 

int',n:national la,q and practice regarding aircraft hijacking 

and sabotage, was scheduled to testify in person, and 1 had 

planned to defer to her expertise. Unfortunately, Professor 

Evans is unable to be here today because of illness, although 

she plans to prepare' written testimony on the bill ~s soon as 

she'recovers her health. In Professor Evans' absence I will 
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attempt a few brief comments on these provisions. while urging 

the Committee to study Professor Evans' written testimony 

carefully when it becomes available . 

• Revision of United States law and practice in order to 

implement the l!ontreal Convention is a step that is long 

overdue. The Montreal Convention is an important supplement 

to the Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts 

Committed on Board Aircraft (Tokyo Convention) and the 

Convention for the'Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft 

(Hague Convention). The ~!ontreal Convention covers acts 

against aircraft in a country's domestic service, even when 

t'he e.cts take place solely within that country. if the 

offender escapes to another country. In the words of the 

head of the United States delegation to the conference which 

drafted the l10ntreal Convention: "This convention declares 

that no one who sabotages a civil aircraft--whether in domestic 

or international service--no one who places a bomb on board 

such an aircraft. no evildoer who commits violence aboard such 

an aircraft in flight. no criminal of this character shall 

ever find sanc~uary anywhere in the world ... ,,28 United States 

failure to implement this Convention at the domestic level 

has left an important gap jn enforcement mechanisms with 

respect to sabotage against aircraft and aircraft facilities. 

A problem with security measures concerning aircraft and 

aircraft facilities in the United States is that they do not reach 

General Aviation aircraft. i.e .• private charters, air taxis. 

-
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cargo carrieri, or private aircraft. Section 303 of the bill· 

would extend existing safety and security requirements to 

"supplemental means of air transportation, foreign or domestic, 

including the charter operations of regularly scheduled 

airlines, COIDnluter services regulated by [the] Civil Aeronautics 

Board, and other regularly scheduled interstate or intrastate . 
passenger operations; and to any airport in the United States 

serving aircraft subject to the above provisions." In addition, 

we would suggest that airport security programs should be 

extended to cover General Aviation at the point where general 

aircraft meet with public air facilities. An extension of 

such programs to cover all of General Aviation would seem 

precluded by cost factors. However, General Aviation operators 

should be encouraged to adapt aviation security controls to 

their fiicilities to the extent this is economically feasib'le. 

Defense Sales' to Individuals, Groups 

Section 205 of the bill would require specific' prior 

approval of the President for the sale and other transactions 

regarding any defense article or defense service to any 

individual, group or organization and would prohibit any such 

transaction with respect to a defense article or service for 

any country unless that country had agreed not to transfer 

title to or possession of a defense article or defense service 

to any other individual, group or organization. As pointed out 

by the chapter on "New Vulnerabilities and the Acquisition of 

New Weapons by Nongovernmental Groups," Volume II, Part 11(4), 

27-428 0 • 78 • ~~ 
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of our Report, the massive trade in arms provides terrorists 

with rnany opportunities to acquire sophisticated weapons. 

However, the issue of the arms trade is one that involves a 

number of complex factors besides that of potential benefit 

to terr<J~ists, and perhaps should be considered in the context 

of debates ,n international security assistance and arms 

control. 

1I0reover, I would urge the Congress, either in the context 

of this bill or in some other appropriate forum, to consider 

the recommendations for congressional' action in this area 

subr.1itted in our Report. Brian Jenkins, the co-author of these 

recommendations, who also is testifyi~g this morning, is the 

be~t person to present and elaborate upon them. 

Other Possible Legislative Actions 

A. Terrorism on the Oceans 

In the chapter on "Ocean Vessels and Offshore Structures," 

Volume I, Part 11(3), pp. 48-49, of our Report, there are a 

number 0f recor.unendations for revision of the U.S. Code so as 

to fill various jurisdictional lacunae that currently exist 

with respect to possible terrorist attacks on ocean vessels or 

offshore structures. In order to limit the length of this 

already too lengthy statement, I will not summarize these 

recommendations here. It should be noted, however, that 

completion of these rcvic.icns of legislation ':·]ould 

help the Department of state to negotiate' bilateral or 

multilateral treaties requiring either extradition or prosecution 
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for those criminal acts committed on or against vessels or 

~ffshore structures. 

B. 'Law Enforcement 

A primary problem identified by U.S. law enforcement pfficers 

is that executive and legislative guidelines concerning the 

scope of their permissible activities in combatting terrorism, 

especially in the key area of gathering information about 

terrorists and their activities, are ambiguous and should be 

clarified by executive order or by legislation. Specifically, 

as noted in the chapter on "Practical Problems of Law E\lforcement," 

Volume II, Part 111(4) of our Report, Executive Order No. 11905, 

which relates to foreign intelligence activity covering United 

States citizens, aliens admitted to the U.S. for permanent 

residence, and corporations or other organizations incorporated 

or organized in the 'United States, fails to def~ne key terms. 

It is recommended that Congress and the executive branch 

consult with a view to supplying these definitions and to 

ensuring that they provide law enforcement and security 

officials with appropriate authority and adequate guidelines 

to discharge their responsibilities to combat terrorist activities:' 

Similarly, the chapter's analysis of both the Privacy Act 

of 1975 and of the Freedom. of Information Act discloses ambiguities 

of concern to law enforcement officials. These should be 

resolved in order to avoid imposing unnecessary and undue 

restrictions on antiterrorist law enforcement activities. 
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CAAA SUPPORTS THE INTENT OF S_ 2235, BUT DOES NOT SUPPORT 

SECTIDN 303 

The Commuter Airline Association of America commends the committee's work 

to combat international terrorists' acts such as airline hijackings; however, the CAAA 

tal<cs issue with Section 303 of the proposed legislation which would extend full anti

hijacking and security provisions to commuter selvices and airports. In the first place, 

tho risk of hijackings at commuter facilities is small. Commuter aircraft are not likely 

targets for such attacks due to their extremely limited rdn8e_ Secondly, the expense 

of implementing full-scale security programs at such small facilities would create an 

onerous if not impossible burden on local communities and commuter carriers which 

would be unjustifiable in light of the limited volume of traffic they generate. The 

result would be the loss of all passenger air service to many of tho nation's smaller 

communlties_ 

The focus of S_ 2236 is the prevention of international terrorism. In view of the 

elarming in~rease in terrorist acts throughout the world, such measures as those proposed 

in the Omnibus Antiterrorism Act of 1977, tore needed to Insure the safety of the traveling 

public. Extending full-hijacking and security procedures to commuter activities and air

ports is really outside the scope of this Bill. As Secretary Adams testified: "In strengthening 

security, we must continually be aware that the problem is extremely complex." He 

went on to point au t that security requirements for a small airport served by a commuter 

airline need not be the same as those requirements at larger airports_ 

Last O~tober, the Senate Commerce Committee voted out a bill· which would 

fundcrn&nt<llly reform the economic regulation of the airline industry_ The committee 

report r,oi1tains extensive praise for the commuter "irlir.e industry_ ". __ . (C)omrnuter 

ail' cWllers have been providing outstanding 5-2rvice to many small communities through-
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Ollt the country ... the success of such services has been remarkable." Commuter carriers 

have been successful in specializing in service to small communities because they are 

able to operate at significantly lower costs than the certificated carriers. 

The proposed new requirements would be extremely costly to commuter airlines 

and would not advance the public's interest in safe and secure nir travel one iota. As 

stated earlier, the Commuter Airline Association strongly supports measures to insure 

the security of the traveling American public and this testimony is not meant to under

mine current security procedures. The objections presented by the CAAA are by no 

means meant frivolously or with any disregard for the realistic security needs of the 

traveling public and carriers. 

THE COMMUTER AIRLINE INDUSTRY 

In 1977, approximately 250 commuter airlines carried over 8 million passengers 

and over 420 million pounds of cargo and mail in service to over 617 communities 

throughout the United States. 

The CAB classified the schnduled air taxis a, commuter air carriers in 1969. 

Commuters are restricted by regulation to fly aircraft of less than 30 passencjer seals 

or 7,500 pounds payload capacity. Despite having two commuters become certificated 

401 carriers, the commuter airline industry has experienced an avernne annual growth 

rate of 9.5% in pnssenGer service and 30.5% in carao service. The growth rota for all 

C/,B certificated carriers in scheduled domestic serJice was 5% per year over the snm~ 

period. 

Commuter airlines do not receive subsidy to providd service to isolated ~ornmulliti~s 

nor are they eligible to finance aircraft under the "Governmp.nt Guarantee Equipment 

Loans Act." Small community airports served by these carriers are r10t eligible for the 

same level of funding for runways, equipment, f<1cilities nne! terminalS <13 those served 

by the mnjor airlines. In other words, the brunt of the costs needed to provide full 

hijackinv and sacurity provisions to commu ter selvici;5 and airports wuuld be put on 

the shoulders of the commuter carri~rs and the smail ~lTports they selve. 
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COMMUTERS' SECURITY RECORD 

Since 1961, the FAA has kept extensive records on hijackings of U.S. registered 

aircraft. Of the 183 hijnckings in the FAA files, only three have in any way involved 

commuter air carriers. There has not been a single incident involving commuter air 

carriers in over five years. 

Clearly Section 303 of S. 2236 is designed to solve a problem that does not exist. 

The FAA has worked with commuters to develop effective security programs dcsisned 

to meet the needs of the carriers and the communities they serve. At SOmE! locations 

the commuter and the community have decided to voluntarily follow the I=AA full·hijacking 

and sccu rity procedu res. 

In addition, whenever a commuter flies into a secure airport all of thl~ passengers con· 

necting with il certificated carrier pass through that carrier's security. Obl/iously, the 

cu rrent procedu res have been effective. 

COST OF IMPLEMENTING SECTION 303 1/ 

The markets served by commuters are relatively thin in terms of passenger volume. 

Consequently, the per pa~~.r cost of full·hijacking and security procedures would have 

a sev~re impact on commuter airline services. Considering the fact that all carriers have been 

burdp.nau by increasing costs, the further cost of additional security would have a dampening 

effect on the volume of air travel. The end result may wall be a termination of service to 

a large percent of the nation's small communities. 

In liuht olthe outstanding security record of the commuter airline industry, the costs 

of implementing full·hijackiOlU and security procedures arc not justifiable in terms of SoClOr!ty 

need. 

The CA.f,A wishes to stress thut in testifying against Section 303 we do not mean to obstruct 

the security obj~ctiv~s of the FAA. Indeed, the FAA's security programsvis'-a·vis' commuter 

ail' cnrrius has been eff~ciive and merits public approbation. CAAA fully supports rc~listic 

pl'()grarns designed to meet the security of the travl!ling pU:Jlic and the carriers. 

1/ The Commuter Ai,linp. Association of Amerir.a is currnntlv conducting an extensive survey 
01 its lI1em~ership to ~evelop cost estimates of implementing full·hij~cliing and security pro
Colliul'aS. CAAA will make the results available to the Committee. 
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STATEMENT OF 
MUNZ NORTHERN AIRLINES, INC. 

BEFORE THE GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE 

During the past several weeks, the Committee on Governmental 

Affairs has been holding hearings on S. 2236, the "Omnibus Anti-

terrorism Act of 1977". As we understand it, the record will re-

main open until March 1, 1978 for the receipt of written comments 

on this bill. In this regard, Munz Northern Airlines, Inc. (Munz 

Northern) submits the following comments on S. 2236, and it is 

requested that they be made a part of the record of these hearings. 

Munz Northern is an air carrier providing service within 

Alaska to more than a score of small "bush" points served out of 

Nome and Kotzebue with small aircraft (predominantly 9 passenger 

Britten-Norman Islanders) pursuant to both a certificate of public 

convenience and necessity and Part 29B of the Civil Aeronautics 

Board's Economic Regulations. 

In recognition of the special circumstances affecting air 

service within Alaska, the Congress enacted, in P.L. 94-353, a 

specific exemption for airport security in .4'laska which autho

rizes the FAA Administrator to exempt, from the provisions of 

Sections 315 and 316 of the Federal Aviation Act, airports in 

Alaska which receive service only from certificated air carriers 

which operate aircraft having a maximum certificated gross take-

off weight of less than 12,500 pounds and do not enplane any ~.as

senger or property to be carried in the cabin which is moving in 
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interstate, overseas, or foreign air transportation ,,;,>1 which 

will not be subject to security screening before leaving Alaska. 

In addition, Section 3l5(b) authorizes the Administrator to 

exempt commuter air transportation operations from the other

wise applicable requirements pertaining to passenger screening 

set forth in Section 315 of the Act, once again recognizing the 

importance of granting the FAA discretion in implementing its 

security requirements for commuter operations. 

Section 303 of S. 2236 would, if enacted, have the unwarranted 

effect of eliminating this discretion by imposing the "safety and 

security requirements of Title 49, United States Code", to "com

muter serv'ices" or "other regularly scheduled interstate or intra

state passenger operations; and to any airport in the United States 

serving aircraft subject to the above provisions". In this regard, 

Munz Northern is unaware of any incident within Alaska which would 

support the need for imposition of these requirements to presently 

exempted services wi thin Alaska, ser"i ces which were exempted by 

the Congress only nineteen months ago! 

The simple fact of the matter is that at, for example, many 

of the "bush" points served by Munz Northern, it simply would not 

be possible for these "airports" to comply with all of the security 

requirements without incurring substantial unnecessary costs whiCh 

would have to be passed on to'Munz Northern's passengers. Indeed, 

at most of the points served by Munz Northern, there are no law 

enforcement personnel whatsoever, and such personnel would have to 

be hired for the sole purpose of servicing Munz Northern's flights 
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an expense which could nevl~r be' covered by the small number of 

passengers serviced by Mun:~ Northern at these points and which 

would, in turn, result in I:he cessation of service to these 

points. Furthermore, most "bush" airports are strips of open 

land or snow which are not fenced or even capable of being 

fenced effectively in deep snow. 

In short, Munz Northern submits that it would be particularly 

unwise to remove the FAA Administrator's discretion to devise 

flexible regulations for use with regard to Alaskan air trans-

portation. As was quite correctly pointed out by Secretary of 

Transportation Adams in his testimony of January 25, 1978 before 

this Committee, devising appropriate security standards for air 

transportation "is extreml~ly complex" and "security requira-

ments for a small airport serving commuter airlines which board 

fewer than half a dozen pl!SSengers per flight need not be the 

same as those required at larger airports." Accordingly, Munz 

Northern strongly urges t:hat Section 303 of S. 2236 not be enacted. 

Munz Northern appreciates this opportanity to provide these 

comments to the Committee on S. 2236 and its implications for 

Alaskan air service, and would be pleased to respond to any ques-

tions the Committee or i t:s staff might have concerning these 

comments. 
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STATEMENT OF 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AIRWAYS, INC. 

BEFORE THE GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE 

Recently, the Governmental Affairs Committee has been 

conducting hearings on S. 2236, the "Omnibus Antiterrorism 

1'.ct of 1977". In this regard, we have been informed that the 

record is to remain open until March 1, 1978 for the receipt 

of written statelnent~ concerning this proposed legislation. 

Accordingly, Rocky Mountain Airways, Inc. (Rocky Mountain) 

SUbmits the following comments on S. 2236, and it is requested 

that this statement be made a part of the record of these 

hearings. 

Rocky Mountain is a commuter air carrier providing scheduled 

air service pursuant to Part 298 of the Civil Aeronautics Board's 

Economic Regulations and Part 135 of the F~npral Aviation Regula

tions. This service is provided entirely within the State of 

Colorado between Denver and several recreation destinations, in-

eluding Aspen, Vail/Eagle, Steamboat Springs, Craig and Granby/ 

Winter Park. As a consequence of the nature of Rocky Mountain's 

operating authority and the action of the Federal Aviation 

Administration acting pursuant to the exemption authority for 

commuter air carrier services presently provided in Section 315 

of the Federal Aviation Act, as amended (49 U.S.C. § 1356), 

Rocky Mountain's operations to the small airports serving these 
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recreation destinations are not presently burdened by the 

extensive and expensive reach of the Federal Aviation Adminis-

tration's security program. 

Unfortunately, if S. 2236 were enacted as presently 

drafted, Section 303 of that bill would require that the 

"safety and security requirements of Title 49, united States 

Code," would be imposed both upon Rocky Mountain and upon 

each of the airports which it serves. For the reasons set 

forth below in greater detail, Rocky Mountain submits that 

mandatory extension of these "safety and security" require

ments to either Rocky Mountain or the airports which it serves 

is unnecessary and unwarranted, and that portion of Section 303 

encompassing operations such as those conducted by Rocky 

Mountain should, therefore, be eliminated from S. 2236. 

At the outset, it is particularly important to remember 

that the exemption in the Act does not strip the Federal 

Aviation Administrator of any authority to impose security 

requirements, but instead is permissive, with the Federal 

Aviation Administrator possessing discretion as to whether 

the full range of the security requirements should be made 

applicable to commuter operations. As the Committee is no 

doubt aware, this exemption was created in the "Antihijacking 

Act of 1974", P.L. 93-366, and reflected the considered judg-

ment of both the Senate Commerce and House Interstate and 

Foreign Commerce co~~ittee~ th~t it was necessary and appropriate 
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for the Administrator to po&'tess discretion with regard to 

imposition of security requirements on, inter alia, commuter 

operations. Unless and until there is substantial evidence 

that these requirements should be imposed on commuter opera

tions (and Rocky Mountain is not aware of any, much less 

substantial, evidence to that effect), Rocky Mountain submits 

that the discretion for the Administrator presently prescribed 

in the Act should be maintained. 

To do otherwise could, in the case of Rocky Mountain's 

operations, result in additional -- and, Rocky Mountain submits, 

unnecessary -- operating costs for Rncky Mountain and the air

ports it serves with the resultant possibility that Rocky 

Mountain would be forced to consider whether service at certain 

of the smaller points could continue to be provided on an eco

nomic basis. The simple fact of the matter is that the likeli

hood of a commuter carrier aircraft being hijacked is almost 

infinitesimal, and the benefits of providing additional security 

(and thus reducing, but not eliminating, the possibility of a 

hijacking) are clearly outweighed by the additional costs involved. 

In this latter regard, Rocky Mountain noted with great 

interest that Secretary of Transportation Adams, in his testimony 

before this Committee on January 25, 1978, stated that the security 

program "is extremely complex" and urged that the provisions re

lating to commuter airline security and safety requirements "not 

be combined" in this terrorism bill. Rocky Mountain heartily con

curs in this statement, and urges that the Cummittee retain the 
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discretion in the FAA Administrator to evaluate the need for 

additional security for commuter operations on a case-by-case 

basis, much in the manner in which the Administrator is pres

ently evaluating the need for additional security requirements 

for charter operations. 

Rocky Mountain appreciates thj.s opportunity to provide 

these comments on S. 2236 to the Committee, and ~iould be pleased 

to respond to any questions the Committee or its staff might 

have concerning thef.:·e comments. 

February 28, 1978 
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The Board of Directors of the American Society for Industrial Security 
(ASIS) has unanimously approved and respectfully submits the following 
Statement to the Governmental Affairs Committee of the United States 
Senate in regard to Senate Bill S.2236, The Omnibus Antiterrorism Act 
of 1977, now in hearing before the Committee. 
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of useful legislation by the Congress. The SOEiety believes the following provisions 

should ,certainly be round in such legislation: 

(1) -Practical and effective sanctions to be invoked against countries which 

support. aid. abet or encourage terrcrist (individuals or groups) or acts 

of terrorism; 

(2) Assignment of responsibil ity for coordination and oversight of official 

U. S. counter-terrorism programs to a high level of the Executive Branch; 

(3) Provision of a specific mechanism for the exchange of planning and threat 

assessment information dealing with the neutralization of the terrorist 

threat between responsible agencies of the U. S. Government and the U. S. 

business community. 

In addition to these ~eneral observations. ASIS recommends that the following 

specific objectives should be achieved through legislation: 

(1) A mechanism should be created to distribute on a timely and controlled 

basis all relevar." lformation concerning threatened. anticipated or 

actual terrorist 'jl 1ents and situations to responsible protection of~ 

ficials in the private sector. At present such information is not avail

able. A provision of required guidance for protecting U. S. 'personnel and 

facil ities is essential. 

(2) Sanctions. of the kind referred to in Section 4.1. of 5.2236. must be 

compatible with legitimate operating requirements. of the U. S. business 

community. 

(3) A 11ngle agency should be designated at the Cabinet level as the respon

sible channel for regular dissemination of the information described in 

(l) above. Designation of that agency should be made in light of exist

ing agency resources and accomplishments. 

In conclusion. ASIS expresses general support for the objectives of S.2236 and 

full agreement in principle with the concept that legislation be enacted to clarify 

and consolidate public and privat"e response ill' the U. S. to terrorism in the world. 

As suggested in this Statement, some specific aspects of S.2236 might be 

modified to more effectively deal with this serious problem. To that extent. 

ASIS respectfully urges further consideration of those aspects by this Conmittee. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 30 
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The Omnibus Anti·Terrorism Act of 1977 (S, 2236) now 
before this committee not only falls as an efrective means to 
achieve international cooperation against terrorism: in fact, 
its use o£ confrontationist economic sanctions against 
targetted nations will carry out the same economic warfare 
against Western Europe, the United States. and the 
developing sector that last year's deployment of terrorist 
assassinations was designed to achieve. 

The U,S, Labor Party Is not opposed per se 10 Ihe use of 
strong sanctions - economic and Doli tlcal- against nations 
that foster terrorism: however, ir economic sanctions are to 
be legislated by the U,S. Congress in Ihe inlerest of stopping 
terrorism. political reality demands that these sanctions be 
aimed explicitly at Great Britain. which controls most in· 
ternational terrorism. 

Informed circles in U.S. and Western European intelligence 
nnd security agencies are fully aware that international 
terror networks operate under the control of British in· 
telligence through two prinCipal channels: (1) the networks 
of the MI·6 Specials Operations Executive which buill up so· 
called separatist movements during World War II for covert 
operations for example the Corsican. Basque. and South 
Moluccan movements}: and (2) the synthetic "leftist" 
network run out of the London Institute tor Race Relations. 
Ihe Institute for Policy Studies, based in Ihe U,S .. and its 
Amsterdam affiliate, the Transnational Institute. 

Surrolate Warfare 
Since the July 30,1977 assassination of Dresdner Bank head 

Jurgen Ponto, London's principal aim has been to usc in· 
ternatlonal terrorism as "surrogate warfare" against 
selected individuals and governments of Western Europe. 
the U,S .. and the developing sector, The purpose is 10 block 
moves by these nations toward economic cooperation based 
on the hard commodity financing of high·lechnology trade. 
The assassination of West German industrialist Hans Martin 
Schleyer and the still unsolved abduction of Eduard·Jean 
Empain. the leading manufacturer of nuclear reactors In 
France. are part of this overall activation. 

A secondary purpose of the surrogate warfar,'! has been to 
create an atmosphere of chaos in order to terrify into action 
potential leaders of a financial counterpole to L(mdon, 

The bill's proposed mandatory ban on the sale or transfer 
or "any nuclear facilities. material or technology" to any 
country judged to be aiding or abetting terrorism contributes 
directly to London's financial gameplan. The sponsors of this 
bill are attempting to achieve an antinuclear policy on the 
coattails of public outrage agains~ terrorism. at a time when 
the development of nuclear technologies supplied by 
American corporations and scientists for peaceful purposes 
throughout the developing sector represents both a solution 
to the U,S, balance of payments deficit and a means of put· 
ting the world economy on a firm footing, 

Consider the nations mentioned in Sen. Ribicoff's 
slatement In introducing S, 2236 - the Soviet Union, China, 
North Korea, Cuba, Libya, Algeria, Syria, the People's 
Democratic Republic of Yemen, Iraq, Lebanon, Tanzania, 
Congo (Bral.zaville), and Zaire. The sanctions mandated in 
the current bill are tantamount to breaking diplomatic 
relations with any nation listed on the "LOCATE" list, 
Contrary to the contents of the bill, economic and political 
cooperation along the lines of expanding trade and exchange 
of technology for peaceful purposes with many of the named 
nations Is In the absolute strategic Interest of the United 
States, 

In fact. the rigorous public pursuit of such a policy via in· 
stilutions like an expanded Export·lmport Bank is the most 
effective way' to clean out the vestiges of British Special 
Operations Executive within those nations that provide the 
shelter and training for terrorists. Where rigorous in· 
vestigations have been conducted. every case of the above· 
cited governments' involvement in international terrorism 
has been traced to R. primary problem of penetration and 
subversion by the Instilule for Race Relations andlor British 
intelligence servirps. 

Furthermore. to impose Sen. Ribicoff's proposed sanctions 
primarily against Arab and Middle East nations at this time, 
would seriouslY damage the very delicate negotiations tor a 
peaceful seUiement in the Middle East, and would 
drastically increase Ihe likelihood of a replay of Ihe 1973 
Kissinger and British-orchestrated Vern Kippur War and oil 
hoax. 

Senator Rlblcolf's Coverup 
The Question of who is Uaiding and abetting" terrorism is 

crucial to competent antiterrorism legislation: yet. Sen. 
Ribicoff's formulation of how terrorism is actually run is 
either naive or complicit in covering up some important 
facts, In the last 10 years, Ihe Instilute for Policy Sludies, has 
been involved on different levels in holding forums 
organizing legal defense. publishing statements. and 
providing a clearing house and meeting place for the 
following terrorist groUps! the Weather Underground, the 
Baader Meinhof Gang, the Japanese Red Army, the F ALN in 
Ihe U,S. (Armed Forces of National Liberation), This in· 
formation has been provided to congressional committees by 
the U.S. Labor Party on previous occasions. During the 
Schleyer kidnapping and simultaneous Rate Armee Fraktion 
(Baader Meinhol) hijacking of a Luftahansa airliner, the 
Institurte Cor Policy Studies and its affiliate organizations, 
the Institute for Race Relations and Transnational Inst1t~!2. 
were carrying out the following activities: 

• The Institute·affiliated Center for Constitutional Rights 
and Counterspy magazine sponsored attorneys for the Rate 
Armee Fraktion on a U.S. tour to hold demonstrations and 
raise legal defenselunds. 

• The terrorists involved in the abduction and murder of 
Schleyer were recruited out of a network of communes in· 
cluding the notorious Longe Mai commune in Belgium linked 
10 Sicco Mansholdt and the Institute for Policy Studies. The 
actual paramilitary training was carrIed outat Lange Mai. 

· While French authorities were attempting to extradite 
Rote Armee Fraktion terrorist attorney Klaus Croissant to 
stand trial in West Germany. the Institute's "en· 
vironmentalists" in France staged protest demonstrations. 
carried out protest bombings. and conducted Interviews with 
Croissant wlrile withholding his location from French 
authorities. 

Despite this mass of evidence. the crimes of the Institute 
circles have been systematically and thoroughly withheld 
from the American public. IronicallY, Institute·related 
"public interest law" operations like the Campaign to Stop 
Government Spying and the National Lawyers Guild have 
exposed information about the operations of U.S. intelligence 
agencies - the CIA and the FBI - Ihat, In some cases have 
put the lives of agents in jeopardy while the terrorisl support 
networks under investigation were able to operate as though 
they were under uOfficialSecrets Act"lmmunity. 

The campaigns to prohibit the FBI, CIA, and lawen· 
forcement agencies from condUcting terrorist investigations 
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by imposing "guidelines" that limit agency activities to 
Investigation 01 criminal acts alter the lact have actually 
added to ease with which the Institute·related terrorist 
networks can lunctlonlnslde the horder 01 the U.S. 

Toward EII..,Uve Counterterror Mea.ure. 
As most members of Congress should be wen aware, the 

U.S. Labor Party by no means wishes to stand in the way 01 
meaningful and eflective counterterror legislation. However, 
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when government ollielals like Sen. Rlblcol!, whose own 
historical associations with the Institute lor Policy Studies 
are well·known, proposes legislation that would be not only 
Ine!lectiv. but thoroughly detrimental to the nallon', vital 
political and economic interests. we must state our op
position. In the interest or arriving at effective counterterror 
measures, we wish to submit a recent statement by U.S. 
Labor Party Chairman Lyndon LaRouche concerning tnc 
present terrorist dangers fnEurope. 
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~ ~;!;'~~D~~~ (~~~r.359 
New York, .N. Y. • (212) 563·8600 

How To Analyze 

And Uproot Terroris!," 
by Lyndon H. LaRouchs,Jr. 

WIESBADEN, West Germany ~an. 26 (NSIPS) - In the 
interest of the United Strltes ana its allies. I cause various . 
kinds of relevant Information to oe made available to Euro· 
pean security agencies ref:ponsible (or antiterrorism. This in· 
cludes Information received from reliable sources J!hich 
wish that Information transmitted. It also includes eval· 
uations and knowledge IIeveloped through the speci.llzed 
capabilltite. of myself an~ my associates. 
. There h~ve been many cCtrnplaints against my own and my 
associates1 activities to tbis effect, complaints Crom the assa-

• elates and sympathizers of the terrorists and u zera· 
. growthers." 

Some of this information is "sensitive," and therefore is 
·f.~t and should not be publicized outside appropriate chan· 
nels. Certain sources must be protected from public identi· 
ficatlon. Innocent people in the same milieu with terrorist· 
linhd persons must not be subjected to avoidable injuries to 
their reputations. Sound working hypotheses 01 a criminal 
investigation, however sound, ought not to appear in public 
print except as strictly necessary (or preventing criminal 
activity. 

Nonethele ... some of this information transmitted to 
security agencies ought to be given the widest public circula· 
tlon. The public has the right to be Informed of the basic facts 
concerning International terrorism. Publ;c knowledge 01 the 
n8\\.·e of the terrorist problem is also essential to provide ap
propriate state agencies with the mandate (or the measures 
those ngencles must employ to fight terrorism err .. ti.~iy. 

Thc following report is cxemplary of the sort 01 informa· 
tion develofrCd by myself and mY associates which cught to 
he made public. 

Through reli.·,l.. and partially through confidential 
sources, we have received briefing·information concerning 
the objectives of British intelilgonce agencies behind the new. 
current phase of international ter,rarism. Those British agen: 
cies - unles.~ prevented - intend to mount the worst wave of 

. terrorism to date - inclusive of Italll. France and the Fed· 
! crnl Republic of Germany - and to lay a trail of false evl· 

dence lending to East GermanY, Czechoslovakia, and other 
Enst 610c nations. This false trail will emphasize the nom· 
inally Uleftist" selt·designation or certain British networks, 
and will also employ British intelligence networks In the East 
bloc and certain "Third World" nations. 

Although the intelligence ser.vlces of some 01 the targeted 
nations know that British Intelll~ence is behind the «rror· 
ism. those Intelligence services complain justly that thclr 
governments so far refuse to give them the needed authority 

to go after British intelligence networks as such. This mis
guided refusal by aovernments is based on fears which are 
var'ious!y diplomatic. financial and internal-political. The 
leadership of certain parties - such as the Socialist Party of 
Francc. 'he Lombardi·Craxi le.dership of the Socialist Party 
of Italy - are deeply involved in international terrorist net· 
works and also agenls-of·influence of British intelligence ser· 

. vices. Thus. anY open attack on British intelligence means 
some degree of internal political {:risis, because of the reac
tion by parties and fractions 01 parties under British in· 
f1uences. 

This is complicated by the lact that elements of the United 
States policy establishment are British agents·of·jnfluence
e.R .. Henry· Kissinger. Walter F. Mondale, William F. 
Buckley, et al. Although the electoral base lor these lorces is 
between 20 and 30 percent of the U.S. electorate, British 
agents·of·influence have a disproportionate penetration of 
clements of the U.S. Executive branch. Hence. honest Amer· 
icans are sometimes obliged to employ indirect meanS for as
sisting our European allies in the fight against envlronmen· 
talism and terrorism. 

The follOWing report covers two vital features of British 
intelligence's international terrorist networks. First, the gen· 
eral way in which terrorist·controlled networks are or· 
ganized, Second. the crucial features which must be isolated 
to determine whether or not the terrorist and terrorist·sym .. 
pathizer organizations are British or not. 

The point is that terrorism can be stopped at the source if 
appropriatc political penalties are applied to suitable ele· 
ments 01 British networks. Strike the hydra in the head, and 
the rest of the Britlsh·terrorlst network is rather easily 
mopped up. As long as governments pursue the diplomatic 
course of pretending that the international terrorism prob· 
lem is not British, the terrorism problem will simply become 
worse and worse. 

How Terrorist NetwoIU Are 0rp!1lJ0d 
The majority of terrorist networks are setup in a manner 

intended to dely tracing responsibility to the source. British 
intelligence networks control elements of political parties, 
universities. professional associations, trade union organiza
tions. corporations. nnd so forth. In addition. British intel· 
Iigence creates various kinds of organizations, such as lien· 
vironmentalist" groups, I'peace movements," and 1,;0 forth. 
British intelligence then penetrates these organizations with 
a different sort of organization. These latter are organiza
tions which have a nastier Quality than the organizations they 
penetrate. However. usually, most of the operatives of this 



'$ceond set of network·, have roo direct knowledge at the net. 
work'scontrol by British Intelligence. 

That i, the simplest form of the type pf British Intelligence 
network releva.nt to the terrorist problem. More t.omp1ex 
.... angements are ,imply that: more complex application, of 
the· same method of splitting and cross-penetraUng one's own 
covert-use organizations. 

The effect of this arrangement is principally twofold. 
First. the pumping of material resources through a IIpeace 

movemertt" or' lIenvironmentalist" organization. or a section 
of a party. trade union and so forth is not In Itself a vl,lble of· 
fense. However. the effect is to place part of those resources 
at the disposal of the other organizations which penetrate the 
first. (A study of the material aid flowing into the Hamburg 
Maoist Arbeilerkal1)pf ("Workers Struggle") and KBN 
Rroups would reveal this pattern.) With a witting, compllclt 
British agent or agent-or·innuence in the first organization. 
Ihe pathway Is eased lor ,.ch penetration operations of the 
second. 

This illustrative case represents a two·layer "sare-house" 
arrangement for inserting the terrorist-network operation. 
Now, the penetrating organization 15 itself penetrat~d by the 
British·intelligence network which runs the terrorism. 

For e.ample, In tracing the connection to the Longo Mai 
ucom;nunell in France. our sources lirst encountered caf1.p~ 
in Belgium involving documents leading directly to Set;llnd 
International zero-growth ideologue Sicco Mansholt. From 
these Belgium camps sel.cted. profiled participants were led 
mto sex-snd-drug camps in France (in one case, adjOining 
the Pyrenees.) After a subject's extended conditioning in 
these sex·and-drug camps, the subject was recruited to the 
Longo Mal camp. where terrorist weapons training Was 
given. The Belgian end olthe terrorist operation was directly 
linked to Riccardo Lombardi of the Socialist Party of Italy. 
and to the British Mafia operation in the south of Italy. 
Furthermore. through financial networks centered around 
Geney-a. save-houses for terroriSts were operating for Longo 
Mai graduates Bnd other terrorists. in the region north of 
Lake Genev •• as well as the old British Special Operations 
Executive safe·house In the south of France near the Italian 
horder. 

A tf'rrorist operation in West Germany. such as the kidnan· 
ping and murder at industrialist leader Hanns·Martin 
Schleyer. is thus staged from the indicated French·speaking 
region of Switzerland. in which region OIgreen border" opera
tions into adjoining areas ot Punce are relevant. 

Among the a v"Uable sources of funds for such operations is 
the British·controlled international drugs and arms traffic. 
From the "silver tr,,,,,gle"'in the BriUsh West Indies. an indl· 
cated S8 billion .f .. 1ual valuation ol'combined heroin. co· 
coine. and mai"~}Jlana Is conducted. with a large portion 01 the 
funds "laundered" through Eurodollar market banks. The 
magnitude of British inteU!gence-coordinated international 
drug traffic - through Hong Kong and Singapore as well as 
the British Wesllndles eircult, and Canadian Britlsh·lntel· 
lin.nce channels - is estimated to equal the level of the 
petrodollar flow of surplus funds. 

Thus. although the terrorists have'so far run chieflY under 
a IIleft'" cove['~ the operation is dtrectly connected tlJ the neo
fascist networks. including the British Mafia and "Corsican 
Brotherhood." 

The available model case tor British terrorist operations is 
given by U.S. intelligence services' monitoring and neutral~ 
ization ot a projected IIBlack September" terrorist operation 
against the Uniled Stales scheduled for early 1974. The 
results of thaI Investigation were matched with British· 
Peking operations in Canada and with Brltlsh·lntelligence 
drug·running lato the United States through the Canadian 
'provinces of Ontario, British Columbi~ and the city 01 
M~n_trea~ !!t_ !!!~, .!'!atter, with considerable helpfullnforma· 
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tion supplied to us by several concerned security services. we 
were able 10 get directly 10 the core of the British Intelligence 
operation. 

Th. "Black September" operallon, which we have exposed 
previously, was summarily as follows. 

Captured Soviet arros were shipJ)ed. in U.S. wrappings, 
from an airfield depot outside London. They were received in 
ToronlO, Canada, at the premises of a Yemen Airlines office, 
There, the weapons. destined for "Black Septemberll opera
tions in the United States. were inspected under the super .. 
vision of a top British agent. an old British Special Opera' 
tions Executlve operative. whose regular asslgnnumt Is the 
interface between U.S. Maoist organizations and Peking, The 
fact that a U.S. intelligence operative penelrated this .. peel 
of the operation most probably led to the operation being 
scrapped. 

U.S. Intelligence penetration of the network was made pos· 
sible through initial penetration of the Ku Klux Klan (also 
created by British Intelligence in the 19th century. with par. 
ticipation of former Confederate Treasurer Judah Benjamin, 
a Rothschild agent allied with August Belmont.). This pene· 
trated a joint Maoist·Ku Klux Klan·linked gun and drug·run· 
ning operation in the Reading, Pennsylvania area. This was a 
cutout arms depot for explosives and weapons. which sup· 
plied varIous terrorist groups In the U.S .• including the 
Weathermen. (Later investigation of this connection turned 
up Henry Kissinger's authorizatlon of covert gun·running 
Into Lebanon.) 

The Maoist network assoclatea with Ku Klux 'Klanners In 
operating the Readlng·area arms depot was both a part of the 
drug·networks of the Institute lor Policy Studies, and a Mao· 
ist group under the leadership of the same William Hinton 
who worked closelY wilh Canadian·based British Intelligence 
In his travels to and from Peklnj, Chln~. Not ~nly did Read: 

ing lead to the Black September base In Toronlo, but the 
same British Special Operations Executive agents in charge 
o! the Black Seplember operaUon were otherwise linked to 
Reading through William Hinton's Maoist activities.. . 

Although the Inslltule :or Policy StudIes' Iin~' to British 
intelligence usually operate under a left·to-liberal denomina· 
tion (London Institule for Race Relations. Holland's Trons· 
nationallnstitute), the connection to the Ku Klux Klan In the 
Reading area is not unlypical of Ihe Mo,Fabian', rlgMwlng 
affiliations. Major funding of the now·liquldated CounterSpy· 
Fifth Estale operaUon. to which fhlllp Age.'s name Is most 
notoriously associated, came thtough the Eli Lilly Founda· 
tion. which like lIIilton Friedmann. is usually assQciated with 
funding Itextreme right-wing" organizations. 

Just as. REe Commissioner Roy Jenkins'~ircles were asso
ciated with ~h. creation of the London Institute for Race Re· 
lalion •• so Whi'!(;!1 Churchill III Is presently a central figure 
in rilaintaining British Intelligence's "conservative" net· 
works. Brilish "liberal" networks are of major importance, 
as are British fascist networks, British intelligence comes In 
all colors of the nominalists' political spectrum in every part 
of the world. 

The importance of this fact is that the British are able to set 
up what are ostensibly violentfy antagonistic llright, PI Illefl." 
and "liberal" networks in various nations, and then to 
abruptly deploy these In coordinated lashion lor concerted el· 
fcct at .. point 01 British Intelligence', choosing. 

Fore.ample. the bulk of the "black nobllltt' in Italy - the 
descendants of the "Black Guelphs" .ftb 14th century- are 
presently working hand·ln·band WIth Ihe lialian Mao!sls. 
Trotskyists, and terrorists, with the Mafia, and wl~i the net· 
works of Socialisl Party figure Riccardo Lombardi. In Henry 
Kissinger's projected 90·day "Chile Scenarlo"lor italY. 

Excepl In such ceses as Ihe clltd "Black S.plember" 
operation, security services seldom get through the tangle of 
cross'penetrating cut·outs through which Brltis~ Inlelllgence 
. deploys its inlernot,ioT)al tetrori~ml .. ",' .. _ .. ~ _ _ 

------------- - ---------------- ------------
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tuum, '1'hrouIh The Screen 
Although It is unavoidable, indispensable, to attack the 

tetradst problem as such. no general success can be gained 
by limiting countermeasures to this level (If approach. On 
that level one is lighting a hydra's many, proiilerating ten· 
tacies. One might strike the hydra in the vitai center, kill it. 
and then the arms are easily eliminated. The "Did Man of the 
Mountain," Hassan ibn Saba, (leader of the ismailis in the 
iilte 11th and eariy 12th century -ed.l were he alive, wouid 
h.,·e none of the conceptual difficulties which have weakened 
the cfrcctiveness of most European security agencies to date 
III dealing with this problem. . 

It Is a slander that Hassan ibn Saba's uAssassins" Were 
indiscriminate killers. On the contrary. the Ismnili assassins 
were a counterterror force. whose targets were always 
,elected most carefuily to eliminate key oppressors of the 
~"ddle East populations. For example, the Assassin's unfor· 
Ilinalely unsuccessful effort In sending 40 agents to attempt 
to eliminate Ghenghls Khan, What sort of morality is it which 
slates that nations and persons have no right to efficiently de
fend themselves against brutal murder of the sort represent
ed by British international terrorism today? 

Assassination of a key figure behind terrorism is not 
rccomn'lcnded ot course, except to stop an Impending crime 
which can be stopped In no other way. Such desperate mea
::.ures need not be required it other, political menns are used 
intime. 

I am informed that Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (17th and 
(.'l'lItUfY German philosopher, mathematician. and Humanist 
- cd,) understood this correctly, 

It is the political measures tor stopping terrorism we pro
pose here. Only if the public press creates such a clamor 
against British responsibility for international terrorism. so 
that British interests are penalized generally as n result or 
this scandal. can one create so large a penalty for Lazard 
Brothers, Barings, N.M. Rothschild, Winston Churchilllll, et 
al .. that they will abandon their terrorism as B practice made 
visibly contrary to their most vital interests. 

The essential motive behind British terrorism and environ
llIentalism is Identical with British opposition to the Luxem
lIours market, British slanders against the Dresdner bank. 
nnd then the British terrorists' murder of Dresdner's head 
Iilrgen Ponto, British efforts to wreck the U.S. dollar and 1001 
tho U.S. economy, British efforts 10 sabotage Middle East 
IlCace, British efforts to Ignite a global confrontation around 
,1 British-created war in the Horn of Africa. and British er· 
lorts, aided by British agents in high positions within the 
Ullitcd Stntr.s. to crush the economies of West Germany and 
J"p.n with a hyperinllatlonary depression, 

The British loudly, shamelesslY advertise such objectives 
in the press controlled by the same Barlngs, Lazards, and 
ROlhschilds who control the Round Table, the Royal Institute 
fur International Affairs, and the I.cndan International Insti· 
till. for Strategie Studies. These ruling British forces, the 
tlvowed enemies of the entire human species, shamelessly 
declare war on the human species. and yet the governments 
of the nations targeted fur 'rlctlmization profess to be Incred
"Iou, when we insist that the Royal Institute for International 

, Mf.irs, the pollcy.arm of British MI·5 and MI·6, is b&hind 
illternational terrorism and environmentalism. This Incred
ulousness despite the fact that every organizntion generating 
tho.e poliCies for which the terrorists act is a creation of Brit· 
ISh intelligence networks. They profess to be fncredulous 
even though every known link of the terrorists comes back to 
it British intelligence network doorstep. 

The problem is not that they lack facts, but that they are 
afraid to face those available facts which lead overwhelm· 
ingly to the proper conclusion, Indeed, the British laugh at 

'the,. governments' failure of nerveon Just that polnt.lt.!s the 
politicians who block relevant intelligence and security 

rorce!;. frum pursuing leads pointing to British intelligence 
networks, Ill::' rearlul politicians who prevent their govern
ments from developing the sort of anti· British counterintel· 
Iigence C':IPilbilitles needed to cope with the terrorist 
proolcm. 

The citire)\s must give their governments the courage to 
take the n( Cl?'isary measures, the courage to race the racts so 
ablmdantl) r. \'ailable. 

I.et me r-ut it this way. Were 1 a head of state of any prin~ 
cipal European nation. I would cleiln up the terrorism prob· 
lem In short order. It is not that means do not exist, but that 
thl'> combh:ed wlll and perception to properly employ those 
flll!lln!o is wanting in the politicallcadership. I am not without 
s)'mpothy for the problems of Presidents and Prime 
Mimsters in this connection; rully knowing those problems, 
Btleast thdr I'lature. I insist that the eXistence of nations de
mands a C'lt'tl,.spondingcGurage by national1eaders. 

There nrc two kinds of facts which arc crucial to determin
ing British ll!sponsibllity for international terrorism from 
case 10 casco The first. not conclusive by ftself, is "Who bene
fits?" The se~ond, which is decisive. is IIWhat is the national 
OTlI!in of the ~tatc of mind of the terrorist? To what national 
intJrcst and national philosophical outlook does that statc 01 
mind heltol'~'l" 

For exaaj~r\!. thez~ro-growth Ideology is endemic in many 
nation>;, bllt, ulnong developed nations, is characteristic only 
of the- nnthtn:tl i(1eJlogy of Great Britain. This is most conciu
sj\'e in dealing \-.-lth organized groups which represent them
selves as "!eftist." 

The MJI·Xh.iR socialist movement among lactory workers 
and their sUpnorters has always been. somewhat like Marx 
himself. prugrowth. protechnological progress. Among 
Mnrxbts. Jl WliS the failure of capitalism to continue the pro· 
CCS\ of technologically advancing expansion of the economy 
which classically deli ned the point at which objective ripe· 
nec;') ror socialist transformation oppears. When the so
ciology oi ,hi, view among working people is taken into ac
count. it j!J impossible for socialist political grQUps concerned 
with the in~erasts of working people to "independentli' en
dor~e zero-,::cowth ideas. let alone condone violence against 
techno)ogit:al progress. Among today's "Ieftlsts" some aUen 
interventlOll lIas occurred. 

Tile zercrp,l'owth or Malthusian outlook has a long history..' 
. which aid" 'IS in rigorously assessing the inner national loyal

tic!'! or Ihose \., ho espouse it. Its lncient form, continuing to 
the presenL d3Y. is what was known during the time of Aris· 
totle [ts "Ih(' Persian model." and otherwise known as the 
"oli/.wrchicnj jJrinciple." Excepting the oligarchical strala to 
which thi') fi"l\, is endemic, it has never appeared spontan
eously among any urbanized section of the population except 
among lumpc,lproletarian strata ... over 8 period olspprox· 
imlJtely tlVO Jud 11 hall thousand years! Industrialist-capital
ist. skilled and semi-skilled workers, and scientific-pro
fessional sttata are incapable of secreting such oligarchical 
or zero growth views as ch3racteristic of their strata. 

"his pohcy I:' associated oyer iwo-end"hatf~housand years 
with an aU lance of landlord-oligarchies with those financier· 
olis;archies which practice usury rather than productive 
investment. These oligarchical forces have always based 
themselves on the most backward rural stratn plus the 
lumfll!n strnla or urbanized regions. Since the accession of 
the Wei len (Gllelph) house to the throne of England, and 
Welien ali'.""e with .he House of Orange, Holland and 
Ennlalld h.,·t been the leading lIational bastions of Wellish 
01' "MJ,lth\l~,itlldrrationalist" policY'. Continental Europe and 
the United ,"otes have been anti·Malthusian, except to the 
ext~nt that AnglO-Dutch networks have imposed or insin
uated a COl1ltar~' policy. 

In the mot..irrn world. any section or urban populations 
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which adopts a Malthusian outlook is Ipso lacto an agent 01 
Anglo·Dutch Ideologicallnlluence. whether wittingly or not. 
Since the British military expedition led by Marlborough at 
the beginning 01 the 18th centur)'. and more emphatically 
since 1815. the British and their Dutch allies have built up 
deep networks Hnked to London in every nation or continental 
Europe in particular. As th. case of the "black nobility" 01 
Italy illustrates. these British networks have coopted the ves. 
tiges of the old Well·allied networks 01 Europe going back ap· 
proximately a thousand years in some instances. 

It is this feature of British networks which most completely 
escapes the powers of comprehension of the security agency 
which seeks to unCQYer networks it presumes to have ~een es. 
tablished ex novo during Q recent few years or a decade or so. 
Family traditions and associations. in some cases going back 
more or less consciously 1,000 years, are the inner aStlect of 
th. British intelligence networks. These old famllies are the 
hard core 01 that oligarchy of Iinancial and feudal traditions 
which is the inner core 01 British Intelligence today. The 
Welfish monarchies 01 Britain and Holland are being used as 
that international oligarchy's present home base. the na
tional royal powers through which th~ exertion 01 the 011· 
garchy as a whole are provIded a coordinating (oeus and con, 
duit ot national power, 

1'hcse families arc embedded in various institutions f 
each nation. Despite individual and other defections from the 
oligarchical traditions among these lammE'S. the core wlhtn 
continues to adhere to that oligarchical tradition reprerents 
aggregately a large lorce for Anglo·Dutch corruption (In the 
gQvernments and maior private ins.titutions DC power i. var .. 

iO~Sr~~~i~nthese families Brc gathered a secondary {ycr of 
pleblans. These plebians of the next·ta-inner ClrClei,c in'elude 
leading intelligence and political families going back a 
generation or two. certain farr.!hcs with a legal.p~r', fessional 
tradition, and so forth and 50 on. Around these t tere is an 
ouier layer 01 agents. trusted. deemed uselul. bu' not really 
on the "inside." Henry Kissinger is typical ~ this sort. 
Around these strata, another layer of agents, anlj so, down to 
the pathetically demented individual envir0i.,nentalist or 
terrorist. 

Apart from the determination 01 the oligarcl.y to dominate 
the world. the larger mass 01 the oligarchcal faction is 
eharacterized by personai, heteronornic am'lilion to rise to 
the hierarchy. Reality. the conseQuences I policy. lor the 
human speCies, is not an object of concern What is of can· 
cern Is competition to make a reputation Jr oneself within 
the oligarchical hierarchy, usually at the expense of some 
competitor. They are vicious, paranoid sy phants. 

Most 01 the agents 01 these networks a~: largely unwitting 
of the network as a whole. They are corr lpted persons, who 
usually know only that certain contacts a ld possible contacts 
have the power to improve or worsen th individual's state of 
affairs. that such contacts have influ . .!Oce which reaches 
more or less mysteriously into high pia es. They sense them
selves - usually without knowing - tl be part 01 a myster· 
ious power independent of governmen J. with an entirely dis· 
torted perception of the realitY this in' olves. By step·by.step 
conditioning of their percePtions, va· lous elements of such 
networks can be induced to adopt 01 ,elief systems" and do 
deeds at Ihe discretion olthe oligarch I as a whole. 

Thus. the British intelligence sys em does not operale in 
the main on the basis 01 a standard table 01 organization. It 
operates through manipulations, I uch that the individual 
down the line is induced to adopt b !liefs and perlorm deeds 
without being aware ollhe way in "hich this Is arr.nged. 

Today, British·networks' contro of major portions of the 
press, of radio and teI~\·.sicn bra ldcBsting, of mass t!;nt~r· 
tainment. book distrlbction. 10'~rations which shape the ,..,., ., "'""',, .... , '" i , .. '" .. ~" """'" 
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papers 8ftd magazines do not themselves issue instructions to 
terroris,tg in the ordinary sense of instructions, but they do 
shape the public perception ot developments in a rmmner 
whic¥.iS absolutely indispensable to the kind 01 international 
ter~dsrn Britain presently deploys. 

T e development 01 the lorm 01 linguistics assooiated with 
Ra' d Corporation associate Noam Chomsky and related 
drelopment 01 controlled schizophrenia at the T.vistock 

~{r~.it~~~::~~~I~~:~~ii~I:~~~o~~i,ti~~~~~~~~a~~n~~~~~~~d 
Russell during the 1920s. and developed in part by Russell. 
Karl Korsch and R. Catnap during the lS30s. nre the tech. 
niques now used for Uprogrnmming" journalism in the way 
reQuired to develop the controlled environment 01 public 
opinion indispensable to the kind of international terrorism 
we iace today, 

The terrorist operation depends upon a predictable re
sponse from a major portion of the press and other "com
munications media." 10 addition to this, without the buildup 
of the fraudulent uenvironmentalist" doctrine by a corrupt 
press, without press build·up of iasclst Maoist find other ban· 
dits as "leftist." the present form of international terrorism 
could not function, 

Yet. excepting such chic individuals as Feltrinelli. there Is 
no direct connection between the Baader·Melnhol gang 
terrorist and the complicit press. The connection exists. if 
one traces the training of journalists to such locations as the 
BSC or other parts of the British Jntelligence network. if one 
traces the Cinancial connections o[ certain newspaper and 
magazines. the pedigrees of certain publishers and editors. 
and if one also traces the connections leading back to Lazard 
Brothers in London for the terrorist networks. The corrupt 
press and the terrorists apparently are nof directly con
nected. except through 8 common "mother" squatting at the 
London Round Table. 

Not only can such connections be established. but it can be 
shown that there is II close correlation between orders Issued 
Irom London and shifts in behavior 01 both the terrorists and 
the corrupt media. Both are actin~ ip.parallel according 10 
the current "party line" issued from Landon. 

. CIetJI It Upl • 
I have had personally approximately 10 years 01 contin

uously fighting -Hritish International terrorism, beginning 
with events around New York City in IS68. I had then the ad· 
vantage of seeing the direct connection among Herbert 
Marcuse. the Ford Foundation. the [nstitute for Polley Stud· 
ies and the systematic creation of the Weatherman 
terrorists. Over the intervening years, through collaboration 
with my immediate associates, and later with other forces 
combatting the "me evil. 1 have a belter scientific know· 
ledge of the British mentality than perhaps an~ olher living 
person. and therelo(e a better analytical understanding 01 
British international terrorism than anyone outside. the Inner 
ranks 01 British intelligence itsell. [ know the enemy. how he 
operates. how he Ihinks. and how he can he decisively 
deleated. Vis·avis most world leaders. I lind them. relalive to 
myself. bumbling amateurs in this matter. I know Irom 
much experience what is crucial In detecting and deleating 
British intelligence operations, including international 
terrorism. What I. crui.lal is epistemQlogy. Erkertt· 
nistheorie. One must evaluate terrorist proble_ms in terms 
01 the way in which the .ferny and his dupes think. and one 
must define countermeasures based on that same 
kno"ledge. 

You cnn not defeat terrorism if you tolerate "environment
alism." ior one thing. By tolerating "environmentalism'! you 
are not only maintaining the support·in·depth of terrorist 
operations. but you are reluslng to establish the eplste· 
mological'political criteria, the political discrediting and 
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containment or lIenvironmentalism\" which Is indispensable 
to isolating the British networks behind the terrorists as 
such. Every time a government makes a compromise with 
"environmentalism, II that government Is setting Itself up for 
a new wave of International terrorism. by virtue of the fact 
that only an anti·envlronmentalist mobilization of the 
majority of the population gives governments the political 
means to contain and root out the terrorists themselves. 

If one wishes to stop terrorism\ these steps are indis· 

pensable: (I) expose British responsibility for International 
terrorism] (2) ruthlesslAJppose environmentalism in lavor 
of nucledr energy·centered. high·technology exports to the 
developing sector: (3) act in concert to bankrup( the City of 
London merchant banks, the lorees behind terrorism: and 
(4) root out. with an loree required to accomplish that, an 
international traffic in hard drugs and marijuana. imposing 
heavy penalities lor individual use 01 marijuana pending the 
elimination of the general drug problem. 
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RE: S. 2236 - Omnibus Antiterrorism Act 

Dear Senator R1bicoff: 

Airline Passengers usociation ("APA") is ~In international 
membership organization balled in Dallas J Tm(As with more 
than 40,000 members who average over 40 airplane trips per 
year. UA strongly supports S.2236 to combat terrorism and 
hijacking. Although some of our members may be inconvenienced 
by the termination of air services to a country that harbors 
terrorism, APA feels that the safety and security provided by 
such a penalty outweighs the inconvenience. 

KiA commends you for introducing the Bill and favors its 
passage. As early as 1970, UA has been very involved with 
the hijacking issue. I have attached a Report of the Pro
ceedings of the "Natural Conference Seeking Solutions to the 
International Hijacking Problem" sponsored by UA. I hope you 
find this historical perspective helpful. 

HJS/sc 
Encl: National Confernece - Hijacking 
cc: James E. Dunne, II 

Managing Director.- UA 

David S. Stempler, Esq. 
Washington tegal Counsel - UA 
1019 19th Street, N. W. - PH II 
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September 4. 1970 

I t is a. pleasure to present this report to all persons 
who have an interest in the maintenance of air safety 
throughout the world, 

The proceedings "~s contained herein reflect the thinking 
of some of the nation's most inforuted pe.rsons in the 
area of aerial hijacking. These persons, represe.nting 
major associations and pettineut federal governmental 
departments J spent considerable effort in developing 
these presentations and then finally forming the con
clusions which are presented on the last few pages of 
this publication. 

As president: of the Airline Passengers Association, and 
in behalf of our national Advisory Council membeTs, I 
should like to express my sincere apprecia tion for the 
contributions made at the Washington meeting, which have 
enabled us to develop this report. 

As it is being compiled, I regret to say that no single 
complete solution to aerial hijacking has bee.n attained, 
but it is my sinc.e'te hope that the recomme.ndations con
tained in this publication will lead toward that near
perfect solution. resulting in a complete deterrence to 
this menacing danger. 

Sincerely, 

~~(6aut 
JACK COX, President 





---------------
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JACK COX 

My name is Jack Cox. I am President of the Airline Passengers Association. 
I might take just a moment to tell you something about APA. It was or
ganized some ten years ago and its objective is to serve and to represent 
the air traveler. Its membership approaches 25,000. Scope of menbership 
encompasses the United States and about fifteen foreign nations. A word 
about this meeting being scheduled here today: We answer in our APA Dallas 
office in excess of 100 letter~ per day, which are received from members 
worldwide. Their letters are varied in nature,' as you might surmise. Some 
of them are complimentary to the carriers; some of them are in the nature 
of complaints; some of them are requesting information about this or that 
particular subject; and so in meeting Mr. Browne (CAB) and the distinguished 
people from FAA here this morning, I thought of the numerous letters I 
have written to both of them concerning the many matters that our members 
write us about. 

Because of everyone's concern with reference to hijacking, we called upon 
the members of our AdVisory Council. There are 24 members of this council, 
all of whom have nat.:l..lnal prominence, and I think their names are in some 
of the literature which was given to you. As a result of the thinking of 
the Advisory Council nattonwide came this meeting scheduled here in 
Washington. We know--both you and I--that much work and much study have 
been done'by a dozen or more groups in an 'attempt to find a workable solution 
to aircraft hijacking, and we know, too, that progress has been made. We 
know that we must continue to focus attention on this problem if success is 
to be achieved, and as we see it, the effort of air safety and security must 
have continuity. If we are awakened, for example, in the morning to news
paper headlines which read that some 140, 180 or 280 persons had been killed 
as a result of an aircrart hijacking, there would not be an attitude of 
complacency anywhere so far as finding a solution to this problem is con
cerned. 

I am well aware that there will likely be no one firm solution evolving from 
this group today, which will by itself or could by itself alone achieve the 
objective that we seek, but we believe that there are many advancements 
made, of which probably you are not aware, the public is not aware, the air 
traveler is not aware, and it is our hope that out of this meeting today 
will come at least some constructive ideas which will lead toward solutions 
to an ever-pressing problem and a mor!, serious problem probably than any 
other facing the aviation industry today, that of aerial hijacking. 

I think it is important, too, that in this gathering here today, and so" far 
as I know, this is the first time that this has happened, that we have every 
segment of aviation represented--every segment of the entire industry. We 
have the air carriers. I have talked to the presidents of all the major 
carriers within the past two weeks, and those who could not attend are being 
represented by the Air Transport Association. We have the Air Line Pilots 
Association, represented by its president; we have the Air Transport Associ
ation; the stewardesses are represented; the Flight Safety Foundation; and 
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we feel probably the most important segment of commercial aviation, the 
passenger, because after all, the air traveler is the one that makes it 
all go. 

Before we present the distinguished panelists who have given of their 
time in order to be with us today, let me set the stage for this day's 
work: In a f~w minutes we shall have statements from members of the 
panel. We hope to learn from these statements what devices have been 
used successfully; what some of the problems are in the employment of 
these devices, what ideas have not been tried which could be successful; 
and how the future looks in relation to this problem. After this session 
we shall adjourn for lunch, and you are all invited to join us for lunch. 
And then we shall come back to this room for formation into discussion 
groups and for room assignments. We have many participants here that I 
shall not introduce at this particular moment. The Advisory Council is 
represented and the other organizations which I mentioned earlier. In 
the interest of time, I think it might be well to get on with it and, 
introduce one of the outstanding members of our APA Advisory Council. 

As I mentioned a moment ago, our Advisory Council is made up of persons 
of national prominence, of outstanding ability, and there are 24 of these 
persons. One of them here today we ,have designated as chairman of this 
panel. He is one of the nation's most dedicated leaders and it is a 
real pleasure for me to introduce to you and to present to you, the dis
tinguished Senator from Texas and a member of APA's Advisory Council, 
for his comments and introduction of the panel: United States Senator 
from Texas, John G. Tower. 
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SENATOR JOHN TOWER 

Thank you, Jack. My distinguished friends, it is a pleasure to see sO 
many interested persons attending this conference seeking solutions to 
the international airline hijacking problem. I trust that all of you 
arrived without undue and unscheduled stops en route, depending on what 
section of the country you come from, but I am glad that all of you 
could be here today because we will be seeking solutions to a very im
portant problem indeed. It is personally important to me, because I 
spend a good part of my life with an airplane strap~ed to my back, and 
so I am more than casually interested in getting there, as interested 
as we all are in seeking solutions to this very vexing problem for our 
own professional or personal reasons. I don't think we are alone--I 
doubt that there are many Americans, the traveling and non-traveling 
public who do not wrestle with this problem in their own minds because 
hijacking creates great hazards for air travel. I find it fantastic 
that we have escaped major ca.astrophe for this long. I think the credit 
goes to both industry and to the government for this feat. Our problem 
now is to arrive at a deterrent before something catastrophic does 
occur. 

Now, to be sure, industry and various governmental units have been working 
toward solutions to the problem, and steps hav~ been taken to deter 
would-be hijackers, an~ many of these approaches will be examined today. 
I doubt that anyone would assert that anyone of these systems is the 
ultimate. Perhaps that is never to be found. The solution probably lies 
in a combination of approaches. 

You will see on the program handed to you that this is a conference seeking 
a solution to the international hijacking problem, and the word "seeking" 
is the theme of the conference. While-there will be reports this morning 
on what approaches have been tried already, we are not gathered simply to 
assure ourselves and each other that we are trying hard--I think everyone 
knows that. Instead, what is wanted today is a brainstorming approach. 
We shall let our minds wander and perhaps somewhere off the beaten path 
we will find new answers which can also be utilized, and it may be that 
helpful solutions will come later--to those stimulated today with this 
hyperaction session. The result will be the same, whether we di~cover new 
workable approaches here today, or whether new, workable approaches are 
developed later as a result of our efforts today. The important ""ing is 
to find new, and most important, workable solutions. 

Now, my good and old friend, Jack Cox of the Airline Passengers Association, 
has'provided us with an important tool by setting up this conference today, 
and I know that with our cumulative best efforts we will find solutions. 
I would like now to introduce the panel and ask each one to stand when your 
name is called so that everybody is identified. 
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Of course you have already met Jack Cox. With us also is the Chairman of 
the House Committee on Science and Astronautics who shares my concern for 
improved legislation with which to combat airline hijacking, my distinguished 
colleague, the Honorable George P. Miller, a member of the House from 
California. 

Here to give us a rundown of current capabilities for criminal prosecution 
is another old friend of mine from Texas, Assistant Attorney General in 
charge of the criminal division, Will Wilson. From the Civil Aeronautics 
Board is its very distinguisheJ Chairman Secor D. Browne. Dr. Homer 
Reighard, Deputy Federal Air Surgeon for the Federal Aviation Administration, 
was not able to be with us today, but we are very fortunate to have in his 
place a man who is regarded as an expert in this matter, FAA psychologist, 
Dr. John Dailey; representing the Department of Transportation is 
Mr. J.ohn D. Flynn; representing the Air Transport Association of America 
is Mr. Frank Oelschlager; and representing the Air Line Pilots Association 
is the president of that association, Mr. Charles Ruby. 

Also with us today is the director of the Texas Aeronautics Commission, 
Mr. Charles Murphy. Our panel is ·made complete by the presence of ths 
presiden t of the Flight Safety Foundation, Mr. David Thomas. 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, that is the panel today. I am sorry that 
Senate business does not permit me to stay; I was due at a committee 
meeting fift~en minutes ago on Capitol Hill, so I will have to go and I 
am sorry I won't be able to participate for the remainder of your de
liberations but I hope I shall have the opportunity to return at some 
point during the day and participate further. Best wishes for a very 
productive session. I will, of course, be very much interested in the 
outcome of this session. 
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WILL WILSON 

Thank you, Hr. Cox. Ladies and Gentlemen, I am reminded of a story that 
came to mind last night in connection with another conversation on this 
subject of everyone's wanting to be helpful in one way or another on this 
aircraft hijacking problem, of a man who was walking along the sidewalk, 
in front of him a very large fat lady fell, and she couldn't get up, and 
so he walked around her about three times, finally he said, "Lady, I'd 
like to help, I just don't know where to take hold." I think that is the 
problem many of us have. 

Now fortunately, the Justice Department doesn't ?lave that problem; our 
func'tion is ra ther limited, but we do know where to take hold, and tha t 
is when, after the thing is over, and the hijacker has been caught, we 
have to prosecute him. You are probably aware of the many difficulties 
that exist in trying to establish both venue and jurisdiction. Venue 
concerns the place where a person has committed a crime and jurisdiction 
is the right or authority to try him. As you can visualize, most of these 
hijackings start after the plane is in the air and they sort of emerge, 
and the situation may be rather fluid as to where the plane goes and its 
final destination, the route it takes, and the aC'cual crime. The elements 
of the crime occur over a vast geographic area, ,.r.d £.)r all of these rea
Sons it has been determined that while state laws app:.y, and each one of 
these acts is a violation of many state laws as the p~ane goes over a 
particular state, that it is best to try to handle this problem through 
the federal criminal processes rathpr than state processes, and so the 
vast bulk of these cases are handled in the federal courts. 

In 1960, we did assume jurisdiction and passed an act, which is the prin
cipal act under which we handle these cases now. Hijacking has become a 
more serious, recurring phenomenon, which greatly impairs the lives and 
safety of the aircraft crews and passengers involved. Since 1961 there 
have been 65 successful hijackings of American aircraft, and twenty at
tempted hijackings. During 1970, there have been eight successful hijack
ings, and three attempted hijackings of American aircraft. As to the 
twenty unsuccessful attempts since 1961, 23 individuals were involved. 
Disposition of these 23 individuals is as follows: One received twenty 
years for interfering with commerce; I might say in handling these offenses, 
most of them, most of the federal offenses apply only to the hijacking 
of a plane in flight, so that the act has to occur after the wheels have 
left the runway under the definition of that crime. So those that occur, 
"here the p,erson is apprehended before the wheels leave the runway, under 
any circumstances, are not handled under the hijacking statute, but are 
handled under another one called interstate commerce and one man received 
twenty years for that offense; two were sentenced to fifteen years for 
interference with flight crew members; four received indeterminate sentences 
out of the Youth Correction Act for interference with flight crew members-
that is the juvenile type of offender; one received a five-year sentence 
on a plea of guilty, charges stemming from attempted hijacking; two 
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would-be hijackers have been committed to state mental institutions; and 
two have been tried and acquitted based on a defense of insanity. In a 
federal system when a man offers in defense insanity and is convicted, he 
is then transferred to the state for treatment. Three individuals were 
court-martialed by military authority. Another was convicted in California 
and sentenced for twenty years for offenses arising out of the attempted 
hijacking. Further, one individual was found to be a juvenile delinquent, 
and five of the ranaining six individuals who were involved are in custody 
of govelnment auchority, undergoing court-ord~red mental examinations; 
the sixth is in state custody awaiting trial for murder. The most severe 
sentence in aircraft hijacking cases is life imprisonment, which was ad
judge1 on July 7, 1970, for the offense of aircraft hijacking and kidnap
ing by U. S. District Court sitting in Newman, Georgia. Hopefully, the 
sentence should tend to deter the recurrence of similar possible cases in 
the future. Additionally, it may be of interest to note that during the 
past two years eleven hijackers have been returned from Cuba. Of this 
number eight were convicted, one was acquitted and two cales are pending. 

Now, I want to emphasize the sentencing process with a firm statement in 
the belief in the effectiveness of prosecution and sentencing as a 
deterrent to crime. In my judgment, one of the most effective things 
that can be done to stop hijacking is to have a fast, vigorous and effect
ive prosecution, and a sentence commensurate with the crime committed. 
Most crimes involve in a sense innocent bystanders, but vary in degree. 
In a robbery, the person who is threatened in the robbery is perhaps in 
danger, if he doesn't yield to the criminal, and perhaps a bystander, too, 
that might be caught if a shooting fray develops. But nothing compares 
with the danger to completely innocent people involved in a criminal act-
nothing compares with the danger to a plane-full of passengers who have 
been caught in this situation. I think all of us would agree that i~. 
approaching the problems of hijackin& that is, when to use force for the 
interception of the hijacker, when to crOS3 the will of the hijacker. In 
effect, the first and dominant element ought to be the safety of the 
passengers. In addition, the safety of the crew who are under direct 
threat and the safety of the property which is an enormous investment for 
the airline company have to be considered. 

But I think we are all in agreement that the first and dominant question 
is the safety of the passengers, who are truly innocent bystanders of this 
affair, a"d so I want to conclude my opening presentation by saying that 
we should direct our thoughts first, of courae, to preventing these cldngs 
from happening by our usual approaches, plus any unusual ones that we can 
devise, such as the electronic devices for automatically s~arching of a 
stream of people going into a plane, and whatever mechanical devices can 
be added to the structure of planes in such way as to make it more difficult 
for a hijacker to carry out his purpose when he starts. Secondly, I would 
be very much interested in hearing the statement of the psychiatrist on 
the panel, as to what types and kinds of people there are who do these 
things, and to the extent that they can be reached through the usual 
d<;terrents of crmc and punishment. I think it is a most vital subject, 
and I want to congratulate ~rr. Cox and this association for taking an 
active interest in it.and in bringing together these paople today for 
the purpose of cr£lss-rertili7.ation of ideas in the 1:>10 di;;ferent approaches 
to the problem. That completes my opening statement, Mr. Cox. 

1 
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SECOR D. BROWNE 

Thank you for tl,e opportunity to discuss with you today the problems of 
crimes against aircraft. I do not limit myself to air piracy or hi
jacking, because I consider equally serious the threat of ground sabo
tage and all other acts of violence committed during any phase of air 
transport operations. 

Let me begin by saying that I truly believe this subject is of paramount 
importance to all responsible and involved persons, if not the Aubject 
of top priority. It is clear that any condition which threatenF the 
safety of air travel simply cannot be tolerated. Crimes against air
craft, or any implied threat of violence, are a subject of international 
concern. 

It is a problem, however, which has generated more discussion than de
cision; emotion than action. It is essential, when considering this 
subject, that the psychological roots of the problem be understood. 
Outside of the areas of international confrontation, such as the }liddle 
East, where political considerations dominate motives, the problem is 
basically one of dealing with people. 

I would also exclude that lunatic frlnge element bent on self
destruction which chooses the aircraft as its vehicle, I doubt 
we can ever effectively screen out and eliminate those people, 
goodness they are a small number. 

whether 
Thank 

Eliminating the profeSSional guerilla and the insane, we are left with 
the common "run-of-the-mill" hijacker. The person who is not driven by 
any consuming internal fire, but essentially is looking for a means of 
expressing himself. He is, it would seem, a person capable of reason, 
of weighing pro's and con's, and, in a premeditated manner, one who is 
aware of and therefore considers alternatives. 

He does not want to die and is not bent on violence though once committed 
to his course of action may not have any alternative but to back up an 
uttered threat and use whatever weapon he has at his command. He launches 
himself with the prior knowledge that probably nothing will go wrong, no 
one will get hurt, and he won't get caught. Even if he is apprehended, 
he is aware of the performance record of enforcement which, with notably 
few exceptions, has seldom adhered to Gilbert & Sullivan's admonition in 
The Mikado: "Make the punishment fit the crime." 

Reduced to its ultimate simplicity, the solution is to be found in deter
ring the potential act rather than halting it once begun. The steps 
taken by individual carriers as far as searches, etc.; and the work being 
done by Dr. Rheigard in establishing the psychological protile of the 
potential offender are excellent and should be broadened. It has been 
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clearly demonstrated that the large majority of airline passengers 
are not offended by the efforts of the carriers and the government to 
isolate the hijacker before boarding. 

But clearly, something else is needed. It is impractical to expect 
that every passenger for every flight will be screened, physically 
.£E. psychologically. It is impossible to achieve absolute security on 
every ramp and in every hangar around the world. It is also true 
that there are sufficient statutory provisions to adequately handle 
the problem, at least as I interpret them. I do not believe that any 
additional laws will be helpful on a broad scale. 

What then, can and should be done? How can enforcement action be en
sured and adequate use be made of existing statutes? I think it is 
admirable that the FAA and the Department of Justice have now agreed 
as to who has various responsibilities. That is an important ste~. 

However, hijacking and the intricacies of aviation law and international 
relationships are highly technical subjects. I do not believe a 
local U. S. Attorney should be expected to be an expert in this field. 
A task force of specialists, traveling from case to case, would enhance 
the pursuit of justice--not hinder it, and such a group should be set 
up immediately, so that when a hijacker is apprehended, he is prose
cuted to the fullest extent. 

While I recognize everyone's right to capitalize on events and take 
advantage of opportunities, I find deploraole the exploitation of 
some of these events which has lent an aura of glamour to the indi
vidual and an almost "holiday atmosphere" to the entire exercise. I 
think the communication media are in a position to carry a clear 
message to those who are contemplating a crime against an aircraft-
that they are dealing in an area which carries stiff penalties and 
has, in truth, none of the aspects of a modern-day Captaiu Kidd 
charade. They should take every step, not to control the news, but 
to lend proper perspective to the problem. 

Those involved in the international forum have taken steps to standard
ize procedures. The recent ICAO meeting in Montreal and its subsequent 
clarification and extension of the principles of the Tokyo Convention 
will have, 1 think, significant impact. It is significant that all 
nations, regardless of political orientation,-are strongly united on 
this subject. But work in this area must not cease until there is 
clear and total agreement on definition of the crime itself. Enforce
ment procedures of a uniform nature and extradition rights in the 
absence of prosecution by local authorities remain to be agreed upon. 
There must be no haven for the hijacker, for as long as a single one 
exists, the temptations, and therefore the very real danger of mass 
disaster is ever present. 

J 
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Since the immediate possibility of totally preventing a hijacker access 
1:0 an airplane is somewhat remote and since there are still places to 
110, every effort should be made to conti:ol the hijack "hile it is in 
progress. This is an item squarely in the hands of the indiVidual man
agements of the carriers themselves. 

"Nhile violence on the flight deck is certainly to be avoided, perhaps 
Some concentrated training of tbe crews in security and containment 
of the individual once he reaches the cockpit should be undertaken. 
The flight deck of a modern transport aircraft is a confusing jungle 
to the stranger, and a "ell briefed cre" , acting in a coordinated 
fashion and making maximum use of modern deterrents should be in a 
position to avert disaster. 

This coordination and training should also extend to a specially 
gathered ground cre" (or crews) consisting of both government and 
carrier personnel, "ho are expert and experienced in the handling of 
a hijack in progress. Our communication network is such that these 
groups could be located in key spots and upon first notification of 
a hijack would immediately take over ground control of the aircraft. 

Through the use of specially developed codes, and ~th firsthand 
personal knowledge of the individual crew involved, thes,~ groups 
could playa major role in averting an airborne disaster, should a 
hijacker slip past the ground screen. 

The Civil Aeronautics Board has no statutory authority in this area. 
However, the grave impact of crimes against aircraft causes us deep 
and vital concern. While we are distressed and disturbed by aircraft 
crimes throughout the "orld, we can only voice suggestions to those 
who are directly included. We hope some have merit, and that those 
that do "ill be implemented. 

The program I have outlined: the creation of a strike force to ensure 
adequate prosecution, the expansion of on-the-ground efforts by both 
carriers and governm~nt entities, the swift movement inte~ndtionally 
to eliminate refuges, the additional special training of ground and 
flight crews in hijack procedures, and a concerted conscientious effort 
on the part of communications media, while not new in any sense, is 
perhaps more focused than in the past. 

The Civil Aeronautics Board stands ready to help in any way. No one 
should rest easily until every action has been taken to eliminate 
crimes against aircraft. ------
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DR. JOHN T. DAILEY 

All of you here have been concerned with this problem for sometime, so 
I think you can remember back to what we might consider the height of 
the epidemic about the end of January, 1969. n,~c event was building 
up apparently, but had gotten to the point where i~ was happening every 
two or three days, we were beginning to have two at a time, everybody 
was concerned, there was a great deal of publicity, everyone had bright 
ideas for how to stop it, but nothing seemed to be very practical and 
in effect, almost everybody said there just doesn't seem to be any way 
to stop hijacking. And I think there isn't, there just isn't, any way 
to completely stop crime in the streets or pilferage of air freight or 
any number of other problems we have. But we do feel, and this is the 
approach we took, that there are a number of things that can be done, 
and should be done to help with this problem and we hope will keep it 
under control until the time comes some day when all nations agree to 
do everything possible to eliminate hijacking, in which case we would 
have only a few hijackings. 

We would have only the ones where he just wants to get somewhere and 
escape, for example, and of course, that is independent of a nation 
being willing to send him back. There may also be persons who just 
want to kill everybody with them and so on. Hawever, we feel that for 
Borne time to come and frankly, I think for a long time to come, we 
have to have measures to keep this under control before we find a final 
solution. 

At some Congressional hearings, just about a year and a half ago, most 
of the people testifying, testified that there just didn't seem to be 
much to do, but my boss at the time, FAA acting administrator, Mr. Thomas, 
was there, and in effect I think he said, "\oIell, I don't know, but we 
have got some people here that think there might be something that can 
be done. Let's give them a chance, let's try a psycholog,ical approach," 
so at that time they said, sure, let's try a psychological approach. 
That is usually what happens when all else fails--they say, well, all 
right, let's try psychology. Well, what we did is something that is 
quite common in attacking a disease from medical point of view, so per
haps it shouldn't surprise you that the Deputy Federal Air Surgeon was 
placed in charge of the Task Force, and that the FAA's psychologist was 
also assigned to it, because it is common in medicine when you have a 
disease you can't cure and perhaps don't even really understand, to 
decide, well, there are some things that we can try, some things we can 
do. Maybe we can at least try to make them wash their hands, or build 
outhouses, or maybe improve nutrition. There are things we might do to 
make the patient more comfortable, even if we can't cure him. If we 
can't cure everybody, maybe we can cure some of them, and so on. This 
is what we call the epidemilogical point of view which is similar to 
what the air industry calls the systems point of view, and so we did 
try this. 

) 
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I would like to speak first about some of the bright ideas that come up 
that involve a single idea which is going to solve this problem. One 
amusing thing is that almost any idea in what I might call the bright 
idea field eventually comes to us from some brilliant youngster in the 
second grade, who writes a letter to the president, or Senator Tower, 
almost anybody, or Mr. Cox, and sometimes it gets referred to us. These 
letters usually come to us one way or another and often contain a real 
bright idea. There is nothing wrong with it, except that when you look 
at it from the sis terns point of view you find ie is too expensive, it 
requires too much training, it is b~yond the capability of the personnel 
involved or any number of other reasons why a bright idea just won't 
work. I hate to over-generalize, but it has been my impression that if 
you try to think of something that will end all hijacking in a single 
idea you are not very likely to come up with anything that will help. 
If you think of other things we might do, approaches we might take that 
might help, thell you are much more likely to find something that call be 
accepted as part of a final package, whatever that would be, of the 
many approaches we take to the control of hijacking. 

We started out with the concept of deterrence. We find that the further 
you get away from the hijacking backward in time, the more feasible it 
seems to be to do something about it. The most difficult thing to do is 
to terminate a hijacking in the air in progress. This is very difficult-
it is difficult to do without compromising the safety of the passengers 
or making crew expendable. Nevertheless, we have not ignored this. 
There or things that can be done eventually; we are working on this. We 
can't say much about it; we are optimistic about some of the ideas that 
will help. They may not help with all hijackings, but they might help 
with some. You know some hijackers have not been very well, armed, not 
very well determined. It might have been possible to apprehend them in 
the air if certain things had been done. It is a little less difficult 
to catch the guy when he tries to board the airplane, and that is feasible 
to a certain extent, bue the easiest thing to do we felt in the beginning, 
was to try to keep him from deciding to want to hijack in the first place. 
I hate to use the lOrd, manage things, but might as well, to manage things 
in such a way that a potential hijacker will not decide to become hijacker. 
And there are many ways you can do this. There is a psychological word 
for it called reinforcement, which means reward and punishment. So what 
we would do was to use reward and punishment to help deter hijacking; 
that is, to keep people from deciding that they want to hijack. First, 
I would like to answer Mr. Wilson's questions·' here about what we really 
feel about the role of punishment. Obviously reinforcement includes both 
reward and punishment. and punishment is important. I think even with 
the ones who are unstable. even with those who are very unstable, they do 
respond to reward and punishment. not necessarily in the way you and I 
would, but they do respond to reward and punishment. I personally, al
though this is controversial among experts. take the point of view that 
punishment has an important role in the deterrence of hijackers. 
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Of course, the quicker the punishment, the more certain the punishment, 
the more effective it would be. One of the things about rainforcement 
that we know as psychologists is that punishment or reward needs to be 
as close to the act as possible, and if anything happens to delay the 
punishment for a long time, that undercuts it, and weakens it. You know 
this on an intuitive basis, so one of the things that would help more 
than anything else is to make more expeditious the handling of these 
cases and punishment. This has been suggested by Mr. Browne and I really 
agree with that. 

I would like to speak from the other side of reinforcement: reward. We 
don't reward these people, but there are ways in which we can reduce 
their reward, and we have been very active in that. For example, to 
the extent our research has enabled us to, we have released all the in
formation we can to the effect that hijackers don't really come out very 
well. They are not treated as being heroes in certain countries, and 
now we have information that they are not treated very well. Since this 
information has become current certain categories of individuals have 
almost completely stopped hijacking. There are other individuals where 
this doesn't deter them much. For example, if you say that a hijacker 
who goes to Cuba is likely to end up working in the cane fields. This 
can be a powerful deterrent to many types of people, but not to a Cuban 
who is desperate to get home, and perhaps this is one reason that the 
trend now is that a considerable portion of hijackings to Cuba this year 
have been by Cubans or Latin Americans. You couldn't undercut their re
ward very much by telling them that if you go to Cuba, you are going to 
be put in the cane fields. 

In our systems approach in the Task Force we were fortunate in having 
assigned nine persons representing different disciplines. Every person 
on it represents some important discipline: psychology, medicine, 
systems analysis, security, engineering, air transport operations, inter
national aviation, puhlic affairs, and law. So the answer is that we very 
definitely believe that people do respond to punishment and they should 
be punished. This is a controversial thing, some people say, oh, they 
shouldn't be punished, punishment won't help you and so on. But our 
position is that punishment has an important place here, and of course, 
the quicker it occurs the more effective it is going to be. 

We have slides for an extensive presentation that we often make. I am 
not going to do that here, of course;'I don't have time and I would like 
to apologize for just briefly flashing some of these slides and not saying 
much about them, but we think they may include information you would 
like to have a second look at this afternoon or might want to ask about. 
So I will show you several slides here, and we will comment on them 
relative to the work of our group. The first of these slides I can tell 
you about before it is put up. We have done very extensive research 
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historically into the hijacking phenomenon and we feel that we have 
uncovered most of the hijackings that have happend. It is impossible 
to catch them all, and in the early days of hijacking the press did 
not cover them as systematically so there are perhaps some that we 
haven't gotten. However, the list is based on extensive research, 
the cross-checking of all available lists going through the files of 
certain newspapers like the New York Times, etc. You will notice 
that this goes back a long time, and I wouldn't say that there were 
not hijackings before 1930, it just happens by accident that we ,,~ould 
document one of these because a man who got hijacked in 1961 had also 
been hijacked in 1930, and the report in 1961 uncovered the earlier 
event. You will see a long jump from 1930 to 1947. I am sure there 
must have been some hijacltings in that period, but they were just not 
documented by the press or anyone else, so "e clin't prove them. You 
will notice it was a long time before this hit the United States. 

When "e offered to brief all interested foreign nations on this recently 
in Washington, 52 nations sho"ed up. Although not all of them have had 
hijackings, I think this is one of the few cases where th~y are so con
cerned about it that they are thinking about it before it hits them. 

If you look at the first months of 1969, you will see what I mean by 
the ~pidemic increasing out of control. That was when we were having 
two or three a week and the way it projected it looked like unless 
something happened to change the trend, that the curve was going sky 
high. About that time some things started happening, the very first 
time that anything positive happened which might have a deterrent effect 
on the hijackers. One of the first was that word began to get around 
that these people weren't regarded ~~ big heroes in Cuba and about that 
time one of them came back and said he had been treated very badly Indeed 
by Cuba. Also Mr. Thomas made an announcement that field trials of metal 
detectors were beginning. 

At the same time by the suggestion of the Congressional committee, we 
started putting up signs emphasizing the penalties for hijackers and 
also saying that passengers and their luggage might be searched. Then 
other things were happening. The international situation began to im
prove a little, with signs that we might be coming along a little faster 
in getting some international agreement. You wouldn't think that any
thing as simple as this might have any effect on the hijacking rate and 
we can't prove it did. However, when we look at what we have learned 
about hijackers and who they are, we find that with few exceptions, they 
wer~n't very resourceful. So we did feel that almost anything positive 
that could be done to undercut the reward for doing it, and to maximize 
the threat that they might be punished or that they might be caught "ould 
actually deter some of these people. And it is possible, although we 
can't prove it, that this sort of thing might have deterred half of the 
potential hijackers, the rate did drop off about 50% about that time, and 
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it continued at about that rate until 1at'dr where other things were 
beginning to happen. 

One of them was that we introduced our screening system, and really 
started using it to screen passengers. Cuba also passed a law against 
hijacking, passed a law saying they would like to have bilateral agree
ments with other nati0~s, and oth~r things were happenin6, a number of 
the hijackers came back, said they came back because they would rather 
go to jail in this country than to live in Cuba. 

These things further damped it down, or could have. There is no way 
of proving. It could be they just spontaneously improved. However, 
if you will look at the other countries, look at the yellow line here, 
foreign to Cuba and foreign other to Cuba, you will find that they 
were either continuing at the same rate or getting even worse at the 
same time we were getting better, so that rules out such hypotheses as 
the moon had changed, or something else, or that people just forgot 
about it, and that hijacking was just fading away. 

Hijacking has not faded away. It is very active worldwide, as you kn"w, 
and it still exists in this country. If you will look at the situation 
here in the first half of '68, you will see that there wasn't a high 
rate of qctivity then. You will find that the United States and other 
countries "~L'e about 50/50. I think there were four from other countries 
and five from the United States. In the second half of '68 it took a 
big jump, b~th in the United States and other nations. It came to a 
head, really it split the year about the last quarter of '68, and the 
first quarter of '69, is where it really hit a head, but if you d.o it 
by half year you will see that in this half year it hit a peak in the 
United States, and there were 25 domestic hijackings to Cuba as compared 
to 15 in the rest of the world. Now at this time hijacking was regarded 
essentially as a U. S. problem and many nations, I think, felt that it 
was just a problem of the United States, and this is one reason perhaps 
that progress wasn't as fast then toward international agreement, as it 
seemed to be. Now you can see the change that occurred through '69 and 
into '70, that instead of being a predominately United States problem, 
it became predominately a question of a problem of other than the U. S. 
You can see in 1970 so far, that there have been many more hijackings 
outside the United States than in the U. S. Now this indicated the 
possibility that some of the things we and the various other groups have 
been trying to do may have had some effect in helping to control the 
epidemic of hijacking in the U. S. 

The Task Force on the Deterrence of Air Piracy was set up in the FAA, 
and this looks like an impressive effort in that some very competent 
people and a number of fields were put together. However, quantitative
wise, it is just a, very small group, we realize that, and the FAA is 
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committad to expand that effort into many more times as many people as 
they have in the past. What we were trying to do was to take positive 
action to deter hijacking, develop the behavioral characteristics of 
hijackers as to how they behave so we could use that as a basis for a 
differential screening program, to develop and test weapons-screening 
systems, and also disseminate public information to deter hijacking. 

Unless you are specialists in the field of information flow, you would 
be surprised how hard it is to get the word down to most of the American 
public. You don't just hold a press conference and have a news release, 
say that six people came back from Cuba and think they would rather go 
to jail here than stay in Cuba. When that is splashed in the papers 
one day, if you study people six months later, you will find most of 
them either never read it, don't remember it, or have it all garbled 
and so on. Accordingly, the role of public information in this is very, 
very important, and that is why we have felt it is so important to have 
a full-time man for it. 

We used the epidemiological or systems approach, whatever you want to 
call it, whether in industry or from medicine. The first thing to do 
is to define the phenomenon and this is crUCial. Unless you have a 
proper understanding of what you are dealing with, you are not going to 
be effective with any measures for controlling it. So we systematically 
went through this, developed some hypotheses and assumptions, developed 
some systems, tried them out in field tests and application, and then 
to an extent we have evaluated them. 

This is not a field where we can be very scientific; we can't predict 
what the effect of anything is going to be very far ahead, and that is 
why we have had to proceed a step at a time. We develop something, we 
try it in a number of locations, we evaluate it, we make the changes 
that have to occur and then go to another place and evaluate it again. 
After we developed a system for passenger screening, we took it to nine 
different airports, and made a very extensive field trial and evaluated 
that very carefully, and before we even planned going to the next place. 
We had looked over our experience and made the changes because every 
time we took it somewhere, we found something else that had to be changed 
with it. 

These posters are very important, I think. They were controversial, 
some psychologists and psychiatrists said if you used the word hijack 
in public that would suggest and make everybody hijack, and they will 
also run off all the customers. I personally stuck my neck out and put 
it on the block and said, I didn't think this would cause anybody to 
hijack. I felt very strongly on that. I also said I didn't think it 
would run off all the customers either. I felt less confident about 
that, but that was based on interviews with passengers and it is amazing 
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that even back there anybody you would talk to would say, "Isn't that 
wonderful!" If you will talk about something to screen passengers, or 
just do anything about hijacking the public was just ready to support 
almost anything that they thought might help. Now these posters, and 
we will show you one in a minute, are ,retty non-controversial today. 
There is certain wording there, everybody was so afraid of, so we 
checked the posters and changed thst word. Now those old posters are 
showing up allover the place, and everybody thinks they are wonderful 
and it doesn't worry them a bit. I am talking about the use of the 
word hijacking itself. We did develop a poster which doesn't use the 
word hijacking as such. It is just as effective, maybe more so, than 
the other, but this is around if you look you will see them. You will 
also see a lot of the others out at Dulles Ai~port, for example; maybe 
you have noticed, there is a hijacking sign at every place, and it is 
the original version. 

Now for our detection system plan. About a year and a half ago every
body knew that you couldn't possibly screen the customers; one, they 
wouldn't put up >dth it; two, it would never be practical to do so, and 
so on, even with a machine. We are not saying anybody was wrong at that 
time--everybody was right. You can't screen all the customers, but you 
don't have ~o. That is the new idea we had, you have to screen only 
some of them. So if you can identify the ones that need screening the 
most, and if that can be a very small fraction of your total passengers, 
then it becomes feasible to do all sorts of things that take a little 
time, take a little expense, or take some training, or take some per
sonnel. So the key to this is to work out some way to identify the 
very small proportion of the passengers that are most in need of screening. 

We have worked out what we call behavioral characteristics of hijackers. 
We find that hijackers as a group in this country are not a band of 
conspirators, they are not enemy agents, we are quite sure of that. 
They are a bunch of isolated individuals, not very aggressive really, 
not very determined, and not very resourceful. They have a number of 
things in common that I can't tell you about, of course, because these 
are things that could change--they could change if they knew about it. 
Obviously that means we are not considering such things as the color 
of their skin, their hair styles, etc. However, we do capitalize on 
certain ways they ac'c, and so we can't tell you exactly what those are 
because if we did, the hijacker then would be able to change the way he 
acts. I can tell you though, it is some very simple things. It WDuld 
have to be, or you could never teach airline personnel to do it in short 
periods of time. 

Mr. Oelschlager and I went down to New Orleans Airport and one day we 
trained a cadre, who will now train the others. They will apply this 
airport-wide, but it has to be something simple. 
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We screen with detection devices, interview the suspects, and search 
as necessary. Let me go through the sequence. First, by means of 
these behavioral characteristics you can clear most of the passengers 
and that is the way this really works. We have things that airline 
people look for and if they see it they decide the person is all right; 
not with certainty, because psychology is not a certain science, but 
with perhaps 90% accuracy. 

We think our system i~ perhaps 90% effective, but what you are doing 
is playing the odds that with some people you have information that 
indicates that it is very unlikely they are going to hijack so you 
take calculated risks and let them go ahead and load. The other people 
you just don't have information to assure you on this. It is less 
than one-half of 1% out of the first million and a half people who 
have been screened here that have not been able to clear on the basis 
of hal" they act. Of that less than one-half of 1% you can clear an
other half of them with a magnetometer. We know that half of the 
people have very little metal on them, and it is not enough to be 
equivalent to a serious weapon. So we let them go ahead and board 
on this basis even though we know nothing else about them, and have no 
other grounds for doing it. If an uncleared person does have some 
significant metal he is interviewed. We can't tell you exactly what 
we ask but we found that by a simple question or two you can reassure 
yourself about almost all of these, about 80r. of them maybe. ~%en 
individuals are asked, they typically say, sure, I will show you; it 
is this camera or something, or I have a hair dryer in my suitcase. 
You may use the magnetometer again to verify they are now non-magnetic. 
You see how that can work, so the number of people you have to search 
is unbelievably small. We have found that we haven't had to do any 
real involuntary searches yet. 

At the point where the airline gives up, saying we have tried every
thing, we are still unable to clear you, so if you want to ride with us, 
we will now introduce you to this U. S. Harsha1 and he talks with them. 
He may ask them if they mind if he searches them. The Justice Depart
ment feels that by the time you get down to this handful of people out 
of a million who you haven't been able to clear by any of these means, 
that you then do have reasonable grounds for search, and a search will 
be made. Out of a mIllion and a half people, we have had only about 
twenty arrests. I don't know that any of these are hijackers, you 
never know whether you have caught a hijackers or not. You only know 
they are trying to board an airplane with an illegal weapon. 

There have been people who see all this going on and hastily turn 
around and leave and decide they don't want to fly, so you will never 
know whe ther they were hij ackers either. Haybe they for sOlUe good 
reason thought they might get in trouble or something; maybe they had 
narcotics 00 them, illegal weapons, etc. We have found a number of 
people who show up and'when you finally get down the line, they have 
narcotics on them, and they have been arrested and are being prosecuted 
for that. 
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Here is the approved system of the FAA for clearing passengers as much 
as we can tell you ahout it. Signs have to he posted, in other words 
that gives constructive notice to you that if you go past this point 
you are suhject to search, if the airline requests it. This is in the 
fine print of the ticket, so you have agreed to be searched, if neces
sary, as a condition of flight, There is aU. S. Harshal present, or 
close by; the use of a magnetometer, which as I pointed out can only 
tell for half the people that they have very little metal. We screen 
passengers for selectees, a person who cannot be cleared by the 
characteristics is called a selectee. You clear him with a magnetom
eter, if you can. If you can't clear him with that, you try to clear 
him with interview. If he cooperates, all he has to do is take his 
metal objects out, and show them to you, and become non-magnetic 
and we can clear him. An uncooperativa selectee, of course, migh: be 
subject to an involuntary search and then finally, if necessary, be 
denied passage or arrested. It is amazing that only a few dozen 
people have had to be denied passage in this out of over a million 
passengers. 

That's what the detectnr looks like--there is a rod on each side, 
sometimes the rod might be hidden in the wall and the other rod visi
ble. As of now we have made no attempt to hide these from the 
passengers. Many of the passengers are sophlsticated now, and they 
wink and smile--they know what it is when they see it. Actually this 
might be a good positive additional deterrent part of the system. 

I have a number of other slides of this sort; however I think this will 
be the last one--this is the goal for the passenger-screening system. 
Primarily to scare them off, if we can. We hope that if they know 
that they might he caught, they will never come there in the first 
place. They will never decide to do it. We hope that if they see these 
signs they will turn aside and walk away, and they do this frequently. 
Sometimes they stow their guns and knives in the potplants and in one 
case even a set of dirty pictures. Eastern has a small arsenal of 
weapons now that they have picked up from passengers who suddenly saw 
what was going on and decided to get rid of their weapons. 

One final chart--all we can say about this is that Eastern Airlines 
likes it, and they have publi~hed it in one of their articles. You 
can see during 1969-70 the record of hijacking of Eastern and other 
airlines in the U. S. It looked as though when Mr. Thomas made his 
first announcement there, which was that the East Coast and Eastern 
are going to participate in weapons trials, the hijacking rate fell off. 
One thing we found--most of these guys are pretty suspicious, they 
don't really believe what they tell you, they probably thought they 
are really using it, or something, so you couldn't have been more 
right in your advice there, that the mere announcement that something 
had started there, and that trials are beginning would have a deter
rent effect. I think it must have had a real deterrent effect. 

1 
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At the same time other things were happening which might have caused 
the hijacking rate to drop. but it wouldn't be specific to Eastern 
Airlines. The fact is that a guy came back and said that they treated 
him terribly in Cuba. Obviously. tbey can't expect never to have a 
hijacking but their record this year is awfully good. I hope that 
when they have their first that people understand. It is just as 
though a player had been batting .700 so far this year when he struck 
out for the first time--so they shouldn't just say, hat ha, that 
shows you can't hat. But this does indicate. and I think Eastern 
Airlines at least said, what they have been doing has been a protection, 
to them. 

One final thing, there will be an announcement from New Orleans this 
afternoon--a press conference there. I don't know what the press cov
erage will be; there will be some coverage. I guess that for the 
first time an entire airport ia being covered. We found that it seems 
the best way to build up t.he coverage on this. in the way of training 
the people, and so on is to do an entire airport at a time and so the 
system is being run now by the New Orleans Airport. They bought the 
equipment, they started it and have the responsibility for it, although 
the airline personnel are operating it. This is being done by foreign 
airlines--all airlines operating out of New Orleans. They are running 
the system and you will get some details on that. We have modified the 
system somewhat. Instead of having everybody walk through the gate, we 
don't have them walk through the gate until we have exhausted all other 
possibilities of clearing them, so it will be very rare that they would 
have to ask a person to go through the magnetometer. because we apply 
all the other elements of the system to clear them and keep that for 
the last. instead of using it early in the game. But otherwise the air
port system has the same components and it is exactly the same as the 
system that we have been talking about. 

One final thing. I hope the airlines don't get stampeded into trying 
an overnight introduction of our system every place simultaneously. 
Even though we have worked out a very simple practical system that can 
be taught people very readily, it does require training, it does re
quire systemptic introduction, and I think if we were forced into trying 
to do this overnight, it really would interfere with the effectiveness 
of the system. We are tooled up. we are going ahead very fast on it and 
we are well along toward substantial coverage. 
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FRANKLIN OELSCHLAGER 

Thank you, Mr. Cox, Ladies and Gentlemen. I would like to say in the 
beginning that the airline industry from the day the first hijack oc
curred has never been complacent. We have worked diligently and hard, 
devoting thousands of man hours and money to the problem because we 
have a lot at stake--our entire industry and all the passengers who 
make it possible. 

\~'" view every incident with seriDus concern. We analyze it, go over 
it, and enlist the aid and the assistance of every possible person or 
agency, in order to come up with some program to act as a deterrent. 

Our greatest ally in this program has been the FAA. We have worked 
very closely with the FAA. I leave the accomplishments of that or
ganization to the remarks of Dr. Dailey, but one of the first 
coordinating groups was organized through the FAA in order to get to
gether the many people who become involved in the problem. 

Representatives from the Justice Department, State Department, U. S. 
Marshal Service, and on through the industry worked together as an FAA 
Task Force. The Task Force was created as an emergency measure. It is 
still in existence, and one of the things that the industry would like 
to have is the Task Force continued on a permanent basis as a working 
group because, as mentioned previously, the problem is not necessarily 
limited to hijacking but covers the entire gamut of incidents which 
may affect the safety and operation of an aircraft. 

We have received hundreds of suggestions, both procedural and mechanical 
in nature. Cooperative efforts by the industry and the FAA have screened 
them, analyzed them, discarded many and pursued others. This is a con
stant and continuing program, out of which was developed the magnetometer. 
It is not the final solution but it is a help. 

We have set up procedures of various kinds, both standard operating pro
cedures and emergency procedures. We have this program on a domestic 
level and on an international level because you have 1ifferent kinds of 
situations that are created--different kinds of problems that you have 
to meet. 

On the international level industry efforts through the State Department 
have contributed to the ICAO discussions. We feel that much can be ac
complished between governments. If we can get every government to feel 
the same as the industry does about the apprehension and conviction of 
hijackers and the elimination of this type of crime, then we will have 
accomplished a great deal in combating the problem. 

I 
f 
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One of the most effective deterrents to the problem, tbe industry 
believes, is quick apprehension and conviction with a long, bard sentence 
in order to make people think twice about committing a hijack, or any 
other type of incident, which would endsuger aircraft. 

We feel that our work in this area has been fairly successful so far. 
I am inclined to agree with Chairman Browne that we have been lucky, 
but it is gratifying to note that in the first six months of 1970, we 
have had only one-third the incidents that we had during 1969. We 
can't be too optimistic, but guardedly we can say that many of the pro
cedures that have been implemented, the publicity that has been received, 
the sentences that have been meted out, and a few incidents which have 
been aborted have all helped in reducing the problem. 

The industry keeps an open mind. We are receptive to allY idea, any 
invention, any procedure that will help us in combating the entire 
problem. Thank you. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 32 
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CHARLES ~ruRPHY 

It may come as some surprise that.an area of air pir&cy exists which 
falls under the jurisdiction of the state as opposed to the federal 
government. 

Less than a year ago, in my home town of Austin, Texa9, an intrastate 
airline' had a flight that landed on a turn-around route from Fort Worth. 
It was a hot summer day, and the aircraft was not air conditioned. 
After the passengers and crew had departed the plane, a young man, 
armed with a shotgun, boarded the craft and closed the door. 

When the pilots returned to the plane, the young man advised them that 
he wanted to be taken to either Cuba or Washington; D. C. It was never 
quite clear which of the two he preferred. 

One of the pilots returned to the terminal building and began calling 
the police, the sheriff, and the Texas Department of Public Ssfety, but 
before the law enforcement officers had arrived on the scene it got so 
hot inside the plane that the young man had opened the door and sur
rendered. 

I told Jack Cox last night that this might be a solution.to the hijacking 
problem. Let's simply require that all airplanes land in Texas and turn 
off air conditioning. This will empty an airplane. faster than anything 
yet devised. 

A couple of months after this episode another young man chartered an air
plane and pilot at a small private airport just outside of Houston. He 
requested that he be taken for a short flight of less than.1SO miles. but 
shortly after takeoff, he revealed a gun and advised the pilot that his 
destination was Cuba. The pilot.finally.convinced the man that there was 
not sufficient fuel aboard and that the trip would require too many stops. 
Defeated by the pilot's logic, the young man allowed the plane. to return 
and land. Unfortunately, as General Wilson .has previously.said, we have 
no specific law at the state level under which such crimes can be prose
cuted: 

Admittedly, a multitude of state laws exist which cover such acts, but 
we need a specific law which would emphasize and. clearly define air 
piracy as a crime at the state level. In the event that a orime occurs 
which does not fall under federal jurisdiction, I think it is importsnt 
that immediate prosecution can be forthcoming at the state level. 

At the risk of repeating what others have already said, .1 do want to point 
out that the nations of the world, st one time, were able to solve the 
problem of piracy on the high seas. They did it very simply by denying 
"sanctuary to pirates in all the ports of the world. 

:....-------------------------------- --------
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I would hope that the nations of the p~esent-day wo~ld would present a 
united front to modern-day piracy in the same manner, even to the point 
of levying sanctions against those nations which refused to cooperate 
by returning the equipment and the hijacke~s to the injured nation. 

1 am sure that the State Depa~tment of every nationwDuld react with 
horror et this last proposal, but.the fact remains that such an approach 
would solve immediataly the problem of air piracy. 

Whether the nations of the world wish to take such drastic.steps depends 
entirely on how anxious they are to Golve the problem. Serious crimes 
require drastic solutions, and we must soon dacide the category in which 
we are going to place air piracy. 

It is obvious to me that our State Department and international relations 
people must become more involved in this problem befo~e effective solutions 
will ba reached. 

I have hopes, and a certain amount of faith, in our. electronic and 
mechanical detecting devices, but I also have doubts.that they are going 
to completely solve the problem. I say this because I believe it is at 
the political level that the main problem exists. 

In our State of Texas, we will be preparing specific legislation, dealing 
with the crime of air piracy, which will be submitted to the next session 
of the legislature. 

If we are successful.in our efforts, we will make these acts. available to 
other statas, especially to those la~ger states such as California, 
Pennsylvania and New Yo~k, where these crimes csn occur and not be in 
violation of federal statutes. 
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CHARLES RUBY 

Thank you, Mr. Cox, Ladies and Gentlemen. I had planned on more of 
the pilots'being here, and Captain Tulley, the first vice president 
of the association, is present this morning. 

An individual of our industry, when looking at sabotage in the first 
instanc~must define the problem in very broad and general terms, and 
first must consider what are the motivations. The first general area 
may be defined as an individual or group who has some real or fancied 
element of dissatisfaction, after which they elect to vent their wrath 
by some foul means that would attract publicity, in the mistaken belief 
that it would also improve the stature of the individual, or group, 
that is dissatisfied. 

Seconoly, the individual or group feels great personal satisfaction in 
having wreaked anything from fear to death for their victims. The 
next broad area generally covers an individual or group who at least 
in their own minds are in a substandard position within their society, 
financially, educationally, and even more broadly, inferiority com
plexes, all of which can lead to a belief on the part of such indi
viduals, that by some drastic action their station in life can be 
improved. 

The third element may generally be classified as directly or indirectly 
associated with political motivations which can range anyplace from 
simply being against an individual in power or against the entire es
tablishment for whatever scope was encompassed within their mentality. 
Fourth, the next element of consideration are those who are emotionally 
unstable or nlenta1ly disturbed, their minds wandering into the develop
ment and implementation of dastardly schemes against their fellowmen. 
It is extremely difficult to separate emotionally unstable individuals 
from those who are mentally incompetent. Those persons who indulge in 
the hijacking of aircraft can generally fall within the above listed 
groupings of saboteurs, but with certain twists that channel their 
thinking between a sabotage activity as opposed to a hijacking, and in 
all the foregoing there are always possibilities that certain individuals 
harboring a belief that in some way they can accomplish a monetary gain. 

These problems are not peculiar to the United States. They generally 
apply to the world at large and with the rapid increase of world popu
lation, it is only natural that the percentage of mental misfits may 
expect to increase, at least proportionately, or possibly, at a greater 
proportional rate. The next question arises: how can such activity be 
either stopped or brought under definite control? 
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The answer is obvious. There is no single solution or pat answer that 
takes,care of every conceivable situation or combination thereof. 
Piracy at sea dates back many centuries; sabotage also has come through 
nearly the total era of recorded histo.y, and the world's populace 
having become more mobile, transportation media are frequently selected 
as targets, usually because they are more spectacular. It is a more 
spectacular episode on which such an individual or group elects to attach 
their mental processes, resulting in their minds at least with a 
tremendous ego-satisfaction. From the standpoint of air transportation, 
the entire aviation industry and tbe FAA, have put fortb many hours of 
effort and research for ways and means to overcome these problems. 

It is my view that substantial progress is being made and will continue 
to be made as more and more effort, as well as research and development, 
is devoted to solutions of such problems. The ideal situation, of course, 
is to preclude sabotage material from ever being loaded aboard an air
plane, or a hijacker being permitted to board an aircraft in the first 
instance. Assuming that we are well along the way toward screening out 
the majority of sabotage mate.ials, in the first instance, or hijackers 
in the second instance, the remaining requirement then is to deal with 
the situation for those few items or individuals who escape detection 
prior to boarding an aircraft, and thus must be dealt with prior to, or 
after becoming airborne. 

It is my view that we are making substantial progress in this area also. 
It must further be borne in mind that all the effort expended centers 
around the philosophy of minimal risk to persons on board, as well as 
the property involved. This philosophy of protection of life and property 
accounts for the slow and tedious development of solutions to the 
problems of sabotage ·and hijacking. 

It is further our view that if no publicity whatever occurred following 
a sabotage or hijacking effort there would be less attention called to 
the possibility of other people participating in such a venture. Where 
publicity is really needed is when the saboteur or hijacker is caught, 
tried, convicted and sentenced to anything from twenty years' imprison
ment to death. Such publicity will tend to discourage others from 
participating in such a venture. 

This gets us down to the trial and conviction phase of the subjecc. Un
fortunately, the courts have in many cases f~eed Che hijacker, or imposed 
an extremely light sentence. The most recent conviction, however, has 
produced a life sentence. Headlines should have been devoted to such news, 
not only nationwide but wo~ldwide. There have been instances where an 
individual has been tried and suhsequently freed on ground of· mental in
competence, at least during the period in which the hijacking occurred. 

-------~ --- ----~ 
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The Air Line Pilots Association takes a~tFemely dim view of the laws 
or philosophies that are permissive of ,such decisions by trial courts 
because this does not change the fact that the hijacker has risked the 
lives of many people aboard th& victim aircraft, but he has also exposed 
untold numbers of people on the ground in the event that his action pro
duced loss of control of the airplane and a chance 'to strike the earth 
in a heavily populated area. The court:, or jury, which released such 
an individual on the grounds of temporary insanity certainly cannot assure 
us that such an individual will not commit the same crime one or more 
times, Convicted hijackers should be retained in the penal system for 
whatever treatment may be desirable when such hijackers have been 
sentenced under the cloak of mental deficiencies or irresponsibilities 
(sometimes classified as temporary insanity). 

The courts are simply not protecting the public at large when such 
individuals have been permi,tted to go free with the liberty to participate 
in repeat performances. Sabotage and hijacking are essentially world
wide problems, so they must be dealt with legally and technically on a 
worldwide basis, The International Civil Aviation Organization, an arm 
of the United ~ations, completed a meeting in Montreal on June 3D, 1970, 
in which the overall problem of security was dealt with, and I am pleased 
to state that I think they are now on the right track. 

And if all world governments will participate in approving, participating 
and supporting without equivocation the legal and technical requirements 
to deal with saboteurs and hijackers, we will hsve made great strides 
forward, in developing solutions for the problems at hand. I believe 
that the public could be well served to support and make their views known 
in this instance to the FAA, the U. S. State Department, as well as the 
International Civil Aviation Organization, stating not only their support 
but their demand, for prompt legal and technical action on behalf of 
transportation safety on a worldwide basis. The world society can no 
longer afford the tolerance 'of such despicable crimes from those who 
participate in sabotage or hijacking. 
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DAVID D. THOMAS 

Thank you very much. I will not go into any details of the techniques, 
or other technical matters that we are concerned with here, because 
Dr. Dailey, I know, will cover that in his discussion. I only want to 
leave tw~ thoughts with you that may not be covered in the other dis
cussionn. One thought, and I am not sure how far Dr. Dailey will go, 
but I think we are dealing with, as Secor Browne said, and I will say 
it a little plainer, we are dealing with idiots; we are dealing with 
failures; we are dealing with the fringe element of society that would 
'endanger the safety of planes and the lives of others. The hijackers 
ere not heroes here and they are not even heroes in Cuba. Hany of 
those that remain in Cuba, to the best of our information, wind up on 
agrIcultural farms at hard labor or prison, or something else disagree
able. 

We are not dealing with youngsters who are engaged just in a lark or a 
big joke. I am very much distressed when I hear some of our best comics 
and entertainers use tbe hijacking theme as a joke. I know, with all 
the things in America tbat are delicate and privileged, it is hard to 
find material for comedy programs, but I would certainly urge th~t we 
treat hijacking as despicable acts which endanger innocent passengers, 
rather than as comedy material. 

It is to the credit of the airline crews that the hijacking incidents 
so far hsve been as successful as they have been insofsr as the ssfety 
of the passengers are concerned, although we have had death of a crew 
member, and other crew members bave 'been wounded. Pilots going into 
strange airports, unknown weather, with marginal fuel supplies on board, 
and with the psychological and emotional problems that must exist with 
a gun at their heads or at the head of the stewardess, have done remark
able jobs in saving potentially hazardous trips. 

This is my one plee: Let's recognize hijackers as the scum of society, 
and not treat them as jokesters or heroes, but treat them as the 
despicable criminals they really are. 

it 
The Honorable George P. Miller, Congressman from California, served on 
the panel. His presentation was on the subject of "Our Nation's 
Airports," which has been reproduced separately, and is available 
upon request. 
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STUDY COMMITTEE REPORTS 

During the afternoon of this meeting three study 
committees, previousl'! formed by APA President 
Jack Cox, met for ov~r three hours and subsequently 
developed their conclusions and recommendations 
for inclusion in this report. 

Those participating in these study committees repre
sented the following organizations, departments and 
associations: 

1. Air Line Pilots Association and 
Federal Aviation Administration 

2. Air Transport Association of 
America and Flight Safety Foundetion 

3. Airline Passengers Association 

.. 
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Study Committee Reports 

Chairman: 

AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

Robert Friedman 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Washington, D. C. 

Recommendations: 

1. That the penalty for attempting.to or carrying a concealed 
weapon on board an aircraft be increased from a misdemeanor 
to a felony and sentences be increased accordingly. 

2. FAA be requested to provide an article for ehe APA maga2ine 
on current progress and development in the deterrence of 
hijacking. 

3. Action be initiated to maximize publicity on what is being 
done in the anti-hijacking area, including penalties or con
victions, impact on safety, data on federal penalties, 
treatment accorded oijacker& in Cuba, etc. 
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Study Committee Reports 

AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION 
FLIGHT. SAFETY FOUNDATION 

Chairman: Franklin Oelschlager 
Director 
Office of Enforcement 
Air Transport Association 

of America 

Recommendations: 

1. One of the most effective deterrents to hijacking is swift 
prosecution with effective penalties. To this end the Depart
ment of Justice is now urged to publicly announce a policy that 
it will take effective steps to urge the federal courts to con
vene trial proceedings within ninety days of the date of arraign
ment. 

2. For uniform international procedures adopted by all nations for 
the effective apprehension, prosecution or return of hijackers. 

3. For Criminal Division, Department of Justice, to organize a 
national FAA-Justice Department Strike Force to develop and 
handle all hijack prosecutions to completion. 

4. Develop a public relatiuns program to emphasize the adverse con
sequences of hijacking an aircraft for deterrent purposes. 
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Study Committee Reports 

AIRLINE PASSENGERS ASSOCIATION 

Chairman: Brig. Gen. J. M. Kenderdine 
Vice President 
Scott Paper Company 

·Recommenda tions : 

We of APA have five recommendations. This is a very significant oppor
tunity and occasion for a group such as APA, because I believe, really 
for the first time, this is the first opportunity for the people who 
really make this whole thing go, to say something in open fo~um for the 
overall beneZit of the whole commercial aviation industry; so, the five 
recommendations of the airline passengers are 

1. Strive for publicity and emphasis of the apprehension and the 
prosecution of hijackers. And strive through the media for de
emphasis of the dramatic aspects of the hijacking incidents, 
and you can read all sorts of things into that very simply stated 
recommendation. 

2. APA recommends prominent and massive distribution of anti
hijacking warning signs that have already been adopted 'by FAA 
and that we saw hero today. I thought they were quite good. 
We further recommend that this type of warning sign also be 
displayed in the restrooms of pircraft, and that a small sign 
be made, enclosed in plastic, and placed in the seat pockets of 
aircraft. I believe the history of some of these hijacking 
incidents has been that the hijacker went into the restroom 
probably to muster his courage, and then he came out and grabbed 
the stewardess and held a gun or knife to her and said, "Take 
me to your captain." Certainly 99.99 per cent of all the air 
travelers will not be offended by these signs, and we think it 
is a very valid thing to put such a warning sign in the restroom 
of the aircraft and in the seat pocket of the aircraft. 

Let's also see that these signs are better displayed in the air
ports and the ticket counters. I have yet to see one in 
Philadelphia. I have never seen one in O'Hare; maybe I haven't 
been in all the corners of O'Hare. I haven't seen one in Dallas; 
I was in Denver last week; I was in Omaha, Milwaukee ••• I don't 
think I have seen a sign; I have seen some here at National but 
there have been many airports in which I have not seen a warning 
sign. 
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3. We recommend to all concerned, and I guess primarily we are 
talking to the carriers here, to adhere to the existing rules 
govern'j,ng carry-on luggage when ticketed. In addition to this 
loose practice of carry-on luggage being a potential contributor 
to the hijacking menace, these assorted parcels and packages 
that the general public are bringing on airliners today are 
creating a hindrance in the event of an emergency. I know the 
stewardesses always try to check to see that everything is under 
the seat, but I submit that on every airliner boarded today and 
taking off, there is a heck of a lot of stuff not under the 
seat, because people are just carrying on too much paraphernalia 
under this loosely-policed policy of carry-on luggage. 

4. APA applauds and endorses the progress made by FAA in the field 
of detection devices. Further, APA recommends that detection 
systems be installed at all major airports as quickly as possi
ble. If necessary, such programs to be processed on a crash 
basis. We further urge that FAA continue its research in the 
detection and deterrent field. 

5. APA recommends and supports a full-time funded staff administered 
by the FAA dealing exclusively with air safety and security. 
We further recommend that this staff work be aided by an Advisory 
Council consisting of ALP!, ATA, APA"Flight Safety Foundation, 
and other elements of the aviation industry which the FAA deems 
necessary. 



Honorable Abraham A. Ribicoff 
Chairman 
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Committee on Governmental Affairs 
united States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

SUBJECT: Comments on S.2236, Omnibus Antiterrorism Act 
of 1978 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The Airport Operators Council International (AOCI) is the 
association of the governmental bodies which own and operate 
the principal airports served by the scheduled airlines in 
the United States, as well as in many countries abroad. Our 
U.s. member airports annually enplane more than 90% of the 
domestic and virtually all of the U.S. international sched
uled airline passenger and cargo traffic. In addition, our 
local government members operate many reliever and other 
general aviation facilities which supplement the larger air
ports in tileir communities and regions. (A listing of our 
U.S. members is attached.) 

It is on behalf of these U.S. members that we take this 
opportunity to comment on S.2236, the Omnibus Antiterrorism 
Act of 1978 and on aviation security generally. 

The Airport Operators Council International and its member 
airports are supportive of the on-going air transportation 
security program because of the recognized need for a con
certed effort within the industry to bring hijacking to a 
halt and to insure the safety of'the air traveler. 

AOCI believes that, to combat the threat of international 
air piracy motivated by political considerations, the most 
effective solution lies in international actions between 
national governments to eliminate all "safe havens" for 
hijackers and to assure prompt criminal prosecution when such 
incidents occur. The united States Government should actively 
pursue, through multilateral or bilateral negotiations, the 
prompt development and ratification of international agree
ments that will deter future criminal acts against civil 
aviation. 

-AOCI Endorses Objectives of the Bill 

AOCI is in SUbstantial agreement with the objectives of S.2236 
and has no problem with sections of the bill other than 303, 
107, and 108. We especially endorse the provisions amending 
Title 18, United States Code, which are specified in the Bill's 

International Headquarters; 1700 K Sireel, Northwest, Washington, D. C. 20006 Phone: (202) 296-3270 cable: AOCIHQ 
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Title IV, Aircraft Sabotage and Piracy. 

For years, AOCr has encouraged FAA to work with the Department 
of Justice to seek more uniform prosecution procedures and more 
effective results in criminal cases involving acts against civil 
aviation. Further, we have urged Congress to enact legislation 
which would amend P.L. 93-366, the Antihijacking and Air Trans
portation Security Act of 1974 to provide for alternative civil 
and criminal penalties commensurate with the incident which will 
be actively processed through Federal Juri'sdictions by the Federal 
Aviation Administration and U.S. District Attorneys. This is not 
the case at present. 

-Provisions Raising Serious Problems for Airports 

Section 303 -- While AOCI favors amending P.L. 93-366 to include 
screening of charter or supplemental air carriers, we believe 
certain other aspects of Section 303 need to be revised. 

First, the wording should be revised to specifically cover only 
the large group charters which are open to all the public and 
to preclude the necessity of screening small private groups of 
one affinity, such as a football, church'or other similar group 
of 40 or more passengers. Many such charters do not depart by 
boarding through the terminal but rather via a fixed based oper
ator or airport hangar. If a charter screening provision is 
provided, flexibility should be allowed to permit this situation. 

Second, AOCI opposed language which would require any type of 
commuter screening. There has been only ~ successful hijacking 
of a U.S. certificated scheduled passenger operaltion since Janu
ary I, 1973. This incident was the hoax at La Guardia where 
existing screening measures \~ere not at fault. There has been 
no hijacking of scheduled commuter operations during that period. 
Thus the threat potential to this type of operation does not jus
tify the high cost for both airlines and.airports to implement a 
security program for commuter operators. 

Third, AOCI is concerned about the use of the wOl'd "safety" in 
Section 303 which, as written, has the effect of extending all 
existing air carrier airport safety certification requirements to 
non-air carrier airports. This goes beyond the intent of the bill 
which we understand to be solely in the area of security. 

Sections 107 and 108 -- AOCI also has some COnCerj1 with the pro
visions of Section 107 which would establish a list of Dangerous 
Foreign Airports and of Section 108 which would implement sanc
tions against airports on the list based on national policy over 
which individual airports have little or no control. 

'.l'he inclusion of "safety" c1e:l:iciencies of a foreign airport is 
again, in our view, beyond the scope of the bill's security inter
est and should be removed. Additionally, we are concerned that 
if such a list were made public, the threat potential at these 
airports would be greatly incre.ased. 
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As regards Section 108, we believe that current law already 
authorizes the President to impose such sanctions, when neces
sary, inclduing the termination of air service to a country 
that does not meet ICAO security standards. We therefore 
question the need for this provision as drafted. We urge 
that the current law be strictly enforced when necessary. 

-Flexibility to Reduce Economic Impact 

Any amendment of Title 49, united States Code, must allow for 
enough flexibility to prevent the creation of a severe economic 
impact on airport, airline, supplemental, and commuter operations. 
Unless the possibility of these severe economic effects of the 
bill are taken into consideration, the entire air transportation 
system could be adversely affected, especially small community 
air service. 

~:~ 
J. Donald '"~ 
Executive Vi~!l~reJidant 
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ATTACHHENT 

ROSTER OF UNITED STATES MEMBERS 

Alabama 
Birmingham - Department of Aviation 

Alaska 
~ska - Department of Transportation and Public Facilities 

American Samoa 
American Samoa - Government of 

Arizona 
Phoenix - City of 

California 
Fresno - City of 
Kern - Cou.nty of 
Lockheed Air Terminal, Inc. 
Oakland - Board of Port Commissioners 
Orange County 
Palm Springs - City of 
Sacramento - County of 
San Diego Unified Port District 
San Francisco - City and County of 
San Joaquin County - County of 
San Jose - City of 

Colorado 
Colorado Springs - City of 
Denver - City and County of 
Pueblo Memorial Airport 

District of Columbia 
FAA National Capital Airports 

Florida 
Broward County - Board of County Commissioners 
Dade County - Aviation Department 
Daytona Beach Regional Airport 
Hillsborough County Aviation Authority 
Jacksonville Port Authority 
Lee County Airport 
Melbourne Airport Authority 
Orlando - City of 
Palm Beach County - Board of County Commissioners 
Pensacola - City of 
Sarasota - Nanatee Airport Authority 

January 26, 1978 

L---_____________ .... J 



GeoOriiao ° 

A bany-Dougherty County Aviation Commission 
Atlanta - City of 
Savannah Airport Commission 

Guam 
----Guam - Government of 

Hawaii 
~aii - Department of Transportation 

Illinois 
Chicago - Department of Aviation 
Peoria - Greater Peoria Airport Authority 
Rockford - Greater Rockford Airport Authority 
Rock Island County - Metropolitan Airport Authority of 
St. Louis Metropolitan Area Airport Authority 
Springfield Airport Authority 

Indiana 
Fort Wayne - Board of Aviation Commissioners 
Indianapolis Airport Authority 
St. Joseph County Airport Authority 

Iowa 
---C-edar Rapids Municipal Airport Commission 

Des Moines - Department of Aviation 
Mason City Municipal Airport Commission 

Jamaica 
Jamaica - Airport Authority of 

Kansas 
- Wichita - Airport Authority 

Kentucky 
. Lexington-Fayette Urban County Airport Board 

Louisville and Jefferson County Air Board 
Paducah Airport Corporation 

Louisiana 
Baton Rouge - Greater Baton Rouge Airport District 
Calcasieu Parish - Airport Autho~ity for Airport District #1 
Lafayette Airport Commission 
New Orleans Aviation Board 

27-428 0 - 78 - 33 



Maine 
---aangor - City of 

Portland - City of 

Maryland 
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State Aviation Administration 

Massachusetts 
Massachusetts Port Authority 

Michigan 
Flint - City of 
Kalamazoo Municipal Airport 
Kent County Aeronautics Board 
Muskegon County Airport 
Tri-City Airport Commission 
Wayne County - Board of County Road Commissioners 

Minnesota 
Ninneapolis-St. Paul Netropolitan Airports Comm~ssion 

Missouri 
Columbia - city of 
Jefferson City - Airport Commission 
Joplin - City of 
Kansas City - Aviation Department 
St. Louis Airport Authority 
Springfield Municipal Airport Board 

Mississipoi 
Jackson Nunicipal Airport Authority 

Nebraska 
Lincoln - Airport Authority 
North Platte Airport Authority 
Omaha - Airport Authority 

Nevada 
--crark County 

Reno - City of 

New Hampshire 
Manchester Airport Authority 

L 
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New Jersey 

Trenton - Mercer County Airport 

New Mexico 
Al~uquerque International Airport 

New York 
Broome County Airport 
Buffalo - Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority of New York 
New York and Newark - Port Authority of New York & New 

Jersey 
Syracuse - Department of Aviation 

North Carolina 
Charlotte - City of 
Greensboro - High Point Airport Authority 

Ohio 
---Xkron-Canton Regional Airport Authority 

Cleveland - Division of Airports 
Columbus Metropolitan Airport and Aviation Commission 
Dayton - Department of Aviation 
Kenton County Airport Board 
Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority 
Youngstown Municipal Airport 

Oklahoma 
Oklahoma City Airport Trust 
Tulsa - Airport Authority 

Oregon 
Portland - Port of 

Pennsylvania 
Lehigh-Northampton Airport Authority 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 
Philadelphia - Departnlent of Commerce 
Pittsburgh - County of Allegheny 

Puerto Rico 
Puerto Rico Port Authority 
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Rhode Island 
Rhode Island - Division of Airports 

South Carolina 
Charleston County Airport District 
Greenville-Spartanburg Airport District 
Richland-Lexington Airport District 

Tennessee 
Chattanooga - Department of Public Works 
Knoxville - City of 
Memphis-Shelby County Airport Authority 
Nashville - Metropolitan Nashville Airport Authority 

Texas 
~stin - City of 

Dallas - Department of Aviation 
Dallas/Fort Worth Regional Airport Board 
El Paso - City of 
Houston - Aviation Department of 
San Antonio - Department of Aviation 

Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands 
Mariana Islands - Department of Transportation and 

Communications 

Utah 
---S-alt Lake City International Airport 

Vermont 
Burlington Airport Commission 

Virgin Islands 
VJ.rgl.n Islands Port Author5.t:( 

Virginia 
Norfolk Port and Industrial Authority 
Peninsula Airport Commission 



Washington 
Seattle - Port of 
Spokane Airport Board 

West Vh-ginia 
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Tri-State Airport Authority 

Wisconsin 
-r;acrosse 

Nilwaukee County Airport Division 

~orning 
Natrona C~unty International Airport 
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~. Independent Federation of Flight Attendants 
I FFA 630 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017 

GOVERN Al AFFAIRS coml. (212) 697·0654 

~ft11~Ff\ 
-;-. • w" I 1) r.~ !.:.~J HI! 

U lJ[£T~)GuLl~ 
WASHINGT0~1. D.C. 20310 

Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, 
on International Terrorism 
U.S. senate 
Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Honorable Committe Members: 

January 30, 1978 

On behalf of all TWA Flight Attendants we support your in 
your endeavors to combat international terrorism. 

We urge your passage of Omnibus Anti-terrorism Act (52236). 

Our organization has adopted the following resolution: 

Whereas the I:"light Attendants of IFFA have a grave concern 
for the welfare of their passengers as well as themselves and 

Whereas the United States must commit themselves to do 
everything possible to safeguard air transportation from potential 
danger of hijacking and 

Whereas anyone or any country who aids or harbors a hijacker 
must be condemned thereiore 

Be It Resolved the Executive Board of IFFA supports the Senate 
Bill (52236) on Anti-terrorism. 

Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 

!.A..'~.1 Jt" It tU(J.9'itL.t j 

Richard Wagner / 
Safety Chairperson 

RW/fw 
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PROBLEMS OF COUNTERING POLITICAL TERRORISM 

by: Marvin Leibstone 

(Submitted for inclusion, record of hearings, U.S. Senate 
bill S. 2235, the Anti-Terrorism Act, before the U.S. 
Senate Government Operations Committee, week of 23 January, 
1978. Author, ~larvin Leibstone, is Security Operations 
and Research Analyst, Science Applications, Incorporated, 
Crystal City, Virginia. Material expresses views of author 
and not necessarily those of employer. Author has parti
cipated in several studies of terrorism for the U.S. Army 
and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission). 

Introduction. The comments which follow deal with aspects of political 

-~ terrorism, conditions which sun'ound and affect development of counter

measures, and the substance of certain countermeasures which work. 

Throughout, these comments are within the framework of existing components 

of S. 2335 or the intent of the Act. They present a foreground of 

countermeasure needs as perceived by the author, along with suggested 

concepts for formulae to serve these needs. Specific areas of discussion 

are (1) problems of definition, (2) problems of policy, (3) crisis manage

ment, and (4) development and use of tactical response forces. 

Background. The search for a panacea to curb domestic and international 

political terrorism has been a concern of government executives,. legis-

1 a ti ve authori ty, 1 aw enforcement, industry, the i ntell i gence conlnunity 

and leading political scientists. Studies have been conducted which 

identify and characterize terrorism, the terrorist, and terrorist opera

tions; they quantify events and infer obvious countermeasures; they 

---------,----------------
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predict future tel'rorist technology and' modus operandi, No doubt, 

from all this, there have been successful meaSUl'es in dealing with the 

problem, By FAA instituting total security at airports in 1971, air

plane hijackir.g was reduced considerably. After ~lunich, Israel's 

continuing hard-line "no negotiations/no concessions" policy paid off 

with severe blows in kind to terrorists operating in Arab Gountries, 

and at Entebbe, In 1977, a specially trained West German counter

terror force humiliated one of the more fanatical European terrorist 

groups, Y'et terrorism looms high each month, and the fear that 

tel'rorists might someday employ nuclear devices remains with us, 

There are more than 100 terrorist organizations operating in. 

al'ound fifty countries. Severa. of these groups have cooperated with 

one another for the conduct of operations in, that they shared intell

igence, cached or transported weapons, trained or provided personnel. 

Hhi1e there is no formal international terrorist directorate, the effects 

of one occur, and it is the effects of cooperative terror, not its or

ganizational or theoretical constructs, that we need fear and counter 

most. The Anti-Terrorism Act, S. 2336, is a step in the right direction 

because of its sanctions policy and the creation of federal counterterror 

organi zati ons. 

A Working Definition. Defining and measuring political terrorism is 

not easy. What is political has always been difficult to define and 

measure, and terrorism, as protest or as revolutionary action, has 

always been paradoxical. What is political philosophy to one man, is 

pure science to another and what is terrorism to one is liberation 
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from illegitimate domination for the other. This problem of explanation, 

then, is created when the definition stems from the'purpose of politics 

or terrorism, not the effects of such. That is, when we study the effects, 

a less valued but more scientific version of a term can be reached. For 

example, there is no denying that political terrorism impacts upon victims 

innocent of the target of terrorist perpetrators: innocent people are 

held captive and are sometimes killed as part of the terrorist act. This 

particular effect is far outside the boundaries of legal violence. Irre

spective of what history may tell us, we, as social beings, cannot accept 

a premise that the innocent must die for a perpotrator's cause if that 

cause is just or unjust. Thus, political terrorism is, foremost, individual 

or group behavior; it is, in terms of widest social acceptance, extremely 

irrational behavior and consequently illegitimate. Political terrorisT. 

can then be defined as politically oriented violence that is unlawful 

regardless of the political persuasion involved. Efforts to understand 

more about the nature of political terror will go afoul unless this simple 

or a like definition is accepted. The Anti-Terrorist Act could be a 

comprehensive bill clarifying for future policy-development a working 

definition of political terrorism that would be compatible among all U.S. 

government agencies. Such should make clear to political terrrorists the 

U. S. interpretation of terrorist acts that nations must avoid to prevent 

sanctions. 
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The Uses of Political Terror. Political terror is employe.d to attain 

strategic or tactical objectives. Among the former are: 

• Acts to help cause the transfer of power. 

• Acts to help dissolve and recreate territorial limits. 

• Acts to influence nationai and international decision
making. 

Among Tactical Objectives are: 

• Acts to obtain worldwide attention to "Gause." 

• Acts to obtain military weapons and'money for future 
Qperations~ 

• Acts to demonstrate faults in the legitimate government. 

• Acts to gain legislative demands immediately 

Political terror may be only as productive as the fear it 

instills among policymaket's of nations 'IIhere such terror takes place. 

Fear, rather than weaponry, comprises the true arsenal of the political 

terrorist. It is fear (be it fear of death to hostages, or senseless 

dynamiting of facilities, or of death or wounding of a kidnapped exec

utive or child) which can give the political terrorist parity with 

the legitimate counterterrorist who has him outnumbered in soldiers 

and guns. To the American foreign policy maker, this arsenal of fear 

can be so arranged by political terrorists that the countermeasure 

options open to the United States are few. Let us examine some rules 

under which American fo~eign policy finds itself when confronted with 

political terrorism either domestically or abroad. 
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As a democratic nation striving more to do good in 

a world where favorable attitudes of other nations toward democracy 

can enhance the survivabil ity of democracy, the United States cannot 

afford to stray from the moral base that supports the meaning of demo

cratic institutions, especially since President Carter innoculated 

foreign policy with serum of human rights. On matters of human rights, 

the U.S. will have to "back its play." Therefore, the political terrorist 

cannot be ferreted out and incarcerated or liquidated (as might be done in 

Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union or Latin America) until he has committed 

the dire act, and even then America must show as much compassion for the 

perpetrator's right to have a "cause" as the situation will allow. Second, 

and rightly so, if hostages, kidnappees, or civil works are held captive 

and their existence threatened, the U.S. must place a higher value on 

them than on the demands of the terrorist unless the demand is such that 

more lives are endangered. It is more understandable for hostages of 

a nati on whose very exi stence is threatened by conti nued acts of terror 

(e.g., Israel) to be sacrificed to a "no negotiations/no concessions" 

policy than for American hostages to be sacrificed for demands that may 

only cause slight aberrations in policy, a slap in the face of ~i1itary 

pride. or a loss in dollars. 

The suggestion here is that the U.S. is in no position to make 

black or white decisions regarding political terrorism. The American 

policywaker cannot decide that the U. S. wil1 never negotiate 

or concede, or that no matter what conditions exist the terrorist will 

be attacked with force •• Such a policy would only invite political ter-
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rorism. An already specialized tactic of political terrorist organi

zations is to manipulate a legitimate powel' into an embarrassing 

conflict where either way out of the conflict would cause that power 

to suffer. For example, if during a particular terrorist act the U.S. 

refused to negotiate or concede and to ignore a hostage-taking incident 

completely, the world could view this as lack of compassion fro'm which 

several setbacks in foreign policy would 'result; conversely, if 

during the act the U.S. assaulted the terrorists with force and the 

operation did not succeed in providing safety to all hostages, the 

counteraction may be viewed as gunboat diplomacy, more so if no nego

tiations preceded the assault. 

Two policy requirements have ,been implied thus far: (1) 

America must display compassion for the terrorist perpetrator's right 

to have a cause as well as for the safety of hostages and civil works, 

and (2) simultaneously reduce the tensions and far-reaching implications 

of political terrorism insofar as such may endanger the American way 

of life. Considering the extortive time-bomb features of political 

terrorism, and political outcomes of certain counteractions, these 

are not simple tasks. 

The first requirement infers that negotiating be accepted as 

a policy component. Negotiating expresses only a willingness to li~ten, 

to consider, to talk. It does not mean any concessions should be made. 

In truth, negotiating has often proved to be the most effective counter

terror weapon, if not the only weapon, with which to change the status 

quo of an event. To adhere to a policy that does not allow for nego-
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tiations to occur is to narrow one's options to military force, or to 

total passivity, in either case risking the lives of hostages. By 

negotiating with terrorists, several conditions are created which, if 

cUltivated properly, can allow the counterterrorist to take advantage 

of the terrorist. Significant is the gaining of time. As negotiations 

take place, the counterterrorist can learn about the terrorist himself, 

the operational environment, the locations <Jf hostages and their physical 

condition, the adequacy of assault forces, and risk factors involved 

in an assault. A policy denying the negotiating option could 

only be self-defeating. After all, if political terrorists wanted but 

to destroy or kill, they would not create situations where negotiations 

could serve to interrupt the act of destroying or killing; they would 

not ta~e hostages to use as bargaining chips; they would simply murder 

in the streets .. 

\~i 11 i ngness to negoti ate,expressed as pol i cy also has its 

drawback; it suggests mil itary force will not be 

considered, that a perpotrator can create a terrorist incident to be 

heard, to have hi.s grievances re-dressed. This matter brings us to 

new questions about policy: Should the United states have fin announced 

anti-terrorist policy? Further, does the United States owe the inter

national community an announced anti-terorrist policy? 

Examining the former, effects of an announced policy can 

be seen to have several negative aspects. It is true that on the positive 

sid e an announced tough-mi nded anti-terrori st pol icy woul d persuade 

many terrorists to keep hands off American targets; but on the negative 
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side, a tough~minded poli·cy that does not allow the United States to 

back off from a strong commitment without contradictory appearances 

may be the very trap the more sophisticated terrorist groups have been 

waiting for. As an exaMple, in Uruguay, the Tupamaros constructed a 

campaign of terror deliberately to cause the existing government to 

enact a vigorous hard~line policy which would appear repressive. It 

was this repressive quality that eventually caused the regime in power 

to crumble. Such attempts could take place on 'an intel'national scale. 

One scenario could center around the use of 

sanctions should the United States impose these upon smaller nations 

harboring terrorists. If a third party country wished to impede re

lations between a particular nation and the United States it might con~ 

sider covert support of terrorism in the particular nation so that the 

United States would have to enforce its sanctions policy. Effective 

trade and international politics vis-a-vis the United States and a 

particular nation as well"as observing nations would be hindered 

from the imposition of sanctions, and political terrorists would have 

a victory. Thus, a sanctions policy could have a boomerang effect. 

The Anti-Terrorism Act suggests the use of sanctions. No 

doubt, sanctions, when deserved, should be imposed. But when a 

cause of the sanctions may not be what it seems, or when the results 

of sanctions outweigh the existing terorrist problem, their use becomes 

counterproductive and jeopardizes foreign policy. There ought to be 

some caveat in the Act allowing the use of sanctions on a case-by~case 
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basis, and it s~ould be clear to the world what criteria the U. S. would 

apply in making the judgement as to whether sanctions against a parti

cular nation should or should not be imposed. 

A flexible policy, although such may appear enigmatic, would 

serve the anti-terrorism problem best. The field for action is more 

open and decisionmakers are under fewer constraints. Fair criteria 

for the use of sanctions, known internationally, would reduce the capa

bility of third party terrorist supporters to turn the sanction policy 

to their advantage, and an admittance that the U. S. would negotiate, 

but never concede to irrational terrorist demands, would negate efforts 

by terrorists to test such a policy and possibly cause the United States 

to fall prey to the negative outcomes of such a policy. The Anti-Ter.rorism. 

Act is a product wherein the United States could make it clear to other 

legitimate nations that sanctions against them will be based only on 

clear evidence of that government's willingness to support terrorism, 

not simply the harboring of ,terrorism; and further, could make clear to 

terrorists and to national or bloc actors which support terrorism that 

the United States has a flexible enough anti-terrorism policy to absorb 

the effects of most any terrorist act \~ith minimum abberation yet maximum 

options at hand. 

The policy of sanctions in t~e Act deals with but a symptom 

of the terrorist disease, the 'carrier' so to speak-the second and 
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third parties who can spread the disease. By adding language to express 

lucidly a U-. S. policy on the mat~er of "willingness to negotiate, but 

... ," the Act could also speak to the disease itself, the Political 

Terrorist, and discourage him from acts against American targets. 

Crisis Management. The Anti-Terrorism Act mixes policy matters with 

operational imperatives, although one set is not dependent upon the 

other. Whether the United States decides to enact a policy of. sanctions 

against nations harboring terrorists or not, the operational aspects of 

the Act are clearly necessary. Injustice to the Act would result should 

its operational aspects be negated due to disapproval of the sanctions 

proposal. Should disapproval of the present Act on the basis of difficulty 

over the sanctions occur, the Senate would do well to consider new legislation. 

Most significant in the Act is language which creates, in the 

Department of State and Department of Justice, planning and coordinating 

bodies to implement activities that will cause the developmnt of national 

and international U. S. actors to deliver. measures against political 

terrorists. Presently, the United Stated government does not· have a high

level body or assigned Task Force to manage terrorist crises similar to the 

Entebbe or Somali incidents. What exists now is a sort of on call con

tingency element made up of several persons who have little counter-

terror experience and who, during a terrorist crisis, would not have 

1 
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on hand a sufficiently well trained or experienced crisis management 

staff or a centralized strategic data bank from which to draw needed 

operational intelligence. That is,the current set-up is a mechanism to 

manage crises ~ se but it is not tailored or equ~pped with personnel 

or other resources to deal with terrorist events and their sensitive 

time bomb features. To beat the political terrorist and to reduce 

the effects of a terrorist event, a highly specialized crisis manage

ment body is needed. The Anti-Terrorist Act implies the development 

of such, and that is a positive value. From the elements the Act 

would create, there could easily develop the appropriate crisis manage

ment body required. Disturbing, however, is that the Act merely "implies" 

the creation of this body; it does not "direct" it. 

Normally, specifying a tactical measure is not the business 

of legislation; yet, it appears that the urgent need for crisis 

management is great enough to warrant immediate development via decree. 

The Act, by directing the creation of "political terrorism crisis manage

ment" rather than implying such, would undoubtedly do away with much 

of the internal debate over its development that would occur in the 

federal bureaucracy from mere implication. Direction by the Senate could 

not only establish the requirement for the appropriate crisis management 

body; it could also cut to a minimum the delay in its creation. 

Tactical Response Forces. An operational need that the Anti-Terrorism 

Act alludes to vaguely is the exi stence of a force, or forces, to react 

27-420 0 - 70 - 34 
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to terrorism immediately on-site with appropriate physical resources. 

Forces of this nature are military in style and must be able to assault 

terrori s ts or terrori st posi ti ons wi th weapons and weapors profi ci ency 

in such a manner that least harm is delivered to hostages. Israel and 

the Federal Republic of Germany have shown that specialized forces of 

this type can succeed under the most stressful political or tactical 

circumstances. Currently, the United States does not nave as specialized 

a force, or forces, as Israel or the FRG have in the event of inter

national terrorism. Domestically, the FBI and several metropolitan police 

agencies do have such elements, but for the more pressing and politically. 

sensitive international events there are no organizations sufficiently 

trained to do what the Israelis and the FRG have done. While the Office 

of the S'ecretary of Defense has ordered the mil itary servi ces to prepare 

for counterterror missions, what has occurred is the assignment of 

missions to organizations that have related unconventional warfare duties 

but which are not tailored, organizationally, to deliver the most severr 

blows possible to terrorist perpetrators. At first blush, U. S. 

Army Special Forces Operational Detachments and Ranger Battalions seem 

right for the task because of their experience and ability in conducting 

quick penetrati"ons and cornmando-l ike raids, and because of this impression 

they have been assi gned counterterror responsibil iti es. However, neither 

of these type organizations is tailored or equipped to participate in 

the operational activities which precede or accompany the tactical assault 

against terrorists. These activities include human and technical infor

mation gathering. sniper activit;e~, assistance to negotiators, and 

I 
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certain highly specialized target penetration techniques. Harmful to 

the task as well is the fact that these organizations have other high 

priority missions which detract f;-om full counterterror training and, 

further, are subject to reassignment of personnel to other military 

units and therefore cannot maintain.a dedicated counterterror capability 

for the long term. Were the Anti-Terrorism Act to direct the 

Office of the Secretary of Defense to establish a specialized counter

terror force-one that woul d be tailored organi za ti ona lly-to meet 

the variety of type terrorist events, and which would be dedicated per

manently to the counterterror mi ss ion, then wha tever cri sis management 

body the 'Act would create would have the operational instrument to use 

if the military option to combat terrorists is selected. As the Act 

is now written, the development of a specialized tactical response force 

is, as in the case of the crisis management element, merely implied. 

Implication in this matter, rather than direction, may sustain the status 

quo. 
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM: THE 

TREES AND THE FOREST 

Alona E, Evans 
John F. Murphy 

, 7211L 

As one can gather from a brief glance, the Report on 

"Legal Aspects of International Terrorism"* is voluminous. In 

an effort to make the Report more useful to the reader, we have 

provided in chapter one "executive summaries" of key points 

raised in the individual chaptet's of the Report, Moreover, 

in chapter two we have attempted to summarize the conclusions and 

recommendations of the Report, as well as their underlying ration

ales. Admittedly, though, even these summaries are lengthy, perhaps 

unavoidably so, in light of the magnitude and complexity of the sub

ject matter. At any rate, the purpose of this paper is to give 

our individual, subjective views as to those'conclusions and recom

mendations of the Report we regard as especially worthy of considera

tion and, perhaps, action. \ie hasten to add that' we do so in our 

individ!.lal capa'cities only, and that other members vr the working 

group may, and in some cases surely do, have different opinions. 

In thus setting forth our views, we will proceed along the Game 

line as does the chapter in the Report on conclusions and recommenda

tions. That is, we will address ourselves first to general 

conclusions and recommendations that transcend or cut across the 

* ','Legal Aspects qf International Terrorism," a Study prepared for 
the Department of State by a Working Group of the American 
Society of International Law and edited by Alona E. Evans and 
John F. Murphy (September 1, 1977), 
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individual manifestations of international terrorism trented in 

the Report. We will then examine the individual chapters of 

the Report and attempt to glean from the mass of material 

contained therein conclusions and recommendations we regard as 

especially worthy of attention. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHHENDATIONS 

Throughout the Report, a basic issue raised is whether inter

national terrorism should be .combated through multilateral or 

global, bilateral or regional'or unilateral means. Ideally, the 

approach should be multilateral and global,'because, by definition, 

international terrorism violates vital interests of thE world 

communi ty as a \.hole an.d the response thereto should be worldwide. 

Horeover, if ratified, a general international agreement which 

would define the offense of international terrorism, require states 

either to prosecute an accused or to extradite him to another 

jurisdiction for prosecution, make state~ which fail to comply 

liable for damages and make those states which condone or cooperate 

with'international terrorists liable for payment of damages to the 

victims could be a major contribution toward the goal of preventing 

arid punishing international terrorism. 

However, the ideal does not necessarily comport with the real. 

Recent efforts to draft general trea·ty law on terrorism indicate 

that the utility of multilateral treaties is likely to be limited, 

and that the more like-minded (and thus narrower) the class of 

states participating in such eXercises, the greater will be the 

lil<elihood of success either tn the dr.afting effort itself or in the 

actual operation of the legal regime produced. 
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On the other hand, one should not give up hope 'that the political 

milieu may change so as to be more congenial to the conclusion of a 

general anti-terrorist treaty. Especially shocking acts of inter

national terrorism, such as the events at Dacca and Mogadishu and 

the brutal murder of Hanns-Hartin Schleyer, as well as pressures such 

as those generated by the fureatened international strike of airplane 

pilots, may result in an atmosphere where neH initiatives in the 

United Nations General Assembly and in other appropriate inter

national organizations may be feasible. The Department of State 

should closely monitor the current political climate and develop 

contingency plans in order to be able to take advantage of favorable 

developments. 

As an alternative to general treaties, the United States should 

encourage regional efforts to develop convention~ for the control of 

terrorism, such as the recently adopted Convention of the Council of 

Europe. The conclusion of new or the revision of current bilateral 

agreements also may be useful. The U.S .iCuba Memorandum of 1973 

and the U.S./Canadian Extradition Agreement of 1971 may serve as 

models. 

It should be remembered that in this as in any 0cher field, 

international lawmaking is not limited to treaties. The process of 

customary international lawmaking may afford some possibilities for 

overcoming problems created by a lack of pre-existing political 

consensus on "gut" issues such as sanctuary or the obligation to 

extradite. Also, to this end qUiet and patient negotiations are 

likely to be more fruitful than the polemical exchanges. that all 

too often characterize meetings on terrorism in international fora. 
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The usefulness of unilateral or national efforts, taken either 

by the United States or by other countries, should not be under

estimated. Definition of the offense and pre~cription of penalties 

for its commission through domestic legislation, development of 

security measures, such as screening devices at airports, and 

improvement of law enforcement techniques would appear especially 

helpful. 

One area where legislation would not be useful is that of 

negotiations with terrorists. Here government officials and other 

persons involved in the negotiating process need to have maximum 

flexibility in order to adjust their strategies to rapidly changing 

circumstances. General policy guidelines and ad hoc decision

making, plus improved law enforcement techniq,ues, should remain 

the pr~ncipal methods for dealing with terrorists. 

An area of special concern, although one that this project did 

not examine in detail, is the possible relationship between media 

coverage and terrorist activities. In the view of the working group, 

guidelines (non-legal standards, perhaps a code of ethics) should be 

formulated to govern the nature and extent of media coverage of 

terrorist activities. Questions that should be addressed would 

include the need for temporarily withholding publication of a kid-

napping or extortion threat until the incident has been resolved; 

avoiding publication of tactical police information; the relation

ship between tone and emphasis in media coverage and the encourage

ment of terrorist activity; and the like. 
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SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNENDATIOllS 

A. Terrorists' Threats and Societal Vulnerabilities 

1. Aircraft and Aviation Facilities' 

Recent events have graphically demonstrated the overriding 

importance of ' rigorous national security measures to the protection 

of aircraft and aviation facilities against terrorist attacks. 

Highest priority should therefore be given to intensified FAA 

supervision of security measures in use in American airports. The 

x-ray screening devices can become faulty very quickly, and the FAA's 

current quarterly inspections are not frequent enough to ensure 

continuous operating efficiency. Airport security programs alsp 

should be extended to cover General Aviation at the point where 

general aircraft meet with public air facilities. 

In the same vein. the FAA should pursue with increased vigor 

its efforts to encourage the improvement of airport security at 

foreign airports. A~ many of these airports, security is at 

present lax or non-existent, .as recently evidenced by the apparent 

lack of effective controls at the Bombay, India and Palma, Majorca 

airports. 

In spite of the failure of the 1973 initiative in ICAO, another 

effort should be made to conclude a multilateral convention that 

would be designed to enforce, by sanctions, the Tokyo. Hague and 

Montreal Conventions and any security convention that might be 

adopted. This convention would seek to strengthen the obligation 

to prosecute or extradite offenders of these conventions and to 

eliminate "hijack havens." The time for such action may be 
especially propitious in the wake of the shocking incidents at 

Dacca, Bangladesh and 110gadishu, Somalia and the threats by air 

pilots to strike if effective action is not forthcoming. 
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2. .Nuclear Facilities and Haterials 

Perhaps the most stx:iking conclusion drawn from this area is 

that interilational cooperation I~ith respect to combating possible 

terrorist attacks or threats involving nuclear facilities and 

materials has been almost entirely lacking. Neither the Non

Proliferation Treaty, the lAEA Statute, nor any other treaty covers 

the DuDjc7t ~r physical protection of nuclear facilities and 

materials. There also is no oystematic exchange among states of 

technical, administrative, or intelligence information concerning 

physical protection of nuclear facilities and materials or of informa

tion concerning terrorist threat potentials. Similarly, to our knowledge. 

no international orga~ization or international coordinative mechanism has 

been designated or established to plan for or coordinate plans for 

the contingency of a theft of nuclear materials from one state to 

another. In the most extreme cases, where stolen nuclear materials 

were taken to a state which is unwilling or unable to cooperate in 

locating and recovering these materials, or where the location of 

stolen nuclear materials is not known. there is no mechani~m thfough 

which states could plan or effect an efficient and timely coordi

nated search. 

The primary recommendations in this area flow naturally from the 

above conclusions. The United States i,n cooperation with other states 

should seek to designate an international 'organization or to establish 

a formal mechanism to deal with physical protection matters. The 

United States should also aggressively seek the agreement of states 

on the principles and provisions of an international convention 

which would establish (1) the legal basis for national and inter

national physical protection standards that uniformly cover nuclear 
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facilities and nuclear materials at fixed facilities and in transit, 

including sanctions which may be imposed against states which fail 

to comply with such standards; (2) the rights and duties of states 

to cooperate with other states in the location and recovery of 

stolen nuclear materials; (3) the institutional mechanisms through 

which these rights and duties shall be exercised; (4) a crisis 

management center or mechanism that would operate in the event of a 

significant act of nuclear related terrorism; and (5) the duty of 

states to prosecute or extradite individuals responsible for sabotage 

of nuclear facilities or theft of nuclear materials. 

Pending the conclusion of such a convention, the United States 

should seek through discussions in appropriate fora the agreement 

of states on the foregoing principles. The United States and other 

nuclear supplier states should consider making such principles 

standard provisions of their .. bilateral agreements for cooperation 

on nuclear. energy and of their trilateral safeguards agreements 

with nuclear-recipient states and the IAEA. 

3. Ocean Vessels and Offshore Structures 

Although terrorism on the oceans has to date not been a signifi

cant problem, the oceans contain many economic assets which are 

within the capabilities of terrorists to attack, and which, because 

of their economic or symbolic value, are potential targets. Alloca

tion of jurisdictional competence over terrorist acts, at both the 

international and national levels, is a primary pro'blem in this 

area. The present jurisdictional framework is an inadequate basis 

for allowing a state to protect assets beyond its territorial sea 

against terrorism. If an acceptable Law of the Sea Treaty is con

cluded, it may provide a basis under international law for national 

action. 
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lis to the national level, in the case of vessels, current United 

States legislation grants ample authority to enforcement agencies for 

p,eventive and enforcement activity. Clarifying legislative amend

ments are needed, however, with respect to offshore structures, 

preventive planning is inadequate, and ambiguities regarding alloca

tion of jurisdiction among the several U.S. enforcement agencies 

should be resolved. 

Accordingly, if an acceptable La~l of the Sea Treaty shouLd 

result from the current negotiations under United Nations auspices, 

the United States should ratify the treaty and enact legislation to 

extend fede,ral criminal and civil law to all structures within the 

U.S. economic zone, under the jurisdictional provisions of the 

treaty. Failing conclusion or the coming into force of a Law of 

the Sea Treaty containing adequate economic zone articles, the 

United States Government should consider extending the federal 

criminal and civil law so it applies to U.S. structures and objects 

offshore the U.S. coast which are not covered by the Outer Contin

ental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA) or the Deepwater Port Act. Upon 

completion of such an extension of U.S. jurisdiction, the Department 

of State should consider seeking to negotiate bilateral or multi

lateral treaties requiring either extradition or prosecution for 

those criminal acts committed on or against vessels or offshore 

structures. 

With respect to the responsibilities of U.S. agencies, the 

Coast Guard, the Departments of Defense, State, Justice, and other , 
interested agencies should negotiate Memoranda of Understanding 

clarifying respective areas of jurisdiction. Upon such clarifica

tion, the U.S. Coast Guard should complete development of (and make 
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available to private parties as appropriate) a comprehensive set of 

contingency plans covering prevention of, reaction to, and follow-up 

after, acts of ocean terrorism. In the same vein, offshore industries 

should be required to file their own contingency plans which would 

include data regarding pipeline cutoffs and other damage control 

'procedures, responses to fire and pipeline rupcure, etc. Also, the 

u.s. Government and private industries and institutions should 

cooperate in considering the possible vulnerability of offshore 

structures, deep,~ater ports and vessels to terrorists, and the cost 

effectiveness of design modifications to minimize such vulnerability. 

Finally, it is important that a low public profile be main

tained with respect to the problem of ocean terrorism. The 

possibility of publicity increasing the potential for attacks on 

ocean facilities would seem substantial. 

4. New Weanons: The Threat to Communications Facilities and 

and New Technological Systems 

A primary conclusion in this area is that there are points of 

vulnerability in our complex technological infrastructure, as well 

as weapons that in the hands of a very few people can threaten to 

disrupt our society and afford opportunities for blackmail by 

fanatic groups or individuals. However, in terms of their ability 

to kill large numbers of people, terrorists have generally operated 

well below their technological ceiling. The apparent reasons for 

this are manifold. Technical difficulties, especially in the cases 

of chemical or biological weapons or fissionable nuclear material 

or other radioactive material, may be a restraint. Political or 

moral constraints also may be operative here'. Terrorists appear 

willing to kill a few persons to win publicity, to wake a point or 
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to create fear; they have rarely been willing to kill many people 

to accomplish the same objective, apparently because the public 

reaction against them would !i.e instantaneous and would enable the 

government to crack down on them with public approval. 

Thus terrorists have exploited the new vulnerabilities of 

,advanced industrial societies in limited and special ways. A 

primary goal has been to force the government to take security 

measures that cause incony~nience. Terrorists have bombed trans

formers, but they have seldom tried to blow up power stations. 

They have not interfered with water supplies. They have not forced 

evacuations by igniting fires in chemical manufacturing plants or 

by blowing up tanks of hazardous chemicals, although the recent 

pUblicity given to accidental chemical spills and fires may provide 

some inspiration in this direction. They have not attacked liqui

fied natural gas fac;i.lities ,or tan~ers carrying LNG,; this is, 

however, a comparatively new technology. Political extremists have 

on several occasions recently carried out acts of sabotage at 

nuclear facilities. The vulnerability that modern terrorists have 

regularly exploited is civil aviation, primarily because airliners 

are vulnerable and convenient containers of hostages ,or a guaranteed 

number of victims. 

The unwillingness of terrorists to kill large numbers of people 

may erode in the case of terrorists orerating i~ternationally if 

they can reach sanctuary and if governments are prevented by respect 

for the sovereignty of othel: states and by political considerat'ions 

from responding effectively. If a terrorist group is not dependent 

on a local constituency for support, and can rely on refuge else-

I 
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where, it may be less concerned about alienating its target popula

tion. The apparent willingness of the Japanese Red Army terrorists 

to kill 156 ,persons aboard a hijacked airplane if their demands 

were not met lends support to this thesis. 

The existing framework of liberty in the United States, and the 

explicit restrictions on the powers of government contained in the 

First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Ninth, Tenth and Fourteenth Amendments 

to the Constitution place significant limitations on the kinds of 

actions that may be taken to protect ourselves from exploitation by 

terrorists of societal vulnerabilities. Nonetheless, it may be 

possible to reduce the new risks by holding open non-violent means 

to effective political action, and by some margiltal 'tightening of 

legal restrictions on possessing substances with particular potential 

for politically disruptive effects and on the advocacy of certain 

kinds of acts. 

Specifically, Congress should consider the possibility of 

amending the U.S. Criminal Code along the following lines: 

(1) Unauthorized possession of specified 

destructive substances for which there is no 

legitimate private use should be forbidden. 

Examples might include all guided weapons 

systems, such as heat seeking missiles, and 

components specifically manufactured for 

use in them, nerve gases, non-biogradable 

herbicides, and biological substances 

potentially lethal to humans. 
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(2) Unauthorized interstate trafficking 

in specified substances which may have 

legitimate private uses but which also have 

significant potential use as agents to 

disrupt essential services or amenities or 

threaten the life or health of people in 

any' section ~f the country should be forbidden. 

Items that could be specified might include 

explosives of any sort. explosive detonators, 

and incendiary substances. 

(3) Soliciting should be forbidden when 

that solicitation is' likely to produce the 

unauthorized use of those substances or 

weapons on targets of high sensitivity. 

Targets of high sensitivity would include 

such points of vulnerability as water supply 

systems, transportation systems, communications 

systems, energy systems, chemical and biological 

storage locationu. and storage places for 

radioactive materials. It is recognized that, 

in the absence of an overt act to carry out a 

conspiracy, this extension of the criminal 

law might raise constitutional questions and 

that these should be exhaustively explored 

before implementation of this recommendation. 

Several ini~iatives involving international cooperation might 

be usefully explored. In particular, international agreements that 

restrict the use of specified weapons (such as chemical and biological 
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weapons) by states should be vigorously pursued and the widest 

possible ratification sought. It would help to diminish the like

lihood of irresponsible groups gaining possession of some particu

larly dangerous substances if national stockpiles of these weapons 

were reduced or eliminated. For~ign countries should be encouraged, 

perhaps by offers of technical assistance, to enact national legis

lation to control the possession or use of dangerous substances or 

weapons by unauthorized individuals or sroups within their juris

diction. Other possibilities that should be explored with other 

countries are measures to limit or control the sale abroad of 

weapons, destructive devices and their components and measures to 

identify certain substances or allow identification of their origin. 

Some limit on the dissemination of particularly dangerous or sensi

tive devices or'components might be achieved by tagging them with 

radioactive nucleides or other substances. 

5. Protected Persons and Diplomatic Facilities 

The United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment 

of Cr·imes Against Internationally Protected Persons, Inciuding Diplo

matic Agents, which the United States has ratified and which is now 

in force, has the potential to become a major factor in the effort 

to combat one form of international .terrorism. However, further steps 

should be taken in order to maximize the Convention's potential. The 

United States should undertake a worldwide diplomatic effort to convince 

as many countries as possible to become parties to the Convention. 

To this end, the United States should work closely with the U.N. 

Secretary-General. Informal arrangements should be worked out 

between government officials and appropriate countries to encourage 

the utilization of the U. N. Secr.etariat to exchange data and ideas 

L-___________________________________________________________ __ 
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concerning security measures for the prevention of attac~s on dip

lomats and to urge other parties to the Convention to report to 

the Secretary-General on the steps they have taken to carry out 

their obligations under the Convention. 

As an alternative or supplement to the U.N. Convention, regional 

and bilateral international agreements should be concluded or more 
widely ratified. Regional agreements currently apposite include 

the O.A.S. Convention to Prevent and Punish the Acts of Terrorism 

Ta~ing the Form of Crimes Against Persons and Related Extortion 

That Are of International Significance and the recently adopted 

European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism. The United 

States has become a party to the O.A.S. Convention, but it has not 

been widely ratified. The European Convention is a'major regional 

initiative toward the prevention and suppression of international 

I~errorism. The Department of State should keep itself fully informed 

of the status of this Convention and, when appropriate '1nd feasible, 

consider using it as a model for future agreements or sign and ratify 

it if it is ever opened to non-European states and likely to 

become an effective "Atlantic" measure. 

As to bilateral agreements, these should be modelled, when 

feasible. after the U.S.-Canada Extradition Treaty of 1971,which 

expressly eliminates the political offense exception in the case 

of an attack upon an internationally protect~d person. In cases 

where it is not feasible to eliminate the political offense exceptio~ 

entirely, the 1973 "Memorandum of Understanding" between the U.S. 

and Cuba concerning the hijacking of aircraft might be employed as 

a guide and drafted to apply to attacks on diplomats. The first 

treaty explicitly calls for extradition in cases which would include 

27-428 0 - 78 - 35 
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attacks on diplomats, and the Memorandum incorporates the principle 

of aut dedere, ~ judicare but goes beyond the U.N. Convention 

by requiring that the accused person be submitted to trial for the 

"offense punishable by the most severe penalty" and that signatories 

prevent th" use of their territory as a base for committing the 

illegal acts cqvered by the Memorandum. 

The Department of State should study the utility of the 

concept of strict state liability for injuries to diplomats, as both 

the O.A.S. and U.N. Conventions recognize that diplomats require 

special protection. Even if developing countries faced a special 

burden in this area, some form of financial assistance could be 

considered to ease that burden. 

At the national level, high priority should be given to the 

research and development of technological devices designed to maxi

mize the protection of diplomats and diplomatic facilities. Such 

efforts would appear especially desirable in light of recent attacks 

on diplomatic personnel and facilities in New York, Washington, and 

other major cities in the United States and abroad. 

6. "Non-Protected" Persons or Things 

The protection of "non-protected" persons or things (i. e. , 

persons or things not enjoying special protection under international 

conventions such as those covering diplomats or aircraft and aircraft 

facilities) is one of the most difficult tasks facing the United 

States Government in dealing with terrorism. In essence the obli

gation of states to protect persons and things against international 

terrorism is part and parcel of their. larger duty to respect human 

rights. This puty must include the rejection of general excuses 

for human rights violations that are couched in terms of "non-innocence," 
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national liberation movement exceptions, ag8ression, worker strug

gles, and guerrilla warfare. The most effective response state.s can 

make to the "ideological war" terrorists are waging against society 

is actively to support, by word and deed, fundamental hum.an rights 

and democratic values and the proposition that terrorism i.s impermis

sible as a strategy to coe'cce the. attitudes and behavior o.E others. 

Specifically, governments should not use the methods of 

terrorism to combat or sanction terrorism. Such methods lend cre-

dence to terrorist claims concerning the permissibility of using 

terror as a political weapon and undermine the credibility of 

governmental protestations. 'By way of affirmative action the U.S. 

Government should continue to publicly condemn serious violati(ms 

of human rights (including use of torture and terrorism) whethe:t' 

engaged in by governments or private parties, and fund and support, 

consistent with the federal.nature of the American system, programs 

directed at increasing an appreciation of human rights and 

strengthening institutions designed for the promotion 9f law and 

justice in respect: of terrorist violence. Domestically .. 

additional support of, and primary cesponsibility for, such programs 

should come from state boards of education, bar associations and 

other governmental or private groups. 

7. Personnel and Property of Transnational Enterprises 

Terrorist attacks against the transnational bUsiness operation 

have increased substantially over the past few years. The threat of 

terrorism is forcing the transnational enterprise to rethink its 

traditional approach to security and to develop new modes of coopera-

tive action with gOVf".'r.nment autho't"ities as T:lell as t-tithin the privata 

sector. 
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In general, the United States Government should adopt policies 

that are designed to allow enterprises maximum flexibility in deal

ing with terrorism, encourage cooperative measures among enterprisec 

to combat terrorism, and reinforce the general responsibility of 

states under international law to protect the personnel and property 

of all aliens against acts of terrorism. Specifically, the United 

States Government should consider the following recommendations: 

(1) The United States Government should not 

foster a prohibition of ransom payments by 

business enterprises in their dealings with 

terrorists. Nor should it encourage efforts 

among states to establish such a prohibition. 

(2) The United States Government should take 

the position that hostage insurance is a private 

business matter to be reg,ulated by supply and 

demand within the insurance industry. It 

should neither encou~age the use of liostage 

insurance, for to do so could well increase 

the ransom expectations of terrorists; nor should 

it prohibit hostage insurance, because as 

recommended above, a prohibition of ransom 

payments should not be applied to the private 

sector. 

(3) The United States Government should not 

undertake a program to subsidize the se,~urity 

costs of private enterprise. 

't 
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(4) The United States should support and 

reinforce, where appropriate, the general 

responsibility of states under international 

law to protect the person and property of 

aliens within their jurisdiction against injury, 

including injury arising from the acts and 

threats of terrorists. However, the United 

States should not attempt to establish a 

higher or special standard of protection with 

respect to acts and threats of terrorists 

directed against transnational business operations. 

(5) The United States Government should foster 

research on a wide variety ~f subjet:ts dealing 

with analysis of terrorist activities, their· 

strategies, and lawful means of prevention in 

respect to transnational business operations. 

This research should be undertaken both within 

the government and within the privute sector. 

(6) The United States Government should establish 

a data base through which the private sector is 

kept informed on a current basis, where 

appropriate, about the activities, movements, 

and organization of terrorist groups around the 

world. Such a resource base might be located 

within the Department of Commerce, but it should 

have access as needed to the information ~f the 

various intelligence agencies of the government. 
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(7) The United States Government should foster 

the establishment of a resource center for the 

private sector which would be owned and controlled 

by subscribing businesses. ~fuile the Center 

would be located in the United States, it could 

furnish services worldwide to transnational 

business operations. Government funding might 

be necessary in the beginning phase of the Center. 

PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF TERRORISM: INTERNATIONAL 

RESPONSES 

1. An Internation~l Control Scheme for the Prosecution of 

International Terrorism: An Introduction 

International cooperation with respect to penal matters is 

minimal and should be increased. The process of extradition, which 

is cumbersome, is also seriously impeded by the "political-offense 

exception." Judicial assistance and other forms of cooperation in 

penal matters are varied and might be useful in this regard; however, 

they are seldom employed. 

With respect to the problem of the political offense exception, 

the feasibility of a multilateral treaty defining the "exception to 

the political-offense exception" in extradition should be considered. 

Such a treaty would list those internationally recognized crimes 

which are to be excluded from the political offense exception in 

existing and future treaties, laws, and state practice. 

There are other changes that the United States Government should 

consider with a view ~Q improvements in extradition law and p~actice. 

First, it should rely on multilateral treaties as an alternative to 
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bilateral treaties as a basis for extradition. Second. it should 

enter into special agrcements with states that deny extradition of 

their own nationals or deny extradition for offenses for which the 

death penalty could be imposed; in an effort to overcome these 

obstacles to extradition. These agreements should provide that: 

(a) the alleged offender shall be returned to the requested state 

after trial in the United States. whether acquitted or convicted. 

and. if convicted. that the sentence be carried out in the requested 

state; (b) the alleged offender Hhall not be subj ect to the death 

penalty. 

2. Apprehension and Prosecution of Offenders: Some Current Problems 

A kep mandate of the anti-terrorist treaties upon states parties 

is to extradite offenders or to submit them to prosecution, State 

practice indicates, however, that deportation is the more common method 

of rendition of offenders than extradition, but more information in 

this area is needed. Accordingly. study of contemporary policy and 

practice of states with respect to the use of extradition, exclusion, 

and expUlsion of international terrorists should be undertaken under 

private or governmental auspices. The study should determine the 

extent of use of each method as a means of international rendition 

of such offenders to states where they are wanted for prosecution, as 

well as reasons why extradition appears to be used less frequently 

than exclusion and expUlsion as a means of international rendition. 

Utilizing information gained through the study proposed in the 

preceding paragraph, the,Department of State should seek to establish 

by multilateral convention a common standard regarding the use of 

exclusion and expulsion for purposes of international rendition with 

procedural safeguards for the interests of the offender as well as 
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those of the states involved. Once such a connnon standard has been 

established, the words "lawful return" should be substituted for 

"extradition" in the treaty injunction "extradite or submit to 

prosecution." 

Submission of an international terrorist to prosecution is the 

duty of the state to which he has been surrendered or of the state 

which, denying renditiqn, has retained custody of the offender. 

}lore information concerning the fulfillment or violation of this 

obligation by states is needed. Accordingly, a clearinghouse of 

information regarding, instances of prosecution of international 

terrorists should be established with a view to determining the extent 

to which such prosecution takes place and the reasons for discrepancies 

in bringing offenders to trial and in sentencing. Similarly, there 

is a need for concerted development of a fund of information about 

policy and practice regarding the criminal justice systems of 

states. A greater knowledge of the practical operations of 

the criminal justice systems of various states, coupled with wide

spread development of judicial assistance procedures in criminal 

matters, would allay much of the reluctance of states to surrender 

international terrorists for prosecution or to undertake prosecution 

themselves. International cooperation looking to the establishment 

of an international m£nimum standard of criminal justice is needed 

before "extradite or submit to prosecution" becomes a widely mean

ingful formula for the legal control of international terrorism. 

A suggested location for the clearing house of information pro

posed in thE. preceding paragraphs would be the Criminal Division of 

the Department of Justice. 

) 

________ _______ 1 
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The grant of political asylum to an offender is a distinctly 

separate matter from the obligation to submit an offa.nder to prosecu

tion; it must be considered subsequently to prosecut:lon and on 

different te ... :ms. Therefore, the formula "extradite or submit to 

prosecuti.on't should be amended to recognize that prosecution is a 

separate act from the grant of political asylum to an offender after 

he has been prosecuted. 

Last, but by no means least, the Departments of State and of 

Justice shoulu emphasize the need for widespread development of 

various methods of judicial assistance and other forms of coopera

tion in penal matters through bilateral, and, where feasible, multi~ 

lateral agreements as an inducement to lawful rendition and prose

cution of international terrorists by states concerned about the 

quality of the criminal justice systems in other states. 

3. Criminological Policy 

It is important to realize that, unlilte the common criminal, a 

terrorist is an ideologically motivated offender, i.e., a person 

who engages in acts of terror-violence not for personal gain but 

in order to accomplish a power outcome, and that general 

criminological policies and practices may therefore be ineffective 

when em~loyed against terrorist violence. Such a person rejects 

in whole or in part the social and political system of the society 

of which he is a member and seeks to overthrow that system by 

violent means. When a specific target is chosen, the means employed 

will depend upon the anticipated psychological effects of the violent 

action. In this regard, the role of the media and its use by 

terrorists should be recognized as indispensable to the effective 
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prevention and suppression of terrorism (see the discussion 

regarding the role of the media in the section on General 

Conclusions and Recommendations, p. 4 above). Prosecution, 

followed by imprisonment, can be used to counter terrorism, but 

the most effective deterrent is preventive law enforcement. 

Numerous agencies in the United States are interested in the 

enforcement of international criminal law; however, their interests 

and activities are overlapping and uncoordinated. Moreover, the 

United States is insufficiently involved, at the governmental level, 

in the international criminal law activities of private or public 

international organizations. 

The United States Government should take several actions, at 

both the international and national levels, with a view toward the 

improvement of criminological policy in dealing with terrorists. 

At the international level, the United States Government should 

encourage interested countries to harmonize their criminal laws and 

penalties for terrorist acts as a means of improving the effective

ness of apprehension and prosecution of such offenders. To that 

end, a United States study of comparative criminal law should be 

undertaken by a public agency or by private groups or institutions 

with p~blic funding. 

At the national level, the United States Government should be 

cognizant of the fact that it often cannot avoid, and in some cases 

might legitimately seek, a role 1n the development of broad public 

attitudes toward terrorism and public competence to cope with it. 

For example, it should avoid overemphasizing the significance of 

the dangers and threats of terrorism in order to help prevent the 

creation of a climate of fear and apprehension among the general 
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populacion. In order to avoid actracting would-be martyrs. as 

well as for humanitarian considerations. it should oppose resorting 

to the death penalty for terrorists. LEAA. HEW and other concerned 

federal agencies should place more emphasis in dispensing federal 

funds to appropriate state officials or private enticies on the 

development of programs of education in law with respect to 

criminal justice. violence. human rights. peaceful resolution of 

international conflicts. and world public order. The United States 

Government also should develop new training materials and help . 

prepare qualified instructors to assist U.S. local law enforcement 

agencies in their efnorts to implement new techniques of prevention 

and control of terrorist activities. 

4. Practical Problems of Law Enforcement 

In this crucially important area. the primary problem appears 

to be that law enforcement officials in the United States and in . 

Western Europe.are concerned about ambiguities in the scope of their 

authority to deal with international terrorism. Steps should 

accordingly be taken to close loopholes in the law enforcement 

response to terrorism. 

Specifically. in the United States and in other countries. 

statutes and executive orders should be reviewed to ensure that they: 

(a) provide law enforcement and security officials with appropriate 

authority to discharge their responsibilities to combat terrorist 

activities; (b) do not impose unnecessary and undue restrictions . 

on an~i-terrorist law enforcement activities; and (c) provide ade

quate guidelines for officials discharging their responsibilities 

to combat terrorism. 

J 
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In the United· States, a review of Executive Order li905 dis

closes a serious lack of definition of key terms. Both the 1975 

Privacy Act and the Freedom of Information Act contain ambiguities of 

concern to law enforcement officials. The Presidential Memorandum 

establishing the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism charges the 

Cabinet Committee with the responsibility to "coordinate, among the 

governmental agencies, ongoing activity for the prevention of. 

terrorism. This will include such activities as the collection of 

intelligence worldwide ..• " However, it is unclear precisely what 

this memorandum was intended to authorize. In the sensitive area 

of intelligence, such ambiguity is unwise. 

If the recommendation to establish a central data base on 

terrorisn, noted earlier in this paper, is adopted, care should 

be taken to ensure that the appropriate legal authority has been 

established for this action and realistic guidelines should be 

developed defining what information is to be collected, analyzed, 

and disseminated in order to ensure that this activity is kept 

within appropriate limits. These guidelines should be developed 

with guidance and support from the highest levels of the executive 

branch and in consultation with Congress. Consideration should also 

be given to establishing judicial or quasi-judicial review for cer

tain threshol.d decisions, for example, when to start a file on an 

individual and when to destroy it. 

5. State Self-Help and Problems of Public International Law 

Measures of state self-help include, in descending order of 

intensity of coercion, the use of armed force, economic sanctions, 

international claims, diplomatic protests and quiet expres~ions of 

I 
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concern through diplomatic channels. Such measures with respect to 

states that harbor, or at least do nothing to prevent and suppress 

the actions of, international terrorists should be employed 

cautiously. ~!oreover, when employed, measures of state self-help 

should normally be of the variety that involve the least intensity 

of coercion. That is, quiet expressions of concern through the 

usual diplomatic channels to a state that is hindering efforts to 

combat international terrorism and demarches to induce that state 

to cooperate more fully with measures to control international 

terrorism will normally be more effective than dramatic confronta

tions subject to the full glare of publicity. 

Most particularly, the Department of State should continue to 

stress the sui generis nature of the incident at Entebbe (which, 

unlike the 1977 Mogadishu raid, involved the use of armed force on 

the territory of a state without its consent) and support generally 

the limitations international law places on the use of force by 

states against other states in the name of combating international 

terrorism. To this end, the Department should stress the primary 

emphasis assigned by the United Nations Charter to avoiding the 

use of armed force and to settling disputes peacefully. 

The Department should not press for the adoption of lnulti

lateral or regional conventions enabling states parties to impose 

economic sanctions against a state that harbors international 

terrorists, ~ all further efforts at international cooperation 

fail. The United States sh~uld first make every effort to induce 

other states to become parties to ane abide by applicable anti

terrorist conventions and to take other steps toward the prevention 

and punishment of international terrorism. Only if all further 
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efforts at illtprnational cooperation with recalcitrant states fail, 

should the Department renew and pursue proposals for the application 

of economic sanctions. 

Further in this area of economic sanctions, the United States 

Government (Congress and the Executive) should evaluate carefully 

the utility of legislation compelling the President to impose 

economic sanctions against countries that grant safe haven to 

terrorists. Past experience indicates that legisla-

tion of this type (~. the early version of the so-called Hickenlooper 

Amendment) tends to exacerbate already delicate U.S. foreign relations 

with the target state and fails to induce it to take action favorable 

to U.S. interests. 

With respect to international claims. the Department of State 

should as a first step seek to ensure the inclusion in the document 

·on State Responsibility to be ultimately adopted by the International 

Law Commission of provisions applicable to states that aid inter

national terrorists. These provisions should specify in precise 

terms the rights and responsibilities. of states in this area. The 

Department should further strongly encourage the ILC to complete its 

work on State Responsibility on a high priority basis. 

The Department should protest vigorously against actions by 

states which hinder or interfere with the prevention or punishment 

of international terrorism. Morenver. where standing exists. such 

protests should be made even if no United States nationals are 

among the terrorists' victims. 
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6. Private Heasures of Sanction 

In the absence of effective responses by governments to 

individual acts of international terrorism, private measures of 

sanction have been proposed or employed in order to fill the 

vacuum. Prominent examples of such measures are the threatened 

international strike by airline pilots, the use of private 

police for security purposes or of private armies in retaliation for 

terrorist attacks, and economic boycotts of states perceived as 

aiding and abetting terrorist activities. Depending on the nature 

of the response, and the context in which it is made, individuals, 

groups and private i~stitutions can respond to terrorism creatively 

or destructively in terms of serving minimum world Ol:der and human 

dignity. Whether the cumulative effect of private choice ~lill 

assist in preventing and controlling terrorism and in promoting 

minimum public order and human dignity may ultimately depend upon 

popular awareness of and demands for a world of law, justice, and 

the values of a free society expressed in the human rights instruments 

of the Twentieth Century. 

The ability of the United States Government to facilitate 

thes.e broad conditions, while limited, is significant. Certainly 

the government can and should strive to enrich and improve access 

to the educational process, and employ more broadly an explicit 

ideological strategy aimed at widening understanding of the humane 

values that are most threatened by terrorism. At the international 

plane, this is one of the benefits of the newly invigorated human 

rights policy of the current Administration. 

By way of specific actions, the United States Government should 

assure that the tactics, equipment and training of private police 

are ~ithin relevant international and domestic legal standards. 
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The United States Government also should encourage the National 

Commission on Uniform Laws to consider, in the context of their 

present and future work, the amendment of federal and state law 

to assure civil and criminal immunity for persons acting 

reasonab'iy to aid victims of terrorism, to compensate a victim 

if the victim i.s further injured by the person giving aid", and 

to compensate the individual for losses sustained while attempting 

to aid a law enforcement officer. 

In concluding, we would like to repeat a point made at the 

beginning of this paper, namely, that the conclusions and 

recommendations set forth above are only those that appear to us 

most worthy of attention and do not necessarily represent the 

views of the entire working group. Moreover, these conclusions 

and recommendations, as well as others, are developed more fully 

in chapter two of the Report on "Legal Aspects of International 

Terrorism" and most fully in the individual chapters which follow. 

At a minimum we recommend a reading of chapter two. For those with 

a professional interest in the legal aspects of international 

terrorism, we urge that the Report be read in its entirety. 
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-iii-

This report id~ntifies and describes the possible attributes of 

potential criminal adversaries to U.S. nuclear programs. and the 

characteristics of potential adversary actions. particularly those 

that might r"sult in serious consequences for public health and safety. 

It repr~s~nts a p~rtion of a continuing research project sponsored by 

Sandi~ Laboratvri~b. and satisfies the report requirements described 

in Task .2 of th~ Threat Analysis Study. 

TIl~ dnalYbis is based on case materials compiled on various cate

gori~s of c,imin"l and terrorist act ivities .that might b~ analogous 

to futuro: thr,~at~ aguinsL U.S. nucl~ar facilities. COlbpanion research 

on the inlenlitnb ~f possible nuclear adversaries is in progress. 

This report shou.d be of particular interest to agencies whose respon

sibiliti~s include thu security of facilities that house nuclear pro

grams and the safegulrdin~ of nuclear materials. 

------------------------------------------------------------
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-v-

This report de5crib~s the attributes of groups or individual& 

who might carry out criminal action. against nuclear programs in the 

United States. In this context, the term "attributes" refers to the 

physical resources, planning skills, and methods of operation that the 

potential adversary might assemble and use. "Actions" refers to 

criminal actions against nuclear installations or to the theft of nu

clear materials. "'~ hav~ assembled this information to help designers 

of security systems to develop appropriate criteria for protecting nu

clear facilitie. against armed attacks or sabotage, to guard nuclear 

materials against th~ft and diversion, or to,deal effectively with 

any such episodes should they occur. 

The principal methodological problem in conducting such research 

is that there have not been a great number of serious actions directed 

against w.S. nuclear facilities that can be examined. To the best of 

our koOl,oledge, no nucl • .ar installations in the United States have been 

attack~d, seized, or sabotaged in a way that caused the release of 

radioactive materidls. No nuclear weapons have been stolen or ille

gally detonated. No Iluclear materials have been diverted or taken 

by force from installations or while in transit and used for blackmail 

or mad~ into bomb~. And no radioactive matter has been maliciously 

.. ,leased so that pUblic safety was endangered. Therefore, WP have 

collected and examined .everal hundred incidents of criminal, terrorist, 

or paramilitary actions that are in Some way analogous to nuclear in

cidents. The explicit assumption is that the analogs can provide 

knowledge and insights into the capabilities and modus operandi of 

various types of potential adversaries of nuclear programs. 

ANALOG CATEGORIES 

It is realized that important differences in adversary intentions, 

cap'abilities, and actions may exist between crimes for personal gain 

or politically motivated terrorist activities and possible attac's on 

nuclear installations or the theft of special nuclear materials or 
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w~apon'. Still, certain attributes and actions observed in the analog 

categories would L~ required of any adversary engaged in nuclear mis

chief. For exam~l~, both criminals and nuclear adversaries gather 

intelligence. force entry, and assemble assault teams. For these 

reasons, a great deal of p~rtinent information can be gained in de

signing nuclear facility defense systems by studying analog activities. 

For this btudy, w~ selected the following analog categories for ex

amination: (1) task forc~ crimes, i.e., major armed robberies and 

burglaries; (2) terrorist assaults; (3) military commando raids; (4) 

industrial sabota~e; anJ (5) symbolic bombings. In·addition, we ex

amin~ and d~scribc a limited number of domestic and foreign nuclear 

incident' in whicl. there was a serious threat to public safety. 

7,1['; f }',-.~ ,}!*:r>,t-:''' were examined because they represent criminal 

assaults on well-protected targets or facilities '(such as bank vaults, 

arsenab, and museums), often demonstrating remarkable planning, tech

nical skills, and execution. In the 45 cas~s reviewed, criminals were 

able to assemble teomb of as mdny as twenty people (yet remain u~dis

covered), br~ach thick walls and vaults and neutralize modern alarm 

systems, and devot~ up to 2 years of planning for a single "caper." 

Task force memb~r. often displayed considerable technical competence 

(e.g., in overcoming electronic alarm systems) but little inclination 

to accept a high risk of captur~ or death. 

Thirty-four tCJ11,(,y.i.et ... w'::..l.t?t.:.' were reviewed because, in general, 

they involved individuals who W"r<: highly dedicated and willing to 

accept great personal risks. Unlik" the profeSSional criminals, 

terrorists were quick to brandish weapons and explosives. Still, they 

rarely assaulted faciliti". when the probability that they might be 

defeated before they gained their objectives w~s very·great. Ter

rorists almost always had highly political objectives as a primary 

purpose for their actions. For this reason, they chose very (:on

spicuous targets that would certainly bring them publicity. 

Seventy-five small-scale military and paramilitary corrmando raids 
were studied because they offered the only incidents in which well

armed, specially trained, and d~dicated personnel attacked designated 

targets, usually with the explicit intent of destroying them. Also, 

L ____________________ __ 
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commando opera, ions provided the only instances of assaults against 

well-defended targets. They are particularly relevant because they 

highlight the importance of accurate intelligence and the element of 

surprise. These two attributes were central in explaining the extra

ordinary high success rate (close to 80 percent) of the commando raids, 

which is particularly remarkable because the attacks were against de

fended targets. 

IndUstrial sabotage against private industry, transportation fa

cilities, and public utilities is an obvious analog. Our examinatiol1s 

showed that the saboteur's objective was the destruction or disruption 

of facilities or equipment on a significant scale. Industrial sabo

tage is especially relevant to possible nuclear sabotage because sab

oteurs typically have privileged information or access. The 40 in

cidents that we surveyed revealed that the saboteurs had a wide range 

of motivations (including something as simple as being a disgruntled 

employee or a rejected suitor) and usually chose unprotected targets. 

Generally speaking, saboteurs were strongly risk averse and did not 

deliberately endanger the lives of the general public. Their dis

proportionately high effectiveness (in terms of accomplishing their 

objectives), achieved by a limited number of people with minimal means 

(in one case, li.terally one person with a few bolts) and at low per

sonal risk, was largely due '·0 an accurate knowledge of the facility's 

operations and vulnerabiliC;es, as well as access to restricted areas. 

Over one hundred cases of symbolic bombings are part of our analog 

data base. A "symbolic bombing" is defined as a deliberate act of 

violence calculated to express ~ grievance or to make a political • 

statement; th~ damage to, or destruction of, the target may be sec

ondary, or even irrelevant to the adversary's aims. We included sym

bolic bombings in our data base because nuclear facilities are viewed 

by some as symbols of unwarranted and dangerous technology and might 

therefore be subjected to such bombings. Our survey showed that bombs 

were usually placed on unprotected targets. The bombers did not dis

playa great deal of technic:al expertise or dedicadon; indeed, they 

were almost cavalier in their approach to their actiVities. 

Finally, a number of nuclear incidents were examined, even though 
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they are not, of course, analogs. Between 1969 and 1975, there were 

288 known recorded threats against, or incidents at, nuclear facilities 

in the United States. Almost all of these (240) were only bomb threats, 

but there were 9 actual bombings, 22 cases of arson or suspected arson, 

and a variety of miscellaneous actions (e.g., felling a meteorological 

tower or pranks). One serious fir~ was set at the Indian Point nuclear' 

power reactor. One widely publicized case in which nuclear materials 

were removed from the controlled area occurred at a fuel fabr'ication 

plant in Oklahoma, and that involved only a very small amount. Thus, 

even though th~ overall number of nuclear incidents within the Vnited 

States is quite high, the number of serious threats to the public 

safety has been very low. 

Ov~rseaSt how~v-=r, th~re has been a larger number of serious nu

clear incidents. P~rhaps more important, they have been increasing 

in frequency and possible danger. For example, in France between 

1975 and 1976, there were 8 major explosions at French nuclear facili

ties (such as reactors, processing plants, and uranium mines). In 

England, 20 uranium fuel elements were stolen from the Bradwell nuclear 

power station in 1966; the elements were recovered when the culprits 

tried to sell them. In March 1973, a leftist urban guerrilla group 

temporarily occupied an atomic power plant under construction at 

Atucha, Argentina; the reactor had not been installed. 

"TYPICAL" ANALOG ACTIVITIES 

Using an analytic framework designed jointly by Rand and Sandia 

personnel, the analcg incidents were coded and examined for common 

features, including adversaries' aims and objectives, their personnel 
I 

ano equipment resources, their means of transportation, access and 

egress, and the amount of time required to carry out a given action. 

From these codings, "typical" analog activities were extracted. 

A "typical" burglar)" was one done by two to four professional 

criminals who were technically skilled and intent on avoiding sny con

frontation with security forces; they were usually armed but refrtiined 

from using their weapons. The members of the team were carefully 

chosen, both for their technical skills and degree to which they could 
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be trusted. A "typical" armed robbery team had three to six members 

who were somewhat less skille~ than their burglar counterparts; they 

were more willing to use weapons, but usually as a means to discourage 

\lossible resistance; again, they were highly risk averse. A "typical" 

terrorist assault team consisted of three to six men armed with auto

matic weapons, grenades, and explosives; they were highly dedicated 

to a given political cause; they were well trained but not particularly 

sophisticated in technical skills. A "typical" military commando raid 

often engaged large rtumbers of men (in one case, over 200), but many 

were carried out with as few as thret: or four men. The commandos were 

well arl'leu and well trained (as bef its a military operation), had ex

plosives, and carried whatever equipment was necessary to acco:nplish 

their mission. They wer~ technically skilled in the use of their 

equipment. The "typical" industrial sabotage incident was accomplished 

by either a single individual or a group of six or more people. Sab

oteurs were rarely well anned, but their access to special information 

and re,;tricted area,; l'ermitted them to identify the critical vulnera

bilities of their targets and cause a great deal of damage. Like the 

burglar and armed robber, sabott!urs had little incentive for confront

ing security systems or gaining personal publicity. A "typical" sym

bolic bombing was politically motivated and was carri~d out by one or 

two people (although there is evidence that they often had the support 

of a larger organization) Who were not particularly skilled in a 

technical sens,," The bombs w"re genHally simple. Some of th'" bombers 

were chdracterized by strong but volatile loyalty and dedication, 

floating in and OUt of a number of sympathetic groups. The main pur

pose of their activities was political recognition; hence, a political 

written communique usually accompanied their bombs. 

COHPOSITE ADVERSARIES 

From chese "typical" analog incidents and the range of attributes 

around the modal values, two composite adversaries were constructed: 

a "typical composite profile" and a "high-level composite." The 

"typical composite profile" was derived from all the analogs, with 

the ex""ption of the commando raids. It represents a level of resources 
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and skills that criminal and political adversaries have commonly been 

able to assemble and, a~ such, might be able to assemble were an ad

versary group to target a nucledr facility. It consists Df three to 

six adversarie~, armed with automatic weapons, posse~sing high explo

sives and hand and power tools, using a variety of ground transporta

tion mod"s, having middle- to high-level technical skills, a varying 

willingness to accept high risks; possessing some inside information 

or assistance, and displaying a moderate to high degree of ingenuity 

and carefu~ advanced planning. The typical composite profile repre

sents on" reference point on a scale of adversary capabilities. 

Tht.' "high-level composite" aggregates the high-level attributes 

thus far observed in real-life episodes, although not necessarily the 

highdst levels. It provid"s another reference point on a scale of 

adversary capabilities, obviously much higher on the scale than the 

typical composite profile. If the typical composite profile summarizes 

those attributes that ar" commonly seen, the high-level composite 

repre~ents somethinb near the upper bounds. The commdndo raids were 

not included in th" high-level composite because they took place in 

a wartiml;' environm&:nt, and we are con~erned here with adversaries who 

plausibly might appear in a peacetime environment. It should be noted, 

howev"r, that in most of th" attribut,,~ the high-level composite re

sembles th" typi~al commantlo raid, except that commandos are unlikely 

to hav" insid" assbtan,''', an attributE that we grant the high-level 

compo~:ait~ ht!rl:. 

The high-levd composite consists of twelve to twenty perpetrators, 

a wide range of weapons, including light crew-served weapons, possesses 

high explosives and power tools, and has inside information and assis

tance, high leveb of criminal and military skills, and dedication. 

ingenuity, and imagination. The high-level composite also has a wide 

range of modern communications equipment, at least adequate financing, 

experience in its specialties, and the ability to maintain secrecy 

and achieve tactical surprise. 

It should be emphasized that the appearance of the high-level 

composite, with all the high-level attributes, is an unlikely event; 

the sUlultaneous appearance of all the characteristics has not appeared 
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in any 5insl~ adversary in the data base, with the possible exception 

of a few wartim~ co~"ando raids. There are Several reasons why this 

is 50. First, it is difficult to assemble such a combination of skills 

and personn~l. Second, such a combination might not have been per

ceived as n~cessary. Third, Some of these high-level attributes are 

mutually contradictory. For instance, the technical sophistication 

required to neutralize an electronic alarm system would be less impor

tant if the, adversary planned to storm a facility with a large number 

of heavily armed men; similarly, the willingness to risk capture or 

death stands in partial contradiction to technical expertise, at least 

a5 se~n in th~ present data base. This is equally true of the typical 

composite profil~. The fact that such an assemblage has not been ob

served in any single adversarial group in the past does not imply that 

such a group could not be assembled in the future, especially given 

the larg~ payoffs that nuclear facilities or programs might appear to 

offer tu terrorist or criminal elements in terms of personal gain, 

political sta~ements, or other possible incentives; but ic should be 

reemphasized that nothing approaching th~ high-level composite has 

been oeserved in the peacetime data base. 

The high-level composite helps us to identify which cp.pabilities 

seem the hardest for an adversary to attain, and at ",hat levels he 

begins to encounter difficulties. ~e refer to these levels as break

ing point~. Real-life adversaries have alreauy demi:lnstrated their 

ability to attain a high level in some attributes; in others they face 

greater difficulties. 

DESIGN OF DEFENSIVE SYSTENS 

The composites suggest a number of implications for the design 

of a security system for nuclear installations. First, it does not 

appear that adversaries would have any particular difficulty in obtain

ing the physical resources needed to assault an installation. The 

number of men or the availability of weapons, explosives, and special 

equipment does not seem to be a critical restraint. Moreover, the 

evidence suggests that a small group of skilled people can be very 

effective. The adversary's critical constraints do not appear to lie 
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in the areas of physical resources. Rather, the pivotal attributes 

determining the success of a venture appear to be the less tangible 

human factors: imagination and ingenuity; criminal skills; t~chnical 

knowledge; the willingness to risk capture or death; accurate intel

ligence and privileged access; the ability to achieve tactical surprise; 

and the nece~sary combination of several of these. 

It follows, then, that defensive systems might be designed to 

exploit the critical human factors, i.e., to raise them to or above 

the adversary's breaking point. It is difficult to collect a group 

of people who are technically knowledgeable; who are skilled in such 

things as the operation of weapons, the use of explosives, the circum

vention of alarm systems, and the penetration of physical barriers; 

and who are dedicated to the point of risking their lives but at the 

same time will maintain the necessary group secrecy. A security sys

tem that compels a potential adversary to possess all of these critical 

human capabilities might deter or thwart a large number of the actions 

that could be directed against it and the programs it is protecting. 

It would, in effect, "price most potential adversaries out of the 

market .11 

How might such a sYbtcm be devised? First, it should be realized 

that physical barriers are sufficient for delaying or hindering the 

determined adversary but, by themselves, they cannot be expected to 

defeat him. They require special attention or monitoring if they are 

to prevent or hinder the adversary from gaining entry. Second, the 

present data base suggests that the prospect of physical danger does 

have some deterrent value, certainly to professional criminals and 

even to some terrorists. Therefore, potential adversaries should be 

aware that attempts to penetrate sensitive areas of nuclear facilities 

will require them to risk their lives. Third, the deliberate creation 

of uncertainty by the security system would appear to present the 

greatest obstacles to potential adversaries in planning and executing 

their acts. For example, an armed and trained guard force whose im

mediate strengths and routines could never be confidently predicted 

would make it extremely difficult for an adversary to know what levels 

of attributes he would require, thus forcing him to assemble and employ 
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effectivdy all thL' capabilities and resources of the high-level com

P?site. These m~dSUreti would, in total, push the adversary toward 

his "breaking point," thereby makin!: his task increasingly impossible. 

A last implh'ation for security systems emerged fro'm the study 

of terr'oriSt assaul ts that were characterized by high levels of per

sonal dedication. Terrorists rarely assaulted facilities when there 

was a high probability that they might be defeated before they gained 

entry, but they were willing to assume high risks after they had gained 

entry and barricaded themselves. This finding implies that contain-, 
ment or reinforcement strategies would be less useful against terror-

ists whose mission, in their eyes, might b~ accomplished merely by 

gaining temporary control cf a facility. Tllerefor.e, to deter nuclear 

terrorist assaults, the appropriate defenses must be structured to 

defeat any attack that might occur before the terrorists gain entry 

rather than by trying to contain the assault after it is discovered. 

Finally, this analysis is based on the cunent political, economic, 

and social conditions prevdiling in the United States. There is little 

domestic unrest, violent activities have not been directed against 

U.S. nuclear facilities, and there is no evidence that professional 

criminals or terrorists are attracted to nuclear materials. Still, 

in the recent history of nuclear incidents, a subtle escalatory trend 

may be discerned, espeeially in light of the growing number of serious 

nuclear incidents in Europe in the past 2 years. Hence, it is impor

tant to recognize that the threat is largely a function of the politi

cal and social contexts upon which this analysis is based and that 

these contexts are subject to change. One cannot confidently predict 

that nuclear facilities will become a criminal or terrorist target in 

the future. But at the same time, one 'cannot ignore the dynamic nature 

of the threat that requires a continual monitoring and reassessing of 

the threat as the relevant contexts change over time. 
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1. INTRODl'CT 10:\ 

This r~port Jes~ribes the attributes of groups or individuals 

who might carry out criminal actions against nuclear programs in the 

United States. The purpose of the study is to assist officials re

spDnsibl~ for formulating and designing security measures co protect 

U.S. nuclear programs by providing an understanding of the attributes 

of potential adversaries. In this context, we define lIattributesll as 

referrin6 to the physical resources, plauning skills, and methods of 

operacion that th~ potential adversary could assemble and use for some 

typ~ of accion against a nuclear facility or the theft of nucl~ar mace

rials. This information can be used in the selection, development, 

and application of security t~chniques to protect nuclear materials 

from theft and diversion and to prevent the sabotage of nuclear fa

cilitie.. This knowledge may be useful for ~v~rall emergency contin

gency planning and even for possible negotiations ~ith adversaries 

who might have successfully removed nuclear material or seized tempo

rary concrol of a facility. 

SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 

A principal research concern in describing possible adversary 

attpil.A.:t:. .. ~ and adversary J:..·t~,-o. 1."!1 • .J.~...i.:'telli.s={(!S as they relat~ to 

pocencial attacks against nuclear installations has been to avoid 

spec'ulation and scenarios as to how threatening the adversaries might 

be or what they might do. Incidents involving nuclear facilities or 

materials that have occurred to date do not provide an adequate basis 

for extrapolation to possible future actions against nuclear targets. 

This has led us to the detailed examination of other kinds of incidents 

that share some important characteristics with potential nuclear ac

tions. We have examined criminal actions, politically motivated acts 

of violence, and paramilitary operations that have been carried out 

in the real world, events that contain elements analogous to potential 

actions directed against nuclear facilities or il~icitly obtaining nu

clear materials. These analogs include major armed robberies, 
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sophisticated burglaries, terrorist assaults and bombings, industrial 

sabotage, and commando raids. We have also examined incidents involv

ing nuclear facilities or materials in the United States and abroad. 

ACTIOllS AND AUIS OF POTENTIAL ADVERSARIES 

IL is realized that there may be important differences in adver

sary motivation, attributes, and actions between crimes for gain or 

terrorist activity, such as bombings or assaults, and possible attacks 

on nuclear installations or the theft of special nuclear materials 

(S~N) or w~apons. Still. adversaries who aim at nuclear mischief of 

any kind--b~ it theft, sabotage, malicious release, or destruction-

~wsr engage in actions and use methods also found in regular criminal 

acts: th~y must obtain extensive prior knowledge of objectives, in

stallations, and routines; they must accomplish unauthorized entry by 

stealth, force, or deceit; they must successfully cope with alarm sys

tems and arm~d guards; they may have to assemble teams; and they may 

have to recruit outside help. (The use of analogs and their link to 

nuclear incidents is discussed more specifically in Section II, "Heth

odology.") 

The threat to U.S. nuclear programs may be viewed as a spe~trum 

of potential actions with consequences having varying degrees of 

severity. At the low end of this spectrum are actS such as bomb 

threats, hoaxes, and token acts of violence. None are aimed at pro

ducing serious public casualties or damage, but, if ;ublicized, they 

could disrupt essential routines, alarm the populace, and discredit 

nuclear programs and safeguard measures. However, they would pose 

little direct danger to public safety. We recognize that the alnrm 

created by a publicized nuclear threat or any malevolent action in

volving any nuclear facility, regardless of the reality of the threat 

or the degree of direct danger to the general population, could pro

duce the spontaneous evacuation of surrounding off-site areas, panic, 

and casualties. 

Higher on the scale of adversarial actions are those that could 

result in serious damage to a nuclear facility and endanger on-site 

personnel, although the acts or their consequences would not necessarily 

pose a serious threat to the safety of the general public. 
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Findlly, th.r. ar~ actions directed against nuclear facilities 

that, if successful, could result in clear and serious danger to the 

public. Wb~r~as actions at the lower end of th~ spEctrum may be m6re 

probable and hav~ potentially harmful consequences in terms of cost, 

alarm, and adverse publicity, it is the last category that most con

cerns us in this report, i.e., those actions whose ultimate conse

quences could be off-site civilian casualties, significant off-site 

material damage, and radioactive contamination. The most serious ac

tions would result in the loss of nuclear weapons or special nuclear 

material and/or a radioactive release. Examples of this level of 

malevohmt actions include stolen weapons or SNN that could be ransomed 

back to the original owners for cash or political concessions or sold 

to some third party on a black market. Stolen SNl'1 also could be used 

in th. construction (or alleged construction) of a nuclear explosive 

or perhap~ dispersed as a toxin. The motivation to extract political 

concessions or obtain cash'could lead to the seizure of a nuclear fa

cility and threats to cause serious damage and radioactive dispersal 

if th .. demands wert: not met. 

Neither of thes .. actiotls--tl,eft for sale or ransom or seizure of 

a facility--pose by themselves direct danger to public safety so long 

as they go no further. However, once control over a weapon, SNl't, or 

a nuclear facility has been lost, the potential risk of damage and of 

concomitant public alarm is so great that we must put these actions 

in the dangerous threat category. These last two actions clearly 

would imperil public safety. 

Various aims of potential adversaries could lead to acts that 

could endanger public safety. Such aims could include attacks on 

government institutions with the purpose of eroding public confidence 

and exposing the government as unable to protect its citizens; a cam

paign to undermine public confidence in nuclear p~wer; or simple pub

licity for an· organization, cause, or belief. The adversaries could 

include political extremists (whose views might be clinically rational 

and internally consistent although quite different from those of so

ciety at large), lunatics, or criminals motivated by the desire for 

economic gain. 

.< 
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Adversaries' aims could be served either by ehe thefe of nuclear 

weapons and SNM or by serious damage to a nuclear facility. Each of 

these tactical objectives could, in turn, be achieved by several means. 

SNM could be removed by the theft of marginal amOunts of nuclear ma

terials over a period of time until a dangerous amount were obtained. 

An attempt to steal weapons or sm! could be made by an insider acting 

alone, by burglars (possibly with inside collusion), or by means of 

armed robbery (overt attack). Serious damage to facilities might be 

caused by standoff attacks with mortars, bazookas, rocket-propelled 

grenades, precision-guided munitions, remotely piloted vehicles, or 

aerial bombardment. Damage could be inflicted by an insider or by 

persons who had gained illegal entry (as in a burglar)), or it might 

be caused by saboteurs who had seized control of the facility itself. 

The important point is that there i~ no single mode of attack but 

racher a variety of modes by which thus~ tactical objectives could be 

achieved. Each mod~ has its own characteristics and each demands dif

ferent capdbilities on the part of the adversary. Each poses different 

problems for security. 

I,,, focus our primary attention in this report on those actions 

in which the adversaries ar'~ usually persons who are not employed in 

nuclear fdcilities or who do not have legitimate access to them and 

therefore must penetrate the facilities or sites to accomplish their 

mission. Hence pilferage and theft by insiders are not within the 

scope of this analysiS because they involve exclusively or principally 

the actions of employees using techniques not covered by our current 

data base. In some ways, the standoff attack mode, which would not 

require penetration or even close approach by the perpetrators, appears 

to be the most attractive mode of attack if physical damage to a fa

cility is an objective. because the risks for the attacker are less 

than in a frontal assault. It is not certain, however, what the effect 

of this type of attack would be on the targeted facilities. It would 

dep~nd on the type of weapon used and on the phYSical features of the 

facility. These assessments are not within the scope of the present 

study, Therefore, the standoff mode of attack is not considered hel';' 

except to identify it as a possible mode of action that merits furt.her 

examination. 

27-42B 0 • 7B - 37 
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ORG."-"lZAT 1O~ OF THE RCP,'RT 

The discussion and analysis that follow ara divided into four 

sections. S~ction II contains a detailed description of the method

ology of the research, particularly the problem of r~lating the non

nuclear analogs to potential nuclear actions. Section III reviews 

each of the six categories of analogs. Section IV offers a general 

overview and analysis of the data base. In it, we extract a number 

of adversary profiles and discuss how each might be relevant to the 

issue of nuclear facility safeguards. Section V contains the conclu

sions drm .. 'll from the preceding analysis. TlJe.se pertain to the capa

bilitleh and res~urces of the potential adversaries, and to the secu

rity measur~s that might d·Bter or defeat an attack or limit possible 

ddmab~' 
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I I. M£TfluDOLOG)' 

Certain assumptions about the potential adversaries, their re

source., and their m~thod& of operation are prerequisites to the de-

sign of ~ffective security systems. These assumptions may be arbitrary-

i.e., intentions and capabili~ies may be arbitrarily assigned to the 

adversary--or the assumptions may be based on actual data. For example, 

ther~ are thousands of bank robberies in th" United States every year, 

d suffiLient number to allow statistical inferences regarding their 

[ro:quelle)', tht number of perpetrators normally involved, the weapons 

and prl,ll.-~dtJres us.:d, the average "take," and other important variablt::s. 

It is neces.ary to make an as&essment of the possible intentions 

and capabilities of potential adversaries of U.S. nuclear programs in 

ord~r to dev~lop apprDpriat~ measures to protect nuclear facilities 

against armed attack or saboLage, to guard nuclear materials against 

th"fl and diversion, or ta prepare to deal effectively with any such 

.:pisade" shauld they occur. Th" principal problem in conducting such 

resaarcl, is that, unlike the case with bank robberies, a sufficient 

data ba&" of actions directed against V.S. nuclear facilities does not 

exist. To the b~st of our knowledge, no nuclear installation in the 

Vnited States has been attacked, seized, or sabotaged in a way that 

radioactive materials "",ere released; no nucll:!ar wl:apons hav~ Lcen di

verted or illegally detonated; no nuclear materials have been stolen 

or tak~n by force from installations, or in transit and used for black

mail, or made into bombs; and no radioactive matter has been maliciously 

released so that public .safety was endangered. 

A number of bomb threats have been telephoned to nuclear facili

ties, a now common occurrence in both government and industry. A num

ber of threats to use nuclear material have proved on investigation 

to be hoaxes. Minor sabotage has been carlied out in a handful of 

cases. In one incident, a minute quantity of SNH was removed from a 

reprocessing facility. Although a certain amount of nuclear materials 

is unaccounted for, there is no available evidence that it was stolen 

or diverted in weapons use. Outside of the United States there have 

/ 
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been a few incidents of more serious potential consequences. Politi

cal extremistb on two occasions attempted to sabotage nuclear reactors 

in France, and urban guerrillas temporarily seized control of a nuclear 

facility under construction in Argentina. These incidents are included 

in our discussion. 

USE OF Al;,<\LOGS 

In the absence of past major actions directed against nuclear 

program5, we hav~ selected several categories of conventional crimes 

and political violence that can be regarded as coming closest in their 

aims and uperations to possible but as yet uncommitted crimes against 

nuclear faciliti~s or involving nuclear material. The explicit as

sumptiun is that a study of these analogs can provide knowledge and 

insightb into tl~ capabilities and the modus operandi of various types 

of pot~ntial adversaries of nuclear programs. Through the study of 

analogb, evidenc~ may be acquired about methods by which objectives 

(such as theft, sabotage, or extortion) involving nuclear programs 

migh~ be achiev~d. 

An extremely important reservation to the use of the analog meth

odology when extrapolating the results of such a study tu possible 

actions by adversaries against nuclear programs is that the analogous 

actions selected do not invulve nuclear targets. However, sufficient 

similarities exist between the two types of action to allow certain 

inferences to be made regarding the attributes of possible nuclear 

adversaries. For example, while we know of no attempt in the United 

States to steal a shipment of plutonium or other special nuclear ma

terial, (here is a richly documented history of well-planned burglaries 

and armed robb!!ries of other valuable and protected commodities--e.g., 

cash, jew~ls, art objects. In many such cases, thieves were able to 

penetrate multiple and elaborate security systems to gain access and 

remove the materials. Similarly, an attack on a nuclear installation 

or the theft of nuclear materials must be conducted either by stealth 

or deceit, as in a burglary, or by force, as in a robb~ry. In ma

terial terms, the attack would require the adversaries to possess such 

resources as tools, weapons, transportation, and alarm suppressants; 
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in norunatcridl term~J it ~0uld requir~ these sarn~ adv~rsaries to dem

onstrate such chdrBcteristics and attributes as daring, dedication, 

leadership, knowledge, or experience. The analogs offer examples of 

the means or assetS that could be employed for such actions. 

To giv" another example: Although there have been no publicized 

seizur"s or attempts to seize nuclear facilities except for the single 

incident in Argentina (and there the reactor was still under construc

tion), there have been numerous forcible takeovers of buildings and 

seizures of hostages by terro:rists. While political extremist" in 

the enited State~ ilave thus f3r not waged any campaigns of violence 

against nu~lear facilities, they have claimed credit for bombings of 

governm~nt buildings, corporate offices, and public utilities. An 

examinution of all of these actions offers possible insights into the 

style, dedication, and capabilities of groups that may select a nuclear 

target at some future date. 

THE DATA BASE 

Data have been assembled on several hundred incidents of diifenmt 

categories of analogs applicable in som~ specified way. co potential 

action5 against nuclear programs. The primary criterion for sidectinf; 

analog categories, or incidents within the categories, was that their 

attributes wer~ closely analogous--in some instances identical--to 

what on<" might r"350nably expect from a possible action against a nu

clear facility. For this reason, tho common street crim~s and simple 

robberies were excluded from the data base. Even though such criminal 

action~ miglH shar~ some common features with an attack on a nuclear 

tnstal1ation or repository, it was decided that the differences were 

too great to provide useful insights anyway. A system that could de

feat the more serious actions we examined would frustrate the lesser 

actions as well. This data base also helps to link motives or objec

tives with probable modes of action, and with the attributes of the 

most likely adversaries in each case. A list of the nonnuclear analogs 

that are being examined in this study, and their relationships to po

tential nuclear incidents, is shown in Table 1. 
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Table I 

~,ALOGS BEING EXAMINED I~ THE RAND STUDY 

Nonnuclear Analogs 

Symbolic bombings and incidencs 
of violence agdinsc symbolic 
cargets. 

Incidencs of industrial sabotage 
and sabotage of vital systems 
(electric transformers, crans
mission lines, natural gas 
lines, e cc .) . 

Task force burglaries, robberies, 
and attempts to "spring" pris
oners from the outside. 

Paramilitary commando raids. 

Terrorist aBsaults on embassies, 
government buildings, small 
settlements, etc. 

Potential "Nuclear Action" 

Attempcs by political or environ
mental extremists to carry out 
accs of symbolic violence BgainsC 
nuclear facilities. 

Sabotage of nuclear facilities. 

Well-planned penetrations of 
protected nuclear facilities 
for the purpose of theft or 
sabocage; hijacking of nuclear 
material in transic. 

Well-planned heavily armed assaulcs 
against defended nuclear cargecs 
(unlikely in current political 
environment). 

Armed assaulcs on nuclear fa
cilities for the purpose of 
theft, sabotage, or seizing 
control of nuclear facilities. 

An examination of the analogs provides insights in-" the capa

bilities chat could be mobilized by a.n adversary in an accion against 

nuclear facilities. It cannot provide a8sessmencs of the probabilities 

of occurrence of any action against nuclear programs, such as sabotage, 

theft of nuclear macerials, symbolic bombings, or terrorist seizures. 

It should not be inferred from our emphasis on a data base of 

analog events that it is possible co use rigorous quantitative meth

odology to predict or describe the threat. We are not dealing with a 

large enough data base to allow accurate stacistical profiles. The 

sample is neither complete nor randomly chosen. The scope of the re'· 

search project limited the coverage of analogous events. In many of 

the incidents examined, complete information was not available. 
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Furth~rmor", We' J" not hav~ a full accounting of thE: cases that were 

deterred, let alon" thos" that failed. We have not attempted to 

assign numerical probabilities or confidence intervals in the same 

~ay that other studies have estimated values of the occurrence of 

various tYPE:S of accidents involving nuclear facilities. How~ver, 

the events chosen are considered to be representative of their cate

gories and adequate for eventually offering judgments abou~ the "com

parative likelihood"--as opposed to probability of occurrence--of 

certain kinds of action. 

LU1I1ATlO:;S TO THE HUHO[)OLOGY 

Then' ar~ limitatiunb to this methodology. The 'data basI.! is com

posed ior the most part of incid"nts ~ involving nuclear targ~ts. 

Nuclear targets mi~ht attract qualitatively and quantitatively dif

ferent adversari"s. Prolessiona) criminals and less dedicated ter

rorists might be dissuaded from mounting an operation against nuclear 

targets becaus" nuclear commoditi"s--unlike precious jewels and other 

normally stolen goods--hav~ no ready stre~t market or because of their 

expectation that nuclE:ar facilitieb and maldria) are likely to bd 

better guarded. On the m~re pessimistic side, nuclear targ~t~ could 

attract adver.ari~s with ~ntirely different motivations and ~oals, 

e.g., th" disruption or suspension of nuclear programs themselves. 

Potential adversari~s might includE: those supported by foreign govern

ments or by large well-financed political organizations with more re

sources tLan are likely to be possessed by a small band of profeSSional 

criminals or political extremists. The anticipated gains from the 

successful theft of nuclear material might be considered so grtcl as 

to warrant an effort hith~rto unseen in the annals of conventional 

crime. In addition, their motivations could induce nuclear adver

saries to assume greater risks than the analog perpetrators discussed 

in this study. Still, we can cautiously extrapolate the adversaries' 

capabilities and methods of attack from areas we regard as analogous 

an the basis of the similarities noted above. 
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III. DISCl1SSIm; OF DATA BASE 

At present, the data base contains descriptions of over 300 inci

dents of sophisticated or task force crimes (popularly called "capers") 

that had robbery or burglary as an objective, terrorist assaults, para

military commando raids, industrial sabotage, and symbolic bombings. 

In addition, known incidents involving nuclear facilities or materials 

in the United States and abroad were exami"",d as par' of the data base. 

However, because they are in fact nuclear incidents, not analogs, they 

are treated separately. 

TASK F0.RLf _CRIHI:5 

Th~ data base i1\ this category is comprised of 45 crimes committed 

by groups of people, some of whom were highly specialized and skilled. 

These crimes were chosen because they were generally directed against 

closely guarded high-value targets and because they were especially 

well public1zed, a feature that facilitated the data-collection effort. 

The perpetrators assembled for the specific operation and formed "task 

forces" organized for assaults on well-protected objectives, such as 

bank vaults, arsenals, prisons, and museums. The prizes sought were 

substantial, and some adversaries displayed sophisticated technical 

capabilities. The specialists involved in these crimes included safe

crackers, electronic experts, and communications experts. About three

quarters of the task force crimes were committed in the United States 

and about one-quarter abroad, mostly in Great Britain and Canada. Nost 

of the crimes were burglaries; the remainder were armed robberies, such 

as the famous Brinks' robbery in Boston, or attempts to "spring" pris

oners from prison. Economic gains were the predominant motive. Except 

for one prison break and an arsenal ro;bery, both of which involved 

members of political extremist groups, none of the task force crimes 

had. political overtones. 

Almost all the incidents examined here were successful, in the 

sense that adversaries evaded or overcame the security measures and 

escaped with the '~oot," at least for a certain time. It would be 
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ins~ruceive to examine failures as well, but information on them is 

difficult to obtain. Failures are generally not as well publicized 

as spec~acular successes, which makes it difficult even to know ~bout 

them. Unless ehe perpetrators are apprehended, we have fel< means of 

determining whae resources they had assembled for their attempt. rlore

over, profeSSional criminals appear umdlling to assume major risks. 

Therefore, our means for determining when security measures deterred 

criminal acts are scarce, because nO crimes were in fact committed. 

For these reasons, the capers sample must per force deal with crimes 

that were for the most part successful in terms of entry and escape, 

although not necessarily in avoiding ultimate arrest. 

An examination of the capers sho"s that alarm syste",s do not 

always discourage or frustrate the more Ingenious burglars, who may 

bave a considerable capability for overcoming such systems. In one 

case, burglars drilled a hole in the exterior alarm box and injected 

into it a mixture of Freon and polyurethane, which formed a hard plas

tic foam and jammed the clapper on the bell. In another case, a vault's 

elaborate security syste@, including !~ television scanners, "as pene

trated without setting off an alar",. In a third case, thieves cut 

several 3-in.-thick cables that housed hundreds of wires leadin~ to a 

communications center for several thousand burglar alarms, thus dis

arming tbe alarm systems for an entire area. 

Burglars and robbers have often employed comm~rcially available 

communications equipment, both for keeping in tou"h with each other 

during the operation and for monitoring police radio frequencies. Dur

ing one bank robbery in 1954, the perpetrators isolated the bank by 

cutting the telephone cables while maintaining contact with the outside 

lookout via a walkie-talkie. Burglars in another caper monitored 

policeband radio broadcasts during and between stages of their opera

tion. 

The criminals studied here demonstrated the capability and pa

t1ence required to engage in very long periods of reconnaissance and 

demanding preparations. Two different capers required 2 years of plan

ning. Three wayward burglars spent 2 months tunneling 136 feet toward 

a bank's main vault, missing their mark by only 2-1/2 feet. 
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In most c3ses, par'ticularly the burglaries, there was no evidence 

that th~ criminals were armed; weapons were not needed. However, in 

those instances in which wcapons were considered necessary, the gang 

members were abl~ to plocure a variety of handguns, rifles, shotguns, 

machine guns, even a 20mm cannon. lfhen the weapons were used, as in 

armed robbery, the criminals displayed overwhelming firepower, clearly 

with the intent to discourage resistance. Similarly, they were able 

to obtain both military and commercial types of explosives when they 

were needed. 

Gr~at attention wab seemingly paid to avoiding violence during 

the execution of most burglaries and armed robberies. In the majority 

of cases, no violence was used, except that guns were held on the vic

tims. In certain cases, limited violence (e.g., pistol whipping) was 

used to establish credib~lity and arouse fear, Dr possibly to speed up 

a recalcit • .: .. t guard. 

Generally speaking, the criminals showej little inclination LO 

risk capture or death. They usually selected lightly guarded targets, 

choosing to avoid rather than overpower guards. lfhen the situation 

appeared dangerous, they would back off rather than accept the higher 

risk. Significantly, in two cases where the motive was political 

rather than financial gain (an unsuccessful effort to spring inmates 

from prison and a successful raid on an armory in Canada), the adver

saries seemed more willing to expose themselves to violence and to 

accept the attendant risk. (As we will see in the discussion of ter

rorist assaults where the motives are p~imarily political, the adver

sary was willing to assume a higher degree of risk and generally came 

prep1}red to fight if necessary.) 

In several of the capers, inside help played an important role. 

In a $4.3 million robbery of an armored express company in 1974, the 

alleged participation of a security guard made forced entr)' unnecessary. 

In a burglary of the Bank of New Mexico branch at the Sandia facility 

in 1955, the police suspected that the culprits had an accomplice on 

the base. In a major airport robbery, the ropbers may have had inside 

information, because, according to the police, they "went right to the 

shelf where the money was." In a 1975 art museum theft, the five 
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watchm~ll un~ittin~Jy (or perhaps otherwise) assisted the thieves by 

turning off t!.~ dc'ctronic burglar alarm system, "probahly to be able 

to sleep," the museum's director stateJ. 

Impersunation appears to be a ploy often used by robbers and 

burglars. Very importantly, in all cases studied where impersonation 

was us~d, it was successful. At an airport robbery in 1974, four armed 

men in hard hats, posing as telephone workers, gained entrance to a 

cargo building, handcuff~d ten airline employees, and escaped with more 

than $100,000 i., cash. In the Boston Brinks' robbery, the robbers' 

costUIT,cS res","bl~d thc> uniforms of the Brinks' drivers. In the robbery 

of a r.s. mail truck in 1972, one of the robbers, dressed as a police

man, successfully fldg~<d down the mail truck. 

Th" numb~r of p~rpetralors in any of the capers rarely exceeded 

sev~n, probably becdusc m0r~ were nt,t needed to carry out tlie act. A 

second possibility wa. tl~t problems of recruitment and organization 

mitigated against 13rg~r numbers, as did considerations of dividing 

the 100 t and maint.linin~. secrecy. The number of group members seemed 

to be geared to th~ various r~quirements of the crim~, with at least 

one person in thL' group hJ.ving a requisite specialty, such db \"'ireman 

or communications exp('rt. In some cases, tasks were II subcontr.J,:tcd'l 

to nonparticipants (c.g., a locksmith charged with making keys). In 

most cases, tile lead~r of the caper recruited members of the task force 

according to particLllar skills, often drawing upon ~ reservoir of 

form~r fellow convicts h~ had met in prison. In Dna in.tHnce, the 

group postponed th~ execution of their plan until a convict possessing 

a needed skill was released from prison. In another, participants were 

recruited from among members of a family. 

Th~ perpetrators displayed considerable talent for improvisation. 

One group used a 20llU'1 cannon to penetrate a vault wall in a cellar by 

firing more than 30 rounds point-blank while protecting itself against 

shrapnel with a mattress. In another episode, when a lock from an out

side door had to be remJved for over an hour sO that a duplicate key 

could be made, the perpetrators, faced with the possibility of arousing 

suspicion, made and attached a facsimile doorknob while the actual 

knob was at the locksmith's. 
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Crininals hDY~ created diversions to cause confusion and thus 

delay police r~actioll. For examp,e, in one case armed robbers set off 

explosives in tl:re" locations and then carried out their robbery else

where. 

On the whole, th" perpetrators were seldom reckless in their 

actions. Recklessness is not the same as the willingness to engage 

in violence; the latter can be used without recklessness, if p'ans·are 

well laid and well executed. 

In sum, capers are analogs to, and offer possible insights for, 

a pDtdntial nucl~ar theft for a number of reasons. Both may require 

careful planning, execution, and specialized skills. The reluctance 

of sophisticated criminals to battle armed guards resultb in a reliance 

on deception, a modus operanJi that might be used against nuclear fa

cilities. Sir.lilar insights might bi: dral.m from the criminals' demon

strated ability to neutraliz~ modern detection and alarm systems. 

TERROl,lST ASSAl'LTS 

This portion of the unalo~ ddta base includes 34 terrorist as

saults, which repreSl.'ntb trl~ISl of th~ terrorist assaults committed 
;'; 

between 1968 and 197~. Of these, 2~ were related to the Arab-Israeli 

l-liddle East confrontation. The targets of many of these incidents 

were Isrdeli aSSetS and citizens, including El Al offices and aircraft, 

diplomatic PObts, and personnal outside Israel. Arab assets (e.g., 

€mb~15sit."5) were the targL't!::i of 2 incidents. American assets and citi

zens were involv~d in 6 incidents. in~luding the Amman hotel seizure 

in 1970, the Lad airport attack in 1972, the seizure of the Bank of 

America in Beirut, and attacks on two parked aircraft in 1973. Three 

terrorist assaults took place in Latin America and 6 occurred else

wh"re: the seizures of a train and the Indonesian Consulate in 

Amsterdam, the French Embassy in The Hague. the U.S. Embassy in Kuala 

Lumpur. and the West German Embassy in Stockholm; and an attack on a 

"'See Brian Jenkins and Janera Johnson. IntePllatioru2 Tel'1'orism: 
A Chr(ll1olog,;, 19t;&-1974, The Rand Corporation. R-l597-DOS/ARPA. 1975. 
and I'ltePl.atiollaZ TC1'rorism: SUH lementary Chronology. 1974. The 
Rand Corporation. R-1909-l-DOS/ARPA, 1977. 
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San Francisco police station. The number of terrorists ranged from a 

single Arab terrorist in Athens to over 30 in Amman. Sixty-five per

cent of the incidents involved 2 to 5 actual attackers. 

Terrorist assaults ar~ particularly relevant to this study because 

they include many of the characteristics an adversarial force might 

employ in an attack against a nuclear facility. Terrorists can gen

erally be seen as highly motivated and willing to assume great risks, 

twO attributes we regard as potentially threatening in some types of 

possible action against nuclear facilities. (There has been one case 

of an armed terrorist assault on a nuclear power station by urban guer

rillas in Argentina; the reactor was still under construction). Ter

rorists have been willing to attack in. the face of certain armed and 

often lethal response; the Palestinian raid against Ma'alot is a per

tinent example. In many cases, they permitted themselves to be sur

rounded, using hosta~es as their primary protection, even when security 

forces had repeatedly'jemonstrated a willingness to attack terrorists 

barricaded with hostages. 

Three general features of the terrorists' assaul,ts are particu

larly relevant to possible assaults against nuclear facilities. First, 

the terrorists involved were highly dedicated to their objectives and 

less deterred by the possibility of cap~ure. injury, or death. Some 

terrorists--especially those operating in the Middle East situation-

could be viewed as practically suicidal (e.g., the attack on Lod air

port). Again, this willingness to expose themselves to extreme risk 

should not be confused with recklessness. }Iissions were uscally care

fully planned and executed. The terrorists rarely assaulted facilities 

when there was a high probability that they might be defeated before 

they attained their objectives. The point at which terrorists were 

willing to assume high risks was after they had attained their objec

tives (such AS gaining entry and barricading themselves with hostaies). 

Second, the terrorists showed a strong proclivity to attack very 

conspicuous and politically significant targets, such as foreign em

bassies, ~here they could be assured of maximum visibility, press 

coverage, and public impact. Their actions enabled them to publicize 

their existence, cause, and demands to the widest possible audiences 
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and pres en t d an 0pp0rtunity to exercise leverage of a magnitude gen-

erally beyond the capability of relatively small groups. Five terror-

ists, clair:1ing t<' b~ members of the Japanese Red Army, were able to 

gain significant concessions by holding hostages in the V.S. consulate 

in Kuala Lumpur for almost 80 hours. In some recent cases, terrorists 

holding hostages have barricaded themselves for several weeks. 

Third, the: terrorists' aims were almost ah,ays political. Every 

terrcrist assault in the data base was characterized by dernan:h for 

publicity, quite often by the publication of political manifestos; in 

only four (out of thirty-fourl cases did the adversary groups attempt 

to extract money. These political aims call for a different set of 

security criteria from those assaults whose primary concerns are sabo

tage or thdt. For jnstance, when the perpetrators of terrorist as

saults wished to make their organizations and causes well known, they 

used threats dgainst life and property, both to gain their demands and 

to effect their escape. 

Several additional points regarding terrorist assaults can be 

briefly made. Th~ attackin,; group, whatever its size, was almost 

always a part of a larger organization with resources the attackers 

could draw upon. The terrorists generally showed themselves capablf= 

of acquiring whatever arms and munitions were needed for their pur

poses, including automatic weappns, rocket-propelled grenades, and 

mortars. Similarly, they have been able to recruit sufficient manpower 

to meet their tactical requirements. Terrorist assaults generally 

have not demonstrated a particularly high degree of technical sophis

tication or training, but these skills were not usually required by 

their missions or aims. Seizing lightly guarded embassies and unpro

tected schoolrooms are not demanding tasks. Finally, they moved with 

great speed, often overcoming security measures before the alarm could 

be spread and defenses deployed. In the attack on the OPEC ministers' 

meeting in Vienna, a small band of terrorists was able to attack the 

building, seize their intended hostages, and seal off the area within 

5 minutes. 

In su~nary! terrorist assaults have been carried out by groups of 

highly dedicated people with primarily polit·ical aims against highly 
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visible .arg~.s. Often their choice of targets and threatened actions 

were designed, to arouse strong emotions, thereby placing extraordinary 

pressures on political decisionmakers to accede to their demands; the 

actions of the South Noluccan terrorists in late 1975 and again in 

1977 provide vivid testimony of this strategy. In every case, they 

achieved their publicit)' objective and they often gained their politi

cal obje,ctives. 

COl-n-lANDO RAIDS 

Seventy-five $mall-$c~le milit"ry and paramilitary co~~ando and 

commando-type raids against a variety of targets and facilities were 

examined as analogs to assaults on nuclear facilities. These attacks 

covered the period from 1937 to 1977 and included raids by the Spanish 

loyalists, British and German commando groups during the Second "orld 

War, the Palmach and later Israeli raids, and Viet Cong and American 

commando raids during the Vietnam conflict. The number of participants 

ranged from .wo commandos who attacked parked aircraft during Horld 

War II to a group of over two hundred U.S. Rangers who stormed a 

Japanese-held island in the Pacific; the number of raiders averaged 

about twenty-seven. 

Commando raids were added to the data base for tWO reasons. First, 

they offer examples of incidents in which well-armed, specially trained, 

dedicated personnel attacked designated targets, usually with the ex

plicit intent of destroying them. Regardless of the likelihood, there 

is some possibility that a D.S. nuclear installation might be subjected 

at a future date to such an attack mounted by a vell-financed and well

led terrorist organization. Second, military commando operations pro

vide the only instances of assaults against well-defended targets. In 

most of the crimes noted elsewhere in the data base, facilities that 

were attacked were not well protected. The targets were only lightly 

defended, and the guards had a restricted capacity for armed defet'se. 

In contrast, in the commando raids, the targets were defended by per

sonnel appropriately trained and equipped. Examining commando raids 

thus provides some insights into what strategies seemed most eff~ctive 

in attacking such facilities. At the same time, it must be noted that 

---------- -- -------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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thes~ comn.and" r3id~ all occurred during wartime or severe civ~l strife, 

conditions tlwe ar~ not contemporarily extant in the United States. 

For this reaso", th~ applicability of the commando analog to safe

guarding nuclear facilities is limited as long as peacetime conditions 

prevail. 

In revie\dng the 75 corunando raids, the success of the missions 

app"ared to depend on three critical elements. The first was accurate 

information about the facility and its defenses. When accurate in

telligenc~ was lacking or misused, the mission almost always failed 

in its primary obj"ctives, and often with the accompanying loss of 

the commandos. Felr example, over 60 British commandos, tasked to 

assassinate (;"rm·,\. Fi"ld Narshal Rommd, were safely landed in Libya 

in 19';1. They successfully located and assaulted the complex where 

they had been told h~ would b", only to learn that he was with his 

troops. Howev"r, by attacking th" building, they alerted German se

curiti' forc"s, and only two memben elf the raiding party survived to 

reildezvous with th~ir submarine. Similarly, outdated American intel

ligence resulted in the failur" of the United States to rescue its 

P.O.".; during the 1970 raid on the Son Tay prison camp in North Viet

ndm. In contrast, precise intelligence pell1litted a handful of Spanish 

loyalists to gain access to and destroy ~ Nationalist ammunition dump. 

A second critical element contributing to the success of commando 

raids was car"ful planning. The destruction of el~ven bridges in a 

single night by the Palmach was a textbook example of thorough planning 

and precise execution. Pldnning was essential to the success of British 

commandos who wert! able to overcome German defenders and spirit away 

an entir" German radar fa~ility from Bruneval during World War II. 

Israeli commandos have since accomplish"d similar acts against Egyptian 

rad.:!r sites. 

1'h" third critical element was surpd.se. In the cases in hand, 

the advantage of surprise was the decisive difference in determining 

the success or failure of a mission. Eighty-seven German glider troops 

surprised and captured a Belgian fortress and its 7BO-man garrison 

within a few hours when the German general staff had estimated that a 

conventional assault might require up to 6 months; similarly, liB 
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Germans rescued Nussolini from 250 troops eve" though several of the 

German gliders crashed. Seven British commandos destroyed the German 

heavy-water facilities in Norway, largely because the German defenders 

thought the plant to be unassailable. Oper.ations that proved to be 

successful once could not be duplicated because a second attack, how

ever well planned, lacked the advantage of surprise. For instance, 

during the Second World War, German frogmen were able to destroy the 

Nymwegen bridge in Holland with floating torpedo mines; when the 

identical tactic was tried 6 months later against the Remagen bridge, 

the defenders--no long~r surprised by the tactic--killed or captured 

all the German frogmen before they could accomplish their mission. 

Tha critical variables here are more those reflecting human at

tributes (such as dedication, ingenuity, intelligence) th"n the numbers 

of men or material resources. There seems to have been little correla

tipn bet\olcen the size of the commando group and its success in achiev

ing its objectives. Indeed, one of the major tenets of the British 

Special Air Services in North Africa was that a few men had a higher 

probability of infiltrating- and destroying their targets than a larger 

number. Anticipating the tar~ets to be \oIell defended, the commandos 

themselves were \oIell armed. However, the quantity and quality of 

weapons and munitions brought to bear seemed to have little influence 

on the outcome of the encounter. The commandos were often able to 

inflict devastating destruction with relatively simple \oIeapons and 

means such as mortars and sapper personnel. 

In brief, the commando raids in the data base were coded as suc

cessful 76 percent of the time; if one excludes those cases in which 

the commandos' o.~ shortcomings (such as faulty intelligence or me

chanical breakdowns) resulted ~n the failure of their mission (i.e., 

the raid was not defeated by 'enemy defenders or defenses). the per

centage of successes ri'ses to 89 percent. A well-planned and well

executed assault, characterized by imagination on the part of the 

attacker and the advantage of surprise, has almost always succeeded, 

even in the face of well-armed, trained defenders and formidable 

physical barriers. 

27-428 9 - 78 - 38 

-,-,----------------------
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INDl'STRIAL SABOTAGE 

Sabotage against industrial establishments, transportation fa

cilities, and public utilities provides an obvious analog to potential 

attacks on nuclear facilities. As the term is used here, sabotage 

comprises acts of deliberate destruction, ranging from simple vandal

ism to efforts to inflict debilitating damage that would severely dis

rupt operations, disable a facility, and possibly endanger the public. 

We exclude deliberate slowdowns by workers or other forms of work in-· 

terruptions or delay and acts of wartime sabotage. 

Th~ examination of sabotage is relevant to this study because it 

is a mode of adversarial action that could be used against and endanger 

U.S. nuclear programs. Sabotage has been a proven means of inflicting 

crippling damage, thereby bringing about work stoppages while arousi'~;; 

public concern. Typi~ally, sabotage has involved persons wh~ were 

employed by the sabotaged institution or who had inside knowledge of 

its design and operations, a condition that is of special concern for 

those designing safeguard measures for U.S. nuclear facilities and 

materials. 

It is difficult to determine precisely how much of a problem in~ 

dustrial sabotage is in the United States. Many acts of sabotage go· 

unreported; in some cases, it may be difficult to determine that an 

act of sabotage has occurred. A possible sabotage incident may be 

reported as an accident or employe~ neglig~nce (e.g., a valve left 

open or a fire of unknown origin) or go unreported to avoid publicity 

or inspiring similar acts. In peacetime, few major incidents are 

known to have occurred, a conclusion reached by the authors of a report 

on the potential hazard of industrial sabotage in nuclear power plants 

* prepared for the Atomic Energy Commission in 1968. 

The data base for our report contains 40 incidents of sabotage. 

Although most were single, isolated incidents, a few were part of a 

campaign of sabotage carried on over a period of time, such as 4 

, * C. 'Rogers McCullough, Stanley E. Turner, and Ray L. Lyerly, An 
. AppraisaZ of the PotentiaZ Hazard of IndustriaZ Sabotage in Nu~Zear 

Power PZants, Southern Nuclear Engineering for the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission, Dunedin, Florida, 1968. 
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separate train d.railments during an extended strike against the 

Florida East Coast Railway in 1963-1964. The incidents examined her'~ 

include a variety of acts, such as blowing up oil wells, severing 

power transmission lines. destroying newspaper printing presse~, open

ing storage-tank valves to release petroleum products into the ocean, 

spillin.; gasoline into a sewer system and igniting it, and jamming a 

television station's transmission by interfering with its microwave 

relay tower (using the simple but ingenious expedient of sticking, 

metal scoring pads on the surface of the metal dish). Explosive' 

charges, arson. rifl~s. and various instruments simply thrown into 

machinery wer" am,'ng the mcans employed. Explosives were used in 

about half of the< incidents. 

The perpetrators of the sabotage incidents had such diverse char

acteristics that 1t is diffi~ult to generalize about them or their 

motives. More than a third of tho: incidents, and the most serious 

ones, wer" committeJ by disgruntled employees or strikers. An addi

tional lu incidents involved persons who can be described as political 

extremi.ts. The remdind~r involved foreign agents (for instanc •• in 

1956, Egyptian saboteurs set fir. to British oil ... ·"Us in Libya). 

hired arsunists. extortionists, or disaffected, angry individuals. 

111 abuut a sixth of the caseb. the saboteurs remained unidentified. 

In most of the incidents in which the number of perpetrators was known. 

the act was carried out by a sinbl. individual; 9 cases were known to 

have involved si~ or more p"rsons. Most of the latter incidents wer" 

carried out by groups of employees, people who knew each other be~ause 

they had previously worked together. 

In some cases. acts of sabotage appeared to have bepn relatively 

extemporaneous, as when strikers at a printing plant destroyed the 

presses as the work~rs walked off the job. In others. the sabotage 

was seemingly the rasult of thorough planning and careful execution. 

Motives: undedying acts of sabotage included economic concessions (as 

in the case of striking workers). extortion, personal animosity or 

revenge, opposition to the "Establishment." an insurance fraud. In 

the last case, a band of armed assailants, hired by the company's 

owner, entered a factory. disarmed the guards. and set off explosive 
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and in'~ndiary d~vic~s. They posed as political extremists to cover 

their real reason for destroying the plant. Wartime sabotage directed 

against defense plants and shipping has been excluded from study. 

However, th~re are sev~ral incidents in which opposition to the Viet

nam War .'as thE: explicit motive and several more in which it was the 

apparent moUv". tlan), questions as to motives remain unanswered. 

For the most part, thE: saboteurs selected undefended targets, 

such as rail lines, transmission towers, relay stations, and power 

lines that did not require their penetration into guarded facilities. 

Most of tJl~ targ~ts struck wer~ located in remote areas. In only a 

~e~ incident" did the perpetrators illegally enter the facility they 

were planninb to damage. (The 1968 AEC report cited above makes the 

same obs"rvacion.) Employ"es, of course, would have legitimate access. 

In only on~ incident did the saboteurs confront and disarm security 

guards; this occurred in a case of sabotage for purposes of insurance 

fraud. 

Wedpons gen~rally were in little evidence in the incidents ex

amined here; they simply were not needed for the act. For the most 

part, th~ saboteurs relied on relatively simple techniques and, in 

many cas~s, on inside knowledge to carry out their actions. Their 

knowledg~ of the facility's operations and possibly restricted areas 

made them privy to the organization's critical, vulnerable areas, thus 

making their acts particularly effective given their limited resources. 

Their technical expertise also increas~d their effectiveness. 

With a fe~ exceptions--the derailment of trains, for example--the 

saboteur, did not deliberately endanger the lives of others. The ac

tions carried out by the saboteurs required them to take few risks. 

Their disproportionately high effectiveness (in tems of accomplishing 

their objectives), which was achieved by a few people with minimal 

means (in on~ case, literally a f~w bolts) and at low personal risk, 

was largely the result of access to accurate inside information and 

restricted areas. 

SYHBOLIC BOHBINGS 

For purposes of this study, "symbolic bombings" are defined as 

deliberate acts of violence calculated to express a grievance or make 
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a political statement. The target is perceived by the adversaries as 

having symbolic significance for their cause. The damage to the tar

get may be secondary, or even irrelevant, to the adversary's aims. 

The study of symbolic bombings is applicable to potential future 

nucleJ~ incidents because nuclear facilities are viewed by some as 

symbol~ 0f unwarranted and dangerous technology. Indeed, nuclear in

stallations have already been subjected to a number of s)'ITlbolic bomb

ings in the United States and abroad. 

The data base currently contains 110 incidents of symbolic bomb

ing in the United States that occurred between 1965 and 1970. The 

targets were about evenly divided between commercial facilities (such 

as·corporate h~adquarters and banks) and government buildings (such 

as embassies and police stations). A few residences were also targets. 

S)'ITlbolic bombers were generally motivated by political extremism, 

opposition to the activities of particular corporations, and anger at 

public officials or the acts of public agencies. In 1975, the Weather 

Underground claimed credit for an explosion at the Department of State 

building in Washington, D.C. A group caUing itself the "Anti

Establishment Revolutionar)''' claimed credit for the bombings of the 

Chase Nanhattan Bank, Standard Oil of New Jersey, and General Hotors, 

all in late 1969. In 1970, "Revolutionary Women" firebombed the home 

of a police commissioner in New York City. Even though symbolic bomb

ings were usually not intended to kill people, on,! bomb, clearly in

tended to kill people, was detonated in the Fraunces Tavern on I~all 

Street during the lunch hour, killing 4 and injuring 55; total casual

ties of the bombings in the data base were 4 dead and 69 injured. The 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, the Stanford Linear Accelerator, and 

the French nuclear generating station in Brittany have all been the 

targets of multiple bombings. 

Although motives are not always clear or easily identifiable, 

damage for symbolic reasonS appeared to have been a significant con

sideration. Most bombs were planted by stealth and exploded at night. 

Although the bombings were largely planned by extremist groups, the 

acts themselves were usually carried out by only a few individuals. 

Left-wing revoluti~nary groups--such as the Weather Underground, Red 
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Guerrilla Fal'lil)" and en" I'e\< World Liberation Front--seemed to pre

dominate. 

None of the incidents studied required a great deal of advanced 

planning, alellough most required at least a moderate amount of prior 

reconnaissance of the target. The bombers looked for "soft" (Le., 

unprotected) targets that had little or no security system. There is 

no evidence that the adversaries in any of the incidents examined had 

inside knowledge or privileged information beyond that which would be 

available from public sources and from observation of the intended 

targds. Targets, at times, seemed to have been selected partially 

on the basis of convenience. While the symbolic bombers, by virtue 

of their actions, must be classified as dedicated to their cause, there 

appears, at the same time, to be an element of caprice and a degree 

of casualness in carrying out the bombings; the bombers displayed a 

minimal expenditure of energy and a minimal exposure to risk in carry

ing out their symbolic acts. 

In most cases, no special equipment was needed in placing or 

transporting the devices used. Some of the bombs were crudely made; 

the explosives were easily obtained either by purchase or theft, Dnd 

required little mor" than a knowledge of explosives gained by a cur

sory reading of any of the many ?ublicly available manuals on the 

market. Some bombings, however, were far more sophisticated and in

dicated a much higher degree of expertise, intelligence, and care. 

For instance, some of the bombings claimed by Puerto Rican separatists 

showed evidence of considerable skill in the design and placement of 

the explosives. 

III summary, for symbolic bombings, the aim was usually abstract-

an institution, a condition, or a policy rather than a particular 

phYSical target or facility. A symbolic bombing was fundamentally a 

protest action, chosen because it was a relatively safe, available, 

and apparently satisfying way for the bombers to express themselves. 

NUCL&~ INCIDENTS 

As stated earlier, known incidents regarding nuclear facilities 

and materials have been included as part of the data base. These are 
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not, of coursa, ~na!wgs; rather they are actual nuclear incidents. 

They are included ~o illustrate ~he range of threats and incidents 

that have occurred to date involving nuclear programs. 

Between 1969 and 1975, there were 288 recorded threats against, 

or incidents at, nuclear facilities in the United States. The majority 

of these (240) were bomb threats against government or licensed nuclear 

facilities. Twenty-two were incidents of arson, attempted arson, or 

suspicious fires. Most of the apparent arsons occurred in buildings 

where the Atomic Energy Conunission rented offices or were directed 

against university research facilities, such as the University of 

California's Lawrence Rad iation Laboratory. The Lawrence Labora tory 

was a frequent target; 10·arson incidents and 5 bomb threats were re

corded there. Investigators suspect that the incidents were created 

either by former employees with personal grievances or militant ,tu

dents opposed to nuclear research b~ing conducted at the university. 

The most serious incident of arson occurred at a nuclear genera

tin~ plant at Indian Point, New York. In November 1971, a fire caused 

$10 million in damag~ to the facility, but did nOt affect the reactor. 

A subsequent letter to the press claimed that "Indian Point guerrillas" 

were responsible for the incident and suggested t;.hat the action had 

been motivated by concern for the environment. TI', arsonist, who was 

later apprehended when he turned himself in for ~sychiatric treatment 

at a local veterans hospital, turned out to be a former employee of 

the company. 

Thert; were 9 bombings in the data base. In one episode, the tar

get clear.y was a nuclear program. In December 1971, two bombs ex

ploded near the experimental linear accelerator at Stanford University 

ir. California, causing heavy damage .0 the electronics equipment that 

controls the facility. A caller later claimed credit for the explo

sions, but no manifestos were issued and no suspects were ever arrested. 

The remaining bombs exploded at federal o~fice buildings or university 

research facilities, but it is not clear if nuclear programs were the 

target. In addition, there were 4 incidents in which unexploded bombs 

or explosives were discovered at nuclear facilities. Again, research 

facilities were the principal target. 
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In F~bruary 1974, an opponent of nuclear power toppled a 400-foot 

meteorological instrument tower at a proposed nuclear power plant site 

in Massachusetts. Th" perpetrator, who surr~ndered himself to police, 

claimed in a written statement that his action was motivated by oppo

sition to the future construction of a nuclear power plant at the site 

and to the danger this would impose on the community. 

The remaining incidents consist of forced entries, intrusions, 

shots fired at guards or at transmission towers, or malicious mis

chief. In ~;,e incident, a college student cut through a fence to gain 

access to the area around a university research reactor, later stating 

he had done this simply to prove that it could be done. 

A widely publicized incident involving the removal of nuclear 

material occurred at a fuel fabrication plant in Oklahoma. Controversy 

still surrounds this case. On the basis of two government reports and 

various press accounts, it appears that in Nove~ber 1974, a plant em

ployee, who had previously complained that working conditions at the 

plant wer~ unsafe, was found to have been contaminated with plutonium 

and placed on administrative duties. When routinely checked the fol

lowing day, she was again found to be contaminated. A further check 

of her apartment also revealed some contamination. She died in an 

automobile crash 8 days after the first incident. Her autopsy revealed 

radioactive contamination but not at the higher levels found before 

her death, which suggests that earlier samples may have been delib

erately contaminated. At the same facility a month later, uranium 

dioxide pellets were found lying on the ground outside the production 

area. There was no way they could have gotten there accidentally. A 

plant employee who may have wished to embarrass the company was sus

pected. ~lile neither incident involved significant quantities of 

nuclear material, they did raise serious questions about the security 

of the facility and the possibilities of a more serious diversion. 

None of these incidents, with the possible exception of the fires 

at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and the Indian Point nuclear power 

plant, and the bombing of the Stanford linear accelerator, imperiled 

public safety. There was only one casualty, which occurred when an 

intruder entering a nuclear power plant in Vermont wounded a night 
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watchman. The remainder of the nuclear incidents that occurred in 

the United States could be classified as minor, such as bomb threats, 

token acts of violence, and low-level sabotage. Hany incidents were 

directed against only administration facilities--e.g., office build

ings, campus science buildings--connected with nuclear programs. 

In addition to the 288 incidents mentioned above, several kn<lwn 

thefts of radioactive material or devices containing. radioactive ma

terial have taken place at facilities and institutions not defined as 

"nuclear facilities." For example, in August 1973, twenty-one capsules 

of radioactive Iodine-131 were stolen from a hospital in Californi3. 

In June 1974, an instrume~t containing Strontium-90, which was used 

to measure th" density of railroad beds, was stolen. The following 

year, nine radioactive radium needles were stolen from a hospital in 

California by a night porter who worked at the hospital. It has been 

reported that burglarcl involved in these thefts may not always know 

what they are stealing and may have disposed of the instruments or ma

terials when they were found not to be marketable. 

There is no complete record of incidents involving nuclear facili

ties or material elsewhere in the world. From the reports of the in

cidents that are known to have occurred, they do not differ markedly 

from those in the United States and consist mainly of bomb threats, 

hoaxes, incidents of vandalism, and low-level sabotage. In the last 

few years, however, several more serious incidents have taken place. 

In Hay 1975, two bombs exploded at a nuclear power station under 

construction in Fe~senheim, France. The explosions started a fire 

that damaged a peripheral area of the nuclear reactor complex. The 

reactor itself did not yet contain fissionable material. Shortly be

fore ,he bombs e~ploded, a caller ~dentified h~self as a member of 

an unknown group that took its name from two known anarchists. In the 

months preceding the bombing, there had been local opposition to the 

~onstruction of nuclear power stations in the area, so it was reported 

that antinuclear extremists may have used the cover of political ex

tremism to publicize their cause. Two bombs were detonated at other 

French nuclear facilities in June 1975. Again, a previously unknown 

group claimed credit for the incidents. One bomb was placed at 
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Framatome's main computer center in Courbevoir, destroying half of the 

input terminals; the second bomb was planted at Framatome's workshop in 

Argenteuil, causing some damage in the valve-testing shops. Again, it 

was speculated that persons opposed to nuclear power may have been us

ing a political cover to advance their cause. 

In August 1975, two bombs exploded at a nuclear power plant in Brit

tany, France. The bombs caused minor damage to an inlet for cooling 

water for the reactor and to an air vent on the building on the power 

station. The reactor itself was not damaged, but was closed down pend

ing an investigation. No one ciaimed responsibility for the attack, 

but police suspected that it had been carried out by a Breton separatist 

group responsible for other recent acts of sabotage in the area. 

In early November 1976, a bomb was exploded in the Paris offices 

of a manufacturer of nuclear fuel elements. The blast caused exten

sive damage but no casualties. Responsibility for the attack was 

claimed by a man identifying himself as a member of the .Qornrnando 

d'Qpposition Ear ~xplosifs a l'~uto-destruction de l'~nivers ("Com

mando of Opposition by Explosives to the Self-Destruction of the 

Universe"), forming the French acronym COPEAU. Less than a week after 

the Paris blast, COPEAU claimed credit for two bombs detonated at a 

ur·anium mine in southwestern France. The bombs destroyed four pump 

compressors, putting the mine out of operation for about 2 months and 

causing an estimated $2 million damage. 

In Sweden, where nuclear power has met similar resistance, 44 

pounds of dynamite were found next to a nuclear power station at 

Ringbals in November 1976. The bomb, defused by police, would have 

damaged transformers but not the two reactors. 

Seve.al serious incidents of theft have occurred abroad. In 

November 1966, twenty uranium fuel elements containing slightly en

riched uranium were stolen from the Bradwell nuclear power station 

in Great Britain. The theft was carried out by two men (one an em

ployee at the plant) who were later arrested; the fuel elements were 

recovered. The thieves said that a man in London had offered them 

money for the elements, but the London connection was never identified. 

In April 1974, a uranium-smuggling operation in India was exposed. 
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Complet~ details of the incident are not available, but it appears 

from the rath~r sketchy press accounts that natural uranium was being 

removed from a plant in Bihar, India, and smuggled to Nepal. From 

Nepal, it was secretly shipped to Hong Kong where, reportedly, Chinese 

or Pakistani agents took delivery. It is suspected that as much as 

$2.5 million worth of uranium may have been involved. The plot came 

to public attention when five persons involved in the operation were 

arrested in lndia and 3.5 kilograms of uranium were recovered. 

There have been 2 incidents abroad involving the use of radio

active material as contaminants. In April 1974, an anonymous caller 

in Austria warned ~hat some train coaches had been deliberately con

taminated with radioactivi material. Investigators found substantial 

but not lethal traces of Iodine-13l, a radioactive material normally 

used for medical diagnosis. The episode received widespread publicity 

in Austria and provoked a number of hoax calls and threats. The per

petrator, who was later drrested, turned out to have a history of 

mental illnes.. He had intended his actions to be a protest against 

the treatment of the mentally disturbed in Austria. 

In October 1974, Italian government officials announced that they 

had discovered a plot by right-wing terrorists to poison Italy's aque

ducts with radioactive waste material stolen from a nuclear research 

center in Northern Italy. The alleged threat was associated with 

revelations of a planned assassination and political coup by right

wing elements. An engin~er at the research center was named as a 

conspirator, but the allegations were never substantiated. The case 

became entangled in legal technicalities. Whether the alleged plot, 

which gained widespread publicity in Italy, was real or not has never 

been det~rmined. 

A single nuclear incident is known to have taken place in Latin 

America. In March 1973, fifteen members of a leftist urban guerrilla 

group in Argentina occupied an atomic power plant under construction 

at Atucha, 62 miles north of Buenos Aires. They overpowered the guards, 

painted slogans on the walls, raised their flag over the facility, and 

stole weapons, but they made no demands and did not attempt to enter 

the reactor area or damage the facility. 
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What might w~ conclude from these nuclear incidents? For the 

most part, public safety was not imp~riled. Like other businesses 

and industries, th~ nuclear industry is also susceptible to bomb 

threats, arson, incid~nts of low-level sabotage, and occasional bomb

ings. Only a few incidents attracted widespread attention. The per

petrators and their motives were diverse. They included disgruntled 

employ~es, common thieves, political extremists, foes of nuclear power, 

and a few lunatics; their apparent motives included protest, greed, 

revenge, or desire for attention. The culprits included insiders, 

external group8, and combinations of both. For the most part, however, 

they were pr.obably acting alone; only a few incidents involved groups. 

There is no evidence in the incidents that any criminal or terrorist 

group has maJe' any attempt to acquire special nuclear material or 

radioactive waste for use in an explosive or dispersal device. No 

individual or group has yet demonstrated such a capacity. 
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IV. ~~.\LYSIS OF DATA BASE 

The formal data base used for this report has been structured in 

such a manner that it compares the five types of incidents--task force 

crimes or "capers," commando raids, industrial sabotage, terrorist as

saults, and symbolic bombings--~ith respect to a number of key attri

butes observed in each. This ~ill allow us to aggregate and exanine 

acts of criminal and political violence from the perspective of the 

various attributes; it represents a "horizontal" aggregation of the 

data. Later, "typical" adversary acts and typical composite, high-

level composite adversaries C'vertical" aggregation) will be construct~d. 

The percentages shOlm belo.· are computed wi thin each category of analogs 

based on a total of 45 capers, 34 assaults, 110 bombings, 75 comnando 
i, 

raids, and 40 incidents of industrial sabotage. As noted above, in-

cidents involving nuclear materials or facilities are not included here. 

CL"SSIFlCATlO:-; A!\ll CODING 

Rand and Sandia personnel jointly designed a Threat Charact~ristics 

Outline to provide a framework within which these five types of inci

dents could be coded on a standardized basis. (This outline is repro

duced as Appendix A.) Some incidents fit this framel;ork rather al<k

wardly. Furthermore, full information for all the incidents was not 

available, and judgmental choices were necessary in coding the incidents. 

For these reasons, and to preclude the possibility that the data will 

be misinterpreted, it is advised that the data presented here not be 

taken out of the context in which they are presented. 

* The percentages within a category do not add to 100 percent for 
all attributes. There are some attributes for which more than one 
answer applies in particular incidents--for example, in some cases 
access to a target may have b"een gained by disabling an alarm and 
barrier penetration--resulting in totals greater than 100 percent. 
There are others for which no category applies--e.g., assaults in which 
the perpetrator surrendered and no attempt at egress was made--giving 
totals less than 100 percent. 
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Adversaries' aims are considered first. The perpetrators of all 

the terrorist assaults and bombings are best classified as political 

extremists with political aims in mind, whereas most of the capers were 

carried out by criminals whose primary aim was personal financial gain. 

For the present purposes of classification, the Palmach and "iet Cong, 

commando raids have been considered as having been executed by political 

extremists, although they carried some of the trappings of national 

legitimacy. 

The objectives for the incidents follo~ anticipated lines. The 

tactical objective in all t·he symbolic bombings appeared to b" at least 

token damage with the aim of disrupting the facility attacked and, in 

most cases, publicity for a cause. Political demands .'ere made in a 

few of th~ bombings, but probably without serious expectation that the 

demands wouV be m~t, In about 90 percent of the capers, the i=ediate 

objective ,>as theft: the remainder of the capers were prison breaks, 

coded as an Objective of "disable/disrupt." About 80 percent of the 

assaults by terrorists were intended to seize and hold a facility with 

hostages in return for political concessions, and about 30 percent had 

th~ objective of creating damage and disabling or disrupting the facil

ity attacked: 10 percent involved both. Over 90 percent of the military 

commando raids were directed toward the di.sruption or destruction of 

the eneroy's war-fighting capabilities; the remainder were planned res

cues of personnel. Personal anger "as undoubtedly a factor in man), of 

the assaults and bombings, but was only clearly identifiable as ~n im

portant secondary motive in a few cases. In three-quarters of the 

cases of industrial sabotage, destruction of facilities was identified 

as the principal objective. 

Number of Adversaries 

Excluding the military operations, the most frequent number of 

adversaries observed ranged between two and five persons, with 1 crim

inal caper and 1 terrorist assault carried out by a lone individual. 

*These terms as we have used them are defined in Appendix B. 
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Roughly a quarter of th~ capers and a third of the terrorist assaults 

involved six or more peopl~. The largest caper involved about t~enty 

men; the largest terrorist assault raid involved a group of thirty. 

The average number of men in commando raids was slightly less than 

thirty, although several successful raids were conducted by fewer than 

a dozen men. The estimate of participants in most symbolic bombings 

was between two and five; this represents a "best guess" or default 

value because the limited hard data available for this category suggests 

th~ 10'" number. Hany of the bombs could actually have been placed by 

one person, although the bombings all appeared to have been planned by 

groups, rather than by lone individuals. Testi/llony taken froQ appre

hended bombers indicated that the involvement of two persons--one 

planting the bomb and the other acting as a lookout--was the mode gen

eral1y used. Tlio to five adversaries were also assumed for SOQ2 of the 

burglaries in which knowledge of the number of perpetrators was uncer

tain. The distribution was relatively bimodal for industrial sabotage 

incidents in which the number of adv~rsaries could be identified; over 

40 percent were carried out by a solitary individual while another 25 

percent w.re execut~d by six or more persons. 

Th~ number of perpetrators i~ all categories--more specifically, 

the small numbers seen in many of these incidents--appears to have been 

determined more by operational requirements than by any resource limi

tations. ,lost of th~ assaults and bombings ~ere carried out by groups 

that potential1>' had more people available than were actual1y employed 

for the given operation. 

Armament and Equipment 

To the best of our information, no weapons were employed in the 

bombings (except one), in most of the sabotbge i~r.idents, or in most 

of the capers (such as burglaries). This does not mean that the per

petrators in these cases were unarmed, but rather that they simpiy had 

no need to display or use weapons. Most of the armed robberies in

volved commercially available pistols and shotguns. Submachine guns 

were used in one case, and a crew-served heavy machine gun in another, 

and an antitank gun was used in a third one (but, in this study, tpe 
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last is classifiec as a "special tool" rather than a weapon, because it 

was used solely to penetrate a vault). One of the terrorist assaults 

was made with pistols, whereas the rest were accomplished with automatic 

weapons and grenades; in several cases the attackers carried explosives 

as well. The armamen t employed in some of the commando raids included 

light crew-served weapons, such as recoilless rifles and mortars. 

Turning to the equipment used by the adversaries, one finds a 

strong correlation between the different types of incidents and the 

particular equipment brought to bear. Obviously, explosives (including 

incendiary devices) were used in all the bombings and, in most bOr.lbinss, 

were the only "tools" employed. In half of the cases of industrial 

sabotage special tools or explosives were used, whereas the rer.laining 

incidentti were characterized by the use of hand or power tools. ~o 

tools were employed in the terrorist assault cases, Idth one exception 

in which wire cutters were used to CUt through a fence. The military 

commandos used a full complement of tools and equipment ranging fror.l 

wire cutters to advanced electronic equipment. In some cases, special 

equipment was designed to meet specific needs. 

As a function of equipment used. the capers may be divided fairly 

evenly bet"'een the 'three ca tegories: no tools. rela tively standard 

equipment, and very specialized implements. Those capers involving no 

tools were primarily armed robberies. In the second category. tools 

and equipment used in burglaries included crowbars, drills, sledgehan

mers, cutting torches, and explosives. In one case a truck-mounted 

hoist was used. In the third category, specialized electronics equip

ment was employed to defeat alarm systems in a number of cases. Com

munications equipment used by bu~glars and robbers included radios and 

wire field telephones. Sophisticated penetration devices included 

thermic rods. Helicopters were used to fly prisoners out of prison 

yards in two instances; in one case, the helicopter was rented and 

abandoned; in the other, it was chartered and the pilot was subsequently 

coerced at knifepoint. 

Access nnd Egress 

In virtually every bombing case, access to the target area or the 

target itself was accomplished either by legitimate means--e.g., by 
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entering an ar"a open to the public-or by deception--e.g., gaining 

entry to an accessible but closed-to-the-public area. Neither tactic 

requi~ed the use of force. Two exceptions involved the penetration of 

light barriers, such as chain link fences. All the burglaries, and 

some of tht robberies, assaults, and sabotage, involved forced entry 

of some type. This forced-entry characteristic should not be surpris

ing, because th~ targeted facilities were designed to prevent unauthor

ized access. Legitimate access and de:eption were often combined in 

practice. However, for coding purposes, it may be impossible to separ

ate thell! aCter the facl. For e"ample., when a bomb is left in a corpor

ate restroom, it cannot be retrospectively determi~ed whether the bonb 

was placed by som"on~ acting as an ordinary meu.ber of the public (Le., 

legitimate access) or by someone posing as a delivery boy (Le., deceH 

or deception). 

About 15 percent of th~ terrorist assaults involved some form of 

barrier penetration or barrier bypass, and almost half of the~, SOme 

form of "legitimate" access. The barrier penetrations included such 

acts as cutting through fences and scaling walls. 1n the "legitimate" 

accesses, the culprits overtly entered the target facility (e.g., an 

airport or embassy) as peaceful members of the public, and then drew 

their guns and began the assault after the)' were inside. The line be

t\o)een access gained by legitimate means coupled "ith armed assault and 

pure aroed-assault accesS is obviously fuzzy, with the coding depending 

in part on how the incident was described in the case study. The pri

mary methods of facility access in the capers were armed assault for 

armed robberies and covert barrier penetration for burglaries and prison 

breaks. Legitimate access or deception (crooks posing as burglar-alarm 

repairmen) ,./ilS employed in about one-third of the capers. 

Once the adversaries had gained entry. their tactics were largely 

dependent an their original objectives and the response of the defensive 

system, Theft was involved in 90 percent of the capers (all but the 

prison breaks), but happened in only 1 of the terrorist assaults and 

in none of the symbolic bombings. The occupation of a facility and the 

holding of hostages within it occurred in 80 percent of the terrorist 

assaults and in slightly more than a third of the capers, but in none 

21-426 0 - 16 - 39 

\ 
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of the incidents of sabotage, comr.ando raids, or symbolic bombings. 

(The capers in this case were armed robberies in which the facility wes 

held briefly .. hile th~ robbery tool; place. "Holding" in the case of 

capers is thus quit" different from "holding" in the terrorist assaults.) 

The creation of physical damage, per se, was intended or occurred in 

about a third of the as.aults and in all but 1 bombing. Over 90 percent 

of the commando raids were planned witn the physical destruction of 

targets as the primary objective; the only exceptions were 5 raids to 

rescue prisoners and 2 raids t~ obtah, enemy radar sets. 

Th~ mc:thod of "egress" from the target follOldn£ the incident-

i.e., the adversary's means of escape aft~r he has accomplished his 

pt'imary obj~ctiv~s--v .. t'ied according to the activity. The symbC'lic 

bombs .. ere all plant~d by per~ons employing stealth or deceit; hence, 

this wao th~ form of egress in all the bombing incidents reportee. In 

SO percent of the assaults, the perpetrators attempted to bargain their 

way to saf£:t~·, althougl. not all,ays successfully, and in t\.,'O incidents, 

they outran th~ responoc. In the remaining assault incidents, no egress 

was attemptpd; th. perpetrators either surrendered or were killed be

fore any dtte:::pt at bargaining or other avenue of escape could be in

stituted. The cap~rs were abJut evenl}' divided between stealth--which 

was used for most burglarie.--and attempts to outrun the response-

which occurred in armed robberies, prison breaks, and some burglaries. 

In clost to 90 percent of tl,e incidents of industrial sabotage, the 

perpetrators escap~d either by stealth or b~ outrunning the s~stea's 

response mechanisms. With the exception of the seemingly suicidal Viet 

Cong atta~k on the 1:.5. Et:1bassy in Saigon, commandos also favored 

stealth or outrunning the response, although in many cases an armed 

retreat was necessary. 

Duration 

The time necessary to conduct any of these operations is an impor

tant characteristic of the action. We do not have complete information 

on the ',time required to execute all the incidents in the data base. 

Those for which we do have information indicate that such operations 

can be executed with remarkable speed. The slowest events to unfold 

J 
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were burglaries in which the burglars were forced to penetrate strong 

physical barriers, sucr as stationary bank vaults; such operations 

usually required between 5 and 10 hours. When the burglars were able 

to use deception or inside assistance to gain entry to a secured area, 

or managed to Dbtain keys and combinations to gain access to a vault, 

the crimes took less than 10 minutes. Armed robberies were often car

ried out with remarkable speed. The famous Brinks' robbery in Boston 

was carried out in less than 20 minutes, including the time needed to 

load a million dollars in cash. Speed, of course, is a necessary char

acteristic of a commando raid. Likewise, terrorist assaults are carried 

out with great expedition. The time involved in bombing is irrelevant, 

since the bomb is planted at the adversaries' convenience and later 

detonated by a timing device. Similar l6gic is applicable in cases of 

industrial sabotage. Thus, one can credit the adversary with the abil

ity to carry out whatever action is contemplated in a relatively short 

time. 

PROFILES 

We have drawn on the data base to examine the various adversary 

attributes, such as numbers, equipment, arms, transportation, intelli

gence, dedication, aims and objectives, training, imagination, and 

ingenuity that have characterized these actions and their perpetrators. 

(A list of adversary attributes appears in Appendix C.) In addition, 

aggregate profiles of "typical" actions in each category can be compiled 

from the data base. It is important to realize that the fol101,ing pro

files are composites; as with any composite representation, individual 

cases will vary from the profile. However, the profiles do represent 

"typical" cases of each category of analogs and are exemplary of real

life actions. In most cases, the capabilities displayed by the adver

saries were sufficient to achieve their desired objective. They do not 

manifest the upper limits of the resources available to the perpetrators 

involved. Rather, they represent the baseline capabilities commonly 

found ~n the various categories of successful crime and politically'moti

vated violence examined here. 
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"Tvpical" AnaloG Profiles 

A "typical" tCl'r:7riet a<:ea;,cZt team consisted of three to six men 

armed with automatic weapons, grenades, and explosives. They were 

trained, although not extensively, in the use of weapons, explosives, 

and elementary tactics. They were sufficiently dedicated to their 

cause to accept a high risk of capture or death. They were not likely 

to possess extensiva technical skills, but in most cases, such skills 

were not a requisite to the success of the mission. Their transporta

tion included cars, trucks, boats, aircraft, or movement on foot, basi

cally whatever was required to arrive at a given target. Their objec

t1',e& ranged from seizing and holding a facility and its occupants as 

hostages in exchange for political concessions to attacking a facility 

or people. The operations normally were conceived and planned by a 

larger organization, i.e., a "parent" group with sufficient resources 

to support extensive intelligence collection, planning, and training. 

The degree of imagination and !ngenuity shown in such operations ranged 

from moderate to high. 

A "typical" burgZar:! task force consisted of two to four men. The 

* men were professional criminals; they were both skillful and careful. 

One of them was likely to be an expert in overcoming complex electronic 

alarm systems. Their intention was to obtain maximum profits with min

imum risks and their motivation waS economic gain; their target was 

usually cash Or high-value merchpndise that was relatively easy to dis

pose of. To these ends, the tools, explos~v~b, and the special equip

ment necessary to penetrate slgniflcar,c physical barriers of steel and 

reinforced concrete and to neutralize alarm systems were readily avail

able. Transportatiop was by automobile, tru~k, and occasionally air

craft, depending on the size and weight of the loot. Burglars often 

had inside information (particularly concerning the alarm system and 

routines of any guard force), and usually surveyed the ta!'get area care

fully while planning the job. They were armed, but generally did not 

.", 

We do not mean that they were necessarily a part of organized 
crime, but thac they were professional in the sense that they had ex
perience and expertise in these types of activities and ~ad made their 
living primarily in this fashion. 
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use their weapons, see~ins to avoid confrontation with security forces 

rather than to prevail by force of arms. 

'The members of th~ tasK force were carefully s<:le'; ted, as much for 

their trustworthiness and reliability as for t~eir specific job skills, 

because they had to be trusted not to reveal the group or ita plans, 

either before or after the operation, even if apprehended. Character

istically, they planned carefully, estimated their chances of success, 

and took every precaution to minimize risks. Thus, the "typical" caper 

group may have rehearsed their operation many times to enhance their 

chances of success. They may actually have scheduled the theft several 

times but delayed their caper because they sensed that their chances 

for success were in some ways significantly compromised. The degree of 

imagination and ingenuity shown was quite high •. 

A "typical" sophisticated arm"i l".:.tl;,,,l":, tealt consisted of three to 

six men. Robbers were usually professional criminals who were possibly 

less skilled (or their crimes may simply require fewer skills) and some

what less averse to taking risks than burglars. They were sufficientlY 

well armed--generally with handguns and shotguns that were clearly 

visible--to give them a substantial advantage over anticipated securir~ 

forces. The criminal team preferred to avoid violence bl't wa~ ~i"ling 

to display weapons and, when necessary, to use them. The display of 

superior force was to discourag~ possible resistance and a potential 

shootout. Transportation was via car or light truck. As in the :L}~ical 

burglary, the target was usually cash or high-value merohandise or md

terial in a facility, or possibly in transit. Th~ degre~ of planning 

was usually moderate, but occasionally very extensiv~. S~m~ inside 

knowledge, particularly about shipment schedules and security, was 

frequently used. The degree of imagination and ingenuity displa)'ed 

varied but, on occasion, was high. 

A "typical" sy",boHc bombing was politically w·otivated. It usu

ally involved the planting of dynamite, or other expl.osive with a tim

ing'device, in a government building or corporate headquarters. The 

evidence Buggests that only one or two people gen~rally participatej 

in the actual planting of the bomb. but others may have been involved 

in planning, building the bomb, and other related activities. The 
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total membership of the larger group appears to have ranged from ten to 

tbirty. For the most part~ the perpetrators seemed to have been largely 

self-trained through publicly available liter.ature on guerrilla warfare 

and explosives; th';y I<lere moderately skillful in the design and fabri

cation of the devices. The -bombers were characterized by strong but_ 

volatile loyalty and dedication, floating in and out of a number of 

sympathetic groups. Their transportation included cars, light trucks, 

and public transit. The targets were chosen for high political impact 

at minimum risk to the group. Few attempts were made to confront a 

significant security system. The imagination and ingenuity were only 

moderate, possibly becaus~ only a moderate amount of ingenuity was gen

erally required. The target was usually property, not people; indeed, 

attempts were often made to avoid casualties. The explosives in most 

cases were set to explode at night, us~al1y preceded by telephone warn

ings to the building, the ne.'s media, and/or the police. 

The explosions in symbolic bombings were frequently followed by a 

written communique. The aim of the bombing, often stated in an accom

panying communique, was to make a political statement, possibly related 

to some current or recent political events. The communique was a crit

ical element in the bombing; it provided the perpetrators with acceSs 

to the media and the opportunity to "educate" the public to their cause. 

Planning and preparation prior to the emplacement of the bomb were often 

extensive, partly because the planning exercise itself was an important 

social and political activity for the political activist group. 

The c:'"lm:lr..:i~ l'a~de were conducted by professional soldiers or guer

rillas \oIho ",ere, generally speaking, highly skilled and specially 

trained for their duties. Their aims were the disruption of the enemy's 

war-fighting capabilities, with the noted exception of those missions 

to obtain enemy equipment or to rescue captured comrades. The men were 

highly motivated, undertaking actions that often came close to being 

suicidal and occasionally extracted a heavy toll of life. Prior plan

n~g vas often extensive, including practice raids on mock facilities 

in a few cases. Intelligence information, when erroneous, almost al

ways defeated the purpose of the mission. 
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It is important to note that commando raids were carried out against 

protected targets whose defenders usually outnumbered the raiders and 

were at least as well armed as the commandos, conditions that would 

hardly seem to bode well for the raiders. Yet, with the advantages of 

greater flexibility and tactical surprise, the raids succeeded almost 

three-fourths of the time and against some targets whose defenses could 

have prevailed against much larger forces; if one excludes those fail

ures that were not due to ~nemy action, the commandos were successful 

almost 90 percent of the time. This rate of success speaks highly for 

the professional skill and ingenuity of the raiders, and particularly 

for their use of surprise. (It also bodes ill for the use of mathemat

ical engagement models in which force ratios determine the outcome.) 

A "typical" incident of intiustl'iat aabotage was either carried 

out by a solitary person or a group of more than six. Approximately 

a third of these cases were attributed to political extremists, and 

another third were attributed to disgruntled persons, Their objectives 

always centered around the destruction or disruption of facilities or 

equipment, quite often on a significant scale. They rarely appeared to 

have firearms. Their primary equipment was the material or tools of 

their chosen methods of sabotage. The saboteurs were sufficiently· mo

tivated to carry out their acts but generally chose those that did not 

require them to take extreme risks, such as being confronted or captured. 

The saboteurs used conventional means of transportation. Perhaps 

the critical characteristic is that they generally had inside contacts 

or privileged information not available to the general public. This 

gave them relatively easy access to their selected targets, which--as 

they knew from their information--were invariably the critical or ex

posed points in the targeted facility. They were well trained, if not 

in techniques of destruction, then in the workings of the facility sO 

that they could effectively disable it. 

A ma~or difference between incidents of industrial sabotage or 

burglaries farmed robberies and the rest of the categories is that the 

perp~trators of th~ former incidents usually had little desire to have 

their identities known or widely publicized; sabotsge and crime are al

most always carried out to satisfy indiVidual objectives or personal 
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gain. The identification of the perpetrators hardl~ serves--indeed, 

defeats--their purposes. \'~ile political bombers and terrorists usually 

prefer to keep their individual identities secret, they publicize th~ir 

group affiliation. 

TYplcal Composi te Profile 

Table 2 summarizes the adversary attributes displayed in these 

sil( "typical" types of actions. We have further consolidated the at

tributes by creating a "typical composite profile," sho"," in Table 3. 

This latter profil~ is a compendium of the equipment, skills, and other 

attributes that have been brought to bear against the analog targets. 

It represents a level of resources and skills that criminal and politi

cal adver~dries have been able to assemble and, as such, might be able 

to assemble were an adversary group to target a nuclear facility. (The 

typical composite profile does not include the co~~ando raids.l A 

composite of the typical attributes seen in all categories of crimes 

surveyed consisted of three to six adversaries armed I'ith autoM3tic 

weapons possessinG high explosives and hand and power tools, using a 

variety of ground transportation modes, having high technical shills 

and a willingness to accept high risks, possessing some inside informa

tion or assistance, and displaying a moderate-to-high degre~ of ingenu

ity and careful advanced planning. 

One must be extremel), guarded in interpreting and applying this 

typical composite profile to the nuclear situation. What is presented 

as the typical composite profile is r.;·t an assessment or depiction of 

the potential adversar~ of L.S. nuclear programs. It is a descriptjon 

of attributes that have been frequently displayed by adversaries in 

other, analogous circumstances. Based for the most part on ~uccessful 

operations, the profiles show what attributes and characteristics the 

adversaries found were necessary in order to have a high probability 

of Achieving their goals. 

The typical composite profile represents a reference point on a 

8cni~ of ndversarial capabilities. This point has not been determined 

solely as a function of the resources available to criminals and ter

rorists, but also by what is required for their success, which, in turn, 
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is det~rffiined by th~ level of societal tolerance for their successes. 

Armored express companies, banks, criminal justice agencies, insurance 

companies, and th~ society at large have, in effect, decided that the 

occasional criminal success~s are not sufficiently damaging to warrant 

using the additional resources required to reduce substantially the 

occurrenc& of such crimes. In other words, society tolerates a certain 

number of criminal successes. If this were not 50--i.e., if society 

were to demand their reduction--the resources required to carry out 

suoh crimes successfully would correspondingly increase. The demand 

for a redu.tion in airline hijacking, the resulting more stringent air

port inspection measures, and the subsequen~ decrease in sky-jackin. 

incidents are sood examples of a change in societal tolerance of n type 

of cri~in&l activity a9d of the increased resources dedicated to public 

safety demands. If society were to mandate a change in the public 

safety enviroru,ent, the reference points would necessarily be ;!ltered. 

The High-Level Composite Profile 

Tabl~ ~ sho,,'s a "high-level composite" profile of adversary attri

butes and characteristics, ~hich aggregates high-level attributes so 

far observed in real-life episodes, although not necessarily the high

est lev"ls seen. Th" choice of high but still plausible levels, based 

on the authors' judgments, seems clearly preferable to positin; a more 

speculative adversary and his capabilities predicated on the highest 

1 evels observed. 

Th& high-level composite helps to identify which capabilities are 

the hardest for an adversary to attain, and at what levels he begins 

to encounter difficulties. lie refer to these levels as. breaking points. 

for example, our research indicates that in the mobilization of manpol,er 

and the acquisition of weapons, an adversary can in fact attain the 

high levels shown in Table 4. On the other hand, the recruitment of 

persons possessing specific technical skills who are also willing to 

risk their lives seems to pose somewhat of a greater obstacle. 

°The high-level composite provides another reference point on a 

scale of adversary capabilities, Clbviously much higher on the scale 

than the typical composite profile. If the typical composite profile 
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6ummariz"s thos~ attribut~s com:;)onl), seen, th~ high-level composite 

represents 50~ething near the upper bounds. The camr.ando raids ~ere 

not included in th~ high-level composite because they took place in a 

~artime environnent, and we are concernec here .'ith adversaries that 

plausibly might app"ar in a peacetime environ:nent. It should be noted, 

however, that in most of the attributes, the high-level composite re

sembles the typical commando raid, except that comnandos are unlikely 

to have inside assistance, an attribute we grant t~e high-level COM

posite. 

ThE high-J0vd composite ac\'ers"ry is hypothesize~ to possess th" 

followin; attributes: 

o ,.., ~t.tZ: 1',l',~,'1" ;[ ~ ... t~·;).1t::'I;e. These: range fret" monetary gain 

to th~ extortion of political concessions; they include blind 

anger and the desire to embarrass a corporation, an industry, 

or even the nil t ional government. 

o Ei :..Je:i·. tl..'C: ::h a',:::,~ tW~"J:~~4 f'fl'?f£tJ1.2t;)}'Is. This represents a 

reasonable upper limit for the number on the adversary's per

sonn~l r.sources. Hore are possible, but unlikely in the ab

sence of serious civil disorder or "ar. 

o .... '.e ~i~ a.te: s =:l~.~':'. This could assume the follot.,'ins forms: 

infornation on fa<ility layout, personnel, and security SYS

tel".5; diversionary actions; disabling of systel'ls; assistance 

in ehe penetration of the security systel" and in its opera

tions; and, of course, actual acts of sabot.~ge. 

o i~'t.'.:4;''':'J:e Q;' •• ;.~ cx; :'~si:'c:s. Those observed in t.he data base in

clude pistols, shotguns, automatic weapons, grenades, devices 

constructed for specific destructive purposes, and light cre\<

served weapons. Adversaries have used a variety of explosives, 

including military, commercial, and homemade ,explosives. 

Weapons and explosives are available on the illicit market to 

any determined and ~ell-funded adversary. What the adversary 

can carry and use during the actual operation, rather than 

what he can obtain, appears to be the main constraint on the 

amount of arms and explosives the adversary may bring to bear. 
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include hand and power tools, sledgehammers, jackhammers, cut

ting torches, thermic rods (burn bars), saws, drills, some 

cordless power tools, and modern electronic equipment. 

o S~,::;':.-:'e:'c::te= t.:zo:.icu2 cOrri.cHicctions eq~dp·.~)::. Specific in-

struments observed included citi2ens band radios, military 

"'a lki e-talkies, and field telephones. 

copters, and a limited number of fixed-wing aircraft. have been 

observed in incidents in the peacetime data base. 

D h::~~=!.f~:C~ fih:z'~ce:e. These become a serious consideration when 

a group of adversaries must be maintained together over a per

iod of time, but are unlikely to prove a critical restraint. 

The larger terrorist groups do not appear to have been unduly 

hampered by lack of funds. Possible means of financing violent 

acts are bank and other robberies, ransom payments, financial 

support from sympathetic parties, extortion, and personal 

funds. 

varied and multiple, including weapons and tactics skills, 

breaking and entering capabilities, the knowledge and ability 

to falsify credentials, the ability to manufacture and use 

explosives, and a knowledge of smusglin& techniques. 

o E.:;'':1"'~';''''"' The high-level composite adversary can be expected 

to have previously conducted similar activities; he will not 

be a novice, especiallY as the difficulty of the operation in-

creases. 

o High degree c,,f i"lagillatioll alld ingenuity. In a large number 

of incidents, the adversaries were able to overcome imposing 

obstacles by mounting ingenious attacks and deceptions. 

o WilZingroess to risk capture or death. This was particularly 

apparent in the terrorist assaults and commando raids and 

conspicuously lacking in the symbolic bombings, sabotages, 

and capers. 
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o Al:: Zit .. ' !.:' dei)~ti a::le-1~t::tt t~·~';i. In some cases, adv er sar ies 

were able to dedicate a great amount of time to planning the 

action and securing the necessary resources. Very few cases 

were characterized by extemporaneous action. 

a Ra;:id e~'.".I:-;~):. Once under way, the adversary executed his' 

plan with remarkable speed, it) some cases in only a matter of 

tt;inutes. 

a AbiZi =,' t~ m.:lir.tain secl'eaii. This includes the abili t)' to 

maintain intragroup discipline as well as conceal the group's 

plans from the authorities. 

o he ~;;:itl~ t:.. ach~ej)t tactiaaZ 8~l"p.ri8e. This \Jas a key to al

most every succes'sful incident, especially where securit~' 
forces were lax ~ecause of the belief that their systea was 

secure. 

Implications of the High-Level Composite Profile 

A combination of all the high-level attributes (see Table 4) in a 

single adversary is unlikely. The individual attributes or character

istics have been seen in the data base, bui the concurrent appearance 

of all the characteristics has not been observed in any single adver

sary. Some of them actually appear to be mutually contradictory. For 

instance, the combination of a large, well-armed assault force, the 

capability to defeat modern alarm systems, and the abilIty to keep the 

operation completely secret are not attributes that normally occur to

gether. The ability to neutralize alarm systems is used to penetrate 

a target without detection; in that case, a well-armed assault force 

would not be required. In fact, a large force would be counterproduc

tive because it would raise the probability of premature detection. 

Conversely, if armed assault by a sizable farce were planned, a tech

nical capacity for alarm circumvention is unnecessary. 

The b;lghest degree of technical sophistication exhibited in any 

of the analogs has been observed in some of the burglaries, which in

volved circumventing electronic alarm systems snd penetrating physical 

barriers. The burglars involved in these crimes were careful, cautious 

men, concerned with turning's profit without being captured. In most 
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cases, they were highl)' averse to taking risks. The burglaries, then, 

fall into the arAa in the lower right of the curve in Fig. 1. Sioilar 

observations rna)' b. dralm regarding the incidents of industrial sabo

tage, where the perpetrator is often likely to possess inside knOldedge 

and specialized skills. In the terrorist assault, on the other hand, 

the situation is reversed. The .perpetrators in terrorist assaults 

generally were more highly dedicated, sometimes to the point of sui

cidal fanaticiso (such as that displayed in a few of the hostage inci

dents), and were often willing to risk death for their cause if callec 

upon to do so. They were well trained as soldiers, not technicians, 

and the degree of technical skills they displayed was low. The ter

rorist assaults would generally fall at the upper left of Fig. 1. Any 

cow.binatioI1 of these two attributes corresponds to sooe point on the 

curve; the greater degrees of technical skills fall further to th~ 

right of thM origin, and a greater willingness to accept risL is higher 
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abov~ th~ horizontal axis. We can thus see thBt in practice this pair 

of attributes stands in opposition, i.e., one would not expect to find 

an adversary simultaneoully exhibiting or possessing high levels of 

both. 

We must caution the reader in the interpretation of this observa

tion. It may well be that the hypothesized inverse relationship be-' 

tween technical sophistication and willingness to accept risk (Fig. 1) 

is not entirely a function of adversary ~apabilitie~. Rather, it may 

reflect the requirements of the task involved. For example, terrorists 

have shown little technical sophistication in their assaults because 

th"re was no perceived need; seizing an embassy or hotel lobbY requires 

little technical skill. However, the t!rrorists in the incidents es

amined were, in many cases, members of larger groups with access to 

technical skills. 

Contrary to most acts of terrorism, the capers examined that re

quired, a high degree of technical competence also required that the 

crininals avoid exposure; i.e., overriding dedication was not a t~'pical 

attribute within this category. Burglars and armed robbers needed to 

escape with their loot to succeed, whereas terrorists were able to 

achieve part of their objectives if apprehended or even killed during 

their assault; indeed, their political aims required publicity, both 

for their caus~ and, occasionally, themselves. 

Although it is not inconceivable that one might encounter adver

saries in peacetiMo operations who are both technically skilled ~nd 

willing to risk their lives, we h,;ve not found such optimal examples 

in the recent history of crime and political violence. Such a concen

tration of skills, motivations,' and performance in an attack would rep

resent a quantum jump from the previously displayed capabilities. It 

is conceivable, however, that if the objective appeared worthlihile to 

the potential adversary, he might be able to assemble a coalition that 

has clus::~s but not all the critical high-level composite attributes. 

These clusters might, for example, group great fire power, dedication, 

and planning, or te~hnitCal sophistication, highly advan·ced tools, and 

ingenuity. Such clusters of attributes can be observed for a few ad

versaries in the data base. Again, the exception lies in commando 

27-428 0 - 78 - 40 

----------------------~.-----------. 
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raids on well-defended industrial targets during war or similar periods 

of political stress. 

In surn, the high-levEl composite represents an unlikEly combina

tion of high-level capabilities, with the exception of the commando 

raids, for three reasons. First, to date, adversaries have either 

lacked the necessity, the I<ill, or the ability to assemble the mater

ials, personnel, and sl,ills that would make up the high-level conposite. 

Second, some of the requisite attributes, if not contradictory, are at 

least incongruous in combina tion. Third, in the incidents revie\~ed, 

the necessit)· for assembling the high-level composite attributes \Jas 

simpl)' not present. The purpose of the high-level composite is not to 

depict a realistic nuclear adversary. As we have said before, it is 

mel ely a reference point. If the defense system can compel the adver

sary to possess the attributes of the high-level composite, it probably 

will have "priced most potential adversaries out of the market." 

1 
." 
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\'. CO;o;CLl'DING OBSERrATIO:\S 

While the analysis of the analog data base does not permit us to 

anticipat& every type of adversary or every mode of threatening action, 

it does enable us to make a number of observations that are particularly 

relevant to the defense of nuclear facilities and to safeguarding nu

clear programs. These include the critical attributes that a potential 

nuclear adversary might possess or be able to mobilize, their implica

tions for security systems, and the dynamic nature of the threat. 

CiUTlCAL ATTRIBl'TES 

In an effort to determine what limitlHions a potential adversary 

might possess, we have identified and examined the attributes and levels 

we judge to be especially critical if an adversary is to achieve suc

cess. By determining the requisite levels of these attributes needed, 

we can estimate the adversary's potential "breaking points," Le., the 

points or levels at which the adversary seems to begin to encounter 

serious difficulties in assembling resources. Real-life adversaries 

have already demonstrated their ability to attain a high level in some 

attributes; in other attributes they face greater difficulties. This 

level or these breaking points are not determined by quantitative anal

ysis. They are explicitly based on one reading of the current data and 

past Rand studies of criminal and political violence. 

We first consider the number of persons who might participate in 

an actual theft or assault. The size of the force a potential adver

sary can deploy has received considerable attention from the security 

planners: It is a critical parameter in many engagement models used 

to establish the size of the guard force and other defensive require

ments. One of the major lessons to be learned from the study of the 

analogs concerning the number of perpetrators is that, up to a certain 

lim:t.t, the size of the force employed by a determined adversary appears 

to be more a function of the requirements of the job than the adver

sary's capability to recruit. The fact that we have not seen many 

operations beyond the twenty-man level suggests that this may indeed 
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b~ a bredking point, although one cannot be entirely sure that weaker 

nl~bers wer~ not seen merely becausfr the job did not require them. 

This predicament is inherent in the use of historical analogs as a 

basis of describing as yH nonexi.stent (or not yet.active) adversaries. 

Still, the analog methodology affords greater realit), and precision 

than mere scenarizing or speculation. 

Theoretically, of course, it is possible that the adversarv could 

assemble a hundred men to attack a nuclear site, just as it is theoret

ically possible that he could mobilize a hundred men to attack a bank. 

NC'~·",wer, sinc~ the type and motivations of perso.ns or groups attacking 

nudear target~ might be different, the nu;,;ber of participants may also 

b. different from those en~ountered to date in criminal pursuits. HOH

eve~, in realistic terms, there do seem to be some upper limits on the 

size of a potential adversary force. In today's "orld, the number of 

subnational groups able to mobilize larg'" numbers of people for a single 

criminal operation is limited to a few major criminal ~rganizations and 

to some of the larger terrorist groups based abroad. 

Regardless of the strength and resources of a supporting group, 

there appear to be good reasons why most adversary groups in the 300 

incidents we examined limited their numbers to less than eight partic

ipan.ts. Recruiting capable and reliable specialists is a probleM. 

Specialized trainjng may reduce this problem, but it enlarges the scope 

of the operation even more. Security is a problem; the more people 

involveJ in the preparation, the greater the risk that somebody will 

reveal the operation and its members to the authorities or even tnat 

an informant from a security agency rna)' be included. Operational prob

lems increase (and chances of success diminish) with larger numbers; 

e.g., coordination, communication, command and control, transportation, 

and withdrawal problems become more diffused and difficult. Hence, the 

successful outcome of the operation becomes increasingly diminished as 

the number of participants grows. Noreover, the data base demonstrates 

that small groups of skilled people can be very effective. Large numbers 

are not necessarily needed. Single saboteurs and bombers have produced 

significant amounts of destruction and, in a few cases, small groups of 

commandos have succeeded where larger, more powerful groups have failed. 
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.The implication js important: ;;~ . ./'e'Y'~( c.:r;·::.!:Zitic~ C~<·."'.; CC f":;.J.":t:.~ 

to a pJ1edet~r"':),~:;' '~.(."1!·er :-f p.!Is!l.<Zat€d a.1':J€rs:;H'~ee. 

Weapons and explosives are readily available in the United States 

and from abroad. Large numbers of automatic and even more destructive 

weapons (possibly remotel>' controlled weapons) have been stolen from 

military stocks and are available on the illicit market. Devices that 

may be used to debilitate the defense personnel, such as snoke and tear 

gas grenades, are similarly available. Explosives are obtainable con

mercially or by theft, ;lnd the information necessary to manufacture 

explosives froM readily purchased materials is easily available, It 

must be assumed, therefore, that a determined adversary will have ac

cess to automatic veapons,'munitions) and explosives if h~ requires 

them; in other words, he will acquire whatever he thinks he needs. 

The primary constraint on his arms and munitions capabilities will not 

be on what he can acquire but more likely on what he can carry and use. 

Likewise. the availability of tools and equipment. such as power 

drills, cutting torches, and radios, should pose nO problen to a well

organized, motivated adversary. Denying or restricting the availability 

of weapons or equipment is beyond the scope of the defense syster!. 

Hence. the system should be prepared to deal "ith a "ell-armed and 1.'1::11-

equipped adversary. 

The critical attributes determining the success of a venture seem 

to be the less tangible human factors: imagination and ingenuity; 

criminal and military skills; technical knowledge; the "'illingness to 

risk capture or death; inside assistance or privileged access; a capac

ity for maintaining group discipline and secrecy; the ability to achieve 

tactical surprise; and the necessary combination of several of them. 

These attributes are not susceptible to easy quantification and displa)' 

on a chart. They are qualities that one talks about in terms of "they 

have it or they don't." Although it is more difficult to design defen

sive systems against them, it is not impossible. However, they require 

a different set of security requirements. Even if potential adversar

ies were accorded the numbers and resources seen in typical burglaries, 

robberies, sabotages, and assaults, their success or failure would 

largely depend on their possession or lack of ingenuity, technical 

I 
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skills anJ ImOldedge, and the IoIillingness to accept risl:. It would be 

extremely difficult for any single potential adversary to possess high 

capabilities in all of these human quality attributes. Whether or not 

a successful assault on a nuclear facility for the purpose of theft or 

sabotage would be sufficiently attractive to cause a band of crininals 

or political extremists to surpass all levels of previously displayed 

talents and dedication depends very much on the nature and size of pay

off they would anticipate and their aIm estimate of feasibility. This, 

however, involves the question of intention rather than capability, a 

topic that is the focus of companion Rand research in the context of 

nuclear safe£uards. 

POSSIBLE I!-IPLlCATIO~S FOR SECURITY SYSTEIS 

It is not the intention of this report to specify the performance 

requirements or the design of security systems to protect nuel ear pro

grams and installations. However, analysis of the data base does re

veal certain strengths, strategies, and preferences on the part of the 

potential adversar, that the designers of effective security systens 

should take into account, as well as certain vulnerabilities or aver

sions on the par"_ of the adversary that might be exploited. 

Armed robberies, terrorist assaults, 'and commando raids all ShOl,' 

that \1l; :'-;'"·Cl:, ~:leP: ass.2.,Z: 0): defended . .raC!-:'2:ties is Z-::;:;Z:; t:: ! ~ 

a'}:~i,:':. In all cases, the perpetrators "anted to gain entry before 

confronting the defensive force. In most of these three types of an

cidents, there IoIas no shoot out "ith guards; more important, in those 

in "hich shots ,,'er.e exchanged, few "ere fired by the adversary attempt

ing to fight his way in. When shooting did occur, it "as often a di

versionary tactic. It can therefore be assumed that by the time "eapons 

are displayed b)' the adversary, his operation :l,s likely to be "ell under 

"a),; i.e., insiders may hav~ already done their part, alarms disabled, 

and the facility's defenses violated. Professional criminals and sabo

teurs are interested in avoiding armed combat altogether; even "ell

armed terrorists and commandos attempt to approach and penetrate a tar

get without resorting to arms. It was often observed that once the 

initial defenses were compromised, a display of superior force by the 
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intruders and a neutralization. of the initial defense response occurred. 

Again, an open, frontal assault on a facility's defenses generally seems 

to be an unlikely mode of approach and attack. An effective security 

system must therefore be alert to and guard against the nonviolent ways 

in which the system might be defeated. 

In view of the fact that the mobilization of manpower up to a 

certain limit and the procurement of arms seem to pose little or no 

problem to the adversary, it appears that the defensive system should 

focus on exploiting the "human capabilities" (e.g., dedication and 

in,enuity) of the adversary. An adversary would have great difficuln' 

dssemblino people who are technically knowledgeable, experienced in 

suth skills as the operation of weapons, the use of explosives, the 

circumvention of alarms, the penetration of barriers, and dedicated to 

the point of risking their lives. A security system that compels a 

potential adversary to possess all of these critical human capabilities 

will deter or thwart a large portion of the actions that might be di

rected against nuclear programs. 

In general, it appears fror.! our data that phys-LoaZ l-c:J'l'~el'<' were 

sufficient in terms of delaying or hindering the adversary but not suf

ficient by themselves to defeat him. Thick walls of concrete and steel 

were breached if the operation went undetected. Penetration was more 

rapidly effected with the use of high explosives if the operation did 

not need to be covert, or quickly and quietly with the use of inside 

confederates. Incidents in the data base confirm that bal'riers, by 

themselves, do not appear to provide adequate security. They requf~e 

special attention or monitoring if they are to be effective. 

On the basis of our analysis, the prospect of phys{.o::;Z danae¥' did 

appear to have some deterrent value, especially if confronted while 

entering a facility. This was cert~inly true for professional crim

inals and even for some terrorists IJho seem to prefer undefended tar

gets. Potential adversaries should be made aware that attempts to 

penetrate the sensitive areas of nuclear facilities will require them 

to risk their lives. Even then, there still may be small numbers of 

adversaries willing to go against armed defenses if the perceived re

vards are high enough. 
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Terrorists have rarely assaulted facilities when a higb probability 

existed that they might be defeated C'f"l'~ they gained entry. But they 

were willing to assum" great risks a:";e)' the~' had gained entry and bar

ricaded themselves (often with hostages). This suggests that e:='~ru'i 

terr~T'i.et~. A security system that would permit an adversary to carry 

out such barricade or barricade-and-hostage tactics Iwuld enable him 

to achieve his objectives by providing him with a highly visible public 

platforr., from which to publicize his political objectives and aims, 

To deter nuclear terrorists, it is essential that the defenses be 

structured to defeat a possible attack /:'e!,:;r~ the terrorists gain entry, 

rather than by trying to contain it after it is discovered. 

Professional criminals have frequently tried anc have often been 

able to recruit a person working inside the facility to provide, then 

Saboteurs often have internal assistance and information. Hence, the 

security system, indeed the: entir" facility, should take precautions 

to guard against the potential comproruise of the installation by any 

single employee or member of the security force. Some measures have 

already heen instituted, including rigid employee clearance procedures. 

The effectiveness of security clearances should be re-examined in this 

context. Because internal sabotage or assistance to a terrorist group 

poses a serious threat to the security systems of nuclear facilities, 

internal security measures regarding employees should be regularly 

evaluated and, if necessary, upgraded. 

Because, in many instances, dec:"ption ani dilJer2~~). have been used 

successfully by adversaries--both criminal elements and political ex

tremists--considerable emphasis should be placed on how to deal wi th 

these two common ploys in designing security systems and in formulating 

appropriate security and training procedures to defeat them. 

Finally, tht creation of uHcertair.ty by the defender ...,ould appear 

to cause potential adversaries the greatest difficulties in planning 

and executing their acts. Uncertainty as a protective device could be 

enhanced by a security system designed to exploit it-e.g., by a secur

ity system having an armed and trained guard force whose immediate 
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strengths and routines could never be confidently predicted; or having 

m';ltiple-l"yers of defenses whose nature was shrouded in secrecy, per

haps reinforced by deliberate disinformation, or even decoy targets. 

In conjunction with strong, monitored physical barriers and a we11-

trained and well-equipped guard force, the use of uncertainty in plan

ning a defense system would make it extremely difficult for a potential 

adversary to know what levels of attributes he would need. Faced with 

this uncertainty, he "'ould be forced to assemble and effectivel), et:lplo), 

all the capabilities of the high-level composite--and he would still 

be uncertain of his probability of success, eVen based on a generous 

definition of what constitutes success. These requirem~nts, then, 

should serve to defeat an adversary before he even poses a physical 

threat to the installations. 

DYXAHlC NATURE OF THE THREAT 

This analYSis is based on prevailing political, economic, and so

cial 'conditions in the United States and, of course, is subject to change 

if these conditions change. The United States is currently in a period 

of relative domestic tranquility, marked by occasional incidents of 

low-level terrorist violence that could conceivably become somewhat 

more serious in the future. With few exceptions thus far, foreign ter

rorist groups have not carried out operations in the United States. 

Domestic political extremist groups have not conducted extensive, vio

lent activities against ~.S. nuclear programs. Task force crimes do 

occur regularly in the United States, but there is no evidence indi

cating that professional criminals are attracted tc; 11uclear materials 

or terrorism. 

However, in the recent history of nuclear incidents, a faint esca

latory tr",nd may be disce.ned. Hore incidents appear to have occutred 

recently, although possibly this may simply be due to better reporting 

in the case of bomb th.eats and lOW-level incidents. It also may be 

due to the fact that there are now more nuclear facilities. Still, 

especially in light of the series of nuclear incidents in Europe 
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(1975-1977), these incidents do appear to be both increasing and more 
,\ 

serious than anything previously reported. 

New political or econo~ic conditions could alter the potential 

threat. For example, domestic political disorder might be accompanied 

by a proliferation of potential adversarial groups. Renewed A~erican 

involvement in wars abroad might increase domestic dissent and the 

probability of sabotage against nuclear weapons assembly and storage 

sites. Even assuming no change in the current domestic political cli

mate, it is possible that some individual or some group of criminals 

or political extremists could successfully carry out an action against 

nuclear targets here or~abroad inspiring others, perhaps setting off a 

series of nuclear incidents similar to the airline hijackings that sud

denly proliferated in the late 1960s. Moreover, nuclear plants are 

very newsworthy and, as such, fulfill the general high-visibility cri

te'rion important to many terrorist groups. It is not, therefore, far

fetched to aSsume that they could be potential targets for terrorist 

activities and thus warrant careful protection. Yet, one should be 

cautious not to extrapolate from this observation and predict outright 

that nuclear facilities will be a terrorist target. 

Lastly, the threat must be regarded as dynamic because >Ie can ex

pect that potential adversaries will continue to improve their techni

cal skills, learn how to penetrate, overcome, or circumvent increasingly 

complex security systems, and acquire new weapons capabilities (for 

example, man-portable, precision-guided munitions) that may be useful 

for sabotage or theft operations. Similar improvements can be predicted 

in the defensive systems. 

All the above factors suggest a continuing requirement for mon

itoring and reassessing the potential threat as it changes over time. 

*Nigel Hawkes, "The Antinuclear Movement Takes Hold," Scie~lce, 
Vol. 197, No. 4309, September 16, 1977, pp. 1167-1169, discusses the 
increasing violence in the European antinuclear movement. 

L-______________ ~. ___ ~ ___ . _______________________ _ 
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Appendix A 

THRL~1 CHARACTERIST!CS OVTLINE 

1. 1iliQ 

A. Political extremists 

B. Disgruntled employees 

C. Criminal elements 

D. Lunatics 

E. Antinuclear extremists 

F. Disgruntled publit (anti-utility) 

G. Foreign agents (not included ·in our incidents) 

ll. Nercenary 

2. ~10TIVES 

A. Econooic gain 

1. Theft for sale or use 

2. Extortion (includes economic pressure) 

B. Anger (revenge) 

C. Political concessions (including publicity) 

D. Damage (symbolic) destruction 

1. Nuclear per se 

2. Nuclear incidental 

E. Other (e.g., irrational, insane, prankster) 

3. ADVERSARY ATTRIBUTES 

A. Number of attackers 

1. One 

2. Two to five 

3. Six or more 

4. Unknown 

. B. Armament 

1. None 

2. Commercial firearms 

3. Auto weapons, grenades, explosives 
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4. Crev-served wC!apons 

5. Armor, missiles 

6. Clubs, etc. 

7. Unknol.'Tl 

C'. Knowledg~ 

1. Publicly available 

2. Criminal casing 

3. Casual intelligence 

4. Complete 

5. UnknQl,"l1 

D. Operational training 

l. Non. 

2. ~1i1itary 

3. Criminal 

4. Special military 

5. Unknol."l1 

Eo Equipment 

1. Hand and portable power tools 

2. Spe~ial tools and explosives 

3. Heavy equipment 

4. Unknol."l1 

F. Transportation 

1. Cars and cOmQercial trucks 

2. Special vehicles 

3. Aircraft 

4. Unknol.'Tl 

G. Dedication 

1. Sustained labor/discomfort 

2. Injury/severe pain 

3. Suicidal 

4. Unknol.'Tl 

H. Technical training 

1. None 

2. Practical 

3. Technical 
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4. Sp<:cialized 

5. Unknol,'Tl 

1. Planning 

1. None or little 

2. Planning without rehearsal 

3. Planning with rehearsal 

4. UnknOl,.,.. 

4. TACTICAL OBJECTIVES 

A. Within system 

1. Steal materia~ 

2. Seize and hold facility/hostages 

3. Disable/disrupt facility/operations 

4. Hija.;king 

B. Outside syster., 

1. Seize hostages--kidnapping 

2. Hoaxes/disinforrnation 

3. Inflict casualties 

5. MODES OF ACTIO~ 

A. Intelligence 

1. Public sources 

2. Inside knowledge 

a. lIilling 

b. Unwilling 

3. Reconnaissance 

4. UnknOlffi 

B. Access to Facility 

1. Armed assault 

2. Barrier penetration 

3. Deception 

4. Inside assistance 

5. Disable alarm 

6. Legitimate access 

7. Barrier bypass, e.g., lock pick, window entry 
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C. Access to target 

1. Armed assault 

2. Barrier penetration 

3. Deception 

4. Inside assistance 

5. Disable alarm 

6. Legitimate access 

7. Barrier bypass, e.g., lock pick, windOl, entry 

D. Removal of material 

O. None or not applicable 

1. Diversion 

2. Theft 

3. Bookkeeping manipulation 

E. Occupation and holding of target 

O. None or not applicable 

1. Hostages 

2. 'Gunpoint 

3. Barricade without hostages 

F. Creation of damage 

O. Nnne or not applicable 

1. Cause physical damage 

2. Hisuse control mechanism 

G. Neutralize people 

O. None or not applicable 

1. Yes 

H. Egress 

1. Armed retreat 

2. Outrun system 

3. Stealth 

4. Bargain 

5. Deception 

I. Publicize 

O. No 

1. Yes 

or response' 
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6. CO)\SEQt'E~:CES 

A. Success 

B. Portial success 

C. Failur~ 

7. C&\RACTERISTICS OF THE OPERATION 

A. Casualties (dead and/or wounded) 

O. No casualties 

1. 1-10 
0 
~. 11-20 

3. 21-30 

4. Over 30 

B. Demands 

O. None 

1. Release of prisoners 

2. Safe conduct 

3. Release of publicity 

4. Other poli tical 

S. Honey 

C. Outcome 

1. Prisoners released 

2. Safe conduct granted 

3. Other· political granted 

4. Surrender or capture of terrorists 

5. Assault by security forces 

6. Terrorists escape (not via hijacKed aircraft) 

r. Dura tion 

1. !!inutes 

2. 1-24 hours 

3. 1-3 days 

4. More than 3 days 

E. Time of Attack 

1. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

2. After 5:00 p.m., before 10:00 p.m. 

3. After 10:00 p.m., before 8:00 a.m. 
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Appendix B 

GLOSSARY 

In this report, we have employed some terms the reader may not be 

familiar Idth, or w~ have used them to convey some very specific mean

ings. The follOldng glossary has been compiled to facilitate the 

reader's understanding of certain words as they are used here. 

"a,,£se: Nethods or means employed by an adversary to enter a facility 

or to reach a target within a facility. Methods of access considered 

in th" study include armed assault, legitimate access, barrier bypass 

or penetration, deception, inside assistance, and disabling of alarms. 

Multiple methods of access may be employed during a single incident. 

"a;{;'y.: An illegal or violent action involving nuclear material or a 

nuclear installation, or an analogous type of action against some 

other type of target. Nuclear actions are of primary interest in 

the study, whereas analo!; actions are studied as a way of understand

ing the possible characteristics of future nuclear actions. 

A.i;)(11'8<21'"': A person or group of persons responsible for actions against 

nuclear facilities or involving nuclear material. 

Ains: The longer-term or broader interests and objectives of the adver

sary, such as world revolution, elimination of nuclear weapons or nu

clear power plants, or adherence to the word of God as he understands 

them from the voices in his head. The term is used in contrast to 

shorter-term tactical objectives associated with particular actions, 

such as gaining publicity for a cause or destroying a particular in

stallation. 

AnaZog aation: A criminal or political act chosen for study because of 

its relevance to potential future nuclear actions. 

Al'med assauZt: A method of access involving the use of armed forces 

~o, subdue or overcome defenders. The term is taken to include cases 

in which weapons are employed only to threaten and subdue, but are 

not actually fired. This type of assault is frequently used in armed 

robberies, for example, and in Gome terrorist seizures of facilities, 

such as embassies. 

'I: 

" \ 
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Attrib .. t~e: The physical characteristics, planning skills, and opera-

tional capabilities a potential adversary might possess. 

Barrier by-p:les: Circumvention or "end-running" of a physical protec

tive barrier without actually engaging and defeating the barrier. 

Examples would be entry through an unsecured skylight or gate, or 

by climbing over the top of a fence or wall. The term is used in 

contrast to barrier penetration. 

BJ.I'r>~iU· F,~,.,,~r:l:iQ>l: The defeat of a physical barrier by penetration 

of that barrier. Examples include tunneling, blowing open a safe 

or vault, cutting a fence, or breaking down a door. This term is 

used in contrast to barrIer by-pass, in which the barrier is not di

rectly engaged. 

Ca,,::tiZ:ti!: A quality nat solely definable in terms of an adversary's 

equipm~nt, numbers, or ather material resources, or solely in terms 

of human capabilities (such as tecimiaaZ skills, dedication, or in

telligence). It is a combination or sum of all of these. 

De:iic::ti. '.: The intensity with which an adversary goes about hi& job 

and th~ risk and sacrifice he is willing to accept in its performance. 

Egrese: Getting out of a facility that has be~\l penetrated and/or away 

from the immediate vicinity of the action. Methods of egress iden

tified in the study include armed retreat, outrunning the response, 

stealth, deception, and bargaining. As with methods of access, one 

or more types of egress may be employed in cot:lbinacion in a single 

action. 

Facilit~: A building or installation housing the target of interezt 

to an adversary. In the burglary of a bank vault, for example, the 

bank itself is the facility and the vault within the bank is the 

target. In some cases, there is a clear distinction between facility 

and target, and access to one is no guarantee of access to the other. 

In other cases, the two may be essentially synonymous, at least from 

the point of view of access. This is true, for example, when the 

cbjective of the accion is to seize and hold a facility, such as an 

embassy. 

Hostage: Someone held by the adversary against his viII, usually as a 

bargaining chip of 80me kind. Hostages are often taken in seizures 

27-428 0 - 78 - 41 
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of a facilit), to deter a counterassault action by the facility's 

eecurity system to retake the facility and to aid in bargaining for 

safe release. Hostages may also be kidnapped and held in unknown 

locations, sometimes as a means of coercing insider assistance. 

Inside ass:stanc.: Persons who assist the assailants with information, 

force, or in other ways. Any attack by stealth or force, designed 

to accomplish any of a range of adversary aims, may involve inside 

help. These inside helpers may be voluntary accomplices who have 

infiltrated the installation ab initio for the purpose of the crime, 

or they may be employees who were subsequently recruited. Assailants 

may also obtain inside assistance by coercion, either directly, per

haps by means of threats against the individual himself, or indir

ectly, as by holding a family member. 

Inside job: The inside jol: is distinguished from inside he;;; in that 

it is planned and carried out primarily by insiders. 

Intmlt: Purpose of the adversary activity. It encompasses both the 

immediate tactical objectives, such as theft of special nuclear ma

terials or destruction of a facility, and the ai~B, such as obtaining 

publicity or money, mobil~zing public opinion against the nuclear 

industry, discrediting the government, or attaining other goals. 

Motivation: Differs from intent in that it describes the psychological 

mainsprings of the adversary activity. This may take the form of 

frustration, anger, a search for grandiosity, or political or anti

nuclear beliefs, or a number of other psychological factors. It is 

used to describe intrapsychic phenomena. 

NucZeaP actioll: An illegal generally violent action involving nuclear 

weapons or a nuclear installation. 

Objeotives: The specific tactical purpose pf an action designed to 

serve the longer-range aims of the adversary. For example, the de

struction of a nuclear power installation would be an objective; the 

sic would be to discredit the nuclear program or possibly to force 

political change. 

Professional criminal: A person who makes his living primarily through 

criminal activity. In the .process. he may have "professionalized" 

certain skills needed to carry out his crimes. He mayor may not be 

a member of organized crime. 

t 

I 
Ii 
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Sy"i:,c,Uc att~.:.';:: Deliberate acts of destruction or violence, often 

bombing, calculated to express a grievance or to present a political 

statement. The target is perceived by the adversary as having sym

bolic significance; the damage to the target may be secondary or even 

irrelevant to the advetsary's aims. 

Taroget: The thing the adversary is after--money or valuable material 

in a robbery or burglary; the object he wants to destroy in a bombing 

or other destructive act; a ~eapon; etc. For some types of actions, 

the target and the facility involved may be the same, and no distinc

tion between the two is necessary. This is true, for example, when 

seizure of a facility is the objective of the action. For other 

types of actions, such as burglary, the distinction between the tar

get and the facility that contains it is a natural and useful one. 
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Appendix C 

ADVERSAR\' ATTRI Bl'TES 

o Nuc\ber of people independent of other factors 

EQl'IPHE:(T 

o Hand tools 

o Power tools 

o Explosives 

o Heavy equipr.tent 

o Spedalized 

~ 
0 Small arms 

0 Explosives 

0 Autor.tatic weapons 

0 Tanks 

TRANSPORT 

o Foot 

o Car or truck 

o Aircraft 

o Special 

KNOIn.EDGE 

o Casual 

o Public research 

o Criminal 

o Intelligence and insider 

,0 Casual 

l' Dtscomfort 
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o Injury 

o Loss of lif~ 

TRAU!Il\G 

o Planning level 

o DEgree of training 

o Tactics 



1. 5/4/69 

2. 9/11/70 
3. 9/70 

4. 10/27 i70 
5. 11/10/70 
6. 2/16/71 

7. 6/~3/71 
8. 6/17/71 
9. 9ilO/71 

10. 10/18/71 
11. 1/20/72 
12. J/13/72 
13. 4/72 
II.. 4/72 
15. 4/28/72 
16. 5/5/72 
17. 5/11/72 
18. 5112172 
19. 5/12/72 
20. 5/72 
21. 6/2/72 
n. 6/30/72 
23. 7/4/72 

24. 8/1/72 

25. 8/72 

26. 8/1/72 
27. 8/10/72 
28. 8/10/72 
29. 8/11/72 
30. 8/14/72 
31. 8/15/72 
32. 9/25/72 

33. 10/6/72 

34. 10/20/72 

35. 10/31/72 
36. 12/72 
37. 12/29/72 
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THREATS OF VIOI.Et.;CE AIID ACTG OJ' VIOLENCE 
'to LICENSEO NUCLCAR FACILITIES 

(1969 - 1975) 
Facility 

Illinois Institute of Te~hnology 

Kansas Stat~ University 
Wisconsin Hichigan Power Co. 
(Point Beach) 
COIl'Jnon\'lealth Edison Co. (Dresden) 
Idaho State University 
Yank~e Atomic El~ctric Co. 
(Yankee -Rowe) 
Purdup. Unive~sity 
Duke POl~er Co. (Oconee) 
VEPCO (Surry) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
VEPCO (Surry) 
General Electric Co., San Jose, CA 
Florida Power Co. (Crystai River) 
Duquesne Light Co. (Beaver Valley) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
VEPCO (North Aona) 
'IF-Pr,o (Nort.h Ann~) 
Duquesne Light Co. (Beaver \lalley) 
Florida Power Co. (Crystal River) 
Io"a State University 
Babcock & IHlco){ Co. (VA) 
Colorado Public Servic~ Co. 
(Fort St. Vrain) 
Gulf-United Nucl~ar Fuels Corp, 
Elmsford, NY 
Southern California Edison Co. 
(San Ono fre) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
VEPCO (North Anna) 
Netropol.i.tan Edison Co. (Three Mil~ 
Is lnnd) 
Nebraska Public Po"er District 
(Cooper Station) 
Southern California Edison Co. 
(San ana fre)' 
General Atomic Co., San Diego, CA 
Atomics International 
Consumers Power Co. (Palisades) 

Incident 

Pipe bomb found near 
reactor building 

Bomb th~eat 

Dynamite found 

Bomb threa t 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 

Bornb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threa t 
Bomb threat 
Bomh threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threa t 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
'P.nfTih thrr.o~ r 

Bomb thren t 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
30mb thre.1 t 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 

Bomb threa t 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threa t 
Bomb threat 



38. 

39. 

I~O. 

41. 

42. 
43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 

2/5/73 

3/15/73 

3/23/73 

5/'3/73 

5/B/73 
6/19/73 

l1/~/7J 

11/16/73 

1/6/74 
1/17/74 
1/22/74 
3/11/74 
3/13/74 

I.,'.!:'::', 

52. 5/3/74 
53. 5/17/74 
54. 5/29/74 

55. 5/30/74 

56. 7/15/74 
57. 7/24/74 

58. 8/11/74 
59. B/16/74 
60. 8/26/74 

61. 
62. 
63. 

64. 
65. 

66. 

67. 
68. 
69. 

9/4/74 
9/7 /74 
11/1/74 

11/4/74 
2/20/75 

2/23/75 

2/25/75 
3/8/75 
3/14/75 

10. 4/1/75 
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Faci lity 

Gulf-United Nuclear Fuels Corp. 
Elmsford, NY 
Duke Power Co. (Oconee) 

lletropolitan Edison Co. (Three Hile 
Island) 
Babcock & Wilcox Co., 
LynchburG, VA 
Babcock & Wilcox Co. 
Southern California Edison Co. 
(San Onofre) 
Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile 
Island) 
Florida Power & Light Co. (Turkey 
Point) 
Florida POI,er Corp. (Crys~n1 River) 
Rochest~r Gas & Electric C·orp. (Ginna) 
Florida POHer Corp. (Crystal River) 
}faine Yankee Atomic Power Co. 
Pacitic Gas & Electric Co. (Diablo 
Canyon) 
~c=~~~;~~~:: ~!c::=i= C=:p., 
Columbia, SC 

Bomb threat 

Break-in at fuel 
storage buildin~ 
(tlo material taken) 

Bom,b threat 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 

Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point) Bomb threat 
Consolidated Ed ison Co. (Ind ian Point 1) Bomb threat 
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. (Calvert Bomb threat 
cli ffs 1) 
Connecticut Yan~ee Atomic Power Co. 
(Haddam Neck) -- , . 
Alabama Power Co, (Fnrley)' 
Southern California Edison Co. 
(San Ono fre) 
Commom'calth Edison Co. (Zion) 
Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point) 
Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim) 

U. S. Nuclear Corp., Oak Ridse, TN 
Carolina Power & Light Co. (Brunswick) 
Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Co. 
(Haddam Neck) 
Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim) 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (Diablo 
Canyon) 
Nuclear Fuel Services, Erwin, TN 

A1'abama Power Co. (Farley) 
Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion) 
Hal1inckrodt Chemical l~orks, 
St. LOUis, NO 
Philadolphia Electric Co. (Peach 
Jlclttonl) 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 
:Comb threat 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Incendiary device 

detonated in publlc 
area 

Attempted fence breach 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 
Ifomb threat 

Fence breach 
(No theft) 

Bomb threat 
110mb threa t 
Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 



71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 
79. 

80. 
81. 

4/4/75 

4/10/75 

4/14/75 

4/16/75 

5/6/75 

5/13/75 

5i27/75 

6/10/75 
7/2/75 

7/4/75 
7/14175 
'" I".,. ''''~ 'I ... ..,".., 

83. 8/21/75 

84. 8/22/75 

85. 9/1/75 
8Q. 9/23/75 
87. 9/25/75 

88. 9/26/75 
89. 10/14/75. 

90. 10/17/75 
91. 11/3/75 
92. 1l/l,/75 
93. 11/8/75 
94. 12/2/75 
95. 12/8/75 

96. 12/11/75 

97. 1.2/23/75 
,98. 12/23/75 
99. 12/31/75 
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Facility 

Wisconsin Hichigdn Power Co. 
(Point Beach) 

Northeast Nuclear Energy Co. 
(Hi ll~tone) 
Baltimore Gas'& Electric Co, (Calvert 
Cliffs) 
Consolidated Edison Co. (Unspecified 
plant) 
Jer$ey Central Power & Light Co. 
(Forked River) 
Northeast Nuclear Energy Co. 
(Hillstone 3) 
Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion) 

Georgia Power Co. (Hatch) 
Kerr-tkGee Nuclear Corp" 
Oklahoma City, OK 

General Electric Co., (Vallecitos) 
Carolina Po\~er & Light Co. (BrunsHick) 

COllsolidated Edison Co. (Unspecified 
plant) 
North~ast Nuclear Energy Co. 
(Nillstone 1) 
Commom~ealth Edison Co. (z't'on) 
Carolina Power & Light Co. (Brunswick) 
Nassachusetts Institute ,of Te·ch. 

Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point) 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Columbia, SC 
Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim) 
General Atomics, Inc., San Diego, CA 
General Atomics, Inc., San Diego, CA 
Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim) 
Consumers PO\~er Co. (Palisades) 
Arkansas Power & Light. Co. 
(Arkansas Nuclear One) 
Allied-General Nuclear Services 
(Barm~ell) 
Duke Power Co. (Oconee) 
Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham) 
Jersey Central Power & Light Co. 
(Oyster Creek) 

Incident 

Telephone line cut 
by rifle or pistol 
fire 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 

Two shots apparently 
fired at security 
guard 

Bomb threat 
Attempted forced 

entry 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threat ... . ." ~ 
"'V~".t.U ... ~ u..I,.,,,,u 

equipment storage 
barn 

Bomb threat 

Bomb tll'reat 

Ifomh threat 
Bomb threat 
Attempted forced 

entry 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb thr~at 

Bomb threat 

Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 
Bomb threat 



Date 

1. 01/19/76 

2. 01/22/76 

3. 01/23/76 

q. 01/27176 

5. 01/30/76 

6. 02/03/76 

7. 02/04/76 

8. 02/26/76 

9. 03/05/76 

10. 03/05/75 

11. 03/08/76 

12. 03109/76 

THRElITS OF VIOLENCE lIrm lICTS OF VIOLENCE 
TO LICErISED NUCLEAR FACILITIES 

(1976 - December 31, 1977) 

Facil ity 

B & W Naval Nuclear Fuel 
Lynchburg, VA 

Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) 

lilT 

Three Mile Island I & 2 
Hetrollolitan Edison Co, 
Goldsboro, PA 

I-IIT 

\'Iestinghouse Nuclear Fuel Faci! ity 
Columbia, SC 

SusCju()\1annu Un its I & 2 
PlI Power & Ligh~ 
Bpl'wick, PA 

Diablo Canyon 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
'Oi ab 10 Canyon __ CA 

I3I'unS\'li ck I & 2 
Cill'ol inn PO~ler & Light Co. 
Southport. NC 

Susquehanna Units I & 2 
Pennsyl vania Power & Li ght Co. 
Berl~i ck. PA 

Susquehanna Units I & 2 
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. 
8el'\~i ck. I'll 

Turkey Point 
Florida Power & Light Co. 
Florida City, FL 

Incident 

Bomb Thl'ea t 

80mb Threa t' 

80mb Thl'ea t 

Intrusion 

Bomb Thl'ea t 

Bomb Threat 

130mb Threat 

Intrusion 

!lomb Threat 

Bomb TllI'ea t 

80mb Til ,'ea t 

80mb Till-ea t 



13. 03/15/76 

14. 03/16/76 

15. 03/25/76 

16. 03/25/76 

17. 04/06/76 

18. 04/22/76 

19. 04/23/76 

20. 04/23/76 

21. 04/26/76 

22. 05/04/7J 

23. 05/0&/76 

24. 05/07/76 
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Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 
TVA 
Da i sey, TN 

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 
TVA 
Daisey, Trl 

PUI"due Un i vers ity 
West Lafayett, IN 

Diablo Canyon Unit 1 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
Diablo Canyon, CA 

Millstone Units 1 & 2 
Mortheast Nuclear Energy Co. 
Ha lerfol'd, CN 

St. Lucie Unit 1 
Florida Power & Light Co. 
Hutchinson Island, FL 

TUI"key Point Units 3 &' 4 
Florida Power & Light Co~ 
Florida City, FL 

Grand Gulf 
r'iississippi Power & Light- . 
Port Gibson, ~iS 

GI"iH1d Gu If 
r'iississippi Power & Light 
POI·t Gi bson, ~iS 

North Anna Units 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Virginia Electric & Power Co. 
foIineral, VA 

Diablo Canyon Units 1 & 2 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
Diablo Canyon, CA 

lIorth Anna Units 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Virginia Electric Power Co. 
r1ineral, VA 

Bomb Till'ea t 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threa t' 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Thl'ea t 

Intrusion Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Th I"ca t 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Thl'ea t 

Bomb Threat 



25. 05/12/76 

26. 05/31/76 

2i. 06{02{76 . 

2ll. 06/03/76 

29. 06/03/76 

30. 06{07/76 

1]. 06/23/76 

32. 06/23/76 

33. 07/01/76 

34. 07/03/76 

15. 07/14176 

36. 07/16/76 

37. 07/18/76 
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Zion Units 1 & 2 
COIlUnOIl\'/cd I th Ed i son Co. 
Zion. II. 

General Electric 
Hilmington. NC 
Fabrication Plant 

Pi1gl'im Unit I 
Boston Edisoo Co. 
Plymouth. NA 

S'.Isquehanna Units I & 2 
Pennsylvania Power & Light 

·Ber~/icl:, PA 

Nuclear Power Plants 

lIuclear POI'ler Plants in 1-\11 

Dualle IIt'oo 1 d Energy Cell ter 
Iowa Electric Light & Power Co. 
Cedar Rapids, IA 

m,clear Power Plants in States of 
Oregon or Hashington 

Joseph 1·1. Farl ey IIPP 
II 1 ilbilliia Power Company 
Dothan. ilL 

Peach Bottom 
Philadelphia Electric Co. 
Peach nottom. PA 

tlOl'thel'n States POI'lel' Co. 
',Iinneapolis, NN 

rlcnvr.r Val1cy 
l1uquesne Light Co, 
Sh i Pil i ngport, PA 

Zion Uni ts I & 2, IL 
COIIUIIOll\1ealth Edison Co. 

Intl'usion Threat 

Domb Threat 

80mb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

[lomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

, BOlllb Threa t 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

[lomb Thl'ea t 

lloilib Threa l 

lIutomobile 
Intrllsion 
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38. 01/24/76 Prairie Island Units 1 C,2 Inll'usion 
r~rthern States Power Co. Attempt 
Redl·1i ng. ~1I1 

39. 07/26/76 Farley NPP Bomb Thl"ea t 
III abama POI'ler Co. 
liollston County. AL 

40. 08/03/76 Ol'esden Uni ts 1, 2, & 3 Bomb TllI'ea t 
COllllllolwlea 1 th Edison, Co, 
HOl'I'is. IL 

41. 08/12/76 Turkey Point Bomb Threat 
Florida POI'ler and Light Co. 
Florida City, FL 

42. 08/22/76 "orth Anna Units 1 & 2 Bomb Threat 
Virginia Electric /'. POI'ler Co. 
('li nera 1, VA 

43. 08/25/76 Lililerick Units 1 & 2 Bomb Threat 
Philadelphia Electric Co. 
PottstOl'in, PA 

44. 08/31/76 North Anna Power Station Bomb Threat 
Vi rginia Electric & POI'lel' Co. 
Ninel'a 1. VA . 

4" :J. 09/01/76 "orth Anna Power Station ilomb Threat 
VEPCO 
Nineral. VA 

46, 09/02/76 lIol'th Anna POl1er Sta t i on 130mb Thl'ea t 
VEPCO 
1-1; nera 1, VA 

47. 09/19/76 NOl'tll IInna Power Station Bomb TIII'('a t 
Vl:PCO 
t·l; nera 1, VA 

I\B. 10/03/76 7.ion Unit 1 Intrllsion 
':;ollllllom1ealth Edison Co. 
Zion, IL 

49. 10/06/76 tlm't.h Anf\a PQwer Station Bomb Threat 
VEPCO 

~ 
I·lineral. VA 
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flO. 10/06/76 Hl1rth Anna Power Station [lomb Tlll'Cd t 
VEI'C:O 
IIi nera 1. VA 

51. 10/06/76 North Anna Power Station Bomb Threat 
VElleO 
Hineral, VA 

52. 10/07/76 NOI'th Anna Power Sta t i on Bomb Threa t 
VEPCO 
Nineral. VA 

53. 10/13/76 HOI'th Anna Power Station . !lomb Thl'ea t 
VEPCO 
Nineral. VA 

54. 10/14/76 Ilol'tll Anna PO~ler 5 ta t i on !lomb Threat 
VEPGO 
Nineral. VA 

55. 10/15/76 North Anna PO~ler Station Bomb TllI'ea t 
V[PCO 
Hillel'al. VA 

56. 10/15/76 North Anna Power Station !lomb Threat 
VErCO 
Nineral. VA 

57. 10/15/76 NOI'th Anna POVler Station i;Qlllb TllI'cat 
V[PCO 
I'linerDl. VA 

sa. 11/03176 n('ll'th IInna Power Sta t inn Bomb Threat 
VErGO 
Nineral, VA 

59. 11/03/76 I~aterford Steam Electric Station Bomb Threat 
Unit. No, 3 
Louisiana Povlar & Light Co. 
Taft, LII 

60. 11/03/76 Ha ledord Bomb Threat I Unit No, 3 
Louisiana Power & Light Co 
Taft, LP, 

61. 12/10/76 Calvert Cliffs, Units 1 • 2 !lon:b Til rCiI t ,., lla1l:imol'(' Gas & Electric Co. 

I Lusby. 11D 
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62. 01/26/77 SC Electric & Gas Co., Bomb Threat 
V.C. Summers Nuclear Station 
Unit No. 1 
Summer, SC 

63. 02/06/77 U.S. Nuclear Corporation 
Oak Ridge, TN 

Weapons Oischarge 

64. 02/10/77 Westinghouse Electric Corp 
Columbia, SC 

Unspecified Threat 

65. 02/15/77 Arizona Public Service Corp. Bomb Threat 
Palo Verde, AZ 

66. 02/22/77 Georgia POWer Co. Weapons Discharge 
Hatch 
Baxley, Georgia 

67. 03/03/77 Connecticut Light & Power Co. Bomb Threat 
Mi 11 stone 
Waterford, CN 

6B. 03/23/77 Arkansas Power & Li ght Co. Bomb Threat 
Arkansas Nuclear One 
Russellville, AR 

69. 03/23/77 Arkansas Power & Light Co. Bomb Threat 
Arkansas Nuclear One 
Russellville, AR 

70. 03/30/77 Pacific Gas & Electric Co. Bomb Threat 
Diablo Canyon 
Diablo Canyon, CA 

71. 03/31/77 Louisiana Power and Light Co. Three Bomb Threats 
Waterford 
Taft, LA 

72. 04/01/77 Louisiana Power & Light Co. 
Waterford 

Bomb Threat 

Taft, LA 

73. 04/06/77 Salem Nuclear Generating Station Bomb Threat 
Salem, NJ 

74. 04/19/77 Public Service Co. of Colorado Intrusion 
Pt. Sairlt Vrain '. Platteville, CO 



f 

I 
I 
I 

[ 

r .. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

8l. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

04/29/77 

05/l0!77 

05/18/77 

05/19/77 

OS/24/77 

06/01/77 

07/17/77 

08/03/77 

08/15/77 

08/18/77 

09/30/77 

10/08/77 

10/10/77 
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Long Island Lighting Co. 
Shoreham 

Bomb Threat 

Brookhaven, NY 

Long Island Lighting Co. Bomb Threat 
Shoreham 
Brookhaven, NY 

National Bureau of Standards Bomb Threat 
Gaithersburg, MD 

South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. Bomb Threat 
Summer 
Broad Ri ver, SC 

Allied Chemical Co. Bomb Threat 
Metropo 1 is, IL 

Washington Public Power System Bomb Threat 
Washington Nuclear Power Project 
Richland, WA 

Consumers Power Co. of Michigan Weapon Threat 
Palisades 
South Haven, Michigan 

Consolidated Edison Co. of New York Bomb Thl'eat 
Indian Point 
Indian Point, NY 

COI1l'l10nl1ea lth Ed i son Co. Bomb Threat 
Braidwood 
Braidwood, lL 

Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. Intrusion 
Ginna 
Rochester, NY 

Mississippi Power & Light Co. \lomb Threat 
Grant! Gulf 
Port Gibson, MS 

Vermont Yanke~ Nuclear Power Corp. Intrusion 
Vermont Yankee 
Vernon, VT 

Visitors' Center at Trojan Nuclear Bomb Explosion 
Power Plant 

Prescott, Oregon 
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88. 10/29/77 Westinghouse Bomb Threat 
Columbia, SC 

89. 11/04/77 Consolidated Edison Co, of New York Bomb Threat 
Indian Point 
Indi an Poi nt, NY . 

90. 11/06/77 Peach Bottom Atomjc Power Station Bomb Threat 
Peach Bottom, PA 

91. 11/14/77 Westinghouse Bomb Threat 
Columbia, SC 

92. 11/22/77 Conso 1 i'dated Edison Co. of New York Bomb Threat 
Indian Point 
Indian Point, NY 

93. 11/25/77 Trojan Nuclear Power Plant Intrusion 
Prescott. OR 

94. 12/13/77 Quad-Cities Station Bomb Threat 
Cordova. IL 

95. 12/23/77 Commonwealth Edison Bomb Threat 
Braidwood 
Braidwood, IL 

______________________________ -.1 
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TlIllEATS OF VIOLENCE AND ACTS OF VIOLENCE 
TO UNLICENSED IIUCLEAR .'ACILITIES 

pate Pacl.Ut~ Inc1dellt 

1. 3/24/69 Lawreuce ReDearcb Lab., Berlceley, Aroop Attempt 
California 

2. 5/15/69 Lawrence Researcb Lab., Berkeley, Areop Attclmpt 
California 

3. 5/17/69 Lawrence Research Lab., Berkeley, ArGoP Attempt' 
California 

4. 5/19/69 Lawrence Research 
California 

Lab., Berkeley, AreoA A~ t cmp t 

5. 6/9/69 ~wrence Research 
Cat1forniA 

Lab., Berkeley, Araon Attempt 

6. 6/16/69 Lawrence Research Lab. , Berkeley, I.rllon Attempt 
California 

7. C./17/69 Lawrence Research Lab., 
Clllifornl",· 

Berkeley, Araop Attempt 

8. 4/22/70 United Nucle.I': Corporation, iriOlllb Thuat 
flew Haven, Conn. 

9. 6/12/70 Sandia Corp., Livermore, California Bomb Threat 
10. 6./12/70 Goodyear CorD" Portsmouth, Ohio Bomb Threat 
11. 8/6/70 Dou Chemica ~ocky Flats, Colorado B~ 'fpreat 
12. 11/4/70 Unit .. d Nuete, Corporation 4\Omb T~~'lIt 

New Haven, CG 
13. 11/13/70 Dow Chemical, Rocky Flats, Colorado Bomb Threat 
14. 12/23/70 88ttelle-North~e8t, Richland, Waab. Bomb HOlIl' 1'. 1/12/71 Lawrence Rellearch Lab., Berkdey, ~ol!lb Th~eat 

CaHfornia 
16. 1/13/71 Lawrence Reaearch Lab., Berkeley, Bomb Threat 

California 
17. 2/15/71 Goodyear Corp., Portsmouth, Ohio 1l0fllb Thl'llat 
18. 2/24171 Bendi" CorpDl'ation, Kansas City, K.o. Bomb Threat 
lP. 3/23/71 Lawrenca.. Rl!oearch Lab., !lerkel .. )'. Anon o\tt,empt 

CalifornIa 
20 •. 4/15/71 General Electric Corp., Valley FO~8e, BOlllb Threllt 

1'elllla. 
n. 4/23/71 Lawrence Resaarch Lab., 

C&lI.forn la 
Berkeley, Bomb Threat 

22. 5/12/71 DO~Qer Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif. Araoll "ttempt 
23. 6/14/7'). Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, N. K. 1I000b Threat 
24. 6/19/71 Bendlx Corp" Kanaaa City, Mo. Bomb ThnaC; 
25, 8/23/71 WeGtilighousI! Aatrclillclear. Largll, 1' •• Bomb threat 
26. 10/13/71 United Nucle~r Corporation aolllb Throat 

Nell Haven, Conn. 
27. lO/2~/71 ta~renc. Berkeley Lab., Berkeley. BoIIb Threat 

,:" ' ... ",,1.;'01& 

27-428 0 - 7B - 42 



26. 10/31/11 

29. 11/5/71 

30. 11/15111 

31. 2/5/72 
32. 4/1/72 

33. 4/13/72 

34. 5/17/72 

35. 5/30/72 

36. 8/9/72 
31. 12/7/72 

38. 3/8/73 

39. 3/29/73 

40. 4/16/73 

41. 4/22/73 

42. 5/30/73 
43. 6/25/73 

44. 9/21/73 

45. 10/16/73 
46. 10/21/13 
41. 10/28/73 

48. 12/31/73 

49. 2/20/74 
50. 4/9/74 

51. 4/11/74 

52. 4/11 /74 
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Luwr~nce Berkeley Lab., Berkeley, 
Call fornia 
National Accelerator Lab., WeBton, 
Illinois 
Loo Alamos Scientiflc Lab., LOB Alamos, 
New H~.ico 
Dow Chemical, Rocky Flats, Colorado 
Monsanto Resedrch Corp. (Mounu Lab) 
Miamisburg, Ohio 
auk Ridge Operations Office, Knoxville, 
Tennessee 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab., Berkeley, 
California 
Babcock & Wilcox Corp., Lynchburg, 
Virgil,ia 
Savannah River PlnnL, Aiken, S. C. 
Union Carl>ide Corp. ('l-12 l'ldnt) 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab., Berkeley, 
California 
G"neral Electric. Knoll. Atomic 
Puwer Lab., N iskayund, N. 'l. 
Fast Flux Test Fd.ility, Richland, 
Wa~hin!lton 
Gelleral Electric, Knolls Atomic Power 
Lab., Kesselring Site, West Hilton, 
New York 
Sandia Laboratory, Livermore, Calif. 
General Electric, Knolls Atomic 
Power Lab .. Niskoyunu, llew York 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, 
Oakland, CalifornIa 
Bendix Corp., Kansas City, Ho. 
Operutiona Office, Rocky Flats, Colo. 
General Electric, Nuclear Energy Div., 
San Jose, California 
General Electric Corp., Kesselring 
Site, West Milton, New York 
Sandia Lab., All>uquerque, New HedcD 
General Electric, Knolls Atomlc 
Power Lub., Niskayuna, New York 
Lawrence Live[LDUr~ Lab., L1verlDore. 
California 
Oak Ridge Operations Office (K-25 
Area), Oak Ridge. Tennesaee 
(0"'90 .State 1.1t\!.\'t:t's .... ty. Ames, 10W8 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 
Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 
Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat (2) 

Bomb Threat 

Fire 

Bomb Threat 
Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 
Bomb Threat 
Bomb Threat 

80mb Threat 

Bomb Threat 
Bomb ·th r ell t 

Bomb Threat 

Anonymous L.t·t ter 
110mb Threat 
AnonYUlou8 ~et,:er 

80mb Thr.· .. t 
"';nl1\" *,:nr •. a'. 



57. 

59. 
59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 
66. 

67. 

68. 
69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 
: 74. 

75. 

76. 

4/30/74 

5/21/14 

8/7/74 

2/15/75 
4/4/75 

5/16/75 

6/9/75 

6/\3/75 

7/ll/75 

8/1/7 5 

8/5175 
6/6/7 5 

8/9/75 

9/1/7 5 
9/20/75 

10/1/75 

10/3/75 

10/18/15 

10/24/75 
11/2~J7S 

12/5/75 

12/15/75 
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Dabr.uck & Wilcox Corp., Ht. Vernon, 
Ind!ana 
Atomics International, Canoga Park, 
CalLfornia 
lIa.hillgeon Public Po"er System (#2 
Site), Hanford, \Iashington 
Sandia Corporation, Livermore, Calif. 
Do" Cheruical Corp., Rocky Flats, 
Colorado 
Cencral Electrlc Corp. (Kesselring 
Site). \lest Milton, New Vork 
Lawrellce B"rkeley Lab., Berkeley, 
CalLfornia 
General Electric Corp., Nuclear 
Energy Division, San Jose, Callf. 
Lawrence Livermore Lab., Livermore, 
CalLfornia 
Laurence Livermore Lab., Llvermore, 
CaUfornia 
ALreaearch Corp., Torran~e, Calif. 
Union Carbide Corp. (V-12 Plant) 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
Allied Chemical Corp., Idaho Lab. 

Fermi Nationa) Lab .• Batavia, tll. 
General Eleclric Corp., San Jose, 
CaUfornia 
General Electric Corp., San Jose, 
California 
General Electric Corp., San Jos., 
Callfornia 
HonsBoto Research Corp. (Hound Lab) 
Mtamisburg, Oh io 
Westioghouse Corp., Bettia Lab, 
General Electric Corp., San Joae, 
Califarnia 
General Electric Corp., San Joae, 
CAlifornia 
HonuilIlto Reaearcl. (Hound Lab), 
Kta .. Laburs, Ohio 

BOlllb Threat 

BOlllb Threat 

Borub Threat 
Bo!llb Threat 

BOlllb Threat 

Bomb Threllt 

Bo!llb Tllreat 

Bo!llb Threats (2.) 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 
Bomb Threat' 

Bomb Conversation 
Report 
Bom!> Threat 
Bomb Threats (3) 

110mb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 

Bomb Threat 
llo!llb 'thraat 

Bomb 'thre'at 

110mb Thnat 



77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90, 

91. 

1/~/7b 

3/18/71> 

3/2~ /76 

7/2/76 

7/2/76 

1/27/71 

2/23/71 

3/30/77 

4/28/77 

~/2H/77 

7/8/77 

7/28/77 

8/31/77 

9/13/77 

11/8/77 
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Fast !'lux Tust Facility, 
Richland, Washington 
General ~leclric, Knolls Atomic 
Power Lab, Windsor, Conn~cticut 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
Herkeley, California 
ROLkwell Interna~ional, 
Rocky Flats, Colorado 
Sandta Laboratory, 
Albuquerque, New Mexir.o 
Rockwull International 
Rucky Hats, Colorado 
UnJun Carbide 
Ouk Ridge, Tennessee 

f'eRHl l.uboratory 

Los AIIIIIIOS Scientific 
Laborutory, Los Alamos, 
New Mexico 
Rocky Flats eRDA Facility 
near Boulder, Colorado 

Rocky Flats BIllA Facility 
near Boulder, Colorado 

General Electric, 
San Jose, CA 

Teledyne Wah Chang Plant, 
Albany, Oreion, subcontra~tor 
to B&W, I.ynchburg, VA 

Teledyne Wah Chang Plant, 
Albany,. Ureaon, subcontractor 
to i.l&W, Lynchburg, VA 

General Electeic, 
San JOSE:.a,'uA 

Written Bomb Threst 

Telephonic Bomb Threat 

Telephonic Bomb Threat 

Telephonic Bomb Threat 

Telephonic Bop.b Threa t 

Telephonic bomb threat 
that did not materialize 
Possible pipe bomb 
outside of confines of 
facility 
Anonymous telephonic bomb 
threat that did not matur' 
Anonymous telephonic bon.b 
threat that dtd not wateri 

Anonymous telephonic bomn 
message received by Distrt,· 
Attorney, Boulder, ColoraJ, 
that did Qot water1ali~e 
Anonymous telephonic bomb 
~hreat that did not lUatel:,' 

An~nymous 'telephonic bomb 
thFeat. ~h!'t !lid_lUlt materia:' 

Anonymous telephonic bomb 
th.eat that did not materia; 

Anonymous telephonic ~om9 
threat that did not III.lItUia: 

Anonymous telephonic. bo",~ 
threat that dic.l llt" .tI.?:. 



-------~-------------------"~--~------------------~------------

TOTAL of DO~~STIC TERRORIST ACTS from JANUARY 1, 1977 to DATE Dec. 31, 1977 

~ Jan Feb Har Apr May Jun Ju1 Aug Set> Oct Nov Dec TOTl'.L 
I 

Bombing 3 6 6 4 3 2 1 7 9 10 2 '1 54 

Attempted 

~ 
Bombing 1 2 3 1 2 1 10 

Firebombing 4 7 8 3 1 3 1 1 29 . 

J Attempted 
. Firebombing' 1 1 2 

j Hostage 1 1 

, Shooting 1 1 2 

-
Arson 1 1 2 , 

~ Bank Robbery 1 1 2 

, 
Recovery 1 1 2 , 

i 

j Hoax 1 1 2 

l 
i TOTAL 8 15 17 8 5 4 5 15 10 13 4 1 106 
! -



~ TYPE TARGET LOCALE GROUP 

1/4/77 Bank Robbery U.S. National Bank Portland. OR George Jackson 
of Oregon Brigade 

1/19/77 I.etter/Firebomb Gov. Carlos R. Barcelo Puecto Rico call 

1/19/77 Letter/Firebomb *Pres. Ford NYC, NY CRIA 

1/19/71 Letter/Firebomb *Pres. Carter NYC, NY CRIA 

1/19/77 Letter/Firebomb *FBI: NY Office NYC, NY CRIA 

1/19/77 Bombing Pacific Gas and Electric Sausalito, CA NWLF.2 
Company 

1/22/77 Bombing Pacific Gas and Electric Olema, CA l'lWLF 
Company 

1/27/77 Bombing Pacific Gas and Electric Monte Vista, CA NWLF ~ 
01 

Company ~ 

2/4/77 Bombing Volvo Station Wagon San Francisco, CA NWLF 

2/4/77 Bombing Federal Office Bldg. San Francisco, CA NWLF 

2/7/77 Bank Robbery U.S. National Bank Wilsonville, OR'''' George Jackson 
of Oregon Brigade 

2/9/77 Letter/Firebomb Unknown NYC, NY' CRIA 

2/9/77 Letter/Firebomb *FBI: NY NYC, NV" ., CRIA 

2/9/77 Letter/Firebomb *Gov. Carlos R. Baree10 NYC, NY' C~IA 

2/9/77 Letter/Firebomb *Pres. Carter NYC, NY CRIA 

2/18/77 Bombing Texaco Touring Center m:c, NY FALr-f 
Office 

-,~----- ~-~-~---~~--... ---------~~----------~-~---~------~ 



~ 

2/l8/77 

2/l8/'77 

2/18/77 

2/23/77 

2/23/77 

2/24/77 

3/9-1.1./77 

3/11/77 

3/11/77 

3/12/77 

3/12/77, 

3/l6/77 

3/20/77 

3/20/77 

3/21/77 

3/28/7i 

TYPE 

Bombing 

Bombing 

!3.ombing 

Letter/Firebomb 

Letter/Firebomb 

Attempted Letter/ 
Firebomb 

Hostage 

Letter/Firebomb 

Letter/Firebomb 

Letter/Firebomb 

Bombing 

Shooting 
(air rirle) 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

~ 

Gulf and Western Bldg. 

Merchandise Mart 

u.S. Gypsum Co. 

*Banco de Popular de 
Puerto Rico 

*Banco de Popular de 
Puerto Rico 

*Banco de Popular de 
Puerto Rico 

Islamic Center 
District Building 
B'nai Br'ith 

*P.R. economic office 

*P.R. tourism office 

*P.R. agency office 

Ideal Roller and Graphics 
Company 

Private Residence 

Whelan Drug Store 

American Bank Note Co. 

Private Residence 

Ticket Office of Mexican 
and Venezuela Airlines 

~ 

NYC, NY 

Chicago, IL 

Chicago, IL 

NYC, NY 

NYC, NY 

NYC, NY-

Wash., DC' 

NYC, Nt' 

NYC, NY 

NYC, NY 

Marlboro, MA 

Watsonville, CA 

NYC, NY 

Bronx, NY 

San Francisco, CA 

San Juan, P.R. 

FALN 

FALN 

FALN 

CRIA 

CRIA 

CRIA 

Hanafi Muslims 

CRIA 

CRIA 

CRIA 

sam Melville 
Jonathan Jack
son unit 

ELF .jL 

FALN 

FALN 

NWLF 

Cuban Commandos, 
(El Condor) 



~ ~ TARGET LOCALE GROUP 

3/28/77 Letter/Fire Bomb *FBI: Newark NYC, NY CRIA 

3/29/77 Bombing Pacific Gas and Electric San Francisco, CA NWLF 
Company 

3/29/77 Letter/Firebomb *Gov. Carlos R. Barcelo NYC, NY CRIA 

3/30/77 Letter/Firebomb *Banco de Ponce de NYC, NY CRIA 
Puerto Rico 

3/30/77 Letter/Firebomb *Pres. Carter Wash. , DC CRIA 

3/31/77 Letter/Firebomb *Puerto Rico Economic NYC, NY CRIA 
Development Admin. 

3/31/77 Attempted Letter/ *Puerto Rico Immigration NYC, NY CRIA 
Firebomb Department 

4/9/77 Firebombing Macy's Dept. Store NYC, NY FALN 
~ 

4/9/77 Firebombing Gimbel's Dept. Store NYC, NY FALN 01 
00 

4/9/77 Firebombing Bloomingdale's Dept. Store NYC, NY FALN 

4/9/77 Bombing Social Security Admin. Off. San.Francisco, CA' NWLF 

4/11/77 Arson 4 Parked Trucks Owned by Mountain View, CA NWLF 
PG & E Company 

4/14/77 Bombing Pacific Gas and Electric Oakland, CA NWLF 
Company 

4/17/77 Bombing Pacific Gas and Electric Sonama, CA NWLF 
Company 

4/26/77 Bombing Private Residence Hillsborough, CA NWLF 

5/1/77 Firebombing 5 helicopters at Municipal Salinas, CA ELF 
Airport 

\ George Jackson 5/12/77 Bombing Rainier National Bank Redmond, WA 
Brigade 

----------------~--~~---------------------------------------~------~ 



~ ~ ~ LOCALE ~ 

5/12/77 Attempted Bombing Rainer National Bank Bellevue, WA George Jackson 
Brigade 

5/16/77 Bombing Social Secu:i:i ty Office San Francisco, CA' NWLI:' 

5/25/77 Bombing Mackey International Lauderdale, 
\ 

Ft. FL Cuban Com-
Airlines Executive and mandos 
Reservation Office 

6/4/77 Bombing City-County Building Chicago, IL FALN .. JARS 6/7/77 Arson Chase Manhattan Bank NYC, NY 

6/14/77 shooting Yugoslavian Mission to NYC, NY Croatians 
the U.N. 

6/14/77 Bombing r-uban Mission to the U.N. NYC, NY Omega-7 

7/4/77 Attempted Bombing Puget Sound Power and Olympia, WA George Jackson 
Light Company Brigade 0') 

I:.ll c:o 
7/14/77 Bombing Distributing Co. CA Coors San Jose, NI~LF 

7/21/77 Recovery of Ex- Phil a , P1\ MOVE (, 

plosives 

7/27/77 Attempted Bombing Coors Distributing Co. cordelia, CA NWLF 
(Lucio Ca-
banos) 

7/30/77 Hoax DevicE', Private Business Orlando, FL Na donal so-
cialist Liber-
ation Front 

8/1/77 Attempted Bombing PublLshers Paper Co. Oregon Ci ty, OR ELF {Environ-
mental Con-
trol) 

8/3/77 Bombing Dept. of Defense NYC~, NY FALN 

8/3/77 Bombing Mobil Bldg. NYC, NY FALN 

________ . ______________________________________ ~ ______________________________________________________ ... steL 



~ ~ TARGET ~ ~ 

B/7/77 Attempted Bombing Coors Distributing Co. Aurora, CO NWLF (Ludlow 
Br.igade) 

B/B/77 Recovery of Device Amax Corp. Bldg. NYC, NY FALN 

B/12/77 Bombing San Mateo Times San Mateo, CA ELF 
Newspaper Bldg. 

B/14/77 Firebombing Motor Vehicle NYC, NY JAR 
.' 
8/14/77 Bombing Venezuelan aircraft Miami, FL Cuban Com-

mandos 

B/17/77 Attempted Bombing Coors Distributing Co. Nevada City, CA NWLF (Lucio 
Cubanas unit) 

8/17/77 Bombing Coors Distributing Co. Auburn, CA NNLF (Lucio 
Cubanas Unit) 

B/23/77 Firebombing Coors Storeage Nare- Hollister, CA NNLF Q:) 

house 8 
8/24/77 Bombing Residence San Francisco, CA NNLF 

B/25/77 Hoax Device Radio Shack Co. NYC, NY KKK 

8/28/77 Firebombing Motor vehicJ:e NYC, NY JDL' 

.. B/29/77 Bombing PG & E Co. Sausalito, CA NWLF 

9/1/77 Attempted Bombing Pacific union Club San Francisco, CA NNLF (Lucio 
Cuban as unit) 

9/2/77 Bombing. Ol~mpic Country Club San Francisco, CA NNLF 

9/7/77 Bombing Open area near ~7hite Nash. , DC Cuban Com-
House mandos (Luis 

Boitel Unit) 

9/7/77 Bombing Aeroflot Office Nash. , DC Cuban Comman-
dos (Luis Boi-
tel Unit) 



~ 

9/9/77 

9/15/77 

9/19/77 

9/19/77 

9/19/77 

9/19/77 

I 10/2/77 

I 10/3/77 

I 
: ,101.10/77 

! 
10/li/77 , 

10/11/77 

10/11/77 

10/11/77' , 

i 10/11/77 

TYPE 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Firebombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Attempted 
Bombing 

Bombing I' 

... 

TARGET ~ 
S.F. War Memorial Opera 
House 

San Francisco, CA NWLF (Tom 
Hicks' Unit) 

Presidio Wall San Francisco, CA NWLF (Tom 
Hicks Unit) 

Dupont Plaza Hotel 

'Eden Roc Hotel 

Fontainebleau Hotel 

Sheridan Four 
Ambassadors Hotel 

I Residence of Edward 
. Joseph Derry 

j' 
'I 

Residence of Stan
ford Shaw 

Visiter's Center, 
Trojan Nuclear Power 
Plant 

Mobile Oil 

Esso Caribbean, Inc. 

Post Office. H,'l.in 

Miami, FL 

Miami, FL 

Miami, FL 

Miami, FL 

Atherton, CA 

Los Angeles, CA 

Ranier, OR 

Puerto Nuevo, PR 

Puerto Nuevo, PR 

Chicago, 'IL 

r 59th & 11Adison Ave. .New York, NY 
. near General Motors Hq. 

Macy's Department New York, NY 
Store 

C'.1ban l.!on1-
mandos 

Cuban Com
mandos 

Cuban Com
mandos 

Cuban Com
mandos 

Gay Liberation Front 

Armenian Group of 2B 

;IWLF - Environmental 
Assault Unit 

Comandos Revolucionaril 
Del Pueblo (POPR) 

Comandos Revolucionaril 
Del Pueblo (POPR) 

FALN 

FALN 

FALN 



: . 

. -





t 

10/11/77 

10/11/77 

10/12/77 

10/13/77 

10/15/77 

(omission) 
6/7/77 

11/1/77 

11/10/77 

11/15/77 

11/21/13.': 

12/24/77 

TYPE 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

.Firebombing 

Bombing 

Bombing 

Attempted 
Bombing 

Attempted 
Firebombing 

Bombing 
" 

Gimbel's Department 
Store 

,New York Library 

'PG & E Sub-station 

I Savidge Auto Deal
, i ership 

BiB.C. Dodge ~ompany , 
III cJors Distributing Co. 
q r 

Phil Smart; Mercedes
Benz car dealership 

Union oil co., San 
Francisco Refinery 

Madison Ave., near 
Union Carbide Bld. 

'Ohrbachs Dept. Store 

Automobile loaded on 
railroad car 

New York, NY 

New York, NY 

Monta Vista, CA 

Seattle, WA 

GROUP 

FALN 

'FALN 

NWLF - Tom Hicks-Bill 
Blizzard Unit 

George Jackson Brigade 

Burien, WA George Jackson Brigade 

San Francisco" CA Gay Liberation Front 

Bellevue, WA 

Rodeo, CA 

Ne't/ York, NY 

New York, NY 

Kenu, WA 

George Jackson Brigade' 

NWLF-Tom Hicks-Bill 
Blizzard Unit 

FALN 

FALN 

George Jackson Brigade 



FOOTNOTES 

lCRIA - Comandos Revolucionarios Independtistas Armadas 

2NWLF - New World Liberation Front 

3pALN _ Puerzas Armadas de Liberacion Nacional Puertorriquena 

4ELF - Environmental Life Force aka, Environmental Control 

5JAR - Jewish Armed Resistance 

6MOVE - UnkIlown 

7JDL - Jewish Defense League 

compiled by the Terrorist Research and Bomb Data unit, Domestic Security, Terrorism Sectionl 
Criminal Investigative Division. 

These statistics are substantially accurate although some inaccuracy is inevitable due to the 
numbers involved and the varied sources from which they were compiled. 

*Indicates the intended targets although the incendiary devic~s ignited in Post Offices in 
New York City, Washington, D.C. and San Juan. 



1971 

Total Terror~st 
~ctivity* 244 

! 
I 

Total Terrorist i I 
. Bombings** 110 

r.dd Bms. &F. Bms. pq 1. 

%age of Bombings 
to Total Activity 

, I' 
. 45% 

I 

1972 

195 

93 

48% 

1973 1974 1975 1976 

·124 72 129 116 

38 49 90 65 

31% 68% 70'1; 56% 

* Firebombs, arson, sn~p~ngs, shootings, ambush, caches, bombings, others, 
**Actual bombings---attempts or hoaxes not included 
***Up to and including Dec. 31, 1977 

: I I , 

1977*** 

106 

83 

78% 

(. 

.. . . 

THESE STATIS'TICS ARE SUBSTANTIALLY ACCURATE ALTHOUGH SOME INACCURACY IS INEVITABLE DOE 
TO THE NUMBERS INV~LVED ¥.~ THE VARIED SOURCES FROM WHICH THEY WERE COMPILED. . .... '. 

~"m' i 1'1-~ . .:. 
t~-~.,,~ : I i·\~~~~!~t'~~R' . '5.- I I ~-'-.~'~:--

1\ II . 

{-~ !\rl 
\-~'. :1' 
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[From the Washington Post, Jan. 23, 1978] 

A NUOLEAR GUARDIAN'S UNALARMED VIEW 

Does President Carter lmow that the man he appointed as the final guard at 
the gate to ensure that peaceful nuclear exports won't be diverted into bombs 
is a cold-blooded engineer inclined to rate the risks of nuclear proliferation as 
some,yhat less alarming than the chance of being hit by a car when you step 
off a curb? 

I learned this about Joseph 1\f. Hendrie, chairman of the independent Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, when he dropped by the paper the other clay and 
agreeably answered questions on the record for an hpur and a llalf. A physicist 
from the Brookhayen Nuclear I"aboratory, Hendrie, 52, came to the fiye-member 
NRC as chairman last August. 

He has, in the eyes of his peers, substantial technical and scientific credentials. 
What came through at our lunch, howeyer, was a sense of the particular 
ideological or emotional framework in which he weighs, as the law instructs the 
NRO to weigh, whether a proposed export of nuclear fuel or equipment is 
"inimical to the common defense and security of the United States." That is, of 
course, not a scientific question but a political one. 

Hendrie identified three levels of nuclear anxiety. The first is a Soviet
American nuclear war-a "donnybrook"-which he regards as a greater Ulan 
1 in 100 probability. To ayert this calamity, he said, it would be worth doing 
anything and everything by way of limiting nuclear power, if that would help. 
So far so good. 

On the second level of his concern lies a nuclear exchange between two small 
countries. Hendrie offered two illustrations, a "mythical" war in which Switzer
land delivered, say, 17 bombs on Spain and Spain hit Switzerland with 7, and 
a conflict between Israel (which is thought to possess at least a nuclear 
capability) and Libya (whose current leader publicly pines for a bomb). 
Hendrie explained his relative equanimity toward outbrea!{s 1i1;:e these by saying 
that he did not think they would affect his cllilclren, as a Soviet-American 
holocaust surely would. 

As for the manufacture or theft of a nuclear bomb by terrorists, this prospect 
was on the third level. If, for example, terrorists took out 'Washington and 
Ohicago, Hendrie said, it would be bad for those who happen to liye there but 
not necessarily for their children. 

Someone at lunch suggested that it would be a disaster "beyond history," 
Hiroshima and Nagasald aside. Hendrie replied that :ue threat of a major 
earthql1a1ce in Oalifornia actuaUy was greater. He went on to note that it was 
dangerous to cross the street, too. 

Now, I am trying hard to be fair. Hendrie tall{s engineer talk: He approaches 
in a tone of familiarity and routine, matters that others address differently. 
No question has so far been publicly raised about the nuclear-export decisions 
in which he has participated. He was offering what he called his "personal 
Yiews," and he provided no grounds for us to suspect he was not doing his duty 
as he sees it at tlle NRO. 

Nonetheless, I found it appalling that someone who tends a crucial valve in 
the nuclear-export pipeline has such a mechanical and seemingly indifferent 
attitude toward the prOliferation threat, which the NRC is charged with helping 
to diminish. On close calls, where a conscientious person would find it difficult 
to determine if a given export were "inimical," what would one expect from 
someone who is relatively at peace with the notion that the IsraeliS and Libyans 
might have a nuclear go or that terrorists might obliterate WaShington and 
Ohicago? Rationality unleavened by a measure of alarm appropriate to the 
nuclear peril is scary. 

Should Hendrie be runnin~ the Nuclear Regulatory Commission? We didn't 
discuss that at lunch but Hendrie had a relevant proposal, anci that is to 
remove from the NRC the statutory responsibility to pass upon peaceful nuclear 
exports. His argument is that the NRC is essentially an agency to regulate the 
safety of the domestic nuclear-power industry and that it has neither the broad 
expertise nor the "nose to steel" access to information to jmlge exports to 
foreign countries. 

Whether it's wise to dispense altogether with the NRC's capability of proyid
ing independent technicaZ advice, I'm not sure. But certainly it's SO that the 
export question touches considerations of international relations, diplomacy, 
intelligence and weaponry that the NRO is not competent to deal with. It is not 
beyond the wit of Congress to confine the NRC to the taslt it performs best • 
.Hendrie proves the point. 
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[From' the Washington Post, Jan. 13,1978] 

WATCHING OVER NUCLEAR EXPORTS 

Stephen S. Rosenfeld's Jan. 13 op-ed piece ["A Nuclear Guardian's Un
alarmed View"] does not fairly represent my views on nuclear export and 
proliferation matters. The essence of our difference is tllat Mr. Rosenfeld objects 
to my attempts to approach these urgent and difficult problems in a rational 
and quantitative ("COld-blooded," he says) way. He seems to want a more 
emotional approach and is npset I did not talk that way. I am upset that he 
would think such a state of mind a fit one for dealing with my responsibilities. 

The problem of nuclear proliferation continues to be one of the most pressing 
and important matters before the nation and the world community. I am deeply 
concerned about this problem and to characterize my view as rating the risks 
of proliferation "as somewhat less alarming than the chance of being hit by a 
car" is absurd. 

The President has taken a series of strong and positive steps to control 
proliferation and I support these fully. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has 
the important duty to license commercial nuclear exports, including reactors 
and fuel. I base my vote on these export applications on a full and careful 
consideration of the record laid before the commission. I try to make a rational 
determination on them, in the best interests of the United States. Mr. Rosenfeld 
seems to find this a "mechanical and seemingly indifferent attitude" on prolifera
tion. I disagree. 

In our discussion, I pointed out that the NRC asks the executive branch for 
its views on nuclear-export applications. Where the executive brunch favors the 
export, we receive a statement culminating in a finding that the export is "not 
inimical to the common defense and security of the United States." That is a 
considered finding on behalf of the President and the executive departments
State, Defense, Energy and other agencies. It also is the finding the commission 
is required to maIm under the law in granting an export license. 

In my view, the "common defense and security" finding is much more a 
foreign-policy matter than a technical one, and the President and his executive 
departments are in a much better pOSition to conduct the foreign policy of the 
United States than an independent regulatory agency. I suggested, then, that it 
might be worth conSidering whether the NRC should continue to have the final 
say on nuclear exports. Pending legislation would give the President authority 
to override an NRC export-licensing determination. Whether the commission's 
responsibilities remain as they are, or a new role is aSSigned us in this area, 
I will continue to bring to my part in the process a total commitment to the 
welfare of this country, and the most rational and carefuI. judgment I can 
muster. And it is not now and never will be "mechanical" 01.' "indifferent." 

In discussing proliferation risks, I said the overwhelming one, because of the 
catastrophic consequences, is a full-scale U.S.-Soviet nuclear war. I do not see 
much argument about that. There are also the risks of a smaller nuclear ex
change not involving the United States and of terrorist use of stolen nuclear
weapon material. The first has an important connection to the full-scale war 
risk because there is some chance the United States and the Soviet Union might 
be drawn in. Barring a subsequent full-scale war, the latter two events would 
leLwe the United States functional as a nation, although at terrible human cost. 
Mr. Rosenfeld's column makes it sound as though my attitude in trying to sort 
out these grim matters amounts to "Aw, hell, earthquakes and automobiles are 
risley, too, so why worry." That is a bum rap, and I reject it. His attitude, to 
treat it as simplistically as he has mine, seems to be that if you have to think 
about two bad things, it is wrong to attempt to quantify the difference between 
them because bad is just bad, period. 

On proliferation matters, I am as concerned, and occasionally terrified, as be 
may be. I bring all that depth of feeling to my decisions, but I try not to miike 
those decisions in a lJUrely emotional manner. 

I thoroughly regret one aspect of our discussion. In talking about the eff~~cts 
of a nuclear exchange between two other nations, I started to talk ilbout 
"Country A" and "Country B." One of my hosts challenged me to stop being 
mythical and malre it concrete by naming some countries. Unfortunately, I did 
so, thinking my off-hand choices were preposterous enough to be seen equivalent 
to the mythical countries. I offer my profound apologies to those nlltions, which 
I will not further offend by naming bere. It was unthinldng and totally 
unjustified on my part. 

I 

J 
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THE VICTIM OF TERRORISM--PSYCHIATRIC CONSIDERATIONS 
(Presented at the International Seminar.on Terrorism,Evian. France. June 
1. 1977. by Frank M. Ochberg. M.D., National Institute of Mental Health) 

'lhe follcMing pages intra:luce the fourth international seminar on 

terrorism sponsored by the Centre International de Criroinologie 

CaTpararee. Previous conferences have ronsidered the history of 

terrorism as a political device, its use by goverrnrent and by dis- • 

sident groups, definitions, theories of etiology, responses by police 

and military, and the inpact on the operations of the criminal just;ice 

system. During the last several years when these academic discussions 

were occurring there were also legislative hearings on ,terrorism, state 

Depart:rrent conferences, FBI syrrq?osia, and various inter-goverrnrental 

at.tempts to illuminate the phenarenon. Our charge in the =rent 

seminar is to examine the role of the victim of political terrorists. 

While broad enough to fill: volures, t.bis charge is quite narrow' when 

c::aI;lared to the vast scope of subject matter enccrnpassed in the 

definition of "terrorism." The reason for narrowing our boundary 

is obvious: a broad but necessarily superficial consideration of 

terrorism has =ed with sufficient regularity in the past 

three years to give persons of different disciplines, different 

roles, and different nationalities Co call\'On set of concepts and re-

ference points. Every successful restaterent of these call\'On con

cepts has led to a recamendation to focus attention on one or ~ 

areas which has been relatively underexplored. Focusing permits 

deeper exploration and such deep digging may unearth new n~ts of 

value to all of us. 'lhe reason to concentrate on psychiatric aspects 

of the victim's experience may not be 50 clear. Victimization is nothing 

new. cq,ing with the stress of captivity has been sl':trlied in ccnsider-

27-428 0 - 78 - 43 
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able detail during and after World War II. But to our kncMledge 

there has never been an atterrpt to assemble world experts on stress, 

on coping, and on captivity in order to explore the phenarenon of 

victimization by political terrorists, and to do this exploration 

in the ccnpany of those charged with canbatting terrorism. since • 

the victim of terrorism is often a symbol of the governrrent IIDder 

siege, and since hostages released by terrorists have an imrense 

au:lience provided by the media in the afte=ath of a dramatic in

cident, these victims have an impact on public opinion and public 

sentirrent which may be profolIDd. A public which overreacts in out-

rage against the victims' helplessness may precipitate~sh, 

sinplistic cOlIDter-terrorist rreasures. A public which joins the 

victim in identifying with the terrorist-aggressor may lIDdennine the 

norale and confidence of police. A public perplexed and alienated 

by the entire process may interfere with the I:ond of trust be·tween 

goverrnrent and governed which is necessary for the survival of dern:x:ratic 

iJlStitutiOns. But, on the other hand, a public that is reasonably well 

aware of the repertoire of human responses which are effectively used 

by rren and waren lIDder stress - even under the stress of terrorist 

threat and captivity - such a public will be able to participate in 

rational decisionmald..n:r aI:out national policy on terrorism. 

There is another obvious reason to consider the victims of terrorism. 

They suffer. And their sufferin;r may be misunderstood, or neglected 

when the tumult and drama of the notorious event has subsided. There 

~ 

I 
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are rredically sotmd approaches in the diagnosis and treatment of 

such suffering whic..1t can and should be brought to bear on these 

cases. Since terrc.::-:i.sts' vict:ilns are often the unwitting and un

willing proxies f= assault on the state itself, the state might 

well concern itself with reparation, provision of free care, support 
• 

to family menl:ers, and vigilant attention to the possib~lity of de-

layed psychiatric disability. Israel dces. Holland dces not, but 

is vigorously debating the issue. The U.S.A. has not yet broached 

the subject forrrally, but mldoubtedly will. In fact, the deliberations 

of the conferees at this seminar may well advance the search for an 

aJ?l?ropriate role f= goveD:'l!reIlt ,,'ith respect to these vict:ilns. 

'!'he clinical rrethod of inquiry often l:egins with a close look at a 

single illustrative case, and we shall do so here. Although there are 

unf=tmlately m:my to choose fran, none could be better than the ex

perience of Mr. Gerard Vaders, a mature, sensitive, newspaper editor 

who was held for 13 days on that ill-fated train fran Groningen in 

Deca11ber 1975. '!he point in presenting Mr. Vaders' story is to raise 

general issues about the hostage situation, aboul: the role of the victim, 

about stress, coping, and psychological effects. It is not my intention 

to diagnose or psychoanalyze Mr. Vaders' behavior. I am grateful to him 

f= the tine he took to tell rre his story, and for the courage he sh=ed 

in taking the notes which peJ:lllitted a detailed published ac=t of 

this bizarre experience. 

'!'he r-bluccan Train. 

'!'he basic facts of the siege are well known. At 10:00 AM on Dece!!i:ler 2 

\ 
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the train fran Groningen to Amsterdam was boarded and stqlped by seven 

rrasked gurnren on a flat, dreary piece of land near Beilen. The 

engineer was shot and during the ensuing period of r'::lqotiation tmder 

duress ~ hostages were executed. One terrorist and a hostage wP..re 

injured when an autanatic rifle disdJarged accidentally. The assault

• ing group were of the Free South ~bluccan Youth ~verent, and their 

cause was the separation and independence of their hareland fran 

Indonesian rule. Their derrands included release of political prisoners 

f= Dutch and Indonesian jails, publicity of their cause, policy 

changes in Holland regarding ~luccan independence, and safe passage 

out of the ocuntry. They held 72 hostages at the outset, but alla-;ed 

the nunl:er to dwindle to 23. Their weapons included pistols, autcmatic 

rifles, and sham explosives which were taped rrenacingly to all exit doors. 

One year later the ~cluccan terrorists were in prison l:eginning 17-year 

sentences, and Mr. Vaders was back in his bustling newsrcx:m, telling me. 

the stol:Y he would rather forget. 

"Ha-; do I feel nCM? It is canplicated. I knCM I need to get back to 

this life, and to leave that other. But there are rra.ny who are still 

sitting on that train, waiting. Waiting for Godot. 

"Fx:an the l:eginning it was different for nE. I reoognized the situation. 

The rrarent the ~luccans carre in I felt back in the war. I was thinking, 

'Keep y= head cool. Pace the crisis.' I knew there would socn be 

choices. Tines to take risks. For instance, it was risky to sit there 

taking notes. That destroys y= anonymity. I made the choice and 

took notes." 
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At this point I asked if the feelings at the beginning of the siege 

were like any others. 

"There was an early experience. I must have been 17. I was sleeping 

in the rcx:m with my brother and all of a sudden the SS \>.ere standing 

there with machine pistols. They were on a reprisal raid because tile 

resistance had murdered a Dutch collaborator. We were sent to a con-

centration camp ill. Hoiland. EIIeJ:y rrorning we had hours of 'appel' ,

lining up in freezing weather. But I was young looking and had fair 

hair. I came to the attention of the SS officer in charge. He asked 

my age and I lied, 'Sixteen.' I rerrenber him saying, 'M1{ God, are we 

fighting children?' I was released the next day. 

"There was also a tirre of siInilar feeling during the Ardennes offensive, 

when I came under fire ••. "And in 1948 in Indonesia two hand grenades 

were thrCMll at rre and I SCM them at my feet. Neither one exploded." 

We returned to the train: " .•• they threw the door open. There were two 

or three of than wearing black woolen balaclavas. I knew they were 

South M:>luccans. The others thought P.L. O. But on their rifle butts 

yoo could see the colors. I recognized it fran Indonesia. 

"Although the l!Bl1Ories are vivid, it wasn't so ITUlch a manory as a 

~; zation that I would have to rrobilize reflexes like in the war. 

"I still have guilt over the war. I did nothing bad, but not enough 

good. Not enough for the Jews. M1{ sister did rrore and was in Dachau. 

'lllen I chose not to take too many risks. 
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"But on the train I did risk. I decided to \lrite and to do it cpenly. 

"For the first ten minutes I felt c:oii>. COoler than usual. I was 

even looking for hurror in the situation. December 5th is our Santaklaus 

holiday when we give peens as presents. I was thinking how I wouldn't 

have to write poems this year. 

"'l11e others on the train were either sitting still or following orders. 

The M:Jluccans had us tape paper over the windows and many were doing 

that. One man seened a little too aggressive. That was Mr. DeGroot. 

"I was taping windows, too. I asks:. them if anyone was hurt. They 

said the driver wanted to J::e a hero and was shot. I asked if an am-

bulance should l:e called. 'l11ey said, 'No. He's dead.' But he wasn't 

dead yet, we later found out. I sat down and took notes. 

"'nley saw rre writing and didn't say anything, but tied rre up with my 

hands J::ehind my back and they tied rre by the anns to the doorway so· 

that I was like a curtain. I faced <May fran the passengers and toward 

the pool of blood fran the driver. People could walk past rre, under my 

anns. I knew they were planning to execute hostages ... 

"For a second I thought Mr. DeGroot was the Minister for Underdeveloped 

Countries who had cane to negotiate our release. But that was a mirage. 

"Then I thought that they executed DeGroot. We all did. One M:Jluccan was 

weeping and quoting the bible and saying, ''lbere is a tine to kill •.. I 

do not hate you but I have to do it.' Actually, Mr. CeGroot escaped, 

but we never learned this until much later. At that tine I was talJdng 

to them as much as possible. 
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"One ten:orist told Ire he cC1llldn' t hate the Dutch, that he was mar

ried to a Dutch girl. (That was a lie.) '!hey IlIIlSt have wanted us 

to like them. 

"On the first day while I was hanging there they killed a soldier. 

('!he first tenorist demand said hostages woull' I::e shot every thirty 

minutes until their request for a bus, a plane, and political re

cognition was granted.) I could see one of them shooting and hear a 

howl like a dog. 

"'!hey let Ire down in the afternoon. Prins (a fellow hostage who had 

ccnvinced everyone he was a doctor) massaged 11W aJ:Il1S for an hour. 

'!his was my first contact with another hostage during the ordeal. I 

tried to keep up the contact. 

"'!he first night I began shivering. '!hey had used my coat to mop up the 

bleed of the driver. '!hen one of the passengers finally gave rre another 

coat. Afterward I learned it was the coat of the dead soldier. 

"'!he next =rning i was full of fear. SM:ating. Cranps in the statach. 

Fighting away panic. 

"Now I tcck notes by stealth. 

"On the seccnd night they tied rre again to be a living shield and left 

Ire in that position for seven hours. The one who was most psychopathic 

kept telling Ire, 'Your t:irre has care. Say your prayers.' '!hey had 

selected rre for the third execution. 
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"I had different ittpulses. One was to reason with them. But I 

suppressed that. I thou;Jht that l'X:luld strengthen their resolve. 

The second ittq;lulse was to flee. I would have had to untie both hands, 

feet ani the door. I had one hand slightly free, but I would not 

have had t:iIre to do the rest. 

"I was preparing for execution. Making up a balance. My life 

philosophy is that there is sare plus and serre minus and everyone 

ends up close to zero. Sane say that is pessimistic. I think it is 

realistic. I was fifty years old. It had not been a bad life. I'm 

not happy with Il!Y life, but satisfied. I had everything that makes 

life hunan." 

"But you weren't executed," I said. "How did you feel?" 

"You won't believe this. Disappointed. 

"I had the ittpulse to say, 'Let that man go an:l. let Ire go in his place,' 

but the I'X:lrds stuck ..• 

"I felt ... I feel guilty." (He had a sad look then.) 

"In the morning, when I kne;v- I was going to be executed I asked to talk 

to Prins, to give him a message for my family. I wanted to explain Il!Y 

family situation. My foster child - her parents had been killed -

she did not get along too well with Il!Y wife, and I had at that t:iIre a 

crisis in Il!Yrrarriage just behind Ire. I hoped Il!Y wife voW.d. qet a new 

purpose in her life by concentrating on that child. There were other 
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~, too. Sat'eHhere I had the feeling that I had failed as a h= 

being. I explainOO all this and the terrorists insiste::! on listening. 

Dr. Mulders and Dr. Bastiaans think that saved my life." (I do also. 

He was no faceless symbol any IlDre. He certainly was no l1ero. All 

his human flaws were exposOO and the M::>luccans eould not execute ~.) 

"After that they didn't isolate me any rrore. They said, 'We have 

others to kill.' I was sitting next to this wcnan and across frero . 

a young man named Bierling (a 33 year old father of tM:l). They cane 

and pointe::! to Bierling and 100 him away and shot him." 

That nrust have been the point of maxinun horror for Mr. Vaders. 

Considering his feelings of guilt and shane frero previous "survivals," 

this one must have been excruciating. 

"The days ~t by and we sarehcw knew the-Ie would be no IlDre executions. 

Only Eli, the psychopathic one, wantOO a fourth killing, but the others 

talked him out of it. I was worried when Paul left. He wa" sennitive 

and intelligent and he seemed to balance out Eli. But Paul was WOI.IIl:lOO 

when a gun went off and had to go to the hospital. 

"21lere was a grmling sense that the authorities were mishandling the 

situation. They sent us food, but no utensils. 21le mayor of Beilen 

rrade 'a stupid announcarent. 

"An:'i you had to fight a certain feeling of a:IT1passion for the M::>luccans. 

I kncw this is not natural, but in serre way they care over human. They 

gave us cigarettes. They gave us blankets. But we also realized that 

they were killers. You try to sqlPre5S that in your consciousness. 

AIxl I knew I was suppressing that. I also knew that they were victims, teo. 
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In the lOn;J run they would be as much victims as we. Even more. 

You saw their m::lrale crumbling. You experienced the disintegration 

of their personalities. The growin;J of despair. Things dripping. 

through t.heir fingers. You couldn't help but feel a certain pity. 

For people at the beginning with egos like gods - impregnable, in-

vincible - they end up small, desperate, feeling all that was in 

vain. It 

I asked about after effects and learned that Mr. Vaders lost a great 

deal of weight and had a long illness which went undiagnosed frcm the 

Sumler of 1976 until a gallstone operation in November brought relief. 

His relationship with his wife improved dramatically. There was much 
, , 

discussion, reconciliation, and a decision to spend far IlDre tlire to-

gether. 

He wrote sane stories which were critical of the government and these 

aroused a great many threatening calls and letters. The government 

clallred he was sick, several colleagues spread rurrors that he made 

a deal with the M:lluccans to spare his life in return for a favorable 

press, and a police dossier emerged cla:iming that he had ccmmmi.st con

nections. He drank IlDre and SIlDked IlDre, then cut it all out pre-

cipitously. 

His daughter had a great deal of difficulty watching all the aggres

sion leveled at him, dropped out of school, and needed sane psycho-

logical support. 
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He had no dreRmS and no fantasies that he can rE!lSlDer during the 

siege, but beginning one hl:ek after release he had nightmares for 

one week in which he was threatened by guns. These have not re

curred. 

His negative feelings, about the way the governrrent handled the case, 

have abated, and he is willing to help develop future policy. (He 

sits on a national conrnittee for this purpose.) But he notes that 

the Ministry of Justice is very sensitive to criticism. "They think 

they do their best and that we should just express gratitude." 

Significant Points in the ~. 

Gerard vaders is a human being, alive today be<::ause he overcaIre the 

natural inhibitions which shreu::l intinate life details, and he dis

played his true self to ccrnnitted executioners. Ironically, this 

display of humanness could en:y = after Mr. Vaders reconciled 

h:llnself to death. Of coorse there can l::e no certainty in conjecture 

about precise reasons for the M:lluccans' change of heart, nor can we 

knew definitively why they chose him for execution in the first in

stance. As a note taker and newsrran (he told the M:lluccans that much 

but never admitted editing the laJ:gest paper in north Holland), he stood 

out frcrn the Cl:CWd. As a living curtain, suspended l::etween c:arpartments 

of the train, he was the nearest thing to an inanimate object. Disposing 

of curtains is easier than disposing of persons. 

Mr. Vaders told rre that he insisted on telling Mr. Prins all the 

details which should be conveyed to his wife and family, and he gave 
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a great deal of background so that Ml:. Prins could understand the 

rressage. The Moluccans tried to hur;ry this process at first, but 

Ml:. Vaders was quite resolute and managed to overcane their ob

jections. This is reminiscent of Judge DiGennaro, who was kid

napped by Italian terrorists, and. told!re, "I gave up all hope of • 

life and I was free to be brave." Bravery did not rrean attelllpting 

escape (he was bound and blindfolded throughout) but rather telling 

the captors exactly what was on his mind. Vaders showed a certain 

blend of courage and resignation which may have reminded the Moluccans 

of thE!1lSelves. 

His initial response to danger was classical. There was a period 

of arousal in which he felt cael, assessed the threat, and made 

physical and mental preparations. He was not particularly aware of 

bodily needs, visceral changes, or the falling temperature in the 

train during this beginning phase. HO\'Iever, he did suffer a collapse 

of sorts after the first night ended. lbere are phases in stress 

responses. Ml:. Vaders may have entered what Hans Selye calls the. 

"stage of exhaustion" (see below). Several other hostages in dif-

ferent settings have reported striking changes in their ability to 

function SIlDOthly after dawn of the second day I or after the first 

period of sleep. The phenarenon is recognizedt the mechanisms are 

not fully understood. 

Ml:. Vaders' response to danger was also idiosyncratic. Stress re-

searchers have emphasized that both physiological and psychological 

I 
I 
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patterns show striking individual differences, related to life his

tory rather than the fom or intensity of the threatening stressor. 

The other victims on the train were showing varied patterns of ac

tivity, emotion and interaction throughout the siege. 

To cope with captivity and the threat of death, Mr. Vaders employed' 

several familiar devices. Researchers in this field, such as Drs. David 

Hamburg and Richard Lazarus, call these "coping mechanisms." First, 

Mr. Vaders assurred a familiar role. He becaJre a jOurnalist. In this 

role he could concentrate his attention, conserve his energy, and feel 

a certain anount of pMfessional self-esteem" Preserving self-

estean is often mre ir'POrtant to the individual than preserving 

life - a striking finding in the examination of these hostage incidents. 

Furtherrror~, Mr. Vaders gathered information throughout his ordeal. 

Good copers do this. Others may constrict their view of events in 

order to ward off threatening perceptions. Although denial of over

whelmingly negati';'e input nay be neCessary to preserve the ego, one's 

ability to scan the environment, to perceive quickly and ac=ately, 

to gain further J<no<..rledge fran a peer group in a similar plight, are 

all critical mechanisms for coping with stress. Mr. Vaders ertployed these 

mechanisms. lobreover, Mr. Vaders affiliated with his fellow captives. 

'!'he ability to fom and preservEl. affective bonds is necessary for 

normal hUIlEIl developrrent, is adaptive in negotiating the usual life 

crises, and is critical in elct:reme situations such as captivity. Dr. Leo 

Eitinger and others who have stlXlied concentration carrp survivors have 

docunented and developed this point. 
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Mr. Vaders had a mild case of "Stockholm syndrare." Narred for the 

drarratic and unexpected realigment of affections in the Sveriges 

Kreditbank robbery, this syndrare consists of a positive oond be

tween hostage and captor, and feelings of distrust or hostility on 

the part of t.1-!e victim toward the authorities. In Mr. Vaders' case. 

the negative display tcwa.rd government was nore intense than the af

fection for the M:lluccans. Both feelings began in the e,).I'iy days of 

the siege, crested in the imrediate a.fterrrath, and diminished~~JVer 

t:ilre. Sane positive feeling tcward. the kindlier of the captors re

mains; negative feelings toward the governrrent officials have abated. 

This is by !lCM a recognized feature of hostage situations. It does 

not oc= in every instance, but is frequent enough to be considered 

by police in the managerrent of protracted negotiations. 

Finally, Mr. Vaders sufferEd a series of physical and anotional after

effects which are characteristic of such situations. His weight fell 

markedly, not only during the period of captivity and restricted in

take, but afterward. His protracted al:daninal distress l\E.y or may 

not have been due to gall bladder disease. Gastrointestinal dys

function after prolonged stress is not unccmron. A variety of 

mechanisms and target organs l\E.y be involved. Changes in eating, 

drinking, and srroking habits bridge the processes of physical and 

erotional re-equilibration. For instance erotion affects appetite, 

appetite affects nutrition, nutrition affects physical health, which 

in turn affects appetite and erotion. Mr. Vaders did rather well psy-

chologically, and as noted, his marriage errerged stronger than be-
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fore the event. In several other cases victims have descril:x>d feel-

ings of "rebirth" and returned to family and frierrls with new re-

solve to plac~ relationships on fimer ground. The fact that Mr. 

Vaders' daughter had difficult days is, sadly, a catn'On occurrence. 

1.oved ones do suffer by extension of the trauma into their lives, 

and they may not be protected by the IlObilization of support which 

occurs within and arou.'1d the victim. Mr. Vaders' nervous system was 

activated, his coping skills were employed, his frierds were rallied. 

This is not unlike the patient at death' s door with a serious illness 

who erds up ccmEorting his distraught relatives. 

Having identified these factors in Mr. Vaders' situation, let us turn 

to a consideration of the general areas which have been raised. These 

are stress, coping, the Stockholm syndrare, and the delayed effects of 

captivity. These subjects will rrerely be intra:1uced in this paper, 

but will be expanded by Drs. Roth, Tinklenberg, and Eitinger, and dis-

cussed in depth at the seninar in June. 

The father of llOdern stress research is Hans Selye, who began major 

publications in the 1950s and renains active ta:1ay. Selye and his 

followers use the term, stress, to include all those resp::lnses =n 

to organisms which are provoked fran a state of equilibritnn into dis

equilibrium. Stress is not the provocation, but rather the condition 

of the organism in response to provocation. There are many "s tressors" 

or provocations, such as cold, disease, or threat of death. As an 
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aside, it is interesting to note that policaren in counter-t:P-rrorist 

situations are often :immme to threats of physical haJ:m, bUt ex

trarely strf'lsed by fear or failure. The whole I'Xlrld is watching. 

In particular, their peers and senior officers are watching. They 

have been trained and conditioned to ranain poised in the face of • 

considerable danger, and this they do rragnificently. But their 

training does not extend to insulation against the judgrrent of feliru 

officers. 

There is a definite rhythm and i:al1;o to the hunan organism's stress 

response. Although this varies fran person to person, Selye has defined 

a general pattern and labeled it G.A.S. - General Adaptation Syndrare. 

Sta~ I is Al.a!:m. At first the body's resistance is l~ed (shock 

phase) and then resistance is raised as physiological defenses are 

mobilized (countershock phase). Stage II is Resistance, during which 

rnaxirnurn adaptation occurs: The pounding heart and nervous excitability 

of the alann stage will have diminished, but the adrenal glands are 

enlarged and the bciiy is prepared to function with rrajor organ systems 

at peak output. Should the state of stress persist until reserves are 

depleted, a final state of EKhaustion will be entered. 

M:Jre recent research has attanpted to tease out specific circuits for 

aspects of. stress responses. At one time it was generally believed 

that body and mind were aroused together fran a state of tr~lity 

to one of readiness for action in the face of stressful stirmllation. 

But as roore sophisticated psychological. and physiological rreasures 
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~e made, it became clear that dissociation of arousal oc=s. To 

put it rather sirrply, the thinking circuits may be on high output 

while the autonomic (automatic fight-flight) circuits are on low, 

or vice versa. Obviously, understan::ling these rrechanisms has rele-,. 

vance to siege managerrent. The authorities may feal that their at-" 

tel1pts to manipulate foed, water, light am heat, or even to ad

minister sedatives, will bring hostage-holders to the stage of phy~ 

siological exhaustion. But in fact, they may be diminishing the 

capacity for rational thought by reducing Central Nervous system 

arousal, while disinhibiting the visceral am autonomic sYstems. The 

result is a finely tmed animal, unfettered by reason, dangerously 

coiled and ready to spring. 

or. 8eniamin \~eybrew, of the U.S. Navy:Madical Cepartrnent has attenpt.e.;i 

to explain relationships arrong psychological and physiological factors 

in stress states. His diagram, displayed on the following page .. is 

incl1.rled here sitrply to illustrate the ccrnplex array of human 

canponents which IllUSt be considered in any detailed explanation of 

stress. Individuals vary with respect to each of these ccrnponents, 

am also with respect to the way these cClt'flOnents jropact on physical 

and em:ltional systems within the person. Weybrew draws our attention 

to predispositional factors which detel:m:ine an individual's pattern for 

responding to varioos stressors. These patterns are shaped by pre

vious ext&nal ev"'..nts (pr:UncXY stressors) am are stimulated by =
rent prOl1ocation (secondary stressors). The outcare of all of these , 
processes will eoither be a ccrnpensatory adjustIrent to stress, or 

decarpensation. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 44 
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Schema. or vari~lo interaatiol1ll affecting adjustment to stress -1Veybro .. 

_____ STllESSORS ---... 

PRll!ARY SECOlIDARY 

Pred.!."o.i tiollal flactors 

Psychologioal 

Cognitive 
Set-attitude 
Aptitudes 
Stre •• h.i.tory 
ate. I 

Phy.iol°sical 

Neurophysiological 
Biochomical 
Endocrinological 
etc. ~ 

~.- ~.2! ~ i2. Streso~ 
stemc !:.P.2Sol;C~h~0'7~==~= 

Feedbeck~ 
Physiological 

Autonomic { 
r.sulBtio............... '\ ~~~!~~~:iar 

• ~ Hematological 
Respiratory ..,. 

Va~npres.in .. llet~oUc 

~ 
;':~!"OlOgiCal 

Adrenalin / / eto. 
Noradrenalin • 

r-------------~~Corticoids 

Perceptual 
Affective 
Emotional. 
l!otivational 
Performance 
etc. 

", 
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At a canadian syI!p)Siun on psychological stress, over a decade ago, 

the co-chaiJ:men sumed up the voluminous studies in the field with 

a series of eight general observations that hold true today. Mortiner 

Appley and Richm:d TrUmbull wrote, "1. Stress is prab<lbly best con

ceived as a state of the total organism under extenuating circum- • 

stances rather than as an event in the environment. 

"2. A g-.ceat variety of different environmental conditions is capable 

of producing a stress state. 

"3. Different individuals respond to the sarre conditions in different 

ways. Sore enter rapidly into a stress state, others show increased 

alertness and apparently improved perfonnance, and still others appear 

to be 'inmune' to the stress-producing qualities of the environmental 

!.:ondi tions. 

"4. The same individual may enter into a stress state in response to 

one presumably stressful condition and not to another. 

"5. Consistent intra-individual but varied inter-individual psycho

biological response patterns oc= in stress situations. The notion 

of a ~ stress reaction needs to be reassessed. 

"6. The behaviors resulting fran operations intended to induce stress 

may be the same or different, depending on the context of the situation 

of its induction. 

"7. The intensity and the extent of the stress state, and the associated 

behaviors, may not be readily predicted fran a knCMledge of the stimulus 
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=rlitions alone, but require an analysis of underlying IOOtivational 

patterns and of the context in which the stressor is applied. 

"8. Temporal factors rray detennine the significance of a given 

stressor and thus the intensity and extent of the stress state and 

the optimum rreasure of effect." 

~ with Stress: 

In general, psychiatry deals with failure: failure to develop nonnally, 

failure to think rationally, failure to tolerate life crises. But it is 

at least as important that both psychiatrists and non-psychiatrists deal 

with the opposite of failure. HUI1'aIls have various methods and styles of 

succeedin;r as well as failing. These coping devices, when they are suc

cessful, result in four positive achiev'e!lEl1ts. First, whatever task or 

crisis or stressor is currently being faced is mat and brought to 

resolution. Secondly, anxiety is kept within tolerable l.imits. 

Thirdly, self-esteem is rraintained. And finally, relationships with 

significant others are preserved. Dr. David Hamburg developed this 

fODtlUlation after studying people facing wide varieties of stressful 

situations: parents of leukemic children at the National Institutes 

of Health, high school students gearing up for the transition to 

college, disfigured and dying patients in the Anny Burns Center, 

doctors sweating out qualifying exams. AlthoU3'h intelligence cer

tainly helps an individual cope with crisis, and neurotic traits 

often interfere, coping is quite distinct fran brainpcwer and 

sanity. J\mong persons of average and low intelligence there are 

I 
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those who cope well and those who cope poorly. 'l1le Salle may be 

said for neurotic and even psychotic individuals. Sane cope 

better than others. What then are the rrethods anployed by 

"good copers?" As noted in Mr. Vaders' instance, the ability 

to assurre a familiar role in a novel situation, to lead fran 

strength, as it were, is one device. Copers also will frequently 

rehearse a ne.'l role, or fantasy the role, trying it on for size, 

if actual rehearsal is impossible. For instance, /lOst of the high 

schcol students who made a good adjustment to college <May fran hare 

had visited on their own, had imagined awkward or denanding situations 

before they actually encountered them, and in general prepared them

selves for a role apart fran their parents an:l. their familiar friends. 

The USIA has a training program for eliDassy staff which pranotes re

hearsal for the role of political hostage. More than simply taking 

security precautions, such rehearsal involves actiVely imagininq_ seizure an:l. 

captivity, in order to familiarize oneself with one's own range of 

eI!Otional reactions. 

Copers lea= fran peers. In negotiating the usual life crises, such 

as /lOVing away fran parents, marriage, loss of loved ones, retire

rrent and physical decline, they will assiroilate alI!Ost intuitively 

the successful strategies of age-roates an:l. of those slightly older. 

This does not mean that the coper is merely iroitative. l\. fair aI!OI.lllt 

of creativity, and even risk-taking behavior characterizes their 

style. But they do learn well fran others. 
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IeaJ:ning oc=s in other mcdes: attention to the environme'1t, to 

I:ooks, and to internal cues. O:::casionally one can be overwhelnEd 

by negative, albeit ac=ate, input. This was often the case with 

burned patients and the parents of children with leukemia. Those 

who endured such devastating stress with the oore favorable outcane! 

seemed to make good use of denial. That is, they unconsciously re

fused to perceive and cCI11prehend the total situation at first. 

Then, as they built up sufficient psychological reserve to stand 

the full impact of their tragedy, they assimilated more and rrore 

until the whole truth was laid bare. 

Good copers manage to hear constructiw; criticism, but not to :lllow 

a negative appraisal to damage their self esteem. They devalue the 

impact of failure. Should a prarotion not cane through, they would 

be likely to think, "I'll get it: next tima," or "The boss didn't 

see Jle at my best," or "I really wasn't too interested in that job 

anyway. " They might decide improverrent was warranted in certain 

areas, but they would not thirlk, "I'm no damn good." There is a 

continuing process of adjusting expectation to reality. Mr. Vaders 

did that as he philosophized about the balance sheet of life. 

Obviously, those of us concerned with victims of hostage-taking

terrorists will want to learn more about successful coping devices 

in this particular circumstance. There is evidence fran other cases 

of victimization that the greatest area of vulnerability is one's 

self-esteen. Feelings of humiliation, debasanent, depression and 
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alienation are found when one doe;; not cope successfully. Perhaps 

a~l of us in our own fields can contribute to successful victim 

coping. Israel lionizes its war heroes and considers vict:.itns of 

terrorism to be soldiers of the state. New Scotland Yard includes 

e.x-hostages in the training seminars for p:llice negotiators. This 

• contributes to the victims' sense of worth, even though the rrotive 

is not one of therapy for the hostage. And the Netherlands has several 

vict:.itns on the natiolli1l terrorist crisis ccmnittee. Moreover, the 

Dutch have task forces to study the effects of victimization and to 

offer clinical assistance. 

Many victims cope remarkably well. As governoont officials realize 

this, and I1l3ke better use of t.l!e experience and skills of ex-hostages, 

relationships between victims and the authorities should improve. As 

noted above, these relationships are often strained, particularly when 

hostages cope by identifying with their captors, rather than their 

would-be liberators. 

The Stockholm Syrxlrroe: 

We defined the Stcckholm syrxlrane above as that unholy alliance be

tween terrorist and captive, involving fear. distrust or anger to

ward the authorities on the outside. Many of us have been asking 

ourselves who is prone to this syndrane? Wi'''.n does it fom? How 

long dC!es it last? And why does it oc=? Persons of all ages and 

l::oth sexes have described surprisingly positive feelings tc:Mards their 
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captors. Men in their fifties such as Dr. Herrema and Sr. DiGennaJ:o 

use paternal phrases' wh~ o::mparing their errotions to the wanrrt:h they 

feel for their = grown chilcU'en. One of the hostages fran !.Dndon' s 

Spaghetti House siege told me he would like to give Frank Davis (t11e 
• 

gang leader) a pack of his favorite cigarettes, then shake a finger 

at him and say, "You kneW', Frank, you did a bad thing." It was a 

parental wish, full of kindness and concern. 

The original Stockholm victim was a young wanan who apparently had 

intimate relations with the robber, Olsson, in the vault, and last-

ing affection for him afterwards. Similar affections with or without 

sexual relationships have been described in kidnappings and sieges. 

The data available to us will not support conclusions about partiOllar 

personality types who identify with captors. 

Sir Geoffrey Jackson, England's former Ambassador to Uruguay, ex-

enplifies one type who does avoid the Stockholm syndrane by identi-

fying with govemment throughout captivity, and maintaining as 

nruch distance and dignity as circumstances peDIlit. His account of 

244 days in a TUparnaro prison is now a classic -"Surviving the IDng 

Night." 

The positive bonds do not fODll :imrediately, but seem well established 

by the third day. In half a dozen recent interviews with ex-hostages 

I had difficulty establishing the onset of the syndrane because ti.rre 

sense was such a blur. No victim described the course of growing af-
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fection in detail. <Alee aware.of ths feeling, it was there, more 

or less, for the duration of contact. Fond rrarories ratain as 

long as tw:J years, which is as long as any of my interviewees have 

been free after captivity. 

Various theories have be<>..n proposed to o!xplain the phenarenon. A col

league at Tavistock wonders if we aren't seeing the pseudo-int.inacy of 

any narathon group experience. It is = in group psychotrerapy;, en

counter groups, an:1 "sensitivity training" to have sudden, superficial feel

ings of closeness which occasionally result in long teJ:m relationships. 

That SIl'all group phenarenon might be a contributing factor, but wouldn't 

account for the strength of feeling between captive and captor, as opposed 

to other possible diads. The term "identification wi.th the aggressor" is 

often used. This of course refers to the psychoanalytic concept of iden

tification with a punitive parent-figure and incorporation of his ag

gressive qualities. But these victims do not necessarily incorporate 

the terrorists' violence. There have not been recent exanples, to my 

~ledge, of torturing fellow captives in the nanner of SS guards, as 

occurred in Nazi carrps when prisoners did take on the character of their 

wardens. It seem; rather that hostages successfully deny the danger 

engineered by the terrorists. Having separated this fran awareness, they 

are oven;he1mingly grateful to the terrorist for giving them life. They 

focus on the captors' kindnesses, and not his act-..s of brutality. In

tellectual appreciation of the terrorists' cause may be related to this 

irrational affection, but the re1.ationshir> is not ~lete. That is, 

one can love a captor and not his cause, and vice versa. 
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Factors which seen to prarote the Stockholm syndrare are the in

tensity of the eJq?erience, the duration (but after three or four 

days, duration has little meaning), the dependence of the hostage 

on the captor for survival, and the. psycholcg:Lcal distanCe of the 

hostage fran governm:mt. Arrbas.sador Jackson had little 

distance, Mr. Vaders had llOre, and Kristin in the Kreditbank was 

quite distant. 

When the Stockholm syndrane is blatant, it has considerable sig

nificance to all concerned. Police negotiators cannot confide in 

the hostages if an assault is planned and a warning could be de

livered in advance. The prosecution has lost its star witness. 

The terrorist cause may be praroted. And trust between government 

and the public at large is strained if not undennined. But, on the 

other hand, life is spared. The positive bond protects both hostage 

and hostage-taker. l\rrl insofar as life is spared, all parties care 

out ahead. 

Delayed Effects: 

'!here are four clusters of negative psychiatric sequelae which have 

been described by these victims, and which correlate with similar post

tralJIl'a):ic reactions. First are the anxiety responses. These tend to 

be seen scan after the event, although they may be triggered by an

niversaries and incidents which stir manories long afterward. Night

rrares, nightsweats, startle reactions to 10m noises, inability to 

/ 
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concentrate, and other symptans of uncontrolled anxiety are not 

uncomron. As rrentioned above, this degree of enotionality may 

lead to unfortunate self-rredication, drug abuse, alcoholism, and 

dietary ~ges detrirrental to health. Synptanatic treat:Irent is. 

indicated, and is important. In addition, the clinician should 

consider earlier traumata which may have been awakened by the 

latest episode. Dr. Jan Bastiaans has noted this in his treat:Irent" 

of concentration camp survivors, and nCM again in victims of ter

rorist sieges. 

Physical and psychophysiological canplaints fODl\ the next. cluster. 

Exactly hCM physical ailrrent is connected to psychological stress 

is still debated. It should be rarembered that there is a great deal 

of physical stress in the captivity situation as well. There may be 

head injury, dehydration, contaminated food, frostbite, and a host 

of other stressors. Thorough rredical examination and re-examination 

is indicated. 

Cepression has been described although not labeled as such by 

several interviewees. In the concentration camp literature an 

anhedonia is often mentioned, a pervading joylessness which lasts 

decades and seans ilrperv:iousto therapy, to reunion with loved ones, 

and to successes in any sphere of life. I have not seen this ex

trerre rom, even in relatives of victims who were killed, but others 

my have. There is a hint that depression deePens as the Ilarories and 

positive feelings associated with the dramatic event f'ade. This is 
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a loss like any other, and reactive depressions often foll= losses, 

pa1.1:.i.cu1arly when one has felt anbivalent about the person or object 

which is lost, and noJ:I11al grief is inhibited. 

Finally, there is a paranoid pattern, in which negative feelings are 

projected and victims feel watched, threatened and persecuted. The$e 

may be a grain of truth in these feelings. The ex-hostage is suddenly 

a public figure, and his story is known by strangers. If he speaks ill 

of his captor, re may fear reprisal on very rational grounds. But for 

saTe victims, and family rrembers as well, the fear is out of prc.portion 

to reality and takes on the characteristics of a delusion - a fixed, 

false belief. 

There a-.:e two schools of -dlought about p:revention of negative consequences 

in all of these cases. One is to let the victim forget, to be as lIDobtrl.lsive 

as possible, to keep medical intervention to a minintun and avoid any sug

gestion that psychiatric care could be beneficial, lIDless it is speci

fically requested by the victim or the family. There is a lot to be 

said for this position. Few colIDtries have the :resources to treat 

vict.i:ms adeg\.lately, so vigorous case-finding rray raise expectations for 

therapies which are unavailable. Many victims cepe perfectly well with-

out professional help, seek only the support of family and friends, and do 

not want the additional bUI:den of a medical or psychiatric label inter

fering with their attarpts to readjust to ~rk and hare. 

Cbviously, the other viewpoint holds that vict.i:ms of intense and pro

tracted sieges are at high risk for further pain and problems, that 
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the government owes then at least an cpportunity for diagnosis 

an::1 care, an::1 that good care can be found, an::1 should be found. 

Not only is it medically proper and humane to proffer this care, 

but it is politically prudent. They have suffered as symbols of 

. the state; they can heal at state expense and, one hopes, con

tribute symbolically an::1 substantively to the lawful irrproverrent 

of the society which the terrorist was unlawfully assaulting. 

The Soectacular Context: 

Fran a medical point of view the victims of modern terrorism are 

not very different fran other victims of trauna an::1 threat. Medical 

expertise in this field derives fran the general studies of stress 

an::1 coping, which have been briefly rrentioned here, fran the more 

specific stu:J.ies of wartime stress, concentration camps, and PO;-,s 

(for an excellent recent review see Julius segal, et al, "Universal 

consequences of captivity: stress reactions among divergent 

J?C9Ulations of prisoners of war and t.hei!; families," Int. Soc. sci. 

J., 1976), an::1 fran the arerging field of victimology. This latter 

field concerns itself with all victims an::1 amalgamates the insights 

of doctors, lawyers, police, acadanicians, and persons who have been 

victimized. Emilio Viano edits an international journal, scarcely 

one year old, which is devoted to vict:iIrology. 
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Anyone of these fields of st1Xly - str~s, o:J!?ing, captivity, 

vic:t:ilrology - is a springboard for analyzing the particular plight 

of the victim of terrorism. But in certain respects, the =ent 

wave of terrorism is unique, and the victim must be considered in 

the context which is specific to this nEM wave. The epitcrre of 

terrorist techniques is the plarmed siege. Hostages are held in 

a public place and threatened with execution. Det1ands are made of 

gOlJernment, either for payment, publicity, passage, prisoner release, 

or policy change. The press is always part of the picture, broad

casting events to the public at large, and shcming every decisl.onxraker 

struggling with impossible choices. Those terrorist groups which have 

as a long range objective the destabilization of a society and the fall 

of the regime in pcMer are pleased when the public watches its gOlJerning 

officials squirm. Sore revolutiClI'lal:Y theorists hold that the authorities 

will eventually crack under the strain of humiliating harassment, will 

turn repressive to an intolerable degree, and will fall in a popular 

revolt (e.g., M3righella). Others feel that publicity will arouse world 

sympathy and their ultimate goals will be realized through political 

and diplalratic channels. When the stakes are this high, involving 

the stability of governments and the relationships ammg nations, 

it is tragically easy to forget about the victim in the siege roan. 

The chart below illustrates saTe of the factors and forces which 

interrelate in the terrorist siege, and which form the context for 

viEMing each vic'"Jn\: 
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'l11e three circles in the diagram represent three distinct arenas of 

action. On the left is the actual incident. Here the terrorist holds 

and threatens the victim. However, the victim is seldem the real 

target of the terrorist. Targets are outside of the siege roan, 

often in the political arena. 'lbrough demands made of governrrent • 

officials (saret.iIres publicized and saretirres not) and through the 

extensive rredia coverage which brings the events of the incident be

fore the public at large, the stage is set for political drama. As 

the public perceive the unfolding action, they will increase or de

crease confidence in governrrent. And this confidence, or trust, l:e~ 

goverment and governed is a 1:!Ho-wGr:{ street. Leaders can mistrust or 

trust the populace just as a population can have nora. or less faith in 

its leadership. Western dem:x::racies are founded on this =idor of 

trust. This is not the place to explore the history and psychodynanics 

of such trust, but we should remind ourselves that trust is a basic 

carponent of hunan l:ehavior, forged in infancy at a primitive, uncon

scious level, but reinforced in adulthood by the realistic fulfiJJ..rrent 

of expectations. Trust in the political arena like trust arrong family 

lTeI1lbers will depend in part upon errotional factors, and in part upon 

objective assessment of l:ehavior. 

Obviously the rredia play a major =le in shaping public opinion which in 

turn affects governrrent options. The government, well aware of public 

cpinion, translates politics into incident managerrent through the fo!TtUlla

tion of policy and the delegation of decisionmaking authority within the 

~_'] 
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bureaucracy. 'lhese ftmctions are pictured at the right of tie chart. 

Governrrents vary considerably with respect to negotiation policy, use 

of assault teams, and crisis management in general. Prior e.-<perience 

with terrorist incidents invariably affect a nation I s choice of 

policy, strategy, and tactics. Certainly the effective.ness with 

• 
which police inplerrent tactics, be they negotiation or assault, will 

have profound impact on outcare, opinion, trust, arxl. future policy. 

Hence the three arenas of action depicted in the diagram are inter

related. And the link of greatest significance within this chain of 

events is that vulnerable bond of trust between gOlTernrrent and gQlTerned. 

While the chart was drawn with the hostage incident in m:i.l.J, it could 

logically extend to any case in which public sentitrent is stirred by a 

politically rrotivated cr:ilre against innocents. The hostage case pits 

the gOlTernrrent against the terrorist in a battle of wits while ~ 

lives hang in the balance. Threats to unleash diabolical weapons af

fect potential victims, but still place the governrrent in jeopardy, 

!1l3ki.ng decisions under duress. Bcrnbings and assassinatiom: affect 

innocent victims, polarise public opinion, and force consideration of 

potentially unpopular rreasures, but they do not bring gOITernrrent directly 

into the incident with options to capitulate, negotiate or assault as 

in the 0ITert siege. 

Although the eve.nts described here are quite canplex, they evoke pdll1itive 

errotiorlS and cries for sinplistic solutions. It is unfortunate that the 

channel of CCll1TIUllication fran victim to public is open for so brief a 

tirre, and in the presence of o::xrq::eting concern about police tactics, 

negotiations with terrorists, and all the other elements on the 

27-428 0 - 78 - 45 
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diagram. The stress which these vict:irns endure, the ccping Ire- . 

chanisms they display, the hunan interaction they achieve in the 

face of death should give an anxious public the patience to =sider 

policy carefully and dispassionately. Just as terrorists find it 

easier to vent their rage at victims who are rrere symbols (a c:urt:a.lf 
rather than a man) the public may treat VJ.ct:irns of sieges, and the 

whole spectacle/ as characters in "l novel who elicit passion ratheJ; 

than thought. Any effort to reduC£! sensationalism and to prarote 

a detailed exchange of infarm.-').tion between victims and those who are 

capable of caring about victims should help society' as a whole cepe 

with te=rist threat. 

~: 

Terrorism is a special crirre: deadly, difficult, and staged for a world 

audience. Motives and patterns vary through tiIre, and there are many 

variations of terrorism occurring at this m::m=nt. We have focussed on 

one pattern: the siege-with-hostages, and on one elarent within that 

pattern: the victim. That victim feels stress, ccpes with stress, and 

endures a host of physical and psychological maladies. Our understand

ing of his experience is based on several scientific disciplines and 

several recent fields of study. The disciplines include, arrcng others, 

rredicine, psychiatry, psycholDg'j.. sociology, criminology, and law. 

'l1le fields of inquiry inclu:l.e stress, coping, captivity, and vict:imology. 

None of these disciplines and none of these related research areas is 

sufficient to enbrace the topic under censideration. For the hostage

victim must be seen in the singular, dramatic centext which character-
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izes m::xlern tel:rorism. This immlves a free press, trust between 

governrrent and governed, world interdependence, sophisticated 

technolcgy, vulnerable targets, and passionate, saret.i.rres primitive, 

people. 

The e::ploration of a new field, and this is in many respects a new 

field, requires considerable patience and understanding. There are 

no true experts, but there are many whose expertise in closely related 

areas will advance our kn~ledge and inprove our capacity to act. Those 

who have the responsibility to develop goverrnrent policy or to iIrplerrent 

authorized strategy are, of necessity, developing their own expertise. 

Obviously, each of us brings a different viewpoint, a different idian, 

a different set of experiences to the topic. Hopefully we will hear 

each other and learn ".dth each other. The victim of te=rism re

presents our own vulnerability in this rrodern age. AS he copes, we 

cope. And as we reconcile our differences and pool our abilities, we 

survive. 
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Bl'ief'ing on Safef,uards and Do:nes'.;ic rr.r.'.:er:,a2. Accotlj-;tr.bility 

Cot;,mission should approc.ch the };'uclcar if,,,,tel'i,,,ls 0..10. :::':;L<iiJ

\" •. ant Corporation (:N1Ji-lEC) situstion L1 t:-:0 con'Gext 0-: tC0 

present system of dc::estic material acccur,'Gabil::.ty. '"20 an 

extent) the NUMEC losses <lere tracesble to fea'Gu:,,'6S 0-:: 'Ghat 

system for which it '.'Iould be unfair to .\12.:(0 t:1(; fir ..... a 

"whipping boy". Nevertheless, th" case had co;wincii1J;ly 

demonstrated that fulfillr,1ent of a financial responsibility 

requirement might not really, satisfy the AECls interest in 

special nuclear materialsunaccountoc! i'or. Althotl~h tte 

cri'Gerion remained valid in the ser.se that good SN~i manage-

Tolent was also good business, an accountability sys'Ger.1 based 

wholly on this criterion i'las, f.lRrl ~J also based on a 

p:,,'esumption ot' honesty. In this t'rame\1ork the Cor,"J"o1ission I s 
} 

safeguards and material accountability system could be charac-

terized as reasonably good. Xi', however J the presul;Jption 

of hcr.osty were removed the syster.1 did no'c present itself 

in the most credible light. This \,Ias a policy question 

which the Commission might desire to address. 

J.ir. Brown reviewed in detail ';;he specific features of: 

the NUMEC situation. He noted the i'01l0\~ir.6 data: 
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Total Plant 
(8 YearD) 

Total Losses 
Total known losses 

Unknown 

Reported losses 
Additional 

Total 

705 

178 kgs. U 
84.2 kgs. U 

93.8 kgs. U 

149 kgs. U 
29 kgs. U 

mkgs. u 

~vA'1\"L Contract 

Received (.OUl W,U;;:' 
?~"OGuct 4et:u'Cnad 
Sera? 
:\i.VCi"l.tory 

r;lo'i:~l 

10.2 1q;s. 
713 :,~s. 
20c. kcs . 

32 k~s . 
~5i. k3s. 

i012 
~ 

\)1 

;; 
u 
;; 
U 
iJ 

.;. 32 ._ " " " 93 - ~J.~J..Jl~v 
t.lillio~4 

In explaining this materials loss, X:..~. Brown noted that 

in November 1965, ABC Materials Management stai':f' had peri'o .. ~ ... tad 

a further detailed survey of ~UMEC and as a result had deter

mined that of the 178 kgs. of uraniu.-n lost over the company1s 

.8 years of operation, 84.2 kgs. could be accounted for thj70ugh 

knOl</n loss mechanisms. During; this pel'iod, 'I;lw.EC had l'epor'God 

the loss of 149 kgs. and had mad~ appropriate financial 

restitution for much of it~ Following the April 1965 and 

November 1965 surveys, ABC staft.' had detel:":rdned that Nu'i\'iEC 

had lost an additional 29 l<gs. over the 8 year! period which 

~"lad not been reported, and possibly not realized by N\.J;'!EC. 

Mr. Brown stressed there was no way specifically to loela·~e 

the losses ascribed to the HAl\1L cont:,,'act to the total plant 

figures over the period. He reVie\'led the \~Ai%" data for the 

Commissioners noting the company had been billed $1.1348 ro~ 

the 61 l<gs. of unaccounted-t'or r,iaterial plus the 32 kgs. 

in inventory. He reiterated that although the 61 kilogram 

loss under the WANL contract l~as pal"t of the total plant 

loss of 17~ kgs" it was impossible precisely to establish 

the relationship between the t~(o sets of data. T:"le material 

received from WANL had all:been 93 pel'oent U·235. 'l'he 178 1<:r:;s • 

. total included material of various degrees ot enricnment. 

~3-
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Mr. Brown noted the Comlnission could anticipate questions 

on this matti'll' from the Joint Committee :'.n the forthcoming 

Authorization ;:earings. The General Manager said r~r. Conway 

had' int'ormcd (dm he planned to raise it first in the Execu

tive sess:,on devotf'd to the production program • 

.I.n '.Y';;vI3r to Cj,~ .. ~.\ions by Commissioner Ramey, ~rr. Bro~'m 

said NUMEC mar?~emen~ had now agreed to adjust its O~TI 

books to the results of the AEC November survey. 

Commissioner Ramey asked if staff possessed data on the 

amount of material shipped ~broad by ~~C during the past 

eight years. Mr. Brown indicated staff did have such data 

but that it was based only on NUMEC records; that the'pre-

sent safeguards system did not provide f9r, or ~equire indepen-

dent ABC physical checks of shipments. He noted in this 

regard that if collusion between a shipper and a foreign 
) 

government were assumed it would be theoretically,possible 

to ship material abroad in excess of the amounts indicated 

in 'Ghe company I s records. ;i3~a~.~~_ it was based upon a pre

~sumption of honesty and fi.nancial responsibility, the ABC 

_~tc:r~al ac:c~untc:b.ili .. ty. s!s .. tem might not reveal a deliberate 

and systematic attempt to divert material in this manner. 
'------- - ,-._----_.. -- ~ -~- ~ .. ~ -- . 

In addressing the system, however, Mr. Bro~TI said it was 

important to bear in mind that the presumption of honesty was 

not a mindless assumption. Specifically, the Atomic Energy 

Act provided severe criminal petlalties for violation of qGoounta

bility procedures. The deterrent value of these penalties 

had been considered fundamental to the entire system of 

domesti~ safeguards. Analogously, the international safe-

guards system relied upon formal sovereign guarantees of 

-4-
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of foreign governments. These princi~les - the concept of 

deterrence through severe penalty, fina~cial responsibility, 

and the solemn nature of international instruments -- had 

provided the basis for the Corrmission1s accountability 

'systems. 

There Was general discussion during which Mr. Brown noted 

that relative to othe~ U.S. co~panies NUMEC shipped rather 

small amounts of material abroad. The Chail'man observed 

'Ghat i'lestinghouse and General Electric tended to concentrate 

on shipments of slightly enriched material. Commissioner 

Ramey observed that most of the NUMEC material had gone to 

France, Japan, and Australia. 

l-'lr. Kratzer discussed the differences between the domes-

tic and foreign accountability systems. A point which to 

him seemed important was that in) order for domestic industry 

successfully to divert material,substantial numbers of 

presumably loyal citizens would have to be deceived. More

over, collUsion between a U.S. and a foreign firm would also 

necessarily require collusion between the foreign plant 

mana~em~nt and the foreign government. 

Mr. Brolm raised the matter or' the probable line of 

questioning the Joint Committee would take. The basic Commis-

~l2..0f!.1..!l..i.on,.shoul~ be ,that, AEC had no eVidence or suspi

cion that diversion had occurred; neither coUld the Cornmis-----... -----'-.----... ~ .......... , .. , ....... _- . 
sion say unequivocally that,.t,he material had not been diverted • ...,/', ____ ..... -.. ___ ... _.~ ........... _ ..... k_ ..... 
Staff did, th~ugh, have a theory to support its lack of 

suspicion. Specifioally, starf bad determined during its 

two surveys of: NUMEC that tbe company had consistently under

estimated its aotual proce~s losses. Additionally, the 

-5-
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d~fference between actual and estimated losses appeared to 

:,;::ve been passed on from completed Jobs' to nel1 jobs. Thus 

the losses attributable to the 1'lA..'lL contract probably included 

~~ 'accumulation of deferred losses over an eight year period. 

Thore was evidence to support this theory. The book :'..nven-

tO~J at ~~mc carried values of material in residue and on 

i'nuers h~gher than those which resulted from physical analy-

s~s. For example, ~~C reflected in its inventory estimates 

of approximately 31 grams of U-235 per :ilt0r. Gamma spectro-

metry of over 700 such fi1t~rs, verified by che'mica1 a .. ,alY2.is 

of samples, supported only an average of about 12 grams per 

filter. ~~C estimated that more than 50 ~ilograms of U-235 

\'Iere contained in equipment and various combustible wastes 

which had been discarded in bUrial grounds. In connection 

With staff examination of the burial pits 1~C incinerated . } 

and analyzed representative samples and concluded that only 

5 to 6 ~ilograms would be recovered from these burial pits. 

Independent analysir. by AEC confirmed this lower estimate. 

Additionally, the consistently high rate of retU~l on scrap 

recovery contrac,ts contributed to the theory ,that :t-.'UfiJEC 

did not take full account of losses as they occurred and 

compounded them through successive contracts._ In short, 

NUrt,EC now appeared to be suffering from inadequate attention 

'vo gene!'ally recognized materials management r.lethods. 

~ol1o\~ing a question by Commissioner Ramey J Mr. McDo~lell 

of the Division of Nuclear Materials Management, commentec 

in greater detail on the procedures described by Mr. Bro~~. 

!Ie agreed w~th Mr. Brown I s. conclusion 'chat Ix-uY.EC simply 

had never taken the time and trouble to develop methods 
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aclequate 

lost through fabricating processes. 

In ansv:er to a question by the C11a:;'r;:l<.'.;'1, YU'. Brol'l':l sa:'c:. 

'vhe vlJu\TL contract had beer; for t:1C ~ab~ice.tion of uranillm-

. carbide fuel elements for the }''RX (Rover Pro::;;ram). :'::e ,.oiled 

indicative of the complexity of the ~obs .:'Ol:' l~hic;'1 Xu";r.EC 

made it a practice to bid. 

The Chairman asked about the co •. :pal'ison be'0waen ~\·(;'Y.E·C's 

total losses and losses t7p~callY experienced in AZC plants. 

Mr. Geor5e said ABC process losses ci.uring the fabr<;,cation 
i4 

of: fuel elements averaged betweel;! of 
\\ v 

inventory. In absolute a;nounts the la:::ogest single loss haC: 
/I" ' ... ----" • 

been the loss o~\ ______ JOt.' u:::ounium ~n one month at 

Y-12. This. however. 6v~.l1 l:'epresented both less 'vhan 1 
} 

percent of the material on hand and less ·than 1 percent on 

a "throughput" basis.- As l'las evident from the data ;'lO'0eo. 

by Mr. BrovffiJNUI.mC I s total losses were approximately 1.2 

percent. In other words N'IWEC IS '.osse s over the ei;;;'1t yea'" 

period I~ere high but not exorbitantly high_ The percentagp 

loss under the \vANL con'vract was ofcoul:'se substantially 

1'l~1.gher. It was however J staff IS toeo:;.'Y that. this cont:.:oact 
--.-~\ 

;,ao. become the "banker ll for the othe:.:o losses. 

Mr. Brolm circulated to the Com;n::'ssio''lers a security 

. Mr. Brown rlext tu;:oneo. '00 '0he c;eneral' questio;-, of \~hy 

ABC had "per;itted" such a conditio" to persis'0 at l\"L'(t.EC. 

-7-
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A satisfactory answer was not easy. An attempt to deal 

with the question had to be made in recognition of the 

c:i.rcumstances vlhich had pertained when the procedures had 

been established. At the time ABC had possessed a_Jlle~h_()!,a. \ 

of: material. There had been a real desire to acce~_er.ate the 

development of peaceful uses of nuclear energy both at home 

and abroad. Particularly with regard to the latter, the 

"peClceful atom" had been seen as an important, even Vital, 

element of: U.S. foreign policy. And most significantly, 

proliferation of a militar~ nuclear capability had not been a 

(looisive consideration. However, both circumstances "lnd 

personnel change. There was, for example, now practically 

universal ackl\olnedgement of the seriousness of the "N'.;h'~ 

country problem. Additionally, within the ABC there did 

appear to have been a possible misconception by staff of 
>' 

the COil'.lIission' s intent with regard to the financial responsi-

bility criterion. The record did not fUlly support the con

tention that financial responsibility alone had been thought 

at the time of the adoption of the policy to have been a 

sufficient basis for the domestic system. It had neverthe-

less apparently been assumed to have .been such at various 

levels. The record vlould suP?ort that. 

Another anomaly was the significant difference between 

the security standards adopted for material under P:EC control 

and that held by fixed-price contractor licensees. The 

former had systematically been transported under armed escort. 

Such an escort was not a requirement for licensee held 

material. In short, the Commission's accountability proce

dures had been ambivalent and even now were not completely .. 
understood, As a result, clear answers to really searching 

c;uestions were not always obvious. 

-8-



Cor.~issioner Ramey asked if staff had cnnsidered the 

desirability of interviewing the personnel at ~~~C who had 

been responsible for material accountability during the past 

eight years. 

Mr. Brown said staff had given some thought to this 

possibility. A number of individuals hud over the years 

performed this function for NUYlEC. All but one or two had 

lett the Companyls employ. However, staff, was prepared 

should the Commission decide it desirable, to interview 

these ind.ividuals. Mr. Brownls personal belief' Was that the 

yield of such interviews probably would be low. Commissioner 

Ramey agreed, but said they might be marginally helpful. 

Th<.re was further brief discuesion of this matter during 

which Mr. Brown indicated he would \~ork out a suitable 

procedure \~i th Mr. Hollingsworth to conduct the interviews. 
·1 

'i:'he Chairman indicated his agreement not~.ng the Joint Committee 

"Iould be informed of the Commission I s intention. 

The Chairman also commented on the desirability of 

stressing, to the JCAE, staffls theory in support of the 

belief that no divOrsio:1 had tal<en place at NUMEC. The 

General Manager agreed. 

Mr. Brovm said a second procedure the Commission might 

\'Iish 'GO consider· would be to request NUMEC to allow the Com

mission to examine the Companyls confidential financial 

reco~ds. Such an examination would give staff some degree 

or additional confidence that diversion had not occurred. 

An objection- to this procedure was that 'ahe impact on both 

~'U)8C itself and the nuclear inC-ust.")! irl general would, to 

say the least, be traumatic. 
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COn'.nissioner Palfrey sug~ested that Mr. Brol'ln r.1iGh'oj 

informally sugges',; to Mr. Shapiro, ?reside,,'oj of }''UXEC, 

that if' the Company offered 'ojo make its f~.nancial reco:cds 

available to AEC, the entire situation might be put in a 

more favorable light. The General Manager agreed. r.:r. Brow:, 

said he 'ilould telephone ~"r. Shapiro. 

Ylr. Brown summarized staff's views on the l\'UMEC ~itua

t~on.· The theory under which it appeared the losses could 

be accounted for made it, in .Mr. B:co\'/n"s opinion, unnecessary 

to involve the FBI formally in the :r.a tter. vli'Gh regard to' 

the more general picture of the Co~~ission's safeguards and 

acoo~ntability procedures,. staff intended, on the basis of 

lessons of the 1'UMEC experience and a prior concern about 

the credibility of our total safeguards systems to to study 

mec.BL\l'CS to tighten the system and make l'ecommendations to 

the Commiesion. 

Commissioner Palfrey askedjabout the status of the study 

he understood to he.ve been undertaken by a committee chaired 

by ~lr. Labo\~itz. Mr. Ink noted 'ojhe study 'ilas in advanced 

sta~es of completion and would be circulated to the Corrmis

sion ::"hortly. -)c. The final repor'oj '10uld be more in the nature 

of a factual outline of the system than an analysis and 

not an evaluation of the system's overall defects and 

s'ojrengths. 

The General Manager said the }.,'"ill/JEC expel'ience raised 

substantial policy questions. As increasing numbers of 

reactors were built and'as the nuclear industry continued to 

burceon, the problems of accurate and effj.cient accountability 

would multiply. The prospect of private ownership of Sl\"M 

added another complex factor to the situation. 

*Sec ABC '213/107 

ABC 213/108 

- Draft Report on Procedures Relating to 
Accountability and Safeguard of SN~l and 

- Commission Policy on the Control of Special 
Nuclear Materials 
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In ge~eral, continued Mr. Hollingsworth, it '~as clear 

that AEC had three major interests in nuclear materials. 

The agency had a direct financial interest, an interest 

baaed upon public h~al th and safety, and an interes t in p~1e_ 

venting diyersion of material in stl.ch a manner as to consti

tute a th:reat to the nat1.onal security. ~lie_9~li~.v~d -it. 

~o.llld be fairly argued that ASC I S present system was no',; 

_cCl~,pletelY responsiva to the ·latter interest. The Commis-

sion must not, though, permit itself to be forced into hasty 

ov ill-considered action on the basis of the NUMEC situation 

alona. The matter demanded methodical and detailed 

consideration. 

Mr. Henderson noted that Regulatory Staff had been in 

the process of developing procedures to tighten certain parts 

of the accountability system. A staff paper regarding 

x'eporting of losses and transf'~I' of privately owned material 

would be submitted for Commission consideration in the 

near future.'" }Ie believed Regulatory Staff Was moving away 

from sole emphasis on the financial responsibility cqncept. 

In answer to a question by Commissioner Palfrey, Mr. 

}Ienderson said ABC Was on record in connection With the 

1954 private o~'mership hearings, that this change 

\10uld no'e lessen ABC I S interest in speCial nU'clear materials. 

Mr,. Ink cotnl1'.ented that the Joint Comr.1ittee would doubt

less express an interest in a system which included physical 

checlts of' rna te:::'ial. In this regard physical :!.nspection had, 

in theory, always been part of the Commission's intelI'national 

safeguards system. Even here, however, problems had developed. 

'~·See ABC-R 123/1 and AEO-R 123/2 and ~linutes of l<leeting 232 held 
on March 7, 1966, 
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I~ ~P1u'ticu?-ar the Euratom safeguards system had neve:..' bee.~ 

completely commensurate I'lith the general theory under w:1io:, 

international safeguards had been es'~ablished. 'i'his '::is- . 

;,:>arity had been recognized at the time and acceptec::. in the 

context of: what were considered sUf'i'iciently overric::.ing 
.--.~- ._-

·~~~.c_~._consideration~. On both the international and 

the domestic fronts the Corr.mission was vl,lnel'able to the 1\ 
:1 

criticism that there 'lIas substantial disparity bet\'lee~-. the' i 

provisions of its accountability systems and procedures in 

practice outside cif' direc'~ AEC otlerati0l1s. 

There was general diSCUssion of' the attitude various 

members of' the Joint Corr.mittee might be antiCipated to take 

on the matter. There was also brief discussion of the 

possibility that a premature leak of' the ~\Rr.GC situation could 

lead to sensational and probably inaccurate press repo~ts • . 
The Chairman suggested the desir?bility_of a prepared state

ment for contingency use in the public authorization hearings 

should the NUMEC matter arise. The General Manager observed 

he had been informed by 111'. Conway that the staff of' the Joint 

Committee had placed strict limitations on the correspondence 

l'egardlng NUMEC. Mr. Conway intended to bring the matter up -_.-.- . .. ~ .. 

in Executive SeSSion, but stressed that any Cor..mittee member 

COUld, if he deSired, raise the matter in a puBlic hearing. 

The CCIl'Jnission agreed it would be desirable to have an 

appropriate contingency statement. After brief discussion 

of' the points that should be covered in such a statement, 

the Cowmission thanked Mr. Brown for an informative presentation. 

-12-
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON,O.c. 20545 

AUG 4 lS56 

"'. 

Mr. John T. Com~ay 
E,:ccutivc Director 
Joint Co~~ittee on Atomic ~ncrp,y 
Congress of the United State~ 

Dear Hr. ConvilY: 

Thin is in rC!sponso to your query of July 29, 1966 concerning tha 
possibla dioposition of th~ l7~ kg U-235 total cumulative no~al 
oparational loso and l1Iaterinl unaccou.)Wn for ;).5 of Octouer 31, 1965 
at liU}!EC, and any GubGequcnt 10(;006 reported to the Com;1\isnion. 

For the period lIovember 1, 1%5 to/April 30, 19G6, NUHEC has reported 
additional losses of 36 It::; U-23S.1 

In reference to your inquiry ~s to the possible diaponition of tho /' 
178 kg U-235 loss, ~;;n:EC rcco:.:t!s support the los:; or 84.2 l<g by knol;n 
lo::s l:lech:misrJ3 (c.;:., liquid ,mste effluents, otncl: !lOll losson, etc.). 
leaving 93.8 kr, as matarinl unaccounted ror. Seme si~nificant po~tien 
of thill tt:ltcrial unaccounted for quantity t.,n}, be assj.!;nable to other 
knovn or cletetlllinable 10sseD. Technical baocs h~ve not been developed 
for iucntifying or deterQining the extent of such possiblo loss 
tlechnnistls (e.g •• equipmcnC nnei bui1dinr, contm.\ination, measurement 
uncertainties or hiases in discards, newers, etc.) that may huve con
tributed to this tlaterial-un<lccounted-for quantity. 

y The "ctual r.:lportac1 quantity by l:t;~!r:C 1~(\':: 67 1:r, U-235; hOlJevar, of 
thi~ c;uautity, 31 J(g U-235 lind alrc.1cly heen identified, b:1 rha AIlC' G 

Novcd.:er 1, 1%5 inventory I a:i 101'10 0): the 1·IA::!. contract (!lel'1tln;;
house Purcllnse Order llo. 5)-1;P-1267~ for 'Rover-1(ervn fuel). Thus, 
subsequcmt lOGses (:,ovcmber 1, 1%5 to .\,,1'11 30, 1966). hascd on 
NUNEC'n report. eGuate to 36 Iq~ U-Z35 (67 minus 31). The evnluotion 
nnd disposition of this Gubscqucnt 36 I'll U-235 lOGr. betlleo:r. normal 
operational' loss nnd matc:ciol-uoaccountcd-for \1111 be detcrnlned by 
the AEC nt the ti~o of its neAt su.vcy of ~~}ffiC. &choduleu for next 
~onth. S~ptember. 

27-428 0 - 18 - 46 
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.Wi.tILl."_CSP!1ct_t;Q_ the matter of divel'sion, it ahould be noted thnt 
llUMEC has over the yearD follollcd prnctices thllt wculd minimize' the 

-;(ikolihood of mnterial baing diverted. fipecial nuclear materinl, 
- ox-coOpt thnt in process, is atbrad :in nccurcd C!rClla uncl~r lock and 

key, and'is the rasponnibility of a vaule auotodian. Acccsn into nnd 
from the 1'1",,& io ehrou~h a r,::all lIaitin!) .oom "hich io mon~.torcd by 
a reccptionis~ or a guard. All visitor" arc rcquir~d to oinn a 
register U~Oll cnterinll or leavin:: the pltm::. Of particular oota 
io the filet that there have' been r..o instance:) of reported missin? 

• :I.dcmtifiablo itomR such as cylinc\e"(s of Ufo/'; or containers of uraniu:! 
products tlY.aitinC shipment or othar -ur.an:i.u:,ol co;npounds, 

It m:ty :l100 bo noted tl111t'rcprcscntativi1s of tho Atomic Energy Com
miesion h:,",e visited tho Apollo facility on a nutlber of occasionn 
And h:lvO !lod extensivo contact and diGcu:Jsioncr nith NUHEC operating 
and supcrv1nory employees at nll levels. For c~nDplot during tho 
pnst fo~t' ycnrs raprcr;cntatives fl.~qUl the Division of CO::lplioncc havQ 
made ten i;:npeetions involving some 46 ,,:m-days at the Apollo facility. 
These in5pcetioos always involv.:.d so,"e re'lic", of how the l.icenuoe 
controlled his rcnto'tilil. t-:orc recently durinr, th(! period }:ovcmbar' 
1965 throuch I'ehruary 1%6, the O"k Ri~zo Operations Office h"d nn 
inspoc:.too: ::it Apollo ohsc'rvin~ tho operation.; 04.1 a Gclcctivo shift 
basis. Earlier thia year r,utlCrOUG AEC r~:>r('!scmtativcs vere pl:cr.ont: 
at various stages of tho ""huo:1tion prClces3 and uitnessad the recovery 
of material from tho burial pits. "0 evidence of p090ible diversion 
"'aG noted by any of these peoplo durinr, any of theso visicD. 

In }:arch 1966 representatives of the Divisions of Security, Inspection 

.. ' 

nnd ~:uclcr.'r ~tntor1nlG Mana.gcl!Iollt it"ltarviCt-lcd a nur,lbcr of former cr.tploycQS 
of the :;t,~':;':C Corporation and s~ecifieally inquired into the =tter of ' 
pooaiblo diversion of r.ltltcrilll. llano of tho jler&ODO interviel<cd ,;uAgosted 
thot nny material mir,ht h:lve been diverted. !ha former ccrloyces iot<lr
vie>1eu \lere Gclccted on the ba3io of their connection with tho control 
process when they hnd been c:nploycd by l;UHI:C. 

In li!lh~ of the fore!;oing, lie Mve no rellson to hclievo that nny of the 
matorial had bean diverted to unauthorized UDe. 

DISTRInUTION: 
Chairman (2) 
Comm. namey 
Comc. Tape 
Cet:::!. Johnson 
~o=. Nabrit 
Cf: (2) 

Secretary (2);-~~;"~ 

!loGMA 

OGC 
OCR (2) 
l:arold Price, REG 
l'rlltznr. D!A 
Ceorge, NMM 
Security 
Inspection 

NMM:HcDOVIELL l'."MM:GEORCil 
dhk 

AGXA 

Sincerely yours, 

Cancra}. ~~Mgcr 

DGl1 GH 

.) 

OCR 
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'l:hc .£ollo·""'il,'~ is .~ list or iorcl.go governlllents anIJ prlVJte llrm~ Wl..t.i. wrd .. (i\ 
NUI·IJ:.C has cl.ther \, ... ltracLS, A6.raements or hss ih.U prehl1lin.lry IltscuubLont., 
in. the field of m.Glcar cnerBY. 

1. Nu1-mC .'~md Soc:..\!:e d t Apillicatlol\s l.mJustriclles tOe lJ. l';""s1.GU(! (SAt?) have 
Lormca NUHEC ~iHt:tuments :loti Controll:i Corpot:nt.ioll (m,,'Hl!'\CO) ~ '~hc iim is 
Q Pcnnsyh·anit.. ;orporation and 1s locac.ed in Hon:'oc.vi....!c. Pt.:nnsyj,v~n~t\, 
It. is CSl:aIJ11!.h.ad to mlmuiacture and mark>!t nuclear l.n~tr~n\c.t .. ''\ c.~\d 
instromcntati",i al\d process-control cl;uipi .... cr.t (ll-.:inCl.iia;~)' nut;,~ .. r). 
NUHEC and SAIl !l1cn halo a o,te-thirJ intcrc&t', wit~. tfiC ... c',l.Jin1nb L.ltcrCttt& 

bein6 held by ... group of private in\'~stors# ~AIP 'oil .... h'iJ.nuiactut'c f.lo:H. 
of the product::. an ... NUMt:C will be rL!5~('InSl.~.I.c to~ Ir.Q.UdbClil~I'\t, tcchnlc;<;.l 
back-up at\d ml..: tetiob • SolT,1C. of the ?'r'ouuct~ to DI.! rJLl.flui~ct1J~,,::Q at'e 
transistor sc~:,~rs) liquui scintillation ~rc.ctromctc::t>, n~utron. u~[;a anll 
gar..."1\a detcc.tot:>l, c:rit1.c.ality alarm syst..:ltu.&) rio!~\Sl.tY"baUu.M\J 0'lStcn,8 J \:\.0 4 

2. N'"JXEC, in conrc·;tion with NUMINCO) represents tht:! C..Y.:.uli&sarist do ;.I~nerb;;'e 
Atomique (Frer.~:l AEe) Eta 116, Fontenay-Aux .. Ao6CS, France to manufacture 
and sc.li it>ott;.c sourc\!s. 

3. 'l'he A. Johnsor. ,!ompany, Scrucplo:tn J, Scock!101u, S ..... ~~cn, rCjltcscnt::J };L~1':::C 
in that c.ountry and other Scanuinilvi;m countrl..es for the. sale. of ~W~C 
products. 

4. i::lectcronucleClr,·.ca, S.P.A. Via Bisleri 19 t }!il;4:l, Italy, rc?resents ~1,l};EC 
in the sale Ot :..nstrutl'.cnts and neutron sources. 

5. Nm:EC is a sal!.!,; agent for the Governmc.nt of lc:ael tnrourltJ it~ Hinist.ry . ~ 
of Defense l Dlv .. sion 0: Sup?lic.s, B30 "£hiru h"l.!l)UC, ~e\ol 'lv't'~ 22, ~ew York.. \ 
In this connec::;.on, NUMEC has an arrs;lgcrnent w ... Lh the Israel. AtoullC Enersy 
Commission to ';'\1 biotogic.£l.t wot::k on i.nsect contro,,-; dn!! a&:;'lS{: in 
cstablishl.ng fOlo.:ill.ties for ~he irradiation ana preservation <>f cicnlS 
fruits. In tr. ... :, latter connection I ~U;'lcC anti tile Go"'etl",mi!ilt. or ISl:al.ll 
(reprcsente.d by the Israel AI:::C) have fprm~d a comt>any in 1G1"o(:1 calle~, 
Isotopes an~ R..l~.intion Enterprises Ltd (ISOaAD) which is an o~gai.\izatian 
to do experime.'I.~.al ano cornmerciLll. work in i.rrol~iat.ion processins of fooe-
stuffs and ott..:::;.' commotli~ies, SUCil ~s mCloical SI,IP?lics. fiL11EC and t~lt! 
Government of l!.orael are equal partners in this venture. ... 

6... NUHEC is (\aw co .. tpleting a contract: with the. Jli.?<J.n ACOC.lic Fuel Corporclci.on, 
2 .. 7 Hirakawa, Cr.o, Chiyoda - ku, Tokyo, Japan, 0. ..... holly ... ow.led subsic.L.lt"y 
of the Japanes.\.! Government for the dCGign ana supc.rvision of c:onstru .... tio.\ 
of a Plutonium ~.aborQ,tot:y at 'to"kai ... Muro. 

7. l."ne Eldorado }1 .. I,in~ and Refining Comp.u\\" Ltd .. , Port Hope) Ont.ario) CanadA .. 
NUNEC purchase" natural uranium from Bldol·ado. 

8. NlJhEC recently (omplaced a cOiltrc,ct wtt:h the Australian Govl:!rtimcnc to 
Gupply that goVt; rnment 330 Plutonium-AJ.ulUinum fucl elements. 

9.. Renee 5chur.nan; Company or Uruss(!ls, Belgium, io <1 NUMEC sales Rl;!prescntative 
in the Common ~ •• rket na.tions. 

10. NUHEC is now c,;),lpteting utM.uia.ctul"c of two small 3"wlltt terrestrial S~A? 
generators 50r ,he Covernr.anc of Israel. 
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11. NliHEC has di6c~_sed with coeltiz~ltt Spanish officials the possilJility 
of a joint ven:.re in food irradiation. 

12. NUl1t:C is explo:ing with Mi.tsubish~ International the possibility of 
sales represen:. tion in Japan for NUl-IEC - dasign!:d SNAP generators. 

13. NUl-IEC has initHted discussions looking toward the purchase of the 
Dow Chemical Con.pany's 30% interaGt in ALKEN, a G~rman company. 
Discussions ar~ very preliminary. 

14. NUl1EC is exploring with International Re3earch .lnd Development Ltd. the 
possibility. of r.anufacturing and selling in the lInited States a laser 
ophthalmoscope, a device for retina welding. 

According to Dr. Z,,:man Shapiro, NUl-IEC h3.s filled, and continues to fill, orders 
for the manufactur_: of fuel materials and devices incorporating special nuclear 
materials for forei!..n companies and governments. In each case, assurance is 
sought with respec~ to the existence of an effective Agreement for Cooperation 
with the nation in ,.uestion and on appropriate inter-governmental contract. 
All shipments are Gl.ly licensed, as required, by the lI. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission. 
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Prospects for Further Proliferal'ion of Nuclear Weapons 

1. In the 19805, the production of . nuclear weapons will be within 
the technological and economic capabilities of many countries. The 
once formidable barriers to development of nuclear weapons by na~ 
tions of middling size and resources have steadily diminished over 
time. They will continue to shrink in the years ahead as plutonium, 
enriched uranium, and technology become more Widely spread. Some 
counb.ies will consider nuclear weapons largely in terms of military . 
utility. The principal determinant of the extent of nuclear weapons 
proliferation in coming yeurs will, however, be political considel'a- . 
tions-including the policies of thE; superpowers with regard to proG .. 
liferation, the policies of suppliers of nuclear matedals and technology, 
and regiona~ ambitions and tensions. 

3. We believe that Israel already has produced nuclear weapons. 
Our judgment is based on Israeli acquisition of large quantities of 
uranium, partly by clandestine means; the ambiguous nature of 
Israeli efforts in the field of· uranium enrichment; and .. Israel's 
large investment in a costly missile system designed to accommodate 
nuclear warheads. We do not expect the Israelis to provide confirma~ . 
tion of widesprelild suspicions of their capability, either by nuclear test-

. ing or by threats of use, short of a grave threat to the nation's existence, 
Future emphasis is likely to be on improving weapon designs, manufac~ 
turing missiles more capable in terms of distance and accuracy than the 
existing 260-mile Jericho, and acquiring or perfecting weapons for air~ " 
craft delivery. 

4. Sever~l other countries-including 'Vest Germany, Sweden, 
Canada and Italy-could have fabr~cated nuclear devices' more e~:,ily, 
from a technological and financial point of view, than India and Israel. 
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They have refrained, and they are unlikely to be much influenced by 
weapons acquisition in countries like India. The inhibitions facing 
each of them are strong. In all. popular opinion is strongly opposed 
to the acquisition of nuclear weapons; both on emotional gmunds and 
because such weapons would entail substantial risks-of provoking 
attack, of offending vital allies and of destroying existing mutual se
curity arrangements. It ~vouId require very fundamental changes, such· 
as the breakup of major defense alliances accompani~d by a substantial 
increase in strife and tension throughout the world, to induce COWlmes 
like 'West Germany, Sweden, Canada and Italy to exercise their riear-
term capability. . . . ,.. . 

5. The Director of Central Intelligence, the Deputy Director of 
Central Intelligence representing the Central Intelligence Agency, ihe 
Director of Intelligence and Research representing the Department of 
State, the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency,' and the Ass~stanl: 
Chief of St::tff for Intelligence, Department of the Anny believe that 
Japan's situation is very similar to that of the other advanced \Vestern 
nations just mentioned. They believe Japan would not embark on a pro· 
gram of nuclear weapons development in u\e absence of a major ad· 
verse shift in great power relationships which presented Japan with a 
c1earcut threat to its security. The Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, 
Department of the Air Force and the Director of Navallnte1ligence, 
Department of the Navy, however, see a strong chance that Japan's 
leaders will conclude that they must have nuclear weapons if they are to 
3.chieve their national objectives in the developing Asian power balance. 
Such a decision could come in the early 19805. It would likely be made 
even sooner if there is any further proliferation of nuclear weapons; or 
global pennissiveness regarding such activity. These developments 
would hasten erosion of traditional Japanese opposition to a nuclear 
weapons course and pennit Tokyo to cross that threshold earlier in the. 
interests of national security. Any concurrent deterioration of Japanese 
relations with t.'!J.e Communist powers or a further decline in the credi~ 
bility of US defense guarantees would, in their view, further accelerate 
the pace of nuclear weapons developIt\ent by Japan. ' . 

6. Less sweeping changes could induce one or another of the less 
advanced nations to mount the sort of nuclear effort India and Israel 
have made. Some states, such as the Republic of China, Argentiua and 
South Africa, will be much influenced in their decisions not onl?, by the 

1 
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general course of proliferation but by such factors as growing feelings 
of isolation and helplessness, perceptions of major military threat and 
desires for regional prestige. In each of these cases, any weapons ca
pability probably would be small and delivery probably would depend 
on aircraft, though there is some possibility that one or another might 
be able to purchase a nuclear-capable missile system from a foreign 
supplier. . . • 

7. Taipei conducts its small nuclear program wit!, a 'weapon oruon 
dearly in mind, and it will be in a position to fabricate a nuclear device 
after five years or so. Taipets role in the world is changing radically, 
and concern over the. possibility of complete isolation is mounting. Its 

. decisions will be much influenced by US policies in two key areas
support'for the island's security and attitudes about the possibility of a 
nuclear-armed Taiwan. Taipei's present course probably is leading it 
toward development of nuClear weapons. . . 

8. Argentina's small nuclear program is being pursued ";igorously' 
with an eye toward independence of foreign suppliel's. It probably will 
provide the basis for a nuclear.weapons capability in the early 1980s. 
Argentina has no apparent military need for nuclear weapons. but· 
there is strong desire for them in some quarters as a way to augment 
Argentina's power vis-a-vis Brazil. Over time, in the absence of strong 
international pressures that stop nuclear weapons acquisition else
where, there is an even chance that Argentina will choose to join the 
nuclear club in a small way. 

\ . I . . ~ 
deposits, and it apparently has developed a technology for enriching 
uranium that could be used for producing weapons-grade material. 

'> South Africa probably would go fonvard with a nuclear weapons pro
gram if it saw a serious threat from Mric~n neighbors beginning to . 
emerge. S? serious a threat is highly unlikely in the 1970s. 

10. Other candidate countries-Spain, Iran, Egypt, pru..istan, Brazil 
and South Korea-would need at least a decade to carry out a nuclear 
weapons development program. One or another might detonate a de- . 
monstrative device earlier-perhaps considerably earlier by using pur
chased materials or by obtaining extensive foreign assistance. Each of 

I 
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these countries is subject to l:\ dlHc1'0fLt set of motivations and pressures. 
Some have enemies already making eHorts in the nuclear weapons 
field; all will be concerned with such efforts on the part of neighbors 
or potential antagonists. Some will be interested in nuclear weapons 

.. for their presumed prestige value. Unless countries opposed to proli.fer~ 
ation-particularly the US and the USSR-find ways to stop the spread 
of nuc1earweapons programs before these candidate countries are in a 
position to go forward, at least some of them "wI be motivated to join 
the nuclear race. The strongest impulses w:i1l probably be felt by Paki~ . 
stan and Iran; Egypt and Brazil now appear to fall into a second cate-
gory of likelihood. . 

-~ .... 
. 11. France,' India and Israel, while unlikely to foster proliferation 
as a matter of national policy, probably will prove susceptible to the 
lure of the economic and political advantages to be gained from ex
porting materials, technology and equipment reJevant to nucIear 
weapons programs. And most potential proliferators are on good terms 

.' with one or all of them. 

12. It is theoretically possible for a counb:y capable of deveIoping 
a nuclear weapon to do so covertly, up to the test or a first device. And 
a test is not absolutely necessary. In practice, indications of such a pro
gram are virtually ce.rtain to reach the outside world. But most coun~ 
tries will seek to maintain the tightest possible security '''ith regard to 
any military nuclear activities, and infortnation is likely to be inter
mittent and inconclusive. Indigenous ballistic missile delivery systems~ 
on the other hand, would be readily identifiable early in the develop
ment cycle, and missUe systems obtained abroad would not remain 
undetected for any signifi~ant period.. 

13. Governments backward in the nuclear field and anxiouS''to ac
q'uire a token capability quickly are more likely to try to steal weapons 
than fissionable materials, despite the fact that the latter are less well 
protected. A country capable of developing and producing its own nu~ 
clear device is highly unlikely to try to steal. weapons, but one might 
seek fissionable materials by theft or diversion. Competently done, di-
version might go undetected. . 

14. Terrorists might attempt theft of either weapons or fissionable 
materials. They could see the latter as useful for terror or blackmail 
purposes even if they had no intention of going on to fabricate weapons. 



11r. John T. COnlmy 
E,;ccucivc Director 
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U."-III.l::.U ~IAi..:.~ 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON,O,C. 20545 

AUG 4. 1956 

Joio~ ComQittee on Atomic Eoerp,y 
Coor,resG of the Ueited State$ 

Dear Hr. Convoy: 

Thin io in response to your "ucry of July 29, 1966 concerning the 
posaiblc dioposition of the 17a kZ U-235 total cumulative nOlooa1 
oper"tion .. 1 10so and materin1 Imaccoul1ced for as of October 31, 1965 
Ilt l;U"}{EC, and Gn, GubGequeDt loGGes reilorted to the Commission. 

For the {J2riod Novemher 1, 1%5 t~ /April 30, 1%6, N'[nmc has reported 
additional 10s:;es of 36 It::; U-235.1I 

In reference to your in~uiry ~s to the posnible disposition of tho , 
/ 

178 kg U-235 loss, NtJ~·:EC rl.1COl"uS support: the loss or 84.2 k3 by kno\,n 
10(::; l:Iechanisrus (c.!:., liquid "nste eff.luents, Gtnel: flas losses, etc.), 
leavina 93.8 Itg as materiel uncccounted for. Soma sip,nirieont portion 
of chis tt..'1terial un(lceounted for quantity r,l(lY be ass:!.p.nable to other 
knOlltl O~ datcrminablu lOGGCD. Technical bnoc$ h~vc not been dcv~lopcd 
for identifyinS or determininn the extent of such possiblo loss 
mechanisms (e.r; •• equipment and 1;ui1dil1e eontar.1inaticn, measurement 
uncertainties or biaoes in disc~rds, sewerG, etc.) that mny have con
tributed to this 11latcriOll-unilecountod-for 'lllantity • 

. -

]J The Gctual r"ported quantity by l:t;,rr;c \,'0:: 67 kn U-235; hOl.ever, or 
thi~ c;uautity, 31 I<S U-235 hnd alre.,dy been ic!cntificd, b:r the AEC ' G 

NOvccl];er 1, 1%5 inventory, a:; 10S:1 011 the I-1A:;,. contract (Uestin;;
hou"" Purch:tsc Order ;':0. 5~-:;P-1267~ for ROVCl:-l\erva fuel). Thus, 
suh"equant lOuses (l·:ovcmber 1, 1%5 ::0 Allril 30, 1966). hnGcd on 
NUNEC'n report, equate to 36 kl\ U-235 (67 !:linus 31). The evaluation 
and dinposition of this subsequent 36 ke U-235 10G6 octlleer. normlll 
operationol' loss Olnd =tari~l-unncc()unCed-for \/ill bo clctcmlned by 
tho AtC at tho time of itc next su.vey of ~~}mc. scheduled for next 
month, Septembor. 
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.Wi.tlLt:c.S"'c.ct. ... t9c t.h" ",,,ttel! of divcrsia:\, it ::hould be noted th',t 
NUXI:C h~s over the yearn rollD~lCd practices that wculd minimize· the 

-li~~lihaod of ~ntcrinl bain~ divcr~cd_ 5pccinl nuclcor matorinl. 
- except that in proccs~, is Gto):,cu in occut'cd c:.rcna unc4ur lock and 

key, anel'is the responsibility of "v1lult cuotodian. Acccso into anel 
froQ the 1,lnnc io throullh " 0:::,,11 ""itinZ roc", ~'hich ia I:Ior.;f.torcd by 
n rcccptioniaf or a ~unrd. All viaitorn arc rcquirnd to ninn n 
rcgist.cr UfJou cntcrinn or leavinG tho pl"'11t. or pnt'ticulnr nota 
10 the. feet thnt tharc h:lvc: been ~o ,instar:cc3 of L'cportcd missin?, 

,identifiablo :Ltoma such lIS cyUeders of UI'(; or contlliners of uraniu:l 
products n"'<licin[; shipment or other u::anium cOl'lpounds. 

It tnny al~o be noted thnt'rcprCGCntfltiv~s of th~ Atomlc. Enc.rey Com
miesion h~ve visited tho Apollo fccility On a nu~bcr of occasionn 
and hovo ha.d extensive contnct und diGct:::wionc vith NUHEC opernting 
ancl Gupcrvicoo:-y employees At all levels. F01· c:,c::tplo, during the. 
pa~t four yea.rs rcprcr;cntatives fr~.n the Divi::;ion of Co::plianca ho.vo 
made ten in~pcctions involving ~omc ~6 c=n-aays at the Apollo facility. 
These 1n"i'eet:Lons al""ys involved some ::c'liew of how the J,iccnGoe . 
controlled his Itlltc-rilll. l·~Ol:C. 't'ccC!~)'tly durinr. tho ptrriotJ NO"\1cmbcrr 
1%.5 th::ouCh febru~ry 1%6, th~ Oak Ri"ze operations Offica h=d Itn 
inopccto;: :lot .;\:?0110 oh!1c.'[vin~ the c?c'Cat10ii.3 O~\ n. ucloc.tivQ shift 
basis.. Earlicl: thio yanr numerous AEC r~~rc:scntativcs ucrc prcr.ant 
at V:lt'iOU9 star.ec of tl)n e.dmc03tion procaz~ and ,:itncssc.d th<l rClcovery 
of maea.ia1 from tho burial pits. Ko evidence of poscible divorsion 
~ns noted by nny of thoso Feoplo durin~ ~ny of theco visita. 

It\ ~:arc~1 1966 ro.?rcGcntntiv.as of the. U1viuions af Sccut'ity~ InspectiOll 

,.' 

and ~:uclcn'r' ~fctar:J.illG }rOD.lBc1:JCnt intcrvict"cd a nUlilocr of farner ciolploycas 
of tit" :;:".;;;:c cori'or~t:ioa nnd s~ecH'ical1y in~uircd into tho ",atter of • 
paor.iblo diversion of ","todcl. llano of the persona intcrviel<cd sU!\f:csted 
tilnt any material llliCht have been divc·cted. 'Ih~ fonner clJl'loyces int"r
vfelled "cre Gelcctcd on tho basic of their connection '11th tha control 
process ",hen they had beon o:nploycd by l\J:·u-:C. 

In light of the fore~oinc, lie have no reason to bcliQVO that any of tha 
material had been diverted to unauthorized usc. 

DlS'IRtnUTIOll: 
Chnirnan (2) 
COnlin. nnmQy 
CO""". Tape 
:oc:n. Johnoon 
Coc:m. Nabrit 
G~: (2) 

Secreta::y (2):-~~:';~ 

ACXA 

OGC 
OCR (t) 
Harold Price, REG 
Krntz:!r, DIA 
Gcorge, NMM 
Security 
Inspection 

NMM:McDO,1ELL !.1iM:GEORGE 
, ' dhk 

AGl1A 

Sincerely yours, 

Conornl ~mntlgcr 

DCH Gf! OCR 
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Defusing Human Bombs-

HOSTAGE NEGOTIATIONS 
By 

LT. JOHN A. CUllEY 
Offico of the Chief 

of Detoctives 
Police Department 
New York, N.Y. 

"Just as we would send only trained bomb 
squad personnel to defuse a bomb, so too, we 
should send only trained negotiators to deal 
with these emotionally explosive hostage 
situations." 

A d.tectl ..... lin bU$ln." lultl bog!n! "'go- I 
llallo"11n Q 11ml,llat,d hO$IQgultualion. n the enrly evening or January 19, 

1973, four armed men entered a sport. 
ing goods store in the Williamsburg 
section of Brooklyn. N.Y., and at· 
tempted a robbery. One of the pro
prietors activated n silent alarm, nnd 
unifonned officers from the local 
precinct and emergency service divI
sion responded in patrol cars. During 
nn exchange or gunfire which ensued. 
one police officer was killed and two 
others wounded. One suspect was also 
woundl!d. The felons, thwarted in 
their escape, seized 12 persons who 
were in the stort> at the time nnd held 
them as hostages. The store was prac· 
tically impregnnhle and contained n 
wide vnriety of weapons nnd ammuni· 
tIon. This marked the beginning of n 
tense drama which was to last 47 
hours nnd become known as liThe 
Siege or Williamsburg." 

In overall command of police per· 
sonnel engaged at the scene was Chief 

Inspector Michael J. Codd, who was 
appointed police commissioner in Jan
uary 197i1.. Just prior to the Williams· 
burg incident, Chief Codd had ro· 
vle'.fcd and approved plans for han
dling hostage situations, plans which 
ho Imd been working all with variou, 
units of the police department since 
Sell'ember 1972. The primary pur. 
po~ of these pInos was the preserva. 
tion of the lh'l'$ of hostages, officers, 
and captors. 

Upon responding 10 Iha scene, Chief 
Coad as.';cssed the situation and 
ordert'd imm~dlnte implementation of 
the hostnge plnn. No hypothetical case, 
tho plan was going to receive its "bap. 
tism under fire" nnd be put to n true 
tcst. As it turned oul, the policy of 
"waiting" llrovided lime for the host
nf::es to escnpc, and ultimately the 
four felons surrendered with no fur
ther bloodshed. Greater loss Dr life 
was prc\"cnted through careful plan
ning, coordinnted elTorts, and great 
restraint on the part of all the police 
officers at the ~r.ene. The plan had 
worked. 

Ho<;tnge incidents have been in· 
creasing since 1972; therefore, law 
enforccml.'nt agencies throughout the 
countrf hn'ie to COl'rf'm themselves 
with this trend. Since- ~1.lman lives nrc 
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nt stake, the challenges facing poUce 
officer! in such situntions nre delicate 
nnd critical. If there is no proper 
planning and training, ()r if police ac
tions are impulsive or uncoordinated, • 
lives may be lost unllecessarily. 

Initially utilized in the formulation 
of the New Y~rk City hostage plan 
were the standard patrol, detective, 
and emergency service units o{ the 
police depattment. Then the newly 
furmed P:;;ych()lo~k.Bl Servicts. Unit 
WllS called upon to supply a nt:w and 
valuable adjunct to the department's 
existing methods for combating hog.. 
tage situatiou'h namely a psychologi
cal understanding of the hostage· 
taker. 

The success of any hostage plan 
hingeg on n team approoch, good com
munications, nnd coordination of tac
tiMI maneU.,'ers under one com
mnnder. Tn all 11O~tuge situations oc
curring in New York City, the on· the· 
scene commander is the uniformed 
patrol area commander. (New York 
City is divided into seven patrol arens, 
each commanded by nn assistant 
chier.) The rationale for this is flmt 
he is the senior officer most !umilial;" 
with the locality involved and the one 
who, when the incident is byer, will 
,till be lclt to deal with community 
reaction to the hatlcIling of the situu .. 
tion. Once the initial confrontation is 
(wer nnd the situntion is contained, 

lieutenant Culley 
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". the newly 
formed Psychological 
Services Unit was 
called UpOll to sup
ply ••• a psychologi
cal understanding of 
the hostage-taker." 

the patrol ore" commander is the only 
person who cnn nuthorbe the dis. 
char~c of w'.~apons except in emer
gency ~elf·dr.fense situations such ns 
the felons attempting to charge neon
tainment team. 

The New York City Police Depart. 
ment's plan 'COil '!lists of three ph3ses 
with patrot, emergency service, and 
detecHvf" units responding and corry
ing out predetermined, specifically 
delineated duties and responsibilities. 
Phase If the containment phase. oc
curs at the initial location when the 
hostage is first token. Phase II, the 
mobile phMe-, go~s into effect it a de
mand for n vchicle or other means of 
escape is. madf:'· by and grnnted to the
felon. Ph:ISO HI, the relocntion phase, 
is principally t\ dupHcntioll or Phac:.c 
£1 but at il new location. 

The Dell"Clive Bureau's responsibili
ties ulld~r this plnn nre to provide 
speciaHr traincd detectives for nego .. 
tiations durin~ Phase I, to provide 
escape and chase vehicle operators for 
PJ1RSe III DlId to {unrtion us contain
ment teams during Phase III pending 
arrival of the special emergency sen'
ice containment teams. '11115 article 
denle; primarily with the role of the 
detective negotiator in hostage 'iitua
lions. 

Why Negotinlc? 

In addition to its overriding con
cern for the preservntion of huron" 
lifc, Ihe New York City hostage plan 
contalus n unique innovation thn~ is n 
devnrturc Cram the traditional police 
responso to such situations--huying 
time through the use of <It!tectlves 
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specially trained in psychological 
techniques for hostnge negotiations. 
Det. Harvey Schlo~~ber~, a New York 
officer who pO~5e$ses n Ph. n. in clini
cal psychology, r("H~~uch('c1 the ex. 
isting p!'iychologital wrilillg~ on hos. 
tnge·t:tkers and found liult' on the sub. 
ject. Working in conjunction with 
other members pC the deparfment, he 
developed profile, of the typical hos. 
tage·taker. They reu into three cate. 
ganes: 

TIle profC'.;siono.l criminal 
who ha:!!: his C~C.1PC hloC'kt'd dur
ing: the conunissiou of a crime. 

The psycllOtic with a de. 
praved mind, nnd 

The tcrroTi:.;t 01' fanatic with n 
cause. 

A methoc1ologr oC crisis intervtn. 
tiotI was ~le\'elored Ior such ~ituntiolJs 
in order to ease nnxieti('s nnd tensionsJ 

and if pos.r;ihlC'1 to allow the felon to 
a5~rss thp situotion rationally. This is 
done hy oLlr delC'rth e llOstuge nego
tiator engaginp; tIle abductor or fclon 
in cOllyt'r:-atioll. 

'rime is n most importnnt factor 
working for tile polire. As n general 
rute-~ Dr. Schlo5sherg note"i, the mOTe 
time the felon spend,; with the hostage, 
the less likely h. i. to take the hos· 
tltge~$ life. bt~cau$e they becolne ac
quaiutell Ultd develop feelings ror one 
nnother. 

CommlulOMt Mltl>ael J. Codd 



"As a general rule ••• 
the more time the 
felon spends with the 
hostage, the less likely 
he is to take the hos
tage's life •••• " 

In addition to nllowing this lrnns· 
Carence of feelings to take pinel', the 
paS'iRgc DC time also gives the police 
nn opportunity to prepare for di£Jl~r· 
ent cventunHties and permits the felon 
to make a mistake. I\1istakes hy the 
criminal, when the police nre prepared 
(or them, nrc the "luck" you rend 
nboul when n hostage situation is 
brought to n successful conclusion. As 
someone once observed: "Luck is the 
residue of careful plnnmng and proper 
preparation." 

JPllr Detectice Negotiators? 

It takes n singular type of individual 
to denl unarmed, fnce to Iace, with nn 
nrmod r clon holding a ho,tnge. He 
mu~t br cool I resourceful, mature, nnd 
most of nIl, cffrctive in \'crbnl com
munir.ation. Suc('('ssCui del('('lives 
have developed thrsc attributes 
through tJlcir cxpprience in dealing 
with the public, interviewing wit· 
nes.ses, and interrogating suspects. 

Seierlion 

The Collowing critrrin were used to 
select the members of the Detective 
Bureau Hostage Npgotinting Team: 

Volunleers only, 
Good phy!;icnl condition, 
Mnture apP('arance, 
Good sp('aking voice, 
Skilled interrogator, and 
Rt'presl'ntatives of variolls ethnic 

And rurin) groups with, if pos
sible, the ability to f'penk n 
foreign language. 

The 6B m(>mbers of the Detective 
BUH'ilu n ho were finally selt'cteu lind 
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trained as hostage negotiators con· 
sisted of llietltcn:lnt, 3 sergeants, nnd 
61. detectives, 2 of whom .\'er(' women. 
This group included 12 blncks. 12 
Hispanics, and 44 Caucasians. The 
languages spokeu by the group in· 
cluded Italinn, Spanish, German, 
Hebre\l{, Yiddish, Greek, Polish and 
Ukranian. In addition lour members 
of the department who Oiff" not memo 
bers of the group speak Arahic and 
nre Rvnililble as translators. 

Training 

The group underwent an intensive 
4-week training course which was 
conducted at various locntions 
throughout tha ('ity AS well faS in the 

I classroom. Training COnsislf";1 oC the 
following subjects: 

Psychology. The grente,t em
}lhasis was placcd on intensive 
psychological training to prepare 
team members to analyze various 
situations nnd drvelop strategies 
using psychological techniques 
mthrr than force to obtnin the 
Sarl" release of hostages. TIle point 
of the training was to provide a 
hasis for undt"rstnnding and an
ticipating the hostage.taker's 
moves us well a-; his possible te 
actions to police tactics. 

PhY3ical Training. TIlis en~ 
compassed general upgrading or 
physical condition as well as 
weapon.disarming methods and 
techniques of unarmed self
defense. 

Firear1Tl3. Firearms training 
included the .38 caliber revolver. 
9 mm submachine gun, .223 
caliber sniper scope rifle, shot
gun (double barrel and pump). 
37 mm tear gas launcher, .25 
caliber automatic, Rnd .22 cali
ber Derringer. Cnndidntes wore 
bulletproof vests ,bring the fir
ing of all Wl'upons. 
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Elcclronk Equipmenl. All 
members were familiarized with 
and luul to qualify in the uso 
of a miniphone wireless trans
mitter and rt..'Conler ana in tho 
use of elr:ctronic tracking devices 
which utilize range and relatlve 
bearing Ientures tlun enn be 
quite vnlunble in Phnse II. 

Emergencr Rescue Ambu
lance. Each team member 
lenrne{1 to operata the emer .. 
gency rescue ambulance, a full. 
track armored personnel cnr· 
rier. This training also included 
the use of its nuxiliary equip
ment, that i9, the pubHc address 
system, intercom, radio equip
ment, fire· fighting system, nnd 
nrst nid genr. In the Williams· 
burg siege, this vehicle was. used 
to rescue officers and civilians 
who were pinned down hy gun
fire from the felons. it also 
served as a safe base ror the start 
of negotintions. 

V chicle Operation. Instruc
tion was given in the operation 
of the spc .. inlly equippen escape 
and chase vrl!ic1cs, including 
auxiliary equipment. Specinl at
tention was paid to those streets 
nnd rouh.'S Irom various loca
tions in the city to airports or 
other destinations which would 
offer us the best tnctical 
advantage. 

Liauan. Ho!tage team candi
dates received 2 days of training 
with Agents of the Feder.1 
Burc:m of Investigation on 
jurisdictional matters ana co~ 
operation with other agencies 
including the Federal Aviation 
Administration. One day of 
trnining was held at John F. 
Kennedy International Airport 
and La Guardia Airport with the 
Port of New York and New Jer
sey Authority Police. We inte
grated our pIan with their cmer· 
~cncy progrnms. 
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Pollt_ h.licoplar and cars fforegfllundl follow rolont wIth hostugo In Qulorn/)bll,. 

Retraining. In nddition to this 
initial program, debriefings are 
scheduled to critique every 
significant hostage situation that 
take5 place nnywhetc. During 
such critiques, "Monday morn
il1g qunrterbackil1g" and specu
lation fire encouraged. From the 
situations under study, officers 
gain new i.nsights and learn new 
techniques. 

lVorking Delf>{'ti,~p's 

?\.'iemhers of the Detective Bureau 
Hostage Ne·.;otiuting Team are work
ing det~ctive5 nssigned to various 
squads throughout the ciff. Once their 
trnining as hostuge Jlegotiators is com· 
p1eted, they art! returned to their per. 
mrment comm:md, and resume their 

normal investigative duties. They ore 
placed in predetermined slots in the 
duty chArt lor adequate coverage, and 
their mimes are entered on a roster 
for primary response to n hostage 
situation within their borough Jf w." 

signment. At the beginning of each 
tour or duty, the deleclive area com, 
mund a!ccrtains which members per
forming duty within the horough ure 
trained negotio.tors. Should a hostage 
situation occur during the tour, the 
detective area command will notify 
such memhers to respond. Seven 
negotiators aro dispatched to the 
scer'le of each hostage incident. If there 
nre not seven ncgotintors on duty 
within the. borough, the adjncent 
boroughs nre notified to dispatch thei.r 
negotiators. 
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The reason seven negotiators nfO 

utilized is that two are needed as com· 
municators-one m'ember is the pri· 
1t1nry communicntor whose respon· 
sibility it 15 to establish rapport and 
voice identification ' .... ith the felon, 
and the second member assists in de
veloping patterns of questions, nnaly· 
zes the entire situution, nnel communi
cates with the command post-and 
the other five members nre assigned 
as follows: 

As reliefs, 
As secondAry negotintors 

should the firSI lenm be un
successful at cst;lbHsning rap· 
port, 

To operate escape nnd chase 
vehi..cles i£ necessary, and 

To function (IS n containment 
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" ••• the negotiator should ••• not por
tray himself as the ultimate decisionmaker. 
The felor! should be made to understand that 
th~re is someone over the negotiator." 

team nt a new location should 
th,.. lelon mQve the hostage. 

Negoliotillg Technique:. and 
Policies 

Since no two hostage conrrontn· 
tions DfC alike, there can be no stand
ardized formal for negotiations. Each 
situation is treated individually. How .. 
ever, the following techniques have 
been developed 115 n result of our ex
periences. 

The negotiator -should have n hla.· 
lllrG nppe-arnnee 50 that he will be per .. 
cei\'ed by the hostage.taker as n per .. 
son of authority. During the negatin .. 
lions, the negotiator should command 
the respect of .,'eryone, hut he should 
not portray himself as the ultimate 
decision maker. The felon should he 
made to understand thnllhere is some .. 
one over the negotiator. This aUows 
the negotiator to deCer decisions and 
buy time. It also anows him to main· 
tain Tapport with the Celon when 
demands are delayed or turned down 
because he is not the one who is deny. 
ing the Cclonts requests. 

Usually the easiest typo of has· 
tngc·tnker to deal with is the proCes· 
sional criminal. Hu is considered n 
relatively rationnl thinker who after 
assessing the situation and weighing 
the odds, in most cases, comes to 
terms with the police nnd refrains 
rrolll unnecessary violence or useless 
killing. 

The psychotic individual, on the 
other hand, presents a different and 
somewhat more complex problem. He 
tends to be irrational ond, therefore, 
less prmlictnble. His actions, the 
words he uscs, nnd the demAnds he 
mnkcs lIrc often valuable clues to his 
mental condition. The psychotic har· 
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bars great inner frustration and can· 
fliet. He may even feel a degree of 
pleasure Irom his precarious predica. 
ment, as he now finds himself im
portant nnd the center of attention, n 
position which mar be unique in his 
lirt~. Time works for the police in this 
instance because the psychotic is emo
tionally tense nnd expends n great deal 
of physical and psychic energy which 
eventually wears him down. 

The fanatic or terrorist group 
c;entes an cven more difficult hostage 
situation. In n sense, they can be 
viewed as a group of psychopaths with 
n cause, all under the leadership of 
one of the group. When caught in a 
criminal net, many of them rationalize 
their behavior by claiming to be revo
lutionaries who arc merely seeking 
social justice. During the Williams
burg siege, just such n position was 
token by the four stickup men. In 
these situations, the resolve to die for 
their cause may d£.[eriorate with the 
passage of time, and time allows for 
mistakes to be mnde. 

In any or these cases if the ielon 
kills one of several hostnges during 
negotiations, action should be taken to 
save the IiVC5 of the remaining has· 
tages, because once he kills one has· 
tage he is likely to kill mor •• 

Practically all demands are negoti. 
able but one-supplying weapons. If 
the lelon is hluffing with on unloaded 
or hogus weapon, giving him a gun 
would truly create a real dangero 

Conclusion 

. 1£ an analogy might be lllade, n 
hostage negotiation situation cnn be 
compared to a "bomb scare,lI Just as 

we would send only trained bomb 
squad personnel to defuse a bomb, so 
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too, we ~bould send ani), tniinecl 
negotiators to deal with these emotion
ally explosive hoslnge situalions. The 
training of bomb squad personnel 
stresses whnt makes a bomb tick and 
how La de£use it; the psychological 
training we give our detective hostage 
negotiators stresses what makes a 
hostnge.tnker tick and hOlf to neutrnl. 
izc him. 

To dnte, the services of the negotia
tors hnve been utilized in more than 15 
hostage situations. Severnl of these in
cidents had resulted in the taking of 
human life during the initial crime; 
however, in every caset once negotia. 
tions had begun the situation WRS suc. 
cessfully terminated with the hostnge 
relensed unharmed and the abductor5 
apprehended. ijl 
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OF 
CARLOS MAR/GRELLA 

"Terrorism almost always In .. 
valves viol.nco •••• aut the u,ban 
guerrilla Can USe almost any ClcHv .. 
itv ••• thor I. de.lgned to disrupt 
the rundionlng or ?overnmen! 0, 
he '.stablllhmenl." 

Special Agenl 
Federal Bureau of 

In'les.tigCition 
Vla.hlnglon, D.C. 

T he influence of urban guerrilla 
theories developed in other. countries 
during the pas! several decades on 
would·be lerrorists in the United 
States is cOllsider41ble. To understand 
the development of urban lJuerrilla 
activity in this counlr)\ it is neceS~ 
solry to examine its historical and 
geographic antecedents. Thisexamina.o 
lion helps {,Ii'US on the p~ulint nature 

of this genre of rev.,lutioJ1ory activity 
as it is practiced here nnd muminnles 
some of the dilemmas encountered by 
the urban lJUerri)la in the United 
Smles. 

Such an examination requires, first, 
a definition of terms, nlthQu~h the 
media U:le5 Uterrorist,tt "urban guer
rtun," nnd urevolutionarytl n(mQ~t 

interchangeably. In tho contexl of to· 

day's political world, urban guerrilla 
warlare can be tldined as criminal 
conduct (or revolutionAry purposes. 
'rcrrorlsm, on the other hond, is Usn· 
nUy viol en! criminnl nctivity de.isned 
to intimidate for political pllrpo~e •• 
The distinctia.l is in gonls sought, lind 
only sometimes in methods used. 'rhe 
guerrilla is working toward revolu. 
tion. Tho t~rrorhl ncb to focu!! atten. 
tion on n pnrticulnr grievance:. 

(Published by the Federal Bureau 01 Investigation, U. S. Department ot Justice) 
Reprinted Irom the FBI L<lW En/orcement Bulletin, o.ctober, 1974 



.A word on the distinction beLween 
urban and rural guerrillas: While the 
difference would appear to be simply 
geographic, there exists an argument 
hetween proponents of the two types of 
guerrilla warfare. Part of this dispute 
lies rooted in interpretations of 1\lnrx· 
ist theory and it hos not affected ad. 
vocates of guerrilla warfare in this 
country ne:\rly so much as have the 
practical conSIderation. that (1) 
power of all tYP"a--govcrnmental;. 
political, cconomic- -lies primarily in 
America's urban centers, and (2) 
most of those who have become guer· 
rillas in the United Slates nre indio 
viduals with urban backgrounds. They 
would be ufish out of the sCult operat. 
ing in n rural nrea. Rural communes 
have been used as guerrilla hideouts 
in this country, particularly by New 
Left.type revolutionaries, but these 
rural commUne dweUers have not 
mounted their guerrilla operations in 
rural areas. 

While the primary difference be. 
twecn the terrorist twd the gucnilla is 
in the accomplishment sought-over
throw of the gO\'ernment in the case 
of the guerrilla or a more limited poU· 
ticnl goal, such as discouraging sup
port for Israel by attacking targets be· 
lit.wed supportive of Israel on the pnrt 
of the Arab terrorist-the distinction 
is sometimes confused when urban 
guerrillas use indiscriminate terror as 
a tnctic. Bombings nre historically the 
most common instrument of the ter· 
rorist, as the unsuspected bomb, 
c~pecial1y when used against civilians, 
is well calculated to instill fear. Wit· 
ness the worldwide letter bomb 
campaign against Israeli officials and 
sympnthizer; thnt followed the XX 
Olympiad, alld then the leller bomb 
rompaign directed against British 
establishments, part of the Northern 
Ireland situation. 

Robert Mo~g. \\"ho 1135 wriUen ex· 
tensl'lely all the topic of urban guer. 
rilla wnriare, put it succinctly: liThe 
tetrarist hn:5 a political tool j the urban 
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THE URBAN GUERRILLA 
THEORY OF REV@UnUlH 

guerrilla has a strategy for revolu
tion •••. " t The matter ofviolence is 
sometimes of assistance in delineating 
terrorism and urban guerri!la warIare. 
Terrorism almost always im'olves 
violence; hombings, assassinations, 
kidnapings, and nirpiane hijackings 
all involve force 01' the threat of force. 
But the urban guerrilla can use almost 
nny nctivity, vio1ent or not, that is 
designed to ltisrupt the functioning of 
government or the "establishment." 
The tac~ic of supporting revolutionary 
activity through exproprintion has 
been used as justifko.tion by some 
\Ventherman type,ln this country for 
various frauds hwoh-ing traveler's 
checks and stolen er,' nit cards. ,",,'ith· 
out violence, tht' uesl ahHshment'i is 
still disrupted-through uripofis." 

The exproprinhcm tactic itself may 
serve to indicate whether terrorism H 

urban guerrilla activity is i.wolved. 
The urban guerrilla mUd! be indigo 
enous to create a revolution. But his 
tactics are not those or the orthodo>: 
Mnrxist revolutionnry, thus he cloes 
not receh'e financial support from 
Marxist countrie3 and must rely on 
expropriation, or other usually indigo 
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enous assistance, for funds. The politi. 
calterrorh;t is often involved in third 
country operations, is not physically 
present in his ultimate target country, 
and often receivcs support from stiU 
other countrics or individuals sym
pathetic to his aims. 

Dr. Stefan T. Possony, however, 
would include urban guerrilla warfare 
as defined here within an overall can· 
cept of lIstrntegic terrori3m" on the 
part of revolutionaries aiming to de· 
frat a. hostile state. Private terrorism 
is then differentiated as criminality.: 
Dr. Possony Jater notes that there are 
distinct forms of strategic lerrorism
d~scribed in this article as urban guer· 
rilla warfnre and political terrorism
and that the planner needs a typology 
of the distinct forms in order to couc· 
ter. them •. 

rJrban. Gllerrilln Activity in the 
ttlnileti Stale3 

"Thile this country has not seen 
sustained or unified urb"n guerrilla. 
Rcth'ity on the scale of the Tupamaros 
of Uruguay, nonetheless there have 
been a significant number of attacks 



on police, bQll:6ings, and expropria. 
tions by revoitJ.b!>nnries of t1lis type in 
the past 3 yean.. Two primary move· 
ments hnve L&n involved in Ihc~e 

activities-the ll'calherman.type rev· 
olutionary of tile New Left and the 
Panlher.type b!a.ck extremist. • 

The \~'cnthCfP\nn group grew out of 
the Students for a Democratic Society 
(SDS), itself .. organized in 1962 ot 
the height of dudent civil rights nco 
th'ity in the S>uth. Involved in the 
early stnges orihe antiwar movement, 
tlle organization began moving to· 
ward a violent rC\'olutionary posture 
in 1967. An 50S member wns can· 
victed of nttempting to Lomb nOTC 
facilitit.-s and another was charged 
with sabotage in d),nolniting power 
lransmission lines. An SDS faction, 
caning ilseU the Weatherman ("You 
don't need a weatherman to know 
which way the wind blows" was n line 
in Ii then-polHIlar song) t split from 
the partnt group in 1969 over the 
advocacy of re\"olutionary violence. 

In February 1970. the Weatherman 
group closed its national office in Chi. 
cago, discontinued its newspnller1- and 
\'ient underground into collectives and 
communes. '11m group's strategy wns 
proclaimed in a letter ta the press, 
recci\'{'d on May 21, 19iO~ 

"Now we are adapting the classic 
guerrilla strategy of the Vietcong 
nnd the urban guerrilla strategy 
of the Tupamaros to our own 
situation •••• " 3 

A series of bombings followed, 
clnimed by the Weathermall group 
in Ictter$ or cnlls to the nelVS medin, 
in~luding the Mnrch 1, 1971, bombing 
of the U.S. Capitol Building and the 
Mny 19, 1972. bomhing of the Penta. 
l!on. Other group!i with revolutionary 
goals, oud outlandish labels such as 
the PUfp!/j Sunshine Clau, the Proud 
Rnsle Trihe. the New Y car's Gung, 
The Perfect Park Home Grown Gar. 
den Society, the Quarter uloon Trihe, 
and the Smiling Fox Tribe, also 
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claimed bombings directed against 
the "establishment." In 1971l, the 
Weatherman group claimed bombings 
in San Francisco nnd Los Angeles~ 

Bel lhis hnlf of the guerrilln move. 
ment in this country remained; 

"structurally fragmented. decen. 
trnlized, loosely organized. with 
little t1irect leadership, Among 
its co;nponents (were) the orig" 
inal Weatherman elements, bol .. 
stcred hy occasional re<:ruits. 
Then there (were) Weather. 
man.type individuals and groups 
not organically linked with tne 
'Vcqtherman but allied in mood 
and motivation. tI

• 

New LC£t.lype guerrilla warfare in 
the United States is seen as part of a 
"clearly discernib1e trend" in the 
world. Edmund Demaitre described 
the pllenomenon of: 

"highly educated. oecasionally 
highly gifted, middle class nnd 
uppeNniddlc·clnss intellectunls 
slowly succumbins to a re\'o· 
JUlionnry mystique that incites 
them not only to condone vio· 
lence as n means of political 
strugglt\ hut also to participate 
personally in terrorist ac. 
tions., .. " ~ 

Indeed, the first Tupamnro manifcslo t 

issued in 1965. justified n Montevideo 
bombing as n protest against U.S. 
involvement in Vjetnam. 

The other hnlf of lhe urban guer
rilla movement in this country is the 
Panther.type black rcvolutiollary
also n fragmented and loosely orga. 
nizell movement. In February 1971, 
the DJ:J.ck ]lanther Party split into two 
fnctions. one headed by Minister of 
Defense Huey P. Newton 1\1\0. the olher 
by Minister of Information Eldridge 
Cleaver. u fugitive then residing in 
Algiers. 111C Cleuver radian quickly 
took the lead in advocating violence, 
especially violenre against police offi
cers. The Newton faction, to distin. 
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guish itself from. the Cleaver fol. 
lowers. emphasized political activity 
rather thnn revolution nowt while. in 
the Panlherpublicnlion Babylon (No. 
vember 1-14, 1971), Eldridge Clenver 
asserted: 

"the absolute right of the Afro" 
American peojJle to take lip arms 
and wage war against their op. 
pressor ••• by taking the ini. 
tiativ. and aClUally ntlocking lhe 
pigs (police) with h'Un., nnd 
killing them." 

The primary velliclc for Panther 
urban guerrilla neth'it)' lIas been the 
Afro.American Liberation Army, het. 
ler known ns the Blnck Liberation 
Army. The public activities of this 
group began on May 19, 1971, when 
two NeW' York City police officers, 
pursuing an apparent traffic violator, 
werc wounded in n hail of machine. 
gun bullets. Two clays later, another 
two New York policemen were shot 
nnd killed Ly Llack nssnilant •• LeUers 
to the news mcdill, signed "Black 
Liberation Army," claimed credit for 
these attacks. 

Since then. the Black Liberation 
Army has been lir';\;ed to (l contiuuing 
series o[ attacks on poHce-2 officers 
were killed and 17 were wounded in 
1973 shoot·outs alone-in addition 
to other urban guerrilla nctions, par. 
ticularly armed expropriations. Scores 
of weapons. including machineguns 
and hand grenades, have been seized 
from mack Liheration Army arsenals. 
The organization was described in 
the February 29. 19i2, issue or the 
newspnpt'r Right On!: 

"Thc purpose of the Black 
Liberation Almy is the same a& 
,that of the Tupamaros in Uru. 
guay. Frelimo in Mozambique, 
and aU the olher liberation 
forces. The Db-ck Liberation 
Army is simply brothers and 
sisters who IH1"13 gone under .. 
grollnd to put "Ill the revolu. 
tionnl'Y rhetoric (md theory into 



practice. The diffcrenre bl't\veen 
the mack Liberntiqn Army nnd 
the aboveground politico.nppara. 
tus, the Bluck Panthrr Party is 
thnt the mnck Panther Party (is) 
organizing nnd politicizing in the,. 
open l}), whntc\'cr means neces
sary amI ml\,ilnto.geou5 Rnd the 
Black Liberation Army mov~ in 
a. military manner to carry the 
politicizing to its logical exten· 
sion--nction." 
One of the newest urban guerrilla 

groups, the Symbionese Liberation 
Army (SLA), ha, claimed credit for 
the November 6, 1973, murder of O.lk· 
land, Cali£., schoolsupt·rintendent Dr. 
Marcus Foster nnd for the FrbrU:lTY 4, 
1974, kidnnjling of Patricia Hearst. 
The group c1rrncmdcd ransom ill the 
form of a multimillion dollar food 
giveaway pro~'Tam in California. 
Leaders of the Symbionrse Libera· 
tion Army were idt'"ntified in an 
April 15, 1974, California bank roh· 
berYi some or these Il'il(lers died in 
the subsequent {'hoot· out with nuthori. 
ties in los Angeles. 

The npparrnt ('atnlr~t in forming 
dus "unny" WilS \ he.its t() black prison 
inmiltl''i in California h)· revolutionary 
white youth!;. The group's strutcfW is 
5ct out in its "Dcrlnrntion o[ Revolu
tionary War" which call!; on "all revo
lution.ry blnrk nnd othor oppreSged 
pcoplt! within tlle Fascist United 
States to • _ . fight in the forces of 
'fhe Symbion~(! United Liberation 
Army." Spt'l'ific goals of the group, 
taken from thi!; <It'c1uration, include: 
Dc.';truction of the rnpitalist stilte; 
control uf imlu!iol r)' by tilt! "people" i 
formation of ('ommllnes; rhihlrcn tn 
ho the 4'r('spoflt.;ihility or the com
nmnity"; dl' .. truttion of the prison 
system; spjzure of "t.lh~ nnn enpit31i!)t. 
owm~d laml, to hr Aivrn to thE" 
upcoplell; lutnI dr!itrurtion of thtl rent 
sy!.lem; nnd "dr"trul'tilm oC rncism, 
l-C'xhnn, tl~ei~m. rapit:'lli'iOl, fa'icism, 
imlividunlism. {l():o~t~<;:oivrnf'ss. com· 
petitivrJle'i~." 
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Carlos Marighella's "Minimauual 
of the Urban Guerrilla,tI culled the 
"Holy Writ" of modern gurrrill.l.S 
hy O:le writer, has had as much influ
ence on the theories and tactiC's of 
urban guerrillas in this country as 
any l\ riting in the field. An (,3r1}, in
<1irntion of this is secn by comparin~ 
Marighella's stat~ment that U[t]he 
principal object of the ambush lactic 
is to capture em'my arms and punish 
him with dcath" G with Stokely C3r
michael's writing. Cnrmicha£>l. who 
lectured to American college audiences 
on urban ftuerrillll warfnre in 1970 
berorc he traveled to Africa as the 
late KW3me Nkrumnh's prolegt'. cilt·a 
Marighella's tactic on ('aplurin~ 
Wf'apon~ in his talks and in("iuclrd it 
in hill book in Ihis Corm: 

H ••• when the guerrilla kills n 
member of the occupying arm), 
he not only takes the gun that's 
around hi~ wtlisl, he opens up 
thf' (loor nnel he takes n 12.gauge 
5hot~n.n r 

Tlli .. tadie wnc; adopted by th(' Cleaver 
fm·tion of. the Punthers. Right Dnt 
(F<bruary 15, 1972, p. 10) cnlled for 
urban ~uerril1n unitM to act a~ uRevo~ 
lULionary Executioners o( Ihf' gestapo 
pigs (police) mainly to <.pture 
Wt~apons (rom the enemy~ •.. " 

But IlH'rc are no immutahle laws 
in urban guerrilla warfare tactical 
manuals. When Panthers in the mack 
LiberAtion Army took wenpons from 
ome«. they killed, they found these 
weapon'S n deadly link in a chain DC 
c\'idrurc tying them to the slayings. 
Soon, p:llcrrilla notes were found that 
aclviqrd: 

"\Ve do not need to take wenpon':i 
from ic.d (killed) pigs, speci.lly 
thO!'l' that have been righteou~lf 
har<flnizrd. TIlcre nre better places 
to rip·off weapons-nol \~h('re 
tl1l'Y elln he linked to butchered 
hor,s." 
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MnrigheUa was n longtime "Mnrxbt. 
He held office in Brazil AS a member 
of the Communist Part)· niter World 
War II. By the 1960's, Marig},.!l. W39 

n lop lender of the orthodox Conunu. 
nist Party of Brazil, but his theories 
of urbtln gnerrilln. warfare finally led 
to a break with the Party. His view 
of the class struggle holds to the neces
sity of armed struggle by the urban 
guerrilla, with two primary objectives: 

".) the physical Iiquid.tion of 
the chiefs nnd assistants of the 
armed forces nnd of the policej 
b) the expropriation of govern
ment resources and those belong
ing to the big capitalists ••• 
with small expropriations used 
for the m<lintenance of individual 
urban guerrilla'S and large Ofles 
[or the sustenance or the re\'olu
tion itself." 8 

And these primary objectives-a 
"disposition" to kill police as Marl
ghell11 calls it, nnd financing guerrilla 
ncti"iti('s (especially for tIle mainte
nance of indh'idunl guerrillas) 
tltrough expropriation-have been 
adopted in toto by the Panthers and 
their Block Liberation Army. On Feb· 
runry 15, 1972, the Panther news· 
poper Right On! (poge 10) coiled 
for u ••• armed rcvolutionary vio
lence, ••• [rlipping of{ money froln 
banks •••• n and executing police. 
Members of tho Black Liberation 
Army have ambushed nnd killed po· 
iiI' .... officers nnd have robbed banks
and messages froln these guerrillas 
have boasted of thr~c activities. uCom .. 
mutlique No.1," J1ubli .. hed in Right 
On!, April 5, 1971, p.ge 17, signed 
by the Attica Brigade of the Afro. 
American Liberntion Army, claimed 
those who threw a hand grenade 
under a New York Cily police car on 
December 20, 1971, wer~ on a mission 
to "rip off funds for the Afro-Ameri· 
enn liherntion struggle." Marigl1ella's 
primary obje<:lives were most suc
cinctly cx:prell;l:ietl in n "Message from 
1116 lltnck T..iLl.'rathm Army," pub. 

___ J 



ll,hed hy Right On!. April 5. 1972. 
page C: liThe police have the guns and 
the banks have the money.n 

The nct of expropriation is, of 
,-curse, not n rIew technique. The 
Balshe\'ik'1 used. robberies or" Czarh,t 
banks to finance their activities; 
Joseph Stalin g.ined an e.,ly rcputa· 
tion in Russin as n bank robber far the 
communists. But Marighelln's overan 
theory o[ revQlution differed Irom 
that 01 ol'lhodox Marxist!. Instead 01 
an uprising by politically indoctri· 
nnted masses Jed by nn imlig('nolls 
communist part)', the urban guer
rHln's theory of revolution is to dem· 
onslrnte tltat the government is inca
p.ble 01 fulfillingiL' primary purpose. 
that of providing n stable amI ordered 
sodety. If Ihis basic function of gov
ernment i~ ('foded in practice, then 
the masses wHl reject the goventlnent 
in power. Rejection will come flbout. 
through revolution, which will come 
to fruition when th(':' most visible sym~ 
bol of (;.o\"crnment, law enforcement, 
is shown to be impotent in battling the 
guerril1a. Henco, the llTimnry ohj{'c~ 
tive of attacking police officers: If 
th" polire cannot protect tl1em<::ehes, 
how can the)' protect the citizenry
their basic Cunction? 

'The H~Hnl.manua1 of l11e lfrhan 
Guerrilla" has been e:den~ively circu~ 
lilted in this country, hy the P.mllu;·TS; 
and by other guerrilla groups. It has, 
been included in most DC the collec
tions of revolutionary \i\ern\ure found 
in the pos5€'ssion of Black Liberation 
Army members and other re\'olu
liorm.ric'+, It hilS served as n textbook 
for formal IIpoliticol educationll 

classes. Exrerpls have been serialize.d 
in the Panther tleWspaper Right On! 
and portions of the "Minimanualt~ 
have allpe,ned in ~he so·called under~ 
ground rlf(·S~. Field Marshal Donald 
Cox. a Panlher hl31tlve who joined 
Eldridt!<' CIl!:wer in Algeri.m exilt't 
detlieatetl 11is p.lmplilel nOn Orga. 
niziuf( Crhan Guerrilla Units" to 
Mo.righelltt. Cox freely quott:S Mari· 
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ghella. in his "little rcd booku 
all guer· 

rilla lactic:; and , ... enpons. 
The Symh\Ul\eSe Liberation Army 

may ha,'e followed three of the "action 
motlels" set out in the "!\1iniJ1lanlla\ 
of the Urban Guerrilla"; Execution, 
kidnaping, and expropriation-tDe
tics common to Latin Amedcatt and 
other guerrilla groups. Marighella de
fined execution as the t~kiUing ••• 
of a f;1scist personality in the govern· 
ment jnvohed in crimes and persecu. 
tians against patriots." 0 "Communi
que No. 1 Jt from the Symhioncsc 
Liberotion Army, in which the group 
claimed the murder of Dr. Foster, 
wa$ in Ule form of a "wo.l'rant" from 
the "CoUtt of the People-' which ac
cused Dr. Foster oC Utnking part in 
crimes committed Olgainst •• , the 
people." (These ucrimcsu ,\cre the 
propCJ:)ed introduction of guards Olud 
identification C;.uds into OJ.k.lOlnd 
schools.) 

According to the "Minhnanual ll 

the kidnaping of well· known, but 
apolitiro.ll persons "can be a useful 
fUlm Gf propaga.nda for the terolu
tionar)' .••• n 1(1 1'he rallsom in this 
ca~e included £1 demand lor the pub
lication of several Symbioncse Libera
tion Army propaganda tracts, and the 
media wns warned that "attempts to 
confuse the public by withholding or 
omitting sections of the tape or 
S.L.A. dotuments jeopardizes the 
prisoner." But this type of kidnaping 
differs Irom that of n political pcr· 
sonality or n. police Clgent, according 
to I\1£1rlghella. It must be ulumdled so 
thut the public sympalhi~e5 with it 
anel nccepts it."ll Hence, the ransom 
demand of food for others rather than 
cnsh for the kidnnpers. 

Following the example set by 
Algeriall rebels, the Weatherman 
group, the Blark Liberation ArmYt 
and the Symhionc5c Liberation Army 
In this country, have used tne nO'f 

classic guerrilla term "conunurlique" 
Cor their message. The Symbionese 
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group lias posted its message (HCom_ 
munique No.1" ill a difTerent format) 
on telephone poles aud has sent it to 
a variety of community ()rganizalions 
both techniques recommended i~ 
the uMinimanual." A copy of Mari
ghella's book was nmoJlg the urban 
guerrilla document!! found in a Sym
bionesc Liberation Army pad. 

As an organizational outline nnd a 
tactical handbook, MarishcUa's book 
has gailled him a meAsure of im .. 
mortality in guerrilla circles. He wns 
killed in a gun battle ,,-ith police in 
November 1969, just n few months 
atter the nppcarance of the- "Mini .. 
manunl." The biographic noll' in the 
1970 New World Liberation Front 
edition (copied lrom the Tricontinell' 
(al lra!lslation, January-February, 
1970), notes that the "Minimonualll 
will hecome "one of the principal 
hooks Qr every mnn who .... takes the 
road oC nrmed rebellion." It has, 

Diffl'rt!/JC('$ il' New Lofl Slrntegy 

The WClltherm.n t)'pe 01 New Lelt 
urb3rl guerrillas has not opted {or 
Mnrighell;1'$ theories to the degree that 
black extremists have. Expropriations, 
yes, even hank robberies1 hut these 
IJrirnnrily white re\'olutionaries es
chew the "macho" masculinity s)'n~ 

dlome cvltlent in Panther gunfights 
with Jlolice. The anarchist's bomb is 
their weapon, und the "establisbment)) 
in general (and Inw enforcement only 
as a pnrt of the est.blishment) their 
target, White Weutherman members 
(later callea Wcatherpeopl., or collee
th·cly, the Weather Underground, in 
respOl1!:oe to male chauvinism chnrges 
from the ranks) advocate revolution 
through urlnm guerrilla wadalel i.n 
common wilh other such revolution· 
aries around the world they have not 
prcsented spt'cinc ideologies to replace 
the stru{'tllr~ oC government they 
would topple. 

nohert 1\1oss highlighted this luck 
of n "sing1!! coherent statement of 



ir.cology" on the part of any urban 
guerrilla. group: 

"along with nn indifference to the 
normnl forms of political tlghn. 
tion nnd n virtunl silence about 
social conditions, that makes • 
most urban guerrillas IDlan_ 
quists' in the sense that Lenin 
defined the trrm: militu.ry can
spirntors with a tnctic rather 
than a political philosophy." 12 

Mr. Moss notes that Mnrighella's 
"Minim.muaI" com~ closest to for
mulating a strateg)" }et it "olTers more 
instruction nbout simple weaponry 
than about the kind of society he 
wanted to crenlc." n 

Kwnme Nkrumah does present n 
strategy and specific objeclives
UNationalism, Pan AfricnnisOl, and 
Socialism" H-nlol1g with basic tech
niques DC guerrilla warfare. But, al
though Stokely Carmichael hus reo 
ccntly propagated Nkrumah's objec
tives in lectures nt various U.S. col· 
Jeges, Nkrumnh was not nn urbnn 
guerrilla, nor ha\'o Panther.type urban 
guerrillas in this country yet adopted 
his philosophy. In this respect, one 
cou1l1 5EIy none of the urlJnn guerrillas 
in this country have any strategy 
much beyond revolution for its own 
sake. SliII, there nrc theoretical 
nnteceaenis {or New LeCt-type urban 
~uerrillas. These nrc nrimnrily the 
militarv writing~ of Cile Guevarut 

Ree:i., Debroy. Sialin, Rnd Lenin. 
Guevara, for n time n folk hero to 

many membf'rs of America's com· 
mUne socif'ty, was n rural guerrilla. 
He wrote that the couutr),side is the 
bnUle{!round in underdeveloped (La. 
tin nnd South) America nnel thnt n 

usuburban guerrilla band," if olle 

developed, would be subordinate to 
dirt'ction from rum! guerrilla chiefs. 
Glos5in~ OV!!r this element of Guev
ara's philosophy, litt' New LC£t seized 
upon his thesis thul"[i]t is not neees· 
sary to wait until all conditions [or 
mnking revolution exist; the insur· 
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reclion can create them." 1:1 Despair. 
ing of recfuiting masses of U.S. 
Hworkers/' or even n sigllificantly 
large Humber of U.s. students, as reo 
quired by 1\Jandst doctrine then ex
tant, this uIoco" theory \Vns the 
denouement sought by the elitists of 
the New Left. Instend of organizing 
the masses as a whole, per Marxist 
dictates, they decided that Un small 
group of armed insurgents .•. can 
act ns a focus for the various dis
contented clements .•• ,u in the words 
of Brigadier Kitson, the British Army 
counterguerrilla expert.lll 

"Foco" is used in n second sense 
as the first, and leadership, unit of 
Ule Uliberntion army," In the IIclassicu 

guerrilla mode, as explained by Regis 
Debray, the military pyramid 01 the 
Hberation forces in Latin America 
utends to be built from the apex 
down-the permanent forces first (the 
/oco) I then the scmiregular forces in 
the viciuity of the loco •• , ," 11 'fhis 
dualistic usc of "foco," both us a 
theory or revolution and ns the name 
of nn initial guerrilla group, has not 
facilitnled th:: grasp of the concept 
Dnd in this country "foco" hns become 
a glib catch phrase lor the intellectual 
fringe mther than a working guerrilla 
concept. 

This Cubnn, or Guevnro, influence 
also extends from the theoretical 
down to the taeticalle\'el. A diagram 
showing how to In'tnch n Molotov 
cocktail from n rifle or shotgun, on 
page 55 of the Vintage Books edition 
of "Guerrilla Warfare/' wa!! copied 
on page 99 of "The Anarchist Cook· 
book," by William Powell (New York, 
1971). "The Anarchist Cookbook" 
(the title stems from the chapter on 
recipes incorporating marihuann or 
hashish) covers gu~rrilla organization 
and technique, and has become quite 
popul"r among student re\·olulion· 
aries here, Another "how 10" hook 
for guerrillas, emanating from Cuba, 
15 11150 Questions for a Guerrill.:t" by 
Genernl Alberto Bayo, uThe Man 

6 ) 

\Vho Trained Cnstro." A detailed 
manual on sabotage and explosives, 
"150 Questions" was circulated by 
New Left groups in this country as 
early as 1968. General Bayo was a 
Marxist veteran of the Spanish Civil 
War, who, like Abraham Guillien, set
tled in South America and drew on 
his experience in Spain to write on 
guerrilla warfare. Guillien, author of 
"Philosophy of the Urban Guerrilla" 
Rnd other works, may have had can. 
siderable influence on Carlos Mari. 
ghella. 

U Armed propaganda It is another 
concept adopted from abro~d by urban 
guerrillas in this country. As Regis 
Debray explains it: 

liThe destruction of a troop trans. 
port truck or the public execu. 
tion of a police torturer is marc 
e£Jecth'e propaganda for tho 
locnl population than a hundred 
speeches." Ie 

Debray claimed that during at least 
one 2.year period of wariare, Castro 
did not have any political rallies in his 
zone of operations. This tactic, added 
to the flfocoll theory, was ideally suited 
to U.S. revolutionaries whose 
speeches, after some initial successes 
on the campuses, took on some of the 
irrele\'ance of other periodic cnmpus 
fads. Action, or propaganda of the 
deed, would replace the sterility of 
revolutionary oratory. 

Alid "Propngandn of the Deedu 

was even the subtitle of "Under
ground Manual Number 3," one oCthe 
first handbooks 01 guerrilla military 
techniques to circulate in the United 
States. (There were no manuals num· 
bered one and two.) This booklet was 
first circulnted by the New Loft and 
was then picked tip by the under
ground press. The material on home
made explosives, booby tTaps, and 
incendiaries, such ns thermit and 
napalm, was also irresistible to the 
Pnnthers. They circulated the pam· 
phlet, too, hut in nn unusual gesture 
or circumspection, cloaked it in an 



innocuous cover, \;111\ of a Depnrtment 
of Agriculture bulletin. But the 
Panthers, ns popularh.ers o£ lheslognn 
"pig" for poHca officers, picked 0. bul
letin on processing pork f~r their 
cover. 

Part o( armed propaganda, occQrd
ing to Debror, includes the tactic of 
demonstrating the vincibility of law 
enforcement, similar to Mnrighelln's 
i'disposition" to shoot police: 

UIn order to destroy the idea of 
unassailability-thnt aged·old 
accumulution of fear and hu· 
roility vis·a·vis the , •• police
man • , .-there is nothing bet· 
ter than combat." tIP 

This element of armed propaganda 
WDS an obvious early success of the 
Panthers, who gained much stature 
in some circles with their armed in· 
vasion of the CaliIornia legislature. 
Indeed, the initial armed Panther 
confrontations with pollee wefe de· 
signed to show their ability to stand 
up to, and fnce down, law enforcement 
officers. 

C'-'rlain wrhings oI Lenin and Stn. 
lin were used extensively, if selec· 
tively, in t1 thesis advocating urban 
guerrilla warfare on the part of the 
recently disbanded Venceremos group, 
itself a splinter of the Revolutionary 
Union, n nntiol1al Muoist organi1.a• 
tion. This "military strategy" p3per 
presents the dilemma of "dual errors 
of aJventurism" (premature action) 
nnd "social pacifism" (ngreeing to 
armed struggle, but only at some dis
tant time in the future). A sophisti. 
cnted poHticnl document, the Ven· 
ceremos statement recognizes the split 
aborning among Marxists over the 
IIfoco" theory, rcyoludon from the 
apex: of a .sociological pyramicl, with 
its emphnsis on the gun, or prop
aganda of lht! deed. 1t is interesting 
to note that a socio1ogist Ruthor of n 
fictionnl scenario of urban guerrilla 
revolution in Amf'ricn (who describes 
himself as n democratic Tat'ical) feels 
that U(n] revolution cannnt he !!rtifi· 
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dally induced .•.• To attempt to 
induce it prematurely ••. is ad\'en~ 
turism ••• ~"=Q 

The Venccremos paper uses certain 
ot Lenin's writings----"The Black 
Hundreds nnd the Organization of an 
Uprising." "From the Defensive to 
the Offensive," liTo the Combat Com· 
mittee of the St. Petersburg Com
mittee," and "Tasks of Revolutionary 
Army Contingents"--wriUen during 
the 1905 Revolution as evidence of the 
need to "hegin military action AS soon 
ns p05sibl~.n Even Stalin's UPolitical 
Heport of the Central Committee to 
tho 16th Congre., of the CPSU" is 
used to support the thesis that the time 
Is right for orsani:zed urban guerrilla. 
warfare. ParenthetienllYI theprimnrily 
white Venceremos group recognize; 
the divergent courses taken by white 
and black gumilla. here, and call. the 
problem "white chauvinism." Ven
ceremos notes: "Somehow, white 
skins urc assumed to he too \'Bluable 
to. sacrifice to 8. pig's buUet, while 
Black and Brown minds are seen as 
unahle to cope with the. theory o[ 
l'\'1nrxism·Lcllinism," 

COllclusioll 

Without question. Carlos Marighel. 
la, Cite Guevara, nnd Regis Debrny 
afC among the primary lineal pro. 
genitors of the urban guerrilla theo· 
ries and tactics practiced in the United 
States today. Their influence on cnUsa· 
tion of this phenomenon in this coun· 
try is rather more within the: purview 
of the sociologist/historian, howe\'er. 
Behind Marishella anel comp.ny i. 
more thun a century~s development of 
l\1arxi5~ doctrine, for these theorists of 
urban guerrilla warfare were first 
M.lTXisls, The non'-Marxist observer 
mny delineate them as the first: of n 
new breed, their philosophy n climac
teric in the development of Marxist 
revolutionary thought. The orthodox 
Marxist sees them 1\5,'lndven\urisls," 
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communist uprisinss in recent history, 
as opposed to "rcvoJulionsfl with the 
Soviel miHtnry as surety, coupted 
with the Cuban experience, would 
seem to, weish to.ward the judgment 
that perhaps these "wars of the: lIen" 
in urbnn settings. nrc, indeed, the waTS 
of the (ulure. 

In the United Slates~ oC cours.e, we 
have just the embryo af such a Wllr, 
and an unorganized embryo at thatt 

though deadly to Marighella'. first 
target, the policeman. While recent 
history has shown that not all urban 
guerrilla campaigns succeed, it could 
be argued tlmt the disruptions of el:en 
embryonic urban guerrilla wnrfnrc 
may be n seU·genernting catalyst, lead
ing to further serious revolutionary 
activity. One interpretation of Marx
ism takes just fiuch a view. However, 
the irregular pulsntion of urban guer
rilla aetiyHy in Arnerica during the 
pa,t half decade almo,\ defies any. 
thing belter than an "if, then" prog· 
nos-is, tempered by a multitude of 
economic aud sociological factors. 
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THE SOCIOPATH 

On a warm day in 1964, a tall l5-year-old boy 

regarded by his classmates as well-mannered but a shy lone 

wolf, calmly shot his grandmother to death with two bullets 

to the head. When his grandfather returned from the grocery 

store, the youth murdered him in similar fashion. He then 

telephoned his mother and reported his activity. His ex

planation was, "I just wondered how it would feel to shoot 

grandma."l After six,years of penal and pbychiatric insti

tutionalization and treatment, he ~Ias released. In September, 

1972, tl10 psych:l.atrists reported, "He has made an excellent 

response to treatment.,,2 One was so convinced that he said, 

"I see no psychiatric reason to consider him a threat to 

himself or any other member of society." Tragically, four 

days before this psychiatric evaluation, he had murdered a 

15-year-old girl. Before his capture in May, 1973, and after 

the above psychiatric evaluation had sUcceeded in sealing his 

juven:l.le record of double murder, he murdered and dismembered 

six young girls. Three days prior to confessing to these 

murders, he bludgeoned his mother to death with a hammer and 

strangled one of her friends. A total of ten human lives 

were taken by Edmund Kemper before his personal re:l.gn of terror 

ceased. 
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A common thread runs through the lives of Kemper, 

Charles Manson, Gary Steven Krist, Herman Goering, and liThe 

Great Impostor" Ferdinand Waldo Demnra, Jr. All these people 
. 3 

have been diagnosed as being soc:l.opathic. They appear to be 

different. 

DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEM 

The sociopathic, psychopathic, or antisocial per

sonality are all closely re::.ated and h"-ve been defined as 

types of pe"'sonalities exhibiting a form of abnormal behavior. 

Dependinc. on the authorities ouoted, the sociopath may reflect 
5 

35 percent of the population of our prisons, or as stated in 

a recent Dallas, Texas, study, "though the sociopath comprises 

~o percent of the criminal population, he is responsible for 
6 

80 to go percent of all crime." If these statistics are even 

close to reality, it would follow that most police officers 

deal on a daily basis with sociopaths. 

Under the traditional test for insanity as a legal 

defense in the criminal law, the sociopath is sane. He certainly 

knows the difference between right and wrong and understands 
7 

tl~'3 nature and quality of his act. Generally, if one is 

legally insane he would be classified as suffering from some 

form of psychosis, a serious me'1t'l.1 disorder Wherein one loses 

contact \11th reality and commits a crime as a result of a 

mistaken belief. 
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One outstanding criminal psychologist discusses the 

problem of t~e sociopath and sex offenses as follows. 

A major concern and interest of mine over the 
years has been the study of the psychopathic offender 
It seems evident to me that there is an increasing 
number of offenders coming into our insti tu.tions wi th 
definite sociopathic or psychopathic traits. Of the 
many kinds of offenders that might be identified, in 
my opinion, this is the most dangerous, the most 
damaging, and the most difficult to identify and treat. 
Of the psychopathic offenders ~Iho commit sexual offenses 
we are faced with a kind of disorder whereby the individ
ual is not psychotic, is not neurotic, is not mentally 
retarded and frequently appears not only normal, but 
hypeX'-noX'mal. Hhi1e these individuals often commit 
crimes of the most diapicsble nature, they frequently 
are not transferable to the Department of Mental Health 
and the best minds in the country have attempted to put 
together a treatment program for this kind of behavior 
problem without notable success. 

Some of the essential traits of this kind of 
mentally disturbed offender is a lack of concern, 
anxiety, remorse or guilt feelings relative to the 
crimes that they may have committed. Frequently it 
appears that their actions have been brought about 
not by hostility toward women that is so character-
istic in other kinds of sexual offenses, but by virtually 
no feelings at all for the victim and by being impelled 
to assault, sometimes very viciously, for nothing more 
than a iqhim. The inabill ty to learn from experience, 
the superficial charm, the intelligence, and the almost 
total lack of concern about what their actions will 
bring about dictates that this particular kind of 
offender should be scrutinized and perhaps deserving of 
a classification unique in itself • 

• Once the psychopath~c o~fender has been identified, 
particularly if the individ\..al has a history of violence 
and dangerous crimes, the possibility of release must be 
carefully weighed until there is sufficient evidence 
that this particular kind of offender is not going to 
repeat his previous violent actlvltles. 9 
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The American psychiatric Association classified 

the psycnopat~ or sociopath as the antisocial personality.10 

This term is reserved for those whose behavior pattern brings 

them repeatedly into conflict \dth society. They are incapable 

of significant loyalty to individuals, groups or social values. 

They are grossly selfish, callous, irresponsible, impulsive, 

and unable to feel guilt' or learn from experience or punishment. 

Their frustration tolerance is 10V1; they tend to blame others 

or rationalize their deviant behavlor .11 HO~lever, the law 

generally considers them responsible for their criminal aots. 

This category of individuals may also include unprincipled 

businessmen, dishonest lawyers, high-pressure salesmen, 

imposters, plus a great assortment of violent criminal types.
12 

Fortunately, about 80 percent of the population of 

the U.S. are classified as normal. The remaining 20 percent 

can be categorized as follows: (These figures are approximate 

and based upon the 1970 U.S. Census.) 

Psychotic individuals - 1% or about 2 million 

Criminals - 1% or about 2 million 

Abnormal ehildren - 3% or about 6 million 

The mentally retarded - 3% or about 6 million 

The neurotic - about 5% or 10 million 

The personality disorders are the largest maladaptive 

group at 7% or about 15 million13 
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This last group includes not only the sociopathic 

personality but drug addicts and alcoholics. However, even 

the most conservative estimate of the number of antisocial 

personalities or sociopaths to be found in the United States 

exceeds four million or about 2% of our population. One 

authority claims that there are about ten million sociopaths 

in our population. 14 This 2 to 5%, though a small number of 

the total, is disproportionately represented in our 

criminal population. A study in Nel1 York in 1963 indicated 

the sociopath accounted for 35% of the inmate population of 

Sing sing.15 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOCIOPATH 

An especially frustrating characteristic of the 

sociopath is his ability to avoid punishment or incarceration. 

He is frequently charming and, time and again, deceives police, 

judges, juries, hospital authorities, employers, wives, and 

psychiatrists into accepting his argument that the latest 

incident was a mistake. He may often feign repentance or 

tearful self-denunciation, This counterfeit remorse 

disappears as soon as the l~~ediate objective (freedom or 

forgiveness) has been attained. 16 He seems to possess a 

sixth llense 11hich enables him to tell people what they 

want to hear. 

I 
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His behavior pattern or life style may be 

characterized as follows.17 

1. The most lucid psychological explanation of the 

sociopath is his feeling that any type of attachment 

to or affection for other people are traps.18 He 

fears loss of freedom if he becomes in any way 

dependent on others, so tnis is to be avoided at 

all costs. His acts are in fact "normal" for one 

who has absolutely no concern for others. 19 

All his other characteristcs; need for immediate 

gratification, failure to learn from punishment, 

lack of guilt feelings, etc., stem from, and are 

the natural result of, his lack of concern for 

others. In other words, he acts in a perfectly 

rational manner for one who considers others as 

insignificant, chattels to be used or abused to 

suit his priorities. 

2. He tends to be antisocial and does not make friends 

in a normal manner. He has no qualms about betraying 

his associates to gain personal recognition, advance

ment or self-satisfaction and he enjoys the suffering 

of those he has "defeated." 

3. Given the first two characteristics one can see 

that the sociopath has an inability to feel guilt even 

though he understands guilt and can feign guilt readily, 

I 
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but his behavior pattern belies his expressions of 

remorse. Commission of a crime brings no remorse. 

4. He is impulsive, and lives only in the present; 

the future is now. Unlike other criminals WhO 

develop a criminal speciality and stick with it, 

such as burglary or forgery, the sociopath can, 

and sometimes will, engage in varieties of crime, 

from sodomy to armed rObbery.20 Many rapists are 

sociopaths. 2l Because of an inherent, emotionall.y 

immature need for immediate gratification, and 

the belief that he is above the law, his crimes 

may be extremely unpredictable. '.1hen engaged in a 

robbery he may well shoot nonresisting victims 

or witnesses just to experience the stimulation 

of killing. 

5. The sociopath is not one who will benefit from 

incarceration. He is a recidivist. Many check

writers fit this personality pattern. This 

perhaps serves to explain, at least in part, why 

the checkwriter SO often returns to prjson. To 

the sociopath the penal institution is truly an 

institution 01' highe:t' learning. His adjustment 

to prison life is good; he usually has a "respectable 

position," not just a job while incarcerated. 

L ____________________________ _ -.---~ 
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Authorities agree that most correctional institu

tions only further criminalize inmates; this is 

especially true of the sociopath. 

6. This person is unable to engage in a meaningful, 

loving relationship with a member of the opposite 

sex. Through life he satisfies his sexual desires 

by impulse. He is frequently bisexual and is 

given to sexual experimentation. 

A sociopath who is married and caught in an extra

marital relationship would probably convince his wife that 

it was all a mistake. 

7. He is very dependent; he must be in oontact with people 

to constantly prove to himself tnat he is Qetter than 

others. He copes with anxiety by abusing people. In 

fact, one authority believes that within 2~ hours of a 

stressful experience, an experience which the sociopath 

considers threatening (ego threatening), he will commit 

an antisocial act. 22 Whenever one sociopath and hid 

mother would argue, he would leave home to seek out and 

kill a femalp - any female. 

8. Finally, most authorities state the sociopath is an 

extrovert. He is stimulated by his interaction and 

abuse of ~thers. He has a warm and friendly disposition 

and makes an excellent first impression but lacks the 
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emotional maturity to follow through with commitments 

that are not self-serving. He thrives on social 

stimulation--a swinger. The most common criminal 

activity of this individual is the confidence game, 

though he is, due to his impulsive nature, capable 

of any antisocial act. 

The sociopath is generally above average in intelli

gence. 23 Characteristically, sociopaths are between the 

ages of fifteen through forty. Theoretically the sociopath 

will discontinue his criminal activities and "burn out" 

sometime around age forty. 

CAUSATION THEORIES 

Their are numerous oausation theories regarding the 

sociopath. 'rhe tradit - '1 ps;?ohiatric theory is that early 

childhl'·_d and family exp iences shape the personality for 

deviant or nondeviant behavioI', and behavior after these early 

childhood years is merely acting out tendencies formed at 

that tl.me. 25 

Although there are many models, Sigmund Freud, the 

father of modern psychiatry, conoeived a thr~e-part human 

personality consisting of the id, ego, and superego. The 

functions of these components as conceived by Freud are as 

follows: 

27-428 0 - 78 - 48 
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The id is man's expression of instinctual drive 
without regard to reality or morality. It contains 
the drive for preservation and destruction, as well 
as the appetite for pleasure. 

The ego functions to satisfy the basic forces 
of the id in pract'ical ways or tolerates the id 
drive until such times as these drives can find 
realistic expression. 

The superego dictates to the ego how the demands 
of the id are to be satisfied. It is in effect the 
conscience usually developed by parental ideals and 
prohibitions formed during earlY,childhood. 2b 

Crime, for the psychoanalyst, is the result of the 

conflict between the id, ego, and superego. The drives of the 

primitive id are not under sufficient control by the ego and 

corne into conflict with the restrictions of society. The 

proper interactions of these three components are usually 

learned prior to the child's 5th year. Since every man is 

born with criminal potential in the sense that he is selfish, 

hateful, spiteful, and mean, being under the control of the 

id, his early experiences must be loving, kind, and sympathetic 

in order to develop the proper ego structure. If this is not 

accomp~ished in early childhood, antisocial behavior is the 

result. 27 

There is also conslderable recent evidence of early 

organic brain damage. Dr. George L. Thompson, former Chief 

of the Neuro-Psychiatric Unit of the L.A. County Hospital, is 

convInC'ed that a form of childhood encephalitiS is a cause. 2B 

This disease leaves the victim - the future sociopath - with 

Minimal or'ganic brain damage. Other authorities report an 
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8Q to 90% incidence of irregular, abnormal, brain waves 

reflected in EEG tests administered to individuals previously 

diagnosed as sociopaths. (Holbrook,29 COleman,30 Cleckley31 ) 

AHARENESS OF THE PROBLEN 

The law enforcement officer should be aware of 

the sociopathic personality and his criminal potential. Some 

methods of. identification are complicated, such as the 

Galvanic Skin Response (GSR).3 2 The experienced polygraph 

operator will certainly recognize the sociopath because of 
, 

his flat reaction and lack of anxiety while being tested. 

Most police, parole or probation officers may be able 

to tentatively classify an individual as a sociopath by review-

ing his arrest record. The record of the sociopath refleots a 

varl.ety of antisocial, impulsive acts whtch frequently inolude 

rape. The variety of offenses is perhaps the best ipd:l.cation 

in most instances. The best key for the officer on the 

street is the ability to recognize the glib, con artist style 

of conversation coupled with the inability to follow through 

or engage in any behavior that is not self-serving. 

The modern trend in corrections seems to be the 

halfway house or the community treatment center. Many feel 

that the convict should live near, and have contact with, non

criminals on the theory that he must learn to deal with the 

outsl.de world prior to his release. Toward this end we have 

-- -------- -----.--------.--------~ 
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seen the establishment of work release and early release 

programs and liberalized parole and probation. Any concept 

which involves the isolation of-the prisoner from society is 

felt to be "about as destructive a policy as could be devised 

and goes against every conceivable principle of rehabilitation." 

Further we hear "that the community must become more involved 

with our prisons and our prisoners must have some opportunity 

to become involved with the community.,,33 This concept may well 

be true with the normal criminal but corrective treatment, or 

rehabilitation, has not been effective with the sociopathic 

personality. (Wilson, 34 von Hirsch,35 van den Haag,36 Bailey,37 

and SChwartz38 ) Hany methods both sociological and psychological 

have been tried and to date all have failed largely because the 

roots of the malady are not understood. Fortunately even the 

most cautious reading of current trends in criminology indicates 

that at long last society is recognizing what most police officers 

have known for years. Time and.time alone "cures" the Sociopath. 

Unfortunately time in the recent past has been frf!e time, time the 

criminal has spent in society. Dr. Richard A. Schwartz, H.D., 

strongly advocc-tes this time factor as a "cure" ••• however, he is 

also concerned with the protection of society. 

Altl.ough it may seem at first glance excessively 
cruel to imprison a convicted 18-year-old ra~ist or 
armed robber for 22 years, the statistical l~kelihood 
of such a first offender committing at least one 
additional serious crime is so high that it is certainly 

l 
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arguable that it is even more cruel to the potential 
victim of a subsequent violent crime not to remove 
the offender from society until the aging process 
has diminished his criminal drives. Emerging from 
prison at age 40, the released offender would scill 
be a relatively young man and could expect to have 
ample years available to him to rebuild his life and 
pursue vocational or family goal:!l.3~ 

Until the cause and cure is found for the behavior 

of the sociopath Which so adversely affects our society, the 

law enforcement community must learn tc identify, predict and 

control his antisocial behavior. 
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One of the most spectacular police shootouts in 

recent years occurred on Hay 17, 1974, when a rather odd 

mixture of young people calling themselves the Symbionese 

Liberation Army decided to make a suicidal stand against 

the Los Angeles Police Department and the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. Their ill-chosen fortress was a rather 

delapidated frame house in a seedy section of Los Angeles. 

Their fate was predictable; all six perished in the flames 

of the bUl~ing house steadfastly refusing to surrender and 

firing their weapons defiantly at police until the ~_nd. All 

but one of t}-,ose who died in this inci.dent were I;;ducuted 

young people from comfortable middle class backgrounds who 

had been loved by their parents and nurtured on the American 

dream. As a comrade these young people had chosen an escaped 

convict with a long criminal record. All of them died together 

having made a vow the day before to fight to the death against 

the "oppressive establishment." They planned to defeat the 

Lo'; Angeles Police Department and continue to "Fight for the 

rights of neAdy people." Their goal ,qas to "Kill the fad st 

insect ,qho preys upon the life of the people. ,,1 

I~HY? 

It is essential not only for law enforcement in 

general, but for vurselves in particular to try to under

stand something of the dynamics of the terrorist personality. 

-' ... <_._----
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The SLA differs only slightly from other terrorist organi

zations. If some insight can l)p gained through an examination 

of the dynamics of the SLA, thi.s knm,ledge \,ould be applicable 

to terrorists in general. 

PROF ILE Q!':. THE TERRORIST: A THEORETICAL ~ 

The Symbionese Liberation Army exemplifies the 

various personality types in terrorist organizations. Three 

dislincl types are immetiiately obvious ill the SLA prototype: 

1. The Leader, an example of paranoia, 
a tr.ained Narxist. 

2. The Activist-operato~, an example of 
the anti-social personality, frequently 
a fom_er soldier. Jr ex-convict, an 
Opportunist. 

3. The Idenllst, most nearly normal, 
usually the UniversitY2drop out, 
the minor functionary. 

These Lhrce psychologicnl types emerge clearly in most terror 
. 3 el.OUps, 

THE LEADER -- ----
In the leftist groups thi.s Leader is frequently a 

female, c.g., Nancy Ling Perry in the SLA, Bernadine Rae Dohrn 

of the Heather Underground, Ul1::ike Meinhof of the German leftist 

Baacler-Nelnhof terrorist f,ang4 or Fusako Shigenobu of the 

Japanese Red Army.S Broadly speaking these are paranoid 

1 · t' 6 . persona 1. les, occasionally bordering on the psychos1.s 
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paranoia. This ~ersonality is rigid, overly suspicious, one 

whicr, projects l?ersonal faults and inadequacies onto others 

and ascribes evil motives to them. The development of this 

disorder is gradual and reflects an insidious, intricate, 

complex and elaborate delusional system. The Leader sees 

hiraself as unique Iqith superior ability and knOlqledge. 7 

The true paranoiac is the supreme egotist; his 

p:t:imat'Y defense mechanism is projection, and to a lesser 

extent denial and rationalization as a means of overcompen

sating for his basic feelings of inadequacy.S Because of his 

basic insecurity he specializes, i. e., he knOlqs a lot about a 

very little. When engaging him in conversation he is generally 

rational. However, he Ivill ultimately steer the conversation 

to his "favorite subject" Ivhich will enable him to demonstrate 

his superior knOlqledge and thereby control the conversation, 

and to a point, control others. He is the perfectionist; he 

is too insecure to tolerate error. His life is planned down 

to the last detail lest he fail. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Paranoia is a gradually developed delusional system 

sustained by perceptions of event.s Ivnich are interpreted to 

support the basic thought patte=s. This definition, though 

seemingly circular, describes the disorder Ivhich is also 
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circular and insidious. His mind is made up not to be confused 

by facts. Only~is interpretation of events is correct, i.e., 

he is o.k. and others, unless they totally agree ,~ith him are 

not o.k. 

Basically they are. bitter and hostile 
against the world with a tendency to be 
suspicious of the m0tives of everyone. 9 

Paranoia is a poison of suspicion that 10 
infuses the total psychic life of its victim. 

These individuals, in the extreme, exhibit an 

obsessive preoccupation with a well integrated delusion. In 

his later years the French philosopher Rousseau developed a 

classic case of Paranoia. i1 He believed there were numerous 

plots against his life generated by secret enemies. Hhile 

visiting England he became panicky and fled leaving his 

luggage and money at the hotel hoping to return to France 

before his enemies. However, when he arrived at the coast 

unfavorable winds precluded his immediate departure, which 

was an indication to him, of the determination and strength 

of his enemies. 12 

The paranoid state begins early in life and is 

agitated by the normal perils of living. 13 People ,~h'J are 

normal, develop a basic trust in others and consider the 

world to be a safe place in which we can freely interact with 

our fellow man~4 
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The paranoiac never learns to communicate effec

tively.iS As'a child he is forced to retreat for security 

into himself. His view of the world becomes gradually 

distorted and undergoes a period of incubation. Then a 

sudden "insight" or illumination reveals that the fragmented 

suspicions he has always harbored are really part of an 

elaborate plot. Once the plot is discovered a host of 

previous experiences and current suspicions are selectively 

integrated into his sense of reality.16 

Most professional writings on paranoia deal ,~ith 

the psychosis which is characterized by a ,~ell developed 

delusional system ,~ith beliefs of unique and superior ability.17 

These people are insane, their false belief is so bizarre that 

they are clearly out of touch with reality. They are best 

characterized by such historical figures as Adolph Hitler18 

and the French philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau. 19 This 

psychosis is, graphically, at one end of a continuum Ivith the 

personality disorder paranoia at the other. This personality 

disorder is characterb;ed by unwarranted smrph:.ion, excessive 

self-importance, rigidity and a tendency to blame others and 

ascribe evil motives 'to them. 20 

The personality of the terrorist group leader lies 

along this continuum between these two extremes. He is more 

delusional than the personality disorder yet not endowed 'vith 

unique and superior ability, ability which the psychotic 

---------------------------------------------------
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thinks he "possesses." 

Although the evidence the paranoiac presents to 

justify his beliefs may be inconclusive he is unwilling to 

accept any other explanation. Argument and logic are futile. 

In fact, any serious questioning that challanges the authen

ticity of his explanation convinces him that his interrogator 

has sold out to his enemies. 21 

Many paranoiacs become attached to 
extremist political mOVCr:lellts and are 
tireless and fanatical crusaders .•. 22 

Aside from his delusional pattern or.system of logic, 

the paranoiac appears quite normal. Hallucinations, word 

salad, depression and other usual signs of abnormal behavior 

are missing. 23 The symptoms of paranoia 

"are confined to the development of a 
delusional system. . .. Falsification of 
reality is restricted to misinterpretation 
of events; what: happens is correctly 
perceived, but peculiar inferences are 
dralm from it. Except for the delusional 
system the patient is perfectly oriented 
and perfectly normal in his conduct. The 
personality does not become disorganized and 
interest in the environment is substantially 
preserved ... paranoia is a restricted psychosis, 
sufficiently circumscribed so that it does not 
invade and disintegrate the personality as a 
whole. 24 

Frequently the paranoiJ personality develops h~s 

delu s io nal pattern around a grain of truth. Given the 

thought communists I,ant to control the world, an example of 

his paranoid predicate reasoning would be as follOlo1s: 

27·428 0 - 78 - 49 
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"Karl Marx was a Je,,,, the Rosenburgs ,,,ere Jews, all three 

were Communists .•. therefore all Jews are Communists •.. there-

fore anti-semitism is really a Jewish plot to prevent honest 

Americans from engaging in anti-Communist activity. The 

present maltreatment of the Je\'ls by the USSR is just a facade 

to fool us. Russia is really a strong ally of, a~d does 

supply, the Israeli army. But, to fool the world they give 

the weapons to the Arabs. When all of the arms have arrived 

it!, Arab hands a war develops. Everyone knows that the Je,'ls 

will defeat the Arabs in any battle, capture their supplies 

and bingo, they get the arms from the Soviets free because 

the Arabs have paid for them. Those Commies and Je,V's are 

smart." 

ROLE IN ~ 

Generally this forceful paranoid personality 

emerges as the leader. He is, on the surface, self-confident. 

He has all the answers to the problems of life. 

SLA PROTOTYPE 

In the SLA the leader, Nancy Ling Perry, ''las the 

"brains" of the organization. She wrote and or edited the 

many pronouncements of the others. 25 Ms. Perry, called 

Fahizah by the SLA, ",as an intelligent young woman, a 

graduate of University of California with a degree in English 

'J, 
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Literature. When engaged in graduate \vork in Chemistry, she 

became involved in the Black Cultural Association at the 

California Adult Authority facilities at Vacaville and Folsom. 

Typical of the terrorist leader she \vas intelligent, a college 

graduate, single, no children, and underemployed, she became 

involved in radical political activity which predated her 

criminal endeavors. 

LAW ,£:NFORCEMEN'l' 

Police involvement \vith this person. is infrequent 

as he is behind the scenes, i. e., a policy dEiveloper. He 

may occasionally venture out with the group to sho\v them how 

to accomplish a particular task. If apprehended he is generally 

bright enough to maintain his silence. However, should he 

begin' to talk, the general superior attitude and the assured 

discussion of his conspiracy theory will begin to evolve. 

This is especially true if the leader thinks the interrogator 

is a possible convert. 

!!:!.§. OPPORTUNIST 

This is gencr.ally a male r;;le, one whose criminal 

or occasionally military activity predates his political 

involvement. Psychologically the classification that most 

closely approximates his life style is that of the Anti-social 

personality al1"o known as the psychopath. 
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These terrorists are disturbed and unstable 
impulsive individuals with backgrounds worlds 
apart from the movements leaders. The leaders 
are middle class; the opportunist is from the 
lower class. 26 

The Opportunist personality is not mentally 
ill, crazy, he is oblivious to the needs of 
others and unencumbered by the capacity to feel 
guilt or empathy.27 

To sum up his personality he is basically 
unsocialized and his behavior pattern brings 
him repeatedly into conflict with society. He 
is incapable of significant loyality to indi.
viduals, groups or social values. He is 
grossly selfish, callous, irresponsible, 
impulsive, and unable to feel guilt or to 

- learn from experience and punishment. Frustra
tion tolerance is low. He tends to blame 
others or offer plausible ratQonalizations for 
his behavior. Z~ 

He is O. K., the ~vorld is out of step. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

/ 

There is considerable disagreement in psyc,hiatric 

circles on how this personality develops. The causation 

theories are numerous. The traditional psychia,t.rictheory 

is that early childhood and family ~xperiences shape'the 

personality for deviant or nondeviant behavior and behavior 

after these early childhood years is merely acting out 

tendencies formed at that time. 29 

One study reports a high incidence of 
psychopathic personalities - particularly 
fathers - in the families of children ~vho 
later manifest psychopathic behavior. 30 

Another authority suggests the psychopath 
was rejected or cruelly treated or may have 
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suffered early b~ain damage. He strikes back 
at the world with aggressive, unrestrained, 
attention-drawing behavior. Since conscience 
is instilled by early love, faith in the 
adults closeby, and the desire to hold their 
affection by being good, the child unre"Tarded 
with love grows up ex~eriencing no conscience. 
Uncared for, he doesn t care, can't really 
love, feels no anxiety to speak of, does not 
worry about \vhether he's good or bad, and 
literally has no idea of guilt.31 

RECRUITMENT 

The Opportunist is recruited generally from the 

prison population, by the Leader or the third functionary 

in this organization, the Gofer. The intelligence of the 

Opportunist varies, the brighter he is, the more of a threat 

he poses to the Leader. There is a possibility of the 

Opportunist taking over the group; therefore, to maintain 

control the Leader becomes more and more paranoid. This 

relationship is extremely sensitive ... internecine 'var is 

inevitable. 32 

An intelligent Leader will function in the shadow, 

if his personality will allow this, and be the power behind 
1tr, " 

the throne allowing the Ol?portunist~to take his ego trip as 

the seeming leade;r. This was the situation in the SLA ,vith 

Perry as the thinker and DeFreeze as the talker. 33 

Recruitment of the Opportunist is relatively easy, 

espe.cially today \~ith the influx of well intentioned college 

students working in various prison educational programs. 
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The Opportunist is seeking "easy time." He is to be found in 

every prison in great numbers; by some estimates he represents 

hO% of all criminals who commit 80% of all crime. 34 

As he does time he must sooner or later face the 

issue that he is not O.K.; he was wrong, stupid or something 

less than his self concept will allow, otherwise he would not 

be here, incarcerated with the "common" criminal. The mind 

set of the psychopath is such that he is al~~ays O. K., i. e. , 

life mistreats him, or people do not recognize his latent 

ability or some other rationale for his seeming failure. The 

student, politically oriented toward the left offers the 

perfect rationale. He tells the inmate, "Mr. Convict, you 

are innocent; you are O.K.; you are not a criminal; you are a 

political prisoner." "You are right. The system is ~~rong." 

"He was framed." This idea of being a victim of oppressive, 

discriminatory political system fits perfectly .. Now he can 

add political rhetoric to his vocabulary, excuse his predicament, 

and impress his fellow inmates who, for the most part, are 

politically ignorant. A mutually supportive relationship 

develops; each gives and takes; each needs the other. The 

convict needs the rationale for his situation. The movement 

needs his muscle. 35 

ROLE IN GROUP 

The middle class student tells the convict his 

.. 
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ffiisdeeds were political and he is O.K., directly and indirectly 

admiring his masculinity, his machisimo and gradually bringing 

him into the political fold as the strong arm type. The 

prisoner, in turn, is playing the game by engaging in political 

rhetoric and sees the opportunity upon release to live a hedon

istic life with support from an organization he views as naive 

and within his control. 36 The organization will provide his 

needs, e.g., psysiological, safety, love, esteem, self-actual

ization, and in some instances drugs,37 in exchange for his 

criminal knowledge and daring. He is not frightened by 

violence, in fact he is intrigued by this excitement. 38 

:ontrary to his middle class associates his focal concerns 

are trouble, toughness, smartness, and excitement not laH 

abiding behavior, verbal adroitness, hard work, and delayed 

gratification. 39 Given his penchent for aggressive behavior, 

his criminal experience and his anti-social orientation he 

is perfectly suited f r the responsibilities of terrorist 

group field commander. 

SLA 

The SLA example of this personality type was Donald 

David DeFreeze. DeFreeze was a school dropout at age 16. 

After his 15th felony arrest he provided information in an 

attempt to plea bargain his sentence. After his last 

conviction, he ba.r&ained himself into a soft, trustee type 
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assignment and walked away from the California Correctional 

Training faciiity at Soledad on March 5, 1973, not to be heard 

from again until mid-February, 1974, when he surfaced as 

General Field Marshall Cinque. He was to become the field 

co~ander of the SLA and the strong arm of Nancy Ling Perry. 

This is clear from the SLA tapes featuring DeFreeze 

as General Field Marshall Cinque. In those tapes he read words 

he did not understand. On one tape he read the words coup (as 

in Coup d'e tat) as coop (as in chicken coop). He ,qas intel

lectually over his head when he listed on another tape "some 

Pacific factors" and plans to alleviate the "current suffering 

they a1:e nmq under." Later, in April, 1974, his tape set out 

the battle plan of the SLA saying that "No prisoners will be 

taken prisoner." Psycholinguistic evaluation of Donald David 

DeFreeze showed him to be merely parrotting words and phrases 

outlined by a more intelligent, ,qhite female. 41 

Cinque manifested an unconscious need for signi

ficaL1Ce, power and acceptance. He was the central personality 

of the SLA. He was the action focus of the group; he was the 

doer not the thinker. He was intelIectually inferior to 

Jalcna (Angela Atwood) \qho was second in the group pecking 

order. His ability t,? conceptualize was sparse. He had 

difficulty in conceptualizing complex political theor)' and 

had a rather single dimensional outlook. Clearly he looK~d 
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to Jalena, who was the scribe for Nancy Ling Perry, for his 
42 intellectual sl.!pport. His function in the group Ivas to 

provide the terror that the others only talked about. 

Before DeFreeze, the SLA only spoke of revolution. 

The Opportunist's presence and expertise provided the group 

with its action arm. The Opportunist had the experience and 

willingness to demonstrate tha'.: actions speak louder t.han 

words. This is evidenced by the kill ing", kidnapings and 

robbery the group engaged in with their assistance. ~~en SLA 

members ventured into criminal activity Ivithout these trained 

criminal types, they could not evell succeed in shop lifting. 

The arrest and death of this element, the Opportunist, reduced 

the SLA to rhetoric until other Opportunist's could be recruited. 

LAH ENFORCEMENT APPLICATION 

Hithout the Opportunist a group is radical only tn 

rhetoric. He provides the terror to the terroris~ group.43 

The Opportunist is familiar to the police officer. 

Even the officer Ivha has limited experience has met this 

Personality Disorder ~any times in the form of the vicious 

can artist type or the good informant, the individual who 

is meek as a kitten when cornered yet vicious when he has 

the upper hand. Most rapists fit into this classification. 44 

The most common easily visible guide is his arrest 

record. Generally he will have a variety of offenses, rape 
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included, and \Vill give the impression of being "constantly" 

in and out ~f trouble. 

The opportunist \Viii be an old, familiar face to 

the police officer. His act \Vill be the same, only his 

rhetoric \Vill have changed. He \vill turn under pressure. He 

is oVt only for himself. He is the key; his removal \Viii 

defuse the terrorist group and his glib tongue \Viii identify 

the members. 

GOFER 

The last personality in the group is almost normal. 

The most charitable diagnosis for the Gofer \Vould be political 

naivety, tht.. snoiled or perennial sophomore. HC'it adolescents 

rebel; some turn tm(1ard delinquency; very fe\V join terrorist 

groups. He is initially an innocent sort \(1ho is dedicated to 

a better world. His innocence is exploited and radicalized by 

the strong personality of the Leader and subverted by rhetoric 

that sounds so perfect. At the extreme the Gofer borders on 

th I d P 1 . I . f . . 45 . e na equate ersona ~ty c ass~ ~cat~on. Bet\(1een the 

terminals of political naivety and inadequate personality 

is the personality described ill Eric Hoffer's book The True 

Believer. According to Hoffer: 

"He's a gui.lL ridden hitchhiker who 
thUmbs a rid£ on every cause from 
Christianity to Communism. He's a fanatic, 
needing a Stalin (or a Christ) to worship 
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and die for. He's the mortal enemy of things
a? they-are, and he ~nsist? on sacrificin*46 
lumself for a dream ~mpossl.ble to attain. 

As a college student from a middle class family he 

feigns poverty in his life style, perhaps as an expre.ssion of 

guilt. A few generations ago he \vas called the "Againer." He 

is aga'.~~ist whoever is in power; the te~'!llinal malcontent. 

P5YCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

There are many explanations for the development of 

this personality. A current explanation is set forth in Ms. 

Midge Deeter's book, Liberal Parents, Radical Children. She 

discusses the misdirected youthful idealism that seeks to 

achieve the perfect world his parents labored so hard to 

,achiev~ yet fell short of the mark. They are taught from 

youth that everything that frus~rates them is an injustice 

that must be altere.~. 47 This is an international phe.nomenon.
48 

The Frustration-Aggression theory of revolution set 

forth by Gm:r provides a viable explanation f{)r the violence 

of the middle class student. 49 In his futile attempt to 

re.make the world as a land of milk and honey he meets with 

frustration at every turn. Though his thoughts and desires 

are laudable, his frustration increases. Certainly the vast 

majority redirect their efforts toward more realistic goals 

and make part of the world a better place in which to live. 

HO\vever, for those fe\v who cannot, the frustration mounts 
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and in some cases finds expression in political violence, a 

teenage tantrum, orchestrated by the Leader, directed by the 

Opportunist. 

Anarchy and revolution is fulfillment of his need, 

born from the impatience of youth. As one matures time seems 

to fly; to the young time drags. He cannot wait; to wait is 

to die. He can see no other course of action but to strike 

out. 

The terrorist group gives these individuals the 

answers they seek to the problems of the world. Such phrases 

as, "Everything must go, the syste:m is so corrupt we must 

start from scratch" or "Death to the facist insect that preys 

upon the life of the people," or their call for "Participatory 

Democracy," exemplify the type of sophomoric political rhetoric 

which might be heard. 

GROUP FUNCTION 

Their role in the group is the soldier who reconnoiters 

buildings prior to bombings, follows the Opportunist into the 

bank, carries the messages and is generally the cannon fodder 

for the revolution. They are expendable and are expended as 

the SLA demonstrated. 

SLA EXAMPLES 

Angela Atwood, a former school teacher who worked in 
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San Francisco as a waitress, was a young, idealisli.:., divorcee 

who engaged in political activity prior to her cr.illtinul involve

ment. Camilla Hall, a college graduate, social M)I"kc,t" also 

from the mid-west who \~orked as a gardner and par.k ,\Ltendant 

in San Francisco, was another true heliever who hLLdlCd her 

'Hagon to the wrong group and paid for this decision with her 

life. Hilliam Holfe, the most intelligent of the SL.A Gofers 

was an early leader of the organization until a SL\"lH\ger 

personality, Nancy Ling Perry, took over the rei n,;. She put 

the group together using her close associate,Donald \)ilvid 

DeFreeze,as the muscle to forge this association. Wolfe, the 

son of a professional family, was involved in pr.Ogl","II\I:;l for the 

betterment of his fellolV man but lost his patience ,"Inel life in 

his quest for a quick solution. 

The SLA, IVith its many generals, .,llayed n I ;mciful 

game with selfmade intrigue and persistent paranoia. They 

made vain attempts to give meanit:gtc their empty I i.ves, 

status for their \~eak egos and claimed positions Lhuy would 

not be qualified to hold in any moderately well fUIIl;L loning 

society. The problem is, of course, that they play I:heir 

immature games with dynamite, gasoline bombs, aut 011101 I. i.c 

weapons and human lives. 

LA\~ ENFORCEHENT 

Perhaps Terrorist groups are examples 0 r 1"I"(~lld' s 
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death wish. 50 Thei.r rhetoric is heavy with statements of 

protracte,d wars of national liberation. They look with pride 

upon the Chinese example of the Long !>larch and reflect a 

martyr intellect. 

Those dealing with the Gofer ,~ill recognize the 

lack of depth in his rhetoric. He parrots pet phrases in 

answer to questions of motivation. "If ol)ly everyone wiU love, 

then the world will be wonderfuf' is an example of his answer 

to international problems. 

These are the group members most likely to change 

sides. However, he is unlikely to become an informant. 

Under pressure he may become, in his eyes, a martyr and thus 

elevate his status amongst his peers, the only people he trusts 

and cares for. He is not a successful person. His st::lf

concept is poor. He views his life only as a member of the 

group. Without their emotional support and recognition, he is 

a loser, a nothing. Only they, not his parents or our society, 

can give his life meaning. 

Of the three levels in terrorist groups the Gofer 

is most salvageable. Given time he may outgrm~ his revolu

tionary role. It is a phase thJ:'Jugh which he passes. One 

need only look at the stock brokers, attorneys and teachers 

of today who ,~ere the Gofers~ of the 1960' s, the cannon fodder 

of the various groups that played their game for headlines a 
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fmq years ago. 

When in custody he cannot initially turn on those 

who have given his empty life purpose, recognition and status 

to his weak ego. If he can be persuaded that the group has 

deserted him, or is actually counterrevolutionary and hypo

critical, then the Gofer is left ''lith little security and may 

be ripe for conversion to another cause that offers him the 

warmth and recognition that he has just lost. His dependency 

needs must be met; as long as the terrorist group does this 

adequately, he is loyal. 

OTHER GROUPS --- ----
This paper has dealt with the SLA as a prototype. 

We will now look at one foreign group along with several 

domestic ones fitting this profile. In addition, let us 

examine some groups that differ from the profile and conse

quently, differ from the SLA in their method of operation. 

An examination of the Emiliano Zapata unit of the 

Red Guerrila Family, arrested by the FBI in Richmond, California, 

on February 21, 1976, reflects a table of organization similar 

to the SLA. They proclaimed their revolutionary rhetoric in 

the Bel"keley ~ and placed one-half dozen bombs in the 

Bay Area. Since Harch 27, 1975, they claimed credit for 
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explosions and ,.;rere finally convicted of bombings in the 

San Francisco area. , 
51 Laurence Allen Kisinger, thei~ leader, 

was the oldest though not the most educated of the group. 

The opportunist was Gregg Daniel Adornetto and the others 
52 were the gofers. 

In Northern Ireland we see a similar profile in the 

Irish Republiean Army. Long before this paper \\7as written, the 

New Scotland Yard labeled the IRA functionaries as Grand 

Counsel (Leader), Godfathers (Opportunists) and Bullyboys 
. 53 (Go{:ers). 

Right wing groups in the United States generally 

lack the Opportunist and, therefore, his criminal expertise 

and act.ivity. The American Nazi Party, the Ninutemen and 

the California Rangers to name a fe\\7, are Right Wing and 

general~i function with the Leader and Gofer spreading their 

propaganda and engaging in less violent deeds of revolution 

or death to their fellow man. These groups, though they may 

p03sess firearms which they generally secrete away, are content 

,dth propaganda, picketing, parades and long-winded speeches • 

. The absence of the Opportunist precludes overt violence. 

They do not kill, kidnap or bomb as do the leftist groups who 

place the Opportunist in the role of field comnander. 

Right wing groups have been the personal militia of 

their leader. There is no second in command because his 

personality will not tolerate any competition. Therefore, 

" 
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I,hen the Leader is killed or incarcerated, as George Lincoln 

Rocb'lel1, the leader of the American Nazi Party I~as in 1967 54 

or the leadeL- of the Ninutemen, Robert Bolivar DePugh was in 

1969,55 the groups fold. 56 Generally, they remain inactive 

or disappear until a new leader, their charismatic Fuehrer, 

arrives on the ,cene. 

The Gofers ir: these groups tend to be middle class 

with the Nazi organizations attracting younger people than the 

Minutemen. The Gofers in the Nazi organizations are usually 

former military enlistees who generally have. less than honor

able discharges. 57 Perhaps they sense a lack of masculinity, 

as evidenced by the~r inability to adjust to the military as 

their fathers did, and now seek to establish their manhood by 

activity in right wing groups. One also notices a lack of 

female involvement in such groupsj they are reactionary and 

certainly "anti-lib." 

Over the years we have seen groups alter their 

complexion from non-violent to violent. An examiniOition o.f 

the change in leadership personalities frequently sheds light 

onto the reason for this policy change. TIIIO groups clearly 

exemplify this change. 

In t.he early 1960's on the campus of any University 

iTl the United States one heard of the Student Non-Violent 

Coordinating Committee. This group was large, dedicated to 

peace through non-violence and followed the teaching and 

27-428 0 - 78 - 50 
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practices of the great Hindu leader Mohandas Karamchad Gandhi. 

The leaders1:ip of SNCC, and many of the followers, were Quakers 

or other religious people of good character. In the late 

1960's this changed. The militants and the opportunists, took 

over and pub.lically changed its name to the Student Violent 

Coordinating Committee. 

A similar change is seen when one examines the 

American Indian Movement. In the 1960's AIM was established 

in Minneapolis-St. Paul to assist the American Indian who 

chose to leave the reservation and try a ne\-1 urban life. By 

its charter, the Bureau of Indian Affairs was unable to assist 

the Indian once he left the reservation. Local. agencies could 

not meet the need; therefore, a need existed and AI~I was 

created. Initially, AUI was a middle class, self-help, 

altruistically oriented group that took as its name the 

Concerned Indians of America. Ho::ever, as time passed the 

more militant, criminal minority in the Amer.ican Indian 

population gained influence, altered the name, goals and 

f · ~ 1 58 
.3.ct~ons 0": t,le group. 

The 1950's and 1960's gave rise to many legitimate 

civil rights groups within the United States. Host of these 

groups retained their middle class values and leadership. 

They have avoided the opportunist or neutralized him if he 

joined. By effectively dealing \"ith the opportunist, tl1ese 

. ' 
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civic minded groups do effectively contribute to a better 

world for us all. The better world the terrorist group talks 

about but destroys by the influence and activity of the 

opportunist. " ••• terrorist feed on problems without solving them.',59 

SUNHARY 

Terrorist groups are fluid, task-oriented gatherings 

of individuals. Individuals change; roles remain. When two 

Leaders appear in a group, one must go. The displaced Leader 

becomes a Gofer or starts his own group. These three roles 

are seen in terrorist groups throughout the world. The 

hostage (particularly in a kidnap-imprisonment situation) is 

likely to encounter all three types of terrorists. The 

activist operator (Opportunist) seizes him; he is interrogated 

by the trained Leader and finally encounters the Gofers who 

guard and feed him. 60 
. 61 . Though the SLA and Foreign groups f~t the 

Terrorist Organizational Profile, a question yet to be 

answered is, does this psychological profile of terrorist 

roles fit all other groups? This is presently the subject of 

continuing research. 

Knowledge of the roles of various functionaries in 

terrorist groups will not prevent terrorism. However, it 

does give us a better picture' of our adversaries. We can 
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better judge their capacity for violence, better interview 

them when t~ey are in our custody, and effectively defuse the 

group by knowing who the activist members of each organization 

are and by determining who is functioning in which capacity. 

If terrorism is a new form of warfare, then a new 

counterstrategy will be needed to effectively combat terrorism. 

The Terrorist Organizational Profile may be a beginning in 

understanding our enemy. 
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A~ATOMY OF A SIEGE 

BY 

Donald F. Cawley 

(The Police Chief, January, 1974) 

The widely reported \'1illiamsburg incident began at 
5:30 p.m., January 19, 1973, as a thwarted holdup of a sporting 
goods store that cost the life of one police officer and the 
woundin9 in the early minutes of two others. It ended 47 
hours later with the surrender of the four gunmen as a model 
seige operation. That it turned out this way was no accident. 
Rather, it was the result of meticulous planning and skilled 
execution by the New York City Police Department. 

For many months prior to the incident, the department 
had been concerned with developing techniques to deal with 
the complex problems 'created by armed, barricaded criminals 
holding hostages. The primary consideration in such circumstances 
is to secure the lives and safety of the threatened hostages, 
the police officers, innocent bystanders, and the criminals 
themselves. The very nature of this type of criminal activity -
the desperation of the participants, the imminent peril of the 
hostages, the immediate likelihood of gunplay, and the inevitable 
gathering of crowds of the curious - makes the conduct of a 
siege a very difficult police operation. 

It was for this reason, and because of the recent 
prevalence of incidents such as prison riots and plane hijack
inos, invariably involving hostages, that the department, after 
considerable study and extensive research, developed elaborate 
contingency plans, including a Recommended Guide to Handle 
Seized Hostages. Special training progra.lls were also installed 
.cor all the cOiomand ranks of captain and above, for lieutenants, 
sergeants, and the police officers assigned to patrol comlllands, 
and for Emergency Service personnel. The contents dealt wjth 
crit:linal psychology, control of firepower, deployment of per
sonnel, clearing areas of civilians, transportation of hostages, 
etc. - much of it presE;nted as part of simulated siege exercises. 
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It is, of course, impossible in prpplanning and 
training to anticipate every eventuality anu to provide for 
every set of conditions, but it is possible to formulate general 
guidelines and specific instructions regarding police procedures. 
This is what we did, and we believe that the successful out
come of the Williaffisburg incident is largely attributable to 
that preparedness. 

The following is a chronological account of the 
major events which occurred during the 47 hours of the Williams
burg incident. 

THE SCENE 

John and AI's Sporting Goods Store, 927 Broadway, 
Brooklyn, is located within the boundaries of the 90th Precinct. 
The neigh1Jorhood is known as Williamsburg. The store occupies 
all of a three-story corner building. Next to it and across 
the street arc other stores. Overhead, running along Broadway, 
is an elevated train line. The immediate area is commercial, 
with run-down retail stores lining the still busy thoroughfares 
of Broadway and Myrtle Avenue .. The surrounding side streets 
are residential, the decaying tenements housing mostly Hispanics 
and blacks. 

THE POlLED ROBBERY 

1730 - Pour black men in their early twenties entered 
the store and seconds later announced a holdup. One was armed 
with a sawed-off shotgun; the others carried handguns. One of 
the store owners, Samuel Rosenblum, triggered a silent alarm 

1732 - A signal 10-30 (robbery in progress) was . 
broadcast over the police radio. Several radio motor patrol 
cars in the vicinity picked up the call and headed for the 
scene. 

1733 - Police Officers Henry Lik and John Brady were 
the first to arrive. As they approached the store, one of the 
gunmen ordered ~Ir. Rosenblum to lock the front door and in
dicate that the store was closed. The officers noticed the 
young men inside and remembered that the store did not usually 
close until 1900 hours. Immediately, sizing up the situation, 
they decided to back away, keep the store under surveillance, 
and await reinforcements. They judged that taking action on 
their own at this point might result in gunfire which would 
endanger innocent bystanders in the store and on the street 
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1734 - More radio car crews arrived. Police 
Officers Paul Paulson and William M. Wahl., observing Officers 
Lik and Brady covering the front entrance, went to cover the 
side door. Other officers, led by Sergeant Edward J. McKiernan, 
began to surround the building and two of them ran to the roof 
of the adjoining building to prevent a rooftop escape. 
Sergeant McKiernan decided that no rushing action was to be 
ta1,en. He pi.l t in a call for Emergency Service personnel. Wi thin 
the next few minutes, three units from Emergency Squad Number 8 
responded. 

1754 - The side door opened and Mr Rosenblum 
emerged with his hands over his head. Behind him, from the 
doorway, the gunmen opened fire on the officers in the street. 
Officer Jose Adorno was shot in the right arm. The officers 
returned fire, apparently hitting one of the gunmen in the abdo
men. ~lr. Rosenblum, who had been moving along the wall, was 
helped to safety by an of:ficer. Their escape foiled, the gun
men retreated into the store. Their attel'lpt to shoot their way 
out showed that they meant to resist capture. It was the begin
ning of the sIege. 

TilE SIEGE 

1810 - The gunrnl=n suddenly opened fire on Emergency 
Service Squad (ESS) persofl:1el who had donned bulletproof vests 
and ta\,en up defensive positions in the street. Police Officer 
Stephen Gilroy, crouched behind an "El" pillar, was shot in the 
head and fatally wouncl8d. Police Officer Frank. Carpentier wa.s 
shot in the right leg as he attempted to 1II0ve a radio car into 
posi tion as a barricade for Officer Gilroy. With gunfire still 
coming from the store, ESS personnel set up a covering barrage 
to allOW rescuers to remove the stricken officers. There was no 
further gunfire by any police officer after this cover operation. 
Six other officers and one civilian remained pinned down behind 
parked cars and "El" pillars. In addition, many civilians trapped 
in stores opposite 927 Broadway where they had sought refuge 
were in the line of fire. 

1840 - Assistant Chief Inspector Michael E.J. 
Loneroan arrived on the scene and assumed command of all fjeld 
forces. He conferred with Deputy Chief Inspector Simon Eisdorfer, 
commanding officer of the Special Operations Division, 
regarding conditions, developmenLs, and the coordination of plans. 
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The plans at this point were to: (a) contain premises 
927 Broadway, (b) control firepower, (c) rescue traPl?ed 
officers and civilians in the exposed stores, and (dl seal 
off area, e~tablish perimeter control, and evacuate all 
qO:1-Ernergency Service police personnel from the inner peri
meter. \'lith respect to 927 Broadway itself, it was now known 
from information given by 1·lr. Rosenblum that a number of cus
tomers and employees were being held as hostages - nine men 
and three women. The presence of hostages presented a grave 
problem. It precluded any direct assault on the premises at 
this time and dictated a holding action. 

Chief Lonergan immediately ordered that no shots 
be fired by any officer unless directed by a supervisor. All 
non-Emergency Service personnel were ordered from the immediate 
area and Emergency Service sharpshooter teams equipped with 
bulletproof vests, appropriate weapon:;, and radios were as
signed to six c:ontainment locations. Barriers were brought in 
to seal off the area from vehicle and pedestrian traffic. The 
Tactical Patrol Force was ordered in to assist in crowd control 
outside the frozen area perilneter. Power was shut off on the 
elevated B1'lT subway line and trains were detoured. Street 
lights not already shot ,out were turned off. Police spotlights 
were withdrawn after they became targets. A rooftop survey was 
conducted anel ladders positioned. 

1905 - A request was transmitted for the 'immediate 
dispatch to the scene of the Emergency Rescue Ambulance (ERA) 
located at Floyd Bennett Pield. This armored personnel carrier 
would be used to rescue the officers trapped in the street and 
the civilians trapped in the stores. 

1945 - Chief Inspector Nichael J. Codd and Chief of 
Patrol Donald F. Cawley arrived at the command post, a temporary 
headquarters located in a realty office storefront at 921 Broad
way. As the siege dragged on, these two top commanders, as well 
as many subordinate commanders and key personnel, adopted alter
nating twelve-hour tours of duty. This policy provided a single 
field COlmnander who would be responsible for command decisions 
and a res ted tealn and so minimized the errors of ten traced to 
fa tigt1e. Police Commissioner Patrick V. ~lurphy had gone directly 
to the nearby 90th Precinct station house as soon as he had re
ceived word that three police officers had been shot. There he 
saw Police Officer Adorno, who hac! been shot in the arm, and 
laler he spoke to the widow of Police Officer Gilroy, expressing 
his sympathy and the sumpathy of the department. 

J 
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2000 - A female hostage, Hispanic, age 20, was 
released. This was in response to a police appeal, by bullhorn, 
to release one of the hostages for possible negotiation. 
(The bullhorn'was used at this time because the store telephones 
were inoperative. It was later learned th<lt the gunmen had 
ripped out the wires in annoyance over the constant ringing.) 
The frightened woman brought out a verbal message: "We mean 
business and we'll kill all the hostages unless we're allowed 
to escape." She also reported that the wounded gunman was 
lying on the floor <lnd appeared to be seriously hurt. 

2100 - The gunmen shouted for the police to send a 
doctor inside to treat their wounded confederate. This was 
their reply to the numerous repeated appeals to them, still by 
bullhorn, to surrender <lnd come outside where immediate medical 
attention would be given. Their request was denied. 

2105 - The ERA arrived. Its first priority was the 
rescue of the six police officers and one civilian pinned down 
in the street behind parked cars and "El" pillars. Then the 
vehicle rescued the fifteen civilians who were in the stores 
directly across the street, in the line of fire. After that, 
forty persons were rescued from the stores immediately adjacent 
to 927 Broadway. During this operation the gunmen fired volley 
after volley of shots at th@ ERA. A total of forty hits on the 
vehicle was recorded. There was no damage. Other shots landed 
in the stores across the street. Since the ERA was eqtdpped 
with loudspeakers, it was also used - even after other communi
cation was later established over walkie-talkie and field tele
phone - to bring police officials and concerned civilians close 
to the front of the store from where they tried to persuade the 
gunmen to surrender. These appeals were usually answered by 
another volley of shots at the vehicle. The formidable look 
and grating noises of the ERA also apparently had some psycho
logical value. After the siege, the hostages told police that 
each time the vehicle approached, their captors became preoc
cupied with i-t to the exclusion of everything else. 

JANUARY 20, 1973 

0050 - Another hostage, male, white, 38 was released. 
He brought out a handwritten note which had Arabic letters near 
the top. The note made reference to Allah and called for the 
unity of all Muslims and the oppressed peoples of the world. It 
also requested medical supplies and food. 
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0400 - The Reverend Roy Brown of the Pilgrim 
Baptist Church addressed the gunmen from the ERA and asked to 
be admitted inside to talk with them. He received no response. 

0440' - Three Muslim ministers - Abdullah Rahman, 
Hasain M. Abdullah, and Abdullah Salan, all associated with the 
Ya-Sim Mosque, Brooklyn - responded to a request by police and 
exhorted the gunmen to surrender. One minister requested to 
enter, asking them to flash the front store light twice if they 
agreed. The light flashed twice and he was admitted. After 
about five minutes inside, he came out and reported that they 
would not heed his advice to release the hostages and surrender. 
They said they were willing to die for Allah. 

0735 - Representatives of utility companies were at 
the scene. Some thought had been given to the idea that depriving 
the gunmen of heat, light, and water might possibly hasten their 
surrender. However, this plan was not put into effect. 

0800 - Deputy Commissioner Benjamin War, in charge of 
police department community relations, assigned all available 
black and Hispanic members of the department performing commu
nity relations work to mingle with the crowds and keep an open 
dialogue with local residents. They disseminated correct informa
tion to preclude the spread of false rumor.s and they obtained 
feedback on opinions being expressed by community members. They 
also assisted in evacuating some families in nearby buildings. 

0925 - The three Muslim priests who had volunteered 
their services earlier again entered the E~. and attempted to 
establish contact with the gunmen but received no answer. They 
then spent their time circulating through the community to help 
dispel rumors and prevent disorderly acts. 

1030 - An associate of Dr. Thomas Matthew, director 
of Interfaith Hospital, Queens, and the head of NEGRO (National 
Economic Growth and Reconstruction Organization), telephoned 
police headquarters to advise that Dr. Matthew was willing to 
offer his medical services and was standing by at his hospital 
with an ambulance. (Dr. Matthew, a black physician, had been 
at times a vocal critic of the police.) 

1115 - A walkie-talkie on a special frequency, obtained 
from the mayor's office, was placed in front of the store. A 
hostage was sent out by the gunmen to piCk it up. (Earlier, a 
bullhorn had been so placed, and picked up and taken inside by a 
hostage, but it proved ineffective. A police frequency radio 
could not be furnished because it would enable ·the gunmen to 
overhear police messages.) 

- ._. __ ._----------------------_._-----"'------_._ ..... 
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lJ.40 - Deputy Commissioner Ward made radio contact 
with a person inside who identified himself as a hostage. 
Shortly after the Commissioner asked to speak to one of the 
four gunmen, the walkie-talkie was hurled out onto the side
walk. A few minutes later, the bullhorn came flying out too. 

1235 - A police vehicle was dispatched to escort 
Attorneys Sanford Katz and Gerald Lefcourt from their Manhattan 
law office to the scene. Both men, well-known as defense law
yers for black militants, had volunteered to help the police. 

1445 - Katz and Lefcourt, after being briefed by 
Chief Cawley and Commissioner l<Jard, entered the ERA and appealed 
to the gunmen, offering to represent them. Six gunshots at the 
ERA was the response. The attorneys urged the gunmen to pick 
up the walkie-talkie that would be placed near the front door 
once again. After the ERA bacl<ed down the street, the gunmen 
sent out a hostage to pick up the walkie-talkie. . 

1515 - Radio contact was again made with the gunmen. 
They repeated their demands for food and medical supplies. They 
were told they would receive an answer in a half hour. 

1545 - The gunmen were advised that food and cigarettes 
would be placed in front of the store within an hour but that 
medical supplies would not be provided. The decision to grant 
food reflected our concern for the hostages. Withholding medical 
supplies was intended to pressure the gunmen to surrender, or 
at least negotiate. 

1600 - Dr. Matthew arrived and volunteered to enter 
the store and render medical aid. 

1635 - The gunmen were notified of Dr. ~latthew' s 
presence and urged to surrender and bring their wounded man out 
for treatment. They then offered to release one hostage if 
Dr. ~'latthew came inside. They also promised to release him 
when he finished the treatment. After careful consideration 
of the offer - and the risk of Dr. Matthew's being held hostage -
it was decided to accept it. 

1705 - Dr. Matthew entered the store and a hostage (the 
third), male, Hispi:>.nic, 38, was released. The doctor remained 
inside for forty minutes. He came out with the names and tele
phone numbers of the remaining nine hostages 

~----- - ------------------

,I 
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1730 - Pood and cigarettes were deposited in front 
of the store. 

1830 - A planning command post ("Thinl~ Tanl<-") was 
established in'the 90th Precinct station house, about a half 
mile from the scene of action. Police Commissioner Murphy had 
decided on the idea several hours earlier. Prom now on, the 
"Think Tank" was to remain in operation continuously until the 
end of the incident. The "Think Tank" was made up of top 
department officials and other key personnel. Outside experts, 
including psychologists, were called upon; Mayor Lindsay and 
some mayoral assistants were also present at times. Liaison 
was established with other governmental agencies for their 
assistance as might be required and with the PSI in the event 
the gunmen and hostages were to leave the jurisdiction. The 
"Think Tank" was a tool for the field commander. It provided 
behind-the-scene research and ·staff resources to aid in decision 
making at the scene. It developed possible strategies and at
tempted to anticipate every possible contingency. It consi
dered issues such as: (a) nonlethal means of securing the 
release of the hostages, (b) identification of the gunmen, 
(c) securing the inner and outer perimeters of the siege area, 
(d) establishment of command control if the gunmen used the 
hostages in an attempt to escape, (e) ensuring unified command 
control if the gunmen requested transportation from the scene 
to another jurisdiction, and (f) effects on the community of 
a drawn out siege of several days or more. 

A walkie-talkie on the temporary headquarters' fre
quency and a special telephone lin'.! were set up for instant 
communication between the ·'Think. 'tank" and the command post. 

2000 - Dr. ~I.:ttthew reentered the store with medical 
supplies, milk and orange juice. The nurse accompanying him 
was refused admittance. 

2140 - Dr. ~Iatthew's nurse was admitted to the store. 
She carried in a field telephone provided by the New York Tele
phone Ccompany. The batt7ries for the walkie-talkie had begun 
to drain. The telephone ~nsured continuing communication. 

2310 - Dr., ~Iatthew and his nurse came out of the store. 
He stated that the wounded m.:tn, who had a single gunshot wound 
of the left mid-abdomen, w.:ts conscious, but was dehydrated and 
had a fever of 100.4°F'. The gunmen told him that they had kil.led 
the police of.ficer in retaliat~on for the wounding of their com
rade. They appeared to range ~n age from 20-24. He said that 
although apparently conciliatory, they might kill hostages if pro
voked. Dr. l>latthew also brought out a handwritten note which 
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had Arabic letters at the top of the first page. The note urged 
all oppressed peoples to unite and fight all who opposed them. 

SUNDAY, JANUARY 21, 1973 

There was no telephone conversation with the gunmen 
during the night. 

0300 - Barbed wire was ordered placed across Melrose 
Avenue at Broadway to prevent an escape down Melrose Avenue 
from the front of the store. 

0400 - A department helicopter was ordered to take 
aerial photographs of the entire area at the earliest possible 
time. 

0745 - Gunmen opened fire from inside the store. Nine 
shots were fired. Two stores across the street and an abandoned 
RMP car were hit. No persons were injured. Calls over wa1kie
talkie and telephone to ascertain the reason for firing were not 
acknowledged. 

0930-1130 - Chief Cawley met with members of the 
"Think Tank" to discuss plans to storm the store should that 
become necessary. Technicians had been studying the blueprints 
and the group had evaluated and rejected many alternative courses 
of action. The building, by the nature of its contents - guns, 
ammunition, volatile fluids, etc. - and by the nature of its 
construction - an open balcony inside that commanded the front 
entrance, and sheet metal-covered windows outside - was virtually 
a fortress. The use of tear gas, tunneling, a "payloader," and 
even a demolition ball were possibilities which received careful 
and in-depth discussion. It was clear, however, that an assault 
on the store would cost the lives of hostages and police officers. 
Additionally, two other kinds of special fire'department and army 
apparatus to force entry were also under consideration but these 
would first require exploratory probes of the inside wall adjoining 
the furniture store, to ascertain its thickness and exact type of 
construction. Emergency Service personnel began moving equipment 
into the basement of the furniture store for these preliminary 
prob",s. 

1100 - Dr. I-latthew and his nurse entered the store 
with medical supplies to treat the wounded gunman. They came 
ou't at 1150 with another letter which was essentially the same 
as the first. 

.l 
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1245 - One of the hostages, Jerry Riccio, a co-owner 
of the store, persuaded the gunmen to allow the hostages to move 
to a darkened corner of the second floor balcony, on the pre
text that they would be out of the line of fire there. That 
corner, Riccio knew, was at the base of a stairway' leading to 
the third floor. The stairway, long unusued, was sealed off by 
a half-inch plasterboard. 

1247 - On hearing the police drilling in the basement 
of the furniture store, the gunmen mistakenly thought the noise 
was coming from the third floor and, distracted, relaxed their 
watch over the hostages. Led by Nr. Riccio, the hostages tore 
away the plasterboard, scrambled up the stairwdY to the third 
floor, ran to the back, climbed a ladder to a roof skylight, 
and broke through to freedom. When the three able-bodied gun
men discovered the loss of the hostages a few minutes later, 
they fired several shots through the roof with no effect. They 
could not get up to the third floor earlier because they had 
previously barricaded the regular staircase in defense against 
a possible police brew<-in from the roof. 

1250 - Captain Dennis J. Healy of Emergency Service, 
in charge of the surveillance position on the roof of the ad
joining building, was startled at the sight of the first persons 
emerging onto the roof below. He quickly realized they were the 
hostages, lowered a ladder to them, and assisted them up to his 
position. Then, after crossing this roof, they were helped down 
other ladders to the roof of 931 Broadway, and finally to the 
street. 

1310 - Five shots were fired from the building. 

1315 - Three shots were fired from the building. 

1325 - Even though the hostages were no longer inside, 
the decision not to rush the building continued in effect. There 
was no need to endanger the lives of police officers unnecessarily. 
With the hostages safe, we could afford, even more readily, to 
outwait the gunmen. The firm strategy now was to "talk" the 
gunmen out. Commissioner Ward entered the EM and appealed to 
the gunmen to surrender. He made it clear that the police had 
no intention of storming the store. 

In addition to appeals by the police, several relatives 
of the gunmen were brought in to plead with them to surrender 
penceably. District Attorney Eugene Gold of Kings County also 
spoke to the gunmen, as did Attorneys Katz and Lefcourt. A key 
communicator during the next.few hours was William T. Johnson, 

27-428 0 - 78 - 51 
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u speciul community relutions assistant to Commissioner 
~l11rphy. He succeeded in establishing a feeling of trust, 
while trying 1;0 convince the gUnmen that in order to fight 
the oppression of minorities they must first stay alive. 

1642 - The first gunman came out with his hands up 
and surrcmdered. The other two ;(01 lowed , carrying their wounded 
comrude on a cot. Waiting detectives took them into custody. 

1645 - Near the bo~tom of the command rost€'r for 
January 21, 1973, I penned these words: "The Wj lliam';burg 
ordeal over at 1645 hours this date." 

RECAPITULATION 

Over 500 members of the service tool< part in this 
huge operation. Personnel were druwn from Brooklyn precincts 
and from the department's special. forces, sllch as the Emer
geI1cy Service Section, Tactical Patrol Porce, Spucial EVents 
Squad, Highway Patrol Unit, Detective Bureau, Intelligence 
Division, and Community Relations Division. 

Precinct personnel, after the first response 'and 
containment phase, were returned to patrol duties outside the 
iminc>diate area. Emergency Service personnel took over the inner 
perimeter, manned the containment positions ancl conducted all 
close-in operations. The Tac.tical Patrol Porce and Special 
Events Squad were used for crowd and traffic control. Highway 
Patt'oJ officers patrolled the frozen area, a:;sistecl with crowd 
and traffic control, constituting a mobile reserve force. 
Detc(,tlves made investigations to idcntify the gunmen, questioned 
released hostages, and they were also assigned toman beeper
equippC!u chase cars and to take the gunmen into custody after 
surrender. Intelligence Division officers arranged for Arabic 
trans!., tors, provided night-viewing equipment, mingled with the 
crowds, and gathered data about the possible connection of the 
in",ident wi th the activity of militant groups. Community rela
tions officers tull(ed with the community people, gave current 
informa Hon in Spanh.h and Engl ish over bullhorns, formed evacu
ation teams, provided persons unabl .. to be relocated with food 
and other nece;;sities, and took charge of relatives and friends 
of !'tIC hostages. Aviation Unit officers in a department heli
GOptl'r maintainerl general surveillance, took aerial photographs, 
,\I1r1 Wf.'rp ready to follow and tracl< in the event of an escape. 
Department medical, legal, and informat.ion officers were at 
the scene at all times, as well as technicians from the ComnlU
ni.caf.iolls Division, Firearms Unit, and Photo Unit. 

• 
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The com:nand, direction, and coordination of this 
small army of men and its many diverse activities - ins1.de 
and outside the established perimeter - were conducted from 
a temporary headquarters command post and six satellite tempor
ary headquarters. The command post was located in a realty 
office; the others were in a beauty salon, restaurant, movie 
theatre, bank, catering establishment, and the department's 
temporary headquarters truck. All were in close proximity to 
the focal point of the emergency and each police subdivision 
had its own headquart~rs which enabled the uni~s to function 
with a minimum amount of confusion. 

CONCLUSION 

Police operations during the forty-seven hours were 
distinguished by a series of critical decisions made under heavy 
pressure by personnel at all levels. From the first officers 
on the scene who decided to await reinforcements lest innocent 
bystanders be endangered, to the sergeant who decided against 
any rushing action and called for the Emergency Service specialists, 
to the command level decisions on the control of firepower, the 
use of the ERA, the use of influential members of the community, 
the novel and rational "Think Tank" approach, the patient waiting 
to allow time to operate in police favor - as it did - all these 
decisions show a pattern of consistent professionalism. All 
reflect the department's governing doctrine, imparted again 
and again in its training programs, that in any police action 
the life and safety of civilians and police officers must always 
be the overriding consideration. 

During the forty-seven tension-filled hours our per
sonnel demonstrated admirable poise under pressure. One offi
cer had been killed and two wounded. Still, restraint was exer
cised throughout. After the "no further firing" order was given, 
not a single police shot was fired. Although there were some 
minor disorders and some hostile bottle-throwing spectato:rs among 
the crowds, only five arrests were made outside -the perimeter. 

Leadership, discipline, courage, and intelligent judg
ment avoided many pitfalls and pl:evented a bad situation from 
becoming worse. The hostages' escape was a stroke of good for
tune, but it was our strategy of waiting that gave the gunmen 
time to make the mistake that allowed it to happen. Clearly 
amoung the lessons to be learned from Williamsburg are these: 
be prepared, be rational, a~d be patient. 
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Over the past decade, scenes which have seared 

most permanently the consciousness of millions of Americans 

include: a prancing, riderless black horse, boots lashed 

backwards in the stirrups, a mule-drawn casket, and arrogant 

fanatics firing weapons at national leaders. These events 

were trapped on merciless television screens as Americans 

watched the unfolding tableau again and again in total dis

belief. 

Shock, grief, anger and helplessness characterized 

the private emotions of the American people over the assas

sinations or attempted assassinations of presidents and other 

political and civic leaders. These emotions resulted in 

speculation concerning a possible tragic flaw in the American 

character - a streak of uncontrollable violence which must 

vent itself in the periodic national trclUma of political 

assassination. 

Public reactions to these incidents varied. There 

was a sense of profound shock, not only in the United States, 

but throughout the world. The killing of Martin Luther King 

resulted in rioting in some cities. However, one factor re

mained constant: the inability of large segments of the 

public to accept that the act of assassination was the work 

of a single, usually insignificant individual. 
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To many it was more satisfying and indeed more 

logical to believe the crimes were the act of a highly intel

ligent, uniquely evil conspiracy. perhaps directed by a 

foreign power or some subversive domestic group bent on over-

':" throwing the government. It was difficult to accept the 

grace of a Kennedy, the oratory of Martin Luther King, or 

the force and energy of a George Wallace being extinguished 

by any but the most powerful and evil of forces. It was 

even more tragic and grotesque when the perpetrators of such 

acts were an Oswald, a Ray, and a Bremer. 

Unwillingness to accept the fact that insignificant 

little men can be the instruments of such profound tragedy is 

demonstrated by the debate concerning the alleged conspiracy 

in the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. This debate has 

continued for over 100 years, as will the arguments over the 

deaths of John F. Kennedy a~d Martin Luther King. 

One can only speculate concerning the course of 

American history had Lincoln, McKinley, and the brothers 

Kennedy not been slain. What can be said a]:,c,ut the men who 
!' 

conceived, planned and carried out these truly devastating acts? 

What did they look like? Who were they? A study of the assas-

sins or attempted assassins of Andrew Jackson, 1835; Abraham 

Lincoln, 1865; James A. Garfi21d, 1881; William McKinley, 1901; 

Theodore Roosevelt, 1921; Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1933; Harry S. 

Truman, 1950; and John P. Kennedy in 1963 shows ,that most 

I 

I 
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were white, short and slight of build. 1 These S1l.lIIt' Ch;lrt\C-

teristics seems to fit the killer of Robert Kcnnt\c)I uml t.1ll' 

would-be slayer of George Wallace. 

So many major political assassins have been short 

and slight of build that it is probably a ractor in the 

composite social and psychological makeup or this type or 

killer. This is not to place the political assassin into a 

particular biological or body structure group, or to say that 

short, slightly built white males have a particular penchant 

for political murder, but when taken into consideration with 

the other factors which 'contribute to the assassin's behavior, 

being small, in a posi tion to be J.oo~;ed down upon, seems to 

be an important characteristic. 

Of the eight presidential assassins listed above, 

only John Wilkes Booth could be said to be of average stature. 

The rest were small men. 2 The assassin generally feels that 

he has been treated unfairly by the world around him. Add 

to this attitude the extra insult or biological accident - his 

size - and one has a potentially volatile mixture. 

Unlike physical appearance, there seems to be no 

common denominator relating to socio-economic class. Most of 

the political assassins or attempted assassins (and with these 

could be included Sirhan Sirhan and Arthur Bremer) came from 

the working class. The exceptions were Charles J. Guiteau, 
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the killer of P~esident James A. Garfield, John Wilkes Booth 

and John N. Schrank, who attempted to murder President Theodore 

Roosevelt. These three men were from the middle class. 

Guiteau was a sometime lawyer and writer of religious tracts; 

Booth was a member of a prominent family of successful actors 

who had some small success in this calling; and Schrank was a 

New York tavern owner. 3 

The ages of the nine assassins or attempted assas

sins were between 24 and 40, as were S±rhan, Bremer and Ray.4 

The age factor is of doubtful relevance, since nationally, 

few crimes of violence are committed by persons over 40. Most 

of the assassins had reached maturity at the time of the act, 

indicating a fully developed personality and a longstanding 

mental or emotional problem. 

In an effort to discern a common denominator among 

all the assassins, some salient factor of their individual 

environment that would link them all to some common pattern, 

one factor appears to be glaringly obvious: none of them 

had a stable masculine figure with whom to identify during 

childhood. 5 This particular symptom extends far beyond assas

sins. Studies of those who have threatened the lives of 

politically prominent persons reveal that most "had domineer

ing mothers and weak and ineffectual fathers.,,6 
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.. Jnhn Wilkes Booth was raised almost (>xclus iVl'ly 

by his mother. John N. Schrank, who sho L Theodore I~oos"vell, 

lost his father at age seven. Oswald's father died just 

after Oswald was born.
7 

The fathers of Ray and Sirhan beat 

their sons, deserted their homes and left their families 

to fend for themselves. S 

Beyond the two factors of physical appearance and 

lack of father image, other similarities become more specu-

lative. The least speculative of these common factors is 

the apparent lack of any meaningful relationship with member~ 

of the opposite sex. Oswald's wife, Marina, accused him of 

impotence two months before he killed Kennedy; neither Ray 

nor Sirhan ever had a girl friend; Bremer's relationship 

with the one girl he sometimes dated was quite platonic and 

he never had sexual relations with her;9 and Lawrence, who 

attempted to kill Andrew Jackson, never married. Leon Czolgosz, 

who shot William ~lcKinley, and Glliseppe Zangara, who killed 

Mayor Clinton Cermak of Chicago while attempting to kill 

Franklin D. Roosevelt, actively avoided the company of women. 

Booth and Gui teau did have casual sexual liaisons with women, 
10 

but none that appeared to be of a lasting nature. 

The obvious psychological theory that springs from 

the interpersonal relationships of the assassins is that they 

were motivated by hatred of a father who had neglected, deserted, 
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but none that appeared to be of a lasting nature. 

The obvious psychological theory that springs from 

the interper'sonal relationships of the assassins is that they 

were motivated by hatred of a father who had neglected, deserted, 
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or otherwise mi~treated them. They projected this hatred 

into rage against an ultimate authority figure, such as a 

president or strong political or civic figure, thereby 

sowing the ultimate seeds of assassination. II Although 

logical ruld to some degree satisfying, such an explanation 

is oversimplistic. ~Iost of the assassins- not only had poor 

relationships with women, but also with other men. Only 

two of those who either killed or attempted to kill presi

dents were involved in anything that could remotely be called 

a conspiracy. Booth gathered around him a few inadequate 

persons, at least one of whom appeared to have been a mental 

defective, and the attempted assassins of Harry S. Truman, 

Oscar Collazo and Griselio Torresola, planned the attempt 

poorly and it was foredoomed to failure. 12 The rest of 

the assassins were loners, at least as far as the evidence 

presently shows. 

It is generally ag~eed that most, if not all, of 

the assassins thus far alluded to were mentally ill to the 

point of severe psychosis. This is not to say that they were 

legally "insane," which is, after all, a legal and not a 

medical or psychiatric definition. Many, in fact, could not 

be categorized as falling within any of the legal definitions 

of insani-ty. 

• 
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Beyond the fact of possible psychosis, the parti-

cular mental derangement is less easily definable. Two major 

categories' of psychosis are generally suggested': paranoia 

and paranoid schizophrenia. The difference between the two 

is as much a di'fference in degree as in kind. In both illnesses, 

the patient suffers from delusions, i.e., he thinks he is 

someone he is not or he thinks he is being persecuted. In 

the case of paranoid schizophrenic., the delusions are less 

well organized, more fantastic and ~ccompanied by hallucina

tions, e.g., voices of the people who are persecuting him or 

commands from God. The paranoid schizophrenic becomes more 

and more disorganized,13 while the paranoiac, except for his 

delusions, retains his personality relatively intact. 14 

Sirhan Sirhan was diagnosed by experts as paranoid 

. 15 . 16 . 
sch~ zophrenic, Zangara as parano~ac, Gu~ teau as paranoid 

. h . 17 h k 1 sch~zop ren~c, Lawrence, Sc ran", Czo (Josz, and Oswald as 

probably paranoid or paranoid schizophrenic. 18 Some experts 

have diagnosed all the assassins or attempted assassins of 

U.S. presidents as paranoid schizophrenic except for Callazo 

and Torresola.
19 

Leaving precise clinical definitions aside, it is 

clear that all the assassins acted under some delusion strong 

enough to lead to mu.rder. Whether such delusions were aided 

and abetted by hallucinations is a point of academic debate. 

-------------------------------------
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John Wilh:es Booth believed himself to be the insi:rUllient of 

God, as did Guiteau, whose Mission was to save the public 

by killing President Garfield. Czolgosz killed McKinley 

becnuse he believed McKinley was the enemy of the working 

people. Zangara blamed the capitalists for his lack of 

schooling and his intestinal disorders and believed he would 

get even with them by killing Franklin Roosevelt. 20 

Richard Lawrence, who made an attempt on the life of Andrew 

Jackson, believed he was Richard III of England and the 

United States owe,d him large sums of money. John Schrank 

believed that Theodore Roosevelt had murdered President 

McKinley and tried to avenge McKinley by killing Roosevelt. 21 

Sirhan Sirhan believed himself an Arab patriot and killed 

Robert Kennedy because Kennedy had proposed sending 50 

military aircraft ~o Israel. 22 None of these delusions 

would be calculated to attract any large political movement. 

It is difficult to conceive that they would have sufficient 

appeal for even a small conspiracy. Perhaps one reason why 

these men, with such visions of the world, are so dangerous 

and often successful in their murderous schemes, is the 

pure irrationality of their thought processes, which makes 

it extremely difficult for'rational men to predict their 

actions and thus to defend against them. 

f 
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In a paper submitted to the National CO[lllflission 

on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, Dr. Doris Y. 

Wilkinson sought to apply the theory of the achievement

expectancy gap. She theorized the political assassin has 

an unrealistic expectancy of high achievement in society, 

but because of his lack of intelligence, social status, 

education or other factors, he is unable to achieve his 

expected goal. Upon realizing that he cannot achieve the 

status to which he believes he is entitled, the psychic 

trauma somehow becomes politicized and he attacks that 

person who, in his mind, has achieved that status.
23 

This theory supports the father hate idea in 

that the killer already harbors ill will against authority. 

It also seems to fit well with Booth's expectation that he 

would be thought of as a hero after killing Lincoln; with 

Oswald's dream of becoming premier of Cuba and his disap-

pointment when he found that the Russians did not welcome 

him as a hero and were not anxious to have him as a Soviet 

citizen; with Sirhan's expectation of becoming a diplomat 

but lacking the ability to complete college; and Bremer's 

fantasizing about being a great writer but being able to 

hold only menial employment as a janitor or busboy.24 

The aChievement-expectancy gap theory also tends 

to explain the lack of bla cks, Chicanos, or American-Indians 

among the murderers of the politically prominent. Since 
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some members of these minority groups have a low' expectancy 

of achievement 'because of the lack of success of other lIlelllbcrfi 

of their ethnic groups, they do not experience the psychic 

trauma associated with failure to achieve an unrealistic goal. 

In the face of failure, "the system" can be blamed. Such 

thinking provides a convenient safety valve for aggression,' 

wi th the result that such aggression does not become di,rected 

to a Wallace or a Kennedy.25 

Added to the general family pathology of the assas

sin is the fact that the paranoid personality is often over

whelmed by anxiety and feelings of worthlessness. The para

noid can only preserve a feeling of integrity by severely 

distorting reality.26 The volatile mixture of the assassin 

is thus complete. His general hatred for authority finds 

release in a paranoid delusion, a murderous, anxiety-relieving 

attack on a politically prominent person. 

Recent studies have suggested a further complication 

in the possible underlying causes of the paranoid personality, 

specifically the paranoid schizophrenic. Dr. Jacques S. 

Gottlieb, a respected biochemist, told the 1972 convention of 

the Americ.Ul Psychiatric Association at D'il-llas that he had 

found a possible connection between schizophrenia and an 

unstable enzyme in the emotional center of the brain. 27 
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If a biah.,1 ki.l.l b"se for this lIlental abberration is es tablislll~d. 

the schizophrenic: may be amenable to control through medical ion. 

It is clear that political, and, particularly, 

presidential assassinations, have not been the product of 

rational political motives, even though the assassin himself 

may have felt his reasons were POlitical. 28 The assassin's 

motive resulted from a misperception of teality; his view 

of the world was severely out of focus. 

It is a tribute to the American system and further 

evidence of the lack of any real sinister conspiracy in the 

assassinations that our institutions suffered no fundamental 

disruption by the assassinations. In fact, there has seemed 

to have been no substantial change in the direction of public 

policy as a result of the loss of a president. If it is the 

killer's intent to change the thrust of presidential policy, 

the opposite result is obtained, since bills doubtful of 

passage prior to the assassination are quickly pushed through 

the Congress almost as a tribute to the murdered President. 

Numerous suggestions have been made for the protec

tion of presidents and other politically p~0minent persons, 

ranging from innovative protective devices to sophisticated 

data-retrieving computers in which information concerning 
29 

unstable individuals could be stored. However, the American 

propensity to deify many public officials, especially the 

president, and the need for charisma, which seems to be an 

I 
-I 
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indispensable p~rt of every successful politician's appcal, 

tend to ma.l<.e them extremely appealing targets to the mentally 

deranged person with a grudge against authority. 

It has been suggested that the functions of the 

office rather than the occupant's personality should be 

emphasized; that maximum use should be made of television; 

and that public appearances should be limited. However, the 
/ 

nature of the American system has encouraged personality politics, 

at least since the slogan "Tippecanoe and Tyler too" was coined 

in 1840. It does not appear that this style of politics will 

change fundamentally; it is what the Alllerican public wants 

and expects from its political leaders. 

There is considerable doubt concerning the chargc 

that there is a basic streak of violence in the American charc-

ter when the Uni"ted States is compared to such countries as 

~Iexico, France, China, Japan, Italy, Bulgaria, Germany, Egypt, 

Iraq, Cuba, Iran, and Poland, all of which have had many morc 
30 

assassinations than the Uni,ted States ~ince 1918. 

A great challenge is posed to the law enforcement 

co:",muni ty by the lone assassin. The determined gunman, over-

whelmed by his failures and seeking revenge for his insigni-

ficance by destroying what to his mind is the symbol of all 

that is oppressive to him, is a formidable threat. This is 

especially true if he is willing to sacrifice his own life to 
accomplish his goal. There appears to be no way for a 

free and open society to completely rid itself of this 

threat without placing severe limitations on the present 

style of political c~npaigning in the United States. 
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ASSASSINATIONS 

(Note: Statistical tabulations do not include incidents in Israel, 
No. Ireland and the United States. Period covered is 1 Jan 70 -
1 Nov 77.) 

Background: 257 assassination incidents 

390 victims 

Average victiul per 
Assassination Incident: 

~.se size of 
~sin2tion Team: 

Geog~~E_Location of 
Assas§1~ation Incidents: 

Nationality of Victims: 

Occup~tion of Victims: 

1.5 

3.07 

38% in Latin America 
46% in Io/es tern Europe 
63.5% of all assassinations took place in 

five countries: Argentina, Spain, 
Guatemala, Mexico, and U.K. 

Argentines 
Spanish 
Guatemalans 
U.S. 
Hexican 
U.K. 

100 
64 
35 
27 
22 
20 

20.4% police officers 
20.0% rival terrorist group members 
17.2% businessmen 
15.7% diplomats 

Success Rate: 78.6% of all assassinations attempted l~ere successful. 

Locat1~_of Assassination: 61% took place in the victims' office, home 
or en route between the tHO. 

Trend: Upward. Of all persons assassinated, 49.2% Here killed in 1976-77 
and 69% during the period 1 Jan 75 - 1 Nov 77. 

- - - ----- -------------. ------------------------....11 
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(Note: Statistical tabulations do not include incidents in Israel, 
No. Ireland, or the United States. Period covered is 1 Jan 70 -
1 Nov 77.) 

Background: 232 kidnapping incidents 

363 victims 

Averag~_Yictims Per Incident: 

Average size of Kidnap Team: 

GeoBE~Ehic Location of Kidnap 
Inci~~~_~~ : 

1.56 

4.25 

63% Latin America 
20,; I,est Europe 

71% in eight countries (Argentina, Colonbia, Ethiopia, Italy, 
Nexico, Spain, Uruguay, Venezuela) 

OccupatiEn of Victims: 

Success Rate: 

43% businessoen (Of this figure, one out 
of five kidnapped were American businessmen) 

90~~ while victim en route bet,?een residence 
and office or office and residence. 

Approximately 80% of all attempted kidnaps 
were successful. 

$146,000,000 paid in ransoms (this figure is 
the total of knmolll paid ransoms in only 32% 
of the kidnap incidents. Obviously, total 
paid ransoms for all cases would be sub
stantially higher). 

$1_9 million average per kidnap victim in paid 
ransoms (again based only data available in 
only 32% of the ca3es). 

267 political prisoners released 

Trend: Up"ard. 77.6% of all kidnaps in the last three years (1975, 76, 77). 
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BO~mINGS 

(NOTE: Statistical tabulations do not include incidents in Israel, 
No. Ireland, or the United States. Period covered is 1 Jan 70 _ 
1 Nov 77) 

Background: 924 Significant incidents* 

212 persons killed 

Geogr2~c Location of Incidents: 

Italy 
Spain 
France 
Argentina 
Turkey 
Greece 
Ecuador 
Hexico 

146 
115 
112 
105 
52 
43 
39 
31 

643 incidents 

In these eight countries constitute 69.6% of all bombing incidents. 

~: 

75 million, non-U.S. corporations 
17.5 million for U.S. corporations 

92.5 million (data on cost is available in only slightly over 50% 
of all the 924 bombing incidents listed). 

* Significant incidents include only those involving (1) an important 
target; (2) a relatively large amount of material damage; or (3) those 
reflecting a new bombing technique or device. Considering the frequenc:' 
of bombing as a terrorist tactic, a listing of all incidents over the 
past eight years would probably produce a figure tvlO, three or even four 
times larger than 924. 
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lYEe Bomb: An explosive device was used in approximately 60% of the 
incidents. 

Targets: 50.4% non-corporate 
49.6% corporate 

Corporations are hit in approximately one out of every t,.o 
terrorist bombings. 

- If the corporation involved is a foreign corporation operating 
overseas (including U.S. firms), its chances of being bombed are 63%. 

- If a foreign corporation operating overseas is bombed, the chances 
are one out of two the firm \Jill be a U.S. corporation. 

Targets: The most common business targets are: 

1. Travel offices and airline offices 46% 

2. Business offices (in the case of U.S. firms, 
the figure rises to 47%) 37% 

3. Production facilities 

Trend: Down: The high point for terrorist bombings was 1974. Since 
that date, the trend has been dOlm. (This is not to itnp1y terrorist 
bombings of business facilities have ceased but rather that statistically 
they have declined in numbers - as compared to 1974.) 
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FACILITY ATTACKS/SEIZURES 

(Note: Statistical tabulations do not include incidents ~n Israel, No. 
Ireland, or the United States. Period covered is 1 Jan 70 - 1 Nov 77.) 

Background: 2.90 inciden ts 
3SB killed (figures known [or 90 cases) 
332 wounded (figures known for 90 cases) 
664 hostages seized (figures known for 37 cases) 

In 67% of all incidents where the victim's status was knoWll, no 
casualties resulted to hostages. 

Average Hostages per Incident: 18 (for 37 cases) 

Average Size of Attack Team: 4.38 

Geographic Location of Facilities Attacks 
or Seizures: 52% Latin America 

37% Western Europe 
7% Mideast/North Africa 

65% of all such incidents (188 of 290? occurred in Argentina, 
Uruguay, Spain, West Germany, France and Colombia. 

Nationality of Facility TerRet: 

Types of Facili!ies Attacked: 

15% Argentina 
15% U.S. 
11% Spain 
11% Uruguay 

16.9% Governmental (non-military) 
16.2% Banks (domestic/foreign) 
14.8% Hilitary installations/facilities 

B.3% Utilities/communications 
5.5% Airline industry (excluding time bombs or 

hijackings) 
4.8% Other transportation industry 

lS.2% Other corporate entities 
6.9% Residences 

11.4% Other non-corporate (e.g., toWllS, rival 
group headqua~ters, schools, etc.) 

Losses in damages and thefts: $31,300,000 (figures from 92% of all such 
incidents but excludes thefts of equipment) 

Weapons used: 50% automatic weapons, 16% pistols, and less than 4% mortars 
or rockets. 

Trend: Reasonably constant over past thre~ years (between 40 and 60 each year). 
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HIJACKINGS . 

(Note: Statistical tabulations do not include incidents in ,Israel Qr No. 
Ireland. Includes U.S. hijackings attributed to Black Panthers and 
Croatian nationalists only. Period covered is 1 Jan 70 - 1 Nov 77.) 

72 incidents 
36 hostages killed 
15 hostages wounded 

1707 hostages released 
361 hostages rescued 
18 hostages escaped 

Average Hostages per Incident: 87 (this figure susceptible to great 
fluctuation based on potential passenger 
loads) .' 

Average Duration of Incidents: 3.4 days 

Average Hijack Team Size: 3.75 

Ransoms Paid: No money demanded in 54 Or 3/4 of cases; $13,580,000 paid in 
eight cases where payment is kn~wn. 

Nationalities of Aircraft Seized: 34 different countries' carriers hijacked; 
most frequent are Japanese, U.S., Dutch and Argentine in descending order. 
Regionally, the nationalities of hijacked commercial air carriers has been: 

33% Hest European 
21% Latin American 
19% Hideast/North African 

8% U.S. 

Heapons Used During Hijackings: 68% pistols, 13% explosives, 8% automatic 
weapons and 6% grenades (use of more than one type is commonplace). 

Trend: Downward -- last three years account for only 17 or 24% of all 
hijackings since January 1970. 
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FBI-AFOSI-AFSP TERRORISM SEMINARS 

FIRST DAY 

'08~0 - 0900 OPENING ~UUtKS - ADMINISTRATIVE CO~~ffiNTS. SA Conrad V. 
Hassel, FBI. Provides an overview of the seminar to include aims and 
objectives, methods of instruction, introduction of instructors and 
background on Same. 

0900 - 1000 TRANSNATIONAL TERRORISM. Dr. Charles A. Russell, HQ AFOSI. 
Examines the various types of terrorist groups operating today as well as 
their structure and organization; the targeting of DOD; commonalities 
among terrorist organizations (similar ideology and background of members, 
joint training, exchanges of personnel, joint operations); links betHeen 
terrorist groups; the role of support states; and terrorist operational 
tactics. 

1000 - 1015 COFFEE BREAK 

1015 - 1115 TRANSNATIONAL TERRORISM (Continued). 

1115 - 1145 TERRORIST WEAPONRY. SA Thomas Reilly, FBI. An analysis 
of the various types of weapons used by terrorists. Information is 
illustrated by case examples. 

1145 - 1300 LUNCH 
~ 

1300 - 1430 TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE. SA Thomas Strentz, FBI. 
This block, developed jointly by the FBI and AFOSI, is a psychological and 
SOCiological assessment of those types of individuals involved in terrorist 
operations within the U.S. and overseas. The psychological background of 
a terrorist is examined as are the>. roles played by various types of 
individuals in any terrorist organiZation. Ccimmon/similar character types 
and roles are analyzed. 

1430 - 1445 COFFEE BREAK 

1145 - 1600 AIRCRAFT HIJACKING - STOCKHOL~I SYNDROME. SA Thomas Strentz, 
FBI. This lecture focuses on the origin and background of the Stockholm 
Syndrome and its appearance in victims of aircraft hljackings. The problems 
posed for counterterrorist forces in coping with the syndrome in actual 
hijackings are illustrated through case studies. 

1600 - 1700 HOSTAGE NEGOTIATIONS. SA Conrad V. Hassel, FBI. Discussion 
of priorities and negotiation considerations. Emphasis Hill be placed on 
those demands which may be negotiable and an the mental state of the 
subject. 
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SECOND DAY 

0830 - 1000 HOSTAGE CASE STUDIES. SA Thomas Strentz, FBI. An analysis 
based on actual cases of what went right or ",rong fr"m both the tactical 
and psychological pOints of view in various terrorist-hostage situations in 
the United States and overseas. 

1000 - 1015 COFFEE BREAK 

1015 - 1115 HOSTAGE NEGOTIATIONS.. SA Conrad V. Hasse:", FBI. DiSCUSSion 
of the relationship between the negotiator and the subject with emphasis 
upon the selection of the negotiator and on the options available to the 
negotiator. 

1115 - 1200 COUNTERTERRORISN TACTICS. SA Thomas Reilly, FBI. Discussion 
of counterterrorist tactics to include team composition, training, weaponry, 
proper employment techniques, and personal protective measures. 

1200 - 1315 ~ 

1315 - 1400 COUNTERTERRORISN TACTICS (Continued) 

1400 - 1415 COFFEE BltEAK 

1415 - 1500 SECURITY POLICE SPECIAL OPERATIONS. Major Peter A. ColangelO, 
HQ, AFSP. An examination of SP role in hostage/sniper/barricaded subject 
situations. to include interface with the FBI and civil police. Reviel' 
of U.S. Government policy on negotiating with terrorists. DiSCUSSion 
of possible hostage situations at Air Force Bases and selection of 
"negotiator." AnalysiS of recent relevant situations at Air Force Bases. 
Discussion of Air Force TNT (Tactical Neutrali~ation Teams) program. 

1500 - 1630 VICTIHIZATION. Frank M. Ochberg, M.D., National lnstitute 
of Nental Health. An in-depth analysis of the psychological effects on the 
victim of a hostage situation. This discussion includes an examination 
of coping under stress as I,ell as other dynamics occurring both while the 
victim is a hostage and after release. Case examples used. 

1630 - 1700 AFOSI-AFSP INTERFA~E. AFOSI COUNTERTERRORISM COLLECTION 
OPERATIONS. Dr. Charles A. Russ61l, HQ AFOSr. A brief explanation of 
AFOSI-AFSP interface in countering terrorist activity as well as a 
description of AFOSI information collection activity/products avai~able 
to USAF commanders. Includes comments on the AFOSI Protective Services 
Program. 

1700 CONCLUSION. SA Conrad V. Hassel, FSI. 

~-------------------------------------- -
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OUT-INVENTING THE TERRORIST 

BY Charles A, Russell, Leon J. Banker, Jr., and Bowman H. Miller, 
Office of Special Investigations, U.S. Air Force, Hashington, D.C. 

PREFACE 

"What to do until the terrorist comes." Responding to this statement 

in an unpublished paper so entitled, Drs. Robert H. Kuppermart and Harvey A. 

Smith discuss a three-fold plan of action involving an improvement in and 

acceleration of intelligence collection, the development and implementation 

of adequate physical security safeguards in critical areas and above all 

the creation of a crisis management capability focused specifically upon 

the terrorist problem. Looking toward new and qualitatively significant 

changes in future terrorist operations, motivations, group structure and 

tactics, these authors also argue "some continuing research and development 

expended an the invention of new terrorist schemes (and their counters) by 

imaginative official pseudo-terrorists would appear to be a worthwhile 

effort. "* It is toward this goal of "out-inventing the terrorist" that 

the present discussion is dedicated. 

In examining the problem of terrorism as it may develop in the future, 

we approach the subject from three separate but inter-related points of 

view. The first, termed traditional analytical, is essentially that used 

in intelligence analysis. Utilized to examine the contemporary terrorist 

phenomenon, it proceeds from known capabilities to possible intentions, 

operates on and from an established data base and is essentially pragmatic 

in nature. It focuses on the increasingly transnational aspects of 

terrorism, the groups involved in such activity, their capabilities, knmm 

~ Robert R. Kupperman and Ra:t'vey A. Smith, "f{hat To Do UntU Tire 
Tel'l'Oi'ist Comes," Apri1. 5, Z977, p. ZOo 
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inter-group linkages, motivations and finally targets. From this spring

board of relatively hard data, the second approach -- termed speculative 

reverses the capabilities to intentions progression and begin~ with an 

evaluation of optimum terrorist targets. It moves f~om this point into 

the areas of future terrorist motivation, capabilities and finally the 

possible configuration of terrorist groups themselves. The final approach, 

captioned "Crisis Management: Non-Technical Threat Assessment," probes those 

informational areas wherein data must be sought and rapidly provided to 

the individuals res~onsible for decision-making in the face of a stated 

terrorist threat to inflict high-order (nationally significant) disruption 

or destruction. 

In applying the three-fold methodology outlined above, the authors are 

aI<are of shortcomings inherent in each of the three approaches. From the 

traditional analytical point of view, the methodology tends to assume that 

"past is prologue." It is factbound in orientation, conse.rvative in outlook·, 

and tends to be non-pre4ictive. Recognizing, however, that the terrorists of 

the future may not ·come in· the same manner as they have in the past, the 

speculative technique is used to counterbalance traditional analysiS. It 

too has drawbacks. Among these are its inability to prove ~onclusions based 

on hard data and a tendency toward " .. orst case" scenarios.· The final approach 

poses questions as yet unanswered. These are, nonetheless, qu~stions and 

avenues of exploration .. hich must be addressed and carefully considered if . 

we are ever to be successful in countering terrorism. Cognizant of the 

potential problems in these three approaches, yet desirous .that this 

discussion be of some practical consequence, the authors have endeavored to 

meld the three approaches .. hile intentionally weighing the scales toward 
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reasoned analysis, and away from creation of purely imaginative scenarios. 

In the final analysis, however, the discussion anticipates that signif.icant 

qualitative changes will occur in future terrorist aCtivity. In this J.ig~t, 

it offers some basic guidelines as we begin the challenge of "out-inventing 

the terrorist." 

THE CON'rEHPORARY PHENOMENON: A 'tRADITIONAL ANALYTICAL ASSESSHENT 

Terrorist Groups 

Viewing terrorism as the threatened or actual use of force or violence 

to attain a political goal through fear, coercion or intimidation,* the 

roots of modern terrorism appear to lie largely in the r~sing tide of 

student and radical unrest so evident in most nations of the world during 

the early 1960's. From this almost international groundswell of dissatisfac-

tloll with then extant political estrtblishments, various anti-establishmE'nt 

organizations formed, splintered and eventually spat;ned elements dedicated 

to destruction of "the system." Terrorism, a means to an end, was the tactic 

primarily and sometimes exclusively ~mployed. 

National in composition, pOlitical orientation and generally limiting 

their operations to the geographic confines of a sIngle state, these 

"national" terrorist groups are epitomized today in such organizations 

as the Armed Proletarian Nuclei and the Red Brigades in Italy, the Basque 

Fatherland and Liberty Novement (ETA) and the First of October Anti-Fascist 

~ Beyond this abstpact definition Zimitations which e~cZude both civil 
diGorders and military confpontations need to be adc1ed. tlPo1.iticaZ" is 
tmciepstood in this usage to connote the entipe pange of social, economic, 
religio~B, ethnic and governmental factors impacting on a body-politic, 
stl'essing the notions of powep and infZuence. The ideal definition is one 
which both the adherents and abhopers of tCl'l'orism couZd agl'ee upon. 

------------
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Resistance Group in Spain and the People's Strugglers and People's Sacrifice 

Guerrillas in Iran, among others. Also included in this category are the 

numerous terrorist elements in Latin America as well as those, in Greece, 

Turkey, South Asia and such groups as the Weather Underground and New World 

Liberation Front in the United States.* 

With the onset of the late 1960' s, terrorist group activities took a 

quantum leap from thosl' purely national in scope to those involving operations 

across national boundaries, virtually anywhere in the world, at great distance 

from the terrorists' humelands. Characterized by many authors as "trans-

national" terrorist groups, these sMall, highly professional and disciplined, 

tightly compartmented and highly dedicated cadre capitalized quickly on 

the mobility afforded them by expanding international transportation and 

communication systems. Exploiting the absences of international agreement** 

* In May Z978 the "nationaZ" Baadel'-Meinhof nuaZeua banbed U.S. Anny 
buiZdings in Fl'ankfUl't and HeideZbel'g, l'esuZting in the deaths. of foul' U.S. 
Army members. In June and Decembel' 1976 a group 01' groups caZZing themselves 
the Revolutionary CeZ~ again bombed ~o U.S. miZitary officel's' cZubs in West 
Ge~any, compZeteZy destl'oying a miZZion dollar faciZity at Rhei~-Main Air Base. 
Since Z972 foUl' high-ranking U.S. officel's have been attacked in Teheran by 
Il'anian terrol'ists. Th!>ea ~ere kiZZed and a generaZ officeI' ~ sel'iousZy 
injured. These same "nationaZ" terrol'ists assassinated three Amel'ican business 
officiaZs of Roe~eU InternationaZ on August 88, 1.976. The Latin Amel'iean 
context yieZds an even greater pooZ of exampZes sllO~ing the foreign impaet 
~hich such groups have had. 

** An examp1.e of the basie disagreement ~as reported by the Foreign Broad
cast Information Serviee (FBIS) from Izvestiya, 30 Mareh Z9~7, p. Z: "Expounding 
the USSR's pl'ineipZed position to the [UN speciaZ Conrn1.ssion ,on Terrol'ism], the 
Soviet representative emphasized that the Soviet Union is opposed to aets of 
terrol'ism ~hieh disrupt the dipZomatic activities of states and their representa
tives, transpol't conununications be ween them and the nonna1. coUrse of internatioru:LZ 
contacts and meetings.. It is quite i1".admissabZe. he pointed out. to extend the 
concept of 'internationa1. terrorism' to the nationaZ Ziberdtion strugg1.e. to 
actions offering resistance to an aggressor on terl'itories occupied by him ana 
to working peopZs's demonstrations for their rights against oppressiu~~ 
expZoiters. /I [UnderUne added.] This position ~s reiterated by a nWllber of 
conm.mist p~ers during the October/November Z977 BeZgrade revie~ of the HeZsinkt, 
agreement. FBIS quoted the October 88, 1.977, TANJUG repol't citing the PoZish 
statement "that PoZand "is opposed to doubZe standards in the struggZe against 
tel'l'oroism, since some forms of' 'chis violence are occasiona1.Zy explained lU'tth 
poHtica1. motives." 
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concerning the l~gitimacy of terrorism, such groups have operated literally 

at will throughout the \,estern world, utilizing sympathetic safehaven 

states from which to launch and terminate their operations. In contrast 

to "national groups," they have no. standard modus operandi, varying their 

techniques from aircraft hijacking and kidnapping to assassination, hostage-

taking, stand-off attack, arson and bombing.* In brief, transnational 

terrorist groups have increased significantly the problems and frustrations. 

of security and police agencies worldwide it is all but impossible to 

determine with assurance where, when, why or against whom their neKt assault 

may be launched. Starting with this unhappy realization in the first line 

of defense (intelligence), the resulting complications in the security and 

crisis resolution phases of counterefforts coalesce to make the consequence 

of terrorism international. 

Although the origins of terrorism itself probably antedate recorded 

history, the beginning of contemporary transnational oporations can be trac,d 

directly to 1968 and a conscious decision by certain Palestinian elements 

to move the focus of their attacks outside Israel proper -- to Israeli 

targets abroad where risks were least and Israeli vulnerability greatest. 

Thus, the July 23, 1968 hijacking of an El Al flight from Rome to Tel 

* The Japanese Red Army is perhaps the best exw~Le of the variance in 
modus operandi. In .~ix operations to date, it has executed two hijackings, 
one e~pLosives attack, o~w automatic hleapons attack an' three hostage seizures, 
tile Zatter spawling one secondary operation. Theil' targets have incLuded 
Ir;raet, Japan,the U.S., France, SWeden and Lebanon. Operati.ons sites )zave 
ranged from India, BWlgladesh, Malaysia and Singapore to sweden, Brance, T,est 
Germany, IsraeZ and Kuwai.t. While one might Uke to identify hostage-taking 
as a key JRA technique, one must also note that, each Izo.~tage rrYeration has 
inc~uded freeing of JRA terrorists as part of its mot:i.oation. 
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Aviv* by the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) repre-

sents the first application of the transnational "third country operation" 

concept in modern terrorism. Although a careful assessment of the potential 

~vailable to terrorists through an expansion'of their operations into an 

international arenq of non-combatant nations should have been anticipated, 

few analysts foresaw th~ full impact of this development and the truly 

qualitative change it brought to the terrorist operational capacity. 

Following th~ PFLP lead, the Black September Organization and other 

less well publicized Palestinian groups -- as well as various non-Arab 

entities -- moved into transnational activity. Among these were the Irish 

Republican Army (IRA), the Japanese Red Army (JRA) and remnants of the West 

German Baader-Meinhof Group and Hovement TW<l June. With the exception of 

the IRA, almost all other transnational terrorists -- either as individuals 

or working within their respective groups -- have been affiliated operationally 

with the PFLP. The September 1977 presumably Iranian operation in France 

directed at the Shah's sister may mark yet another entry into the trans-

national category. 

In considering both national and transnational terrorist groups, most 

a·,thors estimate there are approximately 50 such groups active today. Total 

action cadre** ranges from one to three thousand persons. Within the purely 

transnational category, however, there are only seven to 'nine groups with 

* The f~ight, a 707 jet carrying 3~ passengers and a cre~ of ten, ~as 
diverted to A~geria by the hijackers, ~ho demanded re~ease of Pa~estinian 
guerriUas held in Israe~ in return for the pWne and ito passengers. 

H "Action cadre" refers to the innermost circZe of a terrorist group, 
those persons ~ho actua~ty perpetrate the terrorist act such.as bombers, 
hijackers, assassins and so on. 
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total membership.in the hundreds. In general, these entities include the 

PFLP and its operational partners -- the JRA, Baader-Meinhof/Movement Two 

June successor elements and the apparatus directed by Venezuelan-born Ilich 

Ramirez Sanchez (Carlos). Also included are other Palestinian elements 

such as the PFLP-General Command, the Black September Organization, the 

Iraqi-based Black June and its Syrian counterpart Saiqa as well as the 

IRA, the only group with no known firm operational tie to the Palestinians. 

The worldwide mobility of transnational groups and the absence of 

significant international restraints on their activities has facilitated 

their operational capability. There is no hard evidence as yet of any 

formalized coordination of terrorist operations by tha equivalent of an 

international board of directors; this, despite the inferences and 

conclusions of some commentators that behind the malady lies Moscow, 

\~hich would appear to benefit from terrorism in the West. The existence 

of shared support apparats, the use of certain specialists and their eKpertis~ 

by more than one group and occasional interchange of personnel is an 

established fact. Thus, in 1970, handguns stolen from a U.S. Army facility 

in Butzbach, Federal Republic of Germany, subsequently found their way into 

the hands of Baader-Heinhof Group members and ultimately were used by 

Japanese Red Army terrorists in the September 1974 takeover of the French 

Embassy in The Hague. In a similar manner, explosives stolen in West Germany 

during 1971 apparently were used in the May 1972 Baader-Meinhof operations 

against U.S. Army facilities in West Germany. Grenades known to be in the 

hands of Baader-Meinhof members during 1971 later found their way into the 

possession of both JRA and PFLP cadre and were also used by the former in 

27-428 0 - 7S - 53 
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the September 1974 barricade operation in The Hague. Additionally, 

similar grenades moved from the hands of Baader-Meinhof members to the 

Venezuelan terrorist Carlos (Ilich Ramirez Sanchez) and were used in the 

Geptember 14, 1974 attac\;. on "Le Drugstore" in paris.
2 

Cooperation among terrorist cadre in West Germany, Switzerland, Italy, 

'Spain and Latin America also is a matter of record. During earlY,1974 

ETA-V, a revolutionary Bas~ue organization, is known to have dispatched 

one of its members to Argentina where he was train~d in terrorist tactic~ 

and the cons truction of "peoples' jails" by the Revolutionary people's 

Army (ERP). That same 'year the ERP loaned the Chilean Movement of the 

Revolutionary Left (MIR) five of the 12.4 million dollars obtained from 
, 3 

the kidnap ransom of ESSO Argentina executive Victor Samuelson. countless 

other examples of limited but attested cooperation among similar groups can 

be cited. An examination of the Carlos apparatus alone shed~ substantial 

light on the nature and extent of such intertwined linkages. 

Terrorist Capabilities 
" 

Among national and transnational terrorist Aroups, the most crucial 

area of cooreration is in the training sector. It is here,. in the shared 

instruction provided to various terrorist elements by the PFLP and previously 

Fatah, that a truly cohesive catalyst emarges binding together o'therwise 

seemingly diverse groups. In short, Palestinian training and its outgrowth 

provide what might well be called the glue holding together many of today's 

transnational and national terrorist elements. In a very real sense these 

terrorists studied with the same faculty and are graduates,of the same 
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academy. Some first met one another in these 'schools. Here, directly or 

indirectly, they have learned their basic skills along with the sophisticated 

PFLP modus operandi, organizational structure, excellent security practices 

and clandestine tradecraft. 

Sine .. its inception in approximately 1968, Palqstinian instruction 

has been provided at least to the IRA, JRA, West German personnel from 

at least three g1:0UpS and to Turkish and Iranian terrorist cadre.4 In 

1976 training also was given to at least 15 members of the Dutch Red Help 

(Rode Hulp) in the People's Democratic Republic of South Yemen. S Coupled 

with this group-level instruction has been training for various single 

terrorists including a number of Latin Americans. Notable among these 

have been the self-styled "super terrorist" Ilich Ramirez Sanchez (Carlos) 

and Patricio A1:guello, a Nicaraguan killed in the September 1970 attempted 

hijacking of an E1 Al airliner by a PFLP team which included Leila Khaled. 

While shared training experiences have been an instrumental ingredient 

in the mortar binding together the various nation~l and transnational 

terrorist groups, also important is the similarity in social, political 

and philosophical backgrounds of these individuals. lath few exceptions, 

these individuals conform closely to a relatively consistent profile.* 

They are, in the main: single, male, 22-25 years old (an increasing 

tendency toward younger recruits is evident of late), university-t1:ained, 

reared in an urban environment, middle to upperclass in social origin, and 

~ This profiZe is based on infor"~tion concerning some 350 known terrorists 
from l8 different groups involving ZZ nationaZities. The data !Jas draLm ZargeZy 
from foreign press reporting in the period Z968-l976 and is discussed in an 
article "Pr>ofiZe of a Terrorist" by Charles A. RusseU and BOtJman H. MilZer, 
pubUshed in Terrorism: An International JournaZ, Vol. Z, No. l, November Z977. 
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anarchist/Harxist in ideology (with a steadily increasing nihilist ingredient). 

!/hile variations from this basic pattern obviously exist (among German groups 

approximately one-third of the operational cadre are female .while both German 

and Japanese terrorists are somewhat older than the 22-25 year norm), the 

pattern is remarkably consistent for virtually all groups regardless of 

national origin. Even in terms of education -- a notable exception is the 

IRA' -- the vast majority of terrorists with university backgrounds have 

studied in the humanities or non-technical fields. Hinor exceptions occur, 

e.g., among Iranian and Turkish terrorists where a number are technicians, 

engineers and physical scientists. 

Terr~rist Hotivation 

Although separatist and nationalist objectives are important motivators 

for the Palestinians, the IRA and ETA, almost all terrorist groups active 

today either find or rationalize their raison d' etre in Harxist ideology 

or anarchist schools of though:. Also evident in many groups is an 

accelerating trend toward nihi1ism.* The few operative rightwing 

organizations such as Croatian nationalists, Ordine Nero and Or dine Nuovo 

in Italy and counterterrorist forces of the right in Spain and Latin America 

are the obvious exceptions. 

Considering the sociological profile outlined above to be repre-

sentative. the ease in linking Palestinian "national liberation" 

* F()'P PUT'pOf!.@S of t:111:~1 riisC!uesion "nihiZiam" -is used -z..n a non
doetpinaipe sense and emtnotes the desiPefop vioZenee and destruction 
as ends in themseZves. 

--------------------------------------------------
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objectives with th~ political aims of like-thinking non-Arab groups is 

obvious. As a result, the close relationships which have grown between 

George Habbash's PFLP and the groups or individuals it has trained and used 

in operations are not difficult to understand. Suffice it to say, groups 

receiving PFLP training have benefited significantly. In return, the PFLP 

has increased its pool of personnel available for use in transnational operations 

while at the same time raising the level of terrorist activity generally. In 

keeping their end of the bargain -- and probably as a form of quid pro quo 

the JM, Turkish groups, Latin Americans and Germans all have attacked 

targets selected purely from a Palestinian viewpoint shortly after completion 

of their training. The May 1971 assassination of Israeli Consul General 

Ephraim Elrom in Istanbul by Turkish terrorists, the JM May 1972 assault at 

Lod Airport and German terrorist attacks on Israeli facilities in Frankfurt 

and BerLin are all evidence of this "payment" procedure.'" 

In addition to the above mentioned "proxy type" operations carried out 

by PFLP-trained national groups, a joint PFLP cadre of terrorists -- joint 

in the sense of nationality -- also has developed. This cadre can consist 

of separate groups performing various phases of an operation as in the 

Baader-Heinhof /Carlos/ JM cooperation in the September '1974 assault on the 

French Embassy in The Hague or the late 1976 Dutch Red·Help intelligence 

gathering operation conducted for the PFLP against the Air France route 

• The OctobeZ' Z9?? Amb scizuZ'e of a Lufthansa jet departing MaZZoZ'ca, 
designed to incZ'ease the pZ'essuZ'es engendered thvough the kidnapping of 
Hann'f-lJartin Sch1.eyev and ending in the Mogadishu cOlTDnando success, marks 
the fiZ'st puZ'ety AZ'ab teZ'Z'OZ'ist act on behaZr of a non-PaZestinian counteZ'
PClZ't. 
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between Paris, Tel Aviv and Bombay.6 The cooperative cadre 'also can 

take the form of multi-national operational teams. Since 1970, when 

the Nicaraguan Patri~io Arguello and PFLP member Leila Khaled worked 

together in the attempted hijacking of an El Al flight, the following 

joint operations involving the PFLP have taken place: 

May 1972 - JRA/PFLP/German collaboration in attacking Lad 

Airport, Israel. 

Jul 1973 - PFLP/JRA/Latin American cooperation in hijacking 

a Japan Airlines 747 in Europe. 

Jan 1974 .- PFLP/JRA operation against Shell Oil, facilities 

in Singapore. 

Sep 1974 - JRA/PFLP/Bnader-Heinhof collaboration in assault 

on the French Embassy, The Hague. 

Jan 1975 - PFLP/German/Carlos.cooperation in attempted attack 

against El Al aircraft, Orly Airport, Paris. 

Dec 1975 - Carlos/German/Palestinian collaboration in the Vienna 

assault on the ministerial conference of the Oil Producing and Exporting 

Countries (OPEC). 

Jun 1976 - PFLP/Latin American/German effort culminating at 

Entebbe. 

As a result of' the. commonalities in sociological background and .. 
political outlook, a 'shared ideology and training experience and the 

meandering membership ~f individual terrorists between and among groups 

as well as their participa,t1.on in joint and proxy operations -- linkages 

between individual terrorists and terrorist groups have increased significantly. 

I 
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Through these ties and the channels they create, documentation, weapons 

and operational aid all have been "xchanged. 

To a significant degree this same type of assistance is provided by 

states supporting terrorism and several key leftist apparats which seek 

to further Trotskyite or orthodox Marxist political objectives on a broad 

front. Ulrike tleinhof -- before soliciting Palestinian trai':'ing -

reportedly sought the aid of North Korea for such instruction in November 

1971. 7 In this same context it is generally assumed the nine Japanese Red 

Army Faction terrorists who hijacked a Japan Airlines jet to Pyongyang in 

1970 received training there, as have subsequent cadres before and since that 

date. Similar instruction has been provided by Cuba and the Soviet Union 

under the guise of military. training for national liberation. 8 Additionally, 

Palestinian training camps are or have been located in Iraq, Libya, Lebanon, 

Somalia and the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen.* During late 1976 

it also was reported that possibly as many as one hundred Basque terrorists 

were trained in Algeria. 9 In most support activities of the type described 

above, however; Libya has been the primary source for Palestinian tenorist 

support, providing finances, weapons, training, safehaven und- an operational 

staging area. In the latter category, two examples Were the A~B~st 1975 

JRA attack at Kuala Lumpur and the 11 August 1976 PFLP attack on passengers 

in Istanbul's Yesilkoy Airport, operations which either ended or originated 

in Libya. lO 

" tiThe State Department has accused Libya, Iraq, South Yeman <D1I;l 
SomaLia of actiVeLy supporting terrorist groups, according to congressionat 
correspondence maiU1 pubUc yesterday." (The Washi.ngton Post, 9 May Z9??, 
p. A1.O) 

------------------------------------------------' 
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Additional evidence of how diverse nationalities can and do collaborate 

within an assault team was reflected in both the OPEC attack. and the Air 

France hijacking to Entebbe. The West Germans, for exam~le, showed in the 

'persons of Hans-Joachim Klein and Gabrielle Kroecher-Tiedemann how they 

could work effectively \11th Venezuelan Ilich Ramirez Sanchez (Carlos) as 

their team chief at OPEC. At Entebbe, Wilfred Boese and Brigitte Kuhlmann, 

longtime cohorts of Klein, led the assault in the air but yielded operational 

control to others on the ground, possibly to the South American Antonio 

Dages Bo~vier, former London-based chief of the apparatus ~eaded by Carlos. ll 

In addition to a sih,ilar personal background, shared ideology and 

training, intergroup linkages and the assistance of support states, 'trans

national terrorist ,operations also require a variety of weapons and high 

quality false or st'olen documentation. Although terrorist weapons have 

ranged from handguns to the man-portable SA-7 missile, the timed bomb and 

automatic weapon have remained the mainstays of the terrorist arsenals. Both 

provide effective destructive potential, relative ease of transport and 

concealment and thus enhance operational security. Such weapons and explosives 

also can be readily acquired from benefactor states, through theft, purchase 

nr even simple fabrication. Equally important in both transnational and 

national terrorist activity is quality false documentation. Again, as in 

the case of weaponry, the same basic avenUes of supply are av~ilable -

benefactor states, sympathizers, theft, alteration and outright purchase. 

All these methods of acquisition are in regular use and are reliable for 

obtaining needed documentation. In this context, the role of "national 

liberation" broker networks such as the Paris-based "Curiel apparat" directed 
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by Henri Curiel also should not be discounted. These reportedly have been 

involved in the production of some of the better false documentation 

recently available to tenorist cadre.12 

Terrods t Targets 

Despite occasional setbacks, the appeal of contemporary terrorist 

activity accounting for its continued widespread use is quite simply its 

apparent success. It is a cost effective, manageable and operationally 

sound tactic useful to sroall groups of highly dedicated, well trained and 

resourceful personnel. The motivation for using terrorism lies largely in the 

notion "propaganda by deed,,13 and the recognition afforded its u'-ers. They 

recognize its value to them as well. With a cOll1lllon sociolo~i.cal background, 

most terrorist groups share the same general political goals -- negatively 

expressed -- destroy a government, alter a policy or law, oust a foreign 

power or economically dominant class, attack imperialish/colonialism/Zionism, 

etc. As long as this motivation is rooted in an ideology with universal 

applicability or is without ideological roots at all, n"tional-Ievel objectives 

can easily be subordinated to international political goals or melded with 

"them. Thus, the Japanese Red Army could readily support the PFLP as one phase 

in its ultimate plan for "simultaneous world revolution." In a similar manner, 

the purely national" goals of such groups as the Turkish People's Liberation 

Army, the Iranian People's Sacrifice Guerrillas or the various German terrorist 

organizations can be melded easily with the broader revolutionary aims of the 

PFLP or even the JRA. 

Of particular" concern in this dilation of group-specific motivations is 

the fact th~t as motivation ceases to function on a purely national plane, 
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the constituency for wholU the terrorist group operates may begin to fade 

in favor of some vague worldwide constituency -- if, in fact, constituency 

continues to play any role at all. Such a change could h~ve a direct impact 

upon the nnture and degree of terrorist violence, assuming that a constituency 

(real or imagined) acts as a moderating influence on the type, targets, and 

level of violence in terrorist operations. Put another way, if the 

terrorist feels a need to avoid alienating certain groups of people or 

sectors of society (the masses, "the little man," the proletariat, the 

innocent victims of exploitation, etc.), then this factor must enter his 

deliberations on target selection and the type of operation to be. co·nducted. 

Such may be the rationale for targeting of facilities rather than 

people in certain instances. In those terrorist incidents recorded since 

the 1968 onset of transnational operations, whether carried out by national 

or transnational groups" the actual number of casualties has been relatively 

small. * The basic reason for this seems to have been the conscious and 

selective nature of terrorist operational scenarios and targeting. As Brian 

Jenkins has stated" • terrorists want a lot of people'watching, not a lot 

of people dead. ,,14 The t",th of this observation lies primarily in the fact 

that n'ost terrorism to date has been claimed to be altruistically motivated, 

ideologically explained, and has had as its goals recognitio~ for the 

terrorists 'as well as the creation of political leverage for terrorist groups. 

• This observation was the foaus of Dr. Ted R. Gurp's presentat;;.on at 
the Cm~ferenae on InternationaL Terrorism hosted by the Department of State on 
25-25 Marah L976. Dr. Gurr's research, based on data aonaerning terrorism in 
87 nations in the period L96L to L970, indiaated approximateLy 4500 totaL deaths, 
fewer than 2000 from the four most vioLent aampaigns. No singLe incident has 
thus far aLaimed as many as LOO Lives. 
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Because of the intrinsic value of human life and the psychological stress 

when one or more is j eo;>ardized, the terrods t targe t almos t invariably 

remains a human one. !he specific types of people targeted are usually 

those at the top o~ industrial, gmrernmental or military/police hierarchies 

(judges, politicians, military/police personn~l, corporate executives, etc.). 

Attacks against such persons are easily rationalized and justified in that 

they al:e perceived as symbols of "exploitive imperialist elements" or are' 

part of the "repressive organs" of the state. 

In general terms then, we have not come all that fal: from the 

assassination of Alexander II to the murders of Admiral Carrero Blanco 

and British Ambassador Ewart-Biggs, other than in tte technology employed. 

!he point is that terrorists, with minor exceptions such as transnational 

operations, have not been "terribly" creative to date. !he potential, yet 

untapped, fOl: this operational creativity lies in modern technology. It is 

this same technology, when coupled with the increasingly fragile, exposed and 

interdependent automated systems so essential in our modern society, which 

appears to offer a drastic change in terrorist targeting from selected 

individuals to larger and less defineable groups. In this context and in 

light of the improved operational potential afforded terrorist groups, the 

advance in terrorist weaponry from the rifle to the SA-7 is still only an 

evolutionary one. 'In v;,ew of technology's potential for a contribution to 

future quantum leaps in ter,orist capabilities -- and considering the fact 

terrorist operations are predicated on the high value society places on 

human life -- one can only speculate where and how terrorists of the future 

may escalate their operations. It is this primary question which the 
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traditional analytical approach of the intelligence craft cannot answer 

adequately and ignores. It is hen, thet the speculative Inethod has its 

merits and can function usefully, when complemented by the ongoing efforts 

of traditional analysis. In ahart, it is in this regard, that we must try 

to "out-invent the terrorist. II 

OUT-INVENTING 'rHE TERRORIST: SOME THOUGHTS ON THB SPECULATIVE APPROACH 

Terrorist Targets 

The recent past has illustrated slmost invariably that the targets 

of terroris t activity are people, both individuals and groups. Many of 

the groups have been basically of coincidental composition, such as airline 

passengers, visitors to facilities, and sn forth.* On an 'individual basis, 

targets usually have been selected for their symbolic value -- for what 

they represent. No doubt this type of targeting will remain a significant 

aspect of terrorist target selection and operational endeavor in the fore

seeable future. The "terrorism as theatre" notion1S -- that t"errorists· are 

actors, that their activities are performed as an oper.lti?nal drama with the 

world as an audience -~ is very useful in this context. Within this analogy 

lies a key element in te-crorist motivation: to instill fear or intimidpte the 

spectator by pointing up his own vulnerabilities as illustrated in attacks 

on selected persons or groups. If these spectators, in turn, become increasingly 

conditioned to unreflected acceptance of a certain level of terrorism (many 

* This non-particul<;wized target compo .• ition was an important aspect in 
the 2S,JuLy L9B8 PFLP hijacking previousLy mentioned. Dr. Habbash Later 
articuLated the PFLP's "two camp" proposition that there are no neutraLs; 
everyone is either part of the soLution or part of the probZem. This notion 
too attends the quantum Zeap character of the transnationaL "third country 
operation" concept. 
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societies already. have become numbed to growing criminal and fictionalized 

violence), then the desired transfer of impact from the terrorist target (the 

direct victim) to the indirect victims (the mass of non-participating spectators) 

will suffer. This situation ",auld appear to be gro",ing"if not already in 

an advanced stage of development. * In this context one might ask, for 

example, ",hether those few deaths resulting from aircraft hijacking are 

that shocking to a ",orld "'hich in 1971 on Teneriffa, 'canary Islands, ",itnessed 

~ver 500 persons die in a single accidental aircraft disaster. One' must 

ask whether the non-participating spectators differentiate between intentional 

and accidental killings; and if not, ",hy not? Accidental catastrophies, coupled 

"'ith the continued increase of criminal violence within our society, would 

appear to be reducing the impact of calculated te-cro-cism ~pon the spectato-cs. 

Assuming familiarity breeds contempt, repetition conditions and that 

there is a degree of one-upmanship between and among terrorist groups, they then, 

it would seem, have t"'o basic alternatives.** They can lo",er the threshhold 

of violence snd redirect their operations at those aspects of society upon 

which the entire populace depends -- utilities, energy, food and ",ater, 

transportation, communications, monetary and financial system.', and similar 

essential services. Or, in the converse, they may ~tcempt to increase the 

number and range of casualties (human targets) by mustering greater respurces 

* A pl)n of German citizens taken by the &nnw-Institute fot.zOLling the 
Schleyer murder revea~ed 5l% to feel themselves heZpless against terrorism 
since total protection is inconceivable. (Die WeJ:i, n October 19??, p. 2) 

•• An interesting comparison and contrast "nri.ght be made betuJeen the PF{,'· 
and /3S0 in this cl)ntext. The former was first in tran.snational I)perations, 
the tatter second. The PFLP was skyjacking-oriented; the aso tended toward 
assassination. WhiZe both received international press attention and their 
activities were seen as furthering "the cause,1/ we are left with the question 
of whether their campaigns were (are) essentiatzy a vying fl)r Zeadership 
within the.PaZestinian "constituEncy." 

I 
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and proceed to mass des~ruction. For the sake of the following discussion, 

lie shall label the two preceding target alternatives "mass disruption 

terrorism" and "mass destruction terrorism. 1I 

Hass Disruption Terrorism 

III seeking to identify potential targets of disruptive terrorism, 

one must assume the status of a pseudo-terrorist and identify targets on 

a scale of relative attractiveness. The determining factors in such target 

selection will incl'Jde. optimum potential impact, the identity and size of, 

the intended victim group and the type of desired impact. While publicity 

and recognition remain charactexistics of the terrorists' aims, the very 

nature of disruptive operations will decrease the need for exploitation of 

media coverage co broaden public awareness of a given operation. The news 

media will continue to inform the world of specific incidents, but the vastly 

larger body of actual (through presumably non-casualty) victims will obviate 

the need for localized publicity. Clearly, media reporting to the U.S. East 

Coast that terrorists had succeeded in causing a massive electrical blackout 

there would be both unnecessary and perhaps impossible. ,The electronic media 

could not operate in such an event and electrically controlled printing 

presses would also cea~e to function. Absorption of the publicity phase 

into the disruptive operation itself would have been realized. The recognition 

or credit-claiming phase would be delayed but no less effective. Credit 

claimed for such disruption and a threat to repeat it offer·untold coercive 

potential. 

In view of the above, terrorists (o.r pseudo-terrori;ts) must ask what 

existing targets, or th~se in the research and/or development phase, could 

-
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be attacked to bring about the desired degree of disruption, chaos, incon-

venience, and frustration. On one level, the terrorist would consider systems 

in terms of criticality of impact. Quite simply, what are the aspects of life 

which, if disrupted, would most quickly and demonstrably affect many human 

lives? Food, "later, means of communication, modes of transportation. sources 

of energy, management of the flow of goods and servicp.s, financial systems, 

health and emergency services all immediately spring to mind. While a 

temporary disruption of such services will not of necessity cause a great 

number of casualties" it would generate considerable tunder~tatement) concern 

among those directly affected, among those responsible for insuring the integrity 

of the affected systems and among those who otherwise also could have been 

victims. In a well-orchestrated campaign' of such disruptive acts, democratic 

states most likely would be unable to deal effectively with these developments 

using methods which are acceptable to the voting public. Forcing governmental 

over-reaction through resort to martial law c; ·~her methods of controlling 

both the populace and the phenomenon will cont::.l.~e to be -a primary terrorist 

objective. * This disruptive mode, because of its effect on a large number of 

victims, has considerably greater potential for energizing and polarizing an 

* One-of the statements to this effect by terrorists themselves is in 
a Basque ETA V training manuaL quoted i.l Blanco '{ Nem'o, June 29-July 5, L977, 
p. 27: The enemy, aUogether, is a thousand -times stronger than ble arB. But 
each time "'e attack, at that very moment and place, ",e are stronger than he is. 
The enemny,' as a massive animc:1 , stung by many bees, is infuriated to the point 
of uncontroLLable rage, and stl~ke8 out blindLy to the teft and right - on every 
s1:de. At this point ",e haVe achieved one of our major objectives; forcing him 
to collMit a thousand atrocities and brutaL acts. The majOl,ity of his victims 
are innocent. Then tHe peopZe, to this point more or 'less pasaive and "'citing, 
become indignant and in reaction turn to us. fIe cou Zd not hope for a better 
outcome. (Translation by C. A. RusseZt) 
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audience which previously was watching and now is helplessly involved. 

The frequent terrorist reclama, "There are no innocent victims, only allies 

and enemies," will then be no longer merely a rhetorical device. It 

assumes the greater proportions of a polarizing catalyst. 

Having selected a system as his target, the terrorist must then determine 

the most vulnerable points within that system, i.e., identify the weak link 

in terms of vulnerability to external attack or the key element upon which 

the entire system depends. Obviously, the optimum or ideal case would be for 

those two target characteristics to coincide at the same locus. Additional 

considerations for the terrorist include: system redundancy;, available inventory 

of re~lacement components; time required to respond, to identify the 

disruption's origin and to correct or repair it; duration of disruption and 

permanent effects, if any. Fed by the media, public pressure would increase 

substantirolly, the great<!r the duration and range of disruption. Precipitous' 

govert1Jtlent response, however, brings with it room for error" miscalculation, 

possible over-reaction and failure. 

Mass Destruction Terrorism 

In moving from the. disruptive mode to that of "mass destruction 

terrorism," there is indeed a quantum leap with reference to targets and 

their selection. This type of terrorism no longer fits the concept of "wanting 

a lot of people watching, not a lot of people dead.,,16 Instead, destruction 

is aimed directly at a multitude of people in an escalation toward the creation 

of maximum fear and perhaps intimidating the world audience in general. 

Although this type of terrorism is not specifically systems-oriented in terms 

of targeting, it would well include as targets any and all materials required 
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by humans which are capable of being destroyed or contaminated rather than 

merely disrupted in terms of their availability. The potential employment 

of biological, chemical, nuclear or other high-technology materials or weapons 

has been discussed at length and it is not our purpose to review or seek 

to expand on such discussions. 17 

The ~,ss destructive mode can target materials for acquisition and 

subsequent use against human targets; it can also target materials in such a 

way that the initial operation itself yields human victims or less than that, 

the threat convincingly coerces governments. For instance, a group could cause 

release of radioactive materials through some form of sabotage or could first 

acquire such materials in an initial operation with a logistics objective 

for subsequent utilization in undertakings against human. targets. Thus, there 

is a need to defend against both the overt attack and clandestine acquisition. 

PhYSical protection could become increasingly valueless if it does not secure 

all available sources of the needed materials. Assuming terrorists possess the 

requisite resources" the targets and victims become one and the same --

people.* If a group has already decided upon this terrorist mode, their 

desired impact is self-evident. Thus the most attractive ~nd critical target 

is the greatest concentration of people -- densely populated major urban 

areas. The prospect of a holocaust in terms of the publicity generated is 

obvious and has already been a favorite subject for the film industry. 

• In countries where governments are not freely elected, the 
decision-making process in the face of coercion and intimidation would 
presumably end up with differing value considerations than with democratic/ 
representative forms of government •. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 54 
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• Risk Assessment 

The counterbalance to the target attractiveness quotient is risk and its 

assessment in terms of the operation and the target selected. Terrorism has 

been and ~ill continue to be a tactic of the ~eak in both a military and 

political sense. Due to their need to retain a positive, credible image, 

terrorists ~ho see themselves as representing a constituency cannot afford 

defeats involving significant personnel or political losses. Thus, regard-

less of the attractiveness of a target, the group .will not launch an operation 

when the assessed risks significantly out~eigh the potential fruits of success. 

Presuming the current Pl'oportion of terrorists ~ith an obvious concern over their 

mortality endures, one may reasonably also asSume the ent~re notion of assessing 

operational risks ~ill remain a valid criterion in their target selection 

processes. 

In determining risk and target vulnerability, the terrorist will look 

at what defensive measures exist. If security is apparent (and ~th less

seasoned groups this is sufficient to deter) or convincing in' its strength 

and overall capabiiity to protect, the terrorist may asseSB his' risks as 

relatively high. Even if the protection afforded appears to 'be excellent, 

a realistic risk assessm~nt process is usually not a simpJe task to acconipl~sh. 

The other component is the terrorists' assessment of their own capabilities 

in a possi!>,'.e confrontation rith the security they have actually gauged. 

Thus, the prevailing attitude that obvious security measures are the best 

deterrent to preclude being selected as a terrorist target remains essentially 

valid. One might ask what effect publicized efficiency in the physical security 

sector, as opposed to the emphasis on security weaknesses, nlight have with 
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respect to terrori~t calculations of risks involved. Terrorist successes 

in an environment which a government has publicly labelled secure may be 

more devastating in the long run than the absence of such assurances. 

:in tne contemporary mode, the terrorists' risks are established. In 

the disruptive mode, now and within the foreseeable future, one would have 

to state that terrorists' risks are probably minimal, particularly in those 

societies with the greatest technological development and urbanization. At 

the same time few cases have yet demonstrated terrorists' intentions or 

capabilities for deep.penetration into industrial targets of the type envisioned. 

In the third or mass destruction mode, the risks again increase for the 

terrorist since some segments are gradually becoming energized to the potential 

damage and loss of life which a viable employment of this technique could 

cause. Some measures alrea~y have been taken to guard against both attacks 

on and acquisition of these resources and security development continues. 

These measures, however, have been directed primarily against the threat 

of overt, frontal assault. The potential for an "inside job" should be a 

vary real concern. 

People have been ana will be terrorist targets and are not able to be 

fully secured in an <;Ipen society. Their attractiveness has been based on 

target symbolism and the inherent value of human life. If technological 

systems replace people for purposes of targeting, the security dilemma will 

not become any easier to solve since the number of potential non-human 

targets and their po~nts of access are so vast that all cannot be completely 

protected. Their attractiveness will be assessed on the degree and extent 
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of impact which their d~sruption might cause. In both the disruptive and 

mass destruction modes, technology provides countless possible targets. 

Their allure in terms of impact, publicity and criticality will be a function 

of terrorist motivation. A crucial question is whether incidents which 

inconvenience or disrupt rather than maim and kill can have the same 

impact. As technology provides targets, it also affords improvements in 

security, the application of w~ich will continue to lag unless the point 

of consciously incorporating security into systems as they are being con

ceived, designed and constructed is reached. Likewise, technology will 

provide the means to increase terrorist groups' operational sophistication. 

The essential balance among advances in security, targe,t attractiveness 

and terrorist capabilities may well remain constant, although all on an 

elevated plane. Technological interdependence among systems which could 

become a target will further increase system attractiveness to the disruption

minded terrorist, particularly if the possibility exists that the sabotage 

of one system may lead to problems within others in a domino chain of events. 

The proliferation of technology as well as technological expertise 

places constant pressure on the reliability of physical security as a 

barrier to terroris t operations, In areas of high technology which t;re 

not dependent upon specific physical substances (~.g., lasers), optimum 

physical security would have to include informational security such as con

straints on the availability of scientific innovations and their applications. 

For example, the entire question surrounding genetic engineering (its 

potential ~or positive contributions to the sum of human knowledge) touches 
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on this issue and m!'st pe recognized as carrying with it the necessity for 

adequate safeguards against any misappropriation. for destructive ends. 

Another aspect of this particular issue centers on the tolerance of special 

interest groups, particularly the scientific cormnunity, with respect to 

restricting the free flow of ideas. The specter of state control or manage-

ment of information looms at the other end of the continuum. In the final 

analysis, targets will continue to exist due to the impracticability of 

total security and will be available to terrorists in the future. Both 

the mode of terrorism and targets selected will be a reflection of the 

motivation which moves the terrorist and his group. In terms of human casualties, 

'it seemingly could range from "non-violent" disruptive to mass de;;truct:lon 

varieties. 

Terrorist Motivation 

Terrorism has been used when all else fails and frustration peaks. 

We have seen the onset of a withering process in motivation based on 

systematic ideolo~ical schools of thought. Terrorist proponents articulating 

an adherence to Ma~ist, anarchist or other defined ideologies are becoming 

fewer in number. At the same time the number of terrorist "true believers"* 

remains fairly constant du~ to the community of those who oppose the same or 

similar things in many countries throughout the world. These purely negative 

motivations tend toward nihilism per se. They are grounded in an existentia1ism** 

* The term is drazm from Eric }/offer's exaetlent '/;reatist, The TruE! 
Be7.iever, Harpel', Neb] York. t95~. ----

** One of today's foremost existentialist philosophers, Jean Paul 
Bartre, took greqt pains to visit Andreas Baader dUring the latter's 
imprisonment. 
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which places emphasis on .act(s) seemingly without attention to their 

"whatness" or nature. Terrorist violence is an act of the will. It is 

this same characteristic, of course, which always has separated terrorists 

from the orthodox Marxists who insist on orderly progress:f.on towards 

eventual proletarian revolution. One of the primary tenets. of most mass 

movements is that the activists (usually intellectuals) are the vanguard 

of a cons tituency for whom they act. As motivation tends away from a 

positive ideology toward a nihilist attitude, certain constraints normally 

characteristic of popularly-oriented and ideologically-based movements also will 

fade in importance. The concern of the non-ideologically motivated focuses 

on the requirement for immediate action to alter existing conditions and 

not upon the creation of an ultimate utopia or the form it should take. 

While one previously fought for a constituency, the tendency is now basically 

just to fight. The successors to the Baader-Meinhof Gang exhibit this trend 

more and more. * 
With a constituency, either actual or perceived, non~selective or random 

terrorism can be counterproductive, leading to mass aliention and revulsion. In 

the. contemporary mode, where such constituencies are presumed to exist or appear 

sought-after, this awareness was demonstrated well in the ca~culated 

orchestration of Black September terrorism between 1971 and 1973. Having 

"The 2ess oleaI' the political purposes in terrori.sm, the greater its 
appeaL to u.walanc<Jd persons. The motives of men fighting a cruel tyranny 
are qui.te different from those rebels against a democratical2y e2ected govern
ment. Idea2ism, a sociaL conscience Or hatred of foreign oppression are 
pOtJerful impulses, but so are free floating aggression, boredom and mentaL 
confus~on. Activism can give meaning to othil1'lJise empty Lives." Laqueur, 
Terrons"" p. L28. 
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forced the wo.:ld to ask "Why the violence?" -- the campaign (presumably 

undertaken for Palestinians) was halted in favor of letting international 

politics run its course. Other groups, however, attempt to use terrorism 

in order to win popular support for their aims. Thus, the' Baader-Meinhof 

Group, which as revealed in the wri.tings of Ulrike Meinhof and Horst Mahler 

realized it did not have popular support, tried to obtain such support by 

selective targeting and a cautious avoidance of harm to potential supporters 

and the common man. These illustrations point up the fact that moderating 

constraints have been imposed by the group on itself, mindful of the need to 

avoid active popular assistance to the countering forces of governmenta. 

Accordingly, it is this irlea of constituency which is crucial in weighing 

a group's motivation for escalation into mass disruptive or destructive 

terrorism. Neither appears likely to foster, or even retain, a significant 

level of support among people who heretofore have been unaffected, i.e., in 

a spectator status. This loss or abandonment of a constituency can be one 

of the most important indicators that the group is willing, to escalate its 

operations qualitatively into mass disruption or even perhaps mass destruction • . . 
In those few examples of would-be mass destruction operations or such declared 

intentions, it is significant that the perpetrators thus far have been 

sociopaths, pranksters, mentally disturbed or others with no claim to either 

ideology or constituency.IS With regard to group-based terrorism, an unanswered 

question why as yet no catastrophic incidents have occurred remains. 

The basic allure of terrorism is one which we recognize, yet are 

extremely reluctant to admit openly. Terrorism works, in the short term 

at least. It is efficient and cost effective. Were it not working or 
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inherently doomed to failure, the resources and urgency devoted to this 

problem could be more productively employed elsewhere. Other evidence of 

the realization that "terrorism works" can be found in increased hos tage-

taking, perhaps considered terrorism in ultimo in the minds of many laymen, 

by individuals with various pe.rsonal grievances or mental problems. This 

"monkey see - monkey do" development would seem to indicate thilt a portion 

of the population,* which is not politically motivated or inveterately 

criminal, has turned to pseudo-terrorism as a way out of frustrations brought 

on by various causes. 

As the attitudes of various groups toward critical issues in society 

harden in terms of their resolve to defend a given point-of-~iew, t~rrorism 

probably will be considered more frequently as an alternative to merely 

surrendering to an opposing view or force. For example, with Concorde 

landing rights granted in New York over the protests of area residents, some 

opponents will doubtless give at least passing thought to doing something to 

the obj ect of their dismay -- the aircraft itself. If such thinking were 

to culminate in an attack on the Concorde aircraft, the move from citizen 

concern to terrorist assault would have vccurred over an ,issue which, for 

homeowners, is essentially apolitical. Washington, D.C., witnessed a similar 

"terrorist" gambit, if not solution, in the Hanafi Muslim hostage-taking 

operation in March 1977. 

Many issues and conflicts in the United States today have a potential 

for development of opposing views so resolutely held that terrorism appears 

• The reaen b incident in the Phi L'f.ppinas in whiah a fe Zan was overaome 
and kiUed by his hostages is one of a grotJing nwnber of suah aases. 

1 
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a thinkable tactic .in their furtherance. These include such areas as: 

energy and its nuclear sector; the environment: ethnic conflicts and 

minority rights; labor disputes; inflation; and various types of shortages, 

to name a few. Again, consistent with the activist bent away from absolute 

rights and wrongs, the decision to engage in terrorism becomes one of 

weighing relative values -- is it more acceptable to endure the foreseen 

destruction of the ecological balance, for example, than to terrorize one 

segment of society in order to draw attention to a more costly possibility 

(morally and possibly financially). In short, will ends which are 

essentially apolitical ~ustify violent means1 

Examination of the use or misuse of the term "terrorist organization" 

may be useful in this context. The word "organization" infers that 

individuals band together exclusively or primarily in order to practice 

terrorism. If terrorism is a tactical means subordinate to a primary, 

previously existing political objective, the primacy of the political 

objective(s) remains intact. Thus, the coinage "terrorist organiz~tion" 

and its usefulness are subject to serious question. It would appear that 

most, if not all, so-called terrorists espouse political objectives. With 

any increasing tendency toward nihilism as the primary motivation for the adoption 

of terrorist tactics, perhaps the term "terrorist organization" and its tactical 

versus strategic connotations will take on new shades of meanlng. The 

likelihood is that terrorism will become both a pseudo-ideology for some 

Croups with nihilist aims while other political groups will consider occasional 

reS01:t to terrorism for its '!attention getting" qualities. Terrorists in 
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industrialized states ~ppear to be so far from achieving their perceived 

political goals that they may well be losing sight of them entirely. 

As with the present mode of terrorism, in disruptive or destructive 

terrorism, one basic aim will remain consistent -- to cause a government,or its 

agencies to overreact. This would alienate the populace which democratic 

governments exist to serve. While the terrorist trend toward nihilism grows, 

an inversely proportional disregard of the need for a cons'tituency on the part 

of terrorists takes place. However, democrati~ governments themselves feel 

the need to act, aware of the needs and desires of their constituencies. 

Lacking the induce~ant of a governmental overreaction, the terrorist alternately 

seeks to prove the establishment's inability to cope. Again the future 

terrorist may show little regard for his own constituency, if any. Instead, 
. , 

he may concentrate on showing the government that its attempts are hopeless 

and incapable of stemming the tide of a disruptive or destructive campaign 

of terrorism. 

The government is faced with the apparent dilemma of ch~osing between 

non-selective retaliation, which will be the overreaction sought by the 

terrorists, or flexible response which may be doomed to failure in its 

inadequacy. Obviously, the discriminate, reasoned response is the ideal. 

But there may even be problems in convincing the citizenry and the media that 

such is in fact the proper course, given persistent, irritating disruption of 

system~ and services due to terrorist operations. Indeed, the quandary would 

be worsened if officials are facec with the total elimination or contamination 

of a residential area, town or city. In this context an effort devoted to 
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speculative analyses to aid in planning for both security precautions and 

crisis management could be very useful. 

Terrorist Capabilities 

The gap between a terrorist group's desired capabilities and its actual 

skills and resources is a crucial one. Having proposed some operational 

possibilities under both the mass disruption and mass destruction target 

alternatives, our attention turns to the capabilities which would be necessary 

to carry out such acts. One point in these considerations is very significant: 

even qualitative changes in terrorism do not uecessarily require notable 

advances in acquiring or developing new skills or resources. The inherent 

attractiveness of terrorism lies in its simplicity. Tremendous expertise 

and large amounts of material or manpower are not requried. Noted earlier 

was the qualitative change into transnational terrorism. This move by the 

PFLP was without any particular increase in skills or resources. It centered 

on exploitation of certain otherwise criminal practices (kidnap for ransom, 

extortion) • These techniques were employed agains t the enemy (Israel) at 

its weakest·points ("~hird country operations II and against "non-neutral" 

targets). They were carried out with reliance on the standard clandestine 

trade craft of the espionage agent. The fact is that with these exceptions 

terrorists have not been particularly creative or inventive. 

The potential for operational creativity among terrorists is afforded 

by our technologi~~l advances and increasing reliance on sophisticated systems. 

To take advantage of te·chnology targets, terrorists will need some technological 

knowledge in order to locate and disrupt systems. Various possible sources 
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of such information exist. Terrorists can include persons with the 

requisite academic training or vocational experience. Turkish and Iranian 

terrorist groups were cited earlier as having a considerable number of such 

people already in their ranks. Other avenues include recruitment of persons 

with the necessary knowledge, obtaining witting or unwitting cooperation 

of experts,* coercing persons to aid the terrorists in their endeavor, or 

even obtaining training or knowledge with specific operations already in 

mind. The potential for coercive, monetary or ideological recruitments and 

the idea of "terrorists-in-place" are worthy of separate study as spin-offs from 

the worlds of intelligence, counterintelligence and espionage. 

Before ascribing any real limitations to terrorists' potential in the 

area of learning about technologies, one should recall that most of those 

seen thus far have university training and are worldly-wise. Their resource-

fulnoss and willingness to connni.t: themselves to study is evidenced in the 

dispersion of terrorist literature such as the works of Carlos Marighela, 

Abraham Guillen, Regis Debray, the AnarchIst Cookbook and others. t,* 

~ 2he West Gennan Interior IJinister recently was convinced that such a 
possibiZity existed with reference to a Ge~an nuclear expert and terrorists 
affiliated with the CaI'los appaI'atus. For background on the incident sUT'X'ounding 
Dr. KZaus Traube and the questionable audio surveillance of his residence, see 
"A Scientist's Terror Link Worries Bonn," 2he Washington Post, MaI'ch l, Z977, 
p. AB; "Bugging of scientist's home puts Minister in azJ/a,)aI'd spot," 2he Ge~an 
Tribune, MaI'ch 3, Z977, p. 4; and "Man muss mit aZZem rechnen, " Neue Rhein
Zeitung, MaI'ch 3, 1977, among others. 

*" The drawings pubUshed in William P()!'}eU's The A"'El'chist Cookbook, 
Lyle Stuart, 1971., originaUy appeared in Cuban doculOOnts f;urfaced in the 
Z960's in Puerto Rico. They have been used in the German version published 
in 19 7 4 and others. 
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Exploitation of existing military training publications in the use of weapons, 

explosives and partisan warfare tactics is commonplace. The so-called 

underground press focuses on and is a vehicle for dissemination of much of 

this information. In his prison-circular correspondence Andreas Baader 

referred his colleagues on the outside to a mUlti-volume East German work 

on explosives fabrication.
19 

Irish terrorists have long extracted sufficient 

chemicals from fertilizers to circumvent legal prohibitions on explosive 

substances and go on building their own devices. Why should this type of 

ingenuity somehow decrease in the targeting of more advanced technologies? 

While overes timating terroris t capabili ties has its faultr;, some of which 

already may have cost millions of dollars in the security sector, the real 

dangers lie in underestimatin~ their ingenuity and resourcefulness. The same 

applies in the area of the terrorists' own emphasis on out-flanking counter-

terrorist methods and advances. Once again the Baader-Me.inhof Group is an 

excellent example in which incarc~rated and other terrorists routinely studied 

professional law enforcement journals where much of the countermeasures 

discussion is carried on.
20 

The vast amount of open academic discussion 

in this area presumably is of interest to terrorists as well. We will return 

to this dilemma in our observations. 

In the area of weapons and resources potentially available to future 

terroris~s, one can envision a spectrum from carpenters tools to the most 

sophisticated man-portable missiles. While concerns center on the SA-7, 

the Redeye, its second generation the Stinger and others, disruptive operations 

will doubtless be most dependent upon ",cellent intelligence and target 

access. If a group can locate target vulnerability in a sys tern (be it a 



powergrid, relay point or whatever), then its problem is to gain access 

through ruse or force. Thus far, success in such penetration has not been 

plentiful. Once a penetration has been made, if one is indeed necessary, 

then wire cutters, a·small charge or even foreign matter may trigger the 

desired disruption. In mass destruction terrorism the l,ecessary resources 

are those discussed above and others like them. 

Another resource available to terrorists, and already in increasing use, 

is cooperation. They learn from each other around the world •. This can be 

directly through training and exchange of personnel. It also can be indirect 

through the media, handbooks and, of course, the entertainment industry. 

Terrorist "technology transfer" has been documented continually. Cuban use 

of letter bombs in the 1960's to Palestinian and IRA adoption in 1972-73 

is one example; the technique was not originated by the Cubans. Others have 

included the IRA duplication of the Carrero-Blanco operation in Dublin, the 

use of people's prisons and so on. The basic types of operations are not 

endless and variations on proven, successful techniques are the rule in 

terrorism at present. 

We will doubtless see the creation of at least a limited division. of 

labor, especially where certain groups or individuals perform a specific 

operational or support task very well. This may become a necessity in cases 

where resources or manpower shrink, such as occurred following the Baader

Meinhof demise in June 1972 and may be underway in Argentina, Iran and 

Japan. Refinements in false documentation, clandestine communications and other 

tradecraft will occur as necessity proves to. be the mother of invention. 

Experience remains the best teacher., The c·ry-run operation, ,practice session 
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and tes t explosion. presumably will continue, even in disruptive or mass 

destruction terrorism to some extent, and may be communicated to us mor€ 

frequently by the terrorists in order to prove their credibility and to extort 

concessions lest the "real~1 operation be launched. 

Terrorist Groups 

Having sketched two qualitatively new terrorist target alternatives and 

some of the attending motivations and resources for such operations, we will 

now focus on terrorist groups. We must ask ourselves if and how terrorist 

groups in the future will differ from those we see today. Of equal interest 

are same preliminary judgments as to which types of current groups appear 

most likely and capable of escalation into maSs disruption or destruction 

terrorism. 

In looking to the future it appears likely that fewer tightly-structured 

groups with the longevity of the IRA or PFLP will emerge. Assuming idepiogical 

motivation will yield more to a nihilist attitude, larger numbers of. smaller, 

perhaps fleeting, groups might be expected to appear and try their hands at 

the terrorist approach. In addition, other groups nat primarily of a pre-

conceived political persuasion will resort to its use an a selected basis. 

The complexity of intergroup linkages will grow as single operators change 

their affiliations, are exchanged or seek new contacts. The already difficult 

task of intelligence collection against terrorists will be complicated even 

more by such developments. Groups showing the greatest innovation and resolve 

in the operational arena will attain a '.c·gel of prestige, as did the PFLP with 

ita ttansnational acts, and be able to select from a pool of willing recruits 

or ~ransferb from other groups. Solution of the Palestine question, which 

Rejection Front elements doubtless will find unacceptable, will not eliminate 
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certain trends toward cohesion and cooperation. Success becomes its own 

reward and terrorists, both actual and potential, will continue to seek 

ties with "winners." In fact, adhoc competition among groups for media 

attention and recognition could well be one external stimulus for escalation 

into mass disruption or mass destruction operations. 

Group configurations may be altered in the sense that terrorists "ho 

do not in fact participate in operations may no longer be acceptable in 

leadership ranks. People like Shigenobu Fusako, Wadi Haddad, Abu Daud and 

the like may be forced to accept commando risks in order to claim leaders)lip 

rights. As mentioned above, while the number of groups may grow, they 

will presumably be smaller and could conceivably consist of single cells 

of only several individuals. Such a pool of operatives floating among 

"revolutionary cells" may be the current state of affairs in West Germany. 

Women, who have increasingly entered the operational sphere -- particularly 

among German and IRA groups -- will more often see participation in operations 

and be group leaders. The precedents have long been established for this as 

well as for a lowering of the entry age for terrorist involvement. Teenage 

terrorists already have appeared within IRA and Palestinian ranks in more 

than isolated instances. 

Multi-national groups such as we already have witnessed around Carlos, 

and most recently in the arreste in April 1977 in Sweden, may very well be 

quite common in the coming years. Expansion in the geographic breadth and 

gene"al accessibility of support networks can be expected "i'tli organizations, 

such as the Fourth International playing a larger role. Aside from a tendency 

toward younger terrorists and a larger pe'J:centage of women, the remaining 
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characteristics of the terrorist sociological profile of today will continue. 

One alteration could be indicated in a trend underway in It~y to draw in-

creasing1y on the participation of professional criminals in terrorist under-

takings. The combination of political activists and criminals is evident in 

the Armed Proletarian Nuclei 'and Ordine Nuovo already. Other groups, such as 

the now defunct Symbionese Liberation Army in the United States. have sought 

to recruit fellow inmates while in prison. This is also true of German 

groups and was evident in the JRA ~equest for release of non-JRA criminals 

in the October 1977 hijacking; 

Terrorist bases of operation will continue to be largely in urban areas, 

aside from safe locations in sympathetic sponsor states. The possibility of 

some groups operating against cities from more rural areas exists -- Baad,;r 

suggested it and Latin American groups in countries with uninhabited hinter-

lands do so noW -- but the urban environment lends itself to good cover if 

security is practiced judiciously. It appears obvious that elimination of 

external safe 'havens will not solve the terrorist problem in its entirety. 

If such developments as we have extrapolated indeed occur, the role of 

intelligence will be increasingly significant. At the s,~e time its functions 

will be much more complicated. If speculative approaches are pursued with 

reference to optimum terrorist targeting possibilities, it will fall to 

conventional intelligence activities to determine the status of any and all 

groups with respect to the skills and resources needed to escalate operationally. 

Intelligence analysis coupled with speculative models will be called on to 

verify the convergence between presumed t,errorist objectives and estimated 

capabilities and to postulate credible intentions. Intelligence collection 

27-428 0 - 78 - 55 
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and analysis will have t? be watchful for 'palitative (revolutionary) 

changes in capabilities while seeking to anticipate short-term intentions. 

While cogent speculation can add new insights and vastly aid in planning, 

traditional analysis will retain its premier position in the day-to-day 

confrontation with terrorism. 

Among terrorist groups currently operating, entities whose constituencies 

are 'vague or non-existent and whose motivation is basically nihilist offer 

the most likely candidates for escal~tion into disruptive terrorism. These 

could include the JRA, West German groups and even fledgling American groups, 

such as the New World Liberation Front and Weather Underground, whose 

ideological ~nderpinnings are essentially anarchist. These groups emerged 

from so-call~d socialist student fed2rations in the late 1960's. German 

groups, for instance, have destroyed mass transit automated ticket venders 

and issued counterfeit tickets. Palestinian groups could opt for such a 

qualitative change but, this decision would no doubt be based on a significant 

setback in the international political arena. Preceding the,1973-74,energy 

crisis Black September targeted the petroleum industry more ~han most observers 

realize. Transnational operations have served'the Palestinians reasonably 

well and continue to be' efficient and manageable. Other national groups which 

have, or had, the resourcefulness to engag~ in large-scale disruption 

operations include ,the'Revolutionary Peoples' Army and Hontoneros in Argentina, 

and the now inactive Uruguayan Tupamaros. 

No extant groups appear on the verge of using mass destruction operations. 

Despite the lack of present indicators, crisis planning should proceed on 

the basis that such a potentiality does exist, at least in the minds of some 
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terrorist groups. ?erhaps the most severe test for us in the entire 

spectrum of mass destruction terrorism will be the response to what will 

have been determined to be a technically credible threat to kill thousands. 

CRISIS MANAGEHENT: NON-TECHN!CAL THREAT ASSESSMENT 

The previous discussion ends with the observation that dealing with 

threats of either massive disruption or destruction which scientific 

experts have determined to be technically credible may well be our most 

difficult task. Accordingly, let us for argument's sake postulate that a 

government has received a technically credible thr!'at. Those making it . 
threaten to perpetrate massive disruption or destruction with so many 

casualties that the government involved must weigh seriously full or partial 

fulfillment of the terrorist demands. The question of technical credibility 

has been answered. What the ter~orist says he can and/or will do is credible. 

At the same time the act has not been perpetrated. Perhaps only a demonstra-

tion attack of the type alluded to earlier has been carried out. The ~xtortion 

dilemma remains. This constitutes a hostage-taking in which the government 

is both the hostage and would-be negotiator. 

One German commentator has captured well the essence of this key dilemma 

with thes~ words: 

it stands to reason that a state which, in 

pursuing small terrorist groups, is forced to 

permanently make use of a seEmingly e~cessive 

police force and numerous other related preventi.ve 

and defensive measu'res will not win many friends, 
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even if one disregards the enormous cost for which 

the r~tizen has to foot the bill • • •• This is 

particularly true in cases of false alarms which fit 

perfectly into the concept of the urban guerrilla. 

The fact that a determined group can force the state 

apparatus to follow up every imagineable clue, to 

implement· every conceivable preventive measure -

regardless hoW disrupting and costly it might be -

all this demonstrates the strength of the guerrilla 

concept. A telephone call suffices to stop an express 

train, to evacuate a skyscraper or a stadium or to 

switch off 'the electricity supply. The actions and 

above all the feigned actions of the guerrillas force 

the state to over-react. The guerrilla can thus force 

'the state to react to pinpricks or even mere threats in 

a manner which must eventually discredit it in the eyes 

21 of the citizens whom it is trying to protect." 

[Emphasis added.) 

Extortion of the type for which we have greatest concern relies on 

threats of massive disruption or destruction. The terrorists will seek to 

maximize the fear, coercion and intimidation they can create. At the 

same time threat credibility will be a primary consideration -- both 

technical and personal. If the threat is carelessly overstated or 

implausible for any reason, its credibility will be called in~o question. 
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The government or ~ther recipient of the threat will not readily submit 

to coercion. How are we to determine whether the threat communicator will 

in fact execute the feared act? 

This entire area of non-technical assessment of the group or individual 

communicating the coercive threat is one deserving a great deal of research. 

How do we assess whether a group which presumably has a high-order operational 

capability or mass disr'.lptive potential will in fact resort to .',ts use? 

What characteristics of individual terrorists and groups exist or can be 

determined to aid uS in assessing probability of execution, hoax potential, 

level of resolve, willingness to negotiate, motivation, etc? In general, 

how do we know when to call the terrorist's bluff and when to negotiate or 

consider entering some other relationship with them rather than suffering 

the possible consequences of a mass disruptive or destructive act? 

Throughout this discussion we have stressed the obvious, yet crucial, 

notion that intentions generally remain unknown to us as we seek to cope with 

terrorist groups and their operations. Despite hypnosis, extrasensory per-

ception, palmistry and other forms of "seeing,'~ we have yet to be able to read 

men's minds. It is 'not until ideas, desires, intentions and fears are 

articulated that they become kno. ,. So it is with extortion threats. Once 

uttered in whatever form, they obtain the status of a communiction using 

language. In many incidents we may only have the contents of the threat 

communication itself from which to work. * Its authorship Illay not be claimed 

* Oure:cperierwe with the teZephonic: bomb threat should be of Bome 
assis"tance in this rogazod. 
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by a person or group at a~l, the professed communicato~ may remain unknown, 

or may blame the threat on another person or group. In such an instance one 

must question the text itself as well as relate it to a data base of previous 

threats.* Key roles in dealing with this model or case type would go to psycho-

linguists, sociologists, voice analysts, graphologists, forensic and 

behaviorial psychologists, criminologists and perhaps anthropologists. 

Working primarily with the text, and using known terrorist writings·as 

well as other threat communications, a multitude of difficult questions 

need to be answered • ." They include: the nature of the threat itself in 

all its componenr.s; what the threat reveals about its perpetrators (regardless 

of any previous reporting ~n them); and motivation for the threat.** Also 

of concern are the mental and sociological characteristics of the terrorists, 

their attitudes toward communication and negotiation, their operational 

history, modus operandi, sophistication and leadership. ~qually critical 

are questions concerning their dedication and ideas about death, their 

grievances and even the future course of their efforts. Ate they desperate. 

doomed. or even intent pn martyrdom? Keeping in mind the time constrai.nts in 

crisis situations, maximum effort must be made to pursue all· lines of 

• Among othe~s Prof. MUrray Miron, a Sy~aause University psycho-linguist, 
has done considerable liIClI'k in Zinguistic text analys'l.s of threat comnunications 
using a corrputerized data base. In an ailiJ:toes8 to the 1976 Seminar on 
Clandestine Tactics and Technologies of the Internati~l Association of . 
. Chiefs of Police, Washington, D.C., Prof. Miron stated his corrputerized threat 
dictionary consisted oj". 240,000 entries in some 300 construct categories IiIhich 
liIere of use in assessing demographic and psychological traits and disputed 
authorship of threat cormrunications. He proposed an analytical model of 
terrorist communications needs liIith three axes: impotence denial (lithe liIeak 
pretending to be st~ong"), affiZiative needs traits, and destructive reaction. 

** For exOn'pZe, despite the liIealth of reporting, does anyone realZy l:nOlil 
Patty Hearst's motivation. 
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ques tioning until each response is properly evaluated. Some of the 

smallest aspects of grammar or word choice may reveal key traits to aid 

identification of those communicating the threat(s). Support to the crisis 

manager must include determination of any tactical opportunities for buying 

time as well as intelligence adequate and timely enough to favorably resolve 

the entire incident. 

With only the text (,f the threal: a~ailable and no prior data on the threat 

communicator, the assessment maker must focus on the form.and content of 

the communication itself. By their very nature, human language and lingu!.3tics 

(its "science") are 'uniqu", Language alone among the subjects of science can 

prevaricate. No other phenomenon in nature can reveal itself in one form but 

actually mean another. Were this not the case, the whale question of assessing 

threats from the standpoint of questioning likelihood of execution would be 

moot. In such a case, any threat to act alwtivP would be executed. Webster's 

definition of "threat" reads: "A statelll"n~ or expression of intention to hurt, 

destroy J punish, etc. 11 

In instances where th~ identity, background, group ~ffiliation and 

motivation of terrorist threat communicators is known, we can call upon 

intelligence data and analytical assescments to aid in answering SOme questions. 

It is the proper function of intelligence to be pre-emptive and to monitor 

group activities and capabilities as they occur. Composite analyses of 

groups can and must be drawn up on a continuing basis to support decision

making in cdses. Incident or crisis management, on the oth." hand, is 

reactive in approach and focuses on a single instance. While using intelligence 

assessments of the group(s) involved, the crisis manager must not rely solely 

----------_ ...... _-------------_._------------ --------_. 
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on such group-oriented assessments. The individual terrorists may indeed 

not act in accord with the group's dictates or established patterns.* We 

must not be deluded into assll.ting that the lack of precedent in. SOme way 

constitutes an argument against probable execution. Just because the German 

remnants of Baader-Meinhof h .. d not used mass destruction thus far, .it was 

not considered prudent to dismiss the questionable relationshIp betwpen 

the terrorist Hans-Joachim Klein and nuclear physicist Dr. Klaus Traube, 

as noted previously. The Black September terrorists who in December 1972 

opted in favor of what has become known as the "Bangkok solution"** certainly 

defied group policy in doing so. 

While this discussion has centered on incident management. questions, 

terrorist threat data obviously emanates from intelligence analysis of 

pat~erns and trends in operations, targeting and modus operandi. Threats, 

therefore, can exist short of SOme form of overt communication. A known 

capability, for intelligence analysts, constitutes a threat,. communicated or 

not. However, as in the context of strategic military deterrence, an adversary 

cannot be intimidated by something of which he is totally unaware. The fear 

which arises from knowing only part of what one would hope to know about an 

adversary is central. Terrorists recognize this and intimidate via articulated 

threats. 

" A case in point is the recent series of assassinations/kidnappings 
carried out by German terrorists. Whi!e caLLing themseLves the Red Army Faction, 
their personneL and modus operandi are not those of the originaL 8M or- Baader
Meinhof Group, as Baader himseLf stated to authorities shortLy before his 
suicide. 

** The term refers to incident resoLution wherein ter>r>orists reLease 
hostages in exchange for their own freedom. Its coinage resuLted from the 
BSO takeover> of the IsraeLi Errbassy in Bangkok. 
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In seeking to assess the credibility of a threat in terms of the 

terrorists' resolve to execute it, we must turn again a priori to group 

analysis focusing on motivation. We said earlier that constituencies moderate 

terrorist operations. Host ideologies proceed on the basis of larger con

stituencies whose lot is to be bettered. The stronger the perceived bond with 

~ ctinstituency, the less likely a group is to engage in mass destruction 

simply bec~u~~ it may affect that constituency, either physicallY, morally 

or othc",4ise. However, temporary mass disruption is still thinkable in the 

context of a constituency. Accordingly, let us consider briefly four tentative 

group models with respect to motivation and constituency, make-up, leadership, 

size and outside cooperation. 

The first is the nationalist/ethnic separatist group whose motivation 

lies in creating an autonomous nation state for members ~f an ethnic minority 

(its constituency). Such terrorist groups (e.g., the IRA, ETA, Palestinians, 

Bretons, and so on) are led by political figures who could be expected to 

head eventual states. Examples include Yassir Arafat, Ben Bella, Menachim 

Begin and George Gr:lvas. These groups vary in size depending on the size of 

the minority itself., the presence of ideologues and foreign allies in their 

midst and the level of friction between the minority aud the superimposed power. 

On the surface such gToupS would appea, willing to execute large-scale dis

ruption against an opposing force but less willing to kill thousands for their 

purposes. They can rely on assistance from international apparats which aid 

"national liberation" struggles. 

A second group type is ideological (Marxist, Maoist, fasctst, etc.) 

with or without participation by hardened criminals. The Italian Armed 
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Proletarian Nuclei and Ordine Nuovo have been examples of such a mixture. 

As ideological true believers, they seemingly would avoid harming the "l.ittle 

man" via disruption and mass destruction, unless either operational alterna

tive could have a predominantly upperclass or industrial target. Leadership 

in this group type still resides with the articulate ideologues and standout 

operational performers. The group is composed of highly intelligent, well

educated middle class men and women who correspond well with the sociological 

profile sketched earlier. Again, international pro-communist or revolutionary 

apparats and sympathetic states will assist to some extent. 

A third group type, and for our purposes the most enigmatic, is the 

nihilist group. They may have criminals as some of their membership, such 

as the Symbionese Liberation Army in the United States. They are bent on 

destruction along the lines of the once heard call by Black militants in the 

U.S. to "Burn baby, burn~" While moral qualms at killing masses of people may 

exist, the necessity for a constituency and some eventual political reckoning 

is generally absent. Destruction is seen as good because it rids the world 

of what ails it. This type of rationale "as seen in 1970 and 1971 in the 

first contemporary German terrorist group to emerge -- the So~ialist Patients' 

Cullective (SPC). The SPC was composed of mental patients in 'Heidelberg, led 

by the psychiatrist Dr. Wolfgang Huber. 22 Huber alone with his wife convinced 

some of his patients that society made them ill and to cure themselves they 

must in essence destroy ,the cause -- society. This nihilist thrust also' garnered 

some sympathetic student recruits. Although the group met an early demise, 

many of its cadre floated smoothily into the Baader-Meinhof group where a 

thin veil of Harxism supplied by Ulrike Meinhof and Horst Mahler cloaked an 

otherwise nihilist group. For the nihilist, terrorism becomes the object of 
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his true belief -- .an ideology of sorts. Apparats such as the Fourth 

International may lend ~upport. 

A fourth possible group type is that of the occasional users of 

terrorism, most of "hom 118Y well be issued-oriented interest groups. Their 

resort to terrorism is incumbent upon certain segments becoming overly 

frustrated with peaceful methods "within the system" and engaging in a cal

culated application of terrorism to regain political momentum, recognition 

or leverage. A constituency is always present and weighs against execution 

of high-order actions. Whether achieved or not, the intention generally is 

to abandon terrorism as soon as certain limited tactical goata have been 

achieved. In ter~ of probability this type of short-term terrorist involvement 

is least likely to perpetrate high-order disruption or destruction. It also 

is less likely to make and exploit contacts with other terrorist groups and 

support apparats due to its presumably fleeting affair with terrorist tactics. 

Having examined the phenomenon of terrorism from both the analytical 

and speculative points of view -- and having sketched out fou~ tentative 

models of future terrorist groups -- the questions of practical application 

and prognosiS follow logically. Without clai~ing to exhaust the 

possibilities or even touch on all key points, let ), consider some 

indicators outside the technical sphere -- which may be harbingers of 

escalation into either mass disruptive or mass destructive· terrorist opera

tions. As pointed out earlier, the latter may be actual or threatened." 

In monitoring group motivations, we must be mindful of trends away 

from constituency relationships toward nihilism. Is the group which claims 

to be Marxist or nationalist, for example, really based on ideology or simply 
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shared negative attitudes, failures, rejections, frustrations,etc? In 

its writings, communiques or statements, is the group increasingly disdainful 

of the people, class or ethnic group for which they earlier claimed to be 

fighting? Is ego gratification, hunger for power, or financial aggrandize

ment more and more the center of their activities, targeting and demands? 

Can one assume that such motivations as money and muscle-flexing per se 

are indicators that a group is less likely to execute a threat due to the 

lack of over-riding political motives? Or is it likely that, lacking 

constituencbs, they may indeed escalate and execute? 

Group size is an important indicator to watch. With the proliferation 

of smaller groups, competition for prestige and media attention may force 

such groups to escalate or fade. If such small groups have been reduced 

through police or military counteroffensives, they may be forced to seek 

greater imp'act from each operation due to severely limited resources or loss 

of self-esteem. Alliances with other groups, international ap'parats and 

support stales are avenues for such depleted cadres to incre~se group vitality. 

Are surrogate relationships developing where one or more groups act for a 

sponsor state or even perform operations which another group may desire but 

would need to disclaim? Are police or right-wing counterterrorists s'o 

oppressive that the resolve and desire for retribution within a group' grow 

rather thau decline? 

Despite the complexity of the task, we must look at indi.viduals as 

we 11 as groups. lilio comprises a group? Does a grou!' !>f both sexe3 and various 

nationalities have less emotional stab:i.lity than a more homogeneous one? 
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With the influx of women into operational roles we may see more fanaticism 

and emotionally driven activists in future groups. The younger the member

ship, the less selec~ive the targeting becomes. As emotional maturity 

decreases, the "re"ponsible" terrorist tends to vanish. Operations increase 

quantitatively; le~dership is less able to control operational personnel. 

Generally the tempered approach to operations appears to be likely to fade as 

maturity decreases. 

We must follow closely any moves to co-opt or recruit exploitable 

scientists and technicians. Can we let go unnoticed any ,unusual attempts 

to obtain technical information on systems or substances which are essential 

to the national order? At the same time the availability of such data, 

particularly in the U.S., is tremendous. Obviously, attempts to buy, steal 

or create sophisticated weaponry or highly-lethal substances, are of great 

concern. A tactical change to attacks on ha~dened targets warrants close 

scrutiny. The same is true of any series or unclaimed or anonymous acts. 

What about strange incidents of a few unexplained deaths from unknown but 

suspicious causes or even very short periods of disruption of issential 

systems? Notions similar to "legionnaires 1 disease" and the New York blackouts 

are most often cited as models. Could these be dry-run pigh-order operations? 

Moves out of densely-populat.!d areas "hich coincide with other indicators may 

be a sign that terrorists are clearing a target area. The presence of target 

sketches, gas masks, or other paraphernalia may be telltale signs of pending 

escalation. Are intelligence analysts aware of and tracking fictional 

treatments of terrorism along with the literatures of terrorism and the 

extremist press? Are terrorists duplicating fictional scenarios? Are 
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they discussing counter~errorist literature and methods? In short. do they 

read our discussions about them? 

One of the most disturbing potential developments could be the 

appearance of a series of presumed terrorist incidents to which no one 

lays claim. Hew can we label an act as terrorist in origin if no perpetrator 

claims credit or can be tied to the incident? At the same time an nihilist 

group has no political need to seek recognition for its activities. It has 

no constituency and· destruction/disruption are, for it, strategic objectives, 

not intermediate goals. In a sense claims made for an incident tend to violate 

operational security. Can we be content with less than totally acceptable 

explanations of such incidents if possible terrorist motivation has been 

discounted? Nihilists, it would seem, find ample satisfaction in the success 

of destruction itself. 

These are some of the indicators which bear watching. Chief among them 

remain motivation and constituency, group size and make-up, ~he effects of 

countering efforts and techniques, and attempts to acquire ·technical expertise 

via recruitmellt, coercio.!' or education. An ordered approach to this crucial 

area of research .wi11 revolve around the gaming of well-considered operational 

scenarios using group models and speculatively derived optimal targets. The 

post-mortem on such "te-rt'.orist games" should reveal answerfi to same of out' 

concerns as well as many more valid questions for intelligence, sllcurity and 

crisis management to contemplate. The role of the pseudo-terrorists and social 

scientists in this endeavor is both vital and full of promise. 

In seeking to determin·e the likelihood that a mass disruptive or 

destructive threat will be e~ecuted, we must ask ourselves what the terrorists 
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hope to achieve. W.ill such an act, once executed, aid that ol>jective? Is 

goal attainment more likely, or solely possil>le, through ~uccessful extOl:tion 

rather than operational execution? We must find out as much as possil>le about 

the threat conununicators, their backgrounds, known affiliates and above all 

their motivations. The :latter may in fact change or multiply. Pessimist!! 

could argue that the pool of potential terrorists includes all of mankind. 

Use of refined analytical models of group/motivation types seems to be worl:h 

our attention. There is no room for error in this regard. Indeed, the social 

sciences and thdr practitioners may find a new significance, unforeseen ne"ds and 

practical applications for their body of knowledge and abilities. The policy 

makers will have to call upon and depend upon the skill of social scientists 

once the technical credibility of a threal has been established. How likely 

are responsible officials to accept such assessmen,ts from experts outside the 

world of the so-called hard, empirical or quantitative sciences? Do linguist'l 

and sociologists have a place on terrorism crisis management staffs? Are 

there potential prefiles or models which can help us s~rt out the suicidal 

or nihilist terrorists from those more likely to accept negotiation or even 

compromise? All of these questions demand close examination and study if we 

are to remove the guesswork from decision-making in the face or technically 

credible, high-order terrorist threats. In this area of threat perpet1:ation, 

the terrorist retains the offensive. Inventiveness and success in creating 

fear -- the fear inherent in the awesome responsibility of decision-makers 

faced with an extortion threat involving the fate of thousands -- is his or 

her pr.ima1:Y avenue of access to political power. 
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In the beginning of ~his discussion we consciously included the aspect 

of threatened violence 'as a large part of our definition.of ter~orism, 

Assuming technica~ credibility to accomplish " specific act is established 

or at least cannot be discounted, its threate'ned use is probably terrorism's 

greatest tool, Extortion and intimidation maximize the pressures on the 

fragile institution of democratic government. This rasults from terrorist. 

recognition that our weakest area of information and analysis centers on 

true motivation and intentions. The parado>: of mass disruptive or destructive 

extortion revolves around our having been t.)ld specifica~~y what a group's 

intentions are. In this case, where intentions are reported overtly by the 

terrorist himself rather than clandestinel~1 via intelligence collection, 

the assessment or judgment required is one which we otherwise, consider 

impossible to make: Will the terrorists do what they can and say they will 

do? The time to consider approache, to this ever-present quandary is now --

prior to the actua'l moment of truth for the crisis' manager' !lnd his team. 

If we are to out-invent the terrorist, WI! must defuse the virtually unlimited 

coercive potential 'of threatened mass disruption or destruction now available. 

We must develop models for inquiry, working intelligence composites of groups, 

and their motivations, and the research mechanisms to anticipate cultural, 

sociologic,al and psychological changes umong present and future terrorist 

gr'JUps~ 

OBSERVATIONS 

As pointed out,:we see the likelihood of terrorism increasingly 

becoming an end in itself. This would result from a nihilist attitude 

which already appears to be quite prevalent over other actually ideological 

j 
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motivations. As terrorism loses its tactic status in favor of a 

strategic and/or philosophical one, it tends toward elevation to an 

"ism" among existing ideologies. This same trend is fed by the prestige 

inherent in success and the recognition which inventive terrorist opera

tions may be expected to reap. Such recognition will be both notoriety 

and fame, depending upon the observer's status. 

In the area of creativity and ingenuity, the terrorists' potential 

hardly has been scratched. Aside front mass destruction, which although 

worrisome still appears less likely, the potential havoc to be wrought with 

reasonably simple disruptive operations is virtually unlimited. It is also 

nearly untapped thus far. Terrorists who either lose or d~op a primarily 

political objective and are willing to endure alienation and even disgust 

will resort to disruption operations and consider small-sc~le des truction 

operations using high-technology or bacteriological resources. In the latter 

instance, they may either seek to demonstrate their capabilities in a limited 

"'ay in order to coerce victims and llovernments to meet demands or may simply 

want to prove their power through perpetrating vast destructton. They may 

even be well-thinking persons who have sought to change what they view as 

incorrect and unwise decisions or policies but were ignored or overruled. 

Most currentmrrorists rationalize their acts as justifiable, ",hether they 

believe it morally or not. The notion of a terrorist group comprised of 

disgruntled scientists "'ho seek to demonstrate how vulnerable to terrorism we 

all are by simulating their own terrorist acts is not unthinkable by any means. 

One of the areas where our preparation is weakest is that of assessing 

the likelihood that a technically credible threat to inftict devastating 

disruption or mass casualties will actually be executeJ. We must devote 

27-428 0 - 76 - 56 
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our attention and resources to analyses and model constructio.n of terrorist 

motivational, behavioral and psychological typologies. The purpose of 

such an endeavor is to impr~ve the analytical methodology in an area where 
i 

technical expertise and quan.itative approaches may never be.of any avail. 

The social scientist, whose exactitude has occasionally' been adversely 

compared with that of the natural and physical scientists,'has a large 

rol~ to play in crisis management. Decision-makers will rely on their 

expertise while recognizing the inherent limits of sciences whose object 

of. study is man, his mind, his language and his social behavior. 

Having provided some thoughts using a speCUlative app.roach. one mis

giving has been present throughout this discourse. We h.i';:e illustrated ill 

several contexts the ·resourcefulness of terrorists in studying what is 

written about them and how to best deal with them. They obviously do not 

lack their own "gOOd" ideas. If a speculative approach is to be of benefit 

to those of us outside the terrorist camp, then its conduct as wen as its 

output must be handled with discretion similar to.that used for trad~tional 

intelligence analysis. We will not succeed in "out-inventing" the terrorist 

if we disclose each card (or conclusion) as it is drawn. 
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(J.~~t: ~:~~~:~ ~~~;~~!dness 
~~ Administration Agency Washington, DC 20405 

:J I', 

Honorable Abraham A. Ribicoff 
Chairman, Committee on 
Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Thank you for your interest in the Federal Preparedness Agency's 
effort in the area of preparedness for disruptive terrorism. 

We would be pleased to have our initial planning guidance incor
porated in the hearing record of S. 2236, as you requested, 
provided it is under stood that this is an unofficial working 
draft. 

We will be pleased to provide any additional information or 
assistance which you may desire. 

Sincerely, 

C7 ~ A. /VI~dat/ 
JOSEPH A. MITCHELL 
Director 

Enclosure 

.-. ~--. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Civil Emergency Preparedness Policy and Planning Guidance 

prepared under the overall direc~ion of the Federal Preparedness Agency 

(FPA) and approved by the National Security Council, is a general 

document that provides broad policy and planning guidance to all 

Departments and agencies with emergency preparedness responsibilities. 

The Guidance assures integration of all major contingencies into the civil 

preparedness effort. Terrorism is one of the major contingencies for 

which planning is recommended. This document expands on the 

Guidance and provides more specific planning information for the 

development of a Federal capability to cope with the regional and 

national consequences of terrorism in the U. S. 

Purpose 

This document is designed to: 

• describe the disruptive terrorism threat. 

• define objectives, policies, assumptions and responsibilities 

for developing the preparedness capability. 

• identify the agencies with primary and supporting responsibilities 

for managing the preparedness effort. 

• provide guidelines for further study of the terrorism threat. 
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Authoritie s 

The authorities of the Federal Preparedness Agency (FPA) for 

issuing this document and for its emergency preparedness responsibilities 

are found in Executive Orders 10421, 11051, and 11490. 

Executive Order 10421 requires the FPA Director to supervise 

programs for the physical security of facilities important to defense 

mobilization, defense production, or the essential civilian economy. 

These security programs are directed at protection against sabotage, 

espionage, and other hostile and destructive acts. 

Executive Orders 11051 and 11490 require the FPA Director, 

under the direction of the President, to be responsible for the preparation 

of nonmilitary preparedness programs of the Federal Government under 

all conditions of national emergency. This includes overall Federal civil 

emergency preparedness policy determination and program coordination. 

Authorities of Federal Departments and agencies for emergency 

preparedness measures are found in Executive Order 11490 and other 

Executive orders, statutes and administrative authorities pertaining to 

each agency. 
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II. THREAT 

Acts of terrorism have occurred in the United States and are 

expected to continue. Many experts predict an eventual increase in such 

activity and an escalation in its intensity. Part of the basis for this 

prediction is the success of international terrorists. Making full use 

of modern communications media and taking advantage of the divisions 

and disagreements among nations, these terrorists have been unable to 

accomplish their goals with a substantial degree of impunity. Terrorism 

has been and continues to be a profitable activity. It accomplishes the 

objectives of extremist groups at minimal costs. 

Definition 

Although there is no universally accepted definition of terrorism, 

there are several areas of relative agreement. Terrorism involves the 

threat or use of violence for persuasion, coercion or publicizing the 

existence, grievances or causes of a particular group. Although the two 

often overlap, terrorism is separated from purely criminal activities 

by its devotion to political ends. Terrorism is usually a means to an 

end, 1. e., a weapon of subversion or of carrying out an extreme political 

ideology. 

In this guidance, terrorism is defined to mean the threat or use 

of violence against selected targets for the prime purpose of (1) creating 
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overwhelming fear, (20) extracting concessions, (3) weakening the 

power of institutions, (4) gaining publicity, (5) expressing a grievance, 

or (6) threatening U. S. security. 

Symbolic Terrorism 

In the past, terrorist incidents in the U. S. have been symbolic 

in nature and have been directed at individuals and property. These 

incidents have been isolated events with only local impact. They have 

included bombings, hijackings, kidnappings, arson, murder and 

extortion. Such symbolic terrorism is expected to continue and may increase. 

State and local governments have taken measu:.:es to prevent and 

cope with the effects of symbolic terrorist acts. They have developed 

organizational and functional arrangements that have permitted adequate 

response to the localized consequences. Many of these measures are 

well defined in existing procedures and have been tested under actual 

conditions. Generally, State and local capabilities, supported by Federal 

law enforcement agencies, are expected to be adequate to cope with 

the future consequences of symbolic terrorism. 

Disruptive Terrorism 

Of more concern to the overall security and living standard of 

the U. S. is the potential for a change in the character of domestiG 

terrorism. Expanded objectives and activities of extremist groups 
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could beco'me more regional or national in scope. Activities could 

involve a different class of targets with more widespread impact. 

Terrorism could change from isolated events to coordinated attacks 

causing major property damage, extensive loss of life, severe disruptions 

of resources, disruptions to the continuity of government or situations 

of unique political significance. This possible new dimension of the 

threat could cause more serious and nlore nationally significant 

consequences than previous incidents. 

To distinguish this new dimension from symbolic terrorism, the 

term disruptive terrorism is defined to mean acts that cause economic, 

social, political or national security effects of sufficient magnitude to 

produce regional or national consequences req uiring a coordinated 

Federal response. Disruptive terrorism is the principal focus of this 

document and the use of the word terrorism in the remainder of the 

guidance is understood to mean disruptive terrorism. 

Background 

To prepare for a Federal response to the consequences of 

disruptive terrol'ism, it is necessary to understand the motivations 

of terrorist groups, their destructive capabilities, the vulnerabilities 

of likely targets and the consequences of exploiting these vulnerabilities. 
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Currently, intelligence on the motivations and capabilities of 

extremist groups is less than adequate. The nature of terrorism 

itself contributes significantly to this situation. Covert acts are 

undertaken by small groups of dedicated secretive individuals with 

loose leadership alliances between groups. These groups are difficult 

to penetrate and thus accurate information is difficult to obtain. 

Federal and State protective legislation regarding invasion of 

privacy compound this problem. As a result, gaps in intelligence 

related to terrorist grO\lpS are likely to continue. 

Consequently, trends in U. S.· terrorist activity cannot be 

predicted with acceptable certainty. The unsatisfactory nature 

of available data and the scattered and fragmentary sources make 

it difficult to estimate the severity, frequency, and possible change 

in character of the domestic terrorism th:.-eat. The threat will 

continue to be a debatable question until it has been clearly proven 

or disproven by experience. The most dreadful possibilities have 

not been realized, but they remain and must be faced realistically. 

Although trends cannot be predicted, conditions that may cause 

changes in terrorist activities can be identified. 
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Motivations 

Extremists may shift to disruptive terrorism as a supplement 

or alternative. to symbolic terrorism any or all of the following conditions: 

• the inability of terrorists to accomplish their Objectives by 

isolated attacks against people and property. 

• the need to attack the government more directly. 

• the need to instill greater fear in the minds of the genel'al public. 

• the adoption of objectives of foreign countries unfriendly to the U. S. 

• the acceptance of the proposition that people and not just the 

power structure are the enemy. 

• the adoption of the disruption of the U. S. economy as a 

primary objective. 

• the perception of social and economic vulnerabilities due to 

frequent regional and national crises. 

• the specter of relatively few individuals being able to disrupt 

the economy, the social behavior, or the political institutions of a 

world power. 

• the adoption of terrorism as a surrogate war concept because 

of the decreasing profit of modern conventional warfare as an instrument 

of p.<>litical pressure. 
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• the identification of more attractive targets with disproportionately 

greater impacts because of an increasingly more complex and interrelated 

technology . 

• the perception of unfavorable U. S. policy towards other nations 

sympathetic to the cause of a terrorist group. 

Although the a'love conditions do not assure a change from symbolic 

to disruptive motivations, they do describe factors that could support 

such a change. 
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Capabilitie s 

Terrorist groups operating in the U. S. employ tactics similar 

to the activities of terrorists and revolutionary groups operating 

throughout the world. Terrorists intending to commit acts of disruptive 

terrorism will require and can secure capabilities for organized attacks 

against critical and vulnerable parts of the society. The following 

conditions contribute to maintaining or increasing these capabilities: 

• Terrorists can operate in optimum fashion from either dispersed 

or centralized bases. 

• Terrorists can acquire and effectively employ a wide variety 

of weapons including small arms, conventional explosives, chemical

biological! radiological agents, and nuclear device s. 

• Terrorists can move easily and with considerable speed among 

countries. 

• Terrorists can transfer technology and training and even 

combine operations among groups of different structure and purpose. 

• Terrorists can quickly exploit the communications capability 

of the mass media. 

• Terrorist groups frequently are supported by transnational 

organizations and! or foreign governments. 
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• Terrorists can couple traditional disruptive incidents such af: 

severe weather, natural disasters or labor strikes with deliberate acts 

of violence and compound the consequences. 

The skills and resources of modern technology are availa;'le 

to terrorists. The limiting factor is the ability of extremist groups 

to combine the necessary physical resources with technicians who are 

motivated to engage in activity that could destroy property on a large 

scale, impair the delivery of services over wide areas or kill hundreds 

of people. 

Again, the above conditions do not assure any change in 

terrorism, but they do describe factors which could produce significant 

changes in the severity, frequency, or character of incidents. 

Vulnerabilities 

Capabilities of terrorist groups are important in the context 

of vulnerabilities of the American society. 

To date, U. S. systems have not been seriously disrupted by 

terrorism. However, U. S. society offers terrorists a variety of 

targets for destruction. The highly interrelated functions necessary 

to keep a modern city alive offer countless opportunities to extremists. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 57 I 
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Experience in the past decade has demonstrated the extent to 

which breakdowns in one area of the society can have significant 

impacts in other areas. Past accidental occurrences that have 

seriously reduced the performance of essential services or the 

availability of essential resources underscore system weaknesses. 

Many natural disasters including severe weather have provided evidence 

of the vulnerability of a complex society to unanticipated events. 

The emergency preparedness requirements for disruptive 

terrorism rest heavily on the assumption that the U. S. is vulnerable 

to disruptions resulting from actions of extremist groups. Modern 

complex systems possess choke points, upon which essential activities 

depend. Destruction of these choke points can leave vital 

industries without energy, transportation, raw materials, food and 

. other support requirements. Many of them are susceptible to damage 

and destruction by mot.\vated terrorists possessing the necessary 

capabilities. 

Consequences 

The exploitation of vulnerable choke points will impact on the 

functioning of numerous systems in the U. S. The disruption of essel1tial 

services or resources could cause serious economic, social or 

political consequences for a region or the Nation as a whole. Some 

________________ • ________________________________________ ~1· 
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disruptions could have serious consequences for the functioning of 

the Federal Gvvern..-nent and for the national security. 

Significant disruptions for a sustained period of time could produce 

situations such as unemployment, crippled production, shortages of 

important goods, reduction of personal income, decreased GNP or 

extreme hardship for the public. 

Conclusion 

The probability of any terrorist group sucessfully combining the 

material resourcf'S, requisite skills and motivations necessary to 

perpetrate criminal acts for political purposes and for these acts to 

produce nation.al consequences is not high. However, it must be 

recognized that if such actions are initiated, thE' results could seriously 

disrupt essential social, economic or political functions. CasuaLties 
, 

and damage could be several orders of magnitude greater than any 

terrorist attack of the past. Modern terrorists have already demon-

strated that small groups, even those with a limited capacity for 

violence, can achieve disproportionately large effects elsewhere in the 

world. They could accomplish the same in the U. S. 

I 
For these compelling reasons, examination of existing arrangements 

for decision making, coordination, allocation of resources and multi-

level government interaction must be undertaken by agencies -responsible 

l 
, 
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for preparedness measures. Significant changes in extant plans or 

the development of new emergency plans, arrangements or procedures 

may be needed. 

This document provides guidance to assure that the assessment of 

extant plans and the development of new or revised ones will produce 

an integrated and comprehensive capability to respond to the effects 

of iiisruptivE:: terrorism. 
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III. REQUIREMENTS 

The Federal Government must be prepared to' cope with the 

broadest realistic range of possible consequences from disruptive 

terrorism. The preparedness effort should include provisions to: 

II deal with the incident itself as a criminal act, 

• provide assistance to alleviate suffering to persons, 

.. restore the disrupted processes and damaged property to 

normal levels; and, 

• reestablish or maintain the credibility of government as the 

prote ctor of the population. 

Incident Management 

The first requirement can be met through effective incident 

management which encompasses: 

.. actions related to the prevention of the incident, such as, 

intelligence gathering; 

• actions related to the termination of the incident, such as, 

negotiation; and, 

.• actions related to the disposition of terrorists following the 

incident, such as, prosecution. 

The Department of Justice, which has the preponderance of 

statutory responsibility for investigation and prosecution of crimes 

I 
I • 
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characterized as terrorism, handles almost all terrorist events 

involving violations of federal law that take place in the United States. 

This authority is carried out in close cooperation with other federal, 

state, and local agencies and is, in some cases, shared. In skyjacking 

incidents, for example, the Federal Aviation Administration has 

exclusive responsibility for the direction of law enforcement activities 

affecting the safety of persons aboard aircraft in flight. 

Since law enforcement i~ not a part of the preparedness responsibi

lities outlined in Executive Orders 11490, 11051 and 10421, and since 

substantial preparations to manage incidents have already been under

taken, no additional incident management requirements are included in 

this guidance. 

Consequence Management 

The remaining requirements can be met through an effective 

preparedness effort for consequence management. This effort will 

concentrate on: 

• reducing the vulnerability of potential target systems, 

• performing relief operations in the event that disruptions do 

occur, and 

• restoring and rehabilitating disrupted systems. 

J 
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These are the primary considerations underlining all preparedness 

activities required by the entire range of emergency contingencies. 

Identification of a potential threat from disruptive terrorism does 

not therefore generate new or unique preparedness requirements. 

Nor does it generate new and distinctive preparedness programs. 

Rather, identification of terrorism as a threat should induce planners to: 

• assess the vulnerability to terrorism of resource systems under 

their jurisdiction; 

• determine the possible national consequences of exploiting such 

vulnerabilities; and, 

• evaluate the adequacy of current plans and capabilities for 

responding to the consequences. 

Each of these requirements is discussed in turn. 

Vulnerability Analysis 

Although gross vulnerabilities are gener2.1ly recognized, 

comprehensive studies of the impact of terrorist acts against specific 

weak spots in vital services and resources have not been made. 

Different threats such as natural disasters, terrorist acts, labor 

strikes or nuclear attack can produce different effects on system 

elements. Therefore, although there may be significant overlaps, 

vulnerability analyses for other contingencies are not completely 

adequate for the terrorism contingency. New studies are needed to 

I 
t 
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bring into sharper focus the specific dimensions of the terrorism 

threat and to provide a solid foundation for practical operational 

response planning. 

Vulnerability analyses will require the examination of both the 

physical vulnerability of system components and the vulnerability 

of total system performance. The analyses must also include the 

study of support systems requirements and the impact of degradations 

in these supporting systems or.. the primary sj:stem. 

Agencies having expertise in a particular system must direct 

the studies of that system. Appropriate assignments identified in 

Executive Order 11490 are listed in Section V. For consistency, the 

following assumptions should be used in the vulnerability studies of 

each agency. 

" Terrorists will possess the technical knowledge required to 

attack system components in an optimum fashion • 

• Terrorists will have accesS to and be skilled in the employment 

of conventional explosives, low yield nuclear devices, chemical, 

biological and radiological agents, and all forms of portable and 

hand held weaponry. 

• Terrorists can operate as a single group or as a coordinated 

team of many individuals in scoreS of separate groups. 
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• Te~'rorists can attack at widely dispersed locations throughout 

the U. S. 

These assumptions may be modified by agencies to meet the 

particular characteristics of systems under study. Changes should 

be coordinated with FPA. 

The results of the vulnerability analysis should include data on the 

following: 

.. the general characteristics of the overall system under analysis; 

• the identity and purpose of the vulnerable components of the system; 

• the reductions in system output or performance that may be 

expected if vulnerabilities are exploited; 

• the duration of such reductions; 

• the identity of the users most affected by these reductions; 

• the countermeasures that can be taken to reduce or prevent 

vulnerabilities plus estimates of their cost effectiveness; and, 

• the degree to which the performance of the system can be 

adversely affected by disturbances from other systems. 

These results will be valuable to the agency conducting the study 

and to agencies dependent on the system studied. Since the results 

will identify system weak spots, they could be useful to groups 

planning acts of terrorism. Therefore, agencies should classify 

l 
their studies at the level they deem appropriate. 

I: 

L ____ _ - ------------.~"--
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Consequence Analysis 

The analysis of system vuinerabilities will provide preparedness 

planners essential perspectives on the magni.tude of the disruptive 

terrorism threat to each service or resource area viewed separately. 

Consequence analyses are needed to assess the interdependencies of 

losses in individual systems on the broad social, economic and 

political acti.vities of the Nation. In large measure, these consequences 

are only indirectly related to a particular threat. They are most directly 

related to losses in individual systems. A given loss will have about the 

same impact on social, economic or political consequences regardless 

of the threat causing the loss. It is principally for this reason that 

vnlnerability and consequence analyses are treated separately. 

Consequences are frequently described in abstract terms such as 

national security, economic prosperity, and high standard of living. 

Before these concepts can be measured, they must be converted to 

approp1"iate specific indicators such as GNP or per capital income. 

Identification of these indicators is the starting point for the develop-

ment of models which are required for any consequence analyses. 

The models will relate the indicators to the potential reductions in 

system performance described by the vulnerability analyses. 
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Economic models are typically quantitative in character. 

Existing models will be adapted for assessing the economic 

consequences of disruptive terrorism or, if necessary, new models 

will be developed. Modeling of social and, in particular, political 

consequences is much less advanced than economic modeling. There. 

fore, these models may be more qualitative in character. 

Models for consequence analyses can be developed concurrently 

with the conduct of vulnerability studies. However, their application 

to actual problems must wait until the vulnerability studies are completed. 

Assignments for completion of consequence analyses are listed 

in Se ction V. 

Assessment of Current Preparedness 

Vulne."bility and consequence analyses will require a year or 

more to complete. Because of the potential seriousness of disruptive 

te.rrorism, postponing preparedness measures for more than a year 

is not prudent. Therefore, interim measures are required to develop 

a partial response capability in the event it is needed in the near term. 

During the interim planning period, while vulnerability and 

consequence analyses are being completed, agencies must have a 

common basis for assessing their preparedness status. For this 

purpose, a set of IS scenarios are included in Appendix 1. They 

are based on informed intuitive judgment and should assist agencies 
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in assessing the adequacy of their planning for responding to the 

regional and national consequences of disruptive terrorism. As the 

vulnerability and consequence analyses are completed, the findings 

will replace the scenarios and provide a basis for the revision of this 

guidance. The number of scenarios is justified on the basis that 

planners responsible for a given system must be able to envision 

the possible impact of disruptions in numerous supporting systems. 

This guidance does not require the development of a family of 

plans devoted exclusively to terrorism. Rather, the intent is to ensure 

that adequate planning and preparedness measures have been accomplished 

for response to a wide range of terrorist acts. In some cases, 

modification of existing plans may be adequate. In other cases, 

additional plans may be needed. This decision is the responsibility of 

individual agencies. After the vulnerability and consequence analyses 

are completed, it may be apparent that separate terrorism response 

plans arc required. 

In assessing their current preparedness status for disruptive 

terrorism, agencies ar e expected to determine the adequacy of: 

• preventative measures to leduce the impact of a terrorist 

attack; 

• current capabilities to conduct relief operations; and, 
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• current capabilities to restore or rehabilitate a system. 

Agencies should: 

• review the criteria and methods used to evaluate the effectiveness 

of existing prepal'edness capabilities developed in response to other threats, 

• apply these criteria and methods to the disruptive terrorism 

threat, and 

• compare the results of the inquiry on terrorism to the findings 

developed relative to other threats. These findings will provide the 

basis for determining the extent of revisions, new plans or other 

capabilities required. 

r 

I 

l 
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IV. OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The following objectives, policies and planning assumptions will 

govern the development of the Federal preparedness capability to cope 

with disruptive terrorism. As the capability is developed, coordination 

with the Federal Preparedness Agency should assure a uniform and 

integrated national response. 

Objectives 

• Complete the pre -incident actions that will minimize the 

consequences of disruptive terrorism. 

This includes actions such as operational response planning, 

stockpiling of critical components. mutual protection of interagency 

choke points, reduction of interdependencies, and the preparation of 

standby authorities and capabilities to reduce the impact of disruptions. 

The objective focuses on activities that might nol be possible during 

the emergency because they would be too complex to initiate, would 

be too time consuming to develop, or would require action by non-target 

groups too diverse to provide rapid response. Actions related to this 

objective must be cost-effective in r'llation to the low probability of 

disruptive tl'rrol'ism • 

• Attain a state of readiness to perform essential relief operations 

in response to disruptive terrorism. 

This includes preparedness in the target systems that are 

regarded as the most critical and the most vulnerable. Preparedness 

• . , 

I 

. _____ J 
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will enable the Federal Government to minimize the scope, severity, 

and duration of the disruptions to these essential systems. 

Disruptions are minimized if the conditions are less severe, 

of shorter duration, and less varied than they would be if no 

preparedness measures were taken. The reductions in severity, 

duration and variety should be as great as can be expected given the 

constraints of time, societal complexity, limited governmental 

authority and availabJ.e resources that may be operative under 

emergency conditions . 

• Attain a state of readiness to restore disrupted national systemq. 

This includes the restoration of the disrupted target systems as 

part of the long term recove ry of the U. S. The disrupted system 

should be restored to as much of its pre attack capability as feasible 

and within the shortest possible timeframe given the resource constraints 

applicable during that period . 

• Federal agencies, as designated in Executive Order 11490, 

will participate in an effort to develop a Federal preparedness program 

to meet all the conditions of national emergency that may be produced 

by disl'uptive terrorism. 
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• Federal preparedness will be designed to cI)pe with the 

impact of disruptive terrorism on essential national economic, 

social, and political processes and structures. This guidance is 

applicable primarily to those situations in which the l'esponse to the 

disrupted process or system is witl:!n the exclnsive or predominant 

domain of the Federal Government, such as, interstate commerce or 

national security. 

f/J To the maximum, feasible extent, Federal agencies will 

incorporate the capability to cope with disruptive terrorism into their 

eXisting preparedness efforts. Their preparations will rely 

to a maximum degree on present organizational structures, 

coordinating mechanisms, crisis management procedures and 

operational response plans . 

• All Federal responses to disruptive terrorism will operate 

within the general constraints applicable to all civil emergency 

preparedness operations in regard to the preservation of basic 

constitutional processes and political freedoms. These constraints 

are particularly important in light of the fact that one of the most 

important objectives of terrorists may be to provoke the government 

into counterproductive repression. 
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• Emergency planners should concentrate on eight aritical 

target systems: electric power, petroleum and gas, transportation, 

telecommunications, finance, industrial production, water and 

government. These are the systems that appear to be both the 

most vulnerable and most critical to the national well-being. In 

addition, the use of chemical, biological and! or radiological agents, 

which could affect large numbers of people, should be given special 

attention. 

• In meeting the preparedness objectives, agencies should 

consider the full range of emergency measures that might be 

applicable. These include voluntary measures, rationing, stockpiling, 

dispersion of resources, conservation, establishing priorities, 

determining allocations, and obtaining standby authority. 

Planning Assumptions 

• State and local governments will, . under their legal powers, 

respond to the immediate needs of their citizens. 

• When the consequences of disruptive terrorism exceed the 

re sponse capabilities of an affected State, its Governor may seek 

Federal assistance undar P. L. 93-288, the Disaster Relief Act of 

1974. If the President declares a major disaster or an emergency 

in the affected State, the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration 

will dil'e'~t and coordinate the Federal disaster assistance program. 

"7-428 0 - 78 - 58 
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• The Governor may seek extraordinary SUppOl't from the 

President or Congress for those consequences which cannot be 

dealt with ;tnder P. L. 93 -288. 

o Disruptive terrorism may extend beyond the boundaries of 

a single State to the extent that an entire region of the Nation may be 

adversely affected. In regional crises, the Federal Government will 

work closely with the States and respond in a manner that will meet 

the needs of both the individual States and the region as a whole. 

• Disruptive terrorism may impo.ct directly upon national 

conditions and adversely affect the security and economic prosperity 

of the Nation. In such instances, conditions of national emergency may 

be created and vigorous sustained and coherent Federal response may 

be required. The Federal Government will be the primary actor and 

will direct operations as required. States will be expected to conform 

to Federal guidelines and operate in a manner consistent with the 

Federal response. 

• Undel' PL 94-412, National Emergencies Act, the President 

can declare a state of national emergency. He may do so under 

extreme situations such as major disruptions threatening the national 

security or the national economy. In such cases, over 450 emer gency 

powers are available to the President and through him to the Federal 

1 
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agencies. In less extreme cases, the President can direct Federal 

agencies to respond to the problems of disruptive terrorism without 

such extraordinary powers. Federal agencies should plan to operate 

under either condition . 

• Management procedures for the Federal response to didruptive 

terrorism will be required. Virtually all of the extant crisis management 

measures available throughout the Federal Government should be 

regarded as applicable. These include: 

a. In the event of a serious crisis, the FPA Director may 

use the procedures outlined in FPA Circular 9130.3 including the use 

of the Interagency Emergency Policy Board and Interagency Emergency 

Coordinating Group. 

b. The President may create an ad hoc task force under the 

leadership of the FPA Director or some other official to manage the 

crisis. 

c .. The President may designate a single Federal agency with 

coordinating responsibilities under E. O. 11490 or specific authority 

under law as the manager of the Federal response. 

d. The President may designate any other appropriate agency 

to manage the crisis. 
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The criteria to be eInployed in selecting the appropriate 

Federal response manager cannot be specified in advance, as they 

will reflect the personal, political, and management styles of the 

President. The decision will consider such variables as the 

functional areas affected, the political sensitivity of the crisis, 

the legal authorities available, and the working relationships that 

exist between the President, his staff, and the various Federal 

agencie s. In the absence of e&tablished criteria for prior designation 

of Federal response coordinators, each Federal agency should 

maintain the capability to respond under each of the above options . 

• The character of the Federal response will be determined in 

par~ by the extent to which the President desires to adopt a policy of 

high visibility and personal involvement in the response. There are two 

extreme possibilities in this regard. The President may Inove in 

the most visible and direct manner and attempt to reassure the 

public that he and the Government are doing all that is required to 

cope with the emergency conditions produced by the terrorists. 

Alternatively, the President Inay attempt to decouple the act of 

terrorisIn from both the emergency conditions and the governInental 

response in order to avoid the impression that terrorists can create 

conditions requiring extraordinary measures. 
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Associated with the high visibility approach is White House 

participation in decision making and crisis management and the 

possibility of a declaration of national emergency. Conversely, the 

low visibility approach may mean less White House involvement and 

reliance on nonemergency authorities. Planners must develop 

approaches that will accommodate both styles of Presidential 

response~ 

• The guidance in this document is related to the Federal 

Response Plan for Peacetime Nuclear Emergencies (FRPPNE), 

April, 1977, in that terrorism could involve a nuclear device or 

radioactive substance. 1£ the requirements in this guidance are met 

either by operational response plans developed under the FRPPNE 

or by other emergency plans of an agency, nO further planning is 

required. 
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V. RESPONSIBILITIES 

Exec.utive Orders 11051 and 11490 outline the emergency preparedness 

responsibll1ties of FPA and other Federal agencies. These responsibilities 

when coupled with the Civil Emergency Preparedness Policy and Planning 

Guidance assure an integrated preparedness effort across a range of 

contingencie s. 

Assignments 

In reviewing the Executive Order 11490 assignments as they relate 

to terrorism, agency planners should remember that responsibilities 

are assigned in four ways as follows: 

• Some assignments are unique and specific to an agency. No 

other agency shares the assignment. This indicates a primary responsibility. 

• Some assignments direct an agency to coordinate the planning rJi 

other agencies in a particular area. This also indicates a primary 

responsibility. 

• Some assignments direct two or more agencies to coordinate, 

cooperate, consult or participate on a coequal basis. This indicates a 

joint or mutual responsibility. 

• Some assignments direct one agency to assist another agency 

in a particular area. This indicat·es a supporting responsibility. 
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From the preceding, it is evident that agencies having primary, 

joint and supporting responsibilities for emergency preparedness measures 

can be identified. Since these measures extend to all conditions of 

national emergency and since terrorism is defined as one of these 

conditions, the responsibilities for various aspects of the terrorism 

contingency can also be identified. On this basis, the responsible 

agencies for the most likely targets defined in the policy section are: 

Target Primary Supporting EO 11490 
System Responsibility R e spons ibility Section 

finance 
Reserve FRB 1701 
Home loans FHLB 1701 

~ 
Farm Credit FCA 1701 
Deposit Insurance FDIC 1701 

~ 
Securities Exch. SEC 2501 
Credit Unions NCUA 2250 
Monetary Treasury 301 

systems/national Compt/ Currency 1701 
banks/public debt HEW 1104(3), 1105 

water DO! 703(3) 
DOD 401(28)(29) 
DOA 804(4) 
DOC 902(6) 
EPA 1552( 1) 
TVA 2701(5) 

electric power DOE 701,1901,1401':' 
NRC 1450~' 

TVA 2701(1) 

petroleum and gas DOE 701, 1901 

transporta.tion DOT 1303 
DOD 401(18)(26j(30) 
DOC 903 
CAB 1502 
ICC 2103 
TVA 2701(2) 

L _______________________ _ 



Target 
System 

telecommunications 

government 
(continuity) 

industrial 
production!:C!:C'!c!:C 

Primary 
R e spons ibility 

OTP 

FPA 

DOC 

Public':"~"':'* DHEW 
(use of CBR agents) 

~, Executive Order 11953 
.~.~ Executive Order 11556 

.:",.~ Executive Order 11051 
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Supportint EO 11490 
Responsibility Section 

2'~* 
DOD 401(17)(27) 
FCC 1802 
NCS Pres. Memo 

8/21/63 
GSA 2002(3) 

304'~*"208'~"'~ 
All 102 

902 
DOD 401(2)(3)(6)(9) 

(13)(14) 
001 703(2) 
GSA 2003 

1103(3) 
EPA 1552(2) 

'~'~~'*All communications, electric power, water, transportation, petroleum 
storage and transportation/pipeline categories included in the DOC 
Critical Industry Facility List will be included in the assignment of 
the appropriate agency having primary responsibility for all other 
categories, i. e., manufacturing, research and development, and 
warehouse and storage. 

*'~'~"t.'The public could be attacked directly by chemical/biological/radiological 
agents or they could be affected by the use of such agents against another 
target system. 

The listing of the above targets does not imply that other targets should. 

not be considered or that other agencies need not examine their preparedness 

measures in light of the terrorism threat. The listing is only to assure that 

these particularly important targets receive priority attention. Other 

service or resource systems should be examined by agencies ha.ving 
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appropriate autl:lOrity under EO 11490. The folloWing primary agency 

responsibilities are also appropriate for these studies. 

Primary Agency Responsibilities 

Agencies having primary assignments are responsible for the following: 

• Conducting a vulnerability analysis of the assigned target system. 

The analysis should be conducted with the supporting agencies and be 

completec1 in accordance with the guidelines outlined in Section III. On 

completion, the results should be furnished to FPA for integration 

into the consequence analyses studies and for dissemination to other 

agencies. 

• Assisting FPA in the development of models for consequence 

analysis and in the application of these models to actual problems. 

• Determining th.e specific tasks of the supporting agencies as 

they relate to the target system. These tasks should be consistent 

with the responsibilil'ies outlined in Executive Order 11490 and 

other Executive Orders, statutes or administrative issuances, 

pertaining to the supporting agencies. 

• Preparing the criteria for the adequacy assessment of extant 

plans, procedures and arrangements. 

• Assessing with the supporting agencies, the adequacy of extant 

plans, procedures and arrangements for responding to terrorist 

attacks against the assigned target system. Guidelines for prepared

ness assessment are included in Section III. 
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• Providing standard guidance unique to a particular target 

system for use by supporting agencies. This guidance may include 

definition of the system and descriptions of system components, 

processes and structures. 

• Coordinating the preparedness planning effort for t)->e assigned 

target system. This includes ensuring that all functions essential to 

an effective operational response are part of the preparedness effort. 

These functions include incident notification, communications, 

situation evaluation, decision making support, public information, 

health and safety services, international relations and recovery operations. 

• Identifying the authorities under which response activities will 

be conducted. If additional authorities are needed to carry out 

essential response measures, the agency should take the necessary 

steps to acquire such authority. 

• Incorporating provisions for tests and exercises into the 

planning. 

• Reviewing and revising plans based on tests and exercises, 

changed circumstances and experience from actual terrorist incidents. 

• Funding all emergency preparedness measures for which the 

agency is responSible. 

L._ 
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Supporting Agency Responsibilities 

Agencies havIng supporting assignments are responsible for the 

following: 

• Assisting the primary agency in developing a preparedness 

capability in the areas defined in Executive Order 11490. 

• Assisting the primary agency in conducting the vulnerability 

analysis of a particular target system. 

• Funding all emergency preparedness measures for which the 

agency is responsible. 

FPA Responsibilities 

The Federal Preparedness Agency is responsible for the overall 

coordination of the civil emergency preparedness planning effort 

resulting from this guidance. In addition, FPA is responsible for 

the following: 

• Conducting a vulnerability analysis related to the continuity of 

the Executive branch of the Federal Government. 

1I Conducting,with the assistance of other Federal agencies, 

consequence analyse s to determine the potential impact of terrorist 

attacks. These analyses will use the output of the vulnerability 

analyses produced by the primary agencies. The results of this effort 

will provide the basis on which to revise this guidance. 
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• Coordinating the preparednes s effort among prirra ry agencie s. 

• Providing assistance in resolving Federal interagency or 

Federal-State problems whenever such action facilitates the 

fulfillment of responsibilities assigned to Federal agencies. 

• Encouraging States to develop a preparedness capability 

related to this guidance as part of their general civil emergency 

preparedness planning. This includes providing appropriate guidance 

for State and local preparedness efforts. 

• Providing additional or revised policy and planning guidance 

whenever such action is necessal·Y. 
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Appendix 

Guidelines for the Preparation of Scenarios 

Scenarios of terrorist attacks against the following 18 targets will 
be included in this appendix. The scenarios are to be prepared by the 
appropriate agencies and submitted to FPA through the emergency 
coordinators. These guidelines will be replaced by the scenarios as 
soon as they are available. 

• financial system 
(3 scenarios: several large banks, Federal Reserve System, 

securities exchanges) 

(3 scenarios: electric power, petroleum, natural gas) 

• water.system (human consumption) 

• transportation systems 

(4 scenarios: air, ocean shipping, inland waterways, rail) 

• telecommunications systems 

(2 scenarios: telephone and television) 

• government 

(2 scenarios: Federal and State continuity of operations) 

• industrial production 

(2 scenarios related to defense production) 

• public (chemical/biological/radiological attack against large 
groups of people) 

Each scenario ~hould be approximately one single spaced page and 

should contain the following three sections: 
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1. System Description 

Include a brief description of the type and size of the system, 

its geographic dispersion or actual location, its major operations (how 

it works), its scope of impact in terms of relative importance to the 

operation of sin.1ilar or dependent systems, and its relationship to 

national and regional economic, social and/ or political viability. 

2. Nature of Terrorist Attack 

Include a description of a hypothetical nationwide terrorist 

attack against all or part of the system that is consistent with the 

assumptions in Section III. If important, identify the specific facilities 

of the system attacked and the .1egree of destruction. 

3. Impact of Attack 

Include a description of the type of problems resulting from the 

attack, e. g., distribution, supply or allocation, the relative or absolute 

reduction in system output, the probable duration of system reductions, 

the feasibility and effectiveness of alternative methods of operation 

during the impact period, the best estimate of probable direct effects 

on the users of the system output and the best estimate of indirect 

effects on the economic, social and/ or political aspects of national 

viability. 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASIlINGiON. o. C. ~osss 

April 27, 1978 

The Honorable John Glenn 
United states Senate 
Hashington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Glenn: 

On I·larch 23, 1978 Commissioner Gil insky appeared before the 
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee in .conjunction with the 
hearing, chaired by you, on S. 2236, the Omnibus Anti-Terrorism 
Act of 1977. In his prepared testimony he stated that the Nuclear 
Regul~tory Corr.mission staff I'sas preparing a list of incidents or 
threats known to the NRC which relate to or might have related 
to nuclear facilities. The Office of Nuclear Naterial Safety and 
Safeguards has compiled the attached list entitled, "Safeguards 
Summary Event List" which: 

(1) . Is a list of Safeguards Events involving NRC 
licensed facilities or materials only. 

(2). Is a list of events compiled from extensive research 
of kno\'m and, in some instance~, Obsc:ul'e records and 
therefore may not be absolutely complete. 

This event list is provided for the record and any additional 
i nformat; on \1i 11 be forwarded to the Commi ttee ~Ihen \(no\,/O or 
\'Ihen updated by the staff. A copy of the 1 i st l'Ii 11 al so be 
plnced in the NRC's Public Document Room. 

If I can be of further assistance please feel free to call. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

Sincerely, 
.i 

.' .'1./:. j/' 
/ ." l.. ~--;;:. !-~ .. 'I~ !V{:·t/o'f'-<.· ."/... .• --' 

--- Carlton Kammerer, Di rector 
Office of Congressional Affairs 

--------------------------------------------- -
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SAFEGUARDS SUI':~I'!'il'f EVEHT Ll 5T 

Pre-liRe thru' December 31, 1977 
(Prepared by the Office of Nuclear l1aterial Safety and Safeguards, 

Division of Safeguards) 

The Safeguards Summary Event Li st ccnta ins ni ne ca tegori es of events 

involving NRC licensed material or licensees. It is deliberately 

broad in scope for several reasons. First, the list is designed to 

Serve as a reference document. Hhile the list may not be as complete 

or contain as much detail as is desirable, it is as complete and 

accurate as possible. In the future, if addi'tional information is 

obtained, it will be incorporated into the list. Second, the list 

is intended to provide as broad a perspective of the nature of 

licensee related events as possible. Therefore, the list contains 

incidents as well as less significant events -- for example those 

.,. ~involving small quantities of radiopnarmaceuticals. 

It should be noted that the criteria for placing an event on the 

1 i st or in one category as' opposed to another is not etched in 

concrete and the lines between categories are often blurred. How 

each category is defined and \~hat is included in it is as follows: 

I. Bomb related events include threats, discovery of bombs ~r 

explosive material and bomb explosions. Threats are defined 

as an expressi on of i ntenti on to harm or damage a facil it:l'. 

Threats are identified as hoaxes in the sense that fQ explo

sions occurred or no bO£<1b material was found. Also, included 

in this category are events Hhere bombs or explosive material 

~/ere located at or in the vicinity of a licensed faci1ity and 

events ~/l1ere explosions occurred. 
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11. Intrusion events include the atte;;;pted or actual pe~etration 

of a facility's barriers or safeguards systems. In this cate-

gory are several unexplained breaking and enterings that 

resulted in neither damage nor missing material or property. 

Some events appeared to have been' drug or alcohol motivated. 

Ill. l1issing and/or allegedly stolen category includes events in 

which licensed material was inadvertently misplaced or disposed 

of. , It also includes events in~'olving stolen or allegedly stolen 

material. Typically a very small amount of material such as a 

radiopharmaceutical was involved and the material was often sub

sequently located. Also, the thefts of radiophar;;;aceuticals or 

other material were sometimes incidental to the theft of other 

items, such as· furs, ' co 11 oca ted with the rna teri a 1 • 

IV. Transportati on rel a ted events i ncl udes any occurrence \~here 

V. 

VI. 

1 i censed materi al was mi srouted, threatened, or reported mi s5i ng' 

or stolen during transport. 

Vandalism includes lO~I-level destructive or harrassing 

activities. 

Arson includes acts involving the intentional use of incendiary 

materials to damage or destroy property. eqUipment or other 

assetf: 

27-428 0 - 78 - 59 

I 



VII. Firearms-related events include the discovery of weapons or 

the discharge of firearms at or near a licensed facility. 

VIII. Sabotage includes any deliberate act directed against a 

licensed activity ~Ihich culminates in a direct or indirect 

danger to the public health and safety by exposure to 

radiation. 

IX. Ni scell aneous i ncl udes events that el ude i ncl usion in any of 

the above categories, but hold some interest to safeguards. 

_ Each Elvent has an identifying number composed of the category number, 

the year in which the' event occurred, and a sequential number for . 

that year. The date and location are given for each event as well 

as a description of the event. These descriptions vary in detail 

according to the amount of relevant data available. 
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1-69-01 

1-70-01 

1-70-02 

1-70-03 

1-70-04 
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B01,13 -R ELATED 

05/04/69 Illinois Institute of Technology 

Pipe bomb round near reactor building. 

04/22{70 United Nuclear Corporation 
New Haven, CT 

Bomb threat in overheard conversation. Apparent hoa~. 

1970 Point Beach 
Wisconsin Electric PO'lier Co. 
Nanitowoc County, HI 

A guard reported fi ndi ng mater; a1s for a homemade 
bomb near a construction area guard shack during the 
early summer of 1970. It was found that components of 
the bomb were not assembled in such a manner that an 
explosion could have resulted. The fact that the 
materials were located in the weeds behind the shack in 
such a manner that it would not be found by casual 
observation was considered to be significant. The 
guard was suspected of staging a bomb scare. 

The guard was later discharged from his employment 
, at Point Beach on the'basis of his conduct. 

The guard in question was subsequently employed by a . 
local company. While in the employ of the local 
company, the ex-guard was arrested for his part in ,a 
bomb scare at that concern. Dynamite was reportedly 
found in his car. 

Fuel present at site. 

09/11{70 Kansas State University 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

10/27170 Dresden 
Cormnon'llealth Edison Co. 
Grundy Coun ty, IL 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at 
site. 

------------------



1-70-05 

1-70-06 

1-70-07 

1-71-01 

1-71-02 

1-71-03 

1-71-04 

1-71-05 

11/04/70 
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United Nuclear Corporation 
New Haven, CT 

Bomb threat. ,Apparent hoax. 

11/06/70 United Nuclear Corporation 
New Haven, CT 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

11/10/70 Idaho State University 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax • 

. 02/16/71 Yankee-ROIie 
Yankee Atomic Electric Co. 
Frankl i n County, NA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site • 

. 03/09/71 Arkansas Nucl ear One , 
Arkansas Power & Light Co •. 
Pope County, AR 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

03/12/71 Yankee-Rowe 
Yankee Atomic Electric Co. 
Frankl i n County, ~IA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

06/23/71 Purdue University 
Indiana 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

08/11 /71 Oconee 
Duke Power Co. 
Oconee County, SC 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. At 8:20 a.m., a male 
call ed and sai d that a bomb ~Ioul d go off at 11:30 a.m. 
Fuel not present at site. 

-~~~~~----~~-.---



1-71-06 

1-71-08 

u. ,,)-72-01 

1-72-02 

!\ 

1-72-03 

1-72-04 

I 
L_~~_~ ___ . 
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C9/18/71 Surry 
Virginia Electric Power Co. (VEPCO) 
Surry County. VA 

Bomb threat. About 2:30 p.m •• on Saturday. a ~/oman called 
the site and said that a bomb had been planted. A search . 
of the site proved negative. Apparent hoax. Fuel probably 
not present at site. 

10/13/71 United Nuclear Corporation 
New Haven. CT 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

10/18/71 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site • 

01/20/72 . Surry 
VEPCO 
Surry County. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel probably present at 
site. 

03/13/72 General Electric Co. 
San Jose. CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

04/72 Crystal River 
Flori da POI~er Co. 
Ci trus County, FL. 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. FUel not present at site. 

04/72 Beaver Va 11 ey 
Duquesne Light Co. 
Beaver County, PA 

80mb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 
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1-72-05 04/28/72 North Anna 
VEPGO 
Loui sa County, VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

1-72-06 05/05/72 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Loui sa County, VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not p'resent at site. 

1-72-07 05/11/72 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Loui sa County. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

1-72-08 05/12/72 tlorth Anna 
VEPCO 

!: ~. :- Louisa County, VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

1-72-09 05/12/72 Beaver Valley 
Duquesne Light Co. 
Beaver County, PA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

1-72-10 05/30/72 Babcock & ililcox Co: 
Lynchburg, VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

1-72-11 05/72 Crystal River 
Florida Power Co. 
Citrus County, FL 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not. present at site. 

I 



I-72-12 

1-72-13 

I-72-14 

:: - -
1-72~16 

I-72-17 

I-72-19 

05/72 
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Crystal River 
Florida Power Co. 

, Ci trus County, FL 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

06/02/72 Iowa State University 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

06/30/72 ' Babcock & Wilcox Co. 
Lynchburg, VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

07/04/72 Fort St. Vrain 
Colorado Public Service Co. 
Weld County, CO 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

08/01/7.2 '" Gulf-United Nuclear Fuel s Corp' • .- _, 
Elmsford, NY 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

08/72 San Onofre 
Southern California Edison Co. 
San Diego County. CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

08/01/72 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

08/10/72 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at'site. 



1-72-20 

1-72-2l 

1-72-22 

1-72-23 

1-72-24 

1-72-25 

08/10/72 

930 

North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County. VA 

'Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

08/11/72 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

08/14/72 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

08/15/72 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

09/25/72 Three Mile Island 
r'letropol itan Edison Co. 
Dauphin County, PA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not pre~,ent at site. 

10/31/72 General Atomics Co. 
San Diego. CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. An anonymous person tele
phoned the facility's guard office'at 7:15 a.m. and 
alleged that three cannisters of plastic explosives had 
been placed at the facility andl1ere set to explode. The' 
call er sta ted that hi s intent was to demonstrate that it 
could be done. but that it was not intended to cause 
bodily injury. 

Emergency procedures were instituted and a search con
ducted, No bombs were found. 



1-72-26 

I-7.'2-27 

1-72-28 

I-72-29 

1-72-30 

1-72-31 

1-72-32 
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10/06/7'2 Cooper Station 
Nebraska Public Power District 
Itemaha County. NE 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

10/20/72 San Onofre 
Southern California Edison Co •. 
San Diego County. CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

10/31/72 General Atomics Co. 
San Diego, CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

10/31/72 Energy Systems & Gulf Envi ronmental 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax at their fuel production 
department plant. Plant evacuated. A search of the plant 
proved negative. 

11/07/72 State University 
Buffalo, ItY 

Two bombs fo~nd in a building across the street from 
the reactor building. 

12/72 Atomics International Division 
Canoga Park. CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

'12/29/72 Pal i sades 
Consumers Power Co. 
Van Buri en County. m 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 



1-73-01 

1-13-02 

1-73-03 

~-73-a4 

I-73~05 

1-73-06 

1-73-07 
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02/05/73 Gulf-United Nuclear FUel s Corp. 
Elmsford. NY 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

03/23/73 Three Nile Island 
Netropolitan Edison Co. 
Dauphin County. PA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

05/03/73 Babcock & Wilcox Co. 
Naval Pl ant . 
Lynchburg. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. A caller stated that four 
bomb5 were on the site. Plant t:vacuated. A search of the 
plant proved negative. 

05/08/73 Babcock & Wilcox Co. (all plants) 
Lynchburg. VA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Voice judged to be that of a 
. juvenile. Plants were not evacuated. A search of the 
facilities proved negative. . 

06/19/73 San Onofre 
Southern California Edison Co. 
San Diego County. CA 

Bomb threat. Apparen~ hoax. Fuel present at site. 

10/28/73 G. E. Nuclear Energy DivJsion 
San Jose. CA 

'80mb threat. Apparent hoax. 

11/05/73 Three Nile Island 
Metropolitan Edison Co. 
Dauphin County. PA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

I 
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"'&. ! 

1~74-04 

1-74-06 
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11/16/73 Turkey Poi nt 
Florida Power & Light Co. 
Dade County, FL 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

01/06/74 Crystal Ri ver 
Florida Po\~er Corp. 
Citrus County, FL 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

01/17/74 Robert Eo Gi nna 
Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. 
Wayne County, NY 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

01/22/74 Crystal River 
Florida Power Corp. 
Crystal County, FL 

. Bomb threat.' Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

03/08/74 l1aine Yankee 
Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co. 
Lincoln County, ~\E 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

03/11/74 Naine Yankee 
r~aine Yankee Atomic PO\~er Co. 
Lincoln County, NE 

Bomb threat. 'Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

03/13/74 Diablo Canyon 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co • 

. San Luis Obispo County, CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

L..-.-_______________ ~ ~ ______ J 
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1-74-07 04/17/74 West; nghouse 
Co 1 umb; a, SC 

Bomb threat. Apparent he-ax. 

I~74-08 05/03/74 Ind; an Poi nt 
Consolidated Edison Co. 
Westchester County, NY 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

1-74-09 05/17/74 Indi an Poi nt I 
Consolidated Edison Co. 
Westchester County, NY 

Bomb threat: Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

I-74~10 OS/21/74 Atomics International Division 
Canoga Park, CA . 

! 
Bomb th rea t. Apparent hoax. 

1'"'74-11 OS/29/74 Calvert Cl'iffs 1 
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. 
Calvert County,MD 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

1-74"12 05/30/74 Haddam Neck 
Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Co. 
Middlesex County, CT 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at·site. 

1-74-13 07/15/74 Farley 
Al aba,1a Power Co. 
Houston County, AL 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 



1-74-14 

1-74-15 

1-74-16 

..... 

I-74-17 

1-74-18 . 

1-74-19 
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07/24{74 San Onofre 
Southern California Edison Co. 
San Oiego County, CA 

Borno threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site.-' 

08/11/74 Zion _ 
Commonwea) til-Edison Co. 
Lake fra On ty , 1L 

Bomo threat. Apparf:nt hoax. Fuel present ot site. 

lndi an Poi nt· . 
Consolidated Edison Co. 
Westchester County, MY 

Bomo threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site • 

08/26/74 Pilgrim I 
Boston Edison Co. 
Plymouth County, ~IA 

At 5:11 p.m. two distinct shots were heard, the second 
sounding much like an explosion. A small fire \~as 
then observed in a wooded area next to the plant. . 
Subsequently, it was determined that a small propane gas' 
tank, 12" x 3", had apparently been ti ed to a tree and 
fired on with a pistol or rifle thereoy caUsing it to 
explode. flo penetrati on of the protected area occurred. 
The incident occurred in an area open to the public, and 
200 feet from the fence and at least 1/4 mile from the 
station itself. 

Summer .1974' Zion 
Commonwealth Edison Co. 
Lake County, 1L 

Plant received several bomb threats. Apparent hoaxes. 
Search of the area proved negative. Fuel present at 
site. 

09/07/74 Brunswick 
Carolina Power & Light Co. 
Bruns'ili ck County, tiC 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at si teo 
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1-74-20 11/01/74 Haddam Neck 
Connecticut Yankee Ator.1ic Pov/er Co. 
Niddlesex County, CT 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

1-74-21 11/04/74 Pil grim 
Boston Edison Co. 
Plymouth County, MA 

BOr.1b threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

1-75-01 02/20/75 Oi ab 10 Canyon 
Pacific Gas &" EleCtric Co. 
San Luis Obispo County, CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

1-75~02 02/25/75 Farley 
.... ',t', ~ Alabama Power Co. 

Houston County, AL 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

1-75-03 03/08/75 Zion 
" Commonweal th Edison Co. 

Lake Coun ty, lL 

80mb threat: Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

1~75-04 03/14/15 f·lallinchrodt Chemical Horks 
St. Louis, foIO 

"Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

1-75-05 04/01/75 Peach 8ottom 
Philadelphiu Electric Co. 
York County, P'\ 

Bomb threat. Appa ren t hoax. Fuel present at site. 

i 



1-75-06 

1-75-07 

1-75-09 

1-75-10 
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04/10/75 l1i 11 stone 
Uortheast Nuclear Energy Co. 
NevI London County, CT 

Waterford Fire Department received bomb theat at 4:30 p.m. 
During the search of Unit 2, a small fire was discovered 
in a cardboard box and extinguished. Fuel present at 
site. Apparent hoax. 

04/14/75 Calvert Cliffs 1 & 2 
Baltimore Gas & Eiectric Co. 
Cal vert County, ND 

Bomb threat call received at 9:30 a.m. Caller stated a 
bomb was inside containment. Apparent hoax. Fuel 
present at site. 

04/16/75 Unspecified Plant in Ilew York 
Consolidated Edison Co. 
New York, NY 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. At approximately 9:25 and 
9:35 a.m., the New York Daily Nelis notified Can. Ed. Co. 
Central Information group· that they. had received a call 
stating' three bombs werr laced in two plants. The bombs 
~Iere set to go off in tl, )Ursj however, the plants were .. · 
not. i dentifi ed •. Co.n,. Ed •. , 'menc;ed .bomb. threat proC;edur'l.s .• 
Fuel present at site. 

05/06/75 Forked River 
Jersey Central Power & Light Co. 
Ocean County, UJ 

Jersey ~entral Power & Light Co. received bomb threat 
in mail. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

05/12/75 . Millstone Point 3 
Northeast Utilities 
Neli London County. CT .. 

. New Britain Police received bomb threat, an apparent hoax, 
at 7:20 a.m. Local police .and fire department .searched 
site with negative results. ruel present at site. 



1-75-12 

1-75-13 

1-75-14 

06/10/75 
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_.Hatch 1 2. 2 
Georgi a Power Co. 
Appling County, GA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Hatch security personnel 
received a telephone call originating outside the plant at 
10:35 p.m. A female stated that the plant would blow up 
within 24 hours. Search did not disclose an explosive 
device. Fuel present at site. 

07/04/75 General Electric (Vallecitos) 
Pl easanton, CA 

Telephoned bomb threat, an apparent hoax, received'. 
Search of the center proved negative. 

07/14/75 Bruns ... 1i ck 2 
Carol ina Power & Li ght Co. 
Brunswi ck County, flC 

At 7:05 a.m. switchboard operator received a bomb threat 
call. Apparent hoax. Fort Bragg bomb squad determined 
that suspicious objects were only trash. Fuel present at 
site. 

08/21/75 Unspecified Plant in New York 
Consolidated Edison Co. 
New York, NY 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Con. Ed. Hq., NY received 
telephone bomb threat against unspecified Con. Ed. facility. 
12:00 noon was noted as time of threatened explosion •. 
Indian Point notified. Search procedures implemented with 
negative results. Fuel present at site. 

08/22/75 Millstone Point 1 
Northeas t Nucl ear Energy Co. 
New London County, CT 

Dombthreat. Apparent hoax. Site received telephone 
threat at 10:00 a,m, Search ~lith negative resul ts. Fuel 
present at site. 

~--------~------------~----------------------



1-75-16 

1-75-17 

1-75-18 

1-75-19 

1'-7S-2i 

1-75-22 
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09/01/75 Zion 

Commonwealth Edison Co. 
lake County, 111 i noi s 

A bomb threat was assumed based on sus~icious voice trans
mission received on the protective force citizen-band 
radio. Apparent hoax. A search proved negative. Fuel 
present at site. 

09/20/75 General Electric (Vallecitos) 
San Jose, CA 

Bomb threat call received. Apparent hoax. 

09/20/75 General Electric (Vallecitos) 
San Jose, CA 

Bomb threat call received. Apparent hoax. 

General Electric (Vallecitos) 
San Jose, CA 

Bomb, threat, ;;:a1.1 .. received. Apparent hoax. 

09/23/75 Brunswick 
Carolina Power and Light 'Co. 
Brunswi ck County, flC' 

A bomb threat, an apparent hoax, ~Ias received at the 
switchboard at Brunswick Unit 1 at 2:04 p.m. Caller was 
an adult male and call ~Ias placed from a phone on-sit\,!. 
Search of facility completed at 3:15 p.m. with negative 
results. Fuel present at site. 

09/26/75 Babcock & Hi1cox Co. 
Hest ~Iuffl in, PA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

09/26/75 Indian Point 1, 2, & 3 
Consolidated Edison Co. 
Westchester County, NY 

Guard at on-site gate received a call at 10:20 a.m. from 
on-site extension that there was a bomb in plant. Apparent 
hoal<. Search .with nega.tive resul ts. Fuel present at 
site. 



1-75-23 

1-75-24 

1-75-26 

. 1-75-27 

1-75-29 

10/01/75 
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General Electr.ic (Vallecitos) 
San Jose, CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax • 

10/03/75 . General Electric (Vallecitos) . 
oan Jose, CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent h?ax. 

10/14/75 Westinghouse 
Col umbi a, SC 

Plant guard received a telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, 
at about 4:50 a.m. A male stated that a bomb \'las to go off at 
7:39 a.m. Hestinghouse house supervisory employees inspected 
the plant with negative results. 

10/17/75 Pilgrim 
Boston Edison Co. 
Plymouth County, NA . 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

·11/03/75 ··Visitors! Center at .the Trojan 
Nuclear Power Station 

Portland General Electric Co. 
Prescott, OR 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Vistor Center received threat at 
9:40 a.m. that a bomb would explode in 35 minutes. A 65 
minute ·secrrch· proved negative. Fuel present at site. 

11/03/75 General Atomics Co. 
San Dieg~ County, CA 

A telephone.bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was received at 
approximately' 10:00 a.m .. A search of the area proved negative. 

10/03/75 General Atomics Co. 
San Diego County, CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. A search of the area· proved 
negative. 



1-75-31 

1-75'-32 

1-75-33 

1-75-34 

1-75-35 

1-75-36 

11/04/75 
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General Atomics Co. 
San Di ego, CA 

A telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was received. 
Searches of the area proved negative. 

11/04/75 General Atomics Co. 
San Diego, CA 

A telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was received. 
Searches of the area proved negative. 

11/04/75' 'General Atomics Co. 
San Diego, CA 

A teiephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was recei ved. 
Searches of the area proved negative. 

11/04/75 General Atomics Ca. 
San Diego, CA 

A telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was received. 
Searches of the area proved negative. ' 

-" 

11/04/75 General Atomics Ca. 
San Diego, CA 

A telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was received. 
Searches of the. area p)'Dved negative. 

11/04/75 General Atomics Co., 
San Diego, CA 

A telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, 'lias received. 
Searches of the ,area proved negative. 

Pilgrim 
Boston Edison Co. 

11/08/75 

Plymouth County, NA 

Plymouth Police Department received an apparent hoax bomb 
threat at 8:08 p.m. Area se~rched with negative results. 
Fuel present at site. 
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1-75-39 

.. ,. , 1-75-40 

1-75-41 

1-75-42 
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11/08/75 Pi] grim 
Boston Edison Co. 
Plymouth County, HA 

Plymouth Police Department received an apparent hoax bomb 
threat at 8:10 p.m. Area searched with negative results. 
Fuel pres,ent at site. 

11/29/75 General Electric (Vallecitos) 
San Jose, CA 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

12/08/75 Arkansas Nuclear One 
Arkansas Power and Light Co. 
Pope County, AR 

Construction supervisor received an apparent hoax telephone 
bomb threat at 7:30 a.m. Caller stated bomb \~as set to go 

'off at 10:05 a.m. in lurbinebuilding. A search ofthe.area 
proved negative. Fuel' present at site. 

12,11.1/7 ~ , '. , All j ed-G.en,eral .. Nu<;:~ ear. Serv~ ces 
Barn'Hell, SC 

Security guard received an apparent hoax telephone bomb threat 
at 4:36 a.m. A search of the area proved negative. 

12/23/75 Oconee 
'Ouke Power Co. 

Oconee County, SC 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site •. 

12/23/75 Shoreham' 
Long Island Lighting Co. 
Suffol k County, I~Y 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 
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12/23/75 Shoreham 
Long Island Lighting Co. 
Suffol k County, NY 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

12/31/75 Oyster Creek 
Jersey Central Power & Light Co •. 
Toms River, New Jersey 

An apparent hoax bomb threat to blow up Nuclear Station • 
. Person involved referred to mental health center. Fuel 
present at site.' 

01/19/76 Babcock & 'tlil cox Co. 
Naval Nuclear Fuel Division 
Lynchburg, VA 

Received an apparent hoax bomb threat at 3:00 p.m. Search of 
facility conducted with negative results. 

01/22/76 Nassachusetts Institute of Technology 
Boston, MA 

Received an apparent hoax bomb threat at 3:00 p.m. Routine 
search conducted with negative results. 

01/23/76 f·lassachusetts Institute of Technology 
Boston, t·1A 

Campus authorities received an apparent hoax bomb threat at 
2:14 p.m. Routine search conducted with negative results. 

01/30/76 ~Iassachusetts Institute of Technology 
Boston, /o1A 

An apparent hoax bomb threat received at 1:.49_p.m. 
area proved negative. 

Search of 

02/03/76 Westinghouse 
Columbia, SC 

At 4:15 p.m. a bomb threat telephone call was received by 
the plant. Apparent hoax. 

I 
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Susquehanna Units 1 & 2 
Pennsylvania Power.? Light Co. 
Luze·rne County, PA 

Apparent hoax bOlO1b threat. He'" York State Police recei)led a 
call informing them that a bomb was placed at the site and set 
to go off at 11:00 a.m. Search \~ith negative results. Fuel 
not present.at site. 

03/04/76 Diablo Canyon 
Pacific Gas & Elecric Company 
San Luis Obispo County, CA 

General i nformati on concerni ng a bomb threat Has recei ved. 
Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

03/05/76 Susquehanna Units 1 & 2 
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. 
Luzerne County, PA 

'Pennsylvania State Police received.a phone threat at 8:47 a.m. 
Search conducted with negative resul. ts,Apparent hOaX. FUel 
not present at site. 

Brunswick 1'& 2 
Carolina Power & Light Co. 
Brunswi ck County, UC 

, .... 

Telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, ·received at 2:55 p.m. 
Search of both sites proved negative. Fuel possibly present 
at site. 

03/08/76 Susquehanna Units 1 & 2 
·Pennsyl vani a POIie·r & Li ght Co., 
Luzerne County, PA 

Apparent hoax bomb threat. Subcontractor recei.ved tel ephone 
call at 8:47 a.101. stating that t\~O bombs had been placed at 
the construction site. Search conducted with negative results. 
F.uel not present at site. 
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03/09/76 Turkey Point 
Florida P011er & Light Co. 
Dade County, FL 

At 1:21 p.m. a message \1aS found at the r'liami Herald \'/hich 
outl ined a general threat against FP&L activities. Hessage 
relayed that hidden devices were placed in key areas at 
Turkey Po·int. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

03/15/76 

Bomb threat. 

03/16/76 

Bomb threat. 

0.3/25/76 

Susquehanna Nuclear Pl ant 
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. 
Luzerne County, PA 

Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

Susquehanna Huclear Plant 
Pennsyl vani a Power & Li ght Co. 
Luzerne County, PA 

Apparent hoax. Fuel not present. at site. 

Purdue University. 
West Lafayett, HI 

. Laboratory .oi rector recei ved general b0mb ·threa t ·agaj nst four 
University buil dings, one of \·/hich housed the research reactor. 
A search was conducte<iwith negative resul ts. Apparent hoax. 

03/25/76 Diablo Canyon 1 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
San Luis. Obispo County, CA 

Apparent hoax telephone bomb threat call received at 11:25 a.m. 
Search conducted with negative results. Fuel present at site. 

04/06/76 Nill stone 1 & 2 
Northeast !lucl ear Energy Co. 
New London County, CT 

Apparent hoax bomb threat call received at 10:35 p.m. Search 
conducted with negative results. Fuel present at site. 
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Turkey Point 3 & 4 
Florida Power a Light Co. 
Dade Co un ty, FL 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. FP&L noti fied of message received 
by local radio station that devices were hidden in key places 
at Turkey Point. Search conducted and security increased. 
Fuel present at slte. 

04/23/76 Grand Gul f 
Mississippi Power & Light Co. 
Cl ai borne County, 1o1S 

An apparent hoax bomb threat. Bomb threat call received 
at s\~itchboard that a bomb VIas placed in construction pit. 
Search conducted with negative results. Fuel not present at 
site. 

04/26/76 Grand Gul f 
Mississippi Power & Light Co. 
Cl aiborne County, NS 

Apparent hoax bomb threat call received. Caller stated that 
the bomb tha t di dn' t go off ~Ii 11 go off thi s morni ng. fuel 
not present at site. See 1-76-19. 

05/04/76 North Anna 1, 2, 3 & 4 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

Telephone bomb threat, apparent hoax, received at 8:10 a.m. 
Adult male stated that four bombs had been placed on the site. 
Search of facil ity conducted ~tith negative results. Fuel 
present at site. 

05/05/76 Diablo Canyon 1 & 2 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
San Luis Obispo County, CA 

Apparent hoax bemb threat. A radio station received a call at 
.8:50 p.m. from a man who stated that his brother and another 
individual had weld,d a bomb into a pipe.at the Diablo Canyon 
Reactors and that a bomb ~/as set to explode the next morn; ng 
. (05/06/76). S'2arch ConGJcted v/ith negative results. Fuel 
present at site. . 
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Horth Anna 1, 2, 3 & 4 
'tEPCO 
Loui sa County, VA 

Site security received telephone bomb threat, an apparent 
hoax. Search conducted Hith negative results. Fuel present 
at site. 

05/31/76 General Electric 
Wil mi ngton, tiC 

Bomb threat. Apparent hoax. 

06/02/76 Pi] grim 1 
,Boston Edison Co. 
Plymouth County, f.1A 

Telephone bomb threat relayed to plant by Chief of Plymouth 
Police. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

06/03/76 Susquehanna 1 & 2 
Pennsyl yani a f O\~er & li ght Co. 
Luzerne County, PA 

" Bloomsburg Be'l f Telephone Company operator received a ~ 
call from a man who stated that a bomb waul d go off betw=en 
11:00 p.m. and 12:00 Midnight at the Susquehanna site. State 
police investigated. Apparent hoax. Fuel nat present at site. 

06/03/76 Nucl ear Power Pl ants 
Cal ifarnia 

Apparent hoax bomb threat. A Radio Station in Berkeley, 
California received a threat from an extremist group that it 
110uld release a non-nuclear explosive device from a bal100n 
over a nuclear power plant. 

06/07/76 Nuclear POl~er Pl al1r,s 
1-Iassachuset.ts 

General threat received in extortion letter to bomb Logan 
airport, banks, and nuclear power plant. Apparent hoax. 
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Duane Arnold 
Io~/a Electric Light &,PcI/er Co. 
Li nn County, lA 

Telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, received at corporate 
office. Authorities notified and a search conducted with 
negative results. Fuel present at site. 

OS/23/76 tlucl ear Po\ier Pl ants 
Oregon or ~fashi ngton 

Telephone threat received by federal authorities alleging 
that in celebration of the Little Big Horn, Custer's last 
Stand, a group of Indi ans woul d attempt to destroy a nucl ear 
power plant in either Oregon or Washington (06/25/76). No. 
incident occurred and it was determined that the "threat" 
was actJally misunderstood gossip. 

07/01/76 Farley 
Alabama Power Company 
Houston County, AL 

Telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, received by construction 
superi ntendeQt. Se<lr.ch can iU,cted Iii t~ negc),ti ve r~su1ts. A ',' 
strike was in progress at tl,o site. Fuel not present at ' 
site. 

07/03/76 Peach Bottom 
Philadelphia Electric Co. 
York County, PA 

80mb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

07/14/76 Horthern States Power Co. (NS~) 
Mi nneapo 1 is. ~Itl 

tlSP local dispatcher received a general bomb threat at 10:18 p.m. 
No threats received at any of the tlSP plants. fopparent hoax. 

______ J 
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Beaver Valley 
Duquesne Light Co. 
Beaver County, PA 

Shippingport ?olice received telephone call advising that two 
bombs were in the atomic plant -- one in the stack and one 
in the power house. Cooling towers at Beaver Valley searched 
with negative results. Apparent hoa~. Fuel present at 
site. 

07/26/76 Farley 
Alabama Power Company 
Houston County, AL 

Undefined bomb threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at 
site. 

08/03/76 Dresden Units 1, 2 & 3 
Commonwealth Edison Co. 
Grundy County, IL 

Dresden control .room received bomb th.reat call, an apparl':nt 
h"oax; from male·at12:58 p.m •. Caller'stated there Vias a bomb. 
in control room. Search conducted with negative results. Fuel 
present a~ site. 

08/12/76 Turkey Point 
Florida Power & Light Co. 
Dade County, FL 

A source of unknown reliability reported that an individual 
tried to get explosives to bomb Turkey Point. Fuel present at 
site. Apparent hoax. 

08/22/76 North Anna Units 1 & 2 
VEPCO 
Loui sa County, VA 

Apparent hoax bomb threat call received at 11:00 p.m. Mdle 
stated that a bomb Vlould explode at 11:15 p.m. Search initiated 

-wi"th 'negative results. Fuel present at site~ 
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Limerick Units 1 & 2 
Philadelphia Electric Co. 
t-!ontgomery County, PA 

Operator received call from male stating he was going to 
plant a bomb at Limerick. Apparent hoax. Fuel n~t present 
at site. 

08/31/76 tlorth Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

Telephone bomb threat, apparent hoax, received at 11:25 p.m. 
Search initiated with negative results. Fuel present at 
site. 

09/01/76 Ilorth Anna 
VEPCO 
Louis~ County, VA 

Bomb threat call, apparent hoax, received at 1:33 p.m. Search_ 
initiated with negative results .. Fuel present at site, 

09/02/76 .North An.na. 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

Bomb threat call, an apparent hoax, received at 9:30 p.m. 
Adult mal e stated that a bomb \~oul d go off in 24 hours. 
Search i ni ti ated ~Ii th negati ve results. Fuel present at 
site. 

09/19/76 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County. VA 

Telephone bomb threat call, an apparent hoax, received at 8:30 
p.m. Fuel present at site. 

I 
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tlorth Anna 
VE,?CO 
Louisa County, VA 

At 8:10 a.m., the sl'litchboard received bcmb threat from ac!ult 
mal e liho stated that a bomb waul d go off at the pl ant before 
lunch. Search conducted. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at 
site. 

10/06/76 North Anna 
VEP:;O 
Louisa County, VA 

Apparent hoax bomb threat call received at 10:00 a.m. from 
adul t mal e. Call er stated that three bombs 'iloul d go off at the 
plant at 10:05 a.m. No search conducted due to lack of time. 
Fuel present at site. 

10/06/76 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

At lu:OOp.m. 'a bomb threat, i!n appare'nt hO'ax, vlas'rece.i'led at 
., the security guard house. An adult male cal,ler.stated that a 

bomb would go off.' A search I~as conducted with negative 
resul ts. Fuel present at site. 

10/07/76 Ilorth Anna 
VEPCO 
Loui sa County, VA 

Apparent hoax bomb threat. At 1:00 p.m. an adult male called 
the security guard house and stated that a bomb ~/oul d go off 
at 1:10 p.m. A search was initiated with negative results. 
Fuel present at site. 

10/13/76 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

Telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, received at 9:Q5 p.m. 
Caller stated bomb was set to go off in the containment 
building in 8 hQurs. Fuel present at site. 
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Horth Anna 
VEPCa 
Loui sa County, VA 

Telephone bo~b threat, an apparent hoax, received at 2:20 p.~. 
Search conducted vtith nega.tive resu1 ts. Fuel present at 
si te.· 

10/15/76 North Anna 
VF;PCO 
Louis? County, VA 

Telephorle bomb threat, an apparent hoax, received at 10:19 
a.~. Adult male reported that 12 bo~bs were scheduled to go 
off by Tuesday. Fuel present at plant. 

10/15/76 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

Telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, received· at 10:42 
a.m. Adult female stated there Vlere bombs at the plant. 
Search conducted with negative r'esults. Fuel present at 
site. 

10/15/76 North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

Telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, received at 11:28 
p.m. Search conducted with negative results. Fuel present 
at site. 

11/03/76 . North Anna 
VEPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

Telephone bomb threat, an apparent hO,ax, received at 2:04 \l.m. 
Adult male stated that a bomb would go off on the second 
shift. Fuel present at site. 

Waterfo:d Unit 3 
l.oui s i al'a Po~!er & Light Co. 

11/03/76 

St. Charles Parish, LA 

Telephone bOI:1b threat, an apparent hoax, received at 10:39 
a.m. from adult male. Search conducted ",ith negative results. 
Fuel not present at site. 

J 
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11/03/76 Ha terford Uni t 3 
Louisiana Power & Light Co. 
St. Charles Patish, LA 

Telephone bomb threat, all apparent hoax., recei ved at 1: 14 p .r.{. 
from male caller. Search conducted Hith negative resul ts. 
Fuel not present at site. 

12/10/76 Calvert Cliffs Units 1 & 2 
Baltimore Gas & Electric Go. 
Calvert County, NO 

Customer Service switchboard operator of the BG&E Co. received 
bomb threat call at 6:30 p.m. Apparent hoax.. Fuel present at 
site. 

01/26/77 Summer 
South Carolina Electric Co. 
Fairfield County, SC 

At about 12:10 p.m., a telephone bomb threat, an apparent 
noax., was received by the South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. 
Safety & First Aid Office. The male caller stated that a bomb 
would 90 off.in about one hour. The presence of high bac~ground 
noise suggested that the call may have originated on site. All 

" supervisors ~/ere notified and 1 imited searches made near v'ital 
equi pment. "No bomb 11as found and no expl os; ons occurred. 
Fuel not present at site .. 

02/10/77 Westinghouse 
Columbia, SC 

At approximately 7:20 a.m. a security guard received an 
anonymous phone call asking what time did the plant manager 
come to work. Hhen the guard gave him this information, the 
caller told the guard that he (the guard) had better get 
everyone o'ut of the pl ant and hung up. A search was con
ducted with no results. Apparent hoax •. 

02/17/77 Palo Verde 
Arizona Public Service Go. 
Naricopa County, AZ 

An anonymous telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was 
received. A search produced no results. Fuel not present at 
site. 
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Nillstone 
Northeast Nuclear Energy Co. 
Ne'll London County, CT 

At 7:59 p.m., a telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was 
received stating that a bomb \~as on the site and ~Iould go off 
that night. The call was made by a male to the public telephone 
located outside of gate #l. A guard ans\~ered the phone and 
received the threat. A search was conducted with no results. 
Fuel present at site., 

1":77':'05 "03/23/77'" Arkansas' Nucl e~r' OnE! 
Arkansas Power & Light Co. 

1-77-07' 

Pope County, AR 

Telephone bomb threat, an apparent hOaX, was received at the 
Unit 2 construction switchboard. No bomb 'lias found. 'Fuel 
present at Uni t 1. {See next entry.} 

03/23/77 Ark;!nsas Nuclear une 
Arkansas Power & Light Co. 
Pope County, AR 

At about 1:00 p.m., a sec(";d bomb threat, an apparent hoax, 
was recei ved at the Unit 2 cons tructi on s\~itchboard. Pl ant 
personnel cond!Jcted a search of both Units 1 and 2 since the 
caller did not spe~ify the affected Unit in the threat. No 
bomb was found. Subsequently, a female suspect was arrested. 
Fuel present at Unit 1. 

03/30/77 Diablo Canyon #1 
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. 
San,Luis Obispo County, CA 

At 6:45 p:m. the Diablo Canyon switchboard received a bomb 
threat, an apparent hoax, from an unkno\':n male. fie stated 
that an explosive device had been ~lanted in Unit 1 and would 
explode be'fore mi dni ght. A: ;earch was conducted ~Iith negati ve 
results. Fuel present ,at site. 
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Three Hile Island 
Metropolitan Edison Co. 
Dauphin County, PA 

At 3:15 p.m., a telephone bomb thrC!at, an apparent hoax, was 
received at the Unit 2 construction s' .... itchboard. A muffled 
male voice stated that everyone should be told to get out 
because the pl ace I~as goi ng to blow up. Appropri ate procedures 
at both units ~Iere invoked. A search produced negative 
results. Fuel present at site. 

03/31/77 lia terford #3 
Louisiana Power & Light Co. 
St. Charles Parish, LA 

At 7:28 a.m., a telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, was 
received by a security guard at Haterford #3. The caller 
stated that the head of security should be told that a bomb 
had been planted. A search produced negative results. Fuel 
not present at site. 

03/31/77 ' Waterford #3 
Louisiana POl~er & Light .Co. 
St. Charles Parish, LA 

f.t 10: 30 a.m., 'the Proj pet Sl'.peri ntendent' s offi ce recei ved 
a telephonic bomb threat, an apparent hoax. A search produced· 
negative results. Fuel not present at site. (See next entry.) 

03/31/77 Water'ford #3 
Loui!:iana Po,ler (, Light·Co. 
St. Charles Parish, LA 

At 2:30 p.m. the Project Soperintendent's office received 
.a telephone bomb threat, c.n apparent hoax. A [;Iale voi~',) 
stated that this ~Ias definitely the last I'/arning and to get 
out of the site. The secretary stated that the voice sounded 
the same· as the one of th,! 10: 30 a.m. call. She al so stated 
that there was a sound of office equipment in the background 

.. of.the caller's voice. ·tt was noted that the ~all did not 
come through the plant sl~itchboard I'/hich indicates the call 
was made from an. on-site phone. Fuel not present at site~ 

27-428 0 - 70 - 62 
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Waterford ,,3 
Louisiana Power & Light Co. 
St. Charles ?arish, LA 

At 7:20 a.m., a plant security guard received a telephone 
bomb threat, an apparent hoax. The caller was thought to be a 
male, about 30 years old, used reculiar grammar and spoke in a 
calm deliberate manner. A searth produced negative results. 
Fuel not present at site. 

04/06/77 Salem 
Public Service Electric & Gas Co. 
Salem County, NJ 

Apparent hoax bomb threat. A local radio station received a 
telephone call from an unidentified male caller vlho stated 
that "the plant" was going to bloH up. The threat Has reported 
to the police department who advised the licensee at 9:10 a.m. 
A search vias conducted with negative results. Though the -
caller made no specific mention of the Salem site, it was 
assumed the call concerned Salem since it is the only 
"plant" in the area. Fuel present at site. 

04/27/77 Shoreham 
Long Island Lighting Co. 
Suffolk County, NY 

Apparent hoax threat to fire bomb site. Fuel not present at 
site. 

05/10/77 Shoreham 
Long Island Lighting Co. 
Suffol k County, NY 

At 1:50 ~.m. the site received a tde~ilcr.G bomb threat, an 
apparent hoax. A sea,ch produceL negative (.;sults.- F.uel.not 
present at .;ite;- . 

05/19/77 SUl71mer 
South Carolina Electric (, Gas Co. 
Fairfield County, SC 

At 12:33 p.m. a telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, ',~as 
received by the South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. switchboard. 
The caller stated th(lt the bomb would go off at the SUffililer 
site I'lithin 12 hours. A search produced. negative results. 

(continued) 

" 
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I~77-16 cont. 

1-77-17 

1-77-18 

1'-77-19 

The caller was described as male "lith a deep voice, good 
grammar, rational and distinct speech. There \'las no back
ground noise. No reason ',~as given for planting the 
alleged bomb. Fuel not present at site. 

OS/2L~/77 Allied Chemical Co. 
Nero~clis, IL 

Apparent hoax bomb threat. An outside call I~as received by 
the shift foreman at 11:40 p.m. The caller stated that he had 
called to tell the shift foreman that there \'las a bOr.lb in the 
plant and that it would explode at 1:00 a.m., I·Jay 25,1977. 
A search produced negative results. 

06/01/77 Washington Nuclear PO\'ler Project 
Washington Public Power Supply System 
Benton County, WA 

At 7:10 a.m., ,the common construction area Qetween the 
units received a telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax, that 
was repeated at 7:15 a.m. the same morning. The caller 
stated that three bombs ,,{ere on the site. A local radio 

. station also received the' same 'threat. A search produced 
negative. results. Fuel present at site. 

08/03/77 Indian Point 
Con$olidate~ Edison Co. 
WestchestE::r County, NY 

At 4:40 p,m. the National Broadcasting Co. notified Consolidated 
Edison that a telephone tr.reat, an apparent hoax, that tl'lO 
of Con Ed's facilities \'Iould be bombed. Indian. Point implemented 
appropriate procedures and a search produced negative results. 
Fuel present at site. 

('fwo"bombings had occurred in N'el'! ,York, city on Augus~3, 1977.) 

08/15/77 r Brai dwood 
Commonwealth Edison Co. 
Wi 11 County, IL 

At 3:15 p.m., a telephonic threat, an apparent noax, stating 
that three sticks of dynar.lite had been placed in the Unit 1 
containment was received by the welding supervisor. flo time 
of detonation was given and a search produced negative results. 

Construction representatives speculate that the call was 
a prank since there had been recent labor problems. 
Fuel not present at site. 

I 
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09/30/77 Grand Gulf 
Mississippi Power a Light Co. 
Cl ai borne County, i1S 

At 11:40 a.m., an anonymous telephone threat, an apparent 
hoax, was received at the construction contractor switchboard. 
The caller stated that there was a bomb in the reactor room. 
No time of detonati on vias given and a search produced no 
results. Fuel not present at site. 

10/10/77 Visitors' Center at Trojan 
lIucl ear Power Pl ant 

Columbia County, OR 

Bet~leen 3:00 and 4:00 a.m., a pipe bomb detonated next to 
the Trojan visitors' center. The explosion was no threat 
,te. protected areas. Fuel presenta1: site. 

10/29/77 Westi nghouse 
Columbia, SC 

At 11:10 p.m., the Westinghouse j·lanage'r of Security and 
Services received a telephone bomb threat, an apparent hoax. 
The caller stated that the facil ity had a bomb and hUng up. 
Approximately·two minutes later. a cal.ler, he1ieved,tq.b".t);" 
same person stated that he was not ki ddi ng and that the 
facill ty really had a bomb. 110 time of detonation was given 
and a search produced negative results. 

11/04/77 Indian Point 
Consolidated Edison Co. 
Westchester County, NY 

Apparent hoax bomb threat. At 10:50 a.m., Ht. Vernon, WI 
Telephone Company Op'er:ator received. a call from a person \'Iho 
stated that he was going to plant a bomb at the site. Police 
\'Iere notified. In the interim, the operator put the call 
through to Indian Poi nt 2 and .thecall er tol d a site cmployee , 
that he had been fired that day and if he was not rehired he 
was going to plant a bomb at Indian Point. A search of the 
~ite produced negative resu.1 ts. A suspect. was subsequently 
arrested. Fuel present at site. 
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11/06/77 Peach Botte", 
Ph'ilade1phia Electric Co. 
York Coun ty, PA 

Apparent hoax bomb threa t. Beb;een 7: 00 and 7: 30 p.m., an 
unidentified caller placed three calls attempting to talk to 
one specific employee. A contractor '.-larking at Peach Bottom 
received the calls in \~hich the caller stated that he kne'.-l of 
a person who ~/as planning to place a bomb on the site. 'Appro
priate precautions were taken and nothing unusual occurred. 
Fuel present at site. 

11/14/77 Westinghouse 
Columbia, SC 

Apparent hoax bomb threat. At 7: 10 p.m., an anonymous ca 11 
'.-las received by a security officer at the fuel fabrication 
plant in Columbia, SC. The caller rapidly stated that t\~O 
bombs ~Iere behind the '.-Iall On each ••• and then the caller 
hung up in midsentence. No time of detonation-vias given and a 
search produced negative results • 

11/22/77" • Indian Point 
Consolidated Edison Co. 
Westchester County, NY 

At approximately '6:50 a.m., the Westchester, Busine,ss, Offi,ce, , 
of Consolidated Edison received a telephone threat, an apparent 
hoax, from an unidentified male who stated that a bomb \'laS 
going to be brought into Unit 3 between 8:00 a.ro. and 12:00 
noon. Fuel present at site. 

12/13/77 Quad-Ci ti es 
CommonHea1th Edison Co. 
~ock Is1 and County, ,It. 

At 6:10 p.m., a s~/it.chb'oard ,opera'tor' for the 10'.-la-I1li~ois 
Gas & Electric Co., Davenport, iO'.-la received a telephone 
threat, an apparent hoax, The male caller stated,th8t all the 
company's offices and plants were going up that n'jght. No 
further specifics were provided. Although the threat '.-las 
not specifically addressed to ,Quad-Cities a' search 'lias' con-' 
due ted with negative results. Fuel present at site. 
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Braid'~ood 
Como.1oOl'iea lth Edi son Co, 
Hi 11 County, :L 

At 7:32 a.m., a telephone threat, an apparent hoax, I'las 
received by a secretary for the piping contractor for the 
Braidwood site. The caller, a ;;1ale with a deep voice, asked 
the secretary if he l'ias talki ng to the Northern Petro Chemical 
Co. When she advised him it \'las the Braidwood site, the 
caller said that she had better clear everyone out because 
there \'las a bomb set to explode at 9:00 a.m. at reactor 
building #1. A search produced negative results. Fuel not 
present at site. 

----
-----------------------

I 
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HITRUSICt; 

Grand Junction 
Colorado 

Unkno~m individual climbed the fence of the Grand Junction 
compound. Evidence of the intrusion was discovered during a 
routine patrol in Hhich guards observed that the barbed Hire 
of the fence had been pulled dOlm and there ~/ere "footprints 
in the dust." Footprints also indicated that intruder went 
to a shed inside the compilvnd. There was no damage of any 
type and nothing 11as stolen. 

08/30/71 Vermont Yankee 
Vermont Yankee Nucl ear Corp. 
Windham County, VT 

At about 8:45 p.m., August 30, 1971, a radio call was 
received by the guard at the mai n ga':e from the roving 
guard requesting assistance ~t the stack. Two guards 
responded to the calland f('I.Ji'ct that the rovi r.g guard 
had been attacked. The n)ving guard had recehed blows 
about the head, a scratcr, ~,CtOSS the abdomen and a deep 
laceration in the upper right leg. Th!: local sheriff .and 
state pol ice liere notified. 

Accordi og to the rovi ng guard, as he ~/as patroll ing the fence, 
he h€ard.a noise in the stack c1:.trol building. ,Upon entry, 
he was assaul ted and struck ~d th a sharp object. The man 
then ran west toward the swit~hyard. 

The area was searched. A dog was used to search the wooded 
areas. Extra £uards Here placed nf'ar the ar:ea. II detailed 
search for damage or evi dence VIas conducted by site securi ty 
and plant personnel, Footprints were found coming from 
and going to the r.iver. The footprints led to a hole in 
the north fence ~/hi ch is under constructi on. No damage 
to material' or equipment ~Ias detected. Roads in the ai"ea 
I-/ere patrolled throughout the night. Security lias tightened. 
All patrols were doubl"d. Fuel probably at site. . 

03/15/73 Oconee, Unit 2 
Duke Power Co: 
Oconee County, SC 

Break-in at fuel storage building between 11:30 p.m., 
t-l<lrch 14 and 1:30 a.m., I-larch 15 by person or persons 

(conti nued) 
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who removed the door to gain access. No Sl:N r.1issing or 
damaged. It was presumed that entry into the building 
~Ias for the purpose of stealing tools or other equipment. 

05/16/74 tlucl ear Fuel Services 
Erwin, TN 

At 12:50 a.m., a guard making a tau I' heard a mature male 
voice say, uOh Lord, somebody is coming." The guard sa'lI 
two individuals, one on the ground outside the fence and 
another on the outside about two feet from the top of the 
fence. The person near the top of the fence ~/aS being 
supported by a plank laying against the outside of tne 
fence on an inclined angle. Almost instantaneously, the two 
individuals started running from the area. Additional 
security personnel were summoned by the guard and the 
local police were notified. 

'It 11as believed that the attempted penetration Has an 
unplanned event performed by non-professional local 
individuals, probably as the continuance of a recent 
series of industrial and educational site break-ins 
which had been reported in the local press as having 
occurred in the area. 

OS/27/74 

" .' 
Gulf United Nuclear 
New Haven, CT 

' .... 

A guard I~ho hoped to improve hi s cha~ces for pr~lniotion 
fabricated an intrusion event. He admitted that he hud 
made it appear that a break-in and attempted burglary oc
curred. No material was stolen as a result Qf this ruse. 

U.S. Nuclear,Corp. 
Oak Ri dge, m . 

Noise and moving shadow observed by a guard performing 
a routine inspection of the fence. 1-Iessenger wire found 
cut in one 'spot at the bottom of the fence fabri·c. It 
ViaS dztermined that a penetration of the fence had not 
been aGhieved. No alarms from material access area doors 
occurred. Addi tional securi ty personnel and local law 
responded. 
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llucl ear Fuel Services 
En~itl, Til 

On the evening of February 23, 1975, IIFS notified the NRC 
that two unknm'/O individuals had been detected inside the 
protected area fence. The entry was detected When a bear.! 
of the intrusion detection systel7l \'las brokp.n on the lIest 
side of the plant. This vIas fol:o~led one minute lat~r when 
the beam was reported as having been broken again. tlFS' 
reported that a guard responded in thp security Vehicle. 
About tl'IO minutes later, as the vehicle started down the 
west side of the fence, the beam was broken and the 
respondi ng guard observed t'dO fi gures 1 eap frol7l the top 
of the fAnce and run off in a northl'lesterly direction. 
The 9uard was about 700 feet a'day I'{hen the individual s 
departed the p"otected area. The guard observed the i n
truders depart the immediate area via a railroad spur 
that enters the NFS protected area at the poi nt of esca~e. 
The guard did not pursue tl,e intruders immediately, al
though a general search of the are" vias reportedly made 
later. The sheriff's office was contacted. A deputy 
responded and assist~d in the search. Except for footprints 
near. the apparent poi nt of entry, no evi dence I'las found. 
The licensee searched the protected area, checked doors and 
tested intrusion alarms for operability. 110 problems I'lere 
detected. This intrusion occurr~d in the same genreal area 
as the attempted entry on 05/16/H. 

07/02/75 Kerr-ikGee Corp. 
Cimarror., :JK 

A former Kerr-i'lcGee employee arrived at gate armed with 
rifle (unloaded) and attempted to climb fence. She was 
apprehended and turned over to the sheriff's department. 

09./25/75 ~lassachu5etts lnsti tute of 
Technology (NIT) 

Boston, t')A 

Intrusion. An NIT student,'acting on his own, forced his'" 
way into the mr reactor facility. The containl7lent roor:t 
housi'ng and reactor ·appeared nCJt to have been entered. {io, 
damage to the reactor or loss ,of nucl ear ma teri al occurred. 
The person maki ng the entry subsequently turned ;,i;nsel fin 
at a Boston police station and stated what had occurred. 
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Three Mile Island 
Metropolitan Edison Co. 
Dauphin Councy, p~ 

At 6:50 p.m., January 27, 1976 an indivicu;}l in an auto",obile 
made an unauthori zed, uncontroll ed entry through an open gate 
onto the Three Nile Island site. He remained on the Island 
in the construction area for fifty minutes and then exited 
in his automobile through the open gate in an unauthorized, 
uncontrolled manner. 

When the north gate to the Island vias opened to permit an 
employee in his automobile to enter, the unauthorized 
automobile drove through the gate. Fifty minutes later 
the gate was again opened to per;;Jit exit of an authorized 
automobile. The unauthorized automobile then drove through 
the gate, nearly striking the glard. A description and 
l"icense number were obtai ned. 

Entry through the r.orth gate permi ts access to the fenced 
"mmer controlled area. ,The Uni1;.-2 construction site i, 

in thi s controll ed area. A second inner fence ~urrounds ti,e 
secured area \'/hich contains Unit-l, the operating facility. 
The secured area vias not opened. Ouri n9 the time the man 

'I'las on the' Island, searches wer,~ conducted in the vicinity 
of. Unit-l. tlo s~arch Ivas made at the south' en'd of' the 
Island which is'the construction area for Unit-2. 

Searches showed that no entry had been made through the 
security fence for Unit 1. In addition, no alarm IVas 
received from the fence intrusion alarw system, and 00 
abnormalities were found. 

The individual \'las identified by the state police. fie is 
employed as an electrician on Unit-2. ~embers of his 
family brought him to the Island where he \,Ias intervie'd2d 
by security personnel. The individual exhibited abnormal 
behavior patterns. Fuel present at site. 

02/25/76 Oi ab 10 Canyon 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
San Luis Obispo, CA 

An 'intruder activated the alarm at the information cent€r. 
tlo damage or materials missing. 
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04/22/76 St. Lucie 
Florida Power & Light Co. 

,St. Lucie County, FL 

FP&L commercial manager notified by ne'.;spaper that an activist 
group Houl d attempt to penetrate security at St. Luci e 1 on 
04/22/76 to discredit security at nuclear facilities. Fuel 
present at site. No penetration Has attempted. Apparent 
~u. ' 

04/26/76 Oyster Creek 
Jersey Central Power & Light Co. 
Toms Ri ver, NJ 

A neliS media representative informed Region I Office, 
Philadelphia that he had gained access to the protected area 
at Oyster Creek unchallenged. He allegedly entered the 
Administration Building lobby, Hhich is in the protected 
area, before beinn stopped. No vital areas Here compromised. 
Fuel present ?t site. 

05/12/76 Zion 
Corrmon\iaa1th' Edison Co. 
Lake County, 1L 

Rumored 'intrusion threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

07/18/76 Zion 
Commonwealth Edison Co. 
Lake County, 1L 

At 4:30 p,m. a car with t'IiO persons intruded into the owner
control I ed area bet\ieen the pI ant outer perimeter and the 
secul'ity fence striking one guard and attempting to run 
dO\m a second guard.' Four shpt~ were fi red at the Heei ng, 
vehicle, one of \"hich hit the fuel tank. Local police 

"',appreheRded and 'arrested the occupants ." The dri ver- appear~d " " ' 
to be under the influence of narcotics. Drug paraphenalia was 
found in the car. The occupants remembered no un 1 awful 
activity and ccmplained their car had been shot at \~hi1e, 

,'pass-ing ,a ,"manufacturing plant,." Fuel present at site. ", 
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Prairie Island 
No rth ;?rn Sta t2s ?o~oJer Co. 
Goodhue County, i·l~l 

Eighteen marchers attempted to enter site, apparently as part 
of an anti-nuclear demonstration. Three attempted to penetrate' 
the security fence and I~ere arrested. Fuel present at site. 

09/19/76 D. C. Cook 1 & 2 
Indiana & Michigan Electric Co. 
Bridgeman, HI 

At 12:05 p.m., a guard on mobile patrol of the OI,ner-controlled 
area reported to the central alarm station that she thought 
that she had observed someone in a train car near the cement 
mixing area. A search of the area produced no results. Fuel 
present at site. 

09/20/76 D. C. Cook 1 & 2 
Indi ana & Ni chi gan El ectri c Co. 
Bridgeman, HI 

A guard located at the V'isitor Center Guard House obserVed' 
11hat he thought ~Jas a male hunter on OImer-control1ed property 
at about 5:55 a.m. A search of the area adjacent to and in-
si de the protected area l'las conducted. No persons could be 
located. Also, no alarms were generated by the facility's 
systems during the period of concern and there was no evidence 
of tampering with the perimeter fence. Additional security was 
added. Fuel present at site. 

09/25/76 Indian Point 
Consolidated Edison Cci. 
Westchester County, NY 

At 3:42 a.m." a drunk dr;"ver drove into main vehicle'gate 
- damaging ·gates; No.sensitive'are·as ~rer-e pene·trated.· Fuel.' 

~resent.at site. ' 

10/03/76 Zion' 
COl!lmom~ea1th Edi son Co. 
Lake COI.lI1ty, IL 

At 10: 00 ~ .m. October 3, g'l'. a seventeen-yoar 01 d hi gh 
school student liho was cam"i n9 at 111 inois State Oeach 
Park, south of Zion Station, approached the southeast 
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corner of the protected area fence. His presence was 
detected by the intrusion syster.!. Two guards were dispatched 
to the scene. The intruder continued north on the beach 
(publ i c property) and broke an a 1 arr.! beam vlhen he cl ip1bed 
over the barbed wire barrier fronting the concrete f0rebay 
wall. As he proceeded south on the Vlalkl'lay of the :forebay, 
he was apprehended by the guards. He offered no re;istence. 
He Vias intervi~wed by the shift supervisor who turned him 
over to the Zion Police. The intruder's stated reason for 
comi n9 over the fence I'las "to see the reactor." fie was 
held by the Zion Police for a few hours and turned over to 
his father. Fuel present at site. 

04/19/77 Fort St. Vrain 
Public Service Co. 
We 1 d County, CO 

During a shift change an NRC Inspector who infrequen~y 
visits the facility and was not recognized, gained access 
to Vital areas of the plant without a security challenge, 
contrary to the facility's eXisting security program. Fuel 
present at site.' . 

11-77-02 .08/18/77 Ginna 
Rochester Gas & Electric Corp 
Hayne County, NY 

Indivi dual seeki ng ai d for a fri end after thei r canoe caps i zed 
climbed a fence and requested help over facility's PA system. 
Fuel ~resent at siEe. ' 
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111-07-01 OS/24/57 State of Texas Department of Health 

A 250 millicurie source of Cobalt-50 was reported lost. A 
search and investig.ation produced no resul ts. 

111-60-01 1960's NUi1EC 
Apollo, PA 

Hi gh unexp1 ai ned inventory difference coup1 ed wi th rumors 
of allegedly diverted material resulted in intensive in
vesti ga~i ons by federal 1 a\~ enforcement agenci es. NRC's 
involvement in this matter is detailed in a three volume 
report entitled "Inquiry into the Testimony of the 
Executive Director for Operations," dated February 1978. 

111-61-01 03/13/51 University of Chicago Clinic 
Chi cago, IL 

200 mill icuries of Strontium-90 was reported lost. It is 
believed that it had been inadvertently included in radio
active waste from the hospital pharmacy that was sent to 
the Argonne National Lab for disposal. 

111-61-02 04/10/61 Space Technology Lab Inc. 
E1 Segundo, CA 

A Strontium-90 sealed source (1.2 rnillicuriesl was re
ported lost. A search produced no results. 

111-52-01 04/26 to 05/02/62 Westinghouse 
Cheswick, PA 

Two fuel plates of HEU (40 gramsl valued at Sl,050 vlere 
reported missing. Site management believed that both plates 
were inadvertently chopped or recycled within the facility. 

111-62-02 07/16/62 National Lead Co. 
/'!ew York 

A natural uranium metal fragment (423 grams) was found by a 
trucl( driver for a 1 umber company that hel d a contract with 
the National Lead Co. The driver tried to find out the 
nature of the material by sending it to a college where it 
was later retrieved. It was concluded that there vias no 
evidence of theft and that the material probably cafile to the 
lumber yard accidently by adherence to a greased vlooden 
pallet. No threat to public health or safety. 
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Philadelphia College of Textiles 
and Science 

Philadelphia, PA 

A piece of natural uranium (192 grams valued at about 56) 
was reported missing. The metal was supplied to Nr. Van 
Zandt, a Congressman on the JAEC, by the AEC in early 1954 
for display use in speeches and atomic energy educational 
talks. Mr.· Van Zantlt concluded that· the natural uranium was 
inadvertently misplaced and may have been swept up in the 
trash following a meeting at \-Ihich he spoke. Mr. Van Zandt 
reimbursed the AEC in the amount of 56 for the material. 

111-62-04 10/06/62 Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Pittsburgh, PA 

Sixty-seven aluminum-clad natural uranium slugs \~ere re
ported missing. In March 1964, forty-one of the slugs were 
located in the possession of a scrap metal dealer in 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

III~63-01 07/21/63 Battelle Memori a1 Institute 
Columbus, OH 

Two samples of material (total contents .54 grams of uranium 
. valued at S6) was reported missing •. The material was 
believed to have been disposed of: 

rrl-63~02 10/04/63 Stevens Institute of Technology 
Hoboken, NJ 

One aluminum-clad natural uranium slug (4 pounds valued at 
572) out of a total inventory of 1389 slugs was reported 
missing. 

rII-64hOl 06/05/64 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Troy, NY 

One natural uranium slug (4 pounds Valued at S72) out Of a 
total inventory of .1,292 .aluminum-clad slugs was. reported 
missing. 
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I 1I-64-02 06/12/64 Pra tt & Hhi tney 

One .9 grams (1 inch by .894 inch) four mil foil of 93% 
enriched U-235 was reported missing. 

111-64-03 07/23/64 General Electric 
Vallecitos. CA 

One capsule (4.33% enriched) \~as reported missing. 

111-64-04 08/07/64 ~Iarquette Uni versi ty 
~Ii lI~aukee. WI 

One natural uranium slug (4 pounds valued at S72) out of 
a total inventory of 1.381 aluminum-clad slugs was reported 
missing. 

Ii 1-64-05 11/23/64 Tu'lane University 
Louisiana 

One natural uranium slug (4 pounds valued at S72) was 
reported missing. 

111-66-01 02/04/66 Case Institute of Technology 
Cl evel and. OH 

Eight aluminum-clad reject natural uranium slugs (31.5 
pounds valued at $570) out of a total inventory of 1.415 
slugs were reported missing. Case authorities stated that 
on 02/02/66 several tools were noted missing from the 
Nuclear Engineering Lab and it is possible that the slugs 
could have been stolen. Hazards from direct radiation 
standpoint we~e negligibJe. 

111-66-02 09/08/66 Columbia University 
New York 

Three slugs of natural uranium reported missing. (See 
Ill-67-02. ) 
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Wayne State University 
Detroit, NI 

The apparent loss of three one-gram uranium oxide reference 
sources containing a total of 1.38 grams of U-235 ~Ias reported. 
The sources were obtai ned from the Ford Hotor Company's 
Scientific Laboratory on 08/24/65. The sources had never 
been used and it was believed that the sources were accidently 
put in with dry active waste that was stored in the same area. 
The waste was shipped to the Nuclear Engineering burial site 
on 12/65. The last accounting of the sources was made in 10/66. 
During the routine 1/67 inventory the sources could not be 
located. 

111-67-02 03/01/67 ColUmbia University 
New York 

Five slugs out of an original total inventory of 1,448 slugs 
of natural uranium could not be located during a physical in
ventory. Lab equipment including the slug inventory had been 

'moved to a new area in 02/67. On 03/01/67 it was'reported that 
"eight slugs are now missing" (see III-6~-02) •. University 
personnel theorized that perhaps some of the students had been 
taking the slugs as souvenirs. The university had no other 
explanation as to the cause of the losses. The slugs (30 pounds) 
were valued at S550. 

111-67-03 P3/08/67 Drexel Institute of Technology 
Philadelphia, PA 

Inventory records indicate that 1,382 aluminum-clad hollow reject 
slugs were shipped to the Institute on 03/08/62. At the con
clusion of a 03}03/67 inventory only 1,381 slugs could be 
accounted for. The room nor.mallyoccupied by the sub-critical 
assembly was undergoing al terat; ons and the slugs had been 
removed and stored several weeks prior to the inventory. The 
slugs, 3.98 pounds valued at $72, ~/ere stored in a loc~ed room. 

27-4280 -76 - 01 
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Atomics International 
San Oiego, CA 

One aluminum-clad fuel plate containing 21.05 grams of U-235 
was discovered missing. Investigation later revealed that 
the fuel plate rid not contain any licensed material. 

111-67-05 10/03/67 Pennsylvania State Universi ty 
University Park, PA 

One uranium plated cylinder containing .057 grams of U-2~5 
was reported lost and presumed mistakenly disposed of. 

111-67-06 10/06/67 Unknown 

Three curies of Americium-241 \~as believed to have been 
acci dently di scarded wi th radi oacti ve \~astes. 

III~68-01 01/03/68 Nel~' York Un i vers i ty 
New York, NY 

Slugs. 3.6 kilograms natural uranium aluminum-clad slugs, 
out of a total inventory of 2,604 slugs, were found to be 
missing during a survey by Savannah River Operation. Slugs 
valued at Sl,144. 

111-68-02 01/29/68 National Lead Co. 
New York 

Two fuel plates, 3" x 37" x 15 mils containing 53 grams of 
U-235 total, reported missing from a relatively secure area. 
A search proved negative. 

111-68-03 02/26/68 National Bureau of Standards 
Hashington, DC 

The loss of ane 25-gram natural uranium oxide standard vias 
reported. The standard I'las to have been sent to Braz i 1, 
but was lost prior to shipi;lent. 
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111-68-04 06/24/68 Unknown (see 111-68-06) 

208 grams of highly enriched U-235 as U02 in stainless steel 
reactor subassemblies (unirradiated) reported missing. 
Nistaken for' unfueled subassembly which \~as buried as 
contaminated waste. . 

III~68-05 06/27/68-
07/16/68 

Columbia University 
New York 

One slug, 2 kilograms natural uranium as aluminum-clad slug, 
out of 1,440, was found to be missing during a physical 
inventory observed by an AEC inspector. Slug valued at 
$40 .. 

111-68-06 07/2~/68 Battelle ~lemorial Institute 
Columbus, Ohio 

A subassembly, 208 grams of 93% enriched U-235 as UO 
(unirradiated), was discovered to be missing during ~n AEC 
inspection. The missing subasse!7lbly was not found, but the 
subsequent investigation indicated tpat it had been ac
cidentally confused vtith an unrueled subasse!7lbly vthich ~ldS to 

•• 00 " •••• have been sent to Oak Ridge for burial as contaminated \~aste. 
The unfueled subassembly Vias found to hilve been stored and 
inventoried as a fueled subassembly ·si nce 1962 •. (See 1.1l-68-0iI 
above.) Value of subassembly vias $2,400. 

III-68~07 09/20/68 University of Florida 
Ta 11 ahassee, FL 

A container of reference sampl es (1'13 grams of 19.8'~ enriched 
uranium as aluminum alloy in reference samples) was discovered 
missing during an inspection by the AEC. The University 
conducted an investigation, The missing samples were located 
in the console.cabinet in the reactor building ·on October- 8, . 
1978. 

111-69-01 03/69 UnknOlm 

Two metal foil s (each 1\ grams 93~ enri chcd urani urn) reported 
missing and were located. 
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Purdue University 
Lafayette, IN 

An automobil e contai ni ng a total of 16 microcuri es of 
Iodine-125 in 25 kilograms of tagged soil samples was 
stolen. 

111-69~03 04/21/69 Nuclear Fuels Services 
West Valley, NY 

An irradiated fuel assembly containing 6 kilograms of depleted 
uranium and 12.6 kilograms of plutonium was incorrectly trans
ferred to the ~Iaste burial ground where it was encased 
in concrete and buri ed. The buri al si te is withi n the 
fenced area of NFS designated for this purpose. 

111-69-04 06/69 Kulite Tungsten Co. 
Ridgefield, NJ 

.Cube of uranium metal, 1.25" square 1.4l41~ enriched U~235} 
believed to have been stolen was offered as a sample of a 
100-pound cache available for sale. The cube, depleted 
uranium, may have been produced at Kulite Tungsten Co. 

111~69-05 08/01/69 JFK or Newark Airport 

Two calibration sets each containing a total of 818.1 
micrograms Plutonium-239 were reported stolen or missing. 
Sets were to be used in mining and prospecting. 

111-69~06 08/20/69 Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology {t-tIT} 

Four depleted fuel plates weighing 2.45 kilograms and 20 
grams of HEU reported missing or stolen. A thorough in
vestigation ensued. The material was promptly recovered. 

l11-70~01 03/02/70 Texas Technical College 
Lubbock, TX 

A physical inventory on rlarch 2, 1970, revealed that four 
slugs 117.1 pounds natural uranium as four aluminum-clad 
slugs} were missing out of 1,289 loaned to the college in 
1959 for a sUbcritical assembly. After a search. the slugs 
~Iere located on Narch 12. 1970. 
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Drexe 1 Un i vers ity 
Philadelphia, PA 

One natural uranium slug out of an Qriginal inventory of 1,382 
slugs was reported missing when the assembly was being crated 
for shipment. 1,380 slugs vlere packed. Secause of personnel 
changes at Drexel, this was not recognized as a shortage since 
current personnel vlere aware that a slug had been previously 
lost and paid for. They were not aVlare that the original 
inventory was 1,382 slugs. A search did not result in the 
recovery of the missing slug. (See 111-67-03.) 

III~70-03 06/15/70 United Nuclear Carp. 
New Haven, CT 

Four samples (16.1 grams of U-235 enriched substrate material) 
were received from United Nuclear Corp., Hematite, ~Iissouri, 
on June 1, 1970, and the fifth sample was received on June 6. 
All five \~ere signed for by the guard rec(!iving them, but 
vlere not logged in by the laboratory. United Nuclear 
Corp. became a\~are that the samples were missing after a 
phone call from Hematite on June 15. One of the containers 
used for the first shipment was found half filled w:th soap 
powder in a vlashroom, vlhere the janitor put it afte,. retrieving 
it (empty) from a waste basket in the chemistry laboratory. 
An extensive investigation was carried out. 

IJI-70~04 09/16/70 Western Nucl ear :·Iill 
Jeffrey City, WY 

Two of nine drums (1765.4 pounds of U Oa in the 2 drums) 
missing. Storage buildin9 found unloc~ea. Material was 
simll ar in appearance and assay to that delivered to a Salt 
Lake Ci ty bookstore. (Over 2:,300 pounds of yel1 o\'lcake was 
confiscated at the bookstore. Individuals who possessed the 
2,300 pounds stated they could supply 3,000 pounds of 
yellowcake per week, with the total being 400,000 pounds.) 

111-70-05 09/23/70 New York University 
New York 

One of 2,602 natural uranium slugs reported missing. 
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lil-71-01 02/16/71 NU:'IEC. PA 

35 pounds depleted uranium and less than 3 graAs of HEU 
found i n IiU~IEC employees home. :·Ia teri al ~Ias scrap and 
waste of no apparent use in ~Ieapons or nuclear research. 
Employee \'/anted oak crate that was i dent;fied for di sposal • 
Employee claims he took it and found material in it when he 
got the crate home. He vias afra i d to return it so he hi d 
it. The material was all recovered. 

111-71-02 03/21/71 Shippingport Power Plant 

Unirradiated fuel rod containing natural ijrpnium was re
ported missing from a display at the visitors' building. 
t·lissing item is a PHR-type blanket rod 10-1/2" x 7/16" 
containing natural uranium oxide pellets (134 grams.) 

111-71-03 04/19/71 Babcock & Hilcox Co. 
Lynchburg, VA 

On 04/27/71, B&H reported that a metal10graphic mount 
containing 1.6 grams of U~235 (97~ enriched) could not be 
located. It was believed that the material was placed in a 
regular waste can and disposed of. Value of material 
approximately S20.19. 

111-71-04 OS/28/71 General Electric 
Va 11 eci tos, CA 

Loss of four pellets of Pu02~U02 (Pu-mixed oxiC:es). 
Suspected that items had been dlsposed of in waste generated 
during the clean-up of a spill that occurred on 05/11/71. 
The barrels of waste .ihich apparently contained the four 
samples were picked up by Nuclear Engineering on 05/19/71 
and taken to the burial grounds in Beatty, Nevada. Total 
fissile content ~Ias .84 grams. 
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111-71-05 07/71 I,esti nghouse 
Ches'.;i ck, PA 

Ouri n9 a safeguards i nspecti on in S',Ii tzerl and, several fuel 
elements removed f.-Qm tlOK Unit 1 shol'led areas where the pin 
tubing was collapsed, indicating apparently missing fuel 
pellets. The NOK fuel was fabricated by \iestinghouse-
Cheswick and vias placed in the core of NOK-l in June 1969. 
The reactor vias shut down in June 1971 for Core I un 1 oadi ng 
and subsequent fuel examinati on. Bo th i:esti nghollse and flOK 
official s reported that "several" pins vlere noted to have 
collapsed areas along the fuel area of the tubing, indicating 
areas of apparently "mi ssi ng" fuel pel] et'i in the pi ns. The 
elements vtith these collapsed areas "iere not "leakers" as 
determined from the sipping oper2tion and \'Iere reloaded into 
Core II of NOK-1. This WJuld indicate that any "missing 
pellets" v/ere missing at the time of fabrication rather than 
missing as a result of erosion throush a leak during operation. 

- ~III-71-06 08/31/71 General Ator.1ics 
Fuel Operations Lab 

1 II-71-07 

San Di ego, CA 

A platinum boat and several platinum crucibles were reported 
stolen. The crucibles had been decontaminated and the plati
num boat cleaned in preparation for repai rs. It vias estimated 
that the maximum contamination on the crucibles was about 0.5 
grams uranium (93% enriched) and 1.5 grams of thorium. 
400 grams of platinum \~as subsequently recovered at the 
facility and an arrest was made. 

09/71 Howard Uni'lers1ty 
Washington, D.C. 

Slug consisting of 1.98 pounds of natural uranium lost. 
Slug valued at 542.46. 

I 

I 
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Brigham Young University 
Utah 

In October 1971, unauthorized personnel at Brigham Young 
University inadvertently sold a radiation device (irradiator) 
as scrap to a junk salvage yard in Provo, Utah. The reports 
did not indicate who had sold the device, but stated that 
the radiation source l'laS still in the device when sold. The 
devi ce is one vlhi ch I~as typi ca 11y used for cl ass room or 
laboratory work under an AEC license by authorizea personnel. 
The discovery that the device was missing was not made until 
September 1974 - three years after it had been sold. Univer
sity personnel located the device at the salvage yard in late 
September 1974. The radiation SOll)'ce was intact and no health 
or safety hazard vias present. Accordi ng to the sal vage 
dealer, the device was not moved from the time it arrived in 
October 1971 until its recovery in October 1974. 

111-71-09 10/71 Hydro-Jet Services Inc. 
Texas 

The president of the company reported that he had been 
offered $50 thousand per ~onth as a bribe for the use of his 
company's eqUipment in processing one-half million pounds of 
stolen yellowcake. An investigation did not disclose any 
stolen yellowcake or any clue to its existence. No inventory 
discrepancies revealed. 

111-72-01 03/23/72 United Nuclear Corp. 
New Haven, CT 

Rumored theft attempt. Apparent hoax. A former employee 
of United Nuclear Corp. informed a United Nuclear Corp. 
official that a theft of nuclear material from United 
Nuclear Corp. Vias being planned. The matter I~as investi
gated by federal authoriti es. No theft was uttempted. 
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Hos~i1:al 
Arcodia, CA 

Twenty-one capsul es of 1-131 were stol en from a hospi tal 
in Arcadia, CA. 

III~73-02 11/19/73 Walter Reed Hospital 
Wash i ngton, DC 

Two fission chambers (total 0.69 grams of U-235) reported 
missing. Probably inadvertently disposed of. 

1!1-74-01 04/23/74 Babcock & Wil cox 
Lynchburg, VA 

One of ten mounts containing uranium was discovered missing. 
An investigation indicated that the mount ~Ias probably 
disposed of as waste. 

05/09/74 Kerr-~lcGee Corp 
Cimarron, OK 

Allegation of possible theft of iI small quantity of SNt~ 
in the form of pellets in 1970. An investigation was con
ducted. No data was developed that a theft had occurred. 
Employees working at the plant at that time (1970) \~ere 
interviewed and kne'<I of no theft of pellets. 

Deerfield Beach 
Flori da 

A deVice, containing Strontium~90, used to measure the 
density of roadbeds, was stolen near Dep-field Beach, 
Florida in June of 1974. The device w. s 'dter recovered 
on a freeway overpass where an examination indicated that 
it had been tampered with. 
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Scenic General Hospital 
Cal iforni a 

Nine radioactive radium (no license required) needles \~ere 
stolen from Scenic General Hospital during August of 1974. 
The theft was not discovered until November, when hospital 
employees planned to turn the needles over to federal author
ities for disposal. The theft was apparently perpetrated by a 
night porter at the hospital, who was found in possession of 7 
of the needles. Another needle was found in the possession of 
an uncle of the porter, and a ninth needle I~as still missing. 
The police had not learned the motive for the theft, but 
stated it was elaborately planned. It included the removal 
of lead blocks which surrounded the needles in storage, one 
at a time, over a period of several days to reduce the con
tainer's weight so it co"ld be easily carried from the 
hospital. 

III-74~05 08/12/74 Tuskegee Institute 
Tuskegee, AL 

As a result of a physical natural uranium in'/entory, the 
Institute reported that it could account for only 2,429 
uranium slugs out of a total inventory of 2,440. The 
missing slugs could not be located. 

III~74-06 08/19/74 Fairleigh Dickinson College 
Teameck, NJ 

Two natural uraniun slugs reported missing after a physical 
inventory. The slugs could not be subsequently located. 

111-74-07 12/12/74 DuPont 
Gi bbstoviO, NJ 

THO Cesium-137 gauges I'lere stolen prior to Decel~ber 12, 1974, 
from a locked room at the E.!. DuPont de Nemours and Co. 
plant near Gibbstown, t'ew Jersey. The gauges had been slated 
for disposal. They were found in damaged condition after an 
anonymous phone call led to their location. Their discovery 
vias not made until several days after they were missed and 
came after a widespread search of the GibbstOl'iO area. 

J 
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Babcock & Wilcox Co. 
Apollo, ?A 

A woman in a bar mentioned "stuff stolen and brought to Va." 
The FBI investigated and found a janitor was removing main
tenance gea r. No SHN i nvo 1 ved. 

1ll-76~02 11/04/76 Nilton, NA 

Stolen automobile had Iron-55 and Cobalt-57 source in it. 
Hhen auto was recove-red, sources were missing from auto. 
The origin of the sources is unknown. 

II1-76~03 12/13/76 Bartl esvi 11 e, OK 

Chief Nuclear I'ledicine Technologist signed receipt letter 
for 100 microcuries 1odine-131 but did not verify actual 
receipt. Naterial could not subsequently be located. 

111-76-04 12/13/76 Kansas Ci ty Nucl ear Pharmacy Inc. 

Burglary of licensee's facility over the weekend of December 
11~12, 1976 resulted in 105s of 15 capsules containing 
1odine-131. Cash was also stolen. 

111-76-05 12/13/76 TWA Terminal in Detroit 

Four sources of radioactivB material stolen, one of which, 
Xenon-133 is NRC licensed. The sources ~Iere collocated ~lith a 
shipment of valuable furs and, therefore, theft of the sources 
may have been incidental to theft of the furs. 
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Cabell Huntington Hospital 
Huntington, WI 

On January 10, 1977, two packages of radiol sotopes 200 
millicuries of j·l01ybdenum-99/Technetium-99 (metastable) 
generator and 2 millicuries of !odine-131 capsules were 
discovered missing. On January 13, 1977 the two packages 
were recovered from the city dump. Oespite diminish-
ing radiation due to the isotopes' short half-lives, the two 
packages were located by fiRC personnel under one foot of 
se~lage sludge and five feet of compacted trash. 

111-77-02 01/24/77 Ralph K. Davis Hospital 
San Francisco, CA 

On January 24, 1977, NRC was notified of the theft of a 
delivery van containing 3-4 curies of various radiopharma
ceuticals (primarily Technetium-99 (metastable) and lodine-123). 
The theft occurred at approximately 4:30 a.m. on January 24, 
1977 in front of the hospital. 

111-77-03 February 25, 1977 DenVer, CO 

On Friday, February 25, 1977, three stolen lead cannisters 
of Cesium-137 were recovered after a ten hour search. All 
were intact. The sources, used for measuring moistuT'e 
content of soil, were on a pickup truck that had been 
stolen. 

111-77-04 04/18/77 Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory 
Pittsburgh, PA 

On April 18, 1977, a radiographic projector I"las accidently 
dropped into the ~lonogahela River. The 45-pound projector, 
containing a IDD-curie lridium-192 sealed source, was locked 
with the source in a safe position. The licensee planned to 
recover it. 
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St. Joseph Hospital 
Ki rkwood. Hi ssouri 

On t,lay 18, 1977, a package contai ning 1.15 mill icuries 
of lodine-131 in the form of one I-millicurie capsule and 
ten nominal IS-microcurie capsules was stolen from St. 
Joseph Hospital during the evening. 

111-77-06 05/30/77 Ni 11 i nchrodt/Nuc1 ear 
St. Louis, MI 

On r,jonday. May 30. 1977, a break-in occurred at the carrier's 
v/arehouse in Kansas Ci ty and a box conta i ni ng 2 mi 11 i curi es 
of 10dine-131 in less than 1 ounce of liquio I~as taken. A number 
of radios and electronic equipment ',:ere a1 so taken. The 
quantity of lodine-131 I'las similar to quantities used for routine 
medical therapeutic administration. 

.. ;. 111-77~07 07/19/77-
08/16/77 

A1-lF Tuboscope 
Houston, TX 

A nominal 400 millicurie Iridiu~-192 sealed source that was 
reported missing by the 1 icensee on July 19. 1977 was 
recovered on August 16, 1977. The source vias located in 
the home of a former employee of a competing licensee. 
The motivation and the manner in whi<:h the source was 
obtained were not determined. 

1II-77~08 09/10~11/77 Rappahanock County 
Virginia 

Over the weekend a Troxler soil density gauge containing 8 
millicuries of Cesium-137 and 50 millicuries of Americium-241 
was stolen from a Virginia Highv/ay Department trailer located 
in Rappahanock County. 
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111-77-09 09/14/77 Bethlehem Steel Corp. 
Sparrows Point, ~D 

NRC was notified on 09/14/77 that a 5 millicurie Cobalt-50 
source was missing from a shipment of thirty-two 5 millicurie 
and forty-two 10 millicurie sources sent to Bethlehem 
Steel's Sparrows Point plant from New England Nuclear. It 
was reported that a cap \'/as mi ss i ng from one of the two 1 ead 
pigs used for the shipment. A search producPQ negative 
results. 

111-77-10 10/10-11/77 Veteran's Administration Hospitai 
Cleveland, 011 

The licensee reported a shipment containing 1.27 curies of 
Technetium-99 (metastable), received at 4:30 p.m. on October 
10, 1977 ~/as missing' at the start of business October 11, 
1977. The supplier verified that the package was delivered. 
The shipment ~/as plllced in a basement refrigerator assigned 
to the Nucl ear r~edi ci ne Dept. The room conta i ni ng the 
refrigerator was appropriately locked when personnel arrived 
for work, but the package ~I1lS missing. No other material 
was mi ssi ng. 

111-77-11 11/07/77 Stillwater Municipal Hospital 
Stil h/a ter, OK 

II 1 -77 -12 

Approximately 101) Technetium-99 (metastable) generators, in 
storage for one to three years, were reported missing by the 
licensee. The generators were left in a locked room at the 
facil iti es formerly occupi ed by the hospital. The hospital 
moved to its present location during January 1976. Seven 
generator columns I'/ere found by police on tlovember 7,1977. 
The remaining generators were not recovered, Considering 
the age of the generators, the radiation hazard \'las considered 
minimal. 

12/06/77 Veteran's Administration Hospital 
Long Beach, CA 

On December 6, 1977 a nominal 100 millicuries Strontium-90 
ophthalmic applicator \'las scheduled for use, but was dis
covered missing. The storage box was reported to be properly 
labeled and was last seen and used on June 27, 1977. 

1 
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Doctors ;'~emori a 1 Hospi ta 1 
Carbondale, iL 

A one-millicurie Cesium-137 calibration source and its lead 
storage contai ner w~re found to be n1i ss i ng from the isotope 
laboratory. The source was made of solid epoxy and Cesium-137 
contained inside a 30 milliliter glass vial. The vial bore a 
label indicating that it contained radioactive material. The 
lead container ~/as not labelled or locked. A radiation survey 
of the hospital failed to locate the source. The loss of 
the source does not represent a significant health hazard. 

III-UNK-02 Unknown Dresser Industries, Inc. 
Dresser-Atlas Division 
Houston, TX 

During \~ell logging operations, a four-curie Americium-241 and 
Beryllium source contained in a logging tool became lodged 
in a \~ell near Cody, Wyoming, at a depth of 6,627 feet. 
Recovery efforts were unsuccessful and the source was 
cemented in place. The well was placarded to indicate that 
it contained l'adioactive material. 

III-UNK-03 Unknown Amersham/Sear1y Corporation 
Ar1i ngton He; ghts, Il 

T~/o 500-millicurie Promethium-147 sources shipped via air from 
Amersnam/Sear1e to the Columbia Scientific Industries, Inc., 
Austin, Texas, was not received, The sources were in the form 
of discs 3/8" in diameter and 1/8" thick with gold plated 
aluminum covering the radioactive material. Each source 
~/as contained in a small lead container ~/hich was sealed in 
a steel can. The can was labelled to indicate that it con
tained radioactive material. An investigation indicated that 
the shipment, for reasons unknown, was disposed of as normal 
trash by the air carrier and transferred to a landfill area 
located near Dallas, Texas. 
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Dresser Industries, Inc. 
Dresser-Atlas Division 
Houston, TX 

During well logging operations, a one-curie Cesium-137 source 
became lodged in an oil well located in Major County, Oklahoma. 
at a depth of about 1500 feet. Recovery operations were un
successful and the source I'las cemented in place. 

111~UNK-05 Unknown Beatrice Foods Company 
Chicago. III inois 

After extensive remodeling of the licensee's facility, a gas 
chromatograph containing a 250-millicurie tritium foil could 
not be located. All attempts to locate the chromatograph ~Iere 
unsuccessful and the licensee concluded that the device was 
disposed of viit normal trash following renovation of the 
facility. 'The outer container of the gas chromatograph cell 
was 1 abell ed to indicqte the presence of radioactive material. 

. ::11I-UHK-06 Unknolm Bell Laboratories 
Murray Hi 11, NJ 

During a routine inventory, a 142-microcurie Strontium·,gO 
source was found to be missing. A search for the missing 
source was successful and it was recovered intact in an 
unoccupied store room in the licensee's facility. 

IIl-UNK-07 Unknown U.S. Department of Commerce 
National Bureau of Standards 
Washington. D.C. 

T~lo water samples containing approximately 7 microcuries of 
tritium were reported lost during shipment to the Atomic 
Energy Research EstablishmclOt. Hat'l~el1. England. The samples 
were found several weeks later at the consignee's address. 
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TRANSPORTATION 

7/16/62 Lorain, Ohio to St. Louis, Hissouri 

T~/enty Cobalt-60 needles (5.3 to 10.'6 millicuries each) 
reported lost. Sixteen of the needles were recovered 
along the hi9h~/ay. Four needles (5.3 mi11icuries each) 
were not located. 

9/64 CEA, New York to CEA, Saclay, France 

Six .5-gram samples of plutonium destined for France ~/ere lost 
in shipment and not delivered until 05/05/70. The package 
containing the samples was discovered in a \~arehouse in its 
original shipping carton. 

8/66 Fort Worth, Texas to QUeens, flel'l York 

In August, 1966, a one-inch-long cylinder containing 300 milli
grams of radium (no 1 icense required) ~Ias lost in ship,"ent. 
The loss of the capsule I~as apparently due fo improper packaging. 
Despite an intensive search, using Geiger-counter teams, the 
capsule was never found. 

9/66 Seattle, Washi ogton to New Yol'!< 

A radium capsule (no license required), valued at S1,350 wa~ 
lost in shipment from Seattle to Hew York in September, 1966. 
This capsule contained 50 milligrams of radium. Despite 
the fact that this shipment ~/as properly packaged, when the 
crate arrived in New York the 1 id was loose and the capsule 
was missing from the lead container. A search failed to 
retrieve the missing capsule. 

12/15/67 Transit to France 

Six one-half g,'am Plutonium samples that I'lere reported as 
lost in transit to France in August 1964 were determined to 
be in the possession of the National Bureau of Standards. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 63 
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1/2/68 ~~esti nghouse to EAiiCO, Inc. 

Unknown grams of enri ched uranium in the form of U30g 
plated on aluminum cylinders that 'I/ere originally reported 
as lost ~/ere actually shipp(;d to Connecticut Yankee Nuclear 
Power P1 an t. 

3/5/69 Goodyear Atomic Corp., Portsmouth, Ohio 
to United Nuclear Corp., Hematite, Nissouri 

One cylinder (15.8 kilograms of U-235 as UF., 97% enriched) was 
one of a shi pment of three to UNC, p1 us fou? other cy1 i nders 
shipped at the same time to Kerr-/-lcGee at Oklahoma City. All 
seven cy1 i nders 'Here off-loaded at st. Loui s to conti nue by 
truck. One of the Kerr-l·lcGee cy1 i nders ~Ias 1 eft at St. Loui s 
instead of the subject (UNC) cylinder, 'I/hich 11a5 sent to 
Oklahoma City via Air Cargo Truck1ines. }Ihen Tl:.1I. personnel 
~c~iced the mistake, they arranged to exchange cylinders. 
Subj oct UNC cy1 i nder was p1 ac~d on THA f1 i ght 70 for return to 
St. Louis on /-larch 7, and UNC 11as so notified. On Narch 12 
the cy1 i nder had not arri ved and a search 11as i nsti tuted; it 
~/as found in the THA freight terminal in Boston with its 
contents intact. The cylinder. apparently had not been off
loaded in St. Louis, but continued on to JFK Airport in New 
York where it was transferred with other equipment for the 
continuation of Flight 70 to Boston. 

Contributing C3uses to the delay of this shipment were (1) 
heavy b.3Ck10g of air freight traffic because of American 
Airlines strike; (2) further backup of freight at Boston 
because of recent snol'/storm; (3) fail ure of UNC to follow 
shipment closely; (4) lack of protective signature service; 
and (5) tv/o similar shipments by GAT at the same time and via 
same route with different destinations. This incident pre
cipitated the publishing of 73.31 of 10 CFR Part 70 (Physical 
Protection of Special Nuclear /oIateria1 in Transit) as an 
effecti ve ru1 e. 

3/11/69 New York Ci ty to Frankfort, Federal 
Republic of Germany 

On Narch 11, 1969, a shipment of highly enriched uranium Has 
booked for departure from Ne~1 York I s Kennedy International 
Airport for delivery to Frankfurt, Germany on the afternoon 
of the 12th. The material did not arrive as scheduled. Five 
days later, on Narch 17th, it turned up in London 11here it 
had been apparently off-loaded in error. All seals intact. 
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06/08/69 S&\i lynchburg, 'Ia to K.'IPl, Schnectedy, IIY 

A trailer truck was hijacked and then recoveree ~fthin 24 hours. 
An REA crib Has on the truck vlith a Iilanifest indicating totlO 
items of interest to the AEC; 1} 1009 or U-235 and 2} a five
gallon drum containing one pound of radioactive material. 
These tHO items Here missing from the crib. A check at KAPl 
indicated that they Here already in receipt of both items. This 
meant that the items on the manifest had not been on the truck 
that was hijacked. The manifest for S08e reason still showed, 
incorrectly, the tvlO items in the truc~ that Has hijacked. 

7/11/69 Nonsanto Research Corporation, Dayton, Ohio 
to Houston, Texas 

On 7/11/69 a shipment, 15 gallon steel drum Plutonium-238 
Beryllium neutron source as Pu02 pO'l/der milled I·lith 
berylluim pOI·/der and excapsul ated ;n a stai nl ess steel 
capsule (four curies or 1/4 gram of Pu-238), Has in a truck 
that was stolen. Truck with source intact recovered on 
7/12/69. No radiation exposures involved. 

8/5/69 Naval Radiological Defense lab (NRDl), San 
Francisco, California to ATOMCHEM, Plainview, 
New York 

818.1 micrograms of Plutonium-239 in t~IO calibration sources 
never arrived at their destination. Such shipments normally 
take about six v/eeks. On September 4, the U.S. Border 
Patrol reported that some stolen material Vias in the vicinity 
of ~lontreal, Canada, and an invoice accompanying this material 
~Ias later identified as that accompanying the shipnlent. It 
Vias not knolm from where in the U.S. the shipment ~Ias stolen 
or Vlhether its theft ~la5 incidental to a theft of other 
materi al. The i ndivi dual vlho produced the i nvoi ce cl aimed the 
material was stolen from either JFK Airport or Newark, NJ. 
The calibration sources cost about $500 and do not present any 
hazard of safeguards significance. 

8/11/69 Aeroject-General Corp., San Ramon, CA 
to United Nuclear Corp., Wood River Junction, 
RI. 

About 42 kilograms U-235 (approximately 52~ enriched) in 
seven drums of uranium scrap \'las delayed by ordinary trans
portation delays. 

---- ---------
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10/24/69 D. Dougl as Lab 

Three 10-gallon cans of nuclear batteries \~ere lost in 
transit from Basil, Switzerland to D. Douglas Lab. Four 
batteries includ~d 167.8 curies of Promethium-147, b/o 
batteries 6 grams of Pluton~um-238 and one battery 3.5 grams 
of Plutonium-238. Four nOn-nuclear packages in the shipment 
were delivered. 

4/16/70 Gulf General Atomics (GGA) 
San Di ego, CA 

The event involved 5 to 7 grams of 70% enriched uranium in 
a 55 gallon drum as a D.00015~ solution in waste pickle acid. 

On April 16, 1970, a Mexican truck driver, under instructions 
to pick up a drum of acetone at GGA, reported by mistake to a 
1 oadi ng dock contai ni n9 an empty- aci d drum for return w the 
chemi cal supply company and seven drums of ~/aste to be pi cked 
up for disposal. Four of these drums contained pickle acid 
\~ith a few grams of uranium. A GGA employee misunderstood 
the Nexican's request for a drum of acetone (because of 
language problems) and, thinking he had come for the empty 
drum, pointed this one out to the Mexican who then v/ent to 
get his truck. Apparently realizing that he \~as to get a 
full drum, the Hexi can dri ver 1 eft the empty and picked up 
one of the drums full of ~/aste acid, which he loaded v/ith 
the help of a couple of GGA employees. By the time the mis
take was real i zed and action taken, the truck was in Tijuana, 
~lexico. The materi al ~/as returned to GGA as soon as an im
port license could be obtained to bring it back across the 
border. The incident was investigated. 

4/28/70 El dorado "li ni ng, Canada to 
Hestin8house, Columbia, South Carolina 

The shipment, 100 kilograms U02 (natural) in one drum, 
cleared customs in Buffalo and then was not heard from until a 
search was insti tuted by Hesti nghouse on May 21. The drum 
vias d~livered by truck on tloay 21 to Columbia. S.C., from 
Charlotte, fl.C. Cause of the delay is not known. 

---•. ----~-,---------,-------
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Kerr-}\CGee Corp •• Ci:narron, Olllahoma 
to Goodyea r Atomic Corp. Portsmouth, 
Ohio ' 

The shi pment. 56. Z II il ograf01s (93~ enri ched) in fi ve drums, 
was due on 1,Iay 19 but did not arrive that date. It was 
traced to AA terminal in Dallas (Flight 2.2.5 on Nay 17) 
and I'las finally located in an outdoors outbound l~otor 
Freight Storage area at the AA ter~inal in Dallas on 
Nay 25, 1970. (M at Dallas normally ships out drums 
only by truck.) Contributing to the delay in locating 
the shipment were: (a) AA had not provided Protective 
Si gnature Servi ce as requested by Kerr-~lcGee; (b) con
tainers were incorrectly described on computer-prepared 
"uniform airbill"--AA employees at Dallas were looking 
for cartons; (c) a large backlog of freight had accumu
lated at the Dallas terminal because of a teamsters 
strike; (d) Kerr~NcGee did not have SOP for tracing 

.. overdue shipments; and (e) Kerr-McGee did not report 
failure of shipment to arrive until four or five 
days after they were a~/are it was overdue. 

1/20/71 La rami.e, Hyomi n9 

At approximately 1:05 a.m. a Tri-State truck containing 
a shipment of spent reactor fuel was fi red upon by two 
men driving a 61 blue chevy. The sedan ini tially passed 
the truck going in the opposite direction. As the two 
vehicles met, one of the men in the sedan threw a large 
rock which shattered the windshield of the truck. The 
sedan then turned around, a3ain passed the truck, and a 
shotgun l'/as fi red at the tra il er. HO~/ever. there was 
no penetration of the skin of the trailer, and the cargo 
was not damaged. 

The driver and assistant driver were armed with revolvers 
and reportedly fired 12 shots at the sedan after it had 
pas sed. No i njuri es. 
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1/20/71 Ft. Collins, Colorado 

A car attempted to force a Tri-State truck off the road. 
Incident suspected to be labor related. This incident 
occuned the same morni ng another Tri -State truck I'las 
shot at just north of the Colorado border in Wyoming. 
No damage to cargo. 

3/24/71 Texas Instruments, Attleboro, 1·laine 
to Ledoux & Co., Teaneck, New Jersey 

Five gram sample U30a (931 enriched) was reported missing 
enroute, but materlal did arrive, late. . 

10/6/71 Canada to tlFS, Erwin, Tennessee 

HFS had received SNM from Canada without an import license. 
The SII~l (approximately 1.4 kilograms of uranium-zirconium 
scrap) was imported from AECL through the port of Buffalo. 
The uranium had been purchased by AECL from the U.S. and \~as 
therefore Canadian owned material entering the U.S. The 
SNN was listed on the entry document as "return of U.S. 
material" and was shipped by El Dorado of Canada to Buffalo 
on 9/14/71 and clearing customs at Buffalo on 9/15/71. 
Customs 'investigated. 

12/1 !71 Gulf United Nuclear Fuels, 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Shipment consisting of four 55-gallon drums containing 21 
kilograms of U-235 (931 enriched) was reported missing but 
arrived late. Shipment left Los Angeles Airport November 29, 
1971, via United Airlines cargo flight 2855 destined for 
JFK and transferred to Associated Air Flight at N.Y. on 
November 30, 1971; then transferred to Ha~lk$ Trucking on 
November 30, 1971. Hawks transferred to Art & Lou Trucking 
Co., on December 3, 1971. Drums were at premises of Art & 
Lou Trucking Co. in a locked truck in a locked building 
with a locked fence. Delivered December 4, 1971. 
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Idaho lIuclear Corp. to 
Atomic International 

A capsule containing approximately 59 grams of plutonium 
reported apparently missing. The assembly, ~Ihich \~as presumed 
to contain the capsule, had been returned to Al on 1/20/70 
from Idaho Nuclear Corp. Apparent loss or non-receipt of 
capsule was not discovered until 4-11-72. InVestigation 
conducted by AEC and AI revealed the slug had never been 
returned to AI. ~laterial accounted for. 

, 

2/13/73 Ledoux Inc. to Gulf United Nuclear 
Corp., Connecticut 

Sixty grams of U-235 (93% enriched UF 6) reported mis5ing 
enroute, and then located by freight company. 

08/30/"14 Grand Junction, Colorado to National 
Lead Co., Ohio 

Reported loss of two samples of uranium concentrate from a 
rail shipment between Grand Junction and National Lead. The 
rail car had arrived with a replacement seal. From an in" 
spection it appeared that at least one sample jar ~Ias 
missing. One of the two boxes of samples in the shipment 
had been opened, packing paper had been removed and there 
was an indentation indicating that a jar had been moved. 
The car left Grand Junction August 6, arrived at National 
Lead August 16 and unloading began August 30. 

On August 3, 1974, it was determined that t'IiO sampl e 
jars were missing and that a second car had a replacement 
seal, but no material was missing. The book value of the 
missing concentrate was S4.32. Total loss involved .47 
pounds of uranium. 

I 
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National Nucl ear Corp. to AECL, 
Canada 

A Pu-238 source slli pped to Atomi c Energy of Canada Limited 
(AECL), Chalk River, Canada, on 01/27/75, via Railway 
Express Agency (REA) was reported not received. The 
source ~Ias contai ned ina DOT 61,\ shi ppi ng conta i ner as 
part of a fuel rod scanning system. The shipment con
sisted of five items of which four were received at AECL. 
Both REA and National Nuclear tr'aced the shipment and 
determined that the source had been shipped from the 
Oakland terminal, REA on 3/20/75, instead of being shipped 
1/27/75 with other items of consignment. REA confinned 
that item vias enroute and estimated to arrive at AECL 
about 4/3/75 and VlolJid report arrival at transfer points 
and destination. 

-6/23/7 5 Anchorage, Alaska to Houston, Texas 

Schlumberger, Inc., Houston, Texas, reported to Region 1'1 
that a truck shipment containing a sealed source, originllting 
in Anchorage, Alaska, on 6/5/75, in transit to Houston, was 
lost. Licensee traced it. The sealed source reported lost on 
6/23/75 was located on 6/25/75 in a shipment delivered to 
another Houston consignee. Item in custody of licensee and no 
damage incurred. 

7/31/75 Abbott Laboratories 
Ne\~ York 

Four packages of radiopharmaceuticals were stolen from a 
truck near Paramus, N.J. Packages contained in vitro bits 
of Iodine-125 with a total activity of 140 millicuries, 
New York Police recovered items and returned them to an 
Abbott representative in N.Y. 

10/24/75 Ladysmith, Virginia 

Mallinchrodt Chemical Works, a radiopharmaceutical company, 
reported loss of package containing 10 Iodine-131 diagnostic 
capsules (100 microcuries each). Loss discovered in Ladysmith, 
Virginia. 

L-____________________ ~~ __ ._~ __ _ 
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06/16/76 Tennessee to 'Ii rgi ni a 

Possible surveillance of Tri-State vehicle. 110 incident 
occurred. 

9/10/76 Ne\~ York Ci ty, Ne'li Yo rk 

A 10 millicurie package of Technetium-199 was misSing from 
a stolen pharmaceutical truck. Technetium-199 is a licensed 
item with a half-life of six hours used for medical tracing. 

8/29/77 Tri-State, Wheeling, West Virginia 
Region 2 

On August 29, 1977 a Tri-State vehicle carrying 10\1 enriched 
fuel assemblies ran into a road full of nails near Wheeling, 
Hest Virginia. Ilhether this incident was coincidence or labor 
related is unknown. 
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VA UDAll St'l 

02/22/7 4 Hontague, NA 

The top 3/4 of a SOO-foot meterological to'lier ~Ias 
toppled by the deliberate loosening of the guying cables. 
The tower was instrLmented to record environmental data. 

Summer 1974 Troj an 
Columbia County, OR 

Vandalism a problem during construction; an intricate 
web of hand-shaped copper tubes smashed by hammer. 

Summer 1974 Zi on 
Lake County, IL 

Valves and switches found in wrong position; other 
valves repeatedly failed. Disgruntled employee sus
pected. Fuel present at site. 
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Indian Point 
Consolidated Edison 
Westchester County, NY 

A fire, resulting from arson, caused $5 mi1lion damage to 
Consolidated Edison's nearly completed Indian Point No.2 
plant. The fire was set on the first floor of an auxilliary 
building which housed control panels, cables, and pumps for 
the facility. The reactor building and generator bUi'lding at 
the s1 te were not endangered by the fi re and there lias no 
release of radioactive material. During the course of the 
investigation of this case, a group call ing itself "Project: 
Achilles Heel," sent a letter to the tlew York Times saying 
"Indian Point Guerrillas" were responsible for"ti1efire. 
An operating mechanic at the plant WilS arrested for the crime 
and later pleaded guilty to arson in the third degree. The 
man was on duty at the plant at the time and was reported to 
be one of the first persons on the scene of the fire. Some 
support for the mental incompetence of the employee was 
evidenced. Fuel present at site. 

07/23/75 Nuclear Fuels Services 
West Vall ey, NY 

Fire destroyed an equipment storage barn. Arson was sus
pected and i nvesti gated. 
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FlREARt4S-RELATED 

Mill stone I I 
Northeast Utilities 
New London County, CT 

A small pistol was found in a portable toilet on-site and 
turned over to local police. Fuel present at site. 

VII-75-02 04/14/75 .. Point Beach 
Wisconsin Electric Power Co • 
Manitowoc County, WI 

An unknown person fired rifle or pistol shots into a junction 
box located on util i ty owned 1 and at Poi nt Beach, Wi sconsi n 
(totalling several hundred acres around the site). The 
junction box ~Ias not located wi thi n the protected area. The 
event occurred approximately one-half mile from the actual 
boundry of the protected area. One of the lines, a telephone 
line, cut by the shots into the junction box carried an 
alarm signal from an outbuilding where gauges and other 
valuable non~nuclear items were stored. The junction box 
and alarm line were non-essential to the site's' safeguards, 
and there was no evidence whatsoever that the facility had 
been "targeted" or threatened. Fuel present at site. 

VII-75-D3 OS/27/75 Zion 
COlll11onwealth Edison Co. 
Lake County, IL 

At approximately 1:58 a.m. on May 24, 1975, a car with high 
beams on and contai ning four persons approached to \~ithin 
75 to 100 feet of the Zion 1 & 2 Illinois, north gate 
station. This station is the entrance to the owner con
trolled area, not protected area, and is used for traffic 
monitoring purposes. The protected area fence is 150 
feet south of north gate station while the entrance to 
the protected area is further removed from the scene of the 
alleged event. One of the occupants of the car got out 
and allegedly fired a shot. The guard assumed the prone 
position. A second shot vias allegedly taken at the guard. 
The guard did not return the fire. A second guard manning 
the north gate station was on patrol in the area and did 
not hear any shots. The car immediately departed the 
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area. Zion police responded within one ~inute (the police 
station is five blocks from north gate station), but could 
not locate the car. The police did not find any spent 
cartridges roor where the bullets hit. All information 
concerning this event came from the sole guard manning the 
gate at the time. There ~/ere no witnesses who could provide 
additional information or corroborate the guard's narrative. 
Fuel present at site. 

VII-76-01 09/21/76 Oavis-Besse 
Toledo Edison Co. 
Ottawa County.OH 

Four rounds af ammunition for 105 millimeter recoilless rifle 
found on beach near the si teo It apparently washed ashore 
after having been dumped by a nearby artillery range into 

'Lake Erie during the period 1945-1950. EOO was cabled for 
assistance and detonated the rounds. Fuel not present at 
site. 

VII-77-01 02/06/77 U.S. Nuclear Corp. 
Oak Ri dge, TN 

At about 1:35 a.m., February 6, 1977 a U.S. Nuclear security 
guard heard a single gunshot and observed a flash of light 
believed to be a muzzle flash. The sound and flash were from 
off-site but near the boundry. The guard assumed he was under 
attack, fell to the ground and fired four pistol shots in the 
direction of the observed light flash. Other security personnel 
and local police responded to his request for assistance. 

A search of the area disclosed no evidence of the origin 
or motivation for the off-site firearms discharge. The 
moon was full and the weather clear. It had been re
ported that poaching deer hunters had been active in the 
area. 

Subsequently, it was revealed that the guard haq fabricated 
the event and was discharged. 
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VII-77-02 07/17/77 Palisades 
Van Buri en County, 111 

An anonymous telephone threat was received at the site 
at 5:37 p.m. on Sunday, July 17, 1977. The caller stated 
that he was going to shoot the hell out of the place that 
night. Authorities were notified and security precautions 
taken. No unusual activities or incidents \~ere noted at 
the site. It was speculated that recent layoffs may have' 
motivated the anonymous caller. 
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SABOTAGE 

VIII NONE. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

General Atomics 
San Diego, CA 

Reported unauthorized transfer of 27 grams of HEU (total of 
1 gram of U-235) in the form of coated uranium particles 
from General Atomics to San Diego State College. All 27 
grams were returned to General Atomics. 

01/20/73 Duquesne Light Co. 
Pittsburg, PA 

General threat to 20 reactors in northeast. Apparent hoax. 

11/74 Kerr-r~cGee Corp. 
Oklahoma 

Contamination with minute amounts of plutonium of Kerr-HcGee 
employee that probably could not happen in her normal work 
environment. Contamination mechanism unknown. No conclusive 
evidence of Pll smuggling. Employee involved in dispute over 
faci 1 i ty safety. 

12/16/74 Kerr-·r"cGee Corp 
Oklahoma 

Scattering of low-enriched uranium pellets in the form of 
UO? and pellet fragments diverted from authorized areas and 
strewn about the grounds. Pellets probably thrown from area 
of two exit doors in manufacturing building. 

05/08/75 Forked River 
Jersey Central Power & Li ght Co. 
Forked River, New Jersey 

Guards found lock on entrance gate missing at 3:00 a.m. on 
05/07/75. Telephone threats received. Fuel not pr'esent at 
site. 
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10/15/75 Ca 1 vert Cl iff 5 
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. 
Calvert County, ~IO 

At 5:00 p.m., a securi ty guard found a gate on the 27-ft 
level of the Auxilliary Building had be&n opened by re~ 
moval of a hinge pin. No indication of entry into vital 
areas, Vlhich are alarmed, was noted. Fuel present at site. 

12/02/75 Palisades 
Consumers Power Co. 
Van Burien County, MI 

State police advised Consumers Power Company of threat made 
by resident of South Haven, rHo Individual is a mental 
patient. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

10/22/75 Pi 1 grim 
Pl ymou th, I·IA 

The individual involved in an apparent bomb threat appeared 
at the public sharefront area around 5:00 p.m. He departed 
\~hen a police cruiser appeared. Fuel present at site. 

03/04/75 Oi ab 10 Canyon 
Pacific Gas & Electri c Co. 
San Luis Obispo ~oun~y, CA 

General threat. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

03/05/75 Di ab 10 Canyon 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 
San Luis Obispo County, CA 

~lap found with site circled. Other circled areas indicated 
areas to be bombed. Fuel not present at site. No bombs 
located and no explosions occurred. 

a7-428 0 - 78 - 64 

I 

I 
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05/05/76 Grand Gul f 
Mississippi Power & Light Co. 
Cl a i borne Co un ty, ~lS 

Call placed from site to radio station to pass on story 
of threats. Apparent hoax. Fuel not present at site. 

05/12/76 Zion 
Commonwealth Edison Co. 
Lake County, IL 

Rumored threat to take over plant relayed to Zion. Rumor 
never substantiated. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

06/02/76 Rancho Seco 
Sacramento Municipal Utility District 
Clay Station, CA 

Threat by radical group. Apparent hoax. Fuel present at site. 

06/16/76 Union Carbide Corp Research Center 
Sterl ing Forest 
Tuxedo, NY 

A male individual in an auto parked near the visitor 
parking area was apparently taking photographs with a 
large lens. He later drove off when apparently it became 
obvious to him he was being observed. 

07/26/76 Farley Nuclear Power Plant 
Alabama Power Co. 
Houston County, AL 

Apparent hoax threat. Daniel Construction Co. manager at 
Farley received a call from an unidentified male at 2:55 p.m. 
stating he represented a national terrorist group and there 
\'/ould be trouble that day at Farley. A similar call was 
received at Radio Station HOOF about the same time. Caller 
i dentifi ed himsel f as a member of the Internati onal Terrorh i: 
Group for the Destruction of all flucl ear Pl ants. He stated 
Farley Nuclear Plant will be destroyed. Labor problems had 
occurred at Farley over the past month and certain groups were 
on strike. Fuel not present at site • 

• "~ ________ m~~~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
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Shoreham 
Long Island Lighting Co. 
Suffolk County, NY 

A crude bomb was discovered, by a gas station attendant, 
attached to the gas tank of an auto that he was servicing. 
The auto was owned by a steam fitter who was employed by a 
subcontractor at the Shoreham site. No bomb threat was 
made against the Shoreham site. The incident appears to 
be related to a labor dispute. Fuel not present at site. 

09/23/76 North Anna 
'1EPCO 
Louisa County, VA 

At about 10:00 a.m. three employees, all involved in pipe
fitting activities, were discharged. Two reportedly had 
not been providing adequate supervision over their areas 
of respon,si bil ity and the th i rd was di scharged for i rn
proper op(;ration of an argon gas valve which may have beer. 
related to the death of a worker. The pipefitters protested 
the above'firings and became disorderly, prompting VEPCO 
to call in the State police. Approximately 25 police 
vehicles responded and about 80 workers were removed from 
the site. Fuel present at site. 

12/21/76 Salem 
Public Service Electric & Gas Co. 
Sa 1 em County, NJ 

The security force under Y.O.H. Security Incorp., struck 
at 3:30 p.m. where upon licensee implemented prearranged 
contingency p1an which provided for weapons qualified 
part~time non~Y.O.H. guards to be supplied. Fuel present 
at site. 

• 
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Hatch 1 & 2 
Appling Cou'nty, GA 

On February 22, 1977, a construction employee had 
a fight with a Georgia Power Co. employee somewhere on 
company property, but not in the vicinity of either nuclear 
unit. After the construction worker was fired and ordered to 
1 eave company property, he attempted to run down a sec uri ty 
guard with his private vehicle. The guard dodged the car, 
drew his weapon and fired one shot at the tires of the 
receding car. The vehicle was not hit. Subsequently, the 
construction worker was arrested and the guard suspended. 
Fuel present at site. 

03/02/77 Teledyne Cast Products 
Pomona, CA 

On Hednesday, Harch 2, 1977, Los Angeles County Radiation 
Control staff received a call from the Inglewood Fire 
Department regarding burning material tentatively identified 
as being radioactive. A fire had started after a carton had 
fallen about three feet off a loading dock and broken open. 
The package contained four metal cans, each about the si ze of 
a 2-pound coffee can. One can split open and the contents were 
burning. The outer carton was unmarked as to its radio-
active contents. 

The shipment, compacted discs of thorium powder, was marked 
as "Nagnesuim Grain Refinery" and the inner cans were 
marked as pelletized magnesium thorium powder. 

03/22/77 Turkey Point 3 & 4 
Dade County, FL 

At 4:00 a.m., Narch 22, 1977, a maintenance employee at Turkey 
Point was arrested by county authorities and charged with 
possession of narcotics and explosives. The charges resulted 
from a search of the employee's residence, and police officials 
characterized the incident as a routine narcotics arrest. 

The employee was a maintenance journeyman mechanic. He 
was suspended and denied access to the plant until his 

.. 

-----... ----------------~.-----------------------------------------------
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1)(-77 -03 (cont.l 

IX-77~04 

case was resolved. The site Security Director interviewed the 
employee who stated he in no way intended to do any damage to 
the plant and that the explosives and guns (no automatic weapons) 
belonged to a friend. Fuel present at site. 

,12/29/77 t·li 11 stone 
New London County, CT 

Three watchpersons were suspended on Thursday. December 29, 
1977 and fired on December 30, 1977 for possessing and smoking 
marijuana while on duty. Fuel present at site. 
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PURDUE 
1uJ1W~!TY DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Hon. Sen. Abraham A. Ribicoff 
(lJairman 
Governmental Affairs Committee 
U.S. Senate 
Washirl6ton, D.C. 

Dear Senator Ribicoff: 

27 April 1978 

',' 

\ .. ' 

A~ members of your staff who are currently working on the omnibull 
anti-terrorism bill probably know, I have lectured and published 
widftly on the subject of counter-nuclear terrorism. In this connec
tion, ·I will be presenting a major address on the subject next 
week in Washington at the National Bureau of Standards/Defense Nuclear 
Agency conhrence on "The Role of Behavioral Science in Physical Se
curity." My paper, "Strategies nf Counter-Nuclear Terrorism: The0ry 
and Decision on the Frontiers of law Enforcement and Criminal Justice," 
will be presented at 9:00 A.M. on Thursday, May 4, at th~ Hospitality 
House Inn at Arlington, Virginia. A copy is enclosed for your infor
mation. 

I am writing to indicate that I would like to serve your committee in 
ita important work in any way tlat I can, and would be willing to serve 
as a witness, consultant, etc. Moreover, I would surely be pleased to I 
send along copies of my many journal articles on the subject of nuclear 
terrorism should you find them helpful. If a member of your staff would 
be interested in meeting with me next week while I am in Washington, 
they may feel free to contact me at the hotel from May ~ ~ 

Many thanks for your interest in this inquiry. Y 

~~e ~'l Rccilalion Building 
Co - ~ Wesl lafayelle. Indiana 47907 . ;".,0 

S cere , .[" I U. I-\.. 
l,,~J '\. 

Us Rent Berea 
A BOciai;e Profesaer 
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Louie Rene Berea 
Asnociate Professor of Political Science/Purdue UniversitY' 
Ph.D., Princeton University, 1971 

PROFESSOR BERES is a specialist in international relations and inter
national law with particular reference to ~trategio and world order 
stUdies. Hie current writing and research center on nuclear war and 
nuclear terrorism. A Special Report on nuclear terrorism was colllllissioned 
by the U.S. Arms Control ~nd Disarmament Agencr in 1977, and Professor 
Beres i. current1:r completing work on APOCALYPSE: NUCWR CATAsrROPHE 
IN WORLD POLITICS. During hia sabbatical leave in the fall 1977 semeater, 
he will alllO be serving on the New Directiona (Waahington) Task Force, 
Reducing the Risk of War and Violence; accepting an invitation to apeak 
at the University of Zurich's (Switzerland) Forschungaetelle fur Politische 
Wil!lBenacha.tt.; participating in the Harvard/MIT Arms Control Sendna.r and 
str~tegic ProblelllB Working Group; presenting an address to th,e University 
ot Nebraska's Hendricks Symposiua on American Politicli and World Order; and 
beginning work on a new book (Houghton-Mifflin), PEOPLE, STATES, AND 
PLANRl' EARTH: DIVERSE PATHS TO WORLD ORDEn REFORM. 

PROFESS(R BERES' publications include THE MANAGDIENT OF WORLD l'CfInlR; RE
ORDERING 'llHE PLANEr: CONSTRUCTING ALTERNATIVE WORLD FUTURES; TRANSFORMING 
W<lUll POLITlCSj PUNNING ALTER.NATIVE ~IORLD F\JTURESj THE LEARNING PACKAGE 
IN WORLD CRDER STUDIES; FIRST STEPS IN BUILDING AN ARK OF REN&iALI S'l'UDENT 
VIEWS OF WORLD ORDER; and gevel'61 dozen articles in major nationtil and inter
national journal". A membor of the Peace and World Order RelOurce Network 
of the Inatitute for World Order and an Editor of the MONOGRAPH SERIES IN 
WORLD AFFAIRS, Profe.BOr Beres is a frequent partiCipant and panel chair
man at orofe.sional meeting! and conferences. The recipient or 1lIIln;y nationtil 
awards and fellOWShips, he has taught at Princeton/ the University of 
Illinois, and Sioon Frailer University (B.C., Canada) as well all at Purdue. 

PROFESSrn BERES wae born in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1945, and spent moat 
ot hie years in New York CitY'. He now resides with his wife Valerie and 
daughter Lisa Alexandra in West. Lafayette, Indiana. 
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PUELlCATIONS BY PROPESSOR LOUIS RENE BERES UN SLBJECT uF NUCLEAR T~ORISM 

TERRORISM AND Itfl'ERNA'l'IC,N!lL SECURITY: THE NUCWF. THRFAT. a Report to the 

U.S. Arms Control and Disar~'ment Agency, August 1977, to be published in 

CHITTY'S LAW JOURNAL, Toronto, Canada, forthcoming; "Tbe Nuclear 'l'hreat 

of Terrorism," INTr.RNATIONAL JOURNAL OF GR0UP TENSIONS. Vol. 6, Nos. 1/2. 

1976, pp. 53-66; "International Terrorisr.. and ''';orld Order~ The Nuclear 

Threat." STANFORD JuURNft.L OF INTERNATIONilL S'rUDIES, Vol. XII/Spring 1977, 

pp. 131-146; "The Threat of Palestinian Nuclear Terrorism in the r-'J.ddle 

East." Itfl'ERNATlONAL PROBIEMS. Vol. XV, Nos. '/4. Fall 1976, pp. 48-56; 

"Arab Terrorists Mav Use Nuclear \':eapons," i~ARIV (in Hebrew. ISl'<lel), 

Saturday NaGazine, April 23, 1976; "Terrorism and the Nuclear Threat in 

the Middle East," CUhltEln' HIS'fORY, Januolry 1976, pp. 27-29; "Guerrillas, 

Terrorists. and Polarity: New Structural !'bdela of iiorld l'olitics," ~.'ESTERN 

l'OLlTICAL QUARTERLY. Vol. 27, No.4., December 1974, pp. 624-636; "lli£ 

§unt Draconcs: The Nucle<lr Threat of In~"rnationa.l Terrorism," 'l'EF.RORISM: 

AN INTEfu'lATIONAL JvUfulrtL, forthcomilllo!; "'the Ev~r-Violp.nt Middle East," in 

W.P. Lineberry' 5, ed., THE S'l'RUGGLE 1l0AINST '.'llik0RISM (New York, The Re

ference Shelf, 1977), PP. 76-8'01; "The Nuclear Threat of Terrorj sm," Hi-

TERNATl0NAj.- :'l'UDIBS NOl'ES. International Studies Association, forthcomin-'!; 

"Strategies of Counter-NuQlear Terrorism, \I National Bureau of Standards/ 

Defense Nuclear "",eney, 'i'HE RULE u~' bEfkVIUHAL SC1EhCE IN PHYSlCAL SECtiRlTY, 

ProceedillJ:!s I 1';"y ) 978; lind the forthcoming book 1 APOcALYPSE: NUCLEAR 

CATAS'l'RuPHE IN 't;CRLD POL1'I'IC:3. 

---------------- ------------ ------ __ 1 
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STRATEXlIES OF COUNTER-NUC.LFAR TSliliORlSM; THEORY AtllJ DECISION ON 
THE rnOH'I'IERS CF lAW HO?(;EloWlT AND CRIKI.NAL JUSTICE 

Louis RenJ beres, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Politlcal Science 

Purdue University 

Presented to the Conference on The Role of Behavioral Science in 
Physical Security, Third Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C. !lay 4, 1978 
....................................................................... 

Introduction 

Lenin once remarked; ''\Ilithout a revolutionary 
theory, th,al'e is no revolutionolry practice." The 
same rel"tionSldp applies between the theory of 
counter-nuclear terrorism and effective counter
nuclear tlJrrorism in practice. \iithout the for
mer, the latter is impossible. Recognizing this, 
the following paper proposes further research to 
construct a theory of counter-nuclear terl~rism 
from w~:!ch viable strategies, should thllY ever be 
needed, could be systematically derived. 

On August 22, 1977, ! submitted a report to the United states Arms 
1 

Control and Disarmament Agency on tho subject of nuclear terrorism. This 

report, "Terrorism and International Security: The Nuclear Threat," was 

commissioncd by ACDA in April 1977, and represents the product of one 

summer's research effort. The report identifies effective mean~ of pre

venting nuclear terrorism (c!eter.·ence) and limiting nuclear terrorism 

1. Nuclear terrorism is de:ined as the use of nuclear explosive.1 , radlo
logical weapons, or nuclear reactor' sabctag'~ by insurgent ~roup5. 
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if prevention fails (situation management). These means are derived 

from a rUdimentary theory of counter-nuclear terrorism which: (1) is 

founj6d upon an aw~reness of differences between terrorist ~ro ~s on 

the balance of risks that can be taken, ~nd (2) correlates d~terrent 

and remedial measures with tho charactaristic risk calculations of the 

different types of terrorist groups. 

The Need for Further Research 

'vlith these facts in mind, this paper proposes further research 

to refine and expand this theory with particular reforence to the construc

tion of a deciSion-making taxonomy suitable fo'r l)se by policy-makers in 

crieis or pre-crisis situ~tions. This ~axonomy, in which strateg13s of 

counter-nuclear terrorism would be differentiated according to the parti

cular category of risk-calculation involved, could provide a rationally

conceived behavioral technology fer dealing ,lith terrorist nuclear threats. 

The need for such a behavioral "technology" is underscored by the 

following two points: (1) the central task of effective counter-nuclear 

terrorism lies in distinguishing contin~encies of reinforcement according 

to the particular type of terrorist group in question. and (2) at the 

present time, scholars and policy-makers continue to expend all of their 

---- --- --- --- ---- -- -- --
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efforts on the search for a luechanical "fixll to the prospect of '1uclear 

terrorism, with no concern for the truly crucial behavioral aspects of 

the problem. ~uclear terrorism cannot be prevented solelY by additional 

guards, higher fences, and other protection devices. Sooner or later, a 

detel'lIlined terrorist brouP will be able to by-pass these measures and 

gain access to fissionable materials, assembled nuclear weapons, or nu

clear power plants. \I'hat can work to prevent nuclear terrorism (or at 

least offer ~ 'hope of successful deterrence) are strategies that are 

directed toward affecting the behavior of terrorists. The search for such 

different.iated st,rategies dennes the theoretic£.l and public-policy "core" 

of the needed research. 

Why Strate"ies of Counter-Nuclf'.ar Terrorism? Rationale of the N~l".ded l\esearch 

From the and of the eleventh century, when a :·!uslim sect, known as 

the Assassins (a translation from Hashishaya) willingly sacrificed their 

own lives in pursuit of what thoy considered to be righteousness and sal

vation, special difficulties have been involved in dealing with terrorists. 

Not until very recently, however, have these difficulti'3s entailed the 

prospect of nuclear cutastrophe. 1'oday, the failure of counter-terrorist 

strategies ca,,} give rise not only to locally destructive acts of rage and 
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violence, but to enormously dalraging events trigc;ered by nucle<lr weapons. 

The reason for this state of affairs lies largely in the fact tr~t 

the ability to Dcquire and use nuclear weapons has now passed into the 

hands of private individuals and tlroups. Coupled with the orientation t<.> 

violence of terrorists, their relative insensitivity to orthodox thredts 

of deterrence, and the growth of inter-terrorist cooperation, this abilHy 

siBnals a perilous drift toward nuclear insur6ency. A brief look at this 

situation follows.' A detailed explanation of these four factors which. ta-

ken together. suggest a compelling need for the proposed research. can be 
2 

found :In Appendix A. 

2. For additionDl information on these ,factors, see the follo"~ng publi
cations by Professor Eeres: Terrorism and International Security: The 
Nuclear Threat, a Report to the ~.S. hrrus Control and Disarmament Agen
cy, August 1977, to be printed in Chitty1 s Law Journal, 1oronto, Canada, 
forthcoming; "The Nuclear Threat of Terrorism," International Journal 
of Group Tensions, Vol. 6, Nos. 1/2, 1976, pp. 53-66; "International 
Terrorism and liorld Order: The Nuclear Threat," Stanford Journal of 
International Studies, Vol. XII/Spring 1977, pp. 1.31-146; "The Threat 
of Palestinian Nuclear Terrorism in the Jld.ddle East," Intern? tiona 1 
Problems, Vol. XV. Nos. 3/4. Fall 1976, pp. 48-56; "Arab Terror
ists I~y Use Nuclear weapons," j4aariv (in Hebrew, Israel), Saturday 
Magazine, April 23, 1976; "l'errorism and the Nuclear Threat in the 
i-'d.ddle East," Current History, January 1976, pp. 27-29; "Guerrillas, 
Terrorists, and Polarity: New St,ructural Nodels of liorld ?olH.ics," 
Western Political Quart~, Vol. 27. No.4., December 1974, pp. 
624::()36; "Hie Sunt Dracones: The Nuclear Threat of International 'rer
rorism," Terrorism: An International Journal, forthcoming; "The Ever
Violent Mid:ile-E:lst," in W.C. Lineberry, ed., The Str~gle Ar;ainst 
Terrorisln (New York, l'he Reference Shelf, 1977), pp. 7~82; "The 
Nuclear 'fhreat of 1'errorism," International Studies Notes, Interna .. 
tioml Studies Association, forthcoming; and the forthcoming boo~:, 
Apocal.ypso: Nuclear Catastrophe in Vorld Politics. 
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Pr~cis of the Problem 

1. The increasingly easy access of terrorists to nuclear weaponry 

(either hy t.heft. of assen.bled systems from military stockpiles 

or by self-development from plutonium that has been pilfered 

from nuclear power plants) dnd nuclear reactors. 

Compelling evidence now exists that nuclear wP4pons storage areas 

can be penetrated successfully; that fissionable materials needed 

for the fabrication of fission bombs or ra~!a~~9n Q~~R~r~~ d~V~9~~ 

are inadequately protected; that the design and nanufacture of a 

highly-destructive nuclear weapon is no longer a difficult task tech

nically; "nd that sabotage of nucled.r reactors can be accomplished. 

2. The indiscri:ninate use of violence by terrorists, 

Today's terrorists are sui ejeneris in one important respect: they 

no longer operate according tc a code which defines a sense of pro

portionality in t lie use of force, or which distinguisheo between 

combatants and non-combltants. Viewed from the standpoint of nu

clear terrorism, the random exercise of unrestrained violence SUb

geats that the amount of suffering to be inflicted is limited only 

by the availability of weapons resources. 
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3. The relative insensitivity of terrorists to ordinary retaliatory 

threats. 

Today's terrorists are typically insensitive to threats of retalia

tory destruction, either because of the preeninent value which they 

attach to certain goals, or because of the difficulty that is in

volved in locating them. As a consequence of this insensitivity, 

the essentinl dynamics of deterrence that lie at the heart of inter

national security processes are immobilized. They do not work. From 

the standpoint of the threat of nuclear terrorism, this 3u~~estB that 

where diplomatic forms of persuasion pro~e useless, strategies of pre

emption may have to be taken seriously. 

4. The trend toward growing cooperation among terrorist groups. 

Today's terrorists are engaged in increasingly high levels of inter

group cooperation. The implications of such cooperation for nuclear 

destruc~ion by terrorists are at least four in number: increased op,' 

portunities for acquiring nuclear weapons; the proliferation of "pri

vate" nuclear weapons throughout the system; the spread of expertise 

in handling nuclear weapons; and the growth of reciprocity in such 

areaa as forged documents and safe havens. 
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Phases of tho Needed Research 

To create the decision-making taxonomy, I propose the following 

two ba~ic phases of research: 

Phase I. An in-depth exploration of the six critical conditions which 

determine terrorist stance on the balance of risk$'"~t can 

be taken in pursuit of particular ohjectives. These conditions 

are as follows: 

1. Terrorist perceptions of the utility of nuclear violence. 

2. Terrorist aliGnments wit~ states. 

J. Terrorist. alignments with other terrorist brouPS. 

4. Terrorist receptivity to positive cues or sanctions 

a.s opposed to negative oneS. 

5. Terrorist pe~ceptions of patterns of counter-terrorist 

cooperation among states. 

6. Terrorist percept-ions of sympathy and support. from others 

in th~ ~national and internationa.l milieu. 
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Principal Research Guestions 

Tc accomplish the p.~oposed exploration of these six basic condi

tions, the research mu!'taddress the following eight principal ques

tions: 

1. To what extent, if ~ny, are the risk-calculations of terrorist 

actor.s affectEld by the belief that inc:r'easingly-destructive modes 

of insurgency are gainful (i,e., in their own best interests)? In 

thie connEIction, special attention must be directed toward under

standing w.l.ys in which sucr. a belief might be reversed. 

Historically, many violent acts of terrorist groups have alienated 

popular support and ba~n counter-productive to political objectives. 

As examples, we may point to the Stern Gane (especially the murder 

of Lord Moyne in Cairo in 1944, which inspired the Jewish Agency to 

launch a counter-t.errori st campaign); the Front de Liberation 

Quebecois, FIR (especially the killine of French··Canadian Cabinet 

Minister L9.POL"te); the Halayan Terrorists of the 1950s; thE' OAS 

in Algeria; the 'furkish PImple's Liberation Army; the U .5. ~;cather

men; and the Netherland's South .... ollucan terrol-ist\'!. 

It is werth pointing out, however, that- the practice of terro;.· and 

cruelty can occasionally elicit support and admiration as well as 
-~..., 

.' 
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revulsion. In writing doout the history of bandits, for example, 

Eric Hcbsbawm has indicated that bandit.s have often become herop.u 

not in spite of their terrible cruelty (cruelty, incidentally, be

side which seme oxalcples of modern terrorism pale into inSignifi

cance), but because of it. The here image stems not from their pre

sumed ability to right wrongs, but to avenge. In describing the 

Colombian violencia during the peasant revolution of the years after 

1948, Hobs~wm points out that bandits who chopped prisoners into 

tiny fragments before whole villages and ripped fetuses from preg-
3 

nant women became instant heroes to the local population. 

w~at this suggests, from the pojnt of ,view of effective counter-nu

clear terrorism, is that the ability to convince terrorist groups 

that nuclea;r violence is apt to be self-defeating may be impossible 

ln certain contexts. ln such cases, where resort to nuclear terror 

may actually generate adlld.ra~ion and suPPOt·t, efforts to prENent this 

terror must center on other ~~ses of deterrence. 

3. See Eric Hobsbawm, Bandits (New York, Dell, 1969). 

27-428 0 - 78 - 65 
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2. To what extent, if any, are the ris)(-calculations of terrorist 

actol's al.'l.'e,cted by alignnl'mts with state actors? And how, there

fore, can l~e use what we ~now about such effects to devise an 

e.rf'ective Munter-nuclear terrorist strategy? 

It would appear that such aliGnments encourage terrorist inclina

tions '~o nutlle,ar violence in two ways: ( 1) by direct assistance 

from st.ate <tliies, in the f"rm of weapons, material aid, and S'~fe 

havena; and (2) by the progressive alteration of international 

power config,t\rations in favor of terrorist ;"ctors. 

3. To what exten'~, if any, are the risk-calculations of terrorist ac

tors affected by geographic dispers,ion among, and intenningling with, 

stato actors'] Since terrorists do not occupy a piece of territory 

in the mannal' of states, they are not susceptible to orthodox threats 

of deterrencEI. The proposed research, therefore, must examine how 

effective cot~tcr-nuclear terr?rist efforts rr~ght be reconciled with 

the reality of geographic dispersion. 

Terrorist intermingling with state actors may (1) 6ive rise t~ 

alignments be~ween states that are d~icated to cotmter-terrorist 
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purposes; (2) inhibit the foroation of cont~nplated alliances 

where split 6~apathies between states are in evidence; or (3) 

fractio~,te existing alj6nments that are cross-cut by such a 

split. "!hils the fil'st pos3ibility would appear to put a damper 

on terrorist adventurism, the other two possibilities seem fraught 

with opJlOrtunity for terrorists to wreak havoc with impunity. In 

this Gonnection, it is iMportant to pOlnt out that the effects of 

the second and third possibilities could conceiYably include some 

fundamental reali6nments of power between states; indeed, they might 

produce a genuinely realiGned ,;lobal structure. 

4. To what extent, if any, are the risk calculations of terrorist actors 

affected by their relation!) wit;h "host" states? Since terrorist. r..c-

tors operat;e within the framework of tndividual states, the character 

of the relationship between "visitor" and "host" may affect the nabi-

lity of counter-nuclear terroti~t me"sures. The propo~ed Iltudy, there-

fore, must ask: How miJht we exploit what is known about such rela-

tionships in curbing t.he threat of nu.:lear tprrorism? 

Tel'rorist ;;roups, of c'Jursa, do not occupy a piece of tcr!"itory in 

the manner of states, but neces3arily operate from Within states. 

_~_____ _ _____________________________ -..1 
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Where the targets of terrorist attacks are located within their own 

states (~national insurgency), the terrorist orgdnization i5 

anathema to its own government and enjoys no protection from the 

principle of sovereignty. However, whpre the terrorist target is 

located within ano"her state (international insurgency), it may en

joy hath the blessings of its "host" stE.te and safety from acts of 

retaliation. 

The effect of the second condition, i.e., terrorist targets located 

in other states combined with a supportive host state, is to embolden 

terrorist behavior. Here, since counter-terrorist measures necessarily 

require infringeu,ents upon the sovereignty of host states, these mea

sures inevit;,bly impinge upon delica,t;e interm.tional legal concerns. 

Hence, unless the target states of terrorists are willing to turn their 

backs on legal/jurisdictional niceties, and initiate pre-cs:.ptive or 

retaliat~ry strikes on terrorist bases, it is these states - rather than 

the terrorists - who are put on the defensive. 

5. :I'o what extent, if any, are the risk-calculations of t.errorist actors 

affected by their rel<ltions with other terrorist groups? And how taght 

we exploit what we know about sucn ties to devise an effective strategy 
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of counter-nucle~r terrorism? 

Some of the evidence here is &enuinely startling. Links l~ve now 

been est.ablished between such tlroups as the various Palestinian or-

ganizations, the Tupalll<1ros, the Fl.Q, the IliA, the Basque Liber<ltiol1 

Front, the Baader-j'lcinhof Ilroup, the ~'urkish Popular Liberation 

Front, and the. JaP'l-nese Red Army. Occasional~, joint operations 

are staged, as MIS the case with the Lod Airport ;".assacre in May 

1972, which we.s carried out for the PFLP by Red Army Atlents that had 

received training in Syria. 

6. To what extent. :if any, rni;;ht the decisional calculi of terrorist 

actors be receptive to positive cues or sanctions as opposed to 

negative ones, "nd exactly '.-Ihich re',..olrdd seem t 0 warrant considera-

tion? In thio connection, special attention must be dirccted to 

studies of child rearing, \<Ihich indicate withoverwheJ;ning regularity 

that positive sanctions (rew<ll'ds) are generally far-more effective 

than ne6ative ones (punishment). 

The reasonableness of such a stratellY is also enhanced cy its pro-

hable long-term systemic effects. Just as violence tends to beget 
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more violence, rewards tend to generate mol'e rew-ards. By the in

cremental replacement of negative sanctions with poaitive ones, a 

gro\'ling number of actors in world politics, terrorists as well as 

states, are apt to become habituated to the jdeology of a reward 

system, and to disengage from the dynamics of a threat or punish

ment system. The cumulative effect of such habituation is likely 

to be a more p.eaceful and harmonious ·,.I)rld and national system. 

Some of the problems associated with such a strategy in a world sys

tem founded upon the principles of realpolitik - problems to be 

dealt with in the proposed research - conc~rn the appearance of 

"bribes." Even H a str,~tcgy of posj tive sanctions is worked out 

that locks exceptionally promising,' the public reaction to it may 

be exceedingly unfavorable. ~~tters of honor and courage, therefore, 

may mitigate against the operation of positive sanctions in counter

nuclear terrorist strate6ies. 

Another problem asuoc1ated l<ith the operation of positive sanctions 

in such strategies centers on the poasibility that some terrorists 

who display the self-sacl'ificing value system of Fudayeen thrive on 
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violent action for its o~m sake. They are unconcerned wIth t.he 

political obj"ct or matters of personal sain. Here, we are l:P 

against a brick wall, the rc.ductio ad absurdum of deter'rence lo

giC, since the only incentives that might be extended to deter 

acts of violence are the opportunities to commit ~uch acts. 

And then there is the "blackn'ilil" ,:-roblem. The habitual Use of 

rewards to dis'courage terrorist violence j 0 apt to encourage t.er

rorists to extort an ever-expanding package of "gifts" in exchc.nge 

for "eood behavior." Here, we must confront the prospect of terrorism 

as a "protection racket" on a global scal~. 

7. 'Io what extent, if any, are the risk:'calcula tions of terroristn 

affected by inter-sta.te pat~erns of counter-terrorist cooperat.ion? 

And how, therefore, might such p<.iterns be created? In priltciple, 

the surest path to success in averting nuclea~ terrorism li03 in a 

unified opposition by states to terrorist activity. Yet, at least 

in the inmediate future, this kind of opposition is assw'edly not, 
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4 
forthcoming. The proposed study, therefore, must nsk: What 

cooperative patterns between particular states can cope wit.h the 

problem at hand? 

In this connection, special attention musu, be directed toward such 

options as exchange of intelli,;ence data concerning terrorist groups; 

bilateral agreements on extradition; I!lutual judicial assistance con

cerning dcts df terrorism; mult11ateral infjltration of terrorist or-

ganizati~ns to gather jnformationj improved border checks; exp. .. nded 

use of the media to publicize terrorist inclinations and inter-group 

ties; and separate negotiations with selected droups to fractionate 

their bonds and atomize their operations. International cooperation 

could also take the form of hi~hly l~oited and particularistic acts, 

e.g., the willingness of Kenya to allow Israeli planes to refuel during 

the Entebb~ miSSion, and the assilltance of three ambassadors from 

4. It is sometimes sr6ued that un effective international agreement 
among all stat"s to COI,It:--:lt terrorism is pNcticable, since all states 
share a co~on interest in obstructing t~rrorism. This argument rests 
on the mistaken assWllption that all states will always value the proper 
functioning of the international diplolliatic system oore highly than 
any other preference that might be obtained through terrorist activHy. 
It is, therefore, an erroneous and dangerous argument, very much liko 
the argument that illl states will agree to halt. the proliferation of 
nuclear weapons since it is clearly in their common interest to do 50. 
Regrettably, everything that is known about the realpolitiker's paradigm 
of foreign policy behavior Jnitib~tes against accepting the assumption 
that states ,,111 risk Significant cooperative ventures in an 
anarchic worIe! system. 
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Moslem states durinJ the Han3fi ,':Oslem sillge of \':ashington D.C. in 

l~rch 1977. 

8. To what extent, if any, are the risk cal(:tllations of terrorist 

<lCtors affected by the deJree to ,~hi()h their policies evoke sym

pathy and support from others: Since almost all acts of terror 

are essentially propagandistic, it is important to lU1derstand 

their desired effects on selected publics in order to prevent es

calation to a nuclear option. 

Sympathy and support of terro~iBt groups in the international com

munity suggests an opportunity :Cor such groups to in('rease th.,ir 

strength and step up their activiti¢s with minimal :Cear of inter

ference. Unless the trend tOHard such support :Ls quickly and surely 

altered, it will certainly convince terrorists that policies of 

violence will be l'e,l!1rded rather than punished. 

Summary of Principal Research Questions 

By considering those eight· basic questjon~, the proposed research 

can begin the search for a "behavioral technology" to reduce ';l:e chances 
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of terrorist nuclear violence. A s with 0.11 othc;r ,;roups of hur.a.n 

beings, terrorists acquire a repertoil'e of behavior under the par

ticular contingencies of reinforcen,ent to which they nre exposed. 

The "trick" is to understand this repertoire and to use it to inform 

the differential reinforcement of alternative courses of action. Once 

this is <:\one, the spectre of nuclear terrorism can be confronted with 

counter-measures that are 6round,~d in a systelT:ltic body of theory. 

SUl!Imlry of Phase I HethodoloBY and Research St.ra tegy 

The proposed Phase I resp.arch must be informed by hypotheses that 

represent tentative expl"nations of the eight. pri!:cipal research quefi -

tions. These hypotheses must link the risk-c(\lculations of terJ'(Irist 

actors (as dependent variables) to corrective steps (as independent va

riables) whj.ch might be expoJcted to affect these calculations. 1'0 in -

vestigate these hypotheses, a n~ber of appropriate analytic models must 

be created "herein thc stipulated connecticns that are presumed to obtain 

between independent and dependent variabJes can be explored. In effect, 

these analytic models would represc~t different configurations of world 

policy processes which vary according to the precise pattern of remedial 

steps involved. 

J 
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paralleling the major reseo.rch questions and their respect.i·/e hy

potheaes, these models must 'focus upon such policy processes as tll~ 

following: steps to convince terrorist actors that nuclear violence 

would generate broad-based repulsion rather than support; steps to cur

tail "heterot:eneous" alit:nments between terl'orist and state actors; 

steps to discourage states from ofi'ering "hospitality" to tenorist ac

tors within their borders; st~ps to fractionate bonda between terrorist 

groups; steps to'deve;l0p strategies of "positive ~anctions" to apply to 

terrorist actors; step3 tc create workable patterns of counter-tarrorist 

cooperation between states; and stept! to ),mpair sources of public sym

pathy and support for terrorist excesses. 

The mode of investiGation must reflect strict adher~nce to the basic 

canons of empirical-scientific inljuiry.,' This means that clflclusions I<bout 

tho dependent variables must be derived in conformity >'ith the requirenu;.nt,s 

of logical consistency, and that the value-maximizing properties of the 

iDOdels must be rigorously deduced before they a I'll subjected to the tests 

of correspondence with eu~iricel materials. 

After the analytic models haw been suitably explored, Phase II studl' 

must get underway, and recommennations must be offere,! for the considClra

tion of policy-makers, In arrjving at these recommendation5, attention 
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must be directEd to both the desirability and feasibility dimensions 

of the proposed remedies. 1'his two-part concern derives from the Ull-

derstanding that the chances for implementation of particular strategi~s 

define a criterion of reasonableness that is every bit as im~ortant as 

the inherent attNctiveneos of these strategies. 

Phase II. The development of a decision-naking taxonomy which reots 

upon the findings of Phase I research, and which differ en-

tiates strategies of counter-nuclear terrorism according to 

the particular catogory of riok-calClll.a.tion involved. 

To accomplish such development, 1 propose the 
identification of 

six principal 

types of terrorist group acccrding to the group1a rosition on two primary 

dimensions: (1) Degree of Commitment to Political Cbjectives, and (2) 

Utilization of Criminal Tactics {i.e" robbery or "expropriation" to se-
5 

cure funds). Since the first dlmension would h<.vo three possib~:e forms 

50 While all terrorist Groups arA, of course, "criminal" in th'a broad mean·· 
ing of the term, as it would btl used in the pr,,?Osed taxonomy 'that term 
would apply to only ordinary criminaJ. tactics ubed 1:.0 secure funds, Hence, 
groups that do not utilize such ordinary tactics would be characterjzed 
as "non-cx'iminal." 
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(High, I-klderatc, or low) and the second dimension ~/ould have two pousible 

fOl."lllB (Criminal or Non-Crimin;l.l.), au basic types of terrorist 6fOUP 

would be conaidered. Each type would display ~ distinctive stance on 

the balance of risks that can be taken in pursuit O~· particular prf!fer-
6 

ences. The following chart lists the six basic t:'pes of terrorist 

group that would be used in the decision-waking taxonomy: 

Group Type DSBree of Co~tmunt Utilization of Cr!Jninality 

High Non-Crimir;.;l 

2 High Criminal 

:3 lobderate Non-Crirr·inal 

4 rioderate Criminal 

5 lo~t Non-Criminal 

6 low Criminal 

These six types ranga rrom what rrdght be ttlrmed "pure altruism" (Group 

Type Number 1) to what comes very cloae to being "pure criminality" (Group 

6. With the intl'oduction of a number of "intervoning variables" into the 
basic types o~ models (e.g., group types utilizing ordinary triminal tactics 
C.:lul.d be aubdivided according to l'2'l'rticular forma oJ: such tactics), several 
subsidiary types of terrorist 6l"oup C.ould also be considered.. 

--_._------------------------
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Type Number 6). Psychopathic or nihilistic terrorism can f~ll under 

the heading of either Group Type Number 5 or Group ",';,'pe Ntunber 6. To 

create the decision-making ta:xononw from these aix basic types or ter
An exploration of 

rorist group, I l1ro})<.)se (i) 1\ the chara ct.eristics and modus 
an exploI\.\tion of 

operandi of each group typa, and (2) A tho various forms of 

CCiur,t.er-nuclear terr,Jrist strategy that appear appropriate to each par-

ticular type. The resultant deciaion-making ta:xonom;r vlould represent a. 

theoretically-inforined p,1an that correls.tes each of the six group types 

with a high~v-detailed set of recommendations and prescriptions. ~ 

tailed S\l!DlIl!lry of these six terrorist j{roup types can be found in Appendix B. 

To clarify these proposed <lperations of Pl)ase 11 resellrch, let us very 

briefly consider Group Type ~ul1lber One. This type of terrorist "roup is 

charbcterized by a High degree of cOlrmitment to political object.ives and b~' 

an absence of criminal activity. Hence, the self-sacrificing value system 

of fedayeen is in evidence, and the group dOllS not secure needed funds 

through "e:xpropriatory" activiti~s. 

In view of the particulal' ordering of pre~:rencc5 associated with this 

par! .. ic\.1ar tJ'Pe of tllrrorist 6rouP - an ordering which assigns far Jreat,er 

value to political objectives than to ;>ersonal carety -the hsk would bl! t,) 

identify and pNbe a rall&e of deterrence Options that i'octlses lipan threats 
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to obstruct political objectives. :Juch ()pt.i~>ns woul.d include: (a) ways 

of: convincing the group th;. 1, its resol't to nucl el!r violence would Ini 1,i-

gate against political objectives hecause such violonce would stiffen in

cumbp.nt. resolve and alientate vital bases of popular support, and (b) 

the use of positive sanctions, whereby cert.ain l'e\lnrds or concessions 

which relate to political objectives are promised in exchange for t.he non-
7 

use of nuclear vi-:lence. 

7. The posaible use of posithe sanctions has been left ('ut of exi~ting 
studies of counter-terrorisln; Yilt, it might prove to be one of the !~ost 
worthwhile ways of: affscting the decisional calculi of terrorist Jrcups. 
Indeed, since "Ie now live in a world wherein the execution of cprtain 
terrorist threats could have genuinely calAmitous effect.s, responsible 
authorities can no long!'r c,lways afford 'lke a Mrd line position 
against making concessions. Such cuncess~ '. however, 3hould be based 
upon a systematicaJ.ly-forr.lulated hiera.r~hy . concessions that has been 
worked out in ad-Jance o.f a particular incident or crj&js, rather than 
upon ad hoc judgments. Recognizing this, the propo:l~d study must include 
the development of S\lCn a hierarchy, ranging from the UlOst e'1.sily sat.is
fied fin:mc:!al demands to tho most $I<eeping transfOrll'lltions of: govern
ment poliCy and personnel. .;it.h such a hierarchy in hand, responsible 
officials could enter into a protracted barGaining s:i.tuation with prospec
tive nuclear terrorists, pursuing a concessionary'policy' that is consis
tent with predetermined calculations of tolerable losses. 
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In reference to the tnvestigation of the other five group types, 

the proposed rtlsearcn must a.lso focus upon det.eI'rence· options that 

involve: (c) ways of exploiting the ordinar;' cri:nirul characteris-
8 

tics of certain terrorist brDUPSj (d) threats of mild punishment) and 

(e) orthodox threats of ph,)"sic:llly punishing retalia.tion. Nhere 11 

particular group type is expected to value the violent act itself more 

highly than any alleged political .:;oals, s'..rate~ies of "prophylaxis" must 

be examined to<1ether with deterrencp measures. Here, however, special 

attention must be directed to thd pos~ible effecta of such preemption 

strategies on essential hurr.'ln and citizen ritihts, since the requirements 

o.f effective counter-nuclear terrorism strategies must always be tell,pered 

by judicious concern fol' the assurance of civil liberties and personal 

freedoms. A detailed exel::.nation of the threat to civil libeNies posed 

by certain stratecies of cO~1ter-nuclear terrorism can be found in Appen-

8. Threats of mild punishment l!Iay have a c1reaterdeterrent effect than 
threats of sevore punishment in certain instances. From the '~ntage po~nt 
of the terrorist Group's particular baseline of expectations, it l'K>uld ap
pear that such threats In:?Y prove less likely t.o elicit t.he high levels of 
anger and intractability th~t can impeir rationality and override the in
hibiting factor of exp~cted punishment. j~.oreover, threats of mild punish
ment may be less likely to s~p,ort tho contention of official repression -
a contention that is often a vitdl part of terrorist group strategies. 

1 
I 
I 
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Conclusion 

Taken together, Phases I and II of the needed research define a 

coherent plan for (a) increasing our underst.lnding of the thre'lt of 

nuclear terrorism, and (b) identifying differentiated strategies of 

prevention and response that are organized into a set of th"oretically

informed, yet. 8pe~ific, policy recorumenc.ations. At the pre:Jt'.nt time, 

students of the problem of nucle'l.r terrorism continue to expend almost 

all of their efforts on the search for a technological "fix" to '.hat is 

inilerently a social-psychological and political problem. The l'esearch 

that is recommended in this paper would shift scholarly and gover~ental 

attention to the essential behavioral underpinnings of the problem, and 

provide a theory of counter-nuclear terrorism from wh:!'cl. viable str:lteeies 

could be systematically derived. In this way, th~ needed research I'o,u.d 

contribute to the improvement of nat:l:onal and international securi.ty through 

the power of theoretical ."lnd policy-relevant sc"olarship. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 66 
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Factors Which Suggest A Compelling Need for Counter-Nuclear Terrorism Research 

1. Terrorist Access .to Nuclear Weapons 

Terrorists can now. gain access to nuclear weapons either by theft of 

assembled systems from military stockpiles and production facilities or by 

self-development from pilfered nuclear materials. To acquire an ass~lbled 

weapon, terrorist operatives might direct their attention to any of the tens 

of thousands of nuclear weapons now deployed across the world in national 

arsenals. In the future, such terrorists are likely to have a significantly 

enlarged range of possibilities for stealing nuclear weapons. This is the 

case because the numbe~ of national members in the so-called "Nuclear Club" 

is growing st~adiJy. 

To fashion their own weapons from basic nuclear materials, terrorist 

groups would require both the materials and the expertise to create an explo

sive device or radiation dispersal implement. How difficult would it be 

for them to fulfil these requirements? Not ~eryl As increasingly large 

amounts of fissionable materials are produced by the nuclear power indust~y 

in the years ahead, the opportunit;p.o for terrorists to exploit the manifestly 

catastrophic possibilities that lie dormant in nuclear fuel will skyrocket. 

How difficult would it be for terrorists to actually get their 

hands on fissionable materials? According to Mason Will rich and Theodore 

Taylor, co-authors of a special report to the Energy Policy Project of the 

Ford Foundation, the extant system of safeguards in this country is so inade

quate that it is only a matter of time before terrorists are able to surrp.p

titiously remove the essential fissionable materials from nuclear power 
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1 
plants. Although significant improvements in American safeguards have taken 

place since this appraisal was offered, parallel improvements have not always 

been implemented abroad. This situation has portentious overtones since Ameri·· 

can safeguards do not secure us against nuclear weapons fashioned from mate,ials 

stolen elsewhere. To be genuinely worthwhile, the protection of nuclear mate,· 

rials from terrorist groups must be Rlobal in scope. 

Regrettably, l:he amount of fissionable materials present in othe', 

countries which might become the target of terrorists is likely to expand 

at an alarming rate. Together with India's manufacture of a nuclear nevice 

with technology supplied by Canada, the West-German-Brazilian and French-

Pakistani deals involving pilot reprocessing plants to extract weapons grade 

plutonium from spent reactor fuel rods and the continuing development of fast-

breeder reactor plants by Japan, the Soviet Union, France and West Germany 

signal.very dangerous conditions. Unless immediate and effective steps are 

taken to inhibit the spread of plutonium reprocessing and uranium enrichment 

facilities to other countries, terrorist opportunities to acquire fissionable 

materials for nuclear weapons purposes will reach very high limits. 

To fabricate its own nuclear weapons, a terrorist group would also 

require expertise. According to Willrich and Taylor, "The design and manu-

facture of a crude nuclear explosive is no longer a difficult task techni-

cally, and a plutonium disper~ device which can cause widespread radio

active contamination is much simpler to make than an explosive. ,,2 Since 

1. See Mason Willrich and Theodore Taylor, Nuclear Theft: Risks and'Safe
guards (Cambridge, Ballinger, 1974), p. 115. See also, U.S. Congress, 
Office of Technology Assessment, Nuclear Proliferation and Safeguards 
(New York, Praeger, 1977); and Brian Jenkins, The Potential for Nucl~ar 
Terrorism, The Rand Paper Series, May 1977. 

2. Willrich and Taylor, ~., p. 1. A crude nuclear explosive made from 
pilfered plutonium would probably have a yield in the range between several 
hundred and several thousand tons of high explosive. If such an explosive 
were detonated in a crowded metropolitan area, as many as 10,000 people 
might be killed directly while tens of thousands of others might SUffer . 
severe fallout problems. 

--------~--~---.,------------------------------------.----------~------------~ 
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as early as 1954, declassification and public dissemination ~f information 

about the desien of fission weapons has been extensive. As a result" such 

widely-publicized caseH as the one involving the twenty-year old MIT under-

graduate who put together a devastatingly accurate technical design for a 

nuclear explosive - a'case documented in the NOVA science series on public 

television, March 9, 1975 - assume a high degree of credibi1ity.3 

The fact is that such cases are not really all that remarkable. A,.,· 

ding to Will rich and Taylor: 

Under conceivable circumstances, a few persons, possi
bly even one person working alone, who possessed about 
ten kilograms of plutonium oxide and a substantial 
amount of chemical high explosive could, within several 
weeks, design and build a crude fission brme. By a 
"crude fission bomb" we mean one that "ou1d have an 
excellent chance of exploding, and would probably ex
plode with the power of at least 100 tons of chemical 
high explosive. This could be done using materials 
and equipment that could be purchased at a hardware 
store and from commercial suppliers of scientific equip
ment for student laboratories. 4 . 

What would happen if such a bomb were made and exploded? Since a nuclear 

explosion yields deadly penetrating radiations (gamma rays and neutrons) 

as well as blast-.wave and heat, even a "sma1l~' nuclear weapon could generate 

terrible destruction. Consider the following examples provided by Willrich 

and Taylor: 

A nuclear eJl.!"lcsion with a yield of ten tons in the 
central courtyard of a large office building might 
expose to lethal radiation as many as 1000 people in 
the building. A comparable explosion in the center 

3. More recently, chere is the case of the 21 year old undergraduate phy
sics major at Pr~nceton, John A. Phillips, who designed an atomic bomb 
in four months with information obtained entirely from public documents. 
The point of his design, said Phillips, "was to show that any undergra
duate with a physiC's background can do it, and therefore that it is 
reasonable to a~suml1 that terrorists could do it, too." (See THE PRINCE
TON ALUMNI WEEKLY, O,~tober 25, 1976, p. 6). 

4. Willrich and Taylor, E~" pp. 20-21. 
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of a football stadium during a major game could leth
ally ir:radiate as many as 10,000 spectato:rs. A nuclear. 
explosion with a laO-ton yield in a typical suburban 
residential area might kill pe:rhaps as many as 2000 
people, primarily by exposure to fallout. The same 
explosion in a parking lot beneath a very large sky
scraper might kill as many as 50,000 people and destroy 
the ent~re building. s 

A terrorist group might slso choose to use its plutonium in the 

form of a :radiation dispersal device. In this case, the plutonium would 

be transformed into an aerosol of finely divided particles that could be 

distributed uniformly into the intake of a large office building's air 

conditioning system. According to Willrich and Taylo:r, only three and one 

hslf olmces of this extraordinarily toxic substance (its toxicity is at 

least 20,000 times that of cobra venom or potassium cyanide) would pose 

a lethal hazard to eve~yone in such a building. 

Row would such a weapon work? Consider the following scenario: 

The plutonium aerosol is dist:ributed into the intake 
of a la:rge downtown office building's air conditioning 
system by a criminal or terrorist group. Only three 
and one half ounces could prove a deadly risk for all 
of the occupants. Death by lung cancer would probably 
come to anyone inhaling between ten and one hundred 
millionths of a gram. Death due to fibrosis of the lung 
would be the probably fate of those who :retain n dose 
of about a dozen thousandths of a gram. 6 

What makes this scenario particularly macabre is that the building occupants .. 
who absorb lethal but not massive doses of plutonium might not know of their 

poisoning for weeks, or months, or perhaps even years. One can only imagine 

the reaction of thousands of office workers to the disclosure that they have 

been lethally irradiated. The concrete human implications, the social 

and economic dislocations, and - last but certainly not least - the poli.tl-

5. ~., p. 22. 

6. Willrich and Taylor, op. cit., pp. 24-25. 
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cal implications are staggering. 

Plutonium might be dispersed in still other ways. One scenario that 

has been considered at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission office in Washington, 

D.C. is described as follows: 

During what appears to be a normal day at the Pacific 
Coast Stock Exchange, a large beaker filled with boil
ing liquid is noticed in the window of a nearby hotel. 
Police investigate, but it is too late. The boiling 
acid in the beaker has been dissolving and dispersing 
half a pound of plutonium, enough to expose everyone 
within several city blocks to a high risk of lung can
cer.7 

Rather than use plutonium for nuclear explosives or radiation disper

sal, terrorists might also find it agreeable to sabotage nuclear plant facili-

ties. Such sabotage could yield extensive death and property damage via 

radiation release. Although the chances of accidental reactor meltdown are 

generally believed to be extremely small, the case is quite different with 

respect to deliberate reactor meltdo~~. Consider the following scenario, 

another in the collection of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office of 

Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards: 

Under the cover of night, a do~en men storm the gates 
of a nuclear power plant, killing the two guards and 
taking the operating staff hostage. After placing 
charges of high explosives next to the plant's critiu 

:cal cooling systems, they phone the mayor of a nearby 
large city. Send $5 million, they demand, or we will 
blow the plant, sending radioactive particles drifting 
over the ci~y's neighborhoods. S 

Such acts could pose monumental problems for the appropriate autho-

rities. Although a great many steps have already been taken to diminish the 

vulnerability of nuclear power plants in this country, successful sabotage 

is certainly not out of the question. By penetrating the physical barriers 

between themselves and the fission material in the reactor, and by disabling 

7. See Robert R. Jones, "Nuclear Reactor Risks - Some Frightening Scenarios," 
Chicago Sun-T}~, Friday, April 3D, 1976, p. 12. 

8. Ibid., p. 12. 
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the cooling systems to the reactor care, saboteurs could cause the reactor 

to melt through its ~rotective shielding and release deadly radioactivity 

into the atmosphere. Alternatively, since today's nuclear plants are unable 

to withstand the impact of large aircraft:, a kamikaze-type plane crash into 

a nuclear plant could create a calamitous reactor COre meltdown. Comparatively 

speaking, however, itwould be more difficult fa;: te;:;:a;:ists to "pulse" a 

nuclear reactor core to \estruction than to make a radi~lagical weapon Or 

crude fission bomb. 

2. Terrorist Orientations To Vial"f'ce 

Today's terrorist groups typically share an orientation to violence 

that has been shaped largely by the preachings of Bakunin, Fanon, and Sorel. 

All too frequently, these gro,!ps operate without a code of honor that distin·· 

guishes between combatants and non-combatants. As a result, the imperative 

to create limits to violence is ignored, and terrorist anger is vent<!d almost: 

randomly. At the same time, the level of adopted ~iolence is constrained 

only by the limits of available weaponry. These facts imply an unacceptably 

high probability of nuclear terrorism should accesS to weapons Or power plants 

be realized. 

To a certain extent, this orientation to violence stems from the 

conviction that the absence of inhibitions to apply maximum force to virtu

ally any segment of human population is expedient. Since war is still the 

~~ between states, so, it is argued, must internal war be the fi

nal arbiter within states. Such "gun-barrel" thinking is often taken as an 

adaptation from the aphoristic philosophy of Hao Tse-tung. 

To another extent, this orientation derives from the ~Qmanticization 

of violent ac tion exemplified by Bakunin' s dictum tha t "The passion for de-
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struction is a constructive passion." Fused with the categori,,~ :l .. Sorel 

and Fanon, and the existential idea of Sanre that "irrepressible violence. 

is man recreating himself," such romanticJ.zation breeds a catharti'.! view of 

violence. The reductio ad absurdum of this view is the :1logan of th" Spanish 

Civil War, "Viva la Muerte." 

Finally, today I s terrorist orientations to viol,~nC'.t1 !;i t.€.tn , "in pnr~:.1 

from the presence of psychopaths and sociopaths who enjo~' car":lg'~ for ib 

own sake. Here, the complete inversion of Judaeo-Christlilll noti0l1g ot ~on-

science and compassion flows not from any means-end calculntiull or from dt?-

votion to the "creativity" of violence, but from purely psychottc "'''tiv ... 

. Where such motive is present among terrorists who are suicidal schizophrenics, 

the problems of effective counter-terrorist action are greatly exacerbated • . 
This is the case bl!cause such terrorists - whose incentive is to use violence 

nihilistically rather than politically - are apt to regard the threat of 

death as a stimulus rather than as a deterrent. 

3. Terrorist Insensitivity To threats Of Deterrence 

As we have just seen, the viability of deterrent threats against 

terrorist actors may be undermined when these actors are impelled by psycho

tic motive. It must now be pointed out that the ability to deter violent 

behavior by terrorists is in doubt with all categories of terrorist, inclu

ding those whose actions spring from purely political concerns. Since a 

great many modern terrorists place a higher value on the achievement of cer

tain political and social objectives than they do upon their own lives, these 

groups are essentially insensitive to orthodox threats of retaliation. Faced 

with an international actor for whom the "deadly logic" of deterrence is immo-
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bilized, states bent upon an effective counter-terrorist fltrat""~ "'" at a 

significant disadvantage. 

Consider the following examples of terrorist "rationality": 

Arab. terrorists, in April 1974, seized an "Pi' rtment 
building in Northern Isra"l, and ultimatel.)' .\oc,'!'ted 
death rather than captu1'e. 

SLA members, during the widely-publ icized Cali. fu rn:! a 
shoot-out in Hay 1974, preferred death tLl incarceration. 

Two Red Army terrorists, during their attack on Israel's 
Lod International Airport in Hay 1972, killed themselve&. 

Holger Meins, of the Baader-Heinhof group, succumbed to 
self-inflicted starvation in 1974. 

What are the implications of this particular behavioral characteris

tic of terrol:ist actor& for the threat of nucleal: terrorism! Quite plainly, 

the most significant impiication is that should terrorists obtain arce5S to 

nucleal: explosives or radioactivity and calculate the pl:ospective costs and 

benefits of use, the fear of retaliatory destruction might nol figu'Ce i.mpor-

tantly in this calculation. In effect, this means that tradltional threats 

of deterrence might have little or no bearin,; on the terrorist necisiur. con-

cerning the use of nuclear force. 

It follows that unless diplomatic or other forms of persuasion ca" 

prove successful, the only means left to prevent tl,c threatened nuclear act 

would be a "surgical" or pre-emptive strike. In certain instances, of course, 

even this option might prove inappropriate or ineffectual. 

4. Cooperation Among Terrorist Gro~ 

Venezuelan terrorist Illich Remirzed Sanchez rece'.vcs 
weapons training from the P.F.I,.I'. in I.f!b':lOOIl. 

11embers of the Japanese Red Army t(,l.'rorist stoup rC'c( iva 
weapons training in Leballon. 



--------_ .. _----------,._-------------------------------------------.'--------------
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Joint training programs and anM tran:liers take place 
between the Turkish Peopla' s Army and Black September. 

Members of the American lVeatL',rmen, Northern Ireland's 
IRA, and Nicaragua' s ~ista movement are trained 
in Palestinian camps. 
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Blac;k S"ptember operatives ucmand the r<!lease of Garman 
insurg~nts who had been involved in the killll''' of G~r.man 
policemen. 

Liason between P. F. L.P. nnd Japanese Red Arnl'r ngC'hi:!' 
produces the Lydda Airport massacre; an Ilttark Oil the 
American Embassy in Kuala Lumpur, Halaysia; the hijf,cK 
-ing of a JAL flight; an assault on the .iapanesa Em!'<w
sy in Kuwait; and a take-over of the French Embass~! at 
The Hague. 

These are only a few of the most glaring examples of a new phellomn-

non in world politics - systematic cooperation and collaboration betwe~n tcr-

rorist groups. Terror.i.sts have always forl'ed alignments with sympathetic 

state actors, but they arc now also beginning to ceme.nt patterns of alliance 

and partnership with each other. The net effect of such behavior ratterns 

is a mirror image of Trotsky's theory of "permanent revolution." 

From the standpoint of nucle~r terrorism; cooperation between terror-

ist groups is particularly ominous. Such cqoperation grQ3tly facjlit~tes 

terrorist acquisition of nuclear weapons and ~hcir exchange batween diffnl:-

ent groups. It also increases the prObpcct of shared expertise ill the technolv·· 

gy of nuclear dastruction and enlarges the opportunity for racirrocal privi-

leges which might be crucial to successful operations. 
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STRATEGIES OF COUNTER-NUCLEAR TERRORISM: THEORY "ND DE':lS:·:ON 

APPENDIX B 

Summary of Terrorist Group Types 

Group Type Regree of Commitment 

I High l\"(l:.-Crir.linal 

2 High Criminal 

3 Moderate ;-.on-Cl-i'11inal 

4 Hoderate Criminal 

5 - Low Non-Criminal 

6 Low Criminal 

Group Type No. 1 

This type of terrorist group is characteriz~d by a High degree of 

commitment to political objectives and an absence of criminal activity.l Here, 

the self-sacrificing value-system of fedayeen is in evidence, and the group 

does not secure needed funds through" e"propriatory" activities. In view of 

the particular ordering of preferences associated with this type of terrorist 

group - an ordering which assigns much greater valuIl to pol:i.l-i_l,,,l (,lJ.lectjves 

than to personal safety - it would appear that deterrence effortr, shOUld fo-

cus upon threats to obstruct political objectives. 

Such threats must be directed at conVincing the group that its r.esort 

to nuclear violence would mitigate against political objectives bpc3use it 

would both stiffen incumbent resolve and alienate vital bases of popular sup

port. r ,terrence might also be based upon" strategy of po!.itive sanctions ,2 

1. The special meaning of "criminal" should be kept in mind ;,,It'P. 

2. It is ironic that the mainspring of global $"curity hat! nl"ays !",en the 
threat to punish rather than the promise to reward. After all, b'_glnning 
with studies of child-rearing, the literature on behavior modificilcion 
regularly underscores the idea that positive sanctions are more effective 
than negative ones, that -- speaking metaphorically -- w~ can influence 
more flies with honey than with vinegar. In reference to reduc in,; .he 
probability of nuclear terrorism, we must begin to look I\t some c.r.ots 
as well as the usual sticks. 
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in which certain rewards or concessions which relate to political objectives 

are promised in exchange for the non-use of nuclear or higher or.de·, weapons 

technologies. 3 It would appear that under no circumstances should deterrence 

of this type of terrorist group be based upon orthodox threats of physica~ 

punishing retaliation. 

Group Type No.2 

This type of terrorist group is characteriZed by a High degree o~ 

commitment to political objectives and by the utilization of criminal ~actictl. 

Here, the self-sacrificing value system of fedayeen is still in evidence, 

while the group secures needed funds through robberies of one kind or another. 

It follows that deterrence efforts should focus upon the same threats and 

promises associated with Group Type No. 1 plus efforts which exploit the cri-

minal character of the group. It would appear that this second category of 

efforts should concentrate upon creating a "bad press" for the group among 

potential adherents and supporters by spreading t~e news about the group's 

ordinary criminal tendencies. 

Group Type No.3 

This type of terrorist group is characterized by a Hoderate degree 

3. Prior to the advent of concern for nuclear acts of terrorism, the idea 
that governments would engage in substantive bargaining with terrorists 
which might lead to major concessions was widely criticized. Today, how
ever, we must face up to the fact that the execution of certain terrorist 
threats could have genuinely system-destructive effects. Recognizing 
this, the "hard line" unwillingness to bargain and concede can no longer 
be regarded as a fixed and irrevocable position of respon~ible governments. 
Moreover, a willingness to offer certain concessions to terroris. demands 
need not be construed as a sign of ,,~al<ness. Not only does it have the 
effect of buying time while other courses of action are explored, it i& 
a reversible policy which does not necessarily signal continuing capitula
tion. 
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of commitment to political objectives and by an absence of criminal acHvi-

ty. Here, the group's primary rationale and concern is still manifestly 

political, but there is no evidence of the self-sacrificing value. And 

the group does not secure funds through "expropriation." 

In view of the particular ordering of preferences associated with 

this type of terrorist group - an ordering which values both politi:al objec-

tives and personal safety - it would appear that deterrence efforts should 

focus upon the same threats and promises associated with Group Type No. 1 

~ an appropriate level of orthodox threats of physically punishing retalia-

tion.
4 

Such negative sanctions are needed to compensate for the diminished 

(vis-a-vis Grov.p Types 1 and 2) level of political commitment. 

Group Type No.4 

This tYge ~~ terrorist group is characterized by a Moderate degree 

of commitment to political objectives and by the utilization of criminal tac-

tics. Rere, the group's political concerns mirror'Group Type No.3, but the 

group does secure funds through robberies and hold-ups. It would appear, 

therefore, that deterrence efforts should focus upon the same threats and 

promises associated with Group Type No. 3 plus efforts to bro~dcast and puh-

licize the group's ordinary criminal activities. As in the cnse of deterrence 

4. The use of negative physical sanctions must always involve great care and 
subtlety, even where it is clear that the intended terrorist targets value 
personal survival and safety. Indeed, a great deal of sophisticated con
ceptual analysis and experimental eviden,,·:: now seems to indjcate that, iT. 
certain cases, the threat of physical pun~shinent may actually prove counter
productive. See, for example, Ted Robert Gurr, 1I'HY MEt: REBE£. (Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 1970), especially pages 241-242, 259, nnd 274; 
Arnold H. Buss, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF AGGRESS!ON (Nel< York. Wiley, 1961). p. 
58; and· Leonard Berkowitz, AGGRESS!ON: A SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
(New York, McGraw-Hill, 1962), p. 96. 
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efforts associated with Group Type No.2, such efforts are designed to alie-

nate the group from vital bases of potential support. 

Group Type No.5 

This type of terrorist group is characterized by a Lo" degree of C.lm-

mitment to political objectives and by the absence of criminal activity. Here, 

the group's raison d' ~tre is only nominally pOlitical, and the group does "ot 

secure funds through "expropriation." Typically, this type of group looks 

upon violence as its own end rather than as an instrument. Horeover, vi.olence 

is viewed as a romantic and creative force that is self-justifying. tn view 

of the particular ordering of preferences associated with this type of terrOT-

ist group - an ordering which values the violent act itself more highly than 

any alleged political objectives - it would appear that deterrence should be 

abandoned altogether as a strategy of counter-nuclear terrorism. Since such 

groups exhibit traits that are best described as nihilistic or psychopathic,S 

preventive measures should focus upon "prophyla,;is" via a counter-nuclear 

terrorism campaign which mayor may not require preemption. And since personal 

safety figures unimportantly in this type of terrorist group's risk calculus, 

5. Witness, for example, the case of Kozo Okamoto, the surviving terrorist 
of the Lydda Airport massacre, who stated that he experienced "a strange 
ecstasy" as unknown people fell to his bullets. I t would be a mis take, 
however, to conclude that such individuals are incapable of having pro
found effects because of their condition. As Freud points out, "Fools, 
visionaries, sufferers from delusions, neurotics, and lunatics have played 
great roles at all times in the history of mankind and not merely when 
the accident of birth had bequeathed them sovereignty. Usually they have 
wreaked havoc •••• " 
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the application of negative physical sanctions must be at the highest reason

able levels, Le., levels that are consistent with ehe society'p basic commit

ment to decency and essential human rights. 

Gl:oup Type No.6 

This type of terrorist group is characterized by a Low degr~e of 

commitment to political objectives and by the Ufi2 of criminal tactic:>. lIere, 

the group' s nominal political concems mirror Group Type No.5, but the group 

does secure funds through "expropriation." \o/hi).e this type of terrorist 

group may also exhibit nihilistic or Pll)c;.opathic traits, its primary charac

teristics come closer to those of ordinary criminals or bandits. It would 

appear, therefore, that deterrence effort a should focus upon the kinds of 

threats that are used to counter orthodox criminality, and that these efforts 

must be augmented by the preventive measures associated with Group Type No. 

5. The extent to which such preventive measures should be adopted depends 

largely on the extent to which the primary features of this type of terrorist 

group exhibit nihilistic/psycopathic rather than purely criminal traits. 
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STRATEGIES OF COUNTER-NUCLEAR TERRC:RISM: THEORY AND DECISION 

APPENDIX C 

The Threat to Civil Liberties 

In seeking to identify a potentially effective configuration of ccun-

ter-nuclear terrorism m'~asures, the proposed research must also explore the 

effects of such measur"s upon civil liberties. Such exploration is suggasteu 

by the realization that, on occasion, effective counter-nucl~ar terrorist 

measures may be achieved only at considerable cost to certain besic demo-

cratic values, and that this cost must be included in the decisional calculi 

of governments contemplating the use of such ,.easures. For governments that 

are sensitive to p:ceserving the basic fabric of civil liberties, the concern 

for effactive counter-nuclear terrorist measures must always be tempered 

by a coequal concern for judicious respect of essential human rights. 

Some of the prospective sanctions available to counter-nuclear ter-

rorist strategies entail measures that 'd:;.~t be injurious to such values 

.. ' as social justi(!" and human rights within states. 'Of special interest 1n 

this connection are options involving: 

1. A total, no-holds barred military-type assault 
designed to eradicate the terrorist group(s) 
altogether; and/or 

2. A protracted, counter-terrorist campaign utili
zing "classical" methods of inf()rmer~, infil
trators, counter-terror squads patterned, per~ 
haps, after Israel's Mivtah Elohim (God's 
wrath), assassinations,! agents provocateurs, 
and selected raids. 

1. Despi.te the revulsion that is typically generated by the suggestion of 
assassination in libera:]., democratic societies, there is a ""1l-,,stablislvd 
tradit;ion in political philosophy "hich regards it as permissible un-
der certain circumstances, e.g.,the writings of Cicero, St. Thomas 
Aquinas, and Sir Thomas More • 

..... _--------------------------------------_. __ ._--_._ .. -. 
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The first option, however effective i~ might be, is apt to be most des truc-

tive of essential citizen rights. Hence, governments contemplating such 

an option must pay close attention to the necessary trade-off between effi-

cacy and liberty that is involved. Since this option would almost certainly 

be repugnant to the most deeply-held values of liberal, democ.ratic societies, 

government$, before resorting to this option, would have to be convinced 

that its prospective benefits were great enough to outweigh its p~obable 

costs. In fact. short of its use at the situational level where higher-or.del· 

acts of terrorist violence have already taken place, it is unlikely that 

this option would be taken seriously in democratic states. Rather, we 

are likely to see its adoption only by the world's most blatantly authori-

tarian, anti-democratic regimes. 

This no-holds-barred military option is problematic for another 

reason. Not only might it i:1cite fears of military/police repression among 

the mOre liberal sectors of the population, it might also confer a genuine 

combatant status upon the terrorists. As a result; the terrorist group(s) 

would more likely acquire the cast of an underdog army than that of ;J 

criminal band. 2 

2. Once it becomes focused upon the no-holds-barred military option, ~ounter
terrorist measures generate a symbiotic relationship between opposing 
"armies," with each "feeding" upon the other. This d(!velc:.pment is con
trary to the interests of the government, not only because it tends to 
fulfill the terrorist claims of repression, while boosting terrorist 
group morale and cohesion, but because it also creates incentives for 
escalation of violent action by both sides. An example of chis point 
is the case of FLN terrorism in Algeria (1951,-1962) and the "mirror 
image" response of the OAS. 

27-42B 0 - 73 - 67 

--- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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The sec.ond .opti.on is also apt to sc.ore high marks on the efficacy 

dimension, but its effects .on essential citizen rights need not be as injuri-

ous. This is not to suggest that a protracted counter-terrorist c~paign 

utilizing classical methods of apprehension ,md punishment would necessarily 

be any less repulsive to liheral, democratic societies, bllt that such a 

campaign might be conducted on a comparatively less-visible and clandestine 

basis. An additional virtue of such qui~.t operations would he the avoidance 

of sympathy-generating publicity for the terrorist group(s).3 

In the final analysis, the problem of conflicting values whi<;h emer-

ges from the consideration of harsh deterrent counter-measures can be resolved 

only by careful comparison of the costs and benefits involved. To the extent 

that the terrorist threat is believed to be of potentially "lethal" quality 

to the state's very survival, Trudeau's "total war" message of October 14, 

1970 may be regarded widely as perfectly reasonable: 

There are a lot of bleeding hearts around who just 
d.on't like to see people with helmets and guns. 
All I can say is, go on and bleed, but it is more 
important to keep law and order in the society 
than to be worried about weak-kneed people •.•• 
I think society must take ever';! means at its dispo
sal to defend itself against the emergence of a 
parallel power which defies the elected power in 
this country.4 

3. As in the case of the first option, it is essential that option 2 tactics 
be confined to the purpose at hand, lest they give rise to the sorts of 
right-wing vigilante groups that have run amok in Brazil, Argentina, and 
Guatemala. 

4. Canacian Prime Minister Trudeau's t:esponse to FLQ tactic,; of bombing and 
assassination, a response which was deSigned to put Canada on a genuine 
wartilne footing against ~ ts intet:nal insllt:gents, gave the governmellt the 
power to do anything "it deems necessary fot: the security, defense, peace, 
order, and welfat:e of Canada" (War Measut:es Act, October 16, 1970). While 
such a "broad net" strategy mr,y actually be effective in dealing with the 
problem at hand, it inevitably generates new probl~ns in the proceus. 
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On the other hand, Where the terrorist threat is not deemed to be of such 

a precarious character, the prospective benefits of draconian measures may 

not be great enough to outweigh the resulting impairment of civil liberties 

and personal freedoms. 

In general, the optimal counter-nuclear terrorist strategy is one 

in which effective counter-action leaves the prevailing network of citizen 

rights and privileges unimpaired. Barring this possiblity, however, the 

requir~ent6 of effective strategies should be tempered, to the greatest 

extent possible, by the assurance of those freedoms which are basic to any 

democratic order. 

In reference to the two options just outlined, it would appear to 

be better from the civil liberties point of view if their sanctioning methods 

could be replaced altogether by the use of positive sanctions; moderate, 

ad hoc acts of physical punishment; efforts at underscoring the orthodox 

criminality of terrorist activities; and sustained efforts to convince ter-

rorists that higher-order violence would be coultttJ:-productive to their 

objectives. Indeed, it would surely appear to be a good idea for counter-

nuclear terrorist planners to begin to exploit the psychological warfare 

tactics which go back to the fifth century B. C. and Sun Tzu's THE BOOK OF ., 

WAR. Recognizing thst in most cases, terrorist violence is not an end in 

itseH, but an instrument for achieving desired personal/social/political 

change, certain terrorist groups might be deterred from nuclear violence 

to ~he extent that they believe such violence to be self-defeating. Unlike 

options land 2, such tactics would recognize the p.ri,nacy of ends over mc.ans 
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in the preference orderings of most terrorist groups, and exploit this recog

nition by the establishment of reasoned counter-measures. 5 

5. This primacy of ends over meanS has also served to justify the use of to
tally random and highly destructive violence by terrorists. As long as 
terrorists believe that the overwhelming righteousness of their particu
lar causes justifies any available means, governments must learn how to 
deal with what Hannah Arendt calls the "banality of evil" problem. This 
is the case because terrorists with an "ends justifies the means" stance 
r'" violence are capable of engaging in evil without experiencing it as 
evil. In fact, they are even capable of displacing responsibility for 
their own violent acts upon the victims of these acts, e.g., the state
ment by the leader of Black September terrorists concerning responsibili-

ty for the helicopter deaths in Munich: "No Israelis would have been 
killed if the Germans had not trapped the operation. No one at all 
would have been killed if the Israelis had released their prisoners." 
Hence, the terrorist reasoning disclaims responsibility because the 
Germans and Israelis had not agreed to blackmail. To counter this sort 
of thil'!dng, counter-terrorist efforts must be geared toward communica
ting t.;e. r';' ~<\ for "proportionality" between ends and means to terrorist 
groups (e.g., the statement included in the Report of the Ad Hoc Commit
tee on International TerrorIsm of the General Assemby, New York, 1973: 
"Even when the use of force is legally and morally justified, there are 
some means, as in every form of human conflict, which must not be used; 
the legitimacy of a cause does not in itself legitimize the use of cer
tain forms of violence, especially against the innocent. ") Such efforts 
must also be augmented by steps designed to undermine the "psychology of 
the cell," a psychology which acts to submerge individual feelings of 
responsibility and consequently renders violent excesses more likely. 
These steps should be calculated to fractionate bonds between members of 
a terrorist group, so as to strengthen, rather than diminish, feelings 
of individual responsibi.lity. The effects of the psycho103Y of the cell 
were perceptively revealcJ by James Cross of the British Trade Commission 
after his captivity at the hands of the FLQ in the winter of 1970. Toge
ther with the Uruguayan Tupamaros and the Algerian FLN, the FLQ best 
illustrates the clandestine cell structure of a terrorist group. 
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Such tactics, however, are intrinsically ill-suited to dealing with 

terrorist groups for whom higher-order acts of destruction are ends in them-

selves. In dealing with such groups, options 1 and 2 may circumscribe the 

government's only means of defending the citizens in its charge. It would 

appear that in such cases, the exigencies of survival may h,\Ve to take pre

cedence over the claims of libertarian values. 6 

6. However, even when survival itself is at stake, decent governments must 
resist descending to countl!r-terrocrist policies of "pcrophylaxis" as they 
are practiced in the Soviet Union and other authoritarian societies. 
Such policies, having their historial roots in the arbitrary arrest pro
visions of the Law of 1793 during the French Reign of Terror, represent 
so great an assault on fundamental human rights that they destroy the 
very values which counter-terrorism is designed to protect. 
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What Happens If . . .? Terrorists, Revolutionaries. 
and Nuclear Weapons 

By DAVID KRIEGER 

ABSTRACT: Th,is paper explores what may happen if ter
rorists or revolutionaries are able to develop nuclear explo
sives or the ability to dispense radioactive materials. Contin
ued proliferation of so-called peaceful nuclear technology will 
increase the likelihood of this happening. The consequences 
are substantial, since nuclear technology would provide 
terrorists or revolutionaries with a lever for threatening or 
carrying out acts of mass destruction against a society. 
Deterrence would be ineffective against terrorists who are 
unidentified and/or unlocatable, or at least believe themselves 
to be so. Complications would arise, which could potentially 
trigger an international war, if nuclear-armed terrorists or 
revolutionaries deliberately misidentify themselves. The 
solution to the problem would require perfect safeguarding 
of nuclear weapons and special nuclf)ar materials on a global 
scale. The record in the United St~te&,a technologicaliy 
advanced nation with an established Iludear program, sug
gests that perfect safeguards are unlikely to be achieved. 
Thus, future policy-makers may face a significantly enhanced 
threat from terrorists or revolutionaries in possession of a 
nuclear weapon. 

David Krieger is a research political scientist living in Santa Barbara. He was 
formerly Director of the [rlternational Relations Center at Sari Francisco State 
University and a staff member at the Certter for the Study of Democratic 
Institutions. 
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T ERRORIST and revolutionary 
_ activities spring from deep 

wells of social and personal dis
content, and it seems unlikely that 
these wells will dry up of their 
own accord, or that social changes 
will soon cap them. Thus, we can 
predict with a high degree of 
certainty that terrorist and revolu
tionary activity will continue. 

THE FUTURE OF TERRORIST AND 
REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES 

Terrorism is nongovernmental 
public violence or its threat per
form~d by an individual or small 
group and aimed at achieving social 
or political goals which may be sub
national, national, or international. 
Revolutionaries have the specific 
goal of bringing down a govern
ment, and to this ~Ild t:,eir actions 
may range from nonvio,'ent to ter
rorist to organized military activities. 

The victims of terrorist activity 
may be: 

-victims of convenience (that is, 
easy targets) such as passengers 
aboard a hijacked airliner 
-newsworthy victims such as 
. Olympic aL~le\es 
-representatives of groups per
ceived to be exploitative, such as, 
diplomats, industrialists, politicians, 
or even tourists from a given na
tion 
-individuals or groups believed to 
provide an effective "bargaining 
chip." For example, any of the above 
could be held hostage 'in order to 
extort money, have prisoners re
leased, change government or cor
porate policies, and so f<:lrth. 

Terrorists may also threaten in
animate objects. They may target 
social or political symbols; for ex-

ample, attempting to bomb the 
Washington Monument or Inde
pendence Hall, They may also seek 
to control or destroy vulnerable 
functioning technologies, such as 
computer centers, communication 
systems, or power generating sta
tions. Any of these events could 
result in the death of innocent 
people who happened to be "in 
the wrong place at the wrong 
time." 

Terrorist activities seem to have 
increasingly taken on an interna
tional character in the past decade. 
The U.S. State Department has pub
lished a memorandum stating: 

. . . since 1968 there has been a marked 
increase in international terrorism as 
a means for the attainment of political 
goals. Simultaneously, there has been 
a major development of intelligence, 
training, financial and operational col
laboration among terrorist grcups in 
different parts of the world .... 
Technological advances afiord the terro!
ist opportunities he never had before: 
an instant world-wide audience . . . 
new types of weapons, a plethora of 
vulnerable targets.! 

Thus, at least in the eyes of the 
State Department, international ter
rorism is becoming better organized, 
with better financing and weapons, 
and plenty of targets. 

Based on past incidents, certain 
general motivations for terrorism 
can be suggested: 

-to attain national or global pub
licity for a cause 
-to achieve certain limited polit
ical and/or financial goals 
-to demonstrate the weakness of an 
established government 

1. Fahey Black, "Terrorism," GIST (Wa~h
ington, D.C.: U.S. Department of State, 
March 1976). 
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- to manipulate a government into 
an unnecessary and discreditable 
use of force 
-to create a situation where one 
can be hunted, killed, or put 0,. 
trial with notoriety and excitement 

Motives range from clear political 
objectives to hazy quasi-suicidal 
propensities. Globally, it would ap
pear tha1 there is a large body of 
persons whose lack of sufficient 
satisfaction and excitement in their 
lives makes them potential crim
inals or terrorists. We cannot say 
with certainty what catalysts will 
convert individual dissatisfaction 
and thirst for adventure into polit
ical terrorism. We can only suggest 
that we have no valid reason to 
believe that the discontent from 
which terrorism arises will soon 
diminish or that terrorism will de
cline in the foreseeable future. 

Revolutionaries may be defined as 
individuals and groups acting with 
the primary intention of bringing 
down a government and replacing 
the fallen government with one 
more in accord with their own value 
system. Revolutionaries may, of 
course, act from either a left or 
right perspective and may be com
prised of poor and maltreated ele
ments of society or of well-to-do 
and well-established elements dis
contented with government pol
icies. In the latter case, national 
military forces or a branch thereof 
will dften play a major role in 
overthrowing an existing govern
ment. Most Latin American nations, 
for example, are now governed by 
military regimes which forcibly sup
planted preexisting governments. 
Naturally, a large, well-organized' 
revolutionary movement, which in
cluded a trained military force 
could pose a greater threat to take 
possession of nuclear weapons or 

nuclear weapon materials than could 
a smaller, less powerful terrorist 
organization. Also, nuclear weapons 
may come into the possession of 
former revolutionaries who become 
legitimized by the assumption of 
power within a state and who per
sist in their revolutionary aims and 
aspirations, thereby transforming 
the threat from a national to an inter
national one. 

THE NUCLEAR D!MFt; SION 

It is the specific purpose of this 
paper to explore what may happen 
if ten-mists and revolutionaries are 
able to develop nuclear explosive or 
dispersal ~apabilities. Thus far, only 
a few nationai governments possess 
nuclear weapons, and each has 
taken strong (although possibly in
sufficient) precautionary measures 
to prevent their nuclear bombs or 
spec.ial nuclear materials which are 
convertible to explosives from fall
ing into unauthorized hands. 

'Whether terrorists and revolu
tionaries of the future will be able 
to achieve a nuclear weapon capa
bilit;1 depends upon several factors. 
These include: 

-th,;) sympathies and political sta
bility of regimes possessing a 
nuclear weapon capability 
-safeguards applied by regimes 
possessing uranium enrichment 
and/or nuclear fuel reprocessing 
plan':s and their political stability 
-thl:l durability of safeguarding 
procedures for special nuclear ma
terial nationally and internationally 
over time 

At the present time, only five 
nations are acknowledged members 
of the nuclear weapon club: the 
Unitl~d States, USSR, UK, France, 
and China. India tested what it 
described as a "peaceful" nuclear 
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explosive in 1974, having created 
it with materials originally sup
plied by the United States and 
Canada for its nuclear power pro
gram. India's example illustrates 
how, under poor safeguards, nuclear 
electricity generation can lead to 
nuclear weapons.2 

The stability of regimes possess
ing nuclear weapons is important, 
since opportunities for terrorists or 
revolutionaries to take possession of 
stockpiled nuclear weapons could 
arise as a result of a coup or 
revolution. The nations currently 
possessing nuclear weapons appear 
stable enough at present, but will 
this always be so? Imagine, for 
example, the government of China 
being unable to continue to assert 
control over the entire country after 
repeated, devastating earthquakes 
and factional sh·uggles. A splinter 
group of army officers seizes control 
of a few nuclear missiles and (a) 
threatens to employ them against 
Japan unless a large sum is paid; 
(b) uses the weapons without warn
ing against the USSR which is sus
pected of having caused the earth
quakes in China by geological war
fare; or (e) is convinced by a 
revolutionary student group to turn 
over the weapons to it to prevent 
capi~.:'llists from regaining a foot
hold in China. 

Should there be a rapid prolifer
ation of nuclear-weapon states, 
which at this time seems rather 
likely, future nuclear-weapon states 
may be less stable than current 
nuclear powers and thus more likely 
to lose their nuclear weapons to 
terrorists or rt:!volutionaries. Never
theless, of the various ways for ter-

2. In addition to the five nuclear-weapon 
nations and India, Israel is widely thought 
also to possess nuclear weapons developed 
from its nuclear reactors. 

rorists or revolutionaries to gain 
nuclear weapons, taking them for
cibly from a government would be 
relatively difficult unless the power 
of the revolutionary force ap
proached that of the government. 
Far simpler would be to convince 
a sympathetic government to give 
one or more weapons away. We can 
imagine, for example, another Mid
dle Eastern nation clandestinely 
creating nuclear weapons in the 
same way Israel is purported to have 
done and then turning some of them 
over to a terrorist group with 
whom its leader sympathizes. Or 
the nuclear weapon may be given 
to the terrorist group as payment 
for other activities the national 
leader wants accomplished. In either 
case, the agreement would most 
likely be secret, so that the na
tional donor wonld not be held cul
pable for the terrorist use of the 
weapon. The situation could be
come even more confused and 
dangerous if the terrorist group 
claimed publicly to have received 
the nuclear weapon from an in
nocent party, thereby generating a 
retaliatory response against the in
nocent party. In certain cases, 
this could conceivably result in 
international war. 

The above example, as with 
others, points out the difficulty of 
drawing a hard line between na
tional goals and terrorist goals. In 
the future, as in the past, national 
leaders may work clandestinely to 
achieve certain goals through the 
activities of terrorist groups. Some 
of these goals may involve the use 
of nuciear weapons, and others may 
involve the tracle of nuclear weapons 
for terrorist services rendered. 
Based on past performance, can we 
doubt that certain national leaders 
would be capable of such behavior? 
Moreover, we cannot safely dismiss 
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the possibility that these leaders 
will eventually acquire nuclear wea
pons or that other leaders of this 
disposition will come to power in 
nuclear-weapon states of the future. 

Nations possessing nuclear .spent 
fuel reprocessing plants will have 
at hand the plutonium necessary 
for constructing nuclear weapons. 
Reprocessing plants will make it 
possible for nations possessing them 
to develop. nuclear weapons or, de
pending upon the degree of safe
guarding applied, for terrorists to 
obtain bomb-grade materials from 
the reprocessing facility. Since a 
certain amount of material is un
accounted for in processing, it is 
impossible to know with certainty 
whether it was in fact, diverted. 
Uranium enrichment plants would 
offer less opportunity for diversion 
by terrOl'ists or revolutionaries un
less highly enriched uranium was 
being produced, and most enriched 
uranium for power plants is not 
weapons-grade. 

It is widely acknowledged by 
the experts in this area that a 
sophisticated terrorist group would 
be capable of consh'ucting nuclear 
weapons with information and 
equipment publicly available, once 
sufficient plutonium or highly en
riched uranium had been obtained. 
Former nuclear weapons designer 
Theodore Taylor, for example, and 
his co-author, Mason Will rich, stated 
in their Ford Foundation Energy 
Policy Project study: 

It is difficult to imagine that a deter
mined terrorist group could not ac:quire 
a nuclear wetpon manufacturing capa
biiit). once it had the required nuclear 
weapon materials. In this regard, a ter
rorist's willingness to take chances 
with his own health and safety, and to 
use coercion to obtain information or 
services from otllers, should be con
trasted with the probably more con-

servative approach of persons engaged 
in crime for money.3 

Agreements are currently being 
pursued by France and West Ger
many to sell nuclear reprocessing 
facilities to less developed coun
tries, including Brazil and Pakistan. 
The United States has opposed such 
technology transfers as promotive of 
nuclear weapons proliferation, but 
other nuclear exporting countries 
have not been ready to forgo the 
potential profits. 

Regardless of the apparent present 
stability of national regimes acquir
ing reprocl~ssing facili ties, it remains 
impossible to assure that in the 
future such countries will not have 
leaders with terrorist sympathies or 
tl1at in the chaos of a civil war, 
nuclear materials would not fall into 
the hands ofavowed terrorist groups. 
Simil:u considerations may be ap
plied to nations with nuclear power 
facilities. 

Nuclear po\·."er plants, while not 
prime potential sources of special 
nuclear materials, are major poten
tial targets for terrorist attack; in 
effect, they are huge radiological 
weapons which terrorists could 
sabotage, spreading deadly radio
activity far downwind. We will dis
cuss this possibility further in a 
separate section of this paper. 

SAFEGUARDING SPECIAL 
NUCLEAR MATERIALS 

A major factor in determining the 
ease with which terrorist groups 
may attain nuclear weapons will 
be the extent to which effective na
tional and international safeguards 
over special nuclear materials are 

3. Mason Will rich and Theodore B. Taylor, 
Nuclear Theft: Risks and Safeguards (Cam
bridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishing Com
pany, 1974), p. 115. 
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devised and enforced. The issue of 
nuclear safeguards became a subject 
of public and congressional concern 
in the United States largely through 
the persistent efforts of a former 
nuclear weapons designer Theodore 
B. Taylor. In his Ford Foundation 
study with Mason Willrich, it was 
argued forcibly that "without ef
fective safeguards to prevent nuclear 
theft, the development of nuclear 
power will create substantial risks 
to the security and safety of the 
American people and people gen-
erally."4 . 

Elsewhere in their study, the 
authors considered the possibility of 
terrorists gaining nuclear materials, 
They wrote: 
One wonders how in the long run 
nuclear power industries can develop 
and prosper in a world where terrorist 
activities are widespread and persistent. 
For if present trends continue, it seems 
only a question of time before some 
terrorist organization exploits the pos
sibilities for coercion which are in
herent in nuclear fuel.~ 

The study by Willrich and Taylor 
was published in early 1974. Con
gressional interest was stirred, but 
little action was taken. In early 
1976; the Director of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission's Division 
of Safeguards, Carl H. Builder, 
wrote a memorandum, which sub
sequently became public, in which 
he expressed concern that 
" ... some or even many of our 
currently licensed facilities may 
not have safeguards adequate 
against the lowest levels of design 
threat [of theft] we are consider
ing. . . ."6 This level was defined 

4. Ibid. 
5. Ibid., p. 169. 
6. Carl H. Builder, "Adequacy of Current 

Safeguards," Memorandum to R. A. Bright
sen, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
19 January 1976. 

as one insider and three outsiders. 
And the House Subcommittee on 
Energy and the Environment, in 
February 1976, summarizing testi
mony presented to it, noted that 
"although the witnesses differed 
on the severity of the threat, it is 
obvious there is insufficient security 
against threats the NRC considers 
plausible."7 

Thus, more than two years after 
Taylor and Willrich called national 
attention to nuclear safeguarding 
inadequacies, the problems remain 
far from being solved. Taylor him
self provided rather extraordinary 
testimony at the subcommittee hear
ings mentioned above. Rather than 
offering confident answers to safe
guarding problems, Taylor indicated 
that he found himself faced with 
certain questions he was unable to 
answer after years of effort to do 
so. Specifically, regarding safe
guards, he asked: 

What levels ofrisks of nuclear violence, 
whether caused by nations or criminal 
groups, are acceptable to society world
wide, and who should decide what 
these levels should be? By what 
process is the worldwide public to be 
assured that international and domestic 
safeguards against purposeful nuclear 
violence will, in fact, be effective, in 
the sense that residual risks will be 
both known and considered acc!'lptable 
by the public?8 

Taylor's questions speak elo
quently to the intractability of the 
problems of potential nuclear vio
lence and nuclear safeguards. The 

7. "House Subcommittee Chairman Calls 
for Improved Nuclear Security," Subcom
mittee on Energy and the Environment, 
House Committee on Ulterior and Insular 
Affairs, news release of 3 March 1976. 

B. Theodore B. Taylor, Statement before 
the Subcommittee on Energy and the En
vironment of the House Committee on In
terior and Insular Affairs, 213 February 1976. 
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safeguarding problems which Taylor 
was instrumental in raising seem 
further from solution now than when 
he initially raised them. 

I have concentrated on U.S. safe
guarding difficulties because it. 
seems a valid assumption that if 
the world's richest and most tech
nologically advanced nation cannot 
adequately dedI with these prob
lems, then other nations will be 
even more likely to fail. The sup
posed safeguards provided by the 
Intermtional Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) are basically an inventory 
accounting system administered 
by the. agency's small technical 
staff. The IAEA is able to recog
nize diversions after they occur, 
but is helpless to prevent di
versions. It provides no physical 
security against diversion, nor does 
it have any capability to track down 
and recover diverted materials. 

It appears that neither national 
nor international safeguards will 
prove adequate to prevent terrorists 
from going nuclear. In the following 
sections, we will consider what sort 
of world we may expect with nuclear 
armed terrorists. 

WHAT TERRORISTS AND 
REVOLUTIONAFlES CAN 

Do WITH NUCLEAR 
WEAPONS 

With a nuclear weapon at their 
disposal, the coercive leverage of a 
terrorist or revolutionary group is 
multiplied enormously. Terrorists 
could threaten the destructi'on of 
any number of key targets, includ
ing a nation's capital city, a major 
dam, or a nuclear power generating 
station. Nuclear threats against any 
of these targets could cause wide
spread panic and intense pressure 
on the government to accede to ter
rorist demands. 

The government involved would 
be in the difficult 'position of not 
knowing with certainty whether the 
terrorists were bluffing. One won
ders how much risk a government 
would take if the terrorists pub
licly presented a credible descrip
tion and photographs of their nuclear 
weapon and a small sample of spe
cial nuclear material. As a matter 
of policy, the U.S. government re
fuses to negotiate for the release 
of Americans who have been kid
napped. Would it adopt a similar 
no-negotiation policy for the "re
lease" of Americans who were in 
effect being held hostage by a 
nuclear bomb threat to New York 
or Chicago? 

Nuclear terrorists would have the 
advantage of choosing whether or 
not to identify themselves for pub
licity purposes. But even while 
identifying themselves, they could 
remain unlocatable and thus un
targetable for retaliation. This, of 
course, nullifies the basic premise 
of deterrence theory, namely that a 
nuclear attack can be prevented by 
fear of retaliation. Clearly, if ter
rorists cannot be located, they have 
no need to fear retaliation, and thus 
deterrence in this context becomes 
meaningless. Further, some terror
ists may be assumed to be so 
alienated that they would not be 
deterred even if located and certain 
to die if they carried out their 
thr(;'at. Of course, a nuclear bomb 
could be detonated remotely, even 
in another city, by telephone signal. 

An interesting variant of the above 
would be for the atomic terrorists 
to claim to be a group on which 
they desired to bring public enmity, 
or upon which they desired to inflict 
the retaliatory might of the threat
ened nation. When terr0rists have 
deliberately misidentified them
selves, one wonders whether or not 
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national leaders would be capable 
of responding intelligently, under 
possibly panic conditions. 

Were the terrorists to have more 
than one nuclear weapon, their posi
tion would be even more powerful. 
After they exploded one, it would be 
virtually impossible to reject their 
subsequent demands. Even if they 
had only one weapon which they 
used and bluffed a second weapon, 
it would be extremely difficult to 
attempt calling the bluff in the face 
of their already demonstrated capa
bility and the likely overriding pub
lic sentiment to avoid further de
struction at virtually any price. One 
successful nuclear extortion threat, 
or one actual nuclear bombing, 
would also undoubtedly instigate 
many similar threats. Distinguishing 
credible extortionists from hoaxers 
would increase in difficulty. 

The sorts of situations we are 
now considering would very likely 
result in state-of-emergency decla
rations and the assumpt;on of un
limited police powers by the threat
ened government. Responding to 
nuclear threats could undermine 
civil liberties and put democratic 
governments to their severest test. 

Revolutionaries within a given 
nation would be unlikely to use 
nuclear tactics against a popula
tion center of their own people. 
They might, however, be willing to 
act against a military target or a 
government symbol. Revolution
aries could also act without identi
fying themselves if they perceived 
the action to be in their interest. 
Revolutionaries would probably be 
less inhibited in terrorizing a for
eign government they desired 
overthrown. Theodore Taylor has 
pointed out that a nuclear weapon 
with a one-fiftieth kiloton yield 
(1,000 times less powerful than 
the yield at Hiroshima) detonated 

in a car on Pennsylvania Avenue 
would produce sufficient radiation 
to kill ai-tyone above basem.ed level 
in the White House, and thaj- a one 
kiloton weapon (still 20 timt)s less 
powerful than the Hiroshima bomb), 
if exploded just outside the ex, 
clusion area during a State of the 
Union message, would kill everyone 
inside the Capitol building.9 Taylor 
states of the latter possibility: 

It's hard for me to think of a higher
leverage target, at least in the \fnited 
States. The bomb would destroy the 
heads of all branches of the United 
States government-all Supreme Court 
justices, the entire cabinet, all legis
lators, and, for what it's worth, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. With the txcep
tion of anyone who happened to be 
sick in bed, it would kill the line 
of succession to the Presidency-all 
the way to the bottom of the Hst. A 
fizzle-yield, low-efficiency, ba'lically 
lousy fission bomb could do this.1O 

The situation referred to by Dr. 
Taylor would involve no threat, no 
warning-simply the explosion, the 
death and destruction, and the en
suing chaos and panic. Terrorists 
or revolutionaries in possess i.on of a 
nuclear weapon would have the op
tion of exploding it without warning. 
Some groups might find this prefer
able both to avoid identification with 
the act and to avoid capture. By 
deliberately miSidentifying t.hem
selves, terrorists might be able to 
catalyze domestic repression €Lndlor 
international war. 

RADIATION DISPERSAL DEVICES 

To construct a nuclear bomb re
quires either about 11 pounds of 
plutonium or about 45 pounds of 

9. John McPhee, The CUrt.'11 oj Binding 
Energy (New York: Farrar, Strauss and 
Giroux, 1973), pp. 221-22. 

10. Ibid., p. 222. 
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highly enriched uranium. It also re
quires some expertise and at least 
several weeks of work by a small 
well-trained team. With lesser 
amounts of time, expertise, and 
plutonium, terrorists could prepare 
radiological weapons which could 
be used for extortion or contamina
tion of chosen targets. 

Plutonium is an extremely toxic 
carcinogen. In a study done by the 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, it 
was calculated that the release of 
4.4 pounds of plutonium oxide as 
a fine powder would entail 100 per
cent probability of developing bone 
or lung cancer up to 1,800 feet 
downwind from the point of release, 
and a 1 percent risk as far as 40 
miles downwind.ll 

The immediate impact in terms of 
deaths and recognizable injury 
would be far less with a radiological 
weapon than a nuclear bom b, but the 
psychological and economic impact 
of forcing the evacuation of a large 
area and the costly and lengthy 
decontamination procedures in
volved could make radiological 
weapons attractive to terrorist and 
revolutionary groups. Additionally, 
radiation dispersal devices would be 
far easier to prepare than a nuclear 
bomb, requiring only a basic know
ledge of nuclear chemish·y. Ter
rorists who threatened the release 
of plutonium oxide in a popula
tion center would have to be negoti
ated with seriously, particularly if 
they included a sample of pluto
nium with their threat letter. It would 
be virtually impossible for author
ities to prevent the release of plu
tonium oxide when it could be done 
by simply attaching a leaking con
tainer of the material to a city 

11. "Ceneric Environmental Statement on 
Mixed Oxide Fuel" (U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission WASH-1327, August 1974), vol. 
4. p. v-48. 

taxicab or dropping it from the win
dow of a tall building. 

Dr. Edward Martell, a nuclear 
chemist with the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research, has 
stated: "in the not too unlikely 
event of a major plutonium release, 
the resulting contamination could 
require large-scale evacuation of the 
affected area, the leveling of build
ings and homes, the deep plowing 
and removal of topsoil and an un
predictable number of radiation 
casualties."12 The evident potential 
for creating the economic and social 
chaos-of forcing evacuation of a 
major city, say New York or Wash
ington, D.C.-might prove a sub
stantial lure for political terrorists 
in possession of plutonium. They 
might feel safer putting the diverted 
plutonium to immediate use rather 
than running the risk of organ
izing the talent and taking the neces
sary time to construct a nuclear 
bomb. 

Radiation dispersal devices could 
also be used against more specific 
targets, particularly ventilated 
buildings. Feasible targets might 
include legislative chambers, stock 
exchanges, embassies, corporate 
headquarters, political conventions, 
power plants, and communication 
centers. Will rich and Taylor .have 
calculated that the indoor release 
of one gram of powdered pluto
nium oxide could provide lethal dos
ages for inhabitants within a 500 
square meter area and significant 
contamination requiring some evac
uation and clean-up over a 50,000 
square meter area. The indoor 
release of 100 grams of pluto
nium, about one-quarter pound, 
would give lethal inhalation dosages 
for 50,000 square meters and sig-

12. Edward H. Martell, cited in Roger 
RapopOlt, The Great American Bomb Ma
chine (New York: Ballantine, 1972), p. 47. 

J 
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nificant contamination over 5 mil
lion square meters.13 

The above calculations are for an 
oxide of plutonium-239, the most 
common isotope of plutonium pro
duced as a by-product of the nuclear 
fissi.on process. A 1,OOO-megawatt 
light-water nuclear power reactor 
produces approximately 440 pounds 
of plutonium annually. A less com
mon isotope of plutonium produced 
by the fission process is pluto
nium-238. This isotope decays at a 
rate approximately 280 times faster 
than plutonium-239, having an 87 
year half-life rather than 24,400 
years, and thus is approximately 
280 times as toxic. Plutonium-238 
is worthy of our attention, since 
it is being used to power cardiac 
pacemakers. Each pacemaker con
tains approximately one-quarter 
gram of plutonium-238. Extrapolat
ing from the figures given by Will
rich and Taylor, the one-quarter 
gram of plutonium-238 in a single 
pacemaker could provide lethal dos
ages over an indoor area of 37,500 
square meters and provide signif
icant contamination requiring some 
evacuation and clean-up to an area 
of 3,750,000 square meters. It would 
seem imprudent at best to dismiss 
the possibility of terrorists gaining 
a significant radiological weapon 
by the removal of an implanted 
nuclear heart pacemaker from a hap
less victim, particularly when the 
recipients of nuclear pacemakers are 
periodically mentioned in the 
press.H At the present time, 20 

13. Will rich and Taylor, NucleQl' Theft, 
p.25. 

14. See, for example. "Government Owns 
Part of His Heart," S(lTlta Barbarll News 
Press, 26 February Ul76. For a nctional 
account of nuclear terrorism with a cardiac 
pacemaker. see my story, "The Ordeal of 
Harry Dalton: A Parable for Our Times," 
Science Forum, vol. 8, no. 6 (December 
1975), pp. 3-7. 

such pacemakers are being manu
factured and implanted monthly in 
the United States. A decision is 
pending on whether or not to pro
ceed with nuclear heart pacemakers 
on a larger scale. 

Since the major radiotoxic danger 
of plutonium derives from inhala
tion, sophisticated terrorists could 
theoretically contain the plutonium 
without hazard to themselves until 
they are ready to release it. If 
they chose to release it by time
bomb, they could be out of the 
area when the release occurred. 

Douglas DeNike, a long-time 
scholar of nuclear terrorism, has 
painted this frightening sceuario 
for the use of radiological weapons 
by terrorists: 

Perhaps the end will come with a 
whimper rather than a bang, Covert 
radiological warfare could cripple any 
nation without its immediate aware
ness. Thf> downtown cores of the hun
dred largest American cities, for ex
ample, could be made uninhabitable 
by two foreign students on their summer 
vacation. The whole job would require 
roughly 100 pounds of power-reactor
grade plutonium or strontium-gO par
.ticles. A pound of either one, tied to 
the underside of a taxicab in a leakinry; 
container, would create an insidious 
cancer-induction hazard over severnl 
square miles. IS 

While the health effects of the 
radiologkal contamination might 
not be felt for many years, the 
psychological and economic effects 
of announcing the contamination, 
as the terrorists would surely do, 
would be substantial, particularly 
if evacuation and decontamination 
were necessitated. 

As with a nuclear bomb, the lever
age of terrorists generally would 

15. L. Douglas DeNike, "Nuclear Terror," 
Sierra Cilib Bulletin, November-Decemher 
1975. 
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increase after the initial terrorist 
release of radionuclides. It would 
be extremely difficult for officials 
of a threatened city to resist ter
rorist demands when another city 
had already been required to evacu
ate. 

NUCLEAR FACILITIES AS TARGETS 
FOR TERRORISTS AND 

REVOLUTIONARIES 

As we enter the fourth quarter 
of the twentieth century, nuclear 
power plants are being increasingly 
relied upon to supply electric power. 
While a m!\jority of people probably 
continue to view nuclear power -as 
a great technological achievement, 
a growing minority see nuclear 
power as a symbol of teehnological 
arrogance. It is becoming increas
ingly widely understood that a 
meltdown of a nuclear reactor core 
could result in the release of vola
tile radioactive materials which 
could take thousands of lives and 
cause billions of dollars in property 
damage. The amount of potential 
damage remains a hotly debated 
issue, but the most recent Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
document on this issue, the "Re
actor Safety Study" (Rasmussen Re
port), estimates a worst-case acci
dent would cause 3,300 early 
fatalities, 45,000 cases of early ill
nesses, and $14 billion in property 
damage. IS This study argues that 
the chances of a nuclear accident 
killing more than 1,000 people are 
extremely low, the likelihood of oc
currence being once in a million 
reactor-years for 100 nuclear plants, 
about the same risk as this number 

16. "Reactor Safety Study: An Assessment 
of Accident in U.S. Commercial Nuclear 
Power Plants, ~Iain Rl'port" (NucleM Regn
Itltory Comlllission, WASH-1400, October 
1975). 

-------- ---

of people being killed by a mete
orite. The study, however, excludes 
consideration of intentional destruc
tion of a nuclear reactor which 
could set the probability of a core 
meltdown at unity. 

In 1972 airline hijackers threat
ened to crash a Boeing 727 into 
the Oak Ridge, Tennessee, nuclear 
installation. The site was evacuated, 
and the terrorists did not carry out 
their threat. James R. Schlesinger, 
who was at that time U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission (AEC) chair
man, commented on the incident 
that 

... if one intends to crash a plane into 
a facility and one is able to persuade 
the pilot that that is the best way to 
go, there is, I suspect, little that can 
be done aboutthatproblem. The nuclear 
plants that we are building today are 
designed carefully to take the impact of, 
I believe, a 200,000 pound aircraft 
arriving at something on the order of 
150 miles per hour. They will not take 
the impact of a larger aircraft,l7 

A Boeing 747 is nearly twice as 
heavy as the aircraft the power 
plants are designed to withstand, 
and a smaller aircraft carrying con
ventional explosives would prob
ably penetrate a reactor contain
ment structure. This approach to 
radiation release would, of course, 
be suicidal, but demonstrably there 
are terrorists fanatical enough to 
sacrifice their lives for what they 
believe to be a greater goal. 

There are simpler ways for ter
rorists to effect a radiation release 
at a nuclear power plant. A former 
U.S. navy demolition specialist 
testified before Congress that 

... as one trained in special warfare 
and demolitions, I feel certain that I 
could pick three to nve ex-underwater 

17. Cited in Mike Gravel Newsletter, 
31 October 1973. 
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demolition Marine Reconnaissance, or 
Green Beret men at random and sabo
tage virtually any nuclear reactor ·in 
the country. It would not be essential 
for more than one of these men to have 
had such specialized training. . . . The 
engineered safeguards would be min
imally effective and the aJIlount of 
radioactivity released could be of cata
strophic proportions. IS 

A 1974 Government Accounting 
Office (GAO) survey of security sys
tems at nuclear plants drew atten
tion to the vulnerability of the spent 
fuel storage pools located at reactor 
sites. In a letter to then AEC 
Chairman Dixy Lee Ray, a GAO 
official noted: 

According to AEC and licensee officials, 
the used-fuel storage facility at a nuclear 
power plant is more accessible and vul
nerable to sabotage than is the reactor 
core. Such a storage facility generally 
is an uncovered pool of water near tho 
reactor. The highly radioacti ve used fuel 
does not have the same degree of phys
ical protection as that provided to the 
reactor core by the reactor contain
ment vessel. I9 

Terrorists might consider the 
spent fuel storage pool of a nuclear 
reactor as an inviting target. Drop
ping a waterproof bomb in this stor
age pool would probably result in 
high-level radioactive contamina
tion of the power plant itself, 
making its evacuation necessary. 

Nuclear power plants may justi
fiably be considered military equal
izers. Locating a nuclear power plant 
near a metropolitan area gives ter
rorists or revolutionaries (or small 
enemy nations) a target which in 
effect can disrupt an entire city 
by radioactive contamination, neces-

18. B. L. Welch, Statement before the 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 28 
March 1974. 

19. Henry Eschwege, letter to AEC Chair
man Dixy Lee Ray, 16 October 1974, p. 2. 

sitating precipitate evacuation. This 
concept of military equalizer is one 
which, to the best of my knowledge, 
no national department of defense 
has yet recognized. The GAO study 
referred to above also pointed out 
that at U.S. nuclear facilities "there 
has been ·no specific coordination 
with other Federal Agencies, such 
as the Department of Defense and 
the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation, 
to protect against or respond to at
tacks by paramilitary groupS."20 More
over, federal regulations specifically 
exempt the nuclear industry from 
responsibility for defending against 
sophisticated attacks on nuclear 
plants.21 

Other areas of the nuclear fuel 
cycle could conceivably be targets 
for terrorist attack as well. These 
would include spent fuels being 
transported by rail or truck, and 
waste storage sites. In either case, 
a terrorist attack would involve the 
penetration of the transport cask 
with explosives and the consequent 
release of radioactive materials into 
the environment. This clearly would 
not be a strategy for terrorists or 
revolutionaries desirous of impress
ing a local population with their 
benevolence. Conceivably, though, 
the terrorists could perceive them
selves as benevolent if they believed 
their action to be the only way to 
stop a dangerous technology (such 

20. Ibid., p. 3. 
21. IOCFR 50.13: "An applicant for a 

license to construct and operate a production 
or utilization facility, or for an amend
ment to such license, is not required to 
provide for design features or other measures 
for the specific purpose of protection against 
the effects of (a) attacks and destructive 
acts . including sabotage, directed against 
the ' facility by an enemy of the United 
States, whether a foreign government or 
other person, or (b) use or deployment 
of weapons incident to U.S. defense ac
tivities." 
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as nuclear power) before industrial 
societies became too dependent 
upon it. 

In the United States, between 
April 1969 and July 1976, there were 
235 threats of violence or acts of 
violence toward nuclear facilities, 
and the frequency of such actions 
is increasing-there were 55 just 
in the first eight months of 1976.22 

As far as is known, none has yet 
succeeded in the loss of nuclear 
material or in causing damage to 
nuclear equipment or the general 
public, but the likelihood that one 
will soon succeed is not trivial. 

BRIEF SCENAlUOS FOR 
U.S. POLICy-MAKERS 

To give some idea of the dif
ficulties which policy-makers may 
face in the future, let us consider 
the following brief scenarios. 

-A U.S. army base is destroyed 
without warning by a low yield. 
nuclear weapon with no clues as 
to who is responsible. 
-The U.S. embassy in India is de
stroyed in the same manner. 
-A cadre of revolutionaries, includ
ing a nuclear engineer, take over a 
nuclear power plant and threaten 
to initiate a core meltdown if their 
demands for policy change are not 
met. 
---':An American-owned factory in 
France is discovered to have been 
saturated with plutoniuli' oxide, 
and threats are received that the 
same will happen to other American 
corporations if certain government 
policy changes are not made. 

22. A complete listing of threats and acts 
of violence to licensed and unlicensed 
nuclear facilities may be obtained from the 
Energy Resources Qivision Administration 
and/or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

-Japane,;(" '<::lxtremists divebomb an 
American nuclear reactor ca\lsing a 
core meltdowll. 
-A German lcrrorist group threat
ens the nuclear bombing of an un
specified U.S. target in Europe 
unless the Netherlands releases 
certain political prisoners. 
-A multinational terrorist group, 
in possession of plutonium oxide, 
begins contaminating U.S. targets 
in Latin America and Asia, each 
time reiterating a demand for the 
United States to withdraw its 
nuclear weapons from Europe. 

CONCLUSIONS 

-Nuclear or radiological weapons 
in the hands of terrorists or revolu
tionaries could provide a significant 
threat to any society, particularly 
urban and industrial societies. 
- Terrorists or revolutionaries can 
use nuclear or radiological weapons 
to extort money or extract political 
concessions from a government. 
-Once a nuclear or radiological 
weapon is used by a terrorist or 
revolutionary group, other such 
groups will be more likely to 
threaten this approach and also 
more likely to be successful in 
having their demands met. 
-Since retaliation will be difficult 
if not impossible against possibly 
unlocatable and even unidentifiable 
terrorists or revolutionaries, it will 
be necessary to prevent any 
diversion of nuclear weapons or 
special nuclear materials anywhere 
in the world. As yet, no criteria 
have been established as to ho\v 
nuclear safeguards can be assured 
for the present, let alone for a con
ceivable future with many more 
nuclear weapon and nuclear power 
states. 
---':The threat of nuclear terrorism 
could precipitate restrictions on 
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civil liberties. Policy-makers of the 
future will have to make some hard 
decisions in this area, particularly 
if nuclear power continues to ex
pand as an energy source. 
-It is not inconceivable that 
nuclear terrorism could intensify 
international tensions and catalyze 
international wars, particularly if 
the terrorists are not identifiable 
or are misidentified. 
- The serious nature of the potential 
consequences of nuclear terrorism 
demands equally serious policy de-

cisions by current government 
policy-makers. A starting point is an 
evaluation of the consequences of 
continued development and ex
portation of nuclear technology and 
a realistic assessment of how ef
fective nuclear [lafeguards can be 
expected to be on a worldwide 
basis. 
- The solution to the problem of 
potential nuclear violence by ter
rorists or revolutionaries must be 
founded in a broad international 
context ;f it is to be effective. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20220 

DEPIITY ASSISTANT SECRETARY May 8, 1978 

-

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

This is in response to your letter to Secretary 
Blumenthal this date requesting a statement concerning 
the explosives tagging program of the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms along with other material which 
would be helpful for inclusion in your hearing record 
on S. 2236, "An Act to Combat International Terrorism." 
I am including a statement prepared by Mr. A. Atley 
Peterson, Special Assistant to the Director for Research 
and Development, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. 
I am also enclosing other materials which you may find 
of interest. 

/-~ 1nt:S~L 
Lawrence M. Baskir 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 
(Legislative Affairs) 

The Honorable 
Abraham A. Ribicoff 
Chairman, Senate 

Governmental Affairs Committee 
U. S. SenatE' 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Enclosures 
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Statement of A. Atley Peterson 

Special Assistant to the Director 
for Research and Developme~t 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco an2 Firearms 

to the 

May 8, J978 

'\ 

Senate Governmental Affairs Committee 
Concerning S, 2236, "An Act to Combat Terrorism" 

I am A. Atley Peterson, Special Assistant to the Director 

for Research and Development of the Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobacco and Firearms. For the past four years, I have 

been Chairman of the Advisory Committee on )!:xplosives 

Tagging, reporting to the Director -for this impo'r-tant 

program. This statement outlines the history of the 

program, the methodology we are using, the objectives, 

and the status of the program's four parts. 
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HISTORY 

For some 20 years people involved in the suppression of 

crimes with explosives have hoped that some day a means 

would be found to detec~ concealed explosives and to 

provide some clue after an explosion which would lead the 

investigator to the criminal. In 1972 ATF, with a group, 

of interested people, discussed this problem and determined 

that the time was ripe to enlist the support of science and 

technology to assist in .controlling the use of explosives 

in crime. In 1973 the Bureau of A'lcohol, Tobacco and Fire

arms assumed leadership of this project. 

In 1974 we requested and were granted charters for an 

Advisory Committee on Explosives Tagging and a Technical 

Suqcommittee to the Advisory Committee. ATF was first 

funded last year, 1976, with FY-77 funds for this program. 

At that time the program was put into high gear. Prior to 

that, funding had been provided by the Law Enforcement 

Assistancp. Administra'tion, the Federal Aviation Administration, 

the Bureau of Mines, the U. S. Postal Service and the 

Ir.~crnal Revenue Service. Each had addressed a rather 

limitecf area of the Whole program; but these efforts did 

establish the scientific confidence that we could tag explo

sives for identification after detonatxon and for detection 
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prior to detonation. Through the Advisory Committee on 

Explosives Tagging, we achieved a sense of common purpose 

toward a national objective and excellent coordination. 

We received outstanding coop~ration and technical advice 

from industry. Without the help of those highly skilled, 

experienced people in the explosi~es industry, this pro

gram could not have advanced as rapidly as it has. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The attack on this program has been developed with the 

advice, guidance and technical expertise offered by the 

individuals on the Advisory committee on Explosives Tagging 

and its Technical Subcommittee. The Advisory Committee 

representatives are from all of the agencies of the Federal 

Government interested in explosives control. Th~y include 

ATF, the Federal Aviation Administration, the Secret Service, 

the U. S. Postal Service, the Bureau of Mines, the Department 

of Defense, the Department of Transportation, the Environ

mental Protection Agency, the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration, the Federal Bureau of Inves"tigation, and the 

U. S. Customs Service. In addition, we have representatives 

from a local police department, the academic world, and the 

Institute of ~lakers of Explosives. 

The last group brings to our forum the representatives of 

the manufacturers for their practical scientific and tech

nical expertise. It has been a very effective interchange, 

~nd at our'meetings the manufacturing companies are invited 

to send representatives as observers. 

The Technical Subcommittee consists of five individuals, 

carefully selected for their scientific expertise in the 
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explosive fields. The Chairman is the Chief of ATF's 

Forensic Laboratory, in which the techniques for the 

analysis of bomb crimes are perfected and many of which are 

adopted hy crime laboratories throughout the country. The 

Bureau of Mines is represented l)ecause it has done a great 

deal of research and development in control of the permissible 

and i,mpermissible explosives used in the mining industry. 

The Lawrenc~ Livermore Laboratory of the University of 

·~a:tifornia provides a highly qualified individual and so does 

the Institute for Defense Analyses. The U. S. Postal Service, 

which has been very concerned with the letter bomb problem 

for some' years, provides the fifth represen·tative from its 

research and development organizatitm. 

This small group is able to make tough, hard decisions and 

make them fast. They have over the pant few years held 

hearings throughout the united Sta-tes inviting any organiza~ 

tion or person who has an idea of how to control explosives 

used in crime to pres'ent proposals. 'l.'he task of the Tech

pical Subcommittee is to determine which technology should 

be pu-rsued and'which probably does not have the promise 

that th~ir promoters allege. These are tough decisions to 

make because' there are many people who believe in what they 
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are proposing and yet, scientifically, perhaps there are 

better ~lays of attacking the problem. 

In addition, as soon as this program was funded, ATF 

negotiated a contract l'lith Aerospace Corporatioll to proviJe 

technical systems management. The Aerospace Corporation, 

as is well knOlm, has been systems managers on many of the 

military's highly scientific programs and is now, in addi

tion, devoting its efforts to non-military national programs 

as wel~. We are pleased to have the support from Aerospace, 

and I understand that later Dr. Robert Moler, Director of 

the Expiosives Control Program for Aerospace Corporation, will 

present his testimony on the program. 

An additional contract was negotiated with Management Science 

Associat~s of Los Altos, California, to study the cost 

'benefits of the program. Data on explosives crimes is not 

very precise at this time. We are frequently asked what is 

the value of our program. Those of us working in the control 

of explosives crimes feel very strongly that it is of value, 

but we realize the need to be more precise in describing its 

value to soci~ty. The results of this study should be 

available in January or'February of 1978. The procedures by 
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which we' function are generally these': Aerospace 

Corporation or the Technical Subcommittee recow~ends cer

tain technologies' that should be researched. The proposed 

funding is reviewed by the Technical Subcommittee and it 

makes a recommendation to the'full Advisory Committee. 

The Advisory Committee then, in light of national interes~s, 

total fundings, overall departmental objectives, and a review 

of the potential of the technology proposed, reviews these 

recommendations. If the Advisory Committee finds that the 

recommendations are appropriate, i.t will establish an order 

of priority and recommend the next steps in the resear.ch and 

development program to the D;rector of ATF. Aerospace 

Corporation, then, on behalf of ATF, negotiates contracts 

with the many subcontractors supporting this program. This 

system has been most successful and has kept all parties in 

the program apprised of the efforts. The guidance has been 

quick and ~e believe quite practical. 
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OBJECTIVES 

The major objective is to reduce and suppress crimes with 

explosives. Detection will prevent the introduction of an 

explosive into an area for illegal use. Identification will 

enable us to apprehend more criminal bombers, faster and at 

less cost. 

There are also associated objectives. One is to reduce 

thefts. If we are able to trace explosives used in crime 

to the last legal possessor, that person or organization, we 

believe, will tend to improve his 'security measures., He 

will want to avoid the surprise and embarrassment of being 

confronted with the fact that the explosive used in crime 

came from his magazine. 

Another related objective is to provide a more certain means 

of determining whether an explosion was accidental, such as 

from a leaking gas main, or intentionally set off by explo

sive materials set in'place by some person. This capability 

~Iould tend 'to simplify litigation in insurance claims. 

This program is also designed to assist the Bureau of Mines 

in assuring that only certain safe or permissible explosives 

are used in underground mining operations. 
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PROGRAM 

The Explosives Tagging Program has four parts: 

1. Tagging for Identification 

2. Tagging for Detection 

3. Detection without Tagging 

4. Identification without Tagging 

The first two require the addition of some chemical material, 

which we call taggants, to the explosives to enable us to 

identify and detect. The identification is to tell us the 

information we need about the explosive after detonation 

which ~16uld enable us to trace it. through its course in 

commerce to the point at which a criminal may have procured 

it. The tagging for detection is designed to detect th8 

presence of concealed explosives • 

. The last two parts, detection without tagging and identifi

cation without tagging, are objectives that we believe will 

be technologically fe'asible in the future but are not yet 

possible. If, in fact, we were able to detect without 

tagging or to identify \~ithout tagging, we \~ould immediately 

discontInue the tagging progrum. But both of these latter 

two phases, to be universally applicable, are scientifically 

still fairly far in the future. 
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TAGGING FOR IDENTIFICATIO~ 

Tagging for identification will give us essentially the 

same information that is now printed on the outside wrapper 

of all explosives in accordance with ATF regulatiuns, This 

information is commonly called the date/shift code and 

identifies the manufacturer, the plant at which it \'!<lS 

manufactured, the date, and the production unit in whl.ch it 

was manufactured. By this inf~rmation, we are able to trace 

explosives from the manufacturer through the distributor to 

a legal user. This is possible because the recordkeeping 

requirements are in existence now that will provide us this 

pathway. We no\~ do such traoes from data on undetonated 

explosives in our National Explosives Tracing Center. ATF 

provides this service to all law enforcement organizations 

an~ now traces approximately 100 explosives each month. 

When the expl.osive goes off, it usually destroy's all evi

dence, and consequently, the apprehension of the criminal is 

extremely difficult. For example, ATF's ratiQ of arrests to 

crillles in explosives 'is about one-third the ratio ih firearms 

crimes. 

In tagging for identification, our first efforts are to tag 

cap-sensitive explosives \'/hich are generally knQl,'n as dyna

mites, water gels and slurries. Cap-sensitive explosives 
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are those that can be detonated by either an electric or 

nan-electric blasting cap. They are thererore sensitive as 

compared to blasting agents \~hich require a booster to be 

activated. Water gels and slurries are explosive materials 

wi th characteristics similar to "dynami tes., They are 

conveniently packaged in sausage-like plas'tic tubes. They 

are generally accepted as modern improved explosives to 

replace dynamites. 

These explosives are conveniently packaged for use in blasting 

operations. They are identified as being used in about 20% 

of the criminal bombings. However, they account for a major 

portion of deaths, injuries, and property damage in explo

sives crimes. We have determined 'that about 69% of deaths, 

68% of injuries, and 79% of property damage are due to this 

family of explosives. We,have proved we can tag this family 

of explosives, and a l';,,ltional Pilo.t Test is underway to 

refine the procedures in normal commerce. 

,The next family is the powders--black and smokeless. They 

are used in about 40% of 'the crimes, but because they pro

duce a ~ow-order explosion, loss of life, injuries, and 

property damage are siaall. In June of this year the Board 
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of Governors of the American Society of Crime Laboratory 

Directors, Inc. (ASCLD) determined that its number one 

research and development priority \~as the tagging of 

ammunition. If we are successful in tagging smokeless and 

black pO\~ders, we will be able to tag anununi tion ancl shall 

have satisfied this objective. Right now we are negotiating 

contracts to insure that there is no change in the ballistic 

character or the corrosion effect of tagged anununition. We 

believe \~e will succeed in tagging the powders in the next 

several months. 

The next family, not used in general crime very frequently, 

but often in letter bombs, is plastic explosives, the semi

gelatinous materials. We are working in this area, and 

believe there will be no serious problems to adding taggants 

to these plastic explosives. 

Another family comprises the military explosiyes such as 

C-4, RDX, HMX, tetryl', etc. These appear in crime less 

than 5% but due to the high energy of the explosion, they 

cause considerable damage, loss of life and injury. ~10st 

of these explosives used in crime·are stolen from the 

military. 
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Periodically, the military declares some of these explosives 

as surplus, and they are then purchased by licensed manu

facturers or dealers for re-work into commercial explosives 

products. Manufacturers have assured us that, as they 

re-work the,military explosives; they can add identification 

tags. Thus, there would be a time gap between the release 

of the explosives from the military and the time at which 

the licensed manufacturer could add the taggants. This time 

gap would have to be monitored ,very closely. 

Finally, we come to the family of'blasting agents. These 

are non-cap-sensitive explosives and are ge'nerallY pro

duced by combining an oxidizer and a fuel oil. The best 

known is ammonium nitrate and fuel oil, cO,mmonly referred 

to as ANFO. Ammonium nitrate is commonly used as a 

fertilizer. Therefore, these two components are widely 

available. Separated, the components are not classed as 

explosives; mixed, they become explosive materials. 

Under existing laws there'is no authoritY,to tag the 

compo'nents, although once comb~ned, the mixture does fall 

under the regulations governing explosives. Of the three 

billion pounds of explosive materials used each year, 

27-428 0 - 78 - 69 
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blasting agents represent about 80% o~ the total. Their 

use in bombings is low--less than 1%, probably because of 

inconvenience for handling surreptitiously. If ~le move to 

tag this quanti ty, ~le do not believe we could produce 

enough taggants for several years. Therefore, we have taken 

another approach. To be detonated, a blasting agent in 

almost every case requires a booster. A I-pound booster 

charge could set off 500 to 5,000 pounds of blasting agent. 

Research is going on now to tag boosters. In this way we 

shall be able to make blasting agents traceable. 

Lastly, we are investigating. ways to tag the supporting 

elements for identification. These include the electric 

and non-electric blasting caps, detonating cord, safety 

fu~es, etc. Tagging the electric blasting caps for identi

fication is highly desirable because they are made by only 

three companies in the u. S., and they are v.sed in a 

majority of the crimes resulting in death, injuries or 

property damage. However, the manufacturing process is so 

sensitive and so complex that \~e do not foresee an early 

solution to this problem. 

Tagging for identification has been proved feasible and 

has been demonstrated in the field. In June 1977 it was 
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demonstrated 'for represe~tatives of Congress and the press 

in nearby Maryland. In February 1977 it was demonstrated 

in actual field conditions in Alabama with the participa

tion of the local and sb\te police, FBI and ATF agents. 

These demonstrations ,havr, prqved that l'ie can tag cap

sensitive explosives, whic)1 include' dynamites, the new 

slurries, and water gels r and recqver th€l coded tags to 

identify the explosive. We recognize that there are other 

explosives used in crime~ We are not ignoring them. We 

have'research undel:way to investigate the methodology by 

which we can tag black and smokeless powders, boosters, 

caps, fuzes, and detonating cord, ,as well as the military 

surplus explosives vlhich are sold to the cOl\lIl\ercial manu-

facturers for re-work into commercial explosives. 

originall>' there I'fere three candidate taggants. In the 

,first feasibility studies, one was determined as not to be 

feasible. Th.:tt left two taggants, those produced by the 

Westinghouse Electric'Corporation and the 3N company, as 

contenders. Each was capable of meeting some of the require

ments but each had deficiencies. At this time, therefore, 

the taggants produced, by the 3H Company are the surviving 

contender. 3M taggants are adequate but not yet optimum. 

'. 
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They have not yet met all of our requirements. 3M is 

continuing the research and developnent to meet all 

objectives. \'/e have confidence that the 3M Company \1ill 

meet these requirements. Neanwhile, we have research 

looking at other and possibly bE:itter techniques. We do not 

consider that this is a static program. There is room for 

improvement and the participation of other manufacturers 

as the market develops. 

Currently, beginning this past June, we are engaged in a 

National Pilot Test for tagging for identification. We are 

tagging some seven million pounds of commer'cially produced 

cap-sensitive explosives which will be distributed through 

normal commercial channels. These are the dynamites, water 

gels, and slurries which cauSe most damage in criminal 

bombings. We shall watch this program, identifying bugs, 

trying to correct them, and then in April of next year we 

shall be ready for national implementation. When I say 

"ready for national fmplementation," quite obviously there 

\1ill be a time lagl first; between the beginning of the 

progr'am and the introduction of the taggants into the manu

facturing process of commercially produced explosives, and 

second, before the complete replacement of those explosives 
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which were on" the shelve\, and produced prior to that date. 

In addition, there \~ill be some explosives concerning which 

our research ,~ill not have been concluded, and which, 

therefore, ~Ie ~Iill not be ready to tag . 
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TAGGING FOR DETECTION 

Turning from identification to tagging for detection, we envision 

a system involving a detector ,which in the presence of a tagged 

explosive would provide a signal that an ex~losive was present. 

'Our goal is to enable this to be built into doorways, into the 

circulating systems of buildings or aircraft, or mo'unted in 

portable units with which a search of an area could be 

accomplished. 

Our first objective is to tag electri~ blasting caps. Since the 

taggant for detection does not have to survive the blast, the 

addition, of the taggant to the blasting cap is, we believe, 

reasonably simple. 

Our current efforts are directed toward developing a suitable 

taggant. Our goal is a vapor taggant which can be detected by 

simple, inexpensive'instruments. We are not unmindful of the 

merits of another type of additive, one that responds in some 

detectable manner to an 9utside energy source. But at this time 

most intense efforts are to develop a vapor taggant. 

In tagg~ng for detection, we are approximately one year behind 

schedule. The initial p~om~se of sulfahexafluoride embedded in 

tefl on has proved not to be the optimum taggant that we sought. 

-I 
I 
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Therefore, we now have three parallel approaches attacking the 

problem of providing a vapor which will remain in the explosive 

for at least five years, give a very distinctive vapor which can 

be detected conveniently by moderate or low-cost detection 

instruments, does not exist normally fn nature, disintegrates 

once it is released into the air, has no undesirable impact on 

the environment, and is reasona~le in cost. We are confident 

that out of these three parallel efforts in the next few months 

we will find materials which will satisfy our severe requirements. 

We believe we shall achieve this goal by early 1978. Then we 

shall begin a National Pilot Test on tagging for detention in 

mid-1978 and be ready for implementation in April of 1979. Once 

we have sol~ed the chemistry of the detection tag~ant, we look 

forward to combining it with the taggant for identification. At 

that time the tagging program will be mature.' 
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DETECTION WITHOUT TAGGING 

Research in detection without tagging is also a current phase of 

the tagging program. The Federal Aviation Administration is most 

interested in detecting explosives without tagging at airports, 

and therefore is devoting considerable amount of its effort in 

this direction. The representatives of ATF and FAA work very 

closely together to ensure no dupli.cation and a complementary 

attack on the program. 

In detection without tagging, the Federal Aviation Administration 

is researching several different techniques for detection of 

explosives carried by aircraft passengers, in luggage and in 

cargo. In addition, in the ATF program we are engaging in three 

parallel research and development efforts, which are not being 

addressed in any other program in the United States. T~ese will, 

if successful, support the FAA and the Postal Service programs, 

the first for detection of explosives in luggage and the second 

for the detection of letter bombs at a high rate of speed. 
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IDENTIFICATION WITHOUT TAGGING 

In identification without tagging, we have only a minor monitoring 

effort of the scientific developments. 

Identification without tagging is a low-level effort because we 

have as yet seen no promising technological potential which can 

respond to this requirement to identify all the elements we need 

to know concerning the explosive after it has been detonated. 

Today we "do analyze residue. Our laboratory scientists work 

extremely hard to uncover clues which can lead to the criminals 

who use explosves. They sift residue for any bit or piece of the 

explosive material, and occassionally they are fortunate enough to 

put together pieces of metal, plastic, paper, wood, or some other 

material that can give us a clue as to where this particular 

ex,plosive came from, which then, hopefully. can lead us to the 

criminal. We are sucessful in some cases, but with difficulty, 

and success is not frequent. 
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.Thus, of the four parts of the program, the two involving tagging 

L_ 

are the ones on which \~e are now concentrating most heavily with 

ATF funding. FAA is extending its program somewhat further in the 

future by additional efforts on detection without tagging. Some 

of the R&D effort that ATF is exploring now is also in the field 

of detection without tagging. Each attack, however, .is well known 

to all agencies involved. 
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FOREIGN INTEREST 

One further note on the current status about which I am pleased to 

report is that Canada is establishing an interagency organization 

to pursue explosives tagging. England has asked for and received 
. . . 

some of our i.dentification taggants for its OM] field tests. 

Other countries of the free world confronted with terrorist 

attacks are watching our program closely. We willingly assist any 

interested friendly government. 
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CONCLUSION 

·The explosives tagging program will greatly assist in suppressing 

one of the most horrendous crimes in the United States and the 

.world today, the criminal use of explosives, and its attendant 

costs. It is a favorite tactic of terrorists. Not' only will we 

be helping ourselves but also other countries faced with 

terrorism. Consequently, we believe that we have a duty to our 

fellow man to promote this program as rapidly as we can. 

The mere fact that we have tagging will deter theft by encouraging 

the legal owner to tighten his security, for he will be more aware 

that we can track an explosive used in crime to his magazines. 

Furthermore, tagging will help to distinguish between explosions 

caused purely accidentally and those caused by deliberate acts . 

. The law enforcement officers whom we have invited to provide 

inputs on our program, including repr'esentatives of the major 

police organizations, have strongly supported the ~agging for 

identification because now they have so few clues to help catch 

the bomber. The security officers at airports, office buildings, 
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grocery stores, banks, and all activities faced with bomb 

threats which now require costly solutions need a simple 

detection system to prevent the unauthorized introduction 

of explosives. 

We are also pleased to have Canada and England pursuing a 

parallel effort. 
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Chart 1I3 

TYPES OF EXPLOSIVES INVOLVED IN CRIMINAL BOMBINGS 
CAUSH'G DEATH, INJURY, At-jD DAMAGE IN 1976 

6% Hll itary Expl os ives 
6% Smokeless Powder 

19% .B1ack POlider 

6% Hi1itary Explosives 
13% Smokeless Powder 
13% Black Powder 

21% Other Explosives 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Explosives Tagging and Control Program is multifaceted. Its key elements, 

as defined by the Advisory Committee on explosives tagging, are tagging for identification 

and tagging for detection with lesser emphasis on nontagged detection. In support of the 

established goals, The Aerospace Corporation has carried out a program for the Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) designed to produce significant accomplishments as 

rapidly as possible. 

The technical support task has involved numerous presentations to the Advisory 

Committee on Explosives Tagging, the Technical Subcommittee to the Advisor)1 

Committee, ATF's Project Officer, the law enforcement community, key representatives 

of industry, and the Congress of the United States. These discussions served to highlight 

the progress and status of the explosives control program. Key objectives of this effort 

have been to foster a climate of cooperation and coordination of efforts to ensure orderly 

progression toward implementation of explosives tagging. This effort has provided an 

interface with the explosives industry, numerous technology reports, environmental and 

economic assessments of the explosives tagging program, and support for field testing and 

demonstrations. 

Another key area of technical support to A TF has been the training of bomb 

investigative field agents in methods for postblast identification taggant recovery, separa

tion from debris, and readout. Several exercises have been conducted at such locations as 

Birmingham, Alabama; Seneca Creek State Park, Maryland; Phoenix, Arizona; and Glenco, 

Georgia. Bomb investigators have been enthusiastic about identification tagging once 

actual detonation, recovery, and readout have been demonstrated. 

Identification tagging implementation has centered on a National pile,t test 

program for the identification tagging of 10 million pounds of packaged dynamite and 

slurries/water gels by seven leading manufacturers. Several issues involving taggant" 

compatibility with explosive materials have been resolved after extensive testing. The 

issue of transportaion of tagged explosives was favorably resolved. The permissibility of 

tagged explosives is still under study. Feasibility studies for inclusion of identification 

taggants in other explosives categories are in progress (i.e., gun powders, blastil1g caps, 

emulsions, fuse/detonating cord, two-component explosives, and boosters). The, overall 

objective of these efforts is to demonstrate feasibility for identification tagging of all 

explosive categories which pose a significant potential threat. 

vii 
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Detection tagging development has focused on the incorporation of a distinctive 

vapor taggant into the explo~ives formulation of blasting caps and gun powders. 

Subcontracted efforts include sorption of vapor taggants into blasting cap plug closure 

materials, inclusion of microencapsulated vapor taggants in caps and bulk explosives, and 

finally, the experimental evaluation of room-temperature sublimable salts. The soption 

studies have included a wide range of explosives types and have dwelt with more than 150 

combinations. Based on criteria developed early in the program, only some 25 candidates 

are still being investigated. Mircoencapsulated liquids appear to hold substantial promise 

based on preliminary studies, and an increasing emphasis is being placed in this area. 

Finally, some preliminary studies have been made on the potential of a coded harmonic 

radar tagging method, which indicates promise, and a deactivation method using a 

micromagnetic switch. 

Smaller efforts have been initiated in nontagged detection of explosives. The 

technique of ion-mobility spectrometry is being investigated as a natural vapor detector. 

(It has also some potential as a vapor tag detector.) The use of the dielectric 

discontinuity method is being studied as a relatively fast, low cost means of letter-bomb 

detection. Finally, the technique of dual-energy tomography shows considerable promise 

as a method of determining the bulk properties (average density and atomic number) of 

explosives within a larger package. 

As part of the technical support task, recommendations regarding fruitful 

avenues of approach are made, and a number of important developments were studied. 

The two most important were the detection of explosives (non tagged or vapor tagged) by 

atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry and olfactory discrimination by the 

Mongolian gerbil. In either case, the apparent detection limit and specificity surpass 

known methods by several orders of magnitude, and serious, detailed studies are warranted 

and recommended. 

Nontagged identification of explosives has not been offered the attention it 

deserves, largely because of the technical difficulty of the area. During this program, 

several promising technologies were identified and evaluated that suggest that a reas

sessment of this position should be made. These experimental methods involve comparison 

(powder matching) and postblast residue analysis (explosive-specific enzymes and 

chromatographic methods). Such procedures will enhance the forensic chemist's ability to 

viii 
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analyze and identify the type of explosive from blast residue. These methods are 

suggested out of the realization that identification taggant addition to certajn categories 

of explosives (military explosives, homemade explosives, and explosives in im'entory prior 

to National implementation of the identification tagging concept) repre.sent broad 

categories of explosives for which only residue analysis can provide investigative· support. 

The above-described efforts delineate the approach of this program under 

sponsorship of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. Key program efforts are 

designed to provide for predetonation detection of illegally used explosives and, in the 

event of detonation, provide a mechanism of explosives identification thereby giving 

investigative leads. This duality of concerted efforts is targeted at the ultimate objective 

toward controlling the illegal use of explosives. 

ix 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The illegal use of explosives has been recognized as a serious threat to the 

country for a number of years, and several Government agencies have sponsored studies 

and developments toward countering this threat. However, no substantial gains had been 

made in achieving a significant impact on the problem until relatively recently. Noting 

that many bombings were taking place in public areas traditionally considered inviolate, 

there has developed an element of coordination and cooperation among United States 

Federal agencies. 

Efforts in explosives vapor characterization, identification tagging develop

ments, and initial detection tagging feasibility studies were originated by the Law En

forcement Assistance Administration. The U.S. Postal Service also pioneered studies in 

explosives vapor characterization, barrier penetration, and detection, as did the U.S. 

Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command (USAMERADCOM). In 

addition, the Bureau of Mines contributed substantially toward the development of 

identification tags and an implementation model of a Nationwide explosives identification 

tagging program. 

Under the impetus and coordination of the Advisory Committee on Explosives 

Tagging of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF), an explosives control 

program resulted. This report addresses a majority of the technical areas having sig

nificant potential for detecting and identifying illegally used explosives. 

In addition to ATF, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the Energy 

Research and Development Administration (ERDA) currently sponsor the vast majority of 

ongoing worl<. Both FAA and ERDA have their own particular operational requirements, 

which narrowly constrain their objectives and direct their research efforts. As a result, 

their programs have little impact in the areas of greatest concern to law enforcement 

personnel, although they may have an effect in the prevention of explosions in public 

buildings and other controlled areas. The in.vestigations by FAA, and those of the Sandia 

Corporation (sponsored by ERDA), have been coordinated with ATF efforts to a significant 

degree, and this cooperative spirit has begun to show results in developing complementary 

programs. Nevertheless, the A TF program remains the only substantial effort underway 

which promises to provide the investigator and the analyst improved methods and 

capabilities for attacking this pernicious problem. 
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This report describes the work carried out by The Aerospace Corporation and its 

subcontractors on behalf of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. During Fiscal 

Year 1977, the major accomplishments dealt with the identification tagging of explosives. 

This work, of particular importance to investigators and analysts, has no counterpart in 

other agencies. A substantial effort in detection tagging was begun in conjunction with a 

smaller-scaled FAA effort. Finally, a limited exploration in un tagged detection was 

initiated to complement the much larger efforts being undertaken by FAA an-l the Sandia 

Corporation. 
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2. TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

2.1 DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTS 

A major aspect of the Aerospace contract is to provide technical support and 

assistance to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (A TF) in the development of 

Explosives Tagging and Control program. This assistance has taken the form of numerous 

briefings, industrial interface, technology assessments, technology transfer, technical 

assistance and advice, support of other contracted efforts by A TF, environmental and 

economic assessments, and training in identification taggant retrieval and decoding 

techniques. The Appendix gives a chronological listing of major reports/documents 

delivered to ATF, many of which were in din!ct support of these efforts. The most 

significant are described below. 

2.2 TRAINING 

Training is an integral part of National implementation and pilot testing of 

explosives identification tagging. Training to date has been directed at law enforcement 

field investigators and forensic laboratory personnel. Future training will also include 

regulatory personnel involved in enforcing explosives tagging regulations at the explosives 

manufacturers, distributors and users, as well ilS prosecuting attorneys. 

2.2.1 Training of Law Enforcement Field Investigators 

A formal program in training A TF agents to be qualified instructors in explo

sives identification tagging was recently initiated at the Federal Law Enforcement 

Training Center at Glenco, Georgia. Aerospace supported this effort by providing plan

ning, instructors, tagged explosives, training aids, and field kits. To date, some 60 ATF 

agents have received this training and are qualified instructors. Aerospace is providing 

these agent/investigators with several items to assist them in their instructional and 

investigative roles. Each agent will be prrlvided with copies of a descriptive brochure on 

recovering and decoding taggants, a slide show augmenting the descriptive brochure, 

models of the 3M Company color-coded taggants, and field kits containing the tools neces

sary for conducting a bomb-scene investigation for taggants. 

A less formal training program has been underway at each field demonstration 

conducted since the initiation of this contractual effort. These field demonstrations have 

been conducted at Birmingham, Alabama; Seneca, Maryland; and Phoenix, Arizona. At 

each of these demonstrations, A TF agents and other law enforcement personnel received 

instructions in the theory of iden:ification tagging and in the recovery and decoding of 

taggants. To date, this effort has instructed over laO investigators. 
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2.2.2· Training of Forensic Laboratory Personnel 

Personnel from each of the A TF laboratories have visited the taggant recovery 

and decoding laboratory at the Aerospace Washington, D.C., office. These forensic 

scientists received training in recovering taggants from bomb-scene debris normally 

submi tted, as well as instructions in reading the taggant code. 

2.2.3 Continuing Efforts 

As the pilot test program continues toward a National implementation target 

date during Fiscal Year 1978, the efforts in training and instruction must be expanded to 

instruct bomb investigating personnel. Further developments in the 3M Company identifi

cation taggant technology and the newly developed magnetic Curie point taggant tech

nology must be transferred to the law enforcement community as their feasibility is 

established. 

Law enforcement personnel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the 

State/local agencies must likewise be trained. Video taped programs and slide/tape shows 

should be developed for use as stand-alone training aids. Courses should be developed as 

part of the regular entry-level and advanced-agent training at the Federal Law Enforce

ment Training Center. Toward the latter part of Fiscal Year 1978, training should be 

initiated for the ATF regulatory offices in methods to ensure that explosives 

manufacturers and distributors are carrying out the required manufacturing practices and 

recordkeeping necessary to ensure a successful identification taggant tracing ability that 

leads the investigator to the last legal owner. 

2.3 Economic Impact Statement 

The major conclusions of the "Explosives Tagging and Control Inflation Impact 

Analysis" (22 March 1977) are summarized as follows. The expected annual cost for 

material and labor to the explosives industry for identification and detection tagging is 

about Sl5 million per year. This is well below the impact critera of S50 million per year 

or S75 million over two years. National costs would include the purchase and operation of 

equipment used to detect and identify explosives. It is estimated that the purchase and 

operation of such equipment would add another SilO million per year to the program cost. 

The resulting total of S55 million is significantly less than the National impact criteria of 

SIOO million for one year, or Sl50 million over two years. The impact on individual States 

is negligible relative to their personal incomes. The program is judged to have no 
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significant negative impact on productivity within the explosives industry, since total 

manufacturing costs, excluding materials, are estimated to be S2.2 million per year. No 

negative impacts of the program are foreseen for competition, supply of important 

materiai5, energy demand, employment, or the financial market. 

It should be emphasized that much of the input cost data of this report are 

estimates. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has recently contracted with 

Management Science Associates to prepare a detailed economic cost/benefit appraisal of 

the overall tagging effort. These results are scheduled for completion 31 January 1978. 

2.4 Environmental and Health Hazard Analysis 

The proposed action for a nationwide implementation of an explosive identi

fication tagging effort has been evaluated for the potential impact on health and the 

environment. On 16 August 1977, a detailed assessment, prepared in compliance with the 

Environmental Protection Agency's control measures was prepared. The toxicology and 

epidemiology information known about the individual components of both 3M and 

Westinghouse identification taggants was investigated. With consideration of all factors 

relative to this matter, in accordance with the Treasury Procedures for Preparation and 

Coordination of Environmental Impact Statements, it is concluded that the proposed 

explosives tagging program will not significantly affect the quality of the human environ

ment with the meaning of Section I02(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 

1969, and that the filing of an environmental impact statement on the project is not 

required. 
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3. IDENTIFICATION TAGGING 

3.1 BACKGROUND - EXPLOSIVES IDENTIFICATION TAGGANT DEVELOPMENT 

Tagging explosives at the time of manufacture with a taggant material that can 

survive detonation, be recovered, and provide an investigative lead has been seriously 

studied for several years. This concept has gained widespread support among many law 

enforcement groups because of the scant clues that can presently be found among bombing 

residues. 

In 1972, the efforts of private and Government investigators in the area of 

explosi ves tagging began to gain National visibility through the joint establishment by the 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) and the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA) of an ad hoc committee on explosives seeding. This lead to the formation in 1973 

of the Advisory Committee on Explosives Tagging chaired by ATF, which acts to 

coordinate the activities of the various Federal agencies concerned with the control of the 

illegal use of explosives. 

The Bureau of Mines, because of its longstanding interest in ensuring the use of 

only permissible explosives in underground mining operations, was active in the develop

!lIent uf cApiu!;ive:; td~gli1g t,;uht,;t:pi:, 1n tilt: t:ddy 13;[b. Tht! Wt:~ilnghou~e Electric Cor

poration filed a patent for a method of explosives tagging in May 1971. The Bureau of 

Mines and Westinghouse worked together to determine the feasibility of this tagging 

method. The Atomic Energy Commission funded early development efforts in 1972, 1973, 

and 19711 at Ames Laboratory, Ames, Iowa, to develop another tagging method. The 3M 

Company also became active in the field and developed a third approach to tagging. 

In 19711, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funded the Lawrence 

Livermore Laboratory to determine the technical feasibility of explosives identification 

tagging using these three existing candidate taggants. The Lawrence Livermore Labora

tory effort clearly demonstrated the feasibility of explosives identification tagging with 

the Westinghouse rare-earth taggant. 

In 19711, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts passed a law requiring all ex

plosives used in that State to be tagged but, to date, its implementation has been deferred 

due to the lack of a fully tested tagging scheme. Also in 19711, the Advisory Committee 

on Explosives Tagging issued a list of National priorities for explosives tagging which 

emphasized the need for explosives identification tagging. In 1975, the 3M Company 

developed a new taggant which has since shown considerable promise and is now the 

leading candidate. 
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In 1976, desirous of advancing the identification tagging concept and responding 

to the need for interagency coordination, the Bureau of Mines untertook the task of 

developing a National Implementation Model for explosives identification tagging. The 

Bureau of Mines also undertook the development of a pilot test plan for testing the 

identification tagging concept. Furthermore, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 

Firearms received funds to conduct the actual pilot t<!st on a significant percentage of the 

National explosives production in accordance with this pilot test plan and to conduct a 

detailed cost-benefit analysis for tagging explosives. Currently pending before Congress 

is a bill (S.2013) that would require tagging of all explosives materials. A second bill from 

the Department of the Treasury has been submitted to the Congress but is not yet being 

considered. 

3.1.1 Objectives 

The explosives identification and tagging program is intended to clearly demon

strate and document the technical feasibility of adding identification taggants to all 

commercially manufactured cap-sensitive explosives. The explosive identification tagging 

concept has three major parts: adding tiny, nonexplodable, coded particles to explosives 

during their manufacture; recovering and decoding them (see Section 2.2); and tracing 

them through distribution records to the last legal possessor. Development of this concept 

has been pursued as an effort to improve the ability of law enforcement personnel to 

apprehend bombers and to increase the accountability of those presently responsible for 

the security of explosives being stored or transported. 

There are two major efforts proceeding concurrently toward successful tagging 

of all significant explosives categories. A pilot test program (Section 3.4) is underway. 

The initial phase of the pilot test involves the addition of Identification taggants by seven 

explosives manufacturers (duPont, Hercules, Atlas, Independent, IRECO, Gulf, and Trojan) 

into 5 million pounds of packaged high explosives. The manufacturers are to tag 

permissible/nonpermissible dynamites and slurries/water gels. Another major program 

effort is directed toward the appraisal of the identification taggant addition feasibility to 

other broad categories of explosives such as smokeless and black powders, blasting caps, 

emulsions, fuse and detonating cord, two-component explosives, and cast boosters. The 

results and status of these feasibility studies are outlined in Sections 3.2 through 3.5. 
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3.2 IDENTIFICATION TAGGANT SOURCES 

There are three identification taggant concepts under active consideration. The 

3M Company manufactures a multilayered, polyethylene-coated chip containing a 

magnetic layer and spotting phosphors for taggant retrieval. These 3M Company iden

tification taggants have been used in the pilot test program. Negotation~ are presently 

underway to secure an additional 2500 pounds of the 3M Company taggants to complete 

the pilot test. To enhance the identification taggant's fire and high-energy explosives 

survivability, the 3M Company is developing a more resistant-type particle. 

The Westinghouse rare-eartl ... doped ceramic taggants are no longer being 

considered for the pilot test program because of an impasse in a tort liability issue. (See 

Section 3.2.2.2.) A new taggant concept involving Curie point properties of magnetic 

fer rites is being explored. The Curie point taggant development is being actively pursued 

to appraise its attractive features (large vocabulary, low cost, fire survivability, etc.) and 

to ensure retention of a cost-competitive posture by the 3M Company. 

3.2.1 The 3M Company Taggant 

3.2.1.1 Description 

This taggant particle consists of an irregularly-shaped, eight-layer sandwich of 

thermosetting melamine formaldehyde. Seven of these layers, subject to certain minor 

restrictions, can each be assigned one color from a IO-color library which corresponds to 

the electrical resistor color-coded index. The colors and their numerical designators are 

as follows: 

o : Black (magnetic) 
I: Brown 
2: Red 
3: Orange 
If: Yellow 

5: Green 
6: Blue 
7: Violet 
8: Grey 
9: White 

One outside layer will visibly fluoresce when illuminated with 366 nanometers 

of ultraviolet radiation. The color of the fluorescence can be selected to satisfy various 

performance criteria or to overcome expected postblast environmental conditions. This 

layer is termed the "spotting" layer because this fluorescence is extremely useful as an aid 

in locating, or spotting, the taggants following an explosion. 

A black layer, which must always be present, contains a quantity of iron powder 

sufficient to make the taggant particle respond to a medium- to high-strength, permanent 

magnet. This magnetic property serves as an additional recovery aid. 
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A typical 3M Company taggant particle is shown in Figun~ 3-1. The density of 

the 3M Company taggant is in the range from 1.80 to 1.85 g/ml. The fully structured 

taggants are encapsulated in a layer of transparent polyethylene which approximately 

doubles the weight of the final taggant. This coating serves to reduce any sensitizing 

characterisitics of the taggants when combined with various explosive ingredients, to 

reduce the absorption of those ingredients into the taggants themselves, and to attenuate 

detonation shock wave, thus increasing taggant survivability. The encapsulated taggants 

have a specific gravity of approximately 1.4 and vary in shape from an irregular iceberg to 

a roughly spheroidal with an average largest dimension of a\>proximately 0.9 mm. 

A large percentage (90 percent or greater) of the taggants are completely 

consumed in a detonation (see Section 3.3.3). For those that survive, the polyethylene 

coating is completely absent; the average taggant size is reduced due to fracture by about 

one-third in the greatest dimension, but in general, the thickness is unchanged and all 

layers are intact. Properly trained and equipped investigators, making use of the 

magnetic and fluorescent characteristics of the taggants, can usually recover at least a 

portion of those taggants that survive detonation. These can then be visually de,coded 

quickly using a microscope (-IOOx) with adequate illumination. 

MAGNETIC LAYER 

X COLOR 
CODING LAYERS 

Figure 3-1. 3M Company Identification Taggant Particle 
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3.2.1.2 Status 

Two quantities of taggants were purchased from the 3M Company. The first 

was a 40-pound order in 20 code configurations, 2 pounds each, for preliminary analysis 

and testing by Aerospace and selected explosives manufacturers. This material was 

produced by the 3M Company on a "special run" basis, with minimal documentation and 

procedural control. The second purchase was for 2500 pounds in 306 code configurations 

for use in the first portion of the pilot test (see Section 3.4 for a more complete discussion 

of the pilet test). The manufacture of this second quantity of taggants was intended to 

duplicate as nearly as possible the actual production conditions that would be in effect 

when Nationwide tagging for identificaton becomes a reality. The purchase was based on 

a complete Statement of Work which included the production and acceptancl~ of a proof 

set of taggants (refel'red to as the First Article) prior to the manufi.(;1:l,e of the full 2500 

pounds. A series of tests were defined, and a test program was sati~.la·_torily conducted to 

verify the 3M Company's capability of providing a quality product, complying with 

requirements, and providing a taggant free of contamination. In addition, batch-by-batch 

acceptance tests WE!re run throughout the production period. Taggants were packaged 

either in bull< (loose-pack) or in premeasured pouches, as requested by the participating 

explosives manufacturers, and shipped following authorization by Aerospace directly from 

the 3M Company to the explosives manufacturer. Of the 306 batches making up this 2500 

pounds, only five required rework; four batches exhibited slight color variations; and a 

fifth batch was redone because of the 3M Company's own dissatisfaction with the results. 

This 2500 pounds of taggant material is committed to the participants of the 

pilot test program and is sufficient to tag approximately 5 million pounds of packaged high 

explosives. Negotiations with the 3M Company to supply an additional 2500 pounds of 

taggants to be used in an extended pilot test for another 5 million pounds of explosives are 

in progress. The 3M Company quoted a price of $119,000 in July 1977 for the additional 

taggants. However, this has since been withdrawn in view of the 3M Company's 

experience with the initial contract resulting in a revised purchase price of $141,000. The 

3M Company has been requested to expose their cost history for taggant production for 

review by Aerospace accountants. To date, they have refused to allow review by 

Aerospace of back-up materials justifying actual quoted prices, but are willing to submit 

to Government .3udit. Further negotiations and discussion regarding the 3M Company 

pricing structure are in progress. 
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There are a number of areas where taggant improvements are being investi

gated. One of these involves the elimination of certain color interfaces which are dif

ficult to resolve visually, such as black/brown, red/brown, or red/violet. Those interfaces 

which present undue difficulty are bei:Jg identified, and they will be eliminated within the 

constraints of total code vocabulary requirements. It is expected that most of the 

troublesome interiaces can be removed without excessive reduction of the 9611,000 

possible codes associated with a given spotting layer. The code vocabulary will be some

what increased by allowing the black magnetic layer to be located elsewhere within the 

six coding layers, thus effec:tlvely making seven coding layers available. 

In addition, the 3M Company and Aerospace are working to prepare a color 

standard (i.e., a color-brearing card) that can be used to identify correct spotting layer 

colors in the field and can provide an accurate, through-the-microscope color comparison 

to assist in the correct decoding of a candidate tagg,mt recovered from a bomb scene. 

This color standard will be supplied to bombing investigation teams when it is available. 

The 3M Company is also conducting re:;each into various methods of enhancing taggant 

detonation survivability and fire resistance. 

3.2.2 The Westinghouse Taggant 

3.2.2.1 Description 

The Westinghouse taggant is made up of a homogeneous mixture of rare-earth

doped compounds. Each compound emits a characteristic radiation (fluorescence) when 

excited with 325 nanometers ultraviolet radiation, such as from a helium cadmium laser. 

The presence or absence of a characteristic fluorescence, and thus the presence or ab

sence of a fluorescing compound, determines the code structure of the taggant particle. 

The fluorescent coding compounds are bound together into a ceramic-like kernel 

containing a powdered iron material to permit magnetic pick-up, plus a material (the 

"spotter") which will fluoresce in visible light when illuminated with shortwave (2511 

nanometers) ultaviolet radiation. The visible fluorescence permits locating the taggants 

in most postblast scenarios. The entire particle is covered with a coating of polyethylene, 

sufficient to quadruple the weight. This coating also serves to minimize sensitization of 

explosives and explosive ingredients. The polyethylene further enhances the detonation 

survival characteristics of the taggants by minimizing absorption of the explosive 

materials and by providing an ablative coating to reduce shock wave input to the taggant 

kernel. The polyethylene is also coated with a graphite-based antistat for ease and safety 

in handling. 
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The rare-earth-doped compounds which are available, along with their emission 

peak wavelengths in nanometers for 325-nanometer excitation, are: 

Strontium Chlorophosphate: Europium 
Yttrium Vanadate: Thulium 
Yttrium Phosphate: Cerium, Terbium 
Yttrium Vanadate: Erbium 
Yttrium Vanadate: Dysprosium 
Yttrium Vanadate: Samarium 
Yttrium Vanadate: Europium 
Yttrium Oxysulfide: Europium 
Strontium Fluoroborate: Europium, Samarium 
Strontium Fluoroborate: Europium 

11117 
1176 
5116 
555 
575 

608-6118 
618 
626 
687 
375 

Codes are not dependent upon emission peak intensities (or relative intensities) 

which could be varied by the concentration of the rare earths. Although the concentration 

levels are not a code parameter, they must be sufficiently controlled to permit a clear 

decision on the presence or absence of each compound in the coding scheme. 

With three available spotting phosphors, a single-particle coding capability of 

3069 different configurations can be achieved. Additional coding rare earths have been 

considered. However, because of difficulties with availabilitly, cost, or interpreting the 

code (due to overlapping and masking spectra), only those listed earlier are deemed 

practical at present. Because of limitations in the total number of available codes, a two

particle tagging scheme must be used. TIJe two particles would be differentiated by the 

color of the spotting phosphor. The use of two particles expands the code capacity of the 

Westinghouse taggants to 1,0116,529 codes. However, the need to restrict the number of 

actual combinations of particles to reduce readout ambiguity will reduce the number of 

available codes to approximately 600,000. 

The Westinghouse unencapusulated taggant particles have a specific gravity of 

approximately 3.11, are shaped like a grain of sand, and are about 0.2 mm in the largest 

dimension. After polyethylene encapsulation, the taggants are nearly spherical with an 

average diameter of 0.7 mm and have a specific gravity of about 1.0. In the postblast 

condition, due to fracture, they are, like the 3M Company taggants, without encapsulation 

and are smaller by a factor of between 2 and 10, depending on the blast environment. 

One quantity of taggants--20 batches, 2 pounds each--was purchased for 

analysis by Aerospace and for preliminary testing by the explosives industry. Dynamite, in 

four different formulations, and slurry, in two formulations, were tagged and tested by 
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detonation. Analyses of the results of these tests are still proceeding but survival appears 

to be high (20 to 40 percent). See Section 3.3.3 for a further discussion of these tests. 

3.2.2.2 Status 

In early January 1977, Aerospace issued a Request For Proposal to WestinghousE 

for the purchase of 2450 pounds of taggants. Their response in February 1977 included 

some exceptions to our standard terms and conditions. The effect of these exceptions was 

to limit any potential risk of loss on the part of Westinghouse to a figure not to exceed the 

value of the subcontract (approximately $200,000). Their intent was to limit their risk for 

~ reason, including their own acts such as negligence or willful misconduct. This 

limitation was such that, if a circumstance arose wherein an innocent third party was 

wronged because of an act on the part of Westinghouse, that party would expect to collect 

from whomever agreed to permit Westinghouse to limit their liability. 

In an effort to achieve an acceptable modification of this limitation of liability, 

Aerospace agreed to inspect all taggant batches shipped by Westinghouse and to certify in 

writing that they met contractual specificatioris. On this basis, Westinghouse agreed to 

raise their assumption of risk level to $1 million. Aerospace would be subject to any 

shortfall and has no valid reason to assume this risk. Although Westinghouse has increased 

their liability, their continued refusal to accept responsibility for their own actions is the 

crucial issue. 

A contract for the purchase of the Westinghouse taggants could be issued if the 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms would indemnify AerospacE' for the risk which 

Westinghouse wishes to avoid; however, it is unclear if any statutory provision exists 

which would permit the Bureau to assume that risk. 

Westinghouse has been given every opportunity through telephone conversations, 

correspondence, and meetings which invovled their technical, contractual, and legal 

personnel, and even a vice presidential contact, over a period of several months, to 

reappraise and reassess their position. These extended negotiations have caused a delay, 

in manufacture and delivery of taggants necessary for the pilot test program, and the 

delay would have had an adverse impact on projected completion dates. Because of the 

above factors, A TF authorized Aerospace to terminate any further efforts to negotiate a 

subcontract with the Westinghouse Electric Corporation for production of its taggants for 

identification of explosives. Since that time, efforts in this area have been limited to 
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completing the taggant-decoding effort from earlier tests. This will permit, for the 

record, an accurate characterization of the Westinghouse taggants in a variety of 

explosive environments. 

3.2.3 Magnetic Tagging by Curie Point Detection 

3.2.3.1 Description 

Curie point tagging was developed and patented by the General Electric Com

pany for use in tagging bulk shipments of crude oil. The concept embodies the use of 

magnetic particles (ferrites) which possess fixed known Curie temperatures. The Curie 

point is the temperature at which ferromagnetic materials lose their magnetism and is 

easily detected as a drop in the magnetization of the sample. The Curie temperature 

itself is a physical property of the individual ferrite and is dependent only on the compo

sition of the ferrite. Because ferrites are ceramic materials, they are quite stable at high 

temperatures and are not readily susceptible to heat damage. For use as a code, several 

ferrites would be mixed together with a binder and a spotting phosphor. Following 

polymer encapsulatoin, these formulated taggants would then be added to explosives as 

are other identificaton taggants. Figure 3-2 depicts the laboratory analysis of a particle 

containing five ferrites. Each of the step-like reductions in magnetization represents the 

Curie temperature of one of the constituents ferrites. 

In order to analyze a taggant, as depicted in the graph, a particle containing 

several ferrites is heated and its magnetization is simultaneously measured; a sharp drop 

in magnetization is indicative of a Curie point. The Curie point transitions are a perma

nent molecular property of ferrite materials. After the Curie point transitions have been 

measured at elevated temperatures, the original transitions are reinstated by COOling the 

material to room temperature. 

In general, the composition of fer rites is MOFe20 3, where M can be any 

divalent metal, such as manganese, zinc, nickel, etc. By manufacturing ferrites 

containing stoichiometric mixtures of divalent metals, thousands of ferrites can be 

formulated. Two examples of this type of ferrite are NiO.4ZnO.6Fe204 and 

NiO.6ZnO.4Fe204' The former has its Curie temperature at 190
0

C and the latter at 

360oC. The analysis of the Curie point taggant can be accomplished by any sensitive 

magnetometer or by more elaborate means such as Mossbauer or electron spin resonance 

spectrometry. 
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Figure 3-2. Analysis of a Five-Ferrite Particle 

At the present time, Aerospace has entered into an agreement with General 

Electric whereby General Electric will manufacture several different ferrites for testing, 

provide consultation and access to necessary instrumentation. Some of these ferrites have 

already been formulated into Westinghouse-like potassium silicate taggants containing a 

fluorescent marker to assist in retrieval. These taggants are being tested for re

trievability and readability by placing them in explosives and analyzing the postdetonation 

residue. Simultaneously, NCR Corporation has utilized its company-developed techniques 

to encapsulate the taggants with several different types of wall materials. These coatings 

will be tested for compatibiilty with explosives and resistance to absorption of explosive 

oils and slurry liquids. An in-depth technical evaluation of Curie-temperature-measuring 

appar<'tus has been undertaken. This study indicated that a sensitive prototype portable 

instn,ment could be built for less than SIO,OOO, and a production unit for about S3000. 

The Curie point taggants have substantial potential. The fer rites themselves 

would cost only a few dollars per pound and could provide more than 2 million possible 

codes with only five used at anyone time. The detection apparatus could be readily fabri

cated and bl' made portable. 

3.2.4 Identification Tagging Environmental Assessment 

An environmental assessment has been written in order to comply with the 

Environmental Protection Agency's regulations to evaluate the potential impact of ex

plosive taggants on the environment. The assessment includes a synopsis of the back

ground and development of the taggant particles and alternatives to their proposed use. It 

is agreed that the alternative of not implementing a Nationwide explosives tagging 
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program wouid severely handicap attempts to control the illegal use of explosives. An 

environmental assessment of the components of the identification taggants as formulated 

by the 3M Company and Westinghouse has been submitted to the Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobacco and Firearms (see Appendix). 

The environmental considerations include the physical environment and human 

environment. The physical environment considered include~ air, water, and land. The 

materials which may be introduced into these environments from the tagging program are 

the potassium and zinc silicates, iron and its oxides, the rare earths, vanadium, 

polyethylene, silicon dioxide, and aluminum dioxide. Polyethylene is nonbiodegradable and 

is not considered an air pollutant. Upon burning, CO2 and H20 are disseminated into the 

atmosphere. Silocon is second only to oxygen in natural abundance, composing 25.8 

percent of the known land, sea, air, and water. Iron cons it utes a 5.12 percent of the 

lithosphere. The usual sources of the metal are magnetite (Fe30 4) and hematite (Fe20 3). 

Zinc silicate occurs in nature as the mineral willemite. Zinc exists in the lithosphere at 

130 parts per million. The rare earths and vanadium exist in. the lithosphere at an 

abundance of 160 and 150 parts per million, respectively. Vanadium will be added to the 

atmosphere at 0.16 parts per million based on 6 x 108 pounds of dynamite per year 

(assuming 2 tons of ore per pound of dynamite). 

The diluent aluminum oxide would be added to the atmosphere at the rate of 2.2 

parts per billion per year based on 6 x 108 pounds of dl'namite per year. The pigments 

used by the 3M Company are in a thermoset state and are chemically inert. 

Silicon dioxide (Si02), zinc silicate (ZnSi04), the yttrium vanadate phosphor 

(YtV04), the diluent (AI20 3), and magnetite are all insoluble in water and therefore are 

not considered as water pollutants. Varying concentrations of vanadium are found in sea 

water and drinking water in vanadium-rich areas. The di-, tri-, and pentoxide forms of 

vanadium are insolubie in water. The pigments in the 3M Company taggants are not 

miscible with water and are not water contaminants. 

In considering the effects of taggants on land quality, soil is of prime interest 

due to nutrient uptake in plants. Regardless of their respective soil contents, neither the 

rare earths nor vanadium are metabolized directly from soil in measurable quantities. 

Exposure in the human environment includes those involved in mining, process

ing, t'ransportation, production, and the wounded survivors and victims in postdetonation 
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areas. Manufacturers of explosives and employee exposure have been analyzed. Re

portedly, the working environments are well controlled and chances of employee exposure 

through direct contact is almost nonexistent and would be purely coincidental. Inhalation 

of the dust particles is minimized by adequate hood ventilation. 

The potential introduction of taggants through salt mines has been studied. The 

various processes of salt purification would eliminate the explosive taggant. Magnetic 

procedures used for extracting the lead wires of explosives would also attract and remove 

the taggant particles. Rigid specifications applicable to consumer salt minimize the 

chances of taggants appearing in table salt. It is concluded that the explosives tagging 

program will not significantly affect the quality of human environment and an 

environmental impact statement on the project is not required. 

3.3 IDENTIFICATION TAGGANT COMPATIBILiTY 

The following sections cover the areas of identification taggant compatibility 

with the explosives industry. It is a major requirement and responsibility of The Aero

space Corporation to conduct and document studies evaluating the hazard potential 

associated with the inclusion of new materials in explosive formulations. It was critical at 

the outset to resolve the issues of identification-tagged explosives transportability, 

permissibility cer~jncation, and compatibility with dynamites and slurries/water gels. 

3.3.1 Transportability of Tagged Explosives 

The Federal regulations governing transportation of explosives (Code of Federal 

Regulations, Title 1f9, Section 173.86) provide that a change in the formulation of an 

explosive mixture makes the material a "new explosive" which then must be requalified by 

extensive testing before it is approved for transportation. For commercial explosives, 

classification and approval for transportation are the prerogative of the Bureau of Ex

plosives (a component of the Association of American Railroads), subject to the revie~ of 

the Office of Hazardous Materials Operations, Materials Transportation Bureau, U.S. 

Department of Transportation. The addition of taggants to a standard explosive formula

tion was considered by the Bureau of Explosives and the Department of Transportation as 

a change in formulation, pending presentation of evidence that there are no significant 

differences in hazard characteristics relative to the previously approved explosive. 

A letter was sent on 23 May 1977 from Aerospace to the Bureau of Explosives 

describing the taggants, summarizing and evaluating the compatibility data obtained in 
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prior programs and this one. Visits were also made to the Bureau of Explosives laboratory 

and to the Department of Transportation. As a result of the evidence presented, the 

Bureau of Explosives concluded (and the Department of Transportation concurred) that the 

addition of 0.05 percent to 0.1 percent of the 3M Company plastic laminate taggant or the 

Westinghouse taggant to explosives did not create explosives of essentially new 

composition or character. The tagged explosives may, therfore, be transported under the 

same regulations that govern transportation of the corresponding un tagged explosives. 

3.3.2 Explosive Permissibility Certification 

To be approved for use in underground coal mines in the United States, explo

sives must pass certain tests prescribed by the Mining Enforcement and Safety Admini

stration (MESA) and carried out by the Bureau of Mines. Explosives passing these tests 

are placed on the permissible list (i.e., they are considered to present no danger of initiat

ing a secondary gas or dust explosion in the mine or of emitting hazardous fumes). 

It is quite reasonable to expect that the insignificant amount of taggants added 

to a permissible explosive formulation will not affect its permissible character. To 

confirm this, tests are being scheduled at the Bureau of Mines facility at Bruceton, 

Pennsylvania. One hundred pounds of tagged (0.1 percent of 3M Company Type C poly

ethylene-coated) Atlas Coalite 8S dynamite and 100 pounds of untagged Coalite 8S for 

comparison have already been shipped to Bruceton. One hundred pounds of similarly 

tagged duPont Tovex 300 slurry/water gel and 100 pounds of that untagged formulation for 

comparison will be available there by the end of September 1977. This testing of 

representative types should result in a report from the Bureau of Mines to MESA recom

mending that any permissible explosives similarly tagged be still considered permissible. 

With MESA concurrence in that report, it should be possible to proceed with the pilot tes t 

program on permissible explosives. 

3.3.3 Identification Taggant Compatibility Studies on Dynamites and Slurries/Water 
Gels 

Prior to starting the pilot test program on the cap-sensitive packaged explosives 

which are produced in the largest quantity (i.e., dynamites and slurries/wa ter gels), it was 

necessary to establish: 

• Compatibility of the tag gants with the explosives production processes and 

products; 
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• Extent of cross-contamination of taggants at the interface between dif

ferently tagged batches; and 

• Survivability of the taggants when an explosive which contains them is 

detonqted. 

In order to determine whether taggant survivability would change during the 

shelf life of tagged explosives, it was also necessary to conduct aging (and accelerated 

aging) programs on the explosives prior to detenation. In studies begun under Bureau of 

Mines sponsorship: 

• Aging was done by the manufacturers of the explosives; 

• Detonation and residue recovery were performed in a cylindrical test 

chamber (4-feet diameter, 15-feet long) by Rollins and Associates, Rolla, 

Missouri; and 

" Measurements of surviving taggant content were done by The Aerospace 

Corporation. 

Explosives containing color-coded plastic laminate (3M Company) taggants and 

rare-earth-doped (Westinghouse) taggants were manufactured and detonated, but detailed 

survivability measurements have been made only on the 3M Company taggants so far. 

This was the case initially because readout of the 3M Company taggants requires \ much 

simpler apparatus. Lately, deletion of the Westinghouse Taggants from the pilot test 

program (because of failure to come to agreement on the question of liability) has resulted 

in assigning a lower priority to investigation of those taggants. 

Independent Explosives Company manufactured two lots of permissible dyna

mite, one containing 0.1 percent of 3M Company taggants and one containing 0.1 percent 

of Westinghouse taggants. Atlas manufactured five lots of dynamite in ail, each lot 

containing 0.1 percent of 3M Company taggants and 0.1 percent Westinghouse taggants. 

Differently coded taggants were used in each of these five lots. The five lots comprised 

two sequentially manufactured lots of gelatin dynamite and two sequentially manufac

tured lots of permissible dynamite followed by a nonpermissible ammonia dynamite. 

Hercules manufactured two sequential lots of slurry/water gel explosive, each containing 

0.1 percent 3M Company taggants and 0.1 percent Westinghouse taggants, with differently 

coded taggants in each lot. One of the slurries was intended to be a permissible but has 

not yet been so certified. Atlas and Hercules each stored portions of their explosive lots 

at arnbiem and Ii OOF temperatures fo up to 4 months. 
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Detonations at Rolla, Missouri, were originally initiated with one or two blast

ing caps, but the high weight of solid residue that was obtained following each detonation 

of an unconfined stick of explosive indicated that substantial amounts of material were 

being dissipated during the run-up-to-detonation state. This could lead to survivability 

ratios that are higher than those attainable in multiple-stick or initially confined deto

nations. Therefore, to ensure completeness of detonation, boosters were used in the 

subsequent initiation of tagged dynamites and slurries/water gels. 

When a tagged Independent E permissible dynamite was initiated with an 

electric blasting cap plus a stick of untagged gelatin dynamite (bound end-to-end to the 

same-diameter tagged stick), 7 to 11 percent of the taggants added were recovered and 

identified. Tagged Atlas "ower Primer, an energetic ammonia gelatin dynamite, initiated 

under the same conditions, never yielded more than 0.25 percent of identifiable taggants. 

When detonation of the tagged Atlas Power Primer was initiated with a single electric 

blasting cap (and no booster), 2.3-percent identifiable taggants were obtained. 

When detonation of tagged Atlas 60% F.xtra, a nonpermissible ammonia 

dynamite, was initiated with a single cap and no booster, 13-percent identifiable taggants 

were obtained. The same dynamite initiated with a cap plus a stick of untagged gelatin 

dynamite gave to 7- or 8-percent identifiable taggants from explosives that had been aged 

one month at 1l00F and 5 percent from explosives that had been aged 2 months at 1l00F. 

Tagged Atlas Coalite 85, a permissible dynamite, initiated with a cap plus a stick of 

un tagged gelatin dynamite, gave 9- to 20-percent identifiable taggants after one month's 

aging at 1l00F and Hi to 14 percent after 2 months' aging at 1l00F. 

The tagged dynamite data discussed above can be briefly summarized: (I) no 

significant effect on detonation survivability of taggants has been observed yet for aging 

of tagged dynamites; and (2) dynamites which are very energetic (e.g., as measured by 

detonation pressure) show low survival ratios for the 3M Company taggants. (Detonation 

pre;sures are 135, 50,and 3lf Kbar, respectively, for Atlas Power Primer, Atlas 60% Extra, 

and Atlas Coalite 85.) 

Because questions were raised about the surviv.!lbility of tag gants in a larger

scale explosion, a test was conducted in which 25 pounds of taggant dynamite were deto

nated in a single shot. This test, performed at Atlas' Reynolds Plant near Tamaqua, 

Pennsylvania, used 5 pounds from each of the five tagged lots that had been manufactured 
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by Atlas, providing a mix of 10 pounds of Power Primer, 10 pounds of Coalite 8S, and 5 

poun(\s of 60% Extra. The detonation resulted in a dust cloud that drifted away at an 

estimated altitude of 100 feet. No attempt was made to recover taggants quantitatively. 

Using a jerry-rigged, magnetic, mine-sweeper-Iike device, most of the taggant recovery 

came from the surface of the 2-feet-deep crater (in which the dynamite had been placed) 

and the surrounding area. Microscopic identification of the recovered taggant codes 

revealed that 2 percent came from one Power Primer lot and none from the other; .52 

percent came from one Coalite lot and 22 percent from the other; and 24 percent from 

the 60% Extra Jot. The data indicated that adequate survival of taggants occurs in large 

detonations, except for the very energetic explosives in which survival may be marginal. 

Other tests were carried out at Rolla invoLving large-scaLe or confined detonations. Five 

pipe-bomb tests were carried out, each with Atlas Power Primer and Coa.lite 8S. Each 

pipe bomb contained two 11\- by 8-inch sticks. Identifiable taggants were recovered in 

each case. An open field shot with 10 pounds of Power Primer also produced recovercble 

taggants. 

Data obtained to date on the Hercules slurry/water gel, GEL-POWER, provide 

information on the survivability of taggants in detonation and also on the extent of cross

contamination from taggants in the preceeding lot of explosives. Sustained detonation of 

the slurry required initiation by a PETRON booster (20 grams of PETN in aluminum 

casing) with a blasting cap in its well, plus an 8-inch-long stick of gelatin dynamite with a 

cap in it, taped alongside the 16-inch-long slurry sausage. In eight shots, taggant 

survivability ranged from I to 4 percent; cross-contamination in the surviving taggants 

ranged from I to 12 percent, and averaged 4 percent. Open field shots of 10 pounds of 

each' of the Hercules slurries/water gels produced recoverable taggants in both cases. 

3.4 PILOT TEST PROGRAM 

3.4.1 Scope 

The pilot test program encompasses the tagging of a significant quantity of 

explosives using both the color-coded (3M Company) and rare-earth (Westhinghouse) 

identification taggants. * It also includes tracing the distribution of the tagged explosives. 

*Subsequent to the initiation of the pilot test activities, negotiations were terminated 
with the Westinghouse Electric Corporation for the acquisition of rare-earth taggants for 
use in the pilot test program. This termination was directed by the funding agency, the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and resulted from an impasse in negotiations 
over the division of tort Iiabiilty between Aerospace and Westinghouse (see Section 
3.2.2). 
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The program will provide the data necessary for reasonable extrapolation to a program of 

National proportions. Approximately 10 million pounds -:-'1 various types and grades of cap

sensitive dynamites and slurries out of an annual production of approximately 600 million 

pounds will be tagged, which is considered to be a large enough quantity to satisfy this 

goal. 

The efforts described here provide for the manufacture and purchase of the 

taggant particles, their introduction into mam'factured explosives, the subsequent en

trance of the tagged explosi'yes into the distribution chain down through the users of the 

tagged explosives, detonation of selected tagged explosives in mines, quarries, and other 

representative scenarios (including simulated clandestine bombings), collection and 

analysis of the debris resulting from the detonations, and analysis and tracing of the 

recovered taggants. 

This will involve participation in the program by selected taggant manufac

turers, explosives manufacturers, and distributors and users of explosives. Cooperation 

will also be required from Federal agencies such as the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 

Firearms, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the Bureau of Mines, as well as from 

local law enforcement agencies. This activity will be monitored and coordin~ted by The 

Aerospace Corporation under contract to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of 

the U.S. Department of the Treasury. 

3.4.2 Status 

The Nationwide identification tagging pilot test program will provide data and 

experience in the are"s of: 

• Large-scale production of the 3M Company taggant; 

• Control and dispensing of taggant materials by participating explosives 

manufacturers on a production basis; and 

• Recordkeeping methods appropriate to ensure traceability of tagged 

materials. 

The pilot test program will be performed in two steps, each step resulting in the 

production of 5 million pounds of tagged explosives. This approach has been necessitated 

by the elimination of Westinghouse as a source of pilot test taggants, but it will provide 

the advantage of permitting refinements and adjustments to the various methods selected 

by th~ test participants. 
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The participation of each of the nine manufacturers of commercial, packaged, 

cap-sensitive explosives has been solicited. Various levels of commitment have been 

established with seven of these nine companies. The overall status of activities with each 

manufactl)rer is summarized in Table 3-1, and a detailed discussion is contained in the 

following paragraphs. The pilot test schedule is shown in Figure 3-3. 

The pilot test will provide answers to the following questions: 

• What is a workable level for explosives tagging from the viewpoint of the 

explosives manufacture and the law enforcement community? 

• What methods of taggant packaging and dispensing are useful and pro;ride 

adequate controls? 

• What methods of recordkeeping are useful and complete--both at the manu

facturer's facility and at the distributor/user points? 

• To what extent is there batch-te-batch contamination for the varoius 

manufacturers? Is rework a problem? 

• How well do the 3M Company tag gants survive in various explosives pro

ducts? 

• What are the actual costs to be incurred in implementing a Nationwide 

tagging program? 

3.1f.3 Pilot Test Activities--duPont 

The duPont Company will produce approxirr..l . .;ly I million pounds of tagged 

slurry/water gel at their Martinsburg, West Virginia, plant. Approximately one-sixth of 

this amount will be classed as permissible. Some preliminary testing has been performed 

by duPont in taggant compatibility with their materials and processes and more detailed 

tests are in process. Present results do not indicate any problems. 

One hundred pounds of tagged permissible slurry, plus lOa pounds of untagged 

control material, have been manufactured by duPont and provided to the Bureau of Mines' 

testing facility at Bruceton, Pennsyly,mia. This material will be used to verify that a 

slurry which is formally tested and accepted as a permissible can still be so accepted with 

the addition of 3M Company taggants at the O.05-percent concentration level. 

Detailed methods and procedures for performing the tagging have been roughed 

out by the duPont personnel to be involved. The proposed recordkeeping methods have 

been described, and the cooperation of a number of their distributors and users is being 
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Table 3-1. Pilot Test Program Status Summary 

Total Amount 
of Explosives SU'l;:llntr act 

Explosives to Manufacture Cost or 
Manufacturer Type Procurement Status (pounds) Estimate 

duPont Slurry Quote received; purchase 1,000,000 $11,700 
order in preparation; actual 
taggants shipped 

Atlas Dynamite Tagging nearly complete; 1,000,000 $7,25(1 
report to be submitted actual 

Hercules (a) Slurry Preliminp.ry quote (al 300,000 $25,000 
(b) Dyna.rni te received (b) 1,000,000 estimat~ 

Independent Dynamite Purchase order issued and 1160,000 $8,050 
taggan ts shi pped actual 

IRECO Slurry Has not yet submitted 1100,000 $111,000 
a quote estimate 

Gulf Slurry Has not yet submitted 300,000 $10,000 
a quote estimate 

Trojan Dynamite Negotiations in preliminary 1160,000 $10,000 
stages estimate 

Apache N/A Will not participate in N/A N/A 
test 

Austin N/A Will not participate in N/A N/A 
test 
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sought. A firm quote of $11,700 has been submitted to cover all costs involved, and 505 

pounds of taggants in 101 code configurations have been shipped from the 3M Company to 

Martinsburg. Testing should be completed and tagging initiated in late January 1978. 

3.4,11 Pilot Test Activities--Hercules 

The initial Hercules activity will involve the quantitative analysis of the P05-

sible hazards involved in modifying procedures and/or equipment to accomplish the tag

ging and the analysis of the compatibility of the taggants with the materials involved. 

This effort will be done quite formally by an experienced hazards analysis team at the 

Allegheny Ballistics Laboratory in Cumberland, Maryland. The results of this analysis will 

be broad enough to be meaningful across the industry. 

Hercules will tag 1 million pounds of dynamite, 95 percent of it non permissible, 

at their Carthage, Missouri, plant. In addition, 300,000 pounds of nonpermissible slurry 

will be tagged at Bessemer, Alabama. 

3.4.5 Pilot Test Activities--Atlas 

A tlas has completed the tagging of 500,000 pounds of nonpermissible dynamite 

at their' Joplin, Missouri, plant, and 400,000 pounds at their Tamaqua, Pennsylvania, 

facility. Still to btl tagged are 60,000 pounds of permissible dynamite at Tamaqua. The 

tagged material has been distributed throughout the country from Oregon to Florida, with 

heavy concentrations in the Midwest and Atlantic mining regions. 

The Atlas Tamaqua plant has produced, separately, 100 pounds of tagged 

permissible and 100 pounds of untagged control for permissibility testing by the Bureau of 

Mines. As in the case of the duPont permissible slurry, the acceptance of this tagged 

dynamite as a legitimate permissible will indicate continued permissibility after tagging 

of all other previously qualified permissible dynamites. 

A tlas is preparing a final report summarizing their experience and recommenda

tions. They are prepared to support tracing activities and to make tagged material 

available to law enforcement personnel at various locations throughout the country. 

3.4.6 Pilot Test Activities--Independent 

The Independent Explosives Company of Pennsylvania is prepared to tag 460,000 

pounds of dynamite, approximately 75-percent permissible, ai: their Scranton, 

Pennsylvania, facility. Before this can be done, the Bureau of Mines must provide ce;tifi

cation of Independent's tagged permissible line based on the tests of Atlas material as 

discussed in Section 3.4.5. 
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Taggants have been shipped from ~ne 3M Company to Scranton, and the tagging 

of the nonpermissible material (about 120,000 pounds) can begin at once. 

3.4.7 Pilot Test Activities--IRECO 

The IRECO Chemicals Company has agreed to participate in the pilot test 

program, and a firm description of tasks and mutual responsibilities has been negotiated 

with them. They anticipate the need for some minor equipment modifications which are 

presently being defined. They have agreed to tag approximately 400,000 pounds of slurry 

at their West Jordan, Utah, facility. To date, no firm quote or signed agreement has been 

received. 

3.4.8 Pilot Test Activities--Gulf 

Approximately 300,000 pounds of tagged slurry are to be produced by Gulf at 

their McLeansville, North Carolina, plant. Discussions have been held with production 

personnel and a working agreement has been produced. A formal Request For Quote was 

submitted to Gulf and they have indicated their response is in preparation. 

3.4.9 Pilot Test Activities-Trojan 

Trojan has recently completed testing of the 3M Company taggants for 

compatibiilty with the materials and processes in use at their Wolf Lake, Illinois, plant. 

The test results have been sUfficiently satisfactory to prompt them to tentatively support 

the pilot test program in the amount of 980,000 pounds. Discussions will be scheduled 

with their production and management personnel. No firm commitment from Trojan has 

been given. 

3.5 IDENTIFICATION TAGGANT FEASIBILITY STUDIES 

The pilot test program (Section 3.4) focuses on the tagging of dynamites and 

slurries/water gels. However, there are additional categories of explosives which pose a 

significant threat for potential illegal uses. This section documents the status of 

feasibility studies to effect an identification taggant system on other major categories of 

explosives which are packaged and cap-sensitive or which are often used in pipe bombs. 

3.5.1 Smokeless Powders 

3.5.1.1 Description 

Pipe bombs filied with smokeless powder are often used by criminal bombers, 

presumably because of the ready availability of smokeless powder. The powder granules 

are initiated to a rapid defiagration, which results in a pressure burst, scattering lethal 
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metal fragments and flaming propellant. (Detonation of smokehss powder is also pos

sible.) The pressure drop incident to bursting of the pip~ quenches propellant combustion 

so that partially burned and unburned granules are oftDn recoverable. Sieving material 

from the bomb scene allows investigators to recover powder ;;;2:ins very effectively. This 

can often lead to the manufacturer of the powder because there are only three in the 

United States: duPont, Hercules and Olin. The shape of Olin's ball powder is unique, and 

Hercules material can often be identified by locating colored granules (e.g., "red dot"). 

Investigators would like to be able to trace to the vendor of the powder. This 

would require, in addition to the development of a technologically feasible tagging 

method, legislation requiring recordkeeping and accountability for smokeless powder 

similar to that in existence for high explosives and black powder. The Gun Law of 1968, 

as amended, does not require identification of purchaser by lot number. 

The smokeless powder chain is quite complex. Excluding from consideration 

sales to the Armed Forces or to commercial ammunition loading companies, and con

centrating on smokeless powder sold in cannisters at retail for hand-loading, there is a 

total market of 4 to 4.5 million pounds per year. Hercules selis to 9 National distributors; 

Olin sells to 19; and duPont sells to 9. The distributors sell to hundreds of jobbers and 

compete with each other on this level. The jobbers sell to retailers. Hercules states that 

roughly half the time more than one distributor receives material from a given lot. 

Powder lots run from a few thousand to 20,000, 30,000, or 50,000 pounds, depending on 

manufacturer. At retail, cannisters may contain as little as one-half pound. A further 

complication is that the largest distributor repackages powder under its own brand name. 

3.5.1.2 Status 

The smokeless powder manufacturing process in general involves the production 

of master lots or sublots of varying ballistic properties. From these sublots in storage, 

blending of specified proportions is used to produce a final lot with desired ballistic 

properties and bulk density. Tagging must, therefore, be done during this final blending 

stage. 

Two methods of taggant addition can be considered, either the addition of 

taggants as discrete particles or the incorporation of taggants into a propellant matrix. 

Because all propellant manufacturers include a stage in which extruded material is cut by 

rotating knives, incorporation of taggants into a propellant matrix would exclude use of 
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taggants containing abrasive particles, even if encapsulated (e.g., the Westinghouse 

taggants). Also, for incorpora'tion of identification taggants into a propellant matrix, 

separate batches of propellant containing a high concentration of unique taggants would 

have to be made to be blend'ed in with each final lot of propellant. This is likely to be 

more costly than addition of identification taggants as discrete particles. With either 

mode of addition, segregation of taggants may be a problem, and ballistic variations in 

cartridges and fouling or excessives wear of guns might result. 
The propellant manufacturing process which appears to be most compatible with 

addition of currently available taggants is the Olin ball powder process. Olin propellants 

sold for hand-loading consist of discs or flattened spheres with an original average 

diameter of 0.37,' 0.65, or 0.76 mm. The polyethylene-coated taggants are spheroids 

ranging from 0.43- to 1.2-mm diameter for Westinghouse, and 0.18- to 1.0-mm diameter 

fv, the 3M Company (which also exists in flatter shapes). The Hercules and duPont 

powders range from discs to cylinders, and many are perforated for burning-rate control. 

It seems advisable therefore to !irst establish the feasibility of discrete particle tagging 

with Olin propellants. If it proves to be infeasible there, it will not work with the other 

manufacturers' products. 
Therefore, a Statement of Work has been prepared for a subcontract with Olin 

on evaluating the technological feasibiilty of postexpJosion identification of smokeless 

powder lots. The questions to be answered by this proposed investigation are: 

• Can identification taggants be added in the final blending process of a lot of 

propellant so that the desired tagging concentration (0.05 to 0.1 percent) 

appears in each powder cannister? 
• What cross-contamination of taggants will result when successive lots of 

propellant are tagged with different taggant lots? How will this cross

contamination vary within the lot? 
• What are the effects of taggants. on ballistic variation in cartridges, on 

fouling guns, and on wear of guns? 
• To what extent will taggants segregate in the propellant cannisters dUl'mg 

normal storage and handling? 
• Following pipe-bomb explosions of tagged propellant, what will be the 

recoverability of taggants? 
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• What would be the increase in manufacturing cost of propellant attributable 

to addition of taggants on a regular basis? 

Olin's review of the proposed Statement of Work was slow; consequently, the 

final Request for Proposal was not sent to them until September 1977. In the interim, the 

Westinghouse taggant was deleted from the Request for Proposal and, in its place, an 

alternative taggant was specified. The alternative taggant is likely to be depending on 

progress of development, an encapsulated detection taggant. 

Meanwhile, a contract has been negotiated with Hercules to provide for testing 

(scheduled for October 1977) of hand-mixed tagged smokeless powder and black powder 

pipe bombs. Four different modes of initiation of explosion are to be used: blasting cap, 

squib, safety fuse, and external burning fuse. Both the 3M Company and Westinghouse 

taggants will be used. Using the Westinghouse taggants in the test involves no additional 

cost, and the recoverability data may be useful in ferrite taggant development (see Sec

tion 3.2.3). 

If the results of the experiments carried out under the subcontracts indicate the 

technological feasibility of identification tagging, it may then be necessary to do further 

work on taggant development in order to prevent defeat of ID tagging by hand-pick 

removal of the taggants. For example, magnet-sensitive additives may have to be 

removed because a magnet might be able to separate taggants from smokeless or black 

powder easily. Also, tne shape of the taggants would have to be modified to make them 

more difficult to dist!&uish from the powder grains. Even with these modifications, a 

knowledgeable criminal equipped with a suitable ultraviolet source might be able to locate 

the taggants in the powder by their phosphorescence and remove them by hand-picking. 

However, since a chief attraction of smokeless powder to the bomber is its ready 

accessibility (with anonymity), introducing complications into its illegal use and required 

-recordkeeping may serve as a deterrent. 

3.5.2 Black Powder 

3.5.2.1 Description 

Black powder has a much smaller market than smokeless powder. It is more 

easily ignited to rapid deflagration than is smokeless powder, although smokeless powder 

is capable of higher energy release. Black powder is also used in pipe bombs in the same 

manner as smokeless powder. 
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Because the Federal law relating to explosives (18 U.S.C., Chapter 40, as 

amended by Public Law 93-639, 4 January 1975) exempts from control "commercially 

manufactured black powder in quantities not to exceed 50 pounds •.• intended to be used 

solely for sporting, recreational or cultural purpose in antinque firearms ••. or devices," 

black powder becomes readily available in a manner similar to smokeless powder. There is 

a substantial and growing market for black powder in antique and replica firearms. Other 

substantial markets are manufacturers of display fireworks, safety fuses, and military 

devices. 

There is only one manufacturer of black powder in the United States--GOEX, 

Inc., a subsidiary of Gearhart-Owen. The manufacturer sells in truckload quantities to the 

Departmnet of Defense, to 2 exporters, to 7 large commercial users, and to 12 master 

distributors. The master distributors resell sporting and blasting powders to hundreds of 

jobbers, retailers, and fireworks manufacturers. 

There is also a black powder substitute (or modified black powder) called 

Pyrodex, which has recently gone into large-scale production. It has received an 

advantilgeous transportation hazard classification as compared to black powder. However, 

earlier this year the entire facilities of the ccmpany (in Washington State) were leveled by 

an explosion. The pyrodex Corporation is now building a manufacturing plant in Kansas 

and expects that initial production (beginning about January 1978) will go to the domestic 

sporting arms market. 

3.5.2.2 ~ 

In the manufacturing process for black powder, potassium (or sodium) nitrate 

and premixed, pulverized sulfur and charcoal are combined with a little water in a wheel 

mill. This is followed by hydraulic pressing, chipping, grinding into fine grains, screen

sorting into size ranges, glazing with graphite (not all powder is glazed), and drying. A 

final screening (sifting to ensure uniform sizing, packing, and storing completes ,he 

process. Each batch ha~ a unique date/shift code affixed. 

Batch-identifying taggants can be added only at the glazing mill because that is 

the first place at which a batch exists. The encapsulated Westinghouse taggant~ are too 

large; they would be screened out of sporting powders during manufacture. Cross-con

tamination will result from taggants being screened out at the sifter along with black 

powder. The powder which is screened out goes back to the wheel mill; cross-contamina

tion of 10 percent is estimated. A more serious problem is that the great shearing 
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stresses applied in the wheel mill may be expected to rupture the taggants or strip the 

polyethylene coating from them. It was therefore important to measure the compatibility 

(impact and friction sensitivity) of encapsulated 3M Company taggants with a very fine 

black powder du~t; Aerospace has arranged to have this done by the Bureau of Mines. The 

results indicate that the unencapsulated Type A 3M Company taggants do not sensitize 

black powder. 

Following these compatibility tests and a subsequent discussion with GOEX, 

Inc., a proposed Statement of Work was prepared for a subcontract to examine the 

feasibility of adding unique coded taggants in the black powder manufacturing process. 

Because of the solid by-products normally resulting from use of black powder, fouling or 

excessive wear of firearms by added taggants is not considersed to be a likely problem. 

However, recognizing the concern of users of sporting black powders, the proposed State

ment of Work includes provisions for testing of ballistic variation in cartridges and of 

fouling and wear in guns. The proposed Statemeflt of Work was sent to GOEX, Inc., on 23 

August 1977 for review. A reply is awaited. Tests of tagged black powder pipe bombs are 

already scheduled at Hercules, as indicated above. 

Sporting black powders are used in antique and replica muzzle-loading weapons 

and are made in various granulations. Sporting powder is packed in I-pound cans and in 

25-pound kegs. It is also packed for export in 100pound denim bags. A single date/shift 

code goes from the plant directly to an average of 1.2 locations. 

A cost analysis shows that the present date/shift code recordkeeping adds 0.4 

cent per pound to the cost of black powder. The anticipated cost involved in adding 

taggants is 1.5 cents per pound of black powder, exclusive of the cost of taggants and 

associated waste. Cleanup of the glazing mili and packing house each shift to minimize 

cross-contamination would add some cost to th~ operation. However, if normal processing 

cross-contamination is acceptable, there should be no black powder waste or clean-up 

costs due to tagging. 

3.5.3 Blasting Caps 

Initiation of explosives to detonation requires a blasting cap except in unusual 

circumstances. The criminal bomber customarily uses a blasting cap except for the cases 

where a fuse, squib, or improvised system is used to ignite smokeless powder, black 

powder, and similar pipe bombs. Consequently, there are strong arguments for tagging 
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blasting caps. There are, however, major difficulties involved in any attempt to tag the 

sensitive explosives in blasting caps or to modify the cap design to accommodate taggants. 

Because each manufacturer uses or will use melt-extruded polyethylene or nylon 

for the insulating coating of nearly all blasting cap leg wires, the concept of tagging the 

leg wires by the addition of taggants to the molten insulation was investigated. 

Discussions with the manufacturers and inspection of blasting cap production processes led 

to the conclusion that this was not a feasible means of identification tagging of blasting 

caps for the following reasons: 

• Multiple, large (e.g., 500 pounds) spools of insulated wire feed into auto

mated cap production lines. Correlating production of specific spools with a 

specific group of caps for shipment would add considerable cost and 

complexity in the manufature. 

• The plastic insulation is heated as high as 5000 F to 5200 F before extrusion. 

Survivability of melamine-formaldehyde laminatl's at this temperature is 

doubtful. 

" Before the extrusion die, the plastic melt g,oes thfllugh a screen pack which 

would remove even the 140 'to 200 mesh superfine 3M Company particles 

(and the full code is retained in only about 20 percent of particles that 

small). 

" The wall thickness of the insulation is generally 10 to 12 mils and can go as 

low as 8 mils (0.2 mm). The standard 3M Company unencapsulated taggants 

are O.12-mm thick and have an average largest dimension of 0.1;2 mm. Even 

if the largest dimension could be reduced, the particles of this thickness 

would almost certainly affect the di<!lectric properties of the insulation. 

A more promising approach to be investigated is the addition of taggants to the 

adhesive of a label to be externally applied to caps. (The label approach is discussed 

fu:ther in Section 4.2.) 

3.5.4 Emulsions 

Atlas has made packaged NCN emulsions since 1970, but packaged cap-sensitive 

emulsions (in I-inch and larger diameters) only since January 1977. This product consists 

of a mayonnaise-like emulsion of water, inorganic oxidizers, oil and wax (and sometimes 

granular aluminum) as fuels, and glass microballoons for sensitization. The cap-sensitive 

product is packaged much like dynamite, and substantial production can be anticipated. 
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Therefore, an investigation of the feasibility of tagging emulsion explosives is 

underway. Atlas has manufactured two consecutive 30D-pound lots of tagged emulsion 

explosives by their continuous process in their pilot plant. Each lot was tagged with 0.05 

percent each of unique 3M Company and Westinghouse codes. (The Westinghouse taggants 

were used to provide information relevant to the Curie point magnetic taggants now under 

developmen~ and did not affect the cost of the procurement from Atlas.) Packaging was 

in I l\- by 8-inch convoluted paper shells. Atlas is to perform sensitivity and output tests 

on the tagged and identical untagged emulsion explosives to ascertain whether tagging 

affects performance; this will include the comparative performance of aged explosives. 

Portions of each lot are being shipped to Rollins and Associates at Rolla, Missouri, where 

tests of survivabiFty of the taggants during detonation of the explosives will be carried 

out. Uniformity of taggant distribution and degree of lot-to-Iot cross-contamination will 

also be measured. The polyethylene coating of the taggants is expected to be softened, 

and possibily completely dissolved, by the oil of the emulsion; this may adversely affect 

taggant survivabilitly. 

3.5.5 Detonation Cord and Safety Fuse 

Contacts have been made with the thre'"l United States manufacturers of deto

nation cord and safety fuse. Austin Powder, Apach~ Powder, and Ensign-Bickford a,re the 

only domestic manufacturers of detonation cord, while Apache Powder and Ensign

Bickford are the sole United States producers of safety luse. 

[t is estimated by an industry spokesperson that 500 million feet of detonation 

cord are produced annually in this country, some of this for export. The explosive gen

e:rally used is PETN, but some RDX is also used. Typical loadings range between 20 and 50 

grains per foot. On the average, detonation cord contains about 5 pounds of PETN per 

1000 feet and ha~ ~ detonation velocity of about 5 miles per second. 

Some safety fu~e, manufactured by the Canadian firm CIL, is imported bu~ it is 

believed that the quantity is small. The domestic manufacturers produce about 100 

million feet of safety fuse annlJally. The safety fuse has a burning rate of about I foot per 

40 seconds and is packed with only 3 pounds of black powder per 1000 feet. 

The above mentioned domestic manufacturers have declined to allow Aerospace 

personnel into their production facilities. Apache Powder initially invited Aerospace to 

their facility at Benson, Arizona, but revoked the invitation stating that they needed the 
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concurrence of the attorney for the Institute of Makers of Explosives (IME). 'rhe IME was 

sent a detailed list of questions about detonation cord and safety fuse manufacturing 

processes in July 1977. Aerospace has yet to receive response. The evaluation of the 

possibility of tagging either of these materials will continue, but some industry assistance 

will necessarily have to be obtained. 

3.5.6 Two-Component Explosives 

Two-component explosives consist of dFY and liquid components. The dry 

component is finely ground ammonium nitrate with glass microballoons and sometimes 

silica clay anti caking agents. The liquid component is nitro methane with other nitro

alkanes. As long as the two components are kept apart, the product is safe to transport 

and store as a nonexplosive. When mixed, which is generally done at a job site, it becomes 

a cap-sensi,ive explosive. Mixing is very easily done by pouring the liquid component of a 

package into the powdered solid. 

One product, Armed Kinepak Power Booster, has the liquid and solid com

ponents premixed in a I-pound package, which is essentially a 2-3/4-inch-diameter by 5-

inch-high polyethylene cylinder. It is sold as an "economical replacement for cast 

boosters." A dozen of these were prepared with 0.05 percent each of the 3M Company and 

Westinghouse taggants added to the solid component by hand-stirring. In tests of the 

tagged Armed Kinepak at Rolla, Missouri, the taggants were observed prior to detonation 

by shining ultraviolet light of the appropria.te wavelength through the container waH. 

Following detonation, only one or two of the 3M Compa.ny taggants were recovered from 

each package. This'low recovery is consistent with results for other energetic explosives, 

such as Atlas Power Primer gelatin dynamite (see Section 3.3,3) and cast boosters (see 

Section 3.5.7). Atlas reports a detonation pressure of 90 kbar for their two-component 

explosives. 

3.5.7 Cast Boosters 

Cast boosters are prepared by melting trinitrotoluene, adding more powerful 

explosive compounds such as PETN or RDX, and pouring the mixture into molds where it 

solidifies in the desired rigid shape. The shape generally includes an axial tunnel for 

detonating cord and a well for blasting cap insertion. Surplus military explosives are 

preferred for the ingredients because of low cost. Boosters are used for the initiation of 

noncap-s~nsitive blasting agents such as ANFO. 
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There are three manufacturers of industrial cast boosters in the United States: 

Trojan, Sierra Chemical, and GOEX, Inc. GOEX, Inc., is a recent entry in this field. 

Trace-X Chemical of East Camden, Arkansas, discontinued production this spring after 

experiencing manufacturing difficulties related to ingredient purity. Sierra Chemical had 

shown early interest in participating in tagging feasibility investigations but ilpparently 

has not yet been able to fit this into their schedule. Trojan prepared a laboratory-scale 

batch of 20, I-pound Pentolite (PETN/TNT) boosters containing 53-percent PETN; 0.05 

percent of the 3M Company taggants were added to the molten mix. Because the taggants 

were less dense than the molten explosive solution/suspension, they floated on top of the 

mix. Only by allowing the melt to cool until it was quite viscous could the taggants be 

dispersed in it. Normally, of course, the melt is poured while free-flowing. 

Detonation tests at Rolla, Missouri, resulted in zero survivability of the 

taggants. If this type of taggant is to be used in boosters, a thicker shoCk-attenuating 

coating will be needed for survivability, and a denser coating or mechanical restraint will 

be needed to avoid floating. 

3.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEN.DA TlONS 

The current 3M Company taggants provide a sufficient number of codes for 

tagging all packaged cap-sensitive explosives production. They can be produced on a large 

scale with adequate quality and uniformity. The5e taggants appear to introduce no hazard 

into the explosive products or manufacturing processes and no degradation of 

performance. Taggant cross-contamination in manufacture does not seem to be a probJem 

with dynamites or slurries/water gels; data on other types of explosives are not yet 

available. No effect of aging on taggant survivability is evident. Adequate recovery has 

been demonstrated of i,jentification taggants from dynamites detonated under typical 

criminal use conditions (unconfined in or against houses or in cars; confined in pipe 

bombs). 

Survivability ratios for the 3M Company taggants vary from low to zero with 

the explosives that can function as boosters (e.g., high-strength gelatin dynamites, two

component explosives, and cast boosters). Their incorporation into normal cast booster 

manufacture does not appear to be feasible. Increasing the amount of encapsulating 

material to further attenuate the detonation shock wave may be necessary to increase 

taggant survivability in high-detonation-velocity explosives. Incorporating densifiers into 
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the polyethylene encapsulant may be necessary for cast booster applications so that 

taggants do not float on the molten trinitrotoluene or Pentolite; this may also increase 
survivability. 

Because of tort liability problems, evaluation of the Westinghouse taggants has 

essentially ceased, except for their use as simulants for other tagging systems. The need 

for an alternate identification tagging approach in order to avoid the cost escalation 

characteristic of sole-source suppliers had led to work on using the Curie point of fer rites 

as a tagging code. This has considerable potemial and should be evaluated thoroughly. 

The pilot test program on dynamites and slurries/water gels is well underway. 

The feasibility of identification tagging of other components in the detonation chain (fuse, 

detonating cord, primers, and blasting caps), other packaged cap-sensitive explosives 

(emulsions, two-component explosives, and cast boosters), and other materials which 

represent a substantial bombing threat (black and smokeless powders) should continue to 

be investigated. When feasibility is established, a pilot test program should be considered. 

Identification tagging of smokeless powders to assist forensic scientists analyzing gunshot 

residues should also be i~vestigated; this will entail an approach considerably different 
from tagging for tracing of pipe bomb charges. 
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4. DETECTIO"l TAGGING OF EXPLOSIVES 

Detection of explosives is a high priority mission in the overall program for the 

control of the illegal use of explosives. The number and severity of bombing incidents, 

especially those at various airports and via mailed packages, are ample justification of the 

need for appropriate means of detecting such bombs. One particularly effective technique 

is the tagging of explosives or components with a material that can be detected by a trace 

vapor method. Following the study of the emission rates of vapors characteristic of 

explosives carried out by the Analytical Research Laboratories, Inc., it became abundantly 

clear that the bulk of explosives could not be successfully detected by their natural 

vapors. This was further confirmed by Stanford Research Institute which reported that a 

major volatile component of smokeless powder (diphenylamine) is ubiquitous in locations 

such as a post office sorting room. It is likely to be present in all locations where rubber 

belts, pulleys, and rollers are used since it is an antioxidant used in rubber products. 

The lack of distinctive vapors from several major categories of explosives is 

cause for concern. All of the major manufacturers of packaged high explosives have 
t<); 

introduced replacement for nitroglycerin/EGDN dynamites, such as slurries/water gels, 

emulsions, and two-component mixtures. Moreover, smokeless and black powders also 

lack distinctive vapors. Pipe bombs of these powders accounted for more than 50 percent 

of bombing incidents in 1976, as reported by the Fedp.ral Bureau of Investigation Bomb 

Center Data. These results reinforced the need and urgency to tag explosives to increase 

their detectability. 

Results of earlier studies, reinforced with improvements in electron capture 

detection capability, have demonstrated the feasibility of vapor detection. Of crucial 

importance to this feasibility demonstration were the studies of sulfur hexafluoride 

tagging carried out by Brookhaven National Laboratories under Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration sponsorship during 1975-1976. These studies demonstrated the 

possibility of tagging blasting caps using sulfur hexafluoride but, more importantly, 

demonstrated the general concept. Presently, the Federal Aviation Administration is 

supporting a continued feasibility investigation for sulfur hexafluoride; however, tr.is 

particular vapor (and its necessary substrate, Teflon) has operational drawbacks which 

make the search for more suitable materials an important objective. 

Through endorsemsent by the Interagency Advisory Committee of Explosives 

Tagging, and with ATF support, The Aerospace Corporation is tasked to study all viable 
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detection t:l.gging concepts. Studies of polymer/taggant sorption phenomena, of micro

encapsulated liquids, and o~ sublimable salts have been initiated by the Brookhaven 

National Laboratories and Science Applications, Inc., The National Cash Register 

Company, and The Aerospace Corporation laboratories in El Segundo, California, 

resp~ctively. 

All of these evaluation efforts are operating under similar constraints. The net 

emission rate of the vapor taggant must be greater than I nanoliter per minute. This 

minimum emission rate is required to ensure an adequate level of detectability of the 

taggant with instrumentation sensitive to O.l-part-per-billion concentration levels. The 

vapor taggant must also have a useful lifetime of 10 years, Therefore, techniques 'that 

offer the potential for long-term controlled emissions (such as plug closure vapor taggant 

sorption, room-term perature sublimation of a salt, or microencapsulated taggant 

diffusion) provide mechanisms with adjustable parameters balancing net emission rate and 

total quantity of material necessary for extended lifetime usefulness. 

Blasting caps and smokeless powders have an indefinite shelf life; however, 

sales and stock rotation should cycle the product within a decade. Other vapor tagging 

selection criteria include: low toxicity, lack of any adverse' environmental impact, low 

ambient background levels, molecular properties that ler.Q themselves to instrumental 

detection (e.g., high electron affinity), and compatibility with present manufacturer's 

products and processes. 

The Federal Aviation Administration is also sponsoring a study at Science 

Applications, IT,c., focused 0., t\1:" heavy metal tagging of blasting cap shells to enhance 

their detection by x-ray fluorescence. This work is being followed carefully but is not 

reported on herein because definitive results have not yet been achieved. 

4.1 VAPOR TAGGING OF BLASTING CAP PLUGS 

Brookhaven National Laboratories has demonstrated the potential of detecting 

blasting caps by the addition of a distinctive and uniquely detectable vapor (sulfur hexa

fluoride) impregnated into a fluoroplastic (Teflon). The limitations of this previous 

method required investigation of alternate vapor taggants and polymeric substrate pairs. 

Detection tagging efforts have focused on electric blasting caps because the 

available information indicated that the majority of clandestine devices are activated by 

such devices. There are three manufacturers of blasting caps in the United States: Atlas, 
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Hercules, and duPont. The total annual blasting cap commercial production is estimated 

to be 90 million caps. Approximately 70 million of these are electric blasting caps. The 

majority of clandestine devices have been thought to have electric blasting caps. Due to 

the controllability of activation mechanisms by motion, clock- or radio-remote-actuated 

switches, electric-actuated blasting caps represent a "common denominator" in the 

construction of the detonation chain of clandestine devices. 

Electric blasting caps presently use polymeric closure materials such as Buna-N 

or Kraton elastomers. In order to ensure incorporation of a vapor taggant with a 

sufficient lifetime, the taggant must be solubilized within the elastomer to greater than :> 
percent by weight. The subcontracted efforts at Science Applications, Inc., and 

Brookhaven National Laboratories are focused on finding a suitable pairing of vapor 

taggants with polymeric substrates subject to the criteria for taggant selection as outlined 

above. 

4.1.1 Science Applications, Incorporated 

Science Applications, Inc. (sAIl, has been under subcontract since 17 April 1977 

to conduct an evaluation of potential vapor taggant/po1ymer combinations for detection 

tagging of blasting caps. They have investigated the percent-mass-10ading of vapor tag

gants in several polymeric substrates and measured the emission rate of the solubilized 

vapor taggant. To date, SAl has investigated 66 pairs of taggants and polymeric sub

strates. 

Eleven vapor taggants have been considered to date. These include moderate

to-low molecular weight perfluoroaromatics, ch10rofluorocycloalkanes, fluoronated 

aliphatic and cyclic ethers, fluoroketones, and fluoroesters. The most promising groups 

are the perfluorinated aromatics and chhlrofluoroalkane analogs. Higher molecular weight 

homologs of these types of chemical vapor taggants will be investigated during the next 

few months. A total of six polymeric material pairings were simultaneously investigated. 

None of the presently used blasting cap manufacturers' closure materials (Buna-N or 

Kraton) possess adequate solubility and controlled taggant.s release properties. Other 

substrates such as a fluroelastomer (Viton V 14) appear to have the desired physical 

properties. 

The results to date indicate that an optimal pair, balancing required emission 

rate with required useful lifetime, has not been found. Trends show that higher molecular 
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weight, less volatile vapor taggants combined with various f1uoroelastomers offer the 

most promise but result in a significant caveat: they may have a significantly lowered 

ability to escape packages and luggage compared to sulfur hexafluoride and other gases. 

4.1.2 Brookhaven National Laboratories 

Brookhaven National Laboratories is performing a similar material evaluation of 

potential taggant/polymer combinations for detection tagging of blasting caps. Under 

subcontract since 1 July 1977, Brookhaven efforts have focused on the perfluorinated 

linear and cyclic alkanes. A total of 8 potential vapor taggant pairings with 11 polymeric 

substrates have been investigated. The polymeric substrates considered to date include 

fluoreoelastomers, f1uorochloroelastomers, fluoroplastics, and the present closure ma

terials used by the blasting cap manufacturers (i.e., Buna-N and Kraton). 

A total of 88 pairs have been investigated to date. As found by Science Appli

cations, Inc., none of the present cap closure materials appear adequate to solubilize and 

release the adsorbed vapor taggant. Viton (a fluoroelastomed combined with the 

perfluorocyclic alkanes appears to offer the most promise, with greater than 5-percent 

mass loadings and measured emission rates of 1 to 2 nanoli ters per minute. Future in

vestigations will include the evaluation of perfluorinated aromatics as potential vapor 

taggants (e.g., perfluorobenzene and perfluoronapthalene). Measurements of the long

term embsion rates of all promising pairings is soon to be initiated. 

4.2 MICROENCAPSULATION OF VAPOR TAGGANTS 

The microencapsulation of molecular vapor taggants within a polymeric mem

brane provides a convenient mechanism to directly add detection taggants to a variety of 

explosives: blasting caps, gun powders, or bulk explosives. The thin membrane wall serves 

as a permeation source of the taggant as the encapsulated vapor diffuses through the 

membrane to the surface of the sphere. 

The NCR Corporation holds many of the pioneering patents on the coacervation 

process leading to the microcapsule formation. The NCR aqueous system process involves 

emulsification and dispersion of a three-phase matrix: water, gelatin, and the raw 

material to be encapsulated. The raw material must be nonwater-soluble in order to use 

the gelatin system. The application of microencapsulation technology has led to numerous 

commercial products (i.e., pharmaceuticals, fertilizers, carbonless paper products, paints, 

flavors, scents, etc.). The NCR processes have the capability of encapsulating a large 
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variety o£ gases, liquids, or solids. Typically, the microsphere capsule wall is a cross

linked gelatin, polyvinyl alcohol, or ethyl cellulose. Once u raw material is encapsulated, 

the membrane can be "post-treated" with formaldehyde or glutaraldehyde to prevent 

dissolution of the water-soluble gelatin and/or halogen gas (Br 2) treatment to reduce 

flammability. Other treatments can be done to obtain desired capsule performance 

characteristics. 

The capsules can be selected to range from 10 to 500 micrometers in diameter. 

The raw material encapsulated within the membrane wall comprises 80 to 90 percent of 

the total capsule weight. Once the encapsulation is complete, the microsphere can be 

mixed with acrylic latex, gum arabic, or polyvinyl alcohol binders for application as a 

paint, coating, or paper stock coating. 

NCR has provided to The Aerospace Corporation microencapsulated 

hexafluorobenzene using 100-percent formaldehyde post-treated gelatin as the wall 

membrane of a 400-micrometer-diameter particle. Gravimetric determinations have 

shown an emission rate ranging from 4 to 0.01 nanoliters per minute per milligram of 

microcapsule material. 

The microencapsulation of vapor tags in explosive formulations is an attractive 

method of accomplishing predetonation detection of a potential clandestine device. This 

"micro-packaging" allows for the direct tagging of explosive materials during 

manufacturing processes. In addition to the NCR coacrevation concept of taggant 

microencapsulation, there are several other patented capsule forming techniques (i.e., 

spray drying, fluidized bed, chemical vapor deposition and mechanical method). The 

capsular wall chemical composition and structure can readily be adjusted to meet release 

performance criteria. 

4.2.1 Black and Smokeless Powders - Microsphere Vapor Taggants 

Microencapsulated liquids could be incorporated directly into the powder blends. 

Free-flowing microspheres &re available in various diameters (Io to 500 micrometers). 

NCR has the technology to post-treat the vapor-taggant-containing capsules with graphite 

or carbon. This black coloration would help to mask the presence of the vapor taggant to 

the powder user. Some powder manufacturers have substantial residues of benzene or 

diethyl ether solvents in the finished product under normal manufacturing procedures. 

Selection of perfluorinated analogs of these solvents for inclusion as vapor taggants may 
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minimize chemical compatibility concerns. Assuming a pipe bomb would contain 

approximately 0.5 kg of powder, and because only 10.0 mg of microencapsulated vapor 

taggants would meet the emission and useful-lifetime criteria, the detection ·taggants 

need only be added to the powders at the Io-mg-per-pound, or 0.002 percent, level at 

minimum. However, a one-order-of-magnitude increase would add a margin of safety. 

NCR has provided test samples of hexafluorobenzene encapsulated in 100-

percent cross-linked gelatin. The Aerospace laboratory in EI Segundo, California, is the 

process of measuring the net vapor emission rate of the hexafluorobenzene. These 

taggants will then be added at the O.I-percent level to commercially available Olin ball 

smokeless powder. The powder will be added to a simulated pipe bomb of dimensions 3/4 

by 8 inch, with a K-inch fuse hole. The net emission of the hexafluorobenzene from the 

simulated pipe bomb will then be measured. 

4.2.2 Blasting Caps - Microsphere Vapor Taggants 

There are potential methods for microencapsulated vapor taggant application to 

blasting caps. One method involves the detection-tagged microspheres incorporated on 

the surface of an adhesive-backed label. The aJhesive and paper stock to which the 

microspheres are applied can be made nonremovable (i.e., similar to license plate 

stickers). The microspheres would adhere to the labe! surface via a polymer binder matrix 

of acrylic latex or gum arabic. These labels could then be applied to the cap shell 

following their deep-draw formation in manufacture or after the entire cap is assembled 

prior to final packaging. The label can also contain printing of the manufacturer's logo, 

the words "Dangerous -- Blasting Cap" (which is presently ink-printed on the exterior of 

the shells), or the cap delay period. The labels have the potential of serving a useful 

function to the blasting cap manufacturers and users as well as providing a measure of 

detectabili ty. 

Location of the vapor' taggant absorbed into a polymer plug closure, as disCllssed 

in Section 4.1, is only applicable to those products using such plugs. However, tI\(.te is 

also a significant portion of nonelectric caps not using polymeric closures. Annual 

production of blasting caps by Hercules, Atlas, and duPont is estimated to be 90 million. 

Of these approximately 70 million are electric blasting caps. The remaining nonelectric 

cap products use various modes of activation. For example, duPont manufactures an "MS 

connector" activated by a detonating cord which is entirely metal {shell; are placed 
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together and crimped). Lac"c!s containing a microencapsulated vapor taggant are 

potentially applicable to the entire annual production of blasting caps regardless of the 

closure method or material. 

Typically, the microspheres used in label stock are 10 to 20 micrometers mean 

diameter. There are approximately 200,000 capsules/inch2 with a total capsule gross 

weight of 5 to 50 mg/inch2• The raw material detection taggant liquid would comprise 60 

to 90 percent of the total capsular weight. Blasting caps range in length from 2-1/8 

inches to 5Y.z inches, with an external diameter of 9/32 inch. The labels should be one 

standard size (i.e., I-inch width by 2-inch length). The I-inch-width dimension would be 

wrapped around the shell of the cap with a labeling machine. The 2-inch length would 

cover the exterior of the cap. The total exposed surface would be approximately IY.z 

inch2. 

It is estimated that to provide a suitable measure of detectability, the net 

emission rate of the taggant must be greater than 1.0 nanogram/min. Over a 10-year 

useful lifetime, this extrapolates to a requirement of approximately 10.0 milligrams of 

taggant material required as a minimum. NCR has previously microencapsulated hexa

fluorobenzene for evaluation. Test results have shown that the emission rate is approxi

mately 0.01 ml/min pel' milligram of taggant from free-flow microcapsules with a nominal 

diameter of 400 micrometers. However, additional experimental work is necessary to 

measure the net emission rate from the label surface once the microspheres are imbedded 

in a latex or gum arabic binder. 

One other attractive aspect of the labeling vehicle of vapor detection taggant 

application is the notion of simultaneously incorporating identification taggants onto the 

adhesive side of the label (see Section 3.5.3). The labels could then be serialized and 

printed with the identification taggant code (or facsimile) for visual reading. The label 

could then serve a dual purpose of containing both detection vapor taggant microspheres 

on the surface and identification taggant particles in the adhesive, as well as 

manufacturer/user information such as delay period, manufacturer's logo, or precautionary 

measures. 

4.2.3 Bulk Explosive Detection Tagging with Microencapsulated Vapor Taggants 

Presently, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms program is emphasizing 

detection tagging of detonation-chain components (blasting caps). However, the 
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application of microencapsulated vapor taggants to the bulk explosives is also possible. 

The detection taggant microspheres (free-flowing) could be added to the mixing bowls in a 

manner similar to the methods used for identification taggant addition. This has the 

potential to allow the detection tagging of slurries/water gels, dynamites, and emulsion 

packaged high explosives. Alternatively, microspheres could be coated on the surfaces of 

all paper or plastic explosive wrappings presently used. Unfortunately, the rnicrospheres 

would not survive casting temperatures of Pentolite boosters or primer~. 

Procurements are being drafted for NCR to cast several types of taggants 

containing microspheres into various binders. The binder, cross-linking agent, and particle 

diameter will be adjusted to effect the required I nanoliter/min emission rate. 

4.3 SUBLIMABLE SALTS 

5:1 t3 of weak acids and bases that sublime at room temperature present an 

attractive method of placing a stable emission source in explosives. Candidate salts, 

ammonium salt of carbamic acid or carbonic acid, have a sufficient sublimation vapor 

pressure. By fully or partially deuterating ammonia, a laser optical detection of 

deuterated ammonia gas is extremely sensitive. Other salts such as fluorinated amine 

salts or boron trifluoride salts will be investigated. 

The Aerospace laboratory in EI Segundo, California, has initiated experimental 

work (J September 1977) to measure: (1) the deuterated isotope eXChange rate of de

uterated ammonia with atmospheric quantity of water vapor at 20 Torr; (2) the emission 

rate of ammonia, amine, or boron trifluoride salts; and (3) the addition of the optional salt 

to blasting caps. 

Initial measurements of the deuterium/hydorgen exchange rates indicate that a 

vapor taggant relying on the presence of an N-D bond would rapidly equilibriate to N-H 

via proton exchange with water. Other salts of amines and boron trifluoride are presently 

under investigation. 

4.4 ENVIRONMENT AL ASSESSMENT - DETECTION TAGGING 

Analyses of fluorocarbon toxicity indicate that the addition and substitution of 

halogens has an effect on toxicity. The analogs used in providing toxicity information 

have not provided the necessary accuracy of toxicity. Brookhaven National Laboratories 

and Science Applications, Incorporated, have investigated to date a total of 19 potential 

vapor taggant molecules. The information below for six of them was available through the 
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National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NOISH) registry. Because of the 

required uniqueness of potential taggants, little information exists in the scientific 

literature regarding toxicity and environmental data. The preliminary information ac

cumulated to date includes the following: 

• Hexafluorobenzene (C6F 6) - Hexafluorobenzene has a narcotic effect on 

mice. Thirty-five to 40 mg/l of C6F 6 produced relaxation and sleep. In 

concentrations of &0 to 90 mg/l, a deep anesthesia prevailed. A higher 

concentration of 95 to 110 mg/I severely depressed breathing which even

tually ceased. Death was caused by paralysis of the respiratory system. The 

established LD50 is 95 to 100 mg/l resulting from exposure of the mice to 

toxic vapors for 2 hours. 

• Perfluorodimethylcyclohexane (C&F 16) - The lowes~ published lethal con

centration (LCLO) for inhalation toxicity is 110 ppm/14 hours. The LCLO 

for mouse inhalation is 500 ppm/14 hours. 

• 2,2,3,3-Tetrachlorohexafluorobutane (CIfF6CI 4) -- This compound is ex

pected to have a low order of acute toxicity; however, toxicity of its by

products of combustion are questionable. 

• 2-Chloro-l,I,I,4,4,4-Hexafluorobutane -- This compound has a lowest 

published toxic concentration (TCLO) for human inhalation of I ° ppm/I hour 

and for rat inhalation an LC50 of 3 ppm/6 hours. This material should be 

treated with caution due to its high order of acute toxicity. 

• 1,2-Difluorotetrachloroethane -- This compound requires an inhalation dose 

of 15,000 ppm/4 hours in order to manifest toxic effects. 

• I, I-Difluoro-2,2-Dichloroethane -- This compound is not listed in the NIOSH 

registry and has been compared to its closest analogs--dichlorotetrafluor

oethane and dichlorotrifluoroethane--the latter ha':ing a toxic dose of 14 to 

15 percent by volume for I to 4 minutes. 

The atmospheric fate of the potential candidate taggants will be assessed at 

that time when the atmospheric background concentration ir.formation is availab.\e and a 

more suitable candidate has been ascertained. 
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The vapor taggant development effort underway at Brookhaven National Lab

oratories and at Science Applications, Incorporated, will in the next few months generate 

sufficient data to allow for an accurate determination of the viability of the vapor tag

gant/polymer substrate sorption process. 

The microencapsulation of vapor taggants shows potential for detection tagging 

gun powders, blasting caps, and bulk explosive materials directly. Procurement with NCR 

to provide test samples for subsequent laboratory measurement of emission rates are in 

process. 

Sublimable salts also offer the potential of a slow, controlled release of dis

tinctive vapor taggant materials. Laboratory study of this concept has recently been 

initiated (i.e., September 1977). 

The development of all the above techniques of vapor taggant addition to ex

plosives presupposes the availability of a sensitive and selective detection apparatus for 

on-site implementation of screening procedures. Several techniques, such as modified 

electron capture detection (Brookhaven National Laboratories), plasma chromatography, 

atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry, and gerbils have been identified as 

promising techniques. As the taggant selection and :!::velopment process continues, 

detection capabilities must be closely assessed. 

Because no highly promising vapor/substrate pair has emerged, a close scrutiny 

of the Science Applications, Incorporated, and Brookhaven National Laboratories siudies is 

being made. The study of encapsulated liquids and sublimable salts should be pursued with 

all deliberate speed. Additional studies of means to include microcapsules in blasting cap 

plugs should be initiated, and more attention should be given to the tagging of nonelectric 

blasting caps. 

Although of lower overall priority, some attention should be given to the 

problem of det~ction tagging of detonating cord and safety fuse, where the use of 

microcapsules may be the natural choice. 

4-10 
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5. NONTAGGED DETF.CTION DEVELOPMENT 

The detection tagging efforts outlined in Section 4 ~equire taggant addition at 

manufacture. It is anticipated that the. :lddition of a detection taggant will greatly reduce 

the severity of the explosives threat. However, certain categories of explosives are not 

amenable to detection tagging, such as military, homemade, and smuggled foreign 

explosives. An increasing proportion of the threat that will remain after detection 

tagging is implemented may be expected to comprise these explosives. Under the terms 

of a contract with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Aerospace has 

evaluated a broad spectrum of techniques for the detection of untagged explosives. The 

most promising (.f these techniques have been selected for further investigation and 

development under Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms sponsorship and with the 

concurrence of the Technical Subcommittee to the Advisory Committee on Explosives 

Tagging. A small subcontract has been awarded to assess the feasibility of dual-energy 

tomography, sources have been selected, and subcontracts are presently being negotiated 

to investigate plasma chromatography and letter- and book-bomb detection by dielectric 

measurement techniques. 

5.1 LETTER- AND BOOK-BOMB DETECTION BY DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENT 
TECHNIQUES 

5.1.1 Description 

Explosives have been empirically found to have somewhat higher dielectric 

constants than most of the materials commonly found in letters or report-size envelopes 

(flats). Explosives may also exhibit conductivities which have a characteristic dependence 

on frequency. These dielectric properties may be employed in conjuction with the weight, 

size, and metal content of an envelope to discriminate between letter- or book-bombs and 

innocent mail. 

5. 1.2 Status 

A subcontract is currently being negotiated between Aerospace and the 

Georgetown University Physics Department to investigate dielectric letter- and book

bomb detecton techniques. The purposes of this contract are the following: 

• Determine if the frequency dependence of the conductivity of explosives is 

indeed unique; 

• If it is unique, determine if it provides a greater capability of detecting 

explosives than a capacitance-measuring technique (e.g., does it allow for 

the detection of bombs in packages); 
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10 Determine the effectiveness of the capacitance-measuring technique against 

a broad spectrum of mail, using equipment previously developed using U.S. 

Postal Service funds; and 

.. Obtain design parameters for an optimal dielectric letter- and book-bomb 

detector. 

5.1.3 Plans 

The subcontract with Georgetown University should run through FY 78. The 

results of this subcontract should be definitive as far as the potential capabiHites and 

limitations of this technique are concerned. No plans beyond this point have been made. 

5.2 DUAL-ENERGY TOMOGRAPHY 

5.2.1 Description 

Computerized tomography is a rapidly evolving technology wherein cross-sec

tional radiodensity mappings of an object ("slices") are analytically reconstructed from 

sets of one-dimensional x-ray projections. To date, computerized tomography has found 

application exclusively in the medical field, with some 13 companies producing and 

marketing computerized tomographic scanners capable of imaging any slice through the 

human body. 

The techniques embodied in medical computerized tomograplc scanners can also 

be employed to scan suitcases or packages to automatically detect concealed explosives 

based on the relatively high density and low atomic number of these materials. (Density 

and atomic number may be obtained by performing radio density mapping at two energies.) 

The vast majority of packaged high explosives, including :;lurries/water gels, have 

densities of between 0.95 and 1.6 g/cm3, and typically have densities of approximately 1.2 

gtcm3• Military explosives and commercial plastic explosives typically have even higher 

densities: 1.5 gtcm3 up to 1.85 g/cmJ• The effective atomic numbers of explosives are 

unknown and will have to be determined empirically. 

A dual-energy computerized tomographic device configured specifically for 

explosives detection would consit of a conveyor belt to transport the suitcases or pack

ages, a stationary x-ray source, a stationary array of radiation detectors, associated 

electronics, and dedicated minicomputer. Detection would be automatic, based on com

position (rather than shape), although an image could be readily provided to an operator. 
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5.2.2 Status 

A small, fixed-price contract has been awarded to the Georgetown University 

Medical School to perform dual-energy computerized tomographic scanning of a test box 

containing simulated explosives as well as typical suitcase contents (books, toiletries, etc.) 

using an existing research medical scanner. Data obtained in this manner will be of great 

use in assessing the capabilities of this approach, although the low energy of the medical 

unit (120 kVp maximum) makes it unsuited for taking measurements through densely 

packed suitcases. Preliminary scans taken of the test box at 75 and 120 kVp indicate that 

the simulated explosives (cast dinitrotoluene and an ammonium nitrate, sugar, and water 

slurry) can be readily identified. Computer simulation studies have also been initiated at 

Aerospace in El Segundo, California, to model the performance of a dedicated 

computerized tomographic explosives detector. These studies utilize a reconstruction 

algorithm previously developed at Aerospace and should provide the foundation for the 

software required for a practical system. 

5.2.3 Plans 

Preliminary studies should be completed during the second quarter of FY 78 and 

system requirements determined for breadboard detector. A competitive subcontract will 

be let for the construction of a breadboard detector capable of imaging a single plane 

through a large suitcase or package. Off-the-shelf hardware will be employed to the 

greatest extent possible and reconstruction will be performed by a nondedicated 

computer. Once constructed, this breadboard will be used to fully assess the capabilities 

of this technique, using a broad spectrum of actual explosives within ralistic packages and 

suitcases. 

5.3 PLASMA CHROMATOGRAPHY 

5.3.1 Description 

If the vapor detection of explosives, either tagged or untagged, is to be real

ized, it will be necessary to obtain a detector with a detection threshold and selectivity 

suitable for the explosive-specific vapor species sought. Plasma chromatography is a 

technique identified as having a detection threshold and selectivity sufficient to justify 

further evaluation as a vapor detection device based on the differential mobility constants 

of specific ions. 
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5.3.2 Status 

Several researchers have been active in advancing the state-of-the-art in 

plasma chromatography. Plasma chromatography has been demonstrated to be a tech

nique with an outstanding detection threshold for the detection of trinitrotoluene vapors 

(I part in 1012). It has also been shown to have a potential for good selectivity. The 

plasma chromatograph has the advantages of operating at atmospheric pressures while 

being relatively simple and rugged. Therefore, it has the potential to be configured as a 

field instrument. Unfortunately, many questions remain to be answered concerning 

plasma chromatography before it may be deemed suitable for specific development as a 

detector of explosives or taggant vapors. These questions involve: (1) the response of the 

plasma chromatograph to explosives vapors other than trinitrotoluene; (2) the response of 

the plasma chromatograph to potential vapor taggants; (3) the response o.f the plasma 

chromatograph to identified background interferents at concentrations less than I part per 

billion (where the plasma chromatograph can still operate); and (4) the effect of 

bacl(ground interferents on the detectability of explosives or taggant vapors. 

5.3.3 Plans 

Under direction from the Advisory Committee on Explosives Tagging, chaired 

by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Aerospace has drafted a Statement of 

Work and other necessary procurement materials to proceed with an evaluation study for 

the plasma chromatograph. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

These techniques offer substantial promise for the detection of untagged ex

plosive devices. The dual-energy tomography effort (experimental effort started 23 

September 1977) has already produced distinct Images with excellent resolution of a box 

containing explosives and other objects. The explosive dinitrotoluene and a simulated 

slurry were clearly discernible. These three techniques are not viewed as mutually 

exclusive, but rather as complementary depending on the operational scenario. The di

electric method, as presently viewed, is only suitable for letter or flat determination and 

is ideally suited for mailroom security. The dual-energy tomograph is excellent for 

package and baggage screening scenarios (i.e., transportation facilities). However, due to 

the requirement of the u:;e of ionizing radiation (approximately 300 kVp rays), the 

screening of people is precluded. Plasma chromatography has the potential to perform 

controlled-access or large-area searches of packages or personnel via natural vapor or 

taggant vapor detection. 
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6. OTHER RECOMMENDED STUDIES 

6.1 NONTAGGED, POSTDETONATION IDENTIFICATION OF EXPLOSIVES 

Despite the present efforts in identification tagging of explosives, there are 

substantial categories of explosive materials for which identification taggant addition is 

anticipated to be difficualt (see Section 3.5) or impossible. Identification taggant addition 

to flake smokeless powders, high energy boosters or primers, military explosives, 

homemade explosives,* and those explosives in inventory prior to National implementation 

of the identification tagging concept represent broad categories of explosives fol" whi,..h 

conventional bomb debris analysis will be required for some time and, in some cases, 

indefinitely. 

Present analytical method results, summarized by the Federal Bureau of In

vestigation National Bomb Center, reveal that in only 60 percent of the incidents is the 

type of explosive material used in a clandestine device known by laboratory analysis. 

Failure to identify the material responsible for the 29 December 197.5 La Guardia Airport 

blast is a glaring example. The following section on enzyme, chromatographic, and 

powder matching methods development is designed to improve the forensic laboratory's 

successful analysis percentages. 

6.1.1 Enzymes 

6.1.1.1 lJescription 

Enzymes are complex organic molecules that are capable of catalyzing highly 

specific biochemical reactions. By coupling an enzymatic reaction to a second, Iight

producing reaction, it is possible to detect extremely small amounts of the initial reactant 

materials. The high specificity and low threshold of detection of this technique thus make 

it a prime candidate for use in the postdetonation identification of explosives residue. 

Following standard procedures to extract explosives residue from debris and to separate 

the residue by thin-layer chromatography, an enzymatic technique could be employed to 

detect explosives on a thin-layer chromatographic plate that would otherwise be judged to 

be blank. 

*An excellent example of the damage potential of homemade explosive devices is the 
fatal bombing at the Los Angeles International Airport by the widely publicized 
"Alphabet Bomber." The explosive charge consisted of properly initiated nitrobenzene as 
confirmed by the Los Angeles Police Department forensic laboratory analysis. 
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6.1.1.2 Status 

The Microbic~\ Division of Beckman Instruments, under contract to 

USAMERADCOM, has isolated and produced in quantity an enzyme called TNTase which 

reduces TNT, with the concommitant oxidation of a material known as NADH to NAD. 

The amount of NADH remaining after a fixed reaction time was determined by oxidizing 

the NADH in the presence of the luciferase enzyme, producing light. Using this technique 

and rather simple instrumentation, Beckman Microbics was able to demonstrate the 

detection of 10-14 mole of TNT. The ATO Division of Beckman, also under a Defense 

Department contract, has performed a rather extensive parametric analysis of the 

enzymatic detection process and has developed a breadboard detector which promises 

greater reproducibility and sensitivity than the system used by Microbics. However, 

quantitative tests with this breadboard have not been performed to date. 

6.1.1.3 Plans 

The use of enzymes as a means of identifying the explosives in debris collected 

from a bomb scene has significant merit; however, the number of questions remaining to 

be answered is extensive and the cost of the development is high. For these reasons 

additional development of this techniquf' has not been given a high priority. Further work 

in Fiscal Year 1978 should be considered only if significant additional funding becomes 

available. 

6.1.2 

6.1.2.1 

Chromatographic Mp-thods - High Performance Liquid Chromatography 

Description 

Chromatographic separation of the molecular components of bomb-generated 

debris is necessary for the detection and identification of explosives residue. Recently, 

thin-layer chromatography has been extensively applied in the analysis of debris. How

ever, thin-layer chromatographic methods are nonquantitative, possessing limited sensI

tivity and resolving power. High-performance liquid chrom"tography offers fast, quanti

tative analysis of nanogram quantities of materials and the ability to resolve components 

which are readily thermally decomposed (j.e., explosive molecules). 

6.1.2.2 Status 

Many investigators have applied high-performance liquid chromatography 

techniques for laboratory analysis of synthetic mixtures of explosives. To date, no 
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attempts have been made to analyze bomb debris for residual explosives by this technique. 

Limited investigations of bulk explosives analysis have been demonstrated by the Bureau 

of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Cincinnati, Ohio, office on smokeless powders and the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation laboratory in Washington, D.C., on nitrate salts. 

Two high-performance liquid chromatography detectors are appropriate for 

residue analysis. Ultraviolet photometry at low wavelength (200 nm) is particularly 

sensitive to organic nitrate esters, nitramine, and nitroaromatic explosives. High-per

formance liquid chromatography column resolution of these components from debris is 

required for distinctive analysis. The other detector type, a thermal energy analyzer 

developed by Thermo Electron Corporation, involves a specific chemiluminescence detec

tion technique specific to explosives containing oxides of nitrogen-containing organic 

molecules (RONO, RN02, RON02, etc.). 

6.1.2.3 Plans 

The use of high-performance liquid chromatography is a very promising candi

date for post-detonation explosives identification. An exploratory study on sample 

extraction and preparation for analysis, as well as chromatographic conditions, techniques, 

response limit and specificity is being planned. 

6.1.3 Powder Matching 

The concept of powder matching is that one can compare smokeless powder 

recovered from a pipe bomb explosion with smokeless powder in the possession of a sus

pect and, by comparing intimate details of the powder composition (e.g., the amount of 

each stabilizer decomposition product, degree of penetration of surface deterrent), 

provide conclusive evidence. The chief limitation of this concept is that the powder in a 

can represents a blend of many sub lots manufactured at different times and varying in 

properties. Blending is done to achieve optimal ballistic properties. Theref~'re, comparing 

properties of a few recovered smokeless powder grains with powder in the suspect's 

possession may be fruitless. The first part of any investigation of the feasibility of this 

concept would have to be a study of the detailed composition of each of several randomlY 

selected grains in powder cans from different lots 'to see if the variation within a blended 

lot is less than the variation between lots. 
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Although this technique is attractive in principle, there are many unknowns and 

any such development program would be long-term. It is not clear that a high priority 

should be placed on this effort. Such a decision could be made following the conclusion of 

the initial studies of identification tagging of smokeless powders 

6.2 EXPLOSIVES DETECTION - TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMEN! 

A key aspect of the Aerospace contract with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms involves the tagged and nontagged detection of explosive devices. The 

following sections describe detection techniques which are potentially applicable for 

explosive detection. The atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrom".try (API/MS) 

method is a trace vapor detection device applicable to both explosive natural vapors as 

well as vapor taggants. The device has a high degree of specificity and has demonstrated 

outstanding lower limits of detection. 

The harmonic and magnetic tagging concepts are targeted toward implemen

tation by incorporation of miniaturized electronic components directly into the electric 

blasting caps as a detection tagging mechanism. Both of these detection tagging mech

anisms are passive devices, actuated electromagnetically (i.e., by magnetic field or radio 

frequency). 

6.2.1 Atmospheric Pressure Ionization/Mass Spectrometry (API/MS) 

6.2.1.1 Description 

D!Je to the variety of vapor tagging compounds under consideration, as well as 

natural explosive vapors available, a detection system with universal detection ability is 

most desirable. Mass spectrometry offers such versatility. The application of mass 

spectrometry for direct vapor sample analysis has evolved over several years of investi

gation. Typically, such systems contain a sample enrichment zone, sample ionization 

zone, and quadrupole mass filter. Initial efforts used electron impact Ionization sources 

with silicon membranes for sample enrichment and vacuum barrier. Electron impact 

ionization leads to extensive sample molecule fragmentation and is unsuitable for explo

sives vapor analysis. Recent developments in atmospheric pressure ionization source 

design have allowed the direct observation of the molecular ions of trace components in 

vapor streams. 

Atmospheric pressure ionization is an attractive method of ionizing labile 

sample molecules. Typically, the sample in a carrier gas stream at atmospheric pressure 
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is ionized by thermal electrons in the source region which are generated by a 63Ni source. 

Due to the. mild exothermicity of the reactions within the ionization source, assisted by 

the high pressure and collisional quenching of the generated ions, this source produces 

predominantly the pseudomolecular ion fragments M+ or M+H+ in the positive mode or M

or M-H- in the negative mode. The application of API/MS for detection of picogram 

quantities of materials was pioneered by E.C. Horning of Baylor University and coworkers. 

However, utility of the technique for ambient air samples is hampered by reactant ion 

clusters such as H30+ (H20)n' NH4 + (H20)n' NZ + (H2)n' where I£: n £:28. These cluster 

ions generate a background mass spectra which seriously interferes with desired sample 

molecule mass windows. However, B. French of Sciex, Limited, has found a method of de

clustering these adducts through ion optic potential adjustment. The result is near can

cellation of all cluster ions. 

6.2.1.2 Status 

Sciex, Limited, of Canada has developed a system which overcomes the lim i·· 

tations of previous applications of mass spectrometry. The Sci ex system realizes a com .. 

binaton of sensitivity and specificity for explosives-derived molecules which were pre.~ 

vously unattainable. This commercially available instrument has demonstrated a threshrJld 

limit of detection for trinitrotoluene vapors of 1 part in 5 x 10-14 (S/N=3). Being a mass 

spectometer-based vapor detector system which observes either positive or negative 

molecular ions, this system provides a universal vapor detection capability for either 

explosive natural vapors or potential explosive vapor taggants. 

Sciex, Limited, is presently under contract to the Defense Research Establish

ment, Yacartier (DREY), Canada, to deliver a Trace Atmospheric Gas Analysis (TAGA) 

3000 system for vapor detecton of military and paramilitary explosives. The DREY 

instrument is to be delivered in March 1978 and will be jeep-mountable, require nontrained 

technician operation via computerization with alarm output, and demonstrate a sensitivity 

threshold for trinitrotoluene vapors of less than 1 part in 5 x 10-14 (S/N=3). 

6.2.1.3 Plans 

The API/MS system has potential application to commercial explosives detec

tion or to respond to vapor detection taggants. However, critical information is lacking 

for a complete assessment of the instrument's potential for detection of commercial 

explosives, potential taggants, and possiQle interferents. The T AGA 3000 system has 
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demonstrated sensitivity to I part in 5 x 10-14 of trinitrotoluene and allows for specific 

detection of parent molecular ions by mass spectromet~r assignment of m/e values. The 

instrument has the versatility of being able to specifically detect several trace vapor 

molecules simultaneously based on distinctive m/e values. A feasibility demonstration 

program awarded to Sciex, Limited, to answer some of the above questions and provide 

data is likely to be highly productive. 

6.2.2 Detection of Explosives Vapors by the Olfactory Discrimination of the 
Mongolian Gerbil 

6.2.2.1 Description 

Mongolian gerbils (Meriones ungriculatus) possess extraordinary olfactory 

discriminaton abilities. This small rodent has been trained and demonstrated to respond to 

subparts-per-triJlion quantities of explosives vapors. 

6.2.2.2 Status 

These animals have been trained and used to detect non obvious or nonmetallic 

weapons that are used to hijack planes. Associated with stressful individuals is a 

manifestation of criminal intent as evidenced by the appearance of epinephrine (adrenalin) 

on the skin surface. The Mongolian gerbil has been demonstrated by Dr. G.B. Biederman 

(University of Toronto) as a reliable, socially acceptable, and accurate detector of 

stressed individuals. These animals have also been trained to identify dinitrotoluene, 

trlnitrotolue.ne, C-4, ANFO, NOREX 207, CIL POWDERMEX 300, and double-base 

smokeless powders. 

6.2.2.3 ~ 

A procul'ement is planned with General Behavior Systems (Dr. Biederman) to: 

(!) determIne sensitivity of gerbils for specific explosive vapors; (2) determine the cause 

of gerbil false alarm; (3) repeat Dr. Biederman's experiments to ensure valIdation of the 

results; and (4) determine the specific number of vapors for which a gerbil is trainable. 

The gerbil explosive detection system has potential in the scenario of passenger screening 

at airports lOr building entrance security. 

6.2.3 Harmonic Radar Detection Tagging 

6.2.3.1 Description 

In a harmonic radar, the receiver is tuned to a second or third harmonic of the 

transmit frequency to eliminate reflected signals from all but the very limited class of 
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objects which produce a harmonic signature. In order for a blasting cap to provide a very 

strong second harmonic signal, a diode in series with a capacitor (to block dc current flow) 

must be connected between one of the wires and the cap shell. A unique harmonic 

signature may be produced by the inclusion of some type of encoder, such as an oscillator 

circuit. Signal strength would be unaffected by twisting the leg wires, but would be 

attenuated by doubling back the lead wires over the cap. The signal could be totally 

eliminated by careful RF shielding. 

6.2.3.2 Status 

The Mine Detection Division of USAMERADCOM has developed instrumentation 

designed to detect the third harmonic produced by imperfect metal-to-metal junctions in 

noncooperative targets. At the present time, a prototype system exists that is man

portable and helicopter-mountable. The extension of harmonic radars to cooperative 

tagging systems has already been made, as manifested by diode-containing taggants 

attached to merchandise in many stores, and by a medium-range (- 20 feet) tagging 

detection system marketed by the Microlab Corporation. Utilization of this technology 

for the detecton of tagged blasting caps would appear to involve an appreciable engineer

ing effort, but no significant extension of the state-of-the-art. 

6.2.3.3 Plans 

Feasibility of the concept will be explored. Further contacts will be made with 

Microlab Corporation and USAMERADCOM. 

6.2.4 

6.2.4.1 

Magnetic Detection Taggants 

Description 

A magnetic reed relay may be incorporated into an electric blasting cap in 

series or parallel with the bridge wire of the cap. The cap could then be deactivated by an 

external magnetic field (either dc or audio frequency, depending on configuration) and 

permanently latched in a deactivated condition. Because magnetic fields are extremely 

difficult to shield against, deactivation of shielded caps would be essentially assured. 

Accidental disablement could be minimized by selecting deactivation field strengths well 

above normal stray field values. In addition, even if accidental disablement did occur, it 

would be detected by the conventional continuity test prior to detonation. 

6-7 
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6.2.4.2 Status 

Magnetic reed relays or switches are currently manufactaured by two 

commercial concerns (i.e., Potter Brumfield, Inc., and Sigma lnstruments~' although the 

specific performance requirements proposed for a deactivation switch will probably 

require that a special-purpose devIce be developed. Concept feasibility is essentially 

assured. Major technical concerns are size, cost, and reliability. 

6.2.4.3 Plans 

The suitability of this approach will be inves~igated during FY 7&. 

6-8 
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2 December 1976 

28 December 1976 

3 January 1977 

25 January 1977 

25 January 1977 

25 January 1977 

26 January 1977 

31 January 1977 

28 February 1977 

3 March 1977 

16 March 1977 

22 March 1977 
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APPENDIX 
DOCUMENTS/REPORTS DELIVERED TO THE 

BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

~ 

First Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Comments on the Bendix Proposed Techniques for the 
Detection of Explosives Vapors 

Second Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Third Monthl), Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Statement of Work Evaluation of Potential 
Taggant/Polymer Combinations for Detection Tagging of 
Blasting Caps 

Comments on the Potential of Plasma Chromatography as 
Developed by PCp, Inc., for the Detection of Explosives 
Vapors 

Assessment of the Proof Technology Associates Proposal for 
the Development of an Electromagnetic Security Device 

Statement of Work for Brookhaven National Laboratories 
Study on Taggant/Substrates 

Fourth Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Assessment of the Stanford Research Institute Preproposal, 
entitled "Identification of Smokeless Powders by Field 
Ionization Mass Spectrometry" 

Fifth Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Explosives Tagging and Control Inflation Impact Am!1ysis 
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29 March 1977 

30 March 1977 

15 April 1977 

10 May 1977 

10 May 1977 

16 May 1977 

20 May 1977 

20 May 1977 

5 July 1977 

5 July 1977 

7 July 1977 

7 July 1977 

20 July 1977 

21 July 1977 
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~ 

The Use of Deuterated Ammonium Salts for Detection Tag
ging Explosives - A Preliminary Study 

Technical Evaluation Package for the Cost Benefit Analysis 
of Explosives Tagging Proposals 

Assessment of the Predetonation Detection of Bulk Explo
sives by U.S. Customs Service-Developed Vapor Analyzers 

Explosives Tagging and Control Program -- Progress to Date 

Sixth Monthly Progress Report en the Bureau of· Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, enthled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Seventh Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Proposed Subcontract on "Process and Product Taggant 
Compatibility Demonstration Test for Cast Explosive 
Boosters 

Proposed Subcontract on "Process and Product Taggant 
Compatibilty Demonstration Test for Smokeless Ball Powder" 

Statement of Work for Georg~l'own University Letter- and 
Book-Bomb Detection by Dielectric Measurement Techniques 

St~tement of Work -- Prelimin;l.ry Investigation of Nonvapor 
Explosives Detection by Dual-E:nergy Tomography 

Statement of Work -- Plasma Chromatography Evaluatlon 

Eighth Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Proposed Procurement of Special Order Cap-Sensitive Pack
aged Emulsion Explosives 

Ninth Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 
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Date 

26 July 1977 

2 August 1977 

12 August 1977 

16 August 1977 

2 September 1977 

7 September 1977 

19 September 1977 

20 September 1977 
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Title 

Proposed Subcontracts on Postdetonation Identification 
Tagging for Blasting Cap Leg Wires 

Identification-Tagged Explosive Transportation Classification 
Authorization 

Tenth Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 

Environmental Assessment, Bureau of Alcohol, 1obacco and 
Firearms Explosives Tagging Program 

Explosives Vapor Detection by Atmospheric Pressure Ioni
zation/Mass Spectrometry -- Status Report 

Program Plan -- The Use of Deuterated Ammonium Salts for 
Detection Tagging of Explosives 

Preliminary Toxicology Assessment of Candidate Vapor 
Taggants 

Eleventh Monthly Progress Report on the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms Project, entitled "Explosives Tagging 
and Control" 
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DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND MINERALS 
P. O. eo~ 6eo 

LC)(INCTON. KCN1UCK:V 40S01 

Testimony of D. T. Froedge . 
Kentucky Department of Mines and Minerals 

Division of Explosives and Blasting 
before the 

Subcommittee on Criminal Law and Procedures 
of the Senate Committee on Judiciary 

Concerning Legislation Requiring the Tagging 
of Explosives for Identification Purposes 

Gentlemen: 

H. N. KIAK~ATRICK 
CO",",MISSIONEf't 

We thank you for the opportunity, to be here today to speak on the 

subject of tagging of explosives. Although we are not as directly 

involved in the subject as our counterparts in criminal enforcement, 

we nevertheless have inter,est in the tagging bill. The state of 

, Kentucky uses over 500 million pounds of explosives per year '"hich 

is f.a~ more than any other state in the nation and represents a 

significant percentage of the total used in the nation. Because 

Kentucky is developing rapidly and,most, construction requires rock 

excavation, explosives' are used extensively in mining, quarrying, 

road construction, and general contracting. The state'has been very 

active in eXP,losive'regulation, enforcement, and training since 1972 

at which time it was apparent that there was a need for controlling 

the excesses in blasting and in the misuse of explosives. Since that 

time, 'other activities including transportation, storage, and training 
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in the use of explosives have been assigned to the Department 

of Mines and Minerals. 

The ~dvantages of a national tagging program for explosives are 

obvious and have been stated and restated. We endorse the concept 

and feel that it will help us directly in our explosives program 

. along three particular lines - prosecuting illegal mining activities, 

detering the illegal use of l1~n-permissable explosives in underground 

mining~ and detering theft of explosives. 

In the state ef Kentucky we have had in the past a considerable 

number of outlaw mining operations. Tracing these activities has 

proven to be a most difficult task in the mountainous area of Eastern 

Kentucky. Since most mining and reclamation violations'are civil 

matters and are handled by the civil courts, little pressure can be 

brought to bear on these. highly illegal operations. But, since 

blasting and explosive control falls generally in the areas having 

criminal sanctions, determining tracing and prosecution is more 

effective. By being able to trace the explosives and determine the 

pOint of sale, we can in. effect cut-off supplies of explosives to 

these operations. 

In underground mining operations there' i~ a requirement that only 

permissable explosives be used and using high explosives presents 

a dangerous condition. With identification tags added to both the 
, , 

permissable and non-permissable and presumably a different code, it 

would be easy, after the fac,t, to determine whether or not non

permissable explosives were being used. Since there are magnetic 

systems already in use for removing the iron leg-wires used on 

blasting caps, presumably, the ~aggant would be removed at this 
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point also which means that samples of material taken from these 

magnets could be examined 'periodically to determine what type 

of explosives were being used. We would recommend that the code 

for permissable and non-permissable should be significantly 

different that an aggregate quantity is still distinquishable. 

We feel that the incorporation of the taggant will have a 

significant detering affect on avatlability of explosives for , 

illicit 'purposes. Since the p~e5ence or absence of the tag is 

indistinquishable, the presence or the non-presence of the tag 

~lll always be in question ~nd, therefore, will lend a certain 

scare mistique to the potential abuser. We might add, however, 

that to the professional terrorist, it is unlikely to have little 

affect since there ~s certain to be methods of removal or destruc-

tion of the taggant i.e. magretic, ther~al or chemical. 

There are some items of which we would like to see incorporated 

into the bill regarding the economics of the,program that generally 

fall along two lines: cost and'monopolistic status of the supplier 

of taggants. In regard to the cost, from reports it is estimated 

the cost would be approximately 1-1/2¢ per pound of explosives. 

This does not seem to me to be an unreasonable cost to be added to 

high explosives. However, the system 1s not fully developed at 

this time and so the cost of the finished taggants may go well 

beyond this. If it should be so, there should be some discretionary 

capability on the part of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and 

Firearms to suspend the operation when the average cost exceeds a 

certain percentage of the cost of the explosives i.e.3-~%. The 

logic foX' this is that ultimately these costs are passed on to the. :. 
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consumer and ta~ payer and should the cost of the program far 

exceed other methods of detering criminal activitie~ of the use 

of e~plosives in affect the tax payers money would be wasted. 

The other point would be that we should not legislate a system 

which is proprietary or patented by a single company giving it 

total control over the supply of taggants. We would suggest that 

any approval program would require that the company supplying the 

taggant give up any proprietary rights or at least requires the 

manufacture and sale of the taggant on a reasonable royalty basis. 

We would like also to see incorpora~ed into the bill an evaluation 

program required, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms 

Director required to review the program and report back to the 

Congress on the progress, effectiveness, and utility of the program 

and recommendations for changes after a specified period of time 

1.e. four years. 
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I am Lieutenant [Joward ...E.!!~.t ~'!!1!!.. DE the East 

• 1 1 .• ' '.f., 

,,('~: -
y"'.rr~ )J:-:,18 . _1,< I) 

Brunswick Police f 

DeparLment, East Bruns"ick, New Jcn;ey. I am a veteran of 16 years 

"ith the East Brunswiek Police and have served in the Patrol Division, 

Detective Division and am presently assigned to the office of the 

Director of Public safety. I have had numerous courses o.i.n arson, at
.... 

te/Jded numerous seminars on the subject, serve..rJ 10 years as a volunteer 

.' fireman in the East Brunswick community, serving in all command offices 

and I have bf3en doing arson investigations approximately 12 years. I 

am also Region Five Director of the International Association of Bomb 

Tec1micialls and Investigators. I do bomb investigations and in the 

Organization, I serve as Director of all of the New England States, 

(Naine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-

cut) and the states of New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. 

I am presently in attendance at the FBI Quantico, Virginia, TL'ain-

ing Center for a one "eek course on "On-scene Bomb Investigations". I 

"ould like to say that I am vf3ry appreciative f'Or the opportunity to 

present this statement and I do so on behalf of the International IIsso-

cia~ ion of Ill'son Investigators of which I i)m d mmnbox since the carly 

sixties. 

Night I begin by stating that the Insurance Service Offiee, "Ilich 

is an insurance statistical, advisory and rating organization, estimates 

that the total ,1ctual fire loss due to arson for 1976 could exceed four 

b,il1ion dollars. The American Insurance Association states that in-

cendiary fires currentlg account for 21% of the number of fire insurance 

claims and 40 to 50% of dollars lost to fire. So as one can see from 

these figures, the crime of arson does have a tremendous economical im-

pact upon both the citizens and the government of this country. 
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Like cancer, "rson is u m"li~""llt type of crime. In bot:h urb,'n 

und rural aroas, I~e have scan it "'J II"oId w/lvrc it's rools are not slOlJpod, 

proliferating into new neighborhoo,ll;. Using the sumo analogy, 1.0 I,uve 

been made aware that also like cancer, arson has a complex collection of 

root causes. In addl tion to tho collect.ion of causes, thore is also a 

large qu,'ntity of substances that can be usad to institute the crime of 
'-

arson. It is in this area that I would like td)direct my comments to 
d. 

tho Committee. 

It is recognized b!! arsOn investigators that there has been a 

min.iiltal amount of research and developmont in both equipment and inves-

tigative techniques used in the investigations of tilis crime. Almost all 

scientific appartus used in arson has baen adapted from some other disci-

pline. Investigators need good, inexpensive portable equipment. They 

also noed the expertise, unde~'stun(Hng ,']nd inccrltivcs to omptoy scientific 

equipment and the funds to buy it. Su<:h dcvC'lopmollt should be encouraged. 

TIHue is a dofini te need for more Mld better Das.ic information por-

.aining to tile identif.ic:ation ,md collection of residues and otller evi-

dentiary burned remains and of sciontiflc techniques for such identifica-

tion. This is true DeCulJSe ursonists constantly al'e using new types of 

incendi,uy devicas. This cmllilnces tlll1 problem of an i nv<?st1!Jation, par-

ticularly ,.hen one recogn.izes that with todilY's economics, an unusual 

amount of tempta tion is offeJ;ed for tI,O fraudulent type of arson. It 

must be recogn.ized that a lot of busin"ssm"n 'irOIl't "lJle to face finan-

cial failure so tlley take tIle easiest avai},lble way out - tiley burn and 

sell out to the insllrance company. It is not unCOr,unon tod,,!! for il bus1-

nessman who Ilas ne'ver committed a cdme in Ilis lifet.imo, to commit his 

first crime by burning his business - his belief being that collecting 

the fire insllrunce will solve all Ilis probloms. 

l 
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It ~o{as noc unusual in previolJs yntlrS to find fl busin(llssm.lIl llimselE 

doing the torching but today a pro[,''',~ional torch c"n be contactad through 

many sources and hirad to do the job, ,~ol'king strictly on an insurance 

percentage basis. Because of the aforementioned problems, the profes-

sional torch of today stands little risk of being apprehellQed, brought 

to trial and convicted, It is thus imper"tive f!?at any m;~ns of improv

ing evidential material is needed. l't is my belief that tagging in ex-

plosives can be a response of this nature • 

. The tagging material that is presently being used in explosives 

can have an impact on arson investigations ,~l,en allY ot these explosives 

are used. It is accepted that the tl<lO predominant mdterials that would 

have a major impact on this crime are black powder and smokeless powder. 

Both of these items can and ar,e used as sources of ignition and as 

streamc?rs .'hich would be used to move the fire to various locations 

throughout the ar"a to be burned. 

It is unfortunate, but because of the chaos. in "rson recording, 

little or no value can be placed on ilny statistics that might be used to 

r('seal'ch the use of these items in aJ'son. l'ot whon they are u.'wd, t:he 

fact that the tagging call. be used as a tool by the invcstigators to indi

cate what the material ,,,as, where it was producc?d, to whom it was sold 

on the first order, without any doubt offers more opportunity for a suc-

cassful .invastigat.ioll than "ny that prcsantly exists. 

It must also be l'ecognized that fir(] is an ;,ftarmath of crimas 

that might be a,~sociated with bombs of various types when the bombs ,,'ere 

used as a souJ"ce of igni tion. 'fhis could run from p.ip" bombs through 

dynamite, chemicals, ",,,ter ,gels - just about all explosives may induce 

fire ,1S an afterm"th. 

27-428 0 - 78 - 75 
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Rut thc knowlcrl'lc that til!}!FlIlts .3rc in cxpJo.';iv,)s c.m simplify 

tllC umount of timc ':llld cffort that all inv,·,<tigator might spelld looking-
.. -- -,._ ... -.-

for sourcas of ignition;b!} tha usa of tI", infrared ligh;;:'\ Tile kno"lcdge 

that taggants can be fOU:;"';~; b~'in;a~tigat~d- q';i~k~ eliminating~~~": ''-1''5 

method as a possible sourca of ignition. r~ithout the taggant, this type 

of process would raquire langth!} pari ods to accumulate ph!}sical avidellce 

from the rubble, packaging and forw,Jrding same to fOl'ensic laboratories 

for lcngthy chcmical allalgBis t}l.lt ,It it's cOllclusion', would only tell 

ti,e investigator that an cxplosiva ""s usad. 

As you can sce, comparing tha two mathods, the tagging most assurcd-

ly can be bcneficial in time, economics ulld furthcrance of the investiga-

tion. It is for this reuson, gentlamen, that the International Association' 

of Arson Invcstigators are 100% behind the continuance of tha axplosive 

tagging as it has pl'csantly bean proposad. 

I would also like to suggC!st that the Committae in viC!wing tha 

criminal justi.ce procnss roguxding'nrson, cOl1sir:}er cldc1itional resenrch 

into new and mora sdenUfic mot'l,ods of tagging or idC!ntif!}ing hydro-

carbons I~hich is by far thc ovel'wllC!lming I~odpon in ti,e commission of the 

crima or arson. 

I 'would also like to bring to the attention of tha conunittC!e that 

a I'cvict" of the late 1960 riots most clC!arly SIIOWS ti,e helplessnass of 

tllC! cities in comb,lting the burning that took plaGc. If olle examines 

this, !Iou can readily see ho:" our industrial giants could bc brought to 

a stan(Jstill'~ if not complctcly, for lcngthy pcriods of time. The country 

could suffer scvere losscs of cconomics mId pI'oduction, having a tre-

mendous impact on our governmcnt and the .-ell-bcing of our citizcns. 

- Pagc 4 -
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rt is not impossible to unclc!lstand how fire, arson if you .>'ish to 

use that term at this poine, can ""rl:ainly become a very impoL'tilllt "(Ml,on 

in the arsenal of the poli tical terrorist groups. Al tllOugh it may not 

induce the same Psychological impact on people that bombs do, I ask you 

to visualize a terrorist group dividing a city like New York into five 

sections and at a given planned time, igniting miljor fir'es in industrial 
'. 

and residential areas. 

This is I~hy the IAAI believes that for roasons liko those that h,Vl? 

just boon mentionod, arson bo examined for it's potential t/,reat to our 

society by our Fedoral Government. 

Again, I thank !Iou gentlemen for the opportuniLy to be here "nd be 

heal'd. If !lour Subcommittee should require or dosire ildditional ini'orma-

tion or answers to specific questions I have not covered here, the Asso-

C'iation ilnd I would be more than willing to provide furthor a~sist.lnce. 

- Page 5 -
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~rr. Chairman, my name is Robert B. Smith, I am the 

Washington Representative of the National Fire Protection 

Association. I am also th~ Executive s~cretary of the 

Fire Harshals Association of North America. With me 

is !orr. Thomas Broume1, Assist.ant ,Chief Fire Investigator 

from the Haryland State Fire ~larshal' s Office. ~lr. Broumel 

is in charge of the Haryland Bomb Squad. 

I am here today on behalf of the Fire Marshals Association 

of North nmerica. I have a brief statement regaLding S.2013. 

Follolving my statement, Mr. Broumel and I will be happy to 

answer any questions. 

As a matter of backgrounu: the Fire Marshals Associat~on 

was organized in 1906, and in 1927 became associated with the 

National Fire Protection Association. The membership of the 

Fire Marshals Association is composed of State, county and 

local Fire Marshals and designated members of their staff. 

Fire Marshals generally are officials with statutory 

responsibilities, which include the enforcement of fire 

codes within a jurisdiction, review of building construction 

fire safety plans, fire prevention inspections, fire cause 

and arson investigation, fire data collection and fire 

legislation development. Fire Marshals also provide advice 

to other officials or agencies within a jurisdiction on 

matters concerning fire safety, and are responsible for 

public fire safety education. In many State, County and 
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local jurisdictions, the Fire Harshal is the official 

assigned the responsibility for explosives licensing, 

issuance of permits, and investigation of incidents 

involving the misuse of malicious use of explosives. 

The search for evidence at a fire or exploslon scene 

is often difficult. Any process or prodedure which facilitates 

the gathering of evidence at an explosion site, or allows 

the ready detect±~n and identification of explosives, 

facilitates the investigation conducted by the Fire Marshal. 

It is for this reason that the Fire Marshals Association 

strongly endorses the concept of providing readily 

identifiable taggants for explosive materials in order 

to facilitate the detection and identification of explosive 

. materials present or used in an incident. 

I would like to emphasize that our endorsement is 

conceptual only, since ~t this time we cannot comment 

with regard to the technical feasibility of such desired 

taggants. 

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. Thank 

you for the opportunity to testify before this Subcommittee. 
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Testimony of Dr. Robert MoleX' of The A"X'ospace Corporation Beiore the Sub
committee to Investigate Criminal Laws of the Committee on the Judiciary, 
United States Senate. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the S"bcommittee, I am Robert Moler, 
Director of Explosives Control Prog-r,o.ms for The Aerospace Corpora-
tion. I am here in response to yO\lt' request to provide inforrt).ation on Aero
space's participation in the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
tagging program. \ 

My discussion will address the technical aspects of, first, identHi_ 
cation tagging and, second, detection tagging. Before beginning, I would like 
to acknowledge the cooperation and goodwill which have been exlHbited by 
the various manufacturers of expl03ives, without which this development effort 
would have been severely hampered. 

EXPLOSIVES IDENTIFICATION TAGGING 

The explosives identification tagging concept has three major parts; 
addil)g tiny, nonexplodable, coded particles to explosives during their manu
facture; recovering and deCOding them; and tracing them through distribu
tion records to the last legal possessor. Developmellt of the concept has 
been pursued in an effort to both improve the ability of law enforcement 
personnel to apprehend bombers and other illegal users of explosives and to 
increase the accountability of those who are responsible for the security of 
explosives being stored or transported. 

Description of Taggants 
, 

Several types of taggants have been proposed as candidates for ex-
plosives identification tagging. Initial development began in 1969 by the Westing
house Electric Corporation, supported by the Bureau of Mines. Since then; ~ 0 

various candidate tags have been developed by the 3M Company, Ames 
Laboratories, and the General Electric Company. At present, two taggants 
have been tested enough to indicate that they are capable of surviving the severe 
environment of detonation and of being recovered from the debris and decoded. 
Hence, only these,two were considered as candidates for national implemen
tation in a tagging program. One taggant is a color-coded polymer laminate 
made by 3M and is referred ,0 as a color-coded taggant. The other is an 
inorganic particle coded with r:>.re-earth doped compoundS and is made by 
We stinghous e. 

Both of these taggants have been tested extensively for survivability 
and compatibility with explosive products and manuiacturing procedures, and 
both have shown their utility for national implementation. While it 
was desired to include both in the national pilot test, negotiations with 
Wlostinghouse for its participation broke down over who should bear the 
liability in the case of negliger.ca rest:.l.ting in a lass. At this time, 
the only participant in the program to pilot test the taggants is the 3M Company, 
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The search for alternate taggants will, h')wever, continue in order to find 
cheaper and more effective methods and establish a competitive market. 

Testing of 3M Taggant 

The testing to date on the 3M taggant indicates that it can be added to 
the production of packaged cap-sensitive water gels/slurries and dynamites 
without ueriously disrupting the manufacturing proc),ss. Six manufacturers 
have tested this taggant for compatibility with their products, and three 
manufacturers have demonstrated the capability to add taggants during their 
normal production runs. During the next several months, most of the nine 
manufacturers of cap-sensitive pac·kaged explosives in the United States will 
conduct detailed evaluations of thei.r capability to add taggants during normal 
production, to mark the shipping caseS of tagged explosives designating the 
added code, and to maintain records indicating to whom the various tagged 
explosives were distributed. 

Evaluation of test data by the Bureau of Explosives under th", auspices 
of the U. S. Department of Transportation has determined that because the 
addition of taggants did not change the hazard characteristics of an explosive, 
such explosives could be transported in the same manner as untagged explo-
sives. Testing is being conducted by the Bureau of Mines for the Mining 
Enforcement Safety Administration in order to determine if the addition of 
taggants will have an effect on the status of certain explosives that are 
otherwise designated as permissible to use in an underground coal mine. The 
preliminary indications are that the taggants will have no impact on perm.issibility. 

Field testing of taggants has been conducted using explosives tagged 
either in the normal course of production or in the field (i. e., by slitting 
open the packaged explosive and adding the taggants). Such field tests have 
been conducted in Birmingham, Alabama; Seneca, Maryland; Phoenix, Ari
zona; and Quantico, Virginia. At each of these tests, law enforcement 
agents (untrained in two cases and ... .'ith less than 2 hours training in others) 
have been able to recov/,r and decode taggants at the bomb scene. 

ExtensiVe lab"ratolY testing has been conducted to determine the ra.te 
of survivability of taggants and the presence of any contaminate taggants. 
This testing has indicated that while many of these tag gants will be destroyed 
during detonation, a sufficient number will survive to ensure recover
ability by law enforcement officials. 

National Pilot Test 

A national pilot test of explosives identification tagging is now under
way. All but two of the explosives manufacturers who produce cap-sensi
tiye packaged explosives are participati'lg. These manufacturers are 
E. I. duPont de Nemours &: Co., Inc.; Hercules Inc.; Atlas Powder Company; 
Independent Powder Company; Gulf Oil Chemicals Company; IRECO Chemicals; 
and Trojan Powder. The test will result in ove·r seven. .IE-i}1ion pounds of explo-
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sives being tagged during the normal prvduction process. The tagged 
explosives will enter the regular distribution chain with only slight modifi
cations of their manufacturers marks of identification--the basis of existing 
distribution records. Random, tagged explosives will be diverted from 
normal distribution and will be used to simulate illegal bombings. Law 
enforcement agents, with a few hours training, will investigate these simu
lated bombings and attempt to recover and decode the taggants. The Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, through its national explosive tracing 
center, will then attempt to trace the taggant back to the appropriate 
explosives manufacturer, distributor, and final use,!:. A pilot test on this 
vast a scale should p'rovide the required data on the 'processes of taggant 
manufacturing and distribution, taggant addition, recordkeeping, , 
bomb-scene investigative taggant recovery, and crime laboratory decoding. 

Cost of National Implementation _ ID Tagging 

The principal cost item in the explosives identification ·tagging program 
is the cost of the taggants. The most realistic acquisition cost of the 3M 
color-coded taggant is about $25 per pound delivered to the explosives manu-. 
facturer. At a concentration of .05 percent, the taggant cost per pound of 
explosive is one cent. Themominal cost of these explosives is 50~ per 
pound. The burden placed on the explo~ive manufacturer to add the taggants 
and to modify..J:>,is recnrdkeepitlg is consid~le_ There are increased costs 
resulting·GOm: (1) receiving and inventorying taggants, (2) measuring and 
adding the taggants, (3) controlling cross-contamination at taggant change
over.points, (4) controlling the amount of rework material that can be added, 
(5) modifying explosives packages and shipping caSes to reflect the added 
taggants, (6) modifying the inventory, invoicing, and other recordkeeping 
systems, and (7) establishing increased quality aSSUrance measures. The 
resulting cost from these burden,s cannot be accurately determined without the 
experience of the national pilot test. T.he Institute of Makers of Explosives 
ahd individual manufacturers are actively assisting in trying to determine 
realistic costs. We currently estimate that these increased burdens could 
be handled by the addition of one trained individual to each plant for each 
shift of production. 

~ 

It is realistic to consider national implementation of explosives 
identification tagging by March 1978. Seven of the nine explosives manufacturers 
will receive training and experience in tagging during the pilot test as 
will explosives distributors and law enforcement officials. The only critical 
technical consideration is the tooling up of the taggant manufacturing process 
so that sufficient taggants (25, 000 pounds a month) can be produced. The 
required lead time is about 6 months, which means that this tool-up must 
begin by the first of October in order for full-scale national implementation 
by March 1978 to be possible. 

This initial identification tagging pilot test program has been dIrected 
only at packaged, cap-sensitive, dynamites and water gels/slurdes. How
ever, the feaSibility of tagging smokeless powders, boosters, s'lfety fuses, 
detonating cords, blasting caps, emulsions, two-component bi'lary mixtures, 
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and black powder is currently bei'lg determined. While tagging these materials 
is more complex that the tagging of dynamites and water gels/slurries. the 
initial indication is that it can be undertaken in the next several years. 

EXPLOSIVES DETECTION TAGGmG 

Explosives detection tagging is not as far advanced tech.,}ically as 
explosives identification tagging. A detection tagging development effort 
was initiated in 1975 under the sponsorship of the Federal Aviation Admin
istration. the Law Enforcement Assistance Administ;ration. and Brookhaven 
National Laboratory. 

During most of the early devebpment efforts on explosives detection. 
the idea of an intrinsic vapor detection method had great appeal to the research 
community. Consequently. various methods using vapor detection concepts 
were developed. An impetus for the initial optimism concerning intrinsic 
vapor detection was the fact that the commercial explosives market was 
dominated by nitroglycerine-based dynamites. A number of early studies 
had suggested mistakenly that most other materials (e. g .• smokeless and 
black powders and military explosives) emitted distinctive vapors in suf
ficient quantities to be detectable. 

Over the past several years. a number of carefully designed studies 
have been conducted to characterize. compute. and measure the vapor 
effluents from explosives under laboratory and simulated real-world conditions. 
While these studies {which were sponsored by the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration. the Federal Aviation Administration. the U. S. Postal Service. 
and the U. S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command 
(USAMERADCOM)) disagree on the specifics. they concluded that only dyna
mites based on ethylene glycol dinitrate or nitroglycerine. and possibly TNT. 
have sufficiently high vapor pressures and emission rates to allow for 
reasonably reliable vapor detection at a point of controlled accesS. When the 
military explosive. Composition C-4. was not exposed to the air for long 
periods before use. it was found to emif significant amounts of cyclohexanone. 
a solvent used in the manufacturing process. Therefore, cyclohexanone vapor 
could be a potential aid in detecting the presence of C-4. However. slurries / 
water gels. black and smokeless powders (commonly used in pipe bombs). 
PETN. RDX. HMX. and tetryl were found to have vapor pressures so low 
that reliap4e detection would not be possible even if detection thresholds of: 
part in 10 were attained. Becaus e slurries /water gels are rapidly replacing 
dynamites on the American market and because pipe bombs accounted for more 
than 20 percent of the bombir,g incidents in 1976. the serious limitations of all 
intrinsic vapor detection techniques are :,ow realized. 

While there are promising nonvapor techniques for detecting some 
intrinsic characteristics of explosives (e. g •• tomography). they have four 
characteristics that limit their implementation. First. they are applicable 
only for a limited access search. Second. they ar~ easily foiled. Third. 
they involve the use of ionizing radiation and cannot be used on people. 
Fourth. they are only in the early stages of research. 

I 
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Therefore. the only way to detect explosives before detonation. 
at least in the near term. is to add somt:lhing to the explosive during its 
manufacture. i. e •• ta.g it for detection. The taggant might be a vapor tag. 
or it might be something which could be sensed by el!\ctromagnetic radiation 
or other nonvapor methods. 

Currently. the major al'eas of study for vapor taggants are the 
methods of incorporating the taggants into the explosives or the detonation 
chain and of selecting appropriate vapor tags. An area of intense study 
deals with the addition of a vapor taggant to the seal plug of the blasting cap, 
(Electric blasting caps are commonly used in clandestine devices.) One 
method of addition involves dissolving the taggant in the blasting cap rubber 
closure plug. Another method involves the microencapsulation of the taggant 
material and the subsequent addition of the microcapsules to the blasting 
caps. Several different potential taggants are currently being studied The 
most promising of these are a number of perfluorocyclo-alkanes. deuterated 
ammonia; and perfluoroaromatics. The emphasis in these studies is on 
determining taggant materials which are safe. capable of being incorporated 
into existing plug material. do not exist in the envi ronment. are tropospherically 
degradable. and provide a constant source of a distinctive tag for 5 to 10 years. 

The incorp> ration of vapor taggants into explosives requires appro
priate sensing instrumentation for detection. In order to avoid false alarms 
from normal or naturally occuring ambient pollutants, vapor detectors 
that are specific and sensitive to trace quantities of the incorporated vapor 
tags merit primary consideration. Such techniques as ion mobility spectro
metry. atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry, laser optoacou_ . 
stics. and others have shown potential applicability. The first two techniques 
represent commercially available instrumentation while the latter is a 
technique in the breadboard design phase. The possible utility of each 
technique must be documented and the instrumentation optimized for vapor 
tag detection prior to field deploYment in a test program. Other potential 
detection techniques that are in the exploratory feasibility phase inel ude 
the use of coded harmonic radar tagging. x-ray fluorescence detection of 
heavy metal alloyed blasting caps. and electromagnetic deactivation, 

The tagging for detection of other explosive materials is under active 
study. Both smokeless and black powders are expected to be amenable to 
tagging with a microencapsulated material, Detonating cord and fuse cord 
tagging are being studied. and the Use of microencapsulated materl al is a 
promising candidate taggant. 

One or more of the above detection tagging methods should reach the 
point of demonstrable feasibility within a year and will be tested on a pilot 
scale in order to ensure that no unforeseen problems in manufacturability. 
compatibility, or detectability emerge. 
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STATEMENT OF 

LYMAN G. WATT, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT 

AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION, INTERNATIONAL 

BEFORE THE 

SUBCOMI1ITTEE ON CRIMINAL LAWS & PROCEDURES 

OF THE 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

MAY 2, 1978 

EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS TAGGANT ACT 

Mr. Chairman, I am Captain Lyman G. Watt, First Vice President of the 

Air Line Pilots Association (Ar~A) representing the interests and concerns of 

,~~~\ ~~30,OOO professional pilots dedicated to assuring the concept of saf.e air travel. 

iii J.vt?· t I am most grateful. for the opportunity to appear before this SubcoIIlII\ittee 

Jk' ~\~: and am even more grateful that this Subcommittee is considering legislation that 

\\~\f\ 
S~\J 

can.have such a salutary effect on our continuing efforts to safeguard civil aviation 

against terrorist and criminal attacks. 

Beyond the personal concerns of thousands of pilots and their families in 

improved security of air carrier operations, I must point out that the pilot-in-

command of an air carrier transport is ever conscious of the traditional, philoso-

phical and legal burden of assuring the highest degree of flight safety possible. 

Therefore, I welcome this opportunity to voice the support of the Air Line Pilots 

Association for the enactment of S.20l3, the Explosive Materials Taggant Act. 

As we meet here this morning, there are few governments in the world which 

do not face the real possibility of extortion or even overthrow by terrorism. 
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Terrorism spreads far beyond the bounds of a particular incident to threaten the 

very structure and authority of government in its ability to govern and to 

institute both foreign and' domestic policies. Terrorism evokes a real image of 

anarchy and rule by threat. This creates a problem of international magnitude, 

for while incidents or campaigns of terrorism are often parochial in intent, 

they can and do cause repercussions far beyond the target nation's borders. 

As airline pilots, we must endure a constant exposure to the threat of 

terrorist attack for our aircraf~ have become an attractive target for terrorist 

activities. I think the reasons for this are fairly understandable: 

1. Most air carrier. aircraft are highly identifiable with their country 

of registration. For example, TWA and PAN AM are considered to 

represent the U.S.A. 

2. The place for attack can be chosen from a wide selection of 

countries with an eye to the convenience of those countries in 

terms of the existing security arrangements, geographical 

proximity, political sympathy, etc. 

3. Aircraft cost up to 50 million dollars. Threatening or 'holding 

such a prize for ransom can be very effective. 

4. Aircraft are relatively fragile and are easily destl:oyed with a 

few dollars worth of readily obtainable matel:ials. 

5. Aircraft can carryover 400 passengers which on any given day 

probably have a diversity of nationalities represented among them. 

They make great hostages. 

6. An aircraft, as a target, can also provide the terrorist with 

a means of escape to virtually any part of the world. 

7. Terrorists seek international new attention for their cause: eil:craft 

destruction and related events are proven headline-grabbers. 
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In civil aviation, we find we are trapped in a paradox. The early threat 

to aircraft was essentially one of hijacking. As a result, a massive congressional, 

government and industry effort was mounted which finally resulted in the passage 

of the Anti-Hijac~ing.Act of 1974. Since that time, by means of unflagging 

activity from the regulatory and industry secu~ity specialists, additional 

safeguards have been developed. Pending legislation before the Congress will 

provide further and stronger safeguards. The Omnibus Anti-Terrorimn Act of 1977 

(S.2236) introduced by Senator Ribicoff will provide an important addition to 

our defense arsenal against international terrorism. We have so testified and 

hope for swift passage and implementation of this legislation. 

The paradox I refer to is that created by our success in combatting hijackings. 

If a terrorist cannot hijack, he will sabotage. The more successful a nation 

becomes in preventing hijackings, the more susceptible it becomes to sabotage 

attempts on aircraft. If terrorists cannot hijack, they will destroy. 

This frightening situation in the ~!iddle East has created a brand of terrorism 

which apparently revels in a bloodbath of death and maiming. The aim is to shock 

by body count; the greater the count, the greater the shock and consequently the 

greater the attention paid to the terrorists cause. To further complicate the 

matter, it seems that fewer terrorist groups follow any particular flag and conse
,l/../l ~ 4-. nu.;{ 

quently devote themselves to incredibly narrow ideologies of convenience. ~ This 

fragmentation only increases the difficulty of eliminating such groups. Any 

technical aid that can be afforded to law enforcement officials in frustrating 

terrorist activities must be encouraged. 

I mention these matters to lift the consideration of S.2013 from the mundane 

environment of a manufacturing requirement and to illustrate how it has a direct 

effect upon the course of domestic and international terrorism. 
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The Air Line Pilots Association believes that the provisions of 5.2013 

requiring the inclusion of identification taggants in manufactured explosives 

will be an invaluable aid in investigating and apprehending those who use 

explosives for criminal or terrorist activities. We believe that they would 

be of equal value for tracing the source of unexploded devices as well as those 

which have been detonated. We atrong1y support the use of such taggants, for they 

present a major obstacle to those who seek to prey on the vulnerability of a 

fully-loaded air carrier aircraft. 

Our principal interest is, of course, in the development and use of detection 

taggants since we obviously prefer that explosive devices in air terminals or 

aircraft be located well before they have an opportunity to frighten, kill, or 

maim. Trained "sniffer" dogs would have an easier task if such taggants were 

currently in use. 

Technology :is also rapidly reaching a point where mechanical devices can be 

developed to "sniff out" the presence of explosives. It is entirely conceivable 

that an aircraft could be equipped with a device that would show the captain of 

a flight, prior to it's leaving the boarding gate, if there were any amounts of 

explosives on board his aircraft. Imagine what this would mean in terms of flight 

security. Consider how effective this would be as a defense against the false, 

but still dangel'ous bomb threats which plague airlines daily. 

We recognize that it will be a number of years before existing stockpiles 

of "untagged" explosives are exhausted, but we are grateful that this proposed 

legislation, will, if passed, provide the American public with a greater degree 

of sa&ety and security than they now enjoy. It is an excellent example of 

prospective legislation and its effects will be significant. We also feel that 

passage of such legislation will encourage similar requirements to be enacted 

in other countries engaged in the manufacture of explosives; for they, too, face 
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the same horrendous threat as we do. We would also hope that the U.S. Government 

would actively seek to cooperate with other explosive producing nations in order 

to achieve similar requirements for taggant m~terials. 

Mr. Chairman, the Air Line Pilots Association believes that consideration 

of 5.2013 is important and timely. We believe it will be a significant measure 

in the continuing efforts to combat the eVils of terrorism, and we urge its 

promp t passage. 

o 

o! 
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